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Tractor Number 'I
440001 to 481 999
482001 to 505286
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990 Industrial Models

Tractor Model

{
990 Implematic Livedrive '
990 Selec~amatic Livedrive

{
,99O Implematic Non-Livedrive
,990 Selectamatic Non-Livedrive

,,

Engine Designation and Tractor Models
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- David Brown pot ie/is one of continuous development and improvement
. 'I and therefore the specificaticn details may have been altered since-this.~~;_~!l'h_ ~,.manu~1 went to press. ff ~ '.:
',. '~" ~Mor~\le;, as the David Brown tractor is offered in a variety ~f torrnsto

. ~ cover- a large, number of markets and applications. this manual may
:; ,: contain details of items not applicable to the particular tractor with which

it is being used, ,

"

.. '

The engine fitted !o 99,0 ~Itural Tractr.rs is designated A04/47 and is a four
cylinder unit of 3i in. bO~d 4~ in. stroke. fitted with wet cylinder sleeves. As
the engine must have a flywheel suitable for the clutch (Livedrive or Non-Livedrive)
'!he suffix A or B is included in the designation to indicate the type of flywheel fitted
and therefore the tractor model on which the engine is used.
I

'.he engine fitted to 990 Industrial Tractors is designated 104/47 and is basicallv
fdentical;tothe A04/47 engine. the only difference being that the 104/47 engine is
fitted with' aflywheel suitable for the twin-plate clutch and has a splined coupling
flange attached to the longer flywheel bolts.
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Every 250 Hours
Engine Oil and Filter: Drain the oil when warm'

and remove filter bowl. Discard the old element and .:.
clean bowl out with clean diesel fuel. using a brush to
make slire thatthe by-pass valve is perfectly clean. Fit
a new element and check the sealing ring in th..
cylinder block groove; fit a new rilJg if it is damaged
or distorted. Do not overtighten the bowl securing
bolt-10 Ib ft (1,4 kg metres) is sufficient.

Refill the sump with new oil, start engine to fill the
filter then recheck the oil level.

c

Figure 1. ENGINE BREATHER

A. Cover B. Element
C. Sealing ring

Every 125 Hours
Engine Oil: Drain the oil, while it is still warm,

through the sump plug on the underside of the' sump
plate. Refill with approved oil to within the safe marks
on the dipstick. For list of approved lubricants see
Page 39. In dusty conditions clean or replace engine
breather (see Engine Breather, Page 2).

Paper Element Pre-cleaner
This is an alternative fitting to the centrifugal type

pre-cleaner and incorporates a replaceable paper
element. Frequency of attention depends on working
conditions and in dusty climates the cover should be
removed every few hours of use and the element
examined. The element can be cleaned by tapping its
side to shake off the loose dust. If the element
becomes very dirty, or contaminated'.with oil or
water, it should be renewed. Do not attempt to
wash an element.

.,

. ',:,,,,,-.. ;:.•..

Daily
Check engine oil level. Top up if necessary.
Check aircleaner. Remove filter bowl and examine

the oil. In dusty conditions the air cleaner oil should
be changed frequently, the detachable wire mesh
element removed, washed in diesel fuel. and allowed
to stand until all fuel has drained off, (See note
regarding air cleaner maintenance.)

If a paper element pre-cleaner is fitted, remove the
cover and examine the element. If it is dirty, remove
the element and tap it on the side to shake off dust.
Do not attempt to wash a paper element.
Examine for any water, fuel or lubricating oil leaks.

Every 60 hours
Check engine oil level. Top up to the "full" mark on

dipstick if required.

Check radiator water level and top up to within
1 in. (2'5 em) from top if required. If the engine is hot,
remove radiator cap slowlyasthe system ispressurised
and may scald the hand if opened quickly.

Visually check the feed pump sediment bowl.
Remove and clean if there is any accumulation of
dirt or water.

Air Cleaner
Air Cleener' Oil: Air cleaner oil should be

changed and. the detachable wire mesh element re
moved and in dustv conditions washed frequently.
The maximum dust deposit in the cleaner bowl
should naver be allowed to exceed i in., checked
after standing overnight, otherwise oil pullover into
the induction manifold will take place, due to the
raised oil level.

Oil in the induction manifold, which indicates oil
pullover, can be easily checked through the ether
plug aperture in the inlet manifold. This pullover will
cause rapid engine wear and must be prevented
by adequate cleaner maintenance. An SAE 30 grade

.of straight mineral oil is less susceptible to frothing,
and usually cheaper, than the detergent oils used in
the engine. In climates where the ambient tern
perature often exceeds 32" C (90" F) an SAE 50

...grade oil may be used. Care should be taken not to
overfill the bowl. Only fill to the level mark - not
above or below it.

Before assembling the air cleaner thoroughly clean
the inside of the pre-cleaner and the inside of the
pipe through the centre of the air cleaner. Ensurethat
the '0' rings between the cleaner body, lower
element and oil bowl are correctly fitted to ensure an
air-tight seal. The fit of these 'O"rings is particularly
important, as the upper ring may be easily. displaced
when the oil bowl and lower elementare bein9 fitted.
The '0' ring should not be twisted .and should fit
securely on the small notched register on the lower
edge of the air cleaner body. If the :0' rings are
damaged during assembly new rings must be;fitted.
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2. Disconnect and remove leak-off pipe.
3. Disconnect high-pressure pipes at injector

unions.
4. Slacken nuts holding down the injectors in

stages, to prevent distortion.
5. Withdraw injectors ca·refully. Blank off inlet

unions with caps. A protection sleeve should
be fitted to nozzle tip. ,

6. Clean injector bores and remove copper
washers. Plug the bores with clean rag to
prevent dirt entering engine.

When replacing injectors refit copper washers
new-ones if old ones' were damaged --' and tighten
the injector down evenly. Reconnect leak-off pipe
and high-pressure pipes leaving the injector unions
slack. Tum engine, with stop control in the "run"
position and throttle lever full open, until all air is
expelled from high-pressure pipes,-then tighten the
unions. Start engine and check for any leaks.

No.1 No.2 No.·3 No.4
Cylinder Cylinder Cylinder Cylinder
(Front) (Reer)

ExhaustIInlot InlotIExhaust Exhaust I'nlot InletIExhaust

No.1 No.2 No.3 No.4 No.5 No.6 No.7 No.8

Valve Clearance
Removevalve rocker cover and check valve clear

anceswhen engine is cold. Thevalve clearanceshould
be set cold to the dimensions on Page 33, Dimen
sional Data. The clearance between the tip of rocker
arm and the end of valve stem should be checked
with a feeler gauge as shown on Fig. 3 and adjusted,
if necessary, to the correct'clearance. Adjustment is
made by slackening the locknut and turning the
adjusting screw until correct clearance is obtained.
When tightening the locknut hold adjusting screw

firmly with a screwdriver, then recheck the clearance.
Relative position of valves is as follows:

,.

E

A

".

i'.

Engine Breather: Remove the domed nut from
top and remove the pipe. Lift the cover off and re
move breather element. Clean the top of rocker cover
and fit a new element. Replacebreather cover, ensur
ing that the '0' ring is correctly located in the cover
lip and replace pipe and nut. Failure to change the
breather element could cause excessive pressure to
build up in the crankcase with resulting oil leakage
from the crankshaft seals. (Fig. 1.) .

",

I
1

! r Figure 2. FUEL FEED PUMP SEDIMENT BOWL
A Bowl securing nut B. sediment bowl
C. Sealing ring D. Fitter gauze

E. Priming lever

i '.
~'Every 500 Hours
~: Remove sediment bowl and filter, as shown in
, Fig. 2, and wash in diesel fuel.

Injectors: Remove injectors for cleaning (see
'Page 7).

.( Procedure for ,removal of injectors:
t " ' • ", '11."
t. 1. Thoroughly.clean off all external dirt.
, :
· '
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Figure 3•. SETTING THE VALVE CLEARANCE

A. Adjusting screw B. Locknut C. Foolo' gauge
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Figur.5. FUEL FILTER
A. Element securing bolt B. Element

C. Filter base

Plige 3, .

jj
Fuel Filter . . .: '1

Fit a new element in the first fuel filter but do not " ~
disturb the second filter. Clean the outside of filter •
then remove the bolt securing base of first filter to;i
filter head, whilst holding base and element with the', _J

other hand. Remove base and discard element. Flush :',
out base and fit a new eternentensurinq that it seats" .' .', ,
correctly on the sealing rings inbase and head. Fit a
new sealing washer on to the retaining bolt. Replace .i, '
the bolt and tighten firmly, but not excessively. '

, I I
Do not attempt to clean fuel filter elements and do: :-\

not change elements from one filter t~ another: . ';';'~~~.i1
Remove and flush '!ut fuel feed pump s.edl,!,e~t ", ,;,;1

bowl. As the fuel pump IS lower than the tank 'tWill be'!,·",
necessary to turn fuel tap off or, if a fuel tap is I),?t, t : ~
fitted, slacken outlet union on fuel tank, so that fuel.' .
will not siphon out. Clean filter gauze with an air
blast, or wash in clean fuel. Replace gauze and bowl. '.
ensuring that it seats correctly on the sealing ring.
After refitting sediment bowl and tightening the tank
outlet union, or turning on fuel tap, vent system to
remove air. (See Page 5.) (Fig. 5.)

",

Fan Belt
Check tension by deflecting belt midway between

the fan and crankshaft pulleys. It should deflect
approximately' in. (25 rom) and if necessary may be
adjusted by releasing the three dynamo mounting
bolts and swinging dynamo on the two upper bolts.
TIghten lower bolt first, as this will hold dynamo in
position whilst the upper bolts are tightened. Do not
overtighten the belt. A taut belt will place excessive'
load on the dynamo and water pump bearings and
cause rapid belt wear. If the belt has insufficient
tension when dynamo has been adjusted so that the
lower mounting bolt is at end of arm slot, the belt
should be renewed. (Fig. 4.)

Figur.4. FAN lIELT ADJUSTMENT
A. Deflection B. Mounting bolts

I

'_e_,_

Valve adjustment is easier if carried out when the
injectors have been removed for servicing as the
engine can then be turned by means of the fan. If the
injectors are not removed, or the holding-down nuts
released, it will be necessary to 'use a box-spanner
(Service Tool 960995) on the crankshaft nut to turn
the engine.,

To ensure the valve tappets are-at the base of the
cam, adjust the valves in the following order:

Adjust No. , valve when .No. 8 valve is fully open
Adjust No.6 valve when No.3 valve is fully open
Adjust NO.4 valve when No.5 valve is fully open
Adjust No.2 valve whencNo. 7 valve is fully open
Adjust No.8 valve when-No. "valve is fully open
Adjust No.3 valve when No.6 valve is fully open
Adjust No.5 valve when No.4 valve is fully open
Adjust No.7 valve when No.2 valve is fully open

•
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Water Pump
Apply high-melting-point grease sparingly to the'

pump grease nipple. A few strokes of the grease
gun are all that is required. Over-greasing willdamage
the seals and cause eventual bearing,failure.

pynamo
'c, Remove small rubber plug from the ,centre of
ilynamo rear end-plate, inject a few drops of engine
oil through thehole and replace the plug.

Every 1000 Hours'
Engine Oil Pump: Drain the oil and remove sump

cover. Remove setscrew attaching gauze to pump.
Remove and clean the wire gauze with diesel oil. Do
not use a cloth. Refit gauze, sump cover and plug;
fi!, with correct oil (see Page 39).

','.
"

Figure 6. REMOVING THE OIL PUMP GAUZE
FILTER

Fuel Filter: Using the same procedure as in 500
hours service, fit new elements in both first and
second filters. Do not attempt to clean or interchange
the filter elements.
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FUEL SYSTEM

•

•

Introduction
A thoroughly clean fuel system is essential. Too

much emphasis cannot be made on this point and the
necessity for correct storage of fuel, proper attention
to filter renewal. cleaning the exterior of the tractor
before slackening any connections on the fuel
system, and care when filling the fuel tank notto allow
dirt to enter, must be impressed upon the user.
Cotton waste or cloths must not in any circumstances
be used in conjunction with fuel. injection equipment.

Evety care should also be exercised in the work
shop. The bench used for servicing of fuel equipment
should be situated in a well-lit and separate part of.
the workshop. If it is possible, an insulated dust
proof room should be provided in which the equip
ment can be permanently installed.

Some of the tools and test gear necessary for
servicing injectors are shown in Category 'C' Tool
Leaflets. The minimum essentials consist of the
following: Two Safety Containers - one filled with
petrol for soaking dirty nozzles and the other filled
with test oil (see Page 40), or clean diesel fuel, for
assembly of the cleaned components. A nozzle bench
plate should be screwed to the bench with the jig
end overhanging so that an injector can be located
on it while the dome nut and lockwasher are
slackened or tightened. A Nozzle Setting Outfit
should also be securely bolted to the bench with a
suitable canister to collect the spray and protect the
operator against accidental contact with the spray.

The Flushing device used in conjunction with the
Nozzle Setting Outfit is essential. The Nozzle
Cleaning Kit (Fig. 13) includes a probing tool but
not needles; correct diameter needles can be ob
rained separately as required. Although the above
Items are an essential minimum for injector servicing,
more complex apparatus or additional items are
available where the volume of work makes their
purchase worthwhile.

Venting the System
Venting the system is necessary to remove air. as

the system cannot operate correctly if air is present.
If the system is allowed to run dry, or if any. com
ponents are disturbed. venting should be carried out
as follows:

1. Fill tank to a minimum of 2 gallons - 9 Iitres~""",
of fuel. "," / "1', us

2. Clean sediment bowl and filter on lift,'
before venting the system to prevent -••
of sludge or water, noting that if a fue(llll!'
fitted it will be necessary to releaiilf1l'e~fuetta''\'
outlet union to prevent fuel ~sipilOning'(oUif) ~~'
Ensure that no air is trapped in the'bowl· when' '.1. "
refitting by filli~g it to thertop ~it~ ,cl~~~i,~~i~''~t

3. Clean the outside of the fuel fIlters:, Remove ..,,,\
the plug G and slacken-the connection H.
Operate the feed pump' priming lever and
tighten in the order Githen H as fuel appears
at each point, ' . .

Figure 7. DIAGRAM OF FUEL 'SYSTEM

A. F~el sedi~ent bowl B. Feed pump priming lever
D. First fuel filter E. Second fuel filter
G. Filtervent plug H. Filter leek-oft union
J. Pump vent plug K. Pump vent plug

-" ..
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C. Injectors
F. Injection pump
I. Pump inlet union,
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"run" position and the throttle fully open, turn
the engine with the starter until fuel is ejected.
Tighten the pipe unions and operate the
starter: the engine should then start.

7. Having started the engine. check tightness of
all the connections, check for any fuel leaks
and wipe clean all spilt fuel.

Fuel Feed Pump
The fuel feed pump is mounted on the right· hand

side of the engine crankcase and is actuated by a
push rod from an eccentric formed on the camshaft.

To remove the fuel feed pump. disconnect fuel
pipes at the pump and release the two bolts securing
the pump to the engine crankcase, When the pump is
removed the push rod may be withdrawn from
crankcase. '

Renewal of Diaphragm: Clean exterior of the
pump and mark top and bottom halves so that they
can be replaced in the same position. Remove six
cheese-headed screws securing the upper half of the
pump to the base and lift off the pump top.

Remove diaphragm complete with pull-rod by
turning these through an angle of 90· which should
release the pull-rod from the connecting link. Fit new
diaphragm and pull-rod over the spring with the tab
in the position shown in Fig. 10. Press the centre
down until the 'I" of pull-rod enters slot in connect
ing link and turn diaphragm through 90· as shown in
Fig. 10 so that they lock together. The upper housing
may then be replaced. Presspriming lever and keep it
pressed whilst the cheese-headed screws securing
the housing are tightened. This ensures the diaphragm
is not taut.

•

•

•

A. Diaphragm

B. Diaphragm pull-rod

C. Connecting link

D. Diaphragm spring

E. Body

F. Outlet valve

G. Inlet valve

H. Filtergauze
I. Sediment bowl

J. Hand primer

Figure 9. FUEL FEED PUMP

E

c

4. Slacken the injection pump plug J .and prime
until all air is expelled then tighten the plug

" and repeat the operation with plug K.

5. Slacken the union I and prime until free from
air then'tighten. : '\

6:: ,Sla'ck~;' the high-pressurepi~sat th,e nozzle
l'.' end-then, with the engine stop control.in the. '~ ~ .

......."".. ···f
ti'

B__~+L

J

~" ••Figure 8. FUEL INJECTION PUMP VENT PLUGS
~, " .
.' A. Governor housing vent plug

B. Pump barrel vent plug
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time taken betwean pressure gauge pointer passing
the marks for 150 and 100 atmospheres as it
gradually falls. For a satisfactory nozzle the time
taken should be between 6 and 25 seconds .

Dry Seat Test: Carefully wipe nozzle dry. Build
up pressure to 10 atmospheres below the injection
pressure. Examine nozzle whilst under this pressure,
It should be dry and free from leakage. If the nozzle is
inadvenently caused to inject, the tip should' be
re-wiped dry and tested again.

Atomisation Test: Isolate pressure gauge by
closing valve. Apply eight quick jerks and examine
the spray quality. The sprays should 'be free from
coarse or solid streaks and the tip should remain dry.' .....
There should be four sprays equally spaced at an '.:
inclusive angle of 140·. They are offset 10· to ancw"
for the tilt of the injector in the cylinder head. '

Examine injector for signs of leakaqe ~~:~oizle .cap . '
nut, spring adjusting nut and copper sealing wastiers. "~ ::,;

Nozzle Cleaning: If the injector fails to pass any :.: ~ ~
of the above tests it must be dismantled, cleaned and ,''',{
retested. Note the spring pressure must be released .
before removing a nozzle. Unscrew .the nozzle
cap (Fig. 12). using a close-fitting spanner-on the'
flats provided. and remove nozzle. noting that it will
only fit in one position because of the locating
dowels. Remove needle valve and place in petrol to
soften the carbon. Examine nozzle and needle for
damage overheating or scratch marks on the lapped
working surfaces. If excessive overheating has
occurred, denoted by a dark blue-colour of the needle,
or if the seat or working surfaces are damaged, re-.
conditioning will be required and a .new nozzle
should be fitted.

I
I

- .- -'-._--.._----_.
Figure 11. INJECTORT,ESTING

Using ServiceTooI7044/122FF

. ;::.<
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Figure 10. REFiniNG FEED PUMP DIAPHRAGM

With the diaphragm tab et position A. fit the diaphragm
on to the pump bodyuntil the pull- rod enters the link
slot. then tum the diaphragm 90·, so that the tab is at
position B. to lock the pull-rod in the link slot.

Injector Servicing
Nozzle Testing: The hand tester shown in Fig. 11

is adequate for testing and pressure setting injectors.

Attach the injector to the spray tester and place a
canister round the nozzle to ensure that spray does
not contact the body. The force of the spray is such
that it will easily penetrate the skin. even through
clothing. The resultant oil under the skin is very
difficult to treat and can be a very uncomfortable
wound. The canister will also help to condense the
very fine spray which forms an objectionable atmos
phere. If regular nozzle testing is contemplated a
totally enclosed test chamber with exhauster is
advocated.

Pressure Test: With injector mounted in the test
outfit. depress hand lever several times to fill the
injector and expel any air. Depress lever very slowly
and observe highest pressure reading that is obtained
before needle on pressure gauge flicks. This is the
pressure at which injection takes place. The correct
pressure for new inj8ctors is 1B5 atmospheres. and
for used injectors 175 atmospheres.

If the pressure is incorrect but the nozzle is clean
and otherwise satisfactory. it should be S8t to the
correct figure as follows: Remove dome cap and
slacken locknut, and using a large screwdriver in the
pressure adjusting screw D (Fig. 12) adjust the
pressure. Only a very small movement will be required
unless the nozzle has only just been assembled and
the pressure not previously set. When the screw has
been adjusted. tighten locknut and recheck pressure'.

Back Leakage Test: Operate hand pump until
pressure is about 170 atmospheres. Release :; re
handle quickly and measure, with a stop-watch, the

A

•
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A. Cap
E. Spring

'Figure 12, EXPLODED

B. Sealing washer
F. Plunger

I. Nozzle nut

VIEW OF INJECTOR

C. Locknut
G. Holder

J. 'Nozzle

D. Adjusting screw
H. Fuel inlet connection

,,,

-~

If the nozzle is not damaged it should be cleaned
using the special tools provided in the nozzle cleaning
kit shown in Fig. 13 and Tool Leaflet C2, Firstly clean
fuel oil channels and bores in the nozzle. Scrape
carbon from valve seat with the brass scraper.

-j
E

• -, Figure 13, CAV, NOZZLE CLe.a.NIN~ KIT

:A: Brass wire brush 8. Nozzle body groove scraper
'C, Nozzle plunger cleaner D, Nozzle body seat scraper
E. Holder-probing needle F. "Pintle hole cleaner

G. "Probes-c-pintle hole cleaner

• Not reQuired for O.B. nozzles.

''1 Using tho,- special groove scraper clear carbon
deposits from oil gallery, Clean spray holes with
probing tool fined with a probing wire of the correct
diameter.

If a wire is broken off in the hole it is often irnpos-:

Pogo 8 '

sible to remove it. and the nozzle is then useless.
Great care should be exercised when using the
probing wires. After clearing the holes scrape carbon
from valve seat with the V-tipped brass tool. Next use
the tool with the thin blade radiusild at its tip to clean
carbon out of the sac. After cleaning with the tools.
the nozzle should be thoroughly cleaned with fuel.
This should be done by placing the nozzle. without
needle. in the reverse flushing anachment and
connecting to the nozzle pressure tester in place of an
injector. Operation of the tester will then thorougl]ly
flush all particles of loose carbon from the nozzle.

With the brass wire brush. gently clean needle
valve. paying particular attention to valve seat and
needle tip. Brush carbon from nozzle stem and tip.

Reassembly: The needle valve should be fined to
nozzle whilst both are under the surface of clean fuel
oil or test oil. Only in this way can dust be excluded
from assembly. The needle should slide smoothly in
the nozzle and this should be tried several times
whilst under the surface of fluid, Needle and nozzle
are assembled as a pair and under no account should
they be interchanged. .

The nozzle should then be assembled on to
injector bodv. In order to avoid distorting needle or
plunger the pressure on pressure spring should be
released, Remove dome cap. slacken locknut and
slacken pressure adjusting screw right back until
there is no pressure on spring. Make sure that mating
surfaces between nozzle and injector body are per
fectly clean. Place nozzle on body with the dowels in
correct engagement so that the two faces are in
perfect contact, l.s .. not held apart by spring pressure.
Place the cap over nozzle and tighten adequately but
not overtight. Retighten pressure adjusting screw and
reset the pressure on spray tester. Test the spray. leak
back. etc. If the injector is not required for immediate
use it should be stored in a sealed plastic bag or
similar container. (Fig. 14.)

It is essential that the-copper washer be used under

•
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Figure 14, SECTIONED INJECTOR

A. Leak-off connection B. Cap C. Adjusting screw
D. locknut E. Spring F. Fuelinletconnection
G. Holder H. Plunger I. Nozzle nut

J. Needle K. Nozzle

injector when refitting to engine. Check that the seat
in head is clean and that the old washer has not been
left in the recess. The use of two washers will raise
nozzle tip so that the spray impinges on cylinder
head. This causes a loss of efficiency and excessive
exhaust smoke.

Injection Pump
The injection pump is attached by three studs on

the engine carrier plate, and the pump mounting
holes are slotted to permit pump body to be turned
for injection timing adjustment. To assist in obtaining
the correct timing position the pump flange is marked
with a groove and when the timing is set during
assembly a mark is made on the carrier flange in line
with the mark on pump. Any pump can thus be fitted
and the original timing obtained by placing the two
marks in alignment. (See Fig. 15.)

It

The pump is driven from the camshaft by means of (.
an intermediate gear and correct timing of the
injection pump can only be obtained if all the
timing gears are meshed correctly (see Fig. 44).

Removing the Pump
1. Disconnect all fuel pipes from pump.

2. Disconnect throttle and stop control cables
from pump.

3. Check that timing-mark on pump drive housing
is visible. If not, scribe a new line in line with
the mark on pump.

4. Unscrew holding-down nuts on pump flange.

5. Lift pump away from housing. The quill shaft
will probably remain in the pump and should
be withdrawn and retained until required.

Refitting the Pump
1, Before refitting the pump check the position

of the master spline in the 'driving gear then fit
the quill shaft into the pump (chamfered end
of shaft towards pump) and turn the pump so
that the master spline on the quill shaft is in
line with the gear spline.

2. Fit pump to housing.

3. Rotate pump body until timing marks line up
(see Fig. 15) and tighten the three holding nuts.

4. Reconnect all fuel pipes and control cables.
Vent fuel system (see Page 5).

"\':,~Y'
i .... 'r.•
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Figure 15. INJECTION PUMP TIMING· MARKS

A. Pump body mark aligned with engine flange

Page 9
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Figure 16. SETTING THE INJECTION PUMP

Retiming the Injection Pump
If the timing-line on pump becomes obliterated

th,: pump can be retimed to the engine as follows:

1. Attach stirrup pipe. Service Tool CAV 7144/
262, to Nos. 1 and 4 injector pipe connections
and connect the pipe to an injector tester. Set
the pump so that the master spline is towards
the top of the pump then operate the tester
handle to build up a pressure of 30 atmo-
spheres. :0.

2. Fit Service Tool CAV 7144/112U on to the'
pump quill shaft and turn the pump until it
becomes rigid. This will be the point at which
injection commences on No.1 cylinder.

3. Measure 69!' from the blank spline by. means
of the scale on the tool and mark the pump
flange (Fig. 16). "

4. Remove the tool. disconnect the tester and
refit the pump on the engine. aligning the
timing-marks before tightening the mounting
nuts.

Fuel Setting
Once the fuel setting has been set for an engine it is

most unlikely that it requires adjustment. If adjust
ment is required then the pump should be removed
from the engine and tested for delivery on a Hanridge
Test Bench. For details of injection pump fuel sening
see Page 34.

Peg_ 10

Injection Pump Controls
The front lever on injection pump operates the

fuel cut-off to stop the engine. The rear lever operates
the governor to give required engine speed and is
fined with two adjustable stops. The front stop is
for sening idling speed and this should be set so that
the engine runs at 650-700 rev/min with throttle
lever in shut-off position. The rear stop is for sening
maximum speed and should be set at: 2350 rev/min
no load to give 2200 rev/min full load.

Fuel Filters
The double fuel filter mounted on the left-hand

side of the engine contains two replaceable paper
elements. These are connected in series. so that all
fuel must pass through both elements before it is fed
to the injection pump. Always wipe the outside of
filter clean before removing the elements and fit
new elements at the time specified. New elements
should also be fined whenever a new, or recon
ditioned. fuel injection pump is fitted. Do not attempt
to clean elements and do not change elements from
one filter to another.

Fuel Tank Removal
The easiest way of removing the fuel tank is to

remove the tank complete with instrument panel.
then remove instrument panel from tank.

First drain tank by unscrewing union nut on fuel
tap outlet and allowing fuel to flow by gravity into a
suitable. clean container. If tractor is not fitted with a
fuel tap. remove union from fuel feed pump inlet and
allow the fuel to siphon through pipe into a suitable.
clean container. Do not release the union at the tank
end of pipe as this win allow air into pipe and
prevent the siphon action from taking place. Dis
connect tractormeter drive cable and wiring. Some
of the wires are fined with snap connectors. but
others, such as oil warning switch wire, will have to
be disconnected at their terminals.

Remove fuel tank mounting bolts and fuel cut-off
control-rod spring bracket. unscrew fuel outlet and
leak-off pipes from tank and lift tank assembly from
its support.

Replace the tank in reverse order. of removal
ensuring that seating pads are in position and wires
are replaced in their correct connectors.

STARTING AIDS

For use in cold weather
Manual retard device on injection pump: The

wing-nut on the under-side of pump should be
screwed in before trying to stan engine. As soon as
engine is running the wing-nut must be screwed out
otherwise erratic running with black exhaust
smoke and loss of power will occur. Do not screw
manual retard nut in immediately after an un
successful anempt to stan engine. If you attempt
to stan engine prior to screwing in manual retard.
wait 15 to 20 seconds to allow pressure inside

•
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Figure 17. INJECTION PUMP RETARD CONTROL

A Wing nut

pump to fall; otherwise pump will be locked in the
advanced position and engine will not start. It is
advisable to screw the wing-nut in before attempt
ing to start engine. (Fig. 17.)

For use in sub-zero temperatures
Ether plug: In the inlet manifold there is a plastic

plug with a felt pad on the end. Unscrew plug and
dip felt pad into ether or a proprietary starting
fluid, replace plug in manifold and start engine
immediately. (Fig. 18.)

Figure ts. ETHER STARTING PLUG

A. Inlet manifold B. Plug

Warning
Serious damage can be caused to an engine by the

use of an excessive amount of ether. The plug should
be removed, the felt soaked in ether and then
replaced. Ether in excess of the quantity
absorbed by the felt must not be added.

It must be noted that other aids do exist, namely
that correct oil should be used (see Page 39) and the
battery should be kept charged by running the
engine for adequate periods of time.
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LUBRICATION SYSTEM
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A lntet gauze
E. Oil gallary
H. Valve gear feed

Figur.19. LUBRICATION SYSTEM

B. Oil pump C. Fitter D. Waming Hghtswitch
F. Crankshaft oil passage G. Camshaftrear bearing
I. Rocker shaft

Engine Lubrication
, Oil is drawn from the sump by the gear,driven

, 'rotary oil pump and delivered under pressure to the
oil filter. After filtration the oil passes to the main oil

• gallery in the cylinder block and so. via oilways in the
block webs. to the crankshaft main journals and then

~ '. '. on. through further oilways in the cylinder block. to
"'; pressure lubricate the camshaft bearings.The big·end .F":bearings are lubricated by d~illlngs in the crankshaft..
fft" ·webs.~· . ,/ . r

• J

" , The' rocker shaft and valve rockers are inter-
, mittently.fed with oil from the camshaft rear bearing
'througn"oilways in block and head and an external
connecting pipe. The camshaft is drilled off-centre so
that the oilways are connected only once in each

,revolution. (See Fig. 20.) The oil lubricates the
, tappets arid push rods as it returns to the sump.

h9"O I2L··,-,- .~ .. ," ~ { .

-:' .

~,~~? ..
ri.::" i'.: _'.

The intermediate gear is pressure fed via its hollow
shattand an oil-way in the cylinder block. A con
necrion at the front end of the main oil gallery

,supplies a reduced flow of oil to the injection pump
./"'drive gear. Surplus oil in the timing cover forms an
r oil bath which splash lubricates the timing gears.

A full-flow oil filter is mounted on the left-hand
side of the cylinder block. The filter incorporates a
by-pass valve so that if the pressure difference
between the filter inlet and outlet exceeds 10 lb/sq in.
the valve opens and allows oil to by-pass the.r
element and flow straight into the oil gallery. The
engine is not. therefore. starved of oil if the element is
allowed to become choked. but it is supplied with
unfiltered oil. The replaceable paper element should
be renewed at the intervals specified on Page 1. A
new element should also be fitted when an engine
is overhauled and also if a cylinder head gasket fails. •



•
2. Disconnect outlet pipe from pump to cylinder

block.
3. Disconnect the tractorrneter cable•
4. Release locknut and remove pump locating

screw, which is situated on the right-hand side
of block, and withdraw pump downwards.

The oil pump must be dismantled to check gear
wear, gear end-float, and the condition of the upper
bearing. .

To Dismantle Pump
1. Remove the two setscrews and two bolts

securing pump cover, noting that the two bolts
are special locating bolts and must be fitted, in
their correct places when re-assembling. :,:. ,

2. Remove cover, complete with relief valve. ci'l;ci. :,.,' ~~;
filter. "

3. Check backlash between gears - this"sho~ld '; l'

be 0·020 to 0·026 in. (0,51 to 0·66 mn;»;-'.J .J
p';:';:'-':Y ~ '1':

•

Figure 20. VALVE GEAR OIL FEED

A. Camshaft B. Rear journal C. Oil passage

If engine oil and filter element are not changed when
a failed cylinder. head gasket is replaced, any water
which has leaked into sump will cause the paper
filter element to swell and fail to pass oil. (Fig. 21.)

Do not attempt to clean .. filter element.
"',

Oil Warning Light'
The oil warning light on the instrument panel is

'earthed by a switch in the cylinder block and when
the switch opens the light is extinguished. The switch
is connected into the main oil gallery and should open
at 9 to 13Ib/sq. in. (0'6 to 0·9 kg/sq. em) but if not, it
must be replaced because no adjustment is possible.
If incorrect oil pressure is suspected the oil switch
can be removed and a pressure gauge connected into
the cylinder block, which is threaded 1 BSP, so that
the actual oil pressure will be shown when the engine
is started.

Oil Pump
The gear type oil pump is located in the engine

sump and contains a relief valve which is set to open
at 40 lb/sq. in. (2,8 kg/sq cm).

To Remove the Pump
1. Drain engine oil and remove sump.

D,r--

A

Figure 2t. SECTION THROUGH

A. Oil feed from pump B. Bowl
D. Outlet to oil gallery E. Plug

OIL FILTER

,C. Element
F. Bv-pass valve
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C.. Orivesnaft
F. Oil-outlet:connection
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OIL PUMP
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Figure 22. LUBRICATING

B. Pump body
E. Spjr~1 pinion
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A. Oil inlet gauze
D. Relief valve screw•
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Relief Valve
If the valve is to be removed for cleaning purposes

take note how many threads are showing above the

, Figure 24. REPLACING OIL PUMP BRACKET BUSH

(Using Service Tool 901701)
A long drjft) B. Pilot C. Replacer drift

, O. Centraliser guide
/j>

';,
Clearance: 0·0005 - 0·003 in. (0'02 - 0·08
mm)'

If wear is excessive;remove the bush and replace
using ,Service Tool 901701 as detailed below:

1. Slip special pilot bush B through slot in pump
bracket to locate in driveshaft bush.

4- Stand pump bracket on a suitable hollow anvil
or press base.

3. . Place drift A in position.
4. Drive or press out pump bracket bush.

To replace the new bush:
1. Place new bush on the replacer drift C.
2. Push centraliser D over new bush and drift C

until oil-hole in bush just shows at bottom edge
of centraliser, ensuring that the oil-holes in
bush and bracket are in line.

3. Start new bush in pump bracket and slide
of centraliser, ensuring that the oil-holes in
bush and bracket are in line•

4. Stand the pump bracket on a flat anvil or press
base: drive or press C until it butts firmly
against D. The bush is now in its correct
position in pump bracket. The driven rotor

-shaft may be removed using drift A.

. , '~'.-.•
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: ". ,." "''''-:Fi~ure 23. OIL PUMP DRIVE

--. ~ .,.,Ci'riiSh"aft· 8. Spiral pinion C. Driveshah
O:I.l~umpJ)racket E. Locating screw F. Pump body

'~,jR,Q.'" ","'R~~""~1",4:' ·~~.:n~ve driven gear and shaft.
r • ~~.

sf·f:li/se a drift to force driving shaft from driving
-, ,r~!fffgear.

. I·~.-:-~,
,6.' Check rotor and housing dimensions.

Rotor width: 1'1865 - 1-1855 in. (30,13
.30'11 mm)
Housing depth: 1·1890 -1·1875 in. (30'19
30·16 mm)
Rotor side clearance: 0·001 - 0·0035 in.
(0'025 - 0·089 mm)
If end-float is excessive but backlash is within

. limits and the gears are not worn, it is permis
sible to grind the face of the housing to reduce
end-float. If the gears are damaged. both gears
should' be replaced. Never replace one gear
only.

7. 'Check the upper bearing for wear.
Bush internal diameter: 0·4905 - 0·4925 in.

. .;(12'46 -12·51 mm)
: ;iShaft diameter: 0·4895 - 0·490 in. (12'43

'.,' 12·45 mm)

.'
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To check the "pressure. the oil pressure warning
switch should be removed and a gauge fitted into the
1- asphole in the cylinder block. "

If a test rig is available the following procedure
should be adopted :

1. Use Shell Fortisal 5W at room temperature of
20 'C (68 'F) or 20/20W at 46 'C (115 'F).
which is equivalent to hot engine oil.

2. Pump to be driven at 750 rev/min or 330
rev/min.

3. Relief valve set to open at 40 Ib/sq. in. (2'8
kg/sq. em).

4. Pump flow at 20 Ib/sq. in. should be 19·2
pints/min (10'9Iitres/min) at 750 rev/min and
8·4 pints/min (4-7 litres/min) at 330 rev/min.
Delivery in pints/min = 480

time in seconds for
one gallon to flow.

Maximum time for one gallon should be:

25 seconds at 750 rev/min.

57 seconds at 330 rev/min::".

To Replace the Pump
Reverse the removal procedure. Coat the locating

screw with Wellseal. or a similar jointing compound.
screw tightly into the cylinder block then tighten
locknut.

.! •

Figure 25. OIL PUMP TEST RIG

A. Oil pump B. Pressure gauge C. Shut-off valve
O. Swivelling outlet

locknut before removal. This is necessary so that the
valve may be set in its original setting if a test rig is
not available.

Approximate figures to useas a guide when setting
the valve are: four threads showing above locknut
giye approximately 40 Ib/in.• ; one full turn produces
a 6 Ib/in.· variation in pressure. "

•
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D. Thermostat
SYSTEM

C. Jets on to valve ports
G. By-pass connection

Removal of Water Pump
This operation can be accomplished. without

removing the radiator, in the following manner:

1. Drain the water from radiator and cylinder
block.

2. Remove waste pipe from radiator to pump.

3. Remove fan belt.

4. Remove fan blades (ensuring that they are
marked in such a way that they can be refined
in the same position, thus safeguarding
against the possibility of them gening out of
balance).

5. Slacken clip securing by- pass hose. Unscrew
the five bolts fixing pump to cylinder block and
remove pump.

The fan is mounted on the same spindle as the
water impeller and is driven by a 'V' belt from the
crankshaft at 1! times engine speed. (Fig. 26.)

" "'

Figure 26. COOLING
B. Passage into cylinder head
F. Radiatoroutlet

A. Pump impeller
E. Radiator inlet

Cold water is drawn into the water pump from the
bonom of the I'lIdiator and is then pumped through a

, passage in the cylinder block to the cylinder head.
where it is directed. in the form of jets. on to the
injector bosses and integral valve guides. The water

'is able to pass, by thermo-siphon. into the block
throuqh the mating passages in the cylinder head and
block to cool the cylinders. The hot water returns

" '

• from the head to the top of the radiator through a
thermostat which is only fully open when the engine

" reaches its working temperature.
. -

When the thermostat is closed the water passing
-out' of the cylinder head cannot pass into the"
radiator arrd therefore circulates through the by-pass
into the inlet-side of the water pump, thus ensuring
that working 'temperature is reached as quickly as"

"possible.

The system is pressurised by a spring plunger in the
radiator cap, which allows steam to escape through
the overflow pipe if the pressure exceeds 4 Ib/sq. in.
(0,28 kg/sq. em).

E

Path of Water

",

Pi!ge 16

COOLING SYSTEM
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Figure 27. ARRANGEMENT OF WATER PUMP

A. Body B. Impeller C.. Gland seal
D. Bearing and shaft E. Bearing locating screw

F. Pulley G. By-pass connection

Fitting a New Seal or Bearing
Remove bearing location screw E (Fig. 27) from

pump body. Place pump, impeller upwards, on the
bed of a press and suitably support it with packing.
Press spindle and bearing assembly out, taking care
not to damage impeller or pump body.

After spindle and bearing assembly has been
removed the impeller may be lifted out and the seal
prised out of end of impeller. The seal is supplied as a
self-contained assembly and no anempt should be
made to dismantle it. A new seal should be carefully
pressed into impeller bore using a little Pressoline
No.2 compound (one pan Pressoline to three pans
water) as a lubricant. Press the seal in until the
shoulder touches the end of the impeller, taking care
not to cut or damage the seal. Coat the contact face
of the seal with anti-scuffing paste to prevent the
seal sticking to the pump body.

Examine the spindle and bearing assembly and, if
this is to be renewed, remove pulley with a suitable
extractor or press.
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As gland seals are affected by light they should be
stored in a light-tight drawer or box. The wax
wrapping paper is not sufficient and seals will
deteriorate if exposed to light during storage.

Reassembly of Water Pump
Position bearing-locating hole so that it is in line

with the screw-hole in pump body then push
bearing into the body and fit the locating screw. After
tightening locating screw, lock the screw with the
tabwasher,

Press pulley on to spindle until the end of spindle
is level with the end of pulley bore. Do not fit pulley
by hammering it on to spindle but press the spindle
into pulley by pressing against the impeller end of
spindle. ,)

J •.

Press impeller on to spindle until the sides of ,~ -;
impeller blades are 0·005 in. (0·13 'Om) clear of the'
pump body. Ensure that the seal is not damaged
when fining the impeller and do not support the
pump on the pulley when pressing impeller into
nositlon, Support pulley end of spindle on a short
piece of i in. (22 'Om) diameter bar, so that the
thrust is taken on the end of spindle and does not .'
tend to push the pulley further on to spindle.

Before replacing water pump, check the condition
of bv-pass hose; if this is at all suspect it is advisable_ ,', ,
to renew it. as renewal is more difficult when both :"t.i1J
pump and cylinder head are in place. .' ...• ;;.;,'.' <*

. " ,~""", . ,/,1
A new gasket should always be used;'..wtien· ~,~

refining the pump and plain washers f[ned)ol)}the" -"1
fan blade setscrews, to avoid any"possibilitY~of ;..'
blade fai:ure due to fatigue. .~ -. - -: '.'f " ::: '

~ """~,. '

Thermostat ."4,\;
- -", .

To test the thermostat, remove it and place it in cold
water together with an accurate thermometer. Heat .
the water and as the temperature rises note at ,wti~t~J/;"iJ;.;)
stage the thermostat begins to open. This sliould bii ;'-"1\
at between, 174°F and 183"F (79"C-84"C). At '.:..
200 OF (94 "C) it should be' fullY: open. If placed in '. ; ~
boiling water the thermostatsfiould be fully open ...:~
within 60 to 90 seconds. . . , , 's

. "

On the' base of the thermostat the figure 180
signifies the temperature at which it should stan to· ,,'.
open.

.'...;...t"
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REPAIR OPERATIONS

2. Injectors: Service and set before replacing.
(See Page 7.) Take care to fit copper sealing
washers and tighten nuts down evenly to avoid
distortion.

•26·6-28·0
29,0-30,5

Pressure kg/em'

380-400
415-435

Pressure Ib/in I

3. Fuel: Clean fuel sediment bowl and replace
fuel filter elements as necessary. (See Page 3.)
Vent the system. finishing with tightening the
injector unions (as in Fuel System, Page 5).

4. Breather: Fit a new breather element as
instructed under Maintenance. Page 2.

5. Valves: Check valve clearances. taking care
to follow instructions on Page 2.

TIming: Check timing marks on pump and
pump drive housing. If necessary loosen the
mounting nuts and rotate the pump to align
the marks.

Crankshaft Speed

150 rev/min
250 rev/min

6.
, .,. 1-..r

68"F" .;
Compression Figures

Compression ratio 17 :1. Air ',temperature
(20"C) •

Engine Tune
.1. Compression: To check the compression use

a Test Gauge such as is shown in the Service
Tools Ust. Remove all injectors and. using the
correct length of eJCtension. fit the gauge into
No.1 injector bore. TIghten down with injector
nuts to give an airtight seal and with the stop
control in the "stop" position turn engine with
starter . .It is advisable to use a fully charged
battery. Note the compression reading and
repeat the procedure for the remaining
cylinders. If the four readings are approxi
mately the same then proceed with the engine
tune. If there is an appreciable difference in
readings then it willba 'necessary to de
carbonise cylinder head. as the loss of
compression is probably due to faulty valves
or valve seats.

..
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D. Inlet valve seats
H. Springs

_L Exhaustvalve rocker

ARRANGEMENT OF VALVES

C. Exhaust seawnsens
G. Inlet valve cue
K. Stem end-cap
O. Bracket

Figure 28.

B. Inlet valves
F. Inlet valve cotters
J. Exhaust.valvecup
N. R~7SHBtt

~iii~
-~._~

A. Exhaustvalves
E. Inlet valve stem seal
I. Exhaustvalve cotters
M;.lnlet valve rocker
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7. Air Cleaner: Clean out oil bath and replenish

with the correct oil. Wash out gauze filter and
clean tube and pre-cleaner. If a paper pre
cleaner is fitted, clean or renew the element.
(See Page 1.)

Decarbonising the Engine
When compression is IQw or engine is down in

power due to an accumulation of carbon inside com
bustion chamber, the cylinder head should be
removed, cleaned of carbon deposits and the valves
re-seated.

is free of pressure at the beginning and end of-each
opening period. This allows the valve to rotate,
keeping it free of carbon and prolonging seat life.

Clean the valves and reface if necessary, using a
suitable valve grinder. The valve faces should be
ground at 45' and care must be taken not to remove
too much metal as the exhaust valves will overheat if
heads are ground to a knife-edge finish.

Examine the, ends of the inlet valve stems and if
worn, lightly skirnon a valve refacing machine, using
the V-support guide to ensure that the end is ground
square with the valve stem.

To
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

• 9.
10.

Figure 29, INLET AND EXHAUST VALVES

A. Exhaust valve B. Inlet valve
c. Seat angle 45"
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Oversize Valves
The valve guides are cast integral with cylinder

head and itexcessive,wear takes.place the guide can
be reamrtd~irue 'arld~n-ew valves with oversize. stems
fitted. Valves.with 0·010 in, and'O·020 in. oversize
stems are available and the appropriate size reamj:f'g0;
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Examine valve seats. If seats 'are in good condition
but only discoloured, lapping-in the valves will be
sufficient to obtain a good seat, but if seats are pitted
it may be necessary to recut them before lapping-in
the valves. Use a valve seat cutter, or grinder, with a
pilot of the correct diameter, to ensure an accurate
seat (see Tool Leaflet B9). Do not remove more metal·'. "
than is. necessary. If valve seat be70m",s wider, than )j
0·065 on. (Hll? mm),. the seat;,nsert ·sho~!~."I!e;·;,:(.
removed and a new Insert lotted..To remove. the·.,,-,
insert. weaken by drilling alrno~''tttrough :t~~it\cl~.~~;~~~ i{
it with a sharp chisel, taking 'care not to' damage, ";
cylinder head, and covering insert with a piece of
cloth to prevent injury from flying particles. Clean
the head counterbore and after cooling new insert
with dry ice (solid carbon dioxide) Quickly tap it
into position using Service Tool 960602. The seat
must be fitted with its chamfered edge intothe head, .
counterbore and then ground flush with the head'-.
face before the seat is cut.

Dismantling the Cylinder Head
and Cleaning

1, Remove inlet and exhaust manifolds, scraping
out ports in exhaust manifold and washing to
clean away carbon.

2. Mark all valves on head with a number to
ensure re-assembly in same order.

3. Remove valve springs, cotters, collars and inlet
valve seals and wash in paraffin.

4. Clean the head, scrapinq all carbon from valve
ports, then wash and clean with an air jet,

, ,

Remove Cylinder Head
Remm/e the bonnet, disconnect -the battery
and drain the cylinder block.
Remove injector leak-off pipe and four high
pressure injector pipes.
Remove injectors and copper sealing washers.
Before refitting, injectors will require servicing
and testing, (See Page 7.)
Remove breather pipe from air cleaner and
unscrew the four domed nuts and remove
rocker cover and gasket.
Slacken clips on by-pass hose.
Remove rocker shaft oil-feed pipe.

Remove rocker shaft assembly and push-rods.
Remove the ten nuts, seven bolts and two
lifting nuts, holding the head to cylinder
block, in reverse order to tightening procedure,
to prevent distortion of head.
Lift off cylinder head and place on the bench.
Remove gasket, clean cylinder-block face and
oil the bores before covering over with a cloth
or sheet of paper for protection.

Valves and Seats
The valve stems operate direct in micro-finished

bores in the cylinder head (no separate guides), The
inlet valves are fitted with taper cotters which grip
the valve stem and prevent it from rotating, but the
exhaust valve cotters are parallel and the valve has
a loose cap on the end of the stem, The valve rocker
does not, therefore. operate directly on the valve
stem but operates against the cap so that the valve•

'.
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Figure 31. CHECKING THE CYLINDER HEAD
BEFORE REFACING

A. Depth gauge B. Slip gauge C. Cylinder head

To Reassemble and Replace the
Cylinder Head

. 1. Renew inlet valve seals (see Fig. 28) using
Service Tool 961236, making sure there are no
burrs on the chamfer in cylinder head recess.
Put seal on to the tool, smear with grease and
place tool in the recess. Two or three sharp
taps with a copper hammer are sufficient to
drive seal home. Do not fit seals until cylinder
head is ready for assembling and do not with
draw a valve once it has been fined through a
seal. As pulling valve stem through seal causes
the coner groove to trap and damage the
sharp edge of the seal. it is necessary to fit
a new seal whenever a valve is removed.

2. Smear valve stems with a little oil and re
assemble with the springs, collars and cotters,
using a suitable tool to compress springs and
ensuring that valves are fined in their correct
positions.

3. Refit inlet and exhaust manifolds using new
gaskets.

4. If the new gasket is copper and asbestos; coat
both sides evenly with Wellseal. Allow gasket
to dry for five minutes, keeping clear of dirt,
then fit on to cylinder block with beaded side
of gasket towards cylinder head. If the new
gasket is graphite-finished asbestos with tin
plate inserts do not use Wellseal but fit the
gasket dry (side marked "Top" towards
cylinder head), after ensuring that block and
head face are clean .

Valve Lapping
Using a suitable tool to hold the valves and rough

grinding paste, lap-in all the valves to obtain full
circle contact between valve and seat. then lap-in
egain with smooth grinding paste, and wipe clean.

...:.. .
·;'~i

If the cylinder head face is reground care must be
taken to obtain a smooth finish: a fine stone should
be used with a slow feed. Before surface grinding
check, how. much metal can be removed by using
Service Tools 960938 and 960940. Insert depth
gauge into injector recess, ensuring that both recess
and tool are clean, then check protrusion of depth
gauge above head face with slip gauge. If face G of
slip gauge beak fouls end of depth gauge the
cylinder head face has been previously ground to the
limit and no further grinding is permissible. If beak
face G passes over end ofdepth gauge the head face
can be ground and the thickness of feeler gauge
which can be fined between tip of depth gauge and
face G will indicate the maximum amount of metal
that should be removed.

J '0

,. l
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Figure 30. CYLINDER HEAD FACE GAUGES

A. Depth gauge (960938) 8. Slip gauge (960940)

Cylinder Head Face
The face of cylinder head should be smooth and

free from distortion. and damage, otherwise the
cylinder head gasket may be unable to provide an
effective seal.

Valve Springs
If suitable equipment is available, check spring

lengths when under load, but if such equipment is
not available check the free length. (See Page 33.)

If any spring is weak, broken or corroded, and
engine has run for a large number of hours it is
advisable to fit a complete set of new springs.

should be used (see Service Tool Leaflet A28) to
obtain an accurate bore. It is also important that the
bore has a good surface finish and special care
should be taken when reaming; use a liberal quantity
of cuning fluid and a very slow-running pillar drill.
When bore has been reamed to the correct size, fit
new valve and check valve seat with marking blue. If
valve head touches seat all the way round. lapping-in
will be sufficient. but if valve head only touches seat
at one side the seat is not concentric with guide bore
and will require cuning before lapping-in.

. ~.ge20
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Figure 32. CYLINDER HEAD TIGHTENING SEQUENCE

Tighten the bolts in the order shown and in three stages of 3D, 60 and 90 Ib ft
(4, 8 and 12-5 kg metres)

•

5. Fit a new by-pass hose and lower cylinder
head on to block. Following the tightening
sequence shown in Fig. 32, progressively
tighten down all head bolts and nuts in
stages of 30, 60 and 90 Ib ft (4, 8 and 12·5 kg
metres). .

6. Tighten by-pass hose clips and replace push
rods in their original positions. Ensure that the
push-rods are not bent and check that they
are correctly seated in the tappets.

7. Refit rocker shaft assembly and rocker lubri
cation pipe.

8. Oil the rockers liberally and then proceed to set
valve clearances. (See Page 2.)

9. Replace injectors, fitting new copper sealing

washers. Replace high-pressure injector pipes
and leak-off pipe.

10. Replace gasket and rocker cover and then refit
breather pipe.

11. Refill radiator, start engine and check for any
fuel. oil or water leaks. It is advisable to check
tightneSs of 'cylinder head bolts and check
valve clearances after the engine has been run
for half-an-hour.

Pistons and Connecting Rods
The pistons cannot be removed through sump.

when crankshaft is in position, but by removing
cylinder head and bearing caps they can be with
drawn through the top of bores.

•
A. Piston
D. Oil scraper ring
G. Bush - connecting rod
J. Big-end bearing shells

J~~~e.,- I.-....
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Figure 33. PISTON AND CONNECTING ROO

B. Top compression ring C. Nos. 2 and 3 compression rings
E. Gudgeon'pin F. Circlips
H. Connecting rod l. Connecting rod cap
K. Connecting rod bolts L Self-locking nut

.}: rr-
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Removing the Pistons
The bearing cap bolts must be removed to prevent

possible damage to the bore as the connecting rod is
pulled up through the bore. Having removed piston,
check that connecting rod and bearing caps are
marked and mark piston so that it can be replaced in
same cylinder.

Gudgeon Pins
. ··,he fully floating gudgeon pins are retained by two
circlips, one at each end of the pin, and to remove the
gudgeon pin remove both circlips, then immerse
piston in hot oil. This will cause piston to expand and

.. allow the pin to be pushed out. Refit pin in same
;manner using hot oil, then replace circlips, ensuring

I that they are fully seated in their grooves. When
," the gudgeon pin has been refined check that the

" .,l piston has been replaced in its original position by
noting that the valve recesses in the piston crown

." are towards the same side as the identification mark
on the connecting rod.

Connecting Rods
The small end of connecting rod is bushed and

this can be replaced if worn. Press out worn bush,
using a suitable sized mandrel, and press in new bush,
ensuring that oil hole in the bush is opposite hole in
the end of connecting rod. Hone, or ream, new bush
after fitting until gudgeon pin is a light push-fit.

Connecting rods should always be checked for
alignment whenever they are removed and especially
if the piston skirt marking is not even. The easiestway
of checking connecting rods is by means of a
proprietary aligning tool such as is shown in Service
Tool Leaflet 85, but if such a tool is not available,
mandrels and "Y' blocks can be used.

If connecting rods are not more than 0·010 in.fin.
(0'1 mrn/crn) out of alignment they should be
straightened to bring them within the limits shown
on Page 35. If a rod is more than 0·010 in.fin.
(0,1 mm/cm) out of alignment it should not be
straiqhtened'but must be renewed. '

. When replacing pistons check that the ring gaps
are spaced round piston so that no two are in line,

. I.e.. one above the other.' Check, that piston is the
, right way round: valve recesses to camshaft side of
, cylinder block. Replace piston through top of the

.' bore, using'ii'ring clamp to compress piston rings., ..it, '
, 1~'.!'ea!,;oil on bea~ing 'surlac,:,s an.d replace cap and
/ lioltSlF't'new nuts ifself-locklnq rlng In nuts can be

screillied on to bolts with the fingers, and tighten to
:spl,cified torque. (See Page 32:>1

Pistons and Rings I

There are three compression rings and one oil
scraper ring on each piston. The top compression
ring is plain on early engines. but is chromed on later

'engines. Numbers 2 and 3 compression rings are of
the stepped type; these help to return oil back down

, . the bore as well as acting as compression rings, and
- must be fined correctly, i.e., cut-away section upper

most, otherwise oil will be pumped up the cylinder.

Psgo 22
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Figure 34. P'STON RINGS

A. Top ring with chrome insert
B. Nos. 2 and 3 stepped compression rings
C. Oil scraper ring

(See Fig. 34.) Number 4 ring is a single-piece cast
iron scraper ring. This ring's function is purely to
scrape oil down the, bore, and the piston is drilled
behind the ring to allow oil to pass through the piston
skirt and back down to the sump.

After removing carbon from the top, unworn part
of the bore, place the rings in position and check
piston ring gaps. New rings will be required if the
gaps exceed 0·060 in. (1'5 mm). For further guid
ance on bore wear see Guidance of Wear Umits on

....

.,..;/.
Figure 35. CHECKING PISTON RING GROOVE

CLEARANCE'
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No radius
Radius not smoothly blended
Radius too large
Radius too small
Radius too small
Radius roughly finished

Correct radius smoothly finished and
correctly blended

{

A.
B.
C
D.
E.
F.

B

A

Correct

Incorrect

Crankshaft Regrinding
If crankshaft journals are worn, or scored, the shaft

should be reground and suitable undersize bearings
fitted. Regrind the shaft journals to the appropriate
undersize (see Page 35) and ensure that the correct
fillet radii is maintained. A fillet that is incorrectly'
radiused, roughly finished or not smoothly blended
weakens a shaft and may cause fatigue failure during
service.

'Oil leaks from the rear of the engine are' prevented
DY an. oil flinger on the crankshaft and a removable
aluminium oil retainer incorporating a scroll. This
retainer, which is in two halves - one half bolted
to the block and the other half to the main bearing cap
- is now fitted with paper gaskets. The gaskets are
slightly oversize and should be trimmed on fitting. It ,.:.__.';.'.:.
is advisable to apply a gasket sealing compound. The -- ~
tWO,cap-head screws clamping the two halves of
the retainer together and the four setscrews which
hold the retainer to the cylinder block should be
tightened together to ensure an oil-tight seal. r, d';:1

• " ,,1i;

There is 0·008-0·012 in. (0'20-0·30 I1)m) clear-: .', .~ '.
ance between scroll and crankshaft. The scroll must -<'C,'.
not touch the crankshaft, otherwise oil leakage will":""
take place:

Crankshaft Rear Oil Seal

Figur.37. EXAMPLES OF REGROUND FILLET RADII

The bearing caps and shells are very accurately
machined and no attempt should be made to file a
bearing cap or scrape a bearing. Connecting-rod
caps must only be used with their original connecting
rods and main bearing caps must only be fitted to
their original cylinder blocks. .

Figur.36. CHECKING PISTON RING GAP

Page 32. Excessive top ring wear may be attributed
to the ingress of dusty air, due to lack of air cleaner
maintenance. and excessive lower ring wear may be
attributed to dirty engine oil, due to infrequent oil and
filter changes.

If the cylinder sleeves are worn, but not sufficiently
for renewing, oil control rings can be fitted. These
sets include special top rings, which have a shoulder
at the top so that the rings do not foul the ridge at the
top of the bores, and spring-loaded steel scraper
rings.

Pistons used with high-lift camshafts have slightly
deeper valve recesses and pistons with shallower
recesses must not be fitted to engines having a
high-lift camshaft as the valve heads would foul the
piston.

High-lift camshafts were fitted to engines from
AD4/47A/60390 AD/47B/40725

When fitting new pistons to AD4/47 engines
subsequent to the above serial numbers ensure that
they are of the later type, otherwise the pistons will
foul the valve heads.

Crankshaft and Bearings
CrankShaft Bearings: The shell.type crankshaft

bearings are steel backed and faced with a thin
coating Of soft. anti-friction material. The upper and
lower big-end shells and the lower main bearing
shells are faced with aluminium-tin, but the upper
main bearing shells are faced with white metal.

Bearing shells are not interchangeable once they
have been fitted and if not renewed must be replaced

. in their original position..'

•
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Figure 38. OIL RETAINER GASKET
Temporarily fit the gasket to the retainer and trim each half
flush with the retainer face "A", so that when installed the two

halves of the gasket will touch but not overlap.

Tightening the centre screw will push sleeve into
block and when the screw has been tightened to a
torque of 35 Ib ft (4,8 kg metres) check the sleeve

carefully fit the rubber seals into sleeve grooves,
taking care that the seals are not twisted. Smear
underside of sleeve shoulder with Wellseal and apply
an even coating of Pressoline No. 2 cornpound-e
one part Pressoline (Part No. 900185) mixed with
three parts of water - on the seals and lower end of
the sleeve.

Push the sleeve into block as far as possible by
hand, positioning sleeve so that the flat in the
shoulder is in line with the flat in adjacent sleeve.
Using sleeve protrusion checking tool (Service Tool
902169), fit the replacer pad on top of sleeve,
positioninq the pad with the larger diameter recess
against the sleeve and the flats in the pad aligned
with the sleeve flats.

Attach the press body to cylinder block, using the
original cylinder head studs and bolts. Fit the three
distance pieces between the body and block and
place a flat washer under each nut and bolt. After
centring the body so that the ball in the end of pad
rests in the dimple at pad centre, tighten the nut and
bolts to 90 Ib ft (12,5 kg metres).

•

•
CYLINDER SLEEVE REMOVAL

B. Tommy bar }
0; Bridge piece Service Tool
F. Butterfly nut 901729
H. Extractor pad

Figure 39.

A. Centre screw
C. Ratchet handle
E. Side rod
G. Centralizer pad

" .

CyJinder Sleeves
The wet cylinder sleeves are sealed at their lower

ends by two ruober rings and at their upper ends by
the cylinder head gasket. The upper ends of the
sleeves have a shoulder which is firmly clamped into
a recess in the cylinder block when the cylinder head

;.~ is bolted in pOsition. The sleeves are a light press-fit
~ in the cylinder block but as the outsides of the sleeves
:i~ are immersed in the cooling water any build-up of

• deposit round the lower end of a sleeve will tend to
"cement" the sleeve in position. The force required to
remove the sleeve may, therefore. be quite high and
it is essential that correct equipment is used when
removing tight sleeves. otherwise damage to the
sleeve or cylinder block may .occur.

If the sleeves are worn, or the lower seals are leak
ing and allowing water to pass into the engine sump.
withdraw the sleeves using the sleeve remover
(Service Tool 901729). With the extractor pad
attached to the centre screw so that the 31 in.

r diameter shoulder (the 3! in. diameter shoulder is
for the 3" in. bore sleeves fitted on AD4/25 engines)
is uppermost. tilt the pad on one side and lower the
bore until the pad is positioned squarely underneath
the sleeve (Fig. 39). Whilst holding extractor pad
firmly against lower end of sleeve. lower the central
izer pad - larger diameter shoulder downwards
against the sleeve - and tighten the butterfly-nut
until sleeve is clamped between thrust pad and
centralizer pad. After checking that the thrust pad is
held squarely against lower end of sleeve, lower the
bridge piece down until side-rod feet rest firmly on
cylinder block and run the ratchet down until it comes
up against bridge piece. Holding the centre screw
stationary with the tommy-bar, operate ratchet handle
to pull sleeve out of block.

After removing sleeve, clean all traces of deposit
from upper and lower cylinder block registers. If
sleeve has been removed with the engine in position

, , clean off any dirt which has fallen on to crankshaft.

Always fit new rubber sealing rings when replacing
sleeves and ensure that the sleeve and cylinder block

f;.IlI: are clean. T,horoughly clean cylinder block recess and
• ,,' J 'I'
;' ~"
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A c protrusion above block face by inserting a feeler

gauge between pad and block face. The sleeve and
block are machined to give a protrusion of 0·002
0·005 in. (0'05-0'13 mm) and if the protrusion is
greater than this the sleeve should be removed and
the block recess cleaned as dirt, or carbon, must be
preventing the sleeve shoulder from being fully
seated.

Remove the tool from block, clean the sleeve and
check that the ridge on the top edge of the sleeve
has not been damaged during fitting.

Cylinder Block
After stripping the cy·linder block. clean out all the

oil passages and check that they are clear by blowing
through with compressed air. Ensure that the plugs
from rear of oil gallery and the oil filter mounting
boss are replaced. If the plug is omitted from the oil

. filter boss (Fig. 21) unfiltered oil will pass into the
.oil gallery. .'

Figur. 40. CYLINDER BLOCK AND SLEEVE

A. Sleeve shoulder B. Sleeve seals
C. Cylinder block face D. Cylinder block upperregister

E. Cylinder block lower register

.,
Timing Gear

To remove timing-gear cover with engine in situ
it is advisable to remove the radiator to provide
sufficient room for working at the front end of the
engine.

Disconnect dynamo mounting and remove fan
belt. Before removing crankshaft-pulley bolt, remove
valve-rocker cover and turn the engine. using Service
Tool 960995, until the valves on No.4 cylinder are
"rocking"; this will assistre-assembly by aligning the
gear markings. Remove crankshaft pulley; this is
splined on to the shaft and should not be very tight.
Withdraw timing case, after removing the boits. A
small quantity of oil will be released when the cover
joint is "broken".

Cut the locking wire and remove camshaft-gear
bolt; do not allow camshaft to turn when releasing
the bolt as a valve head may foul against a piston.
Do not remove the three bolts visible through the
holes in camshaft ·gear. These bolts attach the
locating plate and if removed will allow the camshaft
to move forward and jam against the tappets. The
gear is keyed on to a parallel shaft and if tight m....
be withdrawn by using an extractor such as Service
Tool 960901. Do not attempt to remove the gear by
striking the end of camshaft with a hammer.

Remove the four bolts from the intermediate gear
shaft support bracket, taking care of the 'shims fitted
between bracket and carrier plate. The gear may be
slid off the shaft, but the shaft is a push-fit in cylinder
block and may be tight. If shaft is too tight to be.
pulled out by hand it may be extracted by cutting the
head off a -hi UNC bolt and threading the bolt shank
,... BSF. The UNC thread can then be screwed into
the shaft plug-hole and the BSF thread screwed into
the slide hammer, Service Tool 4235A.

Cut the locking wire on injection-pump drive gear
and remove the three coupling bolts. Mark position
of the coupling and gear then remove the coupling;'
this will expose the split thrust washer and allow the
washer and gear to be removed.

D
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REPLACING CYLINDER SLEEVE

B. Centre screw } Service
D. Body Tool
F. Flat washer 902169
H. Cylinder head nut

u

H

Figure 41.

A. Replacer pad
C~ Socket
E. Distance piece
G. Cylinder head bolt•

•
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REMOVER

C. Split ring

c

A. Intermediate gOear

B. Drive gear

C. Coupling

D. Quill shaft

E. Thrust washer

F: Support flange

G. Connector

H, Oil feed

Figure 42.

INJECTION PUMP ORIVE

A B

Figure 43, CRANKSHAFT GEAR

A. Extractor screw B. Body
(Service Tool 960604)

Smear plugs with Loctite and screw tightly into
each end of the intermediate gear before pushing the
grooved end of the shaft into cylinder block. Smear
the intermediate gear bore with anti-scuffinq paste
and fit the gear on the shaft - teeth marks aligned
and longest side of gear boss to carrier plate. Fit
support bracket'on to gear shaft and bolt in position,
replacing theshims between carrier plate and bracket
before fining the bolts. With the bolts fully tightened
insert a feeler gauge between bracket and gear to
check the clearance. The gear should have 0'002
0·004 jn. (0'05-0,010 mm) end-float and if neces
sary the bracket should be removed and shims added,
or removed, as required.

G
;-----B

H
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The injection pump gear support flange is fitted Of'
lhe injection pump mounting studs and is attached

~, by twO bolts. The upper bolt is fitted on Jr9.~i of
carrier plate and passes through a connector which
receives oil from the main gallery and lubricates the
gear bore through the drillings in the support flange.

.,;:, The bolt attachin.g ~he connector to oil gallery in
" ~corporates a restnctmq tube, so that a reduced flow

, of oil is supplied to the injection pump gear and it is
advisable to remove this bolt to ensure that the
restrictor is clear and not choked with sludge. Ensure
the connector,.is refitted with the groove against the
carrier plate"and both bolts are firmly tightened

:5 before ~!i!ng'wired together.

, The '~~nkshaft gear is keyed on the shaft and
should not be removeifunless it is to be renewed.
Using Service Tool 960604. unscrew the extractor

"bolt so that when the tool is placed over the end of
crankshaft the extractor body touches the face of
gear! Place the two halves of split ring over the gear
and: whilst holding split ring against the body until

, it is gripped by the chamfer on body shoulder, tighten
extractor bolt to draw the gear off shaft.

Replace the gears in reverse order of removal.
meshing the gears so that the teeth marks are aligned
as shown in Fig. 44.

,Smear injection pump gear with anti-scuffing paste
before fining in position, Replace the two halves of

~\ 'thrust washer and refit coupling: note that quill shaft
is in position and the two marks on coupling are

, • 'towards the mark on gear. Fit retaining plate and
replace the bolts, TIghten the bolts to 20 Ib ft

)p :(2·76 kg metres) and wire together. (Fig. 42.)
r
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Figure 44.
TIMING GEAR MARKINGS

A. Crankshaft gear
B. Intermediate gear

C. Camshaft gear
D. Injector pump drive gear

..

Engine Removal
#,'7q

f!1 :;.. '.'-,
\~ 1; !t, .,\

'l'>

On twelve-speed tractors the engine cannot be ,
lifted out of the frame and the tractor must, therefore;~' ,.
first be "split" so that the clutch is clear of the"
drives haft. .

Remove rocker shaft assembly and place on the
bench. Unscrew the brass plugs from the ends of
shaft and remove springs, rockers and shaft brackets,
placing them in order on the bench.

Press out worn bush and fit new bush, ensuring
that oil-hole is opposite hole in rocker. Hone or
ream the bush until rocker is free to slide On the shaft

If rocker end faces are worn, lightly skim on a
smooth grindstone, taking care to maintain the
original profile. Do not remove more metal than
necessary: grind only until the wear mark is almost,
but not fully, removed.

Assemble rockers, springs and brackets cw. to
shaft. Fit locating screw into rear biacke~~gljhat'
the shaft is positioned with oil-feed nolespards
the bottom, then peen the bracket ovei'screw-hole
to retain the screw. < ~: {;-~"I~.

• - ~'i-:~' .j
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On six-speed gearboxes the engine can be lifted
from main frame if the muff coupling can be slid
far enough forward on clutch driveshaft to clear the
gearbox. This is possible on all tractors fined with the
friction-pad type clutch stop and on tractors fined
with the band-type clutch stop from Serial No.
487807. Commencing at this number the width of .
the clutch-stop drum was reduced to allow
sufficient clearance for sliding the muff coupling
forward on the driveshaft, but on Livedrive tractors
from Nos. 479539 to 487806 the width of the
clutch-stop drum prevents the muff coupling from
sliding fisr enough forward to clear the gearbox. ~.

To Rebush Valve RockersBefore replacing timing cover, check that gear
marks are all correctly aligned and the crankshaft oil
flinger, if originally fitted, is replaced. When the face
width of crankshaft gear was increased to 1 in.
(25'4 mm) the fining of an oil flinger was dis
continued. .

Lever the oil seal out of timing case and carefully
press in a new seal. Position the seal so that the seal
lip points towards inside of case and take care not to
distort. the seal. Use Service Tools 901700 and
900211,

Fit timing cover in position, using a new gasket,
and after screwing the bolts loosely into position fit
crankshaft pulley. This will position oil seal centrally
over pulley land before the bolts are tightened.
Replace crankshaft pulley washer and nut. Refit
dynamo and replace fan belt.

Valve Mechanism
The camshaft is fined from the front of the cylinder

block and is retained in position by means of the
locating plate behind the gear. As the tappets will fall
and jam against the shaft journals when the shaft is
moved forward it is necessary to inven the cylinder
block or, if the engine is in situ, to hold the tappets
up with '0' rings, or spring clips, when removing the
shaft. The shaft bearings are pressure fed from the
oil gallery and the journals run directly in the cylinder
block, the rear journal being drilled to supply a
reduced flow of oil to the valve rocker shaft.

High-lift camshaft, Part No. 914673, is fined to all
engines from Nos. A/60390 and B/40725 and may
be identified by the part number cast on the shaft
between No.1 cylinder cam lobes. When fining a
new camshaft ensure that this is the same number
as originally fined. A 902050 shaft must not be
replaced by a'914673 shaft unless later type pistons
(915308) are also fined, otherwise the valve heads
may foul the pistons.••

•
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Figur.45. ENGINE LIFTING BRACKET

Nut and distance piece to be welded to stud allowing n in. (0'158 em) clearance
between nut and -angle bracket

•

A. 6 in. (15,24 em)
E. 21 in. (6'350 em)
J. 1 in. (2'~ em)

B. 5..... in. (12'B6 em)
F. 2 in. (5'080 em)
K. i in. (2,222 em)

N.

C. 4 in. (10'16 em)
G. 11 in. (4,445 em)
L tin. (1 ·587 em)

i in. (O'9~2 em)

D. 3* in. (9,366 em)
H. 11 in. (3'810 em)
M. -h in. (1 '428 em)

Engine removal procedures may be summarised as
follows :

Non-Livedrive Models
All numbers - Lift engine (Method 'A').·<

'.
Livedrive Models -.Six-Speed

. Nos. 440001 to 479538?~;'~Lift engine (Method··A·). ': ~....~" ..~\~....

Pege 28

Nos. 479539 to 487806 - "Split" tractor (Method
'81).

"''Nos. 4ff1807 onward - Lift engine (Method 'A').

Livedrive Models - Twelve-Speed
All numbers - "Split" tractor (Method '8').

,,~. " . fi
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Figure 46. TRACTOR WITH ENGINE REMOVED

A. Muff coupling B. Support snout C. Engineoil ?ump

•

•

Engine Removal - Method 'A'
Remove pre-cleaner, silencer and bonnet. Dis

connect battery terminals and main lead to starter.
Drain radiator and cylinder block, disconnect hoses
and remove radiator. Disconnect thronle and stop
control linkage from injection pump. Remove the
fuel pipe from tank to fuel feed pump and remove
the short pipe connecting the leak-off to tank.

Disconnect the wiring and tractormeter cable.
Remove fuel-tank mounting nuts and remove tank
complete with instrument panel.

Remove steering drop-arm from its shaft and
remove the steering-box, complete with column and
wheel. This will expose the c1utth-housing bolts
inside the steering-box and enable gearbox cover
and clutch housing to be removed.

On Uvedrive tractors it is necessary to drain the
transmission oil and remove the power take-off unit
so that the cardan shaft can be withdrawn clear
of clutch driveshaft.

If the tractor is fined with a band-type clutch-stop
remove the pins from each end of the band so that
the band can be removed. Release the circlips on
clutch driveshaft so that the drum and muff coupling
can be slid far enough forward on the shaft to clear
the gearbox.

If the tractor is not fined with a band-type
clutch-stop, release the circlip at the front of the
muff coupling and slide the coupling fully forwards.

Remove the t"ree bolts attaching the support
snout to the axle case and remove the clutch-stop
bracket, if fitted. Remove the two figure-of-eight
spring clips from clutch fork so that the release
bearing can be lifted clear of the fork.

Remove the cylinder-block-to-main-frame bolts
(four of these are long bolts fined from the underside
of the main frame) and remove valve rocker cover.
Fit a lifting bar (Fig. 45) on to the two cylinder-head
lifting nuts, or place suitable slings round the
engine, and lift the engine complete with clutch and
clutch driveshaft vertically out of the frame. Ensure
that the support snout is lifted clear of frame and lift
the engine carefully until oil pump is clear of frame.

Replace engine in the reverse order to removal,
using new gaskets and seals. Clean main frame and
cylinder block faces, ensuring that all traces of the
old gasket are removed. Smear main frame face with
jointing compound, also both sides of the gaskets
before placing them in position. A rubberised joint
ing compound such as Hylomar (962184) should
be used.' Fit new bearing-cap seals, pushing ends of
seals into holes in block so that seals fit closely in
bearing cap grooves.

Two i UNC studs temporarily screwed into main
frame at opposite points will assist in locating the
engine and allow it to be lowered into position
without disturbing the gaskets. Note that the clutch
shaft is inserted in the clutch. and the support snout
and muff coupling are in position on the shaft, before
lowering the engine into position.

Pogo 2!J
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Figur.47. TRACTOR SPLIT FOR ENGINE REMOVAL·

When refitting the steering drop-arm on to its
shaft ensure that it is fitted on its correct spline,
otherwise the steering lock will be restricted on one
side. Shafts and arms are marked during assembly
and should be refitted so that the centre-punch mark
on the arm is opposite the mark on the end of the
shaft.

Engine Removal- Method 'B'
As the two halves of the tractor are heavy and

require to be maintained in alignment during
assembly, this operation should be carried out with
the tractor standing on firm and reasonably level
ground.

Place a trolley-jack under rear of tractor so that it
can support the rear half of tractor when the main

frame is "split". Place the jack-pad immediately
behind the clutch-pit cover and raise the jack so that
it takes weight but does not lift the frame. Drive
wooden wedges between each side of the front
extension and axle beam so that the engine unit will
remain upright when it is not attached to the rear half
of tractor. The wedges should be of hard wood and
approximately 5 in. (12 em) long so that they can be
driven firmly into position without any possibility of
becoming 'dislodged. Chock the front wheels so that
\hey cannot move either way and place a jack under
the front main frame positioned just in front of the
rear flange. Extend the jack so that it takes weight
but does not lift the frame.

Remove the bonnet and drain radiator and cylinder
block. Disconnect throttle and stop-control linkage.
Disconnect instrument panel and wiring and tractor
meter cable.

•O. 1·771 in. (44'98 mm)
H. 5 in. (127 mm)

H

Figur.48. CLUTCH PLATE PILOT

B. 0·915 in. (23·24 mm) C. 1'420 in. (36,07 mm)
F. It in. (38,10 mm) G. Ii in. (44,45 mm)

t-GJ I,
:- F l! I

-j E ~'----'-------JD'c I---~"l-
l~· ~D-L. .

---------~--
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Remove fuel pipe from' tank to feed pump and
remove the pipe connecting the leak-off to tank.

Remove steering drop-arm from its shaft. Remove
starter and remove bolts attaching the main frame
and clutch housing to front half of tractor. Using
the two jacks to support the two halves of frame in
alignment. draw the rear half away until PTO cardan
shaft is clear of the clutch.

Having separated the two halves of tractor.
remove the radiator and the cylinder-block-to-main
frame bolts - four of which are on the underside of
the main frame. Attach a lifting bar (Fig. 45) to the
two cylinder head lifting nuts. or place suitable
slings round the engine, and lift the engine vertically
until the oil pump is clear of the frame.

Replace engine in reverse order of removal. using
new gaskets and seals. Clean main frame and
cylinder block faces, ensuring that all traces of the
old gasket are removed. Smear main frame face
and both sides of the gaskets with jointing com
pound before placing the gaskets in position. A

rubberised jointing compound such as Hylomar
(962184) may be used. Fit new bearing-cap seals,
pushing ends of seals into holes in cylinder block so
that seals fit closely in bearing-cap grooves.

Two i UNC studs temporarily screwed into main
. frame at opposite points will assist in locating the
engine and allow it to be lowered into position
without disturbing the gaskets.

If the clutch assembly has been removed from
flywheel it will be necessary for the clutch plates to
be centralised so.that the' clutch shafts can be
entered. When fitting clutch assembly on to
flywheel a pilot shaft (Fig. 48) should be used to
hold the plates central until the cover bolts are fully
tightened.

When refitting the steering drop-arm on to its
shaft ensure that this is on the correct spline,
otherwise the steering lock will be restricted on one
side. Shafts and arms are marked during assembly
and should be refitted so that the centre-punch mark
on the arm is opposite the mark on end of the shaft.

•



The following figures apply to bolts of standard material with either coarse (UNC) or fine (UNF)
threads and may be used for all bolts and nuts not listed in the previous table.

•

•..

0·97 kg metres
2·07 kg metres
3·46 kg metres .
6·22 kg metres .i.r~~
8·98 kg metres " '.,,' _

15·2 kg metres"
19·3 kgmetres

Torque

71b ft
15 Ib ft
251b ft
45 Ib ft
65 Ib ft

110lbft
140 Ib ft

DATA :~,

if'? •~- .' ( . 1--.'
';.l-t;i!~~:il
50 10 ft,,~ 6·92 kg metres
10 Ib ft 1.38 kg metres
40 Ib ft 5·53 kg metres
90 Ib ft 12·4 kg metres
35 Ib ft 4·84 kg metres
30 lb ft 4·14 kg metres'
50 Ib ft 6·92 kg metres
50 Ib ft 6·92 kg metres

120lbin 1.38 kg metres
40lbin 0·46 kg metres
30lbin 0·35 kg metres

170lbin l'96'kg metres
30lbin 0·35 kg metres

270lbin 3·11 kg metres
350lbin 4·02 kg metres
30lbin 0·35 kg metres

140 Ib ft 19·3 kg meires '>\:.30 Ib ft 4·14 kg metres
50 Ib ft 6·92 kg metres
10 Ib ft 1.38 kg metres
20 Ib ft 2·76 kg metres
14 Ib ft 1·94 kg metres

, ..

,- "':

Thread Diameter

lin
.... in
lin
nino
lin
lin
lin

...

Fuel Injection Pump:
Automatic retard fixing bolt
Governor housing nuts (Permanite gasket)
Governor housing nuts (cork gasket)
Head-side fixing bolts ..
Inspection cover nuts
Inspection pipe banjo bolts
Manual lock fixing bolt ..
Throttle and stop lever nuts

.\';;'..t-~> , • •
"':',;,i1:OOi!!!I,}Jeanng cap ~olts .

j~-;;."If~'-",~me to engine bolts ..
:~. Mliijilframe to flywheel housing bolts

'",;. ~.' .'!.' "Oiffilter bowl bolt ..
.., ~ Sump to main frame bolts

Valve rocker adjusting nuts

~

Torque Figures .l4
Big-end bearing nuts
Breather filter cover nut ..
Camshaft gear bolt
Cylinder head nuts and bolts
Cylinder head studs into block
Flywheel housing to engine bolts
Flywheel nuts
Front extension to main frame bolts

. ~ ~~-~.

I, f, "~' ••" '~7""""',.
.• , • ~'" .r ......... . •

•' " 1") ..~,.. • . "" . .. .>J~

.. ·j~,.}t~i~es
- , . "i," "C'~oling system.. 3 gal 12:6 litres

',. .;.~. E~ive'lubricating oil .. 13 pints 7·41itres
~. '. SteeJi!,g,-liox o;'t':·_:~:,.... 2 pints 1·1 litres

,

. . , " -!'-i!;;:c1eimer oil battrJ:t:7''' H pints O'7 litres
• Fuel tank . . r; . . 13! gal 61-4 litres
- ~"~',," .. ,~~:r. Limits .:: ,,;.'

~.'i2·"':ij.~£··<.f .' ""'The following figures are only intended to serve as a guide to determine when acomi>onenr
"';'~ should be renewed: .
["""Jr. ,- .:. Crankshaft big-~iid jo~rnals should be reground if ovality exceeds 0·005 in. (0'127 mm).

~> Crankshaft main-bearing journals should be reground if wear exceeds 0·005 in. (0')27 mm) ..~~ ~

."'Piston rings should be replaced if the ring gap exceeds 0·060 in. (1,524 mm) when checked
in the unworn part of the cylinder.
When there is evidence of ring and slight bore wear causing oil consumption, fit oil control
rings. These should control oil consumption if the bore wear is not greater than 0'010"(".
(0'25 mm) and are available to suit either standard or oversize bores. If oil consumption
exists and oil control rings have already been' fitted it will be necessary to renew the cylinder'
liners and plstons,">,..

,/



•
Piston groove clearance should not exceed 0·010 in. (0'25 rnm) when checked with a new
ring.
Oversizevalves should be fitted if the bore in the cylinder head is worn in excess of 0·006 in.
(0'15 mm). Fordetails of oversizereamersand seat cutter pilots seeService Tool Leaflet A28 .

Piston Dimensions (new)
Nominal diameter .. . . 31 in
Piston skirt diameter (at right-angles

to gudgeon pin bore) . . 3·619 - 3·618 in
Piston weight variation (maximum in

one set) ~ oz .
Piston ring side clearance .. 0·002 - 0·0035 in
Piston ring gap 0·010 - 0·015 in
Gudgeon pin diameter 1·2503 - 1·250 in
(~ush-fit in connecting rod bush. light-drive fit in piston)

92·075 mm

91 '93 - 91 ·91 mm

14gm
0·050 - 0·088 mm
0·254 - 0·374 mm

31·757 - 31·750 mm

, .,
': ";

, '.,
:j

0'35 mm
0·30mm

0'25mm
0·18 mm

92·088 - 92·076 mm':
0·0127 mm..
0·0127 mm

0·0508 -. 0·127 mrn '
,'1

0·015 in
0·012 in

0'010 in
0·007 in

1·970 in
1·530 in
10102 in

It'
3·655 - 3·6250 in

0·0005 in
'0·0005 in

0·002 - 0·005 in

Standard .• ..
Oversize 0·010 in. (0'007 mm)
Oversize 0·020 in. (0,014 mm)

Valve seat ilngle
Valve guide bore ..
Valve tappet diamet~~,.

. .

Sleeve Dimensions (new)
Bore -~..
Taper (maximum) ..
Ovality (maximum) ..
Protrusion (excluding ridge)

Valve Clearance (set cold)
Inlet {to AD4/47A 60389 }
Exhaust and AD4/47B 40724

Inlet {from AD4{47A 60390 }
Exhaust and AD4/47B 40725 .

Valve Stem Diameters (in.!tt and eXh~f.,
0·3732 "':'::'0·3722 in
0·3832 - 0·3822 in':
0·3932 - 0'3922'io

Valve Springs (inlet and exhaust)
Free length
Length at 40 Ib load
Length at 80 Ib load
Length at 15 kg load
Length at 30 kg load

Vah'-;";-imin~
Inlet opens
Inlet closes
Exhaust opens
Exhaust closes•

••••

- ~ .



8"lnlet opens

38°
Inlet closes

10° Exhaust
closes '.

Figure 49. VALVE TIMING DIAGRAM

Fuel System
Injector setting pressure 175 atmospheres (1810 kg/cm 0)
Spill timing (static) 11· before top dead centre
Spill timing mark: Pump flange and engine mounting flange are marked. and correct pump

timing is obtained when these marks are in alignment.
Spill timing adjustment: Elongated holes in the injection pump mounting flange permit the

pump body to be rotated when the three securing nuts arereleased. '

Injection Pump Flange Mounting
A04/47 69!· from blank spline when at point of injection •

Injection Pump Fuel Setting
A04/47

Injector Nozzle Hole Diameter
A04/47

10·4-1 0·6 cc per 200 shots at 850 rev/min

0·28-0'30 mm

DB No.

904442

910530

Injection Pump and Injectors
Pumps

DB No. CAV No.

906899 3243090
909458 3243860
910521 3243960
910521 3248260
918912 3248680

"

Holder

8KBL 9755152

BKBL 9755152

Injectors
Nozzle

BOLL 14056276

BOLL 14056417

............
~~~~~:-;o.

~~,.

Oil PumP-.,;
. ,','.£,'"I':~.,....... ·-0'

i. " .Spindle diameter ..
. ,.Spindle bush bore ..
." ,Rotor width J

..' ,",,'Housing depth
'. i.' End float.. ..

, Pump rotor backlash
. ,

0,4895 - 0·490 in
0,4905 - 0'4925 in
,., 865 -1·1855 in
1·1890-,., 875 in
0·001 . - 0·0035 in
0·020 - 0·026 in

12·43.
12·45f
30·137
::10'191
0·025
0·511

-12,45 mm
--12,509 mm
-3C 112 mm
-30'162mm

O'OBBmm
- 0·66 mm •

~~'- .
t . ~'.
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Crankshaft
Main journal diameter

Standard size
Undersize 0·01 0 in. (0,254 mm)
Undersize 0·020 in. (0'508 mm)
Undersize 0·030 in. (0,762 mm)

2·4995-2·4990 in
2·4895 - 2·4890 in
2·4795 - 2,4790 in
2'4695 - 2·4690 in

63·487 - 63·474 mm
63·233 - 63·220 mm
62·979 - 62·966 mm
62·725 - 62·712 mm

B

~

D

B

I
! D i
~C--i

B A

B

•
Figure 50. CRANKSHAFT DIMENSIONS

A. Main journal diameters
B. Big end journal diameter
C. Centre journal width
D. Fillet radius

When regrinding crankshaft it is important that the original bearing fillet radius is maintained .
It is also important that the surface of the radius is as smooth as the surface of the journal and
that the radius is smoothly blended intD both surfaces. A fillet that is incorrectlv radiused.
rDughly finished or not smoothly blended. weakens a shaft and may cause fatigue failure
during service.

Big-end journal diameter
Standard size ..
Undersize 0·010 in.
Undersize 0·020 in.
Undersize 0·030 in.

2·2485 - 2·2480 in
2·2385 - 2·2380 in
2·2285 - 2·2280 in
2·2185 - 2·2180 in

57·111 -57·099 mm
56·848 - 56·845 mm
56·604 - 56·591 mm
56·350 - 56·337 mm

Centre journal width
Standard size ..
Oversize0·010 in.
Oversize 0·040 in.

2·126
2·136
2·176

-2'124io
-2,134 in
-2'174 in

54·00
54·254
55·270

-53,95 mm
-54·204mm
-55,220 mm

Bearing fillet radius
Big-end bearing clearance ..
Main bearing clearance
End-float of crankshaft

0·16 -0,15 in
0·0015 - 0·0025 in
0·002 - 0·004 in
0·002 - 0·01 0 in

4·06
0·038
0·051
0·051

3·81 mm
0·063 mm co'

0·102 mm
0·258 mm

Thrust Washer thickness
Standard . . . .
Oversize0·005 in. (0'127 mm)
Oversize 0·020 in. (0'508 mm)

0·091 - 0·093 in
0·096 - 0·098 in
0·111 -0,113 in

;;: ,I. ~ -I" .,

l ;\', '

,2'3114-2,3622,mm'
'2·4384....; 2·4892 mm'
2·8194 - 2·8702 mm

•
Connecting Rod Alignment

Maximum out of parallel ..
Maximum twist . . . .
Maximum weight variatlcn in set Df three rods

•

0·001 in/in
0·001 in/in
0·25 DZ

0,01, mm/cm
O'Olmm/cm
7'l'gm

' .. '



•
kg/em l

26·6-28'0
29·0-30·5

18·99 - 19·02 mm
19·05 - 19·06 mm

Pressure
Ib/in l

380-400
415-435

0·748 -0,749 in
0·7500-0·7505 in

',872 -1,870 in 47·55 -47·50 mm
1·827 -1·825 in 46·41 -46·35 mm
1·811 -1,810 in 46'00 -45·97 mm
1·765 -1·763 in 44·83 -44·78 mm
1·749 -1·747 in 44·42 -44·37 mm
0·245 -0,240 in 6·223 6·096 mm
0·010 -0,020 in 0·254 - 0'508mm

Rocker Shaft
Diameter .. .. ..
Bush bore reamed in position

Compression Pressures
Average pressure 'obtained when the engine is cranked. by means of the starter motor. with all
injeetorsremoved and at an ambient temperature of 20·C (68·F).

Cranking Speed
rev/min
150
250

Camshaft Journal Diameters
Front
No.2 ..
Nos. 3 and 4
No.5
No.6 .
Camshaft thrust washer thickness ..
Camshaft end-float

•

s-
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SUMMARY OF DESIGN CHANGES

•

•

•

Detail. of change
Across-flats dimension of crankshaft nut reduced from 1·670-1·658 in.

(42·42-42'11 mm) to 1·500-1·488 in. (38·10-37'80 mm). Part No.
623300 unchanged.

Exhaust valve spring (907895) also fitted on inlet valve. The previous
inlet-valve spring (905215), which is marked with red paint, is weaker
than the 907895 spring and should not be used for replacements.

Length of thread on injection-pump coupling bolts reduced to ! in.
(12'5 mm). Part No. of bolts, 600353. unchanged.

Changes to reduce amount of oil leakage down valve guides. Rocker shaft
oil-holes reduced. Part No. of shaft changed from 904192 to 909622,
and 30' chamfer machined at top of exhaust valve stem bore.

Position of injection cut-off lever turned through 180' and control rod
changed so that operation of engine control stop is reversed. i.e., the
engine being stopped when the control is in the forward position.
Part No. of pump unchanged but Part No. of stop control rod changed
from 908221 to 908524,

Injection pump changed from 906899 (CAV 3243090) to 909458
(CAV 3243860). As the new pump has a slightly different internal
timing the pump drive gear marking has been retarded one tooth.
Part No. of gear changed from 902006 to 909457. Pumps and gears
are interchangeable if the gears are meshed one tooth advanced, or
retarded, in order to obtain the correct timiny.

Drain-hole drilled in water pump body (902029) to prevent any water
which leaks past the gland seal from damaging the bearing and
provide a visible indication that the seal is leaking.

Dynamo 35521 (Lucas C39-2) replaced by dynamo 908882 (Lucas
C40A). The new dynamo. which is fitted with Lucar connectors, is
interchangeable with the previous dynamo if suitable connectorS
are used.

Fitting of injection pump 909458 (CAV 3243860) discontinued and
906899 (CAV 3243090) re-introduced. Pump drive gear 909457
also changed back to previous gear 902006.

Crankshaft breather changed so that overtightening the nut does not
compress the breather element and cause pressure build-up in the
crankcase. Parts not interchangeable unless fitted complete.

Injection pump 906899 (CAV 3243090) changed to 910521 (CAV
3243960) and injectors changed from 904442 to 910530.

Timing gear cover changed from cast iron to pressed steel. Part No. of
cover changed from 904056 to 910057. Covers interchangeable if
the appropriate bolts are used.

Distance piece, Part No. 912812, fitted between water-pump pulley
(900476) and fan in order to comply with U.K. safety requirements.

When introduced

AD4/47A/32776
AD4/47B/31181
(July 1962)

AD4/47A/31773
AD4/47B/32002
(July 1962)

AD4/47A/34476
AD4/47B/31901
(July 1962)

AD4/47A/34932
AD4/47B/32082
(August 1962)

AD4/47A/34065
AD4/47B/31734
(September 1962)

AD4/47A/35277
AD4/47B/32248
(September 1962)

AD4/47A/32074
AD4/47B/30917
(January 1963)

AD4/47A/36228
AD4/47B/32834
(January 1963)

AD4/47A/36230
AD4/47B/32832
(January 1963)

'AD41.47A/37593
AD4/47B/33527
(February 1963)

AD4/47A/43672
AD4/47B/36677
(January 1964)

AD4/47A/44311
AD4/47B/37572
(July 1964)

. AD4/47A/46417
AD4/47B/37384
(July 1964)

p.ge.~?::
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Details of chsnge

Oil flinger, Part No. 913369, fitted between the crankshaft gear and
pulley.

Gasket. Part No. 914404, fitted between crankshaft oil retainer and
cylinder block.

Two -h in. (7'8 mm) diameter holes drilled through rear main-bearing
cap to assist oil drainage into sump when operating on severe
gradients.

Length of water-pump pulley-hub increased to make the fitting of distance
piece (912812) unnecessary. Part No. of pulley changed from 900476
to 914335.

Injection pump changed from CAV 3243960 to CAV 3248260. Part No.
of pump, 910521, unchanged.

Water pump pulley, Part No. 914335, changed back to 900476. Distance
piece 912812 re-introduced on U.K. tractors only.

Camshaft, Part No. 902050, replaced by camshaft 914673, which has
higher lift inlet cams. To accommodate the increased valve opening
the valve recess in the pistons has been made deeper, the valve heads
slightly thinner, and stronger valve springs fitted. With the exception
of the camshaft, which must not be fitted unless the other parts are
also fitted, the new parts may be used as replacements for earlier
engines. The introduction of this change has required a reduction in
valve clearances to inlet - 0·01 0 in. (0'25 mm) - and exhaust-
0·007 in. (0'18 mm). .

Retaining plate, Part No. 919660, fitted on fan bolts and bolt-holes in
fan blade repositioned, to prevent any possibility of blade fracture.

Face width of crankshaft gear (901989) and intermediate gear (904074)
increased to 1 in. (25;4 mm). Part No. of gean; changed to 917898
and 917904 respectively. Fitting of acrankshaft oil flinger discontinued.

Injection pump 918912 (CAV 3248680), with direct mounted gear used
as an alternative pump to quill-shaft driven pump 910521 (CAV
3248260) on a number of tractors not fitted with power-assisted
steering.

Tappet cover studs (608206) changed to bolts (600408) and material of
tappet cover gaskets (10030) changed from cork/aluminium to cork
only.

Material of cylinder head gasket (902040) changed from copper and
asbestos sandwich to graphite-surfaced asbestos. Part No. of gasket
unchanged. Wellseal should not be used when fitting gaskets of the
later material.

Cap nut, Part No. 607516, fitted on the oil pump locating screw (900748)
in place of the locknut (607053) fitted previously.

,

When introduced

AD4/47A/46481
AD4/478/37378
(July 1964)

AD4/47A/49989
AD4/47B/37876
(September 1964)

AD4/47A/51137
AD4/47B/38316
(October 1964)

AD4/47A/57582
AD4/47B/4oo57
(October 1964)

(November 1964)

AD4/47A/60986
AD4/47B/40825
(November 1965)

AD4/47A/60390
AD4/47B/40725
(November 1965)

AD4/47A/68495
AD4/47B/41696
(October 1966)

AD4/47A/69515
AD4/47B/41792
(September 1966)

AD4/47A/69515 and
AD4/47B/41792to
AD4/47A/11241 and
AD4/47B/421 15
(November 1966)

AD4/47A/11160
AD4/47B/42116
(December 1966)

AD4/47A/14181
AD4/47B/42612
(January 1967)

AD4/47A/16496
AD4/47B/42941
(April~1967)

••
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APPROVED LUBRICANTS AND TEST OILS

Classification and Grading of Engine Oils
Several different classifications of engine crankcase oils are in use throughout the world. and

therefore the following notes have been compiled to explain the grades and classifications used
in the table on Page 42.

Principally there are two important aspects to be taken into consideration when selecting the
correct grade of lubricating oil. First is viscosity, which is its body or thickness. Secondly its additive
content which determines detergency, control of deposits, resistance to oxidation, film strength
and resistance to scuffing.

Viscosity is specified by the SAE number of the oil. The additive content by the A.P.1. classification. 1.
or reference to the U.S. Military Service Specification Series MIL-L-2104 or its British equivalent.
OEF 2101 Series, from which come the references to Supplement I. Supplement I' Endorsement
and Series III.

S.A.E. Viscosity Grading
(Society of Automotive Engineers)

The Society of Automotive Engineers grades engine oils by viscosity using a System of SAE
grade numbers.

Viscosity numbers with an additional symbol "W" are based on viscosity measured at O"F.
Viscosity numbers without a symbol are based on viscosity measured at 210"F.

Note that the SAE grade numbers of gear oils cannot be directly compared with the equivalent
grede numbers of an engine oil. i.e. an SAE BOG gear oil may have similar viscosity characteristics
to an SAE 20/30 engine oil. or an SAE 90G gear oil may have similar viscosity characteristics to an
SAE 40/50 engine oil. Grade numbers of engine oils range from SAE5 to SAE50. To minimise the
possibility of confusion. grade numbers of gear oils include the symbol "G" and range from SAE75G
to SAE250G.

A. P.I. Classification
(American Petroleum Institute)

A'system of standards has been evolved to classify the performance characteristics of crankcase
oil in accordance with the severity of service for which it is recommended., .

Note: A revisea system of classification was introduced by the American Petroleum Institute's
division of marketing in Autumn 1970. The new A.P.1. system describes in non-technical language,
operating conditions for which (to start with) eight different types of lubricating oil are suitable.
The system is devised so th~t new classifications may be added should they be required.

The old classifications will obviously still be quoted in existing literature which can be in use for
some time. therefore both systems are quoted below.

Definitions of S~rvice Classifications (Old)
(a), Service DG - Moderate Conditions- Diesel

Service typical of Diesel Ellgines in any operation where there are no severe require
ments for wear or deposit control due to fuel lubricating oil or to engine design
characteristics.

Related load. continuous output. or intermittent operation under normal atmospheric temperature
conditions can be considered as normal service requirements for Service OG in the absence of any
special design features tending to increase service severity or sensitivity to high sulphur fuels. The
lubrication requirements for Service OG are less severe than for Service OM.

-",'.
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(b). Service OM - Severe Conditions - Diesel
Service typi.,al of Diesel Engines operating under severe conditions or using fuel of

a type normaliy tending to promote deposits and wear, but where there are design
characteristics or operating conditions which may make the engine either less
sensitive to fuel effects or more sensitive to residues from lubricating oil.

Under this service classification. tne tactors of operating conditions. fuel character. especially
sulphur content. and design features combine in various ways to make the service and hence the
lubrication requirements less severe than for Service OS. Some designs are critical with respect to
lubricating oil residues; for.these designs some oils suitable for Service OS are not satisfactory.

'Footnote: The characteristics of oil in this rating are similar to Supplement 1 oils I.C.E.I. (Internal
Combustion Engine Institute) rating.

(c). Service OS - Extreme Conditions - Diesel
Service typical of Diesel Engines operating under very severe conditions, or having

design characteristics, or using fuel tending to produce excessive wear or deposits.

The service requirements in this classification are the most severe encountered in the operation
of diesel engines. High-load operation at high temperatures. design factors. especially super
charging or engine installation details causing unusually high temperatures within the engine.
constitute severe service, as does intermittent operation at low temperatures. since both promote
wear and deposit formation. Cooling system and crankcase ventilating system design. also exhaust
line arrangement. can aggravate or minimise the severity in either case. The use of high-sulphur
content fuels increases service severity with respect to wear and deposits. depending upon design.
maintenance and operating conditions. Hence. frequently their use is considered to constitute
severe service, especially in low temperature operation.

Note: The characteristics of oil in this rating are similar to Supplement 3 I.C.E.I. rating or Series 3
"Caterpillar rating" oil.

(d). Service Ml- least Severe Conditions - Petrol
Service typical of Gasoline and other Spark Ignition Engines used under light and

favourable operating conditions, the engines having no special lubrication requirements
and having no design characteristic sensitive to deposit formation.

This is the least severe condition. It includes moderate speed driving or moderate load operation
most of the time. with no severe low or high engine temperature operation. It also includes operation
of engines insensitive to sludge, deposit formation. bearing corrosion, wear or fuel characteristics.

(e). Service MM - Moderate Conditions - Petrol
Service typical of Gasoline and other Spark Ignition Engines used under moderate

to severe operating conditions, but presenting problems of deposit or bearing corrosion
control when crankcase oil temperatures are high.

This is a more moderate service requirement than Service MS. Vehicles powered by engines
which are relatively insensitive to deposit formation or wear when operated at high speeds or under
heavy loads are included in this service. particularly when using fuels of suitable characteristics.
It does not include extensive operation under the severe type of low engine temperature service
such as start-and-stop driving or prolonged idling described under Service MS.

(f). Service MS - Severe Conditions - Petrol
Service typical of Gasoline and other Spark Ignition Engines used under unfavourable

or severe types of operating conditions. and where there are special lubrication
requirements for deposit. wear or bearing corrosion control. due to operating conditions
or to engine design or fuel characteristics.

This class of oil also covers operation in extremes of temperature, stop/start or prolonged idling
conditions and the resulting crankcase condensation and dilution which causes the formation of
sludge. being taken into consideration.

Psg. 40
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Definitions of Service Classifications (New)
The eight types of oil are separated into two groups :-
"S" series for passenger cars and light trucks.
"C" series for heavier vehicles. farm equipment and stationary plants.

The eight classes are:-

SA - for utility gasoline and diesel engine service. Service typical of engines operated
under such mild conditions that the protection afforded by compounded oil is not required. This'
classification has no performance requirements.

SB - for minimum duty gasoline engine service. Service typical of engines operated
under such mild conditions that only minimum protection afforded by compounding is desired.
Oils designed for this service provide only anti-scuff capability and resistance to oil oxidation and
bearing corrosion.

sc - for 1964 gasoline engine warranty service. Service typical of gasoline engines in
'964--'96'7 Cal and tlUCK models operating under engine manufacturers' warranties. Oils designed
for this service provide control of high and low temperature deposits. wear. rust and corrosion in
gasoline engines.

so - for 1968 gasoline engine warranty service. Service typical of gasoline engines in
cars and trucks beginning with 1968 models and operating under engine manufacturers' warranties.
Oils designed for this service provide more protection from high and low temperature engine
deposits. wear. rust and corrosion in gasoline engines than SC oils.

CA - for light duty diesel engine service. Service typical of diesel engines operated in
mild to moderate duty with high quality fuels. Occasionally has included gasoline engines in
mild service. These oils provide protection from bearing corrosion and from high temperature
deposits in normally aspirated diesel engines when using fuels of such quality that they impose no
unusual requirements for wear and deposit protection.

CB - for moderate duty diesel engine service. Service typical of diesel engines operated
in mild to moderate duty. but with lower quality fuels which necessitate more protection from wear
and deposits. Occasionally has included gasoline engines in mild service. Oils designed for this
service were introduced in 1949. Such oils provide necessary protection from bearing corrosion
and from high temperature deposits in normally aspirated diesel engines with high sulphur fuels.

CC - for moderate duty diesel and gasoline engine service. Typical of lightly supercharged
diesel engines operated in moderate to severe duty and has included certain heavy-duty. gasoline
engines. Oils designed for this service were introduced in 1961 and used in many trucks and in
industrial and construction equipment and farm tractors. These oils provide protection from high
temperature deposits in lightly supercharged diesels and also from rust. corrosion and low
temperature deposits in gasoline engines.

co - for severe duty diesel engine service. Service typical of supercharged diesel engines
in high-speed. high output duty requiring highly effective control of wear and deposits. Oils
designed for this service were introduced in 1955. and provide protection from bearing corrosion
and from high temperature deposits in supercharged diesel engines when using fuels of a wide
quality range.
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APPROVED LUBRICANTS
WORLD WIDE - EXCEPT BRITISH ISLES

Lubricants

Appli- A.P.l. Air GRADE
cation Clasan. ~ T.mp. Recomm. Atternative AMOCO B.P. CASTRQL ESSa MOBIL SHEll

Engine DG.MS. Below Multi- SAE10W AMOCO Tractor Oil Afilricawol ...., Mobiloil Rotella M
and Air OM -7·C pu."... HD-M Universal Muhi-use Trllctortube Special Muhagrade
Cleaner (SA-S81 (20°F) '.OW/30 Engine Oil lOW/3D Universal lOW/3D lOW/30

CA-CBj lOW-3D tOW/3D

DG.MS. -7"Cto Multi- $AE 20W AMOCO Tractor Oil Agricast10l ...., Mobiloil Rotella M
OM 32"e pu..... HD-M U..h"..., Multi-use Traetorlube Special Multigrade
(SA-5S/ (2Q"F to 20W!30 or Engine Oil 20W/3D or Unrverul 20W/40 20W/40
CA-CB) gooF} 2OW/40 2OW-30 20W/40 20W/30

OG.MS. Above Multi- SAE 30
OM 3rC P......
(SA-S81 (90°F) 2OW/30 or
CA-CB) 2QW/40

De:talla ot SAEtOW AMOCO V...uus Castrol EaoIube Mobi.Ioil _s
AltlN'Mt..... Qradai OU. HD-M SAE lOW CRItO Of H010W lOW", 'OW

Engine Oil Agricastrol Delvac Oil
lOW '0 1110

,.. SAE20W AMOCO Vanellus Casuol EaoIube Mobiloil Rotella 5·ft HD-M SAE20W • CRI20 or H020 """"' '" 20/2OW
Engine Oil . Agricastrol Delvac OiJ
2Q.-2OW ,i'" 20 1120

5AE 30 AMOCO Vanellus , Castrol Easolube Mobiloil A or Rotella 530.
HD-M SAE 30 CRI30 or H030 Delvac Oil
Engine Oil Agricastrol 1130
30 30

Engine oil: Under normal operating conditions the engine oils should be marked with .viscosity
grade and API classification as shown in the above table. Oils marked with service classification
OM (CB) are recommended when one or more of the following conditions is present :-abnormally
high operating temperatures, intermittent operation at low temperatures or fuel contains more than
1% sulphur. Service OS (Series 3) (CC-CO) oil is not listed as it has super-detergent qualities
which are not considered essential for O.B. tractor engines operating in normal field conditions.

Air cleaner: All M and 0 (SA-SB) classifications wit!, the exception of OS are recommended for·
use in oil-washed air cleaners fitted to O.B. tractors. OS (CC-CO) is not recommended due to its
frothing characteristics. Where possible a straight mineral oil should be used as an altemative to
engine 011 to avoid frothing. .

·New CllIssifications shown in brackets.

Fuel. Grease and Anti-Freeze
Diesel fuel: For temperature above O°C (32°F) use No. 20 fuel (ASTMO 975) with a
minimum cetane rating of 45.

For temperature below O°C (32°F) use No.1 0 fuel (ASTMO 975) with a minimum cetane
rating of 50.

Note: For low temperature operation a fuel with a pour point 6°C (10°F) below lowest starting
temperature should be specified. Fuels with not more than 0'5% by weight sulphur should be used
when available. A high sulphur content fuel requires an engine lubricating oil with high detergent
characteristics to prevent carbon build up in the nozzles and combustion chambers and to neutralise
the acid created by sulphur.

/'.-4

Greasing points: A good quality multi-purpose grease should be applied to all grease fittings
..(except water pump which requires a high-melting-point grease applied sparingly every 500 hours).
High-melting-point grease may be used for all fittings except those which require oil.

Anti-freeZe solutions for engine coolant: Use only a brand formulated for use in diesel engines
to ,British Standard 3151 (1959) type B (or equivalent) which specifies a corrosion inhibited
ethanediol anti-freeze. (Sodium benzoate and sodium nitrite inhibited.)

•
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BRITISH ISLES

lubricants

GRADE
APPLICATION Recommended Alternative AMOCO B.P. CASTROL ESSD MOBIL SHEU

~nginll & Air Cle.ner Multi-purpose 20/20W AMOCO 100 Tractor Oil Agricastrol Euo Mobiland Tractor Oil
Oil Engine Oil Universal Mutti-use TraClOriube Universal UrVversIil

20W-30 {Universal}
0'

- Vitamatic
Engine Oil
20W-3D

Alternative Grode Oils 20/20W AMOCO 200 Energcl Castrol CRI20 .....ube Mobiloil Arctic Rotella S
Engine Oil D020W 0' H020 er Dolvac ZO!2fJW
2o-20W Agrieutrol Oil 1120

ZO

-

Fuel Grease and Anti·freeze
Diesel fuel: Farm diesel fuel of high quality is recommended for use in David Brown engines.
Fuels with not more than 0·5% by weight sulphur should be used when available. A high sulphur
content fuel requires an engine lubricating oil with high detergent characteristics, to prevent carbon
build up in the nozzles and combustion chambers, and to neutralise the acid created by sulphur.

Greasing points: A good quality multi-purpose grease should be applied to all grease fittings
(except water pump which requires a high-melting-point grease applied very sparingly every 500
hours). A high-melting-point grease may be used for all fittings except those which require oil.

Anti-freeze solution for engine coolant: Use only a brand formulated for use in diesel engines
to British Standard 3151 (1959) type B (or equivalent) which specifies a corrosion inhibited
ethanediol anti-freeze. (Sodium benzoate and sodium nitrite inhibited.)

Fuel Injection Equipment Test Oils
New oils made from a refined mineral oil with the addition of oxidation and corrosion inhibitors have
recently been introd~ced for use when testing fuel i~jection equipment.

The oils previously approved have therefore been superseded by the new oils as follows:

PreviouslV Approved

Shell - Fusus .A' Oil

Esso- TSD Oil 815
Wakefield ~ Calibration
Oil 8327

New Recommendation

Shell Calibration Fluid 'C'
(obtainable in the U.K.)
Shell Calibration Fluid 'B'
(obtainable overseas)
Esso- Calibration Fluid IL/1838

Castrol - Calibration Oil 'C'

I

I

•

Note: As Shell Fusus 'A' Oil does not now include a viscosity control but will still be available
for other industries, e.g., for use as a burning or drying oil. it is important that Fusus
'A' Oil is not now used as a test oil.
The two Shell grades 'B' and 'C' are·interchangeable.

»
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David Brown Tractors Ltd" will continue to improve Ineir products, As a result, Ihe
specification details can have changed after this issue was made.
Also, as the David Brown tractor is made 10 variable specifications far different uses
and countries, this manual may give details of items which are not part of any
specific tra-ttor. . .
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IDENTIFICATION OF THE ENGINE
There is a number on the right-hand side of the cylinder block. This number is used
in the following way:
First number: Amount of cylinder.
Second and third numbers: These numbers show the capacity of ONE cylinder in
cubic inches. Wmm you multiply this amount by the first number, the result is the
capacity of the engine.
Fourth number: Type of fuel used.

0= diesel .
1 = gasolene

Fifth number: Design series
o= first series
1 =second series etc.

Sixth number: Type of clutch
1 = livedrive
2 =not livedrive
5 = twin plate

The next series of numbers are for the identification of a specific engine.
EXAMPLE:
No. 3 5 5 0 1 1/1 0 0 ,."- .
3 cylinders

55cuin

Diesel

Design Series

Livedrive

This engine is a 3 cylinder,
model, serial number 1901.

. .
',' ','
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SPECIFICATIONS

TORQUES:

Connecting rod nuts 68 Nm 50 Ib ft
Camshaft gear bolt 54 Nm 40 Ib ft
Crankshaft balance weight bolts 54 Nm 40 Ib ft
Cylinder head nuts 136 Nm 100 Ib ft
Cylinder head studs 34 Nm 251b ft
Flywheel nuts 68 Nm 50 Ib ft
Main bearing cap bolts 163 Nm 120 Ib ft
Main frame to engine bolts 41 Nm 30 Ib ft
Oil filter bowl bolt 14 Nm 10 Ib ft
Sump to main frame bolts 27 Nm 20 Ib ft
Sump to main frame bolts 27 Nm 20 Ib ft
Valve rocker locking nuts 19 Nm 141bft
For all other bolts and nuts with either .UNC or UNF threads, use the following chart:

SPECIFICATION

6.9kgm
5.5kgm
5.5kgm

13.8 kgm
3.5kgm
7.0 kgm

16.6 kgm
4.2kgm
1.4kgm
2.8kgm
2.8kgm
1.9 kgm

Thread Diameter

lin
.,.. in
lin* intin
jin
lin

CAPACITIES
Cooling system
Lubricating oil
Air cleaner 011 bath

Torque
9.5Nm
20Nm·
34Nm
61 Nm
BSNm

150 Mn
190Nm

8.5 1
6.251
0.7 1

71bft
151bft
251b ft
451b ft
651bft .

110lbft
140 lb ft

15 pt
11 pt
11 pt "

0.97kgm
2.1 kgm
3.5kgm
6.2kgm
9.0kgm

15.2 kgm
, ;;;19.4 kgm

""~ <.. -

DIMENSIONS:
Bore (see page 4)
Stroke
No. of cylinders
Total capacity
Rated speed
Maximum full load speed
Maximum no load speed
Compression ratio
Firing sequence

VALVE CLEARANCES:

100mm
114.3mm
3
2694 em'
1800 r/min
2200 r/min
2350 r/min
17: 1
1,2,3

3Hin
4tin

164.4 in'

'-..I •. ,,~ .. :

. The correct clearance for all valves is 0.25 mm 10.010in) when the engine is cold.

VALVE SPRINGS:

Length:
No load
40 Ib load
80 Ib load
15 kg load
30 kg load

VALVE STEMS:

50mm
38.8mm

28mm
4O.8mm
31.5mm

1.970 in
1.530in
1.102in
1.608 in

1.24 in

Diameters:
Normal
Oversize 0.25 m·rilI0.010 in)
Oversize 0.5 mm 10.020 in)

9.479 to 9.454 mm
. 9.733 to 9.708 mm
9.987 to 9.962 mm

0.3732 to 0.3722 in
0.3832 to O.3822fn
0.3932 to 0.3922 in

3'

I
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SPECIFICATION

VALVE SEAT ANGLE:

46"

VALVE TIMING:

,

'"

Inlet opens .
Inlet ctoses
Exhaustopens
Exhaustcloses.

INJECTORS:

..8" before top dead centre
38"after bottom dead centre
36" before bottom dead centre
HI" after top dead centre

Operating pressure \~.
New injectors or injectors with new springs

2573lbin'
2720lbin'

180 kg cm'
191 kg cm'

175 Atm.
185Atm.

FUELINJECTION PUMP
Distributor Type 1CAV 32330(0)

The static timing is 16" before top dead centre.
The pump flange and drive housing each have a mark and the timing is correct when the two marks are in
alignment.

CONNECTING ROD ALIGNMENT:

',,:'Maximum out of parallel 0.0127 mm per cm 10.0005 in per in)
, Maximum twist 0.0127 mm per ern (0.0005 in per in)
Maximum weight difference in set of three rods 7.1 g 10.25oz)

ROCKER SHAFT:

CAMSHAFT. JOURNALS:
,,~

'~'\. :.. .
Front 60.2869 to 60.2615 mm
No.2 47.5488t047.5158mm
No.3 46.7919 tC1.46.7588 mm
No.4 -t;.. 45.6032 to;~5;5676 mm
No.5 44.4195 to '44:3865 mm
Endclearance 0.05 to 0.15mm

0.748 to 0.749 in.~",.:'.~j;;
0.7500to 0.705 in' ·~f

Diameter
Bushes

18.99 to 19.02 mm
19.05 to 19.06mm

f

. .
2.3735to 2.3725 in -'J
1.8720to 1.8707in
1.8422 to 1.8409 in
1.7954 to 1.7940 in
'1.7488to 1.7475in
0.002 to 0.006 in

r"

,...

I'

"1, - -

.,
CRANKSHAFT
Main journal diameter
" "Standard size

~~ Undersize 0.254 mm (0.010 in)
Undersize 0.508 mm (0.020 in)
Undersize 0.762 mm 10.030 in)

63.487-63.474 mm
63.233-63.220 mm
62.979-62.966 mm
62.725-62.712 mm

2.4995-2.4990 in
2.4895-2.4890 in
2.4795-'-2.4790 in
2.4695-2.4690 in

BORESIZES (New) AD 3/49 and AO 3/55
Standard 100.07-100,05 mm
Oversize0.020 in I&&!$) -100.55 mm
Oversize 0.040 in 101.08-101.06 mm

3.9396-3.9388 in. ;:
3.9596-3.9588 in
3.9796....,3.9788 in

. ..

AD 3/40 and AD 3/30
Sleeve diameter
Taper-maximum
Ovality-maximum
Protrusion (excluding ridge)

96.86-96.84 mm
O.Ol27mm

0,0127mm
0.058-0.0127 mITT

b.,' "

~
: , .

-,' .
4 ~f':' f,i..,·

.A' ., :;'7,
.' .

3.8135-3.8125 in
, O.OOO5in

0.0005 in
0.002 -0.005 in

,



PISTONS

AD3/40, nominal diameter ..
AD3/55, nominal diameter ..
AD3/30, nominal diameter ..
AD3/49, nominal diameter ..
355011, nominal diameter
AD3/40, skirt diameter
AD3/55, skirt diameter
AD3/30, skirt diameter
AD3/49, skirt diameter
355011, skirt diameter
355011, skirt diameter
AD3/40, height
AD3/55, height
AD3/30, height
AD3/49, height
355011, height

96.8 mm
100.0 mm
96.8 mm

100.0 mm
100.0 mm

96.68-96.66 mm
99.9 -99.8 mm
96.68-96.66 mm
99.9 -99.8 mm
99.9 -99.8 mm
99.9 -99.8 mm

101.6 mm
101.6 mm
114.3 mm
114.3 mm
101.6 mm

SPECIFICATION

3tfin
3tjin
3tfin
3tjin
3Hin

3.8063-3.8055 in
3.9323-3.9315 in
3.8063-3.8055 in
3.9323-3.9315 in
3.9323-3.9315 in
3.9323-3.9315 in

4 in
4 in
4tin
4tin
4 in

PISTON RINGS AND GUDGEON PIN
Ring gap 0.28-0.406 mm
Compression ring,

clearance in groove 0.057-0.078 mm
Scraper ring,

clearance in groove 0.0508-0.0762 mm
Gudgeon pin diameter . . 31.750-31.745 mm

(Push-fit in connecting rod bush,light-drive fit in piston)

OIL FILTER
Early Engines: PaperElement
Late Engines: Cartiridge (Spin-on) Type

5

0.011-0.016 in

0.00225-0.00375 in

0.002-0.003 in
1.250- 1.2495 in

, ....-:.~
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MAINTENANCE

MAINTENANCE

FAN BELT:

B

C

o,':....;!.".~ .
.',

E

D. Bow/with Clips
E. Clamp] Early r .F. Bowl ~ngtnes

FIGURE2 PRE-CLEANER

B

C_-/T

A

A. Cover B. Bement C. BaA

A. Pre-Cleaner
B. Body
C. Bement (Mesh)

6

A

FAN BELT ADJUSTMENT

A. Securing.Bolts

,
f.:

'.. 1'/. ."'
~,' ~ ;."

.'

': . ;.If·~.

~~URE 1

The correct tension for the fan belt is as shown in
Figure 1. To make the adjustment:
1. loosen the bolts A and move the alternator until

the tension is correct.
2. When the tension is correct. tighten the bolts.
NOTE. If you can not get the correct tension. replace
the fan belt.

AIR CLEANER

Air to the engine is first cleaned by a centrifugal filter
or a paper filter element. The second part of the
cleaning operation is an oil bath. and this is followed
by a mesh screen.
IMPORTANT: Use only the correct grade of oil in the
oil bath. If any other type of oil is used. the engine
speed can get out of control and damage will be
caused to the engine.

Service:
1. Remove the bowl. the screen mesh and the cen

trifugal filter. Clean them with fuel oil or kerosene.
2. Add new engine oil to the filter bowl up to the

level shown inside the bowl.
3. Install the mesh screen. the bowl and the pre

cleaner. If a paper element is installed instead of a
pre-cleaner. do the following.

4. Remove. the centre bolt. the cover and the filter
element.

5. Remove any dust or dirt from the element and
look for damage. If there is any .damage the
element must be replaced.

6. Install the element. cover and centre bolt.
NOTE: A large amount of dirt in the bowl shows that
the paper element is broken. An increase in the
amount of black smoke from the exhaust shows that
there is a restriction in the paper element.

--to /'
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MAINTENANCE

FIGURE4 ENGINEOILALTER

A

/l!1"./

B. FilterBement

B. Screwed adaptor

A $

:~ .JL
r:::- -.::::::::::::: .:::--- &1
\r'I '\ f!!

,t;~,i'''''~ ti:
FIGURE5 BLOCK WITH FILTER REMOVED

A. Filterseat

A. SecuringBolt

It is a recommendation that the paper element is
replaced every 250 hours. This is the maximum life of
the element. and in some conditions the life can be
much less. If you are not sure about the condition of
the element, replace it. To replace the element do the
following:
1. Clean the area around the filter.
2. Hold the filter case and remove the securing bolt.
3. Remove the.case and the element.
4. Remove the sealing ring from the cylinder block.
5. Destroy the element and the sealing ring.
6. Clean the case with fuel oil using a brush. Clean

the cylinder block and main frame.
7. Install a N~ sealing ring in the cylinder block.
S. Put the securing bolt in the case and a N~

element in position on the bolt.
9. Install the case with the element on the engine.
10. TIghten the securing bolt.

When you do this, make sure that the case is in
the correct contact with the sealing ring.

11. TIghten the securing bolt to 13 Nm 110 Ib ttl.
12.Turn the engine with the starter for five seconds

to fill the filter case with oil.
13. Check the level of oil with the dipstick and add oil

if necessary.
14. Start the engine and check for leakage,
NOTE: Late model engines have a cartridge type
filter. Installation instructions are as follows:
1. Use a strap wrench (K965917) to remove the old

filter.
2. Clean the filter seat on the cylinder block and the

area around it.
3. Check that the seal on the new filter cartridge is in

good condition. Put a small amount of oil on the
faces of the seal.

4. Install the cartridge on the screwed adaptor.
Turn the cartridge until the seal is against the face
of the block. Then tighten the cartridge i fa a
turn more.

5; .Start the engine and check for leaks. Stop the
engine, check the oil level and add oil if necessary
up to the correct level on the dipstick.

OIL FILTER:

7
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MAINTENANCE

CYLINDER HEAD TIGHTENING
SEQUENCE:

The sequence for tightening the cylinder head nuts is
shown in Figure 7. Do this job in the following steps:

First step: Tighten all the nuts to 41 Nm (30 Ib ft)
4.15 kgm.
Second step: Tighten all the nuts to 81 Nm (60 Ib ftl
8.3kgm.
Third step: Tighten all the nuts to 122 Nm (SO Ib ftl
12.4kgm.
Fourth step: Tighten all the nuts to 136 Nm (100 Ib ftl
13.8 kgm.
Fifth step: Check all the nuts at 136 Nl" (100 Ib ftl
13.8 kgm. .
IMPORTANT: After tightening the cylinder head.
you must check the valve clearances.

CYLINDER HEAD NUTS

. The five short nuts have now been replaced by nuts
of a different type.
At the same time the torque specification was
increased to 136 Nm (100 Ib/ftl.
This change was made to all engines after April 1976.

VALVE CLEARANCES:

FIGURE? CYUNOER HEAD TIGHTENING SEQUENCE

RGURE8 SETTING THE VALVE CLEARANCE

The setting of the valve clearances must be done
when the engine is cold. The correct clearance is
0.25 mm (0.010 inl for all the valves. Before making

I an adjustment, make sure that you measure the
clearance when the tappet is on the base of the cam.
The position of the valves in the cylinder head is as
follows:

No.1 Cylinder No.2 Cylinder No.3 Cylinder
(Front) (Centre) (Bear)

Exhatlst Inlet Exhaust Inlet Exhaust Inlet

To make the adjustment to the valve clearances do
the following procedure: -
1. Remove the cover from the cylinder head.
2. Tum the engine by hand in its normal direction of

rotation and see which exhaust valve is closing.
Tum the engine again until the inlet valve of the
same cylinder starts to open. This position is the
"valve rocking" position of that cylinder.

3. Measure the clearances of the valves shown in
the chart and make any necessary adjustment.

4. Tum the engine until the next set of valves are in
the "rocking" position.
Use the chart to find which valve>clearances· to
measure. J'.

5. Do the same procedure for the last set of valves.
6. Install the cover with a new gasket.

Rocking Position Valves to Check
No.1 Cylinder No.2 Inlet No.3 exhaust
No.2 Cylinder No.3 inlet No.1 exhaust
No.3 cylinder No.1 inlet No.2 exhaust

8
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A. Adjusting Scnw
B. Locknut

c. Feeler G~uge
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FUEL SYSTEM:

Water Trap:
1. Remove the bowl and filter and clean them with

diesel fuel oil.
2. Check the sealing ring for damage and replace if

necessary.
3. Install the filter and bowl.

Fuel Filters:
Two fuel filters are installed in series. The paper
elements must be replaced at regular intervals. If
clean fuel has been used all the time, the minimum
life of an element is approximately 500 hours. Using
dirty fuel, especially fuel with water in it, will
decrease the life of an element to less than 100
hours.
IMPORTANT: The rust inhibitor mixed with the fuel
for storage purposes can cause a restriction in the
filter elements. Because of this, both the filter
elements must be replaced at the 50 to 100 hour
service.
To replace a filter element, do the following:
1. Clean the outside of the filter.
2. Hold the base and remove the securing bolt.
3. Remove the base with the filter element.
4. Destroy the element, the two element sealing

rings, and the '0' ring.
5. Clean the base. Install the new element on the

base with a new sealing ring, 78 mm diameter.
6. Install anew '0' ring in the centre of the element

and a new sealing ring in the head of the filter.
This ring has a blue stripe.'

7. Hold the base and element in position and install
the securing bolt.

Fuellnjeetion Pump:
No maintenance is needed. The only adjustments are
for the maximum and idling speed. These are
adjusted before delivery of the tractor. DO NOT .try
to make any repairs or adjustments unless you have
the correct equipment.

9
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A

B

C

D

FIGURE 9 WATER TRAP AND SEDIMENT BOWL'

A. FiIt",.
B. Sealing ring
C. Securingscrew
D. Bowl
E. Fuel pump priming lever

FIGURE10 FUEL FILTERS

A. SecuringBoh
B. Filter Bement
C. Base

," ..
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FIGURE 11 DIAGRAM OF FUEL SYSTEM

J. Governorhou$ing vent plug
K. Pumpbarrelventplug.

FIGURE 12 FUEL INJECTION PUMP VENT PLUGS

F. Fuellnjection Pump
G. VentPfug
J. Vent Plug .
K. VentPfug

A. Sediment Bowl
B. FuelPump PrimingLever
C. Injectors
D. tst FuelFilter
E. 2nd Fuel Filter .

Removing Air from the System:
1. Make sure there is a minimum of 9 litres (2 gal

lons) offuel in the tank.
2. Check the condition of the water trap and clean

the bowl and filter if necessary.
3. Remove the plug G.
4. Operate the priming lever E until fuel flows from

the plug hole.
5. Install and tighten the plug G.
6. Loosen plug J on the fuel injection pump.

Operate the priming lever until fuel flows from the
hole. Tighten the plug.

7. Do the same operation with plug K.
8. Loosen the connections from the high pressure

pipes to the injectors.
9. Put the engine 'Stop' control in the 'Run' position

and the throttle in the maximum speed position.
10. Tum the engine with the starter until fuel comes

from the connections.
11. Tighten the connections.
12. Start the engine and check for fuel leakage.

.'
;:',..

FIGURE 13 CONNECTIONS TO HIGH Pt:lESSURE FUEL PIPES

•
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MAINTENANCE·

INJECTORS:
The injectors are precision parts. Remove and install
them carefully. When you have removed them, give
the nozzles and the threads protection by using the
correct caps. If caps are not available use paper and
adhesive tape. It is a recommendation that the
injectors are checked with an Injector Testing and
Sening Outfit every 500 hours.

FIGURE 14 REMOVING INUECTORS

FIGURE 15 INSTALLING OLIVE

A. 0.80 mm (0.030 in)

A. Leak-off Pipe Connection
B. Securing Studs
C. High PressureFuelPipe

.,
N
o
~

B

)

C
f-A~

Removing the Injectors:
1. Clean tM area around the injectors.
2. Remove the leak off pipe.
3. Disconnect the high pressure pipes at the injector

end.
4. Loosen each nut a small amount at a time until

the nuts can be removed by hand.
5. Remove the injectors carefully. If the injectors are

held in position by carbon deposits, use a lever
between the injector lugs and the cylinder head.

6. Use caps or tape to give protection to the nozzles
and threads.

7. Remove the copper washers from the injector
seats. Clean the injector seats and put plugs in
position to prevent dirt gening in the engine.

Installing the Injectors:
1. Remove the plugs and install NEW copper

washers.
2. Install the injectors and the nuts.
3. Tighten each nut a small amount at a time to a

torque of 20 Nm 1151b ftl.
4. Install the leak off pipe.
5. Put the engine stop control in the "Run" position.

Put the throttle control in the maximum engine
speed position.

6. Use the starter to turn the engine until fuel flows
from the high pressure pipes.

7. Connect and tighte.n the pipes to the injectors.
8. Start the engine. Check that the engine is running

correctly and that there is no leakage.

Injector Pipes:
Engines made after August 1974, have smaller
diameter injector pipes.
When a new olive is to be fined to an injector pipe,
the correct size must be used. Details of injector
pipes and olives are as follows:-
Late Type:
External diameter of pipe 5.5 to 5.41 mm
10.219to 0.217 inI.
Internal diameter of olive 5.60 to 5.58 mm
10.2207to 0.1192 inl.
Early Type:
External diameter of pipe 5.82 to 5.76 mm
10.229to 0.217 inl.
Internal diameter of olive 5.86 to 5.82 mm
10.1307to 0.1292 inI.
Install an olive as shown in Figure 15.

11
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REPAIR

FUEL FEED PUMP

The fuel feed pump is installed on the right-hand side
of the cylinder block. It is operated by a push rod
which makes contact with the camshaft.

Removing:
1. Disconnect the inlet and outlet fuel pipes from

the body.
2. Remove the two setscrews which fasten the.

pump body to the cylinder block.
3. Remove the fuel pump.

Replacement of Diaphragm:
1. Clean the outside of the pump.
2. Put a mark on the pump SO that the upper and

lower housings can be installed in the same posi
tion.

• :. 3.. Remove the six screws and remove the top part
of the pump.

4. Hold the pump with one hand and with the
fingers of the other hand tum the diaphragm in
either direction 90 degrees.

5. Remove and destroy the old diaphragm.
6. Put the new diaphragm in the body with the tab

in the position shown at A in Figure 16.
7. Push the centre of the diaphragm down until the

end of the pull rod enters the slot in the connec
ting link.

8. Tum the diaphragm counterclockwise until the
tab in position B in Figure.16.

9. Install the top part of the pump with the marks
in alignment:

10. Install, but do not tighten the screws.
11. Lift the hand priming lever to put the spring in

compression. I

12. Keep the priming lever in this position while you
tighten the screws.

Installing:

1. Put a new gasket in posrnon on the cylinder
block. Use a small amount of grease to keep the
gasket in position.

2. Install new copper washers on the setscrews.
3. Put the fuel pump in position on the cylinder

block. Make sure that the push rod is engaged
correctly. .

4. Install and tighten the setscrews to 20 Nm
1151bsftl2.1 kgm.

5. Connect the inlet and outlet pipes to the body.
6. Remove any air from the system.

See the operation Removing Air from the
System.

A

FIGURE 16 INSTALLING FEEDPUMP DIAPHRAGM

E C 8 J
FIGURE17 FUEL FEEDPUMP

A. Diaphragm
D. Diaphragm spring
G. Inlet valve

B. Diaphragmpushrod
E. Body
H. Filtergauze
J. Handprimer

12

C. ConntlCting link
F. Outlet valve
I. Sediment bowl •
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The design of the caps of the injectors was changed
in December 1977. -
The new type of cap has a female thread for the
connection to the leak off pipe instead of a male
thread. An adaptor is installed with a copper washer
on the injector cap, which raises the leak off pipe
5mm (tin!.
IMPORTANT: If it is necessary to install new injec
tors, they must be replaced as a set. The cap is also
the locknut for the pressure setting. If a cap is
changed from one injector to another, the pressure
setting of the injector must be checked and adjusted
if necessary.

WARNING: Diesel fuel comes out
of the nozzle at a very high
pressure. It has enough force to go
through the skin into the tissues.
When you make tests or adjust
ments to fuel injectors, put a
screen around the injector and do
not put any part of your body near
the nozzle.
Failure to follow these rules can
result in severe injury.

INJECTORS

Tools and Equipment:
Special equipment is needed to make tests and
repairs to injectors. Do not try to make repairs unless
you have this equipment. Send any injectors that are
not working correctly to your David Brown, Case or
C.A.V. agent for repairs.

FIGURE 18 OETAILS OF INJECTOR

•

Pressure Test and Adjustment:
1. Install the injector on the test equipment.
2. Push down on the lever several times to remove

any air.
3. Push down slowly on the lever and look at the

pressure gauge. When the needle of the gauge
makes a sudden movement, the pressure that is
shown is the working pressure of the injector.

The correct working pressure is 185 atmospheres for
new and 175 atmospheres for old injectors. To make
an adjustment, do the following:
1. Remove the cap L and loosen the locknut K.
2. Put a large screwdriver in the slot in the adjusting

screw B and turn the adjusting screw either
clockwise to increase the pressure or counter
clockwise to decrease the pressure.

3. Tighten the locknut and check the working
pressure again.

4. When the working pressure is correct, install and
tighten the cap L.

Dry Seat Test:
1. Clean the nozzle .
2. Press down on the lever until the gauge shows

a pressure of 165 atmospheres. Hold the lever in
this position.

3. Check that the nozzle is dry and there is no
. leakage.

A. Leak offconnection
B. Adjusting screw
C. Fuel inlet connection
D. Plunger
E. Needle
F. Nozzle nut

G. Nozzle
H. Holder
J. Spring
K. Locknut
L. Cap

13
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Cleaning:
If any of these tests show a defect, the injector must
be disassembled and cleaned as follows:-
1. Remove the cap, loosen the locknut and the

adjusting screw.
2. Remove the nozzle cap.
3. Remove the nozzle.
4. Remove the needle valve from the nozzle and

check for wear and damage.
NOTE: The needle valve and the nozzle are made as a
unit and must be kept together.
5. Check the colour of the needle valve. If the valve

is blue, or you can see any wear or damge,
replace the nozzle.

6. If there is no damage to the needle valve, clean
the nozzle using the tools in the cleaning kit.
Be careful when you clean the small holes in the
nozzle and make sure that you use a wire of the
correct size.

7.. Reverse flush the nozzle with clean fuel oil.
8. Clean the needle valve with the brass brush.

, ·Assembling:
"1. Put the needle valve and the nozzle in clean fuel

oil. Install the valve in the nozzle.
2. Put the nozzle in position on the holder G.

Install and tighten the nozzle nut.
3,.. Do again the Pressure Test and Adjustment, the

j"" Leakage Test, the Atomizer Test and the Dry
Seat Test. If any of these tests shows a defect,
replace the injector nozzle.

Leakage Test:
1. Push down on the lever until the gauge shows a

pressure of 170atmospheres.
2. Release the lever.
3. Measure the time in seconds for the needle of

the gauge to move from the 150 to the 100
atmosphere mark.
The time taken must be between 6 and 25
seconds.

Atomizer Test:
1. Close the valve to the pressure gauge.
2. Push down on the lever eight times with a rapid

movement. At the same time look at the shape
and condition of the fuel as it comes from the
injector nozzle.

3. When an injector is working correctly, fuel leaves
each of the four holes in the nozzle as a spray.
The four sprays must be the same size and shape;
and all the fuel must be in particles.

14

AGURE 19 INJECTOR SPRAY PATTERN

NOTE: The spray guard has been removed to show
the spray pattem clearly.

WARNING: When testing or adjus
ting injectors use a spray guard_
DO NOT put any part of your body
near the fuel spray. The spray has
enough force to penetrate the skin
and destroy tissue. If the fuel
enters the blood stream it can
cause poisoning.

•
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A. Alignment Marks

o

FIGURE 20 FUEL PUMP MARKS

o

Removing:

1_ Check that the timing marks on the injection
pump and the housing can be easily seen.
If the mark on the housing is not clear. use a
scriber to make a new mark an the housing in
alignment with the mark on the pump.

2_ Disconnect all the fuel pipes to and from the
pump.

3. Disconnect the stop and throttle controls.
4. Remove the nuts and' washers from the pump

flanqe.
5. Lift the pump away from the nousinq.

FUEL INJECTION PUMP:

Installing: (See Figure 211.
If you are not sure that the engine timing is correct.
check the position of the master spline in the
injection pump drive housing as shown on page 45.
1. Install the thrust spring B in the driving shaft of

the drive housing.
2. Tum the quill shaft "of :the fuel injection pump

until the master spline is aligned with the master
spline of the driving shaft.

3. Lower the fuel injection pump complete with the
quill shaft into position.

4. Install the washers and nuts.
5. Tum the body of the fuel injection pump until the

marks are aligned. See A. Figure 20.
6. TIghten the nuts.
7. Connect all the pipes to the fuel injection pump.
8. Connect the stop and throttle controls.
9. Remove all the air from the system. See the

Section: Removing Air from the System.

t FIGURE21 INSTALLING THE FUELINJECTION PUMP

A. Masrer spline
B. Spring

•
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TIMING THE FUEL INJECTION PUMP

The spill method of timing the pump to the engine is
now to be used instead of the timing peg in the
flywheel method.
The basis of this method is setting the pump so that
injection of the fuel occurs at a specific amount of
piston travel before Top Dead Centre. The timing
information for the 3 cylinder engine is as fonows:
Engine l:ype: 355011. Stroke: 114 mm 1'It in).
Degrees before T. D. C. : 16". Piston Travel before
T.D.C.: 2.834 mm 10.1116 in).

Setting Procedure:
1. Remove No.1 injector pipe from the injector and

the pump.
2.' Remove the hollow bolt which fastens the No. 1

connector to the pump. Install a standard hollow
bolt which does not have an internal non-return
valve.

3. Install the tubing on the No. 1 connector as
shown in Figure 22.

NOTE: The diameter and length of glass capillary
tube is very important and must be as given in Figure
22. . .
4. Stan the engine to fin the capillary tube with fuel.

When the fuel is just to the top of the capillary
tube. stop the engine. Put the engine stop control

• in the "RUN" position.
5.• Remove the cylinder head cover.
6. Turn the engine by hand to the top dead centre

firing stroke on No.1 cylinder.
7. Loosen the No. 1 inlet rocker adjusting screw and

remove the push rod.
a. Remove theconers from the No.1 inlet valve.

Remove the collar and spring.
9. Fasten a dial indicator gauge to the cylinder head

so that venical movement of the valve. which is
against the top of the piston, can be measured.

10. Turn the engine slowly by hand a small amount
in each direction until you can see by the gauge
the top dead centre position of the piston.

11. With the piston in this position, make a note of
the reading of the gauge.

12.Turn the engine counterclockwise so that the
piston is approximately 12 mm It in) before top
dead centre. Do not turn the engine more than
this or the valve will go into the cylinder.

13. Carefully turn the engine in a clockwise direction
and look at the capillary tube.
The fuel level in the capillary tube will first go
down and then up.
The piston position when the fuel starts to go up
the capillary tube must be 2.834 mm 10.1116 in!
before top dead centre.

14. If the fuel level does not go up at the correct
position of the piston. loosen the nuts which
fasten the injection pump to the housing.

15. Then tum the pump either clockwise or counter
clockwise until fuel goes up the tube at the
correct position of the piston.

16. Tighten the nuts and check the timing again.
17. Remove the tubing and the standard hollow bolt.
la. Install the original hollow bolt which has an inter-

nal non-return valve.
19. Install the injector pipe.
20. Install the push rod, the valve spring, collar and

the cotters,
Adjust the valve clearance.

NOTE: Tum the engine to the No.1 top dead centre
position before installing the valve caners.
21. lnstall the cylinder head cover.

E--.L

F

t FIGURE22 EQUIPMENT FOR SPILL TIMING

A. No. l/njector pipe connection
B. P;ece of high pressure fuel pipe
C. Plastic or rubber sleeve
O. Glass capillary tlJbeBin f2aJmmJ x 1.5mm bore
E. Plastic tube
F. Plug •

::. .
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TIMING THE FUEL INJECTION PUMP

The spill method of timing the pump to the engine is
now to be used instead of the timing peg in the
flywheel method.
The basis of this method is setting the pump so that
injection of the fuel occurs at a specific amount of
piston travel before Top Dead Centre. The timing
information for the 3 cylinder engine is as follows:
Engine Type: 355011, Stroke: 114 mm 14; in),
Degrees before T.D.C.: 16", Piston Travel before
T.D.C.: 2.834 mm 10.1116 in).

Setting Procedure:
1. Remove No. 1. injector pipe from the injector and

the pump.
2. Remove the hollow bolt which fastens the No.1

connector to the pump. Install a standard hollow
bolt which does not have an intemal non-return
valve.

3. Install the tubing on the No. 1 connector as
shown in Figure 22.

NOTE: The diameter and length of glass capillary
.~e is very important and must be as given in Figure

4. Start the engine to fill the capillary tube with fuel.
When the fuel is just to the top of the capillary
tube, stop the engine. Put the engine stop control
in the "RUN" position. .

5. Remove the cylinder head cover.
6. Tum the engine by hand to the top dead centre 

firing stroke on.No. 1 cylinder.
7. Loosen the No. 1 inlet rocker adjusting screw and .

remove the push rod.
8. Remove the cotters from the No.1 inlet valve.

Remove the collar and spring.
9. Fasten a dial indicator gauge to the cylinder head

so that vertical movement of the valve, which is
against the top of the piston, can be measured.

10.Tum the engine slowly by hand a small amount
in each direction until you can see by the gauge
the top dead centre position of the piston.

11. With the piston in this position, make a note of
the reading ofthe gauge.

12.Tum the engine counterclockwise so that the
piston is approximately 12 mm It in) before top
dead centre. Do not tum the engine more than
this or the valve will go into the cylinder.

13. Carefully tum the engine in a clockwise direction
and look at the capillary tube.
The fuel level in the capillary tube will first go
down and then up.
The piston position when the fuel starts to go up
the capillary tube must be 2.834 mm 10.1116 in)
before top dead centre.

14. If the fuel level does not go up at the correct
position of the piston, loosen the nuts which
fasten the injection pump to the housing.

16

15. Then tum the pump either clockwise or counter
clockwise until fuel goes up the tube at the
correct position of the piston.

16. TIghten the nuts and check the timing again.
17. Remove the tubing and the standard hollow bolt.
18. Install the original hollow bolt which has an inter

nal non-return valve.
19. Install the injector pipe.
20. Install the push rod, the valve spring, collar and

·the cotters.
Adjust the valve clearance.

NOTE: Tum the engine to the No.1 top dead centre
position before installing the valve cotters.
21. Install the cyfinder head cover.

C

,B

FIGURE22 EQUIPMENT FOR SPILLTIMING

A. No. 1 Injector pipe connection
B. Piec. ofhighp't=ure fuel pipe
C. Plastic or ,ubbersJet!tIe
D. Glass CllPJ/MYtube BinI203mmJ' 1.5mm bor.
E. Plastic tube
F. Plug
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t FIGURE 23 OIL PUMP DRIVE

•

Introduction:
When the engine is running, oil from the sump is sent
under pressure to the oil filter. The clean oil then
flows to the main oil gallery and through holes in the
cylinder block to the main bearings and the camshaft
bearings. There are holes in the crankshaft through

. which oil flows to the connecting rod bearings. The
rear bearing of the camshaft has a hole through
which oil flows to the rocker shaft and lubricates the
valve gear before flowing back to the sump. The
front bearing housing has a hole through which oil
flows on to the drive gears for the fuel pump, and oil
leakage from the front of the bearing lubricates the
timing gears.
The oil filter is the full flow type and has a bypass
valve installed. This valve opens if the difference in
pressure between the inlet and outlet is more than 70
kPa (10 Ib in'l. This gives protection to the engine if
there is a restriction in the oil filter.

OIL WARNING LAMP:

The oil warning lamp is operated by a pressure
switch connected to the main oil gallery. The switch
opens at 62 to 90 kPa Ig to 13 lb in ,). There is no
adjustment and if there is any defect, the switch
must be replaced.

OIL PUMP:

Removing:
1. Remove the engine oil.
2. Remove the sump.
3. Remove the pipe from the oil pump to the

cylinder block.
4. Loosen the locknut and remove the locating

screw.
5. Pull the pump down out of the housing. Be ready

to hold the Quill shaft which may come out of the
housing when you remove the pump.

Installing:
If the Quill shaft moved out of position when the oil
pump was removed, it will be necessary to remove
the fuel' injection pump to install the Quill shaft
correctly. See the Sections: Removing the Fuel
Injection Pump and Timing the Engine.
1. Push the oil pump into the housing.
2. Put a small amount of Well seal or a similar joint

compound on the locating screw. Install and
tighten the locating screw. Install and tighten the
locknut.

3. Install the pipe from the oil pump to the cylinder
block and the suction pipe. .

17
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A. Driveshaft
B. Pumpbody
C. Oiloutlet connection
D. Reliefvalveplunger

E. Spring
F. Adjustingscrew
G. Locknut
H. Oilinlet screen

tAmended October 1979
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C. OIdbU3h
O. Newbush
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FIGURE24 PILOT BUSH

5f8

FIGURE25 REPLACINGOIL PUMP BRACKET BUSH

A. Old drivingshaft
B. Pilorbush

i l .:...;

Replacing the Bush: FigJres24 and 25.
1. Put the pilot bush thr~ugh"the slot in the rotor

housing on to the old bush.
2. Put an old driving 'shaft through the bracket

against the pilot bush .
-o. 3. Use a press to remove the bush.
" 4. Put the new bush in position on the bracket.

Make Surethat the oil holes are in alignment.
5. Use the old bush to push the new bush in

position.

Disassembling:
1. Remove the two bolts and the two setscrews.
NOTE: The tWO setscrews keep the parts of the
purnp in position. Make sure that you know the holes
to use when you assemble the pump.
2. Remove the cover with the inlet filter and the

relief valve in position. .
3. Measure the amount of backlash between the

rotors. Make a note of this measurement.
4. Remove the driven rotor.
5. Push the driving shaft with the rotor out of the

housing.
6.' Usea puller to remove the driving rotor.
7. Rernove the Woodruff key.

Remove the driving shaft.
8. Use a press and a piece of shaft to push the shaft

for the driven rotor out of the housing.
9. Check the rotors. housing, driving shaft, driven

shaft and the bush for wear or damage. Use the
table below to find the permissible amount of
wear.

;.~NOTE: If there is any damage or wear to either of the
rotors. BOTH rotors must be replaced,
From Engine 48270 on, both rotors are made of
sintered iron and the driving shaft has been changed.

Backlash between rotors:
0.51 to 0.66 mm 10.020to 0.026 in)
Rotor width:
3O.14t03O.11 mm 11.1865to 1.1855 in)
Housing depth;
3O.20to311.16mm 11.189to 1.1875 in)
Rotor end clearance:
0.025 to 0.089 mm 10.001 to 0.0035 in)
Bush inside diameter:
12.46 to 12.51 mm 10.4905 to 0.4925 in)
SMft diameter:
12.43 to 12.45mm 10.4895 to 0.490 in)
Clearance:
0.013toO.08mm (0.0005 to 0.003 inl

Relief Valve:
Before you remove the relief valve for any purpose,
make a note of the number of threads that are above
the locknut for the adjusting screw. You can then
install the adjusting screw to the same setting if test

.;~. equipment is not available. An approximate setting is
as follows:

"'" Fourthreads above the locknut is 280 kPa 140 Ib in').
One turn of the adjusting screw is 42 kPa 161b in').
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Assembling:
1. Use a press to install the shaft for the driven

rotor.
2. Install the driving shaft.

Install the Woodruff key.
3. Use a press to install the driving rotor on the

driving shaft.
4. Install the driven rotor.
5. Install the rotor housing.
6. Use a straight edge and feeler gauges to measure

the end clearance between the faces of the rotors
and the edge of the rotor housing.

NOTE: If there is too much end clearance on the
rotors, the face olthe housing can be machined.
If there is not enough end clearance it is permitted to
install a gasket of the correct thickness between the
face of the housing and the cover.
6. Install the cover, the bolts and the setscrews.

Test Procedure:
If testing equipment is available, do the following
procedure:
1. Use a 5W grade oil at a temperature of 20"C

(6ll"F) , or a 20W20 grade at a temperature of
46"C (115°F),

2. Adjust the relief valve to open at 280 kPa
(40 Ib in').

3. Adjust the speed to 750 rlmin or 330 r/min.
4. Check the flow using the information given

below.

FIGURE26 OIL PUMP TEST EQUIPMENT

Oil Flow
Pressure Speed

140 kPa (20 Ib in') 750 rlmin
1.4 kgcm'
14OkPa(20lbin'l 330rlmin
1.4 kgcm'

The oil flow in ptlmins is:
480

Minimum in 1 Min.

10.9litres 119.2 pt)

4.7litres (S.4ptl

A. Oi/pump
B. Pressure gauge

C. Valve
D. Outlet

•

time in seconds for one gallon

The oil flow in litrelmin is:

300
time in seconds for five litres

The maximum time for one gallon must be:
25 seconds at 750 r/min.
57 seconds at 330 rI min.
The maximum time for five litres must be:
28 seconds at 750 rI min.
63 seconds at 330 r/min .
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COOLING SYSTEM

Introduction:
When the engine is running, the water pump causes
cold water to flow from the bottom of the radiator
through an opening in the cylinder block to the
cylinder head. Aher coming in contact with the
cooling surfaces of the fuel iniectors and the valve
guides, the water flows into the passages in the
cylinder block. As the water get hot, it rises to the
cylinder head and flows in the top of the radiator.
A thermostat valve is installed between the cylinder
head and the top of the radiator. This prevents water
from the cylinder head flowing to the radiator until
the engine is at the correct running temperature.
The radiator has a pressure type radiator cap rated at
28 kPa (41b in') 0.28 kgcm'. .
A fan with seven blades is installed on the shah of
the water pump and tums at one and a half times the
speed of the engine.

•

FIGU~E T1 DIAGRAM OF COOLING SYSTEM

"

I'

-

J

1 1
",

1I
1

I

A. Inlet to radiator
B. Jets to valve ports
C. Outlet to radiator

."/

D. Water pump impeller
E. Porr to cylinder head
F. Bypass seal
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WATER PUMP

REPAIR

FIGURE28 ARRANGEMENT OF WATER PUMP

E 0 C

•

Removing:
1. Remove the coolant from the radiator and the

cylinder block.
2. Remove the radiator.
3. Loosen the bolts which hold the alternator in

position. Removethefan belt.
4. Remove the setscrews which hold the fan on to

the water pump shaft.
Remove the retainer and the fan.

5. Remove the five setscrews which hold the pump
to the cylinder block.

6. Remove the pump.
Remove the seal which is installed between the
pump and the cylinder head.
Remove the old gasket and clean the face of the
cylinder block. .

Installing:
1. Put a new gasket in position on the body of the

water pump.
2. Put two or more setscrews through the body to

keep the gasket in position.
3. Put a new rubber seal in the groove of the pump

body.
4. Raise the water pump in position on the cylinder

block.
5. Push the pump toward the cylinder head until the

setscrews will enter the holes in the cylinder
block. .

6. Tighten the setscrews to 20 Nm (15IbftI2.1 kgm.
7. Install the fan, the retainer and the setscrews.

Tighten the setscrews to 34 Nm 125 Ib ftl 3.46
kgm.

8. Install the fan belt.
Adjust the fan belt to the correct tension.
See the Maintenance Section: Fan Belt.

9. Put the hose in position on the pump.
Tighten the hose clip.

10. Put the coolant in the radiator.
11. Start the engine and check for leakage.

.',.
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A. Seal
B. Impeller
C. Seal
D. Bearing and shaft

E. Pulley
F. Locating screw
G. Body
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FIGURE29 SEAL HOlJSING

•

•

B. Impel/or

A

A. SesJ

FIGURE30 SEAL: EARLY MODELS

A. Housing diameter B. Seal

A

C
FIGURE31 SEAL: LATER MODELS

" .~..' -
1,.,

Types of Seal:
Two different methods of sealing the water pump
have been used. On early model engines the seal was
installed in the impellor and sealed against the pump
body. On later models the seal is installed in the
pump body and seals against the impellor. The seals,
impellor and pump bodies of the two types are not
interchangeable.
IMPORTANT: When a late type water pump is being
reconditioned, measure the diameter of the seal
housing, A .in Figure 29. This measurement must be
29.97 mm (1.180 inl. If the measurement is 30.22 mm
11.190 in) the pump body must be replaced. Then
check the seal. If the seal has the number SCD927 on
its circumference, replace it with the correct seal,
K949550.

Replacing the Seal: From Engine No. 29639:
1. Remove the locating screw for the bearing.
2. Put the pump in position on a press with the

impeller to the top.
3. Put a piece of shaft 12 mm It inl diameter and

approximately 74 mm 13 in) 'Iong on the pump
shaft. Use the press to push the shaft out of the
impeller and the pump body.

4. Remove the impeller from the pump body.
Use a screwdriver to remove the seal from the
pump body. .

5. Put the new seal in position on the pump body.
Use the press to push the seal in the pump body
until the shoulder of the seal is against the face
of the body.
Put a small amount of molybdenum base lubri
cant on the face of the seal.

Replacing the Seal: Engines before No. 29639:
1. Remove the locating screw for the bearing.
2. Put the pump in position on a press with the

impellor to the top.
3. Put a piece of shaft 12 mm (tin) diameter and

approximately 74 mm 13 inl long on the pump
shaft. Use the press to push the shaft out of the
impellor and the pump body.

NOTE: Impellors can be either cast iron or plastic.
4. Remove the impellor from the pump body. Use a

tool similar to a screwdriver to remove the seal
from its housing in the impellor.

5. Put the new seal assembly in position on the
impellor. Use the press to push the seal into the
housing until the shoulder of the seal contacts
the end of the impellor.

6. Put a' small amount of molybdenum base lubri
cant on the face of the seal.

A. Seal C. Impel/or
B. Clearance, impellor to body, O. 13mm (O.OO5in)
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• Replacing the Bearing:
1. Use a press and the piece of shaft to push the

bearing and shaft out of the fan pulley.
2. Use the press to push a new bearing and shaft in

the fan pulley until the end of the shaft is level
with the edge of the hole.

Assembling the Pump:
1. Align the hole in the bearing with the hole for the

locating screw in the pump.
2. Use a press to push the shaft and bearing in the

pump body until the hole in the bearing is in the
centre of the hole for the locating screw.

3. Install the locating screw.
4. Use the piece of shaft as a support for the water

pump shaft at the fan pulley end.
Put the pump body on a press with the fan pulley
towards the bottom.

5. Put the impeller on.the shatt.
Push the impeller on to the shaft until the end of
the shaft is aligned with the face of the impeller.

REPAIR

Installing:

1. Put the thermostat in position in the cylinder
head.

2. Install a NEW '0' ring.
3. Install the outlet pipe and the two setscrews.
4. Move the radiator inlet hose into the correct

position.
5. Tighten the hose clips.
6. Fill the radiator with coolant.
7. Check for leakage.

FIGURE 32 THERMOSTAT

•

THERMOSTAT

Removing:

1. Remove the coolant from the radiator.
2. Loosen the hose clips on the radiator inlet hose

and move the hose toward the radiator.
3. Remove the two setscrews from the outlet pipe

from the cylinder head and remove the pipe.
4. Remove the '0' ring and the thermostat.

Test Procedure:
1. Put the thermostat in a small container full of cold

water. Use wire as a support to prevent the
thermostat coming in contact with the bottom of
the container.

2. Heat the water and use a thermometer to
measure the water temperature.

3. As the water gets hotter, make a note of the
temperature at which the thermostat valve starts
to open.
The correct temperature must be between 79° to
B4°C 1174° to 183°F).

4. Continue to heat the water until the thermostat
valve is open the maximum amount.
The temperature in this position must be 94°C
(200°FI.

5. If there is any defect in the thermostat, replace it.
NOTE: There is a figure on the bottom of every
thermostat.
This is the temperature at which the valve starts to
open .

...
';"'t- """
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A. Water outlet pipe
B. Thermostat

C. Cylinder head
D. '0' ring
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COMPRESSION TESTING

1. Make sure that the battery has a maximum
charge.

2. Remove all the injectors. See the Maintenance
Section: Removing the Injectors.

3. Install a compression gauge that has a capacity
of not less than 3200kPa (450 lb in') in No.1
injector hole.

4. Put the engine stop control in the STOP position.
5. Turn the engine with the starter and make a note

of the pressure shown by the gauge.
Put the gauge needle to zero and do the test
again to be sure of accuracy.

6. Do a similar test on the other cylinders.
7. Compare the results with the ch art shown below.

Diagnosis of the Compression Test:
Pressure higher than normal is an indication of
carbon deposits in the cylinder head. The necessary
action is to remove the cylinder head and remove the
carbon.
If the pressure is lower than normal, put 4 ml
III fl. oz) of engine oil into each cylinder and do the
compression test again.
If the pressure increases to almost normal, there is
wear in the piston rings or cylinders. If the pressure
does not increase, the valves are not seating
correctly.

4.~--+-~-+-l--+--1-+--t-+---1

41ot---+--+-+--f---+-+-+--h-<8>"":::>-d

400

'"
3

'".5
.0

3

370IC~~~~~+--+-j-+-I-+--i

36i~::.......jf.--+~-+--+-f----+-t--t--

3501L..--+--.l-~--l-:-~~J-.....J.-±--J__
150 160 170 180 190 200 210 220 230 240 250

rlmin
FIGURE 33 COMPRESSION PRESSURES
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CYLINDER HEAD:

Removing:
1. Remove the coolant from the system.
2. Remove the top radiator hose.
3. Remove the coolant outlet pipe from the cylinder

head.
Remove the thermostat.

4. Remove the injector leak off pipe and the pipe to
the fuel tank.

5. Remove the fuel pipes from the injectors.
6. Remove the injectors and the copper washers

from the injector ports.
7. Remove the pipe from the breather of the cylinder

head cover.
8. Remove the four nuts which fasten the cover to

the cylinder head.
Remove the cover and the gasket.

9. Remove the bolt from the inlet manifold which
holds the pipe clip in position.

10. Remove the oil pipe between the cylinder block
and the cylinder head.

11. Remove the rocker shaft and the push rods.
12. Remove the nine bolts and six nuts which fasten

the cylinder head to the block.
13. Remove the cylinder head complete with mani·

folds.
14. Put a small amount of oil on the cylinder bores.

Put a cover over the block to prevent dirt getting
into the cylinders.

Cylinder Head Gasket:
All the waterflow holes in the topface of the cylinder
block are now made 14.28 mm h.. in) diameter. This
change was made after Engine No. 29525. To keep
the same characteristics of water flow it was
necessary to use a new type cylinder head gasket
with two 9.13 mm (it in) holes. The new type
gasket, Part No. K949874, can be used on all 3
cylinder engines. The old type gasket, Part No.
K942006, can only be used on engines made before
this change.

Installing:

1. Clean the cylinder bores and the face of the
cylinder block.

2. Put a new gasket in position on the cylinder
block. Make sure that if there is a mark TOP on
the gasket, this mark is toward the cylinder head.

3. Install a new rubber seal on the top face of the
water pump.

WARNING: When you do the next
job. make sure that you do not hold
the cylinder head with your fingers
under the head. Hold the inlet and
exhaust manifolds to put the head
in position. Failure to do this can
result in serious injury.

4. Install the cylinder head, the bolts and the nuts.
5. Tighten the bolts and the nuts. See the Mainten

ance Section: Cylinder Head Nuts.
6. Install the push rods and the rocker shaft.
7. Install the bolts, washers and spring washers

which fasten the rocker shaft to the cylinder
head.
Tighten the bolts to 61 Nm (451bft) 6.2 kgm.

8. Adjust the valve clearances. See the Main
tenance Section: Valve Clearances.

9. Install the oil pipe between the cylinder block and
the cylinder head.

10. Install the bolt in the inlet manifold which holds
the pipe clip in position.

11. Install the thermostat and the coolant outlet pipe.
Install the top radiator hose. . . "

12. Put a new cover gasket in position. ",
Install the cylinder cover.
Install the domed nuts.

13. Install the breather pipe.
14. Install the injectors. See the Maintenance

Section: Installing the Injectors.
15. Install the injector leak off pipe and the pipe to

the fuel tank.
16. Remove the air from the fuel system. See M~in,

tenance Section. .
17. Add coolant to the radiator up to 25 mm 11 in)

from the bottom of the filler neck. '--j;' .'
.\i~..
". ~.",'"-,'

" ..•...

FIGURE 34 CYLINDER BLOCK AND CYLINDER HEAD GASKET

A. Cylinder head
B. Cylinder head gasket
C. Cylinderblock

LATE ENGINESEARLY ENGINES

•
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Disassembling:
1. Remove the inlet and exhaust manifolds.
2. Put a number. 1 to 6 on the head of each valve so

that each valve can be installed in its original
position.

3. Use an acceptable tool (Churchill 900200) to
remove the valve caners, collars, springs and
valves.

Cleaning:
Use a soft metal tool, aluminium or brass, to clean
the following:
1. Inside the exhaust manifold.
2. The combustion chambers and valve ports inside

the cylinder head.
3. The injector ports.
4. The valves.

Exhaust Manifold Gaskets:
The material and thickness of the manifold gaskets
was changed after March 1973.
IMPORTANT: The different types of gasket must
only be installed as a set.

VALVE SPRINGS:

If equipment is available check the length of all valve
springs under load. If equipment is not available, do
the following procedure.
1. Take one spring from a set of NEW springs.
2. Make a comparison of the length of the old

springs with the new spring.
Discard any spring which is 1.5 mm h'. in)
shorter than the new spring.

3. Make a comparison of the length of each spring
under load as shown in Figure 35.

4. Put a piece of shaft inside both springs to prevent
the springs moving out of position. Put a washer
between the end of the springs.

5. Tighten the vice until the new spring is at the
length shown in the Data Section.

6. Measure the difference between the old springs
and the new spring.
If any old springs are more than 1.5 mm h'w in)
shorter than the new spring, discard them.

NOTE: If the record shows that the engine has run
for a large number of hours, install a set of new
springs.

•

FIGURE35 CHECKING VALVE SPRINGS
.;-'

/

VALVE SEATS:

1. Check the seats for wear, damage, loose fitting
and width of seat.

2. If the seats are in good condition, use grinding
paste to seat the valves correctly. If the seats are
in bad condition, use a seat cutting tool to put a
new face of 45" on the inserts.
DO NOT remove more material than is necessary.

3. Check the width of the seats. This width must not
be more than 1.65 mm (0.065 in). If necessary,
use a cutting tool to decrease the width of the
seat.

VALVE STEM BORES:

The valves work in the cylinder head and there are no
separate valve guides.
1. Put a new valve in each bore and measure the

clearance between the valve stem and the bore.
If the clearance is more than 0.152 mm 10.006 in)
it will be necessary to increase the size of the bore
by 0.254 mm 10.010 in) or 0.508 mm (0.020 in).
Do the procedure as follows:

2. According to the amount of wear and the size of
the bore, use reamer Part No. K960989 or reamer
Part No. K961824.
Use a machine running at its slowest speed and
lubricate the reamer with cutting fluid. Be careful
and do not cause damage to the top edge of the
exhaust bores.

3. After the bores have been machined it will be
necessary to cut the valve seats. See the section:
Valve Seats.
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VALVES
The valves were changed at the following engine and
serial numbers:

7llOTractor

Exhaust valve

928622
921434

900417

Inlet valve

928622
921433

914528

Serial number

6039onwards
5584to 6038
1001 to 5583

880 Tractor

Exhaust valve

928622

921434

900417

Inlet valve

928622

921433

914528

Serial number

25306 onward (Livedrivel
2984 onward Inon-Livedrivel
24645 to 25309 ILivedrivel
2984 onwards lnon-Livedrivel
1001 to 24644 (Livedrivel
1001 to 2983 Inon-Livedrivel

no Tractor

Exhaust valve

921434

900417

Inlet valve
921433

914528

Serial number

9970 onwards ILivedrivel
1879 onwards lnon-Livedrivel
up to 9969 (Livedrive)
up to 1878 lnon-Livedrivel

(j~-65893
"L]i'--928623
"L:J"- 928624

~-68414--a
£Cl:::J:I ~68412-----"" fDl::D

om:::il.¥ -900419-~

• Early models

I Late models

A. 88.52mm 1m in.1

B. 82.55 mm13i ln.l
C. 80.17 mm 13h in.}

O. 124.21 mm 14.890in.!

E. 122.81 mm l4.835 inJ

F. 121.87 mm t4.798in.l

G. 38.23mm 11.505 ln.I
H. 36.9Bmm 11.456in.1

J. 34.59mm{1.362inJ

K. 33.34 mm Ill'\- in.l

L. 30.96 mm (1n- in.I

·M. 41.43mmll.631 in.J

1M. 41.364mml1.6285in.l

N. 39.83mm(l.568in.)·

F

I4-L~

LN-l
ill

62034

c

L
r

:--K-Je t1
I----M---j

921247

B

r=
o

I--K-I
G '1
I--M--i

921247

A

L
r

• FIGURE36 DETAILS OF EXHAUST VALVES
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Oversize valves are available in two' sizes, 0.254 mm
10.010 in) and 0.508 mm 10.020in).
1. Check the valves for wear on the stems and in the

coner grooves. Discard any valves that show
wear.

2. Check the valve seats for wear or damage.
3. If necessary, the valve seats can be machined to

45".
When you do this, make sure that when the seat
is correct, there is not a sharp edge on the cir
cumference of the head of the valve. If there is a
sharp edge, discard the valve.

INLET VALVE SEALS:

Seals are not installed on the inlet valves of engines
after the following Model and Serial Numbers:

Model Serial Number
355001 33361
355005 2019
355011 20198
355012 1049

Seals are available for early type engines from the
parts Department.

FIGURE37
INLET VALVES AND SEAT
INSERTS

A. 88.52mm {3ftin.!

B. 95.25 mm (31 in.I

C. 96.84 mm f3H in.l
D. 124.21 mm (4.890 in.)

E. 12J.44mm {4.880 in.!

F. 122.94mm (4.840in.1

G. 38.23mm{1.5l!iin.1

H. 37.46mml1.475in.!
J. 35.05mm{1.380in.)

K.. 34.92 mm l1i in.)

L. 35.54 mm 11n in.!

"M. 41.43mm 11.631 in.1

! M. 41.364mm 11.6285inJ

N. 39.83 mm (1.S66in.I

'.Early Modles
I Late Models.

r-G-j

f--K-l
f' "

"" r-M---i

921246

I r
I

CO) co
CO) C\l
'<t C It)

B - '<tC\l -
L

(J) I (J)

E FI

1 L I

1 -r-H---l I-- u-i

f--K~
,

f--L--i.,
o.

f) 51:: , (51 M

.I-M---i r f- N-I ~..
921246 905202,f.~
"i'i. >if:
~~- ,

FIGURE37 DETAILS OF INLET VALVES

.c:

NOTE: Valve, Part No. K928622 is now used for both
inlet and exhaust on AD3/55, AD3/49 and 355011
engines. This valve can be used to replace inlet valve
K921443 and exhaust valve K921434. If it is used to

.. ,; replace exhaust valve K921434, the late type valve
cotters must be used.
Valve, Part No. K928622 can not be used to replace
inlet valve K914528or exhaust valve K90047.
NOTE: When installing valve No. K928622 make sure
that the width of seat is not less then 1.14mm

. _·;,";:,!0.045in).

,
~
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RECONDITIONING THE CYLINDER HEAD:

Cylinder Head Face:
1. Clean the face of the cylinder head with a fine

grade of emery cloth.
2. Use a surface plate and marking material, or a

straight edge and feeler gauges to make sure that
the cylinder head face is flat.
If the face is not flat, grinding will be necessary.
Before this is done, the valve seats must be
removed.

IMPORTANT: The amount of material removed must
not be more than necessary to get a flat surface. The
maximum amount that can be removed is 0.76 mm
10.030 in).

Removing the Valve Seat Inserts:
1. Hit the seat insert with a steel chisel and a

hammer. Then remove the seat insert with a
prybar or the jaw of an open end spanner.

Depth of Bore forthe Valve Seat Insert:
1. Measure the depth of the bore with a vernier or

micrometer depth gauge. If necessary the seat
must be machined to the dimension shown in
Figure 38.

NOTE: The seat of the bore must be at 90 degrees to
the axis of the valve guide and must have a smooth
surface.

Installing the Valve Seat Inserts:
Standard inserts are 41.364 to 41.338 (1.6285 to
1.6275 in) in diameter. They are an interference fit in
the cylinder head of 0.0889 to 0.0381 mm 10.0035 to
0.0015 in).
There are two methods of installation:
1. Use dry ice to decrease the diameter of the

inserts, or
2. Heat the cylinder head to increase the diameter of

the bore.
3. Use the tool shown in Figure 39 and a hammer to

install the valve seat inserts.
Do this job as quickly as possible.

NOTE: To make sure that the inserts have been
installed correctly, check that the top face of the,
insert is 0.28 mm 10.010 in) below the face of the
cylinder head. See Figure 41.
4. Use the tool shown in Figure 39 and a hammer to

press the metal of the cylinder head over the edge
of the insert. See Figure 42.

Valve Seat Dimension and Angle:
The valve seat inserts must be machined as shown in
Figure 42.
Width of seat 1.78 to 1.52 mm 10.070to 0.060 in).
Included angle of seat 87 degrees .

29
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NOTES ON RECONDITIONING:

1. If there is wear in the valve guides and oversize
valves are to be installed, the valve guides must
be reamed to the correct size BEFORE the valve
insert seats are machined.

2. After this has been done, or if the cylinder head
has already had oversize valves installed, the pilot
used with the tools shown must also be made to
the same size as the valve guide.
That is either 0.254 mm 10.010 inl or 0.508 mm
10.020in) oversize. /.

3. If the valve seat insert is broken or loose in the
bore, an oversize valve seat insert must be made.
When the bore is machined, the same inter
ference fit of 0.0889 to 0.0281 mm 10.0035 to
0.0015 in) must be used.
The tool used to install the inserts must also be
made to a similar oversize on the 42.862 mm
(lti inl and the 40.479 mm 11M in) diameters.

..,
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• ITEM 2. MATERIAL: 31-% Nickel Chrome Molybdenum Steel to BS 970 Part 31971
832 M13 (En 36c!. Harden by oil quench from 7!lifC (Cherry Red!. Temper at 300"C
(Blue) for 1 hour. Alternative treatment using oxy-acetylene torch following the
temperature colour guide. Make sure that the rate of heating is even.
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VALVE ROCKERS AND SHAFT: .

•

-REPAIR

FIGURE 43. PISTON AND CONNECTING ROD

Disassembling:
1. Remove the plugs from both ends of the rocker

shaft.
2. Remove the springs, valve rockers and brackets

from the shaft.
3. Remove the locating screw from the rear bracket.

Remove the rear bracket.

Inspection:
1. Check all the springs for wear or damage.
2. Check the shaft for wear.
3. Check the rocker ends and bushes for wear.

Replacing a Bush:
1. Use a press to remove the old bush.
2. Make sure that the oilholes in the new bush and

the rocker are aligned. .
Use a press to put the new bush in position.

3. Use an expanding type of reamer in the bush until
the rocker can be tumed easily on the shaft.

Assembling:
1. Install the shaft in the rear bracket.

Make sure that the hole in the bracket is aligned
with the hole in the shaft.

2. Install and tighten the locating screw.
3. Install the brackets, springs, rockers and plugs.

PISTONS:
The pistons in AD3/30 and AD3/40 engines are the
same diameter but different heights.
The pistons in AD3/55, AD3/49 and 355011 engines
are the same diameter but different heights.
For details of dimensions see the Specification
Section.
Pistons installed in engines with high lift camshafts
have a deeper recess for the valves.
High lift camshafts were used on all AD3/49,
AD3/55 and 355011 engines. Also on AD3/40
engines from AD3/40A/3424 and AD3/40B/1495.
Make sure that the correct type of pistons are used or
damage will be caused by the valves hining the
pistons.

G-~·J·'-

H--4'il.

A. Top compression ring
B. Nos.2 and3 compression rings
C. Piston
D. Gudgeon pin
E. Cirdip
F. Oilscraperring
G. Connecting rod bush
H. Connecting rod
J. Bearing shells
K. Connecting rod cap
L. Selflocking nut
M. Bolt

r M

J

•
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Removing:
Before this operation can be done, the engine must
be removed from the tractor.
1. Remove the cylinder head.
2. Put a mark, No.1 to the front of the engine, on

the pistons and connecting rod caps. You can
then be sure that each piston and connecting rod
can be installed in its correct cylinder.

NOTE: The connecting rods and caps have a mark to
show correct assembly. These marks are on the
camshaft side of the engine.
3. Remove the nuts from the bearing caps.

Remove each bearing cap.
Remove the bolts from the connecting rods to
prevent damage to the cylinder bores .

. .4. Use a soft piece of wood to push each piston out
of the cylinder head.

5. Use circlip pliers to remove the circlips from each
side ofthe piston pin.

6. Put the piston in hot oil. 15O"C 1302°FI for twO
minutes.

7. Use gloves for this operation.
Remove the piston from the oil and push the pin
out of the piston.

Installing:
NOTE: Before installing the pistons in the cylinderS'- .....
see the Sections: Glazed Cylinder Bores and .•
Removing the Glaze.
NOTE: Gloves must be used for holding the hot
piston.
1. Install a circlip in one side of the piston.
2. Put the piston in hot oil, 15O"C 1302°F per two

minutes .
• 3. Put the connecting rod in a vice that has soft

metal or fibre jaws.
4. Remove the piston from the oil. Put it in position

on the connecting rod with the valve recesses on
the same side as the identification marks on the
connecting rod.

5. Install the gudgeon pin through the bush until it
is against the circlip in the piston.
Install the second circlip.

6. Turn the piston rings so that the ring gaps are
evenly spaced around the piston.

7. Install the connecting rod and piston in the block.
Make sure that the recesses in the piston are
toward the camshaft side of the engine.

8. Use a clamp to put the piston rings in com
pression.
Use a soft piece of wood to push the piston into
the cylin der.

9. Put a small amount of oil on the bearings.
10. Install the bolts, bearing cap and the nuts. Make

sure that the marks on the bearing caps and the
connecting rods are aligned.

11.Tighten the nuts to 68 Nm (SO Ib ftl 6.9 kg/m.
12. Install the cylinder head.

36

PISTON RINGS:

Oescription:
There are three compression rings and one oil
scraper ring on each piston.
The three compression rings are made with a taper
face and the top ring has a chrome insert.
IMPORTANT: The compression rings must be
installed with the word TOP toward the crown of the
piston.

Checking for Wear: •
1. Clean the tops of the bores where there is no

wear.
2. Remove the rings from No.1 piston.
3. Put each ring separately in the top of No.1 bore.

and measure the gap.
Repeat this operation with the rings from No.2
and No.3 pistons in their correct bores.

4. When any rings have a gap of more than1.524mm
(0.060 in), new rings must be installed.

5. Check the clearance of each ring in its correct
groove of the piston'with a feeler gauge.
If this clearance is more than 0.127 mm 10.005in).
replace the piston.

FIGURE 44 CHECKING PISTON RING GROOVE CLEARANCE
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CYLINDER BORES:

Checking for wear:
1. Measure each bore at the top to find if the bores

are standard or oversize.
2. Measure the maximum amount of wear in each

bore.
3. Make an inspection of each bore for damage.

Reconditioning:
If the wear on any bore is more than 0.254 mm
(0.010 in) or if there is damage to any bore, the
cylin der block must be rebored to the next size and
oversize pistons installed.
If the bores are already at the maximum oversize
cylinders liners are available. See the Section:
Cylinder liners.
If there is less than 0.254 mm 10.010in) of wear in the
bores, oil control piston rings can be installed. See
the Sections: Piston Rings and Glazed Cylinder
Bores.

GLAZED CYLINDER BORES:

With use. the working surface of the cylinder bore
becomes hard and similar to glass. This condition is
known as glazed. Before new piston rings are
installed this hard surface must be removed. If this is
not done, the rings will not make a correct seal on
the cylinder bores. The result will be that the engine
will use more oil than normal and will not give its
rated performance.

Removing the Glaze:
Tool Recommendation and Use:
It is a recommendation that you use the Flex Hone
Type GB '4, 120grit and do the following procedure.
1. Use tape or similar material to give protection to

. the crankshaft journals.
2. Put a small amount of 10W30 grade engine oil on

the bores.
3. Fasten the Flex Hone in a drilling machine that

has a capacity of 10 to 15 mm (i to ! in) and a
speed of 300to 750 r/min.

IMPORTANT: Read all the following instructions
before you do the next operation. Be careful when
you do each operation.
4. Put the Flex Hone in position in contact with the

top of the bore.
5. Start the machine and at the same time push the

Flex Hone into the bore.
6. While the machine is running. move the Flex

Hone up and down the length of the bore. Do this
for 20 to 40 seconds at a rate of one second for
each direction.

7. Remove the Flex Hone while the machine is
running.
Stop the machine.

REPAIR

8. Clean the cylinder bore with a soap and water
solution.
Make sure that the bore is clean by using white
paper to remove the soap and water solution.
Continue to clean the bore until no dirt can be
seen on the white paper.

9. Repeat this procedure with the remainder of the
bores.

CYLINDER LINERS:

Cylinder liners are available and can be used when
the bores are already at the maximum oversize or
when there is damage to a bore. It is not necessary to
install liners in all the cylinders. but when the
overhaul is complete. all cylinders must be the same
diameter.
Cylinder liners can be rebored in the same way as the
original cylinder bore to O.508mm (0.020 in) oversize.

Sealing Rings:
A sealing ring is not installed in the top of the bore in
engines made after August 1972. Because of this
change the top of the bore is not machined to hold a
sealing ring.
When reconditioning an early type B80 tractor with
an engine type 3140 that needs a replacement
cylinder block, discard the cylinder liners and install
pistons Part No. K943880. Cylinder liners Part No.
K912n6 are available from the Parts Department if it
is necessary to replace the liners only.

Installing Uners:
Use a boring bar and a honing machine to increase

the cylinder bore to 104.99 to 105,00 mm (4.1334
to 4.1339 in).

NOTE: During this operation the boring tool may go
into the water jacket. This is not important if the tool
is kept correctly aligned.
2. Clean the bore and then wash the bore with a

solution of soap and water. .
3. Put a small amount of Pressolene or a similar

lubricant on the new liner.
4. Put the liner in position on the bore with the

chamfered end toward the bottom of the bore.
5. Use an acceptable press to push the liner in the

bore until the top of the liner is 0.13 to 0.25 mm
(0.005 to 0.010 in) above the face of the cylinder
block.

6. Use a surface grinding machine to grind the liner
level with the top face of the cylinder block. Do
not remove metal from the block.

7. Put a chamfer on the top of the liner of 0.76 mm
10.030in) at an angle of 45°.

8. Use a honing machine inside the bore to get a
smooth surface, 20 to 40 micro inches CLA, and
a diameter of 100.05 to 100.06 mm 13.9388 to
3.9396in).

9. Clean and wash the bore as in Operation 2.
NOTE: Correctly installed cylinder liners have an
interference fit of 0.08 to 0.11 mm 10.0031 to 0.0046
in!.

.,
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CONNECTING RODS:

Alignment:
It is recommendation that all connecting rods are
checked for distortion when they have been removed
from the engine.
This is most important when the wear marks on the
piston are not even.
Use an alignment tool as shown in the Service Tool
Leaflet B5.
The following chart gives the permissible distortion.
If any connecting rod has more distortion than
shown, it must be replaced.
IMPORTANT: 00 NOT try to make repairs to a
connecting rod.

Maximum out of parallel: 0.005 mm per centimetre
0.0005 in per inch

Maximum twist: 0.005 mm per centimetre
0.0005 in per inch

Replacing the Bush:
1. Use a press and an acceptable piece of shaft to

remove the old bush.
2, Put the new bush on the bore of the connecting

rod and align the oil hole in the bush with the hole
in the bore of the connectinf rod.

3. Use a press to push the new bush in position.
4. Use a reamer that you can adjust to increase the

bore of the bush until the gudgeon pin can be

'
pushed in the bush using a small amount of hand

"'~
I'~~"'. pressure.
~:

.~e

-c ~~ ... ~

CONNECTING ROD BEARINGS:

CRANKSHAFT RECONDITIONING:

If the crankshaft journals have wear or damage the
crankshaft must be reconditioned and new bearings
installed.

Permissible Wear:
The following recommendations are only to be used
as guide to the maximum permissible amount of
wear before reconditioning is necessary.
Connecting rod journals: 0.127 mm 10.005 in)
Main bearing journals: 0.127 mm 10.005 in)
End clearance: O.38mm (0.015 in)

Balance Weights:
Before any work is done on a crankshaft, the balance
weights must be removed. The procedure for
removing and isstalling the balance weights is as
follows:
1. Put a mark on each balance weight so that it can

be installed in the same position.
2. Bend the tabwashers away from the heads of the

bolts.
3. Remove the'bolts and the balance weights,
4. Before you install the balance weights, remove

any sharp edges that will prevent the weights
from making a good seat on the crankshaft.

5. Put the weights in position on the crankshaft.
Install NEW bolts and NEW tabwashers.
TIQhten the bolts to 54 Nm 140 Ib ft) 5.5 kgm.

6, Use a 0.05 mm 10.002 in) feeler gauge to make
sure there is no gap between the faces of the
balance weights and the crankshaft. This is im
portant.

7. Bend the tabwashers against the heads of the
bolts.

FIGURE45 CHECKING BALANCE WEIGHTS
AFTER INSTALLING

The connecting rod bearings are of the steel shell
type. The bearing material is aluminium and tin. After
they have been installed, they must not be moved to
a different position.
Each connecting rod and cap must be kept together
as a unit. Do not use a file or scraper on the bearings,
caps or connecting rods.

MAIN BEARINGS:

The main bearings are of the steel shell type. The
. bearing material is aluminium and tin.

Before removal, put a mark on each cap so that the
caps can be installed inthe same position. After they
have been installed, they must not be moved to a
different position.
When you install the caps, make sure that they are
installed in their original positions.

-Do.not useja file or scraperon the bearings or the
1r·~~;I.paps,., . .' \ "~

,1~~W:~'J~.nge .ot bearings is available~if reconditioning is
"necessary. For details of the 'sizes, see the Specifi
cat ion Sect ion.

. --;.

....,-.
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B. Check gap here
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C. Balance weighr
D. Bolts
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Grinding the Crankshaft:
The dimensions and tolerances are as shown below:

Main journal diameters:
Standard size
63.487 to 63.474 mm (2.4995 to 2.4990 in)
Under size 0.254 mm (0.010 in)
63.233 to 63.220 mm (2.4895 to 2.4890 inl
Under size 0.508 mm (0.020 in)
62.979 to 62.966 mm (2.4795 to 2.4790 in)
Under size 0.762 mm (0.030 in)
62.725 to 62.712 mm (2.4695 to 2.4690 in)

Journal fillet radius:
All journals 4.06 to 3.81 mm (O.16toO.15inl

IMPORTANT: When you recondition a crankshaft,
make sure that you grind the radius of the journals
correctly. They must be to the correct size and have
a f,nish similar to the journal. There must be no steps
between the journal and the radius.
If this operation is not done correctly, there will be a
failure of the crankshaft.

C E

G

G

o

A

B

Correct

Wrong

FIGURE46 EXAMPLES OF REGROUND FILLET RADII

A. Noradius
B. Radius not evenly finished
C. Radius too large
D. Radius too small
E. Radius too small
F. Radius roughly finished
G. Correct radius, evenly finished

No.3 main journal width:
Standard size
41.3004 to 41.249 mm 11.626to 1.624 in)
OversizeO.254mm (0.010in)
41.5544 to 41.503 mm 0.636 to 1.634 in)
Oversize 1.016 mm (0.040 in)
42.3164 to 42.2656 mm 11.666 to 1.664 inl

Connecting rod journal diameters:
Standard size
60.2869 to 60.2742 mm (2.3735 to 2.3730 in)
Under size 0.254 mm (0.010 in)
60.0329 to 60.0202 mm 12.3635 to 2.3630 in)
Under size 0.508 mm 10.020inl
59.n89 to 59.7662mm 12.3535 to 2.3530 in)
Under size 0.762 mm (0.030 in)
59.5249 to 59.5122 mm (2.3435 to 2.3430 in)
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FIGURE47 CRANKSHAFT DIMENSIONS

A. Main journal diameters
B. Big endjournal diameter
C. Number three journal width
D. Fillet radius
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CRANKSHAFT REAR SEAL

Diagnosis of Oil Leaks:
It is very important that the exact location of an oil
leak is found before removing the oil seal retainer
from the engine.
An accurate diagnosis can be made using air
pressure inside the engine crankcase after the
flywheel has been removed.

Test Procedure:
1. Remove the flywheel.
2. Put a plug made of cloth into the breather pipe to

prevent air leaking from the crankcase. Turbo
charged engines: Remove the breather body,
cover and diaphragm and put the plug in the base
ofthe breather.

3. Remove the dipstick.
4. Adjust the pressure in an air hose to 69 kPa

(10 Ib/in') 0.7 Kg/em'.
Hold the air hose on the dipstick sleeve so that
air will flow into the engine crankcase.

5. While there is air pressure inside the crankcase
move a piece of slow buming material lor a
burning cigarette) around the oil seal retainer,
Check for leaks as shown in Figure 48.
If there are any faults, the air from the crankcase
will come in contact with the burning material.
When this occurs there will be an increase in the
rate of burning which will show the exact position
of any leakage.

Action:
1. Leakage at Point 1 Rgure 48: Remove the engine

and install new '0' rings on the main bearing
cap and new gaskets between the engine and the
frame.

NOTE: This is not an oil retainer leak and installing a
new oil retainer will not prevent leakage from this
point.

2. Leakage from Points 2 to 6. Rgure 48. Remove
the oil retainer from the engine. Then carefully do
the following procedure.

NOTE: If a new oil retainer is to be installed. also use
the following procedure for checking the oil retainer
and installing the packings.
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FIGURE48 LEAK PATTERN: OIL RETAINER



Leakage from Point 2 Figure 48:
This is caused by the retainer not seating correctly on
the cylinder block.
1. Check the retainer for the faults A, B, C and 0

Shown in Figure 49.

2. If necessary use a smooth file with chalk on the
cutting edge to make the surface of the retainer
flat.

3. Check that the seat of the socket head screw is
parallel to the joint face of the retainer. See faun
0, Figure 49. If the seats are not parallel, the
retainer will bend when the screws are tightened.
If necessary use a file as in Operation 2 to make
the faces parallel.

NOTE: The latest type of oil retainers do not have a
locating lip. These can be made flat using a sheet of
smooth emery cloth and a similar size piece of plate
glass.

REPAIR

o

Leakage from Points 3 and 4 Figure 48:
This is caused by the following faults:
The two parts of the retainer are not parallel. See
Figure 50. Loose ends of the pac kings are between
the faces.
1. Remove the retainer from the cylinder block.
2. Remove the socket screws, separate the two

parts and remove the packings.
3. Put the two parts of the retainer together. Install

and tighten the socket screws.
4. Hold the retainer up to a good light and look at

the joint faces.
5. If this check shows a gap between the joint faces,

use a file as before to make the faces flat.
6. Put the two parts together.

Install and tighten the socket screws.
7. Important: Check the face of the retainer that is

fastened to the cylinder block.
8. If necessary, use a smooth file to make this face

flat.
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FIGURE49 OIL RETAINERFAULTS

FIGURE50 JOINT FACEFAULT

FIGURE51 PACKING FAULT
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Leakage from point 4. Figure 48:
This is caused by the ends of the packings not in
correct contact and oil flowing through the gap.
1. Install new packings. See the Assembly Pro-

cedure.
Leakage from Point 5. Figure48:
Th is is caused by the pac kings not sealing correctly
on the crankshaft. Check the following:
1. Wear or damage to packings.
2. A restriction in the engine breather.
NOTE: On turbocharged engines there must be a
hole in the breather body as shawn in Figure 52.
3. Wear in piston rings which causes too much

pressure in the crankcase.
4. Too much end movement on the crankshaft.
5. Wear on the main bearings.
Leakage from Point 6. Figure 48:
This is caused by oil flowing through the bolt
threads.
1. Replace the spring washers with rolled copper

washers, Pan No. K15489.

A

FIGURE 52 BREATHER HO~E POSmON

A. Brestherhole

•
"~
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AssemblY Procedure
1. Clean the two pans of the oil retainer, remove

the pac kings and clean the packing grooves.
Make sure that all the old jointing material is
removed.

2. Hold the top pan of the oil retainer, packing
groove up, in a vice that has soft jaws.

3. Put a small amount of Evostick impact adhesive
in the bottom of the packing groove. This will
keep the packing in its correct position when the
engine is started.

4. Put a packing on the retainer and then push it into
the groove with the smooth handle of a screw
driver. Push the handle down on the centre of the
packing and slide the handle from the centre to
each end of the packing. DO NOT roll the handle
when pushing the packing into the groove. See
Figure 53.

5. Use a screwdriver blade that is not sharp to push
the ends of the packing below the joint face of
the retainer. See Figure 54.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT cut the ends of the packings.
These are made to the correct length and the seal
will fail if the length is decreased.

,'''' ," .' .:']
, - ~ ,','< -'
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FIGURE53 INSTA~~ING PACKING

FIGURE54 INSTA~~ING PACKING
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FIGURE 55 CUTTING THE PACKING

B. WrongA. Correct

FIGURE57 POSITION OF SEALANT

A. Loctite SuperfastFlangeSealant573.

FIGURE56 RETAINER INSTALLED ON SHAFT

Before Installing the Oil Retainer:
1. Use worn 320 grade emery tape to remove any

marks from the part of the crankshaft which is in
contact with the packings.

2. Clean the face of the cylinder block. Use cleaning
fluid if necessary and make sure that any old
jointing material is removed.

6: Remove any loose fibres with a very sharp knife.
See Figure 55.

7. Use the same method to install thepacking in the
bottom part of the retainer, BUT DO NOT use
Evostik contact adhesive in the groove.

8. Put the two parts of the oil retainer around a
smooth piece of shaft that has been machined to
the following dimensions:
Turbo-charged engines 66.50 mm (2.620 in)
Other models 63.50 mm (2.500 in)

9. Install and tighten the socket screws.
This will push the packings into the correct
contact with the packing grooves and the correct
diameter for installing in the crankshaft. See
Figure 56.

10. Remove the socket screws.
Carefully remove the two parts of the retainer
from the shaft.

I 1. Check that the packings are seated correctly. If
for any reason the seating is not correct, the
retainer must be discarded and a new oil retainer
assembly installed.

Installing the OilRetainer:
Method A: Using gaskets:
1. Put a small amount of Evostik impact adhesive

on the retainer faces which fit against the cylinder
block.
Put the gaskets in position on the retainer.
Use a sharp knife to cut the ends of the gaskets
level with the ends of the retainer faces.

2. Put an even layer of Wellseal joint compound on
the face of the cylinder block.

IMPORTANT: Do not use a thick type of joint
material as this will cause the retainer to bend when
the bolts are tightened.
3. Put a thin strip of Loctite Superfast Flange

Sealant 573, Part No. K965910 on each side of
one part of the retainer.
See Figure 57.

4. Replace the spring washers on the haxagon head
bolts with copper washers. Part No. K15489.

5. Put a small amount of engine oil on the packings.
Put the two parts of the retainer in position on the
crankshaft and install the socket screws finger
tight.
Install the hexagon head bolts.
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FIGURE58 POSmON OF GASKET ELIMINATOR

REPAIR

6. Tighten the bolts and socket screws in the
following sequence.
i. Tighten the socket screws evenly, then loosen

both socket screws one half turn.
ii. Tighten the hexagon head bolts.
iii. Tighten the socket screws.
iv. Loosen the hexagon head bolts one half tum.

Wait for 30 seconds, then tighten the hexagon
head bolts.

Do this procedure to make sure that there are no
gaps between the two parts of -the retainer and
between the face of the retainer and cylinder block.

Meth od B: Not using gaskets:
NOTE: When Loctite Superfast Gasket Eliminator
504, Part No. K965909 is used instead of gaskets, all
oil must be removed from the joint surfaces. Make
sure there is no oil in bolt or drain holes which can
get on to the joint surfaces before the seal material
has become hard.
The strength and gap filling characteristics of this
seal material will be increased if the joint surfaces are
sprayed with Loctite Superclean Safety Solvent
before the seal material is applied.
1. Put a thin strip of Loctite Superfast Flange

Sealant 573 on each side of one part of the
retainer. See Figure 57.

2. Put a thin strip of Loctite Superfast Gasket Elim
inator 504 on the face of the retainer. See Figure
58..

Then follow the same procedure as in Method A,
Operations 4, 5 and 6.
NOTE: On later engines the oil retainer is made
without a lip. An extra hole is drilled at the bottom of
the retainer as shown in Figure 56.
Oil retainer assembly, Part No. K964994 is available
for earlier engines. This oil retainer has no lip but only
four holes. When installing, use copper washers
instead of spring washers on the bolts. -

FRONT MAIN BEARING CAP:

When you install the front bearing cap use a sealant
between the bearing cap and the cylinder block.
It is a recommendation that you put Wellseal on the
front edges of the bearing cap. Wait five minutes for
the Well seal to harden before you install the bearing
cap. See Figure 59.
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FIGURE59 FRONT MAIN BEARINGCAP

A. WeJlsesJ joint material
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TIMING COVER AND SEAL:

Removing:
l , Remove the setscrew from the front of the

crankshaft.
Remove the flat washer.

2. Use a puller to remove the crankshaft pulley.
3. Remove the ten setscrews which fasten the

timing cover to the cylinder block.
Remove the timing cover. . .. .'
Remove the old gasket and clean the faces of the
cover and the carrier plate. .

Replacing the Oil Seal:
The dowels in the timing cover and the holes for the
dowels in the cylinder block are not now used. If a
timing cover has dowels, these must be removed
before installing the timing cover.
1. Put the timing. cover with the outside (trent) on

two pieces of Wood.
Use a hammer and punch to remove the oil seal
from its housing.

2. Put a new gasket in position on the carrier plate.
3. Put the timing cover in position and install the

setscrews loosely.
4. Put Service Tool No. K962560 on the end of the

crankshaft. .
Push the tool along the crankshaft until it is inside
the seal housing.

5. Tighten the setscrews evenly to 20.4 Nm I1Slb ft)
2.1 kg/m.

6. Remove the tool.
7. Put a new oil seal. seal lip toward the cylinder

block, in position at the ege of the seal housing.
8. Use the spigot of the tool to push the seal in the

housing.
Hit the end of the tool with a soft faced hammer
to make sure the seal is in its correct position.

9. Install the crankshaft pulley '0' ring, washer and
setscrews.

10.Tighten the setscrew to 150 Nm (110 lb ft)
kg/m.

FIGURE 60 INSTALLING THE OIL SEAL

A. SpecialtoolNo. K962560

"
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INJECTION PUMP DRIVE HOUSING:

Removing:

1, Remove the fuel injection pump.
2, Use a small lever to loosen the housing.

Pull the housing out of the cylinder block.

Installing:

1. Turn the engine in the normal direction of rota
tion until the No.1 inlet valve is closing.
When the valve is in this position, stop turning.

2. Put the timing peg in the hole SP in the flywheel
housing. .

3. Continue to tum the engine slowly until the
timing peg will go in to the hole in the engine
flywheel.

4. Clean the faces of the cylinder block and the
housing. Install a new gasket.

5. Put the master spline of the drive shaft in position
A as shown in Figure 61.

6. Push the housing into the cylinder block.

NOTE: When the housing is in position, the master
spline must be in position B as shown in Rgure 61, If
it is not possible to get the master spline exactly in
this position, use a position after the one that is
shown.
DO NOT install the drive shaft with the master spline
in a position before the one that is shown.

o

B

t FIGURE61 POSITION OF MASTER SPLINE

..._.
".-"

t Amended September 1979
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t FIGURE 63 SECTION THROUGH INJECTION PUMP DRIVE

E. Driven gear
F. Needle roIJer bearing
G. B8I1 bearing
H. Injection pump driveshaft

F

E~~

A. Camshaft skew gear
B. Oil pump bracket
C. Oil pump locBting screw
D. Oil pump driveshaft

Disassembling:
1. Remove the circlip which holds the driven gear in

position.
2. Use a soft metal punch and a hammer to remove

the driven gear from the housing.
3. Carefully pull the needle roller bearing out of the

housing.
4. Remove the bottom circlip.

Use a punch and a hammer to remove the ball
bearing.

IMPORTANT: The needle roller bearing in the
housing has been changed from an extra precision
type to a precision type.
The bore of the housing has also been increased in
diameter so that the new type bearing can be
installed. It is most important to use the correct
bearing for the type of housing. If the wrong bearing
is installed it will fail rapidly.
Identification of the different bearings and housing is
asfoDows:
Extra Precision Bearing: The outside diameter of the
bearing case has a ground finish. The bearing has the
marks GB 2812.
Precision Bearing: Th3 outside diameter of the
bearing case does not have a ground finish.
The bearing has the marks B 2812.
Late Type Housing: The marks K948193 are on the
housing.

Assembling:
1. Install the top circlip.

Install the ball bearing.
Install the bottom circlip.

2. Install the needle roller bearing using the special
tool.

3. Carefully install the driven gear. Use a soft faced
hammer to put the driven gear in position.

4. Install the circlip to hold the driven gear in po
sition.

';.. ".

FIGURE 52 NEEDLE ROLLER BEARING TOOL

A. Diameter 44.347 mm (1.746 in.I
B. Diameter53.mmm(2.117in.)
C. 60.325mm 12i in.I
D. Recess7.112mm(O.280in.l
E. Chamfer 1SO

t Amended September 1979 46
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A

D. Spindle
E. Locating screw
F. 'O'ring
G. Body

o

FIGURE64 TRACTORMETER DRIVE

D

F---\-

E

c

B

G

A. Adaptor
B. Camshaft
C. Gear

TRACTORMETER DRIVE:

Removing:
1. Remove the nut which connects the outer cable

to the drive housing.
Pull the inner cable out of the spindle.

2. Loosen the locknut of the locating screw.
Remove the locating screw.

3. Carefully pull the housing out of the cylinder
block.

Installing:
1. Install a new '0' ring on the housing.
2. Carefully push the housing in the cylinder block.
3. Install and tighten the locating screw. Tighten the

locknut.
4. Push the inner cable in the spindle.
5. Connect the outer cable to the housing with the

nut.

Disassembling:
1. Hold the housing in a vice that has soft metal

jaws.
2. Remove the adaptor from the top part of the

housing.
3. Remove the spring pin which fastens the gear to

the spindle.
4. Hit the spindle at the gear end with a soft metal

punch until the spindle is away from the gear.
5. Remove the gear and spindle.

Assembling:
1. Install a NEW '0' ring in the spindle housing.
2. Install the spindle.
3. Install the adaptor.
4. Align the holes in the gear with the hole in the

spindle.
Install the gear and the spring pin.

FIGURE65 TIMING GEAR MARKiNG

TIMING GEARS:

IMPORTANT: Before you remove either of the
timing gears, turn the engine to the No.1 top dead
centre position. In this position the timing marks are
aligned, which will make installation easier.
DO NOT tum the crankshaft or the camshaft after
the timing gears have been removed or damage will
be caused to the valves and pistons.

Timing the Engine:
1. Check that the No. 1 piston is in the top dead
centre position.
2. Install the camshaft gear on the camshaft. Move

the camshaft if necessary so that the keyway is in
the six o'clock position and the punch mark is
toward the crankshaft.

3. Install the crankshaft gear so that the marks on
the gear and the crankshaft are aligned.

4. Push the crankshaft gear on the crankshaft so
that the marks on the circumference of the
crankshaft gear and the camshaft gear are
aligned." '
See Figure 65.

A

A. Camshaft gear
B. Cemsnett gear mark

~O

C. Crankshaft gear
O. Sotine mary
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CAMSHAFT: EXHAUST FLANGE AND SILENCER:

·e

+----8

-i---A

A. Silencer
B, Shroud
C. Range

l----C

FIGURE66 EXHAUST FLANGE AND SILENCER

A new type of silencer and exhaust flange was
installed from Engine No. 43947. See Figure 65. The
new type silencer, flange and studs can be installed
on earlier engines if the hole in the bonnet is
increased to 82.Smm (3!in) diameter.

Removing:
1. Remove the rocker shaft complete with the

rockers, and the pushrods.
2. Remove the tappet covers.
3. Raise the tappets away from the camshaft.

Use small '0' rings, 12 mm It in) in diameter to
keep the tappets in position.

4. Remove the fuel feed pump and the push rod.
5. Remove the timing cover.
6. Remove the injection pump drive housing.
7. Cut the lock wire and the bolt which fastens the

gear to the camshaft. See the section Timing
Gears before you remove the gear.

a. If the correct puller is available, remove the gear
from the camshaft. DO NOT use levers to remove
the gear as this will cause damage to the
camshaft.
If the correct puller is not available see Operation
No. 10, 11 and 12.

9. Remove the setscrews which fasten the locating
housing to.the cylinder block.

10. Pull the camshaft out ofthe cylinder block.
11.Tum the engine until a hole in the camshaft gear

is aligned with one of the locating housing
setscrews.
Remove the setscrew.
Tum the engine and remove the remainder of the
setscrews in a similar way.

12. Pull the camshaft complete with the gear out of
the engine.

13. Use a press to remove the gear from the cam
shaft.
Remove the locating housing.

Installing:
1. Put the camshaft in position in the cylinder block.
2. Install the locating housing.
NOTE: The housing can only be installed in one

[?; position.
, >,' 3. Install the setscrews.

Tighten the setscrews to 20 Nm 115 Ib ft) 2.1
kg/m.

4. S!*l the section Timing Gears before you install
the camshaft gear.
Install the gear. Use a soft faced hammer to put
the gear on the camshaft.

5. Install the bolt and washer.
Tighten the bolt to 88 Nm (65lb ftl9 kg/m.

6. Install a lock wire.
7. Install the timing cover.
a. Install the fuel pump and push rod.
9. Install the injector pump drive housing.
10. Remove the '0' rings from the tappets.
11. Install the tappet covers.
12. Install the push rods and rocker shaft.
13. Adjust the valve clearances.
14. Install the fuel injection pump.
15. Install the cylinder head cover.
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REMOVING THE ENGINE:

1. Remove the front cab mounting bolts. Loosen
the rear cab mounting bolts.

2. Use jacks to raise the front of the cab approxi
mately 25mm l1in!.
Put pieces of wood between the cab floor and the
gearbox-cover to keep the cab in this position.

3. Remove the silencer and the bonnet.
4. Remove the starter motor.
5. Disconnect the tractormeter cable. the engine

stop and throttle controls and the wiring from the
instrument panel.

6. Remove the fuel from the fuel tank and remove
the fuel tank complete with the instrument panel.

7. Disconnect the hydraulic pipes for the steering at
the connectors near the flywheel housing.

8. Remove the coolant from the radiator and
cylinder block.

9. Disconnect the hoses and remove the radiator.
10. Remove the oil from the engine sump.
11. Remove the sump cover.
12. Remove the two cylinder block bolts from inside

the tractor frame on the right-hand side.
13. Remove the cylinder block bolt from inside the

tractor frame below the fuel injection pump.

REPAIR

Using Special Tractor Support Tool:
14. Fasten the support wheels to the front part of the

tractor .
15. Put wood blocks under the front and rear of each

rear wheel to prevent any movement.
16. Remove the cover from under the flywheel

housing.
17. Push a trolley type jack between the centre of

the rear wheels until the lifting pad is just behind
the rear frame joint.
Put a block of wood on the lifting pad and raise
the jack until it is holding the weight of the rear of
the tractor.

18. Remove the bolts which fasten the flywheel
housing and the clutch housing to the main
frame.

19. Remove the four internal frame bolts, two at each
side, from inside the clutch housing.

20. Move the front part of the tractor forward to
- separate the two parts.

21. Check the alignment and if necessary raise or
lower to rear part ofthe tractor. •

22. Move the front part of the tractor forward until
there is enough space to remove the clutch.

23. Remove the clutch, flywheel and clutch housing.
24. Remove the bolts from the flange of the cylinder

block.
25. Fasten an acceptable lifting tool to the engine.

Use a hoist to lift the engine out of the frame.

!(
\\

J

FIGURE67 TRACTOR SEPARATED FOR ENGINE REMOVAL
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REPAIR

vvithout Special Tractor SIIPPOrt Tool:
1. Do operations 1 to 13 as shown in Section:

Removing the Engine.
2. Put wood wedges between both sides of the

tractor frame and the front axle.
Put wood blocks under the front and rear of each
rear wheel to prevent any movement.

3. Put supports under the rear half of the main
frame to keep the frame in alignment.

4. Remove the" cover from under the flywheel
housing.

5. Push a trolley type of jack between the front
wheels until the lifting pad is below the flywheel

. housing.
Put a block of wood on the lifting pad and raise
the jack until it is holding the weight of the front
of the tractor.

6. Remove the bolts which fasten the flywheel
housing and the clutch housing to the main
frame.

7. Move the trolley jack forward carefully to
separate the two parts of the tractor.

8. Check the alignment of the two parts. If
necessary, raise or lower the jack until the align
ment is correct.

9. Move the front part of the tractor forward until
there is enough space to remove the clutch.

10. Put supports between the frame and the ground.
Lower and remove the trolley jack.

11. Remove theclutch, flywheel and clutch housing.
12. Remove the bolts from the flange of the cylinder

block.
13. Fasten an acceptable lifting tool to the engine.

Use a hoist to raise the engine out olthe frame.

INSTALLING THE ENGINE:

1. Clean the faces of the main frame and the
cylinder block.
Remove the old bearing cap seals.
Clean the grooves and the holes in the cylinder
block.

2. Install new bearing cap seals. Put a small amount
of Wellseal or a similar joint material on the faces
of the main frame.

3. Put a small amount of Wellseal on both faces of
the new gaskets.
Put the gaskets in position on the main frame.

4. Install one i UNC stud on each side of the main
frame. These studs will be guides for the cylinder
block and will prevent the gaskets moving out of
position.

5. Use a hoist to put the engine in position on the"
main frame.

6. Remove the studs and loosely install the bolts
which fasten the cylinder block flange to the main
frame.

7. Install the clutch housing.
Tighten the bolts to 34Nm 125 Ib/ft) 3.46 kg/m.

8. Tighten the cylinder block to main frame bolts to
34Nm 125Ib/ftI3.46 kg/m.

9. Install the flywheel. Install new tabwashers and
tighten the nuts to 61Nm (45Ib/ft) 6.2 kg/m.

50

10. Install the clutch using a pilot shaft to align the
clutch plates.

11. Install a long'; UNC stud at each side of the
front part of the main frame as a guide.

12. Put the trolley jack in position with the lifting pad
Just behind the rear frame joint. Raise the jack
and remove the supports.

13. Push the front part of the tractor toward the rear
part. Raise or lower the jack until the two parts
are correctly aligned. In this position the guide
studs will go in to the correct holes in the rear
main frame.

14."When the studs are in the holes, continue to push
the front part toward the rear until the twO parts
are in contact.

NOTE: During this operation it will be necessary to
tum the engine by hand so that the gearbox
driveshaft and the PTO cardan shaft engage in the
splines of the clutch plates.
15. Remove the guide studs and install the bolts

which fasten the two parts of the main frame
together. Tighten the bolts to 61Nm 145 Ib/ft)
6.2kg/m.

16. Remove the jack, the supports under the rear
frame, the blocks from the wheels and the
wedges from between the main frame and front
axle. " .

17. Install the bolts inside the main frame.
18. Install the sump cover with a new gasket.
19. Connect the hydraulic oil pipes. .
20. Install the radiator and connect the hoses.
21. Install the fuel tank with the instrument panel.
22. Install the starter motor. .
23. Connect the tractormeter cable.

. 24. Connect the wiring.
25. Use jacks to raise the cab.

Remove the wood from between the cab floor
and the gea,bax cove' .

26. Install and tighten the front cab mounting bolts.
Tighten the rear cab mouting bolts.

27. Start the engine and check for leaks.

·e"
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3-CYLINDER ENGINE LIFTING BRACKET

c

CYLINDER
HEAD STUD
No. K906539

~J

H

No. K607004
iin-13 UNC NUT

B

MARK BRACKET
AS SHOWN

A

Nut and distance piece to be welded to stud allowing n in. (0.158 ern) clearance between
nut and angle bracket.

Position 'X' to be used for Engine only.
Position 'Y' to be used for Engine, Sump Frame, Flywheel and Flywheel Housing.

Dimension A B C D E F I G H J K I L I M N

. mm 203 178 25 54 52 50 38 95 22 20 17 I 12 6

in 8 7 1 2J, 2n I 2 1i 3t i ,
t H I , I ,

• , a

Shackle: - Screw Pin "D" Type:
Shackle Diameter 12mm (iin I

Pin Diameter 16mm Ii in)

For all engines built after September 1973 two special nuts, K906898 must be used: These
nuts have been tested to lift the weight of a complete engine.

FIGURE 68 LIFTING BRACKET FOR ENGINE
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•
Introduction

All engines are stamped on the right-hand side of the cylinder block with a ,type
designation and serial number, e.g. 455001/4001 or 449002/1001, etc, The engine
designation number is built up according to the following formula, commencing, at
the left:

First digit - number of cylinders.

Second and third digits - together these give the nominal capacity, in cubic i!
inches, of one' cylinder. (The approximate capacity, in cubic inches, of an engine,., ':~

.' 4 ,'>

can be obtained by multiplying the first digit by the second and third digits", ' ' ",'-'"
-.', ~., . 1~'" .....

e.g.: 4 x55 = 220 cu. in. and 4 x49 = 196 cu.in.) r,.'} " ."",,'1-, :~. .. ." ";:

Fourth digit - type of fuel: 0 for diesel (1 would be gasoline).

Fifth digit - design series: 0 is the first series and 1 is the second, etc. This
number is used to identify engines which are in different forms to suit:;different
tractor frames.

Sixth digit - type of clutch: 1 Livedrive, 2 single plate, 5 twin-plate.

The designation is then followed by the engine serial number; these are con-
secutive and allow individual engines in each type to be identified" ".'

Examples:

/4001 is a 4-cylinder, 200 cu. in. capacity, diesel,
first series, Livedrive model, serial number 4001

"..;

"

". .....

j
... 't;. '.'

..... (Sf.~'

M'oaels':',:, ,

}

}

is a 4-cylinder, 196 cu. in. capacity. diesel,
first series, Non-Livedrive rnodet.vseria! number
1001.

00 1

Engine

Trector Model

1200 Selectamatic livedrive
1200 Selectamatic Non-livedrive

I "

990 Selectamatic livedrive
990 Selectamatic Non-livedrive ..; :\
990 Non-livedrive (Twin::'plate clutch)

'~$2"";'~

Engine Type

455001
455002

449001
449002
449005"

~:-
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MAINTENANCE

Daily
Engine Oil: Check oil level in engine sump and

top up if necessary.

Air Cleaner: Remove filter bowl and examine
;': condition of oil. In dusty conditions the oil should be
" changed frequently. the detachable wire element

removed. washed in diesel fuel. and allowed to stand
until all fuel has drained off. (Fig. 1.)

Paper Element Pre-Cleaner: This is an altern
ative fitting to the centrifugal type pre-cleaner and
incorporates a replaceable paper element. Frequency
of attention depends on working conditions and in
dusty climates the cover should be removed every
few hours of use and the element examined. The
element can be cleaned by tapping its side to shake
off the loose dust. If the element becomes very dirty,
or contaminated with oil or water, it should be
renewed. Do not attempt to wash an element.
(Fig. 2.)

,,\
j

Figure 2. PAPER ELEMENT PRE-CLEANER

'.

Figure 1. AIR CLEANER

~, ,
.~~'"" .'~r '~

'.1. "

i '. :'.:
~. <~~
.,~

,,A

Air Cleaner: Remove bowl and detachable wire
mesh element. Clean out bowl and refill with new,
clean oil. .

The depth of dust deposit. in cleaner bowl must
not be allowed to exceed ~ in. (6'3 mm) when
checked after standing overnight, otherwise oil pull
over into induction manifold will take place due to
raised oil level. Oil in the induction manifold, which
indicates oil pullover, can be checked through ether
plug in manifold. Oil pullover will cause rapid engine
wear and must be prevented by adequate cleaner
maintenance.

C. Rubber sealing ring
E. Cleaner body

Every 60 Hours
Engine Oil: Check oil level in engine sump and

top up to within "safe" range if required.

Cooling System: Check radiator water level and
top up to within 1 in. (2'5 cm) from top of filler
neck if required. If engine is hot. remove radiator cap
slowly as system is pressurised and may scald hand
if opened quickly.

Sediment Bowl: Visually examine feed pump
sediment bowl. Remove and clean if there is any
accumulation of dirt or water. (Fig. 3.)

A. Oil bowl B. Wire mesh
O. Cleaner inlet pipe

•



Every 125 Hours
Engine Oil: Drain oil, when engine is warm,

through plug on underside of sump. Refill with
approved oil to upper mark on dipstick.

Injection Pump (1200 Tractors only): Drain
lubricating oil from injection pump, by means of
drain plug in pump base, and refill with new engine
oil until it commences to run out of level plug.
(Fig. 37.)

Every 250 Hours
Oil Filter: Fit new element in engine lubricating

oil filter. Do not. attempt to wash a filter element.
(See page 28.)

ltI,iry 500 Hours ' .
"Fuel Filter: Fit a new element in the first fuel
filter but do not disturb second fuel filter. (See

~~ge20.)

~qo not attempt to clean fuel filter elements and do
""ot, change elements from one filter to another.

';~' Sediment Bowl:, Remove and flush out feed
";::pump sediment bowl. remove filter screen and clean
- with air blast. As the feed pump is lower than the
. .fuel tank it is necessary to slackenoutlet union on
~. ';fuel tank. so that fuel will not siphon out when bowl
~ is removed. Replace screen and 'bowl, ensuring that

it seats on sealing ring in pump body then retighten
fuel pipe union.

Injectors: Remove injectors for cleaning. Failure
to clean injectors will result in the nozzle carbon
deposit becoming so hard that it cannot be removed
and a new nozzle will be required. (See Page 17.)

Valve Clearances: This should be done whilst
injectors are removed and engine is cold. (See
PageS.)

Dynamo: Remove small rubber plug from centre
of dynamo rear end-plate and inject a few drops of
engine C);l through hole and replace plug.

'''...

• '",.'1'

Page,2 r
:..I:'

r-

Figure 4. FAN BELT ADJUSTMENT

A. Dynamo mounting bolts

Fan Belt: Check' fan belt tension by deflecting
beft midway between fan and crankshaft pultevs.
Belt should deflect approximately 1 in. (25 mm) and
if necessary may be adjusted by releasing the three
dynamo mounting bolts and swinging dynamo on
two upper mounting bolts. Tighten lower bolt first
as this will hold dynamo in position whilst upper
bolts are tightened. Do not overtighten the belt. A
taut belt will place excessive load on dynamo and
water pump bearings and cause rapid belt wear.
Renew belt' if it has insufficient tension when dynamo
lower mounting bolt is at end of adjusting slot.
(Fig. 4.)

Every 1000 Hours
Fuel Filter: Using the same procedure as in 500

hours' service, fit new elements in both first and
second fuel filters. Do not attempt to clean or inter,
change filter elements.

£.;

~:~;.
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REPAIR OPERATIONS

Figure 5. HYDRAULIC FILTER SWITCH -990 Tractors

,~'>:-" .'
t f;-"

. », ~.~

C. '0' ring-adaptor

/
B

B. AdaptorA. PTO case

Disconnect hoses and remove fan. Remove
radiator on 990 Tractors; on 1200 Tractors the
radiator and bonnet front need not be removed but
the hvdraullc pump driveshaft must be disconnected

. by releasing coupling from crankshaft pulley and
removing rubber distance piece.

Disconnect fuel and leak-off pipes from tank; if
tank is full it is advisable to drain the fuel to lighten
tank. Remove hand throttle lever. disconnect in
strument panel wiring and engine speed indicator
drive cable. Remove fuel tank mounting bolts and
remove tank complete with instrument panel.

Clean gearbox cover. top of rear axle case and
adjacent areas to prevent dirt entering main frame 'ji ~1.

when gearbox cover is removed. ,'1'"
.'

Remove steering-box. complete with column and
wheel: on 1200 Tractors the box should first be
drained of oil. If tractor is fitted with hydrostatic -i'
steering. disconnect and drain oitreservoir. then dis- ..
connect pipes from servo valve and pump. Remove
pump reservoir and servo valve complete with
column and mounting bracket. Remove all pipes and
seal all pipe ends and unions to prevent dirt entering
system.

Remove starter and cable from battery to starter.
Remove clutch housing - four bolts are positioned
inside steering-box cavity-taking care of wedge
and shims.

Release seat adjustment and slide seat fully rear
wards. Remove gearbox cover bolts and lift off cover.

On Livedrive tractors it is necessary to drain the
transmission oil into clean containers, remove PTO
unit and withdraw cardan shaft clear of clutch. On
990 Tractors the hydraulic filter switch ..adaptor . _.~.;:~
passes through underside of PTO case and this.
adaptor must be removed before PTO unit ·is.with:
drawn. (Fig. 5.)

Engine Tune
If engine becomes diffkult to start. or does not

develop full power. carry out the following
engine tune:

1. Compression Test: Use a test gauge as
shown in the Service Tool List. Remove all
injectors and. using a correct length of
extension. fit gauge into No. 1 injector bore.
Tighten down with injector nuts to give an
airtight seal. and with the stop control in the
"stop" position spin engine with starter motor.
It is advisable to use a fully-charged battery as
the higher the cranking speed the better. Note
the gauge reading then repeat the procedure
on the remaining cylinders. If the four readings
are approximately the same. proceed with the
engine tune. If there is a difference of more
than 50 Ib/sq. in. (3'5 kg/sq. cm) it will be
necessary to remove the cylinder head as the
loss of performance is due to weak com
pression and an engine tune will not be fully
effective.

2. Valve Clearance: Whilst the injectors are
out. remove valve rocker cover and check
valve clearance (see Page 8). Adjust if
necessary, noting that exhaust valves with a
cap on the stem end (Fig. 20) should have
0·007 in. (0,18 rnrn) clearance. but exhaust
valves not fitted with caps (Fig. 20) and all
inlet valves should have 0·010 in. (0,25 mm)
clearance.

3. Injectors: Service the injectors (see Page 17)
before replacing. Take care to fit copper sealing
washers on injector nozzles and tighten nuts
down evenly to avoid distortion.

4. Air Cleaner: Clean out oil bath and refill to
correct level with new oil. Wash wire mesh
element. clean Out inside of inlet pipe and pre
cleaner. If a paper element pre-cleaner is
fitted clean or renew the element (see
Page 31).

5. Fuel· Filters: Clean out fuel sediment bowl
and replace fuel filter elements as necessary
(see Page 20). Vent fuel system (see Page 21).

6. Start engine. allow to reach working tempera
ture then check idling and maximum speeds.
Re-set if necessary (see Page 22).

• OPERA TION A 1

• OPERA TION A2

Engine Removal and Replacement
'200 Tractors and 990 6-speed Tractor~

Place tractor on firm and reasonably level ground
and within reach of SUitable lifting equipment.

Remove silencer and bonnet. Drain cooling system
and disconnect battery earth lead.•

•

•
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Figure 6. 1200 TRACTOR WITH CLUTCH HOUSING AND

A. Clutch assembly 8, Transmission release fork
D. Suppan snout E. Muff coupling

Disconnect clutch stop brake band. by removing
pins from each end of band. Remove bolts attaching
stop assernblv to main frame and allow assembly to
rest in bottom of frame

Early 1200 Tractors have a plunger in each end of
muff coupling and these should be' removed by
sliding spring clip to one side and then extracting
plungers.

Release clutch driveshaft circlip from groove and
slide'muff coupling forward clear of gearbox shaft.
On 990 Tractors the clutch-stop drum must be slid
fully forward on shaft. to allow sufficient movement
of muff coupling. On 1200 6-speed tractors slide
muff coupling rearwards clear of clutch shaft.

On 1200 Tractors disconnect PTa release bearing
housing from its fork by removing pivot bolt from
left-hand side and split pin from right-hand side
(Fig:' 6). Disconnect bearing' lubrication pipe if
fitted.

On 990 Tractors remove the two figure-of-eight
spring clips attaching clutch release bearing to its
fork.

Remove bolts attaching cylinder block to main
frame and fit lifting bracket (Fig. 7) on cylinder
head lifting nuts then lift engine unit. complete with
clutch driveshaft and support snout. vertically out
of frame. Guide muff coupling clear of gearbox as
e"gine is raised and take care not to damage oil
pump when lowering engine on to stand on bench.
,(Fig. 8,)

Page 4
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GEARBOX COVER REMOVED

C. PTO release fork
F. Bolts-clutch to flywheel

Refit engine in reverse order of removal. using new
gaskets and seals. etc. Clean main frame and
cylinder block faces. removing all traces of old
gasket. Smear main frame and both sides of gasket
with jointing compound before placing them in
position. Fit new bearing-cap seals. pushing ends of
seals into holes in block so that seals fit closely in
bearing-cap grooves.

Two i UNC studs temporarily screwed into main
frame at opposite points will assist in locating engine
and aliow it to be' lowered into position without
disturbing the gaskets.

Fit clutch driveshaft. complete with' release
bearing. support snout. circlips, clutch-stop drum
and muff coupling, into clutch assembly.

On 1200 Tractors the transmission release fork
engages with slots in bearing sleeve and care must
be taken to position sleeve so that slots fit over fork
when engine is lowered into position, (Fig. 9.)

After lowering engine into position check that
cylinder block is correctly seated on main frame, with
both locating dowels engaged, and support snout is
in fine with frame holes. Connect the clutch release
bearings to their forks and check that they operate
quite freely.

. Ensure that gearbox and clutch shafts are in line by
checking that muff coupling can be freely engaged
on shaft splines in all positions through full 360',

•

•
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Flgu,.7 ENGINE LIFTING BRACKET

Nut and distance piece to be welded to stud allowing rt (1'6 mm) clearance between nut and angle bracket.

A. 6 in. (16,24 em) B. 5-& in. (12'B6 em)' C. 4 in. (10,16 em) D.· 3ft (9'366 em)
E. 2, in. (6,350 em) F. 2 in. 5·080 em) G. 13: in. (4'445 em) H. 1, in. (3'810 em)
J. 1 in. (2'54 em) K. i in. (2'222 em) L. ! in. (1-587 em) M. 1\ in. (1-428 em)

N. i in (0'952 em)

•

Slide muff coupling on to gearbox shaft and, after
locating with circlip, check that coupling has not less
than 0·008 in. (0,20 mm) end-float. To increase end
float slide coupling forward and remove shims from
gearbox shaft.

The spring plungers fitted on early 1200 Tractors
must be fitted so that plunger chamfer is on non
driving side and is against the shaft spline which has
a chamfered corner. On these tractors, therefore, the
coupling must not be fitted in any position but must
be positioned so that chamfered spline on shafts are
in line with plunger holes in coupling and plungers
fitted opposite way· round: front plunger with
chamfer on leading side and rear plunger with
chamfer on trailing side.

Before refitting gearbox cover, assemble and set
clutch-stop as described in Clutch Section of Repair
Manual. Replace gearbox cover, check that gear
levers are correctly engaged in their selectors, then
lightly tighten main bolts. Replace and fully tighten
bolts through rear axle case then finally'fully tighten
cover-to-main-frame bolts,

Push PTa cardan shaft into clutch until it passes
through clutch plate and enters flywheel spigot bear
ing, If cardan shaft cannot be pushed "fully home",
release PTa clutch and turn shaft whilst pushing it
into place,

Refit PTO unit, Fit new element in hydraulic filter,
or clean screen if early type, replace transmission oil

.. ,.' '.



Figure 8. REMOVING ENGINE UNIT

A. Hydraulic pump dnveshatt B. PTO clutch fork
C. Transmission clutch fork O. Muff coupling -.

•

"

;

•

Figure 9. CLUTCH RELEASE MECHANISM -1200 TRACTORS

A. CFororkss shah\ Transmission D. Cross shaft l PTO G. Friction washer
B. ~ I h E. Fork. . >clutch H. Special washer
C. Sleeve J cute F. Beanng earner J J. Belleville washers

Page 6
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except for last gallon. which will have accumulated
most of the sediment, and top up with new oil.

When re-assembly is complete. carry out a full
engine tune. (See Page 3.)

990 12-Speed Tractors
As these tractors do not have a muff coupling

- the clutch driveshaft fits directfy into the gearbox
- the engine cannot be lifted from main frame with
the clutch in position. To remove the engine it is
therefore necessary to first "split" the tractor. to dis
engage clutch from driveshaft. then lift engine from
front half of frame.

. With the tractor standing on firm. level ground and
positioned within reach of lifting equipment. remove
bonnet and disconnect battery.

Remove hand throttle lever, disconnect engine
controls. Disconnect engine speed indicator cable
and instrument panel wiring. Disconnect leak-off
and fuel pipes from tank. then remove fuel tank.
complete with instrument panel. Place a jack under
front end of main frame to support rear half of tractor
when front half is withdrawn. Place a wooden block
between jack and main frame and extend jack so that
it takes weight but does not lift tractor. Drive two
suitable wooden wedges between each side of front
extension and axle beam. to ensure that front hall of
tractor will remain upright when separated. Drive
wedges firll1ly into position to prevent any pos
sibility of them becoming dislodged.

Place a trolley-jack under flywheel housing so that
front half of frame can be eventually drawn forward.

Remove drop-arm from steering-box shaft and
remove starter motor.

If tractor is fitted with hydrostatic steering dis
connect and remove pipes from servo valve. Seal all
pipe ends and unions to prevent din entering system.

Adjust height of trolley-jack so that it takes weight
but does not lift tractor. then remove bolts anaching
clutch housing and rear main frame to front half of
tractor. Adjust so that they support tractor level. with 
main frame faces parallel. then draw front half of
tractor forward until it is clear. Drain cooling system.
remove radiator hoses and fan. Attach lifting bracket
(Fig. 10) to lifting nuts on cylinder head. remove
bolts holding engine to main frame then lift engine
unit. complete with flywheel and clutch. Take care
not to damage oil pump when lowering engine on to
stand or bench.

Replace engine in reverse order of removal. using
new gaskets. etc. Clean main frame and cylinder
block faces. removing all traces of old gasket. Smear
main frame and both sides of gaskets with jointing
compound then place gaskets in position on frame.
Fit new bearing cap seals. pushing ends of seals into
holes in block so that seals fit into bearing cap
'grooves.

Lower engine carefully on to main frame; two
i! UNC studs screwed into main frame at opposite
points will assist in locating engine and .allow it to
be lowered into position without disturbing the seals.

Before pushing halves of tractor together check
clutch release bearing and PTO cardan shaft. Push
and turn shaft to ensure that it is engaged on PTO

•
,-_.~,...q--

, '
Figu,e 10. g90 TRACTOR 'SPLlT' FOR ENGINE REMOVAL
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H: 5 in. (127.mm) ,
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C. 1'420 in. (36,07 mm)
'G. 1i in. (44'45 mm)
K;., 3. in. (82'55 mm)
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Fig'''",11: CLUTCH PLATE· PILOT - 990 TRACTORS
. . '. -

, -~;.:;.

;!I," 0·915 in. (23,24 mm)
'F.' '1iin.·(38·10mm)

'J. /i in,J9'5 mm)dia,

.,

~.. ,

J
t·
il
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~
~,.. A, 0,874 in. (22,20 mm)
;- ·",,-'tE..f in. (15,88 mm)

. . '\,.

~....: .,
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, " , '!,' ,"'", " .

shaft splines. If clutch has been disturbed - and'it'is Adjust No.5 valve when No.4 valve is full open.
advisable to service clutch unit whilst it is accessible Adju·st'No. 7 valve when No.2 valve is full open .
T ensure that clutch plates have been' centralised by
using a clutch pilot '(Fig. 11) when clutch assembly Check clearance be~een tip of rocker arm and
is fitted to flywheel. .. '. end of~aJ~e"Sil1m and If mcorrect adjust by means
... .' . '. of adjusting screw on rocker arm. Firmly tighten lock-
.'. Bring two. halves of tractor tOgether"."~djusting . nu.t after'resettin.9screw then rechil..•.k ·.n..ce.
height of Jacks to bnng gap b~twee,! fram\ls·.p,arallel ~ "i.<l;ig. 12.)' ~l,·'·:..·.· . . . :''; s , .
i1!\Wo,.:r.-.IJ..NC studsscrewed IOtO frame afcogposite.0J\\1)t\, ", . . ,,'... , .... ;~:,
jio.'fiJtt~'))~·'·lr';assistjiin".centraliSing th two·o···""'lves.· t·~~.. .AII inlet valves, and also exhaust V?' . ~t !iPs?
:W.h'e~n'~d·' ··~Ii.=;tilnte"";~cfu· tch'.ehg- e I' ,_"Jf'" """'d'" ~~\\wlth a stem end cap (Fig. 20) should haye (f01 0 on.
~: ~ ~ ate.:>. . ." age oW~'::ISl'ar,A:ln . ,'. W(O 25 i} I . b t 'h t vi I ~'4'-'ith
,~~rn en.gina u'i;iil~11sinissionplate splines ei:l9ageo.n 5.'-;), ·.Tm c earance,.-. ~ '!'.*,,~~s va ves;w . a c~p
'driv.'1shaft-.At the same time. el1g"ge PTO h'i9.lnatio;'-:,.<"on th~4~tem end (FI~.,}O)..',s~oul~ h.a,~e 0007 in.
and" o .shatt until cardan shaft spliniis"eriter" . ~ (0 18",,!!'V:learance.} - .';.;,'7;·· J . c:
,elu' .t~~W~!,~fr~,!,~sare together an~-';1i#\roiels:'-'. . Che~k:i9ghtness of, all' adju~i~~-screw,locknuts
~l1t • f't~bolts·.~.nd tlg~ten evep!V to avol,d.!;lstort- ; before replacong rock,e! cover. \. "'.
1O-m~"f1le flanges. , ," .." ,c ".', :<'.:J-t)pr ~,:,#" ,. ..~ - r-';':-i;;;.
~;:;vYhe~- re-asse .. t; scom'PlmEid~l~~ 'fM,li~~ -, : ~ OPERA nON B2 . . ,
~~e~ refilled,:"'" tet; m.p,-as 'des~t}.bed .Cylin~er Head Removal: Diairi c60ling water
.~~ Page 3. .,,' . ,,~;~r;:-.. 'i'~;, -:, from ra:Cii!!tor and cylinder block. Remove air inlet
".:\ ., ' _.,' !_~.<, .:. 7'.,- ".,,-y-- ,J:'Ff~!;' p.iPl! arid 'both manifolds.. Remove t~p water hose
• OPERATIONB '~~, .r ~(:;,'Y: .: an~!valve rocker cover,·I?I.sconne~toll feed prpe to

. ' '. .". )'i!- , ,,,,;;,,~.:: : .. : 'cyhnderhead, remove rocker shaft and push rods.
Valve 'Clearance AdJustm8n~the valve " . . , . ~.

clearance must only be chec:.tfie valve is at . Remo~ecylinder head nuts.and bolts in the reverse
the".'back' of .cam - .thls~i'tio .lsAeached when order of;,.tigh~ening (Fig, 13). Remove gasket, clean
th.e; ,0pposite;;valve,"Ji~q"II.:'?P."n"": remove vallie . , block face:t~ oil cvlinder bores before covering with

,rocker,eover. and adJust·valves·on the following order: a clo~h.for·pr9.tectlon. .

if::A~j~~ 0.1 talv/~Ii'en N~.i valve is full C;~n":', Reft~i,;g}'&i~,!1derH8;8cf: R,!fit the he~? in'the';
'~~AdJust,No;.6'Vi'lv,e when No.3 valve is full open. . reverse order,of: ~emoval.payong anentlon~.to,the•
.: Adjust..r~lo. '4'valve when No.5 valve is full open.", followong ::~.', . ", ,~. ".J

Adjust No.2 valve when No, 7 valve is full open. " 1. .Check' ,ih,ermostat and .!enew if nec.:~
Adjust No.8 valve when -No.1 valve is full open, (see·Page.34)"Fit a new sealing ring oh.w~r .

::;,I>.djUSl'N~..3 valve when No.6 valve is full open. pump by-pass'conneetion; -"Il,,~-t'
~~~·t\\' il:-~j:;jj ,.,' __ . \ ;~..'~ ::;-
'. ,'t""~f" :'1;:.' :< i:

<,Page 8 . ttt ... .; .X • r f

. • ..,:, ·';i~.;".~,< . ~~.;,: -.: ~, i.:
,J' .. ~ ,,-... .r >» .~:~~;:,.-
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.··OPERATION 83a

Decarbonising the Engine: When compression
is low, or engine is down in power due to an
accumulation of carbon inside combustion chamber,
the cylinder head should be removed, cleaned of

.carbon 'and the valves re-seated

Re;;'ove injectors for servicing. Mark valves lightly
'for identification and.. using a suitable compressor.
remove valve cotters, cups and springs. Remove
inlet valve seals. clean carbon from cylinder head and
inspect head face, valve seats and guides.

• OPERA nON 83

Valves: Remove all carbon and examine the
."valve heads and stems. Discard valves if caner
,~ation or valve stem is worn. If seat is pine~ lief{
ri:!'ay be refaced at 45' provided that sufficilffitrm a
remains to avoid a sharp edge on valve ti-ea~
,:'. '-'~ :'.~ , '''~:~
~:Valv.e Changes: The current valve, "~,a
928622;- is now fined to· both inlet and extiauSl o

. 4i55'a~d 4/49 engines. This valve may be use: .,to

'~i~ ~.?;

'.'
~.: .,

'''' Q)17

,O,r:~

Or'
.- \

• Figure 13. CYLINDER HEAD TIGHTENING SEQUENCE
. . ,,/, '/, :""/} . . . .~~.:t.

Tighten bolts and nuts in order shewn and in three.stages of 30,60 and'·finally..90 lb. ft. (4. 8 an~ 12·5 kg metres]"
-"1'- . .~ ~~~~:" ~ ~;; 't"

...... "

""'~\ ,- > :;r\'c:':

...~~~~~~;:. 'c
"f~~: .. ::~ 'l" ~lf'.~>~'r- ~.'

• _''1-,:." .' "'.. ..
"'s.~r -,'ff. J... _.

":~ ::~.f"~..,~ ..'''~;,~, '
~~ ;":;~-L~..,{t.Gfl~~~ ': '

2•.· .Clean and lightly oil the cylinder bores.
3. Coat both sides of head gasket with Wellseal.

or a good brand of thin non-hardeninq jointing
compound. The use of an unsatisfactory
jointing compound may allow water seepage.

4. Ensure that head and block faces are clean and
the gasket is . fined with the word "Top"
towards the cylinder head. .

5. Tighten head bolts and' nuts in the order
shown in Fig 13 and in three stages of 30. 60
and 90 Ib ft (4. 8 and 12·5 kg metres).

6. Renew any bent push rods and if exhaust
valves have stem....erid ·caps do not forget to
replace these. Firmly tighten the rocker shaft
pedestal bolts.. '

7. Carry out a full engine tune (valve clearances.
air cleaner, etc.) as described on Page 3.

8. After the engine has run for approximately
1! hours check rocker shaft bolts. tighten head
bolts to 90lb It (12'5 kg metres) then check

. valve clearances. .

CAUTION: Never run an engine without cooling
water as this may cause cylinder, glazing and
subsequent high oil consumption. .~,~_.:,

~ ~~:~~!i/

••

•
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FigUre 14.

INLET VALVES AND SEAT INSERTS

A. 3~ in. (88·52 mm)

B. 33: in. (95,25 mm)

C. 3* in. (96'84 mm)

D. 4·890 in. (124'21 mm)

E. 4·860 in. (123'44 mm)

F. 4·840 in. (122,94 mm)

G. 1·505 in. (38,23 mm)

H. 1·475 in. (37,46 mm)

J. 1·380 in. (35,05 mmJ

K.. 1 ~ in. (34,92 mm)

l. '"),\ in. (32,54 mm)

M. 1·631 in. (41 ·43 mm)

N. 1·568 in. (39,83 mm)

~. K-..;
EX:: *'
i--M---i

921246

replace inlet valve 921433. previously used on all
4/49 engines from commencement of production.

:and 4/55 engines fined with high·lift camshaft and
\'Iarger diameter valves, but cannot be used to replace
:.914528 inlet valves. which were used on 4/55
. engines up to No. 4912. (Fig. 14.)

The 928622 valve may be used to replace
exhaust valves 921434. which were fined on all 4/49
engines from commencement of production. and
4/55 engines fined with high-I ift camshaft and larger

diameter valves. provided that the original stem end
caps. cotters and cup are discarded and the latest
type cotters and cups are fined, The 928622 valve
should not be . used to replace 90041 7 exhaust
valves, which were fined to 4/55 engines up to
No. 4912. (Fig. 15).

When fining 928622 valves ensure that the width
of seat in the head insert is not less than 0,045 in.
(1'14 mm) wide, to ensure that the valve does not
seat at the edge of the valve head.

"

A 3H in. (88·52 mm)

B. 3'~ in. (82·55 mm)

C. 3~ In. (80"7 mrrn

D. 4·890 on. (124 21rnm)"

E. 4835 in. (12281 mm)
,

F. 4798 on. 1121 ·87 mm)
•

G.- 1·S05 in 13823 rnm}

H. , '456 In. (36·98 mmj

J. 1362 on. (3459 mm)
"

.~. i ,56 In. (33-34 mmJ'

V' , 1; In. (::I0·96 mm)

M. 1-631 m. (4'~~3 ..~!:")

N. 1 '5ti8 ,no (39'83 moh,

.')

Figure i 5. ~;-
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EXHAUST VALVES AND SEAT
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Figure 17. CHECKING CYLINDER HEAD BEFORE
REFAC/NG

B
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B. SI,ip gauge

A

A. Depth gauge
c. Cyli':lder hea,d, '~<\,'_<'" ... , 'j\~, '1'"",.",, ....._.. • .,.1

, . '. , .' • I

If the head face is reground, care must be taken.-t~ ':'{'~J?i~i
obtain a smooth finish: use a fine stone with a slow "
feed, '

in a vertical pillar drill, running at its slowest speed:
apply a liberal quantity of cutting fluid and take
special care not to damage the sharp edge at top of
exhaust bores.

Cylinder Head Face: This should be free from
distortion or damage, otherwise the gasket will be
unable to provide an effective seal. Check the face
with a straight-edge and feeler gauge and reface if
distorted more than 0·003 in. in any 6 in, (0,075 mm
in any 150 mm). .

As the maximum amount of metal that should be
removed from the head face is 0·030 in. (0,76 mm)
use Service Tools 960938 and 960940 (Fig. 16)
to check how much metal can be removed. Insert
depth gauge into injector bore, ensuring that both
bore and gauge are clean, then check protrusion of
depth gauge above head face with slip gauge. If
face G of slip gauge beak fouls end of depth gauge
the cylinder head face has been previously ground to
the limit and no further grinding is permissible. If
beak face G passes over the end of depth gauge the
head face can be ground and the thickness of the
feeler gauge which can be fitted between tip of
depth gauge and face G is the maximum amount of
metal that should be removed, (Fig. 17.)

Figure 16. CYLINDER HEAD FACE GAUGES

A. Depth gauge (960938) B. Slip gauge (960940)

• OPERA TION B3c

B

• OPERA TION B3b

Valve Seat Inserts: Examine the seats for
pitting, ~ cracking, looseness and excessive seat
width. If the seats are in good condition, grinding in ,
the valves will be all that is required, but if the seats
are pitted they may be recut to 45' after using a
glaze breaker. Seat width should not be more than
0·065 in. (1·7 mm) and may be reduced slightly
using 15' and 75' cutters.

Cracked or loose inserts should be renewed. Do
not attempt to secure a loose insert by centre
punching the cylinder head face.

Removing a Seat Insert: Very carefully drill the
insert at two opposite points, without damaging the
cylinder head, then split the insert so that it can be
removed without ·enlarging the head counterbore.

Fitting a Seat Insert: New standard inserts may
be fitted if the diameter of the head recess is not
greater than the initial machining dimensions shown
on Page 37, otherwise a special insert will have to

.be made to maintain the original interference fit.

The cylinder head must be very clean and heated
in water to near boiling point: a steam jenny is ideal
for this purpose. Cool the insert in dry ice (solid

. carbon dioxide) then place it on a suitable mandrel,
or guide, and quickly tap it into the head recess:
chamfer on outside of insert towards cylinder head.

Aher fitting the insert, lightly cut at 45' until the
seat is 0·045--0·055 in. (1 ·14-1·40 mm) wide and

'within 0·0015 in. (0'04 mm) of being concentric
with valve stem bore.

•

•

•

Valve Guide Bores: The valve. stems operate
directly in the cylinder head (no separate guides)
and if, after cleaning, the be-es are found to be
larger than 0·381 in. (9,68 mm) - or 0·006 in.
(1 .52 mm) clearance with a new valve - the bores
should be reamed oversize and appropriate oversize
valves fitted. Use the reamer, Part No. 960989
(0'01 0 in. oversize). or 961824 (0,020 in. oversize),

Valve Grinding: If rectification of valy~s.:and
seats has been carefully carried out only light
regrinding will be necessary to obtain .a good air-
tight seat." '.. - ' , .

Distorted valves, eccentric seats, irregular seat~; ..',: "
.excessive seat width.' excessive refacing of valves '"
and excessive valve stem clearance will all cause
compression loss and result in shortened valve life.

"



Figure 18. CHECKING VALVE SPRINGS

A. New spring 8. Old spring
C. Spacer D. Rule

When all valves have been ground-in. wash the
headand valves in kerosene until all traces ofgrinding

fk-/; ff!,mfJound has been removed. then dry with an
fiJf":,srt-lme. .

-<:; ",., ~ - !l

" :::1':' Valve Springs: If suitable equipment is available.
check spring lengths when under load. If equipment
is not available check springs by comparing their

tension with'the tension of new springs. (Fig. , 8.)

, ..' Select an average length spring from a set of
,: new springs to use as a guide.

2.' First compare free-length of new spring
against old springs and discard any springs
whose free-length is over To in. (',5 mm)
shorter than the new spring.

3. Finally compare loaded length of springs by
compressing the new spring and each old
spring in turn. in series between vice jaws.
For safety fit a short piece of bar. slightly
smaller than inner diameter of springs. inside
the springs and fit a short spacer between the
spring ends. Compress springs between vice
jaws until new spring is reduced to its loaded
length (see data page) then measure length
of old spring. If old spring is within T. in.
(',5 mm) of length of new spring it -Is
satisfactory and can be refined but any spring
whose compressed length is more than T. in.
(1,5 mm) shorter than new spring is weak
and must be discarded.

Replace any weak. broken or corroded",springs.
If the engine has been run for a large number of
hours it is advisable to replace the complete set of
springs.

Valve Rockers: Remove rocker shaft assembly
and place on bench. Unscrew brass plugs from ends
of shaft and remove springs. rockers and shaft
brackets. placing them in order on bench.
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Figure 20. CYLINDER HEAD AND VALVES . '
A. Exhaust valve I Late E. Exhaust valve I E I J. Inlet valve
B. Cotters ~ F. Cap-stem r- ar y K. Coners
C. Collar type G. Cotters type L. Cup
D. Cup J valve H. Cup· J valve M. Seal

...•

.. " '

been fined through a seal. Pull i ng a valve stem
through a seal causes the cotter groove to trap and
damage the sharp edge of the seal and it is therefore
necessary to fit a new seal once a valve isremoved.

Assembling Cylinder Head: Smear valve stems
with clean oil and fit into their correct positions in
cylinder head. Replace springs, collars and cotters,
using a suitable tool to compress the valve springs.

Exhaust Valve Caps: If the exhaust valves are
fined with caps, check the stem-end clearance with
a Plastigauge. The clearance should be 0·002 to
0:006 in. (0,05 to 0·15 mm) and can be-reduced by:
grinding the cap, provided the cap edge ·iem'ain;
square and the sharp corner is removed. (Fig. 291i~.;'.;·

Manifolds: Clean both manifolds, ensuri~fU"';l'i
the drain-hole and pipe in the exhaust manifolafare':' .
clear. '

Cylinder Block: If the bores are scored, or worn
more than 0·01 0 in. (0'25 mm), they should' be
rebored to 0·020 in: or 0·040 in. oversize. To main- ,'..
tain balance, always rebore all four cylinders}o .t~~"., !{
same oversize diameter. ~. ,....;:.'j-l'~ ~~

.~ . '.,"". '. ~ ,
.Sealing Rings: The sealing rings at the top 'of the c ". '., i'

bores have 0·003 in. (0'08 mm) . protrusion above"
the block and it is necessary to' remove the rings to .
rebore the cylinders. New rings, with the appropri.ate:".~ '(';
oversize bore, should be fined after reborin.g. Ensure.' . .-'-:')
the block recesses are clean, smear the rmgs with _., :.t'..~;. ,.~ .•~,c-.

i~ ..~~:.:.l.
':~" .q

.: .::f. ""

• OPERA TION 83d

Renew any rockers that are excessively' worn on
the tip. If rocker bushes are worn, these can be
renewed. Press out worn bush and press new bush
into position, ensuring that oil-holes are aligned.
Hone or ream bush after fining until rocker is free
to slide on shaft.

Clean out the rocker shaft, ensuring that all the
oilways are clear. Check that rocker bracket faces
are completely flat where they seat on the cylinder
head. Renew any brackets that are distorted or
worn.

Assemble rockers, springs and brackets on shaft
in same order as removed. Fit locating screw into
rear bracket - oil-holes in shaft are towards bonom
of brackets - then lock screw by peening bracket
over screw-hole. (Fig. 19.)

Inlet Valve Seals: Having thoroughly cleaned
the head and valves, fit new inlet valve stem seals:
Ensure there are no burrs in the head chamfer and
use Service Tool 961236, or a hollow drift. Do not
use a drift that touches the sharp edge of the seal.
Place seal on tool, smear seal with grease and place
in recess, then drive seal home with two or three
sharp taps with a copper hammer. Do not use undue
force.

Do not fit seals until cylinder head is ready for
assembling and do not withdraw a valve once it has•

•

, Page /3
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Figu,.21. CYLINDER BLOCK SEALING RINGS

A. Sealing ring B. Cylinder block face ·C. Protrusion

Wellseal, or similar non-hardening jOlntmg com
pound. then push into place, taking care not to
damage the ridge on the ring top edge. Wipe off all
surplus jointing compound. (Fig. 21.)

• OPeRA TION C2

Pistons and Connecting Rods
Piston Removal: The pistons cannot be removed

through the sump when crankshaft is in position but
can be withdrawn upwards after removing cylinder
head. Mark pistons before removal and remove all
connecting rod bolts, otherwise bolt heads may
score the bore. Connecting rod bolts are n BSF
thread and the nuts are H in. across flats.

Pistons: The pistons fined in 4/55 and 4/49
.engines are the same diameter and use the same
rings. but are not interchangeable due to their
different heights; 4/55 pistons may be identified by'
the two scallops at the bonom of the skirt.

Pistons on engines with a high-lift camshaft have
slightly deeper valve recesses and pistons with.. .

shallower recesses must not be fined to engines
having a high-lift camshaft as the valve heads may
foul the piston. High-lift camshafts are fined to all
4/49 engines. and 4/55 engines from No. 4913, and
when fining new pistons to these engines ensure
that only pistons with the larger, ',58 in. (40'1 mm)
diameter, valye recesses are used. (Fig. 22.)

When refining pistons in cylinder block, space the
ring gaps so that they are as far apart as possible and
ensure that the piston is fined with the valve recesses
towards the camshaft side of cylinder block.

Figur. 23. CHECKING PISTON RING GAP

• OPERATION C2b

Piston Rings: There are three compression rings
and a scraper ring on each piston. The top com
pression ring is chromed and the second and third
rings have an internal step and must be fined with
the word "Bottom" stamped on the ring towards
the piston skirt.

•

Figu," 22. IDENTIFICATION OF PISTONS

A. Early 1200 piston B. Later 1200 piston C. 990 Piston
O. '-50 in. (38-' mm) dis. E. ,,58 in. (40" mm) dia. F. '-58 in. (40" mm) dis. •
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After removing carbon from the top, unworn part
of the cylinder bore, place the rings in position and
check the ring gaps (Fig. 23). New rings will be
required if the gaps exceed 0·060 in. (1,52 mm).
Excessive top ring wear may be anributed to the
ingress of dusty air, due to lack of air cleaner
maintenance, and excessive lower ring wear-may be
caused by dirty oil. due to infrequent oil and filter
changes.

If the cylinder bores are worn, but not sufficiently
for reboring, a set of oil control rings may be filled.
These sets, which are available for both standard and
oversize bores, include spring-loaded steel scraper
rings and special top rings, which have a shoulder at
the top, so that they do not foul the ridge at the top
of the bores. For further guidance on bore wear see
Page 37.

• OPERA TION C2c

Gudgeon Pins: The fully floating gudgeon pins
are retained by a circlip at each end of pin. To
remove pin from piston: mark connecting rod and
piston, remove both circlips. then immerse piston in
hot oil. This will expand piston and allow pin to be
pushed out. Refit pin in same manner, using hot oil,
and ensure circlips are fully seated in piston grooves.

• OPERA TION C2d

Connecting Rods: The small end of connecting
rod is bushed and this can be replaced if worn.
Press out worn bush, using a suitable sized mandrel.

Figure 24. CONNECTING ROD ALIGNMENT GAUGE

and press in new bush, ensuring that oil-hole is
opposite hole in end of rod. Hone, or ream, bush
after filling until gudgeon pin is a light push fit.

Connecting rods should always be checked for
alignment whenever they are removed and especially
if the piston skirt marking is uneven. The easiest way
of checking alignment is by means of a proprietary
aligning tool such as shown in Fig. 24, but if such
a tool is not available mandrels and V-blocks may
be used. Renew any rod that is out of alignment
(see Page 38). Do not attempt to straighten a
distorted connecting rod.

• OPERA TION C4

Camshaft is filled from front of cylinder block and
retained in position by locating-plate behind cam
shaft gear. To remove camshaft it is necessary to
remove valve rockers, push rods, lubricating oil and
fuel feed pumps. Bolts allaching locating-plate to
cylinder block are behind camshaft gear and are
accessible through holes in gear. As the tappets will
fall and jam against shaft journals when shaft is
moved forward it is necessary to invert cylinder
block, or if engine is in situ to hold tappets up with
spring clips or by placing a ~ in. (12,7 mm) diameter
'0' ring on each tappet.

Camshaft bearings are pressure fed from the oil
gallery and the shaft journals run directly in cylinder
block. Rear journal is drilled to supply a reduced flow
of oil to valve rocker shaft.

High-lift camshaft, Part No. 921769, is filled to all
4/49 engines and 4/55 engines from Serial No. 4913.
and when filling a new camshaft on 4/55 engines
prior to this number ensure that an early type shaft 
this may be identified by the part number (914673)
cast between the two rear cam lobes - is fined,
otherwise the valve heads may foul the pistons..

Crankshaft and Bearings
The steel-backed crankshaft bearings are faced

with a thin coating of soft anti-friction material. Early.
bearings were faced with different material (upper
shells with white metal and lower shells with
aluminium tin), but later upper shells are faced with
aluminium tin and the .same shell is used in both
upper and lower positions. The later shells are inter
changeable but must always be filled in pairs. Do not
tit early white metal upper shells in the lower
position.

Once they have run against a journal. bearing
shells are not interchangeable and if not renewec
must be refilled against the original journal. Bearing
caps and shells are very accurately machined and no ;. ,;
attempt should be made to file a bearing cap or~. \/ii.~I,
scrape a bearing. Connecting-rod caps must only be f"y.H.C;P~·~f~·!
used with their original connecting rod, and. main '!':', \~(. '

bearing caps must only be filled to their original \,:~.
cylinder block. '"'i

Crankshaft Regrinding: If the crankshaft jour
nals are scored, or worn, the shaft should be reg'ound .
to 0,010, 0'020 or 0·030 in. undersize and appro- '1':
priate undersize bearings fined. Regrind centre""

·'tt~ -'i
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FiQure 25. EXAMPLES OF REGROUND FILLET RADII

•
A

Figure 26. CRANKSHAFT REilR OIL SEAL
A. Check that Allen screws have sufficient clearance to

permit both halves to be in line.
B. Ensure that ends of packings do not cause gap between

halves of retainer.
C. Check mounting face for distortion and jf necessary

correct by filing.

No radius
Radius not smoothly blended
Radius too large
Radius too small
Radius too small
Radius roughly finished
Correct radius smoothly finished and
correctly blended.

rA.
B.

l
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

C E
1

A I G
I

I
:1i

! II0 F Ii
I',

G

Correct

Incorrect

journal thrust faces to 0·010 or 0·040 in. oversize
(see Wear Limits Page 37).

When regrinding crankshaft it is important that the
original bearing fillet radius is maintained. It is also
important that the surface of the radius is as smooth
as the surface of the journal. and the radius is
smoothly blended into both surfaces. A fillet that is
incorrectly radiused. roughly finished or not smoothly
blended. weakens a shaft and may cause fatigue
failure during service. (Fig. 25.)

Crankshaft Rear Oil Seal: The rear main bear
ing is sealed by an oil retainer bolted to the block
and cap. The retainer is in two halves and the method
of obtaining a seal was changed from an internal
scroll in the retainer to split asbestos packings. which
make positive contact with the crankshaft. The two
retainers are interchangeable and when overhauling'
an engine the latest type retainer should be fitted.

Worn or damaged packings should be replaced.
Remove the old packings and clean out the retainer
grooves. Smear one of the packings with adhesive
to prevent it turning during service. then press pack
ings carefully into retainer grooves. Roll packings
into position with a smooth bar then trim ends
flush with retainer face and press corners into a
chamfer. so that they will not spread out between

.retainer faces. Clamp retainer on to a 2·50 in.
(63,5 mm) diameter mandrel (collar. Part No.

907503. can be used) to press packings into
position and check that halves of retainer seat
squarely together. (Fig. 26.)

Refining Oil Seal: To ensure that there is no
possibility of oil leakage between the two halves of
the retainer. or between retainer and cylinder block.
refit the retainer as follows :

1. Polish crankshaft with worn 320 grade emery
cloth to a highly polished finish.

2. If gasket is in two halves (later gaskets are in
one piece) trim each half so that edges will
touch but not overlap. Smear retainer faces
with a medium texture. non-hardening jointing
compound. Do not USe·.. thick. hardening type
of jointing compound and do not use gaskets
thicker than standard.

3. Do not fit spring washers on SOCkel screws and
setscrews. but fit copper washers (Part No.
626850) and fit retainer in inverted position.
i.e.. socket screw heads towards top.

4. Tighten bolts in the following order:
a. Tighten socket screws then unscrew haif-

a-turn. "
b. Tighten setscrews firmly then firmly re

tighten socket screws.
c. Unscrew all four setscrews half-a-turn

then retighten evenly and firmly.

•

.. ~. '
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Leakage from Point 2l=igure 1:
This is caused by the retainer not seating correctly on
the cylinder block.
t. Check the retainer for the faults A, B, C and 0

shown in Figure 2.
2. If necessary use a smooth file with chalk on the

cutting edge to make the surface of the retainer
flat.

3. Check that the seat of the socket head screw is
parallel to the joint face of the retainer. See fault
0, Figure 2. If the seats are not parallel, the
retainer will bend when the screws are tightened.
If necessary use a file as in Operation 2 to make
the faces parallel.

NOTE: The latest type of oil retainers do not have a
locating tip. These can be made flat using a .sheet of
smooth emery cloth and a similar size piece of plate
glass.

8 c D

FigU18 2. OIL RETAINERFAULTS

•
Leakage from Points 3 and4, Figure 1:
This is caused by the following faults:
The two parts of the retainer are not parallel. See
Figure 3.
Loose ends of the packings are between the faces.
See Figure 4.
t , Remove the retainer from the cylinder block.
2. Remove the socket screws, separate the two

parts and remove the paCkings.
3. Put the two parts of the retainer together. Install

and tighten the socket screws.
4. Hold the retainer up to a good light and look at

the joint faces.
5. If this check shows a gap between the joint faces,

use a file as before to make the faces flat.
6. Put the two parts together.

Install and tighten the socket screws.
7. IMPORTANT: Check the face of the retainer that

is fastened to the cylinder block.
8. If necessary, use a smooth file to make this face

flat.

Figure 3. JOINT FACEFAULT

A 8

l"ogU", 4. PACKING FAULT
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Leakage from point 4. Figure 1:
This is caused by the ends of the packings not' in
correct contact and oil flowing through the gap.

. 1. Install new packings. See the Assembly Pro-
cedure.

Leakage from Point 5. Figure 1:
This is caused by the packings not sealing correctly
on the crankshaft. Check the following:
1. Wear or damage to packings.
2. A restriction in the engine breather.
NOTE: On turbocharged engines there must be a
hole in the breather body as shown in Figure 5.
3. Wear in piston rings which causes too much

pressure in the crankcase.
4. Too much end movement on the crankshaft.
5. Wear on the main bearings.
Leakage from Point 6. Figure 1:
This is caused by o~ flowing through the bolt
threads.
1. Replace the spring washers with rolled copper

washers, Part No. K15489.

-- \:';'''". .
Assembly Procedure .it

• I
1. Clean the two parts of the oH retainer. remove

the pac kings and clean the packing grooVes.
Make sure that all the old jointing material is
removed. f

2. Hold the top part of the o~ retainer, packing
groove up, in a vice that has soft jaws.

3. Put a small amount of Evostik impact adhesive
in the bottom of the packing groove. This will
keep the packing in its correct position when the
engine is started.

4. Put a packing on the retainer and then push it into
the groove with the smooth handle of a screw
driver. Push the handle down on the centre of the
packing and slide the handle from the centre to
each end of the packing. DO NOT roll the handle
INhElf) pushing the packing into the groove. See
Figure.·5.

5." Use' a 'screwdriver blade that is not sharp to push
,'" .the' ends of the packing below the joint face of
.. : ..c';;the retainer. See Figure 7.
•. 'IMPORTANT: DO NOT cut the ends of the packings.
" ., These are made,to the correct length and the seal

will fail~ the length is decreased..

Page 1&
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"'!lure 5. BREATHER HOLEPOSITION
A __

•

Figunl6. INSTAWNG PACKING

"'!lure 7. INSTAWNG PACKING



• Figwe9. RETAINERON SHAFT

8A

.ovwe 8. CUTTING PACKING

A Conect B WlOng

F'9lJTe 10. POSITION OF SEALANT

A Loem Superfast Flange Semant 573

6. Remove any loose fibres with a very sharp knife.
See Figure 8.

7. Use the same method to install the packing in the
bonom part of the retainer. BUT DO NOT use
adhesive in the groove.

8. Put the two parts of the oil retainer around a
smooth piece of shaft that has been machined to
the following dimensions:
Turbo-charged engines 66.50 mm (2.620 in)
Other models 63.50mm (2.500 in)

9. Install and tighten the socket screws.
This will push the packings into the correct
contact with the packing grooves and the correct
diameter for installing in the crankshaft. See
Figure 9.

10. Remove the socket screws.
Carefully remove the two parts of the retainer
from the shaft.

11. Check that the packings are seated correctly. If
for any reason the seating is not correct; the
retainer must be discarded and a new oil retainer
assembly installed.

Before Insralling the Oil Retainer:
1. Use wom 320 grade emery tape to remove any

marks from the part of the crankshaft which is in
contact with the packings.

2. Clean the face of the cylinder block. Use cleaning
fluid if necessary and make sure that any old
jointing material is removed.

Insralling the Oil Retainer:
Method A: Using gaskets:
1. Put a small amount of Evostik impact adhesive

on the retainer faces which fit against the cylinder
block.
Put the gaskets in position on the retainer.
Use a sharp knife to cut the ends of the gaskets
level with the ends ofthe retainer faces.

2. Put an even layer of Wellseal joint compound on
the face of the cylinder block.

IMPORTANT: Do not use a thick type of joint
material as this will cause the retainer to bend when
the boits are tighteried.
3. Put a thin strip of Loctite Superfast Aange

Sealant 573, Part No. K965910 on each side of
one part of the retainer.
See Figure 10.

4. Replace the spring washers on the haxagon head
bolts with copper washers. Part No. Kl5489.

5. Put a small amount of engine oil on the pac kings.
Put the two parts of the retainer in position on the
crankshaft and install the socket screws finger
tight.
Install the hexagon head bolts.

•. ;:'-1"
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6. TIghten the bolts .and socket screws in the
following sequence.
i. Tighten the socket screws evenly, then loosen

both socket screws one half tum.
ii. Tighten the hexagon head bolts.
iii. Tighten the socket screws.
iv. Loosen the hexagon head bolts one half tum.

Wait for 30 seconds, then tigl1ten the hexagon
head bolts.

Do this procedure to make sure that there are no
gaps between the two parts of ,the retainer and
between the face of the retainer and cylinder block.

Method B: Not using gaskets:
NOTE: When Loctite Superfast Gasket 8iminator
504, Part No. K965909 is used instead of gaskets, all
Oil must be removed from the joint surfaces. Make
sure there is no oU in bolt or drain holes which can
gat on to the joint surfaces before the seal material
has become hard.
The strength and gap filling characteristics of this
seal material will be increased if the joint.surfaces are
sprayed with Loetite Superclean Safety Sohlent
before the seal material is applied.
1. Put a thin strip of Loctite Superfast Range

Sealant 573 on each side of one part of the
retainer. See Figure 10.

2. Put a thin strip of Loctite Superfast Gasket 8im
inator 504 on tha face of the retainer. See Figure
11,

Then follow the same procedure as in MethcK! A,
Operations 4, 5 and 6.
NOTE: On later engines. the oil retainer is made
without a lip. An extra hole is drilled at the bottom of
the retainer as shown in Figure 5.
Oil retainer assembly, Part No. K964994 is available
for eartier engines. This aU retainer has no lip but only
four holes. When installing, use copper washers
instead of spring washers on the bolts.

I>8go 76d

Mgure II, POSITION OF GASKET EUMINATOR

A LoclIIB s-tat _ Eliminato'504
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FUEL SYSTEM

The performance of a diesel engine depends very
largely on the fuel. system and the most important
factor in trouble-free operations is cleanliness of the
fuel. Dirt and dust - particularly the very fine dust
readily carried in the air and in suspension in the fuel
tank - can cause rapid and extensive damage to the
injection pump and injectors. resulting in bad
starting. loss of power and expensive repairs.

The importance of clean fuel storage and the pre
cautions to be taken to prevent fuel contamination
when refuelling must be impressed on the operator.

Care should also be exercised in the workshop.
The bench used for servicing fuel injection equipment
should be situated in a well-lit and separate part of
the workshop. If possible an insulated and dust-proof
room should be provided in which the servicing
equipment can be permanently installed.

Special equipment is required and the minimum
essentials consist of the following: Two safety
containers - one filled with petrol for soaking dirty
nozzles and the other filled with test oil. or clean
diesel fuel. for assembly of cleaned components. A
nozzle bench plate. which should be screwed to the
bench with the jig end overhanging. so that an
injector can be slackened or tightened. A nozzle
sening outfit should also be securely bolted to the
bench with a suitable canister to collect the spray and
protect the operator against accidental contact with
the Spray. The flushing device used in conjunction

Figure 28. INJECTOR REMOVAL

with the sening outfit is essential. The nozzle clean
ing kit (Fig. 27) includes a probing tool but not
needles: correct diameter needles can be obtained
separately as required.

Although the above items are an essential minimum
for injector servicing. more complex apparatus or
additional equipment are available where the volume
of work' makes their purchase worthwhile.

Injector removal:

1. Wipe injectors and adjacent areas.
2. Disconnect and remove leak-off pipe (Fig. 28.)
3. Disconnect high-pressure pipe unions from

injectors.
4. Remove nuts holding down injectors evenly.

to prevent distortion.
5. Withdraw injectors carefully. Seal inlet with

cap and fit a protection sleeve on nozzle end.
6. Clean injector bores in head and remove

copper sealing washers. Plug bores with clean
rag to prevent dirt entering cylinders.

It is essential that the copper washer be used under
injector when refining to engine. Check that the seat
in head is clean and that the old washer has not been
left in the recess. The use of two washers will raise
nozzle tip so that the spray impinges on cylinde~.,

head. This causes a loss of efficiency and excessive .
exhaust smoke. . . . -

• OPERATION 01

\
('

o

•

•

•
Figure 27. CAV. NOZZLE CLEANING KIT

A. Brass wire brush B. Nozzle body groove scraper
C. NC)zzle plunger cleaner O. Nozzle body seat scraper
E. HQlder-probing needle F. "Pintle hole cleaner

G. "Probes-e-pintle hole cleaner

·Not required tor 0.8. Nozzles.

Injector Servicing
Nozzle Testing: The hand tester shown in Fig. 29

is adequate for testing and pressure sening injectors.

Attach injector to tester and place a' canister
round. the nozzle to en·ure that spray does not

Page 17
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';.' ~/: : Figure 29. INJECTOR NOZZLE TESTER
. .'

. A. Pump handle B. Reservoir
C. Injector connection O. Pressure gauge

A

D----"!!f

B-.,..-_

pressure.Examine nozzle whlist under this pressure.
It should be dry and free from leakage. If the nozzle is

.inadvertently caused to inject. the tip should be
re-wiped dry and tested again.

Examine injector for signs of leakage at nozzle cap
nut. spring adjusting nut. and copper sealing washers.

Atomisation Test: Isolate pressure gauge by
closing valve. Apply eight quick jerks and examine
the spray quality. The sprays should be free from
coarse or solid streaks and the tip should remain dry.
There should be four sprays equally spaced at an
inclusive angle of 140'. They are offset 10' to allow
for the tilt of the injector in the cylinder head .

• OPERATION D1b

Nozzle Cleaning: If injector fails to pass any of
the above tests it must be dismantled. cleaned and
retested. Note that spring pressure must be released
before removing nozzle. Unscrew nozzle cap. using
a close-fitting spanner on the flats provided. and

••

contact the body. The force of the spray is such
that it will easily penetrate the skin. even through
clothing. The resultant oil under the skin is very
difficult to treat and can be a very uncomfortable
wound. The canister will also help to condense the
very fine spray which forms an objectionable atmos
phere. If regular nozzle testing is contemplated a
totally enclosed test chamber with exhauster is
advocated.

• OPERATION D1a

B
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•
Pressure Test: With injector mounted in the test

outfit. depress hand lever several times to fill injector
and expel any air. Depress lever very slowly and
observe ~ighest pressure reading that is obtained
before needle on pressure gauge flicks. This is the
pressure at which -injection takes place. The correct
pressure for new injectors is 185 atmospheres
(188 kg/cm').· and for used injectors 175 (180
kg/cm') atmospheres.

If pressure is incorrect but nozzle is clean and
otherwise sanstactorv. it should be set to correct

· figure as follows: Remove dome cap and slacken
· locknut. and using a large screwdriver in pressure
adjusting screw adjust the screw. Only a very small

· movement will be required unless the nozzle has only
::juSt been assembled and the pressure not previously
· set. When screw has been adjusted. tighten locknut
and recheck pressure. (Fig. 30) -

Back leakage Test: Operate hand pump until
pressure is about<-1:~70 atmospheres. Release the
handle quickly and measure. with a stop-watch. the
time taken between .pressure gauge pointer pa~sing

the marks for 150 and 100 atmospheres (154 and
104 kg/cm') as·it..gradually falls. For a satisfactory
nozzle the time taken should be between 6 and 25
seconds. .'

Dry Seat Test: Carefully wipe nozzle dry. Build
up pressure to 10 atmospheres below the injection
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Figure 30. .SECTIONED INJECTOR

A. Leak-off connection' '8: Cap C. Adjusting screw
D. Locknut E. Spring F. Fuel inlet connection
G. Holder H. Plunger J. Needle

K. Nonie L ,Nozzle nut
•
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Figure 31.

G

/
EXPLODED VIEW OF INJECTOR

J K

A. Cap
E. Spring

B. Sealing washer
F. Plunger
J. Nozzle

C. Locknut
G. Holder
K. Nozzle nut

O. Adjusting screw
H. Fuel inlet connection

•

remove nozzle, noting that it will only fit in one
position because of the locating dowels. Remove
needle valve and place in petrol to soften carbon.
Examine nozzle and needle for damage. overheating
or scratch marks on the lapped working surfaces.
If excessive overheating has occurred, denoted by
a dark blue colour of the needle. or if seat or working
surfaces are damaged. reconditioning will be required
and a new nozzle should be fined.

If the nozzle is not damaged it should be cleaned
using the special tools provided in the nozzle cleaning
kit shown in Fig. 27. Firstly clean fuel oil channels
and bores in nozzle. Scrape carbon from valve seat
with the brass scraper.

Using the special groove scraper, clear carbon
deposits from oil gallery. Clean spray holes with
probing tool fined with a probing wire of the correct
diameter.

Great care should be exercised when using the
probing wires. If a wire is broken off in the hole it is
.often impossible to remove it, and the nozzle is then
useless. After clearing the holes scrape carbon from
valve seat with the V-tipped brass tool. Next use the
tool with the thin blade radiused at its tip to clean
carbon out of the sac. After cleaning with the tools.
the nozzle should be thoroughly cleaned with fuel.
This should be done by placing nozzle, without
needle, in the reverse flushing anachment and
connecting to pressure tester in place of an injector.
Operation of the tester will then thoroughly flush
all particles of loose carbon from the nozzle.

With the brass wire brush, gently clean needle
valve. paying particular anention to valve seat and
needle tip. Brush carbon from nozzle stem and tip.

Reassembly: The needle valve should be fined to
nozzle whilst both are under the surface of clean fuel
oil or test oil. Only in this way can dust be excluded
from assembly. The needle should slide smoothly in
the nozzle and this should be tried several times
whilst under the surface of fluid. Needle and nozzle
are assembled as a pair and under no account should
they be interchanged.

The nozzle should then be assembled on to
injector body. In order to avoid distorting needle or
plunger the spring should be released. Remove
dome cap, slacken locknut and slacken pressure
adjusting screw right back until there is no pressure
on spring. Make sure that mating surfaces between
nozzle and injector body are perfectly clean. Place
nozzle on body with the dowels in correct engage
ment so that the two faces are in perfect contact.
i.e., not held apart by spring pressure. Place cap over
nozzle and tighten adequately but not overtight.
Retighten pressure adjusting screw and reset the
pressure on spray tester. Test the spray, leak back,
etc. If the injector is not required for immediate use
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.Figure 32. FUEL FEED PUMP

A. Diaphragm B. Diaphragm putt-rod C. Connecting link. .
D. Spring E. Body F. Outlet valve
G. Inlet valve H. Fitter screen J. Sediment bowl

K. Hand primer
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Figure 33. FmlNG FEED PUMP DIAPHRAGM

With the diaphragm tab at position A. fit diaphragm on to pump
body \lntil pull rod enters link slot. then tum diaphragm 90-,
;0 that tab moves to position'S' to lock pull-rod in link slot.

it should be stored in a sealed plastic bag or similar
container. (Fig. 31.)

Fuel Fetid Pump: The fuel feed pump is mounted
on right-hand side of engine crankcase and
actuated by a short push-rod from an eccentric on
the camshaft.

• OPERATION D2

and remove the two bolts anaching pump to cylinder
block. When the pump has been removed. the push
rod may be withdrawn from cylinder block.

• OPERATION D2B

Renewing Diephragm: Clean exterior of pump
and mark top and bottom halves so that they can be
replaced in the same position. Remove the six
screws anaching upper half of pump to base then
remove the upper half. (Fig, 32.)

Remove diaphragm complete with pull-rod by
wming diaphragm through 90·, which should
release pull-rod from connecting link.

Clean both halves of the pump. Position new
diaphragm with tab at position shown in Fig. 33.
Press centre of diaphragm down against spring
until the 'T' end of pull-rod enters slot in connecting
link. then tum diaphragm through 90· so that pull
rod and connecting link are locked together. Refit
upper half, ensuring that assembly marks are aligned,
and replace screws. Hold the priming lever depressed
whilst tightening the six retaining screws so that the
diaphragm is not taut.

Fuel Filter: The double fuel filter has two paper
elements connected in series so that all fuel must
pass through both filters. The element in the first
filter should be renewed every 500 hours and
the second filter element renewed every 1000 hours.
Do not change elements from one filter to another
and do not attempt to clean an element: always
discard the dirty element and fit a new one. (Fig. 34.)

•

•
• OPERA TION D3

To Fit a New Filter Element: Clean outside of
filter then remove bolt securing base of first filter

To remove feed pump. first disconnect fuel pipe
union at fuel tank end of pipe. so that fuel will not
siphon out of tank when pump end of pipe is
disconnected. Disconnect both pipes from pump

D
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Figure 34. FUEL FILTER

A. Element-first filter

B. Element-second filter

C. Bowl

O. Retaining bolt
E. Sealing ring-outer

F. Sealing ring-inner

•
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Figure 35.

FUEL SYSTEM -'200 TRACTORS

A. Outlet union-feed pump

B. Hand primer
C. Vent plug-filters

D. Vent plug-injection pump

E. Vent plug-injection pump

F. Unions-injectors
G. Injectors

to filter head whilst holding base and element
with other hand. Remove base, discard element and
sealing rings (new rings are supplied with element).
Flush out base and fit new element, ensuring that it
seats correctly on sealing rings in base and head. Fit
new washer on retaining bolt. Replace bolt and
tighten firmly but not excessively.

• OPERA TION D4

Venting the Fuel System: It is essential that
no air is trapped in the fuel system and if engine fails
to start, or if the system has been disturbed, vent
system as follows: .

•

Figure 36.

FUEL SYSTEM - 990 TRACTORS

A. Vent plug-filter

B. Union-filter inlet

C. Hand primer

D. Union-injection pump inlet

E. Vent plug-injection pump

F; Vent plug-injection pump

G. Union-injector

Page 27
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Figure 37. FUEL INJECTION PUMP -1200 TRACTORS

A. Throttle lever B. Maximum speed stop
C. Idling speed stop O. Stop control 8.E. Excess fuel device F. Drain pl~g

G. Level plug H. Filler plug

tighten. Continue pumping until air-free fuel
issues from filter then replace and tighten
plug.

5. Unscrew injection-pump inlet union 0 and
operate hand primer until air-tree fuel appears
then tighten union.

6. Release vent plug E on injection pump.
Operate priming lever until air-free fuel is dis
charged then tighten plug. Release plug F and
continue pumping until fuel appears at the
plug then retighten plug.

7. Unscrew high-pressure unions G on injectors.
Open throttle. place engine stop control in
"run" position and turn engine with starter
motor until air-free fuel is ejected.
If difficulty is experienced in obtaining air·free
fuef from injector unions this is probably due
to pressurising valves inside banjo bolts at
pump end of pipes. Remove one banjo bolt,
replace this with a standard banjo bolt and
continue venting system. Refit original banjo
bolt after engine has been running.
Tighten injector unions. Start engine and check
that there are no fuel leaks.

•

•

Injection Pump
The injection pump is attached by three studs on

the engine carrier plate, and the pump mounting
holes are slotted to permit pump body to be turned
for. injection timing adjustment. To assist in obtaining
the .correct timing position the pump flange is marked
with a groove and when the timing is set during
assembly a mark is made on the carrier flange in line
with the mark on pump. Any pump can thus be fitted
and the original timing obtained by placing the two
marks in alignment.

990, Tractors - Figure 36

1200 Tractors - Figure 35

1. Ensure there is a minimum of 2 gallon; (9 litres)
of fuel in tank.

2. Check that sediment bowl is clear of water and
sediment. Remove and clean bowl if necessary.
(Page 1.)

Clean outside of filters and venting points.
Release fuel-feed-pump outlet union A. Op
erate' hand priming lever B until glass bowl is
full of fuel and no air bubbles are passing
through. then tighten union. The pump is driven from the camshaft by means of
U an intermediate gear and correct timing of the

5. nscrew vent plug C on top of fuel filter. injection pump can only be obtained if all the timing
Operate hand primer until air-free fuel issues gears are meshed correctly. (FIg. 53.)
then tIghten plug. ~ •_"",~, "

6. 'Release'both injection _pump vent screws 0 Injection: P4m!!l',c~ntr.ols:The pump is fined
and E. Operate hand primer until air-free fuel .'"l~J!,\,' a throttle contrQI: whIch determines the max
is expelled then tighten both plugs."..!',. ,~Im!'n!and rmrumum engine speed, and a stop control.

7 Unscrew h'gh- . F .. ',,",~~~'''~'i,rstops the engine by cutting off the fuel supply
• .1 pressure UI'!,ons on inJectors.... ~lJ\e injectors.

Open throttle. place engine stop control In - - ~;;>'~, ,

"run" position and turn engine with starter :Jill"' On '1200 Tractors (Fig. 37.).::!l'e throttle control
motor until air·free fuel is ejected. lever is on the left-hand side ot\pump. To set the

8. Tighten injector unions. Stan engine and check . 'engine speeds. disconnect linkag~ from lever and.
that there are no fuel leaks. ,.oci;Viihilst holding lever forward against lower stop,

.i. -' ",., adjust screw so that engine idles at 600-650 rev/min
I~, then lock screw with locknut. Hold lever against rear

stop and set this so that maximum no-load engine
speed is 2450-2475 rev/min. then tighten locknut.

Ensure that there is not tess.tnan 2 gallons -.......,Connect thronle linkage; check that when hand
(9 litres) of fuel in tank. ·::':4' .f?" throttle lever is fully closed. pump lever is touching

2. Check that sediment b01i;;lisfree of water ami' lower stop" and when handTlever i~ fully open pump
sediment. Remove and clean bowl if necessary. lever IS against upper stop. he engIne stop control IS

'. .. connected to the pump lever by a flexible cable. The
3. Clean outside of filters and venting POIntS. cable should be adjusted so that when the pump
4. Remove vent plug A from filter and release lever is fully forward. and the control knob is in the

pipe union B. Operate hand priming lever C "stop" position. there is " in. (3 mm) slack in the
until all-free fuel appears at union then cable.

.:\\1~....'

3.
,4.

".: I·
.'.:; ,:'1.
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Figure 38. FUEl INJECTION PUMP - 990 TRACTORS
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• OPERA TION D8

Injection Pump Removal: The pump is attached
to engine carrier plate and in order to remove pump
it is necessary to first release drive gear from pump
shaft. If engine timing cover does not incorporate an
access plate it is necessary to remove the complete
timing cover (see Page 31).

1. Remove valve rocker cover, turn engine':l!~til~k'~.I.·
No. 1 inlet valve closes arid insert timing .....
pointer into SP hole (Fig. 39) and continue.
turning engine until pointer drops into flywheel
indentation. Place tractor in gear. to prevent
engine being turned whilst pump is removed

Figure 39. ENGINE TIMING APERTURE

Thermostart: This is available on tractors which
operate in very cold climates and consists of an
igniter unit screwed into the inlet manifold and fed
by fuel from the engine leak-off pipe.

To Start an Engine Fitted with a Thermo-
start: .

1. Place engine stop control in "run" position
and hand-throttle lever "fully open".

2. Depress excess fuel bunon (1200) or Screw
manual retard device "inwards".

3. Turn starter switch key 60' clockwise and hold
in this position for 10-15 seconds (this will
sup" y current to heat the unit sufficiently to
vaporise fuel).

4. De;Jress clutch pedal and turn switch key a
further 30' clockwise (this will continue
supplying current to the unit and also operate
starter motor; air drawn through manifold will .
then mix with vaporised fuel and be ignited.
to fill engine cylinders with warm air).

5. If engine does not start after fifteen seconds.
return key to "heat" position for five seconds
then re-engage starter.

6. As soon as engine starts. release key and allow
it to return to "run" position (30' clockwise
from "off" position).

7. When starting a warm engine. turn key 90'
clockwise to operate starter in normal way.

B. Maximum speed stop
D. Manual retard device

A. Throttle lever
C. Stop control

On 990 Tractors (Fig. 38) the rear lever is the
engine throttle. To set the engine speeds. disconnect
lever from control rod and adjust so that engine idles
at 600-650 rev/min. then hold lever against rear stop
and set this so that maximum speed is 2325-2350
rev/min. The lever towards the front of the pump is
the stop lever and the connecting rod should be set
so that when the Stop control handle is in the "stop"
position the pump lever is fully forward and touching
projection on pump case.

Cold Weather Starting: The pump incorporates
a cold-starting device. On 1200 Tractors there is an
excess-fuel button (Fig. 37) in the centre of the fuel
cut-off shaft. When this is depressed the pump
delivers additional fuel until the engine starts and it
is then automaticallv reset. .

On 990 Tractors the cold-starting device is a
wing-nut on the underside of the pump (Fig. 38).
When the wing-nut is screwed "in". the automatic
advance mechanism is inoperative and the pump is
held retarded to assist starting. As soon as the engine
is running the wing-nut must be screwed "out",
otherwise erratic running with black exhaust smoke
will occur. Do not screw wing-nut in immediately
after an unsuccessful attempt to start the engine but
wait 10 to 15 seconds. otherwise pressure inside
pump may not have fallen and screwing wing-nut"
"in" will then hold pump in advanced position and
make starting more difficult.

Ether Plug: When starting in sub-zero tem
peratures. unscrew ether plug from inlet manifold.
dip felt pad in ether. or a proprietary starting fluid.
replace plug and start engine immediately.

WARNING: Serious damage can be caused to an
engine by using an excessive amount of ether. The
plug should be removed. the pad soaked in ether and
then replaced. Ether in excess of the quantity
absorbed by the felt must not be added.

•

•
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2. Drain cooling system and remove bottom
radiator hose. Disconnect controls and fuel
pipes from pump.

3. Remove access plate from timing cover. unless
timing cover hasalready been removed because
it does not have a plate. Clean and mark idler
gear and pump gear with a felt-tipped pen. or
pencil.

4 1200 Tractors: Unlock tabwasher and remove
nut from injection pump shaft. Using a short
extractor-this must not be longer than 31 in.
(89 mm)-engaged in the holes in gear,
release gear from shaft taper, then remove
extractor. A three-legged extractor is required
for 12 0 P gears and a two-legged extractor
for 8 0 P gears.

5. 990 Tractors: Unlock tabwasher and remove
the three bolts attaching gear to pump. The
gear is not a tight fit on pump shaft and will
remain in case when pump is removed.

G. Check that marks on' pump flange and carrier
plate are aligned, or scribe a line across flange
and plate. Remove nuts attaching pump to
carrier plate then withdraw pump and allow
gear to remain in timing case.

Pump Replacement: First check that pump
gear has not been moved, by noting that the mark
across intermediate and pump gear teeth has not
been disturbed, then note position of gear hub and
set pump shaft in the same relative position. On
1200 Tractors the key in pump shaft should be at
approximately 2 o'clock position and on 990
Tractor pumps the slot in pump shaft should be at
approximately 4 o'clock position. Fit the pump in
position, ensuring that the key or dowel is correctly
engaged. Fit a ne,w tabwasher and replace shaft nut
or bolts. Align pump and carrier plate marks before
bolting pump in'''position, then tighten nut (1200) to
45 Ib ft (6'22 kg metres) and bolts (990) to 20 Ib ft
(2'76 kg;.ometres) before locking with tabwasher.
Replace .access plate, or timing cover (see Page 31 ),
canned pump controls and fuel pipes. If pump has
been reconditioned. Or a new pump is being fitted,
replace elements in both fuel filters before venting
fuel system.

On 1200 Tractors the pump cambox must be
filled with clean engine oil to the level plug shown
in Fig. 37.

Replace valve rocker cover and bottom hose.
refit cooling system.

Pump Timing: If the timing-mark an pump
flange becomes obliterated. or if new components
are fitted in pump. the pump' flange should be
re-marked as follows;' .,,".,

1200 Pump: With the pump mounted on 'the
test machine and pump fuel inlet connected to test
tank. remove No. 1 (front) valve holder Remove
deliverv- valve. volume reducer and spring. then
replace holder and fit a swan-necked spill pipe
this can be made from a scrap injector pipe. Tum
the fuel "on". so that it flows by gravity into pump
and slowly tum pump shaft until fuel commences to
drip aut of pipe. Allow fuel to drip out of pipe until

"

Figure 40. INJECTION PUMP TIMING -1200

Timing mark on periphery of pump flange to be 11· anti
clockwise from centre line of shaft keyWay when inlet port is

closing on No.1 element.

there are no air bubbles, then very slowly tum pump
in direction of rotation (clockwise when looking at
drive end) until fuel Ceases to drip from pipe; this is
the paint at which the plunger has risen to commence
injection and is therefore SP point on No.1 cylinder.
With the pump camshaft in this position. measure1,· from centre-line of shaft keyway then mark
pump flange (Fig. 40). Ensure that pump rnark is
quite clear and cannot be confused With any
previous mark then remove pipe and holder. r~place

delivery valve, spring and volume reducer. Tighten
valve holder to 30 Ib ft (4'15 kg metres) and fit
locking clamp.

990 Pump: Attach stirrup pipe, CAV tool
7144/262 to Nos. 1 and 4 injector pipe connections
and connect other end of pipe to an injector tester.
Set pump so that the shaft slot is towards the top of
pump. then operate tester handle to bUil~ up a
pressure of 30 atmospheres. Fit CAV service tool
7144/112U on to the pump shaft and slowly turn
pump shaft in the direction of rotation (clockwise
when looking at drive end) until pump becomes
rigid. This is the point at which injection .com
mences and is therefore SP point an No.1 cylinder.
With the pump in this position, use the tool disc to
measure 66· past the centre line of the shaft slot
and mark the pump flange (Fig. 41). Ensure that the
flange mark is quite clear and cannot be. confused
with any previous mark. then remove stirrup Pipe
and marking disc. .

Checking Engine Spill Timing: If it is necessarY
to check the timing of the injection pump to the
engine this can be carried out as fallows :

•J
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Figure 42. TIMING 1200 INJECTION PUMP

A No.1 injector pipe connection B. Swan-necked pipe
e

Place engine stop control in "run" position and
whilst operating feed pump priming lever turn
engine in direction of rotation: if injector nuts are
released and injectors are raised slightly. to release
compression. engine can be turned with the fan.
Grind a blunt point on the end of a short piece of
f.; in. (8 mm) rod and insert this into the hole
marked "SP" on left-hand side of clutch housing.
(Fig. 39.) Whilst an assistant is slowly turning the
engine and operating the priming .lever, rest a finger
against the rod and observe the fuel dripping out of
the pipe. The point at which injection commences
will be reached when fuel ceases to drip out of pipe
and this should coincide with the rod dropping into
flywheel indentation. If the fuel flow ceases before.
or after. the rod is felt to fall into the flywheel
indentation. release pump mounting nuts and turn
the pump body slightly - direction of engine
rotation to retard and opposite to engine rotation to
advance. Fully tighten mounting nuts then recheck
timing.

When timing is correct. remove spill pipe. replace
delivery valve. volume reducer and spring. then
replace valve holder and injection pipe.

990 Tractors: Make a capillary tube as shown in
~ Fig. 43 and attach this to the injection pump in place
..of No. 1 injector pipe. With engine stop control in

"run" position. turn engine slowly until fuel rises

E
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midway up the capillary tube. Place the engine stop
control in the "stop" position and continue turning
engine. As the ports in the rotor head line up ready
for injection the pressure of air trapped in the
blanked off portion of the tube will force fuel out of
the capillary tube to charge the plungers. Turn engine
slowly from this point and watch fuel level in
capillary tube; level will fall as plungers are charged

A
Figure 43. TIMING 990 INJECTION ,p,.UMP

A. NO.1 injector pipe conneetion B. Sewn-cffinjecter pipe
C. Plastic sleeve O. Glass capillary tube
E. Plastic tube F. Plug

Figure 41. INJECTION PUMP TIMING - 990

Timing mark on pump flange to be 66 0 anti-clockwise from
rotor slot when pump is at point of injection on No. 1
cylinder.

1200 Tractors: Remove No. 1 (front) valve
holder. Extract delivery valve. volume reducer and
spring. then replace holder and fit a swan-necked
spill pipe - this can be made from a scrap injector
pipe. (Fig. 42.)•
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but as soon as plungers move inwards. to commence
injection. the fuel level will stan to rise. The fuel
IllYel should therefore stan to rise when the engine
reaches spill point

Grind a blunt point on a short piece of -h in.
(8 mm) diameter rod and insert this into the hole
marked "SP" on left-hand side clutch housing.
(Fig. 39.) Whilst an assistant is slowly turning
engine. rest a finger against end of rod and watch
fuel level in capillary tube. Initially set the pump so
that fuel level in tube commences to fall at the same
time as pointer is felt to fall into flywheel indentation.
then measure .. in. (3 mm) anti-clockwise from pump
flange timing-line and scribe a.line on engine carrier
plate. Check that scribed line is quite clear. in the
correct direction and the correct distance from pump
mark. then releasethe mounting bolts and tum pump
body to align pump and carrier plate marks. Re
tighten mounting bolts and refit injector pipes.

If the pump is not advanced as described but is set
to "SP" mark on flywheel the spill timing will be set
to 11· B.T.D.C.• which would be correct for a 4/47
llngine but is 6· retarded for 4/49 engines. As 4/49
engines have the same flywheel as 4/47 engines.it
is necessary to advance the pump 6· - which is
equivalent to i in. (3 mm) on pump flange - in
order to obtain the correct spill timing of 17·
B.T.D.C.

Page 26

Injection Pump Fuel Setting: Once the fuel
delivery has been set on a pump it is most unlikely
that it will require subsequent readjustment. If
incorrect setting is suspected. do not attempt to
reset the pump on the engine but remove pump and
check fuel delivery on a Hanridge Test Bench. For
details of delivery settings see Page 39.

• OPERATION D9

Fuel Tank Removal: The easiestway of removing
the fuel tank is to remove the tank complete with
instrument panel and then separate tank from panel.

First drain tank by unscrewing union at pump end
of pipe and then allowing fuel to siphon into a
clean container. Do not release union at tank end
of pipe as this will allow air into pipe and prevent
fuel siphoning out of tank. Disconnect engine
speed-indicator drive cable and wiring to panel.
Some of the wires are fitted with snap connectors.
but others. such as oil warning switch wire. will
have to be disconnected at their terminals.

Remove tank mounting bolts and disconnect
engine stop control. Disconnect fuel outlet and fuel
leak-off pipes from tank then remove tank and
panel.

Replace tank in reverse order of removal. ensuring
that seating pads are in position and wires are
replaced in their correct connections.

•

•
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LUBRICATION SYSTEM
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A. Inlet gauze
E. Oil gallery

Figure 44. LUBRICATION SYSTEM

B. Oil pump C. Filter
F. Crankshaft oil passage

H. Valve rocker shaft

D. Warning light switch
G. Camshaft rear bearing

•

Engine Lubrication
Oil is drawn from the sump by the gear-driven

rotary oil pump and delivered under pressure to the
oil filter. After filtration the oil passes to the main oil
gallery in the cylinder block and so, via oilways in the
block webs, to the crankshaft main journals and then
on, through further oilways in the cylinder block, to
pressure lubricate the camshaft bearings. The big-end
bearings are lubricated by drillings in the crankshaft
webs.

The rocker shaft and valve rockers are inter
mittently fed with oil from the camshaft rear bearing
through oilways in block and head and an external
connecting pipe. The camshaft is drilled off-centre so
that the oilways are connected only once in each
revolution, (Fig, 44,) The oil lubricates the tappets
and push rods as it returns to tbe sump.

The intermediate gear is pressure fed via its hollow
shaft and an oil-way in the cylinder block. Surplus

oil in the timing cover forms an oil bath which
splash lubricates the timing gears.

A full-flow oil filter is mounted on the left-hand
side of the cylinder block. The filter incorporates a
by-pass valve so that if the pressure difference
between the filter inlet and outlet exceeds 10 Ib/sq In,

the valve opens and allows oil to by-pass the
element and flow straight into the oil gallery. The
engine is not, therefore, starved of oil if the element is
allowed to become choked, but it is supplied with
unfiltered oil. The replaceable paper element should
be renewed at the intervals specified on Page 2. A
new element should also be fitted when an engine
is overhauled and also if a cylinder head gasket fails,
If engine oil and filter element are not changed when
a failed cylinder head gasket is replaced, any water
which has leaked into sump will cause the paper
filter element to swell and fail to pass oil. (Fig. 45.)

Do not attempt to clean a filter element.

Page 27
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Figure 45. SECTION THROUGH OIL FILTER

A. Oil feed from pump B. Bowl C. Element
'-D. Outlet to oil gallery E. Plug F. Bv-pass vaive

ilL. OPERATION E1

'-Engine Oil Filter: Drain oil. whilst engine is
. >.~m,; and remove filter bowl. Discard oil filter

element and clean bowl with diesel fuel. using a
brush to ensure that by-pass valve is very clean.
Remove sealing ring from groove on cylinder block
and fit new ring supplied with element. Carefully fit
new ring into block groove, ensuring that it is not
twisted or distorted and fits neatly all way round
groove. Fit new element into bowl and replace bow I.
Do not overtighten bowl securing bolt: a tightening
torque of 10 Ib ft (1'4 kg metres) is sufficient.

Refill sump with new oil. start engine to fill filter
and check that it is oil-tight. then recheck oil level.

Oil Pump
The gear type oil pump is located in the engine

sump and contains a relief valve which is set to open
at 45 tb/sq, in. (31 ·6 kg/sq. cm).

. :-,.,..."'.... . .

• OPE/iii/ON E2a

'".. '. ~

''''
Figure 46. REMOVING OIL PUMP SCREEN

and remov~ sump. Remove setscrew attaching filter
screen to .pump and withdraw filter. Wash screen in
clean diesel fuel and clean with air blast. Do not
wipe with cloth. Refit screen. replace sump. using
new gesket, and refill with new oil. (Fig. 46.)

- .
• OPERA nON E3

Pump Removal
1. Drain engine oil and remove sump.
2. Disconnect outlet pipe from pump to cylinder

block. (Fig. 47.)

A

B

c
o
F

Figure 47. OIL PUMP DRIVE

A. Camshaft B. Spiral pinion C. Oriveshaft
D. Pump bracket E. Locating screw F. Pump body

3. Disconnect the tractormeter cable.
4. Release locknut and .remove pump locating

screw. which is situated on the right-hand side
of block. and withdraw pump downwards.

The oil pump must be dismantled to check rotor
wear and the condition of the upper bearing.

e
)
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A. Oil inlet gauze
D. Relief valve screw

Figure 48. LU8RICATING OIL PUMP

B. Pump body
E. Spiral pinion

C. Oriveshaft
F. Oil outlet connection

B

A

t , Slip special pilot bush B through slot in pump
bracket to locate in driveshaft bush.

2. Stand pump bracket on a suitable hollow anvil
or press base.

3. Place drift A in position.
4. Drive or press out pump bracket bush.

To replace the new bush:
, . Place new bush on the replacer drift C.
2. Push centraliser D over new bush and drift C

until oil-hole in bush just shows at bottom edge
of centraliser, ensuring that the oil-holes in
bush and bracket are in line. .

3. Start new bush in pump bracket and slide
off centraliser, ensuring that the oil-holes in
bush and bracket are in line.

Figure 49. REPLACING OIL PUMP BRACKET BUSH
(Using Service Tool 90(701)

A. Long drift B. Pilot C. Replacer drift
D. Centraliser guide

To Replace the Pump
Reverse the removal procedure. Coat the locating

screw with We.llsea!, or a similar jointing compound,
screw tightly mto the cylinder block then tighten
locknut.

• OPERA nON E3a

To Dismantle Pump
t , Remove the two setscrews and two bolts

securing pump cover, noting that the two bolts
are special locating bolts and must be fitted in
their correct places when reassembling. (Fig.
48.)

2. Remove cover, complete with relief valve and
filter. .'

3. Check backlash between rotors - this should
be 0·020 to 0·026 in. (0'5' to 0·66 mm).

4. Remove driven rotor and shaft.
5. Use a drift to force driving shaft from driving

rotor.

6. Check rotor and housing dimensions.
Rotor width: ,., 865 -"'855 in. (30" 3-
30," mm) .
Housing depth: t-t 890 -"'875 in. (30" 9-
30"6mm) .
Rotor side clearance: 0'00' - 0·0035 in.
(0,025 - 0·089 mm)
If end-float is excessive but backlash is within
li!"its and .the rotors are not worn, it is permis
Sible to grind the face of the housing to reduce
end-float. If the rotors are damaged, both gears
should be replaced. Never replace one rotor
only.

7. Check the upper bearing for wear.
Bush internal diameter: 0·4905 - 0·4925 in.
(' 2·46 -'2'5' mm)
Shaft diameter: 0·4895 - 0·490 in. (t 2,43
, 2·45 mm)
Clearance: 0·0005 - 0·003 in. (0'02 - 0·08
mm)

If wear is excessive, remove the bush and replace
uSing Service Tool 90'70' as detailed below:•

•
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Figure 50. OIL PUMP TEST RIG

A Oil pump B. Pressure gauge C.. Shut-oft valve
D. Swivelling outlet

Maximum time for one gallon should be:
25 seconds at 750 rev/min.
57 seconds at 330 rev/min.

Oil Warning Light
The green oil warning light on the instrument

panel is earthed by a switch in the cylinder block and
when the switch opens the light is extinguished. The
switch is connected into the main oil gallery and
should open at 9 to 13Ib/sq. in. (0'6 toO·9 kg/sq. em)
but if not, it must be replaced as the switch is not
adjustable. If incorrect oil pressure is suspected the
oil switch can be removed and a pressure gauge
connected into the cylinder block, which is threaded
i SSP, so that the actual oil pressure will be shown
when the engine is started.

o------+.1_..

4. Stand the pump bracket on a flat anvil or press
base; drive or press C until it butts firmly
against D. The bush is now in its correct
position in pump bracket. The driven rotor
shaft may be removed using drift A.

Relief Valve
If the valve is to be removed for cleaning purposes

take note how many threads are showing above the
locknut before removal. This is necessary so that the
valve may be set in its original sening if a test rig is
not available

Approximate figures to use as a guide when sening
the valve are: four threads showing above locknut
give approximately 45 Ib/in.· ; one full turn produces
a 6 Ib/in.' variation in pressure.

To check the pressure. the oil pressure warning
switch should be removed and a gauge fined into the
t SSP hole in the cylinder block.

If a test rig is available .the following procedure
should be adopted (Fig. SO):

,~, 1. Use Shell Fortisal 5W at room. temperature of
. 20'C (68'F) or 20/20W at 46'C (11S'F),
• which is equivalent to hot engine oil.

':, . '-'2. Pump to be driven at 750 rev/min or 330
~ re.~1m~~·

c- ;,.,.'!~ 3" Relief valve set to open at 45 Ib/sq. in. (3·1
•• ". I, .'YO:-
'!<.:, kg/sq. em).

4. Pump flow at 20 Ib/sq. in. should be 19·2
pints/min (10,9 litres/min) at 750 rev/min and
8·4 pints/min (4,7 litres/min) at 330 rev/min.
Delivery in pints/min = 480

Figure 51. OIL BATH AIR CLEANER

e
)

•B. Removable element
O. Inlet pipe

A. Bowl
C. Fixed element

A B

time in seconds for
one gallon to flow.

if'
~: .:

o·
~ /
\~.:
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Figure 52. FiniNG TIMING COYER AND Oil SEAL

A. Service Tool 962560 B. Timing COVi!f C. Oil seal

•

• OPERA TION F3 • OPERATION G1'

••
Air Cleaner: Remove cleaner bowl. empty oil

bath and wash all sediment from bottom of bowl.
(Fig. 51.)

Remove detachable wire mesh element from
cleaner body, wash in clean diesel fuel and allow to
stand until all fuel has drained off.

Replenish oil bath with new oil, taking care not to
overfill bowl. Only fill to the level mark - not above
or below it. An SAE 30 grade of straight mineral oil
can be used in the air cleaner. This oil is less
susceptible to frothing - and usually cheaper
than the detergent oils used in the engine. In climates
where the ambient temperature often exceeds 32·C
'(90· F) an SAE 50 grade of oil may be used.

Before assembiirig 'air cleaner, thoroughly clean
inside of pre-cleaner and inside of pipe through
centre of air cleaner. Ensure that the rubber ring
between cleaner body and bowl makes a good seal:
leakage at this point will a1I0w unfiltered air to enter
engine.

Timing Cover: Th is is bolted to front end of
cylinder block and may be removed after removing
fan belt and crankshaft pulley.

Refitting Timing Cover: Replace cover without
seal and fit Service Tool 962560 over crankshaft so
that it enters seal location and positions it centrally
round' crankshaft. Bolt cover in position then with
draw tool and use spigot end of tool to push seal
into position in cover, ensuring that seal is positioned
with lip facing inside of cover. (Fig. 52.)

When refitting early covers located by dowels,
remove the dowels and use tool to centralise cover.

• OPERATION G1a

Timing Cover Oil'Seal: A seal is fitted to prevent
oil leakage from timing case, and if oil' leaks from
behind crankshaft pulley the seal should be renewed.

• A

Figure 53. TIMING GEAR MARKING

A. Crankshaft gear

B. Intermediate gear

C. Camshaft gear

D. Injection pump gear .
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single nut. On 990 engines the gear is dowelled on
a parallel shaft and retained by three bolts. Remove
gear from pump shaft by using an extractor in the
cored holes in gear. Do not attempt to remove gear
by hammering end of pump shaft.

Crankshaft Gear: This is keyed on to shaft and
should not be removed unless it is to be renewed.
Using Service Tool 960604 unscrew the extractor
bolt so that when the tool is 'placed over end of
crankshaft, body of tool touches face of gear. Place
the two halves of split ring over gear and, whilst
holding split ring against. body, tighten extractor
screw so that split ring is gripped by chamfer on body
shoulder and gear is drawn off shaft. (Fig. 55.)

Assembling Timing Gears: If intermediate gear
spindle has been removed from cylinder block, ensure
that oilway is clear of sludge and a plug is fitted in

c

B

E

Lever out old oil seal, taking care not to distort
cover pressing, but do not press new seal into cover
until cover has been refitted on engine.

• OPERATION G3

Timing Gears": These are accessible when the
cover is removed, and before disturbing the gears
turn engine until gear marks are aligned as shown
in Fig. 53.

Do not turn crankshaft or camshaft when a gear
is removed. or if gears are incorrectly meshed,
otherwise damage may be caused by valve heads
fouling pistons.

Camshaft gear is keyed On a parallel shaft and may
be withdrawn after removing central bolt: do not
remove the three setscrews visible through holes in
gear - these attach locating plate and if removed
will allow camshaft to move forward and jam against
tappets. If gear is tight use an extractor such as
Service Tool 960901. Do not attempt to remove gear
by striking end of camshaft with a hammer.

Intermediate gear may be removed after removing
support bracket. Take care of shims fined between
housing and carrier plate as these must be replaced .

• OPERA TION G3b

Intermediate gear shaft is a push-fit in cylinder
block and if tight can be removed by cuning the
head of a ..... UNC bolt and threading the bolt shank
fo BSF. The UNC thread can then be screwed into
shaft plughole and the BSF thread screwed into slide

. hammer, Service Tool 4235A. (Fig. 54.)

Injection Pump Drive Gear: On 1200 engines
the gear is keyed on a taper shaft and retained by a
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Figure 54.

INTERMEDIATE GEAR

A. Bracket

B. Shalt
C. Intermediate gear
D. Injection pump gear.

E. Crankshaft gear

Figure 55.
CRANKSHAFT GEAR REMOVER - 960604

A. Extractor screw B. Body
C. Split ring

•:;
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each end of spindle. Smear plugs with loctite then
_ screw tightly into spindle.

•. Clean spindle then push into cylinder block. Smear
Intermediate gear bore with anti-scuffing paste before

. pl!'cing g~ar on spindle: teeth marking on gear
ahgned WIth marks on crankshaft gear. Refit shaft
bracket, replacing the shims between bracket and
carrier plate. Tighten bracket bolts then check that
gear has 0·002 to 0·004 in. (0'05 to 0"0 mm) end
float and if necessary remove bracket and add or
remove, shims to obtain correct end-float. En~ure
that an equal thickness of shims is fined under each
end of bracket - otherwise bracket will be distorted
- and bolts are fully tightened.

Ensurethat camshaft key is in position then replace

•

gear, aligning teeth marking with marks on inter
mediate gear. Replace the retaining bolt fitted with
the thick washer. Tighten bolt to 40 Ib ft (5'5 kg
metres) then lock with wire. loop wire through holes
In gear then cross ends before passing through bolt
hole, so that bolt cannot work loose.

. Replace injection pump gear. ensuring that key is
I~ pump shaft (' 200) or dowel is in gear (990) before
fIning gear. Tighten retaining nut on '200 pump and
the three bolts on 990. After firmly tightening bolts
on 990, bend corners of tabwasher against bolt
heads.

Before refining timing cover check that all gear
markings are correctly aligned as shown in Fig. 53.

",'
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COOLING SYSTEM

o

•}

,
~/

O. Radiator inletc. Thermostat

F. By·pass connection
B. Jets to valve ports

E. Radiator outlet

Figure 56. COOLING SYSTEM

E

!

A. Pump impeller

r ,- -1-

•
I

/

Operation

Cool water is drawn into water pump from bottom
of radiator and is then pumped through a passage in
cylinder block into cylinder head. where it is directed
in jets on to the injector bosses and valve ports.
Water in cylinder head is able to pass. by therm
~iphon;' through passages in cylinder block to cool
lh·!i,eylinders. Hot water returns from cylinder head
tpttbp ofradiator through a thermostat which opens

/:and closes according to water temperature. (Fig. 56.)

When water passing out of cylinder head is cold
the thermostat is closed and waler cannot pass into
radiator but returns to inlet side of water pump. via
the by-pass connection. and is then re-circulated

" through cylinder head. As water temperature rises the
thermostat commences to open. and allows hot
water to pass into top of radiator.

The thermostat therefore ensures that the engine
warms up rapidly and runs at a satisfactory working
temperature by automatically controlling the flow of
water through radiator.

Anti-Freeze: In climates where the temperature
falls below freezing point it is essential that the
tractor cooling system is protected against frost

damage. A proprietary anti-freeze mixture. of
sufficient strength to withstaridthe lowest tempera
ture likely to be encountered. should be used.
Ensure that the anti-freeze is specially formulated
for use in diesel engines and follow the manu
facturers instructions .very carefully.

All tractors despatched from the factory fully
assembled are filled with anti-freeze mixture. This
anti-freeze is of similar specification and at least
equal in properties to the "permanent" anti-freeze
used in the U.S.A. and Canada. although we do not
recommend that any anti-freeze should be regarded
as having more than a two-year life. The mixture
used complies with BS 3152: 1959. Type B. and
will mix with ethylene glycol anti-freeze with a
benzoate/nitrite type inhibitor for "topping up"
purposes. Anti-freeze mixtures with borate or
mercaptal type inhibitors should NOT be used for
"topping up" tractors filled with anti-freeze mixture
at the factory. .

Thermostat: The thermostat is positioned in the
cylinder head water outlet. If engine does not reach
working temperature. or if it boils. drain cooling
system and remove thermostat. Place thermostat in
cold water together with an accurate thermometer.
Heat the water and as the temperature rises note

•
. ;
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A

Fitting a New Seal or Bearing: Remove pulley
from spindle, using a suitable extractor, or press, so
that the bearing locating screw can be removed.
Place pump, impeller upwards, on the bed of a press
and support body with suitable packings. Press
spindle out of pump, taking care not to damage
impeller or pump body, then lift impeller out of body
and prise seal from recess in impeller. Renew
impeller if corroded or damaged and renew bearing
if any signs of roughness are apparent. Examine
pump body: the seal contact face must be very
smooth and free from any score-marks. (Fig. 58.)

Carefully press seal into impeller. using a little
soapy water as lubricant. until seal touches end of
impeller. Take care not to cut or damage seal and
when in position smear seal contact faces with anti
scuffing paste to prevent it sticking to pump body.

3. If a two-blade fan is fitted ensure that flat
washers are fitted under the bolt heads.

Water Pump Gland: The pump shaft is sealed by
a gland seal in the impeller. This seal is spring
loaded, so that it is held in contact with pump body
and faced with carbon to minimise wear; no attention
is therefore required. and if the seal leaks the pump
must be removed and seal renewed. The pump body
has a drain hole under the bearing boss and if water
drips out it is an indication that the gland is leaking.

Water Pump Bearing: The pump spindle runs
on a double-row ball bearing. This is pre-packed
with lubricant and does not require further attention.
Renew bearing if it feels rough or dry .

F;gure 58. WATER PUMP

A.. Pulley B. Bearing and spindle
C. Gland seal O. Impeller

E. Bv·passseal

B

• OPERA TION H6a

Water Pump Removal:..
1. Remove bonnet and drain cooling system.
2. Disconnect radiator pipes and remove radiator.

On 1200 Tractors fitted with two-blade fan
it is not necessary to remove radiator in o'rder
to remove water pump. but on tractors with a
seven-blade fan the radiator must be removed.

3. Remove fan. Release dynamo mounting bolts
and remove fan .belt.

4. Remove bolts attaching pump body to cylinder
block. Pivot pump body downwards until
by-pass connection is clear of head then
remove pump.

Refitting Water Pump: Refit pump in reverse
order of removal. noting the following:

1. Examine core plug in front of cylinder block
and fit new plug if there are any signs of
leakage.

2. Fit new gaskets and seals, etc. Ensure that '0'
ring is fitted in recess at back of support
plate.

Fiqure 57. THERM05TAT

A. Water outlet pipe B. Cylinder head
C. Thermostat

• OPERATION H6

•

when the thermostat starts opening; this should be
174'-183' F (79'-84' C) and at 200' F (94' C) it
should be fully open. If a thermometer ·is not avail
able, place the thermostat in boiling water, when it
should be fully open in 60 to 90 seconds. (Fig. 57.)

•

Renew the thermostat if it does not operate
correctly. Do not attempt to adjust it and do not
operate an engine without a thermostat. An engine
without a thermostat in the cooling system will wear
excessively due to being overcooled.
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Position locating hale in bearing in line with
screw-hole in pump body, then push bearing into
position and fit locating screw. I,ock locating screw
with tabwasher when tight.

Support impeller end of spindle on a wooden
block and press pulley 0" to spindle until end ofi
pulley bore is level with end of spindle. Do n~t'
hammer the pulley on to the spindle and ensure
pump is supported under impeller end of spindle and
not under pump body.

Tum pump over and place a piece of • in. (22 mm)
diameter bar inside pulley recess - so that thrust is '
taken on end of spindle and does not push pulley •
further on to spindle - then carefully press impeller
into place. Ensure gland seal is not damaged when
fitting impeller, and press impeller on to spindle until
clearance between tips of impeller blades and pump
body is reduced to 0·005 in. (0,13 mm). Check that
only the slight drag of seal can be felrwhen pulley is
rotated. '

•3 gal
13 pints

2 pints
5 ponts
1i pints

v.-

DIMENSIONAL DATA

•• .• ,'r••

':Torque' Figures
, _. ::;, Big-end bearing nuts 50 fb ft 6·92 kg metres
,{,,,..p Breather filter cover nut. . '0 Ib ft , ·38 kg metres
. ," ,;:., Camshaft gear bolt 40 Ib ft 5·53 kg metres,:i:6*" Camshaft lOCating plate bolts 25 Ib ft 3·46 kg metres

-;, Carrier plate to cylinder block bolts 25 Ib ft 3·46 kg metres
Clutch housing to main frame bolts 75 Ib ft 10·5 kg metres
Crankshaft pulley nut '40 Ib ft 19·3 kg metres
Cylinder block to main frame bolts 30 Ib ft '\ 4·15 kg metres
Cylinder head nuts and bolts 90 Ib It ,to 'q,;4 kg metres
Cylinder head studs into block .' ,', :':." 25 Ib It; j .. 3·46 kg metres
Fan blade bolts " o~ -251b It~ ';:§ / " L,3'46 kg metres
Flywheel nuts 50 Ib ft' ~.;c-'.;;.~, 6:92 kQ metres
Front extension to main frame bolts 65 Ib It ~;~8;98'k'g metres
Injection pump gear bolts (990) '0 ,0:20 Ib It 'l';'*-,'~"~':77 kg:,("etres
Injection pump gear nut (1200), ," '>-45 Ib ft .Jf:~': kg metres
Intermediate gear bracket bolts " 45 Ib ft "?'"", .., • L kg metres
Main bearing cap bolts .. 160 lb ft 22·1'2 kg metres
Main frarne.tc engine bolts 30 Ib It !I' 4,' 4',kg metres
Main frame to flywheel housing bolts ' " . , 75 Ib ft ~, , 0·5 kg metres
Oil filter bowl bolt ' , '0 Ib It . ;#,1:':,,: 1'3,S'kg metres
Sump to main frame bolts " 20 Ib It ,',' ..;;i2'·76 kg metres

, Valve rocker adjusting nuts ' , ' ,', , , 14 Ib It ", '.;. c" ·94 kg metres

, The following figures. apply, to bOI~:~f' standard ;;:;~;~rial with eit~er coarse ~'~NC';' or fin~)
J' >threads and ':.'ay be used for all bOlt~ and nut~, n~t listed in t~e, P~~~~~~~I~3",~' c - , ' •

. . ' Thread DIameter ," k -'!.~/:' ,,:
i in , . 7 Ib It ·it· -' -,' 0·97 kg metres-0 \

,.. in o ...¥ilfiih1§,lb'It..,:, ,,0: 2·07 kg metres '0'

f in 0 :\~25 Ib ftiii, 3·46 kg metres
rt in 0 0 45 Ib It' , p'22 kg metres
~ in 65 Ib It .dit!l..98 kg metres
i in 110 Ib ft ,.•r:sT2. kg metres
iih '40 Ibft' i'9~3' kg meires

, '. ~'" «./$...(0','
.':.t.-~~i.:~ ,~'~
-:i~~ ~ ~;:~\1: :;

i 3·6 litres
7·4 litres
, -t litres
2·8 litres
0·7 Hrres

,"I:'. \ '.

,
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Wear Limits
The following figures are on Iy intended to serve as a guide to determine when a component
should be renewed:
Crankshaft big-end journals should be reground if ovality exceeds 0·005 in (0'127 mm).
Crankshaft main-bearing journals should be reground if wear exceeds 0·005 in (0:127 mm).
Crankshaft eno-noat should not exceed 0·015 in. (0,38 mm).
Piston rings should be replaced if ring gap exceeds 0·060 in (1'524 mm) when checked

. in unworn pan of cylinder.
When there is evidence of ring and slight bore wear causing oil consumption, fit oil control
rings. These should control oil consumption if bore wear is not greater than 0·010 in.
(0,25 mm) and are available to suit either standard or oversize bores. If oil consumption
exists and oil control rings have already been fitted it will be necessary to rebore the cylinder
block and fit oversize pistons.
Piston groove clearance should not exceed,0,005 in. (0,13 mm) when checked with a new
ring.
'Oversize valves should be fitted if bore in cylinder head is worn in excess of 0·006 in.
(0'15 mm). ' ,

•
Air-cleaner oil bath (1200)
Fuel tank (990) ..
Fuel tank (1200)
Transmission oil (990) ..
Transmission oil (1200) ..

1! pints
13! gal
18 gal

5 gal
9 gal

0·85litres
61·4 Iitres
81·7 Iitres
22·7 Iitres
41·0 litres

Valve Clearance (set cold)
All inlet valves ..
Exhaustvalves with stem end caps
Exhaust valves without stem end

caps

Valve Springs
Inlet (yellow spot)

Free length
Length at 77 Ib load
Length at 35 kg load ..

Exhaust (blue spot)
Free length
Length at"82 Ib load
Length at 37 kg load ..

0·010 in
0·007 in

0·010 in

0·25 mm
0·18 mm

0·25 mm

r

.. ;..

9·454mm
9·708 mm
9·962 mm

9·479
9·733
9·987

45·
9·525 •.:.- 9·499 mm
15·850 -15,824 mm

(inlet and exhaust)
0·3732 - 0·3722 in
0·3832 - 0·3822 in
0·3932 - 0·3922 in

45·
0·375 - 0·374 in
0·624 - 0·623 in

Valve Stem Diameters
."., ..

Standard ..
Oversize 0·01 0 in. (0'007 mm)
Oversize 0·020 in. (0'014 mm)

.' .
Valve seat angle
Valve guide bore
Valve tappet diameter

•

.:..'

Valve Seat Insert CounterboreDiameter (inlet and exhaust)!";.;;:
990 "" ," 1·625 -1·626 in 41·27 - 41·30 mm

{
AD4/ 55A/ 4913 onward.. 1·625 -1·626 in 41·27 - 41·30 mm·, .

1200 AD4/55A/1001 to 4912 1·5615 -1·5635 in 39'6~ - 39·71 mm .

Seat Insert Interference Fit
Inlet and exhaust

,



Valve Timing
Inlet opens
Inlet closes
Exhaust opens
Exhaust closes

8· before top dead centre
38· after bottom dead centre

36· before bottom dead centre
1O· after top dead centre •

Rocker Shaft
Diameter " ..
Bush bore reamed in position

0·748 - 0·749 in
O'7500 - 0·7505 in

18·99 - 19·02 mm
19·05 - 19·06 mm

Crankshaft
Main journal diameter

Standard size 2·4995 - 2·4990 in 63·487 - 63·474 mm
Undersize 0·010 in (0'254 mm) 2·4895 - 2·4890 in 63·233 - 63,220 mm
Undersize 0·020 in (0,508 mm) 2·4795 - 2·4790 in 62·979 - 62-966 mm
Undersize 0·030 in (0,762 mm) 2·4695 - 2·4690 in 62·725 - 62·712 mm

When regrinding crankshaft it is important that the original journal fillet radius is maintained.
It is also important that the surface of the radius is as smooth as the surface of the journal and
that the radius is smoothly blended into both surfaces. A fillet that is incorrectly radiused.
roughly finished or not smoothly blended, weakens a shaft and may cause fatigue failure
during service.

60·29 - 60·28 mm
60·04 - 60-03 mm
59·78 - 59·77 mm
59-52 - 59·51 mm

Big-end journal diameter
Standard size

Undersize 0'010 in ..
Undersize 0,020 in
Undersize 0·030 in "

Centre journal width
Standard size
Oversize 0'01 0 in
Oversize 0'040 in

Bearing fillet radius ' .
Big-end bearing clearance
Main bearing clearance . ,
End-float of crankshaft "

2·3735 - 2·3730 in
2·3635 - 2·3630 in
2·3535 - 2·3530 in
,2,3435 - 2·3430 in

2·126 - 2·124 in
2·136 - 2·134 in
2·166 - 2·164 in

0,16 -0·15 in
0·0015 - 0·0025 in
0·002 - 0·004 in
0·002 - 0·010 ' in

54·00
54·254
55·270

4·06
0·038
0·051
0·051

- 53,95 mm
- 54-204 mm
- 55·220 mm

3'81 mm
0'063 mm
0·102 mm
0'258 mm

•,

Thrust washer thickness
Standard ., ..
Oversize 0'005 in (0'127 mm)
Oversize 0'020 in (0,508 mm)

0·091 - 0·093 in
0,096 - 0·098 in
o·111 - 0·1 13 in

2·3114 - 2·3622 mm
2·4384 - 2·4892 mm
2·8194 - 2·8702 mm

Connecting Rod Alignment
Maximum out of parallel
Maximum twist .. . . . . ' ,
Maximum weight variation in set of four rods ..

0·0005 in/in
0·0005 in/in
0'250Z

0·0127 mm/cm
0·0127 mm/cm
7·1 gm -

4·406 in
4·156 in
3 tt in

Piston Dimensions (new)
Height (990) ..
Height (1200) ..
Nominal diameter ..
Piston skirt diameter (at right-

angles to gUdgeon pin bore) .. 3·9323 - 3·931 5 in
Piston ring side clearance 0-002 - 0·0035 in
Piston ring gap .. . . 0·011 - 0,01 6 in
Gudgeon pin diameter.. .. 1·2503 - 1·250 in
(Push-fit in connecting rod bush, light-drive fit in piston)

.'
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99·9
0,050
0·28 

31·757 -

111·9 mm
105·6 mm
100 mm

99·8 mm
0·088 mm
0·41 mm

31 ·750 mm •



•
Bore Dimensions

Standard ..
Oversize. 0·020 in
Oversize. 0·040 in

(new)
3·9396 - 3·9388 in
3·9596 - 3·9588 in
3·9796 - 3·9788 in

100·07
100·58
101·09

- 99·76
-100'33
-100'86

mm
mm
mm

Sealing Ring (internal diameter) bore
Standard . . 3·942 - 3·944 in
Oversize. 0·020 in 3·962 - 3·964 in
Oversize. 0·040 in 3·982 - 3·984 in

100·13 -100,18 mm
100·63 - 100·68 mm
101-14 - 101-19 mm

Fuel System
Injector setting pressure 175 atmospheres (180 kg/cm')
Spill timing (static) 1200 (4/55) 25 0 beforetop dead centre

990 (4/49) 17"
Spill timing mark: Pump flange and engine mounting flange are marked. and correct pump

timing is obtained when these marks are in alignment.
Spill timing adjustment: Elongated holes in the injection pump mounting flange permit the

pump body to be rotated when the three securing nuts are released.

•

Injection Pump Flange Marking
1200 (4/55)

990 (4/49)

Injection Pump Fuel Setting
990

{

A0 4/ 55A/ 4913 onward

1200 A04/55A/l00l to 4912

Injector Nozzle Hole Diameter
990 and 1200 ..

11 0 from keyway when at point of
injection .

66 0 from keyway when at point of
injection

1004 - 10·6 cc per 200 shots at
850 rev/min
13·0 - 13·2 cc per 200 shots at
800 rev/min
11·8 - 12·0 cc per 200 shots at
800 rev/min

0·28 -'- 0·30 mm

Injection Pump and Injectors
Pumps

990 - CAY OPA 32488207 }
1200 - Simms SPGE LM805250/1 150

Holder

BKBL 97S51 52

Nozzle

BOLL 140S6417

Oil Pump
Spindle diameter
Spindle bush bore
Rotor width ..
Housing depth ..
End float ..
Pump rotor backlash

0·4895 - 00490 in
0·4905 - 0'4925 in
1,1865-1'1855 in
1·1890 - 1 '1875 in
0·001 - 0'0035 in
0·020 - 0·026 in

12·43 - 12·45 mm
12·458 - 12·509 mm
30·137 - 30·112 mm
30·191 - 30·162 mm

0·025 - 0·088 mm
0·51 1 - 0·66 mm

•
Camshaft Journal Diameters

Front
No.2 ..
Nos. 3 and 4
No.5
No.6.. .. .. ..
Camshaft thrust washer thickness
Camshaft end-float

1·872 - 1 ·870 in
1·827 - 1·825 in
1·811 - 1'810 in
1·765 - .1'763 in
1·749 - 1·747 in
0·245 - 0·240 in
0·010 - 0·020 in

47·55
46·41
46·00
44·83
44·42

6·223
0·254

-47·50 mm
-46·35 mm
-45·97 mm
-44·78 mm
-44·37 mm

6·096 mm
0·508 mm
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SUMMARY OF DESIGN CHANGES

•
Details of chenge

flear main bearing oil retainer changed from scroll type to positive
contact seal. The new retainer (962319) incorporates asbestos
packings (921611) and is interchangeable with the scroll type
retainer (908398).

High-lift camshaft and larger diameter valves introduced, with cor
responding changes to cylinder head, valve gear, pistons and fuel
injection pump delivery, etc.

Cored holes in injection pump drive gear repositioned to facilitate use
of gear extractor. Pan number of gear, 912486, unchanged.

Material of carrier plate gasket changed from manila to Oakenstrong.
Pan number, 902301, unchanged although internal shape of gasket
has been altered.

Pressed steel timing cover (915071) changed to aluminium cover
(920957); incorporating engine oil filler. Previous oil filler in main
frame deleted.

Bleed pipe (907037) fitted, connecting fuel filter to leak-off pipe.
Pan number of leak-off pipe changed from 917223 to 923667.

Radiator core changed from honeycomb to gilled tube construction
and metal two-blade fan changed to nylon seven-blade fan.

Engine oil dipstick fitted with cup type shield, to prevent any ingress
of water into sump. Pan number of dipstick changed from 923944
to 924375.

Plate (924397) fitted in timing cover so that injection pump can be
removed without removing timing cover. Pan number of cover
changed from 920957 to 924396.

Cylinder block core plugs (17192) changed to cup type plugs (623797).
Pan number of cylinder block unchanged. but as plug aperture
mac~ining has been changed the plugs are not interchangeable.

Crankshaft pulley washer (626403) chamfered on inside to ensure
washer tightens firmly against pulley. .

New valve (928622) fitted in place of inlet valve (921433) and exhaust
valve (921434). The new valve, which is not fined with a stem end
cap. should be used as a replacement in engines fitted with high-lift
camshaft and larger diameter valves. .
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When Introduced

AD4/55/4570
(November 1967)

AD4/55/4913
(January 1968)

AD4/55/5332
(January 196i)

AD4/55/2021
(March 1968)

AD4/55/5917
(January 1968)

1200/705005
(February 1968)

1200/705365
(March 1968)

1200/706078
(July 1968)

AD4/55A/7457
AD4/55B/l0l1
449001/5114
449002/1796
449005/1183
(August 1968)

AD4/55A/9861
AD4/55B/l011
449001/11079
449002/2450
449005/1418
(April 1969)

AD4/55A/l0259
AD4/55B/l0ll
449001/12127
449002/2697

,..449005/1466
'(June 1969)
AD4/55A/11930
AD4/55B/l013
449001/1 5241
449002/3038
449005/1621
(October 1969)

i
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•

Main bearing and thrust washer facing material changed from white
metal to aluminium tin. The new bearing, 928541, is used in both
cap and cylinder block and is interchangeable with previous bear
ings if fitted in pairs. New thrust washers (928542/3) are fully
interchangeable.

Timing gear carrier plate modified to prevent oil leakage. Hole in plate
enlarged so that plug bolt (609447) can be fitted at front end of oil
gallery, and material of plate bolts changed so that they can be
tightened to 25 Ib ft (3,46 kg metres),

AD4/55A/1 3041
AD4/55B/1 013
449001/18000
449002/3433
449005/1723 .
(January 1970)

AD4/55A/13041
AD4/55B/1 013
449001 /16614
449002/3311
449005/1663
(February 1970)

/
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Note: This publication includes information previously given in Pub.
9-37131 (Clutch section of TP 619. issued October 1970 with
pp 22. 23, 44 to 49 updated April 1971 ) plus Pub.9-38158 (pp 51,
52 updated June 1976).

After the majority of this manual section was wrinen. the current range of
traetOIS was introduced. The infotmation continues valid. Reter as toUows:

885 tractor uses the same clutch as 880 Uvedrive.

995 tractor (with live stage foot pedal) uses same clutch as 990.

996 and 995 tractors with independent hand PTO clutch. use the same clutch
as 1200. ",,,.,;'-

~. . r~ "', _

1210 (-11,154,2301 and '1212'tractors use the same clutch as 1200.

1210 (11,154,230-1,1410 and 1412 tractors-refer to Update No.1 (Pub.
9-381831, pages B1-825.

David Srown policy is one of continuous development and improvement and
therefore the specification details may have been altered since this manual
went to press.
Moreover, as the David Browntraetor is offered in a variety of forms to cover
a large number of markets and applications. this manual may contain details
of items not applicable to the particular tractor with which it is being used.

to Published by Oavid Blown Tractors Ltd.

Regrimed in Engiand by WaOClingcon & I..ed;er Umlt8d, Dewsbury, March 1978. .

2nd Reprint October 1979.
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A. .Driven plate
E. Release lever
J. Clutch shaft
N. . Cross shaft

Figure 1 SINGLE .PLATE CLUTCH - 990/880 TRACTORS
B. Pressureplate C. Thrust spring
F. Eve bott G. Release lever plate
K. Support snout L. Release bearing
O. Operating lever P. Pedal

R. ~djusting screw

O.. Cover
H. Spigot bearing
M. Release fork
Q. Roller

.'

SINGLE PLATE CLUTCH
NON-LIVEDRIVE TRACTORS

Description
The clutch is of the dry plate type and consists

of a driven plate, cover assembly and withdrawal
mechanism.

The driven plate consists of a thin steel disc
with a splined hub riveted to the centre and friction
facings riveted to each side of the outer edge. The
cover assembly is built up frorn a steel pressing and
incorporates a cast iron pressure plate loaded with
thrust springs. Mounted on the pressure plate are
three release levers which pivot on floating pins
retained in the eyebolts and transmit movement'to
the pressure plate through struts.

Operation - BBO and 990 Tractors
The withdrawal mechanism shown in Fig. 1 is

that used on 880 and 990 Tractors. As the clutch
pedal is depressed, the lever turns the cross shaft
which moves the carbon block forward by means of
the fork. As movement of the carbon block is
transmitted -tc the release' levers by the lever plate,
the levers pivot on the pins and draw pressure plate
away from flywheel by means of the struts, thus
releasing the driven plate and disengaging the
drive.

Adjustment-BBO and 990 Tractors
The only adjustment required in service is the

maintaining of clutch pedal "free play" from 1 to
, i in. (2,5 to 3·8 cm). To adjust pedal free-play,

Page 7
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E.
J.
N.

Driven plate
Release lever
Clutch shaft
Cross shaft

F(gure 2 SINGLf P~TE CLUTCH - no TRACTOR

B. Pressure plate C. ThNSt sPring D.
F. Eye bolt G. Rei..... I.- plate H.
K. Suppon snout L Release bearing M.
O. Pedal return spring P. Pedal

Cover
Spigot _ring
Release fork

release locknut and tum adjusting screw until
. correct movement is obtained. Retighten locknut.

If hand clutch is fitted (see page 26) the rod'
a~tin~plU( should be slackened before adjusting
pedal free-play and then reset afterwards to give a
clearance of -.T in. (1 ·5 mm).

Operation - no Tractors
The clutch pedal on the 770 Tractor is fitted

directly on to the cross shaft, which is housed in the
gearbox cover and not in the main frame as on the
other models (see Fig. 2). Operation of the clutch
withdrawal mechanism is, otherwise, the same as on
the 880 and 990 Tractors.

Adjustment - no Tractors
The only adjustment required during service is

the maintaining of ; to i in. (1-2 em) pedal free
play, to ensure that the withdrawal mechanism is

" disengaged when the pedal is released.

Page 2

.' ~.

As the drive plate facings wear, pedal free-play
will be reduced and when necessary should be reset
by screwing the stop screw further into the main
frame. Whetl"the-1>edal has insufficient free-play and
the stop screw is screwed fully inwards, the pedal
should be removed from its shaft, turned clockwise
into the next serration, and refined on shaft. The
adjusting screw can then be screwed outwards until
correct free-play is obtained.

As the cross shaft will turn, due to the action of
the shaft return spring, when the pedal is removed,
it is advisable to mark the original positions of the
shaft and pedal so that the new position can be
easily found.

Servicing the Single-Plate Clutch
Unit

s.
1. Mark the position of the release levers. cover

plate, pressure plate, and eyebolts so that
these may be refined in the same position
should new parts be unnecessary.
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Figu~e 3. REMOVING THE RELEASE LEVERS Figu,e 4. REPI.ACING STRUT AND RELEASE LEVER

2. Place the assembly on a press, with a block
under the pressure plate positioned so that
the cover is free to move down. Place a.block
or bar across top of the cover, resting on the
spring bosses.

4, Uft off cover, and remove thrust springs.
Remove release levers (Fig. 3), clean and
examine all.parts.

3. Compress the cover against pressure plate,
unlock and remove eye nuts. Slowly release
the pressure on cover until the thrust springs
are fully extended,

5. To assemble clutch, place pressure plate on
the block and replace release levers and
struts (Fig. 4). taking note of the markS made
during dismantling and applying a smear of
grease to the pivot pins and struts.

B

c

o

Release lever
Setting finger·

0,
H.

F---i

H~~

~ A

o

RELEASE LEVER HEIGHT
C. Spacers - pressure plate
G. Spacer - centre pillar

Figure 5 CHECKING

B. Studs
F. Centre pillar

Base plate
Actuator

A.
E.•

•



6. Replace thrust springs on the pressure plate
bosses and place cover in position on top of
the springs, after ensuring that the three
anti-rattle springs are in position on cover and
the marks made during dismantling are in
alignment.

7. With the second block placed across cover. as
in dismantling, compress thrust springs until
the eyebolt nuts can be replaced.

8. Remove clutch assembly from the press and
depress release levers two or three times to
senle the working parts.

Operations 1-8 can alternatively be carried out
using the Clutch Tool (see Service Tool Leaflet A3).
The clutch should be bolted on to the base plate,
Pan No. 912917, using the long studs and nuts in
the kit. The thrust springs are released by gradually
unscrewing the nuts on the long studs so allowing
clutch cover to lift away from pressure plate.

After reassembly the clutch should be set up as
follows. using the clutch tool (Fig. 5. Page 3) :

9. Fit No.3 Code spacers in place of the driven
plate. Position a spacer opposite each release
lever, bolt clutch to base plate and fit the

actuator assembly. Operate the actuator lever
a few times to·"bed in" the release lever
mechanisn I.

10. Remove actuator and fit centre pillar with the
correct spacer. recess downwards.

For 9 in. clutch (770 Tractor) use centre pillar
spacer Code No. 8

For 10 in. clutch (880 Tractor) use centre pillar
spacer Code No. 8

For 11 in. clutch (990 Tractor) use centre pillar
spacer Code No. 16x.

Check release lever heights with setting
finger and reset if incorrect.

11. Refit actuator and operate clutch a few times.
finally rechecking the release lever heights
before locking the adjusting nuts by
peening the cylindrical·~ic>n of th"
nut into the eyebolt.

12. Fit release lever plate and secure b>t fining
the three retaining springs. Before moving
clutch from flywheel or base plate, replace the
three nuts used as packing pieces between
'the cover and release levers.
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Figure 6

Driven plate - transmission
Cover - inner
ClutCh shaft
Cross shaft
Adjusting screw - pedal

DOUBLE CLUTCH - 880/4600/990 LIVED RIVE TRACTORS

B. Pressure plate C. Thrust springs
F. Release lever G. Release lever plate
K. Suppon snout L. Release bearing
O. Operating lever P. Pedal
S. Adjusting screw - cover T. ~ Separator plate

V. Driveshaft - PTO

O. Cover - outer
H. Bearing
M. Release fork
Q. 'Rolier
u. 6·ri\..~j, plate - PTO

•

DOUBLE CLUTCH - LIVEDRIVE
TRACTORS

Description: The .double clutch is in effect
two separate clutches mounted in tandem and
controlled by a common pedal. The inner clutch
(which is nearest the flywheel) transmits the drive
to the hydraulic lift pump and power take-off and
the outer clutch transmits the main drive to the
gearbox. Disengagement of the main drive clutch
does not. therefore, disengage the drive to the
power take-off or hydraulic pump, which.
remain in operation until· the second clutch is
disengaged.

Operation - 880, 4600 and 990
Tractors .

The operating mechanism shown in Fi;. 6 is
used on the 880, 4600 and 990 tractors. As the
clutch pedal is depressed the pressure plate is drawn
rearwards by the action of the release levers until the
rear (transmission) drive plate is free and the
adjusting screw clearance is reduced from 0·070 in.
(1 ·78 mm) to 0,009-0,012 in. (0·23·31 film).
During this first stage the pedal roller will have
moved along the cross shaft lever until it is in.contact
with both faces. Further movement of the clutch
pedal will cause the roller to continue turning the
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A.
E.

Figure 7.
Pellal
Cross shaft

J. l.ever

CLUTCH OPERATING MECHANISM - 780/3800 TRACTORS
8. RoUer C. Operating lever O. SlOP bolt
F. Return spring G. Fork H. Connecting link

K. Adjusting screw L Shaft - clutch stop .,..
."... - .. '

cross shaft and cause the pressure plate to move
further to the rear until the adjusting screw clearance
is reduced to zero; this is the second stage movement.
Further movement of the pedal beyond this point
(third .stage) will also move the inner cover to the
rear-as"the ;91 W pl~.i5 now, in'contael with [her.
adjustiflg screws. As inner cover is withdrawn the
pressure on separator plate is released so that the
three flywheel springs move the separator plate rear
"Wards. thus disengaging the PTO clutch plate..-;

1.,-~

~. r" ".~
-to

,,' Adjustment - 880. 4600 and 990
Tractors

As the clutch linings wear during service the
separator plate and pressure plate will move closer
to the flywheel and reduce the amount of pedal
free-play. This should be adjusted by slackening the
locknut and turning the adjusting screw until free·
play is 1 to 1; in. (2'5 to 3·8 em). If a hand clutch is
fined (see page 26) the adjusting nut on the
connecting rod should be slackened before adjusting
free-play. and then reset afterwards to give a
clearance' of·";' in. (1'5 mm). (Fig. 6.)

Note: The eccentric roller pin is set during
manufacture .and should not normally require.
resening. unless new parts are fined to the operating
mechanism.

If difficulty is experienced in freeing PTO
clutch. or if clutch unit has been removed. proceed
as follows:

1. With the clutch housing fully tightened down,
adjust the pedal free-play from 1 to 1; in .
(2,5 to 3·8 em).

2. Set the three inner cover adjusting screws to
give 0·070 fn. (1,78 .mm) clearance between
the pressure plate and the end of the screws.
The adjusting screw clearance can be checked

. by inserting a feeler gauge through the holes'
in the outer cover. If clutch housing is in
position the adjusting screws are accessible
when clutch pit cover (919568) is removed
and engine tumed to bring the screws opposite
the cover aperture.

3. Depress clutch pedal' until pedal roller is in
contact with both faces on cross shaft lever
then check the cover adjusting screw clear-
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ance. If the adjusting screw clearance is not
0·009-0·012 in. (0·23-0·31 mm) adjust by
rotating the eccentric pin to the next position.
(Move clockwise to increase the clearance and
anti-clockwise to decrease it.) One hole move
ment gives approximately 0·005 in. (0'13 mm)
adjustment.

4. If the correct clearance' still cannot be
obtained, reset the three adjusting screws to
within the limits 0·065-0·072 in. (1,65
1 ·83 mm) to obtain correct clearance.

5. Reset pedal free-play to 1-1 ~ in. (2'5-3' 8 ern)
If new facings have been fined set free-play to
1;' in. (3· 8 em.) to allow for bedding in .:

Adjustment - Laycock Clutch: A number of
880 Tractors are fined with a Laycock clutch, and
pedal free-play adjustment on these tractors is
exactly the same as the pedal adjustment previously
described for tractors fined with a Borg and Beck
Clutch. The internal adjustment is, however, different
and if the power take-off clutch does not fully
disengage when the pedal is fully depressed the
•adjusting screws on the three release levers should
be adjusted as described in next column for 780
Tractors.

Operation - 780 and 3800 Tractors
The operating mechanism used on 780 and

3800 Tractors is shown in Fig. 7. As the clutch pedal
is depressed the roller in the cross shalt fork rolls
along the pedal cam and turns the cross shalt. When
the pedal is depressed approximately halfway the
cross shalt is only turned sufficiently to withdraw the
pressure plate, far enough to release the main drive
plate but not far enough to contact the· three
adjusting screws on the inner cover. The power
take-off clutch therefore remains engaged and only
the drive to the transmission is disconnected.

When the clutch pedal is fully depressed the
Cross shalt is turned so far that the pressure plate is
drawn past the 'point where it contacts the three
inner cover screws. The inner cover is thus also
withdrawn and both transmission and power take-off
Clutches are disengaged.

Adjustment - 780 and 3800
Tractors

As the clutch linings wear during service the
separator plate and pressure plate will move closer
to the flywheel and reduce the amount of pedal
free-play, thus pedal adjustment should be checked
frequently and, when necessary, adjusted by means
of the stop bolt in the main frame. This bolt deter
mines position of pedal when clutch is engaged;
screwing the bolt further into frame will increase
pedal travel and also increase the amount oi free
play. The screw should be set so that pedal free-play
is ~ to 1 in. (1'9 to 2·5 cm) and if this amount of free
play cannot be obtained because the screw head is
screwed right down on to the locknut more adjust
ment can be obtained by repositioning the operating
lever on cross shalt. First scribe a line across the

lever and cross shalt end (this will enable the new
position to be checked against the original position),
then remove the two pedal springs and operating
lever clamp bolt. Slide operating lever towards the
end of shalt so that the splines are exposed behind
the lever then firmly grip cross shalt with a pair of
pliers and, whilst holding shalt clockwise against
return spring inside the cover, remove lever and refit
on the next clockwise spline. Check scribe marks to
make sure the lever has been moved only one spline
and in the correct (clockwise) direction, then refit
the clamp bolt and springs and re-adjust the stop
bolt.

If the amount of pedal free- play is correct, but
the power take-off clutch does not fully disengage
when the pedal is fully depressed, this is probably
due to excessive clearance between pressure plate
and inner cover adjusting screws.

To reset inner cover adjusting screws. remove
cover plate from right-hand side of clutch housing
and turn engine until a screw is opposite the cover

.anerture. Insert a feeler .gauge through hole in outer
cover and set adjusting screw so that it has 0·070 in,
(1,78 'Om) clearance then firmly tighten the locknut.
Mark the screw with chalk so that if the engine is .
turned too far the same screw is not adjusted twice.
then turn the engine and reset the other two screws.
Finally, recheck pedal free-play and replace cover
plate.

Adjustment - Laycock Clutch: A certain
number of 780 Tractors are fined with a Laycock
clutch and pedal free-play adjustment on these
tractors is exactly the same as the pedal adjustment
previously described for Tractors fined with a Borg
and Beck clutch. The internal adjustment is. however.
different and if the power take-off clutch does not
fully disengage when pedal is fully depressed the
adjusting screws on troe three clutch levers should
be reset as follows:

1. Check that the clutch housing bolts are fully
tightened and the pedal free-play is correct.

Figu," 8 FEELER GAUGE - LAYCOCK CLUTCH

A. 4 in It Ot·6 mm) B. i in (9'5 mm)
C. .j; in (2'4 mm) 0.1 in (9,5 mm)
E. 0·056 in (t ·42 mm)

2. Make a feeler gauge to the dimensions shown ,
in Fig. 8 and remove cover plate from .right.~
hand side of the clutch housing. . ~

. '.~

~~
.~~\~<"3

P.ge'7·';~

~,\.~t,~~
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Figure 9.

INTERNAL ADJUSTMENT - LAYCOCK CLUTCH

A. Release lever B. Roller
C. Adjusting screw O. Cove, ttrrust bunon

3. Tum engine until a release lever is opposite
cover aperture then insert cranked end of
feeler gauge through open heel of lever.
(Fig. 9.) Pass end of gauge over roller and
pin until it goes under ihe adjusting screw.
then release locknut and. taking care to note
the number of {fats the screw is turned.
tighten screw until it just commences to
hold the gauge. Firmly tighten locknut,
whilst holding screw stationary. and mark
lever with chalk. so that it is not adjusted
again if engine is turned too far. Reset
remaining screws. not by using the gauge but
by turning the screws exactly the same
amount as it was necessary to turn the first
screw. This is important as it ensures the
plates and facings remain parallel.

Operation 
no Tractors

As the clutch pedal is fined directly on the cross
shaft. and does not operate the cross shaft via a
roller and double-faced lever as on 880 Tractors.
the pedal has only two stages of movement. (Fig. 10.)

Depressing the pedal until the pressure plate is
drawn rearwards and touches the three inner cover
adjusting:screws gives the first stage and disengages
the transrmssion drive p.l.a,te..•'Depressing pedal fully
into the second stage withdraws the inner cover. due
to the pressure plate pushing the three"~adjusting'1k screws. and releases pressure on the separator plate.

~\;.'i,} The three flywheel springs then push separator plate
",9 from flywheel and release the power take-off drive

plate.

~~
~;
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Adjustment - no Tractors
As the linings wear during service. pedal free

play will be reduced and this must be restored by
. adjusting the pedal-stop bolt. Screw the adjusting

screw into main frame until pedal has ;. to i in.
(1 ·3-2 em) free-play. When the adjusting screw is
fully screwed info main frame a further range of
adjustment may be obtained by removing pedal from
cross shaft and refitting on the next clockwise
serration. This will give pedal a large amount of free
play and allow the adjusting screw to be screwed
outwards until the correct amount of free-play is
obtained. As the cross shaft will tum, due to action
of the shaft return spring, when the pedal is removed,
it is advisable to mark the original positions of the.
shaft and pedal so that the new position can be
easily found.

When pedal free-play is being adjusted, after
the clutch unit has been serviced, it may be necessary
to remove pedal from cross shaft "nd refit on the

. next clockwise serration, to allow for the change in
pedal position; due to the new plate facings.

If difficulty is experienced in freeing PTO clutch,
or if clutch unit has been removed from the flywheel.
the three adjusting screws in the inner clutch cover
should be adjusted to give 0·070 in. (1 ·78 mm)
clearance between the pressure plate and the end
of the screw.

The adjusting screw clearance can be checked
by inserting a feeler gauge through the holes in the
outer cover. If gearbox top is in position the adjusting
screws are accessible when the cover plate is
removed from right-hand side of clutch compart
ment and the engine turned to bring the screws
opposite the cover aperture. Ensure that the locknuts
are firmly tightened after sening the adjusting screws
and finally set pedal free-play.

Servicing Borg and Beck Clutch
The clutch can be dismantled by using the base

plate. Service Tool 912917. (See Service Tool'
Leaflet A4.)

1. To ensure reassembly of the pans in the same
relative· position. thereby preserving the
balance and adjustment of the clutch. mark
the following parts:
a. pressure plate and inner and outer clutch

covers.
b. release levers and pressure plate lugs.
c. separator plate and flywheel.

2. Remove three adjuster screws and nuts.

3. Screw the long studs into the appropriate
holes in the base plate - the studs have a
screwdriver slot in the end for this purpose 
and fit a cover spacer (912724) on each stud.
Place three Code 14 spacers on the base plate.
ecually spaced and positioned so that the
pressure plate will rest on them. Place the
clutch assembly on the studs. fit the stud nuts.
and tighten down progressively and by
diametrical selection.
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Figure 10 DOUBLE CLUTCH - 770 TRACTOR

A. Driven plate - transmission B. Pressure plate C. Thrust springs D. Cover - outer
E. Cover - inner F. Release lever G. Release lever plate H. Bearing
J. Clutch shan K. Support snout L. Release bearing M. Release fork
N. Cross shaft O. Return spring P. Pedal Q. Adjusting screw - cover
R. Separator plate S. Driven plate - PTO T. Cardan shaft - PTO

4. Disengage release lever plate by removing the
retaininq springs from each release lever.

5. Remove split pins from the release lever
fulcrum pins: withdraw the pins and remove
release levers after removing the anti-rattle
springs.

6. If required. extract the pin securing the roller
be~ring in each release lever, preparing to
catch the 19 needle rollers as each pin is
removed.

7. Slowly, and by diametrical selection. unscrew
nuts on the long studs securing clutch cover
to base plate so that the thrust springs are
under control as the cover is released:
Separate the various parts of clutch.

Checking the Clutch Parts
Before reassembling the clutch unit all parts

should be thoroughly cleaned and then checked
over as below.

1. Check release levers for wear. Renew if flats
are worn on the: tips or fulcrum points. If
necessary fit new roller assemblies and
lubricate with anti-scuffing paste.

2. Examine the outer cover bearing and renew jf
tight or dry, ·When fitting a new bearing
ensure that it is a sliding fit in the housing
otherwise the bearing will not run freely and ,
may cause clutch spin. If necessary scrape Out '..
the housing until the bearing can be pushed
freely into position.
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A. 0·438 in (11'11 mm)
O. 0·609 in (15'47 mm)

Figure 11. INSERT SWAGING TOOL

8. 0·040 in (1 ·015 mm)
E. 0·75 in. (19'05mm)
G. 0·065 in (1 ·65 mm)

C. 0·025 in (0'635 mrToj
F. 0·312 in (7'93 mm)

.'
3. Check all the clutch springs. Replace if

discoloured. rusty or weak. (See Page 50.)

4. Examine pressllre plate 'and replace if badly
scored. cracked or blued. Slight scores or
cracks may be removed by resurfacing.
Maximum amount which can be removed
0·015 in. (0'38 mm.)

5. Check the condition of the separator plate. If
it is only wom on the transmission side.
further life may be obtained by reversing it.
If badly cracked or blued. it should be replaced
as the maximum which can be removed by
resurfacing is 0·030 in. (0,75 mm) (total both
sides). Also check that the plate is a free sliding
fit in the flywheel teeth: a tight plate will cause
power take-off clutch spin and a very slack
plate may rattle when the pedal is fully
depressed. Separator plate ranle is not. how
ever, detrimental to clutch operation.

6. Fit the pressure plate into each cover in turn
and check that the clearance between the
three lugs and their respective slots is
sufficient to give the covers 0·006-0·012 in.
(0'15-0·30 mm) total side play on the
pressure plate. If not increase the clearance by
filing the cover slots. If the cover slots are filed
to increase the clearance. also open out the
three adjusting screw-holes in the outer cover
to +T in. (17'5 mm) to prevent any possibility
of the locknuts fouling the cover and breaking
the screws.

7. Examine threaded bushes in inner cover.and
fit new bushes if the tnreads are wom o(if the
bushes. are loose. Nev;rbushes' ar~. available
under Part No. 962449. and as "tnese are

.threaded ..... UN F a set of three must be

.;

., .. :~ :

fined. with new screws and nuts;~if they are'
replacing i UNF nuts usep~~[1.f'e'arlier
clutches. otherwise the clutch would be out
of balance. It will also be' neceSsary to
enlarge the three outer cover holes to +T in,
(17'5 mm) diameter. to allow sufficient clear
ance for the larger adjusting nuts. .-~
To fit the bushes successfully it is necessary to' .
make a swaging tool to the dimensions>
shown in Fig. 11. Make the tool from silver
steel (good quality tool steel with approxi
mately 1% .carbon) and heat treat after
machining. Heat to a bright red colour then
quench in oil. '.P.olish the spigot end. reheat
it to a purple' colour and allow to cool
naturally in air.

'.

To fit new bushes: , .
a. Drill out the existing bushes withra. i: in.

(12,7 mm) diameter drill. ';i~

b. Countersink the holes on outside of cover
to n in. (15,48 mm) diameter at 90'
included angle.

c. Press or drive the new bushes in from
inside the cover until the bush shoulder is
pressed firmly against inside of cover.

d. Turn cover over and whilst supporting the
bush on an anvil use the round end of the
tool to flare the hollow end of the bush.

e. Reverse the tool and use the spigot end
to firmly swage the bush in position.

f. With a smooth file "dress" the bush flush
with the outside of the cover:

The cover and bush must be supported on
an anvil during the flaring and swaging •
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0.- Spacers - pressure plate
H. Inner cover
M. Actuator

distorting the cover.
5. Fit release levers.
6. Screw the actuator into the adaptor and

depress the handle about twelve times to settle
the release mechanism. This is essential. other
wise the release lever setting may change when
the clutch is put into operation, It is also
important to bear m mmd that the purpose of
this is to operate the release levers in their
normal working position, and the actuator
must only be screwed into the adaptor far
enough to bring the handle horizontal. If the
actuator is screwed fully into the adaptor and
the handle operated in an almost vertical
position, damage to the actuator may occur.

7. Remove actuator and fit centre pillar in its
place. Place the appropriate spacer, Code 8 on
a 10/10 in. clutch and Code 16 on a 11/10 in.
clutch, on the centre pillar, with the recess
downwards, and then fit the single checking
finger. (Fig. 13.)

8. Set release levers, by shimming the adjuster
pads, to finger height. checking with a set of
feeler gauges. A variation of 0·001 in. shim
thickness will give a 0·0045 in. variation at
the lever tip and the lever tips should be
adjusted to within 0·002 in. (0·05 mm) of
each other. 'Operate clutch after changing the
shims to settle the parts, and hold the release
levers down firmly by hand when checking
the height.
Shims for release lever roller pads:

0·002 in. thick Part No. 900258
0·003 in. thick Part No. 901723

Figure 12. ASSEMBLING A DOUBLE CLUTCH

B. Spacers - cover C. Studs
F. Pressure pJate G. Thrust spring
K. Release lever L Adjuster pad

Baseplate
Adaptol - centre pillar
Outer cover

9.

operation. If a press is used this must be of at
least 5 tons : (5080 kg) capacity, and if
carried out by hand use a 2 Ib (1 kg) copper
bammer to avoid damaging the tool.

8. Check the three "push-off" springs in fly
wheel.
Examine the drive plates (see page 24) and
check that the plates slide freely on the shaft
splines.

Assem.bling and Setting a Borg
and Beck Double Clutch

Place the base plate Service Tool 912917 on
the bench and ciean the face.

2. Screw the long studs into the appropriate holes
il) the base plate; the screws have a screw
driver slot at one end for this purpose.

3. Screw the pillar adaptor (912723) into the
centre of the base plate and place Code 14
spacers on the base plate, equally spaced and
positioned so that they are under the release
levers. Fit a cover spacer (912724) on each
stud, so that when the stud nuts are tightened
the·spacers will be clamped between the cover
flange and base plate.

4. Fit pressure plate on top of the spacers and,
after lightly coating the lugs with anti
scuffing paste, fit the inner cover, springs,
spring covers and outer cover. Tiqhten down
the cover using the long studs and nuts.
Check that all marks made when dismantlin.g
are re-aligned and tighten the nuts progres
sively ano by diametrical selection to avoid

•

•
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O. Sp3ce,,; - pressure plate
H. s,m"; tinger

HEIGHT - BORG

C. Studs
G. Centre pillar
K. Adjuster pad

CHECKING RE~EASE ~EVER

B. SQaC8r5 - cover
F. Sp!c!!r - centre pillar
J. Release lever

J

Figure 13.

K
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•, >... , til
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B C D E A D '~'Cr B. , .....

Baseplate
Adaptor - centre pillar

A.
E.

A.
D,

i in ('S~O mm)
J. in (3'2 mm)

Figure 14. ANTI.RAn~E SPRING REP~CING

B. ~ in- (9'S mm)
E. '1 i in (292 mm)
G, -h in (2'4 mm)

Page 12



Figure 15. FiniNG ANTI-RAnLE SPRINGS

Refit the release lever anti-rattle springs. These
are of the double coil type and quite strong.
The easiest way of fining them is to make a
simple tool as shown in Fig. 14. If the pins
anaching the release levers to the pressure
plate lugs are removed, and the springs fined
in position, the tool can be rested against the
cover bearing housing and used as a lever to
push the release lever outwards, against the
spring, until the retaining pin can be refined.

10. Fit the three adjusting screws and nuts into the
inner cover and set them to a clearance of
0·070 in. (1,78 mm). (Note that this clear
ance will require resening after the clutch is
assembled on the tractor flywheel.) Refit
release lever plate, securing with the spring
clips.

11. Before removing the clutch from base plate.
replace the -ft in. nuts under the release levers,
to prevent the thrust springs expanding too
far.

Laycock Double Clutch
The Laycock double clutch is fined to a number

of 880 and 780 Tractors and as this clutch does not
use the same release bearing and carrier as the Borg
and Beck clutch they are not directly interchangeable.

As the clutch pedal is depressed the release
.Ievers (Fig, 16).pivot first-about the fulcrum.roUers
and then. when the adjusting screw contacts the
cover thrust button. on the outer cover. When release.
lever is pivoting on fulcrum roller the pressure plate
is drawn rearwards to release the transmission plate
but the pressure of the thrust springs is transferred to
the three plungers, which are pressed against the
separator plate and therefore hold the power take
off driven plate fi""ly in engagement. Pressing the
release levers so' far that they pivot on the cover
thrust button withdraws pressure plate and also
reieases the three plungers. so' that the three.springs
in flywheel push the separator plate away from
flywheel and release the power take-off plate. Both
clutches are therefore disengaged when pedal is
fully depressed but only the transmission clutch is
disengaged if pedal is not depressed past the
point where the adjusting screw contacts cover
thrust button.

Pan No. 904138
Pan No. 9041 93

0·01 0 in. thick
0·020 in. thick

9.

-.

G
E
F
D

;;
;;

K

H

A

HEIGHT - LAYCOCK'
C. Spacers - pressure plate
F. Spacer - 962577
J. Adjusting screw - PTO stage
M. Roller - release lever

SETIING RELEASE LEVER

. B. Spacer - cover
E. Spacer - 961853
H. Reteese'fever
L Plunger - pressure plate

Figure 16.

Baseplate
Adaptor - centre pillar
Setting finger
Adjusting screw - lever height

A.
D.
G
K,• Page 13



Servicing the Laycock Double
Clutch Unit

The clutch unit can be dismantled by using
clutch tool kits 961850 (Kit No.1) and 961856 (Kit
No.2) which include base plate 912917 (see
Service Tool Leaflet 11.4 or C1). The parts of the tool
are identical to those for Borg and Beck clutch
except that a centre pillar adaptor 962577 will also
be required.

1. To ensure assembly of parts in the same
relative position. thereby preserving the
balance of the .clutch. mark the following
parts.
a. pressure plate and outer cover
b. release levers and plungers
c. separator plate and flywheel

2. Screw long studs intc appropriate holes in
baseplate - the studs have a screwdriver slot
for this purpose - and fit a cover spacer
912724 on each stud. Place three code 14
spacers on baseplate. equally spaced and
positioned so that the pressure plate will
rest on them. Place clutch assembly on studs
with release levers opposite the spacers. Fit
stud nuts and tighten down progressively by
diametrical selection.

3. Slacken off the adjusting screws. remove
release lever pivots and spring anchor pins.
remove release levers and withdraw roller
pins and rollers. and extract plungers.

4. Slowly. and' by diametrical selection. un
screw nuts on long studs securing cover to
base plate so that thrust springs are under
control as cover is released. Separate the
various parts of the clutch.

Checking Clutch Perts: Before re-assembling
clutch all parts should be thoroughly cleaned and
then checked as below.

1. Check release levers for wear. Renew if main
pivot pin holes are wom. replace adjusting
s_..if any. flaliO.....r~_·u" fulcrum··
points. Where new adjusting screws are
being fined check that the spherical end is
smooth. If there is a pip on end this should
be polished away with emery cloth.

2. Examine release lever rollers and renew if any
flats are apparent. fit new roller assemblies
and lightly lubricate with anti-scuffing paste.

3. Examine thrust bunons (for the PTO stage).
If these are excessively worn the cover should
be replaced. It is not recommended that the
bunons be changed in service.

4. Ex.amine clutch cover bearing and renew if
tight or dry. ,0; new bearing should be a light
push fit in coverotherwise clutch may spin
because outer track will be deformed. If
necessary. scrape the three housing locations
until bearing can be pushed freely into
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POSItIon. It is important that an equal
amount is removed from each of the
locating faces. To change the bearing it will
be necessary to .carefully cut the three rivets.
remove retaining plate and punch the rivets
out of clutch cover. On re-assembly retaining
plate may be secured with three round head
~ in. diameter rivets or altematively three
round head ~ BSF screws and nuts. the
heads of the screws should be on outer face
of clutch cover and the nuts should be treated
with Loctite to ensure that they do not work
loosa.

5. Check clutch springs. replace if discoloured
or rusty. It should be noted that the free
length of springs may vary up to -.'lrin.
(1,5 mm) and this is no indication of weak
springs. It is the loaded length of the spring
that is important. (See Page 50.)

6.·~mine spring'ileat insulating _Aers'1mG
replace if damaged or broken.

7. Examine pressure plate and replace if badly
scored. cracked or blued. Slight scores or
cracks may be removed by re-surfacing. Do
not reduce the thickness by more than
0·015 in. (0·38 mm).

8. Fit pressure plate into cover and check that
the clearance between the three lugs .and
their respective slots is sufficient to give
cover 0·006 to 0'010 in. (0'15 to 0·25 mm)
total side play on the pressure plate. If
not. increase the clearance by filing cover
slots.

9. Check the condition of separator plate. If it is
only wom on the transmission side. further
life may be obtained by reversing it. If badly
cracked or blued it should be replaced as the
maximum which can be removed by re
surfacing is 0'015 in. (0,38 mm) per side.

NOTE: It is inadvisable to re-use clutch springs
if any re-surfacing of pressure or separator plate has
been carried out. New springs and insulating
washers should be fined to ensure the clutch clamp
ing load .is maintained,

Check that separator plate is a sliding fit in
flywheel; a tight plate will cause the PTO drive plate
to spin and a slack plate may rattle when pedal is
fully depressed. Separator plate rartte is not.
however. detrimental to the operation of clutch.

10. Check the three push-off springs in flywheel
and renew if necessary. These should be of
equal length.

11. Examine driven plates (see Page 24) and
check that the plates slide freely" on shaft
splines.

Assembling and Setting
Clutch Unit

1. Place baseplate 912917 on bench and clean
the face.

•

•
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11. Before removing clutch from baseplate,
replace .trz nsit blocks - ~ in. x i in. x2 in.
(2·38 x12·7 x50·8 mm) - between cover and
pressure plate at the heel of release levers to
prevent thrust springs expanding tOo far as
shown in Fig. 17. ..

Driven Plates: When fitting the driven plates
it is essential that the flanged side of plate hub faces
towards flywheel. On new Borglite plate the

.appropriate facing will be stamped "Flywheel this
Side" in red.

If for service purposes it is necessary to fit a
Borg & Beck transmission drive plate. the clearance
of release lever adjusting screws on baseplate must
be set to 0·057 in. (1,447 mm) because the Borg &
Beck drive plate is thicker than the Laycock plate.

'i'l;,

'!f:{f(ffl1

Transit block

LAYCOCK CLUTCH

A-_-,

B

FITTING TRANSIT

A. Lever

DUAL CLUTCH-1200 L1VEDRIVE
TRACTORS

Operation: The dual clutch fitted in 1200
Livedrive Tractors has two 11 in. (27'9 em) diameter
plates assembled into a single unit but each fitted
with its own release mechanism. The transmission
clutch is controlled by a foot pedal and the powe
take-off clutch controlled by a hand lever. Eacl.
clutch can therefore be disengaged. or engage<.,
independently oj the other clutch. (Fig. 18.)

The power take-off hand lever is fitted with a
catch so that the lever can be locked in the dis
engaged position for temporarily disengaging drive
to power-driven implements. The lever should not,
however, remain in the disengaged position for long
periods as this would place unnecessary strain on the
release mechanism. Always .put the power take
off gear lever in neutral and engage .. the power
take-off clutch when not using the power take-off.

~
\" t::"J.'l.,'

~':~

. '0.

2. Screw long studs into appropriate holes in
base plate; the screws have a screwdriver
slot at one end for this purpose.

3. Screw pillar adaptor (912723) into centre oj
baseplate and place three Code 14 spacers on
baseplate equally spaced and positioned so
that pressure plate will rest on them. Fit a
cover spacer (912724) on each stud so that
when stud nuts are tightened the spacers
will be clamped between cover flange and
baseplate.

4. Fit pressure plate on top of spacers and
lightly coat lugs with anti-scuffing paste. Fit
plungers (also lightly coated with anti
scuffing paste). springs and spring insulating
washers, spring covers and then the cover.
Tighten down cover using long studs and
nuts. Check that all identification marks
made when dismantling are aligned and
tighten nuts progressively and by diametrical
selection to avoid distoning cover.

5. Fit release levers,

6. Screw actuator into adaptor and depress
handle about twelve times to settle release
mechanism. This is essential, otherwise the
release lever setting may change when clutch
is put into operation. It is also important to
bear in mind that the purpose of this is to
operate release levers in their normal working
position, and actuator must only be screwed
into adaptor far enough to bring the handle
horizontal. If actuator is screwed fully into
adaptor and handle operated in an almost
vertical position, damage to actuator may
occur.

7. Remove actuator and fit centre pillar in its
place. Place the spacer (Code 8) and a
Laycock adaptor spacer 962577. on centre
pillar with the recess downwards, and then
fit setting finger:

8. Set release levers with adjuster screws K,
Fig. 16, to finger height. The height of
adjuster screws must be alike. Operate clutch
again with actuator lever and recheck height.
The release levers should be held down
firmly by hand so that roller is in contact with
plunger.

9. Refit release lever anti-rattle springs. These
are of double coil type and can be easily
fitted .by hand. The tails of spring fit in the
two anchor holes in cover, the hoop of
spring fits over lever and the two eyes mount
on release lever pivot pin.

10. Fit the three adjusting screws and nuts into
release levers and set them toa clearance of
0·048 in. (1,22 mm). (NOTE that this clear
ance must not be altered after clutch is
assembled on tractor flywheel as due
allowance has been made for the use of
Borg & Beck equipment when setting the
Laycock clutch.)

•

•
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Adjustments: As the clutch facings wear
during service the amount of free-play in the
operating linkage will be reduced and the maintaining
of sufficient free-play is the only adjustment
required in the field.

Failure to maintain sufficient free-play in either
the transmission or. power take-off clutch linkage
will cause premature wear of the release mechanism

. and ultimate clutch failure.

Transmission Clutch Adjustment: If the
pedal free-play is less than" in. (t 2 mm) release the
locknut and unscrew the adjusting nut. to lengthen
the rod. until the free- play is increased to i-1 in.
(' ·9-2·5 em) then tighten the locknut. (Fig. , 9.)

Power Take-off Clutch Adjustment: The
power take-off lever should have 1i in. (3' 2 em)

Pogo 16

free-play when in the forward - engaged - position.
and to increase the amount of free-play release the
locknut and unscrew the adjusting nut to lengthen
the rod then tighten the locknut.

When adjusting the power take-off clutch always
check that the hand lever return spring has sufficient
tension to hold the rod fully forward when in the
engaged position. If necessary renew the pull-off
spring. or fit an additional spring. to hold the lever
firmly against the front of the slot. Failure to carry out
this check may result in premature wear of the release
mechanism.

Servicing the Clutch Unit
To service the dual clutch unit it is necessary to

use either a baseplate kit or a flywheel kit of Service
Tools. (See Page 40.) . •.-
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Figure 19. CLUTCH LINKAGE - 1200 TRACTORS

A, Free play 1Transmission
B. Connecting rod clutch
C. Adjusting nut ..,
D. Adjusting screw - clutch stop

E. Free play }' PTO
F. Connecting rod clutch
G. Adjusting nut
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Figure 20.

PLACING DUAL

CLUTCH ON
·BASEPLATE

A. Studs

B. Baseplate

C. Spacer

•
. "'-...,..• •
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A
B
C

. Dismantling the Clutch:
, . Screw the nine special long

bolts in the appropriate holes
in baseplate, tighten firmly
and lightly smear the long
threaded portion with anti
scuffing paste.

2. Place three Code 3 spacers,
evenly spaced, on the base
plate. Slide clutch assembly
on the bolts and position the
three spacers so that.they are
adjacent to the three PTO
pressure- plate toggle lugs.
(Fig. 20.) Fit a flat washer
and nut on each bolt. Tighten
the nuts evenly, and by
diametrical selection, until
clutch and baseplate are
clamped firmly together.

3. To maintain balance when
re-assembled mark the fol
lowing components (a felt
tipped pen is ideal for this
purpose): PTO and main

Page [7



Figure 21.

REMOVING RETAINING
STAPI.ES

A. Actuator

a. Adaptor plate

drive covers. pressure plate lugs and release
levers. PTO cover yokes and release levers.
main drive cover and pressure plate

4. Screw the long centre pillar adaptor into base
plate and screw actuator into adaptor. Using
actuator to depress PTO release levers.
remove the three retaining staples then un
screw actuator. (Fig. 21.)

5. Remove clevis pins from the ends of all release
levers and remove transmission ftlleese levers
from cover. Remove the six short bolts
attaching cover to main housing.

6. Remove nuts from the nine long bolts. Un
screw nuts evenly. and by diametrical selec
tion. until the thrust springs are fully ex
panded. then dismantle clutch from baseplate.
(Fig. 22)

r

Thrust Springs: Renew springs that are rusted.
damaged or W/lak. As the free length varies. even on
new springs. the use of a sprin!j tester is recom
mended. (See :Page 50.)

••

Separator Housing Bearing: Renew bearing
if it is tight. affected by dust. or if the lubricant has
dried out.

Inspection of Parts
Examine all parts after cleaning. paying special

anention to the following:..

•

Power Take·off
Red

131 Ib (59 kg)
1·41 in. (36 mm)

Release Levers: Damaged or wom levers
should be ren/lwed. together with any bent or wom
pivot pins.

Release Lever Springs: Check thickness of
transmission release lever springs and if they are
0·104 in. (2'64 mm) diameter replace these with
stronger springs. Part No. 923989. which are
0·128 in. (3'25 mm) thick. .

Renew springs whose load is below the min
imum. Some early clutches were fined with lavender!
black springs on the transmission plate and these
should be replaced by a set of dark blue!light green
springs.

Release Lever Adjusting Screws: If
hexagonal-headed adjusting screws are fined in the
transmission release levers. replace these with
socket-headed screws. Part No. 923990. which are
lighter. If .Iighter screws are not available reduce the

Transmission Cover: Renew if release lever
pivots are distorted or loose. Place the pressure plate
inside·the cover. assembly marks aligned. to ensure
plate lugs slide freely through cover holes. File plate
lugs if there is insufficient clearance.

Insulating Washers: Ren/lw any broken. or
damaged. insulating washers. Fix any loose washers
in place on the housing with adhesive.

Transmission
Spring colour Dark blue!

light green

Minimum load 130 Ib (58 kg)
Checking length 1·69 In. (43 mm)

C

A

CI.UTCH

PTO toggle.

.-
Figure 22. DISMANTLING

Separator housing B.
Caver assembly

A.
C.

Transmission arid PTO PrOlSSure Pletes and
Separator Housing: The friction surfaces must be
smooth and free from blueing or cracks and the pivot
points not exc/lssively wom. The friction surfaces
may be regroLlnd provided that ::ot more than
0·015 in. (0,38 mm) of metal is removed from any
one face. Excessive removal of metal will reduce
pressure and affect clutch operation.
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Figure 23. .f'TO CLUTCH TOGGLE LEVERS

A. Early toggle. -h UNF threads
8. Later toggle. i UNF threads

weight of the original screws. by sawing off the
hexagon head and cuning a screwdriver slot in the
screw end.

Release Lever Plates: Renew these if they are
worn on the surface Or lever tip register.

Release Lever Toggles: If the PTe lever
toggles are being renewed ensure that the correct
toggles are being used. A number of early clutches
were fined with -fr: UN F toggles and these must not
be replaced by i UNF toggles. which 'are thicker and
would not operate freely. (Fig. 23.)

Figure 24. ASSEMBLING PTO PRESSURE PLATE

Assembly and Setting
1. Clean and dry all clutch components. base

plate and spacers. Check that adaptors screw
freely into baseplate and lightly lubricate
threads.

2. Place Code 3 spacers on baseplate and place
PTe pressure plate on spacers; position plate
so the spacers are adjacent to plate lugs.
(Fig. 24.) Fit red springs on pressure plate
and. after smearing plate lugs with anti
scuffing paste. place separator housing in
position. Align the assembly marks and
ensure that no insulating washers fall out as
the housing is inverted. (Fig. 25.)

Figure 25. FITTING SEPARATOR HOUSING ..

An alternative method of assembling PTe
pressure plate is to lay separator housing on
bench, lit thrust springs and pressure plate
in housing then turn assembly over whilst
holding housing and plate together and
place on baseplate.

3. Place three Code 13 spacers on friction sur
face of separator housing then fit transmission
pressure plate on the spacers. Position pres
sure plate so that assembly 'r!arks are aligned
and place the spacers below plate lugs.
Temporarily fit cover to ensure pressure plate
is centralised on housing.

Figure 26. ASSEMBLING TRANSMISSION CLUTCH

4. Fit the dark blue/light green thrust springs on
pressure plate and. after lightly smearing the
inside of cover apertures with anti-scuffing
paste. align assembly marks and place cover
over springs. taking care that the cover does
not bind on the pressure plate lugs. Screw a
nut. with a flat washer underneath. on each
of the nine long bolts. Tighten nuts evenly
and by diametrical selection. until the as
sembly is clamped firmly against baseplate.
Replace and fully tighten the short bolts
anaching cover to separator housing. (Fig.
26.) .
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5. Fit transmission release'Ievers and retaining
springs. Smear pivot pins and contact points
of release levers with anti-scuffing peste' and
take care not to overstretch the springs.
Secure the pivot pins with split pins. Fit
release lever plate and retain in position by
fining split pins: the small leaf spring in end
of lever must be pressed in towards lever and
the split pin fined underneath it. so that the
plate is held against the lever tips.

6. Fit PTO release lever but do not fit split pins
in lever pivot pins. Temporarily fit the release
lever plate on ends of lever.

7. Screw the short adaptor into baseplate and
screw actuator into adaptor. Do not screw
actuator too far into adaptor but screw it in
SO that when actuator lever is horizontal the
release lever plate is depressed Tin.
(3'2 mm). 'Operate actuator handle rapidly
about a dozen times: this is essential to senle
the moving parts. otherwise the lever senings
will change when the clutch is used.

Figure 27.

SETTING TRANSMISSIOtoi RELEASE LEVER HEIGHT

8. Remove actuator and screw centre pillar
firmly into adaptor. Place a spacer, Code 16X
(some early spacers were marked "Code' 16"
only). on centre pillar - recess in spacer
towards adaptor. Fit short sening finger on
centre pillar and set adjusting screws on
trai:lsmiS?ion levers so that when finger is
·.rotit~~ilst being held firmly and squarelv
~l\9ainst~spacer. it just touches lever plate all
:ine' way round. (Fig. 27.) When the levers

(;iare'correptIY set. hold screws stationary and
f4irm1ytjghten locknuts.
~_~: t··
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figure 28. SETTING PTO RELEASE LEVER HEIGHT

9. Remove gauge finger and centre pillar. Screw
actuator into adaptor and repeat Operation 7.
then refit spacer and gauge finger to recheck
lever adjustment. Reset lever screws if
necessary. but ensure that locknuts are fully
tightened.

10. Remove short edaptor from baseplate and
screw long adaptor in its place. Fit circular
plate on actuator and screw actuator into
adaptor until the release lever plate is pushed
down i in. (3,2 mm) when the lever is
horizontal. Operate actuator rapidly about a
dozen times: this is essential to settle the
moving parts and ensure the lever setting
does not alter when clutch is used.

11. Remove actuator. screw centre pillar into
adaptor and fit spacer. Code 16X (some early.
spacers were marked "Code 16" only). on
pillar - recess in spacer towards adaptor. Fit
the long setting finger on centre pillar and
set the three toggles so that when setting .
finger is rotated. whilst being held firmly and
SQuarely egainst spacer. it just touches the
lever plate all the way round. (Fig. 28.) When
the lever setting is correct. lock toggles by
firmly tightening all six locknuts.

12. Remove gauge and centre pillar. Screw
actuator. with plate. into adaptor and operate
actuator a dozen times. as described in
Operation 10, then replace spacer and gauge
to recheck lever setting. Reset toggles if
necessary, but ensure that all locknuts are
fully tightened.

13. Remove PTO release lever plate and with
draw lever pivot pins. so that levers and
toggles can be swung outwards clear of
clutch. Make three stiff wire staples, similar
to the PTO retaining staples but shorter. and
hook these over the transmission levers. so
that when the cover is removed from separator
housing the staples will prevent thrus~ springs
pushing levers away from cover.

•' .
y'
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A. Flywheel
O. Driven plates
G. Remse ~ever
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Figure 29. TWIN-PLATE CLUTCH

B. separator plate
E. Driveshelt
H. Release beering
K. Spring - pressure plate

C. PreSsureplate
F. Thrust springs
J. Spring - flywlwlel

E

.'
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, 4. Remove short bolts from cover then unscrew
nuts from long bolts evenly until spring
'tension is released. Lift cover from separator
housing and remove spacers. centre pillar and
adaptor. Place transmission driven plate on
separator housing - side marked "Flywheel"
towards housing - then refit cover assembly.
Use pilot tool (Fig. 44), or a clutch driveshaft,
to align driven plate with separator housing
bearing and fit three nuts, with flBt wesner»
underneath, spaced evenly round the hous
ing. Tighten the three nuts evenly to clamp
cover down, then replace and firmly tighten
the six short cover bolts.

, 5. Remove staples from transmission levers, refit
PTO release levers .and release plate. Fit'

retaining staples on PTO levers, check that all
split pins are securely locked, then remove
the three nuts and lift from baseplate,

TWIN-PLATE CLUTCH
The twin-plate clutch is an optional fitting on

, 880 and 990 Non-Livedrive Tractors and is of similar
construction to the Livedrive clutch but has both
inner and outer driven plates mounted on the same
driveshaft. The clutch therefore functions as a single
clutch but the twin plates give it twice the facing
area of a single plate unit.

Adjustment: Clutch pedal adjustment is by
means of the adjusting screw on the cross shaft
operating lever (Fig. 6) and this should be set to
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give 1 to 1! in. (2'5 to 3·8 cm) free-play. As no
intermediate stage is required. the pedal roller has no
eccentric adjustment and the cress shaft lever is not
8CIuipped with two angled faces. The maintaining of
sufficient free-play is the only adjustment normally
required dUring service.

On early clutches there are three adjusting
screws on the inner cover - the screws used for
PTO clutch adjustment on the UVedrive clutch and
shown in Fig. 6 - and if the driven plates fail to stop
when the pedal is fully depressed. this may be caused
by excessive clearance between the screws and
pressure plate. To set the adjusting screws. remove
vent'cover from clutch housing ar'ld tum engine so '
that one of the screws is opposite cover aperture.
Release locknut. insert a 0·050 in. (1,27 mm) feeler
gauge through hole in clutch cover and between
screw end and pressure plate. After adjusting screw
so that it just holds feeler gauge. hold screw
stationary and firmly tighten locknut. Tum engine
and adjust the two remaining SCIeWS in the same
manner. Ensure that the locknuts are fully tightened
before replacing cover.

Release levers: Renew if, flats are worn on
tips of fulcrum points. If necessary. fit new roller
assemblies and lubricate with anti-scuffing paste.

Cover Bearing: Renew if bearing is tight or
dry. When fming a new bearing ensure that it is a
sliding fit in housing. If necessary, scrape out the
housing until bearing can be pushed freely into
position.

Thrust Springs: Renew any springs that are
weak, damaged or rusty. As the free-length varies.
evan on new springs. the use of a spring tester is
recommended. (Page 50.)

Pressure Plata: If surface is cracked. blued or
badly scored renew. If slightly scored the surface may
be retaced provided that not more than 0'015 in.
(0,38 mm) of metal is removed. :

If a new pressure plate is fitted it is reeem
mended that the latest type plate (962573) and
three springs (625232) are fitted. The clutch can th~
be converted to the latest type unit by discarding the
inne.r cover and fitting two new driven plates
(928288). (Fig. 29.)

•

Servicing the Twin-Plate Clutch
1. To ensure re-assembly of parts in the same

relative position. mark the pressure plate,
release levers and covers (a felt -tipped pan
is ideal for this purpose).

. . '

2. Screw long studs imo apPropriate holes in
clutch tool baseplate, using screwdriver slots
in studs. Fit a coverspaeer (912724) on each,
stud and place three SpaCllrs, Code 17X, on
baseplate - 8CIually spaced and positioned
so that the pressure plate will rest on them.
Slide clutch assembly on studs. Fit nuts on '
studs and tighten down evenly, and by
diametrical 'selection. until the clutch is
clamPed firmly 'against balleplare.

3. Remove release lever thrust plate and if clutch
is fitted with an inner covet, remove the three
inner cover adjusting screws.

" .. ~'. '".
4. R!it.b" spit{ -pifts·from',elssss levedulcium

pins. Withdraw' pins and remove anti-rattle
springs and release'JeVers. " ... -.:.

Separator Plate:" If plate is cracked. blued or
badly scored it should be renewed. If slightly scored
the surfaces may be reground if thickness of plate is
not reduced by more than 0·030 in. (0,75 mm). Also
check that plate is a free sliding tit in the flywheel
teeth: a tight plate will cause clutch drag and a very
slack plate may rattle when the pedal is fully
depressed. although separator plate rattle is not
detrimental to clutch operation.

Covers: Fit pressure plate into cover and check
that release lever lugs have sufficient clearance to
allow 0·006 to 0'012 in. (0'15 to 0·30 mm) move
ment of cover; if.not. file cover slots. where required.
to increaSe clearanCe. On early clutches with an inner
cover also check that the adjusting screw inserts are
in good condition; renew these,'if necessary (see
Page 10).

Separator Plate Springs: Clean out the three
holes in flywheel and check springs. Clutches with
010t,jn~CMl1'...lso hive three compression springs
in pressureplate and it is important that these operate
freely. l?,therwise clutch..will"spin when disengaged.

5. If r~uired, e?ClrBct pin securing roller bearing ,
,~:.;. in'each release lever. preparing to Catch the J'

19 needle rollers as each pin is removed.o· .-",

Driven Plates: Examine drive plates (see
Page 24) and check that plates slide freeiy on shaft
splines.

<s " 6. EveJ;: and by diametrical selection, unscrew
nuts from the long studs until thrust springs
are released then remove cover and separate
the various parts. .

f

Checking the Clutch Parts;,.
Examine all parts after cleaning, paying special

atteQtion to the following:

>,
I
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- "AsSembling and Setting
a Twin-Plate Clutch

1. Place baseplate (Service Tool 961696) on
bench and clean face. Screw long studs into
appropriate holes in baseplate. using screw
driver slot in stud ends. Screw adaptor
(912723) into centre of baseplate and place
a cover spacer (912724) on each stud.
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Figure 30.

Baseplate
Specer - pressure plate
Centre pillar

SETTING RELEASE LEVER
B. Spacer - cover
E. Adaptor - centre pillsr
H. Setting finger
K. Adjustor pad

HEIGHT
C.
F.
J.

Studs
Spacer- centre piner
Release lever
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2 Position three spacers. Code 17X, on base
plate and fit pressure plate on top of spacers:
ensure that spacers are equally spaced under
pressure plate and plate is central with studs.

3. Lightly smear pressure plate lugs with anti
scuffing paste and place thrust springs in
position. If the clutch incorporates an inner
cover. replace this and the six light springs.
Replace outer cover and fit a nut on each
baseplate stud. Check that assembly marks
are aligned then tighten nuts down. evenly
and by diametrical selection. until cover is
firmly clamped against spacers on stud.

4. Replace release levers, but not lever plates.
and screw actuator into adaptor, Do not screw
actuator too far into adaptor: screw it in so
that when actuator lever is horizontal the
release lever tips are depressedTin. (3·2 mm) .
Operate actuator rapidly about a dozen times
to settle working parts. This is essential other
wise release lever setting may change when
clutch is put into operation.'

5. Remove actuator and screw centre pillar into
adaptor. Place the appropriate spacer. Code 8
if early 10/10 clutch but Code 16X if a 10/10
clutch without inner cover, or an 11/10 in.
clutch. on the centre pillar - recess in spacer
downwards - then fit checking finger. Set
release levers, by shimming adjuster pads. so
that lever tips are within 0·002 in. (0,05 mm)
-of gauge finger. Hold levers down firmly by
hand when checking height setting and use
e' feeler gauge to measure the clearance

between lever and gauge finger: a 0'001 in.
variation in shim thickness gives 0·0045 in.
variation at lever tip. (Fig. 30.)
Shims for release lever roller pads.: •
0'002 in. thick Part No. 900258' ::':',.",,:,."'.
0·003 in. thick Part No. 901723, -, ".""
0-010 in. thick Part No. 904138 '".:/"rc
0·020 in. thick Part No. 904193

6. Remove gauge. spacer and centre pillar,
Screw actuator into adaptor. as in Operation
4. and operate actuator rapidly a dozen times. .
Remove actuator. refit centre pillar. spacer
and gauge finger. then recheck that all releaSe
levers are correctly set. Re-adjust if necessary,
ensuring that adjuster pad screws are firmly.·:,'
tightened.

7. Fit anti-rattle springs on release levers: these
are quite strong and the easiest way of fitting
them is to make a simple lever as shown in .
Fig. 14. If the pins attaching release leverS.to
pressure plate lugs are removed and springs
fitted in position. the lever can be ·reStiid;~·:'
against cover bearing housingl:and used to~~~;'
push release lever outward against spring
until retaining pin can be fitted. (Fig. 15.)

8. If clutch incorporates an inner cover. replace
the three adjusting screws and locknuts.
Insert feeler gauge through cover holes and
set screws so that they are 0·050 in.' .;
(1 ·270 mm) clear of pressure plate then .,
firmly tighten locknuts. Note that these
screws will requireresening when clutch is
assembled in tractor:

..', '".' '-.~
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9. Smear release lever tips with anti-scuffing
- paste then replace lever thrust plate and
_secure with spring clips. Fit a .,;. in. nut under
outer end of each release lever. to prevent
thrust springs expanding too far. then un
screw the stud nuts evenly and remove clutch
from baseplate.

Refacing Driven Plates
To remove the old facings drill out the rivets

using a * in. (4 mm) diameter drill inserted through
the clearance hole in the opposite side facing.

The open portion of the rivet readily centres the
.drill enabling a speedy and clear removal to be
effected.
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A. Hub B.Dia<:
FillUl1l 31. BORGUTE DRIVEN

C. Segment
PLATE

D. Facing E. Rivet

Driven Plates
An examination of the various driven plates will

show that they are of either the rigid or the Borglite
type. The Borglite type consists of a series of
segments. set alternately concave and convex.
rivetaQ...:o ..a...ceQtre p'J'iJ 'f~-ts~r.iv~to-,it·

splined hub. The facings are riveted to the segments.
each rivet being attached to only one facing. The
alternate hole in each facing is drilled to give access
to the rivet securing the facing on the opposite side
of the plate. It is impomnt that the side of the plate
marked "Flywheel" should alwayS be fined towards
the flywheel.

The rigid type plate is a one-piece steel disc
which is cut to form segments. The disc is riveted to
a centre hub and the facings are connected to
alternate segments. as described above for the
Borglite plate.

As rigid plates have 24 facing rivets and Borglite
plates have 40 facing rivets. facings are not inter
changeable, but facings are available to suit either
type of plate.

When the facings have been removed examine
the plate carefully. If any signs of cracking are
apparent. or if the hub is loose on the rivets or wom
in the splines. a new plate complete with facings is
,_ired: Also check the plate for disrcrncn and
discard it if more than 0·01 5 in. (0-38 mm) out of true
when spun on a mandrel between centres.

Place one of the new facings in position on the
disc. noting that the convex side of the plate seg
ments are against the rivet holes in the facing.

Inse" hollow steel rivets with their heads against
the metal disc segment and roll rivet shank securely
against the facing counterbore: this is the opposite
procedure to that used with brass rivets. If a rolling
tool is not available a blunt-ended punch will prove
satisfactory.

lnsert brass rivets. with their heads in counter
bored holes in facing. and roll the shanks securely
against plate disc. If a rolling tool is not available a
blunt-ended punch will prove satisfactory. •
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Figure 32.

Clutch pedal
Adjusting screw
Compression spring
Tension spring

CLUTCH STOP - 990/880f780 LIVEDRIVE TRACTORS

B. Connecting link C. Clevis pin
F. Operating lever G. Cou!)Jing
K. Stud L Fork
O. Brake band P. Locknuts

R. Clutch driveshaft

"'-R
H

O. Lever
H. Shaft
M. Anchor pin
Q. Drum

•

Secure the opposite side facing in a similar
manner. when it will be noted that counter-bored
holes in one facing coincide with clearance holes in
the other facing.

Clutch Stop
With the exception of 770 Tractors. all Livedrive

models are fitted with a small brake band which
operates on a drum orr clutch driveshaft. When clutch
pedal is depressed to disengage transmission clutch
the band is tightened round the drum and stops shaft
revolving. thus allowing gears to be engaged without
noise or damage. .

All Non- Livedrive Tractors and 770 Livedrive
models have a spring-loaded friction pad attached to
inside of gearbox cover. The pad is in permanent
contact with the muff coupling and when clutch is
disengaged the slight drag of the pad brings clutch
driveshaft to a standstill. TRere is no adjustment or
setting required and the only maintenance necessary

is examination of pad whenever gearbox top is
removed.

Adjustment: The only extemal adjustment
available is by means of the operating lever adjusting
screw and this should be set so thilt when pedal is
depressed sufficiently to take up all the free-play and
operating lever is tumed clockwise until brake-band
touches drum - this only requires light hand
pressure - head of adjusting screw is -,T' in. ('-6
mm) clear of operating lever or. on '200 Tractors.
pedal pin.

Examination: This should be carried out
whenever gearbox cover is removed. Examine brake
band lining and renew if more than half wom. New
linings are i in. (3,2 mm) thick and are bonded to
the band. New linings should be soaked in oil
before fitting.

Internal Setting (except' 200) : .Disconneet
pedal linkage by removing clevis pin C (Fig. 32)
from connecting link and check that long stud K is
nearly flush with intemal face of large fork -end L
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Figu", 33. CLUTCH STOP - 1200 LIVEDRIVE TRACTORS

A. Clutch pedal B. Operating lever C. Adjusting screw D. Fori<
F. Stud G. Return spring H. Brake band J. Adjusting nuts

K. Muff coupling

Adjust nuts at lower end of stud K so that
spring J is compressed to a length of 2ft in.
(67'4 mm). Push anchor pin down and insert a
0·070 in. (1,78 mm) feeler gauge between pin and
stop. Release anchor so that it holds feeler gauge
then set locknuts P so that band is only just clear of
drum. Withdraw feeler gauge. refit clevis pin and set
lever adjusting screw E so that it is n in. (1'6 mm)

. clear of operating lever when pedal is depressed to
'take up the free-play. and lever F is turned lightly
clockwise until brake-band touches drum.

Intemal Setting (1200 Tractors) : Check the
length of the compression spring E. (Fig. 33). This
should be compressed to a length of 21 in. (60'3 mm)
and is set by means of the adjusting nuts on stud F.
Screw adjusting screw C fully into the operating
lever B and release pedal so that it is in the fully
engaged position. With clutch stop mechanism held
in the "off" position by return spring G. tighten nuts
J until clearance between band and drum is just
eliminated - take care not to overrighten nuts
then unscrew nuts two full tums and· lock firmly.
This will give correct clearance between band and
drum. Finally set adjusting screw C so that when
pedal is depressed to take up free-play and operating
lever B is pressed lightly down..so that band is
touching drum, screw head is n in. (1'6 mm) clea,r
of pedal pin.

Before refining gearbox cover. check that the
lubricating oil pipe is positioned so that it directs oil
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on to clutch-stop drum: the brake lining will. wear
rapidly if not lubricated.

Overload Release Withdrawal
Mechanism (Hand Clutch)

Models 880 and 990 Tractors can be fined with
a clutch withdrawal mechanism which is operated'
by an overload release cable from the top link. The
resening lever (hand clutch lever) is mounted on the
left-hand side of the rear axle casing and is normally
retained in the rear (engaged) position by the catch
engaging with the stud. (Fig. 34.)

When the catch lever is raised by the overload
release cable, or tripped by hand. the catch releases
the lever and allows the tension spring to draw the
lever forward. thus disengaging the clutch.

On Uvedrive tractors the hand clutch dis
engages the main drive clutch only, the' power take
off and belt pulley remaining operative until
disengaged by the clutch pedal.

Adjustment of the Hand Clutch
Resaning of the clutch pedal free-play by means

of the adjustment bolt also resets the free-play in
the hand clutch linkage. The saning of the hand
clutch rod adjusting nut should. however. always be
checked when the clutch is adjusted to ensure that
the hand clutch linkage does not prevent the clutch •0'
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pedal from returning to the fully engaged position.
When the clutch pedal is against the stop on the
clutch housing. and the hand clutch lever is locked
in the engaged position. the adjusting nut should ben in. (1'5 mm) clear of the pin.

Figure 35.

GEARBOX COVER - 780/770/3800 TRACTORS

A. Steering box oil bath e. Main frame bolt hole

Clutch Removal .
."" .

770. 780 and 3800 Tractors: Clutch can be
removed after the combined gearbox top and clutch
housing has been removed. Procedure for Livedrive
and Non- Livedrive differs on one point only - on
Livedrive models the power take-off unit must be
removed so that the PTO cardan shaft can be with
drawn clear of clutch.

1. Remove earth lead from banery .terminal,
Remove fuel tank with instrument panel
anached to it. Disconnect thronle control
from hand lever and drag link from drop arm.
If tractor is fined with power-assisted steer
ing. tie steering ram to tractor frame to avoid
straining pipes. Remove steering box. com
plete with column and wheel.

2. Disconnect wiring from starter and remove
starter from clutch housing. Remove the two
figure-of-eight spring clips which hold clutch
fork to release bearing carrier: these are
accessible through aperture on underside of
main frame.

. 3. Remove gearbox cover - 17 bolts into main
frame. five bolts into rear axle. Note that one
of the main frame bolts is inside the steering
box oil bath. (Fig. 35.)

4. On t.lveorive models. drain transmission oil
into a clean container. remove power ta~e-
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Mo"'" 36. REMOVING OIL FILTER SWITCH AOAPT(\R

A. PTC case B. Adaptor C. '0' ring - adaptor

off unit and withdraw cardan shaft until it is
clear of clutch.

Caution: Tractors with a hydraulic filter
waming lamp have a switch for this lamp
under the PTO unit and it is necessary to
remove switch adapter ITom PTO case before
PTO unit can be withdrawn. (Fig. 36.)

5. ReleBse circlip Bt ITont of muff coupling and
slide coupling forward. Detach release bear
ing support snout from frame by removing the
three fixing bolts. If tractor is fined with a
band type clutch stop, disconnect the band
and remove stop assembly out of ITame.

6. Remove bolts attaching clutch cover to fly
wheel, placing a ,z.. in. nut under each release
lever at the same time, to prevent the thrust
springs expanding too far. Utt clutch and
driveshaft assembly out of frame; raise cover
first and follow with shaft.

7. Retain the three flywheel springs until
required for assembly.

Clutch Replacement
770. 780 and 3800 Tractors: After serviciflg

the clutch unit (see appropriate page) and checking
the components with reference to the fault-finding
information on Page 37, replace the clutch in reverse
order to removal.· main points to note being listed
below.

1. Fit PTO plate with hub towards flywheel and
separator plate with assembly marks aligned.

2. Place the three springs in flywheel holes.
Assemble release bearing and support snout
on shaft. fitting new '0' ring in snout groove.

3. Fit driveshaft assembly in clutch cover and fit
transmisSion driven plate on shaft - hub
towards flywheel - then fit assembly on to
flywheel. Line up dowel holes and replace

- .:if~?':"

bolts. tightening evenly and by diametrical
selection until fully tightened.

4. Check muff coupling end-float. This should
be not less than 0·010 in. (0·25 mm) and
may be increased by removing shims ITom
behind rear end of coupling.

5. Before fitting gearbox cover, check that clutch
cross shaft spring is correctly located against
fork and casting and set clutch stop. if fitted.
(See Page 25.)

6, Refit the figure-of-eight spring clips to clutch
fork, working through the bottom of main
frame,

7. When assembly is completed, adjust pedal
free-play and if necessary reset pedal, or

. lever. on cross shaft splines. (See Page 7.)
Adjust clutch stop, if fined.

Removing Clutch - 880 and 990
Tractors

The most convenient method of removing the
clutch depends on the tractor type. All Livedrive
tractors are fitted with a band type clutch brake. On
early tractors this prevented the muff coupling on
six-speed tractors being slid far enough forward to
clear the gearbox driveshaft. This means that the
ctutch-rnust be removed by splitting the tractor~ as
on 12-speed models,

On later models a change was introduced
reducing the width of the clutch-stop drum. allowing
the clutch to be removed out of the top of main
frame after the gearbox cover has been removed 
as on Non-Livedrive models.

Clutch removal methods for different tractors are
as below: •

1, Non-Liveclrive 6-speed Tractors: Remove
gearbox and clutch cover and lift out the
clutch - Method 'A',

2. Livedrive 6-speed Tractors: Up to Serial
Numbers 990iA/487806. 880/A/533604.
Split the tractor and remove the clutch from
the flvwheel- Method ·B'.

3. Livedrive 6-speed Tractors: Serial Num
bers 990/A/487807 onwards, 880:A/533604
onwards. 4600/900001 onwards. Remove the
gearbox and clutch cover and lift out the
clutch - Method 'A'.

4. Livedrive 12-speed Tractors: Split the
tractor and remove the clutch from the fly
wheel - Method'S'.

Removing Clutch Upwards
Method 'A'

1. Disconnect fuel pipes. wiring, and throttle and
stop control linkages. On 990 tractors, remove
thronle lever.

2. Remove fuel tank and' instrument panel.
Disconnect steering drop-arm.

-.
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3. On 990 Tractors only: Remove steering-box
to obtain access to the bolt beneath it which
passes through the spacer wedge and into the
clutch housing.

4. Remove all gearbox cover fixing bolts (five
through the rear axle) and lift cover off main
frame. On 880 Tractors the gearbox cover and
steering-box can be removed as a unit.

5. On 990 Tractors only: Disconnect the main
lead and remove starter motor.

6. Slacken clutch free-play adjusting screw and
remove clutch cover.

7. On Livedrive models only: Remove clutch
stop brake band by disconnecting it at both
ends. Release circlips locating the brake drum
and slide the drum forwards to the support
snout.

8. Release circlip retaining the muff coupling and
slide coupling fully forwards. Do not disturb
muff coupling end-float adjusting shims on
gearbox drive·shaft.

9.. On Livedrive models remove PTO housing and
withdraw PTO cardan shaft.
C.ution: Tractors wnh a hydraulic filter warning lamp
have a switch for this lamp under the PTO unit and it
is necessary to remove switch adaptor from PTO case
before PTO unit can be withdrawn. (Fig. 36.)

10. Detach support housing from rnain frame by
unscrewing the three fixing bolts and remove
the two spring clips securing cross-shaft fork
to release bearing carrier.

11. On Non-Livedrive models. slide the support
snout and clutch shaft away from flywheel
until the clutch shaft is clear of flywheel spigot
bearing.

12. Remove the bolts fixing clutch cover to fly
wheel. wedging a .;T in. nut under each
release lever as this is done. These nuts
prevent the clutch thrust spring expanding too
far and so assist removal.

13. Ease clutch cover assembly off its dowels and
remove the clutch and shaft assembly com
plete from the main frame.
On Non-Livedrive tractors this can be done by
lifting the rear of the clutch shaft until it is
clear of the gearbox and then lifting the whole
unit rearwards and upwards. On Livedrive
tractors the rear 6f the clutch shaft must first
be lowered into the main frame and the unit
then lifted out. cover assembly first.

14. Mark the clutch cover, separator plate- and
flywheel to ensure replacement in the same
relative positions. Retain the three push-off
springs for reassembly.

Clutch Replacement - Method 'A'
The clutch should be replaced in the reverse

order to removal, special anention being given to the
following points.

1. Examine the flywheel spigot bearing and
replace if necessary. Place a small quantity of
high-melting-point grease in the cavity·behind
the bearing.

2. Check the fit of the drive plates on the clutch
shaft. The plates should slide freely on tne :
spline without excessive slackness. Fit the
plates with the hub towards the flywheel.
(80rglite plates - "Flywheel" mark to fly
wheeL)

3. Check that the. separator teeth backlash is
within the following limits:
10/10 in. double clutch-O·Ol 0 irr. to 0·014 in.
11110 in. double clutch-O'007 in. to 0·011 in.

If the tolerance is above that quoted. rattle may
Occur when the clutch is operated but if the tolerance
is below that quoted then difficulty may be ex
perienced in engaging the PTO gears, due to the
PTO clutch dragging.

4. Refit clutch cover with dowel holes in align
ment with dowels in flywheel. Tighten the
bolts progressively and by diagonal selection
to avoid distortion of cover.

5. Check that the clutch cross shaft is not binding
inthe.main frame.

6. Check that PTO cardan shaft is straight. If bent
more than 0·005 in. (0'127 mm) it may foul
on the inside of the hollow-transmission shaft.

7. Check that the support snout bearing is a
clearance fit on the clutch shaft. The bearing
should have a radial clearance of 0·0015 in.
(0'4 mm). 6-speed or 0·006 in. (0'15 mm)
12-speed.

8. Check the muff coupling end-float, 0·010 in.
0·040 in. (0,25 mm-l ·01 mm).

9. On 990 Tractors the clutch housing and.gear
box cover are bolted together to increase the
effective depth of the main frame. To obtain a
rigid anachment a taper wedge is fined
between the housing and the cover faces.
After firmly bolting the clutch housing and
gearbox cover in position - tightening the
gearbox cover against the rear axle before
tightening the cover-to-main-frame bolts
place the wedge in the gap between the two
faces and push the bolts through the holes in
gearbox cover. If the wedge is not tight in the
gap when the bolts are screwed in loosely,
push the wedge upwards and add shims so
that when the bolts are tightened the housing
and cover are bolted solidly together without
being distorted.

10. When the replacement is completed. readjust
the clutch free-play and clutch stop. if fitted.

Removing the Clutch by Splitting
the Tractor - Method 'B'

As the engine and transmission units are heavy
and require to be aligned carefully when being
reassembled. this operation should be carried out
with the tractor standing on firm. level ground..

Place a jack under the front end of rear main
frame so that it can support the rear half of tractor
when the front main frame is withdrawn. Place a
biock of wood between the jack and main frame and
extend the jack so that it takes weight bllt does not
lift the tractor. Drive two suitable wooden wedges
between each side of the front extension ·and axle

,.



Figunl37. 880 TRACTOR ·Spur FaR CLUTCH REMOVAL

A. s....-lii...~ B. QUlCh -.nbIy C. Flywheel housing

•

beam. so that the engine unit will remain upright.
The wedges should be of hard wood and approx
imat/lly 5 in. (12'5 em) long SO tNt they can be
driven firmly into position without any possibility of
becoming dislodged. Placs a trolley jack under the
flywheel housing SO that the engine unit can
eventually be drawn forwards.

Procedure- Method 'B'
1. Disconnect throttle and stop controllinlcages.
2. On 990 Tractors remove the throttle lever.
3. Disconnect fuel pipes and wiring. and remove

fu8Hllnl<-anet-instrument panel.
4. -Disconnect main lead and remove st8ner

motor (9OO only).
5. Disconnect steering drop-arm.
6. Remove the bolts attaching the clutch cover

and rear main frama to front section of the
tractor.

7. - Draw the front half of traCtor forwards until it is
clear of clutch driveshaft. To avoid damaging
the clutch plates or driveshafts adjust the two
jacks so that the front and rear main frames are
withdrawn squarely l!way from each other.
Fit-a -h nut under each release lever an-:l
unbolt the clutch unit from the flywheel.
Mark the separator plate and withdraw it from
flywheel. Retain tha three push-off springs
.until reQuired for assembly.

•

Replacing
1. Examine flywheel spigot bearing and replace

if necessary. Place a small amount of high
melting-point grease in the cavity behind the
bearing.

2. Placs the three push-off springs into the holes
in flywheel and fit driven plate in position
(hub to flYWheel).

3. Fit saparator plate into flywheel with the
markings aligned.

4. A mandrel, or pilot clutch shaft (see Fig. 38).
will be reQuired to centralisa the driven plates
as the clutch assembly is fitted to the fly
wheel. Insan this pilot shaft -through the
clutch cover bearing and fit transmission plate
on to it (hub to flywheel side).

5. Bolt clutch assambly to flywheel. the end of
the mandrel being located in the flywheel
spigot bearing. Tighten bolts progressively and
by diagonal salection to avoid distortion and
then withdraw the mandrel.

6. Check that the adjusting screw clearances are
0'070 in. (1'S mm) as these are more
accessible when the tractor is split.

7. Check that clutch release mechanism is in
order and that cross shaft is not binding in
main frame. Fully release the pedal free-play
adjustment.

S. Ensure that the PTO cardan shaft is engaged
on the splines of the input shaft in the PTO
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A.
D.
G.

Figure 38. CLUTCH
0·874 in (22,20 mm)
1 ·771 in (44'98 mm)
1i in (44'45 mm)

~,--_J

PLATE PILOT - LIVEDRIVE TRACTORS (EXCEPT 1200)

B. 0·915 in (23'24 mm) C. 1·420 in (36'07 mm)
E. lin (15'88mm) F. 1'in (38'10mm)
H. 5 in ,(127 mm) J. i in (9'5 mm) dia.'hole
K. 31 in (82'55 mm)

•
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housing and also that it is pushed fully to the
rear.

9. Clean the faces of the two halves of the
tractor and push together. (It is essential that
the two taces should be parallel and in line
and two guide studs temporarily screwed into
the main frame will assist aligning the two
halves.) When the clutch driveshaft enters the
cover, tum the engine so that the splines on
the driven plates can be lined up with those
on the driveshaft and cardan shaft.

10, When the two sections are together and have
entered into the dowels, fit the bolts and fully
tighten,

11. Refit starter and throttle lever on the 990
Tractor,

12. Replace fuel tank, reconnect fuel pipes,
throttle and stop controls, and steering drop
arm.

13. Adjust pedal linkage as described on page 6,
and clutch stop, if fitted.

Clutch Removal
1200 Tractors:

1. Remove bonnet top, grille and tool box. Dis
connect banery and remove starter.

2. Disconnect drag link from drop arm. If tractor
is fined with ·power-assisted steering tie ram
to tractor frame, to avoid straining pipes.

3. Unscrew engine speed indicator cable, dis
connect fuel pipe and instrument panel wiring
so that fuel tank and panel can be removed-
complete. .

4, Drain steering box oil, disconnect hand
throttle and remove steering box, complete
with column and wheel. ' ,,:1

5. Drain transmission oil into ;ie"Bn containers,
capacity approximately 10 gallons (45'4
litres).

6. Remove seat and support from rear axle case.
Remove drawbar and lower links.

7. After removing sensing unit, remove the
twelve bolts attaching PTe case to axle case
then remove PTe unit so that cardan shaft
can be withdrawn clear of clutch. (Fig. 39.)

8. Remove gearbox cover - five bolts into rear
axle case, four bolts into clutch housing and
14 bolts into main frame (two of these are
inside steering cavity). (Fig. 40.)

9. Remove clutch housing - three bolts into
starter support plate and six into main frame.
Place PTe clutch lever in ·'disengaged"
position and hook three retaining staples, .
Pan No. 962188. between the PTe release
levers and cover, then unlock hand lever and
allow the staples to hold the levers towards
the clutch cover. (Fig. 21.)

10. Release circlip at front of muff coupling from
its groove in driveshaft and if coupling is fitted
with wedge-shaped plungers. remove these
by lifting retaining clip to one side so that
plungers may be extracted. As the two
plungers are fitted the opposite way round,
note which way each' plunger chamfer is
fined.

. ....



Figure 39.

PTO CAROAN SHAFT WITHDRAWN FROM CLUTCH

A. Rear axJe case B. Cardan shaft

11. Fully unscrew adjusting nut on PTO clutch
connecting rod and disconnect PTO release
bearing carrier by removing the special bolt
from one side and pivot pin from other side
of cross shalt fork.

12. Unscrew adjustiRg nut on transmission con
necting rod to end of thread and remove the
three screws attaching support snout and
clutch stop to main frame.

13. Remove the nine long bolts attaching clutch
assembly to flywheel. but do not remove the
short bolts anaching clutch cover to separator
housing. Uft clutch unit. complete with
driveshaft. release bearings and support
snout. out of the tractor. Raise driveshaft
first, then lift complete assembly upwards
and rearwards.

14. Withdraw driveshaft from separator housing
and remove release bearings, etc.

Refitting Clutch Unit
Before refining clutch unit. first check the

following:
1. Examine PTO clutch linkage ;.Iubrieate hand

lever catch and pivot. Check that cross shaft
operates quite freely in main frame.
Examine rellOa,,, ,bearin", ....4. renew if any
signs of roughness are apparent. On later
tractors the bearing housing is connected by
a flexible tube to the cross shaft bearing
grease passage so that the bearing is
lubricated at the same time as the left-hand
bearings. If the bearing does not have
provision for being lubricated during service.
ensure that it is packed with molybdenum
disulphide. lithium based grease.
If the pin on the right-hand side of the
release bearing housing is only 2 in.
(50'8 mm) long. replace this with a later
type pin. Part No. 925323, which is 2i in.

•
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Figure 40. 1200 TRACTOR

A. Clutch assembly
.0. Support snout

WITH CLUTCH HOUSING AND GEARBOX COVER REMOVED

8. Transmission release fork C. PTO release fork
E. ~uff coupling F.. Bolts - clutch to flywheel
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(57,1 mm) long and the additional length of
thread will allow six Belleville washers to be
fitted in place of a single washer- fitted on
earlier. shorter, pin. (Fig. 41.) Fit tabwasher
(626399) on left-hand pivot pin.

2. Examine transmission clutch linkage: lubri
cate pedal pivot and ensure that pedal does
not foul starter switch wire conduit. Check
that cross shaft operates freely. Lubricate
pins in cross shaft fork with anti-scuffing
paste. Renew release bearing if rough or dry :
if bearing is renewed, fit latest type bearing,
Part No. 620112. Clean inside of bearing
carrier, smear it with anti-scuffing paste and
check thai carrier slides freely on support
snout.

Refit clutch in reverse order of removal, taking
note of the following:

Lower clutch stop into tractor frame and fit
driveshaft, complete with release bearings, support
snout, circlip and muff coupling into clutch unit.
Fit PTO driven plate in flywheel and lower complete
assembly into position, taking care to locate the two
release bearing carriers in their forks. Slide cardan
shaft mto the clutch until it passes through PTO 
driven plate and enters flywheel spigot bearing, then
bolt clutch assembly to flywheel.

Bolt support snout and clutch stop to main
frame, slide muff coupling on to gearbox mainshaft
and slide circlip into driveshaft groove. Muff
couplings without plungers can be fitted on any'
spline but couplings with plungers must be fitted

•
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A.
B.
C.

Figure 41. CLUTCH

Cross shah }Fork. Transmission
Sleeve clutch

RELEASE MECHANISM - 1200 TRACTORS

D. Cross shaft E. Fort<
F. Bearing carrier G. Friction washer
H. Special washer J. Belleville washer

with plunger holes opposite chamfered splines on
shafts, the plunger tapers will then be against a
chamfer and not against a spline comer. As the'
plunger tapers must be towards the non-driving side
of spline ensure that front plunger is fitted with taper
on its leading side and taper on rear plunger towards
its trailing side.

No undue force should be required when sliding
coupling on to gearbox shaft and, when retaining
circlip is in position, coupling should have 0·008 to
0·040 in. (0,20 to 0·01 mm) end-float. If necessary
this can be increased by removing shims from rear
end of coupling.

Connect PTO release bearing carrier to its fork,
fitting six Belleville washers, plain washer and two
friction washers as shown in Fig. 41. Tighten the
Nyloc nut to compress Belleville washers then
unscrew a half-tum.

Set clutch stop (see Page 26) before replacing
gearbox cover. Smear new cover gaskets with
grease, to hold them in position, then fit cover and
tighten bolts down into main frame only sufficient to
hold cover against main frame face. Fully tighten
bolts through rear axle case then fully tighten
cover-.to-main-frame bolts. Place spacing wedge in
gap between gearbox cover and clutch housing. If
wedge is not tight add shims until wedge is so tight
it has to be driven in with a copper hammer. When
the bolts are fully tightened, housing and cover will
then be bolted solidly together without distortion.

After replacing steering box, refill with oil to
level-plug and refill transmission with oil aftllr
fitting PTO unit.

; '''i1;

Page 33
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Flllure 42. 1200 TRACTOR "spur'
A. Transmission cross shaft B.. PTOcross snaft

D. Hydraulic Il"JSSW1l pilMl E.

Ensure that both clutches have the correct
amount of free-play. (See Page 16.)

Clutch Removal by Splitting
Tractor

This is an altemative method of clutch removal
but as the two halves of the tractor are very heavy it
must only be carried out in a workshop with a hard.
level floor and if equipment capable of safely
supporting the weight of the trsetor is available.

FAILURE TO OBSERVE THESEPRECAUTIONS
MAY RESULT IN PERSONAL INJURY AND
SERIOUS DAMAGE TO THE TRACTOR.

As it is necessary to centralise the PTO release
mechanisu; very careiuHy wileft- joirtirtg -the two
halves of tractor together. this method of clutch
removal should be carried out by experienced
personnel only.

1. With tractor standing on firm. level ground
and with ample space round it. firmly apply
hand brake.

2. Remove silencer. bonnet top and grille.
Disconnect battery leads and remove toolbox.

3. Drain transmission oil into clean containers.
capacity approximately 10 gal (45 litres).

4. Remove starter motor. Disconnect main
wiring hamess connectors under fuel tank
and wiring to oil waming lamp switch.

5. Release guide tube wiring after disconnect
ing engine speed indicator cable. Disconnect
fuel and leak-off pipes from tank.

Psgo 34
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FOR CLUTCH REMOVAL
C. Transmission release bearing sleeve

Hydraulic ~um;J' inlet: pi~

6. Disconnect throttle and stop cables from
injection pump. then remove cable bracket
from pump.

7. Disconnect steering drag link from drop arm.
If tractor is fitted with hydrostatic steering.
disconnect the two flexible ram pipes. also
all four pipes from the servo valve and pipes
from pump to reservoir. The two large pipes
may then be eXtracted forwards from under
fuel tank. .

CAUTION: It is essential that all pipes and
connections are sealed against ingress of dirt.
otherwise serious damage may occur when .
the system has been assembled.

8. Remove clutch pit cover. Place hand clutch
lever in "disengaged" position and place a
retaining staple. Part No. 962188. over each
PTO release lever: it will be necessary to tum
engine to bring relllase levers opposite cover
aperture. Return hand lever to "engaged"
position and check that staples are correctly
positioned.

9. Remove adjusting nuts from PTO and trans
mission rods. Disconnect anchor from
transmission cross shaft return spring. This
anchor is hooked through a hole in the under
side of the main frame. 6; in. (16,5 cm)
forvvard of main frame joint and 5 in.
(12·7 cm) towards the left -hand side of the
frame centre line.

1O. Disconnect hydraulic pressure pipe at union
underneath right-hand foot plate and dis
connect pump inlet pipe from filter housing: •
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'6.

anaching drawbar frame to PTO and :ower
frame to ground. If more convenient. the
drawbar can be completely removed,

13. Remove sensing unit from PTO case, then
remove PTO unit from rear axle case. With
draw cardan shaft: if coupling is not bolted
to cardan shaft, insert a bolt through hole in
shaft end so the shaft can be levered out until
it is clear of clutch. (Fig. 39,)

, 4. Drive a wooden wedge between each side of
main frame and front axle to hold front end
of tractor vertical (Fig. 42). Remove bolts
anaching clutch cover to engine and main
frame and. after ensuring that stand and jack
are supporting weight of frame, remove
remaining front-to-rear main frame bolts.

'5. With the aid of an assistant, carefully push
front of tractor forward until there is a 3 to
4 in. (8 to 10 cm) gap in frame. Remove bolt
anaching return spring lever to transmission

-erossshalt (Mg:'43)~0 tlial sliafl-cantum'as
main frames are moved further away. If
release bearing is fined with a lubrication
pipe, disconnect this from side of main'
frame.

Withdraw front of tractor until clutch is
accessible then remove the nine long cover
bolts and lift clutch assembly from flywheel.

Replacing the Clutch
To ensure driven plates are centrahsed.tend thus

permit drives hafts to be engaged as the two halves
of tractor are brought together, a pilot tool made to
the dimensions shown in Fig. 44 is required,

Insert pilot through bearing in separator housing
so that it centralises transmission plate then fit
PTO driven plate on pilot and fit assembly on fly
wheel. Engage pilot in crankshaft spigot bearing and
align cover and flywheel marks. Replace the nine
long bolts and tighten evenly and by diametrical
selection. Withdraw pilot when bolts have been
firmly tightened.

c

CLUTCH PLATE PILOT - 1200 TRACTORS
B. 0·91<; in (23,24 mm) C. 1·374 in (34,90 mm)
E. i in (19,05 mm) F. 2, in (57'15 mm)
H. 6 in (152,4 mm) J. i in (9'5 mm) dia. hole

Figure 44.

0·874 in (22'20 mm)
1·420 in (36·07 mm)
1i in (38" 0 mm)

A.
D.
G.

Pipe is sealed by an '0' ring inside housing
and on early tractors, where pipe was fined
directly into housing, the pipe should be
removed and 3 in. (76,2 mm) cut off the
housing end of pipe. Thoroughly clean inside
of pipe alter cuning. Connecting pipe
(921796), hose (917126) and clips (621960)
can be fined during assembly.
Remove two centre bolts from main frame
joint so that trolley-jack can be located under
front frame. behind oil sump. Place an
adjustable stand under rear of main frame
joint and extend jack and stand so that they
take weight but do not lilt main frame.

Disconnect check chains, remove bolts ~G1

_________ H

G~
F--!E:-- I

11.

12.

Figure 43.
TRANSMISSION RELEASE FORK - 1200 TRACTORS

A. Release fork B. Cross shaft C. Return spring

•

•
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Examination Before Building
Tractor

Before commencing to assemble tractor. check
the following:

. 1. Examine release bearings and renew if they
show any signs of roughness or are dry. If
transmission release bearing is renewed. fit
the latest type bearing. Part No. 6201 12.
Clean inside of bearing carrier and check that
it slides freely on support snout.

2. If the PTO clutch fork pivot is the early type
with only one Belleville washer. fit the
latest type pin (925323) and six Belleville
washers (626723) as shown in Fig. 41.
Tighten the Nyloc nut until the Belleville
washers are fully compressed then unscrew
half-a-tum. Fit the latest type tabwasher
(626399) on the left-hand pivot pin.

Check that both clutch cross shafts are quite
free in their bearings. Lubricate pins on
transmission fork with anti-scuffing paste.

Lubricate pedal pivot and check that pedal
does not foul starter switch wire conduit.
Lubricate hand lever catch and pivot. Check
that lever pull-off spring has sufficient tension
to hold lever fuay forward; .if necessary.
replace the pull-off spring or fit an ad
ditional spring.

. Assembling Tractor
.::'> ~. Screwtwo; UNCx6 in. (15 cm) guide studs
-I into third hole down on each side of front

main frame lace. Bring the two halves of

-,

tractor together until guide studs enter
appropriate holes in rear main frame. Ensure
slots in transmission bearing carrier are
vertical and fork inserts are positioned so that
they can enter slots when cross shaft is
turned. then continue bringing main frames
together until cross shaft can be turned and
pins engaged in carrier slots. When the
frames are only 3 to 4 in. (7'5 to 10·0 cm)
apart examine ralease lork to make sure that
pins are correctly engaged in carrier slots
then replace bolt in return spring lever and
connect PTO baaring lubrication pipe into
left-hand side of main frame.

2. Push two halves of tractor to close the gap
and allow a bolt to be fined in each side of
frame but do not tighten bolts to force
frames together. It will probably be necessary
to tum engine before driven plate can be
engaged on clutch shaft splines.

3. Push cardan shaft through clutch until it
passes through driven plata and into fly.
wheal spigot bearing. If cardan shaft cannot
be pushed into spigot bearing, connaet
linkage and disangage PTO clutch then push
shaft in whilst turning it. Refit all main frame
and clutch cover bolts and firmly tighten.
Connect linkage and adjust. (See Page 16.)

4. Continue assembly of tractor in reverse order
of dismantling. Fit new hydraulic oil filter, or
wash if earlier gauze type, before filling
transmission with oil. If original .oil is being
replaced. pour through a funnel with a fine
strainer and do not replace the last gallon.
which will have accumulated any sediment.
If tractor is fitted with hydrostatic steering
reconnect all pipes, fill with new fluid and
then bleed and check system.

•



CLUTCH FAULT DIAGNOSIS

•
The most common causes of faulty clutch

operation are summarised below for easy reference
and if unsatisfactory operation is experienced the
appropriate section should be consulted. When a
clutch is removed for examination all the points
applicable should be checked, because if the fault is
due to more than one cause these must all be

rectified in order to obtain satisfactory operation.
Operating conditions can also have an effect on

clutch operation and these should not be overlooked"
when investigating clutch problems. The most eorn-'
mon causes of clutch failure are due to the operator
riding the clutch pedal or not maintaining sufficient
pedal free-play.

Livedrive Clutch

/'\. 6.

7.

8.

9.

•

Transmission Clutch Slip
t , Insufficient pedal free-play.
2. Insufficient clearance in hand clutch linkage.
3. Cross shaft tight in its bearings.
4. Plate facings worn.
5.. Plate facings contaminated with oil.

If the facings are renewed because of oil
contamination the oil leakage should be
rectified to prevent a recurrence. Possible
sources of oil leakage are: rear main bearing
leakage; gearbox leakage due to overfilling,
or misplaced front seals. The gearbox oil can
also leak along the inside of the clutch
driveshaft if the felt seal is misplaced or
damaged.
Thrust springs weak (see page 45 for checking
details).
Pressure plate lugs binding in cover slots and
preventing pressure plate from being held
tightly against the flywheel.
Spring cups in cover damaged, causing the
cups to foul the spring coils and preventing
the springs from exening their full pressure.
Excessive material ground from separator
plate, or pressure plate, causing reduction of
spring pressure.

Power Take-off Clutch Slip
t . Incorrect adjustment of the three inner adjust-

ing screws.
2. Worn or distoned linings.
3. Separator plate tight in flywheel.

4, Thrust springs weak (see page 45 for details).

5. Pressure plate lugs binding in cover slots and
preventing pressure plate from being held
tightly against the drive plates.

6. Excessive material ground from separator plate
causing reduction of spring pressure.

7, Spring cups in cover damaged. causing cups
to foul the spring coils and preventing the
springs from exening their full pressure.

.'
Transmission Clutch Drag /:

t , Incorrect pedal free-plev adjustment. l'

2. Incorrect .adjustrnent of hand .clutch linkage.

3. Incorrect adjustment of inner cover adjusting ~~
screws and/or pedal roller eccentric. ,.,\~.,

4. Incorrectly adjusted clutch stop. :( '.711'
5. Plate facings dragging due to bt!ing con-

. taminated with oil.
If the facing,. are renewed because of oil
contamination the oil leakage should be
rectified to prevent a recurrence. Possible
sources of oil leakage are; rear main' bearing
leakage; gearbox leakage due to overfilling,
or misplaced front seals. The gearbox oil can
also leak along the inside of the' clutch
driveshaft if the felt seal is misplaced or
damaged.

. 6. Incorrect release lever sening.

7. Wear in release mechanism: release lever ends,
pivots or needle rollers.

8. Drive plate tight on clutch shaft splines. . ;.,\ ,

9. Drive plate distorted : the plate should not be
more than 0'0'5 in. (0,38 mm) out of true.

, O. Driveshaft not revolving freely in cover bear
ing. This may be due to a seized or damaged
bearing, but can also be caused by the bearing.
being distoned by the cover bore. The •.
bearing must not be tight in the bore and ir ~.
necessary the bore should be scraped out until
the bearing can be pushed into place by hand. ....
The bearing housing must also be concentric ,L.,'~
with the clutch cover and to check this it is. _
necessary to remove and dismantle the clutch,
then replace the cover assembly on the fly
wheel. Bearing bore run-out can then be
checked with a dial gauge: if the total dial
variation exceeds 0·004 in. (0" 0 mm) correct
by scraping the bore. A slighl increase in bore
diameter will not be detrimental.

, , . Power take-off shaft fouling inside of clutch
shaft. There should be no contact between the
cardan shaft and driveshaft except by the felt
sealing ring. Straighten the cardan shaft if it is
more than 0·005 in. (0" 3 mm) out of true .,
when turned between the centres. Check the

i
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inner bore of the clutch driveshaft: if the bore
is marked cardan shaft is out of true.

12. Muff coupling end-float or alignment: the
coupling should have not less than 0·010 in.
(0,25 mm) end-float and should be free to
engage in all spline positions .through 360·,
otherwise the clutch shaft and gearbox input
shafts are not in line. If the shafts are not in line
check the clutch shaft support bearing - there
should be radial clearance between the shaft
and bearing, 0·0015 in. (0'04 mm) on
6-speed and 0·006 in. (0'015 mm) on
12-speed - and check the gearbox mount
ings : the gearbox is not mounted rigidly to the
main frame but should have not less than 0·01 2
in. (0'30 mm) "float".

13. Separator plate tapered across diameter. The
plate should be completely flat with a max
imum of 0·002 in. (0,05 mm) surface ripple.

Power Take-off Clutch Drag
1. Incorrect pedal free-play adjustment.
2. Incorrect adjustment of cover adjusting screws.
3. Drive plate facings bonded to flywheel, due to

infrequent use. It is important that the power
take-off clutch is disengaged periodically, to
prevent any possibility of the facings adhering
to the flywheel face.

4. Incorrect release lever height sening.
5. Distorted drive plate: the plate should not be

more than 0·015 in. (0,38 mm) out of true.
6. Seized flywheel spigot bearing.
7. Insufficient clearance between separator plate

and flywheel. The plate. teeth backlash can be
checked with a feeler gauge and should be
0'007-0'011 in. (0'1S-O'28 mm) on a 990
clutch, or 0·010-0·014 in. (0·25-0·35 mm)
on other clutches.

•

Dual Clutch
Transmission Clutch Slip

. 1. Insufficient pedal free-play.

2 Cross shaft tight in bearings

3. Release bearing housing tight on support
snout.

4. Plate facings worn.

5. Plate facings contaminated with oil. If facings
are renewed 'because of oil contamination
the oil leakage should be rectified to prevent a
recurrence. Possible sources of oil leakage
are: rear main bearing leakage; gearbox
leakage due to over-filling or misplaced
seals. Gearbox oil may also leak along inside
of clutch drive shaft if heart-shaped seal is
displaced or damaged.

6. Thrust springs weak (see Page 49 for check
ing details).

7. Pressure plate lugs binding in cover slots and
preventing pressure plate being held tightly
against separator housing.

B. Spring cup in cover damaged and causing
cups to foul coils and prevent springs
exerting full pressure.

9. Excessive material ground from pressure
plate. causing reduction of spring pressure.

Power Take-Off Clutch Slip
1. Insufficient free-play in linkage.

2. Cross shaft tight in bearings.

3. Hand lever pivot seized,

4. Pressure plate lugs binding in separator
housing.

5. Release levers, or toggles. binding or fouling.

6. Worn plate facings.

7. Weak thrust springs (see Page 49 for
checking details).

Transmission Clutch Drag
1. Incorrect free-play adjustment.

2. Incorrectly adjusted clutch stop.

3. Plate facings dragging due to being can;
taminated with oil. If facings are renewed
because of C'il contamination. the oil leakage
sl:lDuld be rectified to prevent a recurrence,
Possible sources of oil leakage are: rear main
bearing leakage: gearbox leakage due to
overfilling or displaced front seals, Gearbox
oil can also leak along inside of clutch
driveshatt if heart-shaped seal is displaced
or damaged.

4. Incorrect release lever sening.

5. Wear in release mechanism. release lever
ends or pivots.

6. Driven plate tight on shaft splines.

7. Driven plate distorted: plate should not be
more than 0·015 in. (0,38 mm) out of true.

8. Driveshaft not revolving freely in separator
housing bearing. This may be caused by a
seized or damaged bearing. but can also be
caused by bearing being tight in housino
'bore. The bearing must not be tight in bore



•
and bore must be concentric. If. bore
variation exceeds 0·004 in. (0·10 mm) when
checked with dial gauge. correct by scraping
bore. A slight increase in bore diameter will
not be detrimental.

9. Power take-off cardan shaft fouling inside of
clutch driveshaft. There should be no contact
between shafts. except by the sealing ring.
Straighten cardan shaft if it is more than
0·005 in. (0'13 mm) out of true when
turned between centres.

10. Muff coupling end-float or alignment:
coupling should have not less than 0·010 in.
(0·25 mm) end-float and should be Tree to
engage in all spline positions through 360·.
otherwise clutch and gearbox shafts are not
in line. If shafts are not in line. check clutch
support snout bearing - there should be
0·0015 in. (0·04 mm) radial clearance be-

tween shaft and bearing - and check gear
box mountings: gearbox is not mounted
rigidly in frame but should have not less than
0·012 in. (0·30 mm) "float" when gearbox
cover is bolted down. .

Power Take-Off Clutch Spin
1. Incorrect free-play in hand lever.

2. Driven plate facings bonded to flywheel due
to infrequent use. It is important that PTO
clutch is disengaged periodically, to prevent
any possibility of facings adhering to fly
wheel face.

3. Incorrect release lever height setting.

4. Distorted driven plate: plate should be not
more than 0·015 in. (0·38 mm) out of true.

5. Seized flywheel spigot bearing.

Single Clutch

•

Clutch Slip
1, Incorrect pedal free-play.
2. Incorrect adjustment of hand clutch linkage.
3. Cross shaft tight in its bearings.
4. Drive plate facings worn.
5. Drive plate facings contaminated with oil.

If the facings are renewed bec.ause of oil
contamination the oil leakage should be
rectified to prevent a recurrence. Possible
sources of oil leakage are: rear main bearing
leakage; gearbox leakage due to overfilling.
or misplaced front seals.

6. Thrust springs weak (see page 45 for checking
details).

7. Pressure plate lugs binding in cover slots and
preventing plate from oeing held tightly against
the flywheel.

8. Excessive material ground from pressure plate, .
causing reduced pressure of thrust springs.

Clutch S,in
1. Incorrect pedal free-play.
2. Incorrect release lever height setting.
3. Clutch stop friction pad worn.

4. Plate facings dragging due to being con
taminated with oil.
If the facings are renewed because of oil
contamination the oil leakage should be
rectified to prevent a recurrence. p.,ssible
sources of oil leakage are: rear main"'bearing
leakage; gearbox leakage due to overfilling, or
misplaced front seals. ~

5. Drive plate distoned: plate should be not more
than 0·015 in. (0·38 mm) out of true.

6. Drive plate hub tight on clutch shaft splines.

7. Worn release mechanism: release lever ends,
pivots or eyebolts.

8. Seized flywheel spigot bearing.

9. Muff coupling end-float or alignment: ttie~'
coupling should have not less than 0-010 in.
(0·25 mm) end-float and should be free to
engage in all spline positions through 360",
otherwise the clutch shaft and gearbox input
shafts are not in line. If the shafts are not in line
check the clutch shaft support bearing - there
should be 0·0015 in. (0·04 mm) radial clear-
ance between the shaft and bearing - and
check the gearbox mountings; the gearbox is
not bolted rigidly to the main frame but should '
have .not less than 0·012 in. (0'30 mm)
"float",

Twin Plate Clutch

•
Clutch Slip

1. Insufficient pedal free- play.
2. Cross shaft tight in its bearings.
3. Plate facings worn .
4. Plate facings contaminated with oil.

If the facings are renewed because of oil con
tamination the oil leakage should be rectified
to prevent a recurrence. Possible sources of oil
leakage are: rear main bearing leakage;
gearbox leakage due to overfilling, or mis
placed front seals,
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5. Thrust springs weak (see page 48 for checking
details).

6. Pressure plate lugs binding in cover slots and
preventing pressure plate from being held
tightly against the flywheel.

7. Spring cups in cover damaged. causing the
cups to foul the spring coils and preventing
the springs from exerting their full pressure.

8. Excessive material ground from separator
plate. causing reduction of thrust spring
pressure.

Clutch Drag
1. Incorrect tledal free-play adjustment.

2. Incorrect adjustment of inner cover adjusting
screws.

3. Clutch stop friction pad worn.

4. Plate facings dragging due to being con
taminated with oil.
If the facings are renewed because of oil
contamination the oil leakage should be
rectified to prevent a recurrence. Possible
sources of oil leakage are: rear main bearing
leakage; gearbox leakage due to overfilling or
misplaced seals.

5. Incorrect rele'ase lever setting.

6. Wear in releasemechanism: release lever ends,
pivots or needle rollers.

7. Driven plates tight on shaft splines.

8. Drive plates distorted. Plates should be not
more than 0'015 in. (0'38 mm) out of true.

9. Driveshaft not revolving freely in cover bearing.
This may be due' to a seized or damaged bear
ing, but can also be caused by the bearing
being distorted by the cover bore. The bearing
must not be tight in the bore and if necessary
the bore should be scraped out until the
bearing can be pushed into place by hand.
The bearing housing must also be concentric
with the clutch cover and to check this it is
necessary to remove and dismantle the clutch.
then replace the cover assembly on the fly
wheel.· Bearing bore run-out can then be
checked with a dial gauge: if the total dial
variation exceeds 0·004 in. (0,10 mm) correct
by scraping the bore. A slight increase in bore
diameter will not be detrimental.

10. Muff coupling end-float or alignment: the
coupling should have not less than 0·010 in.
(0,25 mm) end-ttcat ancr'S'hould be free to
engage in all spline positions through 360·,
otherwise the clutch shaft and gearbox input
shafts are not in line. If the shafts are not in line
check the clutch shaft support bearing - there
should be 0·0015 in. (0'04 mm) radial clear
ance between the shaft end bearing - and
check the gearbox mountings: the gearbox is
not bolted rigidly to the main frame but should
have not less than 0·012 in. (0'30 mm)
"float".

11 If a rear-mounted hydraulic pump. driven
directly from the flywheel, is fitted. examine
the driveshaft bore to ensure that it is not
contacting the pump driveshaft.

CLUTCH SERVICE TOOLS

Baseplate Kits
Basic Baseplate Kit (No.1) can be used for all

Seleetamatic Tractor clutches and the varicus
spacers and adaptors. etc.. required for different
clutches are availatlle in kits so that tool require
ments can be matched to the actual range of
clutches being serviced.

The list of Baseplate Kits shows the full range.
and contents. of kits and the tractor models. and
clutches. for which they are required.

As it is essential to use-the correct adaptors and
spacers. etc.• the List of Setting Equipment shows
spacers and adaptors to use for each clutch.

Flywheel Kits
An alternative method of setting a clutch unit is

to use the tractor flywheel instead of a baseplate and
kits of adaptors and spacers. etc." are available to
enable clutch units to be serviced by this method.

The list of Flywheel Kits shows the full range. and
contents. of kits and the tractor models and clutches
for which they are required.

As it is essential to use the correct adaptors and
spacers, ete., the list of Setting Equipment shows
which adaptors and spacers to use for each clutch.
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BASEPLATE KITS

Contents of Kit
Tractor Clutch Kit No. end Remarks

Part No. Pert No. Description Qty

912917 baseplate ,
961845 centre pil~r ,
991_ actuator 1
961846 setting "finger. short 1.
961086 stud'. i UNC J( 31 in. 9

All models AU types Kit No.1 '9472 washer. i in. 9 Basic
961860 607045 nut. i UNC 9 baseplate

602806 setscrew. -h UNC x 1i in. 6 Kit
961087 socket, -h AF (ED 562) ,
96'697 code card ,

. """96,-847 -~g ;,ISliUCiiollS I I
961848 fibre box ,

livedr;ve model.
9'2723 adaptor - centre piller 1

770, 780. 880 80rg Ind Beck 10/10 in. 961853 spacer. Code 8 - centre piller 1
Kit Nc. 2 908888 spacer. Code , 6X - centre pilla, , Used with

990 Borg and Beck 11 /10 in. 961866 96'855 spacer. Code 14 - J)tes5ure plate 3 Kit 1
912724 ..paeer - cover to basepl8te 9

3800.4600 Borg end Beck 10/1 0 in. .

780, 880 Layeock. 10/1 0 in. 962577 splicer - pillar adaPtor 1 lJS8d with
Kits" and 2

920203 sening finger. long 1
920198 adaptor - centre pille' (PTO) . 1
920199 edaDtOr - centre pillar {Trans.} 1
962'39 spl'ce,. Code 13 -1)t8S5ure plere 3

1200 Borg Bnd Beck " 11' in. Kit No.7 920202 bolt. if-h UNC. _cial 9 Uoed with
962135 92020' nut. ~ UNC. specilll 9 Kits 1,2

920204 ad,ptor Plate - actuator , and 4
962188 radining staple 3
962147 socket (ED 500) 1
962220 code card ,
962138 operating instructions 1

!tIIon·Livedrive
mooels-
Si ne1e·pla18
clutch

770 Borg end Beck 9 in.
880 Borg and Seek 10 in. Kit No.4 96'857 splicer, Code 3 - pressure pl8te 4 Used with
990 Borg and Seek " in. 961862 Kits' and 2
1200 Borg and Beck 12 in.

Non.livedrive
models - Twin.
,,'ate e\utch

880 Borg and Beck 10/10 in. Kit NO.3 Used with
990 Bor9 and Beck 10/10 in, 961861 961843 spacer, Code 17X - pressure Dlate 3 Kits 1 and 2

990 Borg and Beck 11/1 0 in.



KITS FOR USE WITH FLYWHEELS

Contenu of Kit
Tractor Clutch Kit No.and Remark.

Part No. PanNo. Dnc::ription Qt\'

961845 centre pilla' 1
961844 aCbHlltor 1
961846 setting finger. shen 1

13179 bolt. i BSF x 3" in. 2
Kit No. 10 961877 stud. i BSF x 3i in. 8 Basic

AU moa.J. All types 961886 19472 washer. i in. 10 flywhee'
19403 nUl. i BSF 10 krt

961884 sock.t, i BSF (EO 600) 1
961865 operating instructions 1
961088 code card 1
981848 fibre box 1

Lived"ve models
961867 .~CJlor. No. 1 - flywheel 1

770 961868 adl!PtOt. No.9 - centre pillar 1
780 Kit No.1 1 961853 specer. Code 8 - centre pillar 1 Used
880 8m; lind Beck '0/1 0 in. 961870 961859 .paCIIt'. Code , 0 - separator plate 3 with
3800 '961855 ...-eM, "Cof;- ! 4-~U,. 'Plate 3 Kit 10
4600 961869 setting finger. shen 1

770
780 Kit No. 14 Used with
880 8m; and Beck 10/1 0 in. 981873 961873 .s.ptor. No.2 - flywheel 1 Kiu 10.
3800 "."d12
4600

780 l.ll_'0/10in, 962577 SP<I"" - pillar adaptor 1 Used with
880 Kits ,Oancl"

908888 spacer. Code , 6X - centre pillat 1 Used
!l9O Borg and Beck 11/10 in. Kit No. 12 961086 stud. i UNC x 3i in. 9 with

961871 607045 nut. i UNC 9 Kits 10
961087 socket. ,.. AF (Eel 562) 1 and 11

" 920199 ,daptor - centre pillar (Trans.) 1"
920198 adaptor - centre pillar (PTO) 1

- l--~!:-'
962139 spacer. Code 13 -pressure plate (Trans.) 3
920203 senin; finger. long 1

1200 Bor; and Beck 11/11 in. Kit No.:it'\~ , 920204 adaptor plate - aC1uatOt 1 Used with
962137 962188 retaining staple 3 Kits. 10. 1'.

920200 SlUe...... UNC x 5) in. 9 11,14an019
920201 nul nUNC 9
962147 sock., (EO 500) 1
962138 operating instructions 1
962221 code CIIrd 1

Non-U.edriv.
mod.l.......singl••
pine c:lutch
770 Borg and Beck 9 in. Kit NO.',a

:~
spacer. Code 11 - centre pillar , Used with Kits

9Ilun c;elKUtw, T'r-JJNc...a ' .. in. 6 10. r t. 1S. 17

'780
880 Borg and Beck , 0 in. Kit No. 17 961676 adaptor. No.4 - flywheel 1 Used with. Kits
3800 961876 10and1'
4600

990 Borg and Beck 11 in. Kit No. 19 908889 spacer. Code 1SX - centre pillar ) Used WIth Kits
908889 10 and"

,

1200 Borg· and Beck 12 in. Kit No. 22 962139 spacer. Code' 3 - greuure elate 4 Used wach Kits
962448 9'272' spacer - pressure plate • 10.11.14.17

Non·Ljvedrive
mooels _ Twin·
pt.te cJu'tch
880 Borg and Beck 10" 0 in. Kit No.1 3 I Used With Kits
990 Borg Ind Beck' 0" 0 in. 961872 961655 spacer. Code 14 - segarltor plate 3 , 10. 11
990 Borg Ind Beck' 1t 0 in. I ! and 12I
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SETTING EQUIPMENT REQUIRED WHEN USING BASEPLATE

Centre Centre Pressure
Tractor Clutch type pillar pillar piete Cover

spacer actaptor spacer spacer

Uvedrive models

770
780
880 Borg and Beck 10/1 0 in. Code 8 (951853) 912723 Code 14 (951855) 912724
3800
4500

780 uycock 10/10 in. Code 8 (951853) 912723 Code 14 (951855) 912724
880 +952577

990 Borg and Back " /1 0 in. Code 15)( (908888) 912723 Code 14 (951855) 912724

1200 Borg end Beck. "/1' in. Code 15)( (908888) 920199 (Trens.) Code 13 (952139) none
920198 (PTO) Code 3 (951857) no""

--"-_.--
Non·Livedrive
models - Single-

.~plate clutch
770 Borg and Beck 9 in.

780
880
3800 Borg and Beck 10 in. Code 8 (951853) none Code 3 (951857) no""
4500

990 Borg and Beck " in..

1200 Borg and Beck 12 in. Code 15)( (908888) none Code 3 (951857) no""

..
Non·Livadrive
models - Twin·
plate clutch

880 Borg Ind Beck 10" 0 in. I Code 8 (951853) 912723 Code 17)( (951843)' 912724

880 Borg and Beck 10/1 0 in.

I990 Borg and Beck' 0" 0 in. Code 15X (908888) 912723 Code 17X (951843) 912724
990 Borg and Beck" " 0 in.
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SETTING EQUIPMENT REQUIRED WHEN USING FLYWHEEL

Centre e.ntre
Tr.crto' Clutch tyge Flywl\Hl .caCJ~rs g.m.r pillar Pressure pleu SClaC8rs

aa.Ptor -, T...nami_ion PTO

Uvetdrive mod.ls
no Nc.l
780 (961867)
880 aorv and Beck' 0/1 0 in. and No.9 Code 8 COa8 14 Code 10
3800 No.2 (961868) (961853) (961855) (961859)
4600 (961873) i
780 LAycock 'O/tOin. Nos. 1 Ind 2 No.9 (961868) Code 8 Code 14 I Code 10
B80 (961867 and 961873) and 962577 (961853) (961855) (961859)

990 Bar; and Beck " " 0 in. No. I (961887) No.9 (961868) Code 16X Code 14 Code 10
(908888) (961855) (961859)

Code 16X Cod. 13
Nos..1 and 2 920199 (908888) (962139) Coo, 10

1200 Borg: and Beck. n " 1 in. eoal16X - (961859)
(961867 and 961873) 920198 (9088B8)

Non-Uvedrive .
mod.I.....Singl•• .
plata clutd1 ..
770 Borg and Beck. 9 in. Nos. 1 and 4 - Code 11 Code 3 -

(961867 and 961876) (961858) , (961857)

880 NO$. r. 2. 4
°3800 Borg and Beck 10 in. (961867.961873 - Code 8 Code 3 -

1,.4600 and 961876) (961853) (961857)

.990 '-. Borg and Beck 11 in. Nos. 1 and 4. - CoO,'SX Code 3 -
'-.~ .'0

(961867 and 961876) (908889) (961857) !•
1200 Borg and Beck 12 in. Nos. 1 .nd 2 No.9 Code 16X COde 13 ~ I -

(961867 end 961 873) (961888) (908888) 912724

Non-Uvedrive I
mod.a. - Twin- Ip'n. c'UMb_

; I

880 Borg and Beck 10" 0 in. I No.1 (961867) NO.9 (961868) Code 8 Code 14 I -
(961853) (961855), ,

990 Borg and Beck 10/10 in. No.1 (961867) No.9 (961868) Code 16X I Code 14

I
-

990 Borg and Beck 11" 0 in. (908888) , (9618551
i
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'DIMENSIONAL DATA

•

•

Double Clutch (livedrive) - 770
Clutch type . . . . . .
Plate type and diameter (transmission) ..
Plate facing material
Plate thickness (new) .. ..
Plate 'type and diameter (PTO) ..
Plate facing material
Plate thickness (new) ..
Number of springs (transmission)
Spring colour (inner transmission)
Spring pressure (at checking length) ..
Spring checking length ..
Spring colour (outer transmission)
Spring pressure (at checking length) ..
Spring checking length ..
Number of springs (PTO)
Spring colour (PTO)
Spring pressure (at checking length)
Spring checking length ..
Separator plate thickness

Cover adjusting screw clearance
Pedal free-play .. . .
Release lever height. i.e.: Distance from the tips of the release

levers to the base plate face when the clutch is assembled
with 0·349 in. (8'865 mm) thick spacers ·in place of the
transmission plate and 912724 spacers between the cover
flange and base plate. This dimension also applies when the
clutch is assembled on a flywheel and fitted with 0·310 in.
(7'874 mm) thick spacers in place of the power take-off
plate and 0·349 in. (8.865 mm) spacers in place of the
transmission plate . . . .

Pedal pad height above footplate when free-play is taken up

Single Clutch (Non-Livedrive) - 770
Clutch type
Plate type and diameter ..
Plate facing material ..
Plate thickness (new) ..
Number of springs
Spring colour ..
Spring pressure (at checking length) ..
Spring checking length ..
Pedal free-play ..
Release lever height: Distance from the tips of the release

levers to the base plate or flywheel face when the clutch
is assembled with three 0·330 in. (8,382 mm) thick
spacers in place of the driven plate . . . .

Pedal pad height above tootplate when free play is taken up ..

Double Clutch (Livedrive) - 880
Clutch type . . . . . . . .
Plate type and diameter (transmission) ..
Plate facing material ..
Plate thickness (new) .. . .
Plate type and diameter (PTO) ..
Plate facing material ..
Plate thickness (new) ..
Number of' springs (transmission)
Spring colour (inner transmission) ,
Spring pressure (at checking length)

Borg and Beck BS10/189C
Borglite. 10 in {25'4 cm)
Capasco F30C
0·350 in (8'89 mm)
rigid. 10 in (25,4 cm)
Capasco F30C
0·320 in (8'13 mm)
9
brown
8~5 Ib (36-38 kg)
2·60 in (66'04 mm)
brown
120-1 30 Ib (54-58 kg)
2·60 in (66'04 mm)
6
buff
88-94 Ib (39-42 kg)
2·26 in (57,40 mm)
0·706-0 ·700 in (17,90

'Tr78lilm)
0·070 in (1 ·78 mm)
H in (13-19 mm)

3·345 in (84'96 mm)
31-51 in (95'0-135·0 mmr

Borg and Beck B89/273A
Borglite. 9 in (22,86 em)
Capasco F30C
0·330 in (8'38 mm)
12
black
150-160 Ib (67-69 kg)
1·688 in (42,875 mm)
H in (13-19 mm)

1·895 in (48,13 mm)
2i-3i in (57'0-95'0 mm)

Borg and Beck BB10/167E
Borglite. 10 in (25'4 cm)
Capasco F30C
0·350 in (8'89 mm)
rigid. 10 in (25,4 cm)
Capasco F30C

.0·320 in (8'13 mm)
12
brown
8~5 Ib (36-38 kg)
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Spring checking length .. . .
Spring colour (outer transmission)
Spring pressure (at checking length) ..
Spring checking length ..
Number of springs (PTO)
Spring colour (PTO) ..
Spring pressure (at checking length) ..
Spring checking length ..
Separator plate thickness

Cover adjusting screw clearance
Pedal free-play ., .. .. .. .. .' .
Release lever height. Le.: Distance from the tips of the release

levers to the base plate face when the clutch is assembled
with 0'349 in: (8'865 mm) thick spacers in place of the
transmission plate and 912724 spacers between the cover
flange and base plate. This dimension also applies when the
clutch is assembled on a flywheel and fitted with 0·310 in.
(7,874 mm) thick spacers in place of the power take-off
plate and 0·349 in. (8.865 mm) spacers in place of the
transmission plate

·2'60 in (66,04 mm)
brown
120-130 Ib (54-58 kg)
2'60 in (66'04 mm)
6
buff
88-94 Ib (3s-42 kg)
2'26 in (57,40 mm)
0'705-0·700 in (17,90
17·78 mm)
0'070 in (1 ·78 mm)
l-1i in (25,4-38'0 mm)

3'345 in (84,96 mm)

• -

Laycock double clutch (Livedrive) - attematlve fitting 780 and 880
Clutch type Laycock No. 83939
Plate type and diameter (tran$Olission) Borglite lOin (25,4 cm)
Plate facing material Capasco F30C
Plate thickness (new) 0'340 in (8·63 mm)
Plate type and diameter (PTO) .. rigid. 10 in (25'4 em)
Plate facing material Capasco F30C
Plate thickness (new) 0'310 in (7,87 mm)
Number of springs 12
Spring colour . . pale green
Spring pressure at checking length 103-1 13 Ib (46-51 kg)
Spring checking length .. 1·5 in (38'1 mm)
Spring overall diameter .. 0'840 in (21'34 mm)
Separator plate thickness O'705-0·700 in (17,90

17·78 mm)
Cover adjusting screw clearance:

clutch on baseplate
clutch on flywheel

Pedal free-play. 880
Pedal free-play. 780

Release lever height. i.e, distance from head of release lever
adjusting screw to baseplate face when clutch is assembled
with 0·349 in. (8,865 mm) thick spacers in place of trans
nnssion pllt\lHlOd 912724 spacers betw...... cover flange-and
baseplate. This dimension also applies when clutch is
assembled on a flywheel and fitted with 0·310 in.
(7'874 mm) thick spacers in place of power take-off plate
and 0·349 in. (8,865 mm) spacers in place of transmission
plate

Single Clutch (Non-Livedrive) - 880
Clutch type ..
Plate diameter ..

.Plate facing material
Plate thickness (new)
Number of springs
Spring colour ." . . . .
Spring pressure (at checking length)
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0'048 in (1'22 mm)
0'057 in (1·447 mm)
1-li in (25'4-38·0 mm)
1-1 in (19-25,4 mm)

3·720 in (94'49 mm)

Borg and Beck 1OA6G
Borglite. 10 in (25,4 cm)
Capasco F30C
0·330 in (8,38 mm)
12
light green
105-115 Ib (47-52 kg)
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Spring checking length ...
Pedal free-play ..
Release lever height, Le.: Distance from the tips of the release

levers to the base plate or flywheel face when the clutch
is assembled with three 0·330 in. (8'382 mm) thick
spacers in place of the driven plate

Double Clutch (Livedrive) - 990
Clutch type
Plate type and diameter (transmission) ..
Plate facing material
Plate thickness (new) ..
Plate type and diameter (PTO) ..
Plate facing material
Plate thickness (new) ..
Number of springs (transmission)
Spring colour (inner-transmission)
Spring pressure (at checking length)
Spring checking length ..
Spring colour (outer transmission)
Spring pressure (at checking length)
Spring checking .length ..
Number of springs '(PTO)
Spring colour (PTO)
Spring pressure (at checking length)
Spring checking length ..
Separator plate thickness

Cover adjusting screw clearance
Pedal tree-play .. . .
Release lever height. Le.: Distance from the tips of the release

levers to the base plate face when the clutch is assembled
with 0·349 in. (8,865 mm) thick spacers in place of the
transmission plate and 912724 spacers between the cover
flange and base plate. This dimension also applies when the
clutch is assembled on a flywheel and fitted with 0·310 in.
(7-874 mm) thick spacers in place of the power take-off
plate and 0·349 in. (8.865 mm) spacers in place of the
transmission plate

Single Clutch (Non-Livedrive) - 990
Clutch type
Plate type and diameter ..
Plate facing material
Plate thickness (new) ..
Number of springs
Spring colour
Spring pressure (at checking length)
Spring checking length ..
Pedal free-play .. . . . . .
Release lever height. i.e.: Distance from the tips of the release .

levers to the base plate or flywheel face when the clutch
is assembled with three 0·330 in. (8,382 mm) thick
spacers in place of the driven plate

1 ·688 in (42,875 mm)
1-1; in (25·4-38·0 mm)

1·955 in (49'53 mm)

Borg and Beck BB1111 80E
Borglite 11 in (27'44 cm)
Capasco F30C
0·350 (8,89 mm)
rigid, 10 in (25,4 cm)
Capasco F30C
0·320 in (8,13 mm)
12
brown
80-85 Ib (36-38 kg)
2'60 in (66,04 mm)
red
140-150 Ib (63-67 kg)

...2oS0·in~li e,....",,)
6
pink
113-121 Ib (51-54 kg)
2·;<:; in (57'40 mm)
0·:15-0·760 in (19,44
19· ·0 mm)
O-OiO in (1,78 mm)
1-1; in (25'4-38,0 mm)

3.445 in (87'5 mm)

Borg and Beck 11A6G
Borglite 11 in (27,44 cm)
Capasco F30C
0·330 in (8,38 mm)
12
yellowflight green
135-145 Ib (61-65 kg)
1·688 in (42,875 mm)
1-1; in (25'4;-38'0 mm)

1·955 in (49'53 mm)

•
Twin Plate Clutch - 880
Clutch type ..
Plate diameter .. }
pia;. facing material °rt:r
Plate thickness (new) p a e

(Early clutch with inner cover)

special twin plate
10 in (25'4cm)
Capasco F30C
0·350 in (8,89 mm)
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10 in (25,4 cm)
0'350 in (8'S9 mm)
Capasco F30C
12
brown
SQ-85. Ib (36-38 kg)
2'60 in (66'04 mm)
brown
120-130 Ib (54-58 kg)
2·60 in (66'04 mm)
6
Part No. 625149
10 Ib (4'54 kg)
2·25 in (57'15 mm)
0·705-0·700 in (17'90
17·78 mm)
0·050 in (1'270 mm)
1-1! in (25'4-38·0 mm)

Plate diameter ")
Plate thickness (new) ~ inner
Plate facing material ) plate
Number of springs on pressure plate
Spring colour (inner)
Spring pressure (at checking length)
Spring checking length ..
Spring colour (outer)
Spring pressure at (checking length)
Spring checking length ..
Number of springs on inner cover
Identification
Spring pressure (at checking length)
Spring checking length ..
Separator plate thickness

Cover adjusting screw clearance
Pedal free- play ..

Release lever height. i.e.: Distance from the tips of the release
levers to the base place face when the clutch is assembled
with 0·389 in. (9,880 mm) spacers in place of the trans
mission plate and 912724 spacers between the cover
flange and base plate. This dimension also applies when
the clutch is assembled on a flywheel and fitted with
0'349 in. (8'865 mm) spacers in place of both drive plates. . 3·345 in (84'96 mm)

(Early clutch with inner cover)

special twin plate
11 in (27,94 em)
Mintex H19
0·350 in (8'89 mm)
10 in (25'4 em)
Capasco F30C
0·350 in (8'89 mm)
12
brown
8Q-85 Ib (36-38 kg)
2·60 in (66'04 mm)
brown
120-130 Ib (54-58 kg)
2·60 in (66'04 mm)
6
Part No. 625149
10 Ib (4,54 kg)
2·25 in (57'15 mm)
O'765-0·760 in (19,43
19·30 mm)
0·050 in (1,270 mm)
1-1! in (25'4-38'0 mm)

Cover adjusting screw clearance
Pedal free·play

Twin Plate Clutch - 990
Clutch type
Plate diameter .}
Plate facing material outer
Plate thickness (new) plate

Plate diameter ") inner
Plate facing material ~ I
Plate thickness (new) ) pate
Number of springs on pressure plate ..
Spring colour (inner)
Spring pressure (checking length)
Spring checking length ..
Spring colour (outer)
Spring pressure (checking length)
Spring checking length ..
Number of springs on inner cover
Identification
Spring pressure (at checking length)
Spring checking length ..
Separator plate thickness

Release lever height. i.e.: Distance from the tips of the release
levers to the base plate face when the clutch is assembled
with 0'389 in. (9,880 mm) spacers in place of the trans
mission plate and 912724 spacers between the cover
flange and base plate. This dimension ·also applies when
the clutch is assembled on a flywheel and titted with
0·349 in. (8'865. mm) spacers in place of both drive plates. 3·445 in (87,5 mm)

Twin Plate Clutch - 990 and 880
Clutch type
Plate diameter
Plate facing ma.terial

(later clutch without inner cover)

special twin plate
10 in (25'4 ern)
Thermoid 11046 •

Page 48
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Plate thickness (new) .. .
Number of springs on pressure plate
Spring colour (inner) . . . .
Spring pressure (at checking length) ..
Spring checking length ...
Spring colour (outer) . . . .
Spring pressure (at checking length) ..
Spring checking length ..
Separator plate thickness - 990 ..

Separator plate thickness - 880 ..

Pedal free-play ..

Release lever height. i.e.: Distance trom tips of release levers to
base plate face when clutch is assembled with 0·389 in.
(9,880 mm) spacers in place of drive plate and 912724
spacers between cover flange and baseplate. This dimension
also applies when clutch is assembled on a flywheel and
fined with 0'349 in. (8·865 mm) spacers in place of both
drive plates

Dual Clutch (Livedrive) -1200
Clutch type ..
Plate type and diameter (transmission) ..
Plate facing material
Plate thickness (new) ..
Plate type and diameter (PTO) ..
Plate facing material
Plate thickness (new) ..
Number of springs (transmission)
Spring colour ..
Spring pressure (at checking length) ..
Spring checking length ..
Number of springs (PTO)
Spring colour . . . .
Spri'!g "pressure (at checking length)
Spring checking length ..
Pedal free-play ..
Hand lever free-play
Release lever height. i.e.: Distance from baseplate or flywheel

face to
transmission release lever plate

PTO release lever plate
-,

Single Clutch (Non-Livedrive) - 1200
Clutch type ..
Plate type and diameter ..
Plate facing material
Plate thickness (new)
Number of springs
Spring colour . . . .
Spring pressure (at checking length)
Spring checking length ..
Pedal free-play .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Release lever height. l.e.: Distance from tips of release levers to

flywheel face when clutch is assembled with four 0·520 in
(13,2 mm) spacers in place of driven plate

0·350 in (8'89 mm)
12
brown
80-85 Ib (36-38 kg)
2'60 in (66'04 mm)
red
14~150 Ib (6~7 kg)
2'60 in (66'04 mm)

. O'76!'>-O'760 in
(19·44-19·30 mm)

O·70!'>-O·700 in
(17'9~17'78 mm)

1-1; in (25'4-38'0 mm)

3·445 in (87'5 mm)

Borg and Beck 49400
Borglite 11 in (27'94 cm)
Capasco F30C
0·340 in (8,64 mm)
rigid 11 in (27'94 em)
Capasco F30C .
0·324 in (8,23 mm)
12
dark blue/light green

. 13~140 Ib (58-63 kg)
1·69 in (42'92 mm)
12 .
red
131-140 lti (59-63 kg)
1·41 in (35'81 rnm)
t to 1 in (22 to 25 mm)
1t to 21 in (48 to 54 mm)

5·386-5·215 in· (136,78
132·46 mm)
6·37-6·27 in (161 '8~
159·26 mm)

Borg and Beck 12AS
Borglite. 12 in
Mintex H19
0·52 in (13,21 mm)
16
lavender/black
112-122 Ib (5~55 kg)
1·69 in (42'92 mm)
1 in (25'4 mm)

2·25 in (57'15 mm)
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Checking Thrust Springs
If a spring tester is not available. springs should

be checked as follows:
1. .Select an average length spring from a set of

new springs to use' as a guide.
2. First compare free-length of new spring

against old springs and discard any springs
whose free-length is over ;T in. (1,5 mm)
shorter than the new spring.

3. Finally compare loaded length of springs by
compressing the new spring and each old
spring in tum. in series between vice jaws.
For safety fit a 3 in. (76 mm) piece of i in.
(9,5 mm) diameter rod inside the springs and
fit a shan spacer between the spring ends.
Compress springs between vice jaws until new
spring is reduced to its loaded length (see data
pages) then measure length of old spring. If
old spring is within ;T in. (1,5 mm) of length
of new spring it is satisfactory and can be
refined but any spring whose compressed

-length is 'more than."" in. (1,5 mm) snorter
than new spring is weak and must be discarded.

Figure 45. CHECKING THRUST SPRINGS

A. New spring B. Old spring

C. SIl8C8l' D. Rule

SUMMARY OF DESIGN CHANGES
Details of Chenge

Power take-off clutch adjusting screws on inner cover incr-eased from ~ UN F to
-,l\r UNF. Pans. except screws and nuts. are interchangeable but if a new inner
cover is used with an earlier outer cover the holes in the outer cover must be
increased to Tt in. (17'5 mm). to provide clearance for the larger adjusting screws.

Drain hole drilled through support snouts. Part Nos. 89334 and 911906 to prevent
any possibility of oil seepage past the clutch shaft bearing reaching the clutch.

Clutch driven plate change from rigid type to Borglite. Part number of plate changed
from 906854 to 915694. As the Borglite plate has40 facing rivets and the rigid plate
only 24 rivets. facings are not interchangeable.

Width of clutch stop drum reduced.from 1i in. to.l in. sothaten 6~s/J22d.tractors
the clutch can be removed without "splitting" the tractor. Pan number ('f the drum
changed from 915582 to 917780 and these are not interchangeable unless a new
clutch driveshaft is also fined.

Clutch driveshaft ball bearing (19201) changed to single seal type bearing. The
new bearing. Part No. 620033 is interchangeable with the previous bearing and
must be fined with the sealed side towards the suppon snout.

Stop bolt. Pan No. 912855. fined on left-hand fender to give positive stop for
resening-Iever and prevent damage to guide bracket (913860).

Clutch-housing locating-dowels case hardened and increased in length 'from i to
1. in. (19'0 to 28·5 mm) to give more positive location of housing. Pan No. of dowel
changed from 35840 to 621838. -

When introduced

A04/47Ais3792
A03/55A/2847
A03/49A/1929
(April 1966)

990/A/484285
880/A/531626
(April 1966)

A04/47B/41329
(April 1966)

990/A/487807
880/A/533604
(June 1966)

990/A/487807
880/A/533604
(June 1966)

880/535820
990/491847
(September 1966)

AD3/49A/4988
A03/55A/8773
A04/47A/72497
(January 1967) .'
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Hole in clutch pedal. for operating starter safety switch, tapped i UNCso that threaded
operating peg (K920281) can be used instead of plain peg (K918618). '

Clutch-stop fork end, Part No, K916482, replaced by fork end K916481,

Tension of PTO thrust springs increased from 41 to 53 kg (91 to 117 Ib). Part number
and colour marking of springs changed from K900261 (buff) to K902514 (pink). Part
number of cover assembly changed from K917998 to K921273. Springs are
interchangeable if fined in sets.

Tension of transmission thrust spring increased from 53 to 61 kg (117 to 135Ib). Part
number and colour marking of springs changed from K625210 (lavender/black) to
K962292 (dark blue/light green). Part number (K919860) of clutch assembly is
unchanged and springs are interchangeable if fined in sets.

Power take-off clutch operating toggles increased in diameter. As the new toggles,
which may be identified by having i UNF threads, have larger eyebolts than the *
UN F toggles, corresponding changes to the clutch cover, pressure plate and release
levers do not allow the new toggles to be fined to earlier clutches unless all the later'
parts are fined.

Strength of clutch-pedal springs increased from 3 to 8 kg (7 to 18 lb) by increasing
thickness of springs from 13 SWG to 10 SWG. Part number of springs (K921684 and

. K921685) and retaining pins (K921683 and K9216B6) unchanged.

Strength of cross shaft return spring increased by changing thickness of spring from 7
SWG to 6 SWG. Part number of spring (K9216B7) unchanged.

Clutch dust Cover U1174 introduced to prevent build up of dust in the flywheel
housing. Requited only in exceptionally dry and dusty conditions.

Tension of transmission lever anti-ranle springs increased by changing thickness of
springs from 12 SWG to 10 SWG, and lever adjusting screws changed to lighter'
screws with socket head. Part number of spring changed from K91 9B63 to
K9239B9, and number adjusting.screw changed from K919B64 to K923990. Parts
are interchangeable but must be fined in sets to preserveclutch balance.

Pull-off spring (K624935), hook (K91647B) and anchor plate (K924167) fitted on
PTO hand lever to hold lever firmly in "'engaged"' position and prevent unnecessary
wear of release mechanism.

Length of trunnion pin in cross shaft fork increased and six Belleville washers
(K626723) fined on pin to increase tension and hold release bearing clear of release
lever plate when clutch is engaged. Part number of pin changed from K915B34 to
K925323. .

Power take-off release-bearing housing connected to greasechannel in main frame by
a nylon tube, so that release bearing is lubricated at sametime as left-hand cross-shaft
bearings. Part number of housing (K915B37) unchanged but tapped boss
incorporated for tube connection.

Transmission release bearing changed from Part No. K19169, which has 7·9 mm(* in) ball bearings, to Part No. K620112 bearing, which has 9·5 mm (i in) diameter
balls. Bearings are interchangeable and the K620112 bearing should be used as a
replacement.

Twin-plate clutch redesigned so that both drive plates are engaged simultaneously.
Inner cover (K918606 or K91B613) deleted and three springs (K625232) fined in
pressure plate so that inner driven plate is released at same time as outer plate. Earlier
clutches can be changed by discarding the inner cover and fining a new pressureplate
(K962573) and three springs (K625232).

Cored holes in front main frame (K915404) repositioned and clutch housing vent
cover (K904246) changed to plain cover (K923650) to prevent dust entering clutch
cornparrrnent.

B80/539423
990/496835
(January 1967)

880/539995
990/497389
(February 1967)

AD4/47A/78292
(June 1967)

AD4/55A/4665
(November 1967)

AD4/55A/2B39
(June 1967)

780/600610
(December 1967)

780/600745
(January 1968)

1200
(February 1968)

AD4/55/561 1
(February 1968)

1200/706056
(July 1968)

1200/707333
(December 1968)

1200/707536
(January 1969)

1200/708319
(March 1969)

355001/22392
355005/1011
3551 05/1 002
449005/1415
(June 1969)

1200/71 0355
(September 1969)
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l' David Brown"
Service Repair Manual
Update No.1 for

CLUTCH
Section 81 (Pub 9-37131)

Pub 9-38183 October 1977

File this update in front of your Service Repair Manual, Clutch section,
S1 (Pub. 9·37131).

This update comprises new pages Bl -B25, and covers 1210.1410 and
1412 tractors (Q'Cal> and'Norl Q;Cab modelsl'tmed With,he Laycock
dual clutch,

. .'.
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David. Brown policy is one of continuous development and improvement
and therefore the specification deiails may have been altered since this
manual went to press. .'

Moreover. as the David Brown tractor is offered in a variety of forms to
cover a large number of markets and applications. this manual may
contain details of items not applicable to the particular tractor with
which it is beiTlQ used.
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After the majority of this manual section was written. the current range of tractors was
introduced. This information continues valid .
Refer as'follows:
885 Tractor uses the same Clutch as 880 Livedrive.
995 Tractor (with Livedrive two-stage foot pedal) uses same Clutch as990.
996 and 995 Tractors with independent hand PTO Clutch use the same Clutch as 1200.
1210 (- 11. 154.230) and 1212Tractors use the same Clutch as 1200.

•

•
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DUAL CLUTCH - 1210111.154.230 - 1.1410 & 1412TRACTORS

'.

•

•

•

HOW IT WORKS

The dual clutch contains two separate clutches each
with its own release mechanism, assembled into a
single unit.

This single unit is bolted to the engine flywheel and
consists of a cover enclosing two driven plates, two
pressure plates, two sets of release levers, and a set
of thrust springs common to both clutches.

The two pressure plates are placed back-to-back
between the driven plates, all four plates being
positioned between the clutch cover and the engine
flywheel. The thrust springs between the pressure
plates can, therefore, clamp the PTO driven plate to
the engine flywheel and also clamp the transmission
driven plate to the inside of the clutch cover.

The transmission clutch release levers are connected
by linkage to a foot pedal on the left-hand side of
the tractor and the PTO clutch release levers are
similarly connected to a hand lever at the left-hand
side of the operator's seat.

When both clutches are engaged, both driven plates
are clamped to their respective pressure plates by
the thrust springs and both drives are transmitted
by separate shafts. When the transmission clutch
pedal is depressed, the release levers move the
transmission pressure plate forward, thus releasing
the transmission driven plate and disconnecting the
drive.

When the PTO clutch lever is pulled to the dis
engage position, the release levers move the PTO
pressure plate rearwards thus releasing the PTO
driven plate and disconnecting the drive.

The thrust springs set consists of 12 colour coded
coil springs and single Belleville washer. The
Belleville washer augments the coil spring pressure
and compensates for reduced coil spring pressure as
the driven plates wear in service.

9-37131

81

A

G

FIGUREB1

A. Clutch Cover
8. Transmission Pressure Plate
C. Transmission Release Lever
D. Transmission Drive Shaft
E Pro Drive Shaft
F. Pro ReleaseLever
G. PTO Pressure Plate
H. Rywheet
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REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION

• Removing the Clutc::h - Figs. 82 to 86

To remove the clutch it is necessary to separate the
two main parts of the tractor.

When the tractor is being separated into two parts
to service the clutch and a reversible shaft PTa is
fined. the PTa control lever must be placed in the
engaged position. This will ensure that the sliding
dog clutch gear is held in position if the cardan shaft
is withd rawn.

Failure to carry out this precaution will result in addi
tional and unnecessary work as the PTa unit must
be removed from the tractor to re-engage the sliding
dog clutch gear.

1. Remove the silencer and the bonnet (hood).
Disconnect the battery earth (ground) lead and
the wiring connector located above the starter.
Tractor with Q Cab: remove air pre-cleaner.

2. Remove the fuel tank complete with instrument
panel.
Tractor with Q Cab: lift the front of the cab
75mm (3inl with a jack under each step, and
hold in position with wood blocks between the
cab and the tractor frame.
Be careful not to damage the brake cables or

• flexible pipes.

3. Disconnect the four pipes from the orbitrol
steering valve, drain the surplus oil into a suit
able container and mark position of the pipes for
re-assembly.
Tractors with Q Cab: disconnect the four
flexible pipes from the orbitrol steering valve at
the unions positioned forward of the bulkhead.
Drain surplus oil into a suitable container and
mark position olthe pipes for re-assembly.

4. Remove starter motor mounting bolts, lift starter
forward and allow starter to rest in main frame.

5. Drain transmission oil into a clean container 
capacity aoproxlrnatelv 10 gallons (45 litresl.
Disconnect pump inlet pipe by releasing hose
clips at filter end, and pushing short rubber hose
back on pipe.

6. Disconnect pump outlet pipe at union mid-way
along pipe. Note that when a tandem pump is
fitted there are two pump outlet pipes which
must be disconnected .

•
9-37131
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FIGURE B2

FIGURE 83
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REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION

7. Disconnect the hand and foot clutch controls by
removing the adjusting nuts from the rod ends.
Tractors with Q Cab: Disconnect the clutch
slave cylinder return spring, remove the two
bolts attaching the slave cylinder to the bracket
and withdraw slave cylinder complete with push
rod. Disconnect the PTO clutch cable by with
drawing the clevis pin connecting the cable to
the operating lever.

8. Remove clutctT pit cover plate and disengage
the transmission clutch pedal pull-{)ff spring
from hole in left-hand side of frame.

9. Bolt support legs to the rear end of front frame
and adjust legs so that they support but do not
lift the frame.

10. Support weight of the rear main frame with a
jack or crane positioned slightly forward of the
oil filter housing.

11. Remove bolts attaching clutch housing to
engine and main frame, also bolts attaching
front and rear frame. Using a suitable punch,
tap dowels (one at each side) back uhtil they are
clear of front frame. •

12. Carefully lever the two halves of tractor apart,
allowing the release lever to tilt forwards until it
is disengaged from bearing sleeve.

13. Disconnect the lubrication pipe from the clutch
release bearing housing_

14. When the two halves are separated, push front
end forward to allow working space as the
clutch is heavy to handle.

15. Fit transit staples between the forged release
levers and the clutch cover, and evenly unscrew
the six setscrews attaching the clutch to the fly
wheel.

16. RemOVE! clutch assembly with care as the driven
plate will drop Out when clutch assembly is
removed from flYWheel.

•

•

c

o

A. Hand leverBdjusting nut
B. Pedal adjusting nut

FIGURE B6
A

B
FIGUREB4

FIGUREBS

A. Cls-nspin

A. Spring
B. BoIr
C. Slave Cyfinder

WARNING: transit staples must be
fitted to the PTa release levers before
clutch retaining setscrews are released
to prevent displacement of Belleville
Spring during handling.

A
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17. Fit pilot shaft through clutch assembly and PTO
driven plate ensuring that the long boss on
driven plate is towards the flywheel. Replace set
screws and when fully tightened withdraw pilot
shaft and remove transit staples.

18. Screw a 1/2 UNC x 5in long guide stud into
each side of main frame.

19. Hold PTO cross-shaft against its pull-off spring
so that release fork is horizontal and will pass
under the release bearing and bring the two
halves of the tractor together.

20. Check that both halves are in line and as soon as
they are close enough together, engage PTO
fork into its bearing sleeve.

21. Turn the engine to align the clutch plate splines,
re-connect the lubrication pipe to the clutch
release bearing housing and push the two halves
of the tractor together.

22. Replace bolts, tap dowels back into position and
tighten bolts.

NOTE: Do not use force to bring the two halves of
the main frames together as damage can be caused.
When correctly aligned they can be easily pushed
into position.

23. Check that PTO release fork is correctly located
in its bearing sleeve.

24. Re-connect and adjust clutch linkage.
Tractor with Q Cab: re-fit clutch slave cylinder
and spring. Re-fit clevis pin to PTO clutch cable
fork. Adjust free play.

25. Re-fit transmission clutch pull-off spring. It is
recommended that a strong length of cord is
passed through the frame and secured to the
spring hook. A large screw-driver or suitable
lever can then be used to stretch the spring until
the hook can be correctly located.

r. WARNING: Care must be taken in this
.. operation to avoid personal injury.

26. Re-fit clutch pit cover plate.

27. Reverse operations 1 to 7.

28. Remove filter assembly and wash screen and
clean magnetic filter before replacing.

29. Re-fill transmission with oil.

9-37131
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REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT

Clutch Release Bearing Sleeve:

• Removal - Fig B7

1. Remove left-hand footplate or modify gusset.

2. Pivot cross-shaft lever rearwards to disengage
fork and pull sleeve forward off the support
snout.

Replacement:

3. Reverse operations 1 and 2.

4. Ensure that operating forks are correctly located
and the fork pins are free to rotate.

5. Lubricate fork pins with anti-scuffing paste.

Clutch Release Bearings:

Removal - Figs B8 and 9

1. Slide transmission bearing carrier out of PTO
bearing carrier.

2. Support inner race of transmission bearing on
tool and press carrier out of bearing.

3. Remove circlip from inside of PTO bearing
carrier, support carrier and press bearing off
carrier.

Replacement:

4. Reverse operations 2 and 3.
_ 5. Pack lubrication cavities in both bores with
., . greasj! before assembling PTO bearing carrier on

to transmission bearing carrier.

Cut along doned line
I,

o

FIGURE B7

Bearing ReplacerI Remover

FIGURE BB

Caution: When a new release bearing is to be fitted
and the bearing is of the type where the inner track
is shielded, it is essential to rotate the bearing as it is
being pressed into position.

Failure to do this puts a heavy static load on the
bearing, almost certainly resulting in damage which
will lead to noisy operation and early failure.

Ensure that the location spigot on the carrier is not
damaged during removal of the old bearing and that
the new bearing and the carrier are correctly aligned
before assembly.

Take care and do not use excessive force.

9-37131
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A.
8.
C.

Old Bearing
WoodBlock
New Bearing

A
FIGUREB9
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FIGURE Bl0

REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT

Clutch Cross Shafts

The clutch cross shafts can only be removed when
tractor is split.

PTO Cross Shaft

Removal - Fig 810

1. Remove bolts from PTO clutch fork and pull-off
spring lever.

2. Remove circlip from right-hand end of cross
shaft and withdraw shaft to left. tapping the
release fork at the same time. Remove the two
keys which locate the clutch fork to allow shaft
to pass through the bearing.

Replacement

3: Lubricate shaft bearings.

4. Reverse operations 1 and 2.

Transmission Cross Shaft

Removal - Fig 811

1. Remove left-hand footplate.

2. Remove bolts from release fork and pull-off'
spring lever.

3. Withdraw shaft from left. taPping the...,e1ease
fork at the same time. Remove the two keys to
allow shaft to pass through the bearing.

Replacement

4. Lubricate shaft bearings.

5. Reverse operations 1 to 3.

Clutch Pedal - Not Q Cab

Removal - Fig 812

The clutch pedal is mounted on a tube which passes
through the main frame. As this tube also carries the
brake cross shaft it is necessary to remove the brake
rod and operating lever.

1. Remove the adjusting nut. pin and return spring
and withdraw the brake rod.

2. Drive out Mills pin and remove lever.

3. Remove split pin and clevis pin.

FIGUREB"

:~o
~,
DeB ~

FIGUREB12

•
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A. Adjusring nut
C. Lover
E. Pin

B. Mills Pin
D. Spring



FreePlay -,'•
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4. Remove bolts attaching left-hand footplate to
frame and fender.

5. Tilt front of footplate upwards and remove
pedal.

Replacement

6. Coat cross shaft tube with grease.

7. Reverse operations 1 to 5.

Hand Clutch Lever (PTO)

Removal

1. Slacken adjusting nut.

2. Remove clevis pin, anchor plate and spring and
withdraw clutch rod from lower end of lever.

3. Remove right and left-hand brackets.

4. Remove the two bolts from pivot shaft and
lower hand lever through footplate.

5. It may be necessary to remove latch lever to
allow hand lever to pass through footplate.

Replacement

1. Ensure that pivot shaft is free in lever bore and
grease hole is clear.

2. Reverse operations 2 to 5.

3. Adjust free play.

Hand Clutch Lever (PTO) - Q Cab

Removal

1. Disconnect the PTa clutch cable by removing
the clevis pin at the fork end.

2. Remove the two bolts attaching the lever
bracket to the cab.

3. Push cable upwards at lever end to free the
cable nipple from the roller and withdraw the
cable through the slot in the roller.

Replacement

1. Reverse operations 1 to 3.

2. Adjust free play. Page 614.

9-37131
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A. Locknut
B. Cable Adjuster

REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT

SOmm(2inl

I

FIGURE 813

FIGURE 814
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REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT

Hydraulic Clutch System - Q Cab

NOTE: This information does not apply to Highway
Tractors. The components used are similar (or
identical) to the parts used in the braking system.
To avoid errors. all clutch cylinders and seals are
colour coded with a blue band. Ensure that any
component fitted has a blue identification band as
this indicates that the unit is suitable for use with
mineral type oils. NO ATIEMPT MUST BE MADE
TO FIT SEAL KITS OR CYLINDERS OBTAINED
FROM GIRLING AGENTS. THE CORRECT
COMPONENTS ARE ONLY OBTAINABLE FROM
DAVID BROWN PARTS DEPARTMENT UNDER
THE FOLLOWING PART NUMBERS.

Master Cylinder K950554
Seal Kit. master cylinder K964572
Slave Cylinder 1<950550
Seal Kit. slave cylinder K964576

WARNING The only fluids approved for
use in clutch reservoirs are Shelf Telfus
27 and CastroI Hyspin A WS 32. Other
fluids are NOT compatible and must
NOTbeused.

Clutch Master Cylinder

Removal - Fig 815

1. Remove bannet.

2. Disconnect the two pipe unions at tope of
cylinder.

3. Disconnect push rod from clutch pedal.

4. Remove the two baits attaching cylinder to
bulkhead.

5. Uft out cylinder complete with push rod and
fork.

Replacement - Fig 816

6. Reverse operations 1 to 5.

7. Adjust threaded end of push rod so that clevis
pin freely enters the hole in the pedal with the
pedal in contact with the rear-stop.

8. Carefully depress the pedal until the master
cy6nder piston reaches the end of its travel.

9. Adjust stop bait in pedal to contact the console
and unscrew one further tum to prevent master
cylinder piston banoming in service. TIghten
locknut.

10. Bleed system. Page B14.

Issued October 19n
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A. Pushrod
8. Fork

c

A. Clevispin
8. StoP bolt
C. Console

FIGURE 815

rc;\.--t--A

B
FIGURE 816
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Clutch Slave Cylinder

Removal - Fig B17

1. Disconnect the return spring.

2. Disconnect pipe union.

3. Remove two bolts attaching cylinder to bracket.

4. Withdraw cylinder complete with push rod.

Replacement

1. Reverse operations 1 to 4.

2. Bleed system (Page B14).

9-37131
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REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT

FIGURE 817

A. Spring
B. Bolt
C. Slave cylinder
D. Adjuster
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Free Play _' -
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FIGUREBIB

FIGURE B19

A. Hand tever adjusting nut
8. Pedal adjusting nut _

Alternative Method of Power Take-off Clutch
Adjustment

1. Pull hand lever rearwards and engage latch.

2. Remove PTa output shaft cover and engage
PTO gear.

3. Unscrew hand lever adjusting nut until PTa
shaft cannot be turned by hand.

4. Tighten hand lever adjusting nut until PTa shaft
can just be turned by hand. Tighten locknut.

NOTE: If hand lever is not returning to the. fully
forward position it indicates a weak spring or tight
ness in the linkage. This must be rectified to prevent
wear of the clutch release mechanism.

Clutch Operating Adjustments

As the clutch facings wear during service, the
amount of free-play or clearance, in pedal or hand
lever is gradually reduced until it no longer exists.
This results in the pressure plate being unable to
clamp the driven plate with sufficient force to
prevent the clutch slipping. Operating a tractor
under these conditions will rapidly cause total and
expensive clutch failure. It is essential to maintain
the recommended free-play in the linkages, and
adjustments are provided for this purpose.

Power Take-off Clutch Adjustment - Not Q Cab
Fig 819

1. Push hand lever forward to ensure it is being
fully returned, then pull lever until the resistance
of the clutch springsis felt.

2. Measure the amount of free-play.

3. Adjust to not less than 50mm (2in) by re
positioning tbe adjusting nut and locknut.

UNIT MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

Transmission Clutch Adjustment - Not Q Cab
Fig 818

1. Pull clutch pedal upwards to ansure it is bsino
fully returned to the up position, then depress
pedal until the resistance of the clutch springs is
felt.

2. Measure the amount of free-play.

3. Adjust to not less than 25mm (1 in) by re-
positioning adjusting nut and locknut.

NOTE: If pedal can be pulled upwards it indicates
either a weak spring or tightness in the linkage.
This must be rectified to prevent wear of the clutch
release mechanism .

•

•

•
9-37131
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MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

Transmission Clutch Adjustmem - Q Cab
Fig B20

This should be checked at least every 60 hours of
operation and the tractor must NEVER be operated
with less than 6mm (O'22inl free-play. Adjustment
is provided for on the slave cylinder push rod.

1. Ensure that piston in slave cylinder is fully
retracted and if not. fit a stronger slave cylinder
return spring (Part No. K6249541.

2. Disconnect return spring with rod held securely
to prevent tuming. Loosen locknut and unscrew
adjuster und there is no free play. Screw
adjuster in two turns. tighten locknut and re
connect spring..Ensure that the slave cylinder
piston stays fully retracted.-

FIGUREB20

A. Spring
B. Bolt
C. Slave cylinder
D. Adjusmr

•

Power Take-off Clutch Adjustment - Q Cab
Fig B21

This should be checked every 60 hours of operation.
Adjustment is provided for by the cable adjuster.

1. Place hand lever in forward position and dis
connect spring from cross shaft lever.

2. Loosen locknut and unscrew cable adjuster until
there is no free play. Screw cable adjuster in one
tum. Tighten locknut and re-connect spring.

Master Cylinder and Foot Pedal - Fig B22
If the master cylinder or clutch pedal has been re
fitted proceed as follows.

1. Adjust threaded end of push rod SO that clevis
pin freely enters the hole in the pedal with the
pedal in contact with the rear-stop.

2. Carefully depress the pedal uma the master
cylinder piston reaches the end of its travel.

3. Adjust stop bolt in pedal to contact the console
and unscrew one further tum to prevent master
cylinder piston bottoming in service. Toghten
locknut.

Clutch Hydraulic System Bleeding

1. Remove all free play from linkage and bleed in
the same way as brake circuit.

2. Adjust free play.

A

A. Clevispin
B. C8bltllIdjusmr
C. Locknut

c

c

RGUREB21 •

CAUTION: Do not bottom
release levers when depressing
pedal as this could cause
damage.

IsSued October 1977
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A. Clevispin
B. Stop bo/r
C. Console

B
FIGURE B22
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DUAL CLUTCH PARTS

A. Clutch cover
B. Setscrew, clutch to flywheel
C. Releaselever plate
D. Circ/ip
E. Transit staple
F. Anti·rattle spring
G. Adjusting screw
H. Link pin. upper
J. Releaselever. P.T.O.
K. Pivot pin, lower
L. Link

o

z

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

R

";-'--5

+---T

Ipg::~-U

-r---v

w

FIGURE B23

M . . Pivotpin
N. Relesse lever. transmission
P. Roller
R. Anti-l1IttJe spring
S. Driven plate. trsnsrr,;ssion
T. Pressure plate. transmission
U. Adjusting screws
V. Pressure plate. P.T.O.
W. Belleville spring
X. Fibre washer
Y. Driven plate. P. T.D.
Z Thrust spring

9-37131
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MAINTENANCE AND I'lEPAIR

•

•
RGUREB24

Qty.

I
6
1
6
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
3

·57·15mm-2·25in
38'1 mm-l'SOin

152'4 mm-6'OOin
9'5 mm-O·J75in

Description

adaptor - centre pillar (transmission)
spacer, cover to ba~plate

adaptor, centre pillar (PTO)
setscrew' UNC x Sfin
gauge finger. long
locating collar, centre pillar
spacer, PTO pressure plate
spacer. centre pillar
adaptor Plate, actuator
wrench. 1in square } transmission release
allen key nAI F lever adjusting screws
transit stapleK86308

DB 8832/1
DB 8832/2
DB 8832/4
DB 8832/5
DB 8832/6
DB 8832/12
Code33
Code 4
DB990204
K89619A

Servicing Clutch Assembly

Clutch Kit No.1 with modified baseplate
Fig B

Clutch Kit No.8. new kit. DB8832 consisting of
the following:

Part No.

SPECIAL TOOLS

Replacing Clutch Assembly

Clutch Plate Pilot - ~g 824

A 22'2 mm-O'874in F
B 23'16mm-0'912in G
C 38'1 mm-l'SOin H
o 44'93mm-l'769in J
E 19'05mm-0'75in

Baseplate Modification (not applicable to base
plates made after 1st May. 1974)

Position of Additional Hoies - Fig B2!i
1. Mark out one hole. mount clutch assembly on

centre pillar with the loeating collar in position
and spot drill through the remaining cover holes.
using a 10'30 mm IH in) drill.

2. Drill through baseotate using drill .size P or
S'2inm (O·322in). tap holes' UNC and counter
sink face of baseplate to 9'8mm (O'385in) at
90" included angle.

3. Alternatively mark off six holes equally spaced
on 336'4-336'7ml1l (13'244-13'256in) pitch circle
diameter, and proceed with operation 2.

5" (Ref.)

1S'Omm
( in.1

FIGUREB25

•
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MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR'
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FIGURE B27

Press Tool for Chnch Release Bearings

• :EA::$::~I:I:~:'PORT
S. lin f6'J5mmJ
c. 4"937in',25mmJOia.
O. .Tin '25-4mmJ
E. 7deg"'tlS
F. 6in f152mmJ SquBnl
G. lin (Slm",) C."rres
H, 2'3125n ISSmmJ
J. O'Sin 02-5mm1 Oowwlx 1 in long
K. O'Sinf12'5mmJ

•

RELEASE BEARING REPLACER
Bearing ReQlacer

•

T.--nsmission
A. 2-12'1in f53"95tnmJ
8. '-Dinf25'4mmJ
C. 0'5'-n 02'7mm)
D_ 3-5in 189mml

E. t with It f2in dHP (3-17 It O'8mm)

POYter take-oH
A. 2-524in,56'549mmJ
B. !-Oin 125-4mm)
C. a-Sinfl2'7mmJ
D. 2'981n f75'79mml
E. b wide 1tnindt!JeP fO'81l0'8mml

" '

"

FIGUREB2B

REMOVING PTO BEARING

~J713'
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MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR UPDATED PAGE FOR YOUR REPAIR MANUAL
SECTION 81 Pub. 9-37131

TEMPLATES FOR CHECKING ANGLE OF LEVER RETURN SPRINGS

•

•

- - - _B

2-5.

I~
~~I 58° •

~ :r~ ~~--\-----------.-------.
A Ej"

AGURE B30

PTO lever springs - Fig B29

1. On a piece of stiff,card draw a base line'A' - 'B'
approx. 8in long.

2. Mark a point 'C' 4in from point'A'.

3. With the aid of a compass scribe arcs l'25in
from point'A' and 3'5in from point 'C'.

4. Draw a line from poil'lt 'C' through the point at
which the two arcs intersect. The angle made
between this line and line 'C' -'B' is the max.
spring angle required i.e. 162".

5. Place spring over the diagram as shown below.
If the spring arms lie within the 162" angle it may
be re-used. If the spring arms lie outside the
162" angle it must be replaced. It is useless
bending it back to fie within the specified angle.

Transmission lever springs, Fig B30

1. On a piece of stiff card draw a base line 'A' -'B'
6in long.

2. With the aid of a compass scribe arc 2!in from
Point 'A' and5'15in from point 'B' where the arcs
intersect is point 'C',

3, Join the points'A' - 'C'.

-r. 4. Place the spring over the diagram as shown
below. If the spring arms lie within the 58°angle
it may be re-used. If the spring arms lie outside
the 58° angle it must be replaced; it is no use
bending it back to fie within the specified angle.

•
t Amended March 1983
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UPDATED PAGE FOR YOUR SERVICE REPAIR MANUAL
Clutch Service Repair Manual, section B1, Pub. 9-37131
First Published as TP619, October 1970. Re-issued as Pub. 9-37132
October 1976, with additional pages 81-825 issued October 19n (Pub. 9-38183)

Dual Clutch

Dismantling - Fig 831

1. Set baseplate on a firm and level surface.

2. Position the three PTO pressure plate spacers
ICode 331 on the baseplate so that the spacers
will be directly below the PTO release levers
when clutch assembly is fitted.

3. Position the six clutch cover to baseplate
spacers (OB8832/21 over the six tapped holes
in the baseplate to correspond with the bolt
holes in the clutch cover.

10. Remove the centre pillar (K9618451.

11. Remove the transmission release lever pivot
pins, anti-rattle springs and transmission release
levers complete with rollers.

12. Unscrew the six setscrews IOB8832/51 evenly
until all spring pressure has been released.

13. Remove the locknuts and the transmission
release lever adjusting screws.

14. Remove clutch cover, driven plate and pressure
plate.

15. Remove Belleville spring, coil springs and
insulating washers.

•

•

4.

5.

6.

7.

Place clutch assembly on baseplate taking care
not to disturb the position of the spacers.

Assemble the locating collar (OB88321121 on to
the centre pillar (K961 8451 and screw the centre
pillar into the baseplate.

Place plain washers on to the six setscrews
(oB8832/51 and screw them into the baseplate
through the clutch cover and the spacers.

Tighten the setscrews evenly and firmly and
remove transit staples.

A.----l.~

8.

9.

Mark relative positions of clutch cover and
pressure plates to ensure correct re-assernblv.

Remove upper PTO release lever pivot pins and
anti-rattle springs. and swing PTO release levers
outwards past the clutch cover.

, .

B c o E

•
Updated December 1977
with amendments on page 820
Pub. 9·38191

A. Locating Collar
B. Spacer OB8832/2
c. Spacer Code 33

FIGURE 831

D. Centre Pillar
E. Baseplate
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UPDATED PAGE FOR YOUR SERVICE REPAIR MANUAL
Clutch Service Repair Manual, section B1, Pub. 9-37131
First Published asTP619, October 1970. Re-issued as Pub. 9-37132
October 1976, with additional pages 61-625 issued October 1977(Pub. 9-38183)

16. Remove lower link pins and links.

17. Remove circlip and bearing from clutch cover. •
".

Inspection - Fig 832

After thorough cleaning of parts EXCEPT clutch
facings inspect and renew if necessary.

1a. PTa release levers. pivot pins and links for wear.

19. PTO release lever adjusting screws for wear on
spherical face.

20. Transmission release levers. pivot pins, rollers
and adjusting screws for wear.

21. Release lever plate for wear on face or contact
points.

22. Pressure plates and clutch cover for distortion,
heat cracks and excessive dishing of friction
faces.

23. Pressure plates and clutch cover for wear on
driving lugs.

NOTE: Renew component if wear exceeds O'13mm
(O'005in) on anyone face.

24. Clutch driven plate facings. If badly glazed.
burnt, oil soaked. cracked, split or worn to the
rivet heads, replace with the correct facings.

25. Clutch driven plate discs for loose rivets and
driven pli3te hubs for spline wear.

26. Bearing for axial play and smooth running.

27. Thrust springs for length and Belleville spring for
height. See Specifications and Data. Page B25.

28. Anti-rattle springs for tension.

29. Check fit of PTa cardan shaft in the engine fly
wheel pilot bearing. This must be a free sliding
fit; if tight. polish the shaft bearing location with
lao grit emery tape.

Issued October 1977
Pub.9·38183
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PTO Pressure Plate

L~--

Transmission Pressure Plate

Clutch Cover
r--.....
o

c

FIGURE 832

REGRINDING LIMITS

tA. 2S"63mmf1'127in)
t B. 23·nmm (O'936inJ
t C. 72'82mm (2'S67inJ

t Updated December 1977
Pub. 9-38t9t
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MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

•
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w

,,-0:'.:
N. RelelfSe lever, transmission ~

P. Roller
R. Anti-rattle spring
S. Driven plate, transmission
T. Presswe plate, transmission
U. Adjustingscrews
V. Pressureplate, P.T.0.
W. Belleville spring
X. Fibrewasher
Y. Driven plate, P. T. O.
Z Thrust spring

A. Clutch cover
B. Setscrew;. dutch to flywheel
C. Releaseleverplste
D. Circlip
E. Transitstaple
F. Anti-rattle spring
G. Adjustingscrew
H. Link pin, upper
J. Release/ever, P. t.o.
K. Pivot pin, lower
L. Link
M. Pivorpin

FIGURE B33

z

+--v

-I---T
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A_~,,_

Re-assembly - Fig 833

30. Lubricate sides of drive lugs and Belleville spring
locations on both pressure plates. Coat lightly
with Acheson Colloids GREDAG 15469 or an
equivalent type of graphited grease with a
minimum temperature range of 15O"C (270°F).

31. Repeat operations 1 to 3.

32. Place PTa clutch pressure plate, friction face
down, on baseplate.

3. Place twelve new fibre washers on the spring
seats and replace the thrust springs and the
Belleville spring in their correct locations.

NOTE: Belleville spring outside circumference will
be higher than the inside when in position, and is
located only by the pressure plates.

34. Assemble PTa levers and lin ks. ,and connect
links to PTa pressure plate. Ensure that links are
fitted with the offset holes towards the centre of
the clutch.

35. Place twelve new fibre washers on to the trans
mission pressure plate Spring seats, turn plate
over, align assembly marks and fit plate on top
of thrust springs.

36. Check that all fibre washers are in place and that
all the thrust springs are COrrectly seated.

37. Place the transmission driven plate, dished hub
downwards, on to the transmission pressure
plate.

38. Replace clutch cover bearing and circlip.

39. Place clutch cover on to transmission driven
plate, aligning bolt holes in cover with spacers
on baseplate and assembly marks.

40. Fit the six setscrews through the clutch cover
and the spacers. Do not tighten.

41. Screw the centre pillar. into the baseplate and,
push locating collar over centre pillar to align
the clutch assembly.

42. Tighten the six setscrews evenly until clutch
cover is pulled down far enough to allow lhe
PTa release levers to be fitted to the clutch
cover.

• 9-37131
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MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

43. Locate anti-rattle springs over PTO release
levers and refit pivot pins.

44. Firmly tighten the six setscrews and remove
locating collar from centre pillar.

45. Re-fit adjusting SCrltWS and locknuts into trans
mission pressure plate. Do'nottighten.

46. Assemble rollers into transmission clutch release
levers and place in position on clutch cover.

47. With all release levers in position. place the
release lever plate, !IO that lugs pass through the
holes in the release levers.

48. Pass the longer end of the anti-rattle spring
through the lever and imo hole in release plate,
lug.

49. Align spring loop, lever and cover hole and fit
pivot pins.

A

WARNING During this operation it is
essential to ensure that no binding
occurs between the pressure plate lugs
and the clutch cover. The Belleville
spring, which can be viewed through
the clutch cover ventilation slots, must
remain correctly located in the
machined recess of the transmission
pressure plate.

FIGURE 834

•

•

•
·"'Issued October 1977
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ADJUSTMENTS

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

•

Power Take-off Clutch Release Levers
FigB35

1. Screw actuator assembly (K961844 part of Basic
Kit No.1) with adaptor plate (0B9202041, into
the PTO centre pillar adaptor (8832/4). and
operate the handle at least twelve times.

2. Remove actuator assembly and plate.

3. Screw the Basic Kit No. 1 centre pillar
(K961845 1 into the PTO centre pillar adaptor,
place a Code 4 spacer on the centre pillar, and
place the setting finger assembly on the spacer.

4. Press the setting finger assembly firmly and
squarely on to spacer and set the PTO release
lever adjusting screws to contact the face of the
fingers. Tighten locknuts.

5. Remove the setting finger assembly and spacer,
refit actuator assembly, operate the handle
twelve times, refit setting finger assembly and
check height sening. Reset if necessary and
tighten locknuts.

6. Remove setting .finger assembly, spacer,
adaptor and centre pillar.

Transmission Clutch Release Levers - Fig B36

7. Screw the transmission centre pillar adaptor
(OB8832/11 into the baseplate, fit actuator
assembly and operate the handle at least twelve
times.

8. Remove actuator assembly, screw centre pillar
into adaptor, and place a Code 4 spacer on
centre pillar.

9. Fit finger (OB8832/6) to setting finger assembly
and place the assembly on the spacer.

10. Press the setting finger assembly firmly and
squarely on to spacer and adjust the screws in
the transmission pressure .plate until 360"
contact is made between the finger and the
release lever plate. TIghten locknuts.

11. Repeat operations 5 and 6.

12. Fit transit staples over PTO release levers,
remove the six setscrews and lift clutch
assembly from baseplate.

WARNING Transit staples must be
fitted to the PTO release levers before
releasing setscrews to prevent displace
ment of Belleville spring during
handling.

B

9·37131
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A. Gauge Finger
B. Adjusting Screws

A. ~GBuge Finger (long)
B. • Adjusting Screws
C. ReleflSe LeverPlate

A

FIGURE 835

FIGURE 836

B
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UPDATED PAGE FOR YOUR SERVICE REPAIR MANUAL
Clutch Service Repair Manual, section B1, Pub. 9-37131 .
First Published as TP619, October 1970. Re-issued as Pub. 9-37132
October 1976, with additional pages 81-825 issued October 1977 (Pub. 9-38183)

LAYCOCK DUAL CLUTCH

1412 1210, 1410
Part No. K950876 Part No. K951600'
Laycock No. 86166 Laycock No. 86762

305mm-12in
Thermoid 11046
9'09mm -0'358in
305mm-12in
Capasco F30C
9'22mm-0'363in

12
Yellow I Pink

36'4Smm-l "43in J8'35mm-l'Slin
28'88mm -1'137in

39-44kg -87'97Ib 28-42kg -83-92Ib
ONE

Clutch type

Plate diameter ~ transmission
Plate facing material
Plate thickness - new
Plate diameter ~ PTO
Plate facing material
Plate thickness - new
Number of coil thrust springs
Spring identification colour
Spring free length - minimum
Spring checking length
Spring pressure at checking length
Number of Belleville springs
Spring identification colour
Spring free height - including material thickness

Spring minimum height
Spring checking height
Spring pressure at checking height

Yellow
9'27-8'97mm
0'365-0'353in
8'97mm-0'353in
4'29mm -0' 169in
470-570kg
1033-1262lb

Pink
10'13-9'80mm
0'399-0'386in
9'80mm-0'386in
4'85mm-0'191in
580-658kg
1280-1450lb

;
.~ -

Release lever springs - transmission
Wire diameter
Angle between arms - maximum
Release lever spring PTO
Wire diametf!r
Angle between arms-maximum
Refacing dimensions
Depth of clutch cover - maximum
Thickness of transmission pressure plate - minimum
Thickness of PTO pressure plate - minimum
Pressure Plate lug clearance Inew)
Pressure Plate lug clearance (maximum)
Pedal free-play - mechanical
Slave cylinder free-play - hydraulic
Hand lever free play - measured at cable adjuster

3'66mm -O'l44in (9 SWG)
7So

2'64mm-0'I04in 112 SWG)
162"

t 72'82mm -2'867in
t23'77mm-0'936in

28'63mm-l'127in
0'1-0'2mm-0'Q04-0'099in
O'72mm -O'029in
2S-50mm- l'0-2'OIn .
6'0-12'Omm-0'236-0'472in
2'S-S'Omm-0'098-0' 197in,

. "

.• I

~-F'
q;
~::l
~~

• Clutch assembly Part No. K951600 Imarked red) replaces K950876lmarked yellow).

NOTE: The transmission driven plate in clutch assembly K947033 fitted to 1412 tractors only, incorporated
spring flights. The Plaie thickness is therefore different. , ...

."

•
t Updated December 1977

Pub. 9-38191
9-37131

825
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'David Brown"

Service Repair Manual

CLUTCH ASSEMBLIES for.
770780 880 9901200
3800 and 4600 Tractors
Section 62 (Pub. 9-37133) March 1979
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Note: This publication includes information previously given in Pub.
9-37131 (Clutch section of TP 619, issued October 1970 with
pp 22, 23, 44 to 49 updated April 1971) plus Pub. 9-38158 (pp 51,
52 updated June 1976). Pub. 9-37132 updated October 1976.

This section of the Service Repair Manual gives information for clutches fitted to
the following tractors:

.'

•

•

,
:". _.~

770
780
880
990
1200
3800
4600

Selectamatic
Selectamatic
Selectamatic
Selectamatic
Selectamatic
3 cylinder Petrol'
3 cylinder Petrol

1965-1970
1967-1971
1965--1971
1965--1971
1967-1971
1968-1971
1968-1971

....

..

David Brown Tractors Ltd., will continue to 'improve their products. As a result,
the specifications can have changed after this manualwas made. ..
Also, as the David Brown tractor is made to variable specifications for different
uses and countries, this manual can give details of items that are not part of any
specific tractor.

. :'

. " .

© Published by David Brown Tractors ltd.

... Reprinted in Englandby Waddington & Ledger limited. Dewsbury•
. ".~,r$~,;.
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SPECIFICATIONS

•

•
CLUTCH

Single Clutch -770 Replacement Unit
Clutch type
Plate type and diameter ..
Plate facing material
Plate thickness (new) ..
Number of springs
Spring colour
Spring pressure (at checking length) ..
Spring checking length ..
Pedal free-play ..
Release lever height: Distance from the tips of the release

levers to the base plate or flywheel face when the clutch
is assembled with three 0·330 in. (8'382 mm) thick
spacers in place of the driven plate

Pedal pad height above footplate when free play is taken up ..

SPECIFICATIONS

Borg and Beck BB9/273A
Borglite. 9 in (22'86 cm)
Capasco F30C
0·330 in (8'38 mm)
12
black
150-160 Ib (67~9 kg)
1·688 in (42'875 mm)
!-1 in (13-19 mm)

1·895 in (48'13 mm)
21-31 in (57·0-95'0 mm)

Double Clutch (Livedrive) -770 and 880 Replacement Unit

•

Clutch type ..
Plate type and diameter (transmission) ..
Plate facing material
Plate thickness (new) . . . .
Plate type and diameter (PTO) ..
Plate facing material
Plate thickness (new) ..
Number of springs (transmission)
Spring colour (inner transmission)
Spring pressure (at checking length) ..
Spring checking length ..
Spring colour (outer transmission)
Spring pressure (at checking length) ..
Spring checking length ..
Number of springs (PTO)
Spring colour (PTO)
Spring pressure (at checking length) ..

Spring checking length ..
Separator plate thickness

Cover adjusting screw clearance
Pedal free-play .. . . . .
Release lever height. i.e.: Distance from the tips of the release

levers to the base plate face when the clutch is assembled
with 0·349 in. (8'865 mm) thick spacers in place of the
transmission plate and 912724 spacers between the cover
flange and base plate. This dimension also applies when the
clutch is assembled on a flywheel and fitted with 0·310 in.
(7'874 mm) thick spacers in place of the power take-off
plate and 0·349 in. (8.865 mm) spacers in place of the
transmission plate

Borg and Beck BB10/167E
Borglite. lOin (25,4 cm)
Capasco F30C
0·350 in (8,89 mm)
rigid. lOin (25,4 cm)
Capasco F30C
0·320 in (8'13 mm)
12
brown
80-85 Ib (36-38 kg)
2·60 in (66,04 mm)
brown
120-130 Ib (54-58 kg)
2·60 in (66,04 mm)
6
buff pink
88-941b or 113-1211b
(39-42 kg) (50-55 kg)
2·26 in (57,40 mm)
0·705-0·700 in (17'90
17·78 mm)
0·070 in (1,78 mm)
1-1? in (25'4-38'0 mm)

3·345 in (84'96 mm)

•

Laycock double clutch (Lived rive) - 770 and 880 Final specification
Clutch type Laycock No. 83939
Plate type and diameter (transmission) .. Borglite lOin (25,4 cm)
Plate facing material Capasco F30C
Plate thickness (new) 0·340 in (8'63 mm)
Plate type and diameter (PTO) rigid. lOin (25,4 cm)
Plate facing material Capasco F30C
Plate thickness (new) 0·310 in (7'87 mm)
Number of springs 12
Spring colour . . . . pale green
Spring pressure at checking length 103-113 Ib (46-51 kg)
Spring checking length .. 1·5 in (38,1 mm)
Spring overall diameter " 0·840 in (21,34 mm)

9·37133
3



CLUTCH

Separator plate thickness

Cover adjusting screw clearance:

clutch on baseplate

clutch on flywheel
Pedal free-play, 880
Pedal free-play, 780

Release lever height, i.e. distance from head of release lever
adjusting screw to baseplate face when clutch is assembled
with 0·349 in. (8,865 mm) thick spacers in place of trans
mission plate and 912724 spacers between cover flange and
baseplate. This dimension also applies when clutch is
assembled on a flywheel and fitted with 0·310 in.
(7,874 rnm) thick spacers in place of power take-off plate
and 0·349 in. (8'865 mm) spacers in place of transmission
plate

Single Clutch - 880 Replacement unit
Clutch type
Plate diameter ..
Plate facing material
Plate thickness (new) ..
Number of springs
Spring colour ..
Spring pressure (at checking length) ..
Spring checking length ..
Pedal free-play .. . . . .
Release lever height, i.e.: Distance from the tips of the release

levers to the base plate or flywheel face when the clutch
is assembled with three 0·330 in. (8,382 mm) thick
spacers in place of the driven plate

Double Clutch" (Livedrive) - 990
Clutch type ..
Plate type and diameter (transmission) ..
Plate facing material
Plate thickness (new) ..
Plate type and diameter (PTO) ..
Plate facing material ..
Plate thickness (new) .. . .
Number of springs (transmission)
Spring colour (inner-transmission)
Spring pressure (at checking length)
Spring checking length .. . .
Spring colour (outer transmission)
Spring pressure (at checking length)
Spring checking length ..
Number of springs (PTO)
Spring colour (PTO)
Spring pressure (at checking length)
Spring checking length ..
Separator plate thickness

Cover adjusting screw clearance
Pedal free-play

9·37133
4

SPECIFICATIONS

0·705-{)·700 in (17'9(}
17·78 mm)

0'038 in (0'97 mm) 
Laycock driven plate
0·048 in (1,22 mm)-Borg
and Beck plate
0·048 in (1'22 mm)
1-1! in (25·4-38'0 mm)
~-1 in (19-25,4 mm)

3·720 in (94'49 mm)

Borg and Beck 10A6G
Borglite. 10 in (25,4 cm)
Capasco F30C
0·330 in (8,38 mm)
12
light green
105-115 Ib (47-52 kg)
1·688 in (42'875 mm)
1-1! in (25'4-38·0 mm)

1'955 in (49'53 mm)

Borg and Beck BB11/180E
Borglite 11 in (27'44 cm)
Thermoid 1104·6
0·350 (8,89 mm)
rigid, 10 in (25'4 cm)
Capasco F30C
0·320 in (8,13 mm)
12
brown
8(}-85 Ib (36-38 kg)
2·60 in (66'04 mm)
red
14(}-150 Ib (63-67 kg)
2·60 in (66,04 mm)
6
pink
113-121 Ib (51-54 kg)
2·26 in (57,40 mm)
O'765-{)·760 in (19'44
19·30 mm)
0·070 in (1'78 mm)
1-H in (25·4-38'0 mm)

..

•

.'

•



CLUTCH SPECIFICATIONS

•
Release lever height, i.e.: Distance from the tips of the release

levers to the base plate face when the clutch is assembled
with 0·349 in. (8'865 mm) thick spacers in place of the
transmission plate and 912724 spacers between the cover
flange and base plate. This dimension also applies when the
clutch is assembled on a flywheel and fitted with 0·310 in.
(7,874 mm) thick spacers in place of the power take-off
plate and 0·349 in. (8.865 mm) spacers in place of the
transmission plate 3.445 in (87'5 mm)

Single Clutch - 990 Replacement unit
Clutch type
Plate type and diameter..
Plate facing material ..
Plate thickness (new) ..
Number of springs
Spring colour ..
Spring pressure (at checking length) ..
Spring checking length ..
Pedal free-play .. . . . . . .
Release lever height, i.e.: Distance from the tips of the release

levers to the base plate or flywheel face when the clutch
is assembled with three 0·330 in. (8,382 mm) thick

. spacers in place of the driven plate

Borg and Beck 11A6G
Borglite 11 in (27,44 cm)
Capasco F30C
0·330 in (8,38 mm)
12
yellow/light green
135-145 Ib (61~5 kg)
1·688 in (42'875 mm)
l-H, in (25'4-38'0 mm)

1·955 in (49'53 mm)

special twin plate
lOin (25'4 cm)
Capasco F30C
0·350 in (8,89 mm)
lOin (25-4 cm)
0·350 in (8'89 mm)
Capasco F30C
12
brown
80-85 Ib (36-38 kg)
2·60 in (66'04 mm)
brown
120-130 Ib (54-58 kg)
2·60 in (66'04 mm)
6
Part No. 625149
10 Ib (4,54 kg)
2·25 in (57'15 mm)
0·705-0·700 in (17'90
17·78 mm)
0·050 in (1'270 mm)
1-1~ in (25·4-38·0 mm)

Cover adjusting screw clearance
Pedal free-play ..

Twin Plate Clutch - 880
(Early clutch with inner cover, replace with later clutch without
inner cover)

Clutch type
Plate diameter . . } outer
Plate facing material plate
Plate thickness (new)
Plate diameter .. } inner
Plate thickness (new) I t
Plate facing material p a e
Number of springs on pressure plate ..
Spring colour (inner)
Spring pressure (at checking length)
Spring checking length ..
Spring colour (outer)
Spring pressure at (checking length)
Spring checking length ..
Number of springs on inner cover
Identification
Spring pressure (at checking length)
Spring checking length ..
Separator plate thickness

•

Twin Plate Clutch - 990 .
(Early clutch with inner cover. Use later clutch parts for replacement)
Clutch type . . special twin plate
Plate diameter .. } 11 in (27,94 ern)
Plate facing material °r;er Mintex H19
Plate thickness (new) p a e 0·350 in (8,89 mm)

•

Release lever height. i.e.: Distance from the tips of the release
levers to the base place face when the clutch is assembled
with 0'389 in. (9'880 mm) spacers in place of the trans
mission plate and 912724 spacers between the cover
flange and base plate. This dimension also applies when
the clutch is assembled on a flywheel and fitted with
0·349 in. (8'865 mm) spacers in place of both drive plates. 3·345 in (84,96 mm)

9-37133
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CLUTCH

Plate diameter } innerPlate facing material
Plate thickness (new) plate
Number of springs on pressure plate ..
Spring colour (inner)
Spring pressure. (checking length)
Spring checking length ..
Spring colour (outer) ... ..
Spring pressure (checking length)
Spring checking length ..
Number of springs on inner cover
Identification ..
Spring pressure (at checking length) ..
Spring checkinq length ..
Separator plate thickness

Cover adjusting screw clearance
Pedal free-play

Release lever height. i.e.: Distance from the tips of the release
levers to the base plate face when the clutch is assembled
with 0·389 in. (9'880 mm) spacers in place ~f the trans
mission plate and 912724 spacers between the cover
flange and base plate. This dimension also applies when
the clutch is assembled on a flywheel and fitted with
0·349 in. (8'865 mm) spacers in place of both drive plates.

SPECIFICATIONS

lOin (25'4 cm)
Capasco F30C
0·350 in (8'89 mm)
12
brown
80-85 Ib (36-38 kg)
2·60 in (66,04 mm)
brown
120-130 Ib (54-58 kg)
2·60 in (66'04 mm)
6
Part No. 625149
10 Ib (4,54 kg)
2·25 in (57'15 mm)
0'765-0·760 in (19'43
19·30 mm)
0·050 in (1'270 mm)
1-1! in (25'4-38·0 mm)

3·445 in (87,5 mm)

•

•

Twin Plate Clutch - 990 and 880
Clutch type
Plate diameter ..
Plate facing material
Plate thickness (new)
Number of springs on pressure plate
Spring colour (inner) ..

_ Spring pressure (at checking length)
Spring checking length ..
Spring colour (outer) ..
Spring pressure (at checking length)
Spring checking length ..
Separator plate thickness - 990..

Separator plate thickness - 880..

Pedal free-play ..

(later clutch without inner cover)

special twin plate
lOin (25'4 cm)
Thermoid 11046
0·350 in (8'89 mm)
12
brown
80-85 Ib (36-38 kg)
2·60 in (66'04 mm)
red
140-150 Ib (63-67 kg)
2·60 in (66'04 mm)
0·765-0'760 in

(19·44-19'30 mm)
0·705-0'700 in

(17'90-17·78 mm)
1-1! in (25'4-38'0 mm)

•

Release lever .height, i.e.: Distance from tips of release levers to
base plate face when clutch is assembled with 0·389 in.
(9'880 mm) spacers in place of drive plate and 912724
spacers between cover flange and baseplate. This dimension
also applies when clutch is assembled on a flywheel and
fitted with 0·349 in. (8,865 mm) spacers in place of both
drive plates 3·445 in (87,5 mm)

Dual Clutch (Independent) -1200
Clutch type ..
Plate type and diameter (transmission) ..
Plate facing material
Plate thickness (new)
Plate type and diameter (PTO) ..
Plate facing material
Plate thickness (new)
Number of springs (transmission)
Spring colour ..
Spring pressure (at checking length)

..

Replacement unit
Borg and Beck 49400
BorgUte 11 in (27'94 em)
Capasco F30C
0·340 in (8,64 mm)
rigid 11 in (27'94 em)
Capasco F30C
0·324 in (8,23 mm)

.. 12
Buff/Black or Light green/Black
185 Ib (84 kg) 150 Ib (68 kg)

9-37133
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•

•

•

CLUTCH

Spring checking length .,
Number of springs (PTO)
Spring colour . . . . . .
Spring pressure (at checking length)
Spring checking length .. . .
Pedal free-play ..
Hand lever free-play .. .. . . ••
Release lever height, i.e.: Distance from baseplate or flywheel

face to
transmission release lever plate

PTO. release lever plate

Single Clutch -1200 Replacement unit
Clutch type , . , .
Plate type and diameter ..
Plate facing material
Plate thickness (new)
Number of springs
Spring colour . . . . . .
Spring pressure (at checking length)
Spring checking length ..
Pedal free- play .. . . . . . • . .
Release lever height. i.e.: Distance from tips of release levers to

flywheel face when clutch is assembled with four 0·520 in
(13'2 mm) spacers in place of driven plate

9-37133
7

SPECIFICATIONS

1·69 in (42,92 mm)
12
red
131-140 Ib (59-63 kg)
1·41 in (35'81 mm)
ito 1 In (22 to 25 mm)
11 to 21 in (48 to 54 mm)

5·385-5·215 in (136,78
132·46 mm)
6·37-6·27 in (161'80
159·26 mm)

Borg and Beck 12AS
BorgHte. 12 in
Mintex H19
0-52 in (13,21 mm)
16
lavenderIblack
112-122 Ib (50-55 kg)
1·69 in (42'92 mm)
1 in (25,4 mm)

2·25 in (57,15 mm)
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CLUTCH SERVICE TOOLS•

•

•

CLUTCH

Baseplate Kits
Basic Baseplate Kit (No.1) can be used for all

Selectamatic Tractor clutches and the various
spacers and adaptors, etc., required for different
clutches are available in kits so that tool require
ments can be matched to the actual range of
clutches being serviced.

The list of Baseplate Kits shows the full range,
and contents, of kits and the tractor models, and
clutches, for which they are required.

As it is essential to use-the correct adaptors and
spacers, etc., the List of Setting Equipment shows
spacersand adaptors to use for each clutch.

CLUTCH SERVICE TOOLS

Flywheel Kits
Clutches can be set on the flywheel by using the

kits shown on pages 12 and 13.
These kits are not available now as a service

tool.
The information has been included for kits

already in use.
For best results, it is recommended that a base

plate kit is used for setting a clutch.

9-37133
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CLUTCH CLUTCH SERVICE TOOLS

•

r

BASEPLATE KITS

, Contents of Kit
Tractor Clutch Kit No. and Remarks

Part No. Part No. Description Qty

912917 baseplate 1
961845 centre pillar 1
961844 actuator 1
961846 sening finger, short 1
961086 stud. I UNC x 31 in. 9

All models All types Kit No.1 19472 washer. I in. 9 Basic
961860 607045 nut. i UNC 9 baseplate

602806 setscrew. -h UNC x 11 in. 6 Kit
961087 socket. -II- AF (ED 562) 1
961697 code card 1
961847 operating instructions 1
961848 fibre box 1

livedrive models
912723 adaptor - centre pillar 1

770.780.880 Borg and Beck la/lOin. 961853 spacer, Code 8 - centre pillar 1
Kit No.2 908888 spacer, Code 16X - centre pillar 1 Used with

990 Borg and Beck 11/10 in. 961856 961855 spacer. Code 14 - pressure plate 3 Kit 1
912724 spacer - cover to baseplate 9

3800.4600 Borg and Beck 10/10 in.

780.880 Laycock 10/1 a in. 962577 spacer - pillar adaptor 1 Used with
Kits 1 and 2

920203 setting finger. long 1
920198 adaptor - centre pillar (PTO) 1
920199 adaptor - centre pillar (Trans.) 1
962139 spacer, Code 13 - pressure plate 3

1200 Borg and Beck 11/11 in. Kit No.7 920202 bolt, 1/1\ UNC, special 9 Used with
962135 920201 nut, 1\ UNC, special 9 Kns1,2

920204 adaptor plate - actuator 1 and 4
962188 retaining staple 3
962147 socket (ED 500) 1
962220 code card 1
962138 operating instructions 1

Non-Livedrive
models-
Single-plate
clutch

770 Borg and Beck 9 in.
880 Borg and Beck 10 in. Kit No.4 961857 spacer, Code 3 - pressure plate 4 Used with
990 Borg and Beck 11 in. 961862 Kits 1 and 2
1200 Borg and Beck 12 in.

Non-Livedrive
models - Twin-
plate clutch

880 Borg and Beck 10/10 in. Kit No.3 Used with
990 Borg and Beck 10/10 in. 961861 961843 spacer, Code 17X - pressure plate 3 Kits 1 and 2
990 Borg and Beck 11/1 0 in.

;~,;
'" <;;r
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SETTING EQUIPMENT REQUIRED WHEN USING BASEPLATE

Centre Centre Pressure
Tractor Clutch type pillar pillar plate Cover

spacer adaptor spacer spacer

Livedriva models

770
780
880 Borg and Beck 10/10 in. Code 8 (981853) 912723 Code 14 (981855) 912724
3800
4600

780 Levcock 10/10 in. Code 8 (961853) 912723 Code 14 (961855) 912724
880 +962577

990 Borg and Beck 11/10 in. Code 16X (908888) 912723 Code 14 (961855) 912724

1200 Borg and Beck 11/11 in. Code 16X (908888) 920199 (Trans.) Code 13 (962139) none
920198 (PTO) Code 3 (961857) none

Non-Livedrive
models - Single-
plate clutch
770 Borg and Beck 9 in.

780
880
3800 Borg and Beck lOin. Code 8 (961853) none Code 3 (961857) none
4600

990 Borg and Beck 11 in.

1200 Borg and Beck 12 in. Code 16X (908888) none Code 3 (961857) none

Non-Livedrive
models - Twin-
plate clutch

880 Borg and Beck 10/10 in. Code 8 (961853) 912723 Code 17X (961843)' 912724

880 Borg and Beck 10/10 in.

I990 Borg and Beck 10/10 in. Code 16X (908888) 912723 Code 17X (961843) 912724
990 Borg and Beck 11/10 in.

9·37133
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KITS FOR USE WITH FLYWHEELS

Contents of Kit
Tractor Clutch Kit No. and Remarks

Part No. Part No. Description Oty

961845 centre piller 1
961844 actuator 1
961846 setting finger. short 1

13179 boll. i BSf x 31 in. 2
Kit No. 10 961877 stud. i BSF x 3j- in. 8 Basic

All models All types 961866 19472 washer, fin. 10 flywheel
19403 nut, I BSF 10 kit

961864 socket. i BSF (ED 600) 1
961865 operating instructions 1
9610B8 code card 1
961848 fibre box 1

Livedrive models
961B67 adaptor, No.1 - flywheel 1

770 961868 adaptor, No.9 - centre pillar 1
7BO Kit No. 11 961853 spacer, Code 8 - centre pillar 1 Used
B80 Borg and Beck 10/10 in. 961870 961859 spacer. Code 10 - separator plate 3 with
3800 961855 spacer, Code 14 - pressure plate 3 Kit 10
4600 961869 setting finger. short 1

770
780 Kit No. 14 Used with
880 Bor9 and Beck 10/10 in. 961873 961873 adaptor, No.2 - flywheel 1 Kits 10.
3800 11 and 12
4600

780 Laycock 10/10 in. 962577 spacer - pillar adaptor 1 Used with
880 Kits 10 and 11

908888 spacer. Code 16X - centre pillar 1 Used
990 Borg and Beck 11/10 in. Kit No.12 961086 stud. j UNC)( 3j in. 9 with

961871 607045 nut, i UNC 9 Kits 10
961087 socket, 1\ AF (EDS62) 1 and 11

920199 adaptor - centre pillar (Trans.) 1- 920198 adaptor-centre pillar (PTO) 1
962139 spacer, Code 13 - pressure plate (Trans.) 3
920203 setting finger, long 1

1200 Borg and Beck 11/11 in. Kit No. 21 920204 adaptor plate - actuator 1 Used with
962137 962188 retaining staple 3 Kits 10,11.

920200 stud. h UNC x 51 in. 9 12,14and 19
920201 nut. -,\ UNC 9
962147 socket (ED 500) 1
962138 operating instructions 1... " 962221 code card 1

No~,Uvedrive

models-Single·
plate clutch

Kit No."1a770 Borg and Beck 9 in. 961858 spacer. Code 11 - centre pillar 1 Used with Kits
961851 602806 setscrew. -,\ UNC x 1. in. 6 10.11.15.17

7BO
880 Borg and Beck lOin. Kit No. 17 961876 adaptor, No.4 - flywheel 1 Used with Kits
3800 961876 10 and 11
4600 .",~

990 Borg and Beck 11 in. Kit No. 19 908889 spacer. Code 1SX - centre pillar 1 Used with Kits
908889 10and11

1200 Borg and Beck 12 in. Kit No. 22 962139 spacer, Code 13 - pressure plate 4 Used with Kits
962448 912724 spacer - pressure plate 4 10,11,14,17

Non-livedrive
models - Twin-
plate clutch

Kit No. 13880 Borg and Beck 10/10 in. Used with Kits
990 ,,-Borgand Beck 10/10 ~n. 981872 961855 spacer, Code 14 - separator plate 3 10. 11
990 Borg and Beck 11/1 0 In. and 12

•

•

•
, 9-37133"
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Centre Centre
Tractor Clutch type Flywheel adaptors pillar pillar Pressure plate spacers

adaptor spacer TransmisSion PTO

Llvedrtve mod_Is
770 No.1
780 (961867)
880 80rg and Beck 10/10 in. and No.9 Code 8 Code 14 Code 10
3800 No.2 (961868) (961863) (961855) (961859)
4600 (961873)

780 Laycock 10/10 in. Nos. 1 and 2 No.9 (961868) Code 8 Code 14

I
Code 10

880 (961867 and 961873) and 962577 (961853) (961855) (961859)

990 Borg and Beck 11/10 in. No.1 (961867) No.9 (961868) Code 16X Code 14 Code 10
(908888) (961855) (961859)

Code lGX Code 13
Nos. 1 and 2 920199 (908888) (962139) Code 10

1200 Borg and Beck 11/11 in. Code 16X - (961859)
(961867 and 961873) 920198 (908888)

Non-Uvedrive
models-Single-
plate clutch

770 Borg and Beck 9 in. Nos. 1 and 4 - Code 11 Code 3 -
(961867 and 961876) (961858) (961857)

880 Nos.l.2.4
3800 Borg and Beck lOin. (961867,96'873 - Code 8 Code 3 -
4600 and 961876) (96'853) (961857)

990 Borg and Beck 11 in. Nos.l and 4 - Code 15X Code 3 '-
(961867 and 961876) (908889) (961857)

1200 Borg and Beck 12 in. Nos. 1 and 2 No.9 Code 16X Code 13 +
I

-
(961867 and 961873) (961868) (908888) 912724

Non-Livedrive I
models - Twin-
ptete clutch

880 Borg and Beck 10/10 in. I No.1 (961867) No.9 (961868) Code B Code 14 -
(961853) (961855)

990 Borg and Beck 10/10 in. No.1 (961867) No.9 (961868) Code 16X Code 14

I
-

990 Borg and Beck 11/10 in. (908888) (961855)

•

•

•
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CLUTCH FAULT DIAGNOSIS

. :-'

CLUTCH FAULT DIAGNOSIS• .The most common causes of faulty clutch
operation are summarised below for easy reference
and if unsatisfactory operation is experienced the
appropriate section should be consulted. When a
clutch is removed for examination all the points
applicable should be checked, because if the fault is
due to more than one cause these must all be

rectified in order to obtain satisfactory operation.
Operating conditions can also have an effect on

clutch operation and these should not be overlooked
when investigating clutch problems. The most com
mon causes of clutch failure are due to the operator
riding the clutch pedal or not maintaining sufficient
pedal free-play.

Double Livedrive Clutch

•

•

Transmission Clutch Slip
1. Insufficient pedal free-play.
2. Insufficient clearance in hand clutch linkage.
3. Cross shaft tight in its bearings.
4. Plate facings worn.
5. Plate facings contaminated with oil.

If the facings are renewed because of oil
contamination the oil leakage should be
rectified to prevent a recurrence. Possible
sources of oil leakage are : rear main bearing
leakage; gearbox leakage due to overfilling,
or misplaced front seals. The gearbox oil can
also leak along the inside of the clutch
driveshaft if the felt seal is misplaced or
damaged.

6. Thrust springs weak.
7. Pressure plate lugs binding in cover slots and

preventing pressure plate from being held
tightly against the flywheel.

8. Spring cups in cover damaged, causing the
cups to foul the spring coils and preventing
the springs from exerting their full pressure.

9. Excessive material ground from separator
plate. or pressure plate. causing reduction of
spring pressure.

10. Pressure plate surface has distortion, caused
by high temperature.

Power Take-off Clutch Slip
1. Incorrect adjustment of the three inner adjust-

ing screws.

2. Worn or distorted linings.
3. Separator plate tight in flywheel.
4. Thrust springs weak.
5. Pressure plate lugs binding in cover slots and

preventing pressure plate from being held
tightly against the drive plates.

6. Excessive material ground from separator plate
causing reduction of spring pressure.

7. Spring cups in cover damaged, causing cups
to foul the spring coils and preventing the
springs from exerting their full pressure.

8., Separator plate surface has distortion, caused
by high temperature.

9-37133
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Transmission Clutch Drag
1. Incorrect pedal. free-play adjustment.

2. Incorrect adjustment of hand clutch linkage.

3. Incorrect adjustment of inner cover adjusting
screws and/or pedal roller eccentric.

4. Incorrectly adjusted clutch stop.

5. Plate facings dragging due to being con
taminated with oil.
If the facings are renewed because of oil
contamination the oil leakage should be
rectified to prevent a recurrence. Possible
sources of oil leakage are: rear main bearing
leakage; gearbox leakage due to overfilling,
or misplaced front seals. The gearbox oil can
also leak along the inside of the clutch
driveshaft if the felt seal is misplaced or
damaged.

6. Incorrect release lever setting.

7. Wear in release mechanism: release lever ends,
pivots or needle rollers.

8. Drive plate tight on clutch shaft splines.
9. Drive plate distorted: the plate should not be

more than 0'015 in. (0,38 mm) out of true.
10. Driveshaft not revolving freely in cover bear

ing. This may be due to a seized or damaged
bearing, but can also be caused by the bearing
being distorted by the cover bore. The
bearing must not be tight in the bore and if
necessary the bore should be scraped out until
the bearing can be pushed into place by hand.
The bearing housing must also be concentric
with the clutch cover and to check this it is
necessary to remove and dismantle the clutch,
then replace the cover assembly on the fly
wheel. Bearing bore run-out can then be
checked with a dial gauge: if the total dial
variation exceeds 0·004 in. (0'10 mm) correct
by scraping the bore. A slight increase in bore
diameter will not be detrimental.

11. Power take-off shaft fouling inside of clutch
shaft. There should be no contact between the
cardan shaft and driveshaft except by the felt
sealing ring. Straighten the cardan shaft if it is
more than 0·005 in. (0'13 mm) out of true
when turned between the centres. Check the
inner bore of the clutch driveshaft: if the bore
is marked cardan shaft is out of true.



CLUTCH

12. Muff coupling end-float or alignment: the
coupling should have not less than 0·01 0 in.
(0,25 mm) end-float and should be free to
engage in all spline positions through 360',
otherwise the clutch sl1aft and gearbox input
shafts are not in line. If the shafts are not in line
check the clutch shaft support bearing - there
should be radial c1earaoce between the shaft
and bearing, 0·0015 in. (0'04 mm) on
6-speed and 0·006 in. (0,015 mm) on
12-speed - and check the gearbox mount
ings: the gearbox is not mounted rigidly to the
main frame but should have not less than 0·012
in. (0,30 mm) "float".

13. Separator plate tapered across diameter. The
plate should be completely flat with a max
imum of 0·002 in. (0,05 mm) surface ripple.

FAULT DIAGNOSIS

Power Take-off Clutch Drag
1. Incorrect pedal free-play adjustment. •
2. Incorrect adjustment of cover adjusting screws.
3. Drive plate facings bonded to flywheel, due to

infrequent use. It is important that the power
take-off clutch is disengaged periodically, to
prevent any possibility of the facings adhering
to the flywheel face.

4. Incorrect release lever height setting.
5. Distorted drive plate: the plate should not be

more than 0·015 in. (0,38 mm) out of true.
6. Seized flywheel spigot bearing.

7. Insufficient clearance between separator plate
and flywheel. The plate teeth backlash can be
checked with a feeler gauge and should be
0·007-0'011 in. (0,18-0,28 mm) on a 990
clutch, or 0·010-0·014 in. (0'25-0·35 mm)
on other clutches.

Dual Independent Clutch
Transmission Clutch Slip

1. Insufficient pedal free-play.

2 Cross shaft tight in bearings

3. Release bearing housing tight on support
snout.

4. Plate facings worn.

5. Plate facings contaminated with oil. If facings
are renewed because of oil contamination
the oil leakage should be rectified to prevent a
recurrence. Possible SOurces of oil leakage
are: rear main bearing leakage; gearbox
leakage due to over-filling or misplaced
seals. Gearbox oil may also leak along inside
of clutch drive shaft if heart-shaped seal is
displaced or damaged.

6. Thrust springs weak.

• 7. Pressure plate lugs binding in cover slots and
preventing pressure plate being held tightly
against separator housing.

a. Spring cup in cover damaged and causing
cups to foul coils and prevent springs
exerting full pressure.

9. Excessive material ground from pressure
plate, causing reduction of spring pressure.

10. Pressure plate surface has distortion, caused
by high temperature.

Power Take-Off Clutch Slip
1. Insufficient free-play in linkage.

2. Cross shaft tight in bearings.

3. Hand lever pivot seized.

,. 4. Pressure plate lugs binding in separator
housing.

5. Release levers. or toggles. binding or fouling.

6. Worn plate facings.

7. Weak thrust springs.

8. Pressure plate surface has distortion. caused
by high temperature. .

Transmission Clutch Drag
1. Incorrect free-play adjustment.

2. Incorrectly adjusted clutch stop.

3. Plate facings dragging due to being con
taminated with oil. If facings are renewed
because of oil contamination, the oil leakage
should be rectified to prevent a recurrence.
Possible sources of oil leakage are: rear main
bearing leakage; gearbox leakage due to
overfilling or displaced front seals. Gearbox
oil can also leak along inside of clutch
driveshaft if heart-shaped seal is displaced
or damaged.

4. Incorrect release lever setting.

5. Wear in release mechanism, release lever
ends or pivots.

6. Driven plate tight on shalt splines.

7. Driven plate distorted: plate should not be
more than 0·015 in. (0,38 mm) out of true.

a. Driveshalt not revolving freely in separator
housing bearing. This may be caused by a
seized or damaged bearing, but can also be
caused by bearing being tight in housing
bore. The bearing must not be tight in bore

•

•
"... »:
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•
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and bore must be concentric. If bore
variation exceeds 0·004 in. (0'10 mm) when
checked with dial gauge, correct by scraping
bore. A slight increase in bore diameter will
not be detrimental.

9-. Power take-off cardan shaft fouling inside of
clutch driveshaft. There should be no contact
between shafts, except by the sealing ring.
Straighten cardan shaft if it is more than
0·005 in. (0,13 mm) out of true when
turned between centres.

10. Muff coupling end-float or alignment:
coupling should have not less than 0·01 0 in.
(0,25 mm) end-float and should be free to
engage in all spline positions through 360',
otherwise clutch and gearbox shafts are not
in line. If shafts are not in line, check clutch
support snout bearing - there should be
0·0015 in. (0'04 mm) radial clearance be-

FAULT DIAGNOSIS

tween shaft and bearing - and check gear
box mountings: gearbox is 'not mounted
rigidly in frame but should have not less than
0·012 in. (0'30 mm) "float" when gearbox
cover is bolted down.

Power Take-Off Clutch Spin
1. Incorrect free-play in hand lever.

2. Driven plate facings bonded to flywheel due
to infrequent use. It is important that PTa
clutch is disengaged periodically, to prevent
any possibility of facings adhering to fly
wheel face.

3. Incorrect release lever height setting.

4. Distorted driven plate: plate should be not
more than 0·015 in. (0,38 mm) out of true.

5. Seized flywheel spigot bearing.

Single Clutch

Twin Plate Clutch

•

•

Clutch Slip
1. Incorrect pedal free-play.
2. Incorrect adjustment of hand clutch linkage.

3. Cross shaft tight in its bearings.
4. Drive plate facings worn.
5. Drive plate facings contaminated with oil.

If the facings are renewed because of oil
contamination the oil leakage should be
rectified to prevent a recurrence. Possible
sources of oil leakage are: rear main bearing
leakage; gearbox leakage due to overfilling,
or misplaced front seals.

6. Thrust springs weak.

7. Pressure plate lugs binding in cover slots and
preventing plate from oeing held tightly against
the flywheel.

8. Excessive material ground from pressure plate.
causing reduced pressure of thrust springs.

9. Pressure plate surface has distortion, caused
by high temperature.

Clutch Spin
1. Incorrect pedal free-play.
2. Incorrect release lever height setting.

3. Clutch stop friction pad worn.

Clutch Slip

1. Insufficient pedal free-play.
2. Cross shaft tight in its bearings.
3. Plate facings worn.
4. Plate facings contaminated with oil.

9-37133
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4. Plate facings dragging due to being con
taminated with oil.
If the facings are renewed because of oil
contamination the oil leakage should be
rectified to prevent a recurrence. Possible
sources of oil leakage are: rear main bearing
leakage; gearbox leakage due to overfilling, or
misplaced front seals.

5. Drive plate distorted: plate should be not more
than 0·015 in. (0'38 mm) out of true.

6. Drive plate hub tight on clutch shaft splines.

7. Worn release mechanism: release lever ends,
pivots or eyebolts.

8. Seized flywheel spigot bearing. .",,-.

9. Muff coupling end-float or alignment: the
coupling should have not less than 0·010 in.
(0,25 mm) end-float and should be free to
engage in all spline positions through 360',
otherwise the clutch shaft and gearbox input
shafts are not in line. If the shafts are not in line
check the clutch shaft support bearing - there
should be 0·0015 in. (0'04 mm) radial clear
ance between the shaft and bearing - and
check the gearbox mountings: the gearbox is
not bolted rigidly to the main frame but should
have not less than 0·012 in. (0,30 mm)
"float".

If the facings are renewed because of oil con
tamination the oil leakage should be rectified
to prevent a recurrence. Possible sources of oil
leakage are: rear main bearing leakage;
gearbox leakage due to overfilling, or mis
placed front seals.

I
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5. Thrust springs weak.

-6. Pressure plate lugs binding in cover slots and
preventing pressure plate from being held
tightly against the flywheel.

7. Spring cups in cover damaged. causing the
cups to foul the spring coils and preventing
the springs from exerting their full pressure.

8. Excessive material ground from separator
plate. causing reduction of thrust spring
pressure.

9. Separator plate surface has distortion caused
by high temperature.

Clutch Drag
1. Incorrect pedal free-play adjustment.

2. Incorrect adjustment of inner cover adjusting
screws.

3. Clutch stop friction pad worn.

4. Plate facings dragging due to being con
taminated with oil.
If the facings are renewed because of oil
contamination the oil leakage should be
rectified to prevent a recurrence. Possible
sources of oil leakage are: rear main bearing
leakage; gearbox leakage due to overfilling or
misplaced seals:

5. Incorrect release lever setting.

6. Wear in release mechanism: releaselever ends
pivots or needle rollers. •

.7:' Driven plates tight on shaft splines.

9-37133
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8. Drive plates distorted. Plates should be not
more than 0·015 in. (0,38 mm) out of true. •

9. Driveshaft not revolving freely in cover bearing.
This may be due to a seized or damaged bear
ing, but can also be caused by the bearing
being distorted by the cover bore. The bearing
must not be tight in the bore and if necessary
the bore should be scraped out until the
bearing can be pushed into place by hand.
The bearing housing must also be concentric
with the clutch cover and to check this it is
necessary to remove and dismantle the clutch,
then replace the cover assembly on the fly
wheel. Bearing bore run-out can then be
checked with a dial gauge: if the total dial
variation exceeds 0·004 in. (0'10 mm) correct
by scraping the bore. A slight increase in bore
diameter will not be detrimental.

10. Muff coupling end-float or alignment: the
coupling should have not less than 0·010 in.
(0,25 mm) end-float and should be free to
engage in all spline positions through 360·,
otherwise the clutch shaft and gearbox input
shafts are not in line. If the shafts are not in line
check the clutch shaft support bearing - there
should be 0·0015 In. (0'04 mm) radial clear
ance between the shaft end bearing - and
check the gearbox mountings: the gearbox is
not bolted rigidly to the main frame but should
have not less than 0·012 in. (0-30 mm)
"float".

11 If a rear-mounted hydraulic pump. driven •
directly from the flywheel. is fitted. examine
the driveshaft bore to ensure that it is not
contacting the pump driveshaft.

•
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HOW TO REMOVE AND INSTALL
no, 780 AND 3800 TRACTORS

•

•

Removal
The clutch can be removed after the combined

gearbox top and clutch housing has been removed.
Procedure for Livedrive and Non-Livedrive differs on
one point only - on Livedrive models the power
take-off unit must be removed so that the PTO
cardan shaft can be withdrawn clear of clutch.

1. Remove earth lead from battery terminal.
Remove fuel tank with instrument panel
attached to it. Disconnect throttle control
from hand lever and drag link from drop arm.
If tractor is fitted with power-assisted steer
ing, tie steering ram to tractor frame to avoid
straining pipes. Remove steering box, com
plete with column and wheel.

2. Disconnect wiring from starter and remove
starter from clutch housing. Remove the two
figure-of-eight spring clips which hold clutch
fork to release bearing carrier: these are
accessible through aperture on underside of
main frame.

3. Remove gearbox cover - 17 bolts into main
frame, five bolts into rear axle. Note that one
of the main frame bolts is inside the steering
box oil bath. See Figure 1.

4. On Livedrive models, drain transmission oil
into a clean container. remove power take
off unit and withdraw cardan shaft until it is
clear of clutch.

NO TE: Tractors with a hydraulic filter warning
lamp have a switch for this lamp under the
PTO unit and it is necessary to remove switch
adaptor from PTO case before PTO unit can
be withdrawn. See Figure 2.

5. Release circlip at front of muff coupling and
slide coupling forward. Detach release bear
ing support snout from frame by removing the
three fixing bolts. If tractor is fitted with a
band type clutch stop, disconnect the band
and remove stop assembly out of frame.

6. Remove bolts attaching clutch cover to fly
wheel, placing a -1ir in. nut under each release
lever at the same time, to prevent the thrust
springs expanding too far. Lift clutch and
driveshaft assembly out of frame; raise cover
first and follow with shaft.

7. Retain the three flywheel springs until
required for assembly.

9-37133
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Figure 1.

GEARBOX COVER - 7BO/770/3800 TRACTORS

A. Steering box oil bath B. Main frame bolt hole.

Figure 2.

REMOVING OIL FILTER SWITCH ADAPTOR
A. PTa case B. Adaptor C. '0' ring - adaptor
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Installation
After servicing the clutch unit (see appropriate

page) and checking the components with reference
to the fault-finding information on Paga 15. replace
the clutch in reverse order to removal. main points to
note being listed below.

1. Fit PTO plate with hub towards flywheel and
separator plate with assembly marks aligned.

2. Place the three springs in flywheel holes.
Assemble release bearing and support snout
on shaft. fitling new '0' ring in snout groove.

3. Fit driveshaft assembly in clutch cover and fit
transmission driven plate on shaft - hub
towards flywheel - then fit assembly on to
flywheel. Line up dowel holes and replace
bolts. tightening evenly and by diametrical
selection until fully tightened.

HOWTO REMOVE AND INSTALL

4. Check muff coupling end-float. This should •
be not less than 0·25 mm (0,01 0 in.) and
may be increased by removing shims from
behind rear end of coupling.

5. Beforefitling gearbox cover. check that clutch
cross shaft spring is correctly located against
fork and casting and set clutch stop, if fitted.
See Page 62.

6. Refit the figure-of-eight spring clips to clutch
fork. working through the bottom of main
frame.

7. When assembly is completed, adjust pedal
free-play and if necessary reset pedal. or
lever. on cross shaft solines. See Page 31.
Adjust clutch stop. if fitted.

•

•
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880 AND 990 TRACTORS

.,

•

The most convenient method of removing the
clutch depends on the tractor type. All Livedrive
tractors are fined with a band type clutch brake. On
early tractors this prevented the muff coupling on
six-speed tractors being slid far enough forward to
clear the gearbox drives haft. This means that the
clutch must be removed by splitting the tractor - as
on 12-speed models.

On later models a change was introduced
reducing the width of the clutch-stop drum. allowing
the clutch to be removed out of the top of main
frame after the gearbox cover has been removed 
as on Non-Livedrive models.

Clutch removal methods for different tractors are
as below:

1. Non-Livedrive 6-speed Tractors: Remove
gearbox and clutch cover and lift out the
clutch - Method 'A'.

2. Livedrive 6-speed Tractors: Up to Serial
Numbers 990jA/487806, 880/A/533604,
Split the tractor and remove the clutch from
the f1ywheel- Method ·B·.

3. Livedrive 6-speed Tractors: Serial Num
bers 990/A/487807 onwards, 880/A/533604
onwards, 4600/900001 onwards. Remove the
gearbox and clutch cover and lift out the
clutch - Method 'A'.

4. Livedrive 12-speed Tractors: Split the
tractor and remove the clutch from the fly
wheel- Method ·B·.

r
Figure 3. STEERING BOX REMOVAL

A. Bolts. box to gearbox cover B. Droparm nut

Figure 4. 990 GEARBOX COVER•

Removal - Method'A'

1. Disconnect fuel pipes. wiring, and throttle and
stop control linkages. On 990 tractors, remove
throttle lever.

2. Remove fuel tank and instrument panel.
Disconnect steering drop-arm.

3. On 990 Tractors only: Remove steering-box
to obtain access to the bolt beneath it which
passes through the spacer wedge and into the
clutch housing.

4. Remove all gearbox cover fixing bolts (five
through the rear axle) and lift cover off main
frame. On 880 Tractors the gearbox cover and
steering-box can be removed as a unit.

5. On 990 Tractors only: Disconnect the main
lead and remove starter motor.

6. Slacken clutch free-play adjusting screw and
remove clutch cover. .

7. On Livedrive models only: Remove clutch
stop brake band by disconnecting it at both
ends. Release circlips locating the brake drum
and slide the drum forwards to the support
snout.

A. Clutch cover
B. Bolts.cover to engine
C. Bolts.cover to frame
D. Setscrew.

cover to engine
E. Wedge

9-37133
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F. Boltsgearbox cover
to frame

G. Bolt. gearbox to
clutch cover

H. Gearbox cover
J. Main frame
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8. Release circlip retaining the muff coupling and
slide coupling fully forwards. Do not disturb
muff coupling end-float adjusting shims on
gearbox drive shaft.

g. On livedrive models remove PTa housing and
withdraw PTa cardan shaft.

NOTE: Tractors with a hvdraulic filter warning
lamp have a switch for this lamp under the
PTa unit and it is necessary to remove switch
adaptor from PTa case before PTa unit can
be. withdrawn. See Figure 5.

10. Detach support housing from main frame by
unscrewing the three fixing bolts and remove
the two spring clips securing cross-shaft fork
to release bearing carrier.

11. On Non-livedrive models, slide the support
snout and clutch shaft away from flywheel
until the clutch shaft is clear of flywheel spigot
bearing.

12. Remove the bolts fixing clutch cover to fly
wheel. wedging a 1

76 in. nut under each
release lever as this is done. These nuts
prevent the clutch thrust spring expanding too
far and so assist removal.

13. Ease clutch cover assembly off its dowels and
remove the clutch and shaft assembly com
plete from the main frame.
On Non-livedrive tractors this can be done by
lifting the rear of the clutch shaft until it is
clear of the gearbox and then lifting the whule
unit rearwards and upwards. On livedrive
tractors the rear of the clutch shaft must first
be lowered into the main frame and the unit
_then"lifted out, :cover assembly first.

14. Mark the clutch cover, separator plate- and
flywheel to ensure replacement in the same
relative positions. Retain the three push-off
springs for reassembly.

Installation - Method'A'
The clutch should be replaced in the reverse

order to removal, special attention being given to the
following points.
'1. Examine the flywheel spigot bearing and

replace if necessary. Place a small quantity of
high-melting-point grease in the cavity behind
the bearing.

2. Check the fit of the drive plates on the clutch
shaft. The plates should slide freely on the
spline without excessive slackness. Fit the
plates with the hub towards the flywheel.
(Borglite plates - "Flywheel" mark to fly
wheel.)

3. Check that the separator teeth backlash is
within the following limits:
10/1 0 in. double c1utch-O·01 0 in. to 0·014 in.
11/10 in. double c1utch-O'007 in. to 0·011 in.

If the tolerance is above that quoted, rattle may
occur when the clutch is operated but if the tolerance
is below that quoted then difficulty may be ex
perienced in engaging the PTO g~ars, due to the
PTa clutch dragging.

HOW TO REMOVE AND INSTALL

Figure 5. REMOVING OIL FILTER SWITCH ADAPTOR

A. PTO case B. Adaptor C. '0' Ring

4. Refit clutch cover with dowel holes in align
ment with dowels in flywheel. Tighten the
bolts progressively and by diagonal selection
to avoid distortion of cover.

5. Check that the clutch cross shaft is not binding
in the main frame.

6. Check that PTa cardan shaft is straight. If bent
more than 0·005 in. (0-127 mm) it may foul
on the inside of the hollow·transmission shaft.

7. Check that the support snout bearing is a
clearance fit on the clutch shaft. The bearing
should have a radial clearance of 0·0015 in.
(0'4 mm), 6-speed or 0·006 in. (0,15 mm)
12-speed.

8. Check the muff coupling end-float, 0·01 0 in.
0·040 in. (0'25 mm-l'Ol mm).

9. On 990 Tractors the clutch housing and gear
box cover are bolted together to increase the
effective depth of the main frame. To obtain a
rigid attachment a taper wedge is fitted
between the housing and the cover faces.
After firmly bolting the clutch housing and
gearbox cover in position - tightening the
gearbox cover against the rear axle before
tightening the cover-to-main-frame bolts
place the wedge in the gap between the two
faces and push the bolts through the holes in
gearbox cover. If the wedge is not tight in the
gap when the bolts are screwed in loosely,
push the wedge upwards and add shims so
that when the bolts are tightened the housing
and cover are bolted solidly together without
being distorted.

10. When the replacement is completed, readjust
the clutch free-play and clutch stop. if fitted.

•

•

•
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Removing the Clutch by Splitting
the Tractor - Method '8'

WARNING: The two halves of the trac
tor are very heavy. The job
must be done on a hard
level floor. Use equipment
which can hold the weight
of the tractor easily.
Serious injury can result
from not following these
instructions.

As the engine and transmission units are heavy
and require to be aligned carefully when being
reassembled, this operation should be carried out
with the tractor standing on firm, level ground.

Place a jack under the front end of rear main
frame so that it can support the rear half of tractor
when the front main frame is withdrawn. Place a
block of wood between the jack and main frame and
extend the jack so that it takes weight but does not
lift the tractor. Drive two suitable wooden wedges
between each side of the front extension and axle
beam, so that the engine unit will remain upright.
The wedges should be of hard wood and approx
imately 5 in, (12,5 em) long so that they can be
driven firmly into position without any possibility of

HOWTO REMOVE AND INSTALL

becoming dislodged. Place a trolley jack under the
flywheel housing so that the engine unit can
eventually be drawn forwards.

1. Disconnect throttle and stop control linkages.
2. On 990 Tractors remove the throttle lever.
3. Disconnect fuel pipes and wiring, and remove

fuel tank and instrument panel.
4. Disconnect main lead and remove starter

motor (990 only).
5, Disconnect steering drop-arm.
6. Remove the bolts attaching the clutch cover

and rear main frame to front section of the
tractor.

7. Draw the front half of tractor forwards until it is
clear of clutch driveshaft. To avoid damaging
the clutch plates or driveshafts adjust the two
jacks so that the front and rear main frames are
withdrawn squarely away from each other.

8. Fit a nr nut under each release lever and
unbolt the clutch unit from the flywheel.

9. Mark the separator plate and withdraw it from
. flywheel. Retain the three push-off springs

until required for assembly.

• Figure 6. 880 TRACTOR "SPLIT' FOR CLUTCH REMOVAL

"

A. Supporting wedge B. Clutchassembly

9·37133
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c. Flywheel housing
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Installation - Method '8'
1. Examine flywheel spigot bearing and replace

if necessary. Place a small amount of high
melting-point grease in the cavity behind the
bearing.

2. Place the three push-off springs into the holes
in flywheel and fit driven plate in position
(hub to flywheel).

3. Fit separator plate into flywheel with the
markings aligned.

4. A mandrel. or pilot clutch shaft. Figure 7,
will be required to centralise the driven plates
as the clutch assembly is fitted to the fly
wheel. Insert this pilot shaft through the
clutch cover bearing and fit transmission plate
on to it (hub to flywheel side).

5. Bolt clutch assembly to flywheel, the end of
the mandrel being located in the flywheel
spigot bearing. TIghten bolts progressively and
by diagonal selection to avoid distortion and
then withdraw the mandrel.

6. Check that the adjusting screw clearances are
0·070 in. (1'8 mm) as these are more
accessible when the tractor is split.

7. Check that clutch release mechanism is in
order and that cross shaft is not binding in
main frame. Fully release the pedal free-play
adjustment.

HOW TO REMOVE AND INSTALL

8. Ensure that the PTO cardan shaft is engaged •
on the splines of the input shaft in the PTO
housing and also that it is pushed fully to the
rear.

9. Clean the faces of the two halves of the
tractor and push together. (It is essential that
the two faces should be parallel and in line
and two guide studs temporarily screwed into
the main frame will assist aligning the two
halves.) When the clutch driveshaft enters the
cover, turn the engine so that the splines on
the driven plates can be lined up with those
on the driveshaft and cardan shaft.

10. When the two sections are together and have
entered into the dowels, fit the bolts and fully
tighten.

11. Refit starter and throttle lever on the 990
Tractor.

12. Replace fuel tank, reconnect fuel pipes,
throttle and stop controls, and steering drop
arm.

13. Adjust pedal linkage as describedon page 31,
and clutch stop, if fitted.

•

Figure 7. CLUTCH PLATE PILOT -liVEORIVE TRACTORS (EXCEPT 1200)

J

.. ----". '-

A. 0·874 in (22-20 mm)
O. 1·771 in (44'98 mm)
G. 1~ in (44'45;mm)

,--

B. 0·915 in (23,24 mm)
E. tin (15'88 mm)
H. 5 in (127 mm)
K. 3l in (82'55 mm)

9·37133
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C. 1·420 in (36,07 mm)
F. 1!in (38'10mm)
J. i in (9'5 mm) die. hole
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1200 TRACTORS
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Removal - Method'A'

1. Remove bonnet top, grille and tool box. Dis
connect battery and remove starter.

2. Disconnect drag link from drop arm. If tractor
is fitted with power-assisted steering tie ram
to tractor frame, to avoid straining pipes.

3. Unscrew engine speed indicator cable, dis
connect fuel pipe and instrument panel wiring
so that fuel tank and panel can be removed
complete.

4. Drain steering box oil, disconnect hand
throttle and remove steering box, complete
with column and wheel.

5. Drain transmission oil into clean containers,
capacity approximately 10 gallons (45,4
litres).

6. Remove seatand support from rear axle case.
Remove drawbar and lower links.

7. After removing sensing unit. remove the
twelve bolts attaching PTO case to axle case
then remove PTO unit so that cardan shaft
can be withdrawn clear of clutch. (Fig. 8.)

8. Remove gearbox cover - five bolts inttl rear
axle case, four bolts into clutch housing and
14 bolts into main frame (two of these are
inside steering cavity). (Fig. 9.)

9. Remove clutch housing - three bolts into
starter support plate and six into main frame.
Place PTO clutch lever in '"disengaged'"
position and hook three. retaining staples,
Part No. 962188, between the PTO release
levers and cover, then unlock hand lever and
allow the staples to hold the levers towards
the clutch cover. (Fig. 36.)

10. Release circlip at front of muff coupling from
its groove in driveshaft and if coupling is fitted
with wedge-shaped plungers, remove these
by lifting retaining clip to one side so that
plungers may be extracted. As' the two
plungers are fitted the opposite way round,
note which way each plunger chamfer is
fitted.

11. Fully unscrew adjusting nut on PTO clutch
connecting rod and disconnect PTO release
bearing carrier by removing the special bolt
from one side and pivot pin from other side
of cross shaft fork.

12. Unscrew adjusting nut on transmission con
necting rod to end of thread and remove the
three screws attaching support snout and
clutch stop to main frame.

9·37133
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13. Remove the nine long bolts attaching clutch
assembly to flywheel, but do not remove the
short bolts attaching clutch cover to separator
housing. Lift clutch unit. complete with
driveshaft, release bearings and support
snout, out of the tractor. Raise driveshaft
first. then lift complete assembly upwards
and rearwards.

14. Withdraw driveshalt from separator housing
and remove release bearings, etc.

Figure 8.

PTO CARDAN SHAFT WITHDRAWN FROM CLUTCH

A. Rear axle case B. Cardan shaft
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Figure 9. 1200 TRACTOR WITH CLUTCH HOUSING AND GEARBOX COVER REMOVED
A. Clutch assembly B. Transmission release fork C. PTO release fork
D. Support snout E. Muff coupling F. Bolts - clutch to flywheel •

". k"
-,'<;"

\

A.
B.
C.

Cross shaft
Fork
Sleeve

Figure 10. CLUTCH RELEASE MECHANISM - 1200 TRACTORS

}

Transmission D. Cros,s shaft. E. F~rk.
- I t h F. Bearing carrier G. Friction washer

cue H. Special washer J. Belleville washer
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Installation

Before refitting clutch unit, first check the
following:

1. Examine PTO clutch linkage; lubricate hand
lever catch and pivot. Check that cross shaft
operates quite freely in main frame.
Examine release bearing and renew if any
signs of roughneSS are apparent. On later
tractors the bearing housing is connected by
a flexible tube to the cross shaft bearing
grease passage so that the bearing is
lubricated at the same time as the left-hand
bearings. If the bearing does not have
provision for being lubricated during service.
ensure that it is packed with molybdenum
disulphide, lithium based grease.
If the pin on the right-hand side of the
release bearing housing is only 2 in.
(50'8 mm) long, replace this with a later
type pin, Part No. 925323, which is 2a in.
(57'1 mm) long and the additional length of
thread will allow six Belleville washers to be
fitted in place of a single washer fitted on
earlier. shorter, pin. (Fig. 10.) Fit tabwasher
(626399) on left-hand pivot pin.

2. Examine transmission clutch linkage: lubri
cate pedal pivot and ensure that pedal does
not foul starter switch wire conduit. Check
that cross shaft operates freely. Lubricate
pins in cross shaft fork with anti-scuffing
paste. Renew release bearing if rough or dry:
if bearing is renewed, fit latest type bearing,
Part No. 620112. Clean inside of bearing
carrier, smear it with anti-scuffing paste and
check that carrier slides freely on support
snout.

Refit clutch in reverse order of removal, taking
note of the following:

Lower clutch stop into tractor frame and fit
driveshaft, complete with release bearings. support
snout, circlip and muff coupling into clutch unit.
Fit PTa driven plate in flywheel and lower complete
assembly into position. taking care to locate the two
release bearing carriers in their forks. Slide cardan
shaft into the clutch until it passes through PTa
driven plate and enters flywheel spigot bearing, then
bolt clutch assembly to flywheel.

Bolt support snout and clutch stop to main
frame, slide muff coupling on to gearbox mainshaft
and slide circlip into driveshaft groove. Muff
couplings without plungers can be fitted on any
spline but couplings with plungers must be fitted

HOW TO ReMOVE AND INSTALL

with plunger holes opposite chamfered splines on
shafts. the plunger tapers will then be against a
chamfer and not against a spline corner. As the
plunger tapers must be towards the non-driving side
of spline ensure that front plunger is fitled with taper
on its leading side and taper on rear plunger towards
its trailing side.

No undue force should be required when sliding
coupling on to gearbox shaft and. when retaining
circlip is in position. coupling should have 0·008 to ",
0·040 in. (0,20 to 0·01 mm) end-float. If necessary
this can be increased by removing shims from rear
end of coupling.

Connect PTa release bearing carrier to its fork.
fitling six Belleville washers, plain washer and two
friction washers as shown in Fig. 10. Tighten the
Nyloc nut to compress Belleville washers then
unscrew a half-turn.

Set clutch stop (see Page 63) before replacing
gearbox cover. Smear new cover gaskets with
grease. to hold them in position, then fit cover and
tighten bolts down into main frame only sufficient to
hold cover against main frame face. Fully tighten
bolts through rear axle case then fully tighten
cover-to-main-frame bolts. Place spacing wedge in
gap between gearbox cover and clutch housing. If
wedge is not tight, add shims until wedge is so tight
it has to be driven in with a copper hammer. When'
the bolts are fully tightened, housing and cover will
then be bolted solidly together without distortion.

After replacing steering box, refill with oil to
level-plug and refill transmission with oil after
fitling PTa unit.

Ensure that both clutches have the correct
amount of free-play. (See Page 54.)

9·37133
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Clutch Removal by Splitting the
Tractor - Method 'B'

As it is necessary to centralise the PTa release
mechanism very carefully when joining the two
halves of tractor together, this method of clutch
removal should be carried out by experienced
personnel only.

1. With tractor standing on firm, level ground
and with ample space round it, firmly apply
hand brake.

2. Remove silencer, bonnet top and grille.
Disconnect battery leads and remove toolbox.

3. Drain transmission oil into clean containers,
capacity approximately 10 gal (45 litres).

4. Remove starter motor. Disconnect main
wiring harness connectors under fuel tank
and wiring to oil warning lamp switch.

5. Release guide tube wiring after disconnect
ing engine speed indicator cable. Disconnect
fuel and leak-off pipes from tank.

A WARNING: The tWO halves of the trac
tor are very heavy. The job
must be done on a hard
level floor. Use equipment
which can hold the weight
of the tractor safely.
Serious injury can result
from not following these
instructions.

6. Disconnect throttle and stop cables from
injection pump, then remove cable bracket
from pump.

7. Disconnect steering drag link from drop arm.
If tractor is fitted with hydrostatic steering,
disconnect the two flexible ram pipes, also
all four pipes from the servo valve and pipes
from pump to reservoir. The two large pipes
may then be extracted forwards from under
fuel tank.
Important: It is essential that all pipes and
connections are sealedagainst ingress of dirt,
otherwise serious damage may occur when
the system has been assembled.

8. Remove clutch pit cover. Place hand clutch
lever in "disengaged" position and place a
retaining staple, Part No. 962188, over each
PTa release lever: it will be necessary to turn
engine to bring release levers opposite cover
aperture. Return hand lever to "engaged"
position and check that staples are correctly
positioned.

9. Remove adjusting nuts from PTa and trans
mission rods. Disconnect anchor from
transmission cross shaft return spring. This
anchor is hooked through a hole in the under
side of the main frame, 6! in. (16,5 em)
forward of main frame joint and 5 in.
(12'7 em) towards the left-hand side of the
frame centre line.

10. Disconnect hydraulic pressure pipe at union
underneath right-hand foot plate and dis
connect pump inlet pipe from filter housing.

•

•

Figure 11. '200 TRACTOR "SPUT"" FOR CLUTCH REMOVAL

A. Transmission cross shaft B. PTQ cross shaft C. Transmission release bearing sleeve
D. Hydraulic pressure pipe E. Hydraulic pump inlet pipe

•
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Pipe is sealed by an '0' ring inside housing
and on early tractors. where pipe was fitted
directly into housing. the pipe should be
removed and 3 in. (76'2 mm) cut off the
housing end of pipe. Thoroughly clean inside
of pipe after cutting. Connecting pipe
(921796). hose (917126) and clips (621960)
can be fitted during assembly.

11. Remove two centre bolts from main frame
joint so that trolley-jack can be located under
front frame, behind oil sump. Place an
adiustable stand under rear of main frame
joint and extend jack and stand so that they
take weight but do not lift main frame.

12. Disconnect check chains, remove bolts
attaching drawbar frame to PTO and lower
frame to ground. If more convenient. the
drawbar can be completely removed.

13. Remove sensing unit from PTO case. then
remove PTO unit from rear axle case. With
draw cardan shaft: if coupling is not bolted
to cardan shaft. insert a bolt through hole in
shaft end so the shaft can .be levered out until
it is clear of clutch. (Fig. 8.)

, 4. Drive a wooden wedge between each side of
main frame and front axle to hold front end
of tractor vertical (A Fig. 6). Remove bolts
attaching clutch cover to engine and main
frame and. after ensuring that stand and jack
are supporting weight of frame. remove
remaining front-to-rear main frame bolts.

15. With the aid of an assistant. carefully push
front of tractor forward until there is a 3 to
4 in. (8 to 10 cm) gap in frame. Remove bolt
attaching return spring lever to transmission
cross shaft (Fig. 12) so that shaft can turn as
main frames are moved further away. If
release bearing is fitted with a lubrication
pipe. disconnect this from side of main
frame.

16. Withdraw front of tractor until clutch is
accessible then remove the nine long cover
bolts and lift clutch assembly from flywheel.

9-37133
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Figure 12.

TRANSMISSION RELEASE FORK - 1200 TRACTORS
A. Release fork B. Cross shaft C. Return spring

•
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Installing the Clutch
To ensure driven plates are centralised. and thus

permit driveshafts to be engaged as the two halves
of tractor are brought together. a pilot tool made to
the dimensions shown in Fig. 12 is required.

Insert pilot through bearing in separator housing
so that it centralises transmission plate then fit
PTO driven plate on pilot and fit assembly on fly
wheel. Engage pilot in crankshaft spigot bearing and
align cover and flywheel marks. Replace the nine
long bolts and tighten evenly and by diametrical
selection. Withdraw pilot when bolts have been
firmly tightened.

Examination Before
Assembling Tractor

Before commencing to assemble tractor, check
the following:

1. Examine release bearings and renew if they
show any signs of roughness or are dry. If
transmission release bearing is renewed. fit
the latest type bearing. Part No. 620112.
Clean inside of bearing carrier and check that
it slides freely on support snout.

2. If the PTO clutch fork pivot is the early type
with only one Belleville washer, fit the
latest type pin (925323) and six Belleville
washers (626723) as shown in Fig. 10.
Tighten the Nyloc nut until the Belleville
washers are fully compressed then unscrew
half-a-turn. Fit the latest type tabwasher
(626399) on the left-hand pivot pin.

3. Check that both clutch cross shafts are quite
free in their bearings. Lubricate pins on
transmission fork with anti-scuffing paste.

4. Lubricate pedal pivot and check that pedal
does not foul starter switch wire conduit.
Lubricate hand lever catch and pivot. Check
that lever pull-off spring has sufficient tension
to hold lever fully forward; if necessary.
replace the pull-off spring or fit an ad
ditional spring.

HOW TO REMOVE AND INSTALL

Assembling Tractor
1. Screwtwoi, UNC x6 in. (15 cm) guide studs •

into third hole down on each side of front
main frame face. Bring the two halves of
tractor together until guide studs enter
appropriate holes in rear main frame. Ensure
slots in transmission bearing carrier are
vertical and fork inserts are positioned so that
they can enter slots when cross shaft is
turned. then continue bringing main frames
together until cross shaft can be turned and
pins engaged in carrier slots. When the
frames are only 3 to 4 in. (7,5 to 10·0 cm)
apart examine release fork to make sure that
pins are correctly engaged in carrier slots
then replace bolt in return spring lever and
connect PTO bearing lubrication pipe into
left-hand side of main frame.

2. Push two halves of tractor to close the gap
and allow a bolt to be fitted in each side of
frame but do not tighten bolts to force
frames together. It will probably be necessary
to turn engine before driven plate can be
engaged on clutch shaft splines.

3. Push cardan shaft through clutch until it
passes through driven plate and into fly
wheel spigot bearing. If cardan shaft cannot
be pushed into spigot bearing, connect
linkage and disengage PTO clutch then push
shaft in whilst turning it. Refit all main frame
and clutch cover bolts and firmly tighten. •
Connect linkage and adjust. (See Page 54.)

4. Continue assembly of tractor in reverse order
of dismantling. Fit new hydraulic oil filter. or
wash if earlier gauze type, before filling
transmission with oil. If original oil is being
replaced. pour through a funnel with a fine
strainer and do not replace the last gallon,
which will have accumulated any sediment.
If tractor is fitted with hydrostatic steering
reconnect all pipes, fill with new fluid and
then bleed and check system.

J

Figure 13.

A. 0·874 in (22,20 mm)
D. 1·420 in (36,07 mm)
G. 1tin (38'10mm)

CLUTCH PLATE PILDT - 1200 TRACTORS

B. 0·915 in (23'24 mm) C. 1·374 in (34,90 mm)
E. i in (19-05 mm) F. 2i in (57-15 mm)
H. 6 in (152'4 mm) J. i in (9-5 mm) dia .hcle
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MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

SINGLE PLATE CLUTCH

R N Q P
Figure 14. SINGLE PLATE CLUTCH - 990/880 TRACTORS

B. Pressure plate C. Thrust spring D. Cover
F. Eye bolt G. Release lever plate H. Spigot bearing
K. Support snout L. Release bearing M.- Release fork
O. Operating lever P. Pedal Q. Roller

R. Adjusting screw

•

•

Description
The clutch is of the dry plate type and consists

of a driven plate, cover assembly and withdrawal
mechanism.

The driven plate consists of a thin steel disc
with a splined hub riveted to the centre and friction
facings riveted to each side of the outer edge. The
cover assembly is built up from a steel pressing and
incorporates a cast iron pressure plate loaded with
thrust springs. Mounted on the pressure plate are
three release levers which pivot on' floating pins
retained in the eyebolts and transmit movement to
the pressure plate through struts.

A. Driven plate
E. Release lever
J. Clutch shaft
N. Crossshaft

Operation - 880 and 990 Tractors
The withdrawal mechanism shown in Fig. 14 is

that used on 880 and 990 Tractors. As the clutch
pedal is depressed, the lever turns the cross shaft
which! moves the carbon block forward by means of
the fork. As movement of the carbon block is
transmitted to the release levers by the lever plate,
the levers pivot on the pins and draw pressure plate
away from flywheel by means of the struts, thus
releasing the driven plate and disengaging the
drive.

Adjustment-SSO and 990 Tractors
The only adjustment required in service is the

maintaining of clutch pedal "free play" from 1 to
1J, in. (2'5 to 3·8 em). To adjust pedal free-play,

L J

K
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release locknut and turn adjusting screw until
correct movement is obtained. Retighten locknut.

If hand clutch is filled (see page 64) the rod
adjusting nut should be slackened before adjusting
pedal free- play and then reset afterwards to give a
clearance of "" in. (1'5 mm).

Operation - 770 Tractors
The clutch pedal on the 770 Tractor is fitted

directly on to the cross shaft, which is housed in the
gearbox cover and not in the main frame as on the
other models "(see Fig. 15). Operation of the clutch
withdrawal mechanism is, otherwise, the same as on
the 880 and 990 Tractors.

As the drive plate facings wear, pedal free-play
will be reduced and when necessary should be reset •
by screwing the stop screw further into the main
frame. When the pedal has insufficient free-play and
the stop screw is screwed fully inwards, the pedal
should be removed from its shaft, turned clockwise
into the next serration, and refitted on shaft. The
adjusting screw can then be screwed outwards until
correct free-play is obtained.

As the cross shaft will turn, due to the action of
the shaft return spring, when the pedal is removed,
it is advisable to mark the original positions of the
shaft and pedal so that the new position can be
easily found.

Adjustment -770 Tractors
The only adjustment required during service is

the maintaining of ! to i in. (1-2 cm) pedal free
play, to ensure that the withdrawal mechanism is
disengaged when the pedal is released.

•

•

D. Cover
H. Spigot bearing
M. Release fork

C. Thrust spring
G. Release lever plate
L Release bearing
P. Pedal

B. Pressure plate
F. Eye bolt
K. Support snout
O. Pedal return spring

Figure t 5. SINGLE PLATE CLUTCH - 770TRACTOR

A. Driven plate
E. Release lever
J. Clutch shaft
N. cross shaft

(:
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Servicing the Single-Plate Clutch
Unit

1. Mark the position of the release levers. cover
plate, pressure plate. and eyebolts so that
these may be refitted in the same position
should new parts be unnecessary.

2. Place the assembly on a press, with a block
under the pressure plate positioned so that
the cover is free to move down. Place a block
or bar across top of the cover, resting on the
spring bosses.

3. Compress the cover against pressure plate,
unlock and remove eye nuts. Slowly release
the pressure on cover until the thrust springs
are fully extended.

4. Lift off cover, and remove thrust springs.
Remove release levers (Fig. 16), clean and
examine all parts.

5. To assemble clutch, place pressure plate on
the block and replace release levers and
struts (Fig. 17). taking note of the marks made
during dismantling and applying a smear of
grease to the pivot pins and struts.

6. Replace thrust springs on the pressure plate
bosses and place cover in position on top of
·the springs, after ensuring that the three
anti-rattle springs are in position on cover and
the marks made during dismantling are in
alignment.

7. With the second block placed across cover, as
in dismantling, compress thrust springs until
the eyebolt nuts can be replaced.

8. Remove clutch assembly from the press and
depress release levers two or three times to
settle the working parts.

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

Fiqure 16. REMOVING THE RELEASE LEVERS

Fiqure 17. REPLACING STRUT AND RELEASE LEVER

9·37133
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SINGLE CLUTCH

Operations 1-8 can alternatively be carried out
using the Clutch Tool (see Service Tool Leaflet A3).
The clutch should be bolted on to the base plate,
Part No. 912917, using the long studs and nuts in
the kit. The thrust springs are released by gradually
unscrewing the nuts on the long studs so allowing
clutch cover to lift away from pressure plate.

After reassemblv the clutch should be set up as
follows, using the clutch tool in Figure 18.

9. Fit No.3 Code spacers in place of the driven
plate. Position a spacer opposite each release
lever, bolt clutch to base plate and fit the
actuator assembly. Operate the actuator lever
a few times to "bed in" the release lever
mechanism,

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

11. Refit actuator and operate clutch a few times,
finally rechecking the release lever heights •
before locking the adjusting nuts by
peening the cylindrical portion of the
nut into the eyebolt.

12. Fit release lever plate and secure by fitting
the three retaining springs. Before moving
clutch from flywheel or base plate, replace the
three nuts used as packing pieces between
the cover and release levers.

•

i

10. Remove actuator and fit centre pillar with the
correct spacer, recess downwards.

For 9 in. clutch (770 Tractor) use centre pillar
spacer Code No.8

For lOin. clutch (880 Tractor) use centre pillar
spacer Code No.8

For 11 in. clutch (990 Tractor) use centre pillar
spacer Code No. 16x.

Check release lever heights with setting
finger and reset if incorrect.

a 0

o
F

H

G

A

B

C

A

•Fiqure ts, CHECKING RELEASE LEVER HEIGHT

A. Base plate
E. Actuator

B. Studs
F. Centre pillar

9-37133
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H. Setting finger



TWIN-PLATE CLUTCH

•
TWIN CLUTCH

The twin-plate clutch is an optional fitting on
880 and 990 Non-livedrive Tractors and is of similar
construction to the livedrive clutch but has both
inner and outer driven plates mounted on the same
driveshaft. The clutch therefore functions as a single
clutch but the twin plates give it twice the facing
area of a single plate unit.

Adjustment
Clutch pedat adjustment is by means of the

adjusting screw on the cross shaft operating lever
(Fig. 21) and this should be set to give 1 to 1tin.
(2'5 to 3·8 em) free-play. As no intermediate stage is
required. the pedal roller has no eccentric adjustment
and the cross shaft lever is not equipped with two
angled faces. The maintaining of sufficient free-play
is the only adjustment normally required during
service.

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

On early clutches there are three adjusting
screws on the inner cover - the screws used for
PTa clutch adjustment on the livedrive clutch and
shown in Fig. 21 - and if the driven plates fail to stop
when the pedal is fully depressed. this may be caused
by excessive clearance between the screws and
pressure plate. To set the adjusting screws. remove
vent cover from clutch housing and turn engine so
that one of the screws is opposite cover aperture.
Release locknut. insert a 0·050 in. (1 ·27 mm) feeler
gauge through hole in clutch cover and between
screw end and pressure plate. After adjusting screw
so that it just holds feeler gauge. hold screw
stationary and firmly tighten locknut. Turn engine
and adjust the two remaining screws in the same
manner. Ensure that the locknuts are fully tightened
before replacing cover.

A J B

G H

/•

• A. Flywheel
D. Driven plates
G. Release lever

F
o

Figure 19. TWIN-PLATE CLUTCH

B. Separatorplate
E. Driveshaft
H. Release bearing
K. Spring - pressure plate

9-37133
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C. Pressure plate
F. Thrust springs
J. Spring - flywheel
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TWIN CLUTCH

Servicing the Twin-Plate Clutch
Early twin plate clutches had an inner cover,

with allen screw adjusters, similar to Livedrive
clutches.

When replacing parts in these clutches, use the
following parts, which are used in later clutches.

Remove the inner cover. the six light springs and
cups, and discard.

Install a pressure plate K962573. three springs
K625232 and two drive plates K928288.

This will give easier gear selection and a smooth
engagement of the drive.
NOTE: If the original clutch has two 10 in driven

plates. install a new cover assembly K924529
plus the springs and plates above.

1. To ensure re-assembly of parts in the same
. relative position, mark the pressure plate,
release levers and covers.

2. Screw long studs into appropriate holes in
clutch tool baseplate, using screwdriver slots
in studs. Fit a cover spacer (912724) on each
stud and place three spacers, Code 17X, on
baseplate - equally spaced and positioned
so that the pressure plate will rest on them.
Slide clutch assembly on studs. Fit nuts on
studs and tighten down evenly, and by
diametrical selection, until the clutch is
clamped firmly against baseplate.

3. Remove release lever thrust plate and if clutch
is fitted with an inner cover, remove the three
inner cover adjusting screws.

4. Remove split pins from release lever fulcrum
pins. Withdraw pins and remove anti-rattle
springs and release levers.

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

even on new springs a spring tester must be used.

Pressure Plate: If surface is cracked. blued or
badly scored renew. If slightly scored the surface may
be refaced provided that not more than 0·015 in.
(0,38 mm) of metal is removed.

Separator Plate: If plate is cracked, blued or
badly scored it should be renewed. If slightly scored
the surfaces may be reground if thickness of plate is
not reduced by more than 0·030 in. (0'75 mm). Also
check that plate is a free sliding fit in the flywheel
teeth: a tight plate will cause clutch drag and a very
slack plate may rattle when the pedal is fully
depressed, although separator plate rattle is not
detrimental to clutch operation.

Covers: Fit pressure plate into cover and check
that release lever lugs have sufficient clearance to
allow 0·006 to 0·012 in. (0,15 to 0·30 mm) move
ment of cover; if not. file cover slots, where required,
to increase clearance. On early clutches with an inner
cover also check that the adjusting screw inserts are
in good condition: renew these if necessary.

'~.Separator Plate Springs: Clean out the three
holes in flywheel and check springs. Clutches with
out inner cover also have three compression springs
in pressure plate and it is important that these operate
freely, otherwise clutch will spin when disengaged.

Driven Plates: Install new drive plates (see
Page 63) and check that plates sl ide freely on shaft
splines. Two special drive plates K942540 can be
installed. These give a longer life, but the engagement
of the drive is sudden.

•

•

'v
Release levers:' Renew if flats are worn on

tips of fulcrum "points, If necessary, fit new roller
assemblies and lubricate with anti-scuffing paste.

C.l1ecking the Clutch Parts
EXamine all parts after cleaning, paying special

attention 'to the following:

~~.~.
:}:~'! .

~ '.:-
-.........' - ~ 'v- .. "

e , ~'!"~. ,"''';':'.

5. If required, extract pin securing roller bearing
in each release lever, preparing to catch the
19 needle rollers as each pin is removed.

6. Evenly, and by diametrical selection, unscrew
nuts from the long studs until thrust springs
are released then remove cover and separate
the various parts.

"Assembling and Setting
a Twin-Plate Clutch

1. Place baseplate (Service Tool 961696) on
bench and clean face. Screw long studs into
appropriate holes in baseplate, using screw
driver slot in stud ends. Screw adaptor
(912723) into centre of baseplate and place
a cover spacer (912724) on each stud.

2. Position three spacers, Code 17X, on base
plate and fit pressure plate on top of spacers:
ensure that spacers are equally spaced under
pressure plate and plate is central with studs.

Cover Bearing: Renew if bearing is tight or
dry. When fitting a new bearing ensure that it is a
sliding fit in housing. If necessary scrape out the
housing until bearing can be pushed freely into
position.

Thrust Springs: Renew any sprinqs that are
weak, damaged or rusty. As the free-length varies,

3. Lightly smear pressure plate lugs with anti
scuffing paste. Place thrust springs in position
next to the release levers and the cups over
the springs. Replace outer cover and fit a nut •
on each baseplate stud. Check that assembly
marks are aligned then tighten nuts down,
evenly and by diametrical selection. until
cover is firmly clamped against spacers on
stud.
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•
4. Replace release levers, but not lever plates,

and screw actuator into adaptor. Do not screw
actuator too far into adaptor: 'screw it in so
that when actuator lever is horizontal the
releaselevertips are depressed 1 in. (3'2 mm).
Operate actuator rapidly about a dozen times
to settle working parts. This is essential other
wise release lever setting may change when
clutch is put into operation.

5. Remove actuator and screw centre pillar into
adaptor. Place the Code 16X on the centre
pillar - recess in spacer downwards - then
fit checking finger. Set release levers. by
shimming adjuster pads, so that lever tips are
within 0·002 in. (0,05 mm) of gauge finger.
Hold levers down firmly by hand when
checking height setting and use a feeler
gauge to measure the clearance between lever
and gauge finger: a 0·001 in. variation in
shim thickness gives 0·0045 in. variation at
lever tip. (Fig. 20.)
Shims for release lever roller pads:
0·002 in. thick Part No. 900258
0·003 in. thick Part No. 901723
0·010 in. thick Part No. 904138
0·020 in. thick Part No. 904193

6. Remove gauge, spacer and centre pillar.
Screw actuator into adaptor, as in Operation
4. and operate actuator rapidly a dozen times.
Remove actuator. refit centre pillar. spacer
and gauge finger, then recheck that all release
levers are correctly set. Re-adjust if necessary.
ensuring that adjuster pad screws are firmly
tightened.

7. Fit anti-rattle springs on release levers: these
are quite strong and the easiest way of fitting
them is to make a simple lever as shown in
Fig. 29. If the pins attaching release levers to
pressure plate lugs are removed and springs
fitted in position. the lever can be rested
against cover bearing housing and used to
push release lever outward against spring
until retaining pin can be fitted. (Fig. 30.)

8. Smear release lever tips with anti-scuffing
paste then replace lever thrust plate and
secure with spring clips. Fit a 1

76 in. nut under
outer end of each release lever. to prevent
thrust springs expanding too far, then un
screw the stud nuts evenly and remove clutch
from baseplate.

•

. "
"~
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BD C

Studs
Spacer - centre pillar
Release lever

AE

Figure 20. SETIING RELEASE LEVER HEIGHT

B. Spacer - cover C.
E. Adaptor - centre pillar F.
H. Setting finger J.
K. Adjuster pad

BCD

A. Baseplate
D. Spacer - pressureplate
G. Centre pillar

•
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DOUBLE CLUTCH MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

•
DOUBLE CLUTCH - L1VEDRIVE TRACTORS

Description
The double clutch is in effect two separate

clutches mounted in tandem and controlled by a
common pedal. The inner clutch (which is nearest
the flywheel) transmits the drive to the hydraulic lift
pump and power take-off and the outer clutch
transmits the main drive to the gearbox. Disengage
ment of the main drive clutch does not, therefore,
disengage the drive to the power take-off or
hydraulic pump, which remain in operation until the
second clutch is disengaged.

Operation - 880. 4600 and 990
Tractors

The operating mechanism shown in Fig. 21 is
used on the 880, 4600 and 990 tractors. As the
clutch pedal is depressed the pressure plate is drawn
rearwards by the action of the release levers until the
rear (transmission) drive plate is free and the
adjusting screw clearance is reduced from 0·070 in.
(1·78 mm) to 0,009-0·012 in. (0'23-31 mm).
During this first stage the pedal roller will have
moved along the cross shaft lever until it is in contact
with both faces. Further movement of the clutch
pedal will cause the roller to continue turning the

DOUBLE CLUTCH - BBO/4600/990 LIVED RIVE TRACTORS

B. Pressure plate C. Thrust springs
F. Release lever G. Release lever plate
K. Support snout L. Release bearing
O. Operating lever P. Pedal
S. Adjusting screw - cover T. Separator plate

V. Driveshaft - PTO

B

D. Cover - outer
H. Bearing
M. Release fork
Q. Roller
U. Driven plate - PTO

v

L

F

G

JK

Figure 21.

Driven plate - transmission
Cover - inner
Clutch shaft
Cross shaft
Adjusting screw - pedal

A.
E.
J.
N.
R.

R D S

C_-\-~t)

A

Q--~"t\y

E

T__~:N
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DOUBLE CLUTCH

cross shaft and cause the pressure plate to move
further to the rear until the adjusting screw clearance
is reduced to zero: this is the second stage movement.
Further movement of the pedal beyond this point
(third stage) will also move the inner cover to the
rear as the pressure plate is now in contact with the
adjusting screws. As inner cover is withdrawn the
pressure on separator plate is released so that the
three flywheel springs move the separator plate rear
wards, thus disengaging the PTO clutch plate.

Adjustment - 880. 4600 and 990
Tractors

As the clutch linings wear during service the
separator plate and pressure plate will move closer
to the flywheel and reduce the amount of pedal
free-play. This should be adjusted by slackening the
locknut arid turning the adjusting screw until free
play is 1 to 1! in. (2'5 to 3·8 em). If a hand clutch is
fitted (see page 26) the adjusting nut on the
connecting rod should be slackened before adjusting
free-play and then reset aftervvards to give a
clearance of '" in. (1'5 mm). (Fig. 21.)

Note: The eccentric roller pin is set during
manufacture and should not normally require
resetting, unless new parts are fitted to the operating
mechanism.

If difficulty is experienced in freeing PTO
clutch, or if clutch unit has been removed, proceed
as follows:

1. With the clutch housing fully tightened down,
adjust the pedal free-play from 1 to 1! in.
(2'5 to 3·8 cm).

2. Set the three inner cover adjusting screws to
give 0·070 in. (1'78 mm) clearance between
the pressure plate and the end of the screws.
The adjusting screw clearance can be checked
by inserting a feeler gauge through the holes
in the outer cover. If clutch housing is in
position the adjusting screws are accessible
when clutch pit cover (919568) is removed
and engine turned to bring the screws opposite
the cover aperture..

3. Depress clutch pedal until pedal roller is in
contact with both faces on cross shaft lever
then check the cover adjusting screw clear
ance. If the adjusting screw clearance is not
0,009-0,012 in. (0,23-0,31 mm) adjust by
rotating the eccentric pin to the next position.
(Move clockwise to increase the clearance and
anti-clockwise to decrease it.) One hole move-

" ment gives approximately 0·005 in. (0'13 mm)
adjustment.

4. If the correct clearance still cannot be
obtained, reset the three adjusting screws to
within the limits 0'06&-0'072 in. (1,65
1·83 mm) to obtain correct clearance.

5. Reset pedal free-play to 1-1! in. (2'5-3' 8 cm)
If new facings have been fitted set free-play to
1! in. (3,'8 cm.) to allow for bedding in.

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

Adjustment - Laycock Clutch: A number of
880 Tractors are fitted with a Laycock clutch, and •
pedal free-play adjustment on these tractors is
exactly the same as the pedal adjustment previously
described for tractors fitted with a Borg and Beck
clutch. The internal adjustment is, however, different
and if the power take-off clutch does not fully
disengage when the pedal is fully depressed the
adjusting screws on the three release levers should
be adjusted as described on page 42 for 780 Tractors.
See page 49 for repair information.

•

•
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Operation - 780 and 3800 Tractors
The operating mechanism used on 780 and

3800 Tractors is shown in Fig. 22. As the clutch pedal
is depressed the roller in the cross shaft fork rolls
along the pedal cam and turns the cross shaft. When
the pedal is depressed approximately halfway the
cross shaft is only turned sufficiently to withdraw the
pressure plate, far enough to release the main drive
plate but not far enough to contact the three
adjusting screws on the inner cover. The power
take-off clutch therefore remains engaged and only
the drive to the transmission is disconnected.

When the clutch pedal is fully depressed the
cross shaft is turned so far that the pressure plate is
drawn past the' point where it contacts the three
inner cover screws, The inner cover is thus also
withdrawn and both transmission and power take-off
clutches are disengaged.

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

Adjustment - 780 and 3800
Tractors

As the clutch linings wear during service the
separator plate and pressure plate will move closer
to the flywheel and reduce the amount of pedal
free-play, thus pedal adjustment should be checked
frequently and, when necessary, adjusted by means
of the stop bolt in the main frame. This bolt deter
mines position of pedal when clutch is engaged;
screwing the bolt further into frame will increase
pedal travel and also increase the amount of free
play. The screw should be set so that pedal free-play
is i to 1 in. (1'9 to 2·5 cm) and if this amount of free
play cannot be obtained because the screw head is
screwed right down on to the locknut more adjust
ment can be obtained by repositioning the operating
lever on cross shaft. First scribe a line across the

•

• Figure 22. CLUTCH OPERATING MECHANISM - 780/3800 TRACTORS

A. Pedal B. Roller C. Operating lever O. Stop bolt
E. Crossshaft F. Return spring· G. Fork H. Ccnnectinqtink

J. Lever K. Adjusting screw - L. Shaft - clutch stop
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Figure 24.

Figure 23. FEELER GAUGE - LAYCOCK CLUTCH

•

•

•

B. iI in (9·5 mm)
D. iI in (9·5 mm)

A. 4 in (101'6 mm)
C. "" in (2-4 mm)
E. 0·048 in (1'22 mm)

INTERNAL ADJUSTMENT - LAYCOCK CLUTCH

A. Release lever B. Roller
c. Adjusting screw D. Cover thrust button

Make a feeler gauge to the dimensions shown
in Fig. 23 and remove cover plate from rlght
hand side of the clutch housing.

Check that the clutch housing bolts are fully
tightened and the pedal free-play is correct.

lever and cross shaft end (this will enable the new.
position to be checked against the original position),
then remove the two pedal springs and operating
lever clamp bolt. Slide operating lever towards the
end of shaft so that the splines are exposed behind
the lever then firmly grip cross shaft with a pair of
pliers and, whilst holding shaft clockwise against
return spring inside the cover, remove lever and refit
on the next clockwise spline. Check scribe marks to
make sure the lever has been moved only one spline
and in the correct (clockwise) direction, then refit
the clamp bolt and springs and re-adjust the stop
bolt.

If the amount of pedal free-play is correct, but
the power take-off clutch does not fully disengage
when the pedal is fully depressed, this is probably
due to excessive clearance between pressure plate
and inner cover adjusting screws.

To reset inner cover adjusting screws, remove
cover plate from right-hand side of clutch housing
and turn engine until a screw is opposite the cover
aperture. Insert a feeler gauge through hole in outer
cover and set adjusting screw so that it has 0·070 in.
(1 ·78 mm) clearance then firmly tighten the locknut.
Mark the screw with chalk so that if the engine is
turned too far the same screw is not adjusted twice,
then turn the engine and reset the other two screws.
finally, recheck pedal free-play and replace cover
plate.

3. Turn engine until a release lever is opposite
cover aperture then insert cranked end of
feeler gauge through open heel of lever.
(Fig. 24.) Pass end of gauge over roller and
pin until it goes under the adjusting screw,
then release locknut and, taking care to note
the number 01 flats the screw is turned.
tighten screw until it just commences to
hold the gauge. Firmly tighten locknut,
whilst holding screw stationary. and mark
lever with chalk, so that it is not adjusted
again if engine is turned too far. Reset
remaining screws. not by using the gauge but
by turning the screws exactly the same
amount as it was necessary to turn the first
screw. This is important as it ensures the
plates and facings remain parallel.

Adjustment - Laycock Clutch: A certain
number of 780 Tractors are fitted with a Laycock
clutch and pedal free-play adjustment on these
tractors is exactly the same as the pedal adjustment
previously described for tractors fitted with a Borg

," -vand Beck clutch. The internal adjustment is, however,
different and if the power take-off clutch does not
fully disengage when pedal is fully depressed the
~djusting screws on the three clutch levers should
be reset as follows: . ,/

s
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• Operation 
770 Tractors

As the clutch pedal is fitted directly on the cross
shaft, and does not operate the cross shaft via a
roller and double-faced lever as on 880 Tractors,
the pedal has only two stages of movement. (Fig. 25.)

Depressing the pedal until the pressure plateis
drawn rearwards and touches the three inner cover
adjusting screws gives the first stage and disengages
the transmission drive plate. Depressing pedal fully
into the second stage withdraws the inner cover, due
to the pressure plate pushing the three adjusting
screws. and releases pressure on the separator plate.
The three flywheel springs then push separator plate
from flywheel and release the power take-off drive
plate.

Adjustment - 770 Tractors
As the linings wear during service, pedal free

play will be reduced and this must be restored by
adjusting the pedal-stop bolt. Screw the adjusting
screw into main frame until pedal has! to ~ in.
(1'3-2 ern) free-play. When the adjusting screw is
fully screwed into main frame a further range of
adjustment may be obtained by removing pedal from
cross shaft and refitting on the next clockwise
serration. This will give pedal a large amount of free
play and allow the adjusting screw to be screwed
outwards until the correct amount of free-play is
obtained. As the cross shaft will turn, due to action
of the shaft return spring, when the pedal is removed,
it is advisable to mark the original positions of the
shaft and pedal so that the new position can be
easily found.

D. Cover - outer
H. Bearing
M. Release fork
Q. Adjusting screw - cover

Thrust springs
Release lever plate
Release bearing
Pedal
Cardan shaft - pro

EOCGLKJ

Pressure plate C.
Release lever G.
Support snout L.
Return spring P.
Driven plate - PTO T.

Figure 25. DOUBLE CLUTCH - 770 TRACTOR

B.
F.
K.
O.
S.

N P 0

A. Driven plate - transmission
E. Cover - inner
J. Clutch shaft
N. Crossshaft
R. Separator plate

F

S
B

A __----I... ~~~H\\.
T
H
R
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When pedal free-play is being adjusted, after
the clutch unit has been serviced, it may be necessary
to remove pedal from cross shaft and refit on the
next clockwise serration, to allow for the change in
pedal position, due to the new plate facings.

If difficulty is experienced in freeing PTO clutch,
or if clutch unit has been removed from the flywheel,
the three adjusting screws in the inner clutch cover
should be adjusted to give 0·070 in. (1,78 mm)
clearance between the pressure plate and the end
of the screw.

The adjusting screw clearance can be checked
by inserting a feeler gauge through the holes in the
outer cover. If gearbox top is in position the adjusting
screws are accessible when the cover plate is
removed from right-hand side of clutch compart
ment and the engine turned to bring the screws
opposite the cover aperture. Ensure that the locknuts
are firmly tightened after setting the adjusting screws
and finally set pedal free-play.

Servicing Borg and Beck
Livedrive Clutch

The clutch can be dismantled by using the base
plate, Service Tool 912917. (See Service Tool
Leaflet A4.)

1. To ensure reassembly of the parts in the same
relative position. thereby preserving the
balance and adjustment of the clutch, mark
the following parts:
a. pressure plate and inner and outer clutch

covers.
b. release levers and pressure plate lugs.
c. separator plate and flywheel.

2. Remove three adjuster screws and nuts.

3. Screw the long studs into the appropriate
holes in the base plate - the studs have a
screwdriver slot in the end for this purpose 
and fit a cover spacer (912724) on each stud.
Place three Code 14 spacers on the base plate.
equally spaced and positioned so that the
pressure plate will rest on them. Place the
clutch assembly on the studs. fit the stud nuts.
and tighten down progressively and by
diametrical selection.

4. Disengage release lever plate by removing the
retaining springs from each release lever.

5. Remove split pins from the release lever
fulcrum pins; withdraw the pins and' remove
release levers after removing the anti-rattle
springs.

6. If required, extract the pin securing the roller
bearing in each release lever, preparing to
catch the 19 needle rollers as each pin is
removed.

7. Slowly, and by diametrical selection, unscrew
nuts on the long studs securing clutch cover
to base plate so that the thrust springs are
under control as the cover is released.
Separate the various parts of clutch.

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

Checking the Clutch Parts
Before reassembling the clutch unit all parts •

should be thoroughly cleaned and then checked
over as below.

1. Check release levers for wear. Renew if flats
are worn on the tips or fulcrum points. If
necessary fit new roller assemblies and
lubricate with anti-scuffing paste.

2. Examine the outer cover bearing and renew if
tight or dry. When fitting a new bearing
ensure that it is a sliding fit in the housing
otherwise the bearing will not run freely and
may cause clutch spin. If necessary scrape out
the housing until the bearing can be pushed
freely into position.

3. Check all the clutch springs. Replace if
discoloured, rusty or weak.

4. Examine pressure plate and replace if badly
scored, cracked or blued. Slight scores or
cracks may be removed by resurfacing.
Maximum amount which can be removed
0·015 in. (0,38 mm.)

5. Check the condition of the separator plate. If
it is only worn on the transmission side,
further life may be obtained by reversing it.
If badly cracked or blued, it should be replaced
as the maximum which can be removed by
resurfacing is 0·030 in. (0'75 mm) (total both •
sides). Also check thatthe plate is a free sliding
fit in the flywheel teeth: a tight plate will cause
power take-off clutch spin and a very slack
plate may rattle when the pedal is fully
depressed. Separator plate rattle is not, how-
ever, detrimental to clutch operation.

6. Fit the pressure plate into each cover in turn
and check that the clearance between the
three lugs and their respective slots is
sufficient to give the covers 0·006-0·012 in.
(0·15-0'30 mm) total, side play on the
pressure plate. If not increase the clearance by
filing the cover slots. If the cover slots are filed
to increase the clearance, also open out the
three adjusting screw-holes in the outer'cover
to l ~ in. (17,5 mm) to prevent any possibility
of the locknuts fouling the cover and breaking
the screws.

7. Examine threaded bushes in inner cover and
fit new bushes if the threads are worn or if the
bushes are loose. New bushes are available
under Part No. 962449, and as these are
threaded -h UNF a set of three must be

•
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fitted, with new screws and nuts, if they are
replacing !< UN F nuts used on earlier
clutches, otherwise the clutch would be out
of balance. It will also be necessary to
enlarge the three outer cover holes to +t in.
(17'5 mm) diameter, to allow sufficient clear
ance for the larger adjusting nuts.
To fitthe bushes successfully it is necessary to
make a swaging tool to the dimensions
shown in Fig. 26. Make the tool from silver
steel (good quality tool steel with approxi
mately 1% carbon) and heat treat after
machining. Heat to a bright red colour then
quench in oil. Polish the spigot end. reheat
it to a purple COlour and allow to cool
naturally in air.

To fit new bushes:

a. Drill out the existing bushes with a ; in.
(12'7 mm) diameter drill.

b. Countersink the holes on outside of cover
to ~~ in. (15-48 mm) diameter at 90·
included angle.

c. Press or drive the new bushes in from
inside the cover until the bush shoulder is
pressed firmly against inside of cover.

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

d. Turn cover over and whilst supporting the
bush on an anvil use the round end of the
tool to flare the hollow end of the bush.

e. Reverse the tool and use the spigot end
to firmly swage the bush in position.

f. With a smooth file "dress" the bush flush
with the outside of the cover.

The cover and bush must be supported on
an anvil during the flaring and swaging
operation. A press must be used of at least 5
tons (5080 kg) capacity.

8. Check the three "push-off" springs in fly
wheel.

9. Examine the drive plates (see page 59) and
check that the plates slide freely on the shaft
splines.

.-

•

Figure 26.
A. 0'438 in (11,11 mm)
D. 0'609 in (15'47 mm)

INSERT SWAGING TOOL - 80RG AND BECK
B. 0·040 in (1,016 mm) C. 0·025 in (0'635 mm)
E. 0·75 in. (19,05 mm) F. 0·312 in (7,93 mm)
G. 0·065 in (1,65 mm)
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Assembling and Setting a Borg
and Beck Double Clutch

1 Place the base plate Service Tool 912917 on
the bench and clean the face.

2. Screw the long studs into the appropriate holes
In the base plate; the screws have a screw
driver slot at one end for this purpose.

3. Screw the pillar adaptor (912723) into the
centre of the base plate and place Code 14
spacers on the base plate, equally spaced and
positioned so that they are under the release
levers. Fit a cover spacer (912724) on each
stud, so that when the stud nuts are tightened
the spacers will be clamped between the cover
flange and base plate.

4. Fit oressure plate ?n top of the spacers and,
after. lightly coating the lugs with anti
scuffinq paste, fit the inner cover, springs,
spring covers and outer cover. Tighten down
the cover using the long studs and nuts.
Check that all marks made when dismantling
are re-aligned a~d tighten the nuts progres
sivelv and by diametrical selection to avoid
distorting the cover.

5. Fit release levers.

6. Screw the actuator into the adaptor and
depress the handle about twelve times to settle
the release mechanism. This is essential. other
wise the release lever setting may change when

the clutch is put into operation. It is also
important to bear in mind that the purpose of
this is to operate the release levers in their
normal working position, and the actuator
must only be screwed into the adaptor far
enough to bring the handle horizontal. If the
actuator is screwed fully into the adaptor and
the handle operated in an almost vertical
position, damage to' the actuator may occur.

7. Remove actuator and fit centre pillar in its
place. Place the appropriate spacer, Code 8 on
a 10/1 0 in. clutch and Code 16 on a 11/10 in.
clutch, on the centre pillar, with the recess
downwards, and then fit the single checking
finger. (Fig. 28.)

8. Set release levers, by shimming the adjuster
pads, to finger height, checking with a set of
feeler gauges. A variation of 0·001 in. shim
thickness will give a 0·0045 in. variation at
the lever tip and the lever tips should be
adjusted to within 0·002 in. (0'05 mm) of
each other. Operate clutch after changing the
shims to settle the parts, and hold the release
levers down firmly by hand when checking
the height.
Shims for release lever roller pads:

0·002 in. thick Part No. 900258
0·003 in. thick Part No. 901723
0·010 in. thick Part No. 904138
0·020 in. thick Part No. 904193

•

•

•Spacers - pressure plate
Inner cover
Actuator

Figure 27. ASSEMBLING A DOUBLE CLUTCH - BORG AND BECK

B. Spacers- cover C. Studs D.
F. Pressure plate G. Thrust spring H.
K. Release lever L. Adjuster pad M.

A. Baseplate
E. Adaptor - centre pillar
J. _;Outer cover

M

~ K G
.

L

~~F

C C

B B
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Figure 2B. CHECKING RELEASE LEVER HEIGHT - BORG ANo BECK

A. Baseplate B. Spacers - cover C. Studs D. Spacers - pressure plate
E. Adaptor - centre pillar F. Spacer - centre pillar G. Centre pillar H. Setting finger

J. Release lever K. Adjuster pad

ANTI-RATTLE SPRING REPLACING TOOL - BORG AND BECK

B. ~ in (9-5 mm) C. ~ in (2-4 mm) radius
E. 11! in (292 mm) F. 1! in (38" mm)
G. -;, in (2-4 mm)

• A.
D.

Figure 29.
! in (19'0 mm)
~ in (3'2 mm)

j E
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9. Refit the release lever anti-rattle springs. These
are of the double coil type and quite strong.
The easiest way of fitting them is to make a
simple tool as shown in Fig. 29. If the pins

attaching the release levers to the pressure
plate lugs are removed. and the springs fitted
in position. the tool can be rested against the
cover bearing housing and used as a lever to
push the release lever outwards. against the
spring. until the retaining pin can be refitted.

10. Fit the three adjusting screws and nuts into the
inner cover and set them to a clearance of
0·070 in. (1,78 mm). (Note that this clear
ance will require resetting after the clutch is
assembled on the tractor flywheel.) Refit
release lever plate. securing with the spring
clips.

11. Before removing the clutch from base plate.
replace the /6 in. nuts under the release levers,
to prevent the thrust springs expanding too
far.

9-37133
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Figure 30. FIDING ANTI-RADLE SPRINGS
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Laycock Double Clutch
The Laycock double clutch is fitted to a number

of 880 and 780 Tractors and as this clutch does not
use the same release bearing and carrier as the Borg
and Beck clutch they are not directly interchangeable.

As the clutch pedal is depressed the release
levers (Fig. 31) pivot first about the fulcrum rollers
and then. when the adjusting screw contacts the
cover thrust button. on the outer cover. When release
lever is pivoting on fulcrum roller the pressure plate
is drawn rearwards to release the transmission plate
but the pressure of the thrust springs is transferred to
the three plungers. which are pressed against the
separator plate and therefore hold the power take
off driven plate firmly in engagement. Pressing the
release levers so far that they pivot on the cover
thrust button withdraws pressure plate and also
releases the three plungers. so that the three springs
in flywheel push the separator plate away from
flywheel and release the power take-off plate. Both
clutches are therefore disengaged when pedal is
fully depressed but only the transmission clutch is
disengaged if pedal is not depressed past the
point where the adjusting screw contacts cover
thrust button.

Servicing the Laycock Double
Clutch Unit

The clutch unit can be dismantled by using
clutch tool kits 961850 (Kit No.1) and 961856 (Kit
No.2) which include base plate 9,2917 (see

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

Service Tool Leaflet A4 or C1). The parts of the tool
are identical to those for Borg and Beck clutch
except that a centre pillar adaptor 962577 will also
be required.

1. To ensure assembly of parts in the same
relative position, thereby preserving the
balance of the clutch. mark the following
parts.

a. pressure plate and outer cover
b. release levers and plungers
c. separator plate and flywheel

2. Screw long studs into appropriate holes in
baseplate - the studs have a screwdriver slot
for this purpose - and fit a cover spacer
912724 on each stud. Place three code 14
spacers on baseplate. equally spaced and
positioned so that the pressure plate will
rest on them. Place clutch assembly on studs
with release levers opposite the spacers. Fit
stud nuts and tighten down progressively by
diametrical selection.

3. Slacken off the adjusting screws. remove
release lever pivots and spring anchor pins,
remove release levers and withdraw roller
pins and rollers, and extract plungers.

4. Slowly. and by diametrical selection, un
screw nuts on long studs securing cover to
base plate so that thrust springs are under
control as cover is released. Separate the
various parts of the clutch.

SETTING RELEASE LEVER HEIGHT - LAYCOCK

B. Spacer - cover C. Spacers - pressure plate
E. Spacer - 961853 F. Spacer - 962577
H. Release lever J. Adjusting screw -,PTO stage
L. Plunger - pressure plate M.· Roller - release lever

•

G
E

F
D

Figure 31.

A. Baseplate
D. Adaptor - centre pillar
G. Setting finger
K. Adjusting screw - lever height

-!!
~=;;

K J M

H

A
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Checking Clutch Parts: Before re-assembling
clutch all parts should be thoroughly cleaned and
then checked as below.

1. Check release levers for wear. Renew if main
pivot pin holes are worn, replace adjusting
screws if any flats are worn on fulcrum
points. Where new adjusting screws are
being fitted check that the spherical end is
smooth. If there is a pip on end this should
be polished away with emery cloth.

2. Examine release lever rollers and renew if any
flats are apparent, fit new roller assemblies
and lightly lubricate with anti-scuffing paste.

3. Examine thrust buttons (for the PTa stage).
If these are excessively worn the cover should
be replaced. It is not recommended that the
buttons be changed in service.

4. Examine clutch cover bearing and renew if
tight or dry. A new bearing should be a light
push fit in cover otherwise clutch may spin
because outer track will be deformed. If
necessary, scrape the three housing locations
until bearing can be pushed freely into
position. It is important that an equal
amount is removed from each of the
locating faces. To change the bearing "it will
be necessary to carefully cut the three rivets,
remove retaining plate and punch the rivets
out of clutch cover. On re-assembly retaining
plate may be secured with three round head
,36 in. diameter rivets or alternatively three
round head ,'. BSF screws and nuts, the
heads of the screws should be on outer face
of clutch cover and the nuts should be treated
with Loctite to ensure that they do not work
loose.

5. Check clutch springs, replace if discoloured
or rusty. It should be noted that the free
length of springs may vary up to ,'.in.
(1'5 mm) and this is no indication of weak
springs. It is the loaded length of the spring
that is important.

6. Examine spring seatinsulating washers and
replace if damaged or broken.

7. Examine pressure plate and replace if badly
scored, cracked or blued. Slight scores or
cracks may be removed by re-surfacing. Do
not reduce the thickness by more than
0·015 in. (0'38 mm).

8. Fit pressure plate into cover and check that
the clearance between the three lugs and
their respective slots is sufficient to give
cover 0·006 to 0·010 in. (0,15 to 0·25 mm)
total side play on the pressure plate. If
not, increase the clearance by filing cover
slots.

9. Check the condition of separator plate. If it is
only worn on the transmission side, further
life may be obtained -bv reversing it. If badly
cracked or blued it should be replaced as the
maximum which can be removed by re
surfacing is 0·015 in. (0'38,mm) per side.

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

NOTE: It is inadvisable to re-use clutch springs
if any re-surfacing of pressure or separator plate has
been carried out. New springs and insulating
washers should be fitted to ensure the clutch clamp
ing load is maintained.

Check that separator plate is a sliding fit in
flywheel; a tight plate will cause the PTa drive plate
to spin and a slack plate may rattle when pedal is
fully depressed. Separator plate rattle is not,
however, detrimental to the operation of clutch.

10. Check the three push-off springs in flywheel
and renew if necessary. These should be of
equal length.

11. Examine driven plates (see Page 59) and
check that the plates slide freely on shaft
splines.

Assembling and Setting
Clutch Unit

1. Place baseplate 912917 on bench and clean
the face.

2. Screw long studs into appropriate holes in
base plate; the screws have a screwdriver
slot at one end for this purpose.

3. Screw pillar adaptor (91 2723) into centre of
baseplate and place three Code 14 spacers on
baseplate equally spaced and positioned so
that pressure plate will rest on them. Fit a
cover spacer (912724) on each stud so that
when stud nuts are tightened the spacers
will be clamped between cover flange and
baseplate.

4. Fit pressure plate on top of spacers and
lightly coat lugs with anti-scuffing paste. Fit·
plungers (also lightly coated with anti
scuffing paste). springs and spring insulating
washers, spring covers and then the cover.
Tighten down cover using long studs and
nuts. Check that all identification marks
made when dismantling are aligned and
tighten nuts progressively and by diametrical
selection to avoid distorting cover.

5. Fit release levers.

6. Screw actuator into adaptor and depress
handle about twelve times to settle release
mechanism. This is essential, otherwise the
release lever setting may change when clutch
is put into operation. It is also important to
bear in mind that the purpose of this is to
operate release levers in their normal working
position, and actuator must only be screwed
into adaptor far enough to bring the handle
horizontal. If actuator is screwed fully into
adaptor and handle operated in an almost
vertical position, damage to actuator may
occur.

•
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7. Remove actuator and fit centre pillar in its
place. Place the spacer (Code 8) and a
Laycock adaptor spacer 962577, on centre
pillar with the recess downwards, and then
fit setting finger.

8. Set release levers with adjuster screws K,
Figure 31, to finger height. The height of
adjuster screws must be alike. Operate clutch
again with actuator lever and recheck height.
The release levers should be held down
firmly by hand so that roller is in contact with
plunger.

9. Refit release lever anti-rattle springs. These
are of double coil type and can be easily
fitted by hand. The tails of spring fit in the
two anchor holes in cover, the hoop of
spring fits over lever and the two eyes mount
on release lever pivot pin.

10. Fit the three adjusting screws and nuts into
release levers and set them as follows: If a
Borg and Beck drive plate K923374 is to be
installed, set to a 0·048 in. (1'22 mm) clear
ance. Set to 0·038 in. when a Laycock drive
plate is to be installed.

11. Before removing clutch from baseplate,
replace transit blocks - 3

32 in. x -1 in. x2 in.
(2'38 x 12·7x50·8 mm) - between cover and
pressure plate at the heel of release levers to
prevent thrust springs expanding too far as
shown in Figure 32.

Driven Plates: When fitting the driven plates
it is essential that the flanged side of plate hub faces
towards flywheel. On new Borglite plate the
appropriate facing will be stamped "Flywheel this
Side" in red.

A complete Borg and Beck clutch assembly can
be fitted if necessary without any modifications. You
must use the Laycock release bearing K600085 with
the Borg and Beck clutch.

9-37133
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A---/-,I/

B

Figure 32.

FiniNG TRANSIT BLOCK TO LAYCOCK CLUTCH

A. lever B. Transit block
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DOUBLE CLUTCH MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR·

• DUAL INDEPENDENT CLUTCH - 1200 TRACTORS

Operation
The dual clutch fitted in 1200 Livedrive Tractors

has two 11 in. (27'9 cm) diameter plates assembled
mto a smgle Unit but each fitted with its own release
mechanism. The transmission clutch is controlled by
a foot pedal and the power take-off clutch controlled
by a hand lever. Each clutch can therefore be dis
engaged, or engaged, independently of the other
clutch. (Fig. 33.)

The power take-off hand lever is fitted with a
catch so that the lever can be locked in the dis
engaged position for temporarily disengaging drive
to power-driven implements. The lever should not
ho~ever, re'!lain in the disengaged position fa, long
periods as this would place unnecessary strain on the
release mechanism. Always put the power take
off gear lever in neutral and engage the power
take-off clutch when not using the power take-off.

•

F

G-t----IJl.I-

D E

J K

• Figure 33. SECTIONAL ARRANGEMENT OF DUAL CLUTCH

A. Drivel) plate

}
F. Driven plate I

B. PreSSl..lre plate G. Pressure plate

J
C. Release lever Transmission H. Release lever

PTQ

O. Release bearing clutch clutch
J. Release bearing

E. SUPP<Jrt snout K. Driveshaft
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Adjustments
As the clutch facings wear during service the

amount of free-play in the operating linkage will be
reduced and the maintaining of sufficient free-play is
the only adjustment required in the field.

Failure to maintain sufficient free-play in either
the transmission or power take-off clutch linkage
will cause premature wear of the release mechanism
and ultimate clutch failure.

Transmission Clutch Adjustment
If the pedal free-play is less than tin. (12 mm)

release the locknut and unscrew the adjusting nut, to
lengthen the rod, until the free-play is increased to
l-1 in. (1'9-2'5 cm) then tighten the locknut.
(Fig. 34.)

B D

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

Clutch Adjustment
The power take-off lever should have 1! in. •

(3'2 em) free-play when in the forward - engaged -
position, and to increase the amount of free-play
release the locknut and unscrew the adjusting nut to
lengthen the rod then tighten the locknut.

When adjusting the power take-off clutch always
check that the hand lever return spring has sufficient
tension to hold the rod fully forward when in the
engaged position. If necessary renew the pull-off
spring, or fit an additional spring, to hold the lever
firmly against the front of the slot. Failure to carryout
this check may result in premature wear of the release
mechanism.

-I E 1_
C-})

•

F

Figure 34. CLUTCH LINKAGE -1200 TRACTORS

A. Free pla~ } Transmission
B. Connecting rod I t h
C. Adjusting nut cue
D. Adjusting screw - clutch stop

E. Free play J.... PTO
F. Connecting rod clutch
G. Adjusting nut
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Figure 36. REMOVING RETAINING STAPLES

A. Actuator
B. Adaptor plate

Figure 35.

PUTIING THE CLUTCH ON THE BASEPLATE

A. Studs B. Baseplate C. Spacer

A
B
C

\: j.!
'-_.....::.::,:_~_.'

A B

Servicing the Clutch Unit
To service the dual clutch unit it is necessary to

use either a baseplate kit or a flywheel kit of Service
Tools. (~ee Page 9.)

Several modifications have been made to this
clutch. To make sure of a good repair with low cost,
use the following recommendations when servicing
the clutch.

1. Very early type clutch K919860. This has
.release levers stamped 49405. The eyebolts
for the PTO pressure plate have a -h UNF
thread.
This unit is best replaced with a complete new
unit.

2. Early type clutch K919860. This has release
levers stamped 49405 also, but the eyebolts
for the PTO pressure plate have a t UNF
thread.
If the separator housing is good, assemble
with a new transmission cover assembly
K962809.

3. Later type clutches K929803 and K962949.
These have release levers stamped 55118 or
55568.
Replace release levers, springs and adjuster
screws in sets as needed. Make sure all
release levers have the same number stamped
on them .

Dismantling the Clutch:

1. Screw the nine special long bolts in the
appropriate holes in baseplate, tighten firmly
and lightly smear the long threaded portion
with anti-scuffing paste.

2. Place three Code 3 spacers, evenly spaced, on
the baseplate. Slide clutch assembly on the
bolts and position the three spacers so that
they are adjacent to the three PTO pressure
plate toggle lugs. (Fig. 35.) Fit a flat washer
and nut on each bolt. Tighten the nuts evenly,
and by diametrical selection, until clutch and
baseplate are clamped firmly together.

3. To maintain balance when re-assembled mark
the following components, PTO and main
drive covers, pressure plate and release levers,
PTO cover yokes and release levers, main
drive cover and pressure plate.

4. Screw the long centre pillar adaptor into base
plate and screw actuator into adaptor. Using
actuator to depress PTO release levers,
remove the three retaining staples then un
screw actuator. (Fig. 36.)

5. Remove clevis pins from the ends of all release
levers and remove transmission release levers
from cover. Remove the six short bolts
anaching cover to main housing.

6. Remove nuts from the nine long bolts. Un
screw nuts evenly, and by diametricalselec
tion, until the thrust springs are fully ex
panded, then dismantle clutch from baseplate.
(Fig, 37.)
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Inspection of Parts
Examine all parts after cleaning, paying special

attention to the following:

Transmission and PTa Pressure Plates and
Separator Housing: The friction surfaces must be
smooth and free from blueing or cracks and the pivot
points not excessively worn. The friction surfaces
may be reground provided that root more than
0·015 in. (0,38 mm) of metal is removed from any
one face. Excessive removal of metal will reduce
pressure and affect clutch operation.

Separator Housing Bearing: Renew bearing
if it is tight, affected by dust, or if the lubricant has
dried out.

Replace the thrust springs as a full set if the
following specifications are not met.

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

Figure 37. DISMANTLING CLUTCH

A. Separator housing B. PTO toggles
C. Cover assembly

•

P,T.O. Springs
Colour Red
Strength 59·63 kg (131-140 Ib)
Length 35·81 mm (1-41 in.)

Transmission Springs
Standard
Part No. K625262
Colour Violet/Black

or
Green/Black

Strength 68 kg (150 Ib)
Length 42·9 rnrn (1'69 in)

Heavy Duty
K625211
Buff/Black

84 kg (185 Ib)
42·9 (1'69 in)

•

Figure 38. PTO CLUTCH TOGGLE LEVERS

A. Early toggle. ~ UNF threads
B. later toggle. i UNF threads

Insulating Washers: Renew any broken, or
damaged, insulating washers. Fix any loose washers
in place on the housing with adhesive.

Transmission Cover: Renew if release lever
pivots are distorted or loose. Place the pressure plate
inside the cover, assembly marks aligned, to ensure
plate lugs slide freely through cover holes. File plate
lugs if there is insufficient clearance.

Release Levers: Damaged or worn levers
should be renewed, together with any bent or worn
pivot pins. Fit new springs to levers.

Release Levers Marked 49405: If hexagonal
headed adjusting screws are fitted in the transmission
release levers, replace these with socket headed
screws. Part No. 923990, which are lighter. If
lighter screws are not available reduce the weight of
the original screws, by sawing off the hexagon head
and cutting a screwdriver slot in the screw end.

Release Lever Plates: Renew these if they are
worn on the surface or lever tip register.

Release Lever Toggles: If the PTa lever
toggles are being renewed ensure that the correct
toggles are being used. A number of early clutches
were fitted with ,". UNF toggles and these must not
be replaced by i UNF toggles, which are thicker and
would not operate freely. See Figure 38.

9-37133
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DUAL CLUTCH MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

Figure 39. ASSEMBLING PTO PRESSURE PLATE

Figure 40. FiniNG SEPARATOR HOUSING

'---

Figure 41. ASSEMBLING TRANSMISSION CLUTCH

Assembly and Setting
1. Clean and dry all clutch components. base

plate and spacers. Check that adaptors screw
freely into baseplate and lightly lubricate
threads.

2. Place Code 3 spacers on baseplate and place
PTO pressure plate on spacers; position plate
so the spacers are adjacent to plate lugs.
Figure 39. Fit red springs on pressure plate
and. after smearing plate lugs with anti
scuffing paste, place separator housing in
position. Align the assembly marks and
ensure that no insulating washers fall out as
the housing is inverted. Look through the
holes of the separator plate to check spring
location. Figure 40.

An alternative method of assembling PTO
pressure plate is to lay separator housing on
bench, fit thrust springs and pressure plate
in housing then turn assembly over whilst
holding housing and plate together and
place on baseplate.

3. Place a new drive plate on friction surface of
separator housing then fit transmission pres
sure plate on the spacers. Position pressure
plate so that assembly marks are aligned.
Install clutch spigot tool to hold plate in the
centre.

4. Fit the transmission clutch thrust springs on
pressure plate and, after lightly smearing the
inside of cover apertures with anti-scuffing
paste, align assembly marks and place cover
over springs. taking care that the cover does
not bind on the pressure plate lugs. Screw a
nut. with a flat washer underneath. on each
of the nine long bolts. Tighten nuts evenly
and by diametrical selection, until the as
sembly is clamped firmly against baseplate.
Replace and fully tighten the short bolts
attaching cover to separator housing. Figure
41.

5. Fit transmission release levers and retaining
springs. Smear pivot pins and contact points
of release levers with anti-scuffing paste and
take care not to overstretch the springs.
Secure the pivot pins with split pins. Fit
release lever plate and retain in position by
fitting split pins: the small leaf spring in end
of lever must be pressed in towards lever and
the split pin fitted underneath it, so that the
plate is held against the lever tips.

6. Fit PTO release levers, fit split pins in lever
. pivot pins. Fit the release lever plate on ends
of lever.

•
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7. Screw the short adaptor into baseplate and
screw actuator into adaptor. Do not screw
actuator too far into adaptor but screw it in
so that when actuator lever is horizontal the
release lever plate is depressed 1. in.
(3'2 mm). Operate actuator handle rapidly
about a dozen times: this is essential to settle
the moving parts, otherwise the lever settings
will change when the clutch is used.

8. Remove actuator and screw centre pillar
firmly into adaptor. Place a spacer, Code 16X
(some early spacers were marked "Code 16"
only), on centre pillar - recess in spacer
towards adaptor. Fit short setting finger on
centre pillar and set adjusting screws on
transmission levers so that when finger is
rotated, whilst being held firmly and squarely
against spacer, it just touches lever plate all
the way round. Figure 42. When the levers
are correctly set. hold screws stationary and
firmly tighten locknuts.

9. Remove gauge finger and centre pillar. Screw
actuator into adaptor and repeat Operation 7,
then refit spacer and gauge finger to recheck
lever adjustment. Reset lever screws if
necessary, but ensure that locknuts are fully
tightened.

Remove short adaptor from baseplate and
screw long adaptor-in its place. Fit circular
plate on actuator and screw actuator into
adaptor until the release lever plate is pushed
down 1. in. (3'2 mm) when the lever is
horizontal. Operate actuator rapidly about a
dozen times: this is essential to settle the
moving parts and ensure the lever setting
does not altertwhen clutch is used.

Remove actuator, screw centre pillar into
adaptor and fit. spacer, Code 16X (some early
spacers were marked "Code 16" only), on
pillar - recess in spacer towards adaptor. Fit
the long setting finger on centre pillar and
set the three. toggles so that when setting
finger is rotated, whilst being held firmly and
squarely against spacer, it just touches the
lever plate all the way round. Figure 43. When
the lever setting is correct, lock toggles by
firmly tightening all six locknuts.

12. Remove gauge and centre pillar. Screw
actuator, with plate, into adaptor and operate
actuator a dozen times, as described in
Operation 10, then replace spacer and gauge
to recheck lever setting. Reset toggles if
necessary, but ensure that all locknuts are
fully tightened.

13. Install retaining staples on the PTO levers.
Check.that all split pins are locked. Remove
the nuts from the long studs evenly and lift
the clutch from baseplate.
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Figure 42.
SETIING TRANSMISSION RELEASE LEVER HEIGHT

Figure 43. SETIING PTO RELEASE LEVER HEIGHT

J\. WARNING: Do not make retaining
.. staples from welding wire

or soft wire. Use the correct
parts or staples can come
off and cause injury.

•

•

•



CLUTCH PLATES MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

• DRIVEN PLATES

•

An examination of the various driven plates will
show that they are of either the rigid or the Borglite
type. The Borglite type consists of a series of
segments, set alternately concave and convex,
riveted to a centre plate which is itself riveted to a
splined hub. The facings are riveted to the segments,
each rivet being attached to only one facing. The
alternate hole in each facing is drilled to give access
to the rivet securing the facing on the opposite side
of the plate. It is important that the side of the plate
marked "Flywheel" should always be fitted towards
the flywheel.

NOTE: It is recommended that Borglite plates are
replaced complete and not repaired. A very
high standard of fitting and checking is
needed to fit new linings to these plates.

The rigid type plate is a one-piece steel disc
which is cut to form segments. The disc is riveted to
a centre hub and the facings are connected to
alternate segments, as described above for the
Borglite plate.

As rigid plates have 24 facing rivets and Borglite
plates have 40 facing rivets, facings are not inter
changeable, but facings are available to suit either
type of plate.

Refacing Driven Plates
To remove the old facings drill out the rivets

using a""'" in. (4 rnm) diameter drill inserted through
the clearance hole in the opposite side facing.

The open portion of the rivet readily centres the
drill enabling a speedy and clear removal to be
effected.

When the facings have been removed examine
the plate carefully. If any signs of cracking are
apparent, or if the hub is loose on the rivets or worn
in the splines, a new plate complete with facings is
required. Also check the plate for distortion and
discard it if more than 0·015 in. (0,38 mm) out of true
when spun on a mandrel between centres.

Place one of the new facings in position on the
disc, noting that the convex side of the plate seg
ments are against the rivet holes in the facing.

Insert hollow steel rivets with their heads against
the metal disc segment and roll rivet shank securely
against the facing counterbore: this is the opposite
procedure to that used with brass rivets. Use a rivet
press for this job. Rivets must be fitted correctly. Too
much pressure will cause a crack around the rivet.

Insert brass rivets, with their heads in counter
bored holes in facing, and roll the shanks securely
against plate disc. Use a rivet press for this job.

Secure the opposite side facing in a similar
manner, when it will be noted that counter-bored
holes in one facing coincide with clearance holes in.
the other facing.
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A. Hub 8.

Figure 44.

Disc

80RGLITE DRIVEN PLATE

C. Segment O. Facing E. Rivet
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CLUTCH PLATES MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

Figure 45 - SINGLE CLUTCH
A. Flywheel B. Driven plate •

•>I---A

Replacement Driven Plates
Sintered Plate K942540: This plate can be installed
in any Livedrive or later type twin plate clutch. This
type of plate has a longer life but gives a sudden
engagement of the drive.

Transmission Borglite Plate K942507: This is a 11 in
Borglite plate used for replacement in all 11 in Live
drive Double and Dual clutches. The plate has
Thermoid linings.

Transmission Plate K962563: This is a rigid 11 in
plate with Thermoid linings and can be used in place
of the Borglite K942507 plate. .

Transmission Plate K928288: This is a rigid 10 in
plate with Thermoid linings and can be used in Live
drive 10 in clutches.

Transmission Plate K200383: This is a 10 in Borglite
plate with Raybestos 1488·05 linings. This plate is
recommended to replace plate K923374 when
operating techniques cause linings to separate from
plate. This is caused by the plate rotating at higher
speeds than necessary during operation.

Installation of Driven Plates
It is important that the driven plates are installed

correctly. or damage will be caused.
Borglite plates have the stamped words FLY

WHEEL SIDE on the one side of the metal plate.
The FLYWHEEL SIDE mark can be wrong for

some clutches. To make sure the plates are installed
correctly look at Figures 45, 46. 47 and 48. Make a
note on which side of the plate the flange of the
centre hub is on.

•
Figure 46 - TWIN PLATE CLUTCH

A. Front plate B. Rear plate
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CLUTCH PLATES MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

'. ".... ,,-,.'

•

• A.

B.

Flywheel

PIO driven plate

Figure 47. DOUBLE LIVED RIVE CLUTCH
C. Transmission

plate K942507 (Borglite)
D. Separator plate

E. Transmission
plate K919B61

•
A. Flywheel

Figure 48. DUAL INDEPENDENT CLUTCH
B. PTO plate C. Separatorhousing
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CLUTCH STOP MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

CLUTCH STOP MECHANISM

•With the exception of 770 Tractors, all Livedrive
models are fined with a small brake band which
operates on a drum on clutch driveshaft. When clutch
pedal is depressed to disengage transmission clutch
the band is tightened round the drum and stops shaft
revolving, thus allowing gears to be engaged without
noise or damage.

All Non-Livedrive Tractors and 770 Livedrive
models have a spring-loaded friction pad anached to
inside of gearbox cover. The pad is in permanent
contact with the muff coupling and when clutch is
disengaged the slight drag of the pad brings clutch
driveshaft to a standstill. There is no adjustment or
sening required and the only maintenance necessary
is examination of pad whenever gearbox top is
removed.

Adjustment: The only external adjustment
available is by meansof the operating lever adjusting
screw and this should be set so that when pedal is
depressed sufficiently to take up all the free-play and
operating lever is turned clockwise until brake-band
touches drum - this only requires light hand
pressure - head of adjusting screw is ,'. in. (1'6
mm) clear of operating lever or, on 1200 Tractors,
pedal pin.

Examination: This should be carried out
whenever gearbox cover is removed. Examine brake
band lining and renew if mare than half worn. New
linings are i in. (3,2 mm) thick and are bonded to
the band. New linings should be soaked in oil
before fining.

Internal Setting (except 1200): Disconnect
pedal linkage by removing clevis pin C, Figure' 49
from connecting link and check that long stud K is
nearly flush with internal face of large·fark-end L.

/ ..,
Figure 49.

A. Clutch pedal
E. Adjusting screw
J. Compression spring
N. Tension spring

CLUTCH STOP - 990/880/780 L1VEDRIVE TRACTORS

B. Connecting link C. Clevis pin
F. Operating lever G. Coupling
K. Stud L. Fork
O. Brake band P. Locknuts

R. Clutch driveshaft

9·37133
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D. Lever
H. Shaft
M. Anchor pin
Q. Drum

R
H
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CLUTCH STOP

Adjust nuts at lower end of stud K so that
spring J is compressed to a length of 2~~ in.
(67-4 mm). Push anchor pin down and insert a
0·070 in. (1,78 mm) feeler gauge between pin and
stop. Release anchor so that it holds feeler gauge
then set locknuts P so that band is only just clear of
drum. Withdraw feeler gauge, refit clevis pin and set
lever adjusting screw E so that it is ,'. in. (1'6 mm)
clear of operating lever when pedal is depressed to
take up the free-play, and lever F is turned lightly
clockwise until brake-band touches drum.

Internal Setting (1200 Tractors): Check the
length of the compression spring E, Figure 45. This
should be compressed to a length of 2i in. (60'3 mm)
and is set by means of the adjusting nuts on stud F.
Screw adjusting screw C fully into the operating

'l

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

lever B and release pedal so that it is in the fully
engaged position. With clutch stop mechanism held
in the "off" position by return spring G, tighten nuts
J until clearance between band and drum is just
eliminated - take care not to overtighten nuts
then unscrew nuts two full turns and lock firmly.
This will give correct clearance between band and
drum. Finally set adjusting screw C so that when
pedal is depressed to take up free-play and operating
lever B is pressed lightly down, so that band is
touching drum, screw head is ,'. in. (1,6 mm) clear
of pedal pin.

Before refining gearbox cover, check that the
lubricating oil pipe is positioned so that it directs oil
on to clutch-stop drum; the brake lining will wear
rapidly if not lubricated.

Figure 50. CLUTCH STOP - 1200 LIVED RIVE TRACTORS

B. Operating lever C. Adjusting screw D.
G. Return spring H. Brake band J.

K. Muff coupling

• A.
F.

Clutch pedal
Stud

c 8

A

G E

K

F D

H

J

Fork
Adjusting nuts
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CLUTCH OVERLOAD RELEASE MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

OVERLOAD RELEASE WITHDRAWAL MECHANISM •Some 880 and 990 Tractors were fined with
a clutch withdrawal mechanism which is operated
by an overload release cable from the top link. The
resetting lever (hand clutch lever) is mounted on the
left-hand side of the rear axle casing and is normally
retained in the rear (engaged) position by the catch
engaging with the stud-:See Figure 51. .

When the catch lever is raised by the overload
release cable, or tripped by hand, the catch releases
the lever and allows the tension spring to draw the
lever forward, thus disengaging the clutch.

On Livedrive tractors the hand clutch dis
engages the main drive clutch only, the power take
off and belt pulley remaining operative until
disengaged by the clutch pedal.

Adjustment of the Hand Clutch
Resetting of the clutch pedal free-play by means

of the adjustment bolt also resets the free-play in
the hand clutch linkage. The sening of the hand
clutch rod adjusting nut should, however, always be
checked when the clutch is adjusted to ensure that
the hand clutch linkage does not prevent the clutch
pedal from returning to the fully engaged position.
When the clutch pedal is against the stop on the
clutch housing, and the hand clutch lever is locked
in the engaged position, the adjusting nut should be
-.'.- in. (1'5 mm) clear of the pin.

HAND CLUTCH LINKAGE

C. Support bracket
G. Tension spring
L. Connecting rod

Cross shaft lever

•

•

D. Trigger
H. Anchor stud
M. Adjusting nut

A

B

LF G H

Figure 51.

Guide bracket
Locking pin
Clevis pin

. N.

B.
F.
K.

J
K

Hand lever
Torsion spring
Pivot bracket

C

D

E

A.
E.
J.
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•
CLUTCH DESIGN CHANGES

SUMMARY OF DESIGN CHANGES

•

•

Details of Change

Power take-off clutch adjusting screws on inner cover increased from ~ UNF 10
fo UNF. Parts, except screws and nuts, are interchangeable but if a new inner
cover is used with an earlier outer cover the holes in the outer cover must be
increased to ~ ~ in. (17,5 mm), to provide clearance for the larger adjusting screws.

Drain hole drilled through support snouts, Part Nos. 89334 and 911906 to prevent
any possibility of oil seepage past the clutch shaft bearing reaching the clutch.

Clutch driven plate change from rigid type to Borglite. Part number of plate changed
from 906854 to 915694. As the Borglite plate has 40 facing rivets and the rigid plate
only 24 rivets, facings are not interchangeable.

Width of clutch stop drum reduced from 11 in. to 1 in. so that on 6-speed tractors
the clutch can be removed without "splittinq" the tractor. Part number of the drum
changed from 915582 to 917780 and these are not interchangeable unless a new
clutch driveshaft is also filled.

Clutch driveshaft ball bearing (19201) changed to single seal type bearing. The
new bearing, Part No. 620033 is interchangeable with the previous bearing and
must be filled with the sealed side towards the support snout.

Stop bolt. Part No. 912855, filled on left-hand fender to give positive stop for
reselling-lever and prevent damage to guide bracket (913860).

Clutch-housing locating-dowels case hardened and increased in length from j} to
1i in. (19,0 to 28'5 mm) to give more positive location of housing. Part No. of dowel
changed from 35840 to 621838.

Hole in clutch pedal. for operating starter safety switch,tapped i UNC sothallhreaded
operating peg (K920281) can be used instead of plain peg (K918618).

Clutch-stop fork end; Part No. K916482, replaced by fork end K916481.

Tension of PTO thrust springs increased from 41 to 53 kg (91 to 117Ib). Part number
and colour marking of springs changed from K900261 (buff) to K902514 (pink). Part
number of cover assembly changed from K917998 to K921273. Springs are
interchangeable if filled in sets.

Tension of transmission thrust spring increased from 53 to 61 kg (117to 135Ib). Part
number and colour marking of springs changed from K625210 (lavender/black) to
K962292 (dark blue/light green). Part number (K919860) of clutch assembly is
unchanged and springs are interchangeable if fitted in sets.

Power take-off clutch operating toggles increased in diameter. As the new toggles,
which may be identified by having i UNF threads, have larger eyebolts than the .....
UNF toggles, corresponding changes to the clutch cover, pressure plate and release
levers do not allow the new toggles to be filled to earlier clutches unless all the later
parts are filled.

Strength of clutch-pedal springs increased from 3 to 8 kg (7 to 18 Ib) by increasing
thickness of springs from 13 SWG to 10 SWG. Part number of springs (K921684 and
K921685) and retaining pins (K921683 and K921686) unchanged.

Strength of cross shaft return spring increased by changing thickness of spring from 7
SWG to 6 SWG. Part number of spring (K921687) unchanged.
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When introduced

AD4/47A/63792
AD3/55A/2847
AD3/49A/1929
(April 1966)

990/A/484285
880/A/531626
(April 1966)

AD4/47B/41329
(April 1966)

990/A/487807
880/A/533604
(June 1966)

990/A/487807
880/A/533604
(June 1966)

880/535820
990/491847
(September 1966)

AD3/49A/4988
AD3/55A/8773
AD4/47A/72497
(January 1967)

880/539423
990/496835
(January 1967)

880/539995
990/497389
(February 1967)

AD4/47A178292
(June 1967)

AD4/55A/4665
(November 1967)

AD4/55A/2839
(June 1967)

780/600610
(December 1967)

780/600745
(January 1968)



CLUTCH

Clutch dust cover Ul174 introduced to prevent build up of dust in the flywheel
housing. Required only in exceptionally dry and dusty conditions.

Tension of transmission lever anti-rattle springs increased by chanqinq thickness of
springs from 12 SWGto 10 SWG, and lever adjusting screws changed to lighter
screws with socket head. Pan number of spring changed from K919863 to
K923989, and number adjusting screw changed from K919864 to K923990. Pans
are interchangeable but must be fined in sets to preserveclutch balance.

Pull-off spring (K624935), hook (K916478) and anchor plate (K924167) fined on
PTO hand lever to hold lever firmly in "engaged" position and prevent unnecessary
wear of release mechanism.

Length of trunnion pin in cross shaft fork increased and six Belleville washers
(K626723) fined on pin to increasetension and hold release bearing clear of release
lever plate when clutch is engaged. Pan number of pin changed from K915834 to
K925323.

Power take-off release-bearinghousing connected to greasechannel in main frameby
'a nylon tube, so that release bearing is lubricated at sametime as left-hand cross-shaft
bearings. Pan number of housing (K915837) unchanged but tapped boss
incorporated for.tube connection.
..... ~ -.~~. - .
Transmission release bearing changed from Pan No. K19169, which has 7·9 mm

. (..... in) ball bearings,to Pan No. K620112 bearing, which has9·5 mm (i in) diameter
balls. Bearings are-interchangeable and the K620112 bearing should be used as a
replacement. .

"
Twin-plate clutch redesignE.d So that both drive plates are engaged simultaneously.
Inner cover (K918606 or K918613) deleted and three springs (K625232) fined in
pressureplate so that inner driven plate is releasedat sametime as outer plate. Earlier
990 clutches can be changed by discarding the inner cover and fining a new pressure
plate (K962573) and three springs (K625232).

Cored holes in front mainframe (K915404) repositioned and clutch housing vent
cover (K904246) changed to plain cover (K923650) to prevent dust entering clutch
compartment. . .-' '. . .... '

Slot in guide brackets (K919401 and K919402) reshaped to facilitate operation of
hand-lever catch. Pan numbers of brackets unchanged but care must be taken that
new andold type brackets are. not used on the sametractor.

"

Tensionoftr.3nSmission thrust springs increased from 57 kg (125Ib) to 66 kg (145Ib).
Pan num~jdfcolour marking of spring~ chan!!ed from K902512 (brown) to

c K928922 (red)l'Spnngs are Interchangeable If fitted In sets
:~"-'t •

.. Transmissionteverpivot pin increasedin length from 6·5 to 8 mm (irto ..... in). Release
leversstrengthened, pan number changed from K919851 to K962ROB. Wider thrust
pads on release lever plate drilled and fined with spring steel pins. Rat trap springs
replaceleaf springson releaseleverplate.Transmissionspring changed from K625231

;". . ,(dark blue/light greenHo"K625262 (violet/black) and strength increasedfrom 61 to
• ",,·68 kg (135 to 150 Ib). Pans not interchangeable. .

',~'J: Groove machined on the 12 speed gearboxdriveshaft and at the support snout steady
Ji'. bearing position and '0' ring K15535 fined.,

Clutch release leveradjusting screw repositioned centrally on the thrust button,
TRANSMISSION RELEASE LEVER IDENTIFICATION (1200)
Stamped DB Part Number Set of three Description
49405 K919581 Use Release lever .

K962979 narrow-e- E15122
55118 K962808 Release lever

wide E15122-+
55568 K962948 K962979 Release lever

wide later models

Length of PTO release lever adjusting screws increased by 5 mm (f" in) to provide
more adjustment during bedding in of clutch. Pan number ofscrews changed from

. K962536 to K962994.
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1200
(February 1968)

AD4/55/5611
(February 1968)

1200/706056 .
(July 1968)

1200/707333
(December 1968)

1200/707536
(January 1969)

1200/708319
(March 1969)

355001 /22392
355005/1011
355105/1002
449005/1415
(June 1969)

1200/710355
(September 1969)

1200/711248
(November 1969)

449001/19735
.<ApriI1970)

AD4/55A/15122
(September 1970)

990/824197
880/560763
4600/900497
U1074/1 099
(February 1971 )

455001/17909
455021/1205
455031/15037
(August 1971)

355001/33058
(December 1971)
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David Brown policy is one of continuous development and improvement and
therefore the specification details may have been altered since this manual
went to press.
Moreover, as the David Brown tractor is offered in a variety of forms to cover a
large number of markets and applications, this manual may contain details
of items not applicable to the particular tractor with which it is being used.

David Brown Tractors
Reprinted September 1978 by Waddington & Ledger Ltd., Dewsbury, England.
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GEARBOX-BBO AND 990 TRACTORS
Six- Speed and Twelve- Speed Models

,

• The gearbox is of open construction, being
formed by two cast iron end-plates secured together
by four steer spacer bars. The end-plates house the
bearings, which in turn carry the shafts and gears.
On Livedrive tractors the gearbox driveshaft is
hollow, permitting the power take-off driveshaft to
pass through the gearbox to the rear-mounted power
take-off and hydraulic lift pump.

The gears are straight-toothed spur gears and are
carried on splined shafts to permit movement for
gear engagement. The crown-wheel pinion is
integral with the gearbox output-shaft and allows
the bevel-pinion-type differential to be suooorted on
the gearbox rear end-plate, thus making a compact
unit which can be fully assembled before being
mounted in the tractor frame.

)' , .
. ' .~;;:.:-. '

The six-speed gearbox is, in effect. two three
speed boxes: a high-range gearbox and a low-range
gearbox. The selection of the range in use is
determined by the position of the range gear-lever,
which causes the layshaft to be driven at high or low
speed as required.

Three forward speeds and one reverse are available
in each range, the required speed being selected by
means of the main gear-lever which slides the gears
on the pinion shaft so that they mesh with the
appropriate gear on the layshaft. Reverse gear is
obtained by interposing an idler gear, positioned on
the driveshaft between the pinion shaft and layshaft,
thus reversing the direction of rotation of the pinion
shaft. When either the main or range gear-lever is in

•

•

. Figure 1. GEAR TRAIN: First Gear- High Ratio

Figure 2. GEAR TRAIN: Top Gear - Low Ratio
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CASE ANO' GEARBOX REMOVED
- • "1'-.0:;""' ••
B. GearboX -mo!J~!,g bolts
O. P.T.O cardan' J!iaft

TRACTOR WITH REAR AXLE

Tractor main frame
Clutch driveshaft

Figure 3.

A.
C.

o

~(~~
the neutral position, the gears are not engaged and
no drive is transmitted through the gearbox.

The twelve-speed gearbox is an alternative fining
to the six-speed unit and consists of a six-speed ....
gearbox with an auxiliary reduction gear mou~~Bd:r
on the front end-plate: The auxiliary gear may be
engaged, or disengaged, by means of an additional
gear-lever a'1d:when engaged reduces all gear ratios
l:>y approximately 40%, thus giving the very low
travelling speeds required for certain operations.
When the auxiliary gear is disengaged the gearbox
becomes. in effect, a normal six-speed gearbox with
the samegear ratios as a six-speed model.

Removing the Gearbox Unit
Before starting to strip the tractor for gearbox

removal, thoroughly clean the gearbox cover, rear
axle case top and power take-off case to prevent
any possibility of dirt entering the main frame and
subsequently damaging the hydraulic system.
. TIi~·gearbox unit and differential assembly may be

remov'ed as a complete unit and the most convenient
method of doing this depends on the tractor type.

. ' .;.- • All Selectamatic Livedrive tractors are fitted with a
band-type' Clutch-stop and on early models this
prevented the muff coupling from being slid far

enough forward to clear the gearbox driveshaft. This
means that the gearbox must. therefore, be removed
by "splitting" the rear axle from the main frame. On
later models the width of the clutch-stop drum was
reduced to allow the gearbox to be removed
forwards after taking off the gearbox cover.

As twelve-speed tractors are not fined with a
muff coupling, the input gear t:>eing mounted direct
on the clutch driveshaft, the gearbox cannot be
removed forwards and must, therefore, be withdrawn
rearwards.

Gearbox removal methods for different tractor
types are as follows:

t , livedrive Six-Speed Tractors:
To Serial Numbers 990A/487806

88OA/533604
Remove the gearbox rearwards after splitting
the rear axle from the main frame (Method A).

2. livedrive Six-Speed Tractors:
From Serial Numt:>ers 990A/487807 onwards

880A/533605 onwards
Remove the gearbox forwards after taking off
the gearbox cover (Method B) .

3. livedrive Twelve-Speed Tractors:
Remove gearbox rearwards after splitting the
rear axle from the main frame (Method A). •
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Ensure that the inside of main frame is clean,
then slide gearbDx intD position. On twelve
speed gearboxes a thrust washer is fined
between the drive gear and end-cap and. as
this washer is not retained in position until the
clutch shaft is inserted intD the gear, the
washer should be smeared with grease before
fining and care taken to ensure that it is not
displaced as the clutch shaft enters the gear.
On six-speed gearboxes fit the rnuff-couplinq
end-flDat adjusting shims in place before
positionirtq the gearbDx.

2. TempDrarily fit the four rnountinq bolts without
bushes and tighten SD that the end-plates are
clamped tD the main frame. Release the four
NylDC nuts on the trent ends of spacer bars
and, after giving the end of each spacer bar a
few taps with a soft-faced hammer to allow
the bars tD align themselves in the clearance
hDles in the end-plate, retighten the nuts tD
70 Ibft (9'67 kg metres). RemDve the mounting
bctts, fit the bushes into end-plates and
replace the bolts, tightening tD '00 Ib ft
(' 3'83 kg metres). The mounting bushes are a
clearance fit in the end-plates so that when the
bDlts are fully tightened the gearbDx is not
clamped rigidly to the frame but has a limite.d .
amount of vertical and horizontal "float". On
six-speed models check the muff-cDupling
end-float: 0'0'~'040 in. (0'25-"0 mm).
Adjust. if necessary, by changing the thickness Jj;;,
of the shims on the end of the gearbox mput- ~*,;;,
shaft. I. ,.

6. Push differential-IDck spring into differential
gear and push sleeve against the spring, Insert
the special tDDI (Fig. 4) into axle case and
against the sleeve. Push sleeve against spring.
until the splines on the sleeve start to enter the
differential gear. then turn the tool to engage

3. Wipe the axle and main frame faces clean and
lift the axle assembly on a trolley-jack. Slide
the axle intD pcsition on the dowels, guiding
the oi! inlet pipe into position at the same
time. Refit the cap screws and nuts. tightening
tD 55 Ib ft (7'60 kg metres).

4. Slide PTO cardan shaft thrDugh gearbox and
into clutch. Insert the shaft carefully SD as not
to damage the Dil seal. On six-speed gearboxes
this seal is a felt ring inside the end of the
clutch shaft, and if the cardan shaft is turned
whilst the splines are in contact with the ring,
the ring may be damaged Dr displaced. If
difficulty is experienced entering the shaft into
clutch, fully depress clutch pedal to tree the
driven plate, and turn the shaft as it is pushed
home.

5. After ensurinq that the '0' ring IS In posrnon
on the pipe flange, replace the bolts ana ching
the pipe to the base Df the hydraulic pump.
Refit the power take-off unit and reconnect
the brake linkage.

Replacing the Gearbox
(Method A),.

4. Non-Livedrive Six-Speed Tractors:
Remove the gearbox forwards after taking ott
the gearbox cover (Method B).

1. Disconnect steering drop-arm and throttle
linkage.

2. On 990 tractors only: Remove hand-thronle
lever and steering-box to obtain access to the
bolt beneath steering-box which passes
·through the spacer wedge and into the clutch
housing.

3. Remove all gearbox-cover fixing bolts (five
through the rear aXle) and lift cover off main
trame. On B80 tractors the gearbox cover and
steering-box can be removed as a unit.

4. Disconnect and remove gearbox lubrication
pipes and drain transmission oil.

5. Remove drawbar frame and the 11ft linkage;
jack up the tractor, supporting it firmly under
rear main frame.

6. Remove both rear wheels and reduction units.
A trolley-jack or portable crane 'is useful to
support the weight 'of the reductions. As the
brake drums may bind on the brake shoes it is
advisable to slacken ott the brake-rod adjusting
nuts before removing the reduction units.

7. Remove oil-seal housing from right-hand side
of aXle case in order that a hand may be
inserted into the case to extract the differential
lock sleeve and spring. As the spring may have
expanded and trapped the sleeve in the case, it
will probablv be necessary to manipulate the
differential-Irick pedal whilst pcsitioninq the
sleeve for extraction. It is not necessary to
ccrnptetetv remove the sleeve and spring from
axle case; all that is required is for the sleeve
and spring to be clear Df the differential.

8. Remove transmission sump cover- plate and
withdraw filter unit. Disconnect sensing unit
cable and remove power take-off unit. Re
move the tour botrs anaching the oil inlet
pipe te the base of hydraulic pump.

9. Disconnect brake linkage.
, O. Withdraw PTO cardan shaft and remove the

mudguards from the fcctplates.
t l , Place a trollev-jack under axle case and, whilst

hDlding axle case vertical, remove the cap
screws anaching axle to main frame. Ease the
casing Dff the dowels and carefully withdraw it
from main frame.

'2. RemDve the four gearbDx mounting bolts and
remove gearbox by sliding rearwards out of
main frame.

, 3. On twelve-speed rncoets the drive-gear thrust
washer will be released as gearbox is with
drawn from clutch shaft. Remove this washer
from main frame and retain until required for
re-assembly. On the six-speed models retain
the muff-<:oupling end-float adjusting shims
until required for replacement.

Removing Gearbox Rearwards
(Method A)•

•

•
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the pedal fork into sleeve groove. If the pedal
is then held in the "engaged" position the
spring will be retained in the· compressed
position and permit the reduction unit to be
refitted.

7. Examine axle case oil seals; if they are not in
good condition they should be renewed. New
seals should be fitted with the seal lips
towards the centre of the tractor and the space
between the seals packed with high-melting
pornt grease. Replace right-hand oil-seal
housing. smearing the outside of housing with
Joonnng compound before pressing it into axle
case.

8. Ensure that axle-case faces are clean and the
brake shoes in good condition. Smear the
inside of axle oil seals with grease and refit
reduction units, taking care not to damage the
seals. Degrease the bolt and stud threads and
smear with Loctite before replacing and

'tightening to 751b ft (10'5 kg metres).
9. Fit rear wheels and adjust brakes. Jack up the

tractor and remove supports from under main
frame.

10. Replace gearbox lubrication pipes and refit
gearbox cover. using new gaskets. Check that
gear levers are correctly located in their
selectors before fitting the cover bolts. When
the cover is in position tighten the cover-to
main-frame bolts only sufficient to hold the
c:over down on to the main frame. then, fully
tIghten the bolts through the axle case.
Finally tighten ,the cover down on to main
frame.

11. On 990 tractors only: Place the spacing
'':- wedge in the gap between gearbox cover and

clutch cover. If wedge is not tight in the gap
add shims until the wedge is so tight it has to
be driven in with a copper hammer. When the

Removing the Gearbox Forwards
(Method B)

Replacing Gearbox
(Method B)

•

•

•

1. Carry out' operations 1 to 7 as listed in
Method A.

2. Release circlip locating muff-coupling and
slide coupling forwards. On Livedrive models
also release the circfips locating clutch-stop
brake drum. The brake drum can now be
pushed fully forward on the clutch shaft. so
allowing the muff coupling to be moved
forward until it is clear of gearbox driveshaft.
Retain the end-float adjusting shims until
required for replacement.

3. On Uvedrive models remove PTO housing and
withdraw cardan shaft. Remove the bolts
attaChing suppon snout to main frame and
remove the two figure-aI-eight clips from
clutch lork. After removing the bolts attaching
clutch cover to flywheel. remove clutch
assembly complete with driveshaft. support
snout and muff coupling.

4. Remove the four gearbox mounting bolts then
remove the gearbox by lifting forwards and
upwards,

1. Clean inside of main frame and lower gearbox
into position. sliding rearwards. Temporarily
fit the four mounting bolts without bushes and
tighten so that end-plates are clamped to main
frame. Release the four Nyloc nuts on front
ends of spacer bars and after giving the end of
each spacer bar a few taps with a copper
hammer. to allow the bars to align themselves
in the clearance holes in end-plate. retighten
the nuts to 70 Ib ft (9'67 kg metres). Remove
the mounting bolts. fit bushes and replace the
bolts. tightening to 100 Ib ft (13'83 kg metres),
The mounting bushes are a clearance fit in the
end-plates so that when the bolts are fully
tightened the gearbox is not held rigidly to the
main frame but has a limited amount 01
vertical and horizontal "float".

2. Replace the clutch assembly in the reverse
order of removal (see Page 18 of Clutch
Section).

3. Replace muff-coupling end-float adjusting

bolts are tightened the housing and cover will
then be bolted solidly together without being
distorted, Fill steering-box oil bath to within
half-an-inch (12 mm) of cover face and fit
steering-box and column. Note that the long
bolts through the front of box will have to be
insened in the box holes before box is placed
in position. Replace hand throttle lever.

12, Replace steering-box drop arm. noting that the
dot on arm is opposite chisel mark across end
of shaft. Reconnect throttle control linkage.

13. Replace drawbar frame and refill transmission
with correct grade of lubricant. Adjust sensing
unit cable (see Page 20, Hydraulic Section),
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Figure 4. TOOL FOR REPLACING DIFFERENTI"'L

LOCK SLEEVE

4i: in. (10-79 em) B. i in. (1-27 em)
6; in. (16,51 em) O. 4 in. (10·16.cm)

19i: in. (48-89 em) F. 1i in. (3,81 em)
4 in. (to·t6 em) H. 9 in. (22,86 em)
i in. (1-27 em) J. 1, in. (3'81 em)
., in. (1 ·27 em) L 2-1- in. (5-'1 em)

M. 1 in. (2'54 em)

"'.C.
E.
G.
I.
K.
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Figu,. 5. TRACTOR STRIPPED FOR GEARBOX REMOVAL

A. Gearbox mounting bolts S. Lubrication pipe C. Muff coupling

•

•

shims on gearbox driveshaft and slide muff
coupling into position. Fit retaining circlip and
check that end-float is 0·010-0·040 in.
(0·25-1·0 mm). If not, adjust as necessary by
changing the thickness of shims on gearbox
input shaft. On Livedrive models, also slide
clutch-stop drum back into position, fit the
locating circlips then adjust the clearance of
clutch-stop brake band and set the length of
the compression spring (see Page 15 of the
Clutch Section).

4. On Livedrive models slide the PTO cardan
shaft through gearbox, taking care not to
damage the felt ring in clutch shaft. Replace
PTa unit.

5. Continue the replacement by carrying out
operations 6 to 13 as given in Method A.

Dismantling the Gearbox
As the gearbox and differential lsa rather cumber

some and heavy assembly, a support stand will assist
dismantling and assembly operations. A suitable
stand can often be fabricated from scrap materials, a
typical example being shown in Fig. 6, Only the
dimensions that are shown are important and it
should be noted that the two support points for the
front end- plate must be in line with the two rear
supports, in order to maintain the end-plates in
alignmem during assembly.

On twelve-speed gearboxes commence dis
mantling by removing the gear housing from the

front end-plate; this is secured by three of the
spacer-bar nuts and may be drawn off the dowels,.
complete with gears and selector, after the nuts have
been removed. When the gear housing. has been
removed place it in a vice and remove the selector
shaft by pushing it out towards the rear, then with
draw the selector and clutch member: note that
when the selector rod is withdrawn out of the
selector the detent spring and ball inside the
selector will be released, Remove layshaft nut then
place the housing on bed of a press and press layshaft
out of gear and bearing. Remove the three cover
screws and withdraw drive gear; if spacer washers
were fitted between end-cover and gear housing
retain these for refitting during assembly,

Remove nut from end of pinion shaft (this is left
hand thread) and remove the bolts attaching bearing
housing to end-plate. Draw the pinion-bearing
housing from the end-plate by screwing two i UNC
bolts into the tapped holes in the housing flange and
tapping the end of pinion, to prevent it being drawn
out with the housing. When the housing has been
removed, replace inner track of the thrust race on the
pinion, ensuring that the distance piece and shims
have not been disturbed; refit the pinion nut, The
shims fitted between housing and end·plate should
be retained for use during assembly as these control
the meshing of the crown-wheel and pinion,

With the four spacer-bar nuts removed, engage
reverse gear by levering the. selector rearwards, then
gently tap the end-plate forward with a soft-faced
hammer. Allow the 2nd/3rd selector rod to move with
the end-plate but do not allow the 1st/reverse rod to

.}/.-," .
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Figur. 6. GEARBOX SUPPORT STANO

A. 121 in. (32,06 em) B'. 13.;i in. (35'06 em) C. 111 in. (29'52 em)
D. 1 BSF taPped holes E. 12 in. (30,48 em)

Note: In ereer to $uppon the end-pl81es in correct alignment it is essential that the two side supportS are correctly
aligned
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move out of gear. Withdraw end-plate until reverse
selector rod is clear of its detent ball; it will then also
be clear of the interlocking plunger and allow the
end-plate to be withdrawn and the selector rods and
gears to remain. As the end-plate is withdrawn the'
layshaft can be removed.

When the end-plate has been removed tum it
upside down and tap it on the bench to remove the
three detenrsprinqs : remove the interlocking plunger

'. from side of plate in a similar manner.
. . Remove pinion. shaft, cOTplete with gears and
thrust-bearing tracks. withdrawing the selector forks
and roels at the same time. Remove driveshaft by
Tapping forwards with a soft-faced hammer. taking
care of the shims fmed behind the rear bearing if a
twelve· speed box; on six-speed boxes these shims
are fined behind the front bearing.

Make suitable marks on the differential-bearing
caps. so that the caps can be replaced. in their
original position. then remove the four cap bolts and
lift the differential assembly from end-plate. If an oil
scraper is mounted on the end-plate, remove this to
avoid possible damage.

The main dhveshaft also carries the reverse idler
gearanci this may be re'!'oved by supporting the gear

......

on the bed of a press and pressing the shaft out of the
gear and rear bearing; the gear carrier bush can be
left on the shaft if it is kept clear of the press support.
Note that the thrust washer at rear of bearing is
locked to the carrier by means of a small dowel pin.

The pinion-shaft gears will be prevented from
sliding off the splines by the thrust-bearing inner
races and may be removed by placing the gears on a
press and pressing the pinion out of the bearing
tracks. When the bearing tracks are removed from
the pinion. place these with the distance piece and
shims and retain until required for assembly.

To strip the differential, unlock the tabwashers and
remove the differential-casing cover bolts. mark the
position of the cover and case. then lift the cover off
the dowels. Remove one of the split pins. or circlips.
from the end of the differential pin then tap the pin
out of the casing to release the pinions.

Assembling the Gearbox'
After cleaning all components examine the gears

for chipped or worn teeth and check the bearings for
any signs of roughness. If the pinion-roller bearings
are to be renewed. fit the new outer tracks supplied
with the new bearings. The outer track of the pinion •

.,
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Figure 7. TWELVE-SPEED

Front end-plate C.
Driving gear G.
Thrust washer K.
Reverse idler gear O.
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GEARBOX - 880/990 TRACTORS

Spacer bar D.
Thrust washer H.
Needle roller beatings L.
pro cardan Shaft P.
Pinion shaft T.

Housing - creeper gear
Sliding don-clutch
Oriveshafl
Creeper layshafl
Housing - pinion beatings



rear race is secured in rear end-plate by means of a
bolt and two soecial washers; if· this bolt is removed
ensure that it is reolaced with the bolt haad on rear
(differential side) of end-plate. otherwise the bolt
may foul the crown-wheel. Tighten the nut to
9 Ib ft (1,3 kg metres).

The two lower spacer bars are screwed (right-hand
thread) into .the rear end-plate and do not normally
require removing; if. however, the bars are removed
the threads should be smeared with Loctite sealant
(Part No. 960998) after degreasing and treating with
Loccuic primer (Part No. 961673). then screwed
into the end-plate and firmly tightened.

Torrington needle-roller bearings are employed in
a number of places in the twelve-speed gearbox.
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Figure B. TOOL FOR FITTING 620053 NEEDLE
ROllER BEARING

A. Diameter 1 ·749 in. {~·427 mm}
e. Diameter 2':" in. {52-4 mm}
C. Diameter 21 in. (66·7 mm)
D. Recess i in. (15'87 mm)
E. Chamfer 15·

removed. until this clearance is obtained. When
sufficient shims have been fined so that the required
bearing clearance is obtained. remove the nut and
draw the complete bearing assembly off the pinion
and retain in a safe place until required for assembly.

.Fit the 1st/reverse gear on to pinion shaft.
positioned with the selector groove towards thrust
bearing (front) end. followed by 2nd/3rd gear with
its selector groove towards the teeth (rear) end.
Insert pinion into roller-bearing track in rear end
plate.

On twelve-speed gearboxes a bush is fined inside
the front end of driveshaft. This bush is a steady
bearing for the power take-off card an shaft and the
recess in the bush should be' oacked with high
melting-point grease before assembly.

Press reverse-gear carrier bush on to driveshaft
until it contacts the circlip. Smear the inside of gear

,....

BEARING

Needle roller
Shell liP.

ROllER

B.
D.

Figure e. NEEDLE

Steel shell
Roller chemter

A.
C.
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Figure 10. TOOL FOR FITTING 620052 NEEDLE
ROllER BEARING

A. Diameter 2-623 in. {56'52 mm}
B. Diameter 2* in. (74,6 mm)
C. Location -n in. (3-97 mm)
D. Location' ~ in. (33<~ mm)
E.. Chamfer' 5·

D---,These bearings consist of a number of small
diameter needle rollers housed inside a thin steel
shell. The ends of the rollers are chamfered and the
ends of the shell lipped inwards so that they pass
round the roller chamfers and retain the rollers in
position. It is. therefore. important that no undue
force is applied to the bearings as this may distort the
shell lip and' jam the rollers.

Once fined. needle-roller bearings should not be
removed unless they are to be renewed. and when
trtting new bearings these must be pressed in. using
a special tool to protect the shell lip from damage.
The stamped end elf bearing should be placed against
the tool. the bearing placed squarely in position and
then pressed in. Under no circumstances should the
bearing be driven Or hammered in. even when using
the special tool. Use of the special tool will also
ensure that the bearings are pressed in to the correct
depth.

~Iace the pinion shaft in a vice. fined with soft-jaw
grips, and temoorarily assemble the thrust bearings
and housing. Tighten the Nyloc nut on end of
oinion to 200 Ib ft (27,6 kg metres) then check the
bearing clearance; this should be 0'002-0'004 in.
(0'051 -0,1 02 mm) and shims should be added. or

i~'
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bush with anti-scuffing paste and slide the gear on
to carrier, chamfered edge of teeth towards front of
shaft Fit the thrust washer, locking this to carrier
bush by fining the pin through the holes in thrust
washer and carrier, followed by the rear bearing.
Press rear bearing on to shaft until the thrust washer
and carrier bush are pushed against the circlip. then
check that the gear can be turned quite freely. Slide
range pinion on to driveshaft. selector groove
towards the rear, and. if a six-speed box. replace the
front bearing and circflp. fining circlip first and then
pressing the bearing on the shaft until it contacts
circlip. Replace shaft in position in the rear end
plate, noting that on twelve-speed boxes shims are
fined between rear bearing and end-plate.

Replace tavshan shims in the bearing location in
front end-plate. On the twelve-speed gearbox check
that distance piece which is fined between the outer
races of main and creeper-gear layshaft is held in
position by the locating screw in the side of end
plate. On six-speed gearboxes also replace drive
shaft-bearing shims before sliding end-plates on to
spacer bars. Guide the bearings into position when
fining the end-plate. taking care that the races do

c
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Figure 11. TOOL FOR FITTING DRIVESHAFT BUSH
(TWELVE·SPEED)

A. Diameter 1'129 in. (28'676 mm)
B. Diameter''i in. (3"7 mm)
C. Diameter 1i in. (41'3 mm)
D. Recess i in. (22·2 mm)
E. Recess TT in. (1,6 mm)

not bind in the housing; when end-plate is in
position fit spacer-bar nuts 10 hold end-plate firmly
in position.

On twelve-speed boxes three of the spacer bars
are extended for anaching the gear housing and in
order to clamp end-plate firmly in posinon three
distance pieces. 1i in.. (41 mm) long, should be
fined so that the nuts can be tightened and the
end-plate clamped firmly in position.

Wilh the spacer-bar nuts tightened to hold end
plate firmly in position. check the layshaft end-float.
This should be 0,002-0,004 in. (0·051-0'0' 02 mm).
and is controlled by the thickness of the front
bearing shims. If only two 0·0'0 in. (0'254 mm)
shims are fined initiallv the thickness of the
addirione! shims required may be found by measuring
the end-float with a dial gauge and subtracting
0'003 in. (0,076 mm) from the gauge reading.

On six-speed gearboxes the driveshaft end-float
should be 0·005-0·010 in. (0'152-0,254 mm). and
this is determined by the thickness of shims fined
between Ihe front bearing and end-plate.

On twelve-speed gearboxes the driveshaft shims
are fined between the rear bearings and end- plate.
To check if sufficient shims have been used. fit
driven pinion on to. driveshaft, noting that the
needle-roller bearing inside the gear is in good
condition and placing the thrust washer on the gear
so that the oil groove is againsl end-plate. The
thrust washer faces should be smeared with anti
scuffing paste. When Ihe gear is in position fit the
circlip on to driveshaft and temporarily fit inner
clutch member. With front end-plate clamped in
position, push the inner clutch member against drive
gear whilst inserting a feeler gauge between thrust
washer and end-plate. With clutch member pressed
against circlip, as described. the thrust washer
should have 0·015 in. (0,381 mm) clearance and
may be adjusted by adding. or removing. shims
between the rear bearing and end-plate.

When the shaft end-floats have been correctlv
adjusled. continue Ihe assembly by assembling Ihe
pinion thrust bearing. Place an inner track on the
pinion. noting that on Iwelve-speed gearboxes a
distance washer is fitted between the inner race and
pinion; replace the bearing housing. distance piece..».
shims and the second inner race. Ensure that the .
shims selected when the pinion-bearing clearance
was set previously are refined as removed. and that
the pinion-meshing shims fined between the
housing and end-plate are refined as originally
installed. Replace the bearing-housing bolts. lighten,
ing to 30 Ib ft (4" kg metres). Fit the flat washer on
to the pinion. replace the Nyloc nut and tighten 10
200 lb ft (27'6 kg metres). Sliding two gears into
engagement simultaneously will lock the pinion
shaft and facilitate tightening the nut.

D----'
Figure' 2. TOOL FOR COMPRESSING DETENT SPRINGS

A. i in. (9'5 mm) 6. i in. (' 6'9 mm)
C. ~.. in. (4'8 mm) O. 6 in. (150 mm)

E. Gear lever knob

Remove the Mills pin securing High/Low range
selector on to its rod: slide selector off its rod and
enter rear end of selector rod into Ihe front end-plate.
Insert detent spring into the hole in front end-plate
followed by the plunger. domed end' upwards.
Compress the c'rtent spring by pushing the plunger
down with a suitable tool (Fig. , 2) until the end of
the selector rod rides on to the plunger and enables
the tool to be withdrawn. Position the selector fork
in the gear groove and push the selector rod through.
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the selector until the pin-holes are in line and a new
Mills pin fitted.

Remove the 1st/reverse selector from its selector
rod and fit rod into end-plate. holding the detent ball
down in the same manner as the plunger on
high/low range rod. When the new Mills pin has
been fined. place selector rod in the neutral position
and place gear interlocking plunger in the horizontal
hole in end-plate. The 2nd/3rd selector rod can then
be fined in the same manner as the other rods.

B . A

F;gure 13. GEARBOX FRONT END·PLATE

A. Detent springs 8. Oetent ball (1st/reverse gear)
C. Detent ball (2nd/3rd gear) O. Interlocking plunger

Press the outer tracks of creeper-gear layshaft
bearings into the housing and front end-plate.
replacing the shims fined between end-elate and
bearing track. Press the inner tracks of thrust races on
to ends of creeper-gear layshaft. Fit selector in
position and fit selector rod through from the rear of
housing. holding the detent ball down against
spring until selector rod passes over the ball.

Place outer clutch member into selector fork then
place inner clutch member inside outer clutch
member. Refit creeper-gear housing on to spacer
bars. entering the creeper- gear lavshaft bearings into

Page 10

the outer bearing tracks and sliding inner clutch
member on to the driveshaft splines at the same time.
When the housing is located on the dowels. fit the
four spacer- bar nuts and tighten to 70 Ib ft (9'67
kg metres). Check creeper-pear layshaft end-float.
This should be 0·001-0·003 in (0'025-0'076 mm)
and is controlled by the thickness of shims fined
between end- plate and bearing track.

Ensure that the oil seal and '0' ring inside the
driving gear are in good condition before fining gear
into housing. If oil seal is replaced note that seal
should be fined with lip towards front and-is pressed
into the gear until seal face is 0·050-0·060 in.
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F;gure 14. TOOL FOR FITTING DRIVING GEAR OIL SEAL
(TWELVE· SPEED)

A. Diameter 1. in. (28'6 mm)
B. Diameter 1. in. (47-6 mm)
C. Diameter 21 in. (57" mm)
D. Recess IT in. (1-6 mm)
E. Recess i in. (12" mrn)

(1'3-1'5 mm) below the gear end-face (Fig. 14).
After fining drive gear replace front cover. replacing
any distance washers originally fined between end
cover and gear housing. Check thrust washer
clearance by placing the thrust washer in position and
insening a feeler gauge. After checking that thrust
washer has not less than 0·015 in. (0·381 mm)
clearance. remove the thrust washer and wire it to
front cover.

Fit driving gear on to creeper-gear lavshatt,
replace the large. flat washer and tighten the nut to
150 Ib ft (20'7 kg metres).
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GEARBOX-no TRACTORS

• The gearbox is of open construction being formed
by two cast iron end-plates attached together by
four steel spacer bars. The end-plates house the
bearings. which in turn carry the shafts and gears.
The gears are straight-toothed spur gears and are
carried on splined shafts to permit movement for gear
engagement.

The crown-wheel pinion is integral with the gear
box output shaft and allows the bevel-pinion-type
differential to be supported on gearbox rear end
plate, thus making a compact unit which can be
fully assembled before being mounted in the
tractor.

The gearbox has four ranges, each range having

three forward speeds and one reverse speed, giving a
choice of twelve forward speeds and four reverse
speeds. The speeds are selected by the main gear
lever, which slides the gears on the pinion shaft so
that they mesh with the appropriate gear on layshaft.
Reverse gear is obtained by interposing an idler gear.
positioned on the driveshaft between the layshaft and
pinion shaft, thus reversing the direction of rotation
of the pinion shaft. When the gear lever is in the
neutral position the gears are not engaged and no
drive is transmitted through the gearbox.

The high and low-range gears are incorporated in
the main gearbox between the two end-plates, but
the slow and normal gears form an auxiliary

•

•

Figure 15. GEAR TRAIN

Second gear -low ratio (creeper gear in low)

Figure 16. GEAR TRAIN

Third gear-low ratio (creeper gear in normal)
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reduction unit which is mounted inside the front
end-plate. The range gear lever selects the range
in use and has four position - low-slow, low
normal. high-low. and high-normal ranges.

Gearbox Removal
Before starting to strip tractor for gearbox removal

thoroughly clean gearbox cover. rear-axle case and
power take-off case. to prevent any possibility of
dirt entering main frame and subsequently damaging
the hydraulic system.

On 770 tractors the gearbox cover is integral with
the clutch housing. and the fuel tank. instrument panel
and wiring must therefore be removed in order to
r-rnove gearbox cover. Also note that the steering
box must be removed first as one of the gearbox
cover holding-down bolts is inside the steering-bOX
oil bath (Fig. 17).

On tractors from Serial No. 580651 the gearbox can
be removed forwards after the reduction units have
been removed. but tractors prior to this number have
a larger web in rear main frame which prevents
gearbox being slid forward. and on these tractors the
gearbox must therefore be nemoved rearwards after
first removing rear axle case.

Figur. 17. GEARBOX COVER

A. Steering-box oil bath B. Main fnIme bolt-hole

Removing Gearbox: Tractors from Serial No.
580651 onwards -

1. Disconnect throttle and stoc control linkage
and steering drop-arm.

2. Remove steering-box. fuel tank. instrument
panel and wiring.

3. RemOl.le the figure-of-eight spring clips from
clutch" shaft fork; these are accessible after
removing the cover from underside of main
frame clutch compartment and right-hand
side inspection cover.

4. Disconnect main lead and remove startermotor
from clutch housing.

5. Remove gearbox cover. noting that one of the
bolts is in the steering-box oil bath. Drain
transmission oil. remove sump cover and filter.

6. Support tractor under the main frame and
remove both rear wheels and reduction units.
It is advisable to slacken off the brake rod
adjustment to ensure that the shoes do not bind
in the drums as the reductions are removed.

7. Remove right-hand side oil-seal housing from
axle case and extract the differentia/lock sleeve
and spring from differential case. As the spring
may have expanded and trapped the sleeve in
the case. it may be necessary to manipulate the
differential-lock pedal whilst positioning the
sleeve for extraction.

8. Disconnect and remove gearbox lubrication
pipes.

9. Release circlip locating muff-coupling and
slide the coupling forwards. Retain the spacing
shims from driving-gear shaft.

10. Disconnect sensing unit cable and remove
power take-off unit. Withdraw !'TO cardan
shaft.

11. Remove two gearbox mounting bolts and
dowel screws. The gearbox can now be
removed by sliding it forward and lifting it out
of main frame.

Removing Gearbox: Tractors to Serial No.
580650 - The gearbox in these tractors must be
nemoved rearwards after rear axle has been ..spl it"
from main frame. The procedure is as follows;

1. Carry out operations 1 to 10 as given above for
later models.

2. Disconnect brake linkage.
3. Remove the four bolts attaching the oil

inlet pipe to the base of the hydraulic pump.
4. Withdraw !'TO cardan shaft and remove

mudguards from tootplates,
5. Support near axle case on a trolley-jack and

remove the nuts and bolts attaching axle to
main frame. Ease case off the dowels and
gently withdraw from main frame; ensure that
PTO cardan shaft remains in gearbox.

6. Remove the two gearbox mounting bolts and
dowel screws then slide gearbox rearwards out
of main frame.

Replacing Gearbox
The following operations apply to "all models

except where stated:

1. Ensure that inside of main frame is clean. then
lower gearbox and slide it into position. Fit the
dowel screws and clamp down rear end -plate
using the mounting bolts without the bushes.
Check that both front end-plate lugs are
seated on main frame - if not. release the four
Nyloc nuts on from ends of spacer bars ~nd

tap the end of each bar with a ccpoer hammer
to allow the bars to align themselves in the
end-plate. Retighten the spacer bar nuts to
70 Ib ft (9'67 kg metres) and remove the
mounting bolts. Refit the bolts with their
bushes and tighten to '00 Ib ft (' 3·83
kg metres)" The gearbox is not bolted rigidly
to the frame but should have a small amount

•
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Figure 18.

A. Gearbox mounting bolts

'770' TRACTOR WITH GEARBOX' COVER REMOVED

B. Lubrication pipe C. Muff coupling D. Clutch driveshaft

6. Tractors from Serial No. 580651 only: Fit
PTO cardan shaft into gearbox and replace
PTO housing.

7. Refit gearbox cover and replace the figure-of
eight spring clips on to clutch-shaft fork.
Adjust clutch pedal free-play to H in. (See
Page 8, Clutch Section).

8. Refit the starter motor and steering column box.

9. Replace fuel tank and instrument panel,
reconnect the wiring and controls.

J
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Figu," 19. TOOL FOR REPLACING DIFFERENTIAL
LOCK SLEEVE

Ii in. (31·7 mm) B.
i in. (15,9 mm) D.
"in. (12'7 mm) F.
2 in. (50'B mm) H.
;. in. Whitworth thread J.

!Al

c@):]

A.
C.
E.
G.
I.

1 in. (25,4 mm)
I i in. (34,9 mm)
i in. (22'2 mm)
tin. UNC thread

, i in. washer welded
as shown

This'tool is used with slide hammer 4235A and the thread at
H is to enable the tool to be also used for extracting the front

axle trunnion pin

of vertical and horizontal "float" when the
bolts are fully tightened.

2. Tractors to Serial No. 580650 only: Slide
PTO cardan shaft into gearbox. noting that the
shaft end with the tapped hole must be
towards the PTO unit. Fit rear axle into position
on the dowels. guiding the oil inlet pipe and
PTO shaft into position at the same time.
Refit cap screws and nuts and tighten to
45 Ib ft (6' 22 kg metres). Refit the bolt
attaching oil inlet pipe to main frame and
replace filter and sump plate. Reconnect brake
linkage.

3. Push differential lock spring into differential
gear and push sleeve against the spring.
Insert the special tool (Fig. 19) into axle case
and against the sleeve. Push sleeve against
spring until the splines on sleeve start to enter
differential gear. then move the tool to engage
pedal fork in the sleeve groove. The pedal
should then be fastened in the "engaged"
position to hold the sleeve in place so that the
reduction unit can be refitted.

4. Examine axle case oil seals and replace if they
are in poor condition. If new seals are fitted
ensure that they are positioned so that the seal
lips will point towards the centre of the tractor
when installed and pack the cavity between the
seals with high-melting-point grease. Replace
right-hand oil seal housing, smearing the
outside of housing with jointing compound
before pressing it into axle case. Smear the
inside of oil seals with grease, fit the reduction
units and rear wheels then adjust brakes.

5. Refit muff coupling and check the end-float.
If 'coupling end-float is not 0·010-0·040 in.
(0'25-1'0 mm) remove or add shims as
required. Replace gearbox lubrication pipes.

•

•
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Examine the condition of needle-roller bearings
inside creeper layshaft and renew if worn or
damaged. These bearings consist of a number of
small diameter rollers housed inside a thin steel shell.
Thr. ends of the rollers are chamfered and the ends of
the shell lipped inwards so that they pass round the
roller chamfers and retain the rollers in position.
It is. therefore. very important that no undue force is
applied to the bearings as this may distort the shell
lip and jam the rollers.

Make suitable marks on the differential-bearing
caps so that the caps can be replaced in their
original position. then remove the four cap bolts and
lift differential assembly from end-plate.

To strip the differential. unlock the tabwashers and
remove differential-casing cover bolts. mark the
position of cover and case then lift cover off the
dowels. Remove one of the split. pins. or circlips.
from end of differential pin and tap pin out of casing
to release the bevel pinions.

Assembling the Gearbox
After cleaning all components. examine the gears

for chipped or worn teeth and check the bearings for
any sign of roughness. If the pinion-roller bearings
are to be renewed. remove outer tracks from housing
and rear end-plate and fit the tracks supplied with the
new bearings. The outer track of pinion fear race is
secured in rear end-plate by means of a bolt and two
special washers. If this bolt is removed ensure that it
is replaced with the bolt head on the rear (crown
wheel side) of end-plate - otherwise the bolt may
foul the crown-wheel - and the nut tightened to
9 Ib ft (1'33 kg metres).

The two lower spacer bars are screwed (right-hand
thread) into rear end-plate and do not normally
require removing. If. however. the bars are removed
the threads should be degreased. smeared with
Loctite sealant (960998) and then screwedlinto end
plate and firmly tightened.

ROLLER BEARING

B. Needle roller
D. Shell lip

Figure 21,. NEEDLE

Steel shell
Roller chamfer

A.
C.

Dismantling the Gearbox
If gearbox is to be completely dismantled. the

Nyloc nut on the pinion shaft (left-hand thread)
should be removed first as the shaft is difficult to
hold when the gearbox has been partly dismantled.

Continue by removing the four Nyloc nuts from the
ends of spacer bars. Withdraw front end-plate
complete with all the selector forks and rods. pinion
shaft. driveshaft and layshaft. The layshaft can now
be withdrawn from front end-plate and the roller.
bearings removed as required. The shims controlling
the layshaft end-float should be removed from rear
end-plate and kept with the layshaft until reassembly.
Also remove the shims controlling driveshaft end
float.

Drive out the Mills pin fixing the High/Low ratio
selector fork to the selector rod and withdraw
driveshaft rearwards complete with gear. selector
fork and bearings.

Rotate the High/Low selector rod until the Mills
pin holding the selector can be driven out and then
withdraw the rod rearwards. taking care to retain the
detent ball. spring and interlocking plunger until
required for assembly.

The driveshaft also carries the reverse idler gear and
this may be removed by supporting the gear on the
bed of a press and pressing the shaft out of the gear
and rear bearing; the gear carrier bush can be left on
the shaft if it is kept clear of the press support. Note
that the thrust washer at rear of bearing is locked to
carrier by means of a small dowel pin.

Remove the bolts anaching pinion-bearing hous
ing to front end-plate and withdraw housing by
screwing two i UNC bolts into the threaded holes in
housing flange. The end of pinion shaft should be
tapped with a copper hammer to prevent it from being
drawn out with the housing. When housing has been
removed the pinion shaft can be lowered to clear the
selector forks and then withdrawn rearwards.

The shims fined between pinion housing and end
plate should be retained for use during assembly as
these control the meshing of the crown-wheel and
pillion.

If pinion-shaft gears are to be removed they should
be supported on the bed of a press and the shaft then
pressed out of inner bearing track and gears. The
inner-bearing tracks should be placed with the
distance piece and shims and kept until required for
assembly.

The 1st/Rev. and 2nd/3rd gear selectors. rod and
forks need not be removed unless required. removal
procedure being the same as for the other selectors.

Drive the Mills pin out of creeper-gear selector fork
and r..move the rod. detent ball and spring. The
driven gear can now be lifted out of its housing.
Remove the circlip from driving-gear shaft and press
the gear out rearwards. Remove circlip retaining the
front ball-race and press the bearing out. The rear
bearing will probably have been removed with the
driveshaft. but if not it can now be easily pressed out
of the housing. .

Drive out the 'spring pin locating creeper-gear
layshaft spindle and remove the spindle forwards.
Lift out I.vshatt together with the thrust washers.

•

•
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Figure 23. TOOL FOR COMPRESSING DETENT SPRINGS

A. i in. (9'5 mm) B. fin. (15·9 mm)
C. .". in. (4'8 mm) D. 5 in. (150 mm)

. E. Gear lever knob

D------'

Once fined. needle-roller bearings should not be
removed unless they are to be ·renewed. and when
filting new bearings these must be pressed in using a
soecial tool to protect the shell lip from damage
(Fig. 22). The stamped end of the bearing should be
placed against the tool. the bearing placed squarely in
position and then pressed in. Under no circum
stances should the bearing be driven or hammered
in. even when using the special too!.

Smear needle-roller bearings with grease and the
thrust washers with anti- scuffing paste. Lower
layshaft into position in end-plate and fit the two
thrust washers at the same time. Align layshaft and
thrust washers with spindle holes then refit the
spim:!le and secure with the spring pin.

Figure 24. TOOL FOR FITTING DRIVESHAFT BUSH

A. Diameter 0-870 in. (22'09 mm)
8. Diameter 0-935 in. C23·749 mm)
C. Diameter li in. (31·' rnm)
O. Recess i in. (15-9 mm)
E. Recess T-r in. ("6 mm)
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and housing. Tighten the Nyloc nut on end of pinion
to 200 Ib ft (2·76 kg metres) and check bearing
clearance'; This must be 0·001-0'003 in. (0'025
0·076 mm) and shims should be added or removed
until this clearance is' obtained. When this clearance
is correct. remove the nut and draw complete bearing
assembly off the pinion and retain for assembly.

Fit the 1st/Rev. gear on to pinion shaft. with
selector groove towards the thrust bearings (front
end). followed by the 2nd/3rd gear with selector
groove towards the teeth (rear end).

Guide pinion into position in front end-plate.
ensuring that selector forks are located in the
grooves in the gears. and fit bearing housing
complete with thrust races. The original shims
should be fined between housing and front end
plate.

The inside of the hollow driveshaft has a recess at
the front end and on Livedrive tractors a bush is
fined in the recess to act as a steady bearing for the
power take-off cardan shaft. The same driveshaft is
used in Non-Livedrive gearboxes but as the shorter
cardan shaft does not require a steady bearing the
bush is omined.

Press reverse cear carrier bush on to driveshaft
until it contacts the circlip. Smear the inside of gear
bush with anti-scuffing paste and slide gear on to

Figure 22. TOOL FOR FITTING 620070 NEEDL.E
ROLLER BEARING

A.. Diemeler 0·992 in. (25·19 mm)
B. Diameter 1 ·244 in. (31-5.9 mm)
C. Diameter 1~ in. (38-1 mm)
O. Recess * in. (1·e mm)
E. Chamfer 15'

The front ball bearing supporting the driving gear
is located in the front end-plate by two circlips.
Fit the inner circlip, press the front bearing into
position against the circlip then fit the second
circHp. Check the condition of the seal in drive gear
and replace if damaged. Press rear bearing on to
driving gear and after filting the distance piece press
gear and bearing into housing until the distance piece
comes up against front bearing and enables the
circHp to be fined On front of gear shaft. Lower the
driven gear into housing and slide the dog on to
driving gear.

Insert detent spring and ball into hole in front end
plate and. using a suitable tool (Fig. 23) to hold the
ball down against the spring. push the selector rod
into the end-plate until the end of the rod rides over

·the ball and enables the tool to be withdrawn. Push
the rod through selector and fit Mills pin. Drop in the
interlocking plunger and fit creeper-gear selector
rod in the same manner after having placed selector
fork in groove of driven gear. Fit a new Mills pin into
creeper gear selector fork.

Place pinion shaft in a vice. fined with soft- jaw
grips. and temporarily ·assemble the thrust bearings

t)· --~l,..,. ~
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carrier, chamfered edge of teeth towards front of
shaft. Fit thrust washer, locking this to carrier bush
by fining the pin through the holes in thrust washer
and carrier, followed by the rear bearing. Press rear
bearing on to shaft until thrust washer and carrier
bush are pushed against circlip, then check that the
gear can be turned quite freely. Slide range pinion on
to driveshaft, selector groove towards the rear. Fit
circlip on to shaft and press the front ball race on to
shaft until it contacts circlip. Fit High/Low range
selector fork into the groove in the gear and, whilst
sliding fork on to rod, replace driveshaft in front
end-plate.

Fit the two bearings on to main layshaft and replace
layshaft in front end-plate.

The front end-plate is now complete with all the
gears, shafts, selectors and rods. Place the original
shims in the layshaft and driveshaft bores in the rear
end-plate and assemble the two end-plates together,
Tighten the spacer bar nuts to 70 Ib ft (9'67
kg metres) and check the shaft end-floats. These
should be: lavshaft O'O'l ~'015 in. (0'25-0'38mm),
driveshaft 0·006-0·010 in, (0'15-0,25 mm). If the
end-floats are incorrect remove front end-plate and'
adjust the shims.

DIFFERENTIAL

A.
E.

Foot pedal
Spur pinion shaft

B.
F.

B
Figure 25.

lever and shaft
Compression spring

A
DIFFERENTIAL LOCK

C. Fork
G. Side-plate - differential cage

D.
H.

Spfined sleeve
Differential gear

The differential is mounted on the gearbox rear
end-plate and permits the two rear wheels to rotate
at different speeds whilst transmitting equal driving
torque to both wheels.

As the differential action is essential to allow the
tractor to turn from a straight course but limits the
wheel grip, by allowing one wheel to remain station-

ary when the other is spinning, a differential lock is
fined so that when the lock is applied the rear
wheels cannot revolve at different speeds.

The differential lock is controlled by a foot pedal
on right· hand side of tractor and when the pedal is
depressed the sleeve On spur pinion shaft slides into
engagement with differential cage and gives, in

Peg. 17
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BeBling housing
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effect, a solid drive to both wheels. Maximum
wheel grip is therefore obtained, but as both wheels
are being driven at the same speed the tractor will
tend to travel in a straight line and make it impossible
to turn sharply. For this reason the differential lock
should not be used on the highway or when
travelling at high speed as the unexpected failure of
the tractor to turn could have serious consequences.
The differential-lock pedal is spring loaded so that it
returns to the disengaged position when released,
but as the sleeve is most likely to be under torque 
and the pressure against shaft splines will prevent
the spring from sliding the sleeve along shaft - the
lock will not always disengage when the pedal is
released. If pedal therefore remains down when
released, the differential lock is engaged and no
anempt should be made to turn tractor sharply until
the pedal has sprung upwards; if necessary,
momentarily depress the two brake pedals in turn to
release the torque and' allow lock to disengage.

Dismantling the Differential
Assembly

The differential assembly is attached to the
gearbox rear end-plate by means of two bearing caps
and before the caps are removed they should be
marked so that they can be refitted in their original
position; the caps are bolted to the end-plate before
final machining and are not, therefore, inter
changeable.

After removing differential assembly, unlock tab
washers and remove end-plate nuts. Mark the
position of end-plate and cage then carefully tap the
plate off dowels. Remove pinion pin; this is secured
by a split pin, or on later models a circlip, at each end,
and extract the pinions and side gear.

The crown-wheel is bolted to differential case and
need not be removed unless it is to be renewed.
Crown-wheels and pinions are matched during
manufacture and must not be interchanged. Replace
ment crown-wheels and pinions obtained from Parts
Department are wired together and care must be
taken to ensure that they do not become detached
during storage. If a crown-wheel or pinion becomes
worn it must not be replaced singly but should be
replaced with a matched pair of gears.

Examine differential side bearings and renew if they
show any signs of roughness. As the bearings are
angular contact type, they cannot be removed by
holding the outer track but must be removed by
using an extractor, such as Service Tool 960605,
which pulls against the bearing inner track.

Assembling the Differential
Fit crown-wheel on to differential cage. Ensure

that wheel face fits flat against the cage flange and
tighten the bolts, by diagonal selection, to 50 Ib ft
(6'91 kg metres) before locking with the tabwashers.

Press the side bearings on to the cage and side
plate. As these are angular contact .bearings they
must be fined so that the word "Thrust" stamped on
the outer track is facing away from differential and
will be against the bearing adjuster when fully
assembled.

Smear bearing faces of the two bevel gears with
anti-scuffing paste and place one of the gears inside
differential cage. Smear the bores and faces of the
two bevel pinions with anti-scuffing paste and place
them both in position inside cage. Push the pin
through holes in the case and gears before securing
the pin in position with split pins. On later models
the pin is free to rotate and is retained in position by
circlips, but on earlier models the cage is grooved so
that the retaining split pins also prevent the pin from
rotating. Place remaining bevel gear on the two
pinions and fit end-plate on to cage. Ensure the
marks made before dismantling are aligned and the
plate fits flat against cage face. Cages with nine bolt
holes are fined with 1.. in. (28'57 mm) long dowels,
but cages with six bolt holes are only drilled deep
enough for ~ in. (19'05 mm) long dowels. Replace·
the bolts after degreasing the threads and treating
with Loctite. Position the tabwashers so that they
cover the dowels and tighten the bolts by diagonal
selection to 30 Ib ft (4'15 kg metres) before locking
with the tabwashers.

When fining end-plates with nine bolt holes
ensure that the plate is fined with the dowels
located in the three special holes. As the dowel holes
are only slightly smaller than the bolt holes, to assist
identification a small indentation is made adjacent to
one of the dowel holes.

Remove bearing caps from gearbox rear end-plate
and place the differential in position: crown-wheel
on right-hand side of pinion. Replace bearing
adjusters and caps, ensuring that the marks made on
caps and end-plate are aligned.

Crown-Wheel and Pinion
Adjustment

To obtain long life and quiet running of the crown
wheel and pinion .it is essential that they are
correctly meshed and adjustment is therefore
provided so that both crown-wheel and pinion can
be moved to bring the teeth into correct mesh.

Adjustment of crown-wheel is by means of two
ring nuts on differential side bearings, which can be
screwed in or out to move differential cage sideways,
and pinion adjustment is by means of shims fitted
between the thrust-bearing housing and gearbox
front end-plate, which can be changed in thickness
to move the pinion in or out of mesh,

After mounting differential assembly on gearbox
rear end-plate, screw right-hand bearing adjuster
inwards until the gear teeth backlash is reduced to
0·007-<l·009 in. (0'18-0'23 mm) and screw left
hand adjuster inwards until differential cage end
float is reduced to 0·000-0·002 in. (0'00-0'05 mm).

To check the differential cage end-float, mount
dial gauge with its finger resting on the differential
cage and, with a suitable lever at each side of the
differential cage, lever the cage first to one side and
then the other. The amount of clearance will then
be shown on the dial gauge.

The teeth backlash can be checked by mounting a
dial gauge at right-angles to the crown-wheel teeth
and holding the pinion - by levering against one of
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D

DIlIVEN

SIDE

A. CORRECT MARKING

Contact area extending .8cproximstely two~third$ 01
the length of The tooth and ccsmonee slightly tcweres
the outer edge. .

6. HEEL CONTACT

Pinion requires moving Ilearer to crown wheel by
reducing ,the t1'lickness 01 The bearing housing shims.

C. PEAK CONTACT

Gears too far out of mesh. If backlash is not excessive
~ove ginion nearer to crown wheel.

O. TOE CONTACT
Gears too deep in mesh. Increase thickness 01 beering
housing shims to move pinion away from tne crown
wheel.

•

E

Figure 2i. CROWN WHEEL TEETH MARI\ING

th~ gears with a hammer shaft - whilst rocking the
: crown wheel against the stationary pinion. The

amount of crown-wheel movement, which will also
be the amount of tooth backlash. will then be shown
on the gauge.

When gear backlash and bearillg clearance are
correct; smear the crown- wheel teeth with mark.ing
compound and whilst applying a slight load to the
pillion shaft rotate the crown-wheel in alternate
directions. The resulting mark on the crown-wheel
teeth should be slightly towards the outer edge of the
teeth and extend approximately two-thirds of the
Ierrqth of the teeth. After examining the teeth
marking. correct as -recuired (see Fig. 27) by
removing the thrust-bearing housing bolts. with.
drawing the housing and adding. or removing.
shims. Shims may be cut adiacern to 0,," of th~

semi-circular cut-outs to enable the shims to be
fined without removing housing from pinion.

As any adjustment made to the Position of pinion
will also affect gear backlash it may be necessary to
readiust the position of the crown wheel after each

Fagt 20

E. ROOT CONTACT
Geers too deep in mesh. If bIlcklash is sufficient. move
pinion away from the crown wheel by incrtlasing the
thickness 01 the be.ring housing shims.

pinion adjustment. Since turning the bearing
adjusters to re-set the tooth backlash will disturb the
end-float sening. note how far the adjuster is turned
and then tum the other side adjuster exactly the
same amount but. in the opposite direetiori. e.g .. if
the right-hand adiuster is screwed outwards two
castenations and the left- hand adjuster screwed
inwards two castellations the differential cage end
float will be unchanged but the tooth backlash will
be increased.

When checking ttle gesr marking ensure that
pinion-housing bolts are fUlly tightened and the side
bearings are against the adjusters. Tapping differen·
tial cage from side to side with a soft-faced hammer
will push side bearings against adjusters and prevent
any possibility of Obtaining a false amount of end·
float.

When a satisfactory tooth mark has been obtained
and the gear backlash alld bearillg end-float are
correct. tighten the cap nuts to '20 Ib ft (' 6·6
kg metres) before locking with the tabwashers. Fit
the plates to lock the bearing adjusters and check
that pinion. housing bolts are tightened to 30 Ib ft
(4·' 4 kg metres).

•
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REDUCTION UNITS

G

H

A

A.
F.

Final driveshaft
Shims

B.
G.

Figure 28. FINAL

Oil seal housing
Dirt shield

ORIVESHAFT OIL SEAL - 990 TRACTOR

C. Oil seal D. Grease baffle
H. Collar I. '0' ring

E. Taper roller bearing

•

The reduction units are bolted to the ends of rear
axle case and consist of a one- piece casting which
houses the spur reduction final drive gears. The spur
pinion shahs are spl/ned into differentia' at their
inner ends and are supported by two taper roller
bearings in the reduction housing at their outer ends.
The final drive shahs are supported on taper roller
bearings and are fined with special seals to retain
lubricant and prevent dirt entering the reduction
unit.

Final Driveshaft Oil Seals
The oil seal on the final driveshatts prevent din

entering shaft bearings and the purpose of the grease
nipple is to maintain the seal cavity full of clean
grease. When grease is pumped through the nipple,
excess grease in the ~cavity is forced outwards
between shaft and housing and pushes out din
which would otherwise damage the seal. A discharge
of grease out of the seal housing is not. therefore.
detrimental but desirable, as this ensures that the

. .
seal is being kept free of abrasive matter which
would quickly damage the seal.

If, through lack of regular greasing, the seal is
damaged by din, oil from the reduction unit will leak
past the seal and indicate that the seal requires
renewing.

To remove a final driveshaft oil seal it -is not
necessary to remove the reduction unit. Drain the
oil and remove cover. Jack up the rear of tractor and
remove wheel. Unlock tabwasher on final driveshaft
and release ring nut. The nut is right -hand thread and
may be released using Service Tool 909482 and a
heavy copper hammer.

Insen a socket wrench through the holes in final
driveshah flange and remove two opposite seal
housing-to-reduetion-case bolts.

Clean the threads in final driveshaft extraction
holes by screwing a II BSF tap into each hole: this is
essential to prevent damage to the shaft and
extraction bolt threads. Screw the two extraction
bolts (Service Tool 900207) into shaft flange and
place two thrust blocks between the housing flange
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and boll ends. These thrust blocks are necessary to
prevent the extraction bolts damaging the housing.
and dimensions of a suitable block are shown in
Fig. 29. Tighten the bolts evenly to draw the shaft
Out of the housing and bearing. noting that the ring
nut must be unscrewed at the same time. Shims
fitted between the seal housing and case should be
retained and refined when reassembling so that the
original bearing sening is maintained. Extract the
gear. tabwasher, ring nut and inner bearing from
inside case.

Do not anempt to remove bearing by pressing
shaft out of seal housing or by using the-extraction
bolts with the shaft assembly clamped in a vice. If
seal housing is not bolted to reduction case it will
distort under pressure and cause the taper roller
bearing to grip the shaft very tightly.

After extracting shaft remove the housing and
bearing. Clean the housing and fit a new seal.
Carefully press the seal into housing using Service
Tools 960904 and 900211. to avoid distorting seal.
and positioning the seal so that its. inner lip is
pointing towards the outside of the housing
(Fig. 28). .

Pack the inside of seal cavity with high-melting
point grease and clean the driveshaft before placing
housing in position on shaft.

On 880 tractors the seal housing incorporates an
'0' ring which should be renewed before the housing
is fined on shaft. On 990 and 770 tractors a metal
grease baffle is clamped between the housing and
bearing and this should be fined before the bearing is
pressed On to shaft. The purpose of the baffle and
'0' ring IS to prevent grease passing into the
reduction unit. so that when grease is pumped
through nipple it· forces the dirty grease outwards
through the gap between shaft and housing.

Ensure that inner bearing is in position inside the
Case - if necessary smear the bearing with grease so

Figure 30. DIFFERENTIAL LOCK PEDAL WIRED
IN ENGAGED POSITION

A.. Pedal B. Ooeraring lever

that it will remain in position - and replace the gear
inside the case. Remove all traces of oil from shaft
splines then smear splines with Loctite. Refit shaft
assembly into case. fining the tabwasher and ring nut
at the same time. and also replacing the shims
between the housing and case. On 990 tractors the
housing should be fined so that the grease nipple is
at the seven o' clock position.

Firmly tighten shaft ring nut. As it is essential that
the nut is tightened until the gear. distance piece and
bearing are clamped solidly together, ensure that the
nut is fully tightened before locking with the
tabwasher. Do not tighten the nut with a hammer
and r'mch but use a 'C' spanner of the correct size
(Service Tool 909842) and a hammer. otherwise the
gear may chaner on the splines and cause the drive
shaft to develop end-float. When the ring nut has
b_an fully tightened. strike the centre of the shaft
flange with a hide-faced hammer then check the
tightness of nut.

After tightening the ring nut and oil seal housing
bolts check that there is no free play in the shaft
bearings. The shaft br"ings should have 0·005
0·007 in. (0·127-0·178 mm) pr~-Ioad and if the
original thickness of shims has been refined the
sening will be unchanged. If the bearing pre-load is
incorrect shims must be added or removed (see
Page 27).

Refit reduction' case cover plate and fill to the
correct level with the recommended grade of oil,
Pump grease through the nipple until the housing
cavity is filled and surplus grease is discharged
through the gap between housing and driveshaft.
then refit the wheel.

•
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Figu,.31. REMOVING OIL SEAL HOUSING

FROM AXLE CASE

A. Oil seal housing B. Bridge piece
C. Bolts into seal housing D. Extraction bolts

Removal of the Reduction Units
Before attempting to remove a reduction unit first

ensure that the tractor is standing on firm and
reasonably leuel ground and that suitable packing
material is available to support the weight of
tractor.

Caution: The differential lock must be retained
in the engaged position. by holding the pedal
depressed whilst the operating lever is wired to the
hand brake lever (Fig. 30). otherwise the differential
lock sleeve will become displaced when the reduction
unit is withdrawn and prevent the unit from being
refined.

Raise the rear end of tractor until the rear wheels
are clear of the ground. then place packings under
rear axle case. Remove the rear wheels and release
the brake adjustment. to prevent ·the brake drum
from binding on the brake shoes. Remove the drain
plugs and allow the oil to drain into a suitable
container. Remove the bolts attaching the reduction
unit to axle case and withdraw the complete unit,
taking care not to damage the oil seals in axle case.
A trolley-jack. or small packing case. placed under
the reductions wiIJ assist in supportinp the weight
and allow the unit to be withdrawn horizontally until
spur pinion shafts are clear of axle case.

Replacement of the reduction units should be
carried out in reverse order of removal, paying
special attention to the following:

1. Examine the condition of the brake linings and
renew if excessively worn or contaminated
with oil (see Page 29).

2. Examine the axle case oil seals and renew if
damaged or if any signs' of oil leakage is
apparent.

3. Ensure that spur pinion shaft splines are clean
and the inside of brake drum is free from oil.

Figur. 32. REAR AXLE CASE OIL SEALS

A. Oif seals B. Seal housing

Axle Case Oil Seals
The oil seals in the axle case prevent transmission

oil from reaching the brake shoes and are accessible
when the reduction units are removed. To remove the
seal. first draw housing out of axle case. using
Service Tools 900207 and 900208. These tools
consist of a bridge piece and four extractor bolts:
the two i BSF bolts fit through the inner holes in the
bridge piece and into the two tapped holes in seal
housing; the two; BSF bolts screw through the
tapped holes in bridge piece and against axle case
(Fig. 31). Tightening the two outer bolts will then
draw the housing out of the axle case and allow the
oil seal to be pushed out of housing by tightening
the two inner bolts.

When fining new seals. position the seals so that
when installed all the seal lips point towards the
centre of tractor. Before finino the seal housing into
axle case. pack the cavity between the seals with
high-melting-point grease and smear the inside of
seals with grease and the outside of the housing with
jointing compound.

Dismantling the Reduction Units
Remove brake drum from spur pinion shaft, using

Service Tool 960618 or two; UNC extractor bolts
screwed through the tapped holes in the drum and
remove the reduction case cover.

UnlOCk the tabwasher on final driveshaft and,
release ring nut until it touches the inner bearing.
The nut is right-hand thread and may be released
using Service Tool 909802 and a hammer.

Insert a socket wrench through the holes in final
driveshaft flange and remove two of the bolts
anaching seal housing to reduction case. Clean the
threads in the final driveshaft extraction holes with a
; BSF tap: this is essential to prevent damage to the
shalt and extraction bolt threads. Screw two
extraction bolts (Service Tool 900207) into shaft
flange and place two thrust blocks between the
housing flange and bolt encs, These thrust blocks are
necessary to prevent the extraction bolts damaging!'
the housing. and dimensions of a suitable block are

(
I
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Flgu," 34. TOOL FOR REMOVING OUTER SPUR
PINION BEARING - 770 TRACTOR

A. 1! in. (44·4 mm) 8. 0·980 in. (24·89 mm)
C. 2·415 in. (61,34 mm) .... '
D. 0·393 in. (9·98 mm) diameter

E. 31797 bolt with thickness of head reducedto i in.
(3·2 mm)

F. Extractor bolt 960608 (I In. BSF)

bearing preload can then be obtained by fining
additional shims which are 0·003 in. (0'076 mm)
thicker than the gap. When the bearing sening is
correct. fit a new oil seal. ensuring that the seal lip
is pointing inwards towards the gear. Before fining a
new welch plug place unit on the floor. so that spur
pinion shaft is vertical. and place a short piece of
jj in. (20 mm) diameter bar through the welch plug
hole. Fit a new '0' ring inside the shaft collar then
slide collar on to shalt: recessed edge of collar
towards the bearing. Place brake drum key in
position and slide brake drum on to shaft. With the
end of spur pinion shalt resting on the piece of bar,
drive brake drum on to shaft until it comes firmly
against the collar. Do not strike the rim of brake
drum but use a long piece of tube over the shalt. Fit
a new welch plug when the brake drum has been
driven "tully home".

On 990 and 880 tractors replace spur pinion shaft
in the case then tit the outer bearing track and
temporarily replace the end-cover without an '0'
ring. Fit the circlip. then rotate the shalt whilst
pushing cover fully inwards and measure the gap
between cover and circlip. Remove circlip and cover,
fit shims 0·003 in. (0,076 mm) thicker than the width
of the gap and replace the cover, with '0' ring and
circlip. The bearings will then have 0·003 in.
(0'076 mm) preload.

Fit a new oil seal into the case. inner lip of the seal
towards the gear. Clean the shaft and smear with
Loctite before placing the collar in position on the
shaft. Ensure that the collar is free from burrs or
damage, which would reduce oil seal lite. and is
fined so that the chamfered edge is towards the
the bearing.

•

•

shown in Fig. 29. Tighten the bolts evenly to draw
the shaft out of the housing and bearing, noting that
the ring nut must be unscrewed at the same time.

Do not attempt to remove bearing by pressing
shaft out of seal housing or using extractor bolts with
the shaft assembly held in a vice. If the seal housing
is not bolted to reduction case it will distort under
pressure and cause the taper roller bearing to grip
the shaft very tightly.

After withdrawing shaft remove seal housing and
bearing then press oil seal out of the housing. Shims
are fined between the housing flange and reduction
case and these should be retained for use during
assembly.

Spur Pinion Shaft Removal
880 and 990 Tractors

Remove the circlip from outside the outer bearing
end-cover then remove the shaft by tapping the
splined end with a soft-faced hammer. The shaft will
push the end-cover shims and outer bearing out of
the case. but the oil seal and outer track of the inner
bearing will remain in position. Remove the oil seal
by passing a. long drilt through the end-cover
aperture, then remove the bearing outer track by
tapping inwards into casa,

Spur Pinion Shaft Removal
770 Tractors

Removing the brake drum will expose the shalt
collar and this must be removed from shalt. The
collar should not be very tight and is provided with a
groove so that it can be levered out of position. Alter

. removing collar. lever oil seal out of case to expose
inner bearing circlip. Remove the circlip then pierce
the welch plug with a sharp punch and lever the
plug out. Insert a il in. (20 mm) diameter solt drilt
through the welch plug aperture and, whilst holding
the shaft square with case. drive the shaft out. The
inner bearing, shims and distance piece will be
removed with shaft but the outer track of outer bear
ing wit! remain in the case and may be removed
using Service Tool 960608 with an adaptor made to
the dimensions shown in Fig. 34.

Replacing the Spur Pinion
Shafts

After cleaning all components, examine bearings
for any signs of roughness and the gear teeth for
wear. If the bearings are not being renewed, the
bearing track in case need not be removed, but it new
bearings are being fined the bearing track should be
removed from the case and replaced with the track
supplied with new bearing.

Refit spur pinion shaft in the opposite order of
removal. On 770 tractors replace the shims between
distance piece and inner bearing before replacing
the circlip. The bearings should have 0·001-0'003 in.
(0'025-0'076 mm) pre-load and if any free play is
present rotate the shaft then push the distance piece
inwards and measure the gap between the distance
piece and circlip with a feeler gauge. The correct
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Fit the brake drum key into the shaft keyway and
place the drum on the shaft. Using Service Tool
960618, or a long piece of tube over the shaft, drive
the drum on to the shaft until it is firmly against the
collar.

Replacing the Final Driveshaft
Clean the housing and fit a new seal. Carefully

press the seal into position to avoid distorting seal
case and position the seal so that the inner lip is
pointing towards the outside of housing (Fig. 28).
Pack the inside of seal with high-melting-point
grease and clean the driveshaft before placing
housing in position on shaft.

On 880 tractors the seal housing incorporates an
'0' ring which should be renewed before the housing
is fined On shaft. On 990 and 770 tractors a metal
grease baffle is clamped between the housing and
bearing and this should be fined before the bearing
is pressed on to shaft and positioned so that the
inner lip of the baffle is towards the seal. The
purpose of the baffle and '0' ring is to prevent
grease passing into the reduction unit, so that when
grease is pumped through nipple it forces the dirty
grease outwards through the gap between shaft and
housing.

Place shaft inner bearing in position inside the
case - if necessary smear the bea'ing with grease
so that it will remain in position - and place gear in
case. If a new inner bearing is being fined it-would
be necessary to remove the bearing track from the
case. using Service Tool 960608 with a 960986
adaptor. and fit the track supplied with the new
bearing. I'lemove all traces of oil from shaft splines
then apply Locquic primer and smear splines with
Loctite. Fit shaft assembly into case. fining the
tabwasher and ring nut at the same time. Temporarily
fit only three housing bolts. equally spaced and
only screwed in finger-tight.

Firmly tighten the shaft ring nut. As it is essential
that the nut is tightened until the gear, distance piece
and bearing are clamped solidly together. ensure
that it is fully tightened before locking with the
tabwasher. Do not tighten ring nut with a hammer
and punch but use a 'C' spanner of the Correct size
(Service Tool 909842) and a hammer, otherwise the
gear may charter in the splines and cause driveshaft
to develop end-float.

When the ring nut has been fully tightened. rotate
the shaft and tighten the three housing bolts until
bearings become tight and prevent shaft being rocked
against the gear backlash. Do not over-tighten the

bolts so that the housing flange' is distorted. but .
tighten them evenly so that when a feeler gaug.e is
inserted between housing and case flange. the gap is' :.
equal all the way round. As a false sening will be '
obtained if the inner bearing is not against the shaft
shoulder. strike the centre of shaft flange with a
soft-faced hammer to ensure the bearing is pushed
"fully home", When the three bolts have been
tightened as described, measure the gap between
housing and case faces with a feeler gauge, This gap.
if equal all the way round, will be the thickness of
shims required to give the bearings no pre-load. and
as the bearings require 0·005-0·007 in. (0'127
0·178 mm) pre-load shims should be selected which
are 0·005 in. (0'127 mrnjIess than the width of the
gap.

Thickness of seal housing shims:
Part No. Shim
902772 0·003 in. (0'076 mm)
902773 0·006 in. (0,152 mm)
902774 0·009 in. (0'229 mm)
902775 0·015 in. (0'381 mm)

Having measured the gap and selected the
appropriate shims. remove the three housing bolts
and fit the shims. The shims are split to enable them
to be fined without removing the shaft and' should be
positioned so that the split will be horizontal when
the unit is installed on the tractor,

On 990 tractors the seal housing should be
positioned so that the grease nipple is at the seven
o'clock position.

Tighten the housing bolts evenly to 50 lb ft
(6'91 kg metres) and fit a new '0' ring jn the seal
housing groove. Pump grease through the nipple
until the seal cavity is filled and grease is forced out
between housing and driveshaft flange.

Refit cover plate, using a new gasket. and tighten
the bolts to 30 Ib ft (4'15 kg metres) on 990 and 880
tractors and 20 lb ft (2,76 kg metres) on 770
tractors.

As it is essential that no build up of pressure takes
place inside the reduction case a breather is fitted
in the cover plate. On 990 and 880 tractors one of
the cover bolts is drilled to act as a breather and it is
therefore important that this bolt is not replaced by
an undrilled bolt and is fined at the top of cover
plate. On 770 tractors a breather plug is fined in the
cover. When assembling a reduction or replacing a
leaking oil seal always check that the breather is
clear as a blocked breather can cause oil to be forced
past the seals.

Refill the unit to the level of the filler plug with the
recommended grade of oil.

.,

•
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Figure 36. BRAKE MECHANISM

A. Hand lever B. Fork C. Ooerating lever D.,. Adjusting strew G. Cross shaft H. Brake rod J.
L Camshaft M. Brake shoe N. Anchor Din O.
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Operation of Brakes
The brake shoes are mounted on the ends of axle

case and operate inside brake drums mounted on the
spur pinion shafts. Each brake is operated by its own
pedal. permining the brake to be applied on one side
only to assist steering when making very short turns
in the field. For normal operations. when both
brakes are reQuired to be operated simultaneously
the two pedals should be locked together.

The hand lever mounted on the side of tractor is a
parking brake and applies the brakes on both sides.
A spring-loaded pawl inside the lever housing
engages in the teeth on hand lever to retain the lever
in the "on" position. "'Fhe hand lever is free to rotate.
and when turned so that the lever teeth are not in
line with the pawl the lever will return to the "off"
position when released.

Brake Adjustment
Adjustments to compensate tor lining wear should

be made by reducing the lengths of the two rods
connecting the camshaft levers to the Cross shaft.
As the linkage is not compensated. the adjustments
will have to be balanced so that both brakes are
applied evenly when the pedals are locked together.

To adjust the brakes. chock the front wheels to
prevent the tractor from moving, then raise the rear
wheels clear of the ground. With the twO pedals
locked together and the gear lever in neutral. release
the locknut and tighten the adjusting nut on one rod
until the brake starts to bind. then release until the
wheel is free. Apply the hand brake until the wheel
can JUSt be turned then tighten the adjusting nut on
the other side rod until both wheels bind equally.
Release the hand brake and check that the wheels
are free. then hold the adjusting nuts stationary and
tighten the locknuts.

Adjusting the length of the brake rods also adjusts
the hand brake and no further adjustment is required.
When the adjustment is completed road-test the
tractor and check for satisfactory brake operation.

Brake Linkage
The brake linkage is shown in Fig. 36. The two foot

pedals are mounted on a common cross shaft which
is supported by self·altgning bushes incorporated in
the fcotolates. The left-hand brake pedal is secured
to the shaft by a Mills pin but the right-hand pedal is
loose on the shaft and is retained in position by a
collar pinned on the end of the shaft. •
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For independent operation of the two brakes it is
essential that the right-hand pedal is free to pivot on
the cross shaft; the pedal.boss should therefore be
periodically lubricated through the grease nipple.

The hand brake is connected directly to the cross
shaft by means of an operating lever between the
pedal bosses. The operating lever has two lugs which
contact the pedal bosses and to enable the two
pedals to be aligned the right-hand pedal has an
adjusting screw which should be set so that when
the hand brake is applied the pedal locking catch
remains in line with the slot in the opposite pedal.

The brake-shoe camshafts are supported in two
bushes in the axle case. These bushes are self
lubricating and may be driven out with a suitable
drih when the camshah has been removed.

The shoe fulcrum pins are screwed into the axle
case and if removed the threads should be cleaned

.and smeared with Loctite before the pins are
replaced to prevent any possibility of transmission
oil leaking along the threads and to prevent the pins
becoming loose during service.

Figure 37. REMOVING THE BRAKE SHOES

Relining the Brake Shoes
Aher removing the reduction units (see Page 23)

to expose the brake mechanism remove the brake
shoes, taking care not to over-stretch the springs
(Fig. 37).

Remove the rivets from the brake shoes by drilling
out the open portion of the shank, then punching out,
Clean the shoes and fit new linings. ensuring that
these fit close to the shoes and are not contaminated
with oil or grease.

If the brake shoes are re-lined because of oil
contamination the cause of the oil leakage must- be
rectified to prevent a recurrence. If thick oil leaks on
to the brake shoes this will be from the reduction unit

and the brake drum should be removed from spur
pinion shah and the shah oil seal renewed (see
Page 25). As it is possible for oil to by-pass the seal
by leaking along the shah inside the collar, remove
the collar, degrease the shah and collar, then smear
the shah with Loctite and press the collar into
position. Do not use Loctite on 770 tractors as this
will make the collar difficult to remove, but fit a new
'0' ring in the groove inside the collar.

If transmission oil leaks on to the brakes, the oil
seal housing should be withdrawn from axle case
and the seals renewed (see Page 23).

Examine brake drums before refining the reduction
units. If the drums are excessively scored or worn they
should be renewed or reground. otherwise excessive
lining wear may take place.

Four-Wheel Braking System
This is an optional fining on 880 tractors and on

990 tractors with heavy duty front axles. The rear
brakes are as on standard tractors but are both
operated by a single pedal and cannot, therefore, be
applied independently to assist steering. The front
wheel brakes are hydraulically operated by a master
cylinder mounted beneath the right-hand footplate,

The foot-pedal pivots freely on the brake cross
shah and operates the brakes through a com
pensating lever. One end of the compensating lever
contacts the brake cross-shah lever, so operating the
rear brakes, and the other end is connected to the
front brake master cylinder by a push-rod. As the
compensating lever is free to pivot on the pedal. this
mechanism ensures that the front and rear brakes are
applied evenly.

The compensating lever passes through a slot in
the pedal and this slot limits the angle through which
the compensating lever can pivot. thus ensuring that
the rear brakes will operate in the event of hydraulic
failure in the front brakes. The hand-brake operating
lever contacts the brake cross-shah lever and
operates the rear brakes only,

The hydraulic pipe-line from the master cylinder
passes down right-hand side of tractor and then
along the front axle to each wheel. Flexible pipes are
used from main frame to front axle and from front
axle to each wheel. A pressure switch is fined in the
pipe-line between front axle and master cylinder to
enable brake lights to be operated.

Brake Adjustment
As the brake linings wear during service the brake

pedal travel will increase. When pedal travel becomes
excessive adjust the brakes as follows:

1, Jack the rear wheels clear of ground and, with
hand-brake in the "off" position, tighten brake
rod adjuster nut until brake starts to bind then
unscrew until the wheel revolves freely.

2. Apply hand-brake until wheel can just be
turned then tighten adjusting nut on the other
side until resistance to turning is equal on both
wheels. Release hand-brake and check that
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Figur. 36. FRONT WHEEL BRAKE ADJUSTMENT

A. Brake adjuster B. Brake shoe steady post

wheels revolve freely then hold the adjusting
nuts stationary and tighten locknuts.

3. Lower rear wheels On to ground and jack front
wheels clear of ground.

4. Turn the square- headed adjuster on inside of
back-plate (Fig. 38) clockwise until brake
starts to bind, then unscrew two "cricks".
Check that wheel rctates freely then adjust the
opposite. side brake in the same manner. As the
front brakes are hydraulic. and tneretors fully
compensating, it is not necessary to batance
the adjustment. Do not anempt to adjust
brakes by means of the two sloned studs on
the back-plate. These are the brake shoe
steady POSIS and must not be disturbed.

5. Check lev..1 in fluid reservoir and top up if
necessary. Lubricate pedal pivot and com
pensator lever through the three grease
nipples.

6. Road test and check the brakes for satisfactory
operation.

Setting the Brake Linkage
Once set. the linkage should not normally require

any adjustment. the adjustment for lining wear being
all that is required. but if the I,nkage has been
disturbed re-set as follows:

1. Place hand-brake in the "off" position. 'i he
spring on brake pedal should then hold the
pedal in its rearmast position, i.e.. up against
the toorctate. Release locknut on hand-brake
cceratinq-Iever adjusting Screw and tighten
adjusting screw as far as possible.

2. Adjust the length of master cylinder push-rod
so '.oat when the right- hand end of the
compensator lever is held rearwards to take up

Page 30

F;gur. 39. FRONT BRAKE MASTER CYLINDER

A. Filler cap B. Outlet pipe

the play in push rod ends. the compensator
lever is at right-angles to centre line of brake
pedal.

3. Unscrewadjusting screw in hand-brake operat
ing lever until the clearance between cross
shaft lever and end of the compensator lever is
reduced to 0·30 in. (0·76 mm). then tighten
the locknut.

4. Adjust front and rear brakes as described
previously.

Venting the Hydraulic Braking
System

If the level of fluid in master cylinder reservoir is
allowed to fall too low. or if anv pan of the system
has been disconnected. the brake pedal will be
"spongy" due to air being present in system. It will
be necessary to remove this air-lock by venting the
system at wheel cylinders (Iert-band first and then
right-hand). The sequence is as follows:

1. Remove rubber dust cover and anach a length
of rubber tubing to wheel-cylinder vent
screw. Place lower end of tube in glass iar
containing a small amount of brake fluid. The
end of the tube must be kept submerged in the
fluid.

2. Slacken vent screw and slowly pump the
brake pedal. pausing at end of each stroke.
until the fluid issuing from tube shows no
sign of air bubbles.

3. Tighten vent screw. taking Care to hold tube
under surface of the fluid.

4. The fluid in the reservoir must be replenished
throughout venting to prevent another air-lock
being formed. Carry out the above procedure
on both wheels. Finally. check the vent screws
for tightness. reolace dust covers and top up
the reservoir to the correct level. Only Girling
crimson brake fluid should be used.

•

•

•
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Figure 41. FRONT BRAKE MASTER CYLINOER.., Filler e8C B, Washer C. Cy\inder body D. Push fcd E. Retai.ning washer
F. Ci,clio G. Dust ecve- H. Plunger I. . Plunger seal J. Thimble
K, Spring L Spacer M. Spring washer N. Valve stem 0, Valve sear

Dismantling Front Brake
Assembly

, Jack up fron: axle and remove wheel.

4. Slacken shoe adjuster (anti-clockwise). remove
the two drum locating screws and withdraw
brake drum from hub.

3.. Remove the two brake shoes and springs. If
whee! cylinder is not to be dismantled. e.g.•
when re-lining brake shoes. retain pistons in
cylinder by wiring round the cylinder.

4. Remove adjuster plungers, clean them. and
retain for fining in the same pcsition.

5. If cylinder is to be dismantled. disconnect
flexible hose from wheel. cylinder and secure
the loose end above the level of master
cylinder to prevent undue loss of fluid.
Remove cylinder from back-plate.

6. Remove dus~ covers, pistons and vent screw,

!=leassemb/ing
t . Clean all wheel cylinder components by wash

ing in brake fluid and examine for damage.
Renew where necessary. Do not wash
brake components in diesel fuel. petrol
or paraffin as this will contaminate the
rubber seals and shorten their life.

2. Refit vent screw.

3. Refit pistons. etc.. with new seals. Renew dust
covers as required. Care must be taken not to

contaminate seals. pistons, etc.. with oil. The
only lubricants used should be the special
rubber lubricant supplied in the seal kit or
brake fluid.

4, Fit wheel cylinder to back-plate. Reconnect
flexible pipe. On 880 tractors the single-piston
wheel cylinder must slide freely on the back
plate. On 990 tractors the bolts holding the
double-piston cylinder should be left slack until
the brake drum is fined.

5. Replace adjuster plungers. If these are replaced
correctly the slots in plungers will line up with
brake shoes when lhe plungers are pressed
down firmly on to the adjusting wedge.

6. If necessary, re-line the brake shoes and then
replace together with rne springs.

7, Examine brake drum for scoring and ovality
and re-grind if· reQuired. Maximum amount
which can be removed is 0·030 in. (0·75 mm).
Replace brake drum and fit the two locating
screws. On 990 tractors screw in the adjuster
uniil the drum is locked. This will centralise the
wheel cylinder so that the bolts holding wheel
cylinder to back-plate can be lightened,

8. Top up reservoir and vent the system.

9. Replace the wheel and adjust brake shoes as
described above,

Servicing the Master Cylinder
1. Disconnect master cylinder push-rod by un

screwing adjusting sleeve.

•

•
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2. Disconnect hydraulic pipe-line from master
cylinder.

3. Unscrew the two mounting bolts and remove
master cylinder.

4. Remove dust cover and release circlip retaining
the push-rod and piston assembly. Withdraw
piston, spring and valve stem, etc.

5. Clean piston and cylinder by washing in brake
fluid. Do not wash components in diesel
fuel, petrol or paraffin as this will con-

taminate the rubber seals and shorten their life.

6. Fit new seals to piston and reassemble the
piston and push-rod in cylinder; replace the
retaining circlip and dust cover.

7. Fit master cylinder to tractor and reconnect
pipe and push-rod.

8. Readjust the push-rod length as described
under •.Adjustment" and then top up the
reservoir and vent the system.



DIMENSIONAL DATA
990 and 880 Gearbox

Pinion shaft bearing clearance (six. and twelve-
speed) " ..

Layshaft bearing clearance (six- and twelve· speed)
Main driveshaft end-float . . . . . . .
Creeper layshaft bearing clearance (twelve-speed)
Thrust washer clearance (twelve.speed) :

Creeper drive gear. minimum
Creeper driven gear. minimum

Differential caoe end-float
Crown wheel backlash ..
Muff coupling end-float (six-speed)
Gearbox mounting clearance: vertical

lateral

770 Gearbox
Pinion shaft bearing clearance
Main layshaft bearing clearance
Creeper layshaft end-float
Driveshaft end-float
Differential cage end-float
Crown wheel backlash
Muff coupling end-float ..
Gearbox mounting cJearance: vertical

lateral

0·002-0·004 in (0,05 -0·10 mm)
0·002-0·004 in (0'05 -0·10 mm)
0·005--0'010 in (0,15 -0·25 mm)
0·001-0·003 in (0'025-0'076 mm)

0·015 in (0-38 mm)
0·015 in (0'38 mm)

0·000-0·002 in (0,00 -0,05 mm)
0'007-0·009 in (0·178-0'229 mm)
0·010-0·04 in (0,25 -1·0 mm)
0·015--0·021 in (0'40 -0·53 mm)
0·008-0·012 in (0'20 -0,30- mm)

0·001-0·003 in (0'025-0·076 mm)
0·010-0·015 in (0,25 -0·38 mm)
0'005-0·012 in (0'13 -0·30 mm)
0'005--0·010 in (0'15 -0·25 mm)
0·000-0·002 in (0'00 -0·05 mm)
0·007-0·009 in (0'178-0·229 mm)
0-010-0'040 in (0'25 -1·0 mm)
0·015--0·021 in (0,40 -0·53 mm)
0'008-0·012 in (0'20 -0'30 mm)

•

Reduction Units -' 990, 880 and 770 Tractors
Spur pinion shaft bearing pre- load 0'001-0·003 in (0'025-0·076 mm)
Final driveshaft bearing pre-Ioad .. 0'005-0-007 in (0'127-0'178 mm)
Final drive gear backlash.. 0·005--0·010 in (0'15 -0·25 mm)

Brakes
Drum diameter (new) } rear
Drum diameter (maximum re-grind)
Drum diameter (new) ., } front . . . .
Drum diameter (maximum re-grind) (12·inch brakes)

Drum diameter (new) .. } front . . . .
Drum diameter (maximum re-grind) (10.inch brakes)

Tightening Torques
Gearbox mounting bolts ._
Spacer bar nuts
Pinion thrust bearing housing bolts
Crown wheel anachment bolts
Differential cover bolts ..
Differential bearing cap bolts
Gearbox pinion nut - 990 and 880 tractors
Gearbox" pinion nut - 770 tractor
Creeper tavshaft nut . . . .
Rear axle to main frame bolts - 990 and 880 tractors
Rear axle to main frame bolts - 770 tractor
Reduction units to rear axle case bolts - 990 and 880

tractors. . . .
Reduction units to rear axle case bolts - 770 tractor
Transmission sump bolts ..
Reduction case cover bolts - 990 and 880 tractors
Reduction case cover bolts - 770 tractor
Reduction case seal housing bolts
Rear wheel nuts

Page 34

8·505 in (216'03 mm)
8·565 in (217,55 mm)

., 12·005 in (304,93 mm)
12·065 in (306'45 mm)
10·005 in (254'13 mm)

. _ 10·065 in (255,65 mm)

100 Ib It (13'83 kg metres)
70 Ib It ( 9'67 kg metres)
30 Ib ft ( 4'15 kg metres)
50 lb It ( 6·92 kg metres)
30 Ib It ( 4-15 kg metres)

120 Ib It (16'6 kg metres)
200 Ib It (27-6 kg metres)
150 Ib It (20'7 kg metres)
150 Ib ft (20·7 kg metres)

551b It ( 7·6 kg metres)
45 lb It ( 6'2 kg metres)

75 Ib It (10,5 kg metres)
45 Ib It ( 6·2 kg metres)
15 Ib ft (2'1 kg metres)
30 Ib It ( 4·15 kg metres)
25 Ib It ( 3·46 kg metres)
50 Ib It ( 6·92 kg metres)

110 Ib It (15,21 kg metres)

•

•



SUMMARY OF DESIGN CHANGES

•
•

•

•

Details of change

Rear wheel fixing changed from six-bolt to eight-bolt. Part No. of final
driveshaft changed from 910603 to 916494. Final driveshafts and
wheel centres are not interchangeable.

Pre-load of spur pinion shaft bearings increased to 0·001-0·003 in.
(0·025-0'076 mm) and pre-load of final driveshaft bearings
increased to 0·005-0·007 in. (0'127-0'178 mm) pre-load.

Number of bolts anaching end-plate (903184) to differential cage
(908780) increased from six to nine and length of dowels (14542)
increased from ~ in. (19,0 mm) to 1i in. (28,5 mm). Part Nos. of
end-plate and cage are unchanged but the new dowels (621801) can
only be used with a cage to the latest change.

Location of differential pin (30233) changed from split pins to circlips and
differential pinions (15020) fined with bushes. The new pin (916863),
which is free to revolve in the differential cage, is interchangeable
with the previous pin and the new pinion and bush assembly
(910465) is interchangeable with the previous pinion.

Material of gear lever dirt excluder changed from rubber to neoprene.
The new dirt excluder (917375). which is also a slightly different
shape, is interchangeable with the previous excluder (903932).

Differential-lock pedal pivot pin increased in length so that pedal can be
retained with spring pin instead of circlip used previously. Part No. of
pivot pin (907643) changed to 91 9577 and this is interchangeable
with previous pin if spring pin (690976) is also fined.

Differential bearing cap studs, Part No. 608604, replaced by bolts 601240.
Tabwasher, 11590 replaced by tabwasher, 626389. Studs and bolts
are interchangeable but tabwasher 11590 should be used with studs
and tabwasher 626389 used with bolts.

When introduced

990/482936
(March 1966)

990/491127
880/535724
770/584761
(September 1966)

990/491369
880/535881
770/584947
(September 1966)

990/491369
(September 1966)

All models
(October 1966)

990/492888
880/536714
770/585295
(October 1966)

990/498101
880/540745
770/587310
(March 1967)

P~ge 35 .
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Four-wheel drive tractors are basically standard
tractors with the addition of a 'live' front axle. con
nected by propeller shaft to a special transfer gearbox
mounted on the underside of the tractor main frame.
On 1200, 1210 tractors the transfer gearbox is·
driven by a muff coupling connected to the extended
bevel pinion shaft. but on 990 tractors the transfer
box is directly below the main gearbox and is driven
by the second/third gear on the pinion shaft.

As front-wheel drive should not normally be engaged
when travelling on the highway. or operating on
very hard ground. a control lever under the tractor
instrument panel operates a dog clutch in the transfer
box to disengage the drive to the front axle.

FRONT WHEEL ALIGNMENT

Checking Alignment: With front wheels in
straight-ahead position. move the tractor a short
distance forward. so that the tyres settle in a free

. rolling condition, then place an alignment gauge
between the tyres. Place gauge pointer to zero.
Remove gauge, replace in a similar position behind
axle and check scale reading: this should read"" to
lin (1.6 to 6.3mm) toe-in.

Adjusting alignment: Remove split pin, nut and
pivot pin from one end of track rod. Release the two
clamp bolts then turn back rod end, clockwise to
decrease toe-in, or anti-clockwise to increasetoe-in.
Replace track rod on steering lever and replace pivot
pin, then recheck alignment,

'.

o
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FIGURE 1.

A. Flont hub
B. End cover
C. Pillnet pinion
D. Annulus gell'
E. Sun yell'

FRONT HUB AND SWIVEL HOUSING

F. H.If~lh.ft K. ThrustwlI,hef6
G. Ring nuts L. Swivel housing
H. SeBrings M. Pivot pl.te
J. Oil sui N. Selll housing
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After adjusting the track rod length it is advisable to
move the tractor at least 10ft (3 metre) before
rechecking alignment. so that the wheels have
settled in their new position.

When the alignment is correct, replace the pivot-pin
nut. Tighten the nut as tight as possible by hand then
use a spanner to tighten it to the next pin.hole and
fit a split pin. This will give the track-rod end 0.004
to 0.008in (0.10 to 0.20mm) clearance on the
steering lever.

FRONT HUBS AND EPICYCLIC REDUCTION
GEARS

Refer to figure 1.
Hub removal: Raise front wheels from ground and
place suitable supports under front axle case. Remove
front wheel. turn hub so that the drain plug in hub
casing is towards the bottom then remove plug and
allow oil to drain.

Remove hub end-cover B; planet gears will be
withdrawn with cover and leaves the sun gear on
exposed half-shaft. Remove circlip from end of
half-shaft and slide sun gear E off shaft splines.

After unlocking tabwasher, remove both ring nuts G
from end of axle case, using a correctly fitting tubular
socket so that the nuts are not damaged.

Remove thrust washsr and annulus gear 0, then
withdraw hub A.

Hub oil seals: The hub seals J are accessible when
the hubs are removed and a new seal should be
fitted if there are any signs of oil leakage, or if the
seal is damaged.
Lever out the old seal and after ensuring that the
inside of the hub is clean, carefully press the new
seal into position using a flat plate to prevent the
seal being distorted and positioning the seal lip
towards inside of hub.

Hub bearings: Clean and examine the bearings H
whilst the hub is removed and renew if worn or
chipped. Hub bearing adjustment is by means of
shims fitted between the inner bearing and distance
piece, and sufficient shims should be fitted so that
when the retaining ring nuts are fully tightened the
hub requires a torque of 5 to 8! Ib ft (0.7 to 1.2 kg
metre) to turn it against drag of bearings and oil seal.

Epicyclic reductio" gears: The planet gears Care
carried inside the hub cover and run on needle roller
bearings. Early gears have two sets of 25 loose
rollers with a distance piece between but later models
have a pair of composite roller bearings and no
distance piece. The pinions should have 0.006 to
0.008in (0.15 to 0.20mm) end-float and 0.002 to
0.004in (0.06 to 0.12mm) clearance on shaft.

When replacing the pinions, smear the needle rollers
with good quality grease and, if loose rollers, ensure
that distance piece is fitted between each set-other
wise bearings will fail after a short period of service.
Fit a thrust washer at each side of gears C and posi
tion flat on bearing pins towards centre. Refit
retaining ring and secure with setscrews.

4

The annulus gear 0 may be pressed off its carrier
after removing the setscrews. Align setscrew holes
in gear and carrier when pressing new gear into
position. Tighten setscrews evenly, and by diametri
cal selection, then fully tighten and lock with tab
washer.

Refitting hub: Wipe seal band clean and smear oil
seal with clean grease. Replace hub with inner
bearing inside, refit shims and distance piece. Fit
annulus gear and carrier 0 with outer bearing'
attached, replace special washer and ring nut.
Ensure that carrier is pushed against distance piece
then fully tighten ring nut G with a correctly-fitting
spanner. Check bearing pre-load. by measuring
torque required to turn hub. This should be 5 to
8! Ib ft (0.7 to 1.2 kg metre) and if incorrect can be
adjusted by changing thickness of shims between
distance piece and inner bearing.

When bearing pre-load is correct, replace tabwasher
and outer ring nut. Fully tighten ring nut then securely
lock with tabwasher. Replace sun gear E on shaft
end. Push gear against inner circlip then replace
outer circlip. Fit new gasket on cover face then
replace cover B. complete with planetary gears.
Turn cover until all gears are in mesh then turn hub
to align bolt holes and push cover into position.
Replace bolts and tighten evenly and by diametrical
selection. .

Refill hub with 21; pints (11; litre) of SAE 90 EP gear
oil through plug hole. Turn hub so that plug hole is
mid-way between three and four o'clock position.
then check that oil reaches level of plug hole before
replacing and fully tightening plug.

Replace wheels and lower tractor to ground.

HALF-SHAFTS AND UNIVERSAL JOINTS

Half-shaft end float: When hub is removed the
half-shaft end float can be checked-see figure 2.
This should be 0.06 to 0.08in (1.5 to 2.0mm) and if
excessive can be reduced by removing the half-shaft
and fitting new thrust washers.

Half-shaft removal: Remove tlie inner circlip on
the shaft then, with the hub removed, the bolts
inside the dirt shield will be exposed and removing
these bolts will allow the dirt shield and hub carrier
to be withdrawn.

When removing the hub carrier. support the drive
shaft so that it does not form an acute angle, other
wise the universal joint may fall apart.

Pull complete half-shaft assembly out of axle case.
lay it on a clean surface and cover with paper to
prevent dirt adhering to the universal joint.

Half-shaft thrust washers and seals: Thrust
washers and seals are positioned in the axle case
and hub carrier. If the washers are worn, or the seals
damaged, they should be renewed.

Clean surplus grease from seal locations and note
that both seals should be filled with the seal lips
inwards, away from the universal joint.

•

•

•

•

•
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FIGURE 2.

CHECKING HALF SHAFT END FLOAT

A. Ring nuts
B. Shaft
C. Dial gauge

B

c

•

Hub carrier bush should have 0.008 to 0.012in
(O.20 to 0.30mm) clearance on shaft. Bush is an
interference fit in carrier and a suitable tool for
replacing the bush is shown in Figure 3.

A---1

over spherical end of axle case and liberally coat the
composite felt seal with oil before placing this on
axle.

A

FIGURE 4. TIGHTENING SWIVEL HOUSING BEARING PLATE
A. Shims

New seals should be fitted before the swivel housing
is replaced. Gently stretch the smaller neoprene seal

Swivel housings: These pivot on tapered roller
bearings and may be removed after disconnecting
drag link and seal housing-N Figure 1. then
removing the pivot plates-M so that the bearing
cones can be withdrawn.

•

FIGURE 3.

A.
B.
C.

TOOL FOR REPLACING HALF-SHAFT BUSH

7!in (200mm) D. 1tin (32mm)
1.95in (49.3mm) E. fin (9.5mm)
1.50in (38.1mm)
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Replace swivel housing, bearing cones and pivot
plates. Fully tighten plate bolts (figure 4) then check
bearing setting. Add, or subtract, shims A under
upper pivot plate until bearing end-float is almost
eliminated, then remove 0.004in (O.010mm) of
shims and replace pivot plate. When the bolts are
finally tightened the bearings will then have the
correct pre-load of 0.003 to 0.005in (0.08 to
0.13mm). When pre-load is correct, attach seals-N
Figure 1, to swivel housing and replace track rod.
Tighten track-rod nut as tight as possible by hand
then use a spanner to tighten nut to next pin-hole:
This will give rod end 0.004 to 0.0081n (O.10 to
0.20mm) clearance on housing. lever.



Universal Joints: To check joints for wear, hold
half-shaft assembly vertically in a vice, long end of
shaft downwards. Whilst pushing short end of shaft
firmly downwards try to tum it backwards and
forwards and if no play exists, the shaft is serviceable.
If play is present, fit a new half-shaft assembly.

B

FIGURE 5.
CHECKING UNIVERSAL JOINT PRE·LOAD

A. Torque gauge B. Adaprof

Shaft joints are assembled with a pre-load of 20 to
24 Ib ft (2.75 to 3.3 kg metre)-see Figure 5. The
pre-load will, however, be reduced, due to normal
wear when the shaft has been in service for a long
time and a shaft without pre-load may be used again
if no play exists in the joint. .

NOTE: Parts are not available for the universal
joint and should there be excessive wear a new
complete universal joint assembly should be fitled.

6

When partly worn the assembly can come apart
accidentally when removed from its housing. The
following assembly instructions are offered only
for such occasions-see Figure 6.

1. Drive the thrust ball pin lock out of the drive
assembly-A Figure 6. This is necessary to allow
the pin to be inserted fully during the assembly
procedure.

2. Wash all parts of the universal drive with dry
cleaning solvent and dry with compressed air.

3. Inspect all parts for chips or cracks. If there are
any signs of cracking or chipping of the metal
of the cusps or yoke or any other parts of the
shaft, replace the complete shaft assembly.

4. Measure the balls with a micrometer, B Figure 6
-for size, smoothness and roundness. If any
one of the four driving balls or the centre ball
shows evidence of excessive wear, cracks or
flat spots, replace the assembly. Pair the two
smallest and the two largest balls.

5. As the joint is being assembled, place the two
largest balls diagonally across' from each other
as shown at 1 and 2, or 3 and 4, in C Figure 6.
Clamp the short shaft in a vice with the universal
joint section at the top. Install the centre ball
pin 0 Figure 6. Fit the centre ball in the socket
on the end of the shaft and then place the long
shaft in position on the ball. Install three of the,
drive balls. To fit the fourth ball, turn the centre
ball to bring the groove towards the drive ball
about to be installed, E Figure 6. Push the
driving ball into place.-Straighten up the long
shaft and remove the assembly from the vice.
Insert the assembly and clamp the long shaft in
the vice. Swing the short shaft sideways and
lift it slightly to loosen the centre ball. Turn the
centre ball to align the hole in it with the centre
ball pin in the end of the short shaft, allowing
the pin to drop into position in the ball. Push
the two sections together firmly and drive a new
ball pin lock into the joint end of the short shaft
A Figure 6 and centre-punch both ends of the
lock to hold it in position.

6. Lubricate the joint with general purpose grease.
Move the joint while lubricating to ensure all
worki"g surfaces are covered.

•

•
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FIGURE 6. ASSEMBLING UNIVERSAL JOINT

A. 8all pin lock
B. Micrometer
C. Positions 01 dlive balls
D. Centre ball pin
E. Centre ball

7
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FIGURE7. DIFFERENTIAL UNIT

A. Pinion thrust bearings D. Dillerentisl pinions
B. Spirsl ge8r E. Dille/entisl ge8r
C. Spiral {Jl1ar thrust pad F, Bevel pinion
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DISMANTLING AND ASSEMBLY
OF DIFFERENTIAL

Refer to Figure 7.
Differential Unit: The axle case is equipped with
a four-pinion differential. The unit is carried on two
taper roller bearings which are adjustable by adjuster
wheels located at either side of the differential
housing. The lubricant is confined to the differential
unit.

Bevel Pinion: The bevel pinion is mounted on a
single taper roller inner bearing and a double taper
roller outer bearing. The adjustment of these
bearings is controlled by a spacer and shims on the
bevel pinion shaft.

assembling use loctite in place of the weld. The later
units use loctite. After the locknut has been removed
the adjusting screw and thrust pad may be removed.

: 9,,,,,
3~Wl,

~n , Handle...- Hole

Thrust Pad: The thrust pad is mounted in the
differential housing at the rear of the spiral gear
(crown wheel). The thrust pad prevents distortion
of the spiral gear when either a driving force or
extreme torque is suddenly applied to the axle.

Removing Differential Housing: Drain the oil
from the hubs and differential and then remove the
half-shafts. The differential housing may then be
removed. by taking out the setscrews which hold it
into the axle case.

4 Lugs 8CllJBlly spaced

FIGURE 9.

WRENCH FOR TIGHTENING OR SLACKENING
THE DIFFERENTIAL ADJUSTER WHEELS

. -,.:;

-, .....
,;;

. . ~.~ '-'"-;:i;l _::,2-'." -'-

A

FIGURE 10.

REMOVING THE DIFFERENTIAL BEARINGS

A. Special puller

Removing Differential bearings and spiral
gear (crown wheel): The bearings must be
removed with a puller-see Figure 10. If the bearings
are to be used again they should be wired to their
appropriate race. Remove the bolts securing the
spiral gear to the differential cage and then either
press or pull the spiral gear off.

FIGURE 8.

SLACKENING DIFFERENTIAL ADJUSTER WHEELS

Removing Differential Unit: Sfacken the nut on
the end of the bevel pinion before removing the
differential unit. The bearing adjuster lock plates
(2 off) should be removed and the two remaining
bearing cap nuts should be slackened. Unscrew the
bearing adjuster wheels to relieve bearing load
(see Figure 8) with a tool to the dimensions shown
in Figure 9. The bearing caps may now be removed
followed by the differential unit from the carrier.

Note the bearing caps should be marked to facilitate
assembly.

Removing Thrust Pad: The thrust pad is located
in the side of the differential housing. Early 4-wheel
drive units had the locknut welded in place after
setting and therefore the weld must be broken. When•

•
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Removing Differential cage cap: To do this the
cap locking pins (3 off) must be removed. This is
done by driving the pins below the surface. accurately
centre punching the lock pins. Then drill them out
with a number one (0.288in) drill-see Figure 11.
Punch the remaining sleeve out. Clamp the remaining
assembly by the cage flange between copper jaws
of a heavy vice. Heat the Case immediately below
the cage cap with an acetylene torch flame. The
torch should be moved around the area below the
cap until solder will flow when rubbed over the
heated surface. When the cage is thoroughly heated
loosen the cap with a blunt drift or by using a
wrench-see Figure 12. to the dimensions shown in
Figure 13.

FIGURE 12.

REMOVING OIFFERENtlAL CAGE CAP
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FIGURE 11. ORILLING OUT OIFFERENTIAL CAGE CAP
LOCK PINS

A. Drill

.

9
.,,
,
,

:!L..
,,.-- Ha-deHole
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Jiincia 1.f.n

FIGURE 13.

WRENCH FOR REMOVING DIFFERENTIAL.
CAGE CAP
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Removing Differential pinions and piris : Re
move the locking pins (3 off) which hold the dif
ferential pins in place by drifting them out with a
small punch-see Figure 14. The long differential
pin should be removed with its appropriate pinions
(2 off) and thrust washers (2 off). The two small
differential pins should then be removed in turn
along with their appropriate pinions and thrust
washers. The remaining differential wheel and .block
may then be lifted out of the cage. Note-the dif
ferential pins may require drifting out of the cage.

FIGURE 14.

REMOVING DIFFERENTIAL PINION LOCKING PIN

Removing Bevel Pinion and pinion bearings:
Referring to Figure 18, remove the bevel pinion nut
A, drive flange B and oil seal C. The bevel pinion can
now be pushed out of the front of the differential
housing. Loosen the setscrew E which locks the
bearing retainer nut in position. Remove bearing
retainer nut-B Figure 15 from its position in the rear
tail of the differential housing. Remove the rear inner
bearing race---K Figure 38 and then drift the outer
bearing races F and G from the differential housing.

FIGURE '5.
REMOVING DRIVE PINION BEARING RETAINING NUT

A. Locking screw removed
B. Wrench-see fig. 9

•
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bearing race-K Figure 18 and then drift the outer
bearing races F and G from the differential housing.

Remove the two inner bearing races J and Hand
spacer L from the bevel pinion. A bearing puller will
be required to remove the bearings from the bevel
pinion-Figure 16.

Inspection of Components: Clean all parts
thoroughly in diesel. paraffin etc. Check the spiral
gear and bevel pinion for chipped, scored or broken
teeth. The oil seal contact point should not be scored
or worn. If it is found that either one of these com
ponents is damaged they should both be renewed
because they are matched together. Bearings and
bearing races should be checked for damage, wear
or pitting of the surface and replaced if necessary.

Differential wheels and pinions should also be
inspected for signs of wear, pitting or chipped teeth.
Thrust washers and thrust pad should be checked
for being scored and replace if necessary.

Installing Differential Pinions. Wheels and
Pins: Place a thrust washer over the hub of the
differential wheel and then place the wheel in the
bottom of the cage. Line up the locking pin hole'
in the long differential pin with the hole in the cage
and then drive in the locking pin until it protrudes
approximately nin (2.5mm) inside the cage. lnsen
a thrust washer (side with indents towards the
pinion) and pinion into the cage. Insen pinion shaft
block with punch marked sides facing the shan
shaft holes. Drive the differential pin through the
thrust washer, pinion and pinion block. Replace the
other pinion and thrust washer. D.rivethe differential

pin fully home and insert the locking pin and peen
over. The two smaller differential pins, pinions,
thrust washers and locking pins should be fitted in
the same way. Note the smaller differential pins only
support one pinion each and do not go through the
block but have one end supported in the block.
Peen both locking pins over.

Installing cage cap: The cage should be clamped
between copper jaws of a heavy vice. The threaded
area of the cage where the cap fits should be heated
as previously outlined in the dismantling section.
The threaded portion of the cap should be immersed
in oil and the remaining thrust washer and differen
tial wheel should be assembled into the cage cap
then screwed into the cage. A blunt punch may be
used to tighten securely, or use a wrench as shown
in Figure 12. Three holes 0.025in (0.6mm) diameter,
equally spaced, should be drilled through the cage
into the heavy sections of the cap. The new locking
pins should be driven into the holes until they are
T.-in (1.5mm) below the surface of the cap. The
edges around the hole should be peened over as at
o Figure 17. The cage assembly should then be .
blown through with compressed air to remove any
drilling swarf which will be in the assembly.

Installing Differential bearings and spiral gear:
The bearings should be pressed onto the cage, check
that there are no burrs on the cage cap. The spiral
gear, (crown wheel) should also be pressed on,
taking special care to line up the holes in the gear
and cage flange. Replace the bolts but do not com
pletely tighten until the differential is installed in the
housing then lock with tabwashers.

•

•

FIGURE 18. REMOVING INNER eEARING AND SPACER
FROM asvn, PINION

A. PI.re with hole for bevel pinion helld to Pll55 through
B. Puller
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ASSEMBLY OF PINION SHAFT

F. G. Outer tracks
H, J. & K. Inner tracks

L. Spacer
M. Splined washer

FIGURE lB.

A. Flange nut
B. Drive flange
C. Oil sea'
D. Bearing retaining nut
E. Locking screw

N. Shims for adjusting engagement with spir.1 gear
P. Shims for controlling bearing pre·/oad

FIGURE 17. PEENNING OVER DIFFERENTIAL CAGE CAP
LOCKING PINS

A. Cage
B. Cage cap locking pins
C. Cage cap
O. Punch

A

•

•
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SK/OB 7917

A. Flange nut
D. Bearing fetaining nul

E. Locking SCfew
F. Bearing outer ,,:rck
G. Buring oute, track

H

H. Bearing inner track and fllce
K. Bearing
O. Thickness 01 shims required
R. Dist,nce call"
X Et y, Diel Glluge positions
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INSTALLATION OF BEVEL PINION
AND BEARINGS

Refer to Figure 18A.
Press the outer tracks F and G of the bearings into
the differential housing. Track G has a letter 'y'
etched on its edge. this should face the drive flange.
Insert the race and its track K and secure with the
retaining nut D. Tighten the locking screw E.

Finding the correct shims (N Figure 18) to
position the pinion relative to the spiral gear:
Take the dummy master pinion SK/DB 7917 (see
special tool list on page 23) and fit the bearing track
and its race H. Fit the assembly in the housing.
entering it through the bearing K. Add the special
distance piece R and nut A. (If R is not available. fit
splined washer M and drive flange B Figure 18.
instead). Tighten nut A a bit at a time. meanwhile
rotating the pinion to ensure the bearings roll
smoothly. Continue tightening the nut until the
pre-load produces a resistance to turning in the

. pinion of 40-50 Ib in (0.46-0.57 kg metre) measured
as in Figure 19.

Using a dial indicator. alternately in position X and
Y. measure the distance between the end of the
dummy pinion and the bottom half of the differential
bearing housing. Repeat on the other side of the
housing (without turning the pinion) and take the
mean of the two measurements. This is the equiva
lent of the thickness of shims required at N Figure 18.
to give the correct meshing of the pinion and bevel
gear. Remove the dummy pinion.

FIGURE 19.

CHECKING DRIVE PINION BEARING PRE-LOAD

Finding the correct shims for pre-loading the
bearing: Temporarily assemble the selected pinion
using the correct thickness of shims at N. and the
bearing and inner track H transferred from the dummy
pinion. Fit the bearing and inner track J to the pinion
followed by the spacer L. This is the reverse order to
the proper position and is necessary to permit
adjustment of the pre-load between front and rear
bearings. As a starting point. add the same thickness
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of shims next to the spacer L as was found necessary
at N.

Enter the pinion into the differential housing. add
the splined washer M and the drive flange B. Do not
add the oil seal at this stage. Tighten the flange nut
to 180 - 200 Ib ft (24.9 - 27.6 kg metre) making sure
that the bearings roll smoothly by turning the pinion
from time to time as the nut is tightened. Check the
turning torque as shown in Figure 19. The correct
amount of pre-load is achieved when the turning.
torque is 40 - 50 Ib in (0.46 - 0.57 kg metre). Add
shims, a small amount at a time, until the correct
turning torque is obtained. Finally re-assemble the
pinion with the spacer L transferred to the position
against the shoulder on the pinion as shown in
Figure 18. followed by the correct thickness of shims
at P.

Retighten the drive flange nut to 180 - 200 Ib f1
(24.9 - 27.6 kg metre). If the castelation of the nut
and split pin hole do not coincide. the nut should be
removed and the back face machined off by either
grinding or filing. Only a small amount of material
will require removing. The split pin and oil seal
should not be fitted at this stage.

IMPORTANT: The importance of correct bevel
pinion bearing pre/Dads cannot be over-emphasised.
The whole differential assembly operates at a
higher temperature than it is possible to obtain
when adjusting the bearings. The ideal setting
allows the bearings. under operating conditions of
load and temperature. to run free but without end
play. When adjusting the differential the correct
preload will appear too tight. but the unit will run
free at operating tempe!atures.

Assembly of differential unit into differential
housing: Fit the steel thrust pad with its accom
panying screw and locknut. noting that the locknut
will only fit one way onto the screw. The thrust pad
should be positioned well clear of the spiral gear
until backlash has been set. The outer bearing
races should be fitted over the differential inner
bearing races and then place all the unit in the
housing. Screw in the adjuster wheels until they
contact the differential bearings races and then place
all the unit in the housing. Screw in the adjuster
wheels until they contact the differential bearings
races and then place all the unit in the housing.
Screw in the adjuster wheels until they contact the
differential bearings. The two bearing caps can now
be fitted taking special care that the caps are fitted
to the side they were removed from.

Setting spiral gear backlash: Turn the bearing
adjuster wheels to give excessive backlash and then
tighten the two lower bearing cap bolts to 85 - 90
Ib ft (11.8 - 12.4 kg metre). Fully tighten the spiral
gear (crown wheel) bolts to the correct torque
figure and then bend the tab washers over. Attach
a dial indicator with ilS anvil resting against the back
face of the spiral gear (crown wheel) and then
eliminate all end float by turning the adjuster wheel
opposite the crown wheel clockwise. The run out
should be checked and should not exceed 0.003in



FIGURE 20.

CHECKING SPIRAL GEAR BACKLASH

(O.075mm). Position the dial indicator on the
differential housing with the anvil resting on a gear
tooth (right angles to its face-Figure 20) and then
check the amount of backlash at 90 degree intervals
around the spiral gear. At the point of least backlash
stop and then tum the bearing adjuster wheels until
only 0.001in (0.025mm) of backlash exists.

Note: Always move both the bearing adjusters an
equal amount to maintain zero end play.

The bearing cap nut behind the spiral gear should
now be tightened to 85 - 90 lb ft (11.8 - 12.4 kg
metre). after fitting adjuster wheel locking.tab. The
remaining bearing adjuster wheel (opposite spiral
gear' should be tumed clockwise until the backlash
reading is 0.006 to 0.008in (0.15 to 0.20mm) thus
pre-loading the differential bearings. The remaining
bearing cap nut should be torqued to 85 - 90 Ib ft
(11.8 - 12.4 kg metre), after fitting adjuster wheel
IQcking tab.

II all adjustments have been made properly, the
gears will be correctly meshed and quiet in operation.
However, correct tooth mesh contact is essential
for quiet operation and long life, therefore it is
recommended that tooth contact be checked with
engineers blue before fitting the bevel pinion shaft
ail seal.

Checking the Tooth Marking: Lightly coat about
a dozen crown-wheel teeth with marking blue, or
red lead mixed with a little oil. and rotate the crown
Wheel backwards and forwards so that the coated
teeth are rolled to and fro against the pinion; a
Slight pressure against the pinion will load the gears
and give a clearer mark.
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When sufficient rotation has been made to squeeze
the marking out of the teeth and leave a bare area
the exact size, shape and location of the tooth;

FIGURE 21.

SATISFACTORY TOOTH CONTACT· GEARS UNLOADED

examine the contact mark an drive side of the crown
wheel teeth; mark an overrun side of teeth will be
correct when drive side mark is correct.

Correct tooth marking is shown when the contact
marking evenly covers the depth of the tooth flank.
The marking should be an elongated oval shape
nearer to the toe than the heel of the tooth. When
running under operational loads the markings will
spread to almost the full length of the tooth, see
Figures 21 and 22.

FIGURE 22-
SATISFACTORY TOOTH CONTACT· GEARS UNDER

OPERATING LOAD

•
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FIGURE 23.

HIGH TOOTH CONTACT

If the bevel pinion is too far out of mesh the contact
area will be at the top edge of tooth flank, see Figure
23. Shims must be inserted between the bevel
pinion and bearing. Then adjust the spiral gear
(crown wheel) away from the bevel pinion to obtain
correct backlash. Note an equal thickness of shims
must be added between the two sets of bevel pinion
bearings to maintain the correct pre-load.

FIGURE 24.

LOW TOOTH CONTACT

If the contact area is low down on the tooth flank
the bevel pinion will be too tight in mesh, see Figure
24. This is rectified by removing shims from between
the bevel pinion and bearing. The spiral gear (crown
wheel) may require adjusting then to obtain the
correct backlash. Note the same thickness of shims
will require removing from between the two sets of
bevel pinion bearings to maintain the correct pre
load .
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Toe contact is shown by the contact area at the toe
end of the tooth (inner edge of teeth), see Figure 25.
To rectify this condition the spiral gear (crown wheel)
requires moving out of mesh. Shims may be neces
sary to obtain satisfactory marking and backlash:

FIGURE 25.

SHORT TOE CONTACT

Heer contact is shown by the contact area at the
large end of the tooth (outside edge), see Figure 26.
This is rectified by moving the spiral gear (crown
wheel) deeper into mesh. It will be necessary to
remove shims from under the bevel pinion to obtain
satisfactory markings and backlash,

FIGURE 26.

SHORT HEAL CONTACT



Screw the thrust pad adjuster screw in until the pad
just touches the back of the spiral gear and then
bacK it 6fff.- fo i of a turn to gIve 0.006 'to 0.008in
(0.15 to 0.20mm) clearance. The nut should be
treated with loctite and tightened securely-see
Figure 27. Remove the bevel pinion nut and drive
flange. fit the oil seal after coating the inner periphery
with a non- hardening plastic gasket cement. Refit
the drive flange and tighten the nut to 180 - 200 Ib ft
(24.9 - 27.6 kg metre).

A

B

------,
FIGURE 27.

SPIRAL GEAR THRUST PAD ADJUSTER

A. Adjult,r scnw D. Thrun P.d
B. LockfJut E. Spi,., ge.,
C. CI,erllne. (O.DOS-008in)

Pinion oil seal: This can be replaced without
disturbing the pinion bearings. Remove front end of
propeller shaft. Unscrew nut and withdraw driving
flange from pinion. Remove seal with a suitable
lever. wipe inside of casting and coat outer periphery
of new seal and flange nose with a non-hardening
plastic gasket cement. Carefully fit seal in position
then smear inside of seal with grease. Replace
driving flange. washer and nut. Fully tighten nut to
180 - 200 Ib ft (24.9 - 27.6 kg metre). lock with split
pin and replace propeller shaft.

FRONT AXLE CASE

The front axle case is attached to the front extension
by a trunnion pin and to remove the axle it is neces
sary to remove the front extension from the tractor
and then withdraw the trunnion pin. which is
locked to the axle by a bolt through the axle tube.

Steering lock stops: Minimum turning radius is
governed by Stop screws which on early tractors
were spot-welded to the axle case but on later
tractors the screws are secured by locknuts.

NOTE: No adjustment of the stops must be made to
reduce the tractor turning circle otherwise the half
shaft universal joints may be damaged and the front
wheels foul the steering ram or tractor frame.
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PROPELLER SHAFT

Tlie propeller shaft has a standard automotive type
universal joint at each end. the rear joint incorpora
ting a sliding joint to allow for variations in shaft
length as the axle pivots. When a shaft is separated
at the sliding joint always ensure that when the
joint is refitted both front and rear joints are on the
same plane. see Figure 28.

TRANSFER GEARBOX

Selector mechanism: The selector ball and spring
can be removed without draining the transmission
oil, Remove plug in left-hand cover and extract ball
and spring. Free-length of spring should be 0:949in
(24mm).

After replacing the ball and spring. coat plug with a
plastic non-hardening jointing compound before
screwing plug into position: on early units this is a
grubscrew with screwdriver slot. When replacing
later type plugs. fully tighten plug then unscrew just
sufficiently to permit the selector rod to be moved.
Selector housing can be moved complete by draining
oil and then removing the four setscrews which
attach housing to left-hand side of gearbox. On
1200. 1210 tractors it is necessary to remove the
hydraulic pump inlet pipe.

Selector fork is located on a rod by a socket head
grubscrew. which must be removed to enable rod
to be withdrawn from housing. The oil seal may then
be replaced and the selector rod examined for wear.
When assembling housing. check that selector rod
is free from burrs and sharp edges. which could
damage the oil seal, then smear rod and seal with
grease.

Replace locking screw in selector fork. Refit detent
ball. spring and plug as described previously.

Driving flange oil seal: After draining oil into
clean containers. remove rear end of propeller shaft.
Remove split pin and nut from end of driveshaft
then lever flange off shaft. Remove seal housing
from case. lever seal from housing then carefully
press new seal into position.

Replace housing. using a new gasket. and smear
inside of seal with grease. Examine driving flange
for wear or sharp edges and clean if necessary.
Replace flange and. nut. Fully tighten nut before

_ locking with split pin. replace propeller shaft and
refill with oil.

TRANSFER GEARBOX REMOVAL
990 Selectamatic tractors

Refer to Figure 29.
The transfer box is attached to the tractor frame by
eight nuts or bolts and two large bolts through the
case lugs. Two of the smaller bolts are located above
the full-flow filter housing; on later tractors two
longer bolts are used in this position and access to
them is inside the filter chamber. Also in the filter
chamber are two smaller bolts which secure the
hydraulic pump suction pipe to the transfer gear
case and these must also be removed.

•
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FIGURE 2B. PROPELLER'SHAFT
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FIGURE 29.

A. Driving gss'
8. Top shaft
C. Oil filtsr
D. Output shllit

TRANSFER GEARBOX· 990 TRACTORS

E. Resr bes,ing J. Oil s8111
F. Circlip K. Distllncepiece
G. Front bSllfing L. Dog clutch
H. Driving fltmge
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FIGURE 30.
REMOVING OUTPUT SHAFT

A. Output shah
B. ExtractorboIU
C. 3fin centres
D. Output be.ring
E. Selector dog
F. Distance piece

•

When removing the transfer case from the tractor
carefully note the thickness of the gasket used and
the number of shims fined between the front lugs.
To maintain the correct gear backlash the original
thickness of gasket and shims must be used when
re-fining the box. The gasket is laminated aluminium
and a new one should be pared down to the correct
thickness.

When the box has been removed the top shaft B may
be driven out with a hammer and brass drift after
removing locating SCrew from top of front lug. Lift
gear A out. noting that distance pieces are fined at
each side of gear. The twin double-row ball bearings
are retained in the gear by a circiip at each side;
remove both circlips then press both races out at the
same time.

To remove the lower shaft D. first remove flange nut
followed by flange H and seal housing. Remove
case sump cover and remove circlip F from inner
shaft end: this is accessible from inside the filter
housing. The shaft may then be driven forward with
a brass drift or preferably extracted with a simple
puller as shown in Figure 30. As the gear must be
held square with the shaft a suitable distance piece F
should be inserted between' the gear and case.
otherwise the gear will contact inside of casting
and be tilted on shaft.

Extract gear from case when shaft has been with
drawn. Ball race on gear may be pressed out after
removing circlip.

To remove hydraulic pump suction pipe it is neces
sary to remove the PTO unit and lift the gearbox.

Commence re-assembly by fining gear complete
with ball race. inside housing. Fit distance piece K
behind the gear and fit the dog clutch L in front of
the gear. then tap rear bearing E forward until
circlip F can be replaced on end of shaft D. NOTE: If
oil leakage is to be completely eliminated it is essen
tial that all gaskets and bolts that are screwed into
holes through case, are treated with a plastic non
hardening jointing compound.

Smear inside of oil seal with grease, replace driving
flange H and nut. Fully tighten nut then lock with
split pin.
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Place upper gear, with distance piece at each end,
between case lugs. Push shaft into position and
replace locating screw.

Replacing 990 transfer gearbox: Temporarily
fit a bolt in the drive flange and. whilst holding the
upper gear stationary, check the gear backlash by
measuring the bolt movement. Place unit in position
without gasket and tighten bolts evenly until
backlash at the driving flange is 0.002 to 0.005in
(0.076 to 0.127mm) greater than the backlash
between the two transfer gears, then measure the
gap between main frame and transfer box faces with
a feeler gauge. Ensure that the faces are parallel by
checking the gap at four equidistant points then
remove the transfer box. Refit the transfer box using a
gasket of the measured thickness: if an aluminium
gasket is used, laminations san be removed to give
the required thickness.

After bolting the transfer case in position and before
fining the two large bolts through the forward lugs.
check the clearance between lugs and frame-this
should be approximately the same thickness as the
gasket-then fit shims of this thickness and replace
bolts.

Fit new element in hydraulic filter. reconnect propel
ler shaft and refil transmission with oil.

TRANSFER GEARBOX REMOVAL
1200 Selectamatic and 1210 tractors

Refer to Figure 31.
To gain access to the muff coupling it is necessary
to drain the transmission oil. ensuring that this is
kept clean if it is to be re-used, remove gearbox
cover. brake cross shaft and tube. It is also necessary
to remove the clutch stop on 1200 tractors. Remove
bolt from muff coupling A and slide coupling on
gearbox pinion so that it is clear of transfer box shaft.
Disconnect rear end of propeller shaft and. whilst
supporting weight of unit. remove the four large
nuts anaching transfer case to main frame then
lower case to ground.

Note thickness of main frame gasket so that a new
gasket of the same thickness can be used when re
assembling.

•

•
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FIGURE 31. TRANSFER GEARBOX -1200. 1210 TRACTORS

A. Muff coupling E. Rear cover J. Front bearing
B. Top shaft F. Rear bearing K. Driving flange
C. Intermediate shaft G. Circlip L. Oil"Seal
D. Output shaft H. Selector dog
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TRACK WIDTH

TYRE PRESSURES

The exposed part of the spherical face should be
treated with thick oil or grease if the tractor is to
stand for any length of time between periods of use.

To prevent undue 'wind-up' between the front and
rear axles the original front and rear tyre sizes should
be maintained. As the rolling radius differs for
different makes of nominally the same size of lyres.
it is preferable to replace with the same make of
lyres. New lyres on one axle should not be mixed
with worn lyres on the other axle. •

•

1.8 (10-24 6-ply)
1.0 (11-24 4-ply)
1.2
0.8
0.8
1.8 (10-24 6-ply)
1.0 (11-24 4-ply)
0.8

front 26
14

rear 17
front 12
rear 12
front 26

14
rear 12

Ib/in' kg/em'
front 18 1.3
rear 14 1.0
front 12 0.8
rear 12 0.8
front 18 1.3
rear 12 0.8

Field work

1210. 1200 tractor
Road work

990 tractor
Road work

Front loader work

Field work

Front loader work

TYRE SIZES
Replace rear cover and sump cover. Smear inside of
seal with grease. replace driving flange and nut.
Fully tighten nut then lock with split pin.

Replace centre. gear in case. push shaft C. with
distance piece on splines. into position. Bolt housing
on front of case and replace circlip on rear end of
shaft.

NOTE: If oil leakage is to be completely eliminated
it is essential that all gaskets. and bolts that are
screwed into holes through case. are treated with a
plastic non-hardening jointing compound.

Replace upper gear and shaft B in same manner as
centre shaft.

To remove upper gear. remove shaft circlip and the
four setscrews anaching bearing housing to case.
then push shaft B forward out of rear bearing and
gear.

Remove centre shaft C in the same manner as upper
shaft.

To remove lower shaft D. first remove flange nut
followed by flange K and seal housing. Remove
cover E from rear of case and extract circlip G from
shaft end. Remove case sump cover then tap shaft
forward with hammer and brass drift. leaving the
rear bearing F. distance piece and gear in case.

Commence re-assembly by fitting lower gear.
complete with ball race. inside case. Fit distance
piece behind the gear and fit the dog clutch in front.
then push shaft into position. Replace front bearing
J and oil seal housing; tap rear bearing F forward
and replace circlip G on shaft end.

Replacing 1200. 1210 transfer box: Ensure that
mufl coupling is on tractor pinion shaft then bolt
transfer box in position. using a new gasket of same
thickness as original gasket Orpare down a laminated
aluminium gasket to correct thickness. Tighten bolts
into main frame evenly and when fully tight check
that transfer box is in line with gearbox by sliding
muff coupling on to transfer box splines: coupling
should engage freely in any position through full
360". If the coupling does not line up correctly orthe
old gasket has been discarded. place transfer box in
position and tighten bolts evenly until coupling
aligns correctly. Ensure that the faces are parallel by
checking the gap at four equidistant points with
feeler gauges. Remove transler box and fit gasket of
same thickness as gap.

Front wheel track is fixed at 54in (137cm) on 990
tractors and 60in (152cm) on 1200. 1210 tractors.
Do not attempt to alter the wheel track by reversing
the front wheels: the wheels have a cone seat for
the wheel nuts on one side only and will work loose
if fined the wrong way.

FINAL DRIVE REDUCTION

Only 9/50 ratio final drive reductions are fined to
four-wheel drive tractors and this ratio must not be
altered. otherwise the front-to-rear axle ratio will be
incorrect.

Replace bolt through muff coupling. refit brake cross
shaft and tube. Fit gearbox cover 'and oil pump
suction pipe. Connect' propeller shaft and refil
transmission with clean oil.

FRONT AXLE WEIGHT

Maximum load on front axle should not exceed
6 600 lb (3000 kg) on 990 tractors and 8 250 lb
(3750 kg) on 1210. 1200 tractors.

Oil Levels

Level/filler plug in hub should be positioned just
below wheel centre. Differential level plug is on
left-hand side of differential unit.

To add grease to swivel housings. remove square
headed plug from front 01housings and pump grease
into housing until it shows at plug-hole.

FAULT FINDING

NOTE: It is inherent in the design of the gear transfer
train that a high-pitched whine will OCCur when
travelling at high speed on a hard surface: this is
normal. The whine will be reduced when working at
normal cultivation speeds in the field. •
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R.G. 422
18G 191
4221

SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS

SKIDB 7913
SKIDB 7915
SKIDB 7916
SKIDB 7917
SKIDB 7918
R.G. 421

Certain road surfaces also cause tyre noise that may
seem to come from the axle case. Before attempting
to eliminate axle noise,be surethe noise isnotcaused
by the tyres. DO NOT ATIEMPT TO LOCATE AXLE
NOISE BY OPERATING THE TRACTOR WITH THE
WHEELS OFF THE GROUND.

The normal operating temperature of the transfer
case is high, therefore, the assembly should not be
considered overheated unless abnormal gear noise
or lubricant leaks past the oil seals.

Difficulty in changing the main gears may be due to
the tractor operating in 4WD on a hard surface and
wind-up occurring in the transmission gears between
the front and rear wheels. Disengagement of the
drive to t he front axle will eliminate this problem.
It is also most important that the correct tyre size
combinations and pressures are used.

The following special tools are available from V. L.
Churchill & Co. Ltd., P.O. Box 3, London Road,
Daventry, Northants, NNll 4NF and are specifically
designed for dismantling and re-building the dif
ferential assembly.
SKIDB 7912 Differential and Differential Retainer

Adjuster
Differential cage spanner
Differential side bearing remover
Differential pinion bearing remover
Dummy master pinion
Hub locknut spanner
Pinion drive flange wrench
i - ! Convertors
Torque meter 5 - 120 Ib in
Special Magnetic base dial indicator
Main tool for bearing adaptors

BOLT TIGHTENING TORQUES
Thisis dependent on bolt material, which is indicated by code number stamped on bolt head.

Tightening Torques-Inch Size Bolts

•

•

Thread Number Bolt 5S Bolt 8G Bolt 10K
size of threads kgm Ib ft kgm Ib ft kgm Ib ft

i 20 UNC 0.90 6.5 1.36 9.75 1.86 13.5

i 28 UNF 0.95 7.0 1.42 10.25 1.93 . 14.0

-h 18 UNC 1.89 13.75 3.02 22.0 4.25 31.0

-h 24 UNF 2.00 14.5 3.21 23.5 4.52 32.75

i 16 UNC 3.11 22.5 5.12 37.0 7.30 53.0

i 24 UNF 3.35 24.5 5.39 39.0 - 7.60 55.0
,

14 UNC 4.50 32.75 7.20 52.0 10.10 73.0IT

t 20 UNF 4.83 35.0 7.72 56.0 10.52 76.0IT

! 13 UNC 5.91 43.0 9.45 68.5 11.30 82.0

! 20 UNF 6.14 44.5 9.68 70.0 13.53 98.0

To 12 UNC 8.70 63.0 13.96 101.0 17.55 127.0

To 18 UNF 9.27 67.0 14.58 106.0 20.48 148.0

i 11 UNC 12.90 93.5 20.80 150.0 29.40 213.0

i 18 UNF 13.50 98.0 21.80 158.0 30.80 223.0

i 10 UNC 19.65 142.0 31.45 227.5 42.58 308.0

i 16 UNF 21.30 154.0 34.30 250.0 48.0 348.0

,
9 UNC 27.70 200.0 44.40 320.0 62.90 455.01i

i 14 UNF 29.40 212.5 47.0 340.0 66.36 480.0

1 8 UNC 37.90 274.0 60.80 440.0 84.90 615.0

1 12 UNF 39.26 284.0 64.70 468.0 89.80 650.0

23



Tightening Torques-Millimetre Size Bolts

Thread Thread Bolt 55 Bolt 8G Bolt 10K
size pitch kgm fb ft kgm Ib ft kgm Ib ft

4 0.70 MA 0.23 1.7 0.37 2.7 0.52 3.75

5 0.80 MA 0.45 3.25 0.72 5.2 1.01 7.25

6 1.0 MA 0:77 5.6 1.23 8.9 1.73 12.5

7 1.0 MA 1.26 9.25 2.02 14.6 2.84 20.6

8 1.25 MA 1.89 13.7 3.02 21.8 4.25 30.8

8 1.0 MB 2.0 14.5 3.21 23.25 4.52 32.75

10 1.5 MA 3.35 24.25 5.36 39.0 7.54 54.5

10 1.0 MB 3.64 26.25 5.82 42.0 8.18 59.2

12 1.75 MA 5.68 41.1 9.09 65.8 12.80 93.0

12 1.5 MB 5.91 43.0 9.45 68.5 13.30 96.0

14 2.0 MA 8.62 62.3 13.8 100.0 19.40 140.0

14 1.5 MB 9.09 66.0 14.50 105.0 20.40 148.0

16 2.0 MA 13.10 95.0 21.0 152.0 29.50 214.0

16 1.5 MB 13.70 99.0 22.0 160.0 30.90 224.0

18 2.5 MA 16.40 118.6 26.30 191.0 37.0 268.0

18 1.5 MB 17.90 130.0 28.70 210.0 40.40 292.5

20 . 2.5 MA 22.90 165;0 36.60 260.0 51.50 372.5

20 1.5 MB 24.70 180.0 39.50 285.0 55.60 402.0

22 2.5 MA 27.70 200.0 44.40 322.0 62.40 452.5

22 1.5 M8 29.40 212.5 47.0 340.0 66.10 480.0

24 3.0 MA 35.60 258.0 56.90 412.0 80.0 580.0

24 20 M8 37.70 272.5 60.40 437.0 84.90 615.0

MA denotes metric coarse thread
MB denotes metric fine thread

24
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SPECIFICATION AND DATA

Capacities

Front hubs
Front differential
Front swivel housings (minimum)

Front axle

Front wheel toe-in (mean setting)
Turning angle (inside wheel)
Half-shaft end-float
Half-shaft joint pre-load
Steering swivel housing pre-load
Front axle ground clearance (nominal)

Front Hubs

Hub bearing pre-load
Planet gear and bearing clearance on shaft
Planet gear end-float
Planet gear shaft clearance in end cover

Differential

Crown wheel and pinion backlash
Crown wheel thrust pad clearance
Pinion bearing pre-load (oil seal removed)
Differential side bearing pre-load

Transfer Gearbox

Transfer gearbox to tractor gearbox-backlash (990)
Method of transfer/tractor gearbox adjustment

Backlash between any two transfer gears
Selector dog backlash in gear
Selector dog clearance on shaft
Selector spring free-length

25

2l pints (1.25 litres)
41 pints (2.5 litres)
1 Ib (0.45 kg)

!rin (4mm)
25° - 26°
0.06 - 0.08in (1.5 - 2.0mm)
20 - 24 Ib ft (2.7 - 3.3 kg metre)
0.003 - 0.005in (0.08 - 0.13mm)
14in (35.6cm)

5 - 81 Ib ft (0.7 - 1.2 kg metre)
0.002 - 0.004in (0.05 - 0.10mm)
0.006 - 0.008in (0.15 -0.20mm)
0.001 - 0.004in (0.02 - 0.10mm)

0.006 - 0.008in (0.15 - 0.20mm)
0.006 - 0.008in (0.15 - 0.20mm)
40 • 50 Ib in (0.46 - 0.57 kg metre)
0.005 - 0.007in (0.13 - 0.18mm)

0.003 - 0.006in (0.08 - 0.15mm)
Selective paper gaskets or laminated aluminium
gaskets.
0.006 - 0.008in (0.15 - 0.20mm)
0.004 - 0.008in (0.10· 0.20mm)
0.0015 - 0.004in (0.03 - 0.10mm)
0.949in (24mm)
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APPROVED LUBRICANTS

,

Application Grade Brand Name "

Front differential SAE 90EP Amoco-MP Gear Lubricant SAE 90 -
Front hubs BP • Gear Oil EP 90

Agricastrol Gear Oil EP 90/140
Esse Gear Oil EP 90/140
Mobil - Mobilube GX 90 Gear Oil
Shell Spirax 90 EP

Front swivel housings Multi-purpose Grease Amoco-Amolith Grease 2
"

BP • EnergreaSe L2
Castrol • LM Grease
Esse • Beacon 2
Mobil - Mobilgrease MP
Shell - Retinax A

SERVICING INFORMATION

.i,

,.. -':'.

Servicing Periods

Front Swivel Housings
Front Hubs
Front Differential
Transfer Gearbox (tractor transmission oil)
Propeller shaft
Track rod joints
Pivot points on transfer gearbox control linkage

every 300 hours
every 500 hours
every 500 hours
every 1000 hours
every week
daily or more often in difficult or arduous conditions
lubricate with oil daily •

"

.. '\. , , ',

-,
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Written In Clear
And

~

David Brown policy is one of continuous development and improvement
and therefore the specification details may have been altered since this
manual went to press.

Moreover. as the David Brown tractor is offered in a varietY of forms to
cover a largenumber of markets and applications. this manual may comain
details of items not applicable to the particulartraetor with which it is being
used.

© Published by David Brown TraC1:ors Ltd.
PTlnted in England by The Oomer Press. Heaton Mersev. StoekDOr'l.
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SYNCHROMESH GEARBOX, 8 AND 9
SERIES TRACTORS

Introduction

The gearbox is made from two end plates fastened
together by four spacer bars. The gear shafts are kept in
position by taper roller bearings. The taper roller
bearings are installed in the end plates and can be
adjusted by shims. On Livedrive tractors the gearbox
drive shaft is hollow. This permits the installation of the
cardan shaft which turns the power take-off unit. The
bevel pinion and the gearbox output shaft are made in
one piece. The differential and bevel wheel are
installed on the rearend plate. Using this arrangement.
the gearbox and differential can be assembled as a
unit. The unit can then be installed in the tractor.

The six speed gearbox is a high range gearbox and a
low range gearbox. The range needed can be selected
by the range lever to change the gear ratio of the
layshaft. There are three forward and one reverse gear
in each range. The gear needed can be selected by the
main gear lever. The twelve speed gearbox is a six
speed gearbox with an auxiliary reduction gear
installed on the front end plate. This reduction gear can
be engaged by the range lever. When the auxiliary
reduction gear is disengaged, the gearbox becomes a
normal six speed gearbox,

9-37142
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MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

M<n:hods of Removing the Gearbox:

There are twO ways of removing the gearbox.

Method A
·This procedure must only be used for six speed
gearboxes. It is done by removing the reduction units
and lifting the gearbox up out of the main frame.

MethodS
This procedure must be used for twelve speed
gearboxes and can also be used for six speed
gearboxes. It is done by separating the rear axle case
and the main frame and removing the gearbox toward
the rear of the tractor.

9-37142
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SPECIAL TOOLS

Tool Illustration Page
Gearbox support 1 C3/4
Tool for Compression of Detent Springs 2 C3/4
Tool for checking the Depth of Spring holes 3 C3/4
Differential Bearing Remover 4 C3/5
Tool for Removing Oil Seal Housing 5 C3/5
Tool for Removing the Brake Drum 6 C3/6
Modification to Brake Drum Removing Tool. 7 C3/6
Pinion Setting Gauge 8 C3/7
Tool for Replacing Differential Lock 9 C3/7
Tool for Removing Final Drive Shaft 10 C3/8

9-37142
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MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

A •

F;gUnl 1 GEARBOX SUPPORT
A. 321 mIT> (121 in) B. 351 mIT> 11 min)
D. I BSF _ holes E. 304 mIT> 112 in)

Note: tt is essential thin the two side suppottS arecorrectty aligneci.

C. 295 mIT> 1111 in)

A

•

I
A'

f
c

Figure2
TOOL FOR COMPRESS/NG DETElIIT SPRINGS

A. 9·5 mm (i in)
B. 15·9 rnm(I in)
C. 4·B mm (.... ,n)
b. 150mm (6 in\
£. Gear~ knOD

-
E

-
)

9·37142

C3/4
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Figure3
TOOL FOR CHECKING DEPTH OF

DETENT SPRING HOLES
A. Round bar10 rnm (i in) diameter
8. 27·94mmn·l0in) •



Part No. K960605

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

DIFFERENTIA!- BEARING REMOVER

-!---'

Figure 4

N.B.-This tOOl is usedin conjunction with

Church.tll No. 65 puller.

This tool consiStS ot:-

A. Two Special claw legs

B. jl, thrust pad

C. Two adjustable arms

Part No. K900208 REAR AXLE OIL SEAL AND OIL SEAL
HOUSING EXTRACTOR

Note: Use with K900207.

!

•

Figure 5

9·37142
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MAINTENANCE AND REI>AIR

A •
-I

Part. No. K960618 BRAKE DRUM REMOVER AND REPLACER

E

A.
B.

C.&D.

Mai,.. tool
Uuve tommy bet (nOl_)
Two dislance pieces

E. Annuiar soacer
F. Two ~ in BSF bolls
G. TwoiinBSF_

•

!
;

Agu.. '
MODIFICATIONS TO

BRAKE DRUM REMOVER

A. _1001960618
B. AdditIonal pair of 13-5 rnm (H in) dia. 1'I0ies at

104·8 mm (4i'in) eenns
C. Hoes in distance piece converted intO , 3·5 trim

(!ri in) wide by ',9 mm (.... in) dee<> Slots
D. 47·6mrn (Hoin)}
E. 82·5 mm (~in) Collar
F. 44·5 mm (1i in)
G. 88·9 mm (3;- in») Distance tube
H. 22·2 mm It in)'· (two reQuired)
J. 14·3 mm <,,,in) J •

9-37142
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MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

Figure 8
PINION S<TTING GAUGE

(Service Tool DB 8208)

A. Dummy bearings B. Mandrel
C. Spacer D. Probe

•
D

. "¥,t

•
Figure 9 TOOL FOR REPLACING DIFFERENTIAL LOCK SLEEVE

A. 609'6 mm (24 in) B. 22B·6 mm (9 in) C. 101·6 mm (4 in)
D. J04'8mm(12in) E. 38·1 mm{l,in) F. 25·4mm(1 in)

G. Hoseclip H. 103·2mm (4,!;-in)

9·37142

C311
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MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

08900207

<,

F;guro10 TOOL FOR REMOVING ANAl. DRIVE SHAFT

Jacking Plate

R 77 t21

•

•
8

8

I '-. V'

I
I

F

c

G

I

G

F

c

-.--1-+ J'+-:,.:..-----.;----~~+_+_+_
\. 'J I'i<'+.-----.!------+HT--"Y

I
;/

" L
o H

'~ .

A A

Mvunt 11 DIMENSIONS OF JACKING PLATE

Material - SIMI plate 12 mm (; in) lhid<.

J. Drill 4 NlI..
20·5 mm Hi in) dia.

K. Onll4hdes
17·5mmH"in)dia.

• L. Drill 2 holes
11·' mrn (,?-in) dia.
andtBP2--16 BSF.

Dimensions
A. 114·3 mm (4% in)
8. 57·' mm (2iin)
C. 93·7 mm (3;-Tin).
D. 3B·9mmPHin).
E. 85·7 mm (:liin).
F. 76·2 mm (3 in).
G. 70·6 mm (2M in).
H. 29·4mm (l*in) .

• Attemativety if BSF taps are not B\l8ilabte. tnread to suit jacking botts. minimurn 12 mm <, in) ctia.

9~37'42
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MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

Removing the Gearbox (Method A)

Tractors with Hydrostatic Steering

7. Remove the oil from the steering reservoir.
8. Disconnect the inlet pipe from the steering pump.
9. Disconnect the four pipes which are fastened to

the steering valve.
Make sure that you can connect the pipes
corteetly by putting a mark on each pipe.

Tractors with Manual Steering

6. Remove the bolts which fasten the steering box to
the main frame.
Disconnect the drag link from the steering drop
arm.
Remove the steering assembly.
NOTE: Do not tum the steering wheel after the
steering assembly has been removed.

-c,'.'

.7*" ~

\..:)y.

-,

I,

~
)

Ftgure 12

Clean the outside of the tractor.
NOTE: To do the next jobs you will need clean
containers with covers. Make sure that the
containers will hold all the fuel from the fuel tank.
Use a separate container which will hold a
minimum of 40 litres (5 gal) for the transmission
oil.
Remove the fuel from the fuel tank.
Remove the oil from the transmission casing.
Disconnect:
The battery cables.
The drive for the engine speed indicator.
The throttle linkage.
The fuel pipes from the fuel tank.
Remove:
The bracket for the engine stop control from the
steering box.
The fuel tank with the instrument panel.

1 .

5.

2.
3.
4.

•

•

9 10

/
Figure 13

•
9·37142
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MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

F;gure14

A. H__

B. Se&io... (H__ to PTOcosing)

•

•

C. '0' ril1lj -_ptOr
Figure15

B._A. PTO ClISO

10. Remove the support bracket with the steering
column and the steering valve.
NOTE: Do not tum the steering wheel after the
steering column has been removed.

11. Remove:
The tractor seat and support bracket. The bolts
which fasten the gearbox cover to the clutch
housing.
The wedge fined between the gearbox cover and
the clutch housing.
The bolts which fasten the gearbox cover to the
main frame and the rear axle casing.
The gearbox cover.

I 2. Put a support below the drawbar frame.
Remove the bolts which fasten the drawbar frame
to the hitch.
Remove the support and lower the drawbar frame
to the ground.

13. Disconnect the sensing unit cable.
Remove the sensing unit.

14. Use a hoist to hold the PTO in position.
Remove the vacuum switch adaptor.
Remove the bolts which fasten the PTOto the rear
axle casing.
Install two guide studs into horizontally opposite
holes in the rear axle casing.
Pull the PTO away from the rear axle casing.
Lower the PTO to the ground.
Pull the cardan shaft out of the gearbox.

15. Use a 5 ton jack to raise the back of the tractor.
Put a support below each side of the rear axle
casing ..

16. Loosen the adjusting nuts on both bralc.e rods.
Remove both reduction units. See Section:
Removing the Reduction Units.

•
9-37142
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17. Remove the oil seal housing from the right hand
side of the axle casing.
Put your hand into the axle casing and pull the
differential locking sleeve and spring away from
the differential. .
NOTE: If the differential locking sleeve and spring
do not move easily, get assistance to move the
differential lock pedal up and down.
Continue pulling until the locking sleeve and
spring are away from the differential. It is not
necessary to remove the locking sleeve and spring
from the axle casing.

18. Use external circlip pliers to remove the circlip
from the groove in the clutch shaft. Move the
circlip and the muff coupling toward the clutch
until the muff coupling is away from the gearbox
main shaft.
Keep the shims which are installed between the
muff coupling and the gearbox mainshaft for use
when you install the gearbox.

19. Remove the lubrication pipes for the gearbox.
20. Remove the bolts and bushes which fasten the

gearbox to the main frame.
21. Use a hoist to remove the gearbox from the main

frame.

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

Figure 16

A. Oil seal housing B. Bridgepiece
C. Botts into sealhousing D. Extraction bolts

F

o
Figure 17 DIFFERENTIAL LOCK

9·37142

C3/11

A. Spurpinion shaft
C. Operating fork
E. Return spring

B. Sleeve
D. Pedal
F. End plate - differential cage

-v



17. Remove the oil seal housing from the right hand
side of the axle casing.
Put your hand into the axle casing and pull the
differential locking sleeve and spring away from
the differential.
NOTE: lithe differential locking sleeveand spring
do not move easily. get assistance to move the
differential lock pedal up and down.
Continue pulling until the locking sleeve and
spring are away from the differential. It is not
necessaryto remove the locking sleeve and spring
from the axle casing.

18. Use external cirelip pliers to remove the cirelip
from the groove in the clutch shaft. Move the
cirelip and the muff coupling toward the clutch
until the muff coupling is away from the gearbox
main shaft.
Keep the shims which are installed between the
muff coupling and the gearbox mainshaft for use
when you install the gearbox.

19. Remove the lubrication pipes for the gearbox.
20. Remolle the bolts and bushes which fasten the

gearbox to the main frame.
21. Use a hoist to remove the gearbox from the main

frame.

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

!';gu.. 16

A. Oil _I housing B. Briclge eeee
C. Bolts into _ housing D. Exuoctionbolls

F

o
Fipwe 17 DIFFERENTIAL LOCK

•

•

9-]7142
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A. SpUr pinion shaft
C. OpenIting fork
E. R....... ..,.;ng

B. 5_
D. _I
F. End plate - differential cage

•
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5. Tighten the bolts and check that both lugs of the
front end plate areagainst the main frame. Do this
job to make sure that the gearbox is aligned
correctly.
If the lugs are not against the main frame:
Loosen the four i in Nyloc nuts at the front of the
gearbox.
Hit the spacer bars with a solt faced hammer until
the lugs are against the main frame.
Tighten the Nyloc nutsto 9·7 kg m (70 Ib It).

6. Remove the mounting bolts and install the
bushes.
Install the mounting bolts and tighten to 13·8
kg m (100 Ib It).

7. Clean the faces of the main frame and the axle
case.
Put grease on to a new gasket and install the
gasket on the main frame.

8. Use a trolley jack to raise the axle case and push
the axle case in position on the dowels.

9. Install the screws and tighten to 7·6 kg m (55Iblt).
10. See the procedure for Installing the Gearbox

(Method A).
Do jobs 8 to 27.

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

Figu",19

9·37142
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fll\AINTENANCE AND REPAIR

Replacing the Oil Fi~er

Before you install the gearbox you must:
Remove the oil filter cover. the filter screen and the
filter element.
Clean inside the main frame.
Remove the old gllSket from the main frame and axle
casing faces.
Wash the filter gauze in new fuel oil.
Destroy the filter elemem and the '0' rings.
Assemble a new filter element to the filter screen.
Using new '0' rings. install the filter elemem and gauze
on the oil suction pipe.
Using a new gasket. install the oil filter eover.
NOTE: Make sure that you do not cause damage to
the new filter elemem before or during installation.

Installing the Gearbox (Method Al

, . Install the shims on the gearbox mainshaft.
2 Use a hoist to lower the gearbox into the main

frame.
3. Install the mourning bolts at the back of the

gearbox without the bushes.
4. Tighten the mounting bolts md check that both

lugs of the from end plate are against the main
frame. Do this job to make sure that the gearbox is
aligned correctly.
If the lugs are not against the main frame:
Loosen the tcur i in Nyloc nuts at the fro"!t of the
gea~ox.

Hit the spacer bars with a soft faced hammer until
the lugs are against the main frame.
Tighten·the Nyloc nuts to 9'7 kg m (70 Ib ttl.
Remove the mounting bolts and install the two
bushes.
Install the mounting bolts and tighten to , 3·8
kg m (100 Ib ttl.

'.' ..

9-37142
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F;gure 20 OIL FlLTER 5
A. '0' ring B. FilIor EIemont e •c.
~

D. Meg.-
£. F.

"'__ Gauze

G. Gasket H. Rhere-
J. 56 ew K. Drain Plug

•



MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

6.

8.

9.

•

•

Move the muff coupling toward the gearbox until
the splines are engaged to the maximum. Do not
use force to do this job. The splines must engage
easily in any position.
Install the circtio in the groove in the clutch shaft
and check the free movement of the muff
coupling.
The free movement must be 0·20 to 1·0 mm
(0,008 to 0·040 in).
If necessary. move the muff coupling until it is
disengaged from the gearbox mainshaft and add
or remove .shirns until the free movement is
correct.
Remove the sharp edges from the splines of the
cardan shaft.
Push the cardan shaft through the gearbox into
the clutch.
NOTE: If this job is difficult. disengage the PTO
clutch. Then push and turn the cardan shaft until it
is in the correct position.
Install the. differential locking sleeve. To do this
job using the tool shown in Figure 9.
Install thespring in the end plate.
Put the locking sleeve on the tool with the splines
away from the handle of the tool.
Using the tool put the locking sleeve into the axle
casing.
Push the tool toward the differential until the
groove of the locking sleeve is behind the inner
gusset of the casing.

NOTE: Do not permit the tool to go into the spring
or it will be difficult to engage the selector fork into
the groove of the locking sleeve. .
Move the selector fork until it is in alignment with
the groove of the locking sleeve.
Then 'turn the tool clockwise to engage the
locking sleeve with the selector fork.
Push the tool a small amount toward the
differential until the end of the tool is in the spring.
Push the tool toward the differential until the
splines on the locking sleeve engage into the
splines on the end plate.
Push the pedal to engage the differential lock.
Use wire to hold the lock in position.
Remove the tool.

9-37142
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MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

10. Before YOU install new oil seals in the rear axle
case. check that the seal lips are toward the
differential. Alter you have Installed the oil seals
put grease Into the space between the oil seals.
See Section: Rear Axle Case Oil Seals.

11. Use a brush to put jointing compound on to the
face of the right-hand seal housing.
Install the seal housing to the axle casing using a
sonfaCed hammer.

12. Check the condition of the brake shoes and install
new linings if necessary.
Clean the faces of the axle casing and inside the
brake drums.
Install both reduction units. See the Section
Installing the Reduction Units.
Tighten the bolts to 10'4 kg m (751b It).

13. Install both rear wheels.
14. Adjust both brakes.
15. Use a 5 ton jack to raise the back of the tractor.

Remove the supports.
Lower the tractor to the ground.

16. Use a hOIst to install the PTO.
Tighten the bolts to 10'4 kg m (75 Ib It).

17. Install the lubrication pipes.
18. Use a new gasket and install the gearbox cover.

Check that the gear levers are engaged in the
selectors.
Install the bolts and tighten all the bolts to 1·4
kgm(10Iblt).
Tighten the bolts which fasten the COVer to the
axle case to 6·9 kg m (50 Ib It).
Tighten the bolts which fasten the COVer to the

• main frame. to 6·9 kg m (50 Ib It).
Install the wedge between the cover and the

,. clutch housing.
Install the bolts and tighten to 6·9 kg m (50 Ib It).
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Tractors with Manual Steering

19. Install the steering assembly.
Install and tighten the bolts which fasten the
steering box to the main frame.
Connect the drag link to the drop arm.
Check the oil level of the Steering box and add oil if
nece!;Sary.

Tractors with Hydrostatic Steering

20. Install the steering column and mounting bracket.
Connect the four pipes to the steering valves. Use
the marks to put the pipes in the correct position.
Connect the inlet pipe from the steering pump.
Fill the steering reservoir with new oil to the
correct level.

21. Fill the transmission with oil to the correct level.
NOTE: If you use the old oil. put the oil in the
transmission using a funnel with a fine filter.
Destroy the last 5 litres (one gallon). Add new oil
to the correct level.

22. Install:
The fuel tank with the instrument panel.
The bracket for the engine stop control.

23. Connect:
The fuel pipes to the fuel tank.
The throttle linkage.
The drive for the engine speed indicator.
The banery cables.

24. Install the tractor seat.
25. Fill the fuel tank with new fuel oil.
26. Start the engine.

Tractors with Hydrostatic Steering

27. Use a 5 ton jack to raise the front wheels.
Tum the steering wheel from left to right fourtimes
to remove air from the hydraulic system.
Check the oil level and add new oil if necessary.
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MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

Introduction

The construction of the twelve speed and six speed
gearbo~ is similar and the basic partS are the same.
The difference is that the twelve speed gearbox has an
extra Iavsnatt. drive gear and selector linkage.
The procedure for disassembly and assembly of both
gearbo~es is the same except for Operation 11.
oiSllSSllmbly. and Operation 18. Assembly.
The procedure for disassembly and assembly of the
extra layshaft is in the section: Auxiliary Layshaft.

DisaS!lembly of the Gearbox

1. Put the gearbox on an acceptable stand. See the
se<:tion Special Tools.

2. PUt a support under the slow/ normal selector rod
and remove the Mills pins from the selector fork
and the selector jaw. Use a 500 g (1 lb) hammer
and a 3 rnrn (" in) punch to do this job.

3. Move the slow/normal selector rod toward the
front of the gearbox. At the same time push the
selector jaw and fork toward the rear end plate.
Remove the selector jaw and fork.
Pull the selector rod out of the front end plate.
Remove the ball and spring .

.4. Engage low gear and put a soft metal punch
between two· gears to SlOp the pinion shaft
turning.
Use a socket spanner 110... in A/F. to remove the
Nyloc nut from the pinion shaft.
NOTE: Tum the nut CLOCKWISE.
Remove the washer and the bearing cone.
Remove the soft metal punch.
PUt the selector jaws in the neutral position.

5. Remove the four Nyloc nuts which fasten the front
end plate to the spacer bars.
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FogureV

Ftgure 25

3
~

fj~ Figure 26

7

6. Engage medium gear by pushing the shortest
selector rod toward the rear end plate. Keep the
selector rod in this position. At the same time use a
soft faced hammer to hit the front end plate toward
the front of the gearbox until the end plate is away
from the baJJ and gear lock grooves in the selector
rod.
Remove the ball from the hole in the end plate.

7. Push the selector rod for the high(low range
toward the rear end plate. Remove the selector
lock. ball and spring from the front end plate.
NOTE: Selector locks are not installed on 'Q' cab
tractors.

8. Push the selector rod for the low(reverse range
toward the rear end plate.
Remove the lock, ball and spring from the front
end plate.

9. Remove the driving gear from the driveshaft.
, O. Hold the driveshaft in position and remove the

front end plate.
When the end plate has been removed, hit it on a
soft surface to remove the locks and springs,

, 1. Put the selector jaws in the neutral position-.
, 2. Remove the driveshaft with the selector rod and

fork.
, 3. Remove the layshaft.
, 4. Put a soft metal or wood wedge between the end

of the pinion shaft and the rear end plate.

\'-
9

•
Figure 28

Figure29
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15. Remove the distance pieces, shims and special
washer. Remove the high gear. Be ready to keep
the bearing pads which will fall when the gear is
moved.

16. Remove the sliding gear with the selector rod and
fC:>rIL

17. Remove the front dog gear.
Use external cirelip pliers to remove the cirelip.
Remove the back dog gear.

1B. Remove the medium gear. Be ready to keep the
bearing pads which will fall When the gear is
moved.

19. Remove the special washer.
Use extemal cirelip pliers to remove the cirelip.
NOTE: A split ring is used instead of a cirelip on
later models.

20. Remove the low gear with the selector rod and
fC:>rk.

21. Put a mark on both the differential bearing caps
and the rearend plate so that you can assemble the
bearing caps in the correct position.

22 Put a suooort under the differential.
Remove the bearing caps.
Remove the differential assembly.

23. Remove the wedge and carefully pull the pinion
Out of the rear end plate.

Auxiliary Layshaft (12 speed gearboxes)

DisasSembly
1. Remove the setscrew. tabwasher and locking

Plate from the front end plate.
2. Push the layshaft spindle out of the end plate.
3. Remove the layshaft and the two thrust washers.
4. Push the needle roller bearings and the distance

piece out of the layshaft.

Fig.... 31

•
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INSPECTION OF PARTS

Selector Parts

1. Check the position of a detent ball in the grooves
of the selector rods.
There must be a small clearance between the
detent ball and the bonom of the groove.
If there is no clearance. remove material from the
bonom of the groove.

2 Measure the length of the springs.
If the length is less than 31 .7 mm (He in) replace
the spring.

3. Measure the depth of the spring hole.
To do this use a metal rod 100 mm (4 in) long and
10 mm (i in) diameter.
Use a hacksaw to put a mark 27·9 mm (1 ·100 in)
from one end.
Put the bar in the spring hole with the measured
end toward the bottom of the hole.
Look through the hole for the selector rod.
The mark must be at the same level as the edge of
the hole for the selector rod.
If the mark is below the edge of the hole. remove
the rod. install shims in the bottom of the spring
hole.
Do this until the mark and the hole are aligned.

Gear Teeth

1. Check the gear teeth for wear and damage.
If it is known that a gear will not hold in the
engaged position. replace the gear wheels in that
ratio.

2. Check that the centralizer springs can be easily
moved in the grooves in the sliding gear.
NOTE: Do not try to disassemble the sliding gear.
Be careful not to damage the cones in the sliding
gear.

Bearings

1. Check the bearings for wear or damage. If you can
see any wear or damage to the layshaft bearings.
they must be replaced.

2. Check the bearing cups in the end plates for wear
and damage.
NOTE: If it is necessary to replace a taper roller
bearing, the bearing cup must also be replaced.
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Auxiliary layshaft Baarings

, . Check the needle roller bearings. the layshaft
spindle and the layshatt bore for wear and
damage.
NOTE: If anyone of these parts needs replacing.
all the parts must be replaced. If this is not done.
the result will be rapid wear of all the parts and
PD$Sible gearbox failure.

Driveshaft Bush

, . Check the bush inside the front of the driveshaft
for wear.
Replace if necessary.

Driven Gear

t. Replace the oil seal and '0' ring inside the driven
gear.
USe '0' ring Part Number K623555.
Install the oil seal with the seal lip towards the
differential.
To prevent damage to the oil seal when you install
the PTO cardan shaft. remove the sharp edges
from the splines 'of the cardan shaft.

layshaft Bearing Failure

This can be caused by a failure of the lubrication
~em.Check:

t , That the oil pipes are corractiy positioned,
.7_ That there is a supply of oil from the pump, .
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ADJUSTMENTS BEFORE

ASSEMBLING THE GEARBOX

Auxiliary Layshaft: Twelve Speed Gearbox

If a new lavshatt. spindle and needle bearings are
being installed, do these iobs:
, , Put the layshaft with the bore vertical on a flat

surface.
2. Put one needle bearing, the distance piece and the

other needle bearing inside the bore of the
layshaft.

3. Use a straight edge and a feelergauge to measure
the clearance between the face of the layshaft gear
and the case of the needle bearing.

4. The correct clearance must be 0·25 mm (0·010 in)
to'·3 mm (0·050in).

5. If the clearance is not correct check:
The needle bearings are Part Number K620273.
The length of the distance piece is 42·54 to 42 ·67
mm (1 ·675 to 1·680 in).

Figure 35

A.. 3·33 '0 3·58 mm (0,131 '00·141 in)
Install shims in the rear end plate .

I
A, -i I-

Figure36 PosmON OF SHIMS

A. D 1·5 '0 1 '73 mm (0,058 '0 0·068 in)
Install shims in the front end plate.

"\

Front

)

i

Layshaft Bearing Clearance

1. Remove the cup for the layshaft bearing from the
from end plate.
Remove shims approximately 0·20mm (0,008 in)
in thickness.
Install the cup in the front end plate.

2. Put the layshaft in posmon in the rear end plate.
Install the front end plate.
Install the Nyloc nuts on the spacer bars and
tighten to 9·7 kg ni (70 Ib ft).

3. Tum the layshaft to align the bearings.
4. Put a dial gauge against the end of the layshaft

and move the layshaft backwards and forwards.
MElaSure the amount of movement.

5. To find the correct amount of shims needed:
Example: Amount of movement 0·016 in
Minus (-) Movement needed 0·003 in

Shims needed 0·013 in
6. Remove the front end plate and the layshaft.

Remove the bearing cup from the front end plate.
Install the correct amount of shims and the bearing
cup.

7. Do jobs 2, 3 and 4 again to check that the
clearance is correct.
This is important.

•
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GEAR LEVERS

Removing

, . Clean the gearbox cover and the ball housings.
2. Remove the setscrews which fasten the ball

housings to the gearbox cover.
3. Remove !tie ball housings with the gear levers.
4. Put a cover over the holes in the gearbox cover to.

prevent dirt falling imo the gearbox.
5. Remove the gear lever knobs by turning the knobs

counterclockwise.
6. Bend the tabwashers away from the support plate

setscrews.
Remove the support plate setscrews and the
support plate.

7. Hold the ball end of the gear lever.
Carefully pull the gear lever through ltle dirt
excluder.

Inst:alling

, . Put grease in the ball housing.
2. Hold the ball end of the gear lever. Push the lever

in position through the dirt excluder. •
3. Install the support plate. setserews and new

tabwashers.
4. TIghten the suPport plate setscrews to 0·55 kg m

(4 lb tt ).
Bend the tabwashers to keep the setscrews in
position.

5. Install the gear lever knob.
6. Use a new gasket. Install the ball housing on the

gearbox cover.
Check that the lever is engaged in the selector
jaws.

7. Install the selSCe..s. Toghten to 0·97 kg m \lib ttl. FiVure 37 GEAR SELECTOR LEVERS

Dirt Excluders

1. Check the dirt excluders for wear and damage.
Replace if not correct. .

2 Make sure that when the clip is in position the dirt
excluder is tight against the ball housing.
NOTE: A hose clip can be used to hold the dirt
excluder in position.
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AUXILIARY LAYSHAFT

•
Twelve Speed Gearbox: See Figure 3'
t . Install the needle bearings and distance piece in

the layshaft bore.
Put the layshaft in position in the front end plate.

2. Instan a thrust washer at each end of the layshaft.
3. Align the holes and install the spindle.
4. Turn the spindle until the slot in the spindle is

aligned with the screw hole in the end plate.
5. Install the locking plate. screw and tabwasher.
6. Tighten the screw to 2 kg m ('5 Ib ft).

Bend the tabwasher to hold the screw in position.

1
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Assembling the Gearbox:
t. Install the pinion into the rear end plate.

Put a soft metal or wood wedge between the end
of the pinion shalt and the rearend plate.

2. Install the low gear complete with the selector rod
and fork.

3. Install the circlip or the split ring.
Install the special washer.
NOTE: A split ring is now used instead of a circlip.
S~ Technical Bulletin No. 63 of Aug. , 975.

4. Install the medium gear and the bearing pads.
5. Install the back dog gear with the smaller tooth

sections toward the centre of the gearbox.
Look for the mark on the face of the dog gear.
Use external circlip pliers to install the circlip.

6. Look for the mark on the face olthe front dog gear.
Install the front dog gear so that the smaller tooth
sections are toward the back dog gear and the
marks are aligned.

7. Install the sliding gear with the selector rod and
fork.

8. Install the high gear and the bearing pads.
9. Install the special washer and the distance piece.

Use thick grease to 'hold the washer in position.
Add one shim. 0·008 in. to the shims that were
removed.
Install the shims and distance piece.
NOTE: The small shoulder of the distance piece
must be installed toward the front of the gearbox.

, O. Install the layshalt.
t t . Install the range pinion. also the selector rod and

fork.
, 2. PUt the selector jaws in the neutral position.
, 3. Install the springs and low/reverse and

medium/high gear locks in the front end plate.
, 4. Putthe front end plate in position on the end olthe

SPacerbars.

TempQrary InS1:allation of the Differential:
, . Put the differential assembly in position on the rear

end plate.
2. Instan the bearing caps with the marks correctly

aligned.
3. Install the bolts and tabwashers and tighten the

bolts to' 6·6 kg m (' 20 Ib It).

•

•
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15. Install the ball for the low/raverse selector rod
using the special tool.
Do the procedure as follows:
Put the spring and the ball in the hole in the from
end plate.
Hold the tool with the flat pan toward the end of
the selector rod.
Push the ball down with the tool.
Push the front end plate until the selector rod is in
the hole and against the flat pan of the tool. .
Remove the tool.

16. Move the low/reverse selector rod forward until
the groove in the rod aligns with the gear lock.

17. Install the four Nyloc nuts on the spacer bars for
twotums.

18. Twelve Speed Gearbox.
Install the driving gear on the driveshaft.

19. Install the ball for the high/low selector rod. using
the special tool to push the ball down as in
Operation 15.
Atthe same time pull the selector rod toward the
front end plate until the rod ;s against the flat pan
of the tool.
Remove the tool and pull the selector rod toward
the front end plate.

20. Install the ball for the medium/high selector rod
using the special tool as in Operanon 19.

21. Align the layshaft bearings and push the front end
plate ime position.

22. Check that the lugs on the front end plate are
against the face of the stand.
Tighten the nuts to 7'9 kg m (70 Ib ft).

23. Install the bearing. special washer and Nyloc nut
on the pinion shaft. See Figure 41.

24. Remove the wedge from between the pinion and
the rear end plate.

25. Engage low gear and put a soft metal punch
between two gears to stop the pinion shaft
tuming.
Use a socl<et spanner. Hi in A/F. to tighten the
Nyloc nut to 27 ·6 kg m \200 Ib ft).

26. Tum the pinion shaft to align the bearings.
27. Put a dial gauge against the end of the pinion shaft

and move the pinion shaft backwards and
forwards.
Measure the amount of movement.

28. To find the correct amoum of shims to remove:
Example:Amount of Movemem 0·010 in

Movemem needed 0·000 in
Shims to be removed 0·010 in

NOTE: The tolerance ;s +0·002 to -0·002 in.
29. Remove the Nyloc rurt, special washer. bearing

and distance piece from the pinion shaft.
Remove shims of the correct size.
Install the distance piece. bearing. special washer
and Nyloc nut.
Tighten the Nyloc nut to 27'6 kg m (200 Ib It).
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30. Remove the punch from between the gearteeth.
31. Engage either high or low gear.

•

32. Install the lock, spring and ball for the
slow/normal selector rod.
Push the ball down using the special tool and
install the slow/normal selector rod in the front
end plate.

33. Push the selector rod through the selector fork and
the selector jaw.

34. Put a support under the selector rod and install the
Mills pin.

35. Make the adjustment to the spiral gear free
movement.
See the Section: Spiral Gear for the procedure.

••
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Figura 42 DIFFERENTIAL ASSEMBLY

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

DIFFERENTIAL

Disassembly

, . Bend the tabwashers and remove the nine
setscrews which fasten the cage to the end plate.

2. Put a marl< on the cage and the end plate so that
you can assemble the pans in the correct position.
This job is important.

3. Use a soft faced hammer to remove the end plate.
4. Use eltlemal circlip pliers to remove the two

circlips from the pin.
5. Use a mild steel punch and a hammer to remove

the pin .
.6. Remove the bevel wheels and bevel pinions.

NOTE: It is not necessary to remove the spiral'
gear from the cage unless it is to be replaced.
If a new spiral gear is being ilistalled. do jobs
7 and 8.

7. Bend lhe tabwashers and remove the nuts and
bolts which fasten the spiral gear to the cage.

8. Use a soh faced hammer to remove the spiral gear.
9. Check the two ball bearings for wear and damage.
, O. If there is wear or damage. use Service Tool

K960605 to remove the bearings. DO NOT use a
tool Which pulls against the outer track of the
bearings.

A.
D.

CIOWn_
Ball _ boarirlll

B.
E.
G.

C.
F.

I

i
D

End plate
Bevel pinions

•

Assembly

, . Before you install new bearings. look for the word
THRUST on the outer track of each bearing.

2. Install the bearings with the word THRUST
toward the adjuster wheels.
Use a Press to push the bearings into position.

3. Before you install a new spiral gear. make sure that
the faces of the cage and the spiral gear are clean.
NOTE: Spiral gears and bevel pinions are made as
a set. .
Do not replace one pan unless the other pan is
also replaced.

4. Put the spiral gear in position on the cage and
install lhe bolts.
Replace the tabwasners and install the nuts.
Tighten the nuts evenly to 6·92 kg m (50 Ib It).
Bend the tabwashers to keep the nuts in position.

c
A

•
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5. Put a small amount of molybdenum grease on the
faces of the bevel wheels and bevel pinions.

6. Install a bevel wheel in the cage.
Install the bevel pinions in the cage.

7. Align the holes in the bevel pinions with the holes
in the cage and install the pin.

8. Use external circlip pliers to install a circlip at each
end of the pin.

9. Install the other bevel pinion.
10. Align the markson the end plate and the cage and

use a soft faced hammer to hit the end plate in
position.

11. Use new tabwashers and install the setscrews.
Make sure that the tabwashers are over the
dowels.

12. Tighten the setscrews to 4·2 kg m (30 Ib ft).
13. Bend the tabwashers to keep the setscrews in

position.
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NOTES:

BEVEL PINION ADJUSTMENTS

When you install a new spiral gear you must install a
new bevel pinion.
You must then adjust the position of the bevel pinion
so that it engages correettv with the spiral gear.
You must also make this adjustment when you replace
the taper roller bearings on the pinion shaft. To make
this adjustment the gearbox must be disassembled.

To Make the Adjustmem

•

•

Figure 45
CHECKING PINION SETTlNG

DISTANCE

A. R_ end·llIlIl8
B. Pinion bearing
C. I'Tabo
D. Measured _

Figure 44

PINION SETTING GAUGE
(Service TOOl DB 8208)

I
I j

DeB A

0___ B.
~ D.

A.
C.

0·057 in
0·023 in
0·034 in

0·030 in
0·007 in
0·023 in

Gap measuremem
minus (-)

Total shims needed

1. Use a mild steel punch and a hammer to remove
the pinion bearing cup from the rear end plate.
Remove the shims from the rear end plate.
Install the pinion bearing cup. Make sure it is
correctly in position.

2. Install the bearing cone on the pinion shaft.
3. Install the front end plate. Tighten the Nyloc nuts

to 9·67 kg m (70 Ib ft).
4. Put the bevel pinion in position. Install the front

bearing cone. washer and nut.
5. Tighten the nut while tuming the pinion shaft until

there is no free movement. The shaft will now be
difficult to tum.

6. Assemble the Sening Gauge No. DB 8208 by
installing the B spacer (5'9375 in) on the probe.
Install the probe in the mandrel.
Install the nUL

7. Put the setting gauge in position on the rear end
plate.
Install the bearing caps and the bolts.
Tighten the bolts to 16·6 kg m (120 Ib ft). Make
sure that the mandrel is easy to move.

8. Move the mandrel until the probe is toward the
back face of the pinion bearing.
Tum the probe until it is against the face of the
bearing.
Tighten the nut,
Check again the position of the probe. Make an
adjustment if necessary.

9. Use a feeler gauge to measure the gap Detween
the spacer and the mandrel. Make a record of this
measurement

, O. Look for the number on the pinion face. Make a
record of this number.

1 1. To find the correct amoum of shims needed:
Example: Negative (-) number on the pinion
face: - 0·007 in
Constant dimension

minus (-)

9·3'7142
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pinion face:Example: Positive (+) number on the
+0·007 in

Constant dimension
plus (+)

0·030 in
0·007 in
0·037 in

Gap measurement 0·057 in
minus (-) 0·037 in

Total shims need 0·020 in

12. Remove the Setting Gauge from the end plate.
13. Remove the nut. washer and COne from the pinion

shaft.
Remove the pinion shaft.

.14. Remove the pinion bearing cup.
Install the correct amount of shims.
Install the pinion bearing cup.

15. See page 25 for assembly of the gearbox.

•

•

•
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SPIRAL GEAR ADJUSTMENTS

To Make the Adjustment

1. Remove the screws and lockplates from both
adjuster wheels.

2. Use a screwdriver or flat bar to tum the left adjuster
wheel clockwise until the spiral gear is pushed
away from the pinion.

3. Tum the right adjuster wheel clockwise. At the
same time hit the bearing caps and the differential
cage with a soft faced hammer.

4. Do this until the spiral gear is difficult to tum.
5. Use a 150 mm (6 in) SCTewdriver as a weight. Put

the point of the screwdriver in a horizontal hole m
the differential cage.

6. Tum the right adjuster counterclockwise until the
weil/ht of the screwdriver moves the spiral gear
between the pinion teeth.

7. Put a mark on both the adjusting wheels.
8. Put the probe of a dial gauge against the driving

face of one of the teeth of the spiral gear to
measure the free movernem between the teeth.

9. Tum the left adjuster wheel coumerclockwise and
the right adjuster wheel·clockwise. Use the marks
to make sure that yOu tum each adjusting wheel
the same amount.

10. When the gauge shows a free movement of 0·18
to 0·23 mm (0'007 to 0'009 in). tighten the
bearing cap bolts to 16·6 kg m (120 Ib ft).
Bend the tabwashers to keep the bolts in position.

11. Check the free movement again and if correct
install the lockplates and setscrews.
Tighten the setscrews to 2·0 kg m (15 Ib ft).
Bend the lockplates to keep the selSCiews in
position.
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Figure 48

A. Pedal

DIFFERENTIAL LOCK PEDAL HELD
IN ENGAGED POSITION

B. Operating lever
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4. Remove the jack.
Tum the reduction unit to align the dowel holes.
Push the reduction unit in position on the dowels.

5. Install the spring washers and nuts.
Tighten the nuts to 10·5 kg m (7Slb ttl.

6. Adjust the brakes.
7. Install the back wheels.
8. Remove the supports from under the axle case.
9. Remove the wire from the differential lock lever.
1O. Fill with new oil to the correct level.

9·37142
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MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

Figure 50

E

A 0

H

A. ServiceToot B. Brakedrum2';'in
C. Distance Pece O. Bolts'; UNC )( 3; in

Figure 62

REDUCTION UNIT

Disassembly:

1. Make sure that YOU have removed all the oil from
the reduction case.

2. Remove the cover.
3. Bend the tabwasher away from the ring nut.
4. Use a spanner (Service Tool K909B42) and a

hammer to loosen the ring nut.
5. Tum the ring nut until it is against the inner

bearing.
6. Clean the two holes, (~in BSF thread) in the final

driveshaft flange. Early types only.
7. Install two bolts (Service Tool K900207) in the

holes.
8. Tighten the bolts against the heads of two bolts

which fasten the oil seal housing to the reduction
case.

9. Continue tightening the bolts evenly until the
shaft is pulled out of the housing.

10. Remove the ring nul. tabwasher and the shaft
from the reduction case.

11. Remove the six setscrews which fasten the oil seal
housing to the reduction case.
Remove the oil seal housing and the sleeve.
Remove the spur gear.

12. Use Service Tool K960618 to remove the brake
drum. 'Do the procedure as follows:
Put the two ~ in UNC x ~ in bolts in the holes in
the flange of the tool.
Put the annular spacer in position on the bolts.
Put the tool on the pinion shaft.
Fasten the tool flange to the drum with the bolts.
Use a bar through the tool lug to prevent the tool
from turning.
TIghten the extractor screw to remove the drum.
NOTE: If the brake drum is difficult to remove, hit
the end of the extractor screw with a heavy soft
faced hammer. Then continue to tighten the
extractor screw until the drum can be removed.

13. Use internal circlip pliers to remove the circlip
which holds the end cover in the reduction case.

14. Hit the splined end of the shaft with a soft-faced
hammer until the end cover, shims and outer
bearing cup are pushed out of the case.

15. Remove the spur pinion shaft from the case.
16. Remove the bearing cones.
17. Use a long punch through the case to remove the

oil seal.
18. Use internal circlip pliers to remove the circlip.

Remove the distance piece.
19. Use a mild steel punch to remove the inner bearing

cup.
Hit the bearing cup from the outside toward the
centre of the case.

•

•

A. Service Tool
F. Collar
H. Bolts'; UNC II: 5 in

E. Brake drumJ;. in
G. Distance Tube
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MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

20. Remove the collar from the spur pinion shaft.
Remove the '0' ring from inside the collar.

Inspection:

1. Check all the bearing cups and cones for wear or
damage.

2. Chec~ the gear teeth for wear or damage.
3. Check the outside face of the collar for wear.
4. Replace any pans that show wear or damage.
5. Replace all the oil seals and '0' rings.

Destroy the old seals and '0' rings.
6. Chec~ the brake drums for wear. See the Data

Section for the permissible size before replace
ment is necessary.

D89OO207

Figure 53
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SPUR ~INION SHAFT

Insulling and Adjusting

1. Install the inner oil seal. circlip and distance piece
in the reduction case.

2. Install the inner bearing cup.
3. Install the bearing cones on the spur pinion shaft.
4. Put tl'le spur pinion shaft imo the reduction case

with the splined end through the oil seal.
S. Install the outer bearing cup.
6. Install a new '0' ring in the collar.
7. Install the collar on the spur pinion shaft with the

shoulder toward the bearing.
S. Install the key in the groove in the spur pinion

shaft.
NOTE: Two keys must be installed when the
brake drum is 2~ inches wide.

9. Put tl'le brake drum on the spur pinion shaft.
Align the grooves in the brake drum with the key.

10. Put a support against the outer end of the spur
pinion shaft.
Use a steel tube 50 mm (2 in) bore and a heavy
hammer to put the brake drum in position against
the collar.

11. Tum the spur pinion shaft to align the bearin.gs.
12. Install the end cover without the '0' ring.

Install the circlip.
13. Push the end cover toward the bearing.

Use a feeler gauge to measure the gap between
the end cover and the circlip.
Make a record of the measuremenL.

14. To find the correct amount of shims needed:
Example: Measurement of the gap 0·012 in

Plus ( '") Bearing preload 0·003 in
Shims needed 0 ·015 in

15. Remove the circlip and end cover.
Install the correct amount of shims against the
bearing cup.
Put a new '0' ring in position on the end cover.
Install the end cover.
Install the circlip.

9·37142
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MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

• FINAL DRIVESHAFT 3
Installing and Adjusting

NOTE: When you install new oil seals, use a piece of
plate or round bar to prevent damage to the seal.
1. Put the inner oil seal (single lip type) in the bore of

the reduction case.
Make sure that the lip of the seal is toward the
inside of the reduction case. 8

2. Use the plate or round bar to push the oil seal in 1
position. co

!f'The correct position for the oil seal is when the -;
distance from the outer face of the sealto the face ~

a:
of the reduction case is25 mm (1 in).

3. Put the outer oil seal (double lip type) in the bore Figure'fil
of the oil seal housing. .
Make sure that the seal lips are toward the outside
of the seal housing.

4. Use the plate or round bar to push the oil seal in
position.
The correct position is when the seal is against the
inner shoulder of the seal housing.

5. Install the dirt shield, new '0' ring and collar on the
final drive shaft.
Make sure that the inside chamfer of the collar is
toward the flange end ohhe shaft.

6. Install the oil seal housing on the final drive shaft,
7. Install the bearing cup in the oil seal housing.
8. Install the bearing cone and the sleeve on the final

• drive shaft .
Make sure that the chamfered end of the sleeve is
toward the bearing. rn

9. Use an acceptable piece of pipe to push the sleeve !f'
"-until the bearing cone is against the collar. r-,

10. Clean the splines on the final drive shaft.
a:

Put the correct grade of Loctite on the splines. Figure58
11. Put the SPUt gear in the reduction case.

Carefully put the drive shaft in the reduction case
to engage in the splines of the spur gear.
When the drive shaft is through the spur gear,
install the tabwasher, ring nut and bearing cone.
Tighten the ring nut with your fingers.

12. Tum the oil seal housing SO that when you look
toward the spur gear:
(j) The grease nipple on the right-hand side is in

the 07()()hours position.
(ii) The grease nipple on the left-hand side is in

the 0500 hours position.
13. Install three bolts which fasten the sealhousing to

the reduction case. Put the bolts in position at
even distances.
Tighten the bolts with your fingers.

9-31142
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14. Use a spanner (Service Tool K909842) and a
hammer to tighten the ring nut.
When the ring nut is tight, bend the tabwasher to
keep the ring nut in position.

r IMPORTANT: 'he bearings must be set to the
correct amount of pre-load. Before this can be done
the position must be found where there is no free
movement or pre-load on the bearings. Use the
following method:
15. With no shims fitted, install the three bolts (at

120 degrees) which hold the seal housing to the
reduction unit. Hold the pinion shaft to stop it
turning. Then tum the final drive gear clockwise
and counterclockwise against the pinion teeth.
You will hear a loud noise as the gear teeth
contact each other.
Use a feeler gauge to measure the gap between
the seal housing and the reduction case. Use a
spanner to tighten the bolts until the gap is the
same at all Positions around the seal housing.
Check that the loud noise is still there. If the
noise is not there, loosen the three bolts an
exactly equal amount. Check that the noise has
returned. If not, repeat the above procedure until
the noise returns.

16. Tighten the three bolts one flat each and hit the
end of the shaft with a copper or lead hammer
to align the bearings. Repeat this procedure
until the noise starts to reduce. At this point
there is no pre-load or end clearance in the
bearings.
Measure the gap and make a note of this
measurement.
To find the correct amount of shims that are
needed, use the example below as a guide.

Measurement of the gap 0'015 in
Minus (-) bearing pre-load 0'005 in
Shims needed 0'010 in

17. Remove the three bolts.
Install the correct amount of shims.
NOTE: Put the shims in position so that the ends
of the shims are horizontal when the reduction
unit is installed on the axle case.

18. Install all the bolts. Tighten the bolts to 6'9 kg m
(SO Ib ftl.

19. Use a grease gun on the grease nipple to put
grease in the space between the inner and outer
oil seals.
When you do this job, look inside the reduction
case at the inner oil seal.
Add grease until you can see grease at the lip of
the inner oil seal.

20. Install a new gasket on the cover. ~

Install the COver with the filler plug at the bottom.
Install the setscrews. Make sure that the hollow
bolt is installed at the top.
Tighten the Setscrews to 3'5 kg m (25lb ftl.
NOTE: A hollow bolt is not installed to tractors
that have been changed to High Clearance.

•

•
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, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

Rgure 59 REMOVING OIL SEAL HOUSING
FROM AXLE CASE

•

•

REAR AXLE CASE OIL SEALS

Therearetwo oil seals installed at each end of the axle
case.

Removing the Oil Seals

1. You will need Service Tool K900208. Do the
procedure as follows:

. 2. UsetwoiBSF x 2inboltstofastenthetooltothe
housing.

3. Install the two special bolts (900207) in the tool.
4. Tighten the bolts evenly to pull the housing out of

the axle case.
5. Removethe oil seals from the housing.

Installing the Oil Seals

1. Clean the oil seal housing and the inside of the
axle case.

2. Put a new seal in position in the bore of the
housing.
Make sure that the seal lip is away from the
housing shoulder.
Use an acceptable piece of metal or wood. 3 in
diameter. to push the seal to the end of the
housing bore.

3. Put the second new seal in position in the bore of
the housing.
Make sure that the seal lip is away from the
housing shoulder. .
Use the same piece of wood or metal to push the
seal in the housing until it is level with the housing
edge.

4. Put greasein the space between the oil seals.
5. Put jointing compound on the outside of the

housing.
6. Use a soft faced hammer to hit the housing in

position in the axle case.

Reduction Case Breather

To give release to any pressure that may be inside the
reduction case. one of the cover bolts is hollow.
When you inSlall the cover on the reduction case.
check:
1. The hole in the bolt is clear of din.
2. You install the hollow bolt at the top of the cover.

NOTE: Do not replace the hollow bolt with a bolt
of the normal type unless the tractor has been
Changed to High Clearance.

A.
C.

Oil sealhousing
Boltsinto sealhousing

B. Bridge piece
o. Extraction bolts

Rgure 60 REAR AXLE CASE OIL SEALS

9-37142
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MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

D""eshaft end clearance
Auxiliary layshaft end clearance
Lavshaft end clearance
Pinion end clearance
Spiral gear free movement
Differential bearing end clearance
Gearbox mounting bushes: vertical

horizontal
Muff coupling end clearance
Spur pinion shaft clearance (minus)
Final driveshaft clearance (minus)
Brake drum diarneter (new)

Gearbox mounting bolts
Spacer bar nuts
Housing bolts (pinion thrust bearing)

. Spiral gear fastening bolts
Differential end plate bolts
Differential bearing cap bolts
Bevel pinion nut
Axlecase to main frame bolts
Axle case to reduction unit bolts
Reduction case to seal housing bolts
Gearbox cover bolts
PTQ to axle case bolts
Reduction unit cover bolts

DATA

0'4mm
0·25 to 1·3 mm
0·05toO·10mm
O'OOOmm
0·18to 0·23 mm
O'05mm
0·40 to 0·53 mm
0·20toO·30mm
0·20 to 1·00 mm
0'07mm
0'12mm
216·41 mm

TORQUE

·13·8kgm
9·7 kg m
4·15kgm
6·9 kg m
4·2 kg m
16·6 kg m
27·6 kg m
7·6 kg m
10·4 kg m
6'9kgm
6·9 kg m
10·4 kg m
3'5kgm

9·37142,

C3/4O

0·015 in
0'01 0 to 0·050 in
0·002 to 0·004 in
0·000 in
0'007 to 0·009 in
0·002 in
0'016 to 0·021 in
0'008 to 0·012 in
0'008 to 0·040 in
0'003 in
0'005 in
8·52 in

100 Ib ft
70 Ib ft
30 Ib ft
50 Ib ft
30 Ib ft
120 Ib ft
200 Ib ft
55 Ib ft
751bft
50 Ib It
50 Ib It
751b It
25 Ib It

-.
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OPERATION Kl

Removing and Replacing Gearbox
The gearbox can be removed upwards after removing both
reduction units and gearbox cover, without disturbing the
clutch.
1. Clean the exterior of the tractor, paying particular

attention to the gearbox cover and rear axle case.
2. Disconnect main battery lead, instrument panel

wiring and engine speed indicator drive.
3. Disconnect throttle linkage from lower end of hand

lever then remove hand lever. Remove engine stop
control bracket from steering box.

4. Disconnect fuel pipes (drain fuel tank, to reduce
its weight, if full) and remove fuel tank complete
with instrument panel.

5. Disconnect drag link from drop arm and drain
steering box oil. Remove steering box complete
with column and wheel.
CAUTION: Do not turn steering wheel into full lett
hand lock when drag link is disconnected as the
steering nut can be turned past end of screw and allow
the steel balls to fall out.
If tractor is fitted with hydrostatic steering, drain
reservoir, to prevent oil leakage, by disconnecting
pump inlet then disconnect four pipes from servo
valve. Alternatively supply and return pipes can be
blanked off to prevent leakage.
Remove mounting bracket, complete with servo
valve and steering column. Do not turn steering wheel
after removal or oil will be discharged from servo valve.

6.

7.

8.

g.

10.

Drain transmission oil, {capacity approximately
g gal., 40 litres). through plugs in main frame and
rear axle case. If oil is to be re-used ensure that
containers are very clean and are removed from
under tractor as soon as oil is drained.
Remove tractor seat and support bracket. Remove
gearbox cover to clutch housing bolts, lift out wedge
and shims. Remove all gearbox cover bolts, inclUding
five through rear axle case, then lift off gearbox Cover.
(Fig. 1l.
Remove the two bolts attaching drawbar frame to
hitch brackets and lower drawbar to ground.
Disconnect sensing unit cable and remove sensing
unit. Remove bolts attaching PTO unit to rear axle
case and withdraw PTO unit complete. Slide cardan
shaft out of gearbox. (Fig. 2l.
Raise rear of tractor and place suitable support stands
under each side of rear axle. Fully unscrew adjusting
nuts on both brake rods, to prevent shoes binding on
brake drums, then remove both reduction units
(see Page20).
Remove oil seal housing from right-hand side of
axle case (see Page23i, so that a hand can be inserted
into axle case to withdraw diff lock sleeve and spring.
As spring may have expanded and trapped sleeve in
case it may be necessary '0 manipulate diff lock pedal
to release sleeve. It is not necessary to remove spring
or sleeve from axle: all that is required is for spring
and sleeve to be clear of differential.

izu->:
:-'7frJI'---- 8

Figure 1. TRACTOR WITH GEARBOX COVER REMOVED
A. Clutch assembly B. Transmission release fork
C. PTa release fork D. Support snout
E. Muffcoupling F. Bolts- clutch to flywheel

Page 1
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11.

12.

1.

2.

Disconnect drive between clutch and gearbox by
moving the muff coupling. On six-speed gearboxes
release circlip on gearbox driveshaft then slide muff
coupling fully rearwards until it is clear of clutch
shaft. On twelve-speed gearboxes release circlip on
clutch driveshaft then slide muff coupling fully forward
until it is clear of gearbox shaft. Remove shims from
gearbox shaft and retain these until required for re
assembly
Remove gearbox lubricating pipes and bolts attaching
rear of gearbox to main frame. Screw a % UNC eyebalt
into tapped hole in rear end plate, attach suitable
lifting tackle to eyebolt and lift complete gearbox,
front end first, out of frame.

Replace gearbox in reverse order of removal, paying
particular attention to the following.
Remove hydraulic filter assembly from underside of
main frame. Wash the screen filter in clean fuel oil
and if filter incorporates a paper element, discard
this and fit a new element.
CAUTION: Handle new filter elements with care.
A dry element is fragile and if split will allow
unfiltered oil to passinto the hydraulic system.
Before replacing the hydraulic filter, clean inside
of main frame and remove all traces of gasket from
frame and axle faces.
Fit muff coupling onto clutch shaft if 12-speed, or
gearbox shaft if 6-speed. ensuring that any shims
originally fitted at rear of coupling are replaced on
gearbox shaft. Lower gearbox assembly, rear end
first, into main frame: Replace the two rear mounting
bolts, without bushes, and fully tighten so that end
plate is helf firmly down on frame then check that
both front-end plate lugs are touching main frame
face. If both lugs are not touching main frame, release
the four Nyloc nuts on front end of gearbox studs
then tap end of each stud with a soft-faced hammer
to allow end-plate to align itself. Fully tighten stud
nuts then remove mounting bolts, fit bushes and
replace and fully tighten bolts.

Figure 2.
TRACTOR WITH PTO UNIT REMOVED

A. PTa cardan shaft
B. lubrication pipe
C. Guide studs
D. Differential
E. Differential lock sleeve

3. Slide muff coupling into position - forward on 6-speed,
rearward on 12-speed - and check that gearbox
alignment is correct by ensuring that coupling can be
easily engaged in any position through a full 360 degrees.
Slide shaft circlip into its groove then check muff
coupling end float, this should be 0.008 to 0.040 in.
(0.20 to 1.02 mm) and, if necessary, should be adjusted
by changing thickness of shaft shims.

4. Examine clutch stop, if fitted, whilst gearbox cover is
removed. Check condition of brake band and reset
internal adjustment (see Clutch Section).

5. Slide PTO cardan shaft throuqh gearbox and into clutch,
taking care not to damage or displace seal in clutch
shaft, or on 12-speed gearbox, driving gear. If difficulty
is experienced entering shaft into clutch, place PTO
clutch hand lever in disengaged position, so that clutch
plate is released, then turn shaft whilst pushing it into
place. Ensure that shaft is pushed fully into flywheel

" spigot bearing.
6. Replace diff·lock spring in differential end plate. Place

sleeve on tool, shouldered end of sleeve towards handle
end of tool, and insert tool into axle case. Push tool
inwards until sleeve shoulder is behind inner web of
casting. When placing sleeve in this position ensure that
protruding end of tool is not entered in the spring or the
sleeve will be tilted and make subsequent engagement of
pedal fork difficult. Manipulate the pedal fork until it is
in line with sleeve groove then turn tool to move sleeve
sideways and engage fork in sleeve groove. At the same
time the protruding end of tool will automatically
locate in the spring and act as a guide to align sleeve end
plate with end plate splines. Push tool towards differential
and manipulate it until splines on sleeve engage in end
plate splines then wire diff-lock down to hold the sleeve
in the engaged position and allow tool to be withdrawn
without the sleeve becoming displaced. (Fig. 3) .

7. Examine rear axle case oil seals and renew if not in good
condition. New seals should be fitted with the seal lips
towards centre of tractor and cavity between seals
packed with high-melting point grease. Replace seal
housing in right-hand side of axle, smearing outside of
housing with jointing compound before pressing it into
axle case.

•

.~

•
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Replace gearbox lubrication pipes, ensuring that the
front pipe is correctly positioned: on 6-speed models the
front pipe must be positioned to direct oil on the clutch
stop drum but on 12·speed models the front pipe must
be fully inserted into front end-plate hole so that
auxiliary reduction lay shaft is pressure lubricated (there
is no direct feed to the 12-speed clutch stop as the
auxiliary reduction unit provides adequate oil splash).
(Fig. 4).

10.

fOR REPLACING DifFERENTIAL LOCK SLEEVE

B. 9 in. (228·6 mm) C. 4 in. (101·6 mm)
E. H- in. (38-' mm) F. 1 in. (25-4 mm)

H. 4-n in. (103-2 mm)

Figure 3. TOOL

A. 24 in. (609·6 mm)
D. 12 in. (304·8 mm)

G. Hose clip

Ensure that axle case faces are clean and brake shoes in
good condition. Smear outside of axle case oil seals with
grease and wipe the inside of brake drums then refit
reduction units, taking care not to damage oil seals.
Degrease bolt or stud threads then smear with Loctite
before replacing. (Grade AV)
Replace rear wheels and re-adjust brakes. Remove
supports and lower tractor on its wheels. Replace PTO
unit.

•

'. o

figure 4. OIL fEED PIPE -12-SPEED GEARBOX

A. Auxiliary layshaft B. Front end-plate C. Oil feed pipe

Page ,3



11. Replace gearbox cove.., using new gaskets and ensuring
that gear levers are 'correctly engaged in their selectors
before cover bolts are fitted. Tighten cover-to-main-frame
bolts only sufficient to hold cover down on frame then
fully tighten bolts through axle case before finally fully
tightening bolts into main frame.

12. Place spacing wedge in gap between gearbox and clutch
cover. If wedge is not tight in gap add shims until wedge
is so tight that it has to be driven in with a copper
hammer, then replace and fully tighten bolts.

13. Replace steering box and column. Re-connect drag link
and refill steering box with oil
If hydrostatic steering is fitted, replace steering column
complete with servo valve. Re-connec( pipes to valve and
pump, refill reservoir with new oil.

14. Refill transmission with oil: a quick way of doing. this is
to pour the oil into top of PTO case. If original oil is
being re-used pour it through a funnel with a fine screen
filter and discard the last gallon, which will have
accumulated any sediment. Top up to level mark on
dipstick with new oil then replace sensing unit.

15. Replace fuel tank and re-connect fuel pipes. Refit hand
throttle and attach stop control bracket. Connect engine
speed indicator cable and instrument panel wiring.
Re-connect battery cable. .

16. Replace seat, start engine and if hydrostatic steering is
fitted raise front wheels off ground, turn steering wheel
from lock-to-lock several times to vent system then
top-up reservoir.

Figure 5.
GEARBOX SUPPORT FRAME

A. 30 in. (762'0 mm)
B. 15 in. (381'0 mm)
C. 11 in. (279'4 mm)
D. 2 in. (50'8 mm)

Page 4

Figure 6.
GEARBOX SUPPORT STAND

Made to Service drawing Misc ..1747

OPERATION Kla

Dismantling and Assembling Gearbox

The gearbox assembly is a very heavy unit and repairs will be
easier if a support stand is used.
Figure 5 shows an easily-made simple frame which is adequate
if gearbox repairs are not carried out very often. If a greater
number of gearbox repairs are undertaken the stand shown in
Figure 6, which swivels to allow the gearbox to be.positioned
either horizontally or vertically, will be found very useful.

1200 Gearbox (non-synchromesh)
Place gearbox on stand and fasten down with rear mounting
bolts. Mark rear end-plate then remove caps and differential
assembly.
Depending on the reason for dismantling gearbox, it may be
useful to check layshaft and pinion shaft end-floats before
dismantling further. This could possibly save time during
assembly as any correction required can be made whilst gea-r-
box is dismantled. (see page 25). .
Prevent pinion shaft from turning by engaging low/slow
reverse gear and placing. a brass drift between the teeth of pinion
and layshaft gears. then remove pinion nut - this is left-hand
thread. Remove washer, bearing, distance piece and shims from
pinion then withdraw pinion rearwards, leaving the two gears
inside the case. On 12-speed gearboxes place slow/normal
selector in 'normal' range, to minimise risk of bending selector
rod, then drive locating pin out of selector fork. Push selector
rod out of end-plate, taking care of detent ball and spring.
Extract gear lock from end-plate hole, using a punch with a
spot of thick grease on the end, or a suitable magnet.

Push range selector rod rearwards, to reduce risk of rod
bending, then drive locating pin from high/fow range selector
jaw.

...
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A. Top shaft
E. Front bearing
J. tst/reverse gear

Figura 7. SIX-SPEED GEARBOX -1200 TRACTORS

8. Range pinion C. Reverse idler
F. Rear bearing G. Cover plate
K. 2nd/3rd gear L. Crown wheel

O. Pinion shaft
H. Shims
M. Differential
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A. Top shaft
E. Front bearing
J. Third gear

Figure 8. TWELVE-SPEED SYNCHROMESH

8. Range pinion
F. Rear bearing
K. Synchro hub

•

GEARBOX -12·10 TRACTORS

C. Reverse idler
G. tat/reverse gear
L. Crown wheel

D. Pinion shaft
H. Second gear
M. Differential

•
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Lever main gearbox selector into reverse and range selector into
low range. Remove the four end-plate nuts and withdraw the
two upper bolts. Remove bolt attaching special retaining washer
on inside of top shaft rear bearing and separate the two end
plates slightly, by tapping the front end-plate a short distance
forward. Remove bolts attaching rear end-plate to stand, then
slide end-plate rearwards away from spacer. (Fig. 7), Clamp
front end-plate to stand then turn stand so that gearbox is held
in vertical position, with front e-id-ptate downwards.

Lift spacer off end-plate, tilting it at the same time so that it
clears range selector, then remove layshaft and driven gears.
Push range selector rod rearwards so that top shaft can be with
drawn: front bearing will be removed with shaft. Do not remove
range selector rod from end-plate unless it is to be renewed, or
the detent ball and spring require inspection.

1210 Synchromesh Gearbox
Place gearbox on stand and fasten down with rear mounting
bolts. Engage low/slow first gear, so that gearbox can be locked
with a brass drift between teeth of auxiliary reduction unit
gears, then slacken pinion shaft nut - this is left-hand thread.

Remove Mills pins from 2nd/3rd selector fork, 1st/reverse and
2nd/3rd selector jaws and high/low selector fork. Place 1st/
reverse selector rod in central position then remove pins from
slow/normal selector fork and high/low selector jaw.
Remove 2nd/3rd selector rod by pushing it forwards; take care
of detent ball and spring, which will be released when rod
uncovers end-plate hole, and place selector jaw with rod.

Remove pinion shaft nut, washer, inner race. outer stepped
distance piece and shims. Unscrew spacer bar, nuts and tap the
two upper bolts rearwards until they are clear of front end-plate.
With high/low selector rod in neutral, push slow/normal
selector rod forwards out of end-plate - taking care of detent
ball, spring and gear lock - then push high/low selector rod
rearwards until it is clear of its detent ball.

Hold 1st/reverse selector rod rearwards whilst carefully
tapping front end-plate forward. Take care of detent ball and
spring, which will be released as end-plate passes end of 1st/
reverse selector rod, and remove 1st/reverse selector jaw and
slow/normal selector fork when removing end-plate.
Remove retaining bolt from topshaft rear bearing: this is
located on rear face of rear end-plate and when removed will
allow retaining washer to drop inside gearbox. Push topshaft,
complete with high/low range selector. forward and if fork
fouls on case push range selector rod rearwards.

Move spacer forward until it is approximately 1 in. (25 mm)
clear of rear end-plate, then pull 1st/reverse selector rod
forward until layshaft can be removed. Remove the two upper
spacer bolts and push spacer as far forwards as possible then
slide 3rd gear off pinion and remove the six bearing pads.

Remove front dog clutch from pinion and slide synchro hub
and selector fork as far forward as possible so that circlip at
front of rear dog clutch can be removed. The rear dog clutch
and 2nd speed gear can then be moved forward to gain access
to a second circlip at rear of 2nd gear; remove this circlip from
its groove then slide 1st gear forward until lstlreverse selector
rod can be removed. (Fig. 8).

Slide spacer carefully forward on its two lower studs, but
before removing spacer remove the following.

(a) Synchro hub with selector fork.
(b) Rear dog clutch.
(c) 2nd speed gear, bearing pads and splined washer.
(d) Rear circlip and 1st/reverse gear.

To remove the pinion shaft, mark and remove differential
bearing caps. Lift off the differential assembly then withdraw
pinion shaft rearwards out of end-plate.

Dismantling Auxiliary Reduction - 12-Speed Gearboxes Only:
Return end-plate to horizontal position. Lift out range
selector jaw and remove slow/normal selector fork and gear
from end-plate. Remove locating pin from end-plate so that
auxiliary layshaft spindle can be driven out.
After removing circlip from front end of driving gear, push
the shaft rearwards - taking care that rear bearing does not foul
on layshaft gear - then lift gear out of end-plate. Lift out
layshaft gear and thrust washers.

Gearbox Selector Rods: These need not be removed unless
they are to be renewed, or if the detent balls and springs are to
be examined. To remove the rods, place one in neutral position
then push other rearwards until detent ball is released. The
remaining rod may then also be pushed rearwards and the ge"r
lock and detent springs removed.
Assembling the Gearbox: This can be divided into three
sections:
(a) Inspection of parts to determine which parts require

renewing or rectification.
(b) Adjustment of pinion shaft position and layshaft end

float prior to assembling gearbox.
(c) Assembling gearbox including final adjustment of

crown wheel and pinion.

(a) Inspection and Rectification
After thoroughly cleaning all parts examine the gears for
chipped or worn teeth and the bearings for any signs of wear
or roughness.
Renew any defective parts paying particular attention to the
following:

Roller Bearings: If new tapered roller bearings are fitted it is
important that the outer track supplied with the new bearing is
also fitted as tracks are not interchangeable. Ensure that the
new track is fully seated in the end-plate bore, otherwise it will
move during service and cause excessive end-float.

Gear Teeth: These should be marked evenly along the length
of the tooth. Jumping out of gear will quickly produce uneven
tooth marking, due to the progressively higher loading as the
teeth slide out of mesh. In some cases the very high pressure
can shave metal from the tooth and cause slightly tapered teeth.
It is therefore important to carefully examine the gears if
jumping-out-of-gear has been experienced and if any irregular
teeth markings are apparent on any gear this gear, and also its
mating gear, should be renewed.

0 0i ,
~

A B
Figure 9.

SELECTOR ROD AND DETENT BALL
A. Correct B. Incorrect

Selectors: If jumping out of gear has been experienced the
selector rods, detent balls, springs and spring holes should be
checked.
All the selector rods have grooves with straight sides at 60° and
use 3/8 in (9.5 mm) diameter detent balls and springs. Check
that the balls contact the side of the groove and do not touch
the bottom of the groove. If necessary, grind the groove
bottom, taking care not to touch the sides, until the ball has
sufficient clearance. (Fig. 9).
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Figure 11.
AUXILIARY REDUCTION UNIT

-12-SPEED GEARBOX

A. Front end-plate
B. Drive gear
C. Driven gear
D. Gearbox mainshaft
E. layshaft gears
F. layshaft spindle

Figure 12.
TOOL FOR REPLACING TOP SHAFT BUSH

A. 1-125 in. (2B'57 mm)
B. 1·245 in. (31'62 mm)
C. Ii in. (38'10 mm)
D. ~ in. (19'05 mmt
E. i in. (3'17 mm)
F. 3 in. (76'2 mm)

Check the springs and spring holes: the springs should be
renewed if their free-length is less than 1 1/4 in. (31.75 mm]
and the spring holes should not be deeper than 1.10 in.
(27.94 mm). To measure depth of spring hole, select a short
piece of rod same diameter as spring and make a sawcut 1.10 in
(27.94 mml from the end. Place rod in end-plate hole than
look through selector-rod hole: if sawcut is below level of
selector-rod hole the spring hole is too deep and a suitable
shim should be fitted under the spring. (Fig. 10).

A

,
I
I
I
I,,
I,,
!

1

B
1

c

Figure 10.
CHECKING DEPTH OF

DETENT SPRING HOLES

A. Test rod
B. 1·10·in. (27'94 mm)
C. Endplate

Auxiliary Layshaft Bearings - 12 Speed Gearbox.es Only:
Layshaft on early gearboxes was mounted on two Torrington
needle roller bearings. These were a press fit in the gear bore and
a distance piece was fitted to ensure the bearings did not move
out of position. Current gearboxes have two cage and roller
type needle bearings which run in direct contact with both
gear bore and spindle. It is advisable to fit the latest type
bearings and distance piece when early type gearboxes are
dismantled. (Fig. 11).

. Before assembling fit both bearings and distance piece inside
gear and check that overall length of bearings and distance
piece is 0.010 to 0.050 in. (0.25 to 1.27 mrn] less than length
of gear, to ensure that bearings are not end loaded when gear is
fitted in case.
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Input Gear Oil Seal - 12 Speed Gearboxes Only: Check
condition of the heart-shaped seal inside the gear bore and
renew if damaged. Oil leakage past this seal will contaminate
the clutch plates.

Gearbox Tie Bars: The two lower bars are screwed (right-hand
thread) into the rear end-plate and do not normally require
removing. If the bars are removed, degrease threads and smear
with Loctite (960998) before screwing bars into end-plate
and fully tightening.
Operation of Synchromesh Mechanism: The dog clutch
between second and third gears consists of two inner, fixed,
members and an outer, sliding, member. The sliding member
incorporates two synchronising rings - one at each side 
which are attached together by three waisted pins passing
through clearance holes in sliding member. (Fig. 13).
When outer member is in its central (neutral) position both
second and third gears are disengaged and free to revolve
independently of the pinion shaft.

•
o E

F G

B A

Figure 14.
SYNCHROMESH MECHANISM CHANGING

INTO SECONO GEAR
(References as in Figure 13)

When synchronising ring and gear member are pressed
together hard enough for the speed of the sliding member to
be synchronised with speed of gear the six springs will
centralise the pins in their holes and allow member to pass over
the pin shoulders. The teeth on member and gear ~ which are
now both rotating at same speed - will then be engaged and
the gear locked to the pinion shaft. (Fig. 15).

Inspection of Synchromesh Mechanism: The sliding dog clutch
is rivetted together and no attempt should be made to dismantle
it. The only parts that can be removed are the six centralising
springs, and if any of the springs are broken or worn renew the
complete set.
Thesvnchronisinq rings are faced with molybdenum deposit.
This has a sprayed, not smooth, finish and must be handled
carefully so t~at it is not chipped-or scratched.

•

Figure 13.
SYNCHROMESH MECHANISM IN NEUTRAL

A. Second gear pinion B. Second gear clutch
C. Third gear pinion member
E. Fixed members D. Third gear clutch
G. Synchronising ring member
H. Waisted pin F. Sliding member

When gear lever is moved to engage second gear. the outer
member is moved rearwards by its selector fork, and coned
faces of svnchrcnisinq ring and gear member are brought into
contact. As synchronising ring contacts face of gear member the
ring attempts to revolve at same speed as gear and in doing so
overcomes tension of centring springs and moves the three
waisted pins away from centre of clearance holes in sliding
member. When the pins are not in the centre of their clearance
holes the sliding member cannot pass freely over the pin
shoulders and further pressure applied to the gear lever results
in the sliding member pressing against the shoulder corners and
pushing s')!nchronising ring harder against gear member face.
(Fig. 14).

Figure 15.
SYNCHROMESH MECHANISM IN SECONO GEAR

(References as in Figure 13)
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(b) Adjustments Prior to Final Assembly
The pinion shaft position is adjusted by shims in front of the
rear bearing and these shims can only be changed when the
gearbox has been dismantled. Similarly. the layshaft end-float
can only be adjusted by adding, or removing, shims after the
layshaft has been completely removed. Therefore, if a new
crown wheel and pinion, pinion bearings, layshaft or layshaft
bearings are being fitted it is necessary to temporarily
assemble part of the gearbox to make these adjustments.

Assemble end-plates and spacer; if layshaft requires adjustment
remove approximately 0.008 in. (0.20 mm) of shims from
behind front layshaft bearing track. Tap bearing track firmly
against remaining shims then fit tayshaft in position before
bolting end-plates together. Tighten the four spacer stud nuts
to 70 Ib ft 19.7 kq metres 1and ensure that all four end-plate
lugs are seated on the support stand.

Figure 16.
PINION SETTING GAUGE

(Service Tool DB 8208)

A. Dummy bearings B. Mandrel
c. Spacer D. Probe

Measure the layshalt end-float. To obtain a correct reading
first spin shalt. to centralise the tapered rollers. then apply
an axial load with a forward and backward rotational
movement. to fully seat the bearing rollers and eliminate
residual clearance.

-
), .

Repeat this in the opposite direction so that an accurate
reading of shaft movement is shown on a dial gauge in contact
with the shaft end, then make a note of the shim thickness
required to obtain an end-Heat of 0.002 to 0.004 in. 10.05 to •
0.10mml.

Pinion Setting: Fit pinion shaft without gears, distance piece
and shims but with front bearing washer and nut. Tiqhten nut,
whilst periodically rotating pinion, until pinion cannot be
turned by hand - this will ensure that the bearings are fully
seated - then unscrew nut until pinion can be turned with
only a slight drag.
1. Assemble setting gauge (Service Tool D88208) by

fitting thickest (6.3125 in.) spacer on tool probe and
screwing probe as far as possible into tool mandrel.
(Fig. 16). Mount tool on end-plate, fitting dummy
bearings in end-plate bores and bolting bearing caps in
position to hold tool in place.

2. Slide mandrel to bring probe into position and unscrew
probe until probe tip makes light contact with rear face
of pinion bearing or, if pinion is fitted with a circular
trough, the rear face of trough. Tighten locknut to
prevent probe turning then recheck that it is making
light contact with bearing or trough. (Fig. 17).

Check the correction figure etched on pinion face. If this
figure is negative (-) subtract it from 0.030 in. and if it
is positive (+) add it to 0.030 in. Subtract the resulting
figure from the gap between spacer and mandrel - which
should be measured with a feeler gauge - to obtain the
thickness of shims required to set the pinion in its correct.
position, e.g., if pinion is marked -.007 and gap •
measures 0.057 in. then

0.030 - 0.007 = 0.023 in. and shims required are
0.057 - 0.023 = 0.034 in.

If pinion had been marked + 0.007 then
0.030 + 0.007 = 0.037 in. and shims required are
0.057 - 0.037 = 0.020 in.

After rechecking the figures, make a note of the shim
thickness required and remove tool from end-plate.
Remove pinion and separate the two end-plates. Tap rear
bearing track out of end-plate bore, fit shims of required
thickness in bore, and refit track, tapping it firmly eqatns,
shims and bearing plate.

A
B
E Figure 17.

CHECKING PINION SETTING
DISTANCE

A. Rear end-plate
B. Pinion bearing
c. Probe
D'. Measured gap

•
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Figure 18.
LAYSHAFT -121 0 GEARBOX

When 'A' is 0·130-0'120 in. (3'30--3-05 mm) shim front
bearing
When 'A' is 0·160-0-150 in. (4-05-3'80 mm) shim rear
bearing

On 12-Speed Gearboxes: Fit needle roller bearings and distance
piece in auxiliary layshaft gear then place gear loosely in end
plate. Fit driving gear in position - front bearing and outer
track of rear bearing should already be in end-plate - then
carefully tap gear into position. Ensure that roller bearing does
not foullayshaft and fit circlip in groove at front of gear. Fit
thrust washers at each end of auxiliary layshaft then align gear
and washers with end-plate hole and fit spindle. Align spindle
with hole in case then fit locating pin.
Locate driven gear on driving gear and position selector rod,
using same tool as for other selector rods, Slide range selector
jaw on rod but do not fit locating pin through jaw.
Replace gear locking plunger. Push plunger down until it is
against range selector rod then fit slow/normal detent ball and
spring. Insert slow/normal selector rod into end-plate, using
same tool to compress detent spring, and sliding rod through
selector fork. Do not fit locating pin through selector fork and
rod.

Figure 20,
ASSEMBLING GEARBOX

A. Front end-plate B. Mainshaft
C. Reverse idler D. Range pinion

942460
---'-"-:.,'" ..,",;>",

Jc~

Front

(c) Assembling Gearbox

1200 Non-Synchromesh Gearbox
Clamp front end-plate to stand, horizontally as when in
tractor:
Replace first/reverse detent spring and ball in end-plate hole
then hold ball against spring with a suitable tool (Fig. 19) and
push selector rod into position. Hold rod against tool, so that
it is partially over ball, then withdraw tool and push rod
completely over ball. Place rod in neutral position then replace
gear lock plunger. Push plunger against selector rod then
replace second/third selector rod in same manner as previous
rod.

If layshaft end-float requires correction. remove
bearing track and fit shims previously noted. then
refit bearing track. On 1200 gearboxes. the shims
were first fitted inside front bearing track. but
changed to behind rear bearing on later gearboxes.
On 1210 gearbOxes. shims should be fitted at front
or rear according to dimension of shoulder at front
of layshaft. (Fig. 18).

•

•

•
D----

Figure 19,
TOOL FOR COMPRESSING DETENT SPRINGS

A. i in. (9,5 mm)
B. i in. (15,9 mm)
C..... in. (4,8 mm)
D. 6 in. (150 mm)
E. Gear lever knob

Fit reverse idler gear on mainshaft and fit thrust washer, with
flat face of washer towards gear. If new uearmqs are being
fitted, press these into position on shaft.
Turn end-plate so that remainder of gearbox can be assembled
vertically on top of it. Lift range selector, so that range gear on
mainshaft can be engaged in fork as shaft is placed in position,
then push shaft down into end-plate.
Stand layshaft in its front bearing and fit the two pinion shaft
driven gears in position in their respective selector forks,
positioning the gears so that shaft splines are in line. (Fig. 20).
With range selector in low and main selector in reverse
gear. fit spacer on front end-plate. Tilt and rotate
spacer slightly and lower slowly into position so that
it does not disturb the pinion shaft gears.
Lower rear end-plate on to spacer, guiding the three selector
rods into end-plate holes at the same time. When main shaft
rear bearing is seated in end-plate, fit special retaining washer
and bolt: obtain access to washer through pinion aperture and
lock bolt with tab washer after tightening to 8 Ib ft u.t kg
metres).
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Lower pinion shaft into position so that it holds the two gears
in their selector forks, then turn gearbox into horizontal
position and clamp down with the rear mounting bolts.
Fit upper tie bars through end-plates and replace aU four tie
bar nuts. Tighten nuts to 70 Ib ft (9.7 kg metres) then check
that both front end-plate lugs are firmly seated on the support
stand: if not. slacken tie-bar nuts and tap end of bars to allow
end-plate to align itself before retightening nuts.

Place the two spacers with the existing shims and an additional
0.008 in. (0.20 mm) shim between on pinion shaft, so that
pinion will have a measurable amount of end-float. then
replace bearing. washer and nut. Move selectors to engage LS
first gear, lock gearbox by placing a brass drift between teeth
of drive gear and auxiliary layshaft gear then tighten pinion nut
to 200 lb ft (27.7 kg metres]. (Fig. 16).
With pinion nut fUlly tightened measure end-float of p-nion.
Rotate pinion whilst apJ'lying an axial load, first in one
direction and then the other. so that an accurate end-float
reading is shown all a dial gauge mounted against the shaft end.

When a correct reading has been obtained remove the pinion
nut, washer and bearing. Remove first spacer and remove
shims equal in thickness to the total end-float reading from
behind spacer. then replace spacer. bearing, washer and nut.
When the pinion nut is fully tightened the pinion bearings
should then have the correct setting of 0.002 in. (0.05 mm)
end-float to 0.002 in. (0.05 mm) preload.
If a 12-speed gearbox, partially withdraw the slow/normal
selector rod so that the locating pin can be fitted through
range selector jaw and rod, takinq-care not to disturb the gear
lock plunger. Push selector rod back into position then fit
locating pin through selector fork and rod.

Lift differential assembly into position on rear end-plate;
crown wheelan right-hand side. Replace bearing adjusters and
caps, ensuring that marks on caps and end-plate are
aligned, then adjust bearing end-float. (see page 17).

Figure 21.
FITTING LAYSHAFT

A. Front end-plate B. Layshaft
C. Selector rods D. Mainshaft

Page 12

1210 Synchromesh Gearbox
Place the two needle roller bearings, with distance piece
between them. inside auxiliary layshaft. Push layshaft spindle
- plugged end rearwards - far enough into front end-plate to
allow a thrust washer to locate on its end then place layshaft 
largest gear at front - inside end-plate. Press spindle into gear
and replace rear thrust washer before aligning holes in spindle
and plate so that locating pin call be fitted.
Fit inner circlip in input gearbox and press ball bearing into
bore - from front - until it is against circlip then fit outer
circlip.Replace outer spacer followed by outer track of roUer
race - flanged side of track to front. Press inner section of
roller race on to driving gear. Fit inner spacer on gear, smear
seal inside gear with high-melting-point grease then pass gear
through back of end-plate and into ball race. Push gear "fully
home" and fit circlip at front of gear.
Fit outer track of main shaft roller bearing - flanged side of
track to front - into end-plate bore until it is pressed against
circlip.
Replace distance piece and pinion outer bearing track -
thickest edge of track towards distance piece - and press track
against distance piece and circlip. Replace main shaft rear
bearing in end-plate; fit shims behind bearing and replace
locating bolt and special washer when bearing is "fully home".
Tighten bolt to 8 Ib ft (1.1 kg metres) then lock with tabwasher.

Having previously fitted the correct thickness of shims behind
outer track of pinion bearing, place pinion in end-plate and
replace differential assembly. Align marks on bearing caps and
fit bearing adjusters but do not lock tabwashers on cap bolts.
Tap a suitable hard wood wedge between differential cage and
pinion end, so that pinion is held firmly in its rear bearing.

Slide spacer on to lower studs then fit low/reverse gear on
pinion - selector groove towards rear - followed by circlip
and splined washer. Fit second gear - synchro face at front -
on pinion. Smear six bearing pads with grease and slide these
in position inside gear then replace first fixed dog Clutch,
ensuring that face with centre-punch mark is towards front.
SIi~e second circlip on shaft, but not far enough to locate in its
groove.

Replace sliding dog clutch assembly- together with its selector
fork. Observe position of centre-punch mark on first dog
clutch then replace second dog clutch with its centre-punch
mark at rear and opposite the mark on first dutch. Locate 1stl
reverse selector fork in gear groove and selector rod in end
plate then push spacer fully rearwards. locating both circlips
in pinion grooves at the same time.

Fit third gear on pinion - synchro face towards rear - smear
remaining six pads with grease and slide these inside gear.
Smear splined washer with grease, to hold it in position until
front end-plate is fitted. then fit washer and plain distance
piece.
Place layshaft, with a bearing at each end, inside spacer and
enter rear bearing into its track in end-plate.
With main shaft fully assembled:' reverse gear and thrust
washer at rear, range pinion in centre and circlip spacer
washer and roller bearing at front - fit high/low selector fork
into pinion groove. Ensure that Mills pin boss is at rear of
selector fork and push shaft through rear bearing then fit
circlip on shaft end.

Place 1st/reverse detent spring and ball in assembled front end
plate. fit slow/normal gear - with selector fork - on top shaft
then slide end-plate up to spacer. Allow selector rods to enter
end-plate holes and hold 1st/reverse ball down against spring
with tool shown in Figure 1~ until selector rod is entered over
ball. Push end-plate against spacer, guiding layshaft into its
bearings at same time.

•
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Move tat/reverse gear selector rod into its neutral position then
fit gear locking plunger in place. Fit 2nd/3rd gear detent ball
and spring in end-plate hole then push rear end of selector rod
into end-plate, threading selector jaw on to rod at same time
and pressing detent ball against spring as previously. Hold 2nd!
3rd selector fork stationary whilst pushing rod through fork
and into rear end-plate. Push the two long bolts through rear
end-plate, spacer and front end-plate then fit the four nuts and
tighten evenly to 70 lb ft (9.7 kg metres).

Refit original shims plus an additional 0.008 in. (0.20 mml, to
give pinion a measurable amount of end-float, then replace
stepped spacer - step towards front - bearing, special washer
and nut. Tighten nut to 200 Ib ft (27.7 kg metres) then measure
pinion end-float. Rotate pinion whilst applying an axial load,
first in one direction and then in another, so that an accurate
end-float reading is shown on"a dial gauge mounted on end-plate
and in contact with shaft end.

When an accurate end-float reading has been obtained, remove
pinion nut. washer and bearing. Withdraw stepped spacer and
remove shims equal in thickness to the end-float reading, then
replace spacer - step towards front - bearing,washer and nut.
Tightening the nut to 200 Ib It (27.7 kg metres) will then give
the correct bearing setting of 0.002 in. (0.05 mm) end-float to
0.002 in. (0.05 mm) preload.

Push range selector rod forward through rear end-plate and into
selector fork. Fit detent ball and spring in front end-plate hole.
taking care they do not drop into gearbox. then push rod over
ball. Ensure that slow/normal selector fork is fitted in its gear
then push range selector rod through its selector jaw.
With range selector rod in its neutral position, fit range gear
locking piunger and slow/normal detent spring and ball then
push slow/normal selector rod through its fork and end-plate
until it reaches its neutral position.
Align all selector rod holes with forks and jaws then fit new
Mills pins - old pins tend to be reduced in diameter when they
are driven out.

RePairs with 12-Speed Gearbox in Situ: When the clutch is
removed it is possible to work on the auxiliary reduction unit
and using this method can save time in the following
circumstances:
(a) When a clutch repair is being carried out and it is found

necessary to renew the drive gear, due to early type
splines on clutch shaft and muff coupling being
excess1vely worn. Later type, 16~spline, parts can then
be fitted without removing gearbox.

(b) When a failure is found to be only associated with the
auxiliary reduction section; this could occur if lubrication
to gearbox had, for any reason. been interrupted. If the
gearbox end-plate is not damaged. this repair can be
carried out without removing the gearbox.

Dismantling Auxiliary Reduction Unit: With clutch assembly
removed, slide external circlip from driving gear and internal
circlip from end-plate - a pair of substantial circlip pliers will
be required for this. Using a soft-faced hammer. carefully tap
driving gear towards rear until it touches main driveshaft.
Insert a suitable flat-ended tool, such as a small chisel or
screwdriver into one of the driving gear splines so that it can
be wedged tightly between ball bearing and gear. Tap gear
gently forward, ensuring that ball bearing is also pushed
forward at same time, and when gear is fully forward release
wedge then tap gear rearward without moving ball race.
Repeat this procedure until ball bearing has been pushed clear
of end-plate and can be removed. (Fig:22\.
Remove circlip from inside bearing bore in end-plate and
remove spacer. The driving gear, complete with roller bearing,
can now be pushed forward out of end-plate. If only the
driving gear is being replaced no further dismantling is
necessary.

G

F

A

Figure 22.
A. Driving gear
D. Ball bearing

DRIVE GEAR-12-SPEED
B. Circlip (qear)
E. Inner circlip
G. Roller bearing

GEARBOX
C. Outer circlip
F. Distance piece
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Figure 23. CREEPER AND RANGE SELECTOR RODS

A. Range selector rod 8. Range selector fork
C. Range selector jaw D. Gear locking plunger
E. Creeper selector rod F. Creeper selector jaw

G. Detent balls and springs

Auxiliary Reduction Unit Removal: 'Release pinion shaft nut:
this is left-hand thread. Slide range selector into rear position
and slow/normal se\ector rod into forward position, to reduce
risk of bending rods when driving locating pins out. Remove
locating pin from slow/normal selector and push selector rod
forward. taking care not to lose the detent ball and spring.
Remove ball and spring but do not attempt to remove gear
locking plunger: this can be done later without danger of it
falling into main section of gearbox. Place a cloth under the
range selector fork: access to this can be obtained through
lubrication slot in gearbox spacer. Drive locating pin out of
range selector fork then retrieve pin from cloth with a small
magnet. (Fig. 241-
Remove lubrication pipe from front end-plate and remove pin
locating auxiliary layshaft spindle in the end-plate. Remove
pinion-shaft nut, washer and bearing then replace nut, to
prevent distance pieces and shims being displaced.

After removing tie-bar nuts, tap end-plate forward
approximately 1 in. (2.5 mm) then very carefully remove qear
locking plunger. Place a hand between end-plate arid spacer to
catch plunger and prevent it falling into main section of
gearbox. Remove range detent ball from spring in a similar
manner.
Lift out slow/normal driven gear and selector fork.
Push auxiliary lavshafr spindle forward, using a suitable bent
rod inserted between end-plate and spacer, untillayshaft
gear can be lifted out of end-plate.

Assembling Auxiliary Reduction: Re-assemble in reverse order
of dismantling, paying particular attention to the following:
(1) Always use latest tvpe layshaft, bearings, distance piece

and thrust washers. Lubricate all parts with transmission
oil during assembly.

(2) When sliding 'end-plate back into position ensure that the
layshaft in main section of gearbox is not trapped but
rotates freely.

(3) After tightening tie-bar nuts to 70 Ib ft (9.7 kg metres)
check that both end-plate lugs are seated on main frame.
If not, release nuts then gently tap end of tie bars so that
end-plate can align itself then retighten nuts.
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(4) Before fitting slow/normal selector rod, push range
selector into rear detent position, otherwise gear
locking plunger will prevent selector rods being refitted.

(5) After replacing driving gear engage slow, low range first
gear and place a brass drift between driving gear and
layshaft to lock transmission tighten pinion-shaft nut to
zoou, It (27.7 kg metres].

(6) Ensure that lubrication pipe is correctly located in front •
end-plate. When re-assembly is complete, remove range
gear-lever ball-housing so that lubrication supply can be
observed when engine is started. (Fig. 4).

Differential assembly

The differential is mounted on the gearbox rear end-plate and
permits the two rear wheels to rotate at different speeds
whilst equal driving torque is being transmitted to both wheels.
As differential action is essential to allow the tractor to turn
from a straight course - but limits wheel grip by allowing one
wheel to remain stationary when other is spinning ~ a lock is
fitted so that the differential can be put out of action (Fig. 25).

The differential lock is controlled by a foot pedal on right-hand
side of tractor and when the pedal is depressed a sleeve on spur
pinion shaft slides into engagement with differential cage and
gives a solid drive to both wheels. Maximum wheel grip is thus
obtained, but as both wheels can only rotate at the same
speed the tractor will tend to travel in a straight line and make
it impossible to turn sharply. For this reason the differential
lock must not be engaged when travelling at high speed or
on the highway as the unexpected failure of the tractor to
respond to the steering could have serious consequences.
The differential-lock sleeve is spring loaded so that it returns
to the disengaged position when released, but as the sleeve is
most likely to be under torque - and pressure against shaft
splines will prevent spring from sliding sleeve along shaft - the
lock will not always disengage immediately pedal is released. If •
pedal therefore remains down when it is released, the lock is
engaged and no attempt should be made to turn tractor
sharply until pedal has sprung upwards: if necessary,
momentarily depress each brake pedal in turn to release the
torque and allow lock to disengage.
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Figure 24.

A. Spur pinion shah
C. Operating fork
E. Return spring

DIFFERENTIAL LOCK

8. Sleeve
D. Pedal
F. tEnd plate - differential cage

r----E

~~--F

o A B F G C 0
Figur.25. DIFFERENTIAL ASSEMBLY

A. Crown wheel B. Cage
D. Ball thrust bearing E. Pin

G. Bevel gears

C. End plate
F. Bevel pinions
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OPERATION Klb
Dismantling and Assembling Differential: Mark end-plate caps
so they can be refitted in same position: caps are bolted to end
plate before final machining and are not, therefore, inter
changeable. Support differential whilst removing cap bolts
then lift assembly from gearbox end-plate.

Lay assembJy on bench, unlock tabwashers and remove bolts
from cage end-plate. Mark position of cage and end-plate then
tap end-plate off dcwsel. Remove circlips from differential pin
then tap pin out of cage and temove pinions. (Fig. 26).
Crown wheel is bolted to differential cage and need not be
removed unless it is to be renewed. Crown wheels and pinions
are matched during manufacture and must not be interchanged.
Replacement Crown wheels and pinions obtained from Parts
Department are wired together and care must be taken to
ensure that they do not become detached during storage. If a
crown wheel or pinion becomes worn it must not be renewed
singly but should be replaced with a matched pair of gears.

Examine differential side bearings and renew if they show
any signs of roughness. As the bearings are angular contact
type they cannot be removed by holding the outer track but
must be removed with an extractor, such as Service Tool
960605, which pulls against the bearing inner track. When
pressing new bearings on to cage and end-plate ensure that
bearings are fitted so that word 'TH RUST' stamped on
bearing outer track is facing away from differential and will be
against bearing adjusters when fully assembled.
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"If a new crown wheel is being fitted first bolt this on
differential cage. Ensure that wheel fits flat against cage face
and tighten bolts evenly to 50 Ib ft (6'90 kg metres) before •
locking with tabwashers.

Smear faces of bevel gears and pinions with ahti-scuffing
paste. Place a bevel gear inside cage and place the two pinions
in position on gear. Align pinions with hole in cage and fit
differential pin through cage and pinions. Locate pin in cage
by fitting a circlip at each end.
Place remaining bevel gear on pinions and fit end-plate on cage.
Ensure the marks made during dismantling are aligned and end
plate fits flat against cage face. Fit tabwashers so that they
cover ends of dowels then replace bolts. Tighten bolts evenly
to 30 Ib ft (4.2 kg metres) then lock with tabwashers.
When fitting a new end-plate on cage ensure that plate is fitted
so that dowels are located in the three special dowel holes. As
the dowel holes are only slightly smaller than the bolt holes, to
assist identification a small indentation is made adjacent to one
of the dowel holes.
Lift differential assembly into position on end-plate,crown
wheelan right-hand side of pinion, and replace bearing caps.
Use location marks to ensure caps are fitted in their original
positions and screw bearing adjusters into position before
tightening cap bolts.

Figure 26
ADJUSTING DIFFERENTIAL

BEARINGS

A. Crown wheel
B. Bearing adjuster
C. Screwdriver

•
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OPERATION Klc
Adjusting Bearing End-Float: Turn left-hand adjuster
fully inwards so that maximum amount of backlash is obtained
between crown wheel and pinion. Tighten right-hand adjuster
whilst tapping bearing caps and differential cage with a copper
hammer, to ensure bearings are fully seated against adjusters,
until the bearings have a slight drag. Insert a 12 in. (30 em)
plastic handled screwdriver into hole in differential cage
and set crown wheel so that screwdriver is just above
horizontal position. This will result in a small off-centre weight
and if the left-hand adjuster is nOW slowly unscrewed until the
off-centre weight is sufficient to move the differential assembly
within the limits of the teeth backlash this will give the correct
bearing setting of no preload to 0.002 in. (0.05 mml end-float.
It is very difficult to make this setting using a dial gauge, due to
possible flexing of the bearing caps. (Fig. 26).
Having obtained the correct bearing settings, clearly mark the
bearing adjusters then turn both adjusters an equal amount
(left hand outwards and right-hand inwards) until backlash
between crown wheel and pinion is 0.007 to 0.009 in. (0.18
to 0.23 mm). Check backlash at three equally spaced teeth
and if readings vary slightly use the smallest reading. Mark
tooth with smallest reading and take all subsequent readings
from this tooth. Measure the backlash with a dial gauge
mounted at right-angles to a crown-wheel tooth and when
correct, tighten bearing cap bolts to 120 Ib ft (16.6 kg metres).
Recheck tooth backlash after tightening cap bolts, re-adjust
if necessary then lock damp bolts with tabwashers and fit
bearing adjuster locking plates.

Crown Wheel and Pinion Adjustment: To obtain long life and
quiet running of crown wheel and pinion it is essential that
they.are correctly meshed. Adjustment is therefore provided
so that Path crown wheel and pinion can be moved to bring
the teeth into correct mesh. Pinion location is by means of
shims fitted at the front of the rear bearing and any change in
thickness of these shims will move the pinion nearer, or
further, from the crown wheel. As it is necessary to completely
strip the gearbox to change the thickness of the pinion shims
the easiest method of setting the gear mesh is to set the pinion
in the correct position when assembling the"gearbox so that
when the crown wheel backlash is set the gear mesh is correct
and no further pinion adjustment is required. The method of
setting the pinion in its correct position is given on Page 10 ,
as this must be done before final assembly of gearbox. Crown
wheel adjustment is by means of a ring nut against each side
bearing. Screwing the ring nuts in, Or out, then moves the
differential cage to take the teeth in, or out, of mesh as
required.

Crown Wheel Tooth Marking: If the pinion is set to its
correct setting distance and the crown wheel backlash is correct
it is not normally necessary to check the crown wheel marking.
The only exception to this is if the new bearings are fitted toa
pinion which has been in operation for a large number of hours.
In this case the pinion may require a small correction to
compensate for slight tooth face wear.

Checking the Tooth Marking: Lightly coat about a dozen
crown-wheel teeth with marking blue, or red lead mixed with
a little oil, and rotate the crown wheel backwards and forwards
so that the coated teeth are rolled to and fro against the
pinion: a slight pressure against the pinion will load the gears
and give a clearer mark.
When sufficient rotation has been made to squeeze the marking
out of the teeth and leave a bare area the exact size, shape and

iocation of the contact, examine the contact mark on drive
side of the crown wheel teeth: mark on overrun side of
teeth will be correct when drive side mark is correct.

Figure 27.
HIGH TOOTH CONT/l.CT

A. Contact adjustment
B. Backlash correction

High tooth contact (Fig. 27) indicates that pinion is too far
out. Add shim behind pinion rear bearing, to move pinion
inward, then adjust crown wheel away from pinion to restore
correct gear backlash.

Figure 28.
lOW TOOTH CONTACT

A. Contact adjustment
B. Backlash correction

Low tooth contact (Fig. 28) indicates that pinion is set too
deep. Remove shim from behind pinion rear bearing, to move
pinion outward, then adjust crown wheel towards pinion to
restore correct gear backlash.
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Figure 29.
SHORT TOE CONTACT

A. Contact adjustment
8. Backlash correction

Short toe contact on tooth (Fig:2~) indicates that crown
wheel away from pinion will increase the length of contact
area and also move area towards heel of tooth.
To restore correct gear backlash it is also necessary to remove
shims from behind pinion rear bearing.

Figure 30.
SHORT HEEL CONTACT

A. Contact adjustment
B. Backlash correction

Short heel contact on tooth (Fig. 30) indicates that crown
wheel is too far away from pinion. Adjusting crown wheel
closer to pinion win increase length of contact area and move
area towards toe of teeth. To maintain correct gear backlash it
will also be necessary to add shims behind pinion rear bearing.
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Figure 31.
SATISFACTORY TOOTH CONTACT

A. Gears unloaded
B. Gears under operating load

Satisfactory tooth contact (Fig. 31.1 is roughly an elongated
oval shape, nearer to the toe than the heel and covering the
depth of the tooth flank. When under operating load the tooth
contact will then spread to almost the full length of the tooth .
More than one adjustment of crown wheel and pinions may
be necessary to obtain correct tooth marking, and as it is
necessary to strip the gearbox to adjust the pinion bearing
shims, adjusting the gears by means of the tooth marking
should only be carried out if the correct pinion setting
distance does not give a satisfactory tooth mark.

•

•
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OPERATION K2
Removing and Replacing Gear Selector Levers: Remove bolts
attaching housing to gearbox cover - three on gear lever and
four on range lever - then remove housing and lever.
To remove lever from housing, unscrew lever knob and slide
dirt excluder off lever then remove support plate from under
sideof Ilousing (Fig.32l.
Pack inside of t'lousing with grease before replacing gear lever
and support plate. After tiglltening support plate bolts,
securely lock with tabwasher. Fit a new gasket on housing and
replace housing on gearbox cover, ensuring that lever is
correctly positioned in selector jaws.
On 12-speed tractors a baulk spring is attached under the
gearbox cover to hold the range lever towards the high/low.
range selector Jaw..

E----_L

D

Dirt Exduders: The rubber dirt excluder fitted .on each gear
lever prevents dirt and water entering main frame and
contaminating the transmission oil. It is, therefore, essential
that excluders are maintained in good condition to prevent
dirty transmission oil affecting the hydraulic system.
Always examine excluders when changing transmission oil and
replace excluders that are torn or do not grip the lever tight
enough to make a seal.

To replace an excluder, unscrew lever knob and push
spring clip upwards with a large screwdriver until it is
clear of housing. Wipe lever clean and smear inside of
housing with grease before fitting new excluder. As
retaining clips cannot be replaced satisfactorily without a
special tool, secure excluder with a suitable hose clip.

Figure 32.

A. Range lever
C. Support plate
E.. Gear lever

GEAR SELECTOR LEVERS

B. Housing
D. Dirt excluder
F. Housing

Pog_ 79



OPERATION K4
Remo.ing end Replacing Reduction Unit: With tractor
standing on firm and reasonably level ground, raise rear of
tractor and place substantial supports under rear axle. Remove
rear wheels and unscrew brake adjusting nut to end of rod,
otherwise shoes may bind in drum and prevent reduction unit
being remo"ed.

Figure 33.
DIFFERENTIAL-LOCK PEDAL

LOCKED IN ENGAGED POSITION

If the right-hand reduction unit is being removed, depress
differential lock pedal and wire the operating lever upwards so
that differential lock steeve is held in the engaged position. If
this is not done the sleeve will be displaced when reduction
unit is withdrawn and will have to be refitted before the
reduction unit can be replaced. (Fig. 33).
Remove nuts from studs through end of axle case and dis
connect stabiliser bars. if fitted. Drain oil from unit.

As the reductions are quite heavy and require to be withdrawn
horizontally until spur pinion shaft is clear of oil seal in end
of axle case, some method of supporting the weight is
advisable. Withdraw unit until studs are clear of their holes
then allow unit to turn and place a trolley jack under the case
cover. Raise the jack until it just takes the. weight and permits
the complete assembly to be withdrawn. Hold the unit
vertical whilst pulling the jack squarely away from tractor, so
that pinion shaft does not jam in axle case oil seal. (Fig.34).
Before replacing a reduction unit first examine the brake
shoes and axle case oil seals. Reline brake shoes if linings are
excessively worn and fir new oll seals jf they are damaged or
leaking (see Page23 l-
It the differential lock sleeve has become displaced. due to the
lock not being held firmly in engaged position whilst
reduction unit is removed, it will be necessary to remove the
right-hand oil seal housing and replace sleeve in its correct
position before reduction unit can be refitted (See ~age' 2 I.
Clean brake shoes and end ot axle case. Smear inside of oi\
seals with grease and wipe inside of brake drum. Whilst
supporting weight of unit in same manner as during removal,
enter spur pinion shaft into oil seal and move unit until shaft
end enters differential. It will probably be necessary to turn
the wheel flange to align shaft splines with splines in
differential gear: note that right-hand shaft must enter two
separate sets of splines - one in sleeve and another in gear.
When reduction case is entered on dowels, replace and fully
tighten stud nuts. Adjust brakes and replace wheels.

p
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Figure 34.
REMOVING A REDUCTION UNIT
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OPERATION K4b
Dismanding and .Assembling Reduction Unit: After draining oil
from case, remove cover plate and unlock tabwasher on final
driveshaft. Using a suitable 'C' spanner (Service Tool 909842)
and hammer. unscrew ring nut" this is right-hand thread.

Insert 8 socket wrench through holes in final driveshaft flange
and remove two opposite seal-housing-to-reduction case
bolts.
Clean threads in final driveshaft extraction holes by screwing
a 1/2 BSF tap through each hole: this is essential to prevent
damage to extraction bolt threads. Fit two extraction bolts
(Service Tool 900207) through holes in shaft flange and
place two thrust blocks between housing and bolt ends. These
blocks are necessary to prevent damage to extraction bolts or
housing and dimensions of suitable blocks are shown in Figure
36-
Tighten both extractor bolts evenly - spur gear splines are
smeared with Loctite on assembly and will, therefore, be
initially tight - to draw shaft out of housing and bearing.
Do not attempt to withdraw shaft unless the seal housing is
bolted to reduction case, otherwise the housing will be
distorted and cause the taper roller bearing to grip the shaft
very tightly.
After withdrawing shaft, remove spur gear, tabwasher, ring
nut and inner bearings from case then remove seal housing and
outer bearing.

Figure 36.
DIMENSIDNS OF THRUST BLOCK

A. 2fi in. (65·1 mm) B. 3 in. (76·2 mm)
C. 1.... in. (33-4 mm) D..... in. (14·3 mm)
Drill 1 in. (6 mm) diameter indentation nr in. (1·6 mm)

deep at position shown

• B A G H

• F C E D K J

Figure 35. FINAL DRIVE REDUCTION UNIT

A. Case B. Spur pinion shaft C. Roller bearings
D. Cover E. Circlip F. Oil seal
G. Spur gear H. Final driveshaft J. Oil seal

K. Seal housing
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Brake Drum Removal: The brake drum is a tight fit on spur
pinion shaft and is provided with two 1/2 UNC extraction
holes. Do not attempt to remove drum by screwing two
extractor bolts through drum and tightening them against
reduction case, but use Service Tool 960618, which bolts to
drum and has an extraction screw bearing against end of
pinion shaft.
To use Service Tool 960618 for withdrawing 1200 brake drums
it is necessary to drill two 17/32 in. (13.5 mm) diameter holes
at 4 1/8 in. (104.8 mm) centres through the tool. flange - holes
in other brake drums are at 5 1/4 in. (133.35 mm) centres
and to convert holes in annular spacer into 17/32 in. (13.5mm)
wide by 5/16 in. (7.8 mm) deep slots (Fig. 371. Tool can then

t

be bolted rigidly to drum with two 1/2 UNC x 2 1/2 in. bolts
(600816) and extractor screw tightened to pull drum off shaft.
(Fig. 381-
When removing the 3 1/2 in. (88.9 mm) wide brake drums
fitted on later tractors the annular spacer cannot be used and
two distance tubes and a collar to the dimensions shown in
Figure 37 will be required. Fit collar on shaft then slide
extractor on shaft. 801_t extractor flange to drum with two
1/2 UNC x 5 in. bolts (600822). fitting a distance tube on each
bolt. Hold extractor. with bar through end, whilst tightening
extractor screw and if necessary strike end of screw with a
heavy hammer to start drum moving. (Fig.38).

•
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Figure 37.
MODIFICATIONS TO

BRAKE DRUM REMOVER

A. Service tool 960618
B. Additional pair of it in. (13,5 mm) dia. holes

at 41- in. (104,8 mm) centres
C. Holes in distance piece converted into it in.

(13,5 mm) wide by"" in. (7'9 mm) deep slots
D. 1. in. (47'6 mm) }
E. 3-1: in. (82-5 mm) Collar
F. 1i in. (44'5 mm)
G. 3~ in. (88'9 mm)
H. i in. (22-2 mm) Distance tube
J. -f& in. (14'3 mm) (two required)

E

•

Figure 38. REMOVING BRAKE DRUM

A. Service tool 960618 B. Brake drum 2! in. (63-5 mm)
C. Distance piece D. Bolts! UNC x 3, in. (600816)
E. Brake drum 3! in F. Collar

(88'9 mm)
G. Distance tube H. Bolt tUNC x 5 in. (600822)

A A H

F

G

•
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Spur Pinion Shaft Removal: After removing brake drum,
remove end cover circlip then turn case so that pinion shaft is
uppermost and place suitable wooden blocks under case.
Ensure blocks will not foul pinion as it is pushed from case
then strike end of pinion shaft with a soft-faced hammer or
wooden block. When pinion shaft has pushed cover and outer
bearing from case, turn case on its side and withdraw pinion
shaft.
Spur Pinion Shaft Oil Seal: This should be examined whilst
pinion shaft is removed and reJ"'ewed if leaking or damaged.
Lever out old seal then wipe bore clean before pressing new
seal into position. Use a flat plate, or large mandrel, so that seal
is not distorted, and position seal so that lip is towards circlip.

Oil Seal Collar: The seal collar on pinion shaft must not be
worn or damaged, otherwise seal will be unable to prevent oil
leakage. To prevent oil leakage between shaft and collar an
'0' ring is fitted inside collar and before fitting a new collar
ensu.re that a new '0' ring is fitted in collar groove.
Replacing Spur Pinion· Shaft: Smear inside of case oil seal
with grease then fit pinion shaft, with roller races on shaft,
through oil seal. Lay case on bench so that pinion shaft hangs
vertically 'over bench edge then replace outer bearing track in
case bore and tap track down until it is pressed firmly against
rollers.
Replace original shims on bearing track then replace cover,
with '0' ring in cover groove, and circlip. Rotate shaft, to
settle bearings, then press cover firmly down and measure the
gap between cover and circlip with a feeler gauge. Remove
circlip and fit shims of sufficient thickness to completely' fill
the gap on outside of cover - this is much easier than removing
cover - and replace circlip. As the bearings must have no
clearance but up to 0.003 in. (0.08 mm) preload there must
be no gap under the circlip.
Replacing Final Driveshaft: Ensure that thrust plate and bearing
track are positioned in case bore and adjusting screw is screwed
outwards clear of thrust plate.
Clean inside of shaft dirt shield, pack inside of oil seal with
grease then fit housing on shaft. Fit grease baffle in housing
and push outer track of roller race against baffle. Replace roller
race and distance piece on shaft, smear both sides of a new
gasket with jointing compound then fit this on housing face.
Ensure that both shaft and gear splines are clean and free from
oil then apply Locquic primer before smearing splines with
Loctite. Place spur gear inside case then fit shaft through case
and gear, replacing tabwasher, ring nut and inner bearing on
shaft at the same time. Bolt seal housing to case, ensuring that
drain slot adjacent to grease nipple will be towards the bottom
when unit is refitted on tractor, i.e., grease nipple will be at
7 o'clock position. After screwing ring 'nut onto shaft, so that
it will not prevent shaft fully entering inner bearing, tighten
housing bolts evenly to 50 Ib ft (6.9 kg metres I.
Tighten shaft ring nut: do not use a hammer and punch but
use a 'C' spanner (Service Tool 9098421 and heavy hammer as
the nut must be very tight, otherwise gear may work loose on
splines. When ring nut has been fully tightened lock it
securely with tabwasher.
Driveshaft Bearing Setting: With shaft ring nut and oil seal
housing bolts fullvtiqhtened, remove bearing adjuster screw
and strike centre of driveshaft flange with a hammer: this will
push inner bearing back and give shaft some end-float. Replace
adjuster screw without shims and screw this in whilst checking
shaft end-float. Continue tightening adjusting screw until shaft
end-float disappears and bearings start being preloaded then
measure thickness of gap under adjusting screw head with a
feeler gauge. Select shims 0.006 il) less than the measured
thickness of gap then remove bolt and fit shims under bolt
head. Fully tighten bolt before locking with wire: shaft
bearings should then have 0.005 to 0.007 in (0.13 to 0.18 mml
preload.

Reduction Case Breather: As it is essential that no build up of
pressure takes place inside the reduction case one of the cover
bolts is drilled to act as a breather. It is therefore important
that the breather bolt is not replaced by an undrilled bolt and
is not allowed to become blocked. When refitting a cover plate
always check that the breather bolt is clear and fitted at the
top of the cover

OPERATION K4c

Rear Axle Case Oil Seals: These are fitted in the housings at
each end of the axle case and to remove seals it is first
necessary to withdraw housing and then remove seals from
housing. (Fig. 391.

B

Figure 39.
REAR AXLE CASE OIL SEALS

A. Rear axle case
8. Oil seal hOJJsing
C. Drain hole
D. Oil seals

To remove h.ousing from axle case use Service Tool 900208. This
consists of a bridge piece and two 1/4 BSF x 2 in. bolts. Attach
bridge piece to housing, by screwing the two bolts into housing
extraction holes, and fit two extractor screws (900207) through
bridge piece. Tighten extractor screws evenly to draw housing
out of axle case then remove bridge piece and drive seals out of
housing with a hammer and drift. When fitting new seals, first
clean inside of housing then press first seal, lip towards centre
of axle case, to end of housing bore. Press second..seal, also with
lip towards centre of axle case, into housing until seal face is
level with end of housing.
Before replacing seal housing, pack cavity between seals with
high-melting-point grease and smear outside of housing with
jointing compound. Wipe axle case. If housing incorporates a
drain hole position this towards bottom then tap housing
squarely into axle case.
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Final Driveshaft Oil Seal: This consists of an external dirt
excluder, oil seal and internal baffle. When grease is pumped
through ttfe housing grease nipple the baffle prevents grease
passing into the reduction case and causes sufficient pressure
to be built up to force the grease outwards past the seal and
through the dirt excluder. The appearance of grease round the
shaft dirt excluder does not therefore indicate that the shaft
seal is leaking but shows that the grease is performing its
correct function, which is to protect the seal by periodically
flushing out dirt which would otherwise eventually damage
the seal and bearing. (Fig. 40).

OPERATION K5
Removing and Replacing Final Driveshaft Oil Seal: It is not
necessary to remove a reduction unit to replace the oil seal.
Remove wheel, drain oil from reduction and remove the case
cover.
Unlock the tabwasher on final driveshaft and unscrew ring nut,
using a hammer and a suitable 'C' spanner such as Service Tool
909842: nut is right·hand thread. Insert a socket wrench
through holes in driveshaft flange and remove two opposite
seal-housing bolts. Screw a 1/2 BSF tap through both
extraction holes in driveshaft flange: this is essential to prevent
damage to extraction bolt threads. Screw two extraction bolts
(Service Tool 900207) through holes in shaft flange and place
two thrust blocks between housing and bolt ends.
These blocks are necessary to prevent damage to extraction
bolts or housing, and dimensions of suitable blocks are shown
in Figure36).

Tighten both extractor bolts evenly - spur gear splines are
smeared with Loctite on assembly and will therefore be
initially tight - to draw shaft out of housing.
Do not attempt to withdraw shaft unless seal housing is
bolted to reduction case, otherwise housing will distort under •
pressure and cause the tapered roller bearing to grip the shaft ;
very tightly.
After removing shaft. remove spur gear, tabwasher, ring nut
and inner bearing from case then remove seal housing.
Remove oil seal from housing and, after cleaning housing,
carefully press new seal into position. Do not distort seal when
pressing it into housing, and position seal so that lip is
towards outside of housing. (Fig.40).

Oil Sea. Collar: The seal collar on shaft must be smooth and
undamaged, otherwise the seal will be unable to prevent oil
leakage. To remove a worn collar, drive a thin chisel, or
screwdriver, down the back of the dirt shield to move collar far
enough to get a lever behind it.
Fit a new dirt shield, positioning this in collar recess and fit a
new '0' ring on shaft: this prevents oil by-passing seal and
leaking along inside of collar. Press collar firmly against shaft
flange so that dirt.shield is gripped tight.
Clean inside of dirt shield, pack seal with grease then fit
housing on shaft. Replace grease baffle in housing and push
outer track of roller bearing against baffle. Replace roller race
and distance piece on shaft, smear both sides of a new gasket
with jointing compound then fit this on housing face.

G E F B -.
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A. Drive shah
D. Oilseal

Figure 40. FINAL DRIVESHAFT Oil SEAL

B. Dirt shield C. Shah collar
E. Housing F. Grease baffle
G. Tapered roller bearing



Ensure that both shaft and gear splines are clean and
free from oil then apply Locquic primer before smearing

•

sPlines with Loctite (Grade AV). Place spur gear inside
case then fit shaft through case and gear, replacing
tabwasher, ring nut and inner bearing on shaft at same
time. Bolt seal-housing to case, ensuring that drain slot
adjacent to grease nipple is at the bottom, i.e.. grease
nipple at 7 o'clock position. After screwing ring nut on
to shaft, so that it will not prevent shaft fully entering
inner bearing, tighten housing bolts to 50 Ib ft (6.9 kg
metres).
Tighten shaft ring nut. Do not use a hammer and punch,
but use a 'C' spanner (Service Tool 909842) and heavy
hammer as the nut must be very tight. otherwise gear
may work loose on splines.
Driveshaft Bearing Setting: With shaft ring nut and
seal housing bolts fully tightened, remove bearing
adjuster screw and strike end of driveshaft with a
hammer: this will push inner bearing back so that shaft
will have end-float. Replace adjuster screw without
shims and screw this in whilst checking shaft end-float.
Continue tightening adjuster screw until shalt end-float
disappears then check thickness of gap under bolt head
with a feeler gauge. Select shims 0.006 in. (0.15 mm)
less than the measured gap, then remove bolt and fit
the shims under bolt head. Replace and fully tighten

bolt before locking with wire: shaft bearings will then
have 0.005 to 0.007 in. (0.13 to 0.18 mm) preload.
Reduction Case Breather: As it is essential that no
build up of pressure takes place inside the reduction
unit one of the cover bolts is drilled so that it acts as a
breather. It is therefore important that the breather bolt
is not replaced by an undrilled bolt and is not allowed
to become blocked. When refitting a cover plate, always
check that breather bolt is clear and fitted at the top of
the cover.

OPERATION K7

Removing and Replacing Differential Lock Pedal:
Remove bolts attaching right-hand footplate to main
frame and fender, then push footplate down so that it
pivots on brake cross shalt and allows rear of plate to
clear pedal pivot.
Remove spring pin from pedal pivot then slide pedal
sideways. Pivot pin is screwed into main frame and can
be removed if required.
Ensure that pivot pin is screwed tightly into frame then
smear pin with grease before replacing pedal. Replace
spring pin then lift footplate into position and replace
bolts.

Muff coupling end-float
Pinion shaft bearing setting

• Layshalt end-float
. Auxiliary layshaft bearing distance piece

end-float between roller bearings
Differential side bearing end-float
Crown wheel and pinion tooth backlash
Gearbox mounting clearance: vertical
Gearbox mounting clearance: horizontal
Spur pinion shaft bearing pre-load
Final driveshalt bearing pre-load

DIMENSIONAL DATA

TIGHTENING TORQUES

0.008 - 0.040 in (0.20 - 1.02 mm)
0.002 in (0.05 mm) end-float to
0.002 in (0.05 mm) preload
0.002 - 0.004 in (0.05 - 0.10 mm)

0.010 - 0.050 in (0.25 - 1.27 mm)
0.000 - 0.002 in (0.00 - 0.05 mm)
0.007 - 0.009 in (0.18 - 0.23 mm)
0.016 - 0.021 in (0.41 - 0.53 mm)
0.008 - 0.012 in (0.20 - 0.30 mm)
0.001 - 0.003 in (0.02 - 0.08 mm)
0.005 - 0.007 in (0.13 - 0.18 mm)

Reduction case cover bolts
Reduction oil seal housing bolts
Reduction units to rear axle case bolts

tractor 700001 to 700346
tractor 700347 to 703004
tractor 703005 onward

Final driveshaft ring nut
Gear lever housing bolts
Pinion shaft nut
Differential bearing cap bolts
Spacer stud nuts
Crown wheel bolt nuts
Adjusting nut lock plate bolts
Top shaft bearing retaining bolt
Differential cage cover bolts

•

Rear wheel hub nuts
iin (15.9mm) diameter

'- fin (19mm) diameter

Ib ft
25
50

75
100

75
150

9
200
120

70
50
20

8
30

114
140

kg m
3.5
6.9

10.5
13
10.5
21

1.3
28
16.5

9.7
6.9
2.8
1.1
4.2

15.7
19.2
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SUMMARY OF DESIGN CHANGES

Details of Change

Material of reduction units to rear axle case bolts changed so that tightening torque of
bolts can be increased from 75 to 100 Ib ft (10.5 to 13.8 metres). Part number of bolts
changed from 600803 to 600881

Wheel bolts in final drives hafts increased in length to 21 in. to allow filling of power
adjusted rear wheels. Part number of bolts changed from 611266/7 to 611271.

Profile of detent ball groove in range selector rod (917733) changed from 90' to 60'
included angle.

Width of brake shoes increased from 21 to 31 in. (63.5 to 88.9 mm). Adaptor plate filled
between axle case and reduction unit and spur-pinion shafts increased in length.

Oil capacity of transmission increased from 8 to 9 gallons (36.4 to 41.0 litres) by
changing dipstick sleeve from 83884 (i in.) to 923725 (1 i in.).

Oil seal collar (910390) sealed to spur pinion shaft by filling '0' ring (15533) in groove
on inside of collar.

Bearings in auxiliary layshaft of 12-speed gearbox changed so that needle rollers run
directly against gear and spindle. Part number of layshaft gear changed from 923796 to
924493. . .
The later,partsK924<\93. K620273. K924495 and K626714 should be used.

;..:' .....~ . ". ~;.. ~

.;.. "Splines in muff coupling changed from six splines with straight sides to 16 splines with
~t:" ·.··involute sides. with corresponding change to splines on clutch and gearbox driveshafts.
.~~ .
,~ . ,

~:'.:~-: Sealing washers (14582) fitted on gearbox cover to main frame bolts. in place of plain
steel washers (15735). used previously.

Plain bush (621244) in differential pinion changed to shouldered bush (928899). Part
number of pinion changed from 910465 to 928900.

Oiameter of differential pin (942038) increased from 1 in. (25.4 mm) to 1tin. (28.57 mm).
Part number of differential cage changed from 908780 to 942316. New bevel pinions
(942317) and circlips (12207) must also be used with the larger diameter pin.

Auxiliary layshaft bearings of a different length filled to a number of 1210 tractors.
These bearings. which are 1*in. (31.75 mm) long and require a 1.425 in. (36.19 mm)
spacer. will not be supplied as replacements and must. therefore. be replaced with
620273 bearings and 924495 spacer.

Shimming of gearbox layshaft moved from front end plate to rear end plate and shim
qty reduced. When layshaft front shoulder is 3.20 mm (0.125 in.) shim at front. When
front shoulder is 3.90 mm (0.153 in.) shim at rear.

Oil seal added to final drive shaft between outer bearing and spur gear. Seal lip faces
spur gear to retain oil in reservoir. Outer bearing now lubricated with grease. Grease
nipple in flange now accessible from rear. Pack bearing with grease on assembly and
apply 2 shots from grease gun every 60 hours.

-
Five internal serrations added to gear lever dirt excluder K929631 to improve retention
and seal.

A circular trough K945133 was used between pinion and rear pinion bearing on some
tractors. This should be discarded at overhaul and shims K910454/5/6/7 added behind
bearing cup to an approx. additional thickness of 0.90 mm (0.035 in.). Finally set pinion
depth with tool DB 8208.

Diameter of special bolts allaching final drive hub to wheel centre increased in diameter
from t in. to i in. and holes in wheel centre increased from 19 to 25.4 mm (0.75 to
1.0 in.). Special wheel nuts K617210 available to fit latest wheel centres to earlier tin.
bolts. Wheel nut brace K946622 and tommy bar K948095 fits t in. and t in. nuts.
Final drive ratios standardised atl 0/49.
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When introduced

1200/700347
703004
(October 1967)

1200/700807
(April 1967)

1200/700945
(April 1967)

1200/703005
(October 1967)

1200/705026
(February 1968)

1200/705386
(February 1968)

1200/706767
(October 1968)

1200/708742
(May 1969)

1200/711300
(December 1969)

1200/15045
(November 1970)

1200/717761
(November 1971 )

1210/721179 to
721263
(September 1972)

1210 (April 1973)

1210-721832
(July 1973)

1210-724406
(February 1974)

1210 (1973/4)

1210-725180
(April 1974)

•

•



•

•

Method of retention at rear of synchromesh unit changed from circlip to split rings and
special recessed washer to provide more positive location.
Prior to this the first gear front hub was temporarily recessed and a wider circlip (and
groove) K12300 used in place of K621865.

If the later specification is required in service proceed as follows;
Grind front face of 1st gear hub K942461 across full width to reduce overall length of
hub to 40.5 mm (1.# in.).
Extend the circlip groove (at rear of synchromesh unit) to the following dimensions:
Distance of front face of groove to front shoulder of shaft (theaded end) = 140.77 mm
(5.542 in.).
Distance of rear face of groove to front shoulder of shaft (theaded end) = 145.57 mm
(5.732 in.).
i.e. width of groove = 4.80 mm (0.189 in.).
Shaft dia at bottom of groove ~ 45.90 mm (1.807 in.).
Use two split rings K945962 and one recessed washer K948670 to replace circlip
K12300 or K621865 and washer K940975.

Split rings 1210-729430
(August 1975)

Wider circlip
1210-723883

Recessed gear
1210-722949

Other David Brown publications on transmissions are available through your DB Dealer or from
Publications section. David Brown Tractors Ltd .• Meltham. Huddersfield, England HD7 3AR.

Service Repair Manual Section C1 Transmission. Non-synchromesh, not 1200

Service Repair Manual, section C2. 4 WD Transmission and Front axle Mk I (Selene)

Service Repair Manual, section C3, Transmission Non-synchromesh. not 1210 or 1410

• Up-dated pages 19/20

Service Repair Manual, section C5, Transmission Hydra-shift

• Up-dated pages 25/28a
• Up-dated pages 33/34

'. Service Repair Manual, section C6, 4WD Transmission and Front Axle Mk I (Kramer)

Service Repair Manual. section C7. 4WD Transmission and Front Axle Mk II

1412 tractors-included in the Preliminary Service Information section

Instructional drawings, Synchromesh Transmission (with booklet)
• Instructional drawing, Synchromesh gearbox

David Brown policy is one of continuous development and improve
ment, and therefore the specification details may have been altered
since this manual went to press.

Moreover. as the David Brown tractor is offered in a variety of forms
to cover a large number of markets and applications, this manual may
contain details of items not applicable to the particular tractor with

. which it is being used.

•

9-38115

9-38116

9-37141
9-38159

9-37161
9-38156
9-38161

9-37171

9-37172

9-38121

9-38501
9-38601
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"David Brown TractorS Ltd.. win continue to improve their products.
As a result, the ·specification details can have changed after this issue was
made.

Also. as the David Brown tractor is made to variable specifications for
different uses and countries. this manual can give details of items which
are not part of any specific tractor."

@oPubliahed by David Brown Tractors Ltd.
Printed in England by Waddington & Ledger Ltd•• Dewsbury

•

•
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SPECIAL TOOLS HYDRA-SHIFT TRANSMISSION

FIGURE 2 TOOL FOR INSTAUING DIFFERENTIAL LOCK
SLEEVE

SPECIAL TOOLS

•1
D

1

E. 38 mm (7t in)
F. 25.4 mm (7 in)
G. Hose clip
H. 703.2 mm (4n in)

F

A. 609.6 mm (24 in)
B. 228.6 mm (9 in)
C. 707.6 mm (4 in)
D. 304.8 mm (72 in)FIGURE 1 GEARBOX SUPPORT STAND

Make this stand from the measurements given on drawing No.
MISe T747. You can get this drawing from David Brown Tractors
-~p.rvice Department.

•

FIGURE 3 TOOL FOR LIFTING THE GEARBOX

FIGURE 4 PINION SETTING GAUGE
(SERVICE TOOL DBB208)

A. 203 mm (8 in)
B. .; UNCx 7i in
C. 765 mm (6!s in)

D. 622 mm (24lt in)
E. 229 mm (9 in)
F. 74.5 mm (N dia.
G. 83 mm (3i in)

A. Dummy bearings
B. Mandrel

C. Spacer
D. Probe

•
2
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SPECIAL TOOLS

F~

i

p----.1

HYDRA-SHIFT TRANSMISSION

I·

~=[@ @]
I--D-~I

•

•

FIGURE 5 TOOL FOR LOCATING THE GEARBOX TO THE
REAR AXLE

A. 75 mm (3 in)
B. 50 mm (2 in)
C. 10 mm (i in)
D. 400 mm ± 1 mm (151 in ±O.O4O in)
E. 25 mm (1 in)
F. 25 mm (1 in)
G. 324 rom (122 in)
H. 25 rom (1 in)
J. 105 mm (41 in)
K. 190.5 mm ±O.25 mm (7-! in ±O.010 in)
L. 16.5 mm dis. (ii in dis.)
M. 41 rom (1. in)
N. 19 mm radius t1 in radius)
P. 127 mm (5 in)
R. 146 mm (52 in)
5. 22 rom It in)
T. Nut. 1-11 UNC (Dry. 2)
U. eo« 1-11 UNCx22 (DIy. 2)

Make from 30 ton grade weldable structural steel. 75 mmx 50
mm« 10 mm or equivalent. Dimensions 'S' and 'N' can be flame
cut.

FIGURE 7 TOOL FOR LIFTING THE GEARBOX REAR UNIT

Material. 260 mm (78 in) long (minimum).
19 mm tl in) wide
4.8 mm (-h in) thick

A. 178 rom (7 in)
B. 50 rom (2 in)
C. 178 mm (7 in)
X. 12.7 mm (i in)

. FIGURE 6 TOOL FOR COMPRESSING DETENT 5PRINGS

A. 9.5 mm Ii in)
B. 15.8 mm (. in)
C. 4.8 mm (~ in)
O. 150 mm (6 in)
E. GeBflevel'knob

'"----c-----

3
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DESCRIPTION HYDRA-SHIFT TRANSMISSION

FIGURE 8 TRANSMISSION UNIT

•

•

B. Srake IMnd on
o. Freewheelmech.n~

locked

8. Ronge /0.,.,
D. DlHfNetItiIII /od; pU41

A. Lock up clutch disengaged
C. Ca"ier muofUlry
E. Input shaft
F. Output shah

FIGURE 9 TRANSMISSION CONTROLS

FIGURE 10. PLANETARY UNIT IN REDUCTION

A. Hydro-Shifr /over
C. Clutcl1 pU41

B. Planetary gem units
D. Sequence valve
F. Range gsar section
G. Differential unit

A. Four $peed section
C. Spool vBlve
E. Oil pump

Operation

NOTE: The direction of rotation used in this manual is
that seen when looking at the rear of the gearbox.

The four speed section includes two planetary gear units
(each one having two speeds). a hydraulic pump and
control valves. Each planetary gear unit has a hydrauli
cally operated multi-plate lock-up clutch, a free wheel
mechanism and a hand brake.

The planetary gear units are of similar construction but
have different ratios. When oil pressure is released from
the unit. the carrier is held stationary by the free wheel
mechanism and the brake band, see figure 10. When
load is applied to the unit the carrier tries to tum in a
counter clockwise direction. This is prevented by the
free wheel mechanism. When the tractor is in the
engine braking (overrun) condition. the carrier tries to

Range Section

This is a constant mesh range gear section. It has three
forward ranges and one reverse range:
1. Creep range
2. Field range
3. Road range
The range gears are selected by moving the range lever.
'8' figure 9, The clutch pedal must be used.

Four Speed Section

This is a semi-automatic planetary section at the input
end of the gearbox. It is hydraulically controlled. Speeds
are selected by moving the Hydra-Shift lever, 'A' Figure 9,
without using the transmission clutch. This does not
stop power to the drive wheels.

The gearbox has two sections. a four speed section and
a range section.

4
9·37162



DESCRIPTl.ON HYDRA-SHIFT TRANSMISSION

FIGURE 11 PLANETARY UNIT IN DIRECT DRIVE

D. Free·wheel mechanism:
disengaged

E. Input shaft
F. Output Sh8ft .

•

tum in a clockwise direction. This is prevented by the
brake band. When the input shaft is turning, the planet 
pinions tum on their own spindles and the gears operate
as a reduction unit. turning the output shaft at a de
creased speed.

When oil pressure is applied, the brake band is released.
Then the multi-plate clutch is engaged and holds the
carrier to the input shaft. see figure 11. The input shaft
carrier and output shaft tum together, the input speed
is not decreased.

The planetary gear unit gives a low ratio when oil pres
sure is released. It gives direct drive wharf oil pressure
is applied. Because the change in output speed is made
by engaging or disengaging the friction clutch. it can
be done when the tractor is moving and when load is
applied to the gearbox.

A sing'e unit wifl only give two speeds. To get four
speeds, two units of different ratios are installed in
series. The front unit has a reduction ratio of 1-37:1.
The rear unit has a reduction ratio of 1,82:1. In first
gear, see figure 12, oil pressure is released from both
units. The carriers are held stationary and the units work
in reduction. The output shaft of the rear unit is driven
through a reduction ratio of 1·37 x1·82=2·49:1.

In second gear, see figure 13, oil pressure is applied to
the front unit only. The front unit works in direct drive,
the rear unit works in reduction. The output shaft of the
rear unit is driven through a reduction ratio of 1 x1.82=
1.82:1 .

A. Lock-up clutch: engaged
B. Band brake: released
C. Ca"ier: revolving

F

FIGURE 12. PLANETARY UNITS IN FIRST GEAR

Front unit in reduction - Rear unit in reduction
A. Lock-up clutch: disengaged E. Lock·up clutch: disengaged
B. Band brake: appliedby springF. Bandbrake:appliedbyspring
C. Carrier:stationary G. Carrier: stationary j l

D. Free-wheelmechanism: H. Free-wheelmechanism:
locked locked

J. Input shaft K. Output shaft

A

BC D

FIGURE 13 pLANETARY UNITS IN SECOND GEAR

Front unit in direct drive - Rear unit in reduction

•
A. Lock-up clutch: engaged
B. Band brake: released
C. Ca"ier: revolving
D. Free-wheel mechanism:

released
J. Input shaft

E. Lock-up clutch: disengaged
F. Bandbrake:appliedby

spring
G. Ca"ier: stationary
H. Free-wheel mechanism:

loclced
K. Output shaft

5
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DESCRIPTION HYDRA-SHIFT TRANSMISSION

FIGURE 14 PLANETARY UNITS IN THIRD GEAR

FIGURE 15 PLANETARY UNITS IN FOURTH GEAR

•

•

D. Clutch cylinder (the fear
clutch cylinder is not shown)

E. Brake cylinders

...--r: ,')
• I

D @::--"''----/ ~
0

'{C/
N

e
E <r

C

FIGURE 16 COMPONENTS OF THE HYORAULIC SYSTEM

A. Lowpressure oilpump
B. Fou,~positionspoolvalve

with integralrelief valve
C. Sequence timing valves

J"~_' t
'--- ~-'\-" K

FG H

Be D

BC D

A

--3'

In third gear, see figure 14. oil pressure is applied to the
rear unit only. The from unit works in reduction. the
rear unit works in direct drive.. The output shaft of the
rear unit is driven through a reduction ratio of
1 >1.37=1.37:1.
In fourth gear. see figure 15. oil pressure is applied to
both units. Both units work in direct drive. The output
shaft of the rear unit is driven at engine speed.
Gear selection in the four speed section is made by con
trolling the flow of oil to the planetary gear units. This
is done by the hydraulic system, see figure 16.
The oil pump takes oil from the transmission case to the
spool valve at the top of the gearbox. The valve spool is
connected to the Hydra·Shift lever. When the lever is
moved the spool conuots the flow of oit to the correct
clutch and brake cylinders.
When oil pressure is applied the clutch cylinder rotates
with the carrier. The oil flows through a rotating joint
in each planetary unit. Oil is prevented from leaking at
the rotating jointbv piston ring type seals. see figure 17.

From unit in reduction - Rear unit in direct drive
A. Lock -up clutch: disengaged E. Lock~up clutch: engaged
B. Bandbrake:Bppliedby F. Bandbrake:released

spring G. Carrier: revolving'
C. Carrier: stationary H. Free-wheel mechanism:
O. Free-whee/mechanism: disengaged

locked J. Input shah
K. Output sh.tt

From unit in direct drive - Rear unit in direct drive
A. Lock-up clutch: engaged E. Lock-up clutch: engaged
B. Bandbrake:released F. Sand brake: released
C. Carrier: revolving G. Carner: revolving
D. Free-wheel mechanism: H. Free~wheelmechanism:

disengaged disengaged
J. Input shaft
K. Output sh.h

FIGURE 17 CLUTCH CYLINOER OIL SEALS

A. Planet carrier
B. Clutch piston
C. Sealing rings
O. Oil connection

. E. Casing web •
6
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DESCRIPTION

A sequence timing valve is installed in each clutch oil
feed pipe. This makes sure that:

a. When a higher gear is selected the brake band is
released before the clutch is engaged.

b. When a lower gear is selected the clutch is released
before the brake band is engaged.

c. When working together, the clutch which is being
engaged, is engaged before the other clutch is
released.

The sequence timing valve is a spring loaded piston
valve with a control orifice in the piston head. See
figures 18 to 21 "

The spool valve directs oil to a planetary unit. Oil pres
sure is held back from the clutch cylinder by the
sequence valve. This permits oil pressure to generate
at the brake cylinder and releases the brake band. The
oil pressure is then strong enough to open the sequence
valve. Oil then moves through the rotating joint and
moves the clutch piston. This happens in a very short
time. When the clutch piston has moved approximately
half the length of its stroke, buffer springs (see 'J"
figure 37) on the piston face start to engage the clutch.
Extra pressure is needed to push the clutch piston
against the springs. This pushes the brake piston fully
against the brake spring. See figures 18 to 21.

When a planetary unit moves from direct drive into
reduction, the spool valve stops the flow of oil to the
clutch and brake cylinders. The oil in the brake cylinder
starts to flow through the control orifice in the sequence
valve piston. Restrictors' at the spool valve end of the

HYDRA-SHIFT TRANSMISSION

G

-

FIGURE 18 HYDRAULIC SYSTEM IN FIRST GEAR

A. CIUlCh:disengaged} Front D. Clutch:disengaUed} Rear
B. Sequence valve: Plan- E. Sequence valve: Plane-

open etary open tary
C. Bandbrake: Unit F. Bandbrake: Unit

applied applied
G. Spool valve
H. Relief valve
J. Oil pump

DW

FIGURE 19 HYDRAULIC SYSTEM IN SECOND GEAR

•
7

9·37182

A. Clutch: engaged
B. Sequence valve:

closed
C. Band brake:

released
G. Spool valve
H. Relief valve
J. Oil pump

}

Front O. Clutch: diSengaged} Rear
Plan- E. Sequence valve: Plan-
etary open etary
Unit F. Bandbrake: Unit

applied



DESCRIPTION HYDRA-SHIFT TRANSMISSION

FIGURE 20 HYDRAULIC SYSTEM IN THIRD GEAR

•

•
}

R8lIT
Plan·
erary
Unit

~~ID L!J

}

Front O. Clutch: engaged
Plan- E. Sequence tlalve:
erary clo$lld
Unit F. Band brake:

released

A. Clutch: released
B. Sequence tlalve:

open
C. Bandbrake:

applied
G. Spool tlalve
H. Relief tlalve
J. Oi/pump

brake cylinder pipes control the oil flow from the brake
cylinders. As the oil in the brake cylinders is decreased,
the decreasing pressure of the brake spring causes a
lower pressure at the sequence valve. During this se
quence the all pressure in the clutch cylinder is de
creased. but not enough to stop the drive from the
gearbox.

When the brake piston has reached approximately han
the length of its stroke (as the clutch in the other unit
starts to engage) oil pressure is decreased at the se
quence valve. This permits the valve to move and release
the clutch cylinder oil through the sequence valve pis
Ion and disengages the clutch. The brake cylinder con
tinues to empty through the sequence valve piston con
trol orifice. When the brake piston has reached its full
stroke all the brake spring pressure is applied to the
brake band. see figure 18.

When a load is applied to the gearbox and the clutch
is disengaged. the carrier will try to tum in a counter
clockwise direction. This is prevented by the free wheel
mechanism. When a lower gear is selected with load
applied to the gearbox. the unft will automatically move
into the reduction ratio before the brake band is applied.
In the engine braking (ovenun) condition, the output
torque is reversed and the brake band will prevent the
tractor from free wheeling.

The relief pressure valve is installed in the control valve
body. This keeps a pressure of 4.99 to 5.2 Kg/em' (71
to 75 Ibs/in2 ) in the svstem, Oil released by the relief
valve flows through pipes to the centre of each planetary
unit to give lubrication to the units and to keep the clutch
plates cool.

E

FIGURE 21 HYDRAULIC SYSTEM IN FOURTH GEAR

A. Clutch:engBged
B. Sequence tlalve:

··c/osed
C. BandbrakB:

reJeautl
G. Spool tlalve
H. Relief tllIlve
J. Oi/pump

}

Front D. Clutch: engaged
Plan- E. Sequence valve:
etB'Y dOSTTd
Unit F. Bandbrake:

rehHIsad

•
8
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REGULAR MAINTENANCE

Clean the transmission filter after the first 50 hours and
then every 500 hours. You must also clean it when the
Selectamatic hydraulic filter is replaced. Change the
oil every 1000 hours.

Cleaning the Transmission Filter

Figure 22
1. Remove the plug 'C' from the filter housing and re

move the oil. Destroy the last 4.Slitres (1 gallon).
2. Remove the plug 'B'. This is connected to the

transmission pump inlet pipe and filter.
3. Wash the filter in clean fuel.
4. Remove the fuel with air pressure.
5. Install the plugs 'B' and 'C'.
6. Use the old oil to .fill the system.
7. Add new oil of the correct grade until it is at the

correct level.
8. Run the engine at the minimum idle speed for 30

seconds with the hydraulic control lever in the
'lower' position. Air will then be removed from the
system.

At 500 hours and then every 1000 hours, make sure that
the relief valve is working at the correct pressure. See
page 33.

HYDRA-SHIFT TRANSMISSION

B A
FIGURE 22 OIL PUMP FILTER

A. Selectamatic system
full-flow filterhousing

B. Transmission filter
C. Drainplug

•
FIGURE 23 GEARBOX WITH COVER REMOVED

A. Spool valve D. Pipesto brakecylinders
B. Front clutchpipe connection E. Frontbrakebandadjuster
C. Rear clutchpipe connection F. Rearbrakebandadjuster

9
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MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR HYDRA-SHIFT TRANSMISSION

REMOVING AND INSTALLING THE GEARBOX

5.
6.

7.

a.

9.
10.
11.
12.

" •

•

C. Bolts into seal housing
D. ExtTBetionbolts

FIGURE 24 REMOVING THE OIL SEAL HOUSING

A. Oil seal housing
B. Sridge piece

You must split the tractor to remove the gearbox.

To remove the range section of the gearbox and to
repair the crown wheel and pinion, use method A.

To remove and repair the four-speed section of the
gearbox and to repair the range section (except the
crown wheel and pinion), use method B.

Method A-Removing the Gearbox

1. On Q-cab tractors, remove the cab.
2. Clean the outside of the clutch housing, gearbox

top. main frame and rear axle.
3. Put the tractor on hard. level ground.
4. Remove the oil from 'the transmission casing and

the reduction units. Keep the oil in a clean. covered
container. The container must have a minimum
capacity of 40 litres (9 gallons).
Remove the transmission oil filter.
Disconnect the battery cable and remove the
starter motor.
Put wooden wedges between the front axle and
front frame to prevent movement.
Use a 5-ton jack to raise the back of the tractor.
Put supports below the rear end of the main
frame.
Remove the rear wheels.
Lower the tractor on to the supports.
Remove both reduction units.
Remove the oil seal housing from the right hand
side of the axle casing using the extractor K90020a.
See figure 24.
Put your hand into the axle casing and pull the
differential locking sleeve and spring away from
the differential. See figure 25.
NOTE: If the differential locking sleeve and spring
do not move easily, get assistance to move the
differential lock pedal up and down. Continue

FIGURE 25 OIFFERENTIAL LOCK

A. Spur pinion shalt
B. Sleeve
C. Operating fork

D

O. Ped.,
E. Retum spring
F. End p/ate- differential cage •
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MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR HYDRA-SHIFT TRANSMISSION

FIGURE 27 CLUTCH RELEASE MECHANISM

C. ThronJe linkage
D. Steering column

A

FIGURE 26 REMOVING THE STEERING COLUMN

A. Steering pipes
B. Orbitrol valve bolts

PTO Clutch
D. Cross shaft
E. Fork
F. Bearing ca"ier

pulling until locking sleeve and spring are away
from the differential. It is not necessary to remove
the locking sleeve and spring from the axle casing.

, 3. Remove the silencer and the bonnet.
14. On models without 'Q' -cab:

Disconnect the Hydra-Shift lever linkage at the
spool valve.
Remove the tuel tank and the instrument panel.
Disconnect the steering pipes from the Orbitral
valve, install plugs or caps on open pipe ends.
See figure 26.
Remove the steering column together with the
steering wheel and Orbitral valve.

15. Push the spool valve down fully.
16. Remove the clutch housing and the gearbox cover.
17. Remove the PTO unit. then pull out the cardan

shaft from the gearbox.
18. Remove the high pressure hydraulic pipe.
19. Use a crane or a jack to support the weight of the

rear axle case. then remove the bolts which fasten
the axle case to the main frame.

20. Pull the axle case from the dowels on the main
frame. -then move it clear of the tractor.

21. Remove the two gearbox mounting bolts then
install the lifting bracket. See figure 3, page 2.

22. Use a crane to hold the gearbox. Pull the gearbox
backwards until it is clear of the clutch. then lift it
from the tractor.

Transmission Clutch
A. Cross shaft
B. Fork
C. Sleeve

Method A-'-tnstelling the Gearbox

1. Clean the inside of the main frame.
2. Make sure that the transmission clutch release

bearing sleeve is correctly engaged in the fork.
See figure 27. .

3. Slide the gearbox into position. Make sure that the
clutch bearing sleeve slides on the support snout.
Make sure that the '0' -rings at the front end of the
gearbox are not damaged.

e,

•

•
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MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR HYDRA-SHIFT TRANSMISSION

FIGURE 28 GEARBOX MOUNTING

D

0'40- 0·53mm

•lOOlbft
0.016;n
0.021 in

751bft

C. RBnge IlNtbox
O. Main f'ame

10.5 kg m.

14kg m .136 Nm .
0.4Omm.
0.53mm.
lOONm .

A. Mounting bolt
B. Bush

NOTE: 00 not permit the tool to go into the spring or
it will be difficu~ to engage the selector lork into the
groove of the locking sleeve.
Move the selector fork until it is in alignment with the
groove on the locking sleeve.
Turn the tool clockwise to engage the locking sleeve
with the selector 10.1<.
Push the tool a small amount toward the differential
until the end 01 the tool is in the spring.
Push the pedal to engage the differential lock.
Use wire to hold the pedal in position.

c

NOTE: tt is easier to push the gearbox into position
if you engage high range and tum the crown wheel
while pushing the gearbox. or if you tum any of
the planetary pinions.

4. Install the two bushes (part number K920656) into
the mounting bolt holes at the rear of the range
gearbox. See ligure 28.

S. Move the gearbox until the bushes fall into the
main frame bott holes.

G. Install the two mounting bolts and tighten them to
136 Nm.

7. Use a feeler gauge to check the clearance between
the boll heads and the top lace 01 the gearbox lug.
This must be between 0.40 and 0.53 mm.

a. Install a new full-flow tilter element in the
Seleetamatic system. Wash the two filter screens in
clean fuel. Assemble the fitter and install the cover
plate.

9. Clean the main frame and the rear axle frame faces.
Put jointing compound on the face of the axle
frame.

10. 'nstall a new gasket then install the axle case onto
the dowels.

11. Install the bolts and tighten them to 100 Nm.
12. Install the cardan shaft. Make sure that the oil

seal inside the gearbox is not damaged.
13. Install the PTO unit.
14. Install the diffarential locking sleeve using the

tool shown in ligure 2. page 2. See ligure 25.
Install the spring in the end plate. Put the locking
sleeve on the tool with the splines away from the
handle 01 the tool.
Using the tool. put the locking sleeve into the axle
casing.
Push the tool toward the differential until the
groove of the locking sleeve is behind the inner
gusset of the casing.

•
12
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FIGURE 29 SIDE VIEW OF GEARBOX COVER

c
D

B.58mm
c. 19.05mm (minimum)

A. 280mm

29. Install the starter motor and connect the battery
cable.

30. On models without 'a' -cab:
Install the steering column together with the
steering wheel and Orbitral valve. See figure 26.
Connect the steering pipes to the Orbitral valve.
See figure 26.
Install the fuel tank and the instrument panel.
Connect the Hydra-Shift lever linkage to the spool
valve.

31. Install the bonnet and the silencer.
32. On a-cab models, install the cab.
33. Remove the air from the hydraulic brakes and the

hydrostatic steering system.

e Remove the tool.
15. Before you install the oil seal housing make sure:

That the oil seals are in good condition.
That on 1212 tractors, both oil seal lips are toward
the differential. That on 1412 tractors, the lip on the
inner seal is toward the differential, and the lip on
the outer seal is toward the reduction unit.

16. Put jointing compound on the face of the oil seal
housing.

17. Install the oil seal housing on to the axle casing
using a soft faced hammer.

18. Install the two reduction units, tighten the bolts
tolOONm.

19. Connect the brake rods or pipes.
20. Install the rear wheels and lower the tractor to the

ground.
21. Install new gaskets onto the main frame then put

the gearbox cover. in position.
NOTE: Early model tractors have no hole in the
gearbox cover for checking the pump pressure.
See figure 29 ff one is needed.

22. Install the bolts which fasten the gearbox cover to
the main frame and, the axle case.

23. Tighten the bolts which fasten the gearbox cover
to the axle case to 70 Nm.

24. Tighten the bolts which fasten the gearbox cover
to the main frame to 70 Nm.

25. Put the clutch housing in position then install the
bolts which fasten the clutch housing to the main
frame. Tighten the bolts to 70 Nm.e 26. Install the wedge between the gearbox cover and
the clutch housing. Hit the wedge with· a soft
faced hammer until it is tight. Install the bolts which
fasten the gearbox cover and the wedge to the
clutch housing. Tighten the bolts to 100 Nm.

27. Install the high pressure hydraulic pipe.
28. FiJI the transmission casing with the correct amount

of oil. If you use the old oil, use a funnel with a
fine filter and destroy the last 4.5 litres.

e
13
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MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR HYDRA-SHIFT TRANSMISSION

17. Install the gearbox to rear axle locating jig using
the two gearbox mounting bolts and one rear axle
case bolt. See figure 5, page 3.

18. Use a Churchill MS2700 splitting frame to support
both ends of the tractor.

19. Remove the bolts which fasten the rear axle to the
main frame.

20. Pull either the from or the rear haff of the tractor
away from the other half.

Method B Assembly of the Tractor

1. Clean the inside of the main frame.
2. Make sure that the transmission clutch release

bearing sleeve is correctly engaged in the forle
·See figure 27.

3. Push the two halves of the tractor together. Make
sure that the clutch bearing sleeve slides on the
support snout. Make sure that the '0·-rings at the
front end of the gearbox are not damaged.
NOTE: h is easier to push the gearbox into position
if you engage high range end tum the crown wheel
while pushing the tractor together. Or you can tum
any of the planetary pinions.

4. Install the bolts which fasten the rear axle case to
the main frame. Tighten the bolts to 100 Nm.

5. Remove the gearbox to rear axle locating jig.
6. Install the two bushes (part number K920656) into

Method B-5plitting the Tractor at the Gearbox
Axle Joint

1. On 'Q' -cab models. remove the cab.
2. Clean the outside of the clutch housing, gearbox

top, main frame and rear axle.
3. Put the tractor on hard, level ground.
4. Remove the oil from the transmission housing and

the rear axle. I(eep the oil in a clean, covered con
tainer. The container must have a minimum capacity
of 40 litres.

5. Disconnect the banery cable and remove the
starter motor.

6. Put wooden wedges between the front axle and
front frame. Make sure the wedges are tight.

7. Remove the silencer and the bonnet.
8. Remove the drawbar trame.
9. On models without ·0· -cab:

Remove the seat.
Aemove the bolts which fasten the fenders to the
footplates.
Disconnect the Hydra-Shift lever linkage at the
spool valve.
Remove the fuel tank and the instrument panel.
Disconnect the steering pipes from the Orbitrol
valve. Install plugs or caps on open pipe ends.
Remove the $'leering column together with the
steering wheel and Orbitral valve. See figure 26.

10. Push the spool valve down fully.
11. Remove the clutch housing and the gearbox cover.
12. Remove the PTO rear cover plate, the sensing unit

and the PTO top shaft.
13. Pull the cardan shalt out of the gearbox.
15. Aemovethe high pressure hydraulic pipe.
15. Remove the sbring pin from the hand brake lever.

Disconnect the brake rods on models without
·O·-cab.

16. Aemove the two gearbox mounting bolts and
bushes.

14
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15 Nm.
70Nm.

100 Nm.
280mm.
58mm.
19.05 mm

4.5litres
40 litres

1.5Kgm.
7 Kgm.

10.5Kgm.
11-h in
2;\ .n

3/4 in
1 gal
9gal

so Ib It
SO Ib It
75 Ib It
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MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR HYDRA-SHIFT TRANSMISSION

FIGURE 30 GEARBOX MOUNTING

D

c

f--A---j,

c. Range gearbox
D. Main frame

D

0-40- 0·53mm

A. Mounting bolt
B. Bush

e the mounting bolt holes at the rear of the range
gearbox. See figure 30.

7. Move the 9.earbox until the bushes fall into the
main frame bolt holes.

B. Install the two mounting bolts and tighten them
to 136 Nm.

9. Use a feeler gauge to check the clearance between
the bolt heads and the top of the gearbox lug. This
must be between 0.40 and 0.53 mm.

10. Remove the splitting frame.
11 . Install a new full-flow filter element in the Selecta-

marie system. Wash the two filter screens in clean
fuel. Assemble the filter and install the cover plate.

12. Install the spring pin in the hand brake lever. Con-
nect the brake rods on models without 'Q' -cab.

13. Install the high pressure pipe.
14. Install the cardan shaft. Make sure that the oil seal

inside the gearbox is not damaged.
15. Install the PTO top shaft, the sensing unit and the

PTO rear cover plate.
16. Install new gaskets onto the main frame then put

the gearbox cover in position.
NOTE: Early model tractors have no hole in the
gearbox cover for checking the pump pressure.
See figure .31 if One is needed.

17. 'nstall the bolts which fasten the gearbox cover to
the main frame and the axle case. Tighten the bolts
to15Nm.

is. Tighten the bolts which fasten the gearbox cover
to the axle case to 70 Nm.

e 19. Tighten the bolts which fasten the gearbox cover
to the main frame to 70 Nm.

20. Put the clutch housing in position then install the
bolts which fasten the clutch housing to the main
frame. Tighten the bolts to 70 Nm.

21. Install the wedge between the gearbox cover and
the clutch housing. Hit the wedge with a soft
faced hammer until it is tight. Install the bolts which
fasten the gearbox cover and the wedge to the
clutch housing. Tighten the bolts to 100 Nm.

22. Fill the transmission casing with the correct amount
of oil. If you use the old oil, use a funnel with a fine
filter and destroy the last 4.5 litres.

23. Install the starter motor and connect the battery
cable.

FIGURE 31 SlOE VIEW OF GEARBOX COVER

A.280mm B.58mm
C. 19.05mm (minimum)

e
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MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR HYDRA-SHIFT TRANSMISSION

24. On models without 'Q' -cab:
Install the steering column together with· the
steering wheel and Orbitral valve. See figure 32.
Connect the steering pipes to the Oribtrol valve.
See figure 32.
Install the fuel tank and the instrument panel.
Connect the Hydra-Shift lever linkage to the
spool valve.
Install the bolts which fasten the fenders to the
foot plates.
Install the seat.

25. Install the draWbar frame then install the bonnet
and the silencer.

26. On models with 'Q'-cab. install the cab.
27. Remove the ait from the hydraulic brakes and the

hydrostatic stet:!:ring system.

Disassembly of the Gearbox

t . To disassemble the gearbox and the crown wheel
and pinion. Tf!mave the gearbox as shown in
method •A'. then install the gearbox on the stand.
See figure 1. Page 2.
To disassemble the four-speed section or the range
section (but ncr the crown wheel and pinion), split
the tractor as 'hown in method'S',

2. Remove the oil pipes and the control valve. See
figure 33.

3. Remove the t""o sequence valves.
NOTE: The sequence valves have different pressure
settings. Make sure you know the position of each
valve.

4. Remove the support snout then remove the four
nuts which fasten the front end plate.

5. Pull the front end plate from the studs and dowel
bolts.
NOTE: Do the jobs 6 to 16 only ij you are disas
sembling the four speed section of the gearbox.

FIGURE 32 STEERING COLUMN

•

•

c. Sequence .,awe
D. Support snout

c. Throttle linkage
D. Steering column

II
Ij

!
/

/
/

A

FIGURE 33 FOUR SPEEO SECTION

A. Oil pipes
B. Contra/.,awe

A. Steering pipes
B. Orbitro/ .,alve bolts

10lbft
50 Ibft
751b ft

100 lb ft
0.016 in
0.021 in
lin

2"'" in
111\-in

1 gal

1.5kgm.
7 Kgm.

10.5Kgm.
14 Kg m.

15 Nm
70Nm
100Nm
136 Nm
O.40mm.
0.53mm.
19.05mm
58mm
2BOmm
4.5litres

•
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MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR HYDRA-SHIFT TRANSMISSION

FIGURE 34 BRAKE BAND ASSEMBLY

20. Remove the four nuts, washers and spacer tubes.
21. Remove the screw which fastens the locknuts to

the pinion shaft.
NOTE: Later model tractors use a tension pin to
fasten the locknuts.

22. Use a lever to move one selector fork out of the
neutral position, into a forward gear.

•

•

6. Remove the two brake cylinders.
7. Release the locking plates from the fixed ends of

the brake bands. then loosen the nuts.
8. Remove the circlip and the flat washer from inside

each spring sleeve, then remove the nuts from the
ends of the brake bands.

9. Remove the springs and the piston stops.
, O. Remove the nuts and the spherical washers from

the fixed ends of the brake bands.
11. Remove the front brake band. To do this job. turn

the front unit until one of the planet gears is at the
top.. Push the ends of the brake band inside the
casing. Move the band over the carrier then pull
the band toward the front and out of the unit.

, 2. Tum the front unit until one of the planet gears is
at the top, then using a lever. carefully move the
front unit forward until it is clear of the bearing.
Remove the unit from the gearbox,

13. Remove the abutment washer and the freewheel
clutch from the inside of the centre web.
NOTE: Remember which way the free-wheel
clutch and abutment washer were installed.

14. Remove the four speed section casing" from the
range section.

15. Remove the rear brake band using the method
shown in job 11.

16. Remove the rear unit using the lifting bracket. See
figure 3, page 2..
NOTE: Do the jobs 17 to 31 only if you are disas
sembling the range gearbox (but not the crown
wheel and pinion) .

17. Install four spacer tubes on the case studs. The
tubes must be 343 mm long with a bore of 13 mm.

18. Install four flat washers and four nuts on the studs,
Tighten the nuts to 100 Nm.

19. Check the amount of movement on the top shaft.
lay shaft and pinion shaft.
This must be:
Top shaft. O.O5-{).10 mm.
Layshaft, O.O5-{).10 mm.
Pinion shaft, 0 ±O.05 mm.
If the amount of movement is not correct remem
ber what corrections are needed when you assemble
the gearbox.

• •

K
H

K

A. Cylinder
B. Piston
C. Spring
O. Sleeve
E. Piston stop

J

F
A
G

F. Spherical washer
G. Circlip
H. Brake band
J. Adjusting nut
K. Stop screw

17
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FIGURE 35 PINION SHAFT AND END PLATE

K

•

•

F. Spacer
G. Shim
H. End plate
J. Pinion shaft
K. Casing

A. Tension pin
B. Locknuts
C. Plain washer
O. Bearing
E. Bolt

23. Put a soft metal punch between two gears to stop
the pinion shaft turning.

24. Remove the two pinion shaft lock nuts and the
plain washer.
NOTE: The locknuts have a left hand thread.

25. Remove the taper roller bearing and the spacer.
26. Remove the bott which fastens the end plate to the

casing.
27. Remove the end plate by pUlling rt off the dowels

and over the studs.
28. Remove the distance pieces. gears. bearings etc .•

from the casing. Put them on a clean surface in the
same sequence that they are removed.

29. Remove the layshaft and the topshaft.
30. Hold the 2nd/Rev selector rod in the neutral posi

tion. then push the 1st/3rd selector rod forward
until it is clear of the detent ball. Put your hand over
the detent hole to prevent loss of the ball and spring.

31. Push the 2nd/Rev selector rod forward until rt is
clear of the detent ball. Put your hand over the
detent hole to prevent loss of the ball and spring.

32. Remove the two selector rods together with the
selector forks.

33. Remove the gear lock plunger. The plunger is
installed between the two selector rods inside a
hole drilled through the rear web at the right hand
side of the casing. Use a piece of bent wire to move
the plunger from the casing.
NOTE: Do the jobs 34 to 36 only if you are disas
sembling the range gearbox and the crown wheel
and pinion.

34. Put a mark on the two differential bearing caps and
the end plate.

35. Put a support under the differential then remove the
bearing caps and the differential.

36. Do the jobs 17 to 33.

FIGURE 36 SELECTOR MECHANISM
343mm
13mm
0.05mm.
0.10mm
100 Nm . 10.5Kgm.

13!in
iin

0.002 in
0.004 in
751b ft

A. Gearlock plunger
B. Detent spring
C. Detent ball
D. SelectOf rod

E. Selector rod
F. Selector fork
G. Selector fork
H. Pin •

18
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FIGURE 37 LOCK-UP CLUTCH

•

•

Disassembling the Four Speed Units

t . Put a mark on the three parts of the carrier unit.
2. Remove the six bolts and the tabwashers from the

front of the carrier.
NOTE: Loosen the bolts evenly because one half
of the unit will be pushed away from the other by
the springs. If the springs do not separate the
unit use a soft-faced hammer to separate them.
DO NOT USE A CHISEL OR OTHER HARD LEVER.

3. Remove the clutch plates and springs.
5. Remove the clutch piston. Do this by hitting the

front half of the carrier on a block of wood.
6. Mark the bearings so that you can install them

correctly.

Removing the Transmission Oil Pump

1. Remove the six bolts which fasten the oil pump to
the range gearbox end plate.
NOTE: The four long bolts also fasten the pump
outlet connector.

2. Push the pump body from the dowels then remove
the pump from the casing.

3. Remove the driven gear from the pump.
NOTE: The gear is installed on a tapered shaft. It
must be removed with an extractor. Do not use a
hammer to remove the gear.

Inspection of Parts

Wash all the parts that have been removed from the
gearbox in clean fuel. Put the parts on a clean surface
and make the following checks.
Clutch Plates

1. Make sure that the plates are free from distortion
and that they do not show signs of damage. The
maximum amount of distortion that is permitted is
0.13 mm measured with a straight edge and feeler
gauge.

A. Clutch cylinder
B. Clutch piston
C. Steel clutch plate. thin
O. Steel clutch plate. thin
E. Planet gears

F. Sun gear
G. Planet gears
H. Planet carrier
J. Return springs
K. Steel clutch plate. thick
l. Bronze clutch plate

o
I
i

~_-C-o
\

-:>.".-!,~J>J-~ )_ _

IJI..-'---'"--"'I I
~>+--<--r-/ -

A

B

FIGURE 38 TRANSMISSION OIL PUMP REMOVAL

•
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A. Outlet connector
8. Body

C. Driven gear
O. Dowel
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,
2. Check that the plates are parallel to a maximum

of 0.05 mrn.
3. Make sura that the clutch plates. backing plates

and piston are dry. Assemble the parts. then put a
weight of 1130 kg onto the assembly. See figure
39.

4. Measure the thickness of the assembly, this must
not be below:
Front clutch: 30.74-30.48 mm.
Rear clutch: 39.24-38.98 mm.

5. Check that the depth of the clutch plate grooves is
not below 0.075 mm and that the height of the
buffer springs above the plate is 1.27 mm.

6. If the thickness of the assembly is below the
dimensions shown, or if the clutch plate grooves are
below 0.075 mm, you must install new clutch plate
packs. The part number of the front pack is
K963593. The part number of the rear pack is
K963594. Tha old piston can be installed with a
new pack.

A

HYDRA-SHIFT TRANSMISSION

B

D

FIGURE 39 CHECKING THE CLUTCH PLATES

•

Spool Valve

1. Remove the plug from the side of the valve body.
Remove the spring and the detant ball. See
figure 40.

2. Pull the spool down and out of the valve body.
3. Make sure that the spool is not scratched and that

it moves tteely in the valve body.
4. Install two new seals at the top of the valve body.

The lip of the upper saal must be toward the top
of the valve. the lip of the lower saal must be
toward thl! bottom of the valve.

5. Use air pressure to clsan the restrietor in the
centre of the spool.

A. Plate 16 mm thick" 754 mm diameter
B. Static load of 1130 kg
C. Loaded height of clutches
D. Clutch bacJcing plate

0.13mm
0.051 mm
30.74mm
30.48mm
39.24mm
38.98mm
0.075mm
1.27mm.
1130kg .
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0.005 in
0.002 in
1.21 in
1.20 in
1.545 in
1.534 in
0.003 in
0.050 in
2500lb
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•

6. Put some oil on the spool and some grease on
the oil seals, then Install the spool into the valve
body.

7. Tum the spool so that the detent grooves are
opposite the plughole. Install the detent ball, spring
and plug.

8. Remove the roll pin which fastens the relief valve
in the spool valve body.

9. Remove the washers, shims and spring.
10. Hold the spool valve upside down.
11. Close the outlet holes then use air pressure in the

inlet port to blow the relief valve piston out.
12. Make sure the '0'-ring is in position on the

piston and that it is not damaged.
NOTE: The '0' -ring is used to stabilise the piston.
It is not used as a seal.

13. Make sure that the piston. the inlet and outlet
holes and the relief valve housing are free from
dirt.

14. Install the piston. spring. washers and shims.
NOTE: Do not try to increase oil pressure by adding
shims or changing the spring.

15. Install the roll pin so that it is tight.
NOTE: See page 33 for pressure adjustment.

Oil Pump--See Figure 41

1. Remove the rotors and bearings from the pump
body. Remember which way the machined grooves
on the bearings go.

2. Check the bearings for SCratches or other damage.
Replace if necessary.

3. Install new '0'-rings onto the inner bearing, then
install the bearings and rotors.
NOTE: Make sure the machined grooves on the
bearings are toward the pressure side of the pump.

21
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B.

c

A. Valve body
B. Valve spool
C. Detent ball

A. Drive gear
B. Pump body

L~_A

E

F

FIGURE 40 SPOOL VALVE

D. Oil seals
E. Relief valve piston
F. Inlet connection

-,
A E DB

FIGURE 41 OIL PUMP

C. Driven rotor
D. Bearing bushes
E. 'O'-rings
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4. Put a straight edge across the pump body. If the
bearing faces are below the level of the pump body.
you must replace the bearings. New bearings will
be 0.30 to 0.40 mm above the level of the pump
body.
NOTE: You must install the bearings in the same
position from which they were removed.

5. Install the pump gear onto the shaft. Do not
hammer the gear.

6. Install the nut which fastens the gear to the shaft.
Hold the gear to stop it turning.

Support Sleeve Sealing Rings

1. Make sure that the sealing rings are not broken or
worn. You do not need to remove the rings to do
this job.

2. Replace the rings if they are broken or worn. Do
not replace them if they have small marks on them.
New rings must be installed correctly with the
chamfered sides of the rings toward the outsides.
See figure 42.

Sequence Valves

The pressure setting of a sequence valve is the pressure
at which the piston will move far enough against the
spring to permit oil to get to the clutch cylinder.

All sequence valves are adjusted to give the correct
pressure setting during manufacture. To get this setting
during service do the following procedure:

1. Disassemble the sequence valve. See figure 44.
2. Put tape over the piston orifice.
3. Assemble the sequence valve.

HYDRA-SHIFT TRANSMISSION

FIGURE 42 SUPPORT SLEEVE SEALING RINGS

A. Su/ing rings

C

FIGURE 43 SEQUENCE VALVE PRESSURE CHECK

•

•

A. Pressure gauge
B. Adaptor

C. Grease gun
D. 90' Adaptor
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O.30mm.
0.4Omm.
2.3 lit/min
45"C
50"C
230kPa
250kPa

2.3 bar
2.5 bar

2.4kg/cm'
2.5kg/cm2

0.012 in
0.016 in
0.5g/m
113"F
122"F
34lb/in'
36lb/in' •
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FIGURE 44 SEQUENCE TIMING VALVE

4. Use adaptors to connect the sequence valve to the
brake band piston actuator and a pressure gauge.
See figure 43.

5. Connect a lever type grease gun filled with trans
mission oil (at normal air temperature) to the ac
tuator. Operate the grease gun lever to bring the
pressure up gradually. look at the pressure gauge
carefully and remember at what pressure the gauge
needle gives a fast downward movement.
NOTE: The pressure at which the needle moves
should be between 210 and 220 kPa.

6. If the pressure is below that shown above. turn
the adjusting screw to the right, then repeat the
procedure until it is correct,
If the pressure is above that shown above. turn
the adjusting screw to the left. then repeat the
procedure until it is correct. .

7. Remove the tape from the piston orifice.
If new sequence valves are to be installed or if the old
sequence valves have been iJdjusted make sure that you
use the following procedure.

1. The front sequence valve must be adjusted to
increase the pressure setting by turning the ad
justing screw two fuJI turns to the right.

2. The rear sequence valve must not be adjusted.

A. Oil inlet pipe
B. Piston
C. Spring

D. Adjusting screw
E. Connection to clutch

cylinder
F. Spill port

•

Assembling the Gearbox

If you have made repairs to the crown wheel and
pinion, or if you have installed new parts which will
change the setting of the pinion shaft, you must make a
temporary assembly of the gearbox. This is so that you
can find out what thickness of shims you will need to
give the correct setting distance for the bevel pinion and
the correct amount of clearance for the top shaft and
the layshaft. To make the temporary assembly use the
following procedure.

1. Tum the range gearbox so that the rear end plate
is toward the floor and the four studs are vertical.

2. Install the top shaft and the lay shaft. then install
the end plate. .

3. Install the four spacer tubes on the case studs.
4. Install four flat washers and four nuts on the studs.

Tighten the nuts to 100 Nm.
5. Check the amount of movement on the top shaft

and the lay shaft. This must be between 0.05 and
0.10 mm. If the amou nt of movement is not correct,
remember what corrections are needed when you

23
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FIGURE 45 PINION SETTING DISTANCE

16. Check these figures again, then when you are sure
they are correct remove the pinion setting gauge.

17. Remove the four spacer tubes and the end plate .
18. Remove the pinion shaft. top shaft and lay shaft.

A. Rear end plBte
B. Pinion bearing

•

•

0.002 in
0.004 in
751b ft
31 Ib/in'
32lb/in'

C. Prob~

O. Measured gap

10.5kgm
2.25 kg/em'.
2.25 kg/em'.

2.1 bar
22 bar

0.05mm.
0.10mm.
lOONm
210 kPa
220 kPa

make the final assembly of the gearbox. Tum the
top shaft when checking for movement.

6. Install the pinion shaft without the gears but with
the rear bearing installed.

7. Install the front bearing, the washer and the inner
nut. do not install the shims.

8. Tighten the inner nut until all movement of the
shah is ramoved and the bearings are tight. Tum
the pinion while you tighten the nut to make sure
that the rE!8r bearing track is fully against the
support plate.

9. Assemble the sening gauge. see figure 4. page 2.
by installing the thickest (6.3125 in) spacer on the
probe. then screw the probe as far as possible in
to the mandrel.

10. Install the tool onto the end plate with the dummy
bearings in the end plate bores. Use bolts to fasten
the bearing caps in position to hold the tool in
place. see figure 45.

11. Slide the mandrel and tum the probe so that the
tip of the probe makes light contact with the rear
face of the pinion bearing.

12. Tighten the locknut to prevent the probe turning.
Make sure the tip of the probe is still making light
contact witt! the rear face of the pinion bearing.

13. Look at the correction figure which is on the face
of the pinion. If the figure is minus (-), subtract
it from 0.030 in. If the figure is plus (+). add it to
0.030 in.

14. Use a feeler gauge to measure the distance between
the spacer and the mandrel.

15. Use the following procadure to find the correct
amount of shims needed to set the pinion in the
correct position.
a. If the figure on the pinion is -0.007 and the

feeler galJge measurement is 0.057, then:
Constant dimension 0.030 in
Minus (-) 0.007 in

0.023 in

Gap measurement
Minus(-)

0.057 in
0.023 in

Amount of shims 0.034 in

b. If there is no correction figure on the face of the
pinion you will see the letters O.K. marked on it.
Use the following procedure to find the correct
amount Of shims needed.

Gap measurement
Minus constant

dimension

0.057 in

0.030 in

Amount of shims 0.027 in

•
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, 9. Remove the rear pinion bearing track from the
end plate. then install the number of shims needed
in the end plate.

20. Install the rear pinion bearing track into the end
plate. 00 this job by hitting the track with a solt
faced hammer until it is tight against the shims and
end plate.

21. Install the medium/reverse range detent ball and
spring into the hole in the casing.

22. Slide the medium/reverse selector rod. together
with thp sp.lp.r:tor fork into position
NOTE: You must hold the detent ball down against
the spring pressure when you do this job. Use the
tool (figure 6 page 3). Tum the flat side of the tool

G

HYDRA-SHIFT TRANSMISSION

toward the end of the selector rod. Push the ball
down and slide the rod until it makes contact with
the tool. Push the rod against the tool. then lilt the
toot out.

23. Put the medium/reverse selector rod into the
neutral position.

24. Install the gear lock plunger into the hole between
the selector rods. then install the high/low range
detent ball and spring.

25. Use the procedure shown in job 22 and install the
high/low range selector rod and fork.

26. Tum the range gearbox so that the rear end plate
is toward the floor and the four studs are vertical.

•

A. Top shaft
B. Pinion shaft
C. Gear: low range

FIGURE 46 RANGE GEARBOX

D. Gear: medium range
E. Gear: high range
F. Gear: reverse range

25
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G. Pinion: Iront bearing
H. Pinion: rear bearing
J. Cover plate: rear bearing
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c
FIGURE 47 LOCKING PINION SHAFT NUTS - EARLY

MOOELS

•

•

· 0.002 in
0.004 in

· 0.008 in
· 751bft
.200 Ibft

c. Inner nut
D. Outernut
E. Locking screw

10.5kgm
28kgm .

D

E

O.05mm.
0.10mm.
0.20mm.
l00Nm
270Nm .

A. Bearing
B. Pinion shah

Use the following procedure to assemble the four speed
section of the gearbox.
42. Put the rear carrier unit on a clean surface with the

bearing pins to the top. Put oil on the pins.
43. Make sure that each planet gear has two need!e

roller bearings separated by a distance piece.

27. Install the layshaft and the top shaft.
28. Install the pinion shaft gears. the dog clutches and

the distance pieces in the correct order. see figure 46.
Make sure the selector forks are engaged In the
dog clutch rings.

29. Add shims of 0.20 mm the old shims at the front
of the pinion shaft.

30. Slide the end plate over the four studs. Hold the
selector rods in the correct position until the
end plate is installed on the dowels.

31. Hold the pinion shaft up so that it can go through
the distance pieces. dog clutches. shims etc.

32. Install the pinion front bearing. the flat washer and
the inner lock nut.

33. Install the four spacer tubes on the case studs.
34. Install four flat washers and four nuts on the studs.

Tighten the nuts to 100 Nm.
35. Use a lever to move one selector fork out of the

neutral position.
36. Put a soft metal punch between two gears to stop

the pinion shaft turning.
37. Tighten the inner locknut to 270 Nm.
38. Install the outer locknut and fully tighten it.

NOTE: The locknuts must be locked.
Early model tractors use a screw to lock the nuts,
see figure 47. Later models use a tension pin and
the outer lock nut is castlated.

39. Check the amount of movement on the lay shaft,
top shaft and pinion shaft. This must be:
Layshaft: 0·05--0·10 rnm
Topshaft: 0·05--0·10 rnrn
Pinion shaft: 0 ±-0·05 mm

40. If the pinion shaft movement is not correct, it
must be corrected by removing the lock nuts, flat
washer, bearing, end plate and spacer, then chang.
ing the thickness of the shims.

41. When the pinion shaft movement is correct and
you have assembled the spacer. end plate, bearing,
flat washer and you have tightened and locked the
nuts, remove the spacer tubes and install the batt
which fastens the end plate to the range gearbox
casing.

•
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FIGURE 48 ASSEMBLING PLANETARY GEARS
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44. Install the planet gears on the pins. tum them so
that the centre punch marks are toward the centre.
See figure 48.

45. Install the sun gear on the shoulders of the planet
gears.

46. Install the end plate, make sure the assembly
marks are aligned. then push the plate onto the
dowels.

47. Install the locking plates and bolts which fasten
the end plate to the carrier unit. Tighten the bolts
evenly to 40 Nm.

48. Lock the bolts with the plates. make sure the plates
cover the dowels and that the ends of the plates
are turned over correctly so that they do not make
contact with the pinion nut.

49. Tum the carrier over then put oil onto the small
thrust washer. Install the washer into the sun gear.

50. Install the drive shaft into the centre of the
planetary gears.

51. Install the thick clutch plate into the carrier unit.
see figure 49.

52. Install the eight thin clutch plates. a bronze plate
first. then a steel plate. and then a bronze plate
and so on. a steel plate must be at the top.
NOTE: One bronze plate is not grooved. This plate
must be installed in the second or third bronze
plate position.

53. Make sure the clutch cylinder is clean. install new
'0'-rings on to the clutch piston. Install the piston
into the cylinder.

54. Install the eighteen springs in the holes in the
carrier unit. Install the nine springs into the piston.
NOTE: Put grease onto the piston springs to keep
them in position when the cylinder is turned over.

FIGURE 49 PLANETARY UNIT LOCK-UP CLUTCH

A. Clutch cylinder
B. Clutch piston
C. Steel clutch plate: thin
D. Bronze clutch plate

E. Steel clutch plate: thick
F. Retum springs
G. Carrier unit
H. Planet gears
J. Sun gear

27
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55. Tum the cylinder over and hold it a shon distance
above the carrier unit. Make sure that the springs
are still in positlon. then install the cylinder on to
the carrier unit. Make sure that the assembly marks
are aligned.

56. Install the bons and the tabwashers which fasten
the clutch cYlinder to the carrier unit. Tighten the
bolts evenly to 27 Nm. then lock the bolts with the
tabwashers.

57. Use the sarne procedure to assemble the front
unit.
NOTE: The front unit uses only two bronze clutch
plates (both grooved) and two thin steel clutch
plates. A thiCk steel clutch plate is used but there
are only six tpTings.

If you have removed or repaired only the front unit of
the four speed section, use method A to complete the
assembly of the gearbox.

If you have removed or repaired only the rear unit of the
four speed section. use methods Band C to complete
the assembly of the gearbox.

If you have remo\ted or repaired onty the range section,
use method C to complete the assembly of the gearbox.

HYDRA-SHIFT TRANSMISSION

B

FIGURE50 FREEWHEEL CLUTCH

A. Cage B. Spnlg
C. Direction of free rOllltion

•

8. Install the small thrust washer into the centre of
the sun gear. Make sure that the bush and seal are
installed inside the drive shaft. then install the drive
shaft through the clutch plates. Engage the drive
shaft splines with the planat gears.

9. Make sure that the sealing rings and the thrust
washer are in position on the front end plate.

Method A

1. 'nsta" the tree-wheel clutch into the housing.
NOTE: The flange on the tree-wheel cage must be
toward the differential end of the gearbox. See
figure 50.

2. Install the abutment plate with the outside shoul
der outward.

3. Install the front unit .into the casing.
4. Tum the cartier unit so that one of the planet gears

is opposite the gap in the casing. Engage the sun
gear on the aplines of the rear unit drive shaft.

5. Slide the carrier into the free-wheel clutch. Tum
the unit in a Clockwise direction. then push the
carrier until the bearing is at the bottom of the
casing.

6. Push the brake band over the carrier and into
position in"the casing.

7. Push the ends of the band through the holes in
the casing. The end with the longest thread must be
toward the brake piston. Do not install the ad
justing nuts.

28
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2.75kgm
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10. Install the end plate onto the studs.
NOTE: Make sure the sealing rings are in the centre
of the grooves.

11. Push the end plate until the bearing race enters
the plate bore. Install the four washers and nuts
which fasten the end plate. Tighten the nuts to
100 Nm.

Method B

1. Install the rear brake band (this is the longest band)
into the rear end of the casing. .

2. Push the ends of the band through holes in the
casing. The end with the longest thread must be
toward the brake piston. Do not install the adjust
ing nuts.

3. tnstall the rear unit into the casing. Make sure
that the brake band is in the correct position around
the unit. and that the sealing rings are in the cor
rect position.

4. Push the rear unit fully into position.
5. Use method A to install the front unit.

Method C

1. Install the free-wheel clutch into the housing.
NOTE: The flange On the free-wheel cage must be
toward the differential end of the gearbox. See
figure 50.

2. Install the abutment plate with the outside shoul
der outward.

3. Slide the four speed section onto the four long
studs. Make sure that the rear spigot is engaged in
the free-wheel clutch. You may- need to tum the
rear unit in a clockwise direction to do this.

4. Install the four washers and nuts which fasten the
four speed section to the range gearbox. Tighten
the nuts to 100 Nm. .

29
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You can now complete the assembly of the gearbox.

57. Install a new oil seal onto the clutch drive shaft.
The lip of the oil seal must be toward the gearbox.

58. Move the oil seal over the shoulder on the shaft.
Use a soft faced hammer and lightly hit the seal
into position.

59. Install the support snout and the bolts which fasten
the support snout. Tighten the bolts to 12 Nm.

60. Install a new '0' -ring onto the flange of the support
snout.

61. Make sure that both carrier units turn in the direc
tion of engine rotation. They must not turn in the
opposite direction. The movement must be free.

62. Release the brake band stop screws and tum them
fully out.

63. Align the brake bands so that the fixed ends a~e

central in the casing holes. then install the spheri
cal washers and nuts to both ends of the brake
bands. See figure 52.

64. Push downward on the springs at the piston end of
the bands, then tum the nuts at the fixed ends until
they contact the spherical washers and are level
with the threaded ends of the brake bands.
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FIGURE 52 BRAKE BAND ASSEMBLY

65. Make sure that the bands are in the correct position,
then tighten the lower adjusting nuts until the faces
of the spring sleeves are 30·16 mm from the mach
ined face of the casting. see figure 53.
NOTE: If you have installed new brake bands, this
distance must be 28.6 mm.

66. Make sure that the band does not come through
the nut so far that the end of the thread is above the
face of the sleeve. Install the washer and the circlip.

67. Turn the brake band stop screws (there are three
on the front unit and four on the rear unit) until
they make contact with the bands.

68. Tum the front stop screws three quarters of a
turn to the left. Turn the rear stop screws half a
tum to the left. Hold the screws in this position
and tighten the lock nuts.

69. Install the pistons into the brake cylinders. then
install the cylinders with the pipe connections to
ward the centre.

70. Install the two sequence valves. Make sure that
you use new '0' ·rings and that the valves are
installed in the same positions trom which they
were removed.

71. Install the spool valve stop. then install the oil
controlvalve. Make sure that the spool valve moves
freely in the stop in all positions.

72. Install the oil pipes. make sure that you install the
restrietors at the spool valve end of the brake pipes.

73. Install new '0' -rings into the pons in the range
gearbox front and plate. then install the oil pump
and the connector.

74. Install the oil pump body dowels into the holes
in the end plate. then install the bolts and tighten
them to 27 Nm.

75. Connect the high pressure oil pipes to the pump.
Make sure that the pipe unions are fully tightened.

• •

K

A. Cylinder
. B. Piston

C. Spring
O. Sleeve
E. Piston stop

E
D
C
B

K

J

F
A

G

F. Sphericsl washer
G. Circlip
H. Brake band
J. Adjusting nut
K. Stop screw

•

•
28.6mm.
30.16mm
12Nm
27Nm

100 Nm

1.25kgm
2.75kgm

10.5kgm

1iin1"" in
91blt

20lblt
751b It

30 16mm

(1~6in)

FIGURE 53 SLEEVE SEITING DISTANCE
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FAULT FINDING

Before you make any adjustments or repairs to the
transmission. you must operate the tractor to make sure
that you know exactly what defects there are, and how
to correct them.

To do this you must operate the tractor at an engine
speed of 1800 r/min. in high range. Use the hand throttle
lever to get this speed.

Normal Gear Changes-Up

Operate the tractor on level ground, in high range at
1800 r/min. If you select a higher gear the engine noise
will increase as the tractor speed increases and the
engine speed decreases. This must occur one second
after the Hydra-Shift lever has been moved.

Normal Gear Changes-Down

Operate the tractor on level ground. in high range at
1800 r/min. If you select a lower gear the engine noise
Will decrease as the tractor speed decreases and the
engine speed increases. This must occur two to three
seconds after the Hydra-Shift lever has been moved.

Gear Selection Detects

When changes between 1st and 2nd or 3rd and 4th
gears are made, the clutch in the front unit is engaged or
disengaged.

Changes to higher gears can be made correctly only if
there is the correct amount of oil flowing to the clutch in
the front unit.

A defect in the change from 1st to 2nd gear will show up
as a delayed change, several seconds between moving
the Hydra-Shift lever and the change occurring.

A defect in the change from 3rd to 4th gear will also
show up as a delayed change. This will be caused by a
low volume of oil, or a possible change down to 1st
gear caused by a very low volume of oil which cannot
operate the two clutch cylinders at the same time.

A defect in changes from 2nd to 1st and ath to 3rd will
also show up as a delayed change. The probable cause
of this is brake band wear.

When changes between 2nd and 3rd gears are made,
both clutches are engaged and disengaged. This is con
trolled by the sequence valves. When a change from
2nd to 3rd gear is made the rear clutch is engaged as the
front clutch is disengaged. If the rear clutch engages
before the front clutch has disengaged, an overlap
defect has occurred.
If the front clutch disengages before the rear clutch
engages, an underlap defect has occurred.

Overlap-This shows up if, when changing from 2nd to
3rd gear, you feel a sudden thrust forward as 3rd gear is
engaged. This happens because the transmission tries
to engage 4th gear.

HYDRA-SHIFT TRANSMISSION

Overlap will also show up if, when changing from 3rd
to 2nd gear on 'over-run', the tractor tree-wheels for a
distance before engine braking occurs. You will also
hear the engine governor operate just before engine
braking occurs. This happens because 4th gear is en
gaged before 2nd gear.

Underlap-This shows up if, when changing from 2nd
to 3rd gear, the tractor slows down before increasing
speed with a surge into 3rd gear. This happens because
1st gear is engaged before 3rd gear.

Underlap will also show up if. when changing from 3rd
to 2nd gear, the tractor free-wheels before engine
braking occurs. The engine governor will not operate.
This happens because for a short time both clutches are
disengaged (1st gear) and both brake bands are partly
disengaged (the front brake band is releasing as the rear
brake band is engaging). The units then rotate in the
forward direction for a short time and a higher ratio than
3rd gear occurs.

A possible cause of 'overlap' or 'underlap' is that the
sequence valves need adjustinq,

Sequence Valve Adjustment--ln Tractor

It is not normally necessary to adjust the sequence valves.
but if you need to. the following notes will help you to
adjust them correctly.

1. The front sequence vai~e controls the release of the
front clutch (changing from 2nd to 3rd gear).

2. The rear sequence valve controls the release of the
rear clutch (changing from 3rd to 2nd gear).

3. 'Underlap' is corrected by turning the adjusting
screw out to give a slower clutch release.

4. 'Overlap' is corrected by turning the adjusting
screw in to give a faster clutch release.

Procedure for Checking the Gear Changes

Make sure that the transmission is filled with the correct
grade of oil and that it is at the correct level. Check that
the Hydra-Shift lever moves freely and that the spool
valve engages in four positive positions. Start the en
gine. With the range lever in the neutral position. operate
the' engine at 1500 rlmin until the transmission oil
reaches a minimum temperature of 45°C (113°F).
To reduce the time needed for this, move the Hydra
Shift lever to 4th gear and operate the hydraulic system
at the maximum T.C.U. pressure.

Check 1-Engage high speed with the range lever.
Operate the tractor on level ground with the Hydra
Shift lever in 1st gear at an engine speed of 1800 r/min.
Move the Hydra-Shift lever to 2nd gear, then to ,3rd
gear, then to 4th gear. Do not move the Hydra-Shift
lever directly from 1st to 4th gear. Move the Hydra
Shift lever to 3rd gear, then to 2nd gear, then to 1st
gear. All movements of the Hydra-Shift. lever must be
fast and positive. Look at 'Normal Gear Changes' and
'Gear Selection Defects' above to see if the trans
mission is operating correctly.
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NOTE: Early tractors had a 0.488 in AF brass plug in
the tapping point. Later tractors have a 0.500 in AF
plug. K

FAULT FINDING

Check 2-Repeat Check 1 operating the tractor on a
gradient or towing a loaded trailer. Make the up changes
when moving up the gradient. ff the gradient is very
steep you may not be able to operate in 4th gear. Make
the down changes when moving down the gradient,
starting in 4th gear at an engine speed of 1800 rImin.
Move the Hydra-Shift lever to 3rd gear and make sure
that the change happens correctly. Use the tractor brakes
to slow the tractor until the engine speed is at 1800 r/min
(do not use the hand throttle lever), then make a change
to 2nd gear. Make sure the change happens correctly
then use the same procedure to change into 1st gear.

If a defect shows up during checks 1 and 2. use the chart
on pages 35 to 37. to find the cause of the defect and
what action to take to correct it.

It no defect shows up during checks 1 and 2. do check 3.

Check 3-Engage high speed with the range lever.
Operate the tractor on level ground with the Hydra
Shift lever in 1st gear. at an engine speed of 1000 r/min.
Ellgage 2nd. 3rd and 4th gears in sequence. make sure
each change occurs before engaging the next gear. The
changes must be smooth but may take several seconds
to occur.

If the transmission does not move out of 1st gear, in·
crease the engine speed gradually until the change does
OCcur. If the change occurs at or below 1200 r/min. no
action is needed if the transmission oil is at the correct
pressure. If the change occurs above 1200 r/min. low
oil pressure is a possible cause.

Procedure for Checking the Oil Pressure

Use oil pressure gauge OB8267 to check the transmis
sion oil pressure. Connect the gauge to the tapping point
in the control valve. see figure 54.

Access to the tapping point is through a hole in the side
of the gearbox after removing a blanking plug on later
tractors. On early tractors access to the tapping point is
by removing the gearbox cover. You can make a modi
fication to the early model to make an access hole. See
figure 31.

Start the engine. With the range lever in the neutral
position. operate the engine at 1500 r/min until the
transmission oil reaches a temperature of 45·C. To
reduce the time needed for this. move the Hydra-Shift
lever to 4th gear and operate the hydraulic SyStem at the
rnaximum T.C.U. pressure. Do not put the hvdrauhc
control lever into the SELECT position to heat the
ell. this will put air into the oil and give a wrong pressure
reading.

When the transmission oil temperature is at 4S·C. put
the range lever into the neutral position. stop the engine
and do the following checks.

HYDRA-SHIFT TRANSMISSION

. FIGURE 54 INSTALLING THE PRESSURE GAUGE

A. Pressure gauge D88267 C. 088440
B. Contra! valve X. Access points

Check 1-1nstall the pressure gauge. see figure 54.
Start the engine and operate it at 1500 r/min. If the
transmission oil pressure is below 4.85 kg/crn2 , look at
the tractor serial number and use one of the following
procedures.

On 1212 tractors below serial number 1003279 install
a new relief valve piston. part number K918743 (with a
a head thickness of 3.2 mm) and install a new relief
valve piston '0' -ring, part number 625400. Increase the
oil pressure to between 5 and 5.25 kg/em2 by installing
additional 0.5 mm. shims (part number K626743). See
figure 55.

I
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FIGURE 55 RELIEF VALVE SHIMS
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Brake Band Adjustment

During the life of the tractor the brake bands will grad
ually wear anq prevent correct operation of the trans
mission.

NOTE: One shim will raise the oil pressure by 0.21
kg/em'.

On 1212 tractOrs between serial numbers 1003279 and
11151506. and on 1412 tractors below serial number
11200321. use the same procedure. but you do not
need to install a new piston unless the old one is
damaged.
On 1212 tractors from serial number 11151506 and on
1412 tractors from serial number 11200321 a dashpot
type relief valve is installed. With this type of piston the
most probable cause of low oil pressure is either a weak
spring, or that the piston is not moving freely in the pis
ton bore. To Correct the problem. install a new spring
and use fine emery cloth to clean the piston before
you install any new shims.
NOTE: Before you make a pressure test on these later
tractors, you must modify the pressure test adaptor.
DBB440. to meke the threaded pan of the adaptor 6.4
mm long.

Check 2-At the engine speed of 1500 rymm. move the
Hydra-Shift lever to 2nd gear. The pressure will decrease
for a short time. then increase to approximately 0.02
kg/cm2 less than the pressure recorded in check 1. If
the pressure is different from this. the front unit clutch
oil line is leaking.

Check 3-At an engine speed of 1500 r/min. move the
Hydra-Shift lever to 3rd gear.

The pressure will decrease for a short time. then increase
to a minimum pressure of 0.18 kg/cm2 above the
pressure recorceo in check 1. If the pressure is different
from this. the tear unit clutch oil line is leaking.

Check~t i!ln engine speed of 1500 r/min. move the
Hydra-Shift lever to 4th gear.

The pressure Will decrease for a short time. then increase
to approximately 0.26 kg/cm2 • above the pressure
recorded in check 1. If the pressure is different from
this. either or both the clutch unit oil lines are leaking.

FIGURE 56 BRAKE BAND ADJUSTMENT

D. Pressure gauge
E. Actuator
F. Grease gun

A. Spool valve
B. Male/male connector
c. 90" adaptor

The brake bands are used to hold the transmission when
the tractor is in the overrun condition. When the bands
wear there will be a delay before the gears engage when
changing downward, or the gears will not hold. When
this occurs you must adjust the brake bands. You
can do this job without removing the gearbox cover on
all 1412 tractors and on 1212 tractors from serial
number 1001333.

Adjustment: 1212 Tractors Before Serial Number
1001333

1. Remove all dirt from the gearbox cover.
2. Remove the fuel tank, steering column and gearbox

cover.
3. Remove the oil pipes and the two sequence valves.
4. Connect the brake band piston actuator and the

pressure gauge to the front sequence valve con
nection in the spool valve body, see figure 56.
Put the valve spool in the upper, first gear position.

5. Connect a lever type grease gun to the actuator.
The grease gun must be filled with the correct
grade of transmission oil.

6. With the valve spool still in the first gear position,
operate the grease gun at a constant pressure of 5
kg/cm2 until the brake piston is held against the
stop.

7. With the pressure still applied to the piston, tighten
the front brake band adjusting nut using the follow
ing procedure.
Tighten the nut, checking all the time that there
is some side to side movement at the threaded end
of the brake band. When all side movement has
gone. tighten the nut the distance of one flat more.
Release the oil pressure then release the locknut
four full turns. Install the locking plate on the
nut.

8. Move the brake band piston actuator and the
pressure gauge to the rear sequence valve connec- .
tion in the spool valve body.

9. Repeat jobs S to 7.
10. Assemble the tractor.

113°F
0.020 in
iin
iin

0.25Ib/in'
0.26Ib/in'
3lb/in'
3.7Ib/in'
69lb/in'
70lb/in'
7Slb/in'

4S0C
O.Smm
3.2mm
6.4mm
0.02 kg/em'
0.1B kg/em'
0.21 kg/em'
0.26 kg/em'
4.BSkg/em'
S kg/em'.
S.2Skg/em'

•

•
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FAULT FINDING HYDRA-SHIFT TRANSMISSION

FIGURE 57 BRAKE BAND ADJUSTMENT

A. Pressure gauge 088267 C. Adaptor DB8440
B. Spool valve O. Access points

Sequence Valve Setting

The pressure setting of the sequence valves is the
pressure needed to move the piston far enough against
the spring to permit oil to flow to the clutch cylinder.
See page 22 for the static pressure setting.

•

•
. 70lb/in' I

D

I 5 kg/cm'.

Adjustment: 1212 Tractors Serial Number 1001333
onward and all 1412 Tractors

1. Remove all dirt from the access plugs on both
sides of the gearbox casing.

2. Remove the plastic cap from the right hand special
plug.

3. Release the locknut from the locking screw.
4. Tum the locking screw fully to the left then

remove the special plug.
5. Remove the locking screw and the locknut from

the left hand special plug, then remove the plug.
6. Remove the i asp plug from the right hand side

of the gearbox cover then remove the pressure
tapping plug from the spool valve body.

7. Connect the pressure gauge to the tapping point
with the adaptor. see figure 57..

8. Make sure that the range lever is in the neutral
position. then start the engine.

9. Put the Hydra-Shift lever into fourth gear, then
use the hand throttle lever to adjust the engine
speed until you get a pressure gauge reading of a
minimum 5 kg/cm2 . The engine speed will be
approximately 1200 r/min.

10. Tighten the adjusting nut on the front brake band
until the engine speed is reduced by approxi
mately 25 r/min. Push the clutch padal down
immedia'tely when the engine speed starts to
fall. Tum the adjusting nut to the left four full turns,
then release the clutch pedal.

11 . Repeat job 10 on the rear brake band, stop the
engine.

12. Install the plug in the left hand side of the gearbox
casing. Install the locking screw and the locknut
but do not tighten them.

13. Install the special plug in the right hand side of the
gearbox cover. Make sure that the locking screw
(if used), is installed but is tumed fully beck on the
thread.

14. Remove the pressure gauge and the adaptor. then
install the pressure tapping plug in the spool valve
body. Install the plastic plug.

15. Tighten the two locking screws until they just
contact the brake bands. then tum them to the left
the distance of one flat. Tighten the lock nuts.

16. If a locking screw is not used the large plug is
self-locking. Tighten it until it just contacts the
end of the brake band then tum it to the left a
-a tum.
NOTE: If there is not enough thread to remove
side movement of the brake band. no further ad
justment can be made using this procedure. You
must remove the gearbox from the tractor and ad
just the brake bands at the piston ends.

•
34
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FAULT FINDING CHART - TRANSMISSION - HYDRA·SHIFT

ENGINE SPEED 1800 r/min - OIL TEMPERATURE 55"C (131"F) MINIMUM

OVERRUN

•
~
C

~
."

Z
o
Z
Gl

w...

Symptom

Fault

Possible
Cause

Action

1

Delay before 4th 
3rd or 2nd - 1st
change takes place.

Front band brake
slow to clamp and
stop carrier.

f R) Worn band
(incorrect adjustment).
(b) Blocked orifice in
sequence valve.

Adjust brake band
Clean sequence valve

2

Delay before 3rd to 2nd
change takes place.
May change to 4th for a
few seconds.

(1) Rear band brake
slow to clamp and
stop carrier.
(2) Loss of sequence.

(1) (e) Worn band
(incorrect adjustment).
(b) Blocked orifice
in sequence valve.
(2) (a) Low pressure
(b) leakage at front unit.
(c) Excessivetravel on front
clutch piston travel.
(d) Rear sequence valve
out of adjustment (Only if a
new Sequence valve has
been fitted).

Adjust brake band.
Check pressures.
Check sequence valves.

3

Failure to hold
in 4th gear.
(runs away
faster than 4th).

Clutch slipping
in either

reduction unit.

(a) Low pressure
(b) binding clutch piston.
(c) Badly worn
crutch prates.

Check system pressure
in all gears.
Check Clutch units.

4

Failure to hold
in 3rd gear.
(runs away
faster than 3rd).

Brake band not
applied on front
reduction unit.

(a) Badly worn
brake band on front unit.
(b) Sticking
brake piston.

Check band adjustment
Check piston.

5

Failure to hold
in 2nd gear.
(runs away
faster than 2nd).

Brake band not
applied on rear
reduction unit.

(a) Badly worn
brake band on rear unit.
(b) Sticking
brake piston.

Check band adjustment.
Check piston.

:J:
-<o
:c
~,
(J)

:J:

~
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(J)
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FAULT FINDING CHART - TRANSMISSION - HYDRA-SHIFT TRACTOR
ENGINE SPEED 1800 r/ml" - OIL TEMPERATURE SS"C (131"F) MINIMUM

DRIVE

"TI»
c
!:j
"TI

Z
o
Z
Gl

Symptom

Possible
Cause

Action

1 2 3

Failure to change Failure to change Failure to engage
from 1sf ueer into any 1st - 2nd or 3rd - 4th 3rd or 4th gear
any other goaf (can engage 3rd) (can engage 2nd)

Insufficient oil supply. fronl clutch unit rear clutch unit
not engaging. not engaging.

(8) Thick oil Ellcessive leakage Excessive leakage
(b) Blocked IiIler on front unit: on tear unit:
(c) Feully relief
valva. (a) At muff soaling (a) AI muff sealing
(d) Worn pump. rings, rings.
(e) Excessive leakage (b) AI clulch (b) AI clulch
on both piston '0' piston '0'
units-possible rings. ,ings.
caused 88 (a) (c) Along supplV (c) Along supplV
Ib) end Ie) for line, due to line. dUB to
symptoms 2 and 3 broken pipe broken pipe
(f) Pump sucking or sequence or sequence
air at joint face. valve. valve.
(g) spool valve turned 180·.

Check all vlecosltv. Check pressures in Check pressures in
Check pressure In all gears to confirm 811 gears to confirm
1Sf gear prior to before stripping down. before stripping down.
investigation,
Check for 4 positive
detent positions on the
spool valve.

4

Occasional drop
back to 1st gear
when in higher gear

Intermittent oil
supplV·

(8) low oil level
(b) PBniBliv
blocked fllter.

Check oil level
Clean filter.

S

Slow engagement
when changing 1st
2nd or 3td - 4th.

Front clutch slow to engage.

(a) low pressure
(b) Leak at front
clutch muff.
(c) Excessive front clutch
piston travel.
(d) Front sequence
valve sricking,

Check pressures in
all gears to eliminate
(B) end (b).
Adjust brake band
before stripping.

::I:
-<o
:0»,
en
::I:

~
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:0»
Z
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FAULT FINDING CHART TRANSMISSION - HYDRA·SHIFT
ENGINE SPEED 1800 r/min - OIL TEMPERATURE 66'C (131'F) MINIMUM

DRIVE

"T1'
:l>
C

!:i .
"T1

Z
o
Z
G)

. ·:1

I

Symptom

Fault

Possible
Cause

Action

8

When changing 2nd to
3rd, 1st is temporarily
engaged - 'Overlap' or

Loss of sequence

(8) Low oil pressure.
(b) Leak at front muff
sealing rings.
. (c) Excessive piston
travel on rear clutch.
(d) Front sequence valve
out of adjustment. (if new).
(e) Front Brake Piston sticking.

Check pressures in all
gears to eliminate (a)
and (b). Check brake
band and retest - if still
under-lapped adjust front
sequence valve before stripping.
(if new).

7

When changing 2nd to
3rd. 4th is temporarily

engaged-'Overlap' or
remains in 4th.

Loss of sequence

(a) Front sequence
valve sticking or
blocked.
(b) Front sequence
valve out of adjustment.

Note: (b) applies only if a new
Sequence valve has been fitted.

Cfeen front sequence
valve and retest.
If necessary adjust
front sequence valve.

8

Selects intermediate
ratio between 1st and
2nd or 3rd and 4th.

Front clutch unit slipping
. slightly.

(a) Low pressure
(b) Excessive leakage
on front unit.
(c) Sticking front clutch pinion

Check pressures in
all gears to eliminate
(a) and (b).
Strip down.

9

Selects intermediate ratio
between 2nd and 3rd or
3rd and 4th.

. Rear clutch unit slipping
slightly.

(a) Low pressure.
(b) Excessive leakage
on rear unit.
(c) Sticking rear clutch unit piston.

Check pressures in all
gears to eliminate (a)
and (b).
Strip down

J:
-<o
:JJ
:l>,
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SPECIFICIATION AND DATA

Planetary Units

HYDRA-SHIFT TRANSMISSION

SPECIFICATION

Reduction ratio
Overall reduction

Clutch
Number of driving plates
Number of driven plates
Driven plates
Maximum pressure on facing
Driven plate diameter
Drive plate diameter
Total friction area
Operating pressure
Piston area
Clamping force

Brake
Piston diameter
Piston area
Piston travel
Piston force
Spring rate
Spring load-brake on
Spring road-brake off
Brake band width
Brake band contact area

First Reduction
1.37:1

2
2
Grooved
21 kg/em2 (300 Ib/in2 )

155.6 mm (6.125 in)
158.7 mm (6.25 in) P.C.D.
303 em2 (47 in 2 )

5-5.7 kg/em2 (71-75 Ib in 2 )

149 em2 (23 in 2 )

745 kg (1640 Ib)

63.5 mm (2.5 in)
31.6 em2 (4.9 in 2 )

6.35 mm (0.25 in)
158 kg (347 Ib)
33 kg em (186 Ib in)
91.2 kg (201 Ib)
107 kg (236 Ib)
15.9 mm (0.625 in)
144.2 em2 (22.35 in 2 )

2.49:1

Second Reduction
1.82:1

4
4
3 grooved. 1 plain
21 kg/em2 (300 Ib/in2 )

155.6 mm (6.125 in)
158.7 mm (6.25 in) p.e.D.
606 em2 (94 in 2 )

5-5.7 kg/em2 (71-75 Ib/in2 )

149 em2 (23 in 2 )

745 kg (1640 Ib)

63.5 mm (2.5 in)
31.6 em2 (4.9 in 2 )

6.35 mm (0.25 in)
158 kg (347 Ib)
33 kg em (186 Ib)
91.2 kg (201 Ib)
107 kg (236 Ib)
15.9 mm (0.625 in)
217.4 em2 (37.7 in 2 )

Hydraulics
Pump--pressure balanced gear type

--driven from reverse gear in range box
-minimum oil flow 2.76 litre/min (0.6 gal/min) at 300 r/min end 7.03 kg/em2 (100 Ib/in2 )

-maximum pump speed 2400 r/min .
--delivery at maximum revs. minimum of 21.8 litre/min

Control Valve--four position spool valve
--oil by-passed from planetary unit and brakes is used for lubrication of planetary units.

Range Gearbox
Constant mesh gears
Three forward. one reverse range

38
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SPECIFICATION AND DATA

Settings
Pinion shaft. bearing movement
Crown wheel teeth backlash .
Differential bearing side movement
Top shaft bearing movement
Layshaft bearing movement.
Pinion shaft setting distance

DATA

HYDRA-SHIFT TRANSMISSION

o± 0.050 mm (0.002 in)
0.18toO.23 mm (0.007 to 0.009 in)
oto 0.050 mm (0.002 in)
0.01 to 0.05 mm (0.002 to 0.004 in)
0.01 to 0.05 mm (0.002 to 0.004 in)
160.337 mm (6.3125 in)

Tightening Torques
Brake band cylinder bolts. -h in
Brake band locking plate bolts. i in
Clutch cover to main frame bolts.! in
Clutch cylinder to planet carrier bolt. -h in
Differential ring nut locking plate bolts. "h in
Transmission pump to connection bolts, -h in
Differential cap bolts, I in. . . . .
Free-wheel housing bolts (secondreductionlf in
Front end plate nuts.! in . . . .
Gearbox cover to main frame bolts. i in .
Gearbox mounting bolts. i in . . .
Pinion bearing support plate bolts. i in .
Pinion nut, 11 in ...
Planet carrier end cover bolts. i in .
Range unit end plate bolt.t in. . .
Rear axle case to main frame bolts,! in .
Rear wheel nuts, t in ....
Reduction units to axle caae bolts.! in .
Support sleeve cap bolts, i in
Support snout bolts. i in

•

39
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Nm
27
12

102
27
27
27

163
41

102
102
136

41
271

41
41

102
163
102

12
12

Kgm
2.75.
1.25 .
10.5 .
2.75.
2.75.
2.75.

16.5
4.0 .

10.5 .
10.5 .
13.75 .

4.0
27.5

4.0
4.0

10.5
16.5
10.5

1.25 .
1.25 .

Ibft
20

9
75
20
20
20

120
30
75
75

100
30

200
30
30
76

120
75

9
9
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David Brown policY is one of continuous development and improvement
and therefore the specification details may have been altered since this
manual went to press.

Moreover. as the David Brown tractor is offered in a varierv of forms to
cover a large number of markets and applications. this manual may
contain details of items not applicable to the particular tractor with which
it is being used.

iC Published by David Brown Tractors Ltd.

PTinte<t in England
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• REMOVING THE TRANSFER BOX

1200 and 1210 Tractors

1. Drain the transm1snon oil
2. Remove the gearbox top
3. Remove the muff coupl1ng bolt
4. Sl1de the muff coupl1ng (Part No. 1-02410-0026 1200 tractors

1-02410-0126 1210 tractors) completely onto the gearbox pinion
sh.. ft.

5. Disconnect driveshaft (transfere box to front axle) at transfer box.
6. Remove the transfer oox securing bol~o antt ~hen lover the

transfer box from the main frame.

DISMANTLING TRANSFER HOX - FIGUllE 1

Note: No gaskets are used on Kramer un1ts. The following compounds
are used for sealing purposes:-

a) Terosan spline seal1ng and j ointing compound (spline saal.)
b) Terolan 2105 rubber jOinting compound(jo:int seal.)

Operstions

6.
7.

8.

Remove lower cover (2)
Clean magnetic filter (3) in dra:1n plug
Position the transfer box with the drive flange upwards on the bench
Remove drive flange retaining plate (36)
Remove drive flange (35) from drive shaft us1ng two legged puller
(see page 31 for special tools)
Remove cap screws (40) holding oil seal. housing to transfer box
Bolt the driveshatt withdrawal. plate (see page 31 for speCial tools)
to the end of driveshatt (29) (This secures the dr1veshaft (29) to
tbe oil seal bousing (39) ) • . •
Remove oil seal housing (39) complete with circl1p (31) bearing (30)
washer (33) and dr1veshatt (29) by jacld.ng the oil seal housing,
etc., from the transfer box case using the two jacld.ng bolts
(M10 x 60) which should be positioned :in the threaded holes :in the
oil seal housing.

Tll1s method of removal. ensures that the bearing is withdrawn with
the shaft. If the oil seal housing is withdrawn on its own the
bearing will be left in the casing and will be Illore difficult to
remove. The Same procedure should be used when it is only necessary
to replace the flange oil seal (34).

9. Remove needle roller bearings (32) from the driven shatt (16)
10. Drive selector fork spring pin (26) thrUugh the selector fork :into

a hole in the transfer box casing.
11. Remove the selector shatt (25) out through the oil seal (28) :in the

side of the transfer box casing, support the selector fork when
doing so.

12. Remove the selector fork (23) complete with shoes (24)
13. Remove the sl1ding coupl1ng (22)
14. Remove the s~ng pin (26) from the hole in casing

Note:

• 15.

16.
17.

Front bearing has a circl1p }
Centre bearing has no cirCl1P same d1mennons
Rear bearing has a circl1p

Remove circl1p (20) support ring (19) from the inner end of driven.
shaft (16)
Remove selector shaft oil seal (28) if damaged
Remove spl1t f~ from .inner race of beariD$ (171
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e 20.

21.

22.

23.
24.
25.

, ,

18. Place the assembly on its side and remove cover plate (42)
19. Position the transter box with the tront (drive tlange end) upwards

Note: The p:1ll1on shafi is longer on l2lO tractors and theretore the
mutt counl1np: is shorter.

Support the bottom 01 the casting and then press out the driven
shatt (16)
Remove circl1p (20) support ring (19) circl1p (21) and bearing (18)
trom the rear end ot the driven shatt (16) it reqUired.
Turn the transter box over and ut inner race ot bearing (17) back
into position to get surUcient clearance to remove gear (15) down
werds.
Remove bearing (17) trom the houaiAg.
Remove intermediate ehatt circl1p (13)
Turn the transter box over, support the casting and then press out
the intermediate shatt (12)

Note: The intermediate gear 18 now loose 1ns1de the transter box but
cannot be removed 1et.

11-

• 12.
13.
14.

15.
16.

26. Remove the two large circl1ps (9) trom p:1ll1on shatt (7)
27. Prese out the pinion sbafi (7) -

One be~ng (8) will remain in the hou.s:1.ng but can now be reaoved..
It is 1lllportant not to III1X the bearings (8) and their iDl1er races.
The 1Dl1er races can be removed trom the shafi using a small drift
between the pinion teeth.

28. Turn the assembly upside down and rellove the intermediate gear (10)
bearings (ll) and washer (14)

29. Clean all parts in diesel or parattin etc.
30. Replace &n1 worn or damaged parts

• ASSEMBLING THE TRANSFER BOX

1. Reut the 1Dl1errace ot rear bearing (18) to the driven shatt (16)
bearing race should be tJ.ght to splines. Fit bearing (18) on the
1Dl1er race with the circlip (21) to the outside.

2. Retit inner race spl1t tlange, support ring (19) and circl1p (20)
to the drtven shatt (16)

3. Place the hou.s:1.ng rear upwards
4. Insert large gear (15) and support it with 2 x ii.n bars
5. Press in driven shatt (16) complete With bearing, support ring and

circlip -
6. Turn the assemb11 over (tront upwards)
7_ Support the end ot the driven shatt (16) and then press on inner

race ot centre bear:j.ng (17) (Flange towards gear)
8. Fit centre be~ng (17) onto inner race
9. ReUt inner race spl1t !lange, support ring (19) and circl1p (20)

Note: Check gear and shatt sp1n treely

- 10. ReUt the cover plate (42) using rubber jointing compound. (no gaskets)

REPLACING SEUX:TOR ASSEMBLY

Replace selector shatt oil seal (28) us1ng a jointing compound. (not
rubber)
Replace cup seal (27) it it has been rellOVed
ReUt sJ.:1.d1ng coupUng (ZZ) !lange down onto driven shatt (16)
Replace selector tork shoes (24) to selector tork (23) _ Grease ~ll

hold them in place.
Replace sslector tork (23) nn sJ.:1.ding coupUng
ReUt selector- shatt (25) 811 gn1 ng ..he holes in the shatt and se-lector
tork

s
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17. Replace spring ~n (26)
18. Check operation 01' selector

REPLACING FRONT DRIVE FLANGE

19. Fit a new seal (34) into housing - using jointing compound (seal
to be flush with outer edge 01' housing)

20. Retit oil seal housing (39) complete with seal onto the tlange (35)
,21. Re!1t beari.ng (0) onto flange (35) with the circllp (31) in the

recess in the oil seal housing.
22. Replace washer (33) onto driveshatt (29)
23. Retit driveshatt (29) into flange (35) using jOinting compound (not

rubber) sparingly under retainer plate (36) - compound will run down
splines.

Note: Allow 10 minutes tor the compound to set.

24. Retit plate (36) and retaintng bolts ,(37) torque 80 lbs tt (ll Kgm)
The tlange holding tool shown on page '!IO. can be used tor this
operation

25. Betit loc~ wire (38)
26. Clean oft excess jointing compound trom the gear teeth
27. Replace the needle bearing (32) into the' recess in the driven shatt

(16)
28. Replace the flange assembly into the transfer houSing, using a rubber

jointing compound
29. Ensure drive shatt (29) is located in the bearing (32) before cap

screws (40) are used to pull together the oil seal hoUSing (39) and
transter box housing (1). Tap the end of driveshatt (29) occasionally
to make assembly easier.

30. Torque the cap screws (40) to 34 lbs ft (4.7 Kgm)

REPLACEMENT OF INTERGEAR

31. Place the assembly on its Si.de (drive tlange upwards)
32. With the intermediate gear opposite the top beari.ng bore replace one

bearing (11) tollowed by washer, (14) and second bearing (11) into
the intermediate gear.

Note: Washer (14) to be held in place by grease

33. Lubricate shaft (12) and drive into housing
34. Replace cil-clip (1:;) ,
35. Check tooth engagement and treedom 01' spin.

REPLACEMENT OF PINION SHAFT ASSEMBLY

36.

37.
38.

39.
40.

• '<.I..
42.
43.

44.

Replace inner races of bearings (8) on the pinion shaft (7) With
shoulders to gear.
Fit the outer race of one bearing (8) haltway into the hoUSing.
Position the pinion shatt onto the intermediate gear (spline to
rear) 'and tap the bearing tully home.
Fit second c1rcllp (9)
Check the pinion shaft has a slight end tloat by tapping backward
anQ forwara.s.
CheCK tnat a.u gears are tree to rotate •
Check that selector operates correctly.
Check that the magnet and plug (3) are clean and then tit into the
lower cover (2)
Re~1ace lower cover (2) using a rubber jointing compound on both
faces.

7
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REMOVAL AND DISMANTLING OF DIFFERENTIAL - FIGURE 2

• 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
1.

8.

Apply the hand brake
Jack up the front =le
Remove right-hand front wheel
Remove prop shaft (transfer box to tront axle)
Remove track rod (right-hand _end)
Drain different~al 0~1

Remove short axle case complete lI'1th final drive asselllb:l,y (right
hand)
Remove different~al assemb:l,y from large axle case (left-hand)

TO REMOVE SPIRAL GEAR (CROWN WHEEL)

9. Remove front cover (57) after removing 12 bolts (58)
10. Loosen all s~al gear retai~ng screws (50) and bolts (46) approx.

11' turns
11. Loosen the bevel ~on shaft nut (33) after removing the spUt

p~n (34) ThU nut ~s torqued to 400 tt lbs (60 Kgm)

Ncte: Use a 1 13/16 AF (46I1l11l) spanner and the spec~al drive flange
ho1di.ng tool as shown on page 30.

12.
13.

14.

• 15.

16.

17.

18.
19.
20.

21.
22.
23.

24.

25.

Note:

Remove difterent~al bearing adjuster wheel lock plates (53)
Remove difterenUal bearing adjuster ..heels (52) - mark lsft or
right-hand nde
Remove the bearing (51) fac~ the s~al gear (crown wheel 41) 
Tap out progresnve:l,y by tur~ the dHterenUal and using a
drift on the ~nner race. The outer race should be a loose sUding
fi t u the difterenUal housing.
Turn the assemb:l,y over unt~l the s~de ~ch cont~ the remai~

bearing rests on the bench.
Drift the different~al assembly down unt~l the crown wheel locat~
bolts (46) come a~t the cas~ng.

Remove allan screws (50) IIh;l,chlElld the slseve (4(3) to the s~al

gear (41)
Lift out sleeve (4(3)
Remove thrust washer (43)
Tap the outer race of the relllai~ differential bearing (51) as
far out as possibls.
The different~al assembly may no.. be removed (across corners)
Remove bolts (46)
Tap spU'al gear oft the reg:l.sur-andlocaUng dowels (47)

Remove difterenUal wheel (35) followed by difterent~ ~n (39)
ho dHterent~al ~~ons (36) thrust plates (40) rem~ng
difterent~al wheel (35) and thrust nsher (43)
Remove the rema1n1ng differential carri,er bearing ~nner race (51)
~t necessary.
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28. stand the differen~ial casing with the bevel pinion vertical
29. Tap the bevel pinion (2) down complete with large bearing inner

race (10) sleeve (11) and d1stance piece (12-e9)

Note: This 'will leave small beatings (9) oil seals (';1) and large
beating outer race (10) in the housing.

';0. Remove oil seal (.31)
';1. Remove inner race of bearing (9)
';2. Remove remaining outer tracks from the casing if necessary.

BEVEL PINION sqnNG - FIGmlE ,;

Example 1
Apex Distance

To obtain correct meshing bet_en the bevel pinion and spU-al gear the
pinion shaft apex distance must be correct. Due to production tolerances
the actual apex distance is affected by variations in the machining of
the differential housing and of the bevel pinion.

Correction factors which take account of these variations are etched or
stamped on the front face of the differential housing and on the end of
the bevel pi.nion shaft.

Below is an example to show how these correction factors are used to
obtain the correct thickness of shims to fit behind the head of the
bevel pinicn shaft to ensure correct mesting of the spiral gear (crown
wheel) Refer to Figure ,; when reading this example.

~evel Pinion Shaft

Nominal apex distance 'E' (Figure ,;)
Correction factor "narked on pinion shaf':) 'G' (Figure ,;)

Actual apex distance
Add cearing (10) depth(measured) 'F' (Figure 3)

D:l.stance 'A'

Differential HouS:!.ng

Nominal case depth 'A' (Figure ,;)
Correction factor (mat"ked on d:l.fferentiaJ. housing)
_'C' (Figure ,;)
kct~al case depth
Suctract distance 'A' (see above)

Shims req~'ed between bevel p:l.nion (2) and bearing (10)

PINION SHAFT ENDFLOAT

l22..00mm
-0.30"""

121.70=
45.50mm

157.20II:1II

168.50t::=:
+0.20=

168.70mm
167.20mm

•
Example 2

Pinion shaft end float is adjusted by spec:l.al spacers (12-29) which are
of different thicknesses •

The thickness of spaces required to give correct end float (no pre-load)
depends on the actual d:l.mens:l.ons of the bearings and 0: the differential
hous:l.ng. Various measurements can be taken of these components (see
figure 4) and the actual spacer thickness required calculated as shown
below in the following example.

11
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•
~easured d~stance tro~ d~tterent~al hou~g tace to
sleeve (11) (~stance 'A' Figure 4)

Subtract ~stance troe ~tterent~al hou~ng tace to
snall bearing tace (9) when assembled (~stance 'B'
Figure 4)

Subtract width ot soall bearing inner race (9)
(~easured ~stance 'C'F1gure 4)

Width ot spec~&1 ~stance piece (12-Z9) to ~ve no
end n04Lt and no pre-load.

REASSEl1llLY AND ADJUSTl·:EN'!' OF BEVEL PINONN

1. ~:easure 4epth ot beartng (10) - see figure 3.

49 .601lllll

4.30I11III

3.
4.

5.
6.

• 7.

8.

9.
10.

ll.

•

Note: ~tterent1al hounng and bevel p~on correction tactors and
calculate the thickness ot slWns required (figure 3)

Z. Fit required nucber ot shies (3/8) onto bevel p~~on (Z) as
calculated (figure 3)

Fit inner roller race (10) onto top ot the shies
Retit bevel p~on shatt (Z) shims -(/8) and roller race (10) to
ca~ng (1)
Rs t~ t sleeve (ll) e har::ter down.
Support pinon shatt until ~tterent1al ca~g does not rest on
bench and 3easure 'A' (t1gure 4)
Remove p~non shatt tro: b:lu~g and fit inner race ot bearing (9)
oeasure 'B' (t1gure 4)
Recove inner race ot bearing (9) and ceasure 'C' (t1gure 4) with
bearing on a tlat plate.
Calculate thickness ot shims as 1n example Z above.
Refit bevel p~on shatt complete nth ah:L::s, bearing and sleeve
1nto ca~ng.

Support p~on shatt as in D (figure 4) and tit correct thickness
ot sh1cs.

REBUILDING Dlff£RENTIAL

1. Fit new bush (44) 1n d1t!erent1al cage it necessary
Z. Refit inner race ot bearing (51) to d1tterent1al case it removed
3. Fit d1tterent1al wheel (5) anei thrust washer (43) into cage. Check

tor tight spots or too much float.
4. Fit new bushes (38) to d1t!erent~al p~ons (36) it necessary.
5. Refit the d1tterent1al p~~ons (36) pin (39) and thrust washers (40)

~heck tor bolt locat~on)

6. Refit second d1tterent~al wheel (35) and thrust washer (43)
7. Replace sp~ral gear (41) onto dowels (47) in cage (4Z) (either way)

Note:' Ensure sp~al gear is square on the re ~ster

8. Fit bolts (46)
9. Fit two spare bolts into sp~al gear (crown wheel) - teeth ~de.

The bolts should be oppos1te each other and protrude l~ to Z inches •
Held these bolts in a vice to hold assembly rigid while t1ghte~ng

bolts (46). Torque bolts to 100!tl~ and (14kgc) and wire up.

13
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10. Posit~on the d1fferent~al ~n the ca~g

11. Replace sleeve (48) and bolt to sp~al gear using cap screws (50)
and washers (49) torque to 50 lb ft. (7 kgm)

12- Replace ~fferent~al be~ng ~nner race (sleeve end)
13. Replace ~!!erenUal be~ng (51) - below thread depth
14. Replace d~fferent1al adjuster wheel (52) (sleeve end) - screw the

adjuster flush ~th ca~g face.
15. Turn the asse~bly over and replace the second be~ng (51)
16. Screw ~ the adjuster wheel (52) - one be~d spiral gear to give

no backlash.

Note: SpUal gear and bevel puu.on are completely in mesh

17. Screw ~ the adjuster wheel (52) - sleeve end unt~l 0.005 to 0.007
~ch backlash ~s obta1nable. When t~s amount of backlash has been
ac~eved the correct pre-load ~ll have been put on the ~fferent~al

beanngs.
18. Re~t locking plates (53) to adjuster wheels
19. Replace front cover (57)
20. fill nth corl'ect grade of o~l

FINAL DRIVE ASSEMB!:Y

There are two types of~ drtve assemblies Senes I and II. The
general layout of senes I and II are sj.nlar. The mUll <tifferenee
beiAg thp camel' hou~g w[dch ~s a ~gle cast~g on senes II axle
0) figure 5 but connsts of two components on a sertes I axle (4) and
(5) figure 80 Only a emall number of senes one axJ.es are f~ttedt all
of wh:l.ch were on ~D:I.t~al 'Droduct~on 1200 tractors.-

~smantling on both axles ~s ~dent~cal except for the removal of drtve
shaft and pinion bearings.

REMOVAL AND REPLAC:EiMENT OF FINAL DRIVE OIL SEAL (23) - figure 5

1. Dr~ oil fro~ ~nal. drtve assembly
2. Remove capscrews (29) from carner housing (3) and cover hou~g

(22) - locked in pairs nth ~e.

3. Using six jacking screws 8mm, jack the cover housing (22) complete
with f~nal driveshaft (18) and perhaps inner be~ng (28) of!

4. Remove jacking bolts and inner bearing (28) ~f it has come away
with the final driveshaft.

5. Check thread protrusion through locknut (27) on ~nal driveshaft (18)
- note for assembly.

6. Remove final ciriveshaft locknut (27) and tabwasher (26-) - wheel studs
(20) nll req~e locking to prevent the shaft turning when removing
the locknut (a7)

6Ao Count number of threads protrud:Lngo
7. Pull off reduct~on drum (21) u~g a special adapter, see page 30.

~f no adapter ~s available drop on the end of the shaft.
8. Remove c~clips (25) ~f beanng (24) requires replac~ng.

9. Us~ng 10= jacking bolts jack the final drtveshaft (18) from the
cover hous~g (22)

10. Remove jacking bolts

!lote: Wheel studs (20) ao:-e replaceable (knock-out _ knock-~n)

11. Remove f~l driveshaft beanng (24) and seal (23)
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Note: The seal is fitted as an oil seal not a dirt seal. A sealant

should be used on the outside edge of the seal.

REASSEMBLY 07 TllE FINAL DIlIVE

L. Replace bearing (24) and circlip (25) in hous:l.ng (22)
2. Treat the seal (23) with sealant. and refit up 'to the hearing (24)
3. Lubricate the ssal lip and its location on the final drive shAtt (18)
4. Place!inal driveshatt on its end and lower the cover housing (22)

complete with bearing (24) circlip (25) and oil seal(23)onto the
bearing location on the final driveshaft.

5. Position reduction drum (21) onto splines us:l.ng the special adaptsr
page 23 for lifting

6. Press or drift the reduction gear drum (21) onto the final drive- .
shaft (18) until the locknut threads appear.

Note: Tighten the locknut down until the correct number of threads
protrude through the locknut (counted when dismantled) approximate
check 5 threads.

7.
8.

9.

Note:

• 10.

ll.

12.
13.

Refit the tahlrasher (26) and locknut (27)
Replace Ulner final drive bearing (28) onto shatt atter checJd.zlg
the bear1ng.
Replace the final ,drive and reduction drum assembly to the carrier
housing (3)

Scall boss on cover housing (22) must be fitted to the top, thus
ensuriJ1g the oil drain for the final driveshaft outer bearing
housing is at the bottom, of the assembly •

The asasmbly nll require driv:Lng on until cap screws (29) can b...·
fitted. '
Refit cap screws (29) which secure cover housing (22) to carrier
housing (3)
Cont1nue tapping the assembly as the cap screws are tightened.
W1.re up the capscrews in pairs.

Nate: Pos:l.t1an of open end of needle bearing (Ulnermost)

TO REPLACE DRIVESHAn' STEADY BEARING AND
OIL SEAT 5 LOCATED IN TllE AXLE CASE - FIGURE 6

1. Remove bolts '(38) from the SWivel pin (39) and steering lever (33)
- top and bottom. Right-hand reduction has two SWivel pins.

2. USing special. jacJd.zlg screws 10_, remove the steering lever (33)
snvel Pin (39) and sh:1ms.

Note: llh:Lms must be kept with their own snVlll, pin. Do not IIl1.X the
top &I1d bottom snvel pins on the right-band reduction, the
lett-hand reduction sr.1vel pins are also different.

3. ilemove the !inaJ. drive reduction assembly cOlllplete with driveshaft.
4. Using the universal puller (page 29) remove outer ail seal (52)
5. Remove circlip (51)
6. Using the universal puller (page 29) remove needle bearing (50)

• 7. USing the universal puller (page 29) remove Ulner seal fitted as a dirt
e%cluder (49) to allow e%Cess:l.ve grease into the a%le case.

17
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ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE

1. Fit a new seal (49) as a dirt excluder to the bottom of the recess
atter first lubncat:1ng the bore.

2. Fit the neecUe beanng (50) up to the seal - open end to seal.
3. Refit c:1rcl:l.p (51)
4. Refit outer seal (52) as an 0:11 seal to keep the lubr:l.cant :l.n the

bear:l.ng.
5. Refit reduct:1on assembly to the axle case.

Note: Replace swi.vel p:l.nS from where they were removed complete nth
the:l.r own slams.

6. It sW:l.vel p:1n taper bearlngs (54) are to be replaced, greaser seals,
(53) complete nth '0' r:l.ngs (55) nll also requ:l.re replac:l.ng.

SWIm PIN ADJUSTMENTS

If any of the follow:l.ng parts are to be replaced, axle case (46/47),
steer:l.ng lever (33), swi.vel p:l.ns (39), sW:l.vel bearlngs (54), and carr:l.er
hous:1ng (3), sett:l.ngS nll be upset and nll need to be recalcuJ.ated.

Note: If new axle cas:l.ngs (46/47) are requ:l.red then they should be
fitted nth new bearlngs (54) greaser seals (53) and '0' r:l.ngs
(;5)

J:acld.ng bolts (page 29) are requ:l.red for replac:l.ng sw:l.vel bearlngs.

• 1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

TOP SWIm PIN ADJUSTMENT - FIGUllE Z

Fit the outer race of the top bear:l.ng (54) to axle
Place 1nner beanng race on the outer race
Measure the distance from the top face of the inner race to the top
face-of the axle - figure 7a (4.5 - 5.0mm Hondna]']y 4.60 :1n e:mmple
Fit grease seal (53) and '0' r:l.ng (55) .
Measure top sW:l.ve 1 p:l.n or steer:l.ng lever shouJ.der depth - figure 7B
(NOminally 36.5mm) - 36.5 10 example

CALcmiATION - FIGURE 7

Centre 110e of the axle to the top face of the axle fork - nom1nal
144.0Omm (figure 7c)
centre 110e of the carner hous1ng to the top face of the carr:l.er hous:l.ng
- nom1nal 175.00mm (figure 7D)
Note: Carr:l.er hous:l.ng carr:l.es a d:l.mens:l.on on the top face.

Axle fork top rae e also carr:l.es a d:l.mens:l.on
These are correct:1on factors, lodicat:l.ng how much lodividual
parts vary from the nom:l.nal d:l.mens:l.on.

AXLE FORK - CARRIER HOUSING

Centre 110e to top face 144.00mm 175.00mm
- nominal distance

Correct:1on factor +O.lOmm -0 .20Jlllll

Centre 110e to top face - 144.10mm 174.80mm• actual distance
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Subtract upper bea~g
depth

Add SWivel p~ shoulder
depth

Subtract the actual
distance from the centre
~ne to the top face of
the carr1er housing

,AXLE FORK

4.60mm - t1gure 7a

l39.5Omm

36.5Omm - t1gure 7b

l76.00mm

l74.8Omm

1.20mm

CARRIER HOUSING

1.
2.
3.

4.

• 5 •

6.

Therefore 1.2Omm thickness of shims (34-37) are requ1red at the top
SWivel p~n to centralise the reduction housing With the axle.

BarTOM SWIVEL PIN - FIGURE 7

Fit the outer race of the bottom taper be~g (54) to the axle
Fit the ~er race and grease seaJ. (53) complete With '0' ~g (55)
Assemble the t1naJ. drive assembly to the axle fork With the correct
shims (34-37) at the top SWivel p~.
Measure the lower SWivel p~ shoulder depth - t1gure 7e (nomina],y)
36.5mm) - 36.5 ~n example

"Measure the distance from the carrier" housing face to the face of the
bottom bearing ~er race (lower bearing depth) _ t1gure 7f (nomi~y)

35.51ll1li:- 35.~ ~ eXllll!ple
Subtract the lower bearing depth - t1gure 7f !rom SWivel p~ shoulder
depth - t1=e 7c.

SWivel p~n sho~der depth 36.5Omm
Lower be~g depth -35.50mm

Clearance l.oomm

7. The bearings should have 0.2mI!l pre-load, therefore subtract 0.2mm
trom the above t~gure.

Clearance 1.OOmm
Pre-load 0.20mm

Shims requ:1red 0.8Omm

8. The"refore 0.80mm thickness of shims (34-37) are requ1red at the
bottom SWivel p~n (39) to give the correct bearing pre-load.

9. Assemble the bottom SWivel p~ With the correct shims.

REMOVAL OF DRIVESHAFT AND PINION BEARINGS- Figure 5
SERIES II AXLE

•
1.
2 •

Remove cap screws (36)
Remove carrier hOUsing (29) complete With f~nal driveshaft assembly
using 8mm jacting screwS".
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3. Remove steering lever (33) or top ~vel pin (39) - right-hand side
4. Remove bottom swivel pin (39)

Note :Do not mix ~vel p:!.ns and shims

5. Remove carrier housing assembly complete with driveshaft from the
axle.

6. Examne grease seals (53) and bearings (9)
7. Remove countersunk screw (8) from the end of the driveshaft assembly

(1/2)

Note: The countersunk screw (8) is locked :!.n posit:!.on by punching the
end of it With a centre punch. The punch mark will requ:!.re
removing by drilling.On reassembly a new thrust washer (7) and
screw (8) Will be required because the or1ginals will be
damaged while drill:!.ng.

8. Remove thrust washer (7) which is helc1 in position by a spring
dowel (9)

9. Remove spring dowel

Note: Thrust washer is only located On the inner bearing face.

10. Fit spare bolt in the end of the driveshaft assembly (1/2) - for
jacking and drifting on.

11. The pinion gear (li) should be able to be turned but not fallout
when the driveshaft is removed provic1i.ng the pre-load of 0.20~ is
correct . .

12. Drift out the driveshaft (1/2)

Note: If dr1veshaft only requires replacing and p~~on preload is
correct no further dismantling is necessary. Adc1i.~ional shims
can be added after removing circli.p (45) on series II a~es.

For complete .c1i.smantling proceed as follows.

13. The pinion shaft (10) and distance piece (13) are now loose and can
be removed.

14. Remove circli.p (45)
15. Remove shims (17) c1i.stance piece«15) complete oil seal (16)
16. Remove taper bearing (14)

TO REASSEMBLE OF DRIVESHAFT AND PINION BEARINGS (Series II axle) F"_gure :;

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

• 10.
11.

Position carrier assembly w:!.th the driveshaft bore vertical. Final
driveshaft side downhill.
Fit the outer race of bearing (11) into the carrier housing and then
lay the inner race on top of it.
Place small c1i.stance piece (12) on top of inner race
Place pinion (10) on top of small distance piece
Place large c1i.stance piece (13) on top of pinion
Place inner race of bearing (14) on top of large distance piece (13)
Centralise bearings and pinion With special mandrel, see page 30.
Fit outer race over mandrel and ~ive fully home.
Fit distance piece (15) complete with oil seal (16) and shims to
give 0.2mm preload•
Fit circlip (45) This will require tappin~ into position.
Withdraw mandrel
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Note: It p:1n;l.on moves out ot position more sh1IIIs will be required.

12. Replace Dr1veshatt (112)
13. Pull 1Jlto position us1Jlg the clr1veshatt puJ.ler and lOmm bolt.

see page 22.
14. Replace tens10n p1Jl, thrust lrlLSher and new cOUllterSWlk serew.

REMOVAL OF PINION BEARINGS (Series I) Figure 8

1. Remove the reduction and t1Ilal clr1ve assembly - previously outl1:led.
2. Remove the counterSWlk serew (15) trom the encl ot the clr1veshatt

assembly (l/2)

Note: The countersunk screw (15) is locked 1Jl position by punch1Jlg the
end ot it with a centre punch. The punch mark w1ll requ1re
remoV1Jlg by clr1ll1Jlg. On reassembly a new thrust washer (14)
and screw (15) will be reqUired because the or1g:l ne'. will be
clamaged White clr1 , 11 ng.

3. Remove thr1lst washer (14) which is held 1Jl position by a sprtDg
dowel (16)

4. Remove spr1Jlg dowel (16)

Note: Thrust washer 18 011l;y located on the 1JlJler bear1llg tace

5. Fit a spare bolt 1Jl the end ot the clr1veshatt aas8lllbl;y (112) - tor
j acld.Jlg and clr1 tt1Jlg on.

6. Dritt out the clr1veshatt (112)
7. I t the clr1ve shatt only requires replac1Jlg and the -p:1n;I.OJl preload is

correct no turther cI1smantl1Jlg is necesSlU7. For cOlllPlate strip
down proceed as tallows. P:1nion preload 0.2Omm

8. Remove reta1n1ng bolts (7) ancl (12) bolts (12) are cOUlltersunk
9. Remove level plug (13)

10. RelllOve clra1Jl plug .(51)
11. Remove clra1Jl pipe 10cat1Jlg bolt (53)
12. Drive taper wedge- between the carrr1er plate (5) and &%1e support

(4)
13. Remove sh1IIIs (24)

Nate: Adcl1t1onal sh1IIls can be added at this atage and than assembled

14. Tap the pinion gear (17) aut ot location, support whilst taking
out the centre bear1Jlg (18) 1JlJler race (21) small cI1stance piece
(19) and large cI1atance piece (20)

Note: Po!d.t1on at cl1stanc:e pieces - large one to p:1n;l.on gear (17)

15. Remove aU seal hous1Jlg (22) cOlllplete nth oil seal (23) by clr1tt1ng
out.

16. Remove outer bear1Jlg tracks.

Nate: These bear1Jlgs are not 1Jlterchangeable. The narrow bearing
nth the largest quantity at rollers tits at the p:1n;l.OJl gear
(17) end.
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REPLACING THE HALFSHAFl' AND PINION BEARING

1. Place the carrier plate nth the pin:l.on bore vertical. final drive
-shaft at the bottom•

2. Replace the outer race of bearing (18) and pOSition the inner race
in it.

3. Replace the smaller distance plate (19) on top of inner race.
4. Place the p~on gear on top of the distance piece (19)
5. Place distance piece (20) on top of pin:l.on and inner race of

bearing (al).
6. Centralise the bearings (18-21) and pin:l.on gear uSing a mandrel

(see page ~O).

7. Replace the ~uter race of bearing (21).
8. Replace the oil seal housing (22) complete nth oil seal (23)
9. Fit sl11ms to g:i.ve 0.20mm preload (appronmately 0.8= tl11ckness of

sl11ms).
10. Connect the carrier plate (5) to axle support (4) Coat both faces

with jointing compound.
11. Remove the mandril and check the pin:l.on gear pre-load to see it

correct.
12. Replace the dr1veshaft (1/2) pulling intu ·poSition nth special

tool page 24.
13. Replace thrust washer (14) and spring dowel (16)
14. Replace countersunk screw (15) and lock uSing a centre punch.
15. Replace drain pipe (49)
16. Replace drain plug (51)
17. Replace carrier assembly to axle case
18. Replace reduction and final drive assembly to carr1er houSing.
19. Refill with correct grade of oil•
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KRAMER AXLE TOOLS

The following represents 1 set of tools

JACKING BOLTS

Quantity

6
2
B

SPANNER

Thread Length

1U0 60mm
1U0 601lllll
MB . 1001lllll

Specification Tensile Strength

Din 933 8G
Din 912 8G
Din 933 8G

.!Z:2!.
Bolt
Allen Sere..
Bolt

One No. 17I11III Ring Spanner
One No. 1911111l Ring Spanner

SOCKET

One 46= (1 13/16 IT)

ALLE11 KEYS

No.3. 4. 6, 8 and 10=

BEARING PULLE:ll

} on the same spanner

•

One inner bearing type Kukku 21./7 Pat. No. 46/56

UNIVE:llSAL PULLER

o to 6in diameters

SUPPORT BAllS

Two ~in diameter or square section bars lain long
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IUNDREL FOR RE-ASSEMBLY OF FINAL DRIVES

'rotal. lellg'th or mandrel 8.35i.n (2l.21111ll)

Oimensi.on
Inches
IU.ll:I.meters

A
0.78
20

B
3.15
80

c
0.47
12

D E
0.98 2.95
25 75

F
1.63
41.5

G
1.95
49.5

R
2.15
54.5

.I
1.58
40

o
1.56
39.5

DRIVE FUNGE ROLDING TOOL

Di.:lensi.on
Inches
Mi.ll:I.meters

A
12
305

C
1
25.4

D
0.25
6.35

E
0.38
9.5.<

F
4 P.C.D.
101.6

G
3
76.2

Il
5
139.7

R!JlUCTION llR1lM C!mA.CTOR

Di.IIlensi.on
Inches
Mi.ll:I.meters

B
Machi.ne

to {
3.68813.676 } Thread M95 It 15
93.68/93.38

•



,ill!L DRIVE LOCKNUT SPANNER

Use nth a i x 24:1.n (19 x 61Omm) tommy bar

e D1mens:l.on A B C D E F - Su; Equally spaced lugs
Inches 5.5 4.38 0.75 3.23 0.19 . 0.375 x 0.375 square
Millimeters 140 ill 19 82 4.76 9.52 x 9.52

F

TRANSFER BOX FLANGE AND DRIVESH.U"r PULLER

D1men.s:l.on
Inches
Millimeters

A B
4 2
102 51

C
0.50
12.7

D.
0.56
14.28

E
0.53
13.49

e

UNIVERSAL DRIVESHAFT PULLER FOR REDUCTION CASE

Use nth a 4:1.n (102mm) Ml0 x 1.5 bolt and nut

D1mens:l.ons
Inches
Mill:1.meters

A . B
4 3
102 76

C
1
25.4

D
0.44
1l.lJ

• •
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Reter to j.llustration oeJ.ow tor grease p01l%ts. Ull po1l%ts ana CrUll
plugs. There:l.s an add.1t1oDAl grease po1l%t at each ena ot the track
roa ana three more on the carcian Sl1att; one on each un1versal jo1l%t ana •
one to lubricate the spl:l.nes ot tile sl:l.d.1ng sect:l.on.

F!llST 50 ROtrll.S SERVICE

.A. t the completion ot the Urst 100 hours rith a new mach:lne. the 0:1.1
trom the tront d.1fterent:l.al and both tront hubs should be CrUlled.
ReUll ri th new 0:1.1.

WEEItI.Y SERVICE

.I.pply grease to the s:I.x grease poats on the tront axle a.nci the three
on the cardan Shatt. rith a grease gun. One shot only should be
g:1ven to the steady bear1l%g greaser. .A.. F:I.g. 1., Check the 0:1.1 levels
a the tront hUbs ana d:l.tferent:l.al ana top up :l.f necessazo:y.

500 :toil'll SERVICE

Transfer Gearbox

The trlU1Sfer gearbox is :ion the same SWIll' as the ma:i.n gearbOll: and
t1.l.llng :I.s trom tile oue plug 1l% the gearbox cover. Drs 1 n1 n g 1.S
earr:l.ed out trom the plug under the, transfer gearbox ana also trOlll
the rear a:.l.e case.

The standara tractor :l.nstruet:l.on book should be co~ted tor cieta:l.ls
ot se~c1.ng the tull tlow t:l.lter ana 0:1.1 changes on the gearbox. ~

1000 ROUR SERVICE <at least once a year)

Renew the 0:1.1 a the tront d:l.tterent1al ana both tront hubs.

A. Steady bear1.ng g:oeaser

3. Steer1ng ~vot greaser

C• Rub dra:l.n plug

D., Rub level and filler plug

E. D1.!!erent1.al.cira:l.n plug

F. D1.!!erent:l.al level ana dra1l%
plug

F

•



Approved Lubricant

•

•
SERVICE NOTES

APPROVED LtmRICANTS

Application

Front d1!ferential
and front hubs.

Grease points

on. CHANGING

Grade

SAE 90,

2

AMOCO
B.P.
CASTROL

&SSO
MOBIL
SHELL

AMOCO
B.P.
CASiiROL
ESSO
MOBIL
SHELL

Amoco Gear Lubricant SAE 90
Gear Oil SAE 90
Castrol Sf or Agricsstrol·
Gear Oil Light
Gear Oil ST 90
Mobilube 090·
Dentax 90

Amolith Gresse 2
Ez1ergresse 12
LM Gress.
Beacon 2
Mobilgrease HP
Retinax A

•

•

Drain when the' 0:l.J. is warm. Clean orr all the d:irt from the plugs
and ,.rease paints. Remove both the tilter and drain plugs and
allow a few minutes for all the oil to drain out.

Replace the drain plug and refill with oil until it just over1'lowa.
Replace the plug. After running the tractor for a short time (luLlf
an hour or so) check the level for settlement and top up if necessary.

CAPACrnES (Appraz. refill)

Front hubs 3 pt (1.75 litre) each
Front d1!fenmtial - 6i pt (3.8 litre)

To prevent undue •wind-up' between the front and rear axJ.es the correct
roJ11 ng radius of front and rear tyres should be maintained. The
correct tyre pressures according to the loading of the tractor should·
be maintained. Water bel 1 pst may be used if required in the manner
described in the bssic tractor instruction book.

When it becomes necessary to replace tyres. the same si.ze as originally
fitted should be used. As the rolling radi.us differs for d:ifferent
makes of nominel'y the same size, it is preferable to replace with the
same make of tyre. New tyres on one axJ.e should not be mixed with 'worn
tyres on the other.
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'r!D~

lload WCIrk trcIIlt (10-21+ 6-ply rat1:lg) 26 lb/~z (1.82 kg/=z)
(11~ l+-ply rat1:lg) 11+ lb/~Z (0.98 kg/=z ) •17 lb/~z (1.9 kg/e:J )· rear·

J'1eld Wark · tr='t 12 lb/~z (O.SIt kg/e:J )·
· rear 12 lb/'J3f (O.SIt kg/=z )·

lij,th ~t leader : trcIIlt (1o<lt 6-pl:r ra~) 26 lb/~z (1.82 kg/=Z)
(11-21+ l+-pl:r rat1:lg) 11+ lb/~z (0.98 kg/=z )

· 1"'NZ' 12 lb/~Z (O.SIt kg/=Z)·
'rRAa .\iIIml

It ~ appear 'that the tzoorlt track ridtl1 IIIIIJ' be altered by chpnging
the whaeJ. centres r.armd. ~ IIIII8t nat be done becalZse t.he steeriAg
.ill be a:~8C'tecl.. -

ne trcIIlt track 18 &S ~ (1.?O II). ne 1:;oe-~ ot the trent tr3Ck
IIhCluld be zero 1:;0 31~~ (1.0 lID>.

34
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FINAL DRIVES

The 4-vheel drive is only fitted to tractors with 9/50 tiDal drive
ratios. This must not be altered otherwiae the ratio between the
tront and rear axles will be wrong.

FRONT AXLEWEIGRT

MaximIlIII recOlIIDIended loading on the !rent axle is ?OOO lb (3200 kg).

GEAR SEUX:TOR

Adjustment is pronded on the gear linkage. When ditticult,. in gear
selection occurs disconnect adjusting rod 'B' trom lever 'A'. Kove
lever 'A' until it is midwa,. between its two extremes. Kove operating
lever 'e' until it is midway between the two notches and then connect
the two levers with the adjusting rod•

~I.J



Dand Bron po~c,. :l.s eae o! COllt:!.nUOUS d.eve~oplllellt and :l.lllprovement and.
the"...!ore the spec:l.!:l.cat:l.oll det~s 1Il&" bave beell aJ.tered. nn:e tUs
book went to press.

Moreover, as Iland BroWll :PrOducts are o!!ered :!.n a vanet,. o! forms to
cover a. large number ot markets and appllcattolls, tl1:l.s manuaJ. 1Il&"
conta:in deta:i~s.not app~cab~e to tile component w:lder~ repa:l.r.

•

•
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Removal of a final drive unit from
front axle

Secure tractor so that it cannot roll away. Loosen
wheel nuts, jack up the relevant side of axle then
remove wheel.

Remove covering for half shaft and disconnect
track rod, also steering 'ram if left-hand side, from
final drive unit. Drain oil from unit by removing the
filler level plug and drain plug.

Remove tab washer and' adjusting nut from
underneath the king pin. Using the special tool
(ref. 12) extract king pin (in three stages).

Thread in king pin lower end is M14 and pulling
screw M14 x 90mm.

Withdraw final drive unit (with half-shaft) from
axle case. (Take care not to damage the half-shaft
bearings). Remove the '0' ring, sealing ring,
distance washer and bearing-inner race.

Unless it is to be renewed the king pin upper
bearing can remain in the axle case fork.

Removal of half-shaft bearing from
axle case

If necessary the half-shaft bearing in the axle case
can be pulled out of the axle case with an internal
puller after first removing the oil seal and circlip.

, ."-:"...:

Lower Bearing

----..,.. King Pi",

Seal

~:... - W~her .

.~--
e;-'--~__

Piqure E3
KING PIN BEARINGS

g~ .._;~__ . Upper Bearing
1.1-. . .

--~~ Distance Washer

Seal

Figure E1

EXTRACTING KING PIN

Figure E2

REMOVING FINAL ORIVE•

•

9-3717Y
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Figure E4

FiniNG tlALF-SHAFT BEARING
Figure E5

rrrnxe CIRCLIP
Figure E6

rrrn NG 01L SEAL

'.

•

Figure E7
FINAL DRIVE AND AXLE CASE REFERENCE DIMENSIONS

Refitting half-shaft bearing into
front axle case

Using a hammer and special tool (ref. 13), drive
needle bearing into the axle case sufficient to allow
circlip to be inserted. Apply sealing compound to the
outer surface of sealing ring and drive it into the axle
case, using same tool as for bearing.

Refitting final drive unit to axle case

If the axle case, final drive housing, upper bearing

Reference
Dimension

Reference
Dimension
Deviation
Stamped Here

or distance piece have been renewed the following
dimensional procedure must be followed. Otherwise
the two parts of the half-shaft will not be in line and
the shaft joint will be subjected to unnecessary wear.

During machining of the final drive housing and
axle case plus or minus deviations from the reference
dimension can occur, Le. + deviations are added
to the reference dimension - deviations are
subtracted from the reference dimension.

These deviations from the reference dimensions
are stamped in the axle case and final drive housing
figure E7.

Reference

Dimensi~o:n /Iff~======

Reference
~ Dimension

Deviation
Stamped Here

Upper Bearing

•

•
9-37172
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8,50mm

34,10mm
25,60mm

107,OOmm
0,20mm+

When the distance ring thickness has been
determined, outer race of bearing can be fitted into
the axle case using the special tool (ref. 14) and
a hammer.

Fit bearing inner race, distance ring, '0' ring and
sealing ring into the upper bearing seat using grease
to hold them in position.

Now place the final drive housing (with half
shaft) in the axle case, taking care not to damage the
half-shaft sealing ring.

Fit the king pin from underneath through the final
drive housing and into the upper bearing. In order
to avoid damage to the lower end of king pin, a
safety screw (M14 x 30mm) should be screwed
into the extraction hole. Remove screw after
driving king pin into position.

5. Gives distance ring thickness
of (34.10- 25.60)

gives dimension for final
drive housing 107,20mm

2. Reference dimension of axle case = 72,90mm
minus deviation O,10mm

gives dimension for axle case 72,80mm

3. Final drive housing minus
axle case 107,20 - 72,80 34,40mm

4. Minus bearing width 25,40mm

5. gives distance ring thickness of 9,OOmm

3. Final drive housing minus
axle case (107.0 - 72.9)

4. Minus bearing width

Example II: Final drive housing stamped, +0,20
axle case stamped, -0,10: Upper bearing measures,
25,40mm
1. Reference dimension of final

drive housing
plus deviation

72,90mm

72,90mm
O,OOmm

107,OOmm

107.00mm
O,OOmm

Gives dimension for final
drive housing

2. Reference dimension of axle
case
Plus or minus deviation
(in this example no deviation)

Gives dimension for axle case

Example 1 : Assuming no plus or minus deviations
in the axle case or final drive housing, i.e. both are
stamped with "0" and the bearinq width is 25,60mm.
1. Reference dimension of final

drive housing
Plus or minus deviation (in
this example no deviation)

The following dimensions should be noted
before refitting a final drive unit to the axle
case.

t , The reference dimension of the final drive housing
is 107.00 mm.

2. The + or- deviation is to be added or subtracted.
The deviation from reference dimension (for
example + 0.10) is stamped in the upper pari of
the housing near the king pin bore.
If there is no deviation, the stamping is "0"..

3. The reference dimension of the axle case 72,90
mm.

4. The + or - deviation is to be added or subtracted.
The deviation from reference dimension (for
example - 0.10) is stamped on the upper part of
the axle case bearing arm.
If there is no deviation, the stamping is "0".

5. To calculate the required thickness of distance
ring, the overall width of bearing to be fitted
into in the upper part of the axle case must also
be determined.
The standard bearing width is 25,6 mm but the
width should be measured as deviations are
possible.
The above measured or calculated dimensions
1 to 5 are necessary to determine the correct
thickness of the distance ring fitted between the
upper bearing and final drive housing.

•

•

• Figure E8

FIniNG UPPER BEARING
Figure E9

REFiniNG FINAL DRIVE
Figure E10

FiniNG KING PIN

9-37172
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Figure Ell
FITTING SEALS

Figure E12
FITTING LOWER BEARING

Figure E13
FITTING ADJUSTING NUT

•

•
...

,.

Fit sealing ring, '0' ring and distance ring into
the lower bearing seat with the special tool (ref. 15).

The bearing inner race is fitted to the lower part
of the-kinq pin, using the special tool (ref. 16) and
the bearing outer race fitted using the special tool
(ref. 15).

Smear the adjusting nut with oil, insert into the
lower bearinq arm and tighten until bearings have
pre-load.

Pre-load approx 0,2mm-the final drive unit
should turn when a torque of 3 kg metres (22 Ib ft.)
is applied.

Fit the tab washer to lock adjusting nut.
Refit half shaft cover, reconnect track rod and, if

the left-hand side, steering cylinder to the final
drive housing.

Fit oil drain plug and sealing ring. Fill to the level
plug with an approved grade of oil.

Leave for some time and then re-check oil level.
Capacity per final drive unit -is about 1,60 litres.
Apply grease to the grease fittings (final ·drive
housing bearings, half-shaft). Fit front wheel.
Lower tractor to ground.

.
Replacement of final' drive oil seals or
half-shaft

The final drive unit-must first be removed from the
axle case.

When the final drive unit has been removed,
secure tt in the clamp shown under ref. 1 in the
special tools list. '

Remove the 14 M10 setscrews which secure the
final drive housing to the final drive carrier. Remove
the plug from the. upper face of the .final drive
housing.

If the plug thread in upper face of the final drive
housing is M12 x 1.5, then a setscrew M 12 x 1.5 x 90
should be screwed in to press out bearing (but not
if the plug hole thread is 22 x 1.5).

In the final drive carrier are two M10 tapped holes
into which two M10 x 60mm setscrews should be
screwed.

9-37172
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If the plug hole thread is M12 x 1.5. the bearing
is pressed off the half-shaft together with final
drive shaft and gear by equal progressive turning
of the three removal bolts. If the plug hole-thread
in the upper face of the final drive housing is
M22 x 1.5 then a drift is inserted through the final
drive shaft and into the plug hole until it is against
the half shaft. By turning the two removal bolts
equally and by tapping the drift, the bearing
is removed from the half shaft and the final drive
housing with final drive shaft and gear is removed
from the final drive carrier.

Note: Bearing may bind during removal so
the half shaft must be turned from time to time
(at least three times) through one revolution. To do
this it is necessary to remove the removal screw
M12 x 1.5 or the drift (whichever is the case). The
two M1 0 x 60 screws can be left in. Turn the half
shaft one revolution and reinsert the M 12 screw, or
the drift, and continue removal.

Figure E14
FINAL DRIVE CARRIER EXTRACTIDN BOLTS

•



•

•

•

When the final drive housing has been pressed
off, attach special tool ref. 1O---<:lamp for half shaft.
This protects the seal from damage.

Measure and note the distance between the lock
nut and the end of the final drive shaft.

The locknut (M62) on the final drive shaft is
secured with a tab washer. Loosen the tab washer
and using a "C" spanner (70-100mm width) and a
tube extension, loosen the locknut. To do this,
attach the final drive shaft by its wheel bolt side to
a suitable clamp.

Figure E15
REMOVING FINAL DRIVE GEAR

In order that the gear can be pulled off the final
drive shaft, there are two tapped holes with M16
thread in the gear, fasten special tool, ref. 2, to these
holes. The gear can now be pulled off using a press
against the central spigot. If a press is not available,
heavy hammer blows may be applied, tighten up the
pulling screws after each blow.

Now press the final drive housing off the final
drive shaft. In the final drive shaft are two tapped
holes with M10 thread. Screw two M10 x 100
setscrews into these two holes. By equal and
progressive turns of these two bolts, tapping the
final drive shaft between turns, the final drive
housing can be pressed off the final drive shaft
together with the parts fitted in it, i.e. circlip, bearing,
and seal.

Remove the circlip fitted in the final drive housing.
Insert special tool (ref. 5) from the outside inwards
(through seal) against bearing and remove this
bearing from the final drive housing. The seal can
now be removed from the final drive housing,
tapping it from the outside towards the inside.

Removal of half-shaft from final drive carrier

Unbolt the half-shaft clamp, which was attached
after removal of the final drive housing, from the
final drive carrier.

Drive the bearing far enough into the final drive
carrier using special tool (ref. 9) to enable the split
bush, fitted as a safety measure, to be taken out.
Whilst doing this, hold the half-shaft firmly as
support.

Using a soft hammer, drive the half-shaft out of
bearing and out of the final drive carrier. Seal and
the outer race of bearing can now be removed.

."-<.... -.

"'-"~. '\''.'" .~. ,

\
".".

,.. '. I' :
. qfdtA
. ',', ~/II

. .: ~I.,~, .
". -. .

"..~~ .. - c

Figure E16
REMOVING FINAL DRIVE SHAFT

Figure E17
REMOVING SPLIT BUSH

Figure E18
REMOVING HALF-SHAFT

•
9·37172
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Assembly of final drive unit'

Cleanliness is essential for successful assembly.
After dismantling, thoroughly clean all the parts with
flushing oil or paraffin. Before re-assembling, inspect
all parts for wear or damage. Carefully smear all the
parts to be assembled with oil.

Assemble the following parts into the final drive
housing in the given sequence:

Seal, distance ring, bearing, circlip, half shaft
bearing in upper final drive housing, final drive
shaft, gear, tab washer and locknut.

Figure E19 .
FiniNG AN OIL SEAL

Coat the outer side of seal with sealing compound.
Using special tool (ref. 3), fit it into the final drive
housing. Apply grease to the inside. Position
distance ring and then fit bearing using special tool
(ref. 6). Fit circlip.

Before' the final drive shaft and gear are fitted,
bearing of half-shaft in upper final drive housing
must be fitted into the final drive housing using
special tool (ref. 5).

•

Inspect the spline profile on the gear and final,
drive shaft and remove any burrs with a stone or file.

Heat the gear in an oven to 100·F-ll0·C, (not
with an open flame). Place the final drive shaft with •
the wheel studs downwards and support it so that
the wheel studs are not touching the bench. Apply
oil to the splined sections. Place the pre-assembled
final drive housing on the final drive shaft. Lead
gear into the splines, place special tool ref. 4 on
gear then press (or drive with a hammer) the gear,
and final drive housing, on to the final drive shaft.

Figure E21
TIGHTENING THE GEAR RING NUT

Fit tab washer and locking nut and tighten with •
"C"-spanner. Check the distance from locknut to
end of drive shaft; this should be the same as before
dismantling,

With locking nut tightened, there should be about
3mm (tin.) of final drive shaft thread exposed.

Secure locking nut by bending the tab' washer
into the grooves in the nut and the gear.

Figure E20
FiniNG FINAL DRIVE GEAR

9-37172
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Figure E22

FiniNG DRIVESHAFT BEARING

Assemble inner bearing on to final drive shaft. •



•

•

•

•

Fitting halt-shaft assembly into thetinal
drive carrier

Smear seal on its outer face with jointing com
pound. Fit seal in the final drive carrier, using special
tool ref. 7 and a hammer, or press. Smear inside of
seal with grease.

• Figure E23

FITTING HALF-SHAFT OIL SEAL

Attach final drive carrier to the clamp (ref. 1) and
insert outer race of bearing with special tool (ref. 6).

Figure E24
FITTING BEARING OUTER RACE

Carefully enter the half-shaft upwards into carrier
through seal then hold half-shaft in that position.

Figure E25
REPLACING HALF-SHAFT

Figure E26

FITTING HALF-SHAFT BEARING

Whilst holding half-shaft firmly, fit inner race of
bearing on to shaft. using special tool (ref. 9).

Drive bearing far enough on to half-shaft to enable
the split bush to be fitted with its flat side uppermost
Using a soft hammer, drive the half-shaft back until
the gear sits well on to the split bush.

. ,.

Figure E27

REPLACING SPLIT BUSH

Fit outer ring of bearing with special tool ref. 11
and smear with grease.

Figure E28

FITTING BEARING OUTER RING

9-37172
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To avoid damage to seal·through movement of
the half-shaft during 'subsequent assembly, place
clamp (ref. 10) between half-shaft and final drive
carrier and secure it in place.

2. Next measure from the upper edge of gear teeth
on half-shaft to the upper face of final drive
carrier which, for example, we will say is 70,5mm,
(fig. E31).

•

•
..

Figure E31

MEASURING HALF-SHAFT

Sample calculation of shim thickness

Measurement (1) above 72.5mm
less Measurement (2) above 70,5mm

The distance ring, of correct thickness, should be
smeared on one side with grease and placed with
the greased side against bearing in the final drive
housing, ensure that flat side of the ring is placed
against bearing.

Figure E29
", FITTING HALF-SHAFT CLAMP
... \.~..:~~

: .~ . Assembling final drive carrier. with
halt-shaft, to final drive housing

The bearings of the half-shaft in the final drive
unit must have. O.25mm pre-load and to establish
the thickness of distance ring required it is necessary
to make certain measurements.

1. Measure from the upper face of final drive
housing to the inner race of bearing (fig. E30) Say
this distance is 72,5mm. for example.

'.,

gives difference of
add pre-load (0,25mm)

This gives a distance ring
thickness of

+
2,Omm
O,25mm

2,25mm •

~"

\
\,

Figure E30
MEASURING FINAL DRIVE HOUSING

Figure E32
FITTING DISTANCE RING

9-37172
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Apply sealing compound to the faces of final drive
housing and final drive carrier. Take final drive
carrier out of the clamp and screw eyebolts into the
two M10 tapped holes in carrier. Lift carrier with a
suitable lifting device and lower it on to the final
drive housing.

Figure E33

FITTING FINAL DRIVE CARRIER

It is important to ensure that the final drive shaft
and half-shaft are inserted carefully into the bearings.
The bearing is a push fit on the half-shaft and it is
therefore, necessary to use a hammer and suitable
drift to tap the half-shaft in.

Figure E34

FITTING HALF·SHAFT INTO BEARINGS

Figure E35
ASSEMBLING REDUCTION UNIT

Insert two diametrically opposite bolts and screw
up half tight.

Secure final drive unit once more in the clamp.
Insert and tighten bolts round final drive carrier.
Take off the clamp from between half-shaft and

final drive carrier. Tum the half-shaft by hand to
check if unit has been properly assembled.

Insert and tighten level plug. and oil drain plug.
Insert oil filler screw with sealing ring.

To mount final drive unit on to axle case, refer to
page 4.

Dismantling and reassembly of differential

Attach the complete differential to clamp (ref. 17)
in order to loosen the locknut on driving flange. Grip
the clamp, with differential in it in a vice and remove
pin securing the pinion nut. Using a 46mm socket
spanner loosen the nut about two turns.

Figure E36

REMOVING PINION NUT

9-37172
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Figure E37

REMOVING RIGHT-HAND BEARING

•

•

Figure E39

REMOVING DIFFERENTIAL ASSEMBL~

The differential can now be taken out of the
differential housing.

'Take out the 12 setscrews which secure crown
wheel and end-plate to differential cage. The end
plate can now be removed. In the differential cage
are two tapped holes (thread M10) into which 2
extractor screws (M10 x 60) are screwed. By evenly
tightening the screws, the crown wheel can be
pushed off the differential cage.

figure E40

REMOVING CROWN WHEEL

--_j> I,
I

Remove securing wire from the 12 setscrews
attaching crown wheel to differential cage. Loosen
the screws about two turns. For further dismantling
remove differential from clamp and lay it on bench.

Remove setscrews and tabwashers locking bearing
adjusters to sides of differential housing. Screw out
adjusting nuts from both sides of housing.

Remove bearing, which is on opposite side to
crown wheel and carries the differential in the
housing from inside towards the outside. To do
this use a suitable drift (350mm long, tapered from
10mm dia. at one end to about 15-20mm dia at
the other). Place the drift against the bearing inner
race and strike with a hammer to push bearing out.

Stand differential unit on bench with cage end
plate downwards. The differential cage is now upper
most. Place special tool (ref. 26) on the differential
cage, revealed by the removal of bearing. Using
a hammer, drive cage downwards until setscrews
in end-plate touch wall of differential housing. The
other side bearing is thus driven out.

Figure E38

REMOVING LEFT-HAND BEARING

The differential pin is removed, the planet assem
blies taken outand the pinion fitted in the differential
cage removed with its thrust washer.

•
9-37172
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Removal of pinion shaft from
differential housing

Remove the loosened nut and take off the washer.
The flange can now be pulled off using a suitable
extractor.

Figure E41

REMOVING PINION FLANGE

Figure E42
REMOVING PINION

The pinion shaft can now be driven out down
wards using a hammer and drift.

Take the shim and the distance piece off the
pinion shaft.

Remove the inner race of bearing from the pinion
shaft.

The seal is now removed from the differential
housing and then the inner race of bearing taken out.
Remove outer race of bearing with shim from
differential housing.

Re-assernbly of differential

Cleanliness is necessary for successful re-assembly
of a differential. All parts should be thoroughly
cleaned with flushing oil or paraffin.

Before reassembly the parts should be checked
for wear and damage. It is a mistake to reassemble
parts which are not completely free from defects.

When reassembling, all parts should be smeared
with clean oil.

IMPORTANT

Crown wheel and pinion must only be renewed in
pairs.

The parts are identified with inspection numbers;
pinion and crown wheel bear the same number.

The lapping. mark (variation or tolerance) of the
bevel pinion is etched on the front of pinion should
also correspond to that on the crown wheel.

Pinion setting

If a new pinion, Or prruon bearings, are being
fitted it will be necessary to fit the appropriate shim
behind the pinion inner bearing, so that the correct
pinion setting is maintained. This ensures that the
crown wheel and pinion teeth are then in correct
mesh.

To calculate the thickness of shim required:
1. Note the housing setting dimension, this is

158,OOmm.
2. Check what deviation was made during ma

chining the differential housing. This is marked on
the flange face of housing; plus dimensions
should be added to the setting dimension and
minus dimensions subtracted. If there is no
deviation the face is marked "0,0."

Figure E43
DIFFERENTIAL HOUSING DEVIATION

3. Note the pinion setting dimensions, this is
124,70mm.

4. Check what deviation was made during machin
ing of pinion. This is marked on the pinion face,
and also on crown wheel; plus dimensions
should be added to the setting dimension and
minus dimensions subtracted. If there is no
deviation the marking is "0,0."

Figufe E44
DIFFERENTIAL PINION DEVIATION
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Example 1
Differential housing and pinion shaft are, in this

example, without + or - deviations, i.e. they are
marked "0".
Setting dimension of differential
housing (no + or - deviation) 158.00mm
Minus setting dimension of pinion
shaft (no + or - deviation) 124,70mm

5. Measure the width of the pinion inner bearing.
The standard width of bearing is 29,25mm but
bearing must be measured as deviations up to

,0,5mm are possible.
6. Calculate the thickness of shim by comparing

measurements 3, 4 and 5 with measurements
1. and 2 as in the followin9 example.

The shim is fitted behind the inner bearing.

giving a distance between dif-
ferential housing arid pinion shaft of = 33,60mm
From this distance subtract the
width of bearing to 29,25mm
obtain the required shim
thickness of 4,35mm

•
158,20mm

124,70mm
0,10mm

124,60mm

158,00mm
0,20mm+

From the given setting dimension
of the pinion shaft
subtract the deviation -0,1 Omm
This gives a dimension for
the pinion shaft of

Example 2
For this example, the differential housing is
marked with +0,20.
The pinion shaft is marked with -0,10.
The bearing K951832 is its standard width
= 29,25mm
To the given setting dimension of
the differential housing
add the deviation +0,20
This gives a dimension for the
differential housing of

4,05mm

29,25mm

33,30mm

Gives a shim thickness of

Gives a difference;
housing to pinion shaft of
Minus width of bearing
(standard width)

Distance
Sleeve

Outer
Bearing

Housing
Setting
Dimension

Figure E45

SECTION THROUGH OIFFERENTIAL

Pinion
Setting
Dimension

'.-,

~:
'.

•

•
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•
MI>unting pinion shaft in differential housing

After calculating the shim thickness for the correct
setting of the spiral bevel gears. the fitting of the
pinion shaft bearings can be commenced.

The two pinion bearings must be assembled
without pre-load or end float and it is, therefore
necessary to calculate the thickness of shim
required to obtain this setting when the pinion
flange nut is fully tightened.

Firstly the width of the second (outer) pinion
shaft bearing must be measured. The standard
width is 25,OOmm but bearings can have deviations
of up to O,6mm. Measure the width of the bearing
inner track only, not the overall width as measured
on previous bearing. Note this measurement as it is
necessary for determining the thickness of shim
required.

In this example, a distance of 49,60mm is
measured.

Take the pinion shaft out of the differential
housing and fit the inner race of bearing into its
outer race already pressed into the differential
housing.

Now measure the distance from end of differential
housing to bearing.

In this example a distance of 18,20mm is mea
sured.

Figure E48
MEASURING TO FACE OF PINION BEAR!NGS

The width of the bearing inner race is in this
example 25,OOmm as already measured at the
commencement of the reassembly.

The measurements described above must
be made in every case. The values given here
are only examples and cannot be used in
practice•

Figure E46
MEASURING PINION BEARING

Mount inner race of bearing on pinion shaft
behind the gear teeth, using special tool (ref. 27).

Place the pinion setting shim, of thickness
previously determined, on the seat area for outer race
of bearing in the differential housing. Press on
bearing outer race, ensuring that shim and bearing
outer race sit firmly on seat.

Press outer race of bearing into coupling flange
side of differential housing as far as the seat area,
using special tools (ref. 26 and 28).

Place pinion shaft, with bearing inner race-from
underside of the differential-into the differential
housing.

Next, lay the differential housing, with pinion
shaft in it, on to the front face of the pi nion shaft,
a suitable support being placed under the pinion.
Fit distance sleeve against inner bearing, then fit
outer bearing through neck of differential housing.

To determine the thickness of shim required
between distance sleeve and bearing, the distance
from the end of the differential housing to the
distance sleeve must first be measured.

Figure E47
MEASURING TO FACE OF DISTANCE SLEEVE

•

•
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25,00mm

31,40mm

The measurements are used in the following
calculation to determine the correct thickness of
shim to fit between distance sleeve and bearing.

Measurement from end of dif-
ferential housing to distance sleeve-
in this example 49,60mm

Subtract the distance-send of dif-
ferential housing to bearing
in this example 18,20mm

giving a distance of

From this result, subtract the width
of bearing inner track
in this example

giving the remaining distance
between distance sleeve and
bearing-i.e. the
thickness of the shim required to
give no pre-load and no clearance 6,40mm

The pinion, with bearing inner race fitted to it,
can now be replaced in the differential housing.

Place differential housing, containing pinion
shaft, on a suitable support placed under face of
pinion.

Fit distance sleeve and bearing setting shim, of
calculated thickness, on pinion shaft. Fit the inner
race of bearing on pinion shaft in the neck of
differential housing, using special tool (ref. 29)
and-if necessary-a hydraulic press.

To check the bearing adjustment,-i.e. to check
that the calculated shim thickness is correct, fit the
drive shaft coupling, nut and washer and firmly
tighten nut. To do this use special clamp (ref. 17)
for pulling on the flange and the nut.

If an hydraulic press is available, place differential
housing, with pinion shaft, supported underthe press
in such a manner that the flange can be pressed
against inner race of bearing instead of using the
locknut and washer. (When using the press, pinion
shaft should be so supported that the differential
housing can be turned and special tool (ref. 29)
used to press against driving flange.)

The pinion shaft, whether fully assembled with
flange, washer and nut or held under the press,
must not bind. The bearings must have no play, when
flange has been assembled and pinion shaft should
be able to be turned by hand.

If the adjustment is too tight or too slack, the shim
(between distance sleeve and bearing) must be
replaced by a thicker or thinner one, as required.

When bearing setting is correct, remove driving
flange and fit seal info the differential housing after
smearing outside of seal with sealing compound:

'use special tool to press seal into position and smear
lips with grease.

Before fitting drive shaft coupling flange, apply
sealing compound to the front face (the face next
to the bearing). Press flange on to pinion shaft,
using special tool (ref. 29).

Replace nut and washer. Use clamp (ref. 17) to
hold flange and after fully tightening nut, secure
with split pin.

Assembly of differential gears and •
crown wheel

The bushes which support the gears can be pressed
into the differential cage and end-plate, using
special tool (ref. 31).

Smear the thrust washers with oil then fit these on
the gears before placing one gear in cage and the
other in the end-plate. Fit pinions and thrust washers
in cage then fit pin through cage and pinions. Locate
pin with dowel pin then, whilst holding gear from
falling out, turn end-plate over and fit on cage.

To fit the crown wheel, hold cage and end-plate
together then turn them over so that end-plate is on
bench and the long boss of cage is pointing upwards.
Fit dowel pins into crown wheel bores then warm
crown wheel in an oven (not with an open
flame) to 120'C before fitting it in position on
cage: if no oven is available, carefully tap the crown
wheel into position with a soft-faced hammer.

Replace the 12 setscrews with spring washers,
and tighten evenly to 20,5 kg metres (145 Ib ft).
Tap the crown wheel whilst tightening and when
screws are fully tightened, check that crown wheel
is fully seated all the way round.

Place the differential assembly in the differential '
housing, positioned so that crown wheel will be on
right-hand side of pinion when unit is installed on
tractor. Lay the whole unit (housing and differential) •
on bench, sideways so that long boss of differential
cage is pointing upwards.

Drive inner track of bearing on to diff. cage, usinq
special tool (ref. 30) and outer track into diff.
housing, with tool (ref. 20), until the adjusting nut
thread is fully exposed.

Figure E49
FiniNG DIFFERENTIAL BEARINGS

Screw bearing adjusting nut in position until
about two threads are showing proud of diff. •
housing then turn assembly over and fit the other
side bearing in the same manner.

9-37172
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Attach differential to special tool (ref. 17) and
clamp in vice then tighten crown wheel setscrews
to 20,5 kg metres (145 Ib ft.) before securing with
wire.

Figure E50

TIGHTENING CROWN WHEEL BOLTS

To adjust differential side bearings remove clamp
from pinion then hold diff. housing in vice. Turn
bearing adjuster on crown wheel side inwards until

.crown wheel tooth backlash is 0,15 to O,18mm
and tighten adjuster on other side until bearings
have no free-play but not more than 0.2mm pre-load.

First check the bearing setting, then the tooth
backlash and finally the tooth contact marking.

Check that the side bearings have no free-play
then check that pinion and crown wheel can be
turned quite freely. If pinion is considerably harder
to turn that it was before the differential was fitted
the bearings have excessive pre-load.

Mount a dial gauge at right-angles to a crown
wheel tooth then, whilst holding pinion stationary,
move crown wheel and observe gauge reading;
this should be 0.15 - 0.18mm.

Smear a few crown wheel teeth with marking
compound and turn these against pinion until a
clean contact marking is obtained. "the contact
mark is not in the middle of the tooth and towards
the inner end, a mistake has occurred when cal
culating the thickness of the pinion meshing shim
fitted behind bearing K951832.

Secure bearing adjusters with tabwashers and
setscrews.

Removal of transfer box from tractor

Drain the transmission oil (capacity approx 41
litres (9 gal) and disconnect engagement lever.

Remove gearbox top to gain access to coupling.
Remove bolt from coupling then slide coupling
rearwards on to pinion and clear of transfer box.
Disconnect driveshaft from output flange and place
a jack under transfer box. Remove bolts attaching
transfer box to main frame then lower box from
tractor.

Removing the output shaft

Lay transfer box upside down on the bench and
remove base plate.

Fasten clamp (ref. 17) to output shaft flange and
grip the clamp in a vice. Remove securing wire from
the two setscrews and remove these from flange.

Remove locking washer. Take transfer box out of
clamp and lay it once more upside down on bench.

Withdraw flange with a suitable puller.

Remove the six cap screws securing front cover.
to box case.

In the pitch circle of these screws are two tapped
holes and into these holes screw two extraction
screws (thread Ml0 x 100mm).

Lay clamp (ref. 18) across front cover and insert
two setscrews through clamp and into output shaft.

By equally tightening the two setscrews in the
front cover, output shaft can be withdrawn from
transfer box housing together with the following;
seal (fitted in front cover), front cover and bearing
with circlip.

Remove seal from front cover.
The needle roller bearing which carries the front

output shaft is fitted inside driven shaft and can now
be removed,

Removal of engagement mechanism

To remove engagement mechanism, remove pin
which holds the selector fork on selector shaft,
using a drift (8mm dial inserted through hole in
front of case and driving pin rearwards.

Selector shaft can then be pulled sideways out of
fork and housing. The sliding dog clutch can be
removed through the bore for the front cover. Take
selector pins out of. selector fork and remove fork
from the bottom of housing. Remove selector shaft
oil seal from case.

Removal of driven shaft with gear

Remove circlip from driven shaft. The thin spacer
behind circlip can then be removed.

Lay transfer box on its front and take off rear cover
after removing the eight setscrews.

Return transfer box to its upside down position.
Place special tool (ref. 19) on output shaft

(front-flange end) and, using either a press or a
hammer, remove shaft by pushing it rearwards out of
housing.

If gear cannot be removed from underside of
transfer box housing, turn housing through 180·
and drive the front main shaft bearing-still fitted in
housing-sufficiently far towards the front to allow
to be taken out.

Return transfer box back to its upside down posi
tion.

Front bearing can now be removed with special
tool (ref. 20),iving it from front towards the rear.

Remove circiip and extract rear bearing with a
. suitable puller.
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SECTION THROUGH TRANSFER GEARBOX
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Removal of the Intermediate gear

Remove circlip from the iransfer housing. Inter
mediate shaft can be pressed out using a suitable
drift and a press. This frees the intermediate gear
which can then be removed from the underside. Pull
off roller bearing, which will remain on the shaft,
using a suitable puller, or press.

The other bearing which remains in the housing
can be removed with a hammer and a suitable drift.

Removal of 22-teeth drive gear

Place transfer box with its lower face on the
bench. Remove circlips on either side of bearings
which carry the drive gear. Using special tool ref. 22
remove the two bearings and the gear from the
housing, driving them from the front towards the
back.

Reassembly

All parts should be carefully washed in flushing oil
or paraffin.

Inspect the parts for wear or damage. Smear all
parts with oil during assembly.

Reassembly of 22-teeth drive gear

Place transfer box with its lower face on the
bench. Press bearings on to the gear and fit circlip
in the front bearing bore. The gear, with both
bearings fitted, can now be pressed or driven with a
soft hammer into housing far enough to enable
circlip to be fitted behind bearing. By gently tapping,
the bearing inner races any tension in the bearings
which may have been caused in the reassembly can
be relieved.

Fitting the 25-teeth intermediate gear

Place transfer box with its rear on the bench and
place a suitable support under the intermediate gear
bore so that the housing lies horizontally.

Press an inner race of one of the roller bearings
on to the intermediate shaft in such a manner that
the side of the bearing is against the shoulder of the
shaft. Keep outer race handy so that it can later be
fitted on to inner race.

Heat up the intermediate gear to 120°_150°C in
an oven (not in an open flame) and insert it into the
housing from the bottom with the long boss of the
gear pointing upwards (forwards, towards the
flange side).

The intermediate shaft can now easily be fitted
into the warmed-up gear using a soft hammer. Care
should be taken to ensure that the inner race sits
correctly on boss of intermediate gear. The outer
race is now driven into the housing sufficiently far
to allow circlip to be fitted. Now turn the transfer box
housing through 180° so that the flange side (front)
is at the bottom.

Drive the second inner race of roller bearing
on to the intermediate shaft using a hammer and
suitable drift. Using special tool (ref. 21) fit the
remaining outer race followed by circlip.

Any tension in the bearings which may have
resulted during assembly can be relieved by gently
tapping the inner races with a soft-faced hammer.
Check that intermediate gear turns freely by hand.

Assembly of driven shaft with 4O-teeth
gear in transfer box housing

Press rear main shaft bearing with circlip on to
driven shaft at the opposite end to the splines. Fit
spacer and circlip.

Place transfer box housing with its front on bench.
Support housing so that it is horizontal. Insert the
40-teeth gear into housing.

Insert driven shaft through bore in rear face of the
housing-now facing upwards-until bearing on
shaft touches the gear. To do this, a hydraulic or hand
press can be used. If neither is available, use a soft
hammer.

The second bearing is now pressed on to the shaft
from the front using special tool and a press or soft
hammer. Fit spacer and circlip.

Strike the shaft gently on both ends with a soft
faced hammer whilst turning the gear to relieve any
tension which may have been caused in the
bearings during assembly.

Apply sealing compound to the rear cover and
housing face, or renew gasket, attach cover with the
eight bolts and spring washers.

Fitting the engagement mechanism

Place transfer box housing with front face upper
most, supporting it so that it lies horizontally.

Apply sealing compound to outside of seal
and fit it into the selector shaft bore using special
tool (ref. 23).

Slide dog clutch on to splines of driven shaft,
taking care to fit it with the shouldered side towards
the gear.

Fit pins into selector fork, applying some grease,
before fitting fork from the bottom into the dog
clutch. Insert selector shaft through bore in housing
and into the selector fork. Fasten the two together
by inserting retaining pin. Applying sealing com
pound to core plug and insert plug with special tool
(ref. 24) in selector shaft bore.

Reassembly of the output shaft

Fit seal in front cover after first applying sealing
compound to outside of seal. Smear inside of seal
with grease then fit cover on flange.

Fit circlip to bearing then press the bearing on
flange-circlip towards flange and against front
cover.
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Put spacer on output shaft and press shaft into
bearing and flange using special tool (ref. 25).

If end of output shaft is not sealed with an '0'
ring. apply sealing compound to this face of shaft and
also to inner face of locking washer which fits on
shaft to secure flange. Fit the two setscrews.
tightening to 11 kg metres (80 Ib ft). To tighten the
two screws. use special clamp (ref. 17) and wire
screws together, when tight.

Fitting output shaft assembly into housing

Place the transfer box housing with its rear face on
bench; the front uppermost.

Fit needle roller bearing in the centre of shaft.
Apply sealing compound to the front cover flange
and the surface of housing then insert output shaft
assembly into housing. .

By gently tapping with a soft hammer on flange
and turning the flange at the same time, drive output
shaft assembly into housing far enough to allow the
cap screws to be fitted through cover.

Tighten the screws equally. tapping the flange at
the same time.

By turning the flange and operating the engaging
mechanism, check that the assembled parts operate
satisfactorily.

I

Clean base plate thoroughly with compressed air.
Apply sealing compound to the surfaces of base
plate and housing, or renew gasket refit base plate,
with the magnetic plug, and replace the 12 setscrews.

Fitting the transfer box into the tractor

With main frame and transfer box facings clean,
and, if possible. using. the original gasket. ensure
that coupling is in position on tractor gearbox
pinion shaft then lift transfer box into position.

Ensure that transfer case seats squarely against
tractor main frame then tighten the retaining nuts.

When the nuts are fully tight check that the drive
coupling slides quite freely into the transfer box
gear. If a new gasket is fitted between main frame and
transfer box it will be necessary to adjust the thick
ness of the gasket, by peeling off some laminations.
until the coupling slides freely into the transfer gear
splines.

Replace bolt through coupling then refit gearbox
top. Replace drive shaft to front axle then fit a new
filter element before refilling transmission with an
approved grade of oil.

•

•

•
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SPECIAL TOOLS - MK \I FRONT AXLE AND TRANSFER BOX
These tools are not available from David Brown Tractors or Churchill. Full dimensions etc. are given so that

'"-- Distributors and Dealers can manufacture these tools in their own workshops.
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David Brown policy is one of continuous development and improvement and
therefore the specification details may have been altered since this manual
went to press.

Moreover. as the David Brown tractor is offered in a variety of forms to cover
a large number of markets and applications. this manual may contain details
of items not applicable to the particular tractor with which it is being used.

. Published by David Brown Tractors Ltd. if)

Printed in England by Waddington & ledger Limited. Dewsbury

9-37172
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David Brown Tractors Ltd. will continue to improve their products.
As a result, the specification details can have changed after this issue
was made.

© David Brown Tractors Ltd.
Printed in England by Waddington & Ledger Ltd., Dewsbury.
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POWER TAKE-OFF

MULTI-SPEED POWER TAKE-OFF UNIT

Cllseal

•

•

Dismantling Power Take-Off Unit

Having removed unit from tractor, first tip out any oil remaining
in case then place unit on bench.

Remove rear cover. taking care of the bearing shims so that
they can be refitted as removed. Push the top shaft rearwards
out of case: the rear beating bore being just large enough
to allow gear to pass through.

Whilst using a lever to hold the selector stationary otherwise
jf may jam on rod-tap the selector rod rearwards out of the
case: be prepared to catch the detent ball and spring which
will be released as rod is withdrawn. lift out the selector after
removing selector rod.

Using a suitable punch on shaft end carefully tap output shaft
rearwards out of case. Push rear bearing out of case then
allow gear to rest against case whilst shaft is tapped out of
front bearing and gear. When shaft has been removed, lift gear
and bearing through top of case.

Assembling Power Take-off Unit

If the front bearing tracks have been removed ensure that
these have been refitted and tapped firmly against their bore
shoulders.

Smear output shaft rear bearinq with grease then place it in
its outer track. Fit change speed gear in case, larger gear to
front. then fit output shaft through case and gear. Push shaft
through until it comes against rear bearing then carefully tap
shah end with a soft-faced hammer until it is pushed into
bearing. Replace outer neck of rear bearing.

1ipu.d
Roller
Bean's<

Place selector fork in vice and replace detent spring and ball.
Hold ball against spring with a screwdriver so that a short
piece of 10mm (.hin) diameter rod-a bolt shank is satisfac
tory-can be pushed into selector to hold ball against its
spring. Fit selector fork in gear and engage it in operating
lever then push selector rod through rear of case. Allow rod
to enter selector fork then whilst holding fork stationary push
rod through fork and over detent ball: guide rod will be
pushed out of fork at same time and can be retrieved. Push
selector rod fully into case, compressing circlip so that it
enters recess in case face.

Replace input shaft; passing it through rear of case until it
seats in front bearing then reblace outer track of rear bearing.

If cover oil seal is to be renewed. carefully press a new seal
into cover bore. Position seal lip towards inside of cover and
press seal in until it is level with inner face of cover.

Replace shims in end cover; a smear of grease will help
retain them in position. Smear cover face with grease then fit
a new gasket in position on cover. Pack inside of oil seal with
grease and refit cover. taking special care not to cut the seal
lip on shaft splines.

Tighten cover bolts and nuts evenly; bolts to 2,8 kg metre (20 Ib tt)

and nuts to 6.9 kg metre (50 Ib ttl then check that shafts rotate
freely and have 0.05 to O.lOmm 10.1))2 to O.OO4inl end float. If
necessary remove cover and adjust end float by removing, or
adding, shims.

Check that speed change lever operates correctly then refit
PTO shaft cover.

FIGURE 1. GEARS AND SHAFTS- MUlTI·SPEED PTO•
·:·.·.c·::
.'. ; .-.;~:
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POWER TAKE-OFF

SINGLE-SPEED POWER TAKE-OFF UNIT•

•

Dismantling Power Take-off Unit

Having removed unit from tractor, first tip out any oil remaining
in case then place unit on bench.

Remove rear cover, taking care of bearing shims. then tap
topshah rearwards out of case. Remove oil reservoir from
front of case then push selector rod out rearwards; hold
selector fork stationary whilst doing this and prepare to catch
detent ball, which will be displaced from selector fork when
rod is removed.

Stand unit with its rear face over end of bench or packing case
then, whilst an assistant is holding splined end of output
shaft. tap shaft downwards out of case: do not use a large
drift against shaft end as this is a separate thick washer but use
a drift small enough to fit inside oil feed hole.

Having the case vertical will hold components central whilst
shaft is driven out and enable them to be removed after
withdrawing shaft: take special care not to damage the needle
rollers.

Assembling Power Take-off Unit

If front bearing tracks have been removed from case, ensure
that "these are refitted and. tapped firmly against their bore
shoulders. .

Fit collar and sliding dog on gear: relieved end of dog teeth
towards gear. Replace driveshaft inner bearing in case then

. fit gear inside case: collar towards bearing.

Smear needle roller bearings and distance piece with grease
then place them on driveshaft : distance piece between

bearings. Turn shah so that key is opposite keyway in collar
then carefully push shah into collar. Hold collar against gear,
to keep needle rollers in place, then carefully tap shaft into
bearing. When shaft has fully entered front bearing, tap outer
track of rear bearing into case.

Place selector fork in vice and replace detent spring and ball.
Hold ball aqainst spring with a screwdriver so that a short
piece of 12mm In-in) diameter rod-a' bolt shank-is setlefac
torv-c-can be pushed through selector to hold ball against
its spring. Fit selector fork in gear and engage it in operating
lever then push selector rod through rear of case. A1tow rod
to enter selector fork then whilst holding fork stationary push
rod through fork and over detent ball: guide rod will be pushed
out of fork at same time and can be retrieved. Push selector
rod fully into case, compressing circlip on rod so that it enters
recess in case.

If cover oil seal is to be renewed carefully press a new seal into
cover bore. Position seal lip towards inside of cover and press
seal in until it is level with inner face of cover.

Replace shims and distance piece against lower bearing track
and fit topsbaft bearing shims in cover recess: a smear of
grease will retain shims in position. Smear face of cover with
grease then fit a new gasket in position on cover. Pack seal
cavity with grease before fitting cover. Take special care not
to cut seal on shaft splines and carefully work seal lip over
shaft chamfer :" T!ghten cover bolts evenly then check that
shafts rotate freely and with end Iloat. Shafts should have
0,05 to O.lOmm 10.002 to O.l104inl end float and can be adjusted
by removing cover and removing shims to increase end float or
adding shims to reduce end float.

Replace oil reservoir and refit PTO shaft cover.

•

RoliN
B.oring,

0,1
RestN:lir

.l-Rolier

~,J:===l---1~S;~~~,· Bearing

Shims

Od5<01

'--li'-c-t--- Slidit13 Dog Clutch

FIGURE 3. GEARS AND SHAFTS-SINGLE-SPEED POWER TAKE-OFF
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POWER'TAKE-QFF

REVERSIBLE SHAFT POWER TAKE-OFF UNIT

Removing

1. Ensure that there is at least 2 metre (6 tt) of working
space behind the tractor and that the floor is level.

2. Drain transmission oil into a clean container with a
capacity of more than 48 litres (10. gallon), Make
sure that dirt does not get into the oil.

3. If fined. remove the bolts attaching the pipe support
brackets to the PTO case and fasten the brackets and
pipes out of the way with wire.

4. Support the drawbar and remove the eight setscrews
which attach the hitch plates to the PTO case. Note
the size and position of the shims fitted between the
hitch plates and the PTO case,

5. Lower the drawbar to the ground.
6. Support the PTO with suitable equipment and

remove the setscrews which fasten the PTO to the
rear axle case.

NOTe: A moveable hoist or trolley jack is essential as the
cardan shaft (1500 mm-5 It) lon'g, will be with
drawn attached to the PTO.

7. Withdraw PTO, taking care that no strain is placed on
the cardan shaft.

Installing

•

•

1. Reverse operations 3 to 7.
2. Re-fill transmission case with original oil but do not

use the last gallon as this will contain sediment. Top
up to level with clean oil.

9-37182
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POWER TAKE-OFF
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FIGURE6
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A. Cardanshaft
B. Dog clutch
C. Taperroller bearing
D.lnputshaft21/13teeth
E. Taper roller bearing
F. Shims
G. Endcover
H. Shims
J. Outputshaft, low speed
.K. Output shaft, high speed

9-37182
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L. Needleroller bearings
M.Oilseal
N. O~ seal
P. Taper roller bearing
R. Drivengear,low speed,

so teeth
S. Drivengear.highspeed.

43 teeth
T. Taper rollerbearing
U. Bearing retainer
V. Setscrews •
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POWER TAKE-OFF

•
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Disassembly

1. Pull the cardan shaft out of the input shaft bearing. If
it is difficult to extract, stand the PTO unit on a piece
of wood, cardan shaft upwards. Obtain an assistant
to take the weight of the cardan shaft, and tap the
PTO case flange with a heavy soft-faced hammer at a
point nearest to the shaft.

2. Place PTO on bench with tl1e end cover upwards.
3. Remove the thirteen setscrews and lift of the end

cover.
NOTE: Attached to the end cover are the output shafts,

bearings and both driven gears. This operation will be
made easier by screwing rwo bolts into the tapped
holes for the PTO guard and connecting them with
wire to make a lifting handle.

4. Bend down-tabs on tabwasher and remove the three
setscrews and the bearing retainer.

5. Use a suitable puller and remove the bearing.
Alternatively use a suitable puller and remove the 43
teeth driven gear which will force the bearing off its
location.

6. lift off the 43 teeth driven gear, the special washer,
the needle thrust bearing, the 50 teeth driven gear
and the two halves of the split ring.

7. Withdraw the high speed output shaft and remove
the two needle roller bearings, the distance piece and
the special washer.

8. Taking care not to damage the splines, press the low
speed output shaft out of the end cover. Alternatively
USe a soft-faced hammer and drive the output shaft
out of the end cover.

FIGURE 7

FIGURE 9

A. Needl. roIlorboarIng
B, Distance piece
c. Outputshaft (highspoodl

FIGURE 10

A. Dog clutch D. Taperroller bearing
B. BoU boarInli E. Inputshaft
C. Shims F. TaperroUerbearing

FIGURE 8

A. 501screw
B. Tabwashor
C. BearIng retainer
D. Shims
E. Taperroller bearing
F. Specialwoshor
G. Driven goar thighopoodl
H. Noodl. thruot boarilg .
J. Driven goar(lowopoodl
K. Split ring
L. TaperroIlor boarIng
M. Specialwoshor
N. Oil_I
P. Output shaft (low opoodl
R. SpocioI woshor
5.08'"
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POWER TAKE-OFF

Inspection

1. Check all bearings for damaged tracks and rollers and
renew as necessary.

2. Check gear teeth for wear or damage and renew as
necessary.

"Assembly

1. Fit new oil seals to end cover and the low-speed
output shah. Grease both seal lips. The correct
position for the output shaft oil seal is just contacting
thespecial washer R.

2. Fit the low-speed output shalt into the end cover and
place together on a firm surface with a wood block of
suitable thickness supporting the output shalt flange.

3.· Place the special washer M over the splines,
chamfered side towards end cover and tap into
position with a mild steel drift. Ensure that the special
washer is seated against the register on the output
shalt.

4. Place the taper roller bearing cone over the splines
and tap into position with a mild steel drift. Do not oil
the bearing.

5. Assemble the two halves of the split washers on to
the output shalt and refit the low-speed driven gear.

6. Insert the high-speed output shalt into the low-speed
output shaft and insert the two needle roller bearings
with the distance piece between them. Oil the needle
roller bearings with transmission oil before assembly.

7. Place the needle roller thrust bearing on to its seat on
the low-speed driven gear and fit the high-speed
driven gear and the special washer. F.

8. Tap the bearing into position and assemble the
bearing retainer, tabwasher and setscrews. Do not oil
the bearing.

9. Tighten the setscrews to 2.8 kg m (20 Ib It) and
lock with the tabwasher.

AGURE 11
A. Setscrew
B. Tabwasher
C. Bearing retainer
D. Shims
E. Taper roller bearing
F. Special washer
G. Driven gear(high..,-)
H. N_ thrust bearing
J. Drivengear (Iow..,-)
K. Spa ring
L. TaperroDer bearing
M. Special washer
N.Oheal "
P. Output shaft (Iow..,-)
R. Special washer
S. Oaseal

C
AGURE 12

A. N_le roller~
B. Distance piece
C. Output shalt (high..,-'

9-'37182
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10. Position PTO case with end cover flange upwards.
Place the input shaft in position and press down
firmly with a turning motion to seat the bearing
rollers.

11. Smear the end cover face with Wellsaal and place a
new gasket in position.

12. Screw two setscrews, 7/16UNC, into the end cover
to assist in handling, and lower the end cover with
gears and shafts into position in the PTO case.

13. Tap the dowel into position and refit and tighten the
thirteen end cover to PTO case setscrews to
2.8 kg m (20Ibftl.

14. Refit the'dog clutch and place 'the lever in the
engaged position to hold the dog clutch in position
during handling.

15. Refit the cardan shaft and the PTa guard.
, 6. Pour some ,transmission oil into the PTO case and

manipulate the casing to lubricate the bearings which
were assembled dry.

"

POWER T~KE-OFF

A

FIGURE 13

FIGURE 14

&-37182
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POWER TAKE-OFF

Shaft end float adjustment

This adjustment must be made whenever new bearings.
shafts or gears are lined. The correct end Iloat on both
shafts in 0.05 to 0.10 mm(0.002 to 0.004 in). It is
essential that the end float is accurately adjusted and
must never be set at 0.05 mrn (0.002 in) or less.
Insufficient end float will cause bearing failure. Excessive
end float can cause gear teeth wear and dog clutch
disengagement when under load.
1. Using a mild steel drift, drive out both bearing cups

from the PTa case and remove all the shims from
between the bearing cups and the PTa case. Relit
the cups. making sure that they are lully seated and
wiped clean.

2. Remove al! traces of oil from the roller bearing cones,
the..needle thrust bearing, and the bearing cups in the
end cover.

3.· Assemble PTa: operation 1 to 13.
4. Fit the reversible shaft with six spline end outwards

and tighten the retaining screws.
5. Position PTa unit with shahs vertical and the end

cover downwards. Use wood blocks to support PTa
unit so that the reversible shaft is clear and can be
reached by hand.

6. Rotate and rock the shah to ensure that the bearings
are seated and attach a dial gauge so that the
measuring probe is parallel to the shah and in contact
with the bearing retainer.

7. Push up on the reversible shah and then down on the
bearing retainer and note the measurement.

8. Re-position the dial gauge so that the measuring
probe contacts the input shah. lih shah up and then
push down and note the measurement.
Example:

Measurement is 0.05 mm (0.002 in).
End-Iloat required is 0.076 mm (0.003 in).
Shims required are0.43 mm (0.017 in)

Always avoid using a large number of thin shims.
9. Disassemble. fit shims of the required thickness

between the bearing cups and the PTa case and
assemble PTa unit.

9-37182
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Control lever and selector.

Disassembly

1. Place PTa casing on bench standing on the end
cover.

2. Select disengage position, operating lever upwards,
and slide the dog clutch gear out of the selector fork.

3. Remove circlip, place a finger over the hole in the side
of the selector fork to prevent the detent ball and
spring from becoming displaced, and withdraw
selector fork from the selector rod.

4. Drive the pin out of the boss and withdraw the boss
from the selector lever shaft. .

5. Slide out the selector shaft and lever from inside the
PTOcasing.

6. Remove the two setscrews which fasten the retaining
plate to the PTO casing, and remove the retaining
plate.

7. Drive out the selector rod using a mild steel drift.
NOTE: Operation 6 and 7 can only be carried out after

the end cover and gears have been removed.

Inspection

Check for wear, particularly detent ball grooves in
selector rod and faces of selector fork.

B

FIGURE 15

POWER TAKE-OFF

c

•
Assembly:

1. Fit new '0' ring to selector lever shaft and coat the
shah with grease.

2. Reverse operations 2 to 7.
NOTE: Plug the holes in the PTO case with lint-free

cloth or paper before fitting the detent ball and spring
to prevent the detent ball falling into the PTO case if
it becomes displaced whilst being fitted.

A. Dog clutch gear
B. Selector fork
C. Selector lever

FIGURE 16

•
9-37182
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A. Operating lever
B. Selector rod
C. Retaining plate
D. Setscrew
E. Selector fork
F. Steel ball
G. Spring

H. Locknut
J. Selector lever
K. '0' ring
L Operating lever boss
M. Pin
N. Cirdip



POWER TAKE-OFF

,

Input shaft end float

Output shaft end float

SPECIFICATION AND DATA

(0.05 to 0.10 mm) 0.002-0.004 in

(0.05 to 0.10 mml 0.002-0.004 in •
Output shaft setscrews tightening torque

End coversetscrews tightening torque

Selector rod retainerplatescrewtightening torque

(2.8 kg m)

(2.8 kg m)

11.3kg rn)

20 Ibft

20 Ibft

91bft

Tools required: manufacture locally from mild steel plate

lD

FIGURE 17

A
Height

•
Tool A. B.

Oil Seal Replace. 12.7 mm (0.5 in) 70 mm (2.75 in)

Support Pad 35 mm (1.375 in) 89 mm (3.5 in)

Support Pad/Otl Seal Replacer 17.5 mm (0.688 in) 133 mm (5.25 in)

9-37182
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The information in this section is for the repair of the CAR RARO 4WD front
axle and transfer gearbox fined to 990. 995 and 996 tractors only.
DO NOT use for the axle and gearbox fined to the 1690 tractor.

David Brown procedure is one of continuing development and
improvement. As a result. the specification details may have changed after
this issue was made.

Also. as the David Brown Tractor is made to variable specifications for
different countries and uses. this manual may give details of items which
are not part of any specific tractor.

© Published by David Brown Tractors Ltd.
Printed in England by The Cloister Press. Heaton Mersey, Stockport. March 1978
Reprinted March 1979
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SPECIFICATION

•
Spiral Gear/Pinion ratio
Reduction
Epicyclic Hub Reduction
Total Axle Reduction
Minimum Tread
Maximum Tread
Ground Clearance (11 ·2/10·24 lyres)
Steering Angle
Toe in (measured at the rims)
Weight (approximate)

DATA

35/8
4,375:1
3,666:1
16'038:1
1550mm
1800mm
365mm
40°.2.
Oto 1 mm
225 kg

61 in
72 in
14·4in

Oto 0'04 in
4921b

Tyre arrangements
FRONT REAR
1. 9·5/9·24 14'9/13·30
2. 11 ·211 0·24 12 ·4/11·36
3. 11,2/10·24 16,9/14·30
IMPORTANT: Do not useany other tvre arrangement or damage will be caused to the differential and transmission.

10nO"'[ 3El j lues

•

Hub cover setscrews
Hub ring nuts
Stub axle nuts
Swivel bearing cover nuts
Special screw locknuts
Differential to axle case nuts
Differential bearing cap nuts
Differential cage setscrew
Spiral gear setscrews
Pinion shaft cover setscrews
Pinion shaft ring nut
Track rod ball joint nuts
Wheel nuts

Differential case
Reduction hubs (each)

48Nm
1160 N m
130Nm
130Nm
lBON m
87Nm
130N m
48Nm
B9 N m
25 N m
450Nm
140Nm
130 N m

CAPACITIES (refill)

3·41itres
0·851itres

LUBRICATION

351b ft
B50lbft
961b It
961b ft
130lbft
65tb ft
96 Ib ft
35 Ib ft
661bft
18 Ib It
330lblt
100 Ib ft
961bft

6 pints
1 ·5 pi'!lS

•

COMPONENT CAPACITY BP CASTROL ESSO MOBIL SHELL TOTAL
litre pt

DIFF 3'4 6·0 Gear Agricastrol Esso Mobilube Spirax Transmission
HUBS (each) 0·85 1·5 Oil90EP Gear Oil Gear Oil GX90 90EP 90

EP90/140 GP90/140 Gear Oil

STUB AXLES
} Grease Energrease L.M. Beacon Mobilgrease Retinax Mullis

PIV. BUSHES
SPL. SLEEVE Fittings Universal Grease 2 MP A

9-37175
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SPECIAL TOOLS

o

'"'"...a:

LC. 305 (Churchill)

LC. 306 (Churchill)

LC.309 (Churchill)

94014 (Camire)
965854 (David Brown)
94041 (Carrare)
965855 (David Brown)

LC. 310 (Churchill)

94017 (Carraro)
965856 (David Brown)
94042 (Carraro)
965857 (David Brown)

LC. 550-14 (Churchill)

Tool for removing Bearing
Pins from the Swivel
Housings

Tool for Setting the Pinion

Wrench and Extension for
Pinion Shah Nut
Wrench for Pinion
Shaft NUl
Extension for Wrench

Wrench and Extension for
Hub Ring NUl
Wrench for Hub Ring Nut

Extension for Wrench

Tool for Installing Oil Seals

•

..

FIGURE 27 SPECIAL TOOLS

9-37175
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HOWITWORKS

HOW IT WORKS:

DESCRIPTION

The axles in this group are of the double reduction
type. The main parts are as follows:
1. A differential assembly with bevel gear and pinion

drive.
2. Two drive shafts with double universal joints.
3. Two steering housings held in position by four

stub axles on taper roller bearings.
4. Two epicyclic reduction hubs.

FRONT AXLE

The drive to the axle is taken from a transfer gearbox
installed below the main gearbox. The dog clutch for
engaging and disengaging the drive is inside the
transfer gearbox. The movement of the dog clutch is
controlled by a lever in the cab. A rigid propeller shaft
and two splined sleeves connect the output shaft of
the transfer gearbox to the bevel pinion of the axle. The
bevel pinion engages in the spiral gear which is
fastened to the differential casing. Inside the
differential casing are four bevel pinions which are
engaged in two bevel wheels. The bevel wheels are
machined so that the splined ends of the drive shafts
can be installed. A spur gear fined to each end of the
drive shafts engages in three planetary gears. These
gears turn in housings which arefastened to the wheel
hubs. The planetary gears also engage the ring gear
which is fastened to the axle housing.
When the dog clutch is in the engaged position. the
drive is sent through the bevel gear and differential to
the spur gears on the ends of the drive shafts. As the
ring gears are fastened to the axle housings and cannot
move. the planetary gears turn inside the ring gears.
This causes the wheel hubs to turn in the same
direction as the drive shafts. but at a decreased speed.

•

•

•
FIGURE 1

ARRANGEMENT OF THE CARRARD AXLE
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UNIT REMOVAL

Rflmoving the Axle from the Tractor:
Figures 2. 3. 4. 5.

1. Remove the propeller shaft cover A.
2. Removethe bolts which clamp the splined sleeve

to the bevel pinion shaft. Push the splined sleeve
away from the bevel pinion shaft. See Figure 4.
NOTE: There is an anti-rattle spring. inside the
propeller shaft which contacts the end of the bevel
pinion shaft.

3. Removethe front end of the steering ram from the
steering arm on the axle. Use wire to fasten the
steering ram to the main frame. See Figure 5.

4. Put an acceptable jack (minimum capacity 3
tonnes) under the differential case of the front
axle.

5. Loosen the front wheel nuts.
6. Raisethe front of the tractor with the jack and put

supports between the main frame and the ground.
7. Remove the front wheels.
8. Lower the tractor on to the supports. but keep t!le

jack in pcsmcn under the differential caseto hold
the axle in pcsition,

9. Removethe front and rearcaps from the axle pivot
bushes.

10. Get assistance to keep the axle in position on the
jack and lower the axle to the ground.

11. Use a hoist to lift the axle away from the jack.

-

A

FIGURE2 REMOVING AXLE

A. ProPd/lerShah Cov~,

b. Bwh t..a/J Nuts
C. Bush Locating Adaptor
D. Rear Bush Cap

FIGURE J TRUNNION BUSH
E. 8_ Cop Nurs
F. Front Bush Cap
G. 8_
H. Btnh L(JQrittg ~dBptOf

• •
'"'"~a:

•
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FIGURE 4 DRIVE SHAFT

A. SplinedSJ~
B. Anti-Rattle Spring
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Installing the Axle on the Trector:

1. Put the anti-rattle spring in position in the
propeller shaft. Use grease to keep the spring in
position.

2. Use a hoist to put the axle in position on the jack.
3. Check that the pivot bushes have not been moved

out of position.
To do this, put each end cap in position under the
pivot bush on the axle.
Make sure that the locating adaptor in the end cap
goes into the hole in the pivot bush.
If necessaryturn the pivot bushes so that when the
axle is raised into position, the end caps are
correctly aligned.

4. Get assistance to keep the axle in position on the
jack and raise the axle until the pivot bushes
contact the pivot housing.

5. Install the end caps.
IMPORTANT: If an end cap cannot be put in position
easily DO NOT useforce. Removethe locating adaptor
and use a bar through the hole to align the bush. Then
install the locating adaptor.
6. Tighten the end cap nuts to 230 N m (170 Ib tt).
7. AIign the propeller shaft sleeve with the bevel

pinion shatt and move the sleeveforward until the
clamp bolt can be installed.
Tighten the clamp bolt to 57 N m (42 Ib ttl.

8. Install the steering ram end on to the steering arm.
Tighten the nut to 140 N m (100 Ib ttl.

9. Install the front wheels.
10. Tighten the wheel nuts enough to keep the wheels

in position.
11. Raise the front of the tractor with the jack and

remove the supports.
12. Lower the tractor to the ground and remove the

jack.
13. Tighten the wheel nuts to 130 N m (95 Ib ttl.

UNIT INSTALLATION

FIGURE 5 STEERING ARM
A. Steering Ram EndNut

9·37175
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MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

DISASSEMBLING THE AXLE

Special Tools

Before you disassemble the axle. make sure that the
correct tools are available. These are as follows:
1. A tube wrench with adaptor for removing ring

nuts.
2. A puller for removing the stub axles.

•

FIGURE 6 DRAIN POINT
A. Dra;n Plug

'"'"....a:

"'.
'"~a:

•....
eli....
a:B

c

FIGURE 7 HUB LUBRICATION POINTS

B. Dillin Plug
C. L...,Plug

.H

J

N---<ll-

Disassembling the Reduction Unit: Figure 8

1. Remove the oil from the differential and front
hubs. See Figures 6 and 7.

2. Remove the ten setserews N. which fasten the
cover to the hub.

3. Remove the cover K. complete with the planet
pinions.

4. Use a hammer and a small punch to remove thl!
spring pins. P. .

5. Usea hammer and soft metal punch to removethe
shafts L which hold the planet gears in position.

NOTE: The shafts must be removed in the direction as
shown. and will. when being removed. push out the
core plugs. M.
6. Remove the planet gears G. with the needle roller

bearings. F.
7. Remove the thrust plates D and J. and retainers. E

and H.
NOTE: Keep the planet gears. thrust plates and
retainers together asyou remove them. Do this to make
sure that you install them in the correct position.

FIGURE BARRANGEMENTOF HUB COVER

D. Thrust Pl6te K. COVt!!l
E. Retainer L PIIJf¥t Gur Shaft
F. Roller Bearing M. COtePlug
G. Planet Gur N. S6W=W
H. R«amer P. ' SpnngAn
J. Thrust Plate

•
9·37175
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UPDATED PAGE FOR YOUR SERVICE REPAIR MANUAL
4WD Front Axle MK 3 (Current). Section C937176

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

•

•

Disassembling the Differential:
Figures 12 and 13

1. Remove the nuts which fasten the differentia' unit
to the axle case.

2. Remove the differential unit.
3. Put the differential unit on an acceptable stand or

in a vice.
NOTE: If you use a vice. make sure that the vice
has soh metal jaws.

4. Put a mark on the bearing caps A. and the end
plate C. so that you can assemble them in the
correct position.

5. Remove the nuts B, which fasten the bearing caps
to the end plate.

6. Hold the spiral gear and differential cage in
position. Remove the bearing caps and ring nuts,
D. Remove the lock pins, M.

7. Remove the spiral gear and differential cage.
8. Remove the setscrews F,which fasten the cover to

the differential cage.
9. Remove the cover, V.
10. Remove the bevel wheel. U.
11. Remove the pins H, which hold the bevel pinion

shafts in position.
12. Remove the bevel pinion shahs G. thespider T. the

thrust washers S, and the bevel pinions, R.
t13. Remove the bevel wheel Q, the thrust washer P,

and the bush N.
14. Remove the setscrews L. which fasten the spiral

gear to the differential cage.
15. Remove the spiral gear J.
16. Use an acceptable puller to remove the bearings E,

from the cover and the differential cage.

B

< ~

FIGURE 12 OIFFERENTIAL END PLATE

tA. Bearing cap
B. Nut
C. End plate

•

E F

to. Ring nut
E. Bearing
F. Setscrew
G. Pinion shaft

t Amerided December 1980

J

Q

FIGURE 13 DIFFERENTIAL COMPONENTS

H. Pin M. Lock. pin
J. Spiral gear N. Bush
K. Cage P. Thrust washer
L. Setscrew Q. Bevel wheel

9-37176
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R. Bevelpinion
S. Thrust washer
T. Spider journal
U. Bevel wheel
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FIGURE '4 BEVEL PINION ASSEMBLY

A. Setscrew G. Bevel pinion shah
B. Cover H. Space!
C. Gasket J. Bearing
D. Oil seal K. Spacer
E. Bearing L. NUl
F. Spacer

UPDATED PAGE FOR YOUR SERVICE REPAIR MANUAL
4WD Front Axle MK 3 Section C9 Pub. 9-37176

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

Disassembling the Bevel Pinion: Figure 14

1. Remove the setserews A. which fasten the cover
B. to the end plate.

2. Remove the cover.
3. Use the special tool to remove the ring nut. L.
4. Push the splined end of the bevel pinion shaft G,

toward the centre of the end plate.
5. Remove the bearinq cone E, the spacer K. and the

spacer, F.
6. Remove the bearing cone J and the spacer H.
7, Remove the b&aring cups from the end plate.

SETTING OF THE BEVEL PINION SHAFT

Tools needed:

A 150 mm (6 in) Depth Gauge
A clamp E as shown in Figure 15.
A shaft F as shown in Figure 15.
An inside micrometer 0-150 mm (0-6 in).
capacity.

Setting for the Correct Position: Figure 15

11. Install the bearing cups A and B. in the end plate.
2. Install the bearing caps G and J, on the end plate.
3. Install and tighten the bearing cap nuts.
4. Put the bearing cones C and 0, in position.
5. Install the clamp, E.
6. Tighten the clamp nut until the bearing cones are

difficult to turn. Do this job carefully or damage to
the bearings can result. .
Use the inside micrometer to measure the diameter
of the bore K. Make a note of this measurement,

8. Put the shaft 1', in position with the depth gauge
H, through the hole in the shaft.

9. Measure the distance between the top of the shaft
and the face of the bearing cone. Make a note of
this measurement L.

10. Look at the end face of the bevel pinion. Make a
note of the Apex Distance N. See Figure 16 for an
example. .
NOTE: The ether ~:.:mbe!"S 0!! thp. pinion are for
identification.

11. It is necessary to find the pinion distance M. Todo
this, make the following calculation.

M = L - 25 mm (shaft diameter) + ~

12. To find the correct spacer needed. subtract the
Apex Distance N from M.

13. Remove the clamp and the outer bearing cone.
14. Put the correct size spacer H Figure 14, on the

pinion shaft.
15. Install the pinion shaft through the inner bearing

into the end plate.
16. Remove the bearing caos from the end plate.

t Amended December 1980

9-37176
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J

C B
FIGURE 15 SETTING POSITION OF BEVEL PINION

N

FIGURE 16 BEVEL PINION MARKS

N. Apex Distance
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MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

•
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Disassembling the Differential:
Figures 12 and 13

1. Remove the nuts which fasten the differential unit
to the axle case.

2. Remove the differential unit.
3. Put the differential unit on an acceptable stand or

in a vice.
NOTE: If you use a vice. make sure that the vice
has soft metal jaws.

4. Put a mark on the bearing caps A. and the end
plate C, so that you can assemble them in the
correct position.

5. Remove the nuts B. which fasten the bearing caps
to the end plate.

6. Hold the spiral gear and differential cage in
position. Remove the bearing caps and ring nuts.
D. Remove the lock pins. M.

7 .Remove the spiral gear and differential caqP.
8. Remove the setscrews F.which fastenthe cover to

the differential cage.
9. Remove the cover, V.
10. Remove the bevel wheel. U.
11. Remove the pins H. which hold the bevei pinion

shafts in position.
12. Remove the bevel pinion shaftsG. thespiderT. the

thrust washers S, and the bevel pinions. R.
13. Remove the bevel wheel J. the thrust washer P,

and the bush N.
14. Remove the setscrews L. which fasten the spiral

gear to the differential cage.
15. Remove the spiral gear J.
16. Use an acceptable puller to remove the bearings E.

from the cover and the differential cage.

B

< ~

FIGURE 12 END PLATE

A. Buring Caps
B.· Nvtoc Ntn
C. End Plate

N

'"~a:

E F

Q

J

P N

K M

(

•
D. RingNur
E. Taper Roller Bearing
F. Setscrew
G. Bellel Pinion Pin
H. Dowel Pin
J. Spital Gear and Pinion

FIGURE 13 DIFFERENTIAL

K. Diffemntial Cage
L SetscrrtW
M. Spring Pin
N. Bush
P. Thrust WesMr
Q. Bevel Wheel

9·3717S
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R. Bfltlel Pinion
S. Spherical Washer
T. Spider
U. BevelWhMl
V. Cover -



. MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
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e_-A

Bevel Pinion
Shim
rapel RolltH Besting
Shim
Locknut

JH
G

F

K
L

FIGURE 14 BEVEl PINION

A. Sorsaew G.
B. COlier H.
C. Gasket J.
D. Oil See' K.
Eo T_RoJJ6r8uring L.
F. Dimnce Piece

C
FIGURE 15 SETTING THE BEVEL PINION

A. BNring Cup G. Suring CliP
B. B-mg Cup H. Depth G._
C. BNI'ing Cone J. Buring Cap
D. 8..,;"g C""" K. Diamet~ of8_
E. CIMnp L. Distllnce from top of sh6ft to
F. SIJtJCi., Shllft fllce of bearing cone

SETTING OF THE BEVEL PINION SHAFT:
Figure 15
Tools needed:

AlSO mm (6 in) Depth Gauge
A clamp E as shown in Figure' 5.
A shaft F as shown in Figure 15.
An inside micrometer 0-'50 mm (0-6 in)
capacity.

Disassembling the Bevel Pinion: Figure 14

, . Remove the setscrews A. which fasten the cover
B. to the end plate.

2. Remove the cover.
3. Use the special tool to remove the ring nut. L
4. Push the splined end of the bevel pinion shaft G.

toward the centre of the end plate.
5. Remove the bearing cone E. the shims K. and the

spacer. F.
6. Remove the bearing cone J and the shims H.
7. Remove the bearing cups from the end plate.

Setting for the Correct Position:

, . Install the bearing cups A and B. in the end plate.
2. Install the bearing caps G and J. on the end plate.
3. Install and tighten the bearing cap nuts.

See Figure 15 for the next operations.
4. Put the bearings cones C and D. in position.
5. Install the clamp. E.
6. Tighten the clamp nut until the bearing cones are

difficult to tum. Do this job carefully or damage to
the bearings could result.

7. Use the inside micrometer to measurethe diameter
of the bore. Make a note of this measurement (K).

8. Put the shaft F. in position with the depth gauge
H. through the hole in the shaft.

9. Measure the distance between the top of the shaft
and the face of the bearing cone. Make a note of
this measurement (L).

10. Look at the face of the bevel pinion. Make a note of
the number (N I. See Figure' 6.

1'. It is necessary to find the pinion distance (iv'). Tc
do this. make the following calculation.

M = L·25 (shaft diameter) ... ~

12. To find the correct amount of shims needed.
subtract the number N from M.

, 3. Remove the clamp and the outer bearing cone.
, 4. Put the correct amount of shims H. on the pinion

shaft.
15. Install the pinion shaft through the inner bearing .

imo the end plate. .
16. Remove the bearing caps from the end plate.

FIGURE 16

9·37175
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SETTING FOR THE PINION BEARINGS:
Figures 14. 17 and 18

Tools needed:

A dial gauge.
A small spring balance.
A piece of string approximately 600 mm (24 in)
long.

The pinion bearings need a pre-load of 0·05 mm
(0,002 in). To get this amount of pre-load do the
procedure as follows:
IMPORTANT: This settinq must only be made with
new bearings and before the Cover and oil seal are
installed.

, Put the distance piece F, on the pinion shaft.
2. Put the shims K, plus an extra shim 0·5 mm

(0,020 in) thick on the pinion shaft against the
distance piece-

3. Put the outer bearing cone E, on the pinion shaft.
4. Insrall and tighten a NEW ring nut L
NOTE: To tighten the ring nut to the correct torque. it
is necessary to wait until the differential has been
installed.
5. Put the dial gauge in a position so tbat the probe is

against the face of the pinion. See rigure 17.
6. Move the pinion shaft backwards and forwards

and measure the amount of clearance. Make a
note of this figure.
To find the correct amount of shims needed:

EXAMPLE:
Amount of clearance 0·55 (0,022 in)
Pre-load needed 0·05 mm (0,002 in)
Amount of shims to
be removed 0·060 mm (0'024 in)

7. Remove the ring nut and the outer bearing cone.
8. Remove shims of the correct amount from against

the distance piece..
9. Install the outer bearing cone and the ring nut.
, O. Tighten the ring nut. See NOTE for operation 4.

To check the pre-load setting. do the following
procedure:
, . Make a loop in one end of the piece of string.
2. Put the other end of the string around the groove

in the pinion shaft. Make two or three turns so that
the string is tight on the shaft. See Figure 18.

3. Pur the hook of the spring balance through the
loop in the string.

4. Carefully pull the spring balance until the pinion
shaft turns.

5. Look at the scale on the spring balance and make a
note of the weight that is shown.

6. Wheh the pre-load sening is correct, the weight
shown will be 0·48 kg (1'051 Ib).
If the scale shows a difference from this figure it is
necessary to remove or add shims between the
outer bearing E, and the distance piece, F.

NOTE: If the weight shown is too much: Add shims. If
the weight shown is not enough: Remove shims.
THIS OPERATION IS IMPORTANT.

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

FIGURE 17 POSITION OF DIAL GAUGE

FIGURE 18 CHECKING PRE· LOAD

9·37175
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MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

ASSEMBLING THE AXLE

Assembling the Differential: Figure 21

1. Clean the faces of the spiral gear J and the
differential cage. K.

2. Put the spiral gear in position on the differential
cage.

3. Install the setscrews L with new tabwashers.
4. Tighten the setscrews to 89 N m (66 Ib It). Bend

the tabwashers to hold the setscrews in position.
5. Install the bush N. thrust washer P. and bevel

wheel a. in the differential cage.
6. Install the spider T. bevel pinions R. thrust washers

S and bevel pinion shafts. G.
NOTE: Install the spider first
7. Align the holes in the spider and the beVel pinion

shafts and install the pins. H.
8. Install the bevel wheel U. on the bevel pimons.
9. Install the cover. V.
10. Install the setscrews F. with new tabwashers.
, t. Tighten the setscrews to 48 N m (35 Ib It).
, 2. Bend the tabwashers to hold the setscrews in

position.
, 3. Install the taper roller bearings E. on the end cover

V and differential cage. K.

Installing the Differential Unit in the End Plate:
Figures 19 and 20.

, . Put the end plate C. on an acceptable stand or in a
vice.

NOTE: If you use a vice. make sure that the vice has
solt metal iaws.
2. Put the differential unit in position in the end plate.
3. Install the bearing caps A and nuts. B.
4. Install the ring nuts.
5. Carefully tighten the bearing cap nuts.
IMPORTANT: Make sure when you tighten the
bearing cap nuts that there is always a clearance
between the spiral gear and the bevel pinion. Move the
ring nuts if necessary to keep a clearance. If this is not
done. damage can be C8U$8d to the $piral gear and
pinioro.
6. i1g~c~:he be~ri~ ~~~ nuts to 130 N m (96 Jb ft).
7. Put an accePtable piece of metal bar between the

differential cage and the end plate. Make sure that
the metal bar will prevem the differential cage from
moving when you tighten the ring nut on the bevel
pinion shaft. If necessaryget assistanceto hold the
bar in position. .

9·37'75
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FIGURE 19 END PLATE

A. Buring(;4p
B. NylocNut
C. EndP'...
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MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

•
8. Use the special spanner and a bar one metre

(39 in) long to tighten the ring nut L. to a torque
equal to 450 N m (330 Ib tt).

9. Install a new oil seal D. in the cover. B.
10. Install the cover with a new gasket. C.
11. Install the setscrews A and ti'ghten to 25 N m

(181b tt).

K

F

L

~"-A
C Bo

FIGURE 20 LOCKNUT AND OIL SEAL

A. Setscrew D. Oil Seal
B. Cover L Locknut
C. Gasket

•
N

'"~Ir

•

D. RingNut
E. TaperRoller Bearing
F. Setscrew
G. Bevel Pinion Pin
H. Dowel Pin
J. Spiral Gea, Bnd Pinion

FIGURE 21 DIFFERENTIAL

K. DdferenualCage
L. Setscrew
M. SpringPin
N. Bush
P. Thrust Washer
Q. Bellel Wheel

9-37175
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R. Bevel Pinion
S. SpheriCII/ Washer
T. Spider
U. Bevel Wheel
V. Cover



MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

Setting the Pre-load for the Differential
Bearings:
The correct amount of pre-load is 0·08 to 0·10 mm
(0,003 to 0·004 in).
1. Tum the ring nut. B. clockwise until the spiral gear

is pushed away from the pinion. At the same time
hit the bearing caps with a solt faced hammer to
align the bearings.

2. Tum the other ring nut. A. clockwise until all
clearance in the bearings hasbeen removed. Move
the spiral gear wheel while you tum the ring nut
and stop turning assoon asthe spiral gear wheel is
difficult to move.

3. Tighten. (tum clockwise) each ring nut one notch
more.
Put a mark on each ring nut torreference.

Setting the Backlash:

, . Put a dial gauge in position so that the probe is in
contact with. and at ninety degrees to a tooth on
the spiral gear.

2. Check the amount of clearance between the spiral
gear and the bevel pinion.
Repeat operations 1 and 2 on two or more teeth at
equal distances around the spiral gear.

3. Make a note of the clearances shown by the dial
gauge. If there is any difference. put the probe of
the dial gauge on the tooth that has the smallest
clearance.

4. The correct amount of clearance is Q·l 5 to
0'3Q mm (0'006 to 0'01.2 in).
Move the spiral gear away from or toward the
bevel pinion by turning each ring nut an equal
amount until the clearance is correct.

5. '''stall the pins. C. which prevent the ring nuts
from moving.

6. Tighten the bearing cap nuts to 130 N m (961b It).
7. Check again to make sure the clearance is correct.

FIGURE 22

A. Ring Nut
B. Ring Nut
C. Spring Pins

9-37175
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MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

Installing the Differential Unit in the Axle Case:
Figure 23

• 1.
2.

3
4.

Clean the faces of the end plate and the axle case.
Put a new gasket A. in position on the studs of the
axle case.
Install the differential unit in the axle case.
Install the nuts and tighten to 87 N m (651b ft).

Assembling the Drive Shafts: Figure 24

1. Install the two spiders F and G, on the central
body. H.

2. Install the needle rollers and cups.
3. Install the circlips.
4. Install each fork end separately with needle rollers.

cups and circlips.
5. Install the bearing L, the washer D and the circlip

C.

FIGURE 23

A. Gasket

•

)r

: r,,
B

~'~"'~~
. L

Installing the Drive Shafts in the Axle Case:
Figure 24

1. Before you install the drive shafts. replace the oil
seals B. in the axle case.

2. Put the drive shaft in the axle case with the bearing
toward the differential. Put your hand inside the
axle case to make a support for the fork end of the
drive shaft.

3. Turn the drive shaft until the splines on the fork
end engage in the splines in the differential.

4. Push the drive shaft into the axle case. Hit the end
of the drive shaft with a soft faced hammer to make
sure that the support bearing is in the correct
position in the bearing housing.

5. Install the special screws A and J. which hold the
support bearing in the axle case.

6. Use a hexagon wrench to tighten the special
screws.

7. Install the lock nuts and tighten to 180 N m (130
Ib ft).

9·37175
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FIGURE 24 DRIVE SHAFTS

A. SpecialScrew G. Needle Roller Cup
B. Oil Sesl H. CentreBody
C. Circlip J. Special Screw
D. Grease Baffle K. Support Bearing
E. CircJip L Drive Shafr (Long)
F. Spider Assembly
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O·BO mm (0,032 in)

0·30 mm (0·012 in)
0·50 mm (0,020 in)

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

Installing the Swivel Housings: Figure 25

1. Make an inspection of the bush B. in the stub axle
for wear or damage. If necessary replace the bush.

2. Replace the oil seal A. in the stub axle.
3. Put a new gasket M. in position on the studs inside

the swivel housing.
4. Install the stub axle C and the nuts.
5. TIghten the nuts to 130 N m (96 Ib ft).
6. Replace the oil seal K. in the swivel housing.
7. Get assistance to hold the swivel housing in

position on the axle case.
S. Install as a unit the bearing shafts. the oil seal and

the bearings F. G and H.
Use a hammer and a soft metal punch to put the
bearing shafts in the holes in the axle case.

IMPORTANT: When you do this job. be careful not
to causedamage to the hole with a thoead in th&C8f1fr"
of the bearing shafts.

Setting for the Bearing Clearance:

The correct setting for the swivel bearings is zero. (No
clearance. no pre-load). It is made by adding or
removing shims E. between the bearing cups Fand the
covers. D. Do the procedure as follows:
1. Install the bottom cover O. with no shims.

Install the setscrews and tighten to 130 N m
(96 Ib ft).

2. Take all the shims 'mat were removed from both
covers. Add to these shims another shim 0·5 mm
(0,020 in) in thickness.

3. Put all the shims in position on the top bearing
~~ .

4. Put the top cover in position.
5. Install the setse,ews.TIghten the setscrews evenly

t020Nm (1Slbft).
6. Use a feeler gauge to measure the gap between

the cover and the face of the swivel housing. Make
a note of this measurement (A).

7. Remove tne top cover and ALL the shims.
8. Use a micrometer to measurethe total thickness of

ALL the shims.
Make a note of this measurement (B).

To find the TOTAL thickness oi shims friiCdsct:
EXAMPLE:
Measurement of shims (B)
Minus (-) measurement of
gap A
TOTAL shims needed

To hold the swivel housing in the correct position in
the axle case. an equal amount of shims must be
installed under each cover.
Using the example. the amount of shims needed under
EACH cover is:

J

H
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FIGURE 2S ARRANGEMENT OF SWIVEL HOUSING

A. OilSuI G. OilS••'
B. StubAxJe81Ah H. 8-nngPin
C. Stub Axle J. S..,
D. C_ K. Seal
E. Shims L Swivel Housing
F. 8-"'9 M. Galclfl
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TOTAL shims needed 0·50 mm (0,020 in).
Shims needed under each cover 0·50 mm (0,020 in)

2
= 0·25 mm (0,010 in).

9. Remove the bottom cover, put the correct amount
of shims in position on the bearing cup and install
the cover.

10. Install the setscrews and tighten to 130 N m
(96 Ib It)

11. Put the correct amount of shims on the top
bearing cup and install the cover.

12. Install the setscrews and tighten to 130 N m
(96 Ib It).

13 When you have installed both swivel housings,
install the track rod.

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

N

• G
FIGURE 26 ARRANGEMENT OF HUB '"N

A. Circ!ip G. Circlip ai
~

B. Spacer H. Support Gear II:
C. Spacer J. Ring Nut
D. Ball Besting K. Annulus Gear

M E. Gasket L Sun Geaf

L K F. Ba/I Bearing M. Circlip
N. Hub

Installing the Wheel Hubs: Figure 26

1.. Put the support gear H, in the internal gear K,
install the circlips. A.

2. Install the outer bearing F and the circlip G in the
hub.

3. Install the spacer C and the inner bearing, D.
4. Put a new dirt excluder on the inner lace of the

hub, N.
5. Put the internal gear unit in the hub.
6. Installthe hub on the stub axle.
7. Install the centering ring B and a new ring nul. J.
8. Use the special spanner and two bars one metre

(39 in) long to tighten the ring nut to a torque
equal to 1160 N m (850 Ib It).

9. Install the sun gear Land circlip M, on the drive
shalt.
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MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

Assembling the Reduction Unit: Figure 27

Special Tools

A piece of shaft 21·6 mm (0,85 in) diameter and
35·6 mm (1 ·40 in) long.
1. Put the needle rollers F. in the bore of a planet

pinion. Use a small amount of grease to keep the
needle rollers in position.

2. Put the special shaft inside the needle rollers.
3. Put a retainer Eand a thrust plate D. at each end of

the planet pinion. Usea small amount of grease to
keep them in position.

4. Install a planet pinion with the shaft retainers and
thrust plates in the cover.

5. Align the hole in the cover with the shaft inside the
needle rollers. Align the pin hole in the shaft with
the pin hole in the cover and push the pinion shaft
L through the thrust washers. the retainers ann
the needle rollers. If necessary use a soft. faced
hammer to put the shaft in position.
When the pinion shaft is pushed in position. it will
push the special shaft out of the cover.

6. Use the special shaft to install the other pinions
using the same procedure.

7. When the pinion shafts are in position. install the
spring pins. P.

8. Install new core plugs M. in the holes in the cover.
9. Put a new gasket on the wheel hub. Use a small

amount of grease to keep the gasket in position.
IMPORTANT: Make sure that the gasket is clear of
the port for oil removal in the wheel hub.
10. Align the hole for the drain plug in the cover with

the port for oil removal in !he wheel hub.
i t. Install the cover. Install the setserews Nand

tighten to 48 N m (35 Ib ft).
, 2. Fill the hubs and the axle case to the correct level

with new oil of the correct grade.
, 3. TIghten all the level and drain plugs.
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FIGURE 27 ARRANGEMENT OF HUB COVER

D. Thrust PI.r. K. Cover
Eo R~iner L. PI.net Ge., Shaft
F. RollIN 8UTing M. COle Plug
G. PlBnet Gur N. Setscrew
H. Reuiner P. Spring Pin
J Thrust Pfa,e
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MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

TRANSFER GEARBOX
Removal

1. Cleanthe areaaround the transfer gearbox and the
drive shaft guard.

2. Clean around the transmission and transfer
gearbox drain plugs. Put a container of at least
45 litre capacity under the drain plugs.
Remove the drain plugs.

3. When the oil has stopped flowing install and
tighten the drain plugs.
Put a cover over the container if the old oil is to be
used again.

4. To disconnect the drive shaft from the axle, first
remove the guard C, Figure 28.
Remove the four nuts and bolts D from the drive
shaft couplings. Hold the shaft and slide the
couplings towards the centre of the sI1aft.

NOTE: There is a spring between the front of the shaft
and the axle bevel pinion shaft. Put a hand around the
front of the shaft when lowering to prevent loss of the
spring.
5. Make sure the 4 wheel drive control is in the

disengaged position then disconnect the control
rod.

6. Put a trolley jack under the transfer gearbox as a
support.

7. Remove the six normal and two special setserews
which fasten the gearbox to the frame. Make a
note of the position of the special setserews for
assembly.

8. Lower the gearbox with the jack and remove.

Installation

1. Clean the flange which connects to the frame. Put
a new gasket on the flange. Clean the flange of the
main frame.

2. Put the gearbox on a trolley jack and raise it into
position in the frame. Enter the dowels carefully
and keep the gearbox level during this operation.

3. Install the two special setserews in the correct
positions. Install the other six setserews which
fasten the gearbox to the frame. Tighten all
setscrews. Use new spring washers.

4. Put the drive shaft to the front axle in position with
the spring at the front end.

5. Make sure the slots of the couplings are aligned.
Slide the couplings on to the bevel pinion and

'gearbox output·shafts.Atign the' bolt holes in the
couplings with the grooves around the shafts.

6. Install the four bolts, spring washers and nuts in
the couplings and tighten.

7. Install the guard forthe driveshaft.
8. Fill the transmission with oil to the correct level.

If the old oil is used, DO NOT use the last 51itres in
the bottom of the container.
Add new oil to replace this amount.

9. Test the tractor in 4 wheel and 2 wheel drive to
check correct operation.

5 Iitres = 1 gal = 5 U.S. qt.
45 litres = 10 gal. ~ 48 U.S. qt.

D E B
10
(')

~
a:

FIGURE 28 TRANSFER GEARBOX REMOVAL ANO INSTALLATION

A. Selector gear E. Spring
B. Connection to contra/lever F. Setscrews, gtNIrbox to frame
C. Drive shaft guard G. Drain plug
D. Coupling bolts and nuts
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MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

Disassembly:

, . Clean the transfer gearbox.
2. Put the transfer gearbox in a vice with the

operation lever on top and the input shaft towards
you.

3. Use a hammer and a parallel punch to remove the
spring pins from the selector fork and jaw.

4. Use a hammer and a soft metal punch to hit the
selector rod through the fork and jaw toward the
front.

5. Hold a cloth around the selector gear J to prevent
the loss of the three detent balls and springs H.
Pull the selector gear off the input shaft G and
remove the detent balls and springs.

6. Remove the small cirelip 0 from the front end of
the input shaft.
Use a hammer and soft metal punch to remove the
input shaft toward the rear. Hold the shaft when
the bearing is clear of the case. or the shaft will fall.

. 7. Remove the front bearing and the input gear from
the casing. If necessary remove the rear bearing
from the input shaft with a 3 leg puller.

8. Remove the cirelip which holds the idler shaft
front bearing in position.
Use a hammer and soft metal punch to remove the
idler shaft M with front bearing toward the front.

9. Remove the inner race for the rear bearing and the
idler gear B from the casing.

, O. Remove the rear cirelip and outer bearing race
from the casing.

t t. Use a '3 mm spanner to remove the four set
screws which fasten the oil seal housing 0 for the
output shaft.
Remove the housing with gasket and any shims
from in front of the from bearing.

i 2. Remove the rearcover plate T for the output shaft.
, 3. Use a hammer and a soft metal punch to remove

the output shaft R toward the front. Remove the
spacer. inner race. and output gear from the
casing.

, 4. Remove the outer race of the rear bearing from the
casing.
Remove the inner race of front bearing from the
shaft.

'!5. R~m~v~ the serine pin which fastens the
operating lever to the operating shaft.
Remove the lever from the shaft.
Remove the shaft from inside the casing.

, 6. Use a lever to remove the oil seal for the selector
shaft from the casing.

9·371'75
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Inspection of Parts:

t. Clean all parts and check for wear and damage. -
Remove paint from front of output shaft. .,

2. Replace any part which shows too much wear or
damage.

NOTE: The gears must be replaced as a set. Rapid
wear and failure will occur if a single gear is replaced.
3. Remove any protrusions and sharp edges from the

parts with a hone or fine file. Check the ends of the
shafts and outer edges of splines especially.

4. Clean and check all flange faces. bores and cirelip
grooves for damage.

5. Clean and check all threads and holes for damage.
6. Remove the drive coupling from the fran! of the

gearbox pinionshaft and check for wear and
damage. Install again. or replace the coupling. if
damaged or wom.

e



MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
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FIGURE 29 TRANSFER G~' :nput ile., EARBOX OISASSEMB
C' dlerge., 0 . LEDO. Output gear P' 0,1 seal housin

E' 5msll circlip ci Gasket g
F' Lorgecirclip R' Oilseal
G fall bearings s' ~utput sholr
H' nput sholr T' pacer
J' Detent bolland' U' Reo-eover
K. ~elector gear sprmg (3 0') V: f

ring
pins

L rrvmggear W .lector jaw
M. ~:'~ler bearings X.' ~e~ctor'orkN ~r sholr y e~ctor rod

. Setscrew Z: OptJfllt~ng shBhOperstmglever
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MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

Assembly:

Apply gear oil to each component when assembling.
1. Press a new oil seal into the bore for the selector

operating shaft. Make sure the lip is toward the
inside of the case.
Apply oil to the lip of the seal.

Z. Make sure there are no sharp edges on the end of
the operating shaft or damage will be caused to
the seal.
Install the operating shaft from the inside of the
casing.

3. Install the operating lever and fasten with the
spring pin.

4. Press the front roller bearing for the output shaft
into the front bore of the casing.
Make sure the thick edge of the inner race is
toward the inside of the casing.

5. Install the oil seal housing with all setscrews but
without a seal and gasket.

6. Install the spacer and the inner race for the rear
bearing on the output shaft. Make sure the
shoulder of the inner race is against the spacer. '

7. Hold the' output gear in position inside the casing
with the large boss toward the oil seal housing.

8. Put oil on the front edge of the output shaft. Enter
the shaft through the rear bore of casing and
output gear into front bearing.

9. Push the shaft through the front bearing.
10. Press the outer race for the rear bearing into the

casing and on the shaft.
11. Install the rear cover. Use a new gasket.
12. Remove the front oil seal housing and install a

new oil seal. lip toward the gear. Put a new gasket
on the housing and install it with any shims which
were removed.

NOTE: Be careful when sliding the seal on the shaft or
damage will be caused to the lip of the seal.
13. Install the front bearing for the idler shaft.

Make sure the shoulder of the inner race is toward
the gear.
Install the front circlip.

14. Hold the gear in position inside the casing with the
large boss toward the rear.
Push the idler shaft through the gear and into the
front Dearing.

15. Install the rear bearing with the thick edge of the
inner race toward the gear.
Install the rear circlip.

16. Install the front bearing forthe input shaft. into the
casing.

17. Press the rear bearing on to the input shaft.
18. Hold the input gear in position inside the casing

with the large boss toward the rear.
Push the input shaft through the gear and press it
into the front bearing.

19. Install the small circlip to the front of the input
shaft.

20. If the selector gear has been removed. put the
detent springs and balls in the input shaft gear.
Hold the balls down and press the selector gear on
the input shaft gear.

9·37175
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21. Put the selector jaw and fork in position and insert
the selector rod from the front. Install the spring
pins which fasten the selector jaw and fork to the
selector rod.

IMPORTANT: Make sure all circlips are fully in the
groove.
Use a hammer and punch to hit into location if
necessary.
22. Install the drive gear F. Figure 31. on the pinion

shaft of the main gear box.

A

B

~-c

D E

..
~
c::

FIGURE 30 SELECTOR ARRANGEMENT

A. SeJector!Ott E. Oilseal
B. SeJect.or jaw F. Spring pins
C. S~_~!tr nV1 G. Operating I~ver
D. Opefllting ShlIft
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MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
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FIGURE 31 TRANSFER GEARBOX ASSEMBLED

A. Small circlip M. Special setscrew (2 of), to
B. Large circlip frame
C. Input gear N. Setscrew, oil seal housing
O. Selector gear O. Spacer
E. Detent spring and ball (3 of) P. Output shaft
F. Drive gear Q. Oil Seal
G. Circlip R. Oil seal housing
H. Idler gear S. Output gear
J. Circlip T. Rear cover. output shaft
K. Idler shaft U. Ball bearings
L Setscrews (6 of), to frame V. Roller bearings

X. Shims

NOTE: Item F is installed on the pinion shaft of the main gearbox
when installing the transfer gearbox.
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The information in this section is for the repair of the CARRARO 4WD front
axle and transfer gearbox fitted to 990, 995 and 996 tractors only.
DO NOT use for the axle and gearbox fitted to the 1690 tractor.

David Brown procedure is one of continuing development and
improvement. As a result, the specification details may have changed after
this issue was made.

Also, as the David Brown Tractor is made to variable specifications for
different countries and uses, this manual may give details of items which
are not part of any specific tractor.

© PUblished by David Brown Tractors ltd.
Printed in England by The Cloister Press. Heaton Mersev. Stockport. March 1978
Reprinted March 1979
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• SPECIFICATION

•
Spiral Gear/Pinion ratio
Reduction
Epicyclic Hub Reduction
Total Axle Reduction
Minimum Tread
Maximum Tread
Ground Clearance (11 ·2/1 0-24 lyres)
Steering Angle
Toe in (measured at the rims)
Weight (approximate)

DATA

35/8
4,375:1
3'666:1
16,038:1
1550mm
1800mm
365mm
40°-2·
Ot01 mm
225 kg

61 in
72 in
14-4 in

Oto 0-04 in
4921b

Ty,e arrangements
~O~ R~R

1. 9-5/9·24 14-9/13·30
2. 11-2/10-24 12-4/11·36
3_ "-2/10-24 16-9114-30
1MPORTANT: Do not useany other lyre arrangement or damage will be caused to the differential and transmission.

I Ofllay! 6£1 "ues

Hub cover setscrews
Hub ring nuts
Stub axle nuts
Swivel bearing cover nuts
Special SCrew locknuts
Differential to axle case nuts
Differential bearing cap nuts
Differential cage setscrew
Spiral gear setscrews
Pinion shaft cover setscrews
Pinion shaft ring nut
Track rod ball joint nuts
Wheel nuts

Differential case
Reduction hubs (each)

48Nm
1160 N m
130N m
130 N m
180 N m
87 Nm
130 N m
48Nm
89Nm
25Nm
450Nm
140Nm
130Nm"

CAPACITIES (refill)

3-41itres
0-851itres

LUBRICATION

35 Ib ft
850 Ib ft
961b ft
961bft
130lbft
651bft
961bft
351bft
661bft
18 Ib ft
330 Ib ft
100 Ib ft
96 fb ft

6pims
1-5 pi'1lS

COMPONENT CAPACITY BP CASTROL ESSO MOBIL SHELL TOTAL
litre pt

DIFF 3-4 6-0 Gear Agricastrol Esso Mobilube Spirax Transmission
HUBS (each) 0-85 1-5 Oil90EP Gear Oil Gear Oil GX90 90EP 90

EP90/140 GP90/140 Gear Oil

STUB AXLES
} Grease Energrease LM_ Beacon Mobilgrease Retinax MultisPIV_ BUSHES

SPL SLEEVE Fittings Universal Grease 2 MP A

9-37175
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SPECIAL TOOLS

LC. 305 (Churchill)

LC. 306 (Churchill)

LC. 309 (Churchill)

94014 (Carrara)
965854 (David Brown)
94041 (Carraro)
965855 (David Brown)

LC. 310 (Churchill)

9401 7 (Carraro)
965856 (David Brown)
94042 (Carrara)
965857 (David Brawn)

LC. 550-14 (Churchill)

Tool for removing Bearing
Pinsfrom the Swivel
Housings

Tool for Settingthe Pinion

Wrench and Extension for
Pinion Shah NUl
Wrenchfor Pinion
Shah NUl
Extension for Wrench

Wrench and Extensionfor
Hub Ring NUl
Wrench for Hub Ring Nut

Extension tar Wrench

Tool for Installing Oil Seals

•

•

•

FIGURE 27 SPECIAL TOOLS

9·37115
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• HOW IT WORKS

FRONT AXLE

•

•

DESCRIPTION

The axles in this group are of the double reduction
rvpe. The main parts are as follows:
1. A differential assembly with bevel gear and pinion

drive.
2. Two drive shafts with double universal joints.
3. Two steering housings held in position by four

stub axles on taper roller bearings.
4. Two epicyclic reduction hubs.

HOW. IT WORKS:

The drive to the axle is taken from a transfer gearbox
installed below the main gearbox. The dog clutch for
engaging and disengaging the drive is inside the
transfer gearbox. The movement of the dog clutch is
controlled by a lever in the cab. A rigid propeller shaft
and two splined sleeves connect the output shaft of
the transfer gearbox to the bevel pinion of the axle. The
bevel pinion engages in the spiral gear which is
fastened to the differential casing. Inside the
differential Casing are four bevel pinions which are
engaged in two bevel wheels. The bevel wheels are
machined SO that the splined ends of the drive shafts
can be installed. A spur gear fined to each end of the
drive shafts engages in three planetary gears. These
gearsturn in housings which are fastened to the wheel
hubs. The planetary gears also engage the ring gear
which is fastened to the axle housing.
When the dog clutch is in the engaged position. the
drive is sent through the bevel gear and differential to
the spur gears on the ends of the drive shafts. As the
ring gearsarefastened to the axle housings and cannot
move. the planetary gears turn inside the ring gears.
This causes the wheel hubs to turn in the same
direction as the drive shafts. but at a decreased speed.

FIGURE 1

ARRANGEMENT DF THE CARRARD AXLE

9-37175
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UNIT REMOVAL
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FIGURE 2 REMOVING AXLE

A, Pro".lIe, Shaft Cov",
b. 8~ c..dPNuts
C. Bush Locating AdllPIOT
D. Res' Bush Cap
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Removing the Axle from the Tractor:
Figures 2. 3. 4. S.

1. Remove the propeller shaft cover A.
2. Remove the bolts which clamp the splined sleeve

to the bevel pinion shaft. Push the splined sleeve
away from the bevel pinion shaft. See Figure 4.
NOTE: There is an anti-rattle spring, inside the
propeller shaft which contacts the end of the bevel
pinion shaft.

3, Remove the front end of the steering ram from the
steering arm on the axle. Use wire to fasten the
steering ram to the main frame. See Figure S.

4, Put an acceptabie jack (minimum capacity 3
tonnes) under the differential case of the front
axle.

S. Loosen the front wheel nuts.
6. Raise the front of the tractor with the jack and put

supports between the main frame and the ground.
7. Remove the front wheels.
8. Lower the tractor on to the supports. but keep t!le

jack in position under the differential case to hold
the axle in position.

9. Remove the front and rearcaps from the axle pivot
bushes.

1O. Get assistance to keep the axle in position on the
jack and lower the axle to the ground.

11. Use a hoist to lift the axle away from the jack.

FIGURE 3 TRUNNION BUSH

E. Bush Cop Nuts
F. From Bush Cop
G. Bush
H. Bush Loating Ad.PlOt

FIGURE 4 ORIVE SHAFT

A. SplinedS~
B. Anti-Rattle Spring
C. Clamp Bah •
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Installing the Axle on the Tractor:

1. Put the anti-rattle spring in position in the
propeller shaft. Use grease to keep the spring in
position.

2. Use a hoist to put the axle in position on the jack.
3. Check that the pivot bushes have not been moved

out of position.
To do this, put each end cap in position under the
pivot bush on the axle.
Make surethat the locating adaptor in the end cap
goes into the hole in the pivot bush.
If necessary turn the pivot bushes so that when the
axle is raised into position, the end caps are
correctly aligned.

4. Get assistance to keep the axle in position on the
jack and raise the axle until the pivot bushes
contact the pivot housing.

5. Install the end caps.
IMPORTANT: If an end cap cannot be put in position
easily DO NOT useforce. Remove the locating adaptor
and usea bar through the hole to align the bush. Then
install the locating adaptor.
6. Tighten the end cap nuts to 230 N m (170 Ib ft).
7. Align the propeller shaft sleeve with the bevel

pinion shaft and move the sleeve forward until the
clamp bolt can be installed.
Tighten the clamp bolt to 57 N m (42 Ib ft).

8. Install the steering ram end on to the steering arm.
Tighten the nut to '40 N m ('00 Ib ft).

9. Install the front wheels.
, O. Tighten the wheel nuts enough to keep the wheels

in position.
, t , Raise the front of the tractor with the jack and

remove the supports.
, 2. Lower the tractor to the ground and remove the

jack.
, 3. Tighten the wheel nuts to' 30 N m (95 Ib ft).

UNIT INSTALLATION

FIGURE 5 STEERING ARM

A. Steering RamEndNut.
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MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

D/SASSEMBUNG THE AXLE

Special Tools

Before you disassemble the axle. make sure that the
correct tools are available.These are as follows:
1. A tube wrench with adaptor for removing ring

nuts.
2. A puller for removing the stub axles.

Disassembling the Reduction Unit: Figure 8

1. Remove the oil from the differential and front
hubs. See Figures 6 and 7.

2. Remove the ten setscrews N. which fasten the
cover to the hub.

3.. Remove the cover K. complete with the planet
pinions.

4. Use a hammer and a small punch to remove thP.
spring pins. P.

5. Use a hammer and soft metal punch to remove the
shafts L. which hold the planet gears in position.

NOTE: The shafts must be removed in the direction as
shown. and will. when being removed. push OUI the
core plugs. M.
6. Remove the planet gears G. with the needle roller

bearings. F.
7. Remove the thrust plates 0 and J. and retainers. E

and H.
NOTE: Keep the planet gears. thrust plates and
retainers together asyou remove them. Do this to make
sure that you install them in the correct position.

H

J

FIGURE6 DRAIN POINT

A. Drain Plug

c

B

FIGURE7 HUB LUBRICATION POINTS

B. Drain Plug
C. LltVel Plug

•

•

FIGURE 8 ARRANGEMENTOF HUB COVER

D. Thrust Pl6re K. Cover
E. Retsifte' L. P"n6t GearShaft
F. Rollet Bearing M. COle Plug
G. Planet Gur N. Setsert!W
H. Retainer P. StJring Pin
J. Thrust Plate
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UPDATED PAGE FOR YOUR SERVICE REPAIR MANUAL
, 4WD Front Axle MK 3 (Current). Section C9 37176

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

•

•

Disassembling the Differential:
Figures 12 and 13

1. Remove the nuts which fasten the differential unit
to the axle case.

2. Remove the differential unit.
3. Put the differential unit on an acceptable stand or

in a vice.
NOTE: If you use a vice, make sure that the vice
has soft metal jaws.

4. Put a mark on the bearing caps A, and the end
plate C, so that you can assemble them in the
correct position.

5. Remove the nuts B, which fasten the bearing caps
to the end plate.

6.. Hold the spiral gear and differential cage in
position. Remove the bearing caps and ring nuts,
D. Remove the lock pins, M.

7. Remove the spiral gear and differential cage.
8. Remove the setscrews F,which fasten the coverto

the differential cage.
9. Remove the cover, V.
10. Remove the bevel wheel. U.
11. Remove the pins H, which hold the bevel pinion

shafts in position.
12. Remove the bevel pinion shafts G, the spider T, the

thrust washers S, and the bevel pinions, R.
t13. Remove the bevel wheel Q, the thrust washer P,

and the bush N.
14. Remove the setscrews L, which fasten the spiral

gear to the differential cage.
15. Remove the spiral gear J.
16. Use an acceptable puller to remove the bearings E,

from the Cover and the differential cage.

B

< ~

FIGURE 12 DIFFERENTIAL END PLATE

t A. Bearing cap
B. Nut
C. £ndplate

N

co....
a:

E F

Q

J

N

K M

(

to. Ringnul
E. Besring
F. Setscrew
G. Pinion shaft

t Amer1ded December 1980

FIGURE 13 DIFFERENTIAL COMPONENTS

H. Pin M. Lock pin
J. Spiral gear N. Bush
K. Cage P. Thrust washer
L Setscrew Q. Bevel wheel
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MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

.-.-A

Disassembling the Bevel Pinion: Figure 14

1. Remove the setscrews A. which fasten the cover
B. to the end plate.

2. Remove the cover.
3. Use.the special tool to remove the ring nut. L.
4. Push the splined end of the bevel pinion shaft G.

toward the centre of the end plate.
5. Remove the bearing cone E, the spacer K. and the

spacer. F.
6. Remove the bearing cone J and the spacer H.
7. Remove the bearing cups from the end plate.

SETTING OF THE BEVEL PINION SHAFT

Tools needed:

L

~~Jp\ E DeB

F

FIGURE 14 BEVEL PINION ASSEMBLY

A. Setscrew G. Bevel pinion shah
B. Cover H. Spacer
C. Gasket J. Bearing
D. Oil seal K. Spacer
E. Bearing L Nut
F. Spacer

•

•

•

N

JH
G

FIGURE 1$ BEVEL PINION MARKS

N. Apex Distance

C
FIGURE 15 SETTING POSITION OF BEVEL PINION

Setting for the Correct Position: Figure 15

t t lnstall the bearing cups A and B. in the end plate.
2. Install the bearing caps G and J. on the end plate.
3. Install and tighten the bearing cap nuts.
4. Put the bearing cones C and D. in position.
5. Install the clamp. E.
6. Tighten the clamp nut until the bearing cones are

difficult to turn. Do this job carefully or damage to
the bearings can result. .
Use the inside micrometer to measure the diameter
of the bore K. Make a note of this measurement.

8. Put the shaft F. in position with the depth gauge
H. through the hole in the shaft.

9. Measure the distance between the top of the shaft
and the face of the bearing cone. Make a note of
this measurement L.

10. Look at the end face of the bevel pinion. Make a
note of the Apex Distance N. See Figure 16 for an
example.
NOTE: The other numbers on the pinion are for
identification.

11. It is necessary to find the pinion distance M. To do
this. make the following calculation.

M = L - 25 mm (shaft diameter) + ~

12. To find the correct spacer needed. subtract the
Apex Distance N from M.

13. Remove the clamp and the outer bearing cone.
14. Put the correct size spacer H Figure 14, on the

pinion shaft.
15. Install the pinion shah through the inner bearing

into the end plate.
16. Remove the bearing caps from the end plate.

AlSO mm (6 in) Depth Gauge
A clamp E as shown in Figure 15.
A shaft F as shown in Figure 15.
An inside micrometer 0-150 mm (0-6 in)
capacity.

t Amended December 1980
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MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

•

•

Disassembling the Differential:
Figures 12 and 13

1. Removethe nuts which fasten the differential unit
to the axle case.

2. Remove the differential unit.
3. Put the differential unit on an acceptable stand or

in a vice.
NOTE: If you use a vice. make Sure that the vice
has soft metal jaws.

4. Put a mark on the bearing caps A and the end
plate C. so that you can assemble them in the
correct position.

5. Removethe nuts B. which fasten the bearing caps
to the end plate.

6. Hold the spiral gear and differential cage in
position. Remove the bearing caps and ring nuts.
D. Remove the lock pins. M.

7. Remove the spiral gear and differential caqP.
8. Removethe setscrews F.which fasten the coverto

the differential cage.
9. Remove the cover. V.
10. Remove the bevel wheel. U.
11. Remove the pins H. which hold the bevei pinion

shafts in position.
12. Removethe bevel pinion shafts G. the spider T. the

thrust washers S. and the bevel pinions. R.
13. Remove the bevel wheel J. the thrust washer P.

and the bush N.
14. Remove the setscrews L which fasten the spiral

gear to the differential cage.
15. Remove the spiral gear J.
16. Use an acceptable puller to remove the bearings E.

from the cover and the differential cage.

A

FIGURE 12 END PLATE

A. Bearing Caps
B. NylocNur
C. EndPfate

.,....
a:

E F

D. RingNUI
E. TaperRollerBellring
F. Setscrew
G. BevelPinion Pin
H. Dowel Pin
J. Spir.' Gea, lind Pinion

Q

FIGURE 13 DIFFERENTIAL

K. DiHemntim Cllge
L Setscrew
M. Spring Pin
N. Bush
P. Thrust WIIShe,
Q. Bevel Wheel
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MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
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N

Bev~P;nion

Sh;m
Taper ROller Bearing
Shim
Locknut

J

~I. I

•
/1

H
G

F

FIGURE 14 BEVEL PINION

A. So=- G.
8. Cover H.
C. Gasket J.
D. OiIS.., K.
Eo rspet Roller Bearing L
F. DistAnce Piece

L
K

FIGURE 16

C
FIGURE 15 SETTING THE BEVEL PINION

A. 8uring Cup G. 80ering Cop
B. 8eering Cup H. Depth Go_
C. 8eering Cone J. 8..,;"g Cop
D. 8eeringCone K. 0_,,018_
E. Clamp L Distance from fop 01shaft to
F. Special ShlIfr face of beating cone

SETTING OF THE BEVEL PINION SHAFT:
Figure 15
Tools needed:

A 150 mm (6 in) Depth Gauge
A clamp Eas shown in Figure 15.
A shaft F as shown in Figure 15.
An inside micrometer 0-150 mm (0-6 in)
capacity.

Disassembling the Bevel Pinion: Figure 14

1. Remove the setscrews A. which fasten the cover
B. to the end plate.

2. Remove the cover.
3. Use the special tool to remove the ring nut. L
4. Push the splined end of the beliel pinion shaft G.

toward the centre of the end plate.
5. Remove the bearing cone E. the shims K. and the

spacer. F.
6. Remove the bE>aring cone J and the shims H.
7. Remove the bearing cups from the end plate.

Setting for the Correct Position:

1. Install the bearing cups A and B. in the end plate.
2. Install the bearing caps G and J. on the end plate.
3. Install and tighten the bearing cap nuts.

See Figure 15 for the next operations.
4. Put the bearings cones C and D. in position.
5. Install the clamp. E.
6. Tighten the clamp nut until the bearing cones are

difficult to tum. Do this job carefully Ordamage to
the bearings could result.

7. Usethe inside micrometer to measurethe diameter
of the bore. Make a note of this measurement (K).

8. Put the shaft F. in position with the depth gauge
H. through the hole in the shaft

9. Measure the distance between the top of the shaft
and the face of the bearing cone. Make a note of
this measurement (L).

10. Look at the lace of the bevel pinion. Make a note of
the number (N). SeeFigure 16.

11. It is necessary to find the pinion distance (M). To
do this. make the following calculation.

M = L-25 (shaft diameter) ... .!.
2

12. To find the correct amount of shims needed.
subtract the number N from M.

13. Remove the cJ~mp and the outer bearing cone.
14. Put the correct amount of shims H. on the pinion

shaft.
15. Install the pinion shaft through the inner bearing

into the end plate.
16. Remove the bearing caps from the end plate.

9·37175
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SETTING FOR THE PINION BEARINGS:
Figures 14, 17 and 18

Tools needed:

A dial gauge.
A small spring balance.
A piece of string approximately 600 mm (24 in)
lonq

The pinion bearings need a pre-load of 0·05 mm
(0·002 in). To get this amount of pre-load do the
procedure as follows:
IMPORTANT: This serunqrnust only be made with
new be~rings and before the cover and oil seal are
installed.

1 Put the distance piece F. on the pinion shaft.
2. Put the shims K. plus an extra shim 0·5 mm

(0·020 in) thick on the pinion shaft against the
disti3nce piece. '

3. Put the outer bearing cone E. on the pinion shaft.
4. Inst~1I and tighten a NEW ring nut L
NOTE: 10 tighten the ring nut to the correct torque. it
is necessary to wait until the differential has been
installed.
5. PUllhe dial gauge in a position so that the probe is

against the face of the pinion. See Figure 17.
6. Molte the pinion shaft backwards and forwards

and measure the amount of clearance. Make a
note of this figure.
To lind the correct amount of shims needed:

EXAMPLE:
AmCJunt of clearance 0·55 (0,022 in)
Pre-load needed 0·05 mm (0·002 in)
AmCJunt of shims to
be removed 0·060 mm (0,024 in)

7. Remove the ring nut and the outer bearing cone.
S. Remove shims of the correct amount from against

the distance piece..
9. Inst~1I the outer bearing cone and the ring nut.
10. Tighten the ring nut. See NOTE for operation 4.

To check the pre-load setting. do the following
procedure:
1. Mal<e a loop in one end of the piece of string.
2. Put the other end of the string around the groove

in the pinion shaft. Make two or three turns so that
the string is tight on the shaft. See Figure 18.

3. Put the hook of the spring balance through the
loop in the string.

4. Carefully pull the spring balance until the pinion
shalt turns.

5. LOOk at the scale on the spring balance and make a
note of the weight that is shown.

6. When the pre-load setting is correct. the weight
shown will be 0·48 kg (1,051 Ib).
If the scale shows a difference from this figure it is
neCessary to remove or add shims between the
outer bearing E. and the distance piece. F.

NOTE: If the weight shown is too much: Add shims. If
the wei\lht shown is not enough: Remove shims.
THIS OPERATION IS IMPORTANT.

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

FIGURE 17 POSITION OF OIAL GAUGE

FIGURE' 8 CHECKING PRE·LOAO
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MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

ASSEMBLING THE AXLE

Assembling the Differential: Figure 21

1. Clean the faces of the spiral gear J and the
differential cage. K.

2. Put the spiral gear in position on the differential
cage.

3. Install the setscrews L with new tabwashers.
4. Tighten the setscrews to 89 N m (66 Ib ft). Bend

the tabwashers to hold the setscrews in position.
5. Install the bush N. thrust washer P. and bevel

wheel a. in the differential cage.
6. Install the spider T.bevel pinions R. thrust washers

5 and bevel pinion shafts. G.
NOTE: Install the spider first.
7. Align the holes in the spider and the bevel pinion

shafts and install the pins. H.
8. Install the bevel wheel U. on the bevel pinions.
9. Install the cover. V.
10. Install the setscrews F.with new tabwashers.
11. Tighten the setscrews to 48 N m (35 Ib It).
12. Bend the tabwashers to hold the setscrews in

position.
13. Install the taper roller bearings E.on the end cover

V and differential cage. K.

Installing the Differential Unit in the End Plate:
Figures 19 and 20.

1. Put the end plate C. on an acceptable stand or in a
vice.

NOTE: If you use a vice. make sure that the vice has
soft metal jaws.
2. Put the differential unit in position in the end plate.
3. Install the bearing caps A and nuts. B.
4. Install the ring nuts.
5. Carefully tighten the bearing cap nuts.
IMPORTANT: Make sure when you tighten the
bearing cap nuts that there is always a clearance
between the spiral gearand the bevel pinion. Move the
ring nuts if necessary to keep a clearance. If this is not
done. damage can be caUli8d to the $pita! gear and
pinio".
6. Tighten the bearing cap nuts to 130 N m (96 Ib It).
7. Put an acceptable piece of metal bar between the

differential cage and the end plate. Make sure that
the metal bar will prevent the differential cage from
moving when you tighten the ring nut on the bevel
pinion shaft. If necessary get assistance to hold the
bar in position.

FIGURE 19 END PLATE

A. S..nngc."
B. NylocNut
C. EndPt...

•

•

•



MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

8.

9.
10.
11.

Use the special spanner and a bar one metre
(39 in) long to tighten the ring nut L. to a torque
equal to 450 N m (330 Ib ft).
Install a new oil seal D. in the cover, B.
Install the cover with a new gasket, C.
Install the setscrews A and tighten to 25 N m
(18Ibft).

K
L

FIGURE 20 LOCKNUT AND OIL SEAL

A. Setscrew D. Oil Seal
B. Cover L. Locknut
C. Gasket

•

•

F

D. Ring Nut
E. Taper RollerBearing
F. Setscrew
G. Bevel Pinion Pin
H. DowelPin
J. Spiral Gear and Pinion

FIGURE 21 DIFFERENTIAL

K. Dffferentia/ Cage
L. Setscrew
M. Spring Pin
N. Bush
P. Thrust Washer
Q. Bevel Wheel
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R. BevelPinion
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U. Bevel Wheel
V. Cover
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MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

Setting the Pre-load for the Differential
Bearings:
The correct amount of pre· load is 0·08 to 0·10 mm
(0·003 to 0·004 in).
1. Tum the ring nut. B. clockwise until the spiral gear

is pushed away from the pinion. At the same time
hit the bearing caps with a soft faced hammer to
align the bearings.

2. Tum the other ring nut. A. clockwise until all
clearance in the bearings hasbeen removed. Move
the spiral gear wheel while you tum the ring nut
and stop turning assoon asthe spiral gear wheel is
difficult to move.

3. Tighten. (tum clockwise) each ring nut one notch
more.
Put a mark on each ring nut for reference.

Setting the Backlash:

1. Put a dial gauge in position so that the probe is in
contact with. and at ninety degrees to a tooth on
the spiral gear.

2. Check the amount of clearance between the spiral
gear and the bevel pinion.
Repeat operations 1 and 2 on two or more teeth at
equal distances around the spiral gear.

3. Make a note of the clearances shown by the dial
gauge. If there is any difference. put the probe of
the dial gauge on the tooth that has the smallest
clearance.

4. The correct amount of clearance is 0·15 to
0·30 mm (0'006 to 0·012 in). • .
Move the spiral gear away from or toward the
bevel pinion by turning each ring nut an equal
amount until the clearance is correct.

5. Install the pins. C. which prevent the ring nuts
from moving.

6. Tighten the bearing cap nuts to 130 N m (96Ibft).
7. Check again to make sure the clearance is correct.

FIGURE 22

A. RingNur
B. RingNur
C. Spring Pins

9·37115
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Installing the Differential Unit in the Axle Case:
Figure 23 .

1. Clean the faces of the end plate and the axle case.
2. Put a new gasket A in position on the studs of the

axle case.
3. Install the differential unit in the axle case.
4.· Install the nuts and tighten to 87 N m (651b ft).

Assembling the Drive Shafts: Figure 24

1. Install the two spiders F and G. on the central
body. H.

2. Install the needle rollers and cups.
3. Install the circlips.
4. Install each fork end separately with needle rollers.

cups and circlips.
5. Install the bearing L. the washer 0 and the circlip .

C.

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

FIGURE 23

A. G.sket

M

'"cD
e-,

a:

•
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L
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Installing the Drive Shafts in the Axle Case:
Figure 24

1. Before you install the drive shafts. replace the oil
seals B. in the axle case.

2. Put the drive shaft in the axle case with the bearing
toward the differential. Put your hand inside the
axle case to make a support for the fork end of the
drive shaft.

3. Turn the drive shaft until the splines on the fork
end engage in the splines in the differential.

4. Push the drive shaft into the axle case. Hit the end
of the drive shaft with a soft faced hammer to make
sure that the support bearing is in the correct
position in the bearing housing.

5. Install the special screws A and J. which hold the
support bearing in the axle case.

6. Use a hexagon wrench to tighten the special
screws.

7. Install the lock nuts and tighten to 180 N m (130
Ib ft) .

9·37175
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FIGURE 24 DRIVE SHAFTS

A. Special Screw G. NtNJdl" Roller 'cup
B. Oil S••, H. Cimtre Body
C. Circlip J. Special Screw
D. Grease8aff'e K. Support Bearing
E. Circlip L Dr"" Shaft (Long)
F. Spider Assembly
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0·80 mrn (0,032 in)

0·30 mm (0·012 in)
0·50 mm (0,020 in)

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

Installing the Swivel Housings: Figure 25

1. Make an inspection of the bush B. in the stub axle
for wear Or damage. If necessary replace the bush.

2. Replace the oil seal A. in the stub axle.
3. PUla new gasket M. in position on the studs inside

the swivel housing.
4. Install the stub axle C and the nuts.
5. Tighten the nuts to 130 N m (96 Ib It).
6. Replace the oil seal K, in the swivel housing.
7. Get assistance to hold the swivel housing in

position on the axle case.
8. Install as a unit the bearing shafts, the oil seal and

the bearings F, G and H.
Use a hammer and a soft metal punch to put the
bearing shafts in the holes in the axle case.

IMPORTANT: When you do this job, be careful not
to causedamage to the hole with a thRlad in thaocanTrf'
of the bearing shafts.

Setting for the Bearing Clearance:

The correct setting for the swivel bearings is zero. (No
clearance, no pre-load). It is made by adding or
removing shims E, between the bearing cups Fand the
covers, O. Do the procedure as follows:
1. Install the bottom cover 0, with no shims.

Install the setscrews and tighten to 130 N m
(961b It).

2. Take all the shims ·that were removed from both
covers. Add to these shims another shim 0·5 mm
(0 ·020 in) in thickness.

3. P~t all the shims in position on the top bearing
cup.

4. Put the top cover in position.
5. Install the setscrews. Tighten the selSCteWS evenly

to 20 N m (15 Ib It).
6. Use a feeler gauge to measure the gap between

the cover and the faceof the swivel housing. Make
a note of this measurement (A).

7. Remove the top cover and ALL the shims.
8. Usea micrometer to measurethe total thickness of

ALL the shims.
Make a note of this measurement (B).

To find the TOTAL thickness of shims needed:
EXAMPLE:
Measurement of shims (B)
Minus (-) measurement of
gap A
TOTAL shims needed

To hold the swivel housing in the correct position in
the axle case, an equal amount of shims must be
installed under each cover.
Using the example, the amount of shims needed under
EACH cover is:

J

H

FIGURE 25 ARRANGEMENT OF SWIVEL HOUSING

A. Oil Sui G. Oils.'
B. StubAxleBush H. B-mgPin
C. Stub Axle J. Seal
D. C".. K. Seal
E. Shims L Swivel Housing
F. B-mg M. GUiret

•

on
N

Ul
~•

•
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TOTAL shims needed 0·50 mm (0,020 in).
Shims needed under each cover 0·50 mm (0,020 in)

2a = 0·25 mm (0,010 in).
,. 9. Remove the bottom cover, put the correct amount

of shims in position on the bearing cup and install
the cover.

10 Install the setscrews and tighten to 130 N m
(96 Ib tt).

11. Put the correct amount of shims on the top
bearing cup and install the cover.

12. Install the setscrews and tighten to 130 N m
(96 Ib n)

13. When you have installed both swivel housings,
install the track rod.

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

•
M

L K

G
FIGURE 26 ARRANGEMENT OF HUB

A. Cffcnp G. Cffcnp
B. Spacer H. Support Gear
C. Spacer J. Ring Nut
D. Ball Bearing K. Annulus Gear
E. Gasket L Sun Gear
F. Ball Bearing M. Circlip

N. Hub

N

Installing the Wheel Hubs: Figure 26

1. Put the support gear H, in the internal gear K,
install the circlips. A.

2. Install the outer bearing F and the circlip G in the
hub.

3. Install the spacer C and the inner bearing, D.
4. Put a new dirt excluder on the inner face of the

hub, N.
5. Put the internal gear unit in the hub.
6. Install the hub on the stub axie.
7. Install the centering ring B and a new ring nut. J.
8. Use the special spanner and two bars one metre

(39 in) long to tighten the ring nut to a torque
equal to 1160 N m (850 lb tt).

9. Install the sun gear Land circlip M, on the drive
shaft.

•
9-37175
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FIGURE 27 ARRANGEMENT OF HUB COVER

O. Thrust Plate K. Cover
E. R.r.iner L Planer Ge., Shaft
F. Roller SeBring M. Core Plug
G. P"net Gar N. Setscrew
H. R~ P. SPtingPin
J. Thnnr Pfttt~

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

Assembling the Reduction Unit: Figure 27

Spec:ial Tools N _

A piece of shaft 21·6 mm (0,85 in) diameter and
35·6 mm (1,40 in) long.
1. Put the needle rollers F. in the bore of a planet

pinion. Use a small amount of grease to keep the
needle rollers in position.

2. Put the special shaft inside the needle rollers.
3. Pula retainer Eand a thrust plate D. at each end of

the planet pinion. Use a small amount of grease to
keep them in position.

4. Install a planet pinion with the shaft. retainers and
thrust plates in the cover.

5. Align the hole in the cover with the shaft inside the
needle rollers. Align the pin hole in the shaft with
the pin hole in the cover and push the pinion shaft
L through the thrust washers. the retainers ..nrl
the needle rollers. If necessary use a soft faced
hammer to put the shaft in position.
When the pinion shaft is pushed in position. it will
push the special shaft out of the cover.

6. Use the special shaft to install the other pinions
using the same procedure.

7. When the pinion shafts are in position. install the
spring pins. P. .

8. Install new core plugs M. in the holes in the cover.
9. Put a new gasket on the wheel hub. Use a small

amount of grease to keep the gasket in position.
IMPORTANT: Make sure that the gasket is clear of
the port for oil removal in the wheel hub.
10. Align the hole for the drain plug in the cover with

the port for oil removal in the wheel hub.
11. Install the cover. Install the setserews Nand

tighten to 48 N m (35 Ib It).
12. Fill the hubs and the axle case to the correct level

with new oil of the correct grade.
13. Tighten all the level and drain plugs.

9·37175
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MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

TRANSFER GEARBOX
Removal Installation

•

1. Cleanthe area around the transfer gearbox and the
drive shaft guard.

2. Clean around the transmission and transfer
gearbox drain plugs. Put a container of at least
45 litre capacity under the drain plugs.
Remove the drain plugs.

3. When the oil has stopped flowing install and
tighten the drain plugs.
Put a cover over the container if the old oil is to be
used again.

4. To disconnect the drive shaft from the axle, first
remove the guard C, Figure 28.
Remove the four nuts and bolts D from the drive
shaft couplings. Hold the shaft and slide the
couplings towards the centre ottne snaft,

NOTE: There is a spring between the front of the shaft
and the axle bevel pinion shaft. Put a hand around the
front of the shaft when lowering to prevent loss of the
spring.
5. Make sure the 4 wheel drive control is in the

disengaged' position then disconnect the control
rod.

6. Put a trolley jack under the transfer gearbox as a
support. .

7. Remove the six normal and two special setscrews
which fasten the gearbox to the frame. Make a
note of the position of the special setscrews for
assembly. '

8. Lower the gearbox with the jack and remove.

1. Clean the flange which connects to the frame. Put
a new gasket on the flange. Clean the flange of the
main frame.

2. Put the gearbox on a trolley jack and raise it into
position in the frame. Enter the dowels carefully
and keep the gearbox level during this operation.

3. Install the two special setscrews in the correct
positions. Install the other six setscrews which
fasten the gearbox to the frame. Tighten all
setscrews. Use new spring washers.

4. Put the drive shaft to the front axle in position with
the spring at the front end.

5. Make sure the slots of the couplings are aligned.
Slide the couplings on to the bevel pinion and

'gearbox outpurstrans. Ahgn the bolt holes in the
couplings with the grooves around the shafts.

6. Install the four bolts, spring washers and nuts in
the couplings and tighten.

7. Install the guard for the driveshaft.
8. Fill the transmission with oil to the correct level.

If the old oil is used, DO NOT use the last 5litres in
the bonom of the container.
Add new oil to replace this amount.

9. Test the tractor in 4 wheel and 2 wheel drive to
check correct operation.

5 litres = 1 gal = 5 U.S. qt.
45 litres = 10 gal. = 48 U.S. qt.

• A

BG
D

cD E

1~~======~~======::dU~~-F
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FIGURE 2B TRANSFER GEARBOX REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION

A. Selector gear E. Spring
B. Connection to control lever F. Setscrews, gearbox to frB~

C. Drive shah guard G. Drain plug
D. Coupling bolts and nuts

•
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MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

Disassembly:

1 . Clean the transfer gearbox.
2. Put the transfer gearbox in a vice with the

operation lever on top and the input shaft towards
you.

3. Use a hammer and a parallel punch to remove the
spring pins from the selector fork and jaw.

4. Use a hammer and a soft metal punch to hit the
selector rod through the fork and jaw toward the
front.

5. Hold a cloth around the selector gear J to prevent
the loss of the three detent balls and sPrings H.
Pull the selector gear off the input shaft G and
remove the detent balls and sprinqs.

6. Remove the small circlip D from the front end of
the input shaft.
Use a hammer and soft metal punch to remove the
input shaft toward the rear. Hold the shaft when
the bearing is clear of the case. or the shaft will fall.

7. Remove the front bearing and the input gear from
the casing. If necessary remove the rear bearing
from the input shaft with a 3 leg puller.

8. Remove the circlip which holds the idler shaft
front bearing in position.
Use a hammer and soft metal punch to remove the
idler shaft M with front bearing toward the front

9. Remove the inner race for the rearbearing and the
idler gear B from the casing.

10. Remove the rear circlip and outer bearing race
from the casing.

11. Use a 13 mm spanner to remove the four set
screws which fasten the oil seal housing 0 for the
output shaft.
Remove the housing with gasket and any shims
from in front of the front bearing.

12. Remove the rearcover plate T for the output shaft.
13. Use a hammer and a soft metal punch to remove

the output shaft R toward the front. Remove the
spacer. inner race. and output gear from the
casing.

14. Remove the outer raceof the rearbearing from the
casing.
Remove the inner race of front bearing from the
shaft.

15. Remove the spring pin which fastens the
operating lever to the operating shaft.
Remove the lever from the shaft.
Remove the shaft from inside the casing.

16. Use a lever to remove the oil seal for the selector
shaft from the casing.

9-37175
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Inspection of Parts:

1. Clean all parts and check for wear and damage. ~
Remove paint from front of output shaft. ~

2. Replace any part which shows too much wear or
damage.

NOTE: The gears must be replaced as a set. Rapid
wear and failure will occur if a single gear is replaced.
3. Removeany protrusions and sharp edges from the

parts with a hone or fine file. Check the ends of the
shafts and outer edges of splines especially.

4. Clean and check all flange faces. bores and circlip
grooves for damage.

5. Clean and check all threads and holes for damage.
6. Remove the drive coupling from the front of the

gearbox pinionshaft and check for wear and
damage. Install again. or replace the coupling. if
damaged or wom.

•

•
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~GURE 29 TRANSFER GEA
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MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
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FIGURE 30 SELECTOR ARRANGEMENT

A. SeJeclor forlc E. Oil seBI
B. SeJector JBW F. Spring pins
C. Selt!ctor rod G. Operating I~vet

D. Opemingsholr

21. Put the selector jaw and fork in position and insert
the selector rod from the front. Install the spring
pins Which fasten the selector jaw and fork to the
selector rod.

IMPORTANT: Make sure all cirelips are fully in the
groove.
Use a hammer and punch to hit into location if
necessary.
22. Install the drive gear F. Figure 31. on the pinion

shalt of the main gear box.

Assembly:

Apply gear oil to each component when assembling.
, . Press a new oil seal into the bore for the selector

operating shaft. Make sure the lip is toward the
inside of the case.
Apply oil to the lip of the seal.

2. Make Surethere are no sharp edges on the end of
the operating shalt or damage will be caused to
the seal.
Install the operating shalt from the inside of the
casing.

3. Install the operating lever and fasten with the
spring pin.

4. Press the front roller bearing for the output shaft
into the front bore of the casing.
Make sure the thick edge of the inner race is
toward the inside of the casing.

5. Install the oil seal housing with all setscrews but
without a seal and gasket.

6. Install the spacer and the inner race for the rear
bearing on the output shaft. Make sure the
shoulder of the inner race is against the spacer.

7. Hold the' output gear in position inside the casing
with the large boss toward the oil seal housing.

a. Put oil on the front edge of the output shaft. Enter
the shaft through .tne rear bore of casing and
output gear into front bearing.

9. Push the shalt through the front bearing.
, O. Press the outer race for the rear bearing into the

casing and on the shaft.
, t . Install the rear cover. Use a new gasket.
, 2. Remove the front oil seal housing and install a

new oil seal. lip toward the gear. Put a new gasket
on the housing and install it with any shims which·
were removed.

1II0TE: Be careful when sliding the seal on the shaft or
damage will be caused to the lip of the seal.
, 3. Install the front bearing for the idler shaft.

Make sure the shoulder of the inner race is toward
the gear.
Install the front cirelip.

, 4. Hold the gear in position inside the casing with the
large boss toward the rear.
Push the idler shaft through the gear and into the
front bearing.

, 5. Install the rear bearing with the thick edge of the
inner race toward the gear.
Install the rear cirelip.

, 6. Install the front bearing for the input shaft. into the
casing.

, 7. Press the rear bearing on to the input shaft.
18. Hold the input gear in position inside the casing

with the large boss toward the rear.
Push the input shaft through the gear and press it
into the front bearing.

'9. Install the small circlip to the front of the input
shaft.

20. If the selector gear has been removed. put the
.detent springs and balls in the input shaft gear.
Hold the balls down and pressthe selector gear on
the input shaft gear.

9·37175
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MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
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FIGURE 31 TRANSFER GEARBOX ASSEMBLED

A. Small c;rc/ip M. Special setscrew (2 of). to
B. Large circlip frame
C. Input gear N. Setscrew. oil selll housing
O. Selector gear O. Spacer
E. Detent spring and ball (3 of) P. Output shah
F. Drive gear Q. Oil Seal
G. Circlip R. Oil seal housing
H. Idler gear S. Output gear
J. Circlip T. Rear cover. output shah
K. Idler shah U. Ball bearings
L. Setscrews (6 of), to frame V. Roller bearings

X. Shims

•
NOTE: Item F is installed on the pinion shaft of the main gearbox
when i~lIing the transfer gearbox .
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David Brown Tractors Ltd., will continue to improve their products.
As a result, the specification details can have changed after this issue
was made.
Also, as the David Brown tractor is made to variable specifications for
different uses and countries, this manual may give details of items
which are not part of any specific tractor.
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f~ 4WD TRANSMISSION

INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION

The infonnation in this manual is for the repair of the David Brown Mk 4 front drive axle, and
the transfer gearbox.

It also tells you how it works and gives regular lubrication procedures.

For infonnation on pans, see publication 9-39021.

For infonnation on other four wheel drive systems, see the following publications or revisions
ofthese:

Parts Repair

Mk1 Selene Section C2

Mk2 Kramer for 12series tractors 9-39051 Section C7

for 14series tractors 9-39102 Section C7

Mk3 Carrero 9-39021 Section C9

9-37185
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4WD TRANSMISSION SPECIAL TOOLS

SPECIAL TOOLS

T
F

LL~

/=.-+C1
A

T f\. -

E

~
FIGURE 1. TOOL FOR REMOVING BUSHES FROM

AXLE AND HUB

A. 184mml7i in!
8_ 38mm lfi in!
C_ 19mm (j in!
0_ 46-03to 45-96mm (7-8125 to t-lJ095in!
E. 44-45to 44-46mm (7150 to 11505in!
F_ 32mm It! inl, diameter

A

.-l~CDl

lTi -

E FlJl
/

G

FIGURE2_ TOOL FOR INSTALLING AXLE AND
HUB BUSHES

A_ 181mm III in)
8_ 44-4mm Ilf in!
C_ 16mm Ii in!
0_ 2-4mm liz in!
E_ 46-82mm 17H in!
F_ 44-45to 44-46mm (7-750to 1-7505in!
G_ 1-5mm lis tnt. radius
H_ 32mm It! in], diameter
J_ 63-5mm 12iin), diameter

9-37t85
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4WDTRANSMISSION SPECIAL TOOLS

D

J
1

A

~B-tC-
I IIT' T "T

E F °G H

JL ~~
I l)-.L l

FIGURE3. TOOL FOR INSTALLING OIL SEALS
. FOR DRIVE SHAFTS

A. 171 mm 16f in)
B. 38mml/iin)
C. 16mmfiin)
D. 57'94 mm 121, in), diameter
E. 44'4mmlfjin), diameter
F. 41'4mmllj in), diameter
G. 32 mm Ifj in), diameter
H. 62'5mm I:!H in), diameter

'------ G ----'-----+

I+-----A,...-----,-----.l

C r"--8----1j ..

l-LW q 1 f
1:1- _I-L-~

I.. ·IT~

FIGURE4. TOOL FOR INSTALLING HUB OIL SEAL

A. 110'42mm 141 in)
B. 88'1mm 13!i in)
C. 2'4 mm liz in)
D. 4'7 mm In in)
E. 11 mm I!. in)
F. 28'5mmlll in)
G. 120'6mm 141 in)

!l-37185
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SPECIAL TOOLS

·1

FIGURE 5. SPANNER FOR HUB RING NUT

A. 77'8 mm 13!s in), diameter,
B, 88'9 mm 1:11, in), diameter
C. 15'8mml1 in)
D: 76'2mmI3in)
E. IOI'6mmI4in), diameter
F, IOI'6mmI4in)
G. 25'4 mm II in), diameter
H. 2'36 mm liz in) ,

NOTE: Use Churchill tool DB l008A, which has ai in
square drive,if available.

FIGURE6, TOOL FOR SETTING BEVEL PINION SHAFT
(Service Tool DB 82081

A. Disc C, Spacer
B, Shaft D. Probe, DB 972IA

9-37185
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4WD TRANSMISSION SPECIAL TOOLS

'"~
a:

TOOL FOR INSTALLING DRIVE
FLANGEOIL SEAL

H. &J. 38mmltiinl diameter
K. 50mm 12inl diameter
L. 9mm Ii inl radius
M. 13mml!.inl
N. 4'5 mm In inl
P. 13mml!.in)
R. 3mmliinl

FIGURE 7.

A. 68mml2l1 inl
B. 6mmli in)
C. 11mml/r inl
D. 38mmltiinl
E. Welded joint
F. 78rom 13/r in), diameter
G. 49'7mm±0'05mml1'965in±0'()()2inl

NOTE: The surface at 'L' must be very smooth with no
tool marks orscratches.

F

i-'

r \.....
;7T

FIGURES. TOOL FOR REMOVING CUPS OF DRIVE
SHAFT UNIVERSAL JOINTS

A. 25 mm 10'98in)
B. 25'4mml1 inl
C. 8 in x 1thread
D. Thread same size as slidehammer
E. 25-4 mm 11 in) diameter
F. Weldedjoint

9-3718&
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.. 4WD TRANSMISSION HOW IT WORKS

HOW IT WORKS
The drive for the front axle is taken from the gear
box bevel pinion shaft. A transfer gearbox is
installed under the main frame, forward of the gear
box. The front of the bevel pinion shaft is connected
to the input shaft of the transfer gearbox. A muff
coupling is used for this purpose.
The transfer gearbox has a vertical drive train of
three gears. The top gear is fastened to the input
.shaft by splines. The top gear is permanently
engaged with the idler gear which is engaged with
the output gear. The output gear rotates on the out
put shaft on six bearing pads, made of phosphor
bronze, installed in between the splines.
When 4-wheel drive is selected, the bottom gear is
connected to the output shaft by a dog clutch. The
dog clutch is operated by a cable.
The output shaft of the transfer gearbox is con
nected to the front axle by a drive shaft. The shaft is
designed to connect components which are not
aligned. The drive shaft has a universal joint at each
end. One universal joint is on a splined sliding

coupling to give a variable shaft length as the front
axle tilts. The shaft is connected to the bevel pinion
of the front axle differential.

The bevel pinion is engaged with the spiral gear
(crown wheel). The spiral gear is fastened to the
differential cage. Inside the cage are two bevel gears
on a shaft which is fitted to the cage. The complete
assembly rotates. The two bevel gears are engaged
with two bevel wheels. The bevel wheels are fitted
on splines at the inner end of each drive shaft. The
drive shafts run in bushes pressed into the. axle
casing. Each drive shaft has a sun gear fitted on
splines at the hub end. The sun gear is permanently
engaged with three planet gears which are engaged
with an annulus gear. The annulus is fitted on
splines on the stub axle and held stationary. The
bearing pins on which the planet gears rotate, fit
into holes in the hub end plate. The other end of the
pin fits into the planet carrier which is fastened to
the end plate.

A

E

FIGURE9. DRIVE TRAIN FOR 4-WHEEL DRIVE

A. Input sheft
B. Inputgearoftransferbox
C. Idler geer of rrsnsfer box
D. Output geer of rrsnsfer box
E. Drive sheft to fronr exle dffferentiel
F. Dffferenr;elof front exle
G. Drive shefts to hub unfts
H. Sun gesTinhub reduction unit
J. Plenet geer
K. Annulus geer

-,
~.
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·4WD TRANSMISSION

When the drive shaft rotates, the sun gear rotates
the planet gears inside the annulus. The planet gears
move around the annulus and rotate the hub at a
slower speed than the drive shafts. Approximate
ratio is 3'75:1.
The stub axles are connected to the axle case by
bearing pins and taper roller bearings. The drive
shafts have a universal joint at the same position.
This permits steering movement of the front wheels.

Operation
Never try to engage 4-wheel drive if the rear wheels
have a lossof traction.
Always look for ground conditions where 4-wheel
drive can be needed and engage 4WD before you
reach it.
Engage 4-wheel drive when there is little or no load
on the transmission.

HOWITWORKS

B

A

B
E

B F
~

~

FIGURE10. HUB REDUCTION GEARS

A. Annulus gear, (stationary)
B. Pfanetgears
C. Sun gear
D. Driveshaft
£ Needle roHer bearing
F. Bearingpin

•

o

9-37186
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FIGURE11. STUB AXLE AND UNIVERSAL JOINT

A. StubaxJe
B. Bearingpin
C. Universaljoint
D. Ax/eease
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4WD TRANSMISSION MAINTENANCE

MAINTENANCE

A

1litre= II pt= 1U.S.qt
42litres= 9igal= 44U.S.qt
Blitres= 14pt= Bl U.S.qt

FIGURE 13. FRONT AXLE4WD:
LEVEL ANDDRAIN PLUGS

A. Levelplug, differential C. Levelplug, hubs
B. Drainplug, differential D. Drain plug, hubs

E
FH G

5. Fill with new oil through the hole for plug C until
levelwith the bottom of the hole.

6. Install the filler/level plug C and tighten.
Every 250 hours, check the level of the oil in the
front hubs and the differential. See Figure 13.
Make sure the axle case breathers are free from dirt.
If dirty, remove, and clean with compressedair.
Every500 hours, do the same as for 250 hours, plus:
Put grease through the 2 fittings at 0 Figure 12 until
it comesout from the hub to stub axle joint..
The fitting is at the front on the left-hand stub axle
and at the rearon the right-hand.
Every 1000 hours, remove the oil from the hubs and
differential. Fill the hubs and differential to the
correct level with the correct grade of oil.

S

FIGURE 12. GREASE FITTINGS FRONT AXLE 4WD
A. Rearfittingfor trunnion pin E. Bottom besringpin
B. Front fitting for trunnion pin F. Universal joint fitting
C. Topfittingforbearingpin G. Frontjoint fitting

IRemove accessplugl H. Sliding joint fitting
D. Stub axle fitting J. Rear joint fitting

Hubs:
1. Cleanareaaround all plugs.
2. Move the tractor until one of the plugs on each

hub is at the lowest point. See 0 Figure 13.
If the tractor cannot be moved use the following
method.
Use a jack to raise the front wheels clear of the
ground and tum the wheels.

3. Put a 1 litre container under the lower plug 0
and remove plugs 0 and C.

4. When the oil stops flowing, install plug 0 and
tighten.

FRONT AXLE
If ground conditions are wet or dusty, put grease in
the following greasefittings each day. See Figure 12.
(a) Swivel bearings, 4 fittings. Remove the square

plug to gain accessto the top fittings.
(b) Axle drive shaft, 3 frttings.
lc) Trunnion pin, 2 fittings, use SAE 90 EP Oil, not

grease for these frttings.
If conditions are not wet or dusty, add grease every
60 hours to the fittings above.
NOTE: Clean all grease fittings before you put the
greasegun on the frtting.
Add grease until it COmes out of the gaps between
components. Removethis grease.
At the First Service, 50/100 hours, change the oil in
the differential and hubs asfollows.

TRANSFER GEARBOX
The transfer gearbox uses the same oil as the main
gearbox.
Changethe oil at the First Service50/100 hours.
Check the level of the oil in the main gearbox every
60 hours.
Change the oil every 500 hours. Use a container of
at least 42 litre capacity.

Differential:
1. Clean around the drain plug B and filler/level

plug A, Figure 13.
2. Put a container of at least 8 litre capacity under

the drain plug B.
3. Remove the filler/level plug A and the drain

plug. Let the old oil flow into the container.
4. When the oil has stopped flowing, install and

tighten the drain Plug B.
5. Put new oil in through the hole for the filler/level

plug. Add oil until it is level with the bottom of
the hole.

6. Install the filler/level plug and tighten.

9-37186
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4WO TRANSMISSION TRANSFER GEARBOX

TRANSFER GEARBOX
DRIVE FLANGE OIL SEAL

Replacement
1. Put a container which can hold at least 42 litres

under the gearbox. Remove the drain plugs for
the transmission and transfer box.

2. Install drain plugs when the oil has stopped
flowing.

3. Remove the bolts which fasten the drive shaft
to transfer gearbox flange and lower to the
ground.

4. Engage a gear in the main gearbox and 4-wheel
drive, check hand brake is fully applied.

5. Remove the flange nut, washer and cork seal
from the end of the shaft.

6. Use a 31egpuller to pull off the drive flange.
7. Remove the four setscrews holding the oil seal

housing to the transfer box case. Remove the
oil seal housing and the gasket.

8. Use a lever to removethe old oil seal.
9. Clean and check all parts for wear or damage,

especially the oil seal location on the drive
flange. Replace the drive flange if necessary.

10. Press a new seal into the housing with an oil
seal replacing tool asshown in Figure 7.

11. Install the oil sealhousing with a new gasket.
12. Install the drive flange with a new cork seal,

washer and nut.
13. Tighten nut to 190Nm.
14. Fasten the drive shaft to transfer gearbox

flange.
15. Fill the transmissien casing with oil to the

correct level.
NOTE: If the old oil is used again, do not use the
last 5 litres in the container. Add new oil to replace
the last 5 litres. Make sure the container has a cover
if the old oil is used.

9-37185
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FIGURE14. DRIVE FLANGE ASSEMBLY

A. Nut
B. Washer
C. Sealwesher
D. Rangeand shield
E. 017 seal
F. Bolt
G. Sealhousing

190 Nm = 19'3 kg m = 140 IbIt
421itres ~ 9i gal= 44 U.S. qt

51itres = 8 pt = 6 U.S. qt



4WD TRANSMISSION TRANSFER GEARBOX

FIGURE 15. REMOVING THETRANSFER GEARBOX
A. Drive shaft
B. Selector cable connection
C. Front bolts
D. Rearnuts
E. Bolt andnut, coupling
F. Coupling, to main gearbox

o

F

: ~'-:-~l-...,...-,,,,,,,,,, ,
__ ..J_-_-_-_-_-_l,. __

E

c

A

REMOVING THE TRANSFER GEARBOX
1. Put a container which can hold at least 42 litres

under the transrnission drain plugs. Remove the
plugs.

2. Install the drain plugs when the oil has stopped
flowing.

3. Removethe bolts which fasten the drive shaft to
the transfer box. Lower the shaft to the ground.

4. If the output shaft or oil seal is to be removed,
loosen the nut which fastens the flange and
guard.

5. Remove the cab if fitted and remove the
gearbox cover.

6. Remove the bolt which fastens the muff
coupling to the bevel pinion shaft. Slide the
coupling backward clear of the transfer box
input shaft.

7. Put an acceptable jack under the transfer box to
hold it in position.

8. Remove the nuts and bolts which fasten the
transfer box to the main frame.

9. Lower the transfer box and remove to a work
bench.

INSTALLING THE TRANSFER
GEARBOX
1. Clean the faces of the transfer gearbox and the

mainframe.
2. Remove layers of the new gasket until it is the

samethickness as the old gasket. Put the gasket
on the transfer gearbox.

3. Put the gearbox on an acceptable jack and raise
into position in the main frame. Be careful when
the casing goes over the studs to prevent
damageto the threads.

4. Install the nuts and bolts and tighten to 163 Nm.
5. If the drive flange nut has been removed,

tighten to 190 Nrn.
6. Make sure the muff coupling will slide on to the

input shaft easily.
7. If it does not, then the transfer gearbox must be

removed and the position adjusted up or down.
This is done by removing layers of the gasket.

9. Install the coupling bolt.
10. Install the main gearbox cover.
11. Install the cab.
12. Raise the axle drive shaft into position and

fasten it to the transfer gearbox output shaft.
Tighten the bolts to 54 Nm.

13. Fill the transmission with the correct grade of oil
to the correct level.

42litres= 9lgal= 44 U.S. qt
163 Nm =16'6 kg m = 120 Ib ft
190 Nm = 19'4 kg m = 140 Ib ft

54 Nm= 5'5 kg m= 40Ibft

9-31186
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4WD TRANSMISSION

DISASSEMBLY OF THE TRANSFER
GEARBOX

Figure 16.
1. Remove the setscrews which fasten the end

cover A for the input shaft C.
2. Remove the end cover and shims.
3. Press out the input shaft complete with taper

roller bearing.
4. Remove the bearing cup which comes out with

the input shaft.
5. Use a hammer and soft metal punch to remove

the bearing cone from the input shaft.
6. Remove the other bearing cone and input gear

B from the casing.
7. Use the hammer and soft metal punch to

remove the other bearing cup from the casing.
8. Remove the setscrews which fasten the end

covers F for the idler shaft H.
9. Remove the end covers and shims.
10. Press the idler shaft complete with bearing out

of the casing.
11. Remove the bearing cup which comes out with

the shaft.
12. Remove the idler gear and the bearing cup from

the casing.
13. Use a hammer and soft metal punch to remove

the bearing cone from the idler shaft.
14. Remove the setscrews which fasten the bottom

cover R to the transfer box. Remove the bottom
cover.

15. Remove the nut I and washers from the front
of the output shaft.

16. Use a 3 leg puller to remove the drive flange K
and guard.

9-37185
C15

TRANSFER GEARBOX

17. Remove the setscrews which fasten the oil seal
housing to the transfer gearbox. Remove the oil
sealhousing.

18. Removethe setscrews which fasten the rearend
cover U and cable bracket V to the transfer box.
Removethe shims.

19. Press the output shaft out through the rear of
the transfer gearbox. Make sure the threads are
protected while doing this.
Make sure the gear is kept aligned with the
shaft while pressing the shaft out.

20. Remove the six bearing pads Q from the shaft.
21. Remove the bearing cup which comes out with

the output shaft.
22. Use a hammer and soft metal punch to remove

the bearing cone from the shaft.
23. Removethe distance piece T.
24. Remove the output gear through the bottom of

the casing.
25. Removethe fixed gear from the dog clutch.
26. Remove the dog clutch gear from the selector

fork.
27. Use a hammer and punch to remove the pin

which fastens the selector fork to the selector
shaft Z.

28. Removethe fork and shaft.
29. Remove the special bush and bearing cone. Do

not remove the cone from the bush unless a
new bearing is to be fitted.

30. Use a hammer and soft metal punch to remove
the bearing cup from the casing.



4WD TRANSMISSION TRANSFER GEARBOX
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FIGURE16. TRANSFER GEARBOX ASSEMBLY

A. Front cover, inputandidlershafts N. Bush
B. Inputgear O. Oog gear
C. Input shaft P. Output shaft
D. Taper roller bearings Q. Bearingpad 161
E. Shims R. Bottomcover
F. Rear covers S. Outputgear
G. Idlergear T. Distance piece
H. Idler shaft U. Rearend cover
I. Nut V. Cablebracket
J. Washers W. Trunnion pin
K. Flange andshield X. Dog clutch
L. Oil seal Y. Selector fork
M. Oil seal housing Z. Selector shaft
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ASSEMBLING THE TRANSFER
GEARBOX
1. Clean all faces of the end covers, oil seal

housing and transfer gearbox casing.
2. Install the front bush N Figure 16 and bearing

cone on to the output shaft.
3. Enter the output shaft P through the bottom

front hole of the casing.
4. Install the fixed gear 0, dog clutch X and output

gear S on to the output shaft through the
bottom ofthe casing -.

5. Put the front bearing cup on to the front bearing
cone.

6. Install a new oil seal.
7. Put a new gasket on the sea' housing M.
8. Put the seal housing in position. Install the set

screws and tighten evenly to push the front
bearing cup into position. TIghten the setscrews
to 27 Nm.

9. Install the six bearing pads Q into the bore of the
output gear through the rear hole.

10. Install the rear spacer T and bearing cone on to
the output shaft. Hold the transfer box and seal
housing while pushing or pulling the bearing
into position.

'11. Press the rear bearing cup into the casing,
rotate the shaft while doing this.

12. To find the correct amount of shims E needed
for the bearing adjustment use the following.
procedure.
(a) Use a depth micrometer to measure the

distance between the rear bearing cup and
the rear face.

lb) Make a note of the measurement and add
0'25 mm for the gasket thickness.

(cl Subtract 0'075 mm from the total.
(dl Select shims to the thickness of the final

result.
NOTE: The tolerance permitted is0'05 to 0'0 mm.
13. Install the shims with a 0'75 mm shim next to

the end cap.
14. Put a new gasket on the end cover U. Fasten.

the cover to the casing with the bottom two
setscrews.

15. Fasten the cable bracket V to the end cover with
the top two setscrews.

16. Tighten the four setscrews to 27 Nm.
17. Put oil on the lip of the oil seal L. Install the

flange and guard K on to the output shaft. Be
careful when pushing the flange through the
oil seal, to prevent damage.

18. Install the washer, seal and nut on to the shaft.
Tighten the nut after the transfer gearbox has
been installed in the tractor.

19. Install a new selector shaft oil seal.

9-37185
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20. Install the selector fork Y through the bottom of
the casing. Enter the trunnion pins W in the
groove of the dog clutch X.

21. Remove any protrusions and put grease on the
selector shaft. Push the selector shaft through
the bores of the casing and the fork.

22. Install the pin which fastens the fork to the
shaft. Put Loctite on a new core plug and press
it into the casing, if old plug is removed.

23. Press the front bearing cup for the idler shaft H
into the casing.

24. Install the front cover and tighten the setscrews
to27Nm.

25. Pressthe rear bearing cone on to the idler shaft,
thick edge to the shoulder.

26. Put the front bearing cone and the idler gear in
position inside the casing.

27. Press the idler shaft through the gear and into
the front bearing cone.

28. Pressthe rear bearing cup into the casing.
29. Use the same procedure to select the correct

amount of shims as for the output shaft. See
step 12.

30. Install the rear cover and tighten the setscrews
t027Nm.

31. Repeat steps 23 to 30 to install the input shaft.
32. Put a new gasket on the bottom cover and

fasten it to the casing. Tighte!' ,,"e setscrews to
27Nm.,"p· ;.

0'25mm ~0'010in

0'075 mm = 0'003 in
0'75 mm = 0'030 in
0'010 mm = 0'004 in
0'05 mm = 0'002 in

27 Nm =2'8 kg m ~ 201bft
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AXLE TO TRANSFER GEARBOX DRIVE SHAFT

-CI~t

J-----±----L_A

C E
FIGURE17. REMOVING BEARING CUPS

FROM UNIVERSAL JOINT

D. Piece ofmetal tube
E. 6invice
F. . Position to hit with hammer

FIGURElB. INSTALLING BEARING CUPS
IN A UNIVERSAL JOINT

A. 6 in vice 8. Bearing cups C. Spacer

C~D

FIGURE19. INSTALLING THE SLIDING JOINT

B

9. After the assembly is complete move the joint to
seeif it is free.
If it is not free, hit the yokes lightly with a
hammer while moving the joint.
If the joint still feels tight, it can indicate a
bearing is out of position.
The joint must be disassembled and the bearings
checked.

10. Align the arrows on shaft and sliding joint, as
shown in Figure19.
Slide the sliding joint on to the splines and
fasten the cap.

IMPORTANT: Make sure the universal joints are
aligned as shown in Figure 19, or the joints will fail.

A
/

A. Press
B. Spacer
C. Bearingcup

DISASSEMBLY
Figure 17
1. Remove the eight bolts and nuts from each

flange and remove the shaft from the tractor.
2. Clean the shaft before disassembling.
3. Remove the sliding joint by tuming the cap

counter-clockwise, then slide the joint off the
shaft.

4. Release the tension on the circlips by lightly
hitting or pressing each cup away from circlip.
Use circlip pliers to remove the circlips from the
universal joint cups.
Remove all paint from around the cups and
circlip grooves.
Remove any protrusions from around the cups
and grooves.
Repeat this on all cups.

5. Press out one cup on each side of the joint as
shown in Figure 17.

6. Hold the part of the cup which is out in a vice as
shown.
Turn and pull up on the yoke at the same time
to remove the cup.
Hit with a soft face hammer at F as shown if
necessary to help the operation.

7. Repeat steps 5 and 6 on all other cups.
8. Remove the cross journal.

ASSEMBLY
Figure 18
1. Insert the cross journal into the yoke of the shaft

as far as it can go.
2. Carefully put a cup complete with needle

bearings on to the cross journal. Make sure the
bearings do not move out of position when
doing this.

3. Use a 6 in vice as shown to press the cup into
the yoke asshown in Figure 18.
Hold the cross journal towards the yoke while
doing this.
Use a spacer which will push the cup into the
yoke until the circlip groove is clear.

4. Install the circlip and press into position with the
same spacer used for the cup. Make sure the
circlip fully enters the groove. Use a hammer
and punch to hit lightly into position if necessary.

5. Carefully move the cross joumal towards the
opposite side of the yoke asfar aspossible.
Make sure it stays in the cup which has been
fitted.

6. Carefully put the second cup in position on the
journal and press into place with the vice as
shown. .

7. Repeat operations 3 and 4.
8. Install the cross joumal in the other yoke and

repeat operations 2 to 7.

9-37185
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FRONT DRIVE AXLE

FRONT DRIVE AXLE

DRIVE FLANGE OIL SEAL
1. Put a container which can hold at least 9 litres

under the differential. Removethe drain plug.
2. Install the drain plug when the oil has stopped

flowing.
3. Remove the bolts which fasten the drive shaft to

bevel pinion flange and lower the shaft to the
ground.

4. Make sure the hand brake is fully applied and
engage a gear in the main gearbox.

5. Remove the flange nut, washer and cork seal.
6. Use a 3 leg puller to pull off the drive flange.
7. Use a lever to remove the old oil seal.
8. Clean and check all parts for wear and damage,

especially the oil seal location on driveshaft
flange. Replacedrive flange if necessary.

9. Press a new seal into the differential housing
until it is against the distance piece.
Use a tool made to the dimensions shown in the
Figure 7.

10. Install the drive flange with a new cork seal,
washer and nut.

11. Tighten nut to 190Nm.
12. Fasten the drive shaft to differential flange.
13. Fill the differential with oil to the correct level.
14. Put gears in neutral.
15. Test the tractor on the highway, then check for

oil leaks.

9-37185
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FIGURE 20. DRIVE FLANGE ASSEMBLY

A. Nut
B. Washe,
C. Seal washer
D. Flangeand shield
E. Oil seal
F. Spacer

91it,e ~ 16 pt = 10 U.S. qt
190 Nm = 19'3 kg m = 140 Ibft
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REMOVING AND INSTALLING

FRONT DRIVEAXLE

•
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REMOVING THE AXLE
1. Apply the hand brake and put blocks in front of

and behind the rear wheels. Drain the oil from
the differential and hubs if the axle is going to
be disassembled.

2. Remove the bolts which fasten the drive shaft to
the axle bevel pinion shaft.

3. Put an acceptable container under the steering
ram and remove the hydraulic pipes.

4. Put a jack of at least 3 tons capacity under the
centre of the axle as a support.

5. Loosen the front wheel nuts.
6. Raise the front of the tractor and put supports

between the main frame and the ground.
7. Remove the front wheels.
8. Lower the tractor on to the supports but keep

the jack under the axle.
9. Loosen the locking bolt for the trunnion pin five

turns. Hit the head of the locking bolt to push
the sleeve clear of the trunnion pin. Remove the
bolt and sleeve.

NOTE: On later tractors the bolt and sleeve have
been replaced with a cotter pin. The trunnion pin
hasa flat on it.
10. Remove the core plug from the trunnion pin

bore.
11. Adjust the jack to hold the weight of the axle

with the tractor weight firmly on the supports.
12. Use a slide hammer to remove the trunnion pin

from the front extension. The pin has a hole in
the centre which has ai UNC thread.

13. Get assistance to hold the axle while it is
lowered to the ground and moved clear of the
tractor.

14. Use a hoist to lift the axle to a work bench or
stand.
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FIGURE21. REMOVING THE AXLE

A. Front frame
8. Trunnion bracket
C. Trunnion pin
D. Locking bolt
E. Sleeve

163 Nm ~ 16'6 kg m ~ 120 Ib ft
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INSTALLING THE AXLE
1. Usea hoist to lift the axle on to a jack.
2. Install the '0' rings on the thrust washers for

the trunnion pin.
3. Put thick grease on both sides of the thrust

washers and install into the axle trunnion
bracket.

4. Raise the axle into position under the tractor.
Make sure the thrust washers are not moved
out of place when doing this. Make sure the
axle is kept level.

5. Use a bar to align the holes of the axle and front
extension. Put grease on the trunnion pin, install
the '0' ring.

6. Enter the pin into the front extension. Tum the
pin until the chamfer of the bolt hole is toward
the left-hand side of the tractor.

7. Use a soft face hammer to hit the pin into
position.

8. Install the bolt and sleeve which fastens the
trunnion pin in position. The sleeve fits in the
left-hand side of the trunnion bracket.

9. TIghten the bolt then install new locking wire to
hold it.

10. Raise the drive shaft into position. Install the
bolts and nuts through the flanges and tighten.

11. Connect the steering pipes to the steering ram.
NOTE: Make sure the pipes are connected to the
correct positions.
12. Fill the steering reservoir with the correct oil,

with steering straight forward.
13. Remove air from the system as follows:

(a) Run the engine at idle speed.
(b) Loosen the left-hand bleed screw and turn

the steering to the right. Tighten the bleed
screw.

(e) Loosen the right-hand bleed screw and turn
the steering to the left. Tighten the bleed
screw.

14. Install the front wheels and nuts.
15. Raise the tractor and remove the supports from

the frame.
16. Lower the tractor to the ground and tighten the

wheel nuts to 163Nm.
Removethe jack.

17. Check the oil level in the steering reservoir with
the wheels straight forward.
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FIGURE22. COMPONENTS OF THE TRUNNION PIN

A. Coreplug
B. Bush (two offl
C. Trunnion pin
D. Seal, (two offl
E. Thrust washer, (two off)
F. '0' ring
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DISASSEMBLY AND ASSEMBLY

FRONT DRIVEAXLE
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DISASSEMBLING THE REDUCTION
GEARS
1. Remove the oil from the differential and front

hubs.
2. Remove the eight setscrews which fasten the

end plate to the front hub.
3. Remove the end plate complete with planet

gears and carrier.
4. Remove the six setscrews which fasten the

planet carrier to the end plate.
5. Remove the planet carrierand gears.
6. Remove the needle roller bearings.
7. Use a hammer and soft metal punch to remove

the bearing pins from the planet carrier.
If the bearing pins stay in the end plate B, do
not remove unless new pins are to be fitted.
To remove the pins from the end plate, hold the
pins in a vice. Pull up on the end plate and tum
it at the sametime.

ASSEMBLING THE REDUCTION
GEARS
1. Press the bearing pins for the planet gears into

the end plate.
2. Put the needle roller bearingson to the pins.
3. Put the planet gearson to the bearings.
4. Put the planet carrier on the end plate. Install

the tabwashers and the six setscrews which
fasten the planet carrier to the end plate.
Tighten the setscrews to 41 Nm, bend the
tabwashers against the setscrews.

5. Clean the faces of the end plate and hub
housing.

6. Install a new gasket on the dowels of the hub
housing.

7. Install the end plate on the hub housing.
Install the eight setscrews which fasten the end
plate to the housing.
Tighten the setscrews to 101 Nm.
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FIGURE 23. HUB UNIT DISASSEMBLED
A. Setscrews, endplate N. Setscrew, planetcarrier ,A
B. Endplate O. Ring nut ..
C ~~et ~ ~b_m~

D. Split ring R. Annulus gear
E. Sungear S. Taperrollerbearing
F. Spacer T. Shims
G. Bearingpin U. Spacer
H. Needleroller bearing V. Plug
J. Planet gears W. Housing
K. Planetcarrier X. Taperrollerbearing
L. Dowel Y. Oil seal
M. Tabwasher Z. Wear sleeve

41 Nm= 4kgm=30lbft
101 Nm~ 10kgm=75lbft
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THE HUBS

DISASSEMBLING THE HUBS
1. Carefully, pull the sun gear drive shaft out

approximately 5 mm. Push the sun gear in until
the split ring can be removed.

NOTE: Damage can be caused to the drive shaft oil
seal if the shaft is pulled out too far.
2. Removethe sun gear and the thrust washer.

Do not push the drive shaft into the axle, this
will causedamage to the oil seal.

3. Bend the tabwasher away from the ring nut.
Use the special spanner to remove the ring nut.
See Figure5.
Removethe tabwasher.

4. Remove the annulus ring and the outer bearing
cone together.

5. Remove the shims and spacer from the stub
axle.

6. Carefully remove the hub housing from the stub
axle.

7. Removethe bearing cone from the annulus ring.
8. Remove the bearing cone and the oil seal from

the stub axle.
9. Use a hammer and soft metal punch to remove

the two bearing cups from the hub housing.

FIGURE 24.

A. Endplate
B. Housing
C. Sun gear
D. Planet gear
E. Bearingpin

HUB ASSEMBLED

F. Annulusgear
G. Shims
H. Ring nut
J. Stub axle

5mm=0'19in
2'03 mm =0'079 in

203 Nm = 21 kg m= 150lbft

ARRANGEMENT OF OIL SEALS

D. Oi/seal
E. Drive shaft
F. Greasefitting

c
F

BA

FIGURE2S.

A. Hub housing
B. Oi/seal
C. Stub axle

E

ASSEMBLING THE HUBS
1. Check the wear sleeve for the oil seal on the

stub axle for wear or damage. Replace if
necessary.

2. Use the special tool shown in Figure 1 on
page3 to remove the bush.
Align the sleeve with the shoulder of the stub
axle, when installing.

3. Install the complete inner bearing into the hub
housing.

4. Press the oil seal, lip toward the bearing, into
the hub housing.

5. Put the hub housing in position on the stub
axle.

6. Slide the spacer on to the stub axle, chamfer
toward inner bearing.

7. Install shims to the value of 2'03 mm next to
the spacer.

8. Press the outer bearing cone on to the annulus
ring and the cup into the hub housing.

9. Put the annulus ring in position on the stub axle.
10. Install the nut without the tabwasher.

Use tool No. DB 1008 to tighten to 203 Nm.
SeeFigure5 on page 7.
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11. Put the probe of a dial gauge against the outside
face ofthe hub housing.
Move the housing inward then outward and
rotate the housing at the same time.
Make a note ofthe amount of movement.

12. To find the correct amount of shims to remove,
use the following example:
Example: Amount of movement 0'41 mm

Amount of preload 0'10 mm
Thickness of shims to remove 0'51 mm

NOTE: Tolerance on preload is 0'08 to 0'13 mm
13. Remove the nut, annulus ring and the shims.
14. Install the correct amount of shims.

Install the annulus ring and the tabwasher and
nut.
Tighten the nut to 203 Nm and bend the
tabwasher to hold it.

15. Install the thrust washer and then the sun gear
on to the drive shaft.

16. Pull the drive shaft out just far enough to install
the split ring. Push the drive shaft in when the
split ring is in position.
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A

-- -
B

FIGURE26. CHECKING END MOVEMENT OF
HUB HOUSING

A. Housing
B. Dial gauge

0'41 mm= 0'016in
0'10 mm~ 0'004 in
0'50mm= 0'020in
0'08 mm= 0'003 in
0'13mm~ 0'005in

203 Nm~ 21 kg m = 150Ibft

•
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STUB AXLES

STUB AXLE ASSEMBLY

K. Shims
L. Seahi7g discs
M. 'O'ring
N. Bearings
P. Greaseshield
R. Ax/eease
S. Grease fitting
T. Bush
U. Oi/seal

R

FIGURE 27.
A. Nut, ball socket
B. Ball socket
C. Steering link
D. Steeringlever
E. Setscrewlever
F. Steering stop screw
G. Srubaxle
H. Setscrew, bearingpin
J. Bearingpin

DISASSEMBLING THE STUB AXLES
This operation can be done without disassembling
the hubs, if necessary.
1. Remove the nut which fastens the ball socket to

the steering lever.
2. Use a copper face hammer to hit the steering

link until the ball socket is released. Remove ball
socket assembly.

3. Remove the four bolts which fasten the steering
lever to the stub axle.
Remove the steering lever.

4. Remove the four setscrews which fasten the
bottom bearing pin to the stub axle.

5. Install two of the setscrews into the two holes
which have threads in the bearing pin.
Tighten the setscrews equal amounts until the
pin is pulled from the bearing.

6. Remove the four setscrews which fasten the
top bearing pin to the stub axle.

7. Install two of the setscrews into the two holes
which have threads in the bearing pin. Get
assistance to hold the stub axle.
Tighten the setscrews equal amounts until the
pin is pulled from the stub axle.
Remove the bearing pin and shims.

NOTE: When the stub axle is being removed
complete with the hub, use a sling and hoist or jack.
The drive shaft will come away with the assembly.
Get assistance to hold the drive shaft as it comes
out ofthe case.
A new seal must be installed in the axle case when
assembling.
8. Slide the stub axleoff the drive shaft.
9. Remove the setscrews from the bearing pins.
10. Remove the sealing discs and '0' rings.
11. Remove the bearing cones.
12. Use a hammer and a soft metal punch to

remove the bearing cups.
13. Remove the greaseshields from the axle case.
14. Remove the oil seal from the stub axle with a

lever.
15. Remove the wear sleeve (mild steel) for the

hub oil seal from the stub axle as follows:
(a) Use a hacksaw to cut almost through the

sleeve.
(b) Use a chisel to finish cutting through the

sleeve. Take care not to damage the stub
axle surface under the sleeve.

16. Use the special tool in Figure 1 to remove the
bush from the stub axle.
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TOP BEARING PIN ARRANGEMENT

E. Taperroller bearing
F. Sealingdisc
G. Shims

D

0'15 mm = 0'006 in
0'10 mm = 0'004 in
0'38 mm = 0'015 in

68Nm= 7kgm= 50Ibft
135Nm= 14kgm= 100lbft
163Nm = 17kg m= 130Ib ft

c

FIGURE28.

A. Stub axle
8. Bearingpin
C. Axleease
D. Greaseshield

ASSEMBUNG THE STUB AXLES
1. Check the bush in the stub axle for wear or

damage. Replaceif necessary.
2. Press a new oil seal into the stub axle. Make

sure the lip is toward the end of the hollow
shaft.

3. Install the grease shields and taper roller
bearingsinto the ends of the axle case.

4. Check the '0' rings on the sealing discs for
wear or damage.
Replace if necessary. Install the discs into the
axle case.

5. Get assistance to hold the stub axle or front
hub reduction unit in position on the axle case.

6. Install the bottom bearing pin. Install the four
setscrews which fasten the pin to the stub axle
and tighten to 68 Nm.

7. Install the top bearing pin without shims.
Install the four setscrews.
Tighten each setscrew an equal amount until all
free up and down movement of the pin is just
removed.

8. Use a feeler gauge to measure the gap under
the bearing pin flange. Make a note of the
measurement.

9. Removethe top bearing pin.
Install shims 0'38 mm less than the measure
ment ofthe gap on the pin.

NOTE: This will give the correct bearing preload of
0'10toO'15 mm with full load on the axle.
10. Install the bearing pin and shims.

Install the four setscrews and tighten to 68 Nm.
11. Install the steering lever and the four bolts

which fastens the lever to the stub axle.
Tighten the bolts to 163Nm.

12. Install the steering link.
Install the nut which fastens the link to the
steering lever and tighten to 135Nm.

13. Put grease in the grease fittings for the swivel
pins.
Remove the square plug to gain access to the
top fittings.
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F

C E
REMOVING CUPS FROM HALF SHAFT

YOKES

D. MetaJtube
E. Vice
F. Soft facehammer

'T--r' _8

FIGUREJO.

C~D

"~
rr

FIGURE 31. INSTALLING THE BEARING CUPS

A. 6 in Vice B. Bearing cups C. Spacer

12mm~ OA7in
150mm=6;n

D
FIGURE29. REMOVING CUPS FROM CENTRE

HOUSING OF UNIVERSAL JOINT

A. Slide hammer C. Bearingcup
B. Special tool D. Centrehousing

A
/

c

o

A. Press
B. Spacer
C. Bearingcups

DRIVE SHAFTS

DISASSEMBLY
1. Carefully slide the shaft out of the axle case and

clean before disassembling.
2. Remove any tension from the circlips which

hold the bearing cups by pressing down on the
cup.

3. Usecirclip pliers to remove each circlip.
4. Use a 12 mm spanner to remove the plugs from

the 4 bearing cups in the centre housing of the
universal joint.

5. Use the tool shown in Figure 8 on page 8 and a
slide hammer to remove these cups. See B
Figure 29.

6. Cups without plugs must be removed by
pressing on One cup to push the opposite cup
out. See Figure 30.
Hold the cup in a vice as shown at C and pull up
and turn the yoke at the same time.
Do the same for the other cups.

7. Use a lever to remove the oil seal from the axle
case. Use the special tool shown in Figure 4 on
page 6 to insert a new seal, lip towards
differential.

8. If the bush in the axle case is worn remove the
half case from the differential. Use the special
tool shown in Rgure 1 on page 5 to remove
the bush. This job must be done before
installing a new oil seal.

ASSEMBLY
Make sure all parts are clean and there are no
protrusions in the bores of the yokes. Remove any
protrusions from around the circlip grooves.
1. Insert one of the cross journals into the centre

housing.
2. Carefully put (me of the bearing cups on the

cross journal.
Make sure the needle bearings stay in position
while doing this.

3. Use a 150 mm vice to press the cup into the
housing as shown in Figure 31.

4. Hold the cross journal towards the cup while.
doing this.

5. Use a spacer to press the cup into the housing
until clear of the circlip groove. Install the circlip
and press it into the groove with the spacer.
Repeatthis for the other cup.

6. Repeat steps 1 to 5 for the other cross journal.
Then install the 4 plugs.

7. Insert the cross journals into the half shafts and
repeat steps 1 to 5 to insert the bearing cups.

IMPORTANT: Make sure all the circlips are fully in
the grooves.
Use a hammer and punch to hit into position, if
necessary.
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FIGURE32. DIFFERENTIAL SUPPORT BRACKET

A. Cap bolt, steering ram
B. Cap, steering ram
C. Steering rem
D. 80/r, to exle
E. Dowel
F. Support brecket
G. Gesket
H. Bolt, bearing cap, differential
J. Bearing cap, differential

H

DIFFERENTIAL

REMOVAL AND DISASSEMBLY OF
DIFFERENTIAL
1. Remove the four bolts which hold the steering

ram caps to the differential support bracket.
Remove the ram cylinder.

2. If the bevel pinion shaft is to be removed,
loosen the nut on the end of the shaft.

3. Remove the setscrews which fasten the
differential unit to the axle case. Remove the
differential unit.

4. Put the differential unit on an acceptable stand
orin a vice.

NOTE: Use soft metal jaws if a vice is used.
5. Remove the setscrews and locking plates which

hold the ring nuts.
6. Make· a mark on the bearing caps and the

support bracket for correct identification when
assembling.

7. Remove the bolts which fasten the bearing caps
to the support bracket.

8. Hold the spiral gear and differential cage while
removing the bearing caps and ring nuts.

9. Remove the spiral gear and differential unit from
the support bracket.

10. Remove the bearings from the differential cage
with a 3 leg puller. If the outer race only comes
off, put it with the thick edge towards the cage.
Insert three balls and use the puller again to
removethe innerrace.

11. Remove the nine setscrews which fasten the
end plate to the cage. Remove the end plate
and differential wheel.

12. Remove the twelve setscrews which fasten the
spiral gear to the cage.
Remove the spiral gear.

13. Use a hammer and soft metal punch to remove
the differential pin.

14. Remove the two differential pinions and the
other differential wheel.

c

G
F

B
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FIGURE33. DIFFERENTIAL UNIT ASSEMBLY

Disassembling the Bevel Pinion Shaft
1. Remove the nut and washers from the end of

the bevel pinion shaft.
Remove the flange and guard.
Remove the oil sealand distance collar from the
support bracket.

4. Remove the outer bearing cone and the distance
pieces and shims.

5. Remove the bevel pinion shaft from the support
bracket.

6. Remove the inner bearing cone from the bevel
pinion shaft.

7. Use a hammer and punch to remove the bearing
cups from the support bracket. Remove the
shims from behind the inner bearing cup.

8. Clean and examine all parts for wear or damage.
Replace parts which are found with wear or
damage.

- 2.
3.

A. Ring nut N. Taperrollerbearing
B. Taper roller bearing D. Shims
C. Spiralgear P. Distancepiece
D. Cage R. Shims
E. Setscrew S. Distancepiece
F. Differential wheel T. Taperrol/erbearing
G. Differentialpinion u. Distance collar
H. Endplate v. Oilseal
J. Pin w. Flange and guard
K. Dowel X. Sea/washer
L. Setscrew Y. Thickwasher
M. Bevelpinion shaft Z. Nut

9-37185
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ASSEMBLING AND SETTING THE
PINION SHAFT
1. Use a hammer and a steel punch or a three leg

slide hammer, remove the inner bearing cup
from the differential support bracket. Make sure
there is no damage of the bearing seats.

2. Remove the shims which are installed behind
the bearing cup.

3. Install the bearing cup without the shims and
make sure it is pressed fully into the support
bracket.

4. Install the inner bearing cone on to the bevel
pinion shaft.

5. Put the bevel pinion shaft in position in the
support bracket.

6. Put the outer bearing cone, flange and guard on
to the shaft.

7. Install the washers and nut.
a. Rotate the shaft by hand and tighten the nut.

TIghten until all end movement of the shaft is
just removed. Then tighten the nut a small
amount to give the bearings preload. If
necessary, install the spiral gear to enable the
nut to be tightened. Remove it when the nut is
tight enough.

g. Assemble the setting gauge, number DB 8208.
Use probe number SKIDB 9721 and spacer
number SKI DB9721/25.18751 4WD.
Install the probe with spacer into the shaft.
Install the lock nut.

10. Put the gauge in position in the support bracket
as shown in Figure 34.
Install the bearing caps and bolts and tighten to
163 Nm.

11. Make sure the shaft B rotates easily in the
discsA.
Put the point of the probe C against the end
face of the bevel pinion shaft J.

12. Adjust the probe until the point is just making
contact with the face. TIghten the lock nut and
check the setting of the probe again. Set again
if not correct.

13. Use a feeler gauge to measure the gap at X
between the shaft B and the spacer E. Make a
record ofthe measurement.
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FIGURE34. SETTING THE BEVEL PINION
SHAFT POSITION

A. Disc
B. Shaft
C. Probe
D. SpeciaJlock nut
E. Spacer 5·1875 in
F. Innerbearing cone
G. Shims
H. Inner bearingcup
J. Bevelpinion shaft
K. Flatdistance piece
L. Shims
M. Distance piece with shoulder
N. Distancecollar
O. Oil seal
P. Flange and dirt shield
R. Washers
S. Nut
T. Outer bearing
X. Gap.

16:3 Nm = 16·5 kg m~ 120 Ib ft
5·1875 in ~ 131·75mm

•
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14. Look for the correction mark on the end of the
bevel pinion gear. The amount of correction is
shown as-7 or +7 for example, which is plus or
minus 0'007 in.

15. Find the correct amount of shims to install as
follows:
Example 1: If a minus (-) number is shown on
the gear
Normal dimension 0'76 mm 0'030 in
Minus correction -0'18 mm -0'007 in

ResultA 0'58 mm 0'023 in
Measurementof gap X 1-45mm 0'067 in
Minus result A above -0-56 mm -0'023 in
Thicknessof shims needed 0-87 mm 0'034 in

Example2: If a plus (+) number is shown on the
gear.
Normal dimension 0-76 mm 0'030 in
Plus correction +0'18 mm 0'007 in

ResultB 0'94 mm 0-037 in
Measurementof gap X 1'45 mm 0'057 in
Minus result B above 0'94 mm 0'037 in
Thicknessof shims needed 0'51 mm 0'020 in

16. Remove the setting gauge when the amount of
shims neededhave been found.

17. Remove the nut, washers, flange and guard,
and outer bearing cone from the bevel pinion
shaft.

18. Remove the bevel pinion shaft from the support
bracket.

19. Use a steel punch and a hammer or a 3 leg puller
to remove the inner bearing cup from the
support bracket.

20. Install the correct amount of shims and the inner
bearing cup.
Make sure the cup is pressed in as far as it can
go.

21. Install the pinion shaft into the support bracket.
22. Slide the flat distance piece on to the pinion

shaft.
Install shimsto a thickness of 1'27 mm.
Install the distance piece which has the
shoulder, largest diameter toward the shims.

23. Install the outer bearing cone, flange and guard,
washersand nut.

24. Install the spiral gear and tighten the nut on the
bevel pinion shaft to 190 Nm. Remove the spiral
gear when the nut is tight and rotate the shaft in
both directions.

25. Put the support bracket on a support with the
flange of the bevel pinion shaft up.

!H718S
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26. Put the probe of a dial gauge against the end
face of the flange. Move the pinion shaft up and
down and make a note of the amount of move
mentshown.
Tum the shaft and do the check again. Repeat
this severaltimes to get the correct reading.

27. Use the following example to find the correct
amount of shims to install.
Example:
Amount of movement 0'25 mm
Movement needed -0'00 mm
Shims to be removed 0'25 mm

NOTE: The tolerance is + or - 0'05 mm.
28. Remove the nut, washers, flange and guard,

outer bearing cone, and distance piece.
29. Removeshims asnecessary.

Install the distance piece with the largest
diameter toward the shims.
Install the outer bearing cone, the oil seal spacer,
oil seal, flange and guard, washersand nut.
Tighten the nut to 190Nm.

0'05 mm = 0'002 in
1'27 mm= 0'049 in

190Nm= 19kg m= 140lbft



40 Nm= 4 Kg m= 29lbtl
6BNm~ 7 Kg m= 50 lbtl

163Nm~ 16'6Kgm= 120lbtl

FIGURE35. DIFFERENTIAL UNIT ASSEMBLED

A. Gage
B. Wheels
C. Pinions
D. Pin
E. Endplate
F. Spiralgear
G. Ballbearings

4WD TRANSMISSION

ASSEMBLING THE DIFFERENTIAL
NOTE: During assembly, put molybdenum
disulphide paste on all bores, pins and thrust faces.
1. Put the differential cage A on a bench with the

open end up.
2. Install one of the differential wheels B in the

cage.
3. Put the tWO differential pinions C in position on

the wheel,
4. Push the differential pin D through the cage and

pinions.
5. Install the other differential wheel.
6. Align the dowels and holes for the end plate.

Pressthe end plate Einto position.
7. Put Loctite 270 on the threads of the nine set

screws for the end plate.
Install the tabwashers and setscrews and tighten
the setscrews to 40 Nm.

NOTE: Long tabwashers must be installed over
dowel holes.

Bend the tabwashers against the heads of the
setscrews,

8. Press.the bearing on to the end plate. The thin
edge of the bearing cup must be toward the end
plate.

9. Press the bearing on to the cage. The thin edge
of the bearing cup must be towards the cage.

10. Clean the faces of the spiral gear and differential
cage and pressthe gear on to the cage.

11. Install the tabwashers and twelve setscrews
which fasten the spiral gear to the cage. TIghten
the setscrews to 68 Nm. Bend the tabwashers
against the headsof the setscrews.

12. Put the differential support bracket in a stand Or
vice. Use soft metal jaws if a vice is used.

13. Put the differential unit in position in the support
bracket.

14. Put the ring nuts in position against the bearings
and install the bearing caps and bolts. -
Before tightening the bolts, make sure the ring
nuts are correctly in the threads and easyto tum.

15. Carefully tighten the bearing cap bolts to
163Nm.

IMPORTANT: Make sure there is a clearance
between the teeth of the spiral gear and bevel pinion
when tightening. Move the ring nuts if necessary.
Damage can be caused if this is not done.
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ADJUSTING THE DIFFERENTIAL
1. Turn both ring nuts counterclockwise until there

is a small clearance between the nuts and the
bearings.

NOTE: If the ring nuts are difficult to tum loosen the
bearing caps a small amount.
DO NOT loosen the caps more than is necessary.

2. Turn the ring nut on the spiral gear side counter
clockwise and the other ring nut clockwise.
Do this until the spiral gear can move freely
between the pinion teeth.

3. Tum the ring nut on the spiral gear side clock
wise until the spiral gear just becomes difficult
to move.

4. Loosen the bearing caps a small amount. Hit
the bearing caps with a copper hammer to align
the bearings.
Tighten the capsto 163 Nm.
Check that the spiral gear is still just difficult to
move, if not repeat steps 3 and 4.

5. Put the point of a 150 mm screwdriver in
between two of the bolt heads. Move the spiral
gear until screwdriver is horizontal.

6. Loosen one bearing cap a small amount.
Loosen the ring nut one slot.
Hit the bearing cap with a copper hammer.
Tighten the cap bolts to 163 Nm.

7. Repeat step 6 until the weight of the screw
driver will just rotate the differential through the
backlash.
Check the movement at several different
positions through one revolution of the spiral
gear.

8. Make a mark on each ring nut and cap for
adjustment reference.

8. The ring nuts B, must be turned in the same
direction, exactly the same amount for further
adjustment.

9. Fasten a dial gauge to the support bracket. See
Figure 36. Put the probe of the dial gauge
again!lt the drive face of a tooth of the spiral
gear. The probe must be at right angles to the
tooth.

40. Turn the ring nuts the same amount to move
the spiral gear toward the bevel pinion. Do this
until the backlash between the spiral gear and
pinion teeth is 0'18to 0'23 mm.

9-37185
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FIGURE36. ADJUSTING DIFFERENTIAL BEARINGS

A. Spiralgear
B. Adjuster ring nut
C. 150mmscrewdriver

150mm= 6in
0'18mm ~ 0'007 in
0'23 mm =0'009 in

20 Nm ~ 2 kg m= 151bft
163Nm = 16'6kg m = 120 Ibft
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11. Removethe dial gauge.
Loosen the b6aring caps a small amount and
hit with a copper hammer to align the bearings.
Tighten the capsto 163 Nm.

12. Use the dial gauge to check the backlash setting
again at three positions at 120 degree intervals.

NOTE: The backlash must never be below the
minimum specification. If the variation is too much,
remove the spiraillear and clean the rear face. Also
clean the face of the cage where the spiral gear is
fastened. Repeatthe adjustment procedure.

13. When the adjustment is correct, install the
locking plates for the ring nuts. Tighten the
setscrews for the plates to 20 Nm.

14. Check the torClue is correct on the b6aring cap
bolts.

INSTALLING THE DIFFERENTIAL
ASSEMBLY
1. Clean the faces of the support bracket and the

axle case.
2. Put a new gasket in position on the dowels of

the axle case.
3. Install the differential unit into the axle case.

Make sure damage is not caused to the gasket
when doing this operation.

4. Install the fourteen setscrews which fasten the
support bracket to the axle case. Tighten the
setscrewsto 68 Nm.

INSTAWNG THE DRIVE SHAFTS
1. Frtnew bushesand oil sealsin the axle case.
2. Make sure the oil seal recesses are free from

rust, paint and damage. Clean with fine emery
paper if necessary.
Remove any sharp edges from splines. Put a
little grease on the splines and lip of oil seal
then install.

3. Install the drive shafts, long end first, into the
axle case. Make sure damage is not caused to
the oil seals when doing this operation.

4. Tum each drive shaft until the splines at the
inner end engage with the differential wheels.
Pushthe shaft in fully.

9-37185
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STEERING RAM

I
I

)

STEERING RAM ASSEMBLY

K. Back-up ring
L. Seal
M. 'O'ring
N. Back-Upring
O. Sleeve
P. Dirtseal
R. Circlip
S. Ball socket

~

H //'/

A ~ J L
I
I ~ . R
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FIGURE38.

A. Circlip
B. 'O'ring
C. Piston
D. Ramrod
E. 'Oiring
F. Back-up ring
G. Bleed screw
H. Ram cylinder
J. 'Oiring

DISASSEMBLING THE STEERING RAM

1. Loosen the nuts on the ball sockets which
connect the steering ram to the steering links.

2. Hit the steering link with a hammer around the
ball socket taper to releass it. Remove the nut.

3. Loosen the locknuts which hold the ball sockets
to the steering ram rod.

4. Removethe four bolts which fasten the steering
ram capsto the differential support bracket.

5. Remove the ram and remove any oil into a
container, before putting the ram on a bench.

6. Remove the two ball sockets from the ram rod.
7. Remove the four circlips which hold the ram

sleevesin position in the cylinder.
8. Pull the ram rod out of the ram cylinder

complete with the ram piston and one sleeve.
Removethe sleevefrom the rod.

9. Remove the other sleeve from the ram cylinder.
10. Remove the back-up ring and '0' ring from the

outside of the sleeves.
11. Remove the dirt seal, large '0' ring, small

'0' ring and back-up ring from inside the sleeves.
12. Remove the two circlips which hold the piston

in position on the ram rod. Remove the piston.
13. Remove the '0' ring from the groove in the

ram rod.
14. Remove the '0' ring and the two back-up rings

from the piston.
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ASSEMBLING THE STEERING RAM B c 0

E G H

G

o F

END SLEEVEASSEMBLY

F. Back-up ring
G. 'O'ring
H. 'O'ring
J. Back-up ring
K. Dirt seal

RAM PISTON ASSEMBLY

E. Cire/ips
F. '0' ring
G. '0' ring

0'25 mm=0'010 in
1'5 mm~ 0'059 in
1'6 mm =0'062 in
42'9mm= l'68in

3'17mm=1 in
730 mm=28i in

68Nm=7kgm=50lblt
135Nm~ 13'B kg m = 100IbIt

FIGURE40.

A. Ramrod
8. Ram cylinder
C. Cire/ips
D. Sleeve
E. Large diameter '0' ring

B C

FIGURE39.

A. Ramrod
B. Ram cylinder
C. Piston
D. Back-up rings

A
1. Put the back-up rings in clean oil for a minimum

of half an hour before installing.
2. Install the '0' ring on to the ram piston. Install

nylon back-up ring each side ofthe '0' ring.
3. Install the '0' ring in the groove at the centre of

the ram rod.
4. Slide the piston on to the ram rod.
5. Install the circlips which hold the piston in

position on the ram rod.
6. Install the thick '0' rings in the bores of the ram

sleeves, in the grooves away from the piston.
7. Install the back-up rings in the bores of the

sleeves, in the grooves nearest the piston. Install
the thin '0' rings in the same grooves.
Make sure the '0' rings are nearest the piston
when installed.

8. Install the dirt seals into the sleeves, in the
outer grooves.

g. Install the back-up rings and the '0' rings on the
outside of the sleeves. Make sure the '0' rings
are nearest the piston when installed.

10. Remove any sharp edges from the outer ends of
the ram cylinder.
Put a little grease on the inside ends of the
cylinder and on the piston and sleeve '0' rings.
Install one of the sleeves into the ram cylinder
and install the circlips.

11. Carefully install the ram rod into the cylinder.
Take care when entering the '0' rings into the
cylinder.

12. Install the other sleeveand circlips.
13. Put the ball sockets in the ends of the ram rod

but do nottighten.
14. Install the ram on the differential support

bracket, with the bleed screws up.
15. Install the caps, spring washer and bolts which

fasten the ram to the support bracket. TIghten
the bolts to 68 Nm.

16. Adjust one ball socket so that the centre of
socket is 42'9 rnm from the end of the ram rod.
See Figure 41.

NOTE: The tolerance on this dimension is +0 to
-1·6mm.
17. Adjust the other ball socket until the distance

between the socket centres is 730 mm.
NOTE: The tolerance on this dimension is 0 to
-3·17mm.
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FIGURE41. BALL SOCKETSETTING

A. Ball socket
B. Ramrod
C. Locknut
D. Taper
E. Distance of42·9mm

D

A
18. Install the steering links.

Install the ball sockets to the links with the taper
parts down.

19. Install the nuts on the ball sockets and tighten
to 135 Nm.

20. Move the ram rod so that the distance between
the ends of the rod and the cylinder is equal.
Connect the link ball sockets to the steering
levers. Adjust the ball sockets at the ends of the
links until both hubs are straight forward.
Install nuts on ball sockets and tighten
temporarily.

21. Set the toe-in of the front wheels after the axle
has been installed on the tractor.
The toe-in must be 0 to 1·5 mm at the wheel
rims.
Tighten ball socket nuts to 135 Nm.

22. Turn the steering until the ram reaches
maximum lock and adjust the four steering stop
bolts.
Adjust the bolts until there is a clearance of
0·25 mm between the bolt head and the axle
case.
Tighten the locknuts when the setting is correct.

FIGURE42. STEERING STOP SETTING

A. Clearanceof0'25 rom between bolt and axle case

135 Nm~ 14 kg m= 100 Ib It
1·5 mm~ 0·059 in

0·25 mm= 0·010 in

9-37185
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Spiral Gear1Pinion ratio
Reduction
Hub Reduction
Total Axle Reduction
Minimum Track
MaximumTrack
Ground Clearance 111"2/10-24 tyres)
Steering Angle
Toe-in (measured at the wheel rims)

lYRE ARRANGEMENTS

SPECIFICAnONS
FRONT AXLE

37/10
3'7:1
3'75:1
13"875:1
1524mm
1828mm
356mm
40"
Oto1'5mm

60 in
72 in
14in

OtoO-OOin

SPECIFICATIONS

FRONT REAR
1. 9'5/9-24 16'9/14-30
2. 9'519-24 12"4111-36
3. 11'2/10-24 13'6/12-36

IMPORTANT: Do not use any other tyre arrangements or damage will be caused to the differential and
transmission.

TORQUE SETTINGS

e Nm Kgm Ibtl
Hub end plate setscrews 101 10'4 75
Planet carrier setscrews 40 4'15 30
Drive sheft ring nuts 203 20"7 150
Bearing pin setscrews 68 6"9 50
Steering lever bolts 163 16"6 120
Ball socket nuts 135 13"8 100
Drive sheft housing setscrews 101 10"4 75
Trunnion bracket setscrews 163 16"6 120
Steering ram cap bolts 68 6"9 50
Differential support bracket setscrews 68 6'9 50
Differential bearing cap bolts 163 16'6 120
Ring nut lockplate setscrews 27 2"8 20
Spiral gear setscrews 68 6"9 50
Differential end plate setscrews 40 4"15 30
Bevel pinion sheft nut. 190 19'4 140
Wheel nuts 163 16'6 120

~'85
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CAPAcmES

Differential case
Reduction Hubs (each)

LUBRICAnON

Metric
7"96litres
O"86litres

Imperial
14 pints
1'5 pints

SPECIFICATIONS

U.S.
S'4qt
0"9qt

COMPONENT B.P. CASTROL ESSO MOBIL SHELL

Differential. Gear Oil90EP Agricastrol Gear Oil Mobilube GX90 Spirax90EP
Front Hubs or Farm Gear Gear Oil GPOO/14O Gear Oil
(each) Oil Universal EPOO/14O

Stub Axles Energrease Agricastrol Beacon 2 Mobilgrease MP RetinaxA
Universal Joints Universal or Multi-use or Mobilgrease or Farm Grease
Trunnion Pin Energrease L2 Grease Super Universal

TRANSFER GEARBOX

Reduction ratio
End movement of all shafts

TORQUESETnNGS

Cover plate setscrews
Oil seal housing setscrews
Output shaft nut
Drive shaft flange bolts
Transfer box to frame

1"5:1
0'05toO"10mm

27
27

190
54

163

~185
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0'002 to 0'004 in

2'S
2'S

19'4
5"5

16'6

20
20

140
40

120
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WARNING: This safety symbol is used in this manual to
indicate important safety messages.
When you see this symbol, read the message carefully.
It is shown when possible injury or death can be caused.

David Brown Tractors Ltd" will continue to improve their products.
As a result, the specification details can have changed after this issue
was made.
Also, as the David Brown tractor is made to variable specifications for
varying uses and countries, this manual can give details of items which
are not part of any specific tractor.

© Published by David Brown Tractors Ltd,
Printed in England by The ArtisanPress Ltd. Anstey. Leicester.
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SPECIAL TOOLS

SPECIAL TOOLS

FIGURE 1. GEARBOX STANO
Made to Service Drawing Mise 1747.

A

FIGURE2
TOOL FOR INSTALLING OETENT BALLS

A. 9'5 mm Il in!
8. /5"9 mm Ii in!
C. 4'8mm I/o in!
D. /50mmI6in!
E. Gear lever knob

9-37155
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FIGURE3
TOOL FOR CHECKING DEPTH OF

DETENT SPRING HOLES
A. Round berB'Brnm riinJ diameter
8. 28mml/'/Oin!
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A
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SPECIAL TOOLS

FIGURE 4. DIFFERENTIAL BEARING
REMOVAL WITH 3LEG PULLER

A. Legs
B. Thrust pad
C. Links
D. Pullerbolt

FIGURE5. TOOL FOR REMOVING
REARAXLE OIL SEAL HOUSING

A. Too/No. 900207
B. Too/No.9002D8

'.
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E

G

E

F

_4-D

SPECIAL TOOLS

A.
B.

C.&D.

FIGURE 6. TOOL FOR REMOVING BRAKE aRUMS

Main tool, No. 960618 E. Spacer
Large round bar (not shown) F. Two, in BSF bolts
Two distance pieces G. Two ain BSF bolts

B

9·37155
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FIGURE7. MOOIFICATIONS
TO BRAKE aRUM REMOVAL TOOL

A. Service too/960618
B. Additionalpair of 13"5mm rH in) dia. holes

at 104"8rom (41 in) centres
C. Holes in distance piece changed to 13"5mm

III inl wide by 7"9mm I;' inl deep slots
D. 47"6mmll!inl I
E. 82·5 mm 131 inI t Collar
F. 44·5mmlllinl )
G. 88·9 mm 131 inl I Distance tube
H. 22·2 mm II inl r
J. 14·3mm 1&inl ) (two needed)
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FIGURES
TOOL FOR REMOVING DISC BRAKE HUB, 1410

A. 105mm (41 in) centres
8. 20mmllinl
C. /70 mm l!ill diameter
D. 79mm 13/,1 diameter
E. 3-2 mm fl in) recess
F. t Bmm I/o inlradius
G. 67'5 mm (2ft inl
H. lin UNC tbresd

A

A
D

c

SPECIAL TOOLS

H

•

FIGURE 9. TOOL FOR REMOVING FINAL DRIVE SHAFT

A. Bolts No. DB K900207 8. Plate C. Thrust pad

9-37155
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FIGURE 10. PLATE FOR REMOVING 14 SERIES TRACTOR FINAL DRIVE SHAFT
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FIGURE 1'. PLATE FOR REMOVING 12 SERIES TRACTOR FINAL DRIVE SHAFT

A. 114'3mm (4l in) H. 29-4 mm (Itt in)
B. 57-1 mm (2j in) J. 4 holes
C. 93'7mm (311 in) 20'5 mm III in) diameter
D. 38'9mm(1f,in) K. 4 holes
E. 85'7mm (3j in) 17-5mm III in) diameter
F. 76'2mm(3in) 'L. 2holes
G. 70"6mml2j1in) 11'lmmllr,in)diameterandtapl-16BSF

* NOTE: If BSF taps are not available, cut thread to the same thread as bolts, minimum 20 mm Uin)
diameter.
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A B D

SPECIAL TOOLS

•

•

FIGURE 12. PINION SETTING GAUGE
(Service Tool OB 82081

A. Disc C. Spacer
8. Shaft D. Probe

D

FIGURE 13. TOOL FOR INSTALLING DIFFERENTIAL LOCK SLEEVE

A. 609Bmml24ini C. 101'6mm14inl E. 38'lmmll!inl G. Hoseclip
B. 228'6 mm'9 in! D. 304-8 mm (12 in! F. 25'4 mm II inl H. 103-2mm 14l!in!

9-37155
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SYNCHROMESH TRANSMISSION

B

SPECIAL TOOLS

E

c

F

o

A

c

FIGURE 14. LIFTING BRACKET FOR FINAL DRIVE UNIT ON 14 SERIES TRACTORS

A. Mild steel bar, 40x 13mm IIi x i inl
B. 127mm 15in}
C. 16-7rom fH in) diameter holes
D. Drill and cut thread to install eye bolt for lifting
E. 54mml2jin}
F. 89 mm 131 in}

9-37155
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SYNCHROMESH TRANSMISSION

lWELVE SPEED GEARBOX

TWELVE-SPEED GEARBOX

INTRODUCTION
The information in this section of the Repair Manual
is for 1410 tractors and 1210 tractors made after
1975. For 1210 tractors made before 1975, see
section C4, Transmission - Synchromesh Gearbox
1200 and 1210traetors.
For information for 1210 Power-Shift, 1212 and 1412
tractors, see section C5. Transmission ~ Hydra
Shift.

For parts information, see publication 9-39052 for
1210 tractors, or 9-39102 for 1410 tractors, or any
revisions of these.

The information given in this section includes the
final drive reductions and brakes installed on these
models.

D E J

A

K

c

F

M

FIGURE 15. TWELVE-SPEED SYNCHROMESH GEARBOX FOR 1210 TRACTOR

A. Topshaft H. Second gear
B. HighlLowrangepinion J. Third gear
C. Reverse idler gear K. Synchroniser unit
D. Pinionshaft L. Spiral gear
E. Front bearing M. Differential
F. Rearbearing N. SlowlNormal driven gear
G. First/Reverse gear P. Slow!Normal drivinggear

NOTE: Layshafts are not shown to permit main gears and shafts to be seen.

9-37155
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• SYNCHROMESH TRANSMISSION

HOW IT WORKS

HOW IT WORKS

GENERAL
The 1210 and 1410 gearboxes are of similar design
and construction, but use different components. Do
not use 1210 parts for the 1410 gearbox. Do not use
1410parts for the 1210gearbox.
The gearbox case has three main parts:
(a) Front end plate.
(b) Spacer.
[c) Rear end plate (differential housing).
The gearbox is held in position in the rear end of the
main frame by two bolts D Figure 16.
The bolts are tightened on to two bushes E through
the gearbox lugs. A clearance is permitted between
the bushes and the lugs and the lugs and the bolt
heads. This permits the gearbox to move a small
amount vertically and horizontally for alignment
purposes. For clearances see Data at the end of the'
section.
A muff coupling is used to connect the clutch drive
shaft to the slowI normal range driving gear. Circlips
hold the coupling in position.
On 4 Wheel-drive tractors another muff coupling
connects the transfer gearbox to the pinion shaft of
the gearbox. This coupling is held in position by a
bolt.

9-37155
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FIGURE16. GEARBOX CASING PARTS

A. Front endplate
B. Spacer
C. Rear endplate
D. Bolt, gearbox to frame
E. Bush
F. Top casing bolt
G. Bottom casing stud



SYNCHROMESH TRANSMISSION

GEAR LEVERS
On tractors with a cab, three levers control the gear
box, see Figure 17,
These are:
(a) Slow/Normal range, lever F.
(b) High/ Low range, lever G.
(c) 1,2,3 and Reverse, lever E.
Selection of slow, normal, high, low, first and
reverse must be made with the tractor stopped.
Gear changes from first to second, second to third
and third to second can be made while moving.

A small lever is installed at the front of the seat, for
the selection of 4-wheel drive. With the lever to the
left 4-wheel drive is engaged through the transfer.
gearbox to the front axle.
Selection of 4-wheel drive must be made with the
tractor moving and little or no load on the
transmission.
Do not select 4-wheel drive if either of the rear
wheels has a loss of traction.

9-37155
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FIGURE 17. LEVERS AND PEDALS
TRACTORS WITH A CAB

A. Clutch pedal Fand G. Range levers
B. Brake pedals H. Engine. stop control
C. Locking bar J. Hand throttle
D. Foot throttle K. Differentia/lock
E. Gear lever

FIGURE 18. 4WD CONTROL LEVER
TRACTOR WITH A CAB

A. Engagedposition

•



SYNCHROMESH TRANSMISSION

On tractors without a cab, a single lever controls
both SlowI Normal and High I Low.

The lever has a centre position for neutral which is
used for stationary PTO work.
The lever on the right is used to select first, second,
third and reverse gears.
Selection of slow, normal, high, low, first and
reverse must be made with the tractor stopped.
Gear changes from first to second, second to third
and third to second can be made while moving.

HOWITWORKS

FIGURE19. 14tO GEAR LEVERS

A. Range lever B. GearLever

A small lever next to the clutch pedal is used for the
selection of 4-wheel drive. With the lever up,
4-wheel drive is engaged through the transfer gear
box to the front axle.
Selection of 4-wheel drive must be made with the
tractor moving, and little or no load on the trans
mission. Do not select 4-wheel drive if either of the
rear wheels has a loss of traction.

9-37155
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FIGURE20. 4WD CONTROL LEVER
TRACTORS WITHOUT A CAB

A. Engaged position
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SELECTOR ASSEMBLIES
Selector Rods, Forks and Jaws
The selector assemblies have a different arrange
ment in the gearbox on a tractor with a cab, to one
without. This makes assembly and disassembly of
the gearbox different for each model. See Figures
22 and 23.
The gearbox has four selector rods each with a fork
and jaw fastened to it by pins.
The four assemblies are used as follows:
(a) SlowlNormal
(b) High/Low
(e) First/ Reverse
(dl Second/Third
Each rod has three grooves across it at one end.
When the rod is moved to one of three positions the
detent ball enters one of the grooves. A spring holds
the ball in the groove, which holds the rod in the
selected position. The centre groove is used for the
neutral position.
To prevent two gears being selected at the same
time gear locks are installed. The gear locks are
installed in the front end plate between selector rods
for all gears except Slow/Normal.
When a selector' rod is moved, it pushes the lock
into a groove in the rod next to it. This prevents the
other rod from moving at the same time, see
Figure 21.

A
L

FIGURE 21. GEAR LOCK METHOD

A. Front end plate C. Gear lock plunger
8. Selectorrod D. Stationary selector rod

L K

E

H

FB

H J M L K

E C FoB

p

FIGURE22. SELECTORS ONA TRACTOR FIGURE23. SELECTORS ON A TRACTOR
WITH A CAB WITHOUT A CAB

A. Slow/Normal rod J. 2nd/3rdjaw A. Slow/Normal rod J. 2nd/3rdjaw
8. Slow/Normal fork K. tst/Rev. rod B. Slow/Normal fork K. 1st/Rev. rod
C. Slow/Normaljaw L. IstlRev. fork andiaw L. IstlRev. fork
D. HighlLowrod M. 1st/Rev. jaw D. HighlLowrod M. lstlRev.jaw
E. HighlLow fork N. SiowlNormal detent ball hole E. HighlLowfork N. SlowlNormal detent ball hole
F. HighlLowjaw P. HighlLow detent ball hole F. HightLowjaw P. HightLow detent ball hole
G. 2ndl3rdrod R. First/Reverse detent ball hole G. 2ndl3rdrod R. First/Reverse detent ball hole
H. 2ndl3rdfork S. SecondlThird detent ball hole H. 2ndl3rdfork S. SecondlThird detent ball holee

9-37155
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FIGURE24. DOG CLUTCH ASSEMBLY (1410)

A. Dog clutch
B. Reduced part of tooth, on dog gear
C. Dog teeth on gear
D. Dog gear

• SYNCHROMESH TRANSMISSION

Gears and Dog Clutch
Selection of slow or normal on the 1210 gearbox is

. made by moving the slow/normal driven gear. On
the 1410 gearbox the driven gear is permanently
engaged with the slow/normal layshaft. Selection
is made by a dog clutch.
Selection of high or Iowan the 1210 gearbox is
made by moving the high/low pinion.
On the 1410 gearbox the gears for high and low are
permanently engaged with the main layshaft. The
range is selected by a dog clutch, see Figure 24.
A torque lock principle is used to help prevent gears
disengaging. The following method is used for the
first/reverse gear on the bevel pinion shaft. It is also
used for the range pinion in the gearbox of the
1210tractor.

The width of the shaft splines are reduced on the
drive side where a gear is engaged. When drive is
applied to the gear the gear turns a small amount on
the shaft. This puts the splines of the shaft and the
gear out of alignment. The gear cannot move along
the shaft and is kept engaged.
A similar method is used on dog clutch gears. The
teeth of the gears are reduced in width for part of
the length on both sides. When drive is applied, the
teeth of the gear and selector gear move out of
alignment. The selector cannot move and the gear
is kept engaged.

D A

HOW IT WORKS

B C

9-37155
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FIGURE25. TORQUE LOCK PRINCIPLE

A. Slidinggear
B. Reduced part ofsplineson shaft
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Synchroniser Unit
The synchroniser unit has three main parts: See
Figure 26.
la) A selector assembly
(b) Two dog clutch gears

The selector assembly has two cone rings G which
are fastened to three special pins H.
The pins are free to slide through holes in the
selector gear F.

The selector gear has two sets of teeth on the inside
bore. These engage with the outside teeth of the
two dog clutch gears. The dog clutch gears are
engaged with the pinion shaft by splines.
When the selector fork moves the selector
assembly. a cone ring moves against the cup of a
gear. The cone rings have a molybdenum surface.
This surface is hard and rough which prevents
seizure and removes oil from the surface rapidly.
NOTE: When doing gearbox repairs. make sure this
surface has protection from damage. c

G H F G

DEB A

A. Secondgear
B. Secondgear cup
C. Third gear
D. Third gear cup

FIGURE26.

FIGURE27. SYNCHRONISER UNIT

9-37155
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SYNCHRONISER UNIT IN NEUTRAL

E. Dog clutch gear
F. Selector gear
G.. Cone rings
H. Specialpins
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SYNCHROMESH TRANSMISSION HOWITWORKS

When the selector assembly is in the centre position
both second and third gears are free.

When a gear is selected:
(a) the selector assembly is moved toward one of

the gears.
(b) .the cone ring comes in contact with the cup of

the gear.
(c) the cone ring is gradually rotated by the gear.
(d) the selector assembly is rotated by the pins

which move out of alignment with the holes.
Ie) when the speed of the selector and the gear are

the same the pins align with the holes. This is
done by springs at each end of the pins.

(f) the selector slides over the pins and the inside
teeth of the selector engage with the dog teeth
of the gear. The selector gear is held in engage
ment by the reduced part of the dog clutch
gear teeth. See page 17 for more detail of this.

9-37155
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FIGURE28. CONE RING CONTACT

A. Cone ringmaking contact with gear cup

A

FIGURE29. GEAR ENGAGEMENT

A. Selector gear engaged with second gear dog teeth
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D

GEAR ASSEMBLIES
Slow/Nonnal
The Slow/Normal gear assembly is installed in the
front end plate. It has four gears. two of these are
on a common layshaft. The Layshaft is hollow and
runs on needle roller bearings on a stationary
spindle.
The clutch driveshaft is connected to the driving
gear which has 18 teeth. The driving gear is
peemanentlv engaged with the gear with 26 teeth
on the layshaft.
When SLOW is selected. the driven gear on the
gearbox topshaft is moved toward the rear. The
driven gear which has 28 teeth is engaged with the
gear with 16 teeth on the layshaft. The driven gear
is engaged to the topshaft splines.
When NORMAL is selected, the driven gear is
moved forward along the topshaft. The teeth on the
inside of the driven gear engage with the dog teeth
on the driving gear. This gives a direct drive to the
topshaft without a reduction.
NOTE: The explanation of the operation is for the
1210 gearbox. The 1410 gearbox has a dog clutch
for engaging the range. The driven and driving gears
are permanently engaged with the layshaft gears.
See Figure 30.

B

B

D
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FIGURE30. SLOW ANO NORMAL RANGES

A. Drivegear assembly
B. Slow/Normallayshaft
C. Driven gear with 28 teeth
O. Topshaft
E. Oogclutch (14seriesonlyJ
NOTE: On 1210gearbox gear C slides on the topshaft.
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• SYNCHROMESH TRANSMISSION

High/Low
The High/Low gear assembly is installed inside the
spacer part of the gearbox. It has four gears, two on
the topshaft and two on the layshaft.
When HIGH is selected, the range pinion is moved
toward the rear along the splines of the topshaft.
The gear with 26 teeth on the range pinion engages
with the gear with 21 teeth on the layshaft.
When LOW is selected, the range pinion is moved
forward along the topshaft. The gear with 18 teeth
engages with the gear with 29 teeth on the layshaft.
NOTE: This explanation is for the 1210 gearbox. The
1410 gearbox has a dog clutch for selecting the
range. The gears on the topshaft are permanently
engaged with the main layshaft gears. See Figure 31.

HOWITWORKS
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FIGURE 31.

A. Topshaft
8. Layshaft
C. Gear with 26 teeth
D. Gear with 21 teeth

HIGH AND LOW RANGES

E. Dog clutch (14 seriesl
F. Gear with 18 teeth
G. Gear with 29 teeth



SYNCHROMESH TRANSMISSION HOWITWORKS

•

First Gear
The drive through the Slow/Normal and High/Low
gear assemblies goes to the main layshaft.
With the gear lever in position. 1, the gear with
41 teeth on the bevel pinion shaft is engaged with
the gear with 15 teeth on the layshaft.

Reverse Gear
With the lever in the R position, the gear with
41 teeth on the bevel pinion shaft is engaged with
the idler gear with 22 teeth on the topshaft. The idler
gear is free to rotate on the topshaft. The idler gear
is permanently engaged with the gear on the lay
shaft which has 25 teeth.

A. Topsbett
B. Bevelpinion shaft
C. Gear with 41 teeth

9-37155
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FIGURE32. FIRST AND REVERSE GEAR
DRIVETRAINS

D. Idlergear with 22 teeth
E. Gearwirh 15teeth
F. Lay.haft
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Second Gear
With the lever in position 2, the gear with 35 teeth
on the bevel pinion shaft is engaged. The gear is
always engaged with the gear with 21 teeth on the
layshaft. Selection is made by moving the
synchroniser gear rearward.

Third Gear
With the lever in position 3, the gear with 28 teeth
on the bevel pinion shaft is engaged. This gear is
always engaged with the gear with 29 teeth on the
layshaft. Selection is made by moving the
synchroniser gear forward.

9·37155
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F

FIGURE 33. SECOND AND THIRD GEAR
DRIVE TRAINS

A. Bevel pinion shah D. Gear with 35 teeth
B. Layshaft E. Gear with 29 teeth
C. Gear with 21 teeth F. Gear with 28 teeth
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TRANSFER GEARBOX: 4WD Tractors
The drive gear of the transfer gearbox is connected
to the gearbox bevel pinion shaft by a muff coupling.
The muff coupling is held in position by a bolt and
nut. The muff coupling is connected to the drive
gear and pinion shaft by splines.
The drive gear which has 22 teeth is permanently
engaged with an intermediate gear which has
25 teeth.
The intermediate gear is permanently engaged with
the driven gear which has 40 teeth.
When 4-wheel drive is selected, a sliding dog clutch
connects the driven gear to the output shaft. The
output shaft is connected to the front axle
differential by a drive shaft.
The transfer gearbox uses the same oil as the main
gearbox. It has a drain plug, and is filled when the
main gearbox is filled.

9-37155
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c--It...........·

D----IH~

E

FIGURE 34. TRANSFER GEARBOX ORIVE TRAIN

A. Gearboxpinionshaft
B. Muff coupling
C. Drive gear
D. Intermediategear
E. Driven gear and shaft
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DIFFERENTIAL UNIT
The bevel pinion shaft is the output shaft of the
gearbox. The pinion is engaged with the spiral gear
of the differential unit.

The pinion on the 1210 has 7 teeth and the spiral
gear has 43 teeth.
The pinion on the 1410 tractor has 8 teeth and the
spiral gear 41 teeth.
The spiral gear is fastened to the differential
housing. Inside the housing are two bevel pinions on
the 1210 and four bevel pinions on the 1410 tractor.
The bevel pinions rotate on shafts fastened to the
housing and the complete assembly rotates with the
spiral gear.

N

HOW IT WORKS

The bevel pmrons are permanently engaged with
two bevel wheels. These are connected by splines to
the spur pinion shafts of the final drives.
The differential unit permits each road wheel to
rotate at a different speed when turning a corner.
The differential lock connects the right-hand drive
shaft to the differential housing. This stops the
differential function and the road wheels can only
turn at the same speed.

K J H

FIGURE35. DIFFERENTIAL UNIT: t410 TRACTOR

A. Housing -
B. Spider
C. Spiral gear
D. Bevel wheel
E. Spur-pinion shaft
F. Diff-Iock sleeve
G. B8/1 bearing
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H. Bearing
J. Bevelpinion
K. Bevel wheel
L. Bearing
M. Spur-pinionshaft
N. Bevelpinion shaft
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FINAL DRIVE UNIT
The spur pinion shaft splines are engaged
permanently with the bevel wheels of the differential
unit.

The spur pinion shafts have a small pinion at the
final drive end which is permanently engaged with
the spur wheel.

B A

HOWITWORKS

The spur wheels are connected to the final drive
shafts by splines. The rear wheels are fastened to
the flanges of the drive shafts by bolts and nuts.

G

,

F c E D K J

FIGURE36. FINAL DRIVE UNIT: 1210TRACTOR

A. Case F. Oil seal
B. Spur-pinion shaft G. Spur wheel
C. Roller bearings H. Finaldriveshaft
D. Cover J. Oi/seal
E. Circlip K. Seal housing
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MAINTENANCE

MAINTENANCE

OIL LEVEL
Check the level of the oil in the gearbox every
60 hours or each week.
IMPORTANT: Always clean around filler plugs and
the dipstick before removing. Dirt must not enter the
gearbox.
1. On tractors which have a cab, a sight glass is

installed in the left-hand side of the main frame.
See Figure 37 item A.
The oil level must be at least half way up the
glass. Add oil to this level if necessary through
the filler plug on the side of the PTO casing.
See Figure 37 item B.

2. On tractors without a cab a dipstick is installed
in the gearbox cover. See Figure 38 item B. The
oil level must be between the two marks on the
bottom of the dipstick. Add oil through the filler
plug on the right-hand side of the cover if
necessary.

OIL CHANGES
Change the oil in the gearbox at the first 501100
hours service and every 500 hours or every six
months. Install a new element in the hydraulic filter
at the same time.
NOTE: It is a recommendation that the oil is drained
when warm, after the tractor has been used.
IMPORTANT: Use clean containers when doing this
job. The hydraulic system uses the same oil and the
components are made to fine tolerances. Dirt
MUST NOT enter the gearbox. Always clean
around the filler and drain plugs before removing.
1. Put a container of at least 45 Iitres capacity

under the transmission drain plugs. See Figure39.

2. Remove the drain plugs from the axle case, filter
housing, and transfer box on 4-wheel drive
tractors. Install the plugs when the oil has
stopped flowing.

3. Remove the paper element from the hydraulic
oil filter and destroy. See procedure pages 28
and 29.
Install anew paper element.

4. Fill the gearbox to the correct level with the
correct grade of oil. Install and tighten the filler
plug.

FIGURE37. TRACTOR WITH CAB

A. Sight glass forlevel B. Filler plug on PTO housing

FIGURE38. TRACTOR WITHOUT CAB

A. Filler plug 8. Dipstick

C A
FIGURE39. DRAIN PLUGS

A. Suction filter
B. Rear axle drainplug

C. Gearboxdrainplug

9-37155
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FIGURE40. FILTERPOSITION

B

r'N!1A-A

B. Element retainer clip

o

o

A. Bowl hexagon

EXTERNAL HYDRAULIC FILTER
Installed from serial numbers: 1210, 11152617; 1410,
11200753.
To change the filter element use the following
procedure.
1. Clean around the outside of the filter.
2. Use a 1i\; AF spanner to remove the filter bowl

which has an hexagon A Figure 40 on the
bottom.

Turn the bowl counterclockwise:
3. Remove the clip B, (if used), from the bowl.

Remove the element and destroy.
4. Wash the inside of the bowl with clean fuel oil

and install a new element. DO NOT use a cloth
for cleaning.

5. Use a tool which has a sharp point to remove
the "0" ring and back up ring. Install new "0"
ring and back up ring in that sequence into the
filter body. Make sure the rings are in the
correct position and correctly installed.
NOTE: Install a back up ring on all filters when
replacing element.

6. Put a small amount of grease on the top edge of
the bowl and on the rings.

7.. . Install a new element, with the flat face up, into
the bowl. Fit the retaining clip (if used). Install
bowl to filter body.

NOTE: The clip B is not installed on later tractors.
Some tractors do not have a back-up ring installed.
A new type back-up ring was installed from the
following serial numbers: 1210, 11157412; 1410,
11202961.

FIGURE41. EXTERNALHYDRAULIC FILTER

A. Back-up ring B. "0"ring
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INTERNAL SUCTION FILTER
1. Remove the ten screws G which fasten the filter

housing to the main frame.
2. Loosen the hose clip H which connects the filter

housing to the inlet pipe.
3. Remove the filter housing F from the main

frame.
4. Remove the filter cover B, valve and screen C,

and paper element D from the housing.
5. Destroy the paper element D. Clean all other

components in new fuel oil. Clean magnet J.
Remove the cover K from the housing F. Install
a new gasket and '0' ring when assembling.

6. Assemble the filter, use a new paper element
and '0: rings.

7. Remove the old gasket from the main frame and
housing faces.

8. Install the housing with a new gasket.
IMPORTANT: Make sure the paper element is
installed without damage.
NOTE: The paper element was replaced by a screen
when the pressure filter was installed.
Clean the screen with clean fuel oil and dry with
compressed air. Install a new '0' ring P when
assembling.
Items B, C,and J Figure 42 were not fitted from the
serial numbers shown.
The changes were made at the following serial
numbers:
1210: 11152576; 1410: 11200752;
12100: 11152617; 14100: 11200753

9-37155
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FIGURE42.
A. New type screen
8. Cover
C. Old type screen
D. Paper type element
E. Gasket
F. Filterhousing
G. Bolt, housing

MAINTENANCE

A

c=::r-P

B

c

'lWlI--D

SUCTION FILTER
H. Hoseclip
J. Magnet
K. Cover for housing
L. Gasket
M. 'O'ring
N. Spacer
P. 'O'ring
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REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION

A WARNING: Diesel fuel IS very flam
mable Keep container away from heat
and sparks. These can cause fires and
result in injury or death

REMOVALOFTHEGEARBOX
On tractors fitted with a Quiet cab or Weather-frame
cab, remove the cab first, see Pub 9-38162 or any
revisions. Also remove the fenders, all tractors. The
following procedure is for a tractor without a cab.
Some of the operations will not be needed when a
cab has been removed. Some extra jobs have to be
done, for example, on hydraulic brakes on a tractor
with a cab. Make sure there is space at the rear of
the tractor for PTO removal, etc.
1. Clean the tractor. Clean the gearbox cover and

the rear axle case.

2. Disconnect the battery leads from the battery.
3. Disconnect the drive cable from the engine

speed indicator.
4. Disconnect the wiring from the instrument

panel.
5. Remove the fuel from the tank into a clean

container with cover.

B

B C
FIGURE43. HYDROSTATIC STEERING

A. Throttle linkage
B. Oilpipes
C. Bolts, bracket to casingDisconnect the fuel pipes from the tank.

Disconnect and remove the hand throttle lever.
Remove the bracket for the stop control from
the steering box.
On tractors with hydrostatic steering:
Remove the oil from the pump/reservoir.
Disconnect the four pipes from the servo valve,
see Figure 43.
Put plastic plugs in holes to stop dirt entering.
Remove the bolts which fasten the servo valve
to the gearbox cover.
On tractors with manual steering:
Disconnect the drag link from the drop arm, see
Figure 44.
Remove the bolts which fasten the steering box
to the gearbox cover.
Remove the steering column assembly.
NOTE: Do not turn the steering wheel after the
column has been removed from the tractor.
(a) Oil will come out of the servo valve on the

hydrostatic column.
(b) The ball bearings will fall out of the mech

anical column.

9A

10.

98

~6."7.
8.

FIGURE 44. MECHANICAL STEERING

A~ Bolts, column to casing.
B. Connection, draglink to droparm.
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o
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o
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DRAIN PLUGS

C. Transmissiondrain plug

'1
ll'.ii

[0]0

o

o

o

c

c

FIGURE45.

A. Filterhousing
B. Rearaxle drainplug

11. Remove the oil from the transmission. Use a
container which can hold at least 45 lit res.
Remove the drain plugs from both the rear axle
and the suction filter housing.
NOTE: If the oil is to be used again. use a clean
container with a cover. Discard the last 5 litres
of oil at the bottom of the container.

12. Remove the bolts which fasten the seat bracket
to the tractor.
Remove the seat.

13. Remove the bolts which fasten the gearbox
cover to the clutch housing and main frame.
Lift out the wedge see D Figure 46.

14. Remove the five bolts which fasten the rear axle
case to the gearbox cover. Lift off the gearbox
cover.

15. Remove the transfer gearbox on 4-wheel drive
tractors as follows:
(a) Remove the bolt from the muff coupling

which connects the transfer gearbox to the
main pinion shaft. .

(b) Push the muff coupling rearwards onto the
pinion shaft.

(c) Remove the bolts which connect the axle
driving shaft to the output shaft of the
transfer gearbox.

(d) Put a trolley jack under the transfer gearbox
as a support.

(e) Remove the four nuts and spring washers
which fasten the transfer gearbox to the
tractor main frame.

(f) Disconnect the operating lever linkage.
(g) Lower the jack and remove the transfer

gearbox from under the tractor. Put a cover
over the open top to prevent dirt from
entering.

16. Put a jack under the drawbar.
Remove the bolts which fasten the drawbar
fra-n1e to the hitch 'brackets. Lower the drawbar

-frame.
.-;:.P.:'-

NOTE: If a pick up hitch is fitted, lower the hitch
.' "aii'd disconnect the chains.

17. Disconnect the cable from the sensing unit.
Remove the bolts which fasten the sensing unit
to the pTO case. Remove the sensing unit.

B

FIGURE46. GEARBOX,COVER

A. Coverto frame-bolts
8. Axle case to cover bolts
C. Cover to clutch cover bolts
O. Wedge
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SERVICE MANUAL - For 770, 780, 880, 885, 990,
995, 996, 1200, 1210, 1212,
1410, 1412, 3800, and ~OO Traotors.
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Axle Loads and Tyre Pressure

Steering and front axle (21<1D)
I.

Hydraulic system, front-mounted pump ",'

Hydraulic system, 885,990,995 " 996 t;:ctors J.
Electric.al equipment ~J,")

1410,1412 Service information, 'including Q-cab models) I'

Preliminary Service Information - TractoTs with Q-cabs{'\
, \

Preliminary Service Information - Highway tractors with \
Q-cebs

Transmission, Hydra-Shift

4,1D Transmission and front axle Hk1

4WD Transmission and Front axle (Carraro)

4WD Transmission and Front Axle (David I!rown)

Transmission, 1210,12'0 4WD, 1410 &.1410, ~WD Tractors

Modification of axle case before conversion to High Clear
{~~~.

T.

4WD Transmission BJ1d

Power Take-Off (PTe)
"

Clutch 770, '780, 880,Jf990, 1200, 3800 & 4600 Tractors-1~

Transmission, non-synchromesh-770,780,8BO & 990 Tractors

4WD Transmission and front ·axle (Selene) . ,
Transmission ,synchromesh, 885,990,995 & 996 tra~tors

Transmission, 1200 8< 1210 Tractors

SUbject _.
~\

4-cylind esel engine (4/47)
,

3-cylinder diesel engine

4-cylinder dienel engine (4/49, 4155)
Clutch
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SYNCHROMESH TRANSMISSION REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION

25.

24.

E

B

H 0

CA

F.....~--¥

FIGURE48. LUBRICATION PIPE
A. Slow/ Normallayshaft
8. Front end plate
C. Lubrication pipe
D. Muff coupling.

filitre = 1 gal~ 5U.S. qt
451itr. ~ 10 gal~ 48U.S. qt

FIGURE 47. REAR OF TRACTOR
A. Hitch plate
8. Setscrews (Hitch plate to PTO casing)
C. Sensing unit cable
D. PTO
E. Levellever
F. Liftrod
G. Lower link
H. Hitch plate bolt.

20.

A WARNING' The PTO unit is heavy Take
care when removing the unit, it can
cause injury if it falls

23.

Remove the PTO unit and pull out the PTO
driveshaft from the gearbox.
Put wedges of wood between each side of the
front axle and the frame. Use a 5 ton jack to
raise the rear of the tractor. Put stands under
the rear axle and tractor main frame.
Remove the rear wheels.

21.· Remove the final drive units, see page 34.
22. Make sure that the spring and sleeve for the

differential lock are clear of the differential. To
do this you must:
(a) Remove the oil seal housing from the flange

of the rear axle (right-hand).
(b) Put your hand into the rear axle, pull back

the sleeve and the spring of the differential
lock.

(c) If necessary, move the pedal for the
differential lock to make sure that com
ponents are free.

Disconnect the muff coupling between. the
clutch and the gearbox. To do this, remove the
circlip from the clutch driveshaft. Then move
the muff coupling forward until it is clear of the
gearbox shaft. Remove any shims that are on
the shaft.
NOTE: It is a recommendation that you must
make an identification of all parts. This will
make assembly easier.
Remove the lubrication pipes and the two bolts
and bushes which fasten the gearbox to the
mainframe.

Remove the rear axle case complete with
hydraulic equipment and ramshaft, as follows:
(a) Disconnect hydraulic pipes and control lever

connections.
(b) Disconnect the brake rods, cables, and

hydraulic cylinders.
(c) Put a sling around the axle. Fasten the sling

to a hoist.
(d) Remove the bolts which fasten the axle

case to the main frame.
(e) Carefully, pull the axle case away from the

main frame. Lower the axle case to the
ground when clear of the differential.

Use a hoist to remove the gearbox toward the
rear.

18. Remove the lift rod, levelling lever and lower
links.

19. Put a sling around the PTO unit. Use a hoist to
hold the weight of the PTO unit. Remove the
bolts which fasten the PTO unit to the rear axle.

e 26.
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SYNCHROMESH TRANSMISSION REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
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FIGURE 49. DIFFERENTIALLOCKPEDAL
HELD IN ENGAGED POSITION

A. Pedal C. Wire
B. Operating lever1410TRACTOR

1. Disconnect the brake rod from each final drive
unit. Remove the nuts from the cotter pins in
the camshaft for each brake. Remove the cotter
pins and make sure that the cam levers are free
on the shafts.

2. Push down the pedal for the differential lock
and use wire to fasten it in this position see
Figure 49.

3. Remove the oil from the final drive units.
4. Remove the nuts which fasten the final drive

units to the flanges of the rear axle.
5. Use the lifting bracket, see Figure 14, or a lifting

sling and hoist to hold the weight ofthe unit.

A WARNING: 1410 tractors have very
heavy final drive units. Approximate
weight 225 kg. Use care when removing
the units or injury can result

A WARNING: The final drive units are
very heavy. Take care when removing
or installing. If it falls it can cause
injury

1210TRACTOR
1. Turn the adjusting nut for each brake drum

counter-clockwise, until adjustment is released.
2. Push down the pedal for the differential lock

and use wire to fasten it in this position, see
Figure 49.

3. Remove the oil from the final drive units.
4. Remove the nuts which fasten the final drive

units to the flanges of the rear axle.
5. Put a lever between the ends of the studs and

the axle case. Push against the studs to push
the final drive away from the axle case.

6. Carefully, move the final drive until the studs are
clear of the axle case. Let the unit turn until the
cover plate is at the bottom.

7. Use a jack to support the final drive unit and
remove the final drive unit completely. Repeat
procedure to remove the other final drive unit.

REMOVAL OF THE FINAL DRIVES

6. Remove the unit. Repeat procedure to remove
the other unit.

FIGURE SO. REMOVINGTHE FINAL DRIVE
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• SYNCHROMESH TRANSMISSION

INSTALLING THE GEARBOX
1. Install the shims on the auxiliary drive gear shaft.

2. Install a new oil seal in the rear end of the clutch
driveshaft. Put a small amount of grease on the
seal.
Install the gearbox into the frame.
Install the two bolts which fasten the gearbox to
the frame but without the bushes.

5. Make sure that all four lugs of the end plates are
flat on the frame.

If the lugs are not flat on the frame, loosen the
four Nyloc nuts on the gearbox casing. Use a
soft hammer to align the end plates as
necessary.

Tighten the four nuts to 95 Nm when the lugs
are flat on the frame.

6. Remove the two bolts which fasten the gearbox
to the frame.
Install the two bushes and then the bolts,
tighten to 135 Nm. Use a feeler gauge to check
clearance between the bolt heads and the lugs
of the case. This must be between 0'076 to
0·5mm.

7. Move the muff coupling rearward on to the
drive gear against the shims.
Install the circlip into the groove of the clutch
driveshaft to hold the muff coupling in position.
Check the clearance between the circlip and the
muff coupling. The clearance must be 0'20 to
1·02mm.
Remove or add shims behind the muff coupling
to get the correct clearance.

9. Use a hone or fine file to remove any sharp
edges from the splines of the PTO drive shaft.
Do this on the front edges and outer edges
along the full length of each spline.
Apply a small amount of grease. Carefully push
the shaft through the topshaft of the gearbox
until fully forward.
NOTE: If the splines will not enter the clutch
plate disengage the PTO clutch. Turn and push
the shaft at the same time until fully forward
into the flywheel.

10. Clean the faces of the rear frame and the axle
case.

11. Put a new gasket on the axle case with
compound which does not become hard.

12. Install the rear axle case complete with hydraulic
equipment and ramshaft.

9-37155
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A

FIGURE 51. INSTALLING THEGEARBOX
A. Checking muff couplingclearance
8. Checking bolt to casing clearance

225 kg~ 496Ib
95Nm~10kgm~ 70lbft

135Nm= 14kgm= 100lbft
0'20mm~ 0'008 in
1'02mm= 0'040 in
0'076mm~ 0'003 in
0'5 mm~ 0'020 in



SYNCHROMESH TRANSMISSION REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION

F13. Put the spring for the differential lock sleeve in
position on the differential.

14. Put the lock sleeve on the tool with splines
towards differential and enter it into the axle
casing. Stop when the groove of the sleeve is
behind the inner gusset of the casing.
NOTE: Do not let the tool enter the spring. The
fork cannot be engaged.

15. Align the selector fork with the groove in the
sleeve. Turn the tool clockwise until the fork is
engaged with the groove.

16. Engage the splines of the sleeve with the
differential. Push the pedal down to engage the
differential lock. Use a piece of wire to hold the
pedal in this position. Remove the tool.

17. Make sure the breather plugs are clear in the
axle case flanges on 1410tractors.

18. Install new seals in the axle case in the following
positions. 12 series, all seals to face inwards
towards differential. 14 series, install seals in
each seal housing back to back.
NOTE: Put high melting point grease in between
the seals in each housing on the ·12 series
tractor. Apply jointing compound to the seal
housings before installing into axle casing.

19. Check brake linings for wear and damage. Clean
the inside of the brake drum on 12 series tractor.

20. Clean the joint flanges of the axle case and final
drive unit. Fit a new '0' ring seal to the final
drive flange on the 1410tractors.

21. Install the final drive units. Tighten the bolts to
135Nm.

22. Install the rear wheels.
23. Connect the brake rods and adjust the brakes.
24. Remove the supports from under the tractor and

lower it to the ground. Remove the wedges
between the frame and front axle.

FIGURE 52.
A. Spur pinionshaft
B. Sleeve
C. Operating fork

D

DIFFERENTIAL LOCK 1210
D. Pedal
E. Return spring
F. End plate - differential cage

FIGURE 53. AXLECASEOIL SEALS
A. Oilseals B. Housing

9-37155
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• SYNCHROMESH TRANSMISSION REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION

B

135Nm~ 14kgm~ l00lbft
102Nm~ 10kgm~ 751bft
68Nm~ 7kgm~ 50Ibft
13Nm~ 2kgm~ 10lbft
51itres = 1gal ~ 5 U.S. qt
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FIGURE 54. GEARBOX COVER AND REAR AXLE CASE

A. Bolts. gearbox cover
B. Bolts, axle to cover
C. Bolts, cover to clutch housing
D. Wedge

25. Use a hoist to install the PTO. Tighten the bolts
to 102 Nm.

26. Connect the lubrication and the hydraulic pipes.
27. Install the gearbox cover using a new gasket.

Make sure the gear levers are correctly aligned
with the selector jaws when installing. Check
the operation of the levers after the cover is in
position, before tightening bolts.

28. Install and tighten cover bolts to 13 Nm. Install
the bolts which fasten the cover to the rear axle
casing. Tighten to 68 Nm. Tighten the bolts
which fasten the cover to the frame to 68 Nm.

29. Install the wedge between the gearbox cover
and the clutch housing. Install and tighten the
bolts to 68 Nm.

30. Install steering column and bracket. Fill the
steering box on tractors with manual steering.
Connect drag link to drop arm.

31. Connect the oil pipes to the control valve on
tractors with hydrostatic steering. Fill system
with the correct grade of oil.

. 32. Install the transmission drain plugs and tighten .
.Fill the transmission with the correct oil to the
correct level. Use a funnel with a filter installed.
NOTE: Discard the last 5 litres of oil if using old
oil. Add new oil to the correct level.

33. Install the sensing unit and connect the cable.
34. Install the three point linkage and drawbar.
35. Install the fuel tank and instrument panel.

Connect all wires and pipes. Fill fuel tank if
necessary.

36. Connect: throttle linkage, engine stop control
and the cable for the engine speed indicator.

37. Install seat on tractors without cab.
38. Install the cab.
39. On tractors with hydrostatic steering raise the

front axle off the ground. Run the engine at idle
speed. Turn the steering from lock to lock
several times to remove air from the system. Do
not permit the steering to reach full lock when
doing this operation.
On tractors with the steering ram behind and
parallel with the axle do the following.
Release left-hand bleed screw, turn steering to
the right; tighten bleed screw.
Release right-hand bleed screw, turn steering to
the left, tighten the bleed screw.

Fill reservoir to correct level.
Check the level of the oil in the reservoir with
the front wheels as follows:
Tractor with side ram, full right-hand lock.
Tractor with transverse ram behind axle, wheels
straight forward.
Tractor with 4-wheel drive, full left-hand lock.
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• SYNCHROMESH TRANSMISSION DISASSEMBLY AND ASSEMBLY

271 Nm=28kgm=200lbft

DISASSEMBLY AND ASSEMBLY
1210 TRACTOR WITHOUT CAB

DISASSEMBLY OF GEARBOX slow/normal gears in the centre position.
Use a stand as shown in Figure 1. 4. Remove the pins from the high/low selector

fork and the slow/normal jaw.
Use a hammer and a parallel punch.
Get assistance to hold a steel bar under each
selector rod as a support.

5. Turn the slow/normal rod 90 degrees to com
press the detent ball. Pull the rod out through
the front end plate. Put a finger over the detent
hole to prevent the ball coming out when the
shaft is removed. Remove the detent ball.

6. Turn the high/low selector jaw 90 degrees and
remove the pin.

1. Use the bolts which fasten the gearbox to the
main frame to fasten the gearbox to the stand.
The gearbox must be installed on the stand as
shown in Figure 1.

2. Engage any forward gear and put a soft metal
punch between the front layshaft gear and the
casing spacer.

Use a 1H AF socket to remove the pinion shaft
nut, clockwise.
The nut has a left-hand thread and is very tight,
271 Nm.
Remove the nut, washer and bearing cone.

3. Put all gears in neutral and the high/low and
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A. Slow!Normal rod
B. Slow/Norma/ fork andjaw
D. High/Low rod
E. High/Low fork
F. High/Low jaw

FIGURE55. ARRANGEMENT OF SELECTORS

G. 2nd/3rd rod M. 1st/Rev. jaw
H. 2nd/3rd fork N. SlowlNormal detent ball hole
J. 2nd/3rd jaw P. HighlLow detent ball hole
K. 1st/Rev. rod R. First/Reverse detent ball hole
L. 1st/Rev. fork S. SecondlThird detent ball hole
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SYNCHROMESH TRANSMISSION

7. Remove the pin from the second/third selector
fork.
Select third gear and turn the jaw 180 degrees.
Remove the pin by hitting down. Pull the rod
out through the front end plate.
Put a finger over the detent hole to prevent the
ball coming out when the rod is removed.
Remove the detent ball and fork.

8. Remove the pin from the first/reverse selector
jaw by hitting it up from below.

9. Remove the four nyloc nuts from casing studs
and bolts. Remove the two top bolts.

10. Push the high/low selector rod toward the rear
until clear of the front end plate. Move the rod
enough so that the high/low jaw and
slow/normal fork can be removed.

11. Push the first/reverse selector rod toward the
rear as far as it will go.

12. Hold the selector rod toward the rear and pull
the front end plate forward.
Do this until the slow/normal sliding gear and
the jawfor first/reverse can be removed.

13. Put a hand over the detent holes for first/reverse
and high/low then remove the front plate.
Remove the detent balls.

14. Pull the first/reverse rod forward as far as it will
go. Pull the casing spacer and layshaft forward
about 12 mm.

15. Remove the bolt which holds the top shaft rear
bearing in position. The washer will fall inside
the gearbox, remove later. Remove the top
shaft assembly and the highllow rod and fork.

16. Remove the layshaft.
17. Remove the two spacers and the shims from the

front of the pinion shaft. Keep these in a clean
safe place. The shims will be needed to set the
bearing preload when assembling.

18. Remove the splined washer from the pinion
shaft.

19. Lift the front of the pinion shaft and remove the
third gear. Remove the six bronze bearing pads.

20. Move the synchroniser unit and the front dog
clutch gear forward as far as possible.

21. Remove the front circlip from the groove and
slide it forward.

22. Slide the second gear and rear dog clutch gear
forward.

23. On tractors up to serial number 729430, remove
the rear circlip from the groove and slide forward.
On tractors from serial number 729430, slide
special splined washer forward and remove the
split-ring.
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FIGURE 56. BEVEL PINION SHAFT ASSEMBLY -A. Nut M. Dog gears
B. Washer N. Circlip
C. Bearing, front P. Synchroniser unit
D. Distance piece R. Second gear
E. Distance piece S. Special washer
F. Circlip T. Split-ring
G. Shims U. First/Reverse gear
H. Distance piece V. Plate
J. Splined washer W. Shims
K. Thirdgear X. Bearing, rear
L. Bearing pad (61 Y. Shaft

NOTE: Item Sand T installed instead of circlip from serial
number 729430 on 1210 tractors.

113mm~1 in



• SYNCHROMESH TRANSMISSION DISASSEMBLY AND ASSEMBLY

N G K PJ

M

SLOWINORMAL REDUCTION UNIT

H. Rear roller bearing
J. Layshaft
K. Needle roller bearing
L. Bearing spacer
M. Driven gear
N. Layshaft spindle
P. Thrust washers

FIGURE57.

A. Input shaft
8. Small circlip
C. Large circlip
D. Frontballbearing
E. Inner circlip
F. Bearingspecer
G. Tensionpin

24. Pull the first/reverse selector rod forward and
lift out.

25. Pull the spacer forward and remove the follow
ing parts from the pinion shaft:
front dog clutch gear, synchroniser unit and
selector fork, front circlip, rear dog clutch gear,
'second gear and the six bearing pads, rear cir
clip or special washer, first/reverse gear.

26. Remove the casing spacer from the bottom
studs.
Remove the washer for the topshaft rear bearing
from the spacer. Remove the pin for the high/
low fork from the spacer.

27. Remove the two balls for the starter safety
plunger from the spacer. Remove the plunger
from the rear end plate.
NOTE: These balls can be removed earlier if a
rod type magnet is <lVailable.

28. Remove the pinion shaft if necessary, as
follows:
(a) Fasten the rear end plate at the other end of

the stand. .

(b) Make a punch mark on one bearing cap and
on the rear end plate for identification when
assembling.

IMPORTANT: The caps must be installed in
exactly the same positions when assembling.
(c) Release the tabwashers and hold the weight

of the differential unit while removing the
cap bolts. Remove the caps and adjuster
rings.

IMPORTANT: Do not mix the caps and adjuster
rings.
Idl Remove the differential and then remove

the pinion shaft complete with bearing cone.
29. Remove the two gear locks and the four detent

springs from the front end plate.
30. Remove the tension pin from the spindle of the

slow/normallayshaft.
31. Push the spindle out of the plate and layshaft.
32. Remove the small circlip from the front of the

slow/normal input Shaft.
33. Hold the layshaft away from the input shaft.

Hit the front of the input shaft lightly with a soft
face hammer.
Remove the shaft complete with rear bearing.
IMPORTANT: Make sure the layshaft gear does
not make contact with the front bearing during
this operation.

34. Remove the layshaft complete with bearings,"
spacer and thrust washers.

35. Remove the bearing cups from the end plates if
necessary.

36. If necessary, remove the front bearing for the
input shaft by removing circlip and pulling
forward.
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INSPECTION OF PARTS
Clean all parts before making an inspection.

Selector Parts
1. Check the selector rods and forks for wear,

damage and distortion.
2. Check the steel balls for wear and damage.
3. Put the balls into the grooves of the selector

rods.
4. Check that there is a clearance between the ball

and the bottom of the groove. See Figure 58.
5. If there is no clearance, grind the bottom of the

groove to give a small clearance.
6. Measure the length of each detent spring.

If less than 31'7 mm install new springs.
7. Measure the depth of the spring holes using the

following method, see.Figure 59.
(a) Use a piece of metal rod A, Figure 59,

approximately 152 mm long and 9'5 mm
diameter.

(b) Make a mark B on the rod 28 mm from
one end.

leI Put the marked end of the rod into the
spring hole.

(d) Look through the selector rod hole D. The
mark must be in line with the lower edge of
the selector rod hole. See Figure 59.

Ie) If the mark is lower, shims must be put in
the bottom of the hole. Add shims until the
mark aligns with the lower edge of the
selector rod hole.
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Q 0
~ D ~ 6 e

A B

FIGURE 58. SELECTOR ROD AND DETENT,BALL

A. Correct B. Wrong

A

c

FIGURE59. CHECKING DEPTH OF
DETENT SPRING HOLES

A. Testrod C. Endplate
B. 28 mm mark D. Selector rod hole

31'7mm~ 1i in
152 mm = 6 in
28mm~ 1,\ in

.9·5mm= i in



• SYNCHROMESH TRANSMISSION

Gears
1. Check the gear teeth for wear and damage.
2. Check that all teeth are evenly marked.

NOTE: When a gear has to be replaced, also
replace all other gears in that ratio. Rapid wear
and failure will occur if this is not done.

3. Check the operation of the synchroniser unit.
Check the six springs for damage, replace as a
set if necessary.

NOTE: Do not try to disassemble the
synchroniser unit. Make sure the surface of the
synchronising rings is not damaged during
inspection.

Bearings
1. Check for wear and damage of all parts

including outer cups in end plates.
Install new outer cups when a new taper roller
bearing is installed.
Make sure the cups are correctly installed to
prevent moving after installation.

2. Check the slow/normallayshaft spindle, needle
bearings and layshaft bore for wear and
damage.
When a defect is found on any part, replace all
parts. Use new type bearings and spacer when
making a repair to an early type gearbox.
NOTE: Rapid wear and failure will occur if only
part of the assembly is replaced.

3. Check the bush in the front end of the top shaft
for wear and damage.

9-37155
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FIGURE60.

A. Pin
B. Spindle
C. Plug
D. Thrustwasher

DISASSEMBLY AND ASSEMBLY

SLOWINORMAL LAYSHAFT

E. Needle bearing
F. Spacer
G. Layshaft gears
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ADJUSTMENTS BEFORE ASSEMBLY

SlowINonnal Layshaft
1. Put the layshaft, with the bore vertical and the

large gear on a flat surface.
2. Install the bearings with the distance piece

between into the bore of the layshaft. Push the
bearings and distance piece in until level with

. the end with the large gear.
3. Put a straight edge across the small gear as

shown in Figure 61. Use a feeler gauge to
measure the gap between the top bearing and
the straight edge.
The clearance must be between 0'25 mm and
1·3mm.

4. If the clearance is not correct check:
(a) The bearing Part Number K620273.
(b) The length of the distance piece, which

must be 42'54 mm to 42'67 mm.
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A

FIGURE 61. CHECKING BEARING CLEARANCE
A. Straight edge B. Feeler gauge

0'25 mm= 0·010 in
1'30 mm~ 0'050 in

42'54 mm= 1·675in
42'67 mm~ 1'680 in
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Main Layshaft Clearance
1. Measure the front shoulder of the layshaft as

shown in Figure 62.
2. Remove the bearing cup from the front or rear

end plate, see Figure 62.
3. Remove shims 0'20 mm in thickness. Install the

bearing cup again.
4. Assemble the gearbox case with the layshaft in

position. Install the four Nyloc nuts which fasten
the assembly together. Tighten to a torque
of95Nm.

5. Turn the layshaft in both directions to align the
bearings.

6. Put a dial gauge against the end of the layshaft,
to measure the free movement.

7. Move the layshaft backwards and forwards
turning it at the same time and applying a small
load.

8. Read the amount of movement shown on the
dial gauge. The correct amount of free
movement must be 0'05 to 0'10 mm.

9. To find the correct amount of shims needed,
subtract the movement needed from the move
ment measured.

Example: Movement measured 0'25 mm
Movement needed 0'07 mm
Shims needed 0'18 mm

10. Disassemble the gearbox and install the correct
amount of shims between the bearing cup and
the end plate.

11. Do steps 4 to 8 again and check that the move
ment is correct.
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FIGURE 62. FRONTENO OFLAYS HAFT
IfA~ t-tito 1'73mm
Install shims in the front endplate
IfA ~ 3'33 t03'58mm
"Installshimsin the rear end plate,

t -50 mm ; 0'058in
l'73mm;0'058in
3'33 rnm> 0'13t in
3-58mm; 0·t41 in
0'20 mm ~ 0'008 in

_0'10 mm ~ 0'004 in
0'05 mm ~ 0'002 in
0'25 mm ~ 0'010 in
0-07 mm ~ 0'003in
0'18mm~0'007in

95 Nm ~ 10kg m e 70lbft
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A

0'50mm
O'05mm
O'45mm

Gap
Minus

Shims needed

Topshaft Clearance
1. Remove the shims from between the rear end

plate and rear bearing. See B Figure 63.
2. Assemble the gearbox case with the topshaft

complete in position. Tighten the four Nyloc
nuts which fasten the assembly together to a
torque of 95 Nm.

3. Push the topshaft, including rear bearing
towards the front of the gearbox as far as it can
go.

4. Use a feeler gauge to measure the gap between
the rear plate and the rear bearing.

5. Subtract 0'05 mm from the measurement to find
the thickness of shims needed.
Example:

D

FIGURE63. TOPSHAFT CLEARANCE ADJUSTMENT
A. Lubrication muff, 14series tractors only
B. Shims for adjustment
C. Bolt which fastens rear bearing
D. Special washer
E. Topshaft
F. Thrustwasher

0-05 mm ~ 0-002 in
0'45 mm ~ 0'018 in
0-50 mm ~ 0-020 in

95Nm~ 10kgm~70lbft
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FIGURE 64. PINION SETTING GAUGE
(Service Tool DB 82081

A. Disc C. Spacer
B. Shaft D. Probe

Pinion Shaft Adjustmenta 1. Remove the outer cup of the rear bearing from
,. the rear end plate.

Remove the shims from the end plate and install
the cup again.

2. Assemble the gearbox casing.
Install the pinion shaft without the gears and
distance piece behind the front bearing.

3. Tighten the pinion shaft nut while turning the
shaft by hand, until all free movement is
removed. Hit both ends of the shaft with a soft
face hammer and check again.

4. Loosen the nut until the shaft can be turned but
still has a small amount of bearing friction.

5. Assemble the setting gauge, (Service Tool
DBB208) as follows:
Put the 6-3215 in spacer on to the probe of the
tool.
Screw the probe into the shaft B. Figure 64.
Install the locknut, but do not tighten it.

6. Install the tool into the rear end plate of the
gearbox as shown in Figure 65.
Tighten the differential bearing caps to hold the
tool in the correct position.

7. Turn the probe counterclockwise until the end is
just in contact with the face of the bearing cone.

e Tighten the lock nut of the probe then check
that the probe has not moved.

a. Use a feeler gauge to measure the gap between
the spacer D and the shaft B, Figure 64.
Make a note of the measurement.

9. Make a note of the measurement marked on the
end of the pinion gear. This is shown as + or 
and -7 = -0'007 in for example.

10. To find the correct amount of shims to install
use the following method:
(a) If the pinion is marked minus (-I. subtract

the number shown from 0'030 in.
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FIGURE 65.

A. Rear end-plate
8. Pinion bearing
C. Probe

C B A

CHECKING PINION SETTING

D. Spacer
E. Mark on pinion

0'18 mm = 0-007 in
0'76 mm = 0-030 in
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11. Remove the setting gauge from the end plate.

12. Remove the pinion shaft and disassemble the e
casing.

13. Use a hammer and soft metal punch to remove
the outer bearing cup from the rear end plate.

14. Put the correct amount of shims in the end plate
and install the bearing cup again.
Make sure the bearing cup is tight against the
shims.

(b)

0'030 in
+0'007 in

0'037 in

0'057 in
-0'037 in

0'020 in

(a)

0'030 in
-0'007 in

0'023;n

0'057 in
-0'023 in

0'034 in

(bl If the pinion is marked plus (+1, add the
numberto 0'030 in.

(c) Subtract the result from the gap measure
ment between the spacer and the shaft of
the gauge.

Example:

Constant dimension
Pinion mark

Result

Gap measurement
Result
Shims needed

Make sure the result is correct and make a note
of it before disassembling the gearbox.

0'76mm~ 0'030 in
0"8mm~0'OO7in

0'58 mm= 0'023 in
0'93mm~ 0'037 in
"45 mm~ 0'057 in
0'88 mm~ 0'034 in
O·SO mm~ 0'020 in
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11.

10.

12.

L

M

SLOW/NORMAL GEAR ASSEMBLY

H. Rollerbearing
J. Layshaft
K. Needle bearings
L. Spacer
M. Driven gear .
N. Layshaft spindle
P. Thrust washers

FIGURE66.

A. Input shaft
B. Circlip
C. Circlip
D. Bearing
E. Circlip
F. Spacer
G. Spring pin

Install the front bearing for the input shaft and
install all bearing cups which have been
removed.
Put the slow/normal layshaft in the front end
plate complete with bearings and spacer.
Hold the end plate so that the layshaft is kept
away from the input shaft.
Install the input shaft and fit front circlip.
Put a new thrust washer each end of the lay
shaft and install the layshaft spindle. Fit the
tension pin which holds the spindle in position.
Put the four detent springs and the first/reverse
gear lock in the front end plate.
Remove the circlip from the rear of the topshaft.
Remove the rear bearing and install it in the rear
end plate with the correct amount of shims. See
page 46 for topshaft adjustment.
Fasten the bearing in position with the bolt and
special washer.
Use a new tabwasher to lock the bolt.
Make sure the washer is correctly installed.
Install the pinion shaft in the rear end plate with
the correct amount of shims. See page 47 for
pinion shaft adjustment.
Install the differential with the spiral gear as far
to the right as possible.

. For final adjustments after assembly see pages
77 and 78.
Make sure the caps and adjuster rings are in the
correct positions then tighten the cap bolts,
with your fingers.
Insert a wedge of wood between the end of the
pinion shaft and the differential cage. This will
hold the shaft in position while assembling.
Slide the casing spacer on to the bottom two
studs until the studs just enter the front holes.
Slide the first/reverse gear on to the pinion
shaft with the selector groove toward the
differential.
Push the spacer rearward until the ends of the
studs are level with the front face.
Push the first/reverse gear toward the rear as
far as possible.
On tractors up to serial number 729430 slide the
'rear circlip on the shaft until between the circlip
grooves.
The circlip will be pushed into the rear groove
later.
On tractors from serial number 729430 install the
special splined washer with the flat face
forward. The washer must be forward of the
rear groove in the shaft.

ASSEMBLY OF GEARBOX
1.

4.

3.

5.

2.

8.

13.

7.

6.

14.

15.

9.
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NOTE: Items 5 and T installed instead of circlip from serial
number 729430 on 1210tractors.

25mm= 1 in I

~,.
I
I
I

.....J

BEVEL PINION SHAFT ASSEMBLY

M. Doggears
N. Circlip
P. Synchroniser
R. Second gear
S. Special washer
T. Split-ring
U. First/Reverse gear
V. Plate
w.: Shims
X. Bearing, rear
Y Shaft

FIGURE 67.
A. Nut
8. Washer
C. Bearing, front
D. Distance piece
E. Distance piece
F. Circlip
G. Shims
H. Distance piece
J. Splined washer
K. Third gear
L. Bearing pad 151

16. Slide the second gear on to the shaft with the
synchroniser cup toward the front.
Put a small amount of grease on the six bronze
bearing pads.
Insert the bearing pads into the bore of the gear,
in the splines of the shaft.

17. Install the rear dog clutch gear with the reduced
part of the teeth toward the front.
Make a note of the position of the punch mark
Onthe side ofthe gear.

18. Slide the front circlip on the shaft but not into
the groove.

19. Install the front dog clutch gear with the
reduced teeth toward the rear. Align the punch
mark on the side of the gear with the mark on
the rear gear.

20. Install the svnchroniser gear on the dog clutch
gears.

21. Install the selector fork into the groove of the
synchroniser gear with the flat face forward.

22. Put the selector fork for first and reverse into
the groove 0" the first/ reverse gear.

23. Push the casing spacer toward the rear until
25 mm from the rear end plate.

24. On tractors from serial number 729430, put the
split-ring in the rear groove of the pinion shaft.
Slide the special splined washer over the
split-ring.

25. Push the svnchroniser gear, dog gears and
second gear against the special washer. On
tractors up to serial number 729430, push up to
the circlip.
The circlip between the dog clutch gears will go
into the groove on the shaft. Check by trying to
pull the second gear forward. It will not move if
the circlip is in the groove.

26. Slide the third gear on the shaft with the
synchroniser cup toward the synchroniser gear.
Put a small amount of grease on the six bronze
bearing pads. Install the bearing pads into the
bore of the gear in the splines of the shaft.

27. Put grease on one side of the splined washer
and install it with the grease toward the third
gear.

28. Put the layshaft in position in the casing spacer
with the smaller gear at the rear.

29. Put the high/low selector fork on the high/low
selector rod with the flat face toward the front.
Make sure the three detent grooves are down.

30. Put the fork in the high/low pinion groove, on
the topshaft.
Install the topshaft assembly with the high/low
selector rod and fork into the rear end plate.
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c

D

E

D

PINION SHAFT FRONT PARTS

D. Special spacer with shoulder
E. Shims

INSTALLING THE DETENT BALLS

D. Detent ball
E. Detent spring

8

A

FIGURE68.

A. Tool
B. Endplare
C. Selector rod

FIGURE69.

A. Nut
B. Washer
C. Rollerbearing

31. Push casing spacer against the rear end plate.
Enter the layshaft rear bearing at the same time
into the rear end plate.

32. Push the high/low selector rod through the rear
plate for about 150 mm.

33. Use a soft face hammer to push the topshaft
into the rear bearing as far as it will go.

NOTE: Make sure the front bearing of the top
shaft does not come into contact with the front
layshaft gear.

34. Fit the outer cup to front bearing of topshaft.
35. Install the front end plate as follows:

(a) Enter the first/reverse selector rod in the
front end plate and install the detent ball.
Use the tool as shown in Figure 68.

(b) Push the front plate rearward until just on
the bottom studs.

(c) Put the first/reverse selector jaw on the
selector rod, open jaw outward.

(dl Install high/low detent ball and push the
selector rod through the front plate.

(e) Install the high/low gear lock.
(f) Put the slow/normal sliding gear on the rear

of the input shaft, with selector jaw and
fork. Make sure the pin hole is toward the
front.

(g) Put the high/low selector jaw on the
high/low rod.

(hI Push the front plate against the casing
spacer. At the same time engage the splines
of the topshaft in the slow/normal sliding
gear.

36. Push the two top casing bolts in from the front.
Install the four nyloc nuts and tighten to 95 Nm.

37. Fit the pin for the first/ reverse selector jaw
from above. The pin must have 1'6 mm showing
above the surface of the jaw.

38. Select reverse gear.
39. Check that the splined washer is still in position

on the front of the pinion shaft.
40. Add 0'25 mm to the shims for the pinion shaft.

Install the shims between the two spacers on
the front of the pinion shaft. The small face of
the front spacer must be toward the bearing.
Install the front bearing cone, flat washer and
nut.

41. Insert a soft metal punch between the front
layshaft gear and the casing.

l'6mm~,\;in

95 Nm ~ 10 kg m ~ 70 Ib ft
150mm= 6 in

0'25 mm ~ 0'010 in
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42. Tighten the pinion shaft nut counter-clockwise
to 271 Nm.
NOTE: If there is not one and a half threads
showing through the nut, remove and check
splined washer.

43. Remove the wedge of wood from between the
end of the pinion shaft and the differential.-

44. Check the end movement of the pinion shaft by
moving it forward then backward. Turn the
shaft and apply load by hand while doing this.

Measure the amount of movement with a dial
gauge.

Remove shims to the same value as the move
ment plus 0'05 mm. This will give a bearing
preload of 0'05 mm.

45. Push the high/low selector rod towards the
front until the pins for the fork and jaw can be
fitted.

Pins must have 1'6 mm showing above the
surface.

46. Select high or low gear range.

47. Install slow/normal selector rod with detent
groove to the front and down.

Install the pin for the jaw and fork.

48. Put the first/reverse selector in the neutral
position.

49. Install the second and third selector rod with the
three grooves to the front and down.

Install the pins for the jaw and fork.

50. Install the circlip on the rear end of the topshaft.
51. Install the balls and plunger for the starter

safety switch.

l'6mm~,\; in
0'05 mm~ 0'002 in
0'25 mm~ 0'010 in

271 Nm ~ 28 kg m ~ 200 Ibtl

A. Slow/Normal rod
B. Slow/Normal fork and jaw
D. High/Low rod
E. High/Low fork
F. High/Lowjaw

K

\
\

\

I-+:

\\
L

/
/

/

1st/Rev. jaw
Slow/Normal detent ball hole
High Low detent ball hole
First/Reverse detent ball hole
Second/Third detent ball hole

H

///////////.1///////////'-
r
I

F
\ I

FIGURE70. ARRANGEMENT OF SELECTORS

G. 2nd/3rd rod M.
H. 2nd/3rd fork N.
J. 2nd/3rdjaw P.
K. 1st/Rev. rod R.
L. 1st/Rev. fork S.

\

8
I
N

I
D
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5. Put a finger over the hole N for the detent ball to
prevent the loss of the ball.
Slide the selector rod out through the front.
Remove the detent ball from the rod hole in the
end plate.

6. Select SECOND gear, remove the four nuts
from the casing bolts and studs.
Remove the two top bolts out through the front.

7. Hold the SECOND gear in the engaged position.
Put a finger over the holes for the detent ball to
prevent the loss of the ball.
Pull the front end plate forward until it is clear of
the second/third selector rod G.
Remove the detent ball from the rod hole in the
plate.

• SYNCHROMESH TRANSMISSION

1210TRACTOR WITH A CAB

DISASSEMBLY OF GEARBOX
For procedure for a tractor without a cab see page 39.
1. Fasten the gearbox to the stand as shown in

Figure 1.
2. Select any forward gear and put a soft metal

punch between the teeth of the layshaft and the
casing.

3. Use a 111 AF socket to remove the nut from the
pinion shaft.
Turn the nut clockwise, it has a left-hand thread,
and is very tight.
Remove the washer and front bearing cone.

4. Put a bar under the slow/normal selector rod A
as a support. Use a hammer and punch to
remove the pins which fasten the fork B and jaw
C to the rod.

DISASSEMBLY AND ASSEMBLY

s"'"
G

\
H

\
J

\
M

\

L

\

K

I

/ / / / / r / / / / / / / / / / / ///.
/

B

R

D
/

E c
\
F

A. Slow/Normal rod
B. Slow!Normal fork
C. Slow/Normal jaw
D. High/Low rod
E. High/Low lork
F. High/Low jaw

FIGURE71. ARRANGEMENT OF SELECTORS

G. 2nd/3rd rod M. 1st/Rev. jaw
H 2nd/3rd fork N. Slow/Normal detent ball hole
J. 2nd/3rd jaw P. High/Low detent ball hole
K 1st/Rev. rod R. First/Reverse detent ball hole
L. 1st/Rev. fork S. Second/Third detent ball hole
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M

N G K PJ

8. Select REVERSEgear.
Put a finger over the hole R, Figure 71 for the
detent ball to prevent the loss of the ball.
Pull the front plate forward until clear of the
first/ reverse selector rod K.
Remove the detent ball from the rod hole in the
plate.

9. Put a finger over the hole P for the detent ball of
the highllow selector rod.
Push the high/low selector rod toward the rear
end plate.
Pull the front plate forward until clear of the rod.
Remove the detent ball.

10. Remove the front plate and the slow/normal
gears. Remove the slow/normal driven gear M,
Figure 72 and selector from the front plate.
Remove the spring pin G which holds the lay
shaft spindle N and remove the spindle.

11. Remove the circlip B from the front end of the
slow/normal input shaft.
Push the input shaft out of the front plate from
the front. Keep the layshaft clear while doing
this.

12. Remove the bolt which holds the rear bearing
forthe topshaft in position.
The washer will fall inside the casing; remove
later.

---------------------

---

FIGURE72.

A. Input shaft
B. Circ/ip (gear)
C. Outer circlip
D. Bearing
E. Inner eire/ip
F. Distance piece
G. Spring pin

---------

L

SLOW/NORMAL GEARS

H. Rollerbearing
J. Layshaft
K. Needle bearing
L. Distance piece
M. Driven gear
N. Layshaft spindle
P. Thrustwashers

p

FIGURE73.

A. Circlip
B. Front bearing
C. Distance piece
D. Circlip
E. Bush
F. Range pinion

TOP-SHAFT ASSEMBLY 1210 TRACTOR

G. Shaft M. Bolt
H. Bush N. Shims
J. Reverseidler gear P. Circlip
K. Washer, rear bearing R. Rear bearing
L. Tabwasher S. Thrust washer
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13. Move the casing spacer forward approximately
25mm.
Remove the topshaft complete and the high/
low selector assembly.
Remove the shims from behind the rear bearing
and keep safe for assembly.

14. Remove the layshaft from the casing.
15. To remove the pinion shaft, first remove the

differential.
Make marks on the bearing caps and the rear
end plate to make sure of correct assembly.
Remove the bearing caps while holding the
weight ofthe unit.

16. Remove the two distance pieces and the shims
from the front of the pinion shaft. Keep shims
safe for assembly.

17. Remove the splined washer, third gear and the
six bearing pads, from the pinion shaft.

18. Move the synchroniser unit and the front dog
gear forward as far as possible. Release the cir
clip behind the front dog gear from the groove
and slide the circlip forward.

19. Slide the rear dog gear and second gear forward.
Remove circlip from rear groove on early
tractors and slide forward on later tractors.

20. Slide the first/reverse gear and selector forward
until the selector rod is clear of the rear plate.
Lift the selector assembly out.

21. Remove the selector assembly for second and
third gears.

22. Lift the front of the pinion shaft and remove all
the components from the front.
Remove the pinion shaft from the rear.

23. Remove the washer for the topshaft rear bearing
from the bottom ofthe casing.

24. If necessary, disassemble the topshaft in the
following sequence.
(a) Front bearing, washer and circlip.
(b) High/Low gear assembly.
(c) Rear circlip and bearing, thrust washer and

reverse idler gear.

Inspection of Parts
Clean all parts and check for wear and damage. See
pages 42 and 43 for details.

Adjustments
Do the adjustments on pages 44 to 48 before
assembling the gearbox.
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FIGURE74. BEVEL PINION SHAFT ASSEMBLY

A. Nut M. Dog gears
8. Washer N. Circlip
C. Bearing, front P. Synchroniser
D. Distancepiece R. Second gear
E. Distance piece S. Special washer
F. Circlip T. Split-ring
G. Shims U. First/Reverse gear
H. Distance piece V. Plate
J. Splined washer W. Shims
K. Thirdgear X. Bearing, rear
L. Bearing pad 161 Y. Shaft

NOTE: Items Sand T installed instead of circlip from serial
number 729430 on 1210 tractors.

I 25mm= 1 in
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ASSEMBLY see Figure 74
1. Install the casing spacer so that the front face is

level with the ends of the bottom studs.
2. Remove the circlip and bearing from the rear

end of the topshaft. Install the bearing in the
rear end plate complete with the correct amount
of shims. See page 46 for adjustment.

Install the bolt and special washer to hold the
bearing in position. Use a new tabwasher on the
bolt.

3. Install the pinion shaft and differential. Use a
wedge of wood to hold pinion shaft in position.

4. Slide the first/reverse gear onto the pinion
shaft. Make sure the selector groove is towards
the rear end plate.

S. On early tractors install the rear circlip on the
shaft but not in groove.

6. Put the second gear R on the pinion shaft with
the synchromesh surface towards the front.
Install the six bearing pads L with a small
amount of grease.

7. Put the rear dog gear on the pinion shaft. Make
sure the thin part of the teeth is towards the
front. Make a note of the position of the mark
on the side of the gear.

8. Slide the circlip N on to the pinion shaft but not
into the groove.

9. Install the front dog gear; with the thin part of
the teeth towards the rear end plate. Align the
mark on the side of the gear with the mark on
the rear dog gear.

10. Install the synchroniser unit P, onto the dog
gears.

11. Install the selector assembly for second and

DISASSEMBLY AND ASSEMBLY

third gears. Do not enter the rod into the rear
end plate. e

12. Install the selector assembly for first and reverse
gears. Enter the rod into the rear end plate.
Move the casing spacer towards the rear
approximately SO mm at the same time.
Put the split ring T in the groove on the pinion
shaft and slide the special washer S over the
ring.

13. Push the synchroniser unit P, dog gears M,
circlip N and second gear R, towards the rear.
Enter the selector rod for second and third gears
into the rear end plate. Keep pushing until the
circlip between the dog gears, enters the groove
on the shaft.
Check that the circlip has entered the groove by
pulling the second gear forward. The gear will
not move forward if the circlip is in the groove.

14. Install the third gear K, with the synchromesh
surface towards the rear. Put grease on the six
bearing pads and push into position.

lS. Put grease on one side of the splined washer J.
Put the washer on the pinion shaft with the
grease against third gear.

16. Put the layshaft in position inside the casing
spacer.

17. Assemble the top shaft as follows, see Figure 7S.
(al Put the range Pinion F on the topshaft, e

small gear to front.
Ib) Install circlip 0 and washer C on the front

of the shaft.
(c) Install bush H, idler gear J and thrust

washer S, on to the rear of the shaft.

5Omm=2in

R
P

.--- "1.---
»> 0 I

.--- '---A Be). I.---.---

~
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.--- N

"'~rr
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FIGURE75.
TOPSHAFT ASSEMBLY 12tO TRACTOR

A. Circlip
B. Frontbearing
C. Distance piece
D. Circlip
E. Bush
F. Rangepinion
G. Shaft
H. Bush
J. Reverse idler gear
K. Washer; rear bearing idler
L. Tabwasher, rear bearing idler
M. Bolt, rear bearing idler
N. Shims
P. Circlip
R. Rear bearing
S. Thrust washer
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c

E

D

D

INSTALLING DETENT BALLS

D. Detent ball
E. Detent spring

A
FIGURE77. PINION SHAFT NUT

D. Special distance piece with shoulder
E. Shims

A.........

I. 95Nm~ 10kgm=70lbft I

A. Nut
B. Washer
C. Bearing

B

32. Install the front bearing, the two distance pieces
with the shims between, onto the pinion shaft.
Make sure the small face of the front distance
piece is toward the front bearing.

FIGURE76.

A. Tool
B. Endplate
C. Selector rod

18. Put the topshaft complete and the selector
assembly in position inside the casing spacer.
Enter the end of the topshaft and selector rod
into the rear end plate.

19. Move the spacer toward the rear end plate.
Enter the rear bearing of the layshaft into the
end plate. Hit the front of the topshaft with a
soft face hammer to push it into the rear
bearing. Install the circlip on the rear end of
the topshaft when in position.

20. Remove the outer cup of the front bearing for
the topshaft from the front plate. Install the cup
onto the bearing cone on the shaft.

21. Install the slow/normal layshaft large gear
toward the front.
Do not install the spindle until the driving gear is
installed.

22. Push the driving gear assembly into the front
plate from the rear. Install the circlip on the
front end.

23. Put all the springs for the detent balls in the
front end plate. Put the gear lock in position.
NOTE: The range selector rods do not have a
gear lock.
Instalilayshaft spindle and spring pin.

24. Put the front end plate onto the bottom studs
and move it towards the spacer.
Do tnis until the driven gear M Figure 72 can
be put on the topshaft. Install the gear with
the selector groove toward the front.

25. Enter the first/reverse selector rod into the
front end plate. Use the tool shown in Figure 76
to install the detent ball as follows:
Put the flat of the tool towards the end of the
selector rod. Push the tool down and push the
rod up to the flat. Remove the tool and push
the rod over the ball.

26. Push the front end plate toward the spacer.
Push the first/reverse selector rod forward until
the gear lock enters the groove, NEUTRAL
POSITION.

27. Enter the selector rod for second and third gears
into the front plate. Use the tool to install the
detent ball. Move the selectorrod forward.

28. Put the selector rod for high/low in position.
Use the tool to install the detent ball and move
the rod forward.

29. Enter the layshaft and topshaft bearings into the
front end plate. Use a soft face hammer to hit
the front plate until it is against the spacer.

30. Install the two lOP casing bolts from the front.
Install the four Nyloc nuts and tighten to 95 Nm.

31. Engage reverse gear and put a soft metal punch
between the layshaft and the case. Make sure
the splined washer is still in position.
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33. Install the washer and nut onto the pinion shaft.
NOTE: There must be at least 1i threads
showing through the nut. Check splined washer
is in position if less, before tightening the nut.
Tighten the nut counter-clockwise to 271 Nm.

34. Put all gears in neutral and then select high or
low range.

35. Put the slow/normal selector fork into the
selector groove. Enter the selector rod in the e
front plate and use the tool to install the detent
ball. Push the rod toward the rear through the
fork and selector jaw.

36. Align the holes in the rod, fork and jaw. Install
the pins which fasten the fork and jaw.

37. Install the balls and plunger for the starter safety
switch.

I 271 Nm~28kgm~200lbft I
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FIGURE78.

A. Slow/Normal rod
B. Siow/Normalfork
C. Stow/ Normal jaw
D. HighlLowrod
E. High/Low fork
F. High/Lowjaw
G. 2nd/3rd rod
H. 2nd/3rd fork

ARRANGEMENT OF SELECTORS

J. 2nd/3rd jaw
K. 1st/Rev rod
L. 1st/Rev fork
M. 1st/Revjaw
N. Slow/Normal detentball hole
P. High/Low detent ball hole
R. First/Reverse detent ball hole
S. Second/Third detent ball hole
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1410TRACTOR WITHOUT A CAB

_ 14.

FIGURE 79. SLOW/NORMAL GEARS 1410TRACTOR
TRACTOR

A

o
TOP SHAFT REAR END

D. Special washer
E. Top shaft
F. Thrustvvasher

A. Circlip M. Driven gear
B. Washer N. Sp/ined washer
C. Bearing, front P. Circlip
D. Distance piece R. Pin
E. Distance piece S. Spindle
F. Bearing, .rear T. Plug
G. Input shaft U. Thrust washers
H. Dog gear, front V. Needle bearings
J. Selector gear W. Distance piece
K. Circlip X. Layshaft gears
L. Dog gear, rear

FIGURE80.

A. Lubricationmuff
B. Shims
C. Bolt

DISASSEMBLY OF GEARBOX
For procedure for tractor with a cab, seepaqe 66.
1. Install the gearbox in the stand as shown in

Figure 1.
2. Remove the circlip A and washer B, Figure 79,

which holds the front bearing for the input shaft
assembly in position.

3. Align the gap in the teeth of the driving gear
with the teeth of the layshaft.
Pull the input shaft assembly out through the
front of the front end plate.

4. Remove the circlip K, Figure 79, from the front
of the topshaft. Move the dog clutch gear L,
forward as far as possible.

5. Remove the pin which fastens the slow/normal
selector fork to the selector rod. See Figure 78.

6. Pull the slow/normal rod out through the
front and remove the fork. Put a finger over
hole N for the detent ball to prevent loss of the
ball. Remove the ball through the selector rod
hole.

7. Remove the pin which fastens the selector jaw
to the high/low selector rod.

8. Remove the pins which fasten the selector jaw
and fork to the second/third selector rod. Put a
finger over hole S for the detent ball to prevent
loss of the ball. Pull the rod out through the
front, while holding the jaw.
Remove the detent ball through the selector
rod hole.

9. Engage first gear and remove the pin which
fastens the jaw to the first/reverse selector rod.
Put a soft metal punch between the layshaft
gears and the casing.

10. Remove the pinion shaft nut, washer and front
bearing. Tum the nut clockwise, it has a lett
hand thread and is very tight.

11. Remove the four Nyloc nuts from the casing
bolts and studs. Remove the two top bolts,
towards the front.

12. Push the high/low and first/reverse selector
rods to the rear as far as possible. Pull the front
end plate forward.

13. Remove the front end plate complete with the
components inside. Put your hand over the
holes for the detent balls while pulling the end
plate forward. Remove the first! reverse selector
jaw as the rodclears it.
Remove the detent balls.
NOTE: Make sure the high/low and first/reverse
rods do not move forward while removing the
front plate.
Remove the driven gear M, Figure 79, dog
clutch gear, slow/normal selector and fork,
high/low and first/reverse jaws.
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15. Remove the gear locks and detent springs from
the front end plate.

16. Remove the lubrication muff A Figure 80 from
the rear of the topshaft.

17. Remove the bolt which holds the topshaft rear
bearing in position. The washer will fall inside
the casing, remove later.

18. Remove the topshaft complete and high/low
selector rod and fork.

19. Remove the layshaft and pull the casing spacer
forward approximately 25 mm.

20. Remove the distance pieces, shims G and
splined washer J, from the front of the pinion
shaft. Keepsate, the shims are important when
assembling. See Figure 81.

21. Remove the third ge~r K, and the six bearing
pads L, from the pinion shaft.

22. Move the svnchroniser unit P, selector fork and
front dog clutch gear as far forward as possible.
Release the circlip N, behind the front dog
clutch gear and move it forward along the shaft.

23. Move the second ge~r R, and rear dog clutch
gear forward as far as possible.

24. Move the special washer S, which holds the
split ring T, in position forward and remove the
split ring.

25. Move the first/reverse gear' U, forward and
remove the selector rod and fork.

26. Remove from the pinion shaft:
(a) the synchroniser Unit and selector fork,
Ib) dog clutch gears and circlip,
(c) second gear and bearing pads,
Id) split-ring washer and firstfreverse gear.

27. Remove the special washer for the topshaft rear
bearing from the casing.
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FIGURE81. BEVEL PINION SHAFT ASSEMBLY

A. Nut M. Dog gears
B. Washer N. Circlip
C. Bearing, front P. Synchroniser unit
D. Distancepiece R. Second gear
E. Distance piece S. Special washer
F. Circlip T. Split ring
G. Shims U. First/reverse gear
H. Distance piece V. Plate
J. Splined washer W. Shims
K. Thirdgear X. Bearing, rear
L. Bearingpad (61 Y. Shaft

I 25mm~tin I

•
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28. To remove the slow/normal layshaft, first
remove the spring pin which holds the spindle in
position.
Push the spindle out and lift the layshaft out of
the end plate.
Remove the thrust washers.
Remove the bearings and distance piece from
the layshaft. See Figure 79.

29. Disassemble the topshaft as follows if neces
sary; see Figure 82.
Remove:
(a) front splined washer and circlip A.
(b) front bearing B, and bush C.
(c) low gear D, sliding gear E, and front dog

clutch gear F, six bearing pads J.
(d) circlip G, and rear dog clutch gear H,
(e) high gear K, and six bearing pads R.

IfI splined washer L, and circlip M,
Igi rear circlip W, and bearing V,
(h) thrust washer U, reverse gear T, and bush S.

DISASSEMBLY AND ASSEMBLY

30. To remove the pinion shaft, remove the
differential unit as follows:
(a) Make a mark on one of the differential

bearing caps and the end plate to make sure
of correct assembly.

(b) Remove the bearing caps while holding the
weight of the unit.

(c) Remove the differential unit.
(d) Remove the pinion shaft from the rear.
NOTE: DO NOT mix, or cause damage to the
bearing caps and adjuster rings.

Inspection of Parts
Check all parts for wear and damage after cleaning.
See pages 42 and 43.

Adjustments
Do the adjustments on pages 44 to 48 before
assembling the gearbox.
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FIGURE82.
A. Circlip
B. Bearing, front
C. Distance piece
D. High range gear
E. Selector gear
F. Dog gear
G. Circlip
H. Dog gear, rear

TOPSHAFT ASSEMBLY 1410 TRACTOR

~ Beanng pad ml ~

K. Lowrange gear U.
L. Splinedwasher V.
M. Circlip W.
N. Bush X.

'P. Topshaft Y.
R. Bearing pad 16off) Z.
S. Bush a.

Reverse idler gear
Thrust washer
Bearing, rear
Circlip
Lubricationmuff
Washer, rear bearing
Tabwasher, rear bearing
Bolt, rear bearing
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..................

BEVEL PINION SHAFT ASSEMBLY

M. Doggears
N. Circlip
P. Synchroniser unit
R. Second gear
S. Special washer
T. Split ring
U. First/Reverse gear
V. Plate
W. Shims
X. Bearing, rear
Y Shaft

FIGURE 83.
A. Nut
B. Washer
C. Bearing, front
D. Distance piece
E. Distance piece
F. Circlip
G. Shims
H. Distance piece
J. Splined washer
K. Third gear
L. Bearing pad (6)

Remove the circlip and bearing from the rear
end of the topshaft if still fitted. Press the
bearing into the rear end plate, with the correct
amount of shims behind it.

Install the bolt and washer which holds the
bearing in position. Use a new tabwasher to
lock the bolt.

Slide the casing spacer on the bottom studs
until the front face is level with the stud ends.
Install the pinion shaft and differential. Make
sure caps and adjuster rings are correctly
installed.

Assemble the pinion shaft components in the
following sequence: see Figure 83.
(a) first/reverse gear U, selector groove toward

the rear,

(b) special washer S, flat face toward the front,
(c) second gear R, synchromesh cup toward

the front, and the six bearing pads L, with
grease,

(d) rear dog gear, thin part of the teeth toward
the front.

NOTE: Make a note of the position of the
mark on the side face of the gear.

(e) circlip N, (Not in groove),
(t) front dog gear, thin part of the teeth toward

the rear.

Align the mark on the side face with the
mark on the rear dog-gear.

(g) synchroniser unit P, and selector fork,
(h) first/reverse selector rod and fork.
Enter the first/reverse selector rod into the rear
end plate and push the casing spacer toward the
rear.

Put the split-ring T into the groove on the pinion
shaft. Move the special washer S, toward the
rear to hold the split-ring in position.
Push the synchroniser unit, dog gears and cir
clip toward the rear until the circlip enters the
groove.

Check that the circlip N, has entered the groove
by pulling the second gear R, forward. It will not
move if the circlip has entered the groove.
Install the third gear K. Put grease on the six
bearing pads and install.
Put a small amount of grease on one side face
of the splined washer J.
Install the washer on to the shaft, grease against
third gear.
Put the layshaft into position inside the spacer.

ASSEMBLY
1.

2.

3.

5.

7.

6.

10.

4.

8.

9.
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11. Assemble the topshah as follows; see Figure 84. 13. Enter the rear end of the topshaft and the

e (a) Put the circlip M, and the splined washer L, selector rod into the rear end plate.
on the shah from the front. 14. Move the spacer and lavshaft toward the rear.

(b) Install the high range gear K and bearing Enter layshah into the rear bearing.
pads, dog teeth toward the front. 15. Hit the front end of the topshaft with a soh face

(c) Install dog gear H, with the thin part of the hammer to push it into the rear bearing. Install
teeth toward the front. Make a note of the the circlip on the rear end of the shah when the
mark on the side of the gear. shaft is in correct position.

(dl Install the circlip G. 16. Install the lubrication muff X, to the rear end of

(el Install the dog gear F, with the thin part of the topshah. DO NOT tighten the nuts com-

the teeth toward the rear. Align the mark on pletely, permit a free movement of 0'8 mm.

the side with the rear dog gear. 17. Remove the outer cup of the topshaft front

(f) Slide the dog clutch E, overthe dog gears. bearing from the front end plate. Install the cup

(g) Install the low range gear D, and distance on to the bearing cone on the top shah.

piece C.

12. Put the topshah complete with the high/low'
selector fork into position in the spacer.

FIGURE 84.

A. Circlip
B. Bearing, front
C. Distance piece
D. High range gear
E. Selector gear
F. Dog gear
G. Circlip
H. Dog gear, rear

TOPSHAFT ASSEMBLY 1410 TRACTOR

J. Bearing pad (6) T. Reverse idler gear
K. Low range gear U. Thrust washer
L. Splined washer V. Bearing, rear
M. Circlip W. Circlip
N. Bush X. Lubrication muff
P. Topshaft Y. Washer, rear bearing
R. Bearing pad, (6 off) Z. Tabwasher, rear bearing
S. Bush 8. Bolt, rear bearing

1.076mm=0030in I
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c

INSTALLING DETENT BALLS

D. Detent ball
E. Detent spring

E

D

B

A..........

FIGURE 85.

A. Tool
B. Endplate
C. Selector rod

18. Engage reverse gear. Install the gear locks and
detent springs into the front end plate.

Install the slow/normallayshaft.
19. Put the front plate into position and enter the

high/low selector rod. Install the detent ball .
. 20. Put the end plate toward the rear, enter the

first/ reverse selector rod into the end plate.
Install the detent ball.

21. Install the jaws for high/low and first/reverse
onto the selector rods.

22. Push the front end plate toward the rear until
the slow/normal driven gear can be installed.
Install the six bearing pads.

23. Install slow/normal selector ring and fork.
24. Install the dog clutch gear onto the topshaft,

thin part of teeth toward the front.
25. Install the high/low and slow/normal gear locks

into the end plate. Push the spacer fully back
ward against the rear end plate.

26. Push the front end plate toward the rear,
entering the topshaft and layshaft front bearings.
Push the plate against the spacer.

27. Install the circlip on the front of the topshaft.
28. Put the top casing bolts in position from the

front. Install the Nyloc nuts on to the bolts and
bottom studs and tighten to 95 Nm.

29. Install the pins which fasten the selector jaws to
the selector rods for high/low and first/reverse.

30. Select reverse gear. Check that the splined
washer is still in position on the front of the
pinion shaft.

31. Install the distance pieces, shims, bearing,
washer and nut onto the pinion shaft.
Make SUre the small end of the front distance
piece is toward the front. Tighten the nut
counterclockwise lIeft-hand thread) to a torque
of271 Nm.
NOTE: Check that at least one and a half
threads are showing through the nut before
tightening. If there is less, check splined washer
location again.

95 Nrn> 10kg m e 70lbft
271 Nm~28kgm~200lb
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32. Select the neutral position for first/reverse.
33. Install the second/third selector rod G, through

the front end plate, jaw and fork. Install the pins
which fasten the jaw and fork to the selector
rod.

34. Select high or low range.

35. Install the slow/normal selector rod A, and
detent ball. Install the pin to fasten the slow/
normal fork to rod.

36. Install the input shaft assembly complete with
bearings. Install circlip and washer.
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A. Slow/Normal rod
B. Slow!Normal fork andjaw
D. High/Lowrod
E. HighlLowfork
F. High/Lowjaw

FIGURE 86. ARRANGEMENT OF SELECTORS

G. 2nd/3rdrod M. 1st/Rev. jaw
H. 2nd/3rdfork N. Slow/Normal detent bafl hofe
J. 2nd/3rdjaw P. High/Low detent baflhole
K. 1st/Rev. rod R. First/Reverse detent ball hole
L. 1st/Rev. fork S. Second/Thirddetentbaflhofe
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1410TRACTOR WITH A CAB

DISASSEMBLY OF GEARBOX

OISASSEMBLY AND ASSEMBLY

For procedure for a tractor without a cab, see
page 59.

1. Fasten the gearbox to the stand as shown in
Figure 1.

2. Remove the circlip and washer which holds the
front bearing of the input shaft assembly in
position.

3. Align the gap in the teeth of the input shaft with
the teeth of the slow/normal layshaft. Pull the
input shaft assembly forward out of the front
end plate."

4. Remove the circlip from the front of the top
shaft. Move the dog clutch gear forward as far
as possible.

5. Put a bar under the slow/normal selector rod A,
as a support. Use a hammer and punch to
remove the pins which fasten the selector jaw
C, and fork B, to the rod. See Figure 87.

6. Remove the rod forward out through the front
end plate. Put a finger over the hole N for the
detent ball to prevent loss of the ball.
Remove the ball through the selector rod hole.

7. Select first gear and put a soft metal punch
between the casing and the front gear of the
layshaft.

8. Remove the pinion shaft nut clockwise, (it has
a left-hand thread) washer and front bearing.
Put the first "gear in the neutral position and
remove the punch from between the casing and
the layshaft.

9. Select second gear. Remove the four Nyloc nuts
from the casing bolts and studs. Remove the
two top bolts.
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FIGURE 87. ARRANGEMENT OF SELECTORS

A. Slow/Normal rod
B. Slow/Norma/fork
C. Slow/Normaljaw
D. High/Lowrod

E. High/Low fork
F. High/Lowjaw
Go 2nd/3rd rod
H. 2nd/3rd fork

J. 2nd/3rdjaw
K. 1st/Rev. rod
L. 1st/Rev. fork
M. 1st/Rev. jaw
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N. Slow/Normal detent ball hole
P. High/Lowdetentballhole
R. First/Reversedetentbal/hole ..
S. Second/Third detent ball hole ..
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10. Hold second gear in the engaged position. Put
a finger over the hole S, for the detent ball.
Pull the front end plate forward until it is clear of
the selector rod G, for second and third gears.
Remolle the detent ball.

11. Select reverse gear. Move front plate forward
until it is clear of the firstlreverse selector rod K.
Put a finger over the hole Fl, for the detent ball
while doing this. Remove the ball out through
the selector rod hole.

12. Put a finger over the hole P, for the detent ball
for the high/low selector rod. Push the rod D,
towards the rear until it is clear of the front
plate. Remove the detent ball.
NOTE: The high/low rod does not have a gear
lock.

13. Hernove the slow/normal dog gear L, Figure 88
and the sliding selector from the front of the
topshaft,

14. Move the frortt end plate forward until the slow/
normal driven gear M, can be removed from the
topshaft.
Remolle the gear and the six bearing pads.

15. Remove the front end plate with the slow/
normal layshaft in position.
If it is necessary to remove the lavshaft, first
remove the pin which fastens the spindle. Push
the spindle out of the shaft ann front plate.
Remove the layshaft assembly and the two
thrust washers. Use a press to push the
bearings and distance piece out of the lavshaft,
if necessary.

16. Remove the lubrication muff A, Figure 89, from
the rear of the topshaft.

17. Remove the bolt C which holds the rear bearing
for the topshaft in position. The washer D will
fall inside the casing, remove late"

18. Move the casing spacer forward approximately
25mm.
Remove the topshaft complete and the high /
low selector assembly.
Remove the shims from behind the rear bearing
and keep safe for assembly.

19. Remove the main layshaft.

A B

x

A

o
FIGURE88. TOPSHAFT REAR ENO

A. Lubricationmuff D. Washer
8. Shims E. Topshaff
C. Bolt F. Thrust washer

25mm~ 1 in I

SLOW/NORMAL GEARS 1410TRACTOR

L. Dog gear, rear
M. Driven gear
N. Splined washer
P. Circlip
R. Pin
S. Thrust washers
U. Needle bearing
V. Distance piece
W. Layshaft gears

FIGURE 88.

A. Circlip
B. Washer
C. Bearing, front
D. Distance piece
E. Distance piece
F. Bearing. rear
G. /npur shaff
H. Dog gea" front
J. Selector gear
K. Circlip
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See Figure 90.
20. Remove the two distance pieces E and H, and

the shims G, from the front of the pinion shaft.
Keep the shims safe, these will be needed for
assembly.

21. Remove the splined washer J, third gear K, and
the six bearing pads L, from the pinion shaft.

22. Move the synchroniser unit and the front dog
gear forward as far as possible.
Release the circlip N, from the groove and slide
it forward along the shaft.

23. Slide, rear dog gear and second gear R,
forward. Move the special washer S, forward
and remove the split ring T.

24. Slide the first/reverse gear U and selector
forward until the selector rod is clear of the rear
plate.
Lift the selector assembly out,

25. Remove the selector assembly for second and
third gears.

26. Lift the front of the pinion shaft and remove all
the components by sliding them forward.

27. Remove the washer for the rear topshaft bearing
from the inside of the casing.

28. If necessary, disassemble the topshaft in the
following sequence:
(a) front bearing, washer and circlip,
(b) high/low gear assembly complete with

selector and bearing pads,
(c) rear circlip, rear bearing, distance piece and

reverse idler gear.

29. If the pinion shaft has to be removed, first
remove the differential assembly. Make a mark
on one bearing cap and the end plate to make
sure of correct assembly. Do not mix the caps
and adjuster rings after removal.

Inspection of Parts
Check all parts for wear and damage after cleaning.
See pages 42 and 43 for procedure.

Adjustments
For adjustments before assembly see pages 44 to 48.

ASSEMBLY
See Figure 90.

1. Install the casing spacer so that the front face is
level with the ends of the bottom studs.

2. Remove the circlip and bearing from the rear
end of the topshaft. Install the bearing in the
rear end plate complete with the correct amount
of shims. See page 46 for adjustment, Install the
bolt and washer to hold the bearing in position.
Use a new tabwasher on the bolt.

3. Install the pinion shaft and differential. Use a
wedge of wood to hold the pinion shaft in
position.
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FIGURE90. BEVEL PINION SHAFT ASSEMBLY eA. Nut M. Dog gears
B. Washer N. Circlip
c. Bearing, front P. Synchroniser
D. Distance piece R. Second gear
E. Distance piece S. Special washer
F. Circlip T. Split ring
G. Shims u. First/Reverse gear
H. Distance piece v. Plate
J. Splined washer W. Shims
K. Third gear x. Bearing, rear
L. Bearing pad 161 Y. Shaft

4. Slide the first/ reverse gear T, onto the ptruon
shaft Y. Make sure the selector groove is
towards the rear end plate.

5. Put the second gear R, on the pinion shaft with
the synchroniser cup towards the front. Install
the six bearing pads L, with a small amount of
grease.

6. Put the rear dog gear M, on the pinion shaft.
Make sure the thin part of the teeth is towards
the front. Make a note of the position of the
mark on the side of the gear.

7. Slide the circlip N, on to the pinion shaft but
not into the groove.
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8. Install the front dog gear with the thin part of
the teeth towards the rear end plate. Align the
mark on the side of the gear with the mark on
the rear dog gear.

9. Install the synchroniser unit on the dog gears.
10. Install the selector assembly for second and

third gears. Do not enter the rod into the rear
end plate.

11. Install the selector assembly for first and reverse
gears. Enter the rod into the rear end plate.
Move the casing spacer towards the rear
approximately 50 mm at the same time.

12. Put the split ring T, in the groove on the pinion
shaft and slide the special washer S, over the
ring.

13. Push the synchroniser unit P, dog gears M,
circlip N, and second gear R, towards the rear.
Enter the selector rod for second and third gears
into the rear end plate. Keep pushing until the
circlip between the dog gears enters the groove
on the shaft.

Check that the circlip N, has entered the groove
by pulling the second gear R, forward. It will not
move if the circlip is in the groove.

14. Install the third gear K, with the synchroniser
cup towards the rear. Put grease- on the six
bearing pads and push into position.

15. Put grease on one side of the splined washer J,
and put into position on the pinion shaft. Grease
toward the gear.

16. Put the layshaft in position inside the casing
spacer.

0'8 mm~ 0'031 in
5Omm=2in

FIGURE 91.

A. Lubricationmuff
8. Shims
C. Bolt

A

B

c

D
TOPSHAFT REAR END

D. Specialwasher
E. Topshaft
F. Thrustwasher

FIGURE92.

A. Circlip
8. Bearing, front
C. Distance piece
D. High rangegear
E. Selector gear
F. Dog gear
G. Circlip
H. Dog gear, rear

TOPSHAFT ASSEMBLY 1410TRACTOR

J. Bearing pad (61 T. Reverse idler gear
K. Lowgear U. Thrust washer
L. Splined washer V. Bearing, rear
M. Circlip· W. Cire/ip
N. Bush X. Lubrication muff
P. Topshaft Y. Washer, rear bearing
R. Bearing pad (61 X. Tabwasher rear bearing
S. Bush a. Bolt, rear bearing
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t

INSTALLING DETENT BALL
D. Detent ball
E. Detent spring

D

A--.......

FIGURE93.

Tool
Endplare
Selector rod

8

c

A.
B.
C.

See Figure 91.

17. Put the topshaft complete and the selector
assembly in position inside the casing spacer.
Enter the end of the topshsft and selector rod
into the rear end plate.

18. Move the spacer toward the rear end plate.
Enter the rear bearing of the layshaft into the
end plate. Hit the front of the topshaft with a
soft face hammer to push it into the rear
bearing. Install the circlip on the rear end of the
topshaft when in position.
Install the bolt C and special washer D to hold
the rear bearing in place.

19. Install the lubrication muff A at the rear end of
the topshaft. Do not tighten the two nuts
completely, permit a free movement of 0'8 mm.

20. Remove the outer cup of the front bearing for
the topshaft from the end plate.
Install the cup on to the bearing cone on the
shaft.

21. Put all the springs for the detent balls in the
front end plate. Put the gear locks in position.
Install the slow/normal layshaft, large gear
toward the front.

22. Put the front end plate on to the bottom studs
and move towards the spacer. Do this until the
driven gear M, Figure 94 can be put on the
topshaft. Install the gear with the dog teeth
toward the front and install the six bearing pads.

23. Enter the first/reverse' selector rod into the front
end plate. Use the tool shown in Figure 93 to
install the detent ball as follows:

FIGURE94.
SLOWINORMAL GEARS 1410TRACTOR

A. Circlip
8. Washer
C. Bearing, front
D. Distance piece
E. Distancepiece
F. Bearing, rear
G. Input shaft
H. Dog gear, frant
J. Selector gear
K. Circlip
L. Dog qeer, reer
M. Driven gear
N. Splined washer
P. Circlip
R. Pin
S. Spindle
T. Plug
U. Thrust washer
V. Needle bearing
W. Distancepiece
X. Layshaft gear
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Put the flat of the tool towards the end of the
selector rod. Push the tool down and push the
rod up to the flat. Remove the tool and push the
rod over the ball.

24. Push the front end plate toward the spacer.
Push the first/reverse selector rod forward until
the gear lock enters the groove, NEUTRAL
POSITION.

25. Install the selector gear J, Figure 94 and the dog
gear H, for slow/normal on the topshaft. Make
sure the thin part of the teeth of the dog gear is
toward the front.

26. Enter the selector rod for second and third gears
into the front plate. Use the tool to install the
detent ball.
Move the selector rod forward.

27. Put the selector rod for high/low in position.
Use the tool to install the detent ball and move
the rod forward.

28. Enter the lavshaft and topshaft bearings into the
front end plate. Use a soft face hammer to hit
the front plate until it is against the spacer.

29. Install the two top casing bolts from the front.
Install the four Nvloc nuts and tighten to 95 Nm.

30. Engage reverse gear and put a soft metal punch
between the casing and the layshaft. Make sure
the splined washer is still in position.

31. Install the front bearing, the two distance pieces
with the shims between, on the pinion shaft.
Make sure the small face of the front distance
piece is toward the front.

32. Install the washer and nut on to the pinion shaft.
NOTE: There must be at least 11 threads
showing through the nut. Check splined washer
is in position if less, before tightening the nut.
Tighten the nut counter-clockwise to 271 Nm.

33. Install the circlip K, Figure 94 on the front of
the topshaft.

34. Put all gears in neutral and then select high or
low range.

,---~~-~-~---7j

271 Nm ~ 28 kg m> 200 Ibft
95Nm~ lOkgm=70lbft

0'8 mm ~ 0'031 in
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A. Slow/Norma/rod
B. Siow/Normalfork
C. Slow/Norma/jaw
D. High/Lowrod
E. High/Lowf6rk
F. High/Lowjaw

FIGURE 95. ARRANGEMENT OF SELECTORS

G. 2nd/3rdrod M. lst/Rev. jaw
H. 2nd/3rdfork N. Slow/Normal detent ball hole
J. 2ndl3rdjaw P. High/L6w detent ball hole
K. 1st/Rev. rod R. First/Reverse detent ball hole
L. 1st/Rev. fork S. Second/Third detent ball hole
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35. Put the slow/normal selector fork into the
sliding gear.JEnter the selector rod in the front
plate and use the tool to install the detent ball.
Push the rod toward the rear through the fork
and selector jaw.

36. Align the holes in the rod, fork and jaw; install
the pins which fasten the fork and jaw.

DISASSEMBLY AND ASSEMBLY

37. Align the gap in the teeth of the input shaft gear
with the teeth of the lavshaft. Push the input e
shaft assembly into the front plate and install
the washer and circlip.

38. Install the balls and plunger for the starter
safety switch.

GEAR LEVERS

Removing
1. Clean the gearbox cover and the ball housings.
2. Remove the setscrews which fasten the ball

housings-to the gearbox cover.
3. Remove the ball housings with the gear levers.
4. Put a cover over the holes in the gearbox cover

to prevent dirt falling into the gearbox.
5. Remove the gear lever knobs by turning the

knobs counterclockwise.

6. Bend the tabwashers away from the support
plate setscrews.

Remove the support plate setscrews and the
support plate.

7. Hold the ball end ofthe gear lever.
Carefully pull the gear lever through the dirt
excluder.

Installing
1. Put grease in the ball housing.
2. Hold the ball end of the gear lever. Push the

lever in position through the dirt excluder.
3. Install the support plate, setscrews and new

tabwashers.
4. Tighten the support plate setscrews to 5A Nm.

Bend the tabwashers to keep the setscrews in
position.

5. Install the gear lever knob.
6. Use a new gasket. Install the ball housing on the

gearbox cover.

Check that the lever is enqaqed in the selector
jaws.

7. Install the setscrews. Tighten to 9'5 Nm.

FIGURE96.
A. Range lever
B. Housing
C. Support plate

c

GEAR SELECTOR LEVERS

D. Dirt excluder
E. Gear lever
F. Housing

Dirt Excluders
1. Check the dirt excluders for Wear and damage.

Replace if not correct.
2. Make sure that when the clip is in position the

dirt excluder is tight against the ball housing.
NOTE: A hose clip can be used to hold the dirt
excluder in position.

9-37155
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SYNCHROMESH TRANSMISSION DIFFERENTIAL

DIFFERENTIAL UNIT

.-l---_-A

~~-B

1210 DIFFERENTIAL

E. Pin
F. Bevelpinions
G. Bevel wheels
H. Circlip

o

o

cGo A

FIGURE 97.

A. Spiral gear
B. Cage
C. Endptare
D. Ball thrust bearing

DIFFERENTIAL: 1210 TRACTOR
Disassembly
1. Bend the tabwashers and remove the nine set

screws which fasten the cage to the end plate.
2. Put a mark on the cage and the end plate so

that you can assemble the parts in the correct
position. Thisjob is important.

3. Use a soft faced hammer to remove the end
plate C.

4. Use external circlip pliers to remove a circlip
from the bevel pinion pin E.

5. Use a mild steel punch and a hammer to remove
the pin.

6. Remove the bevel wheels G and bevel pinions F.
NOTE: It is not necessary to remove the spiral gear
from the cage unless it is to be replaced.
If a new spiral gear is being installed, do steps 7
and 8.
7. Bend the tabwashers and remove the nuts and

bolts which fasten the spiral gear A to the
cage B.

8. Use a soft faced hammer to remove the spiral
gear.

9. Check the two ball bearings D for wear and
damage.

10. If there is wear or damage, use Service Tool
K960605 Figure 98 to remove the bearings.

NOTE: If the Service Tool K960605 is not available,
do the following:-

(a) Make a thrust pad to fit the bearings.
(bl Use a puller which has two or three legs.
If the outer part of the bearing is pulled off the
inner part, do the following:-
lal Put the outer part over the inner part with

the thick edge next to the differential.
tb) Insert three balls in between the inner and

outer parts.

(c) Install the puller with the feet of the legs
under the outer part.

(d) Tighten the puller to remove the inner part.

FIGURE98. REMOVING BEARINGS

A. Puller Claw legs C. Adjuster arms
B. Adaptor thrust pad D. Puller, Churchill No. 55
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SYNCHROMESH TRANSMISSION

Assembly
1. Before you install new bearings, look for the.

word THRUST on the outer track of each
bearing.

2. Install the bearings with the word THRUST
toward the adjuster wheels.
Use a press to push the bearings into position.

3. Before you install a new spiral gear, make sure
that the faces of the cage and the spiral gear are
clean.
NOTE: Spiral gears and bevel pinions are made
as a set.

Do not replace one part unless the other part is
also replaced.

4. Put the Spiral gear in position on the cage and
install the bolts.
Replace the tabwashers and install the nuts.
Tighten the nuts evenly to 68 Nm.
Bend the tabwashers to keep the nuts in
position;

DIFFERENTIAL

5. Put a small amount of molysulfide paste on the
faces of the bevel wheels and bevel pinions.

6. Install a bevel wheel in the cage.
Install the bevel pinions in the cage.

7. Ailgn the holes in the bevel pinions with the
holes ih the cage and install the pin.

8. Use external circlip pliers to install the circlip on
the bevel pinion pin.

9. Install the other bevel wheel.
10. Align the marks on the end plate and the cage

and use a soft faced hammer to hit the end plate
in position.

11. Use new tabwashers and install the setscrews.
Make sure that the tabiNashers are over the
dowels.

12. Tighten the setscrews to 40 Nm.
13. Bend the tabwashers to keep the setscrews in

position.

40 Nm ~ 4-2 kgm ~ 30lbft
68 Nm ~ 7 kgm ~ 50 Ib ft
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DIFFERENTIAL: 1410TRACTOR
Dis~ssembly

1. Make a mark on both halves of the differential
cage to make sure of correct assembly.

2. Release the lock washers E and remove the
twelve bolts which fasten the unit together.

3. Use a soh face hammer to remove the end plate
N and spiral gear M.

4. Separate the halves of the cage and remove the
bevel wheels H, bevel pinions K, and spider J.

A

---
1

I
1

I

M

DIFFERENTIAL

5. Remove the circlip T which holds the differential
lock ring S, remove the differential lock ring.

6. Remove bearings from end plate and cage if
necessary. Use Service tool K960605.
DO NOT use a puller which pulls on the bearing
outer cup.

J

---I
1

1

--

I
. 1

K ---

---

R

A. son
8. Adjuster
C. Locking tap
D. Bearing
E. Locking tab
F. Cage

FIGURE99. DIFFERENTIAL UNIT 1410 TRACTOR

G. Thrust washer N. End Plate
H. Bevelwheel (21 P. Bearing
J. Spider R. Adjuster
K. Bevelpinion (41 S. Differentia/lock
L. Cage T. Circlip
M. Spiral gear U. Bolt
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Assembly
1. Press the bearings onto the end plate and cage.

Make sure the word THRUST, which is on the
outer cup of the bearings is outwards.
The bearings are of the angular contact type.

2. Put the differential lock ring on the end plate
and install the circlip.

3. Assemble the end plate, spiral gear, and inner
half of the cage onto two bolts.

4. Put molysulfide paste on the bearing faces of
the bevel wheels, bevel pinions and spider arms.
Put the pinions on the spider.

100 Nm= 14 kg m ~ 741bft

DIFFERENTIAL

5. Put the thrust washers on to the bevel wheels. ..
Install the bevel wheels, pinions and spider into •
the cage.

6. Put the outer half of the cage into position.
Install the remainder of the bolts and lock
washers.

7. Make sure all parts are correctly assembled then
tighten the bolts to a torque of 100 Nm. Bend
the lock washers 'into position to prevent the
bolts moving.

NOTE: If a new spiral gear is installed a new pinion
shaft must be installed also.

p

c

A. Adjuster wheel
8. Cage
C. Spider
D. Spiralgear
E. Bevel wheel

FIGURE 100.

F.
G.
H.
J.
K.

DIFFERENTIAL ASSEMBLED

Adjuster wheel L.
Spur pinion shaft M.
Differentia/lock sleeve N.
Return spring P.
Bearing
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ADJUSTMENTS

DIFFERENTIAL

ADJUSTING BEARINGS
1. Remove the screws and locking plates from the

adjuster wheels B.
2. Turn the right-hand adjuster wheel counter

clockwise and the left-hand adjuster wheel
clockwise. Hit the bearing caps with a soft face
hammer while doing this operation.

3. Turn the adjuster wheels until there is maximum
clearance between the spiral gear and bevel
pinion teeth.

4. Put a 30 em screwdriver C in the slot of the
differential cage, parallel with the floor. See
Figure 101.
NOTE: On the 14 series tractor put the blade of
the screwdriver between two cage bolts.

5. Adjust the wheels so that the weight of the
screwdriver will just turn the cage.
Remove the screwdriver and turn the cage
180 degrees.
Put the screwdriver in the other slot and check
the adjustment again.

6. When the adjustment is correct, make a mark
on each adjuster wheel. Make marks on the
end plate which aligns with the marks on the
adjuster wheels.

FIGURE 101. ADJUSTING DIFFERENTIAL BEARINGS

A. Spiral gear
B. Bearing adjuster
C. Screwdriver 30 em long

I 30cm~12in I
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SYNCHROMESH TRANSMISSION DIFFERENTIAL

FIGURE 102. CHECKING TOOTH CLEARANCE

Turn the left-hand adjuster wheel counter
clockwise then the right-hand adjuster wheel
clockwise. Turn the wheels the same amount
using the marks as a guide.
Do this operation until the clearance between
the spiral gear and bevel pinion teeth is 0·18 to
0·23mm.
To measure the clearance fasten a dial gauge
to the rear end plate. Put the probe of the gauge
against" a tooth of the spiral gear.
Hold the pinion to stop it turning and move the
spiral gear backwards and forwards.
Make a note of the reading on the gauge.
Repeat the check on three different teeth at
120 degree intervals around the spiral gear. Use
the tooth which shows the smallest reading for
the final adjustment. Mark the tooth so that all
future adjustments can be done on it.

When the clearance is correct:
Tighten the differential bearing caps to 163 Nm.
Check the adjustment again.
Bend locking tabs over bearing cap bolts.
Install locking plates and screws for adjuster
wheels.
Bend locking tabs over screws.

2.

TOOTH CLEARANCE
1.

4.

3.

5.

163Nm~ 17k9m~ 120lb
0·18 mm ~ 0·007 in
0·23 mm ~ 0·009 in

30 em ~ 1,2 in
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FINAL DRIVES

FINAL DRIVES

MAINTENANCE
1. Every 60 hours put grease in the hub seal

housing through the grease fittings D. Operate
the grease gun two times only when doing this
job.

2. Every 125 hours check the level of the oil in the
unit. Remember to clean around the level and
filler plugs before removing. Make sure the
breather bolts are clear on 12 series tractors.
NOTE: On 1410 4-wheel drive tractors the plug
for the brake adjuster is used for both filling and
level. The normal level plug is not used. See
Figure 106.

On 1210 4-wheel drive tractors the plug on top
of the casing is used for filling. See Fjgure 104.

3. Every 1000 hours change the oil in the unit.
This is best done after the tractor has been used
and the oil is warm.

NOTE: Clean around plugs before removing.
Use clean oil containers see page 108 for correct
grade of oil and capacity.

Breathers
Check that the breathers are free from restrictions
every 125 hours when you check the oil levels.
On 1210 2WD tractors the top bolt of the cover has
a hole through the centre. This bolt must only be
replaced with a normal bolt if the tractor is changed
to High Clearance. 1210 High Clearance tractors
have a pipe installed for the breather. 1210 4WD
tractors have a hole through the filler plug, A
Figure 104.

On 1410 tractors the breather plugs are installed in
the axle end flanges. The plugs cannot be checked
from outside. Any pressure in the final drive releases
into the axle case.

FIGURE 103.

A. Filler/Level plug
B. Drain plug

B

12102WD TRACTOR

C. Breather bolt
D. Grease fitting

FIGURE 104. 12104WD TRACTOR

A. Filler! Breather plug C. Drainplug
B. Level plug
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FIGURE 105. FINAL DRIVE UNIT

14102WDTRACTOR

A. Filler!Levelplug C. Hub grease fitting
8. Drain plug

A

B
FIGURE 106. FINAL DRIVE UNIT

14104WDTRACTOR

A Filler/Level plug B. Drain plug
IBrake adjusterplugl
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FINAL DRIVE: 1210TRACTOR
Disassembly
1. Remove the oil from the reduction case.
2. Remove the cover.
3. Bend the tabwasher away from the ring nut

which fastens the spur wheel to the final drive
shaft.

4. Use a 'C' spanner (Service Tool K909842) and a
hammer to loosen the ring nut. Turn the nut
until it is against the inner bearing.

5. NOTE: The following step only applies to earlier
tractors, later models do not have the threaded
holes. .
Use ar BSF thread tap to clean the two threaded
holes in the flange of the final driveshaft. Install
the two bolts (Service Tool K900207) in the
holes. Put the two thrust blocks in position
between the ends of the bolts and the casing.
Tighten each bolt the same amount until the
shaft is clear of the casing. Make sure the ring
nut is clear of the threads of the shaft during
this procedure.

6. For later tractors make the special plate as
shown in Figure 11. Install the tool as shown in
Figure 108. Tighten each bolt the same amount
until the shaft is clear of the casing.

7. Remove the ring nut" tabwasher and inner
bearing from the casing.

8. Remove the bolts which fasten the oil seal
housing to the casing.

9. Remove the oil seal housing, collar and dirt
shield.

10. Remove the spur wheel, oil seal sleeve, oil seal
and outer bearing.

9-37155
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FIGURE 107. -c- SPANNER K909842 FOR RING NUT

A

B

c

FIGURE loa. REMOVAL OF FINAL DRIVE SHAFT

A. Tool No. K900207 C. Thrust block
B. Special plate
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11. Use Service Tool K960618 to remove the brake
drum as follows: See Figure 109.
(a) Put the two! in UNC x 5 in bolts H through

the holes in the flange on the tool.
tb) Put the two distance tubes G on the bolts.
lei Slide the collar F and tool A over the spur

pinion shaft.
(d) Fasten the flange of the tool to the drum

with the bolts.
(e) Use a bar through the lug of the tool to

prevent it from turning.
If) Tighten the centre bolt of the tool to

remove the drum.
NOTE: If the drum is difficult to move hit the
end of the centre bolt with a 7 Ib hammer.

12. Remove the circlip from the cover over the end
of the spur pinion shaft.

13. Hit the splined end of the shaft with a soft face
hammer until the cover, shims and bearing are
pushed out. Remove the shaft from the casing.

14. Remove the bearings from the shaft.
15. Use a long punch through the casing to remove

the oil seal. Remove the circlip and distance
piece.

16. Use a punch to remove the bearing cups from
the casing. Hit both cups toward the inside of
the casing.

17. Remove the collar from spur pinion shaft.
Remove the '0' ring from the collar.

18. Remove the adjusting screw and shims, for the
final drive shaft.

19. Use a soft metal punch through the screw hole
to remove the bearing thrust plate and bearing
cup.

Inspection of Parts
1. Check all the bearing cups and cones for wear

or damage.
2. Check the gear teeth for wear or damage.
3. Check the outside face of the collar for wear.
4. Replace any parts that show wear or damage.
5. Replace all the oil seals and '0' rings. Destroy

the old seals and '0' rings.
6. Check the brake drums for wear. See the Data

Section for the maximum wear before replace
ment is necessary.
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FIGURE 109.

A. Service tool
E. Brake drum 3~ in
F. Collar

1210 FINAL DRIVES

BRAKE DRUM REMOVAL

G. Distance tube
H. Bolts!UNC x5in
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0'304 mm = 0'012 in
0·076mm =0'003 in
0·36 mm ~ 0'015 in
50mm =2in

FIGURE 111. BEARING ADJUSTMENT
A. Positions to check gap

SPUR PINION SHAFT

H. Key
J. Shaft
K. Bearing
L. Shims
M. End cover
N. 'O'ring
P. Circ!ip

/

-- -- ------ /' H J
,~
(

FIGURE 110.

A. Brake drum
B. Oil seal
C. Circlip
D. Collar
E. Distance piece
F. ~O'ring

G. Bearing

Installing the Spur Pinion Shaft
1. Install the circlip C into the casing. Figure 110.

2. Install the oil seal B, with the lip toward the cir
clip, from the brake drum side of the casing.

3. Install the distance piece E next to the circlip.
·4. Press the cup of the inner bearing into the

casing with the thick edge toward the distance
piece.

5. Press the bearing cones on to the shaft. Make
sure the thick edges are against the spur gear.

6. Install a new '0' ring into the collar D.

7. Remove any sharp edges from the splines of the
spur pinion shaft.

8. Put a small amount of Hydraulic Seal l.octite on
the inside ofthe collar D.

Install the collar on the shaft, small face toward
the inner bearing.

9. Fit the keys into the grooves of the shaft, for the
brake drum.

10. Install the spur pinion shaft into the casing.
Press the cup of the outer bearing into the
casing.

11. Use the following procedure to find the correct
amount of shims to install for bearing preload.

(a) Install the end cover and circlip without
shims.

(b) Push the end cover toward the bearing
while turning the shaft.

(c) Use the feeler gauge to measure the gap
between the circlip and the end cover. Do
this in three different positions around the
cover, see Figure 113, to find smallest gap.
Make a note of the smallest measurement.
Remove the circlip and end cover.

(d) Select shims of the same size as the
smallest measurement, plus 0'076 mm,
which is the bearing preload.

Example: Measurement 0'304 mm
Plus preload +0'076 mm

Shims needed O'38mm

12. Make sure the circlip groove has no sharp edges
to cause damage to the '0' ring.

Install the correct amount of shims, a new '0'
ring and the end cover.

Turn the shaft to align the bearings and hit the
end cover with a soft face hammer.

Install the circlip while turning the shaft.
13. Hit the circlip with a hammer and large parallel

punch to make sure it is fully in the groove.

14. Press the brake drum on to the shaft until
against the collar D.
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Installing the Final Drive Shaft
1. Install the thrust plate A for the adjuster screw

in the casing. Figure 112.
2. Press the inner bearing cup B, thick edge

toward the thrust plate, into the casing.
3. Use a steel plate 13 mm thick and" 110 mm

diameter to press the inner oil seal G (single lip
type) into the bore of the casing. Make sure the
lip is toward the inside of the casing. Press the
seal in until it is 25 mm from the outer face of
the casing.

4. Use a steel plate 13 mm thick and 107 mm
diameter to press the outer oil seal (double lip
type) fully into the oil seal housing. Make sure
the lips are toward the drive shaft flange.
Put heavy grade grease between the lips of the
seal.

5. Put the dirt shield P in position on the collar S.
Put a new '0' ring R on to the drive shaft and
slide it against the flange. Push the collar and
dirt shield on to the shaft until against the flange.

6. Install the oil seal housing on to the shaft.
7. Press the outer bearing cup into the oil seal

housing, thick edge toward the oil seal.
8. Install the bearing cone on to the shaft and push

it against the collar S and cup.

1210 FINAL DRIVES

9. Install the oil seal sleeve F on to the shaft with
the chamfer inward away from the bearing.

10. Clean the splines of the drive shaft with Loctite
cleaning fluid and apply Loctite (stud-lock
grade) to the splines.

11. Put the spur wheel in the casing and hold it in
position while installing the drive shaft. Install
the drive shaft into the casing and through the
spur wheel.
Install the tabwasher D, ring nut C, and bearing
cone B on the end of the shaft. Tighten the ring
nut with your fingers.

12. Turn the oil seal housing until the grease fitting
will be toward the rear of the tractor.
Install the bolts which fasten the seal housing to
the casing. Tighten the bolts to 68 Nm.

25mm= 1 in
68 Nm ~ 7 kgm ~ 50 Ib ft
13mm~ 0·5in

110 mm ~ 4·31 in
107 mm ~ 4"21 in

•
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FIGURE 112.
FINAL DRIVE SHAFT
ASSEMBLY 1210

A. Thrustplate
8. Bearing
C. Ring nut
D. Tabwasher
E. Spur wheel
F. Sleeve
G. Oil seal
H. Bearing
J. Gasket
K. Housing, oil seal
L. Bolt, oil seal housing
M. Bolt, flange
N. Drive shaft
P. Oirt shield
R. '0' ring
S." Collar
T. Oil seal
U. Adjuster screw
V. Shims



FIGURE 113. TIGHTENING RING NUT
A. "C" Spanner (Service Too( K9098421
B. Spur wheel

SYNCHROMESH TRANSMISSION

13. Use a 'C' spanner (Service Tool K9(9842) and a
hammer to tighten the ring nut.
NOTE: The nut must be tight or damage and
rapid wear can be caused to the unit. Bend tab
washer lugs into nut.

14. Hit the flange of the drive shaft while turning it
to align the bearings.
Install the adjusting screw without the shims.
Turn the screw in until the end is against the
thrust plate. Now turn the screw until all the free
movement of the shaft is removed.

15. Use a feeler gauge to measure the gap between
the head of the adjusting screw and the casing.
Make a note of the measurement.

16. Remove the screw and install shims on to it.
Select an amount 0'15 mm less than the
measurement. Install the screw and tighten.
lock with wire.

17. Put grease in through hub grease fitting until
grease shows at top of inner seal.

18. Clean rear face of case and fit a new gasket.
Install end cover and make sure breather bolt is
fitted at top centre position. Make sure the hole
in the bolt is not restricted.

19. Install the unit on to the tractor.
20. Adjust the brakes and fill the case with the

.correct grade of oil to the correct level.

A B

1210 FINAL DRIVES

9-37155
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FINAL DRIVE: 1410TRACTOR

1410 FINAL DRIVES

B

DISASSEMBLING BRAKES

E. Reduction case
F. Block
G. Drive shaft flange

Disassembly
1. Put the unit on the floor with the spur pinion

shaft vertical and the drive flange on the floor.
Put a block under the unit to hold it in this
position.

2. On tractors which have mechanical brakes,
remove the small cover plate from the brake
housing.
Remove the shouldered clevis pin. Use a 1UNC
Bolt in the threaded hole to remove if necessary.

3. On tractors with hydraulic brakes, remove the
nut and pin from the operating lever. Remove
the lever spacer and dirt seal from the shaft.

4. Remove the bolts which fasten the brake
housing to the reduction casing. Lift the
housing clear of the spur pinion shaft.

NOTE: The connecting link on mechanical brakes
is removed with the housing but the pivot lever is
not. The brake adjuster will have to be released if
the lever does not clear the housing.
5. Remove the circlips from the brake link pins.

Remove the pins and lift off the brake discs.
6. Remove the brake actuator assembly and the

remainder of the brake disc plates.
Put all the parts on the bench in the sequence
of removal.

7. Use a sling and hoist to lift the unit on to a
bench or stand.

A----J.

FIGURE 114.
A. Spurpinionshaft
B. Brake camshaft
C. Stepped clevis pin
D. Brake housing

o

E

F
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FIGURE 115. FINAL DRIVE

A. Disc brake assembly
8. Taper roller bearings
C. Final drive shaft
D. Oilseal housing
E. Spur wheel
F. Brake actuator
G. Dischub
H. Spur pinion shaft
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Final Drive Shaft Removal

FIGURE 116. SPECIAL SPANNER
DB 8009 FOR RING NUT

<0
N
M

i!'
co

B

D

A

c

FIGURE 117. REMOVING FINAL DRIVESHAFT
A. Tool 08900207
B. Specialplate
C. Wheel nuts
D. Thrust block

The final drive shaft can be removed with the
final drive installed on the tractor if necessary.
Remove the spur wheel cover.
Remove the circlip between the inner bearing
and the spur wheel from the groove.
Put a socket spanner through the holes in the
flange of the drive shaft. Remove the bolts
which fasten the oil seal housing to the reduc
tion casing.
Use a lever to pull the drive shaft out of the
casing. Use a lever to remove the inner bearing
from the end of the shaft at the same time.
DO NOT try to pull the shaft out with the
bearing in position. The rollers will be pushed
out of the cage.
Remove the spur wheel, circlip or special
washer and inner bearing from the casing.
Remove the locking screw from the ring nut on
the final drive shaft. Use the special spanner
DB 8009 to remove the ring nut.
Use a ! inch BSF thread tap to clean the two
threaded holes in the drive shaft flange.
NOTE: Not later tractors.
Install the two extractor bolts K900207 in the
holes. Put a thrust block of metal between the
end of each bolt and the casing. Tighten the
bolts evenly to push the seal housing and
bearing off the shaft.
On later tractors without threaded holes in the
flange a plate must be made as shown in
Figure 10.
Install the tool as shown in Figure 117. Turn
each bolt the same amount until the housing is
off the shaft.
Use a lever to remove the oil seals and remove
the bearing from the seal housing.

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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Spur Pinion Shaft Removal
1. Remove the circlip which holds the cover in

position over the end of the spur pinion shaft.
2. Hit the splined end of the shaft with a soft face

hammer to remove the cover, bearing and shaft.
3. If it is necessary to remove the bearing cups

from the casing, use a soft metal punch. Hit
all the cupstowards the centre of the casing.

4. Make the plate shown in Figure 118. Fasten the
plate to the flange of the brake drum removal
tool K960618. Put the plate in the groove of the
brake disc hub. Use the tool to pull the hub off
the shaft.

5. Remove distance piece and bearing if necessary.
NOTE: If the disc hub only is to be replaced,
use the tool to remove hub after the housing
has been removed. This will save time.

Inspection of Parts
1. Clean all parts.

2. Look for wear and damage to gears, bearings,
shafts and casing.

3. Discard all oil seals and '0' rings.
4. Check brake components for wear and damage.

9-37155
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A
D

c
FIGURE 118. TOOL FOR REMOVING

DISC BRAKE HUB

A. 105mm = 4iin centres
B. 20mm=jin
C. 170rom = 6j in diameter
D. 79 mm = 3il in diameter
E. 32mm = l in recess
F. 1-6 mm = 1\ in radius
G. 67'5 mm ~ 211 in
H. Holes with' UNC thread

•
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B

D

A

FINAL DRIVE ASSEMBLY
E. Spur wheel
F. Brake actuator
G. Hub for discs
H. Spur pinion shaft

E--n--r-
'-------'

FIGURE 119.
A. Brake discs
B. Taperrollerbearings
C. Finaldriveshaft
D. Oilseal housing

F

ASSEMBLY

Installing Spur Pinion Shaft
1. Fit the bearings on the spur pinion shaft, thick

edges against the gear.
2. Slide the distance piece, chamfers toward inner

bearing, on the shaft until against the bearing.
3. Put the keys for the brake disc hub in the

grooves of the shaft.
4. Install the brake disc hub with the long splines

toward the distance piece. Use a hammer or
press and hollow tube for this job.

5. Install the circlip, distance piece and inner
bearing cup into the reduction casing. Make
sure the thick edge of the cup is against the
distance piece.

6. Put grease on the bearings and install the spur
pinion shaft into the casing.

7. Install the cup of the outer bearing into the
casing.

8. Adjust the bearing preload as follows:
(a) Install the end cover and circlip without

shims.
(b) Push the cover toward the end of the shaft

while turning the shaft to align the
bearings.

(c) Use a feeler gauge to measure the gap
between the circlip and the cover.

(d) Make a note of the smallest measurement.
(el Select shims of the same amount as the

smallest gap measurement.

Add 0'076 mm which is the amount of
bearing preload needed.

(f) Remove the circlip and cover and install
the correct amount of shims. Install the
cover.

(g) Install the circlip and use a hammer and
punch to hit it fully into the groove.

FIGURE120. BEARING ADJUSTMENT

A. Positionsto check gap

I 0·076 mm ~ 0-003 in
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FIGURE122. LOCKING NUT AND LOCKING SCREW

A. Locknut C. Lockingscrew
B. Drive shaft

B

F

A

0'10 mm~ 0-004 in
0'66 mm=0-026 in
0-12 mm~ 0'0047 in

J'i
L

FINAL DRIVE SHAFT

G. Locknut
H. Circlips
J. Bearings
K. Spur wheel
L. Greasefitting

13mm~lin

125 mm~ 4Ii in
138 mm~ 5{, in

K

G
FIGURE 121.

A. Seal housing
B. Dirt shield
C. CollarD
D. 'O'ring
E. Oil seal
F. Oil seal

H

Installing Final Drive Shaft
1. Put a new '0' ring on the flange end of the final

drive shaft. Install the dirt shield and oil seal
collar.

2. Install a new seal in the outer face of the seal
housing. Use a steel plate 13 mm thick and
125 mm diameter to press the seal in evenly.
Make sure the lip is toward the drive shaft
flange. Fill seal with heavy duty grease. Install
bearing cup into the seal housing, thick edge
towards shaft flange.

3. Put a small amount of Loctite 270 in the bore of
the bearing cone and install in cup.

4. Use a steel plate 13 mm thick and 138 mm dia
"meter to press a new seal into the inner face of
the seal housing. Make sure the lip is toward the
spur wheel. Put heavy grade grease in between
the seals and on the bearings.

5. Hold the drive shaft flange in a vice and push
the seal housing and bearing onto the shaft.

6. Put the special locknut on the drive shaft and
tighten with the special spanner, D.B.8OO9 and
1 kg hammer.
NOTE: Make sure the nut is tight or rapid wear
and damage will be caused to the unit. Use nut
K945534 with I UNC thread.

7. Put Loctite 270 on the locking screw for the
special locknut. Install the screw in a hole which
is aligned with a spline groove and tighten.

8. Install the circlip in the groove next to the lock
nut on tractors before serial number 11204637.
After this number a special washer is installed
instead of the circlip. The washer is available in
different sizes to give 0'10 mm to 0-66 mm shaft
end movement. See 0 Figure 123.
To find the correct size of washer to use, do the
following:
(a) Put the drive shaft vertical on a bench,

flange down.
(b) Install a special washer and the spur wheel.
(c) Hold the edge of the circlip in the groove,

do not fit it. Measure the gap between the
circlip and the spur wheel with a feeler
gauge.

(d) Select and install a washer which gives a
clearance of 0'10 mm to 0'66 mm between
the circlip and the spur wheel.

9. Press the bearing cup for the inner bearing into
the final drive case, thick edge toward axle.

10. Put grease on the inner bearing cone and put in
position in the cup.

11. Install the final drive shaft and seal housing
without shims and spur wheel. Hit the flange of
the drive shaft and turn it at the same time until
fully installed.

9-37155
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12. Install three of the seal housing bolts at even
distances around the seal housing. Tighten the
bolts evenly and turn the shaft at the same time
to align the bearings. Tighten until all free move
ment is just removed.

13. Use a feeler gauge to measure the gap between
seal housing and casing at three positions. The
gap must be the same at all three positions.
Make a note of the measurement.

14. Select shims to an amount of 0'12 mm less than
the gap measurement.

15. Remove the drive shaft and install the shims on
the seal housing. Install a new '0' ring on the
seal housing.

16. Install the shaft again with the spur wheel in
position. When the shaft is through the spur
wheel put the circlip on the end of the shaft.

17. Use the setscrews for the seal housing to pull it
into place. At the same time use a heavy soft
face hammer to hit the flange of the drive shaft.
Install the circlip into the groove on the shaft.
Make sure the grease fitting on the seal housing
is toward the rear of the tractor.

1410 FINAL DRIVES

Install all the seal housing bolts and tighten
evenly.

18. Put grease through the grease fitting until
grease comes out from the inside seal.

19. Clean face of case and fit a new gasket and then
the cover. Make sure the cover is installed
correctly.

20. Use a sling and hoist to lift the reduction unit on
to the floor. Put the unit on the floor with the
spur pinion shaft vertical and drive flange on the
floor.

21. Install the brake discs and brake actuator in the
correct sequence. Install the link pins and
circlips.

22. Install the brake housing and bolts to the reduc
tion casing and tighten the bolts.

23. Install the shouldered clevis pin on tractors with
mechanical brakes. Install a new oil seal and dirt
seal on the brake shaft, on tractors with
hydraulic brakes. Install the spacer and lever.

24. Install unit on to the tractor, connect and adjust
the brakes. Install the covers for the clevis pins.

25. Fill unit with oil to the correct level.

B

A

c

A

B

FIGURE 123.

A. Drive shaft
B. Drive gear
C. Circlips

FINAL DRIVE SHAFT AND GEAR

D. Special washer, later tractors
E. Special locknut
F. Bearing
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A. Oilsealhousing
B. Bridgepiece

o

REMOVING OIL SEAL HOUSING FROM
AXLE CASE

C. Bolts into seal housing
D. Extractionbolts

FIGURE 124.

REAR AXLE CASE OIL SEALS
There are two oil seals installed at each end of the
axle case.

Installing the Oil Seals
1. Clean the oil seal housing and the inside of the

axle case.

2. Push a new seal in position in the bore of the
housing.
Make sure that the seal lip is away from the
housing shoulder, on 1210 tractors and toward it
on the 1410 tractor. Use an acceptable piece of
metal or wood, 76 mm diameter, to push the
seal to the end of the housing bore.

NOTE: On 1410 tractors the oil seals must be
installed back to back in the housing, lips outward.

3. Put the second new seal in position in the bore
of the housing. Push in until level with the
housing. Make sure that the seal lip is away
from the housing shoulder.
Use the same piece of wood or metal to push
the seal in the housing until it is level with the
housing edge.

4. Put grease in the space between the oil seals, on
1210tractor.

5. Put jointing compound on the outside of the
housing.

6. Use a soft faced hammer to hit the housing into
position in the axle case. The two holes in the
housing must be horizontal.

Removing the Oil Seals
1. Use the Service Tool K900208 shown in

Figure 1~4to remove the seal housing.
2. Use two I BSF x 2 in bolts to fasten the tool to

the housing.
3. Install the two special bolts (900207) in the tool.
4. Tighten the bolts evenly to pull the housing out

olthe axle case.
5. Remove the oil seals from the housing.

BREATHERS
On 1410 tractors there is a breather plug installed in
the end flanges of the axle case. Make sure these
are free from any restrictions. Remove and clean
with kerosene and compressed air if necessary.

FIGURE 125. REAR AXLE CASE OIL SEALS
1210 TRACTOR

A. Oil seals 8. Seal housing

76mm~3in I
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BRAKES
DRUM BRAKES: 1210TRACTOR

OPERATION
The brake system has a separate pedal and linkage
connected to each brake unit on each side of the
rear axle. The shoe assemblies are installed on the
ends of the axle case. The brake drums are installed
on the spur pinion shafts of the final drive units.
The pedal on the left operates the brake on the left
hand side. The pedal on the right operates the brake
on the right-hand side. The single pedals are used to
give assistance to the steering for tight turns. For
normal brake operation the pedals must be con
nected together by the locking plate on the left-hand
pedal. The hand brake operates both brakes through
the same linkage.

A DANGER: Always connect the brake
pedals together for normal braking. The
tractor will make a sudden turn which
can cause a roll-over if the pedals are
not connected. This can cause serious
injury or death.

BRAKE ADJUSTMENT
1. Put the tractor on hard and level ground.
2. Put wedges of wood under the front and rear of

the front wheels.
3. Use a jack to raise the rear of the tractor until

the rear wheels are just clear of the ground.
4. Put supports between the rear axle case and the

ground for safety.
5. Disengage the pedal locking plate.
6. Adjust the left-hand brake rod until the left-hand

wheel will not rotate. This centralises the brake
shoes.

7. Loosen the left-hand brake rod adjuster until the
left-hand wheel can be rotated easily. The shoes
are permitted to just make contact with the
drums.

8. Repeat steps 1 to 7 on the right-hand brake.

o J H A

N

M

N. Pin
P. Brake drum

Bc

L N M K
FIGURE 126. BRAKE MECHANISMARRANGEMENT

E. Lelt-handpedal J. Adjusting nut
F. Adjusting screw K. Camshaft lever
G. Cross shalt L. Camshaft
H. Brake rod M. Brake shoe

p

A. Hand lever
B. Fork
C. Operating lever
D. Right-handpedal
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9. Pull the hand brake on one tooth of the ratchet.
Check the position of the pedals.
If the R.H. pedal is in front of the L.H. pedal,
adjust the L.H. rod until the locking plate can be
engaged.
If the L.H. pedal is in front of the R.H. pedal,
adjust the R.H. rod until the locking plate can be
engaged.

10. Check that the resistance of the rear wheel to
rotate is the same.

11. If there is any difference, adjust the R.H. rod
until both wheels have the same resistance to
rotate.

12. Pull the hand brake on one more tooth of the
ratchet and check the resistance of the wheels
to rotate again. Repeat step 11 if necessary.

13. Repeat step 12 until both rear wheels are locked
at the same time.

14. Hold the adjusting nuts stationary and tighten
the locknuts on the brake rods.

15. Test the tractor on the highway and make any
final adjustments if necessary.
NOTE: Use a low speed at the start of the test.
Use a dry level surface for the test.

16. If for any reason the brake cross-shaft has been
disassembled or the pedals replaced, do the
following.
(a) Pull the hand brake on five teeth of the

ratchet.
fbi Adjust the R.H. pedal until the locking plate

can be engaged. Tighten the Locknut for
the adjuster.

(c) Adjust the brakes as in steps' to 15.
NOTE: Normally pedal adjustment is not
necessary.

INSTALLING NEW LININGS
1. Use a drill to remove the head at the hollow end

of the rivets.
2. Use a hammer and punch to remove the rivets

from the shoes.
3. Remove the old lining and clean the shoe.
4. Put the new lining in position on the shoe and

check that the hole in the lining and shoe align.
5. Install the new rivets starting at the centre of the

lining and working toward the ends.
6. Make sure there are not any gaps between the

lining and the shoe after it is installed.
7. Keep the shoes and linings away from oil and

grease.
NOTE: If there is oil on the old linings, install new oil
seals before the new shoes or linings are installed.
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INSTALLING NEW BRAKE SHOES
1. Remove the final drive unit from the rear axle,

seepage 34 for procedure.
2. Remove the brake shoes and springs from the

axle flanges.
3. Clean the axle flanges and install new shoes and

springs.
4. Check the brake drum for damage and wear.

Install a new drum if necessary.
5. Repeat step 1 to 4 on the other side.

FIGURE 127. INSTALLING BRAKE SHOES

•
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DISC BRAKE UNIT: 1410 TRACTOR

1410 DISC BRAKES

HOW IT WORKS
The brake assemblies are installed in each final drive
housing. Each unit has an actuator, four stationary
discs and six discs which can rotate. The six discs
which can rotate are connected by splines to the
spur pinion shaft. The discs have a special friction
face on each side. The stationary discs are held
stationary by a large steel pin in the casing. The
actuator has two separate plates pulled together by
tension springs and separated by six steel balls.
The steel balls roll in grooves which have a gradient.
Each plate of the actuator is fastened to the brake
operating linkage. When the brake is operated the
linkage rotates the two plates in opposite directions.
This causes the steel balls to roll up the gradient of
the grooves and separate the plates. The plates
press the discs against each other and against the
housing which applies the brakes.
Each actuator plate has a rotating disc next to it.
When the brake is applied, these discs try to rotate
the actuator in the direction of rotation. See
Figure 130.
One actuator plate moves until it comes in contact
with a lug on the casing.
The other plate is free to move in the direction of
rotation of the discs.
The more the plate moves, the more the plates are
separated. This applies more pressure to the discs
without more pressure being needed on the foot
pedal.
When the brake is released, the tension springs pull
the actuator plates together and release the discs.
A pedal is installed for each brake assembly so it
can be operated separately for tight turns with the
steering. A single pedal is installed between these
two pedals for normal braking. See Figure 131.

A DANGER: Never use the outside pedals
when travelling on the highway or at
speed. The tractor will make a sudden
turn which can cause a roll-over. This
can cause serious injury or death.

A

FIGURE 128.

A. Stationary discs
B. Rotary discs

ACTUATOR AND DISCS

C. Sr,,1 ball
D. Actuator plates

FIGURE 129. BRAKE RELEASED

A. Clearance between both links
and stop lugs on housing
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o

FIGURE 130. OPERATION OF ACTUATOR ASSEMBLY

A. Movement ofplates C. Plate in contact with stop lug
8. Directionofrotation ofshaft and discs D. Plate clear of stoplug

M

B

c

H

J

A

FIGURE 131.

A. Right pedal
8. Leftpedal
C. Centre pedal
D. Hand brake
E. Actuator
F. Lever
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ARRANGEMENT OF BRAKE
MECHANISM

G. Camshaft
H. Brake rods
J. Adjusters
K. Compensator
L. Crossshaft
M. Rod adjuster

F
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B

-H-A

FIGURE 132. BRAKE PULL ROD ADJUSTMENT

A. Right-handpedal
B. Centre pedal
C. Left-hand pedal
D. Adjuster nut on pull rod
E. Compensator adjuster screw
F. Compensator
G. Adjuster screw
H. Pullrod

25mm= 1in
32mm~ 11 in
3Bmm= 1! in

FIGURE 133. DISC ADJUSTMENT

A. Setting, 25 mm It inl
B. Access hole to adjuster
C. Adjuster nut
D. Clevispin
NOTE: Clevis pin not installed on tractors with hydraulic
brakes.

MAINTENANCE

Lubrication
Grease fittings are installed on the centre and left
hand pedals, compensator beam and brake housing.
Use a grease gun to put grease through the fittings
every 60 hours.

Disc and Rod Adjustment
1. Put the tractor on level ground and put wedges

to front and rear of the wheels to prevent the
tractor moving. Releasethe hand brake.

2. Clean around the access plugs for the brake
adjusters then remove the plugs. See Figure
133.

3. Clean around the clevis pin covers then remove
the covers. See Figure 133.

4. Make a line between the centres of the two
front setscrew holes. See A Figure 133.
Measure the distance between the line and the
front edge of the clevis pin. The measurement
must be 25 mm.
Do steps 5 to 11 if the measurement is not 25
mm.
Do step 12 if the measurement is 25 mm.
NOTE: The measurement at A Figure 133 will
not be 25 mm if:
(a) the nuts M Figure 131 which adjust the pull

rods, have been used to adjust the brakes,
(b) the tractor is an early model, which had a

setting of 65 mm pedal movement,
(c) the cross-shaft has been disassembled to

remove it or fit new pedals or foot plate.
5. Turn the adjuster nut, C Figure 133, counter

clockwise three full turns.
6. Loosen the bolts which fasten the stop plate to

the right-hand foot plate.
7. Pull the centre foot pedal up until the pedal and

hand brake operating lever are aligned.
Slide the stop plate against the centre pedal.

8. Loosen the locknuts on the adjuster screws in
the pedal compensator.
Loosen the adjuster screws.

9. Pull the right and left-hand pedals up to the stop
plate. Make sure that the foot pads are aligned,
tighten the bolts which fasten the stop plate.

10. Hold the three pedals against the stop plate.
Put the compensator parallel with the foot plate
surface. Turn the adjuster screws evenly until
against the left and right-hand brake pedals.
Tighten the lock nuts.

11. Adjust the length of the pull rods H Figure 131
by turning nut M.
Do this until the measurement at A Figure 133 is
25 mm. Tighten the lock nuts when the
measurement is correct. Do not use these nuts
for future adjustment for disc wear.
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12. Adjust the adjuster nut C Figure 133 until the
complete movement of the pedal is 32 to
38 mm. This movement is from the brake fully
released to the brake fully engaged.

13. Repeat steps 4 to 12 on the other brake
assembly.
NOTE: When the setting is correct at A
Figure 133, normal brake adjustment must only
be done by using nut C Figure 133. The nut
must be adjusted until the pedal movement is
correct.

When the brakes are operated, if the engagement
is sudden, check the following:

(a) Brake adjustment
(bl Clevis pin adjustment
(c) Compensator beam adjustment.
(d) Correct grade and amount of oil in the

housing.
(e) Clearance between the face of the housing

and the first rotary disc, this must be
between 0"43 and 3'12 mm.

If the clearance is more than 3'12 mm add an
extra stationary disc.
This must be installed in the position shown at
D Figure 134.

NOTE: The clearance must not be less than
0"43 mm after the extra disc has been installed.

Every 60 hours or weekly, remove any chemicals or
manure from steel brake pipes. These two materials
cause corrosion.

Every 500 hours or six monthly check all steel pipes
for corrosion and damage. Replace any pipes which
are found corroded or damaged.

1410DISC BRAKES

A 8

FIGURE 134. DISC BRAKE ASSEMBLY

A. Rotary disc(Bronze)
B. Stationary disc (Steel)
C. Clearance between top disc and housing
D. Extra steel disc No. K945755

A DANGER: Manure and chemicals cause
corrosion to brake pipes. this can cause
brake failure. Clean and check brake
pipes at regular intervels. Serious injury
or death can be caused if the brakes
fail.
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DISASSEMBLY
After the final drive has been removed from the
tractor use the following procedure to disassemble:
1. Put the final drive on the floor with the spur

pinion shaft up vertical. Put a block of wood
underthe unit to hold it in this position.

2. Remove the small cover on the brake housing.
Remove the shouldered clevis pin.
Use one of the cover bolts in the threaded hole
of the pin if it is tight.
Remove the operating lever, spacer and dirt
shield on tractors with hydraulic brakes.

3. Remove the bolts which fasten the brake
housing to the final drive casing.
Lift the housing clear of the spur pinion shaft.

NOTE: The operating link comes away with the
housing but the pivot lever does not. The adjuster
will have to be released if the lever will not clear the
housing.
4. Remove the circlips from the link pins.

Remove the pins. Lift out the top discs.

1410 DISC BRAKES

5. Remove the actuator assembly with operating
shaft and linkage.
Remove the remainder of the discs.

6. If necessary, remove the disc hub from the spur
pinion shaft. This can be done without removing
the discs and actuator if the hub only is to be
replaced.

7. Put all the parts on the bench in the sequence
of removal.

Disassembly of the Actuator
1. Remove the pin which fastens the operating rod

to the links.
Remove the bolts and nuts which fasten the
links to the plates.

2. Remove the tension springs which hold the
actuator plates together. '

3. Separate the plates and remove the six steel
balls.

4. Check all parts for wear and damage.
Replace any part which has a defect.

A

J

7---8

F G

FIGURE 135. COMPONENTS OF DISC BRAKE

A. Pin, link to pull rod F. Rotary(Bronze) disc
B. Pull rod G. Stationary fSteelJ disc
C. Bolt, link to plate H. Steel ball
D. Link J. Tension spring
E. Actuating plate

9-37155
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SYNCHROMESH TRANSMISSION 1410 DISC BRAKES

A B

o

FIGURE 136. DISC BRAKE ASSEMBLY

A. Rotary IBronzel plate
B. Stationary ISteel1 plate
C. Clearance ofbrake plate below housing joint.
D. Additional steel plate K945755

and tighten to
lock the nut in

ASSEMBLY
1.

4.
5.

Put an actuating plate on the bench with the
grooves, for the balls, upward. Put the six balls
inthe grooves.
Install nuts and bolts to links
41 Nm. Use a sharp punch to
position.

2. Put the other plate on top, then make sure the
links are in the correct positions.

3. Check that the balls are in the grooves then
install new tension springs.
Connect the links to the operating rod.
Use a press or a hammer, and a hollow tube to
install the disc hub on the spur pinion shaft.

6. Install one of the rotary discs on to the disc hub.
Install a stationary disc on top of the rotary disc.

7. Repeat step 6 two more times then install the
actuator.

8. Install a rotary disc, stationary disc and then a
rotary disc, in that sequence on top of the
actuator.

9. Install the link pins and circlip.
10. Install the housing and fasten the bolts.
11. Install the shouldered clevis pin on tractors with

mechanical brakes.
12. Install a new oil seal, and dirt seal on the

operating shaft on tractors with hydraulic
brakes. Install the spacer and the operating lever
on the shaft. Install the cotter pin and tighten.

13. Install the final drive on the tractor and adjust
the brakes.

14. Install the small cover overthe clevis pin.
15. Fill the unit with the correct oil to the correct

level.

41 Nm~4'1 kgm~30lbft

9-37155
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HYDRAULIC BRAKES

HYDRAULIC BRAKES

For brake operation on one wheel only one pedal is
used. For normal brake operation the pedals must
be connected together by the link between the
pedals. A brake balance valve is installed in the
system to give equal braking.
The left-hand pedal operates the left-hand brake.
The right-hand pedal operates the right-hand brake.

HOW IT WORKS
The hydraulic system is used on tractors which have
a Q-Cab or De-Luxe Cab. The disc assemblies and
brake drums are the same as for tractors without a
cab. Each brake unit is operated, through hydraulic
pipes, by a slave cylinder instead of rods and levers.
A single reservoir is used for the brake fluid. This is
connected to two separate master cylinders which
are operated by separate pedals. The master
cylinders are connected to a balance valve which is
connected to the slave cylinders.
Each slave cylinder has a spring connected to the
cam lever which retracts the piston. The fluid is then
pushed back into the reservoir through the master
cylinder when the brake is released.

A DANGER: Only the correct fluid must
be used in the system. These are Shell
Tellus 37 or Castrol Hyspin A WS 32.
Normal brake fluid MUST NOT be.used.
If any other cil is used, brake failure
will occur and cause injury or death.

8

M

E
~'

A. Reservoir
8. Master cylinder
C. PushRod
O. Fork
E. Pin,pedal to fork

FIGURE 137.

F.
G.
H.
J.

HYDRAULIC BRAKE SYSTEM

Pedal K.
Lockingplate L.
Balance valve M.
Flexible pipes N.

9-37155
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Slave cylinder
Bleed screw
Steel pipes
Stop lamp switch



SYNCHROMESH TRANSMISSION

BALANCE VALVE
The balance valve has a plunger which has a seal
around the centre. The plunger is installed in the
bore of the valve and is held in the centre position by
a spring. One end of the bore is connected to one
side of the system, the other end to the other side.
Inlet pipes are connected to the master cylinders and
outlet pipes to the slave cylinders.
When the left-hand brake pedal is operated, the
plunger moves to the right until against a stop, B
Figure 138.
When the right-hand brake pedal is operated, the
plunger moves to the left until against a stop, C
Figure 138.
When both pedals are operated together, the
plunger moves until the pressure is equal each end.
This gives equal brake pressure to each side of the
system. The plunger changes position according to
different amounts of wear, adjustment, or pedal
movement between each side.
NOTE: The valve cannot be repaired. Install a new
valve if a fault is found.

REMOVING THE BALANCE VALVE
The valve is fastened to the front cross member
under the cab. Access is under the rear of the cab.
1. Put a container under the valve for the fluid to

drain into.
2. Make a note of where each flexible pipe is con

nected then disconnect the pipes.
3. Disconnect the two steel pipes.
4. Remove the bolts which fasten the valve to the

cross member.

HYDRAULIC BRAKES

•

INSTALLING THE BALANCE VALVE
1. Fasten the valve to the cross member.
2. Connect all pipes.
3. Use the same procedure as for the master

cylinder to remove air from the system.
NOTE: The balance valve cannot be repaired. If
there is a fault, install a new unit.

A WARNING: Make sure all brake pipes
are fastened correctly and do not have
contact with moving parts. This
includes cab and chassis parts. A
broken pipe will cause injury or death.

9-37155
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FIGURE 138. VALVE OPERATION

A. Both brakes applied
B. One side only applied
C. Opposite side only applied
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REMOVING A MASTER CYLINDER
1. Put a container under the master cylinders.

Disconnect the feed pipe from the brake fluid
reservoir. Let the fluid drain into the container.

2. Remove the link pipe between the cylinders.

3. Disconnect the pipe to the balance valve.
Remove completely if removing the right-hand
master cylinder.

4. Remove the reservoir feed pipe.
5. Disconnect the push rod from the pedal.
6. Remove the setscrews which fasten the cylinder

to the body. Remove the cylinder.

INSTALLING A MASTER CYLINDER
1. Put the cylinder in position on the bulkhead.

2. Install the setscrews and tighten.
3. Install the hydraulic pipes.
4. Connect the pedals together with the link.

5. Install the push rod in position and adjust the
fork until the pin can be installed easily. Do not
move the piston of the cylinder.

6. Fill the reservoir to the correct level with the
correct oil.

7. Remove airfrom the system.

REMOVING A SLAVE CYLINDER
1. Disconnect the return spring from the operating

lever.
2. Remove the pin which connects the cylinder

push rod to the operating lever.

3. Put a clamp on the flexible pipe and disconnect
the pipe to the cylinder.

4. Remove the nuts and bolts which fasten the
cylinder to the tractor.

NOTE: On 1210 tractor, also remove the guard.

INSTALLING A SLAVE CYLINDER
1. Fasten the cylinder to the tractor.
2. Connect the pipe, remove pipe clamp.
3. Install the pin and return spring to the operating

lever.
4. Use the same procedure as for a master cylinder

to remove air from the system.

Bmm > i\ in
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HYDRAULIC BRAKES

REMOVING AIR FROM SYSTEM
1. Loosen the bleed screw on one of the slave

cylinders.

2. Use a piece of plastic or rubber tube which has a
5 mm bore. Push one end of the tube on the
bleed screw. Put the other end of the tube in a
clear container. Add brake oil to the container
until the end of the tube is below the surface.

3. Get assistance to press the pedal down. Close
the bleed screw just before the pedal is fully
down. Release the pedal and then loosen the
bleed screw again.

4. Repeat this procedure until no air bubbles come
from the end of the tube. Tighten the bleed
screw.

5. Do the same on the other side of the system
until all air is removed.

NOTE: Keep the reservoir full while doing the opera
tion or air will enter the master cylinder.

The system can be filled through the bleed
screws by using a pressure oil can connected to
a bleed tube. Add brake fluid by this method
until the reservoir is at the correct level. Make
sure the oil can is kept full during the operation.
If the pedal feels hard after this method is used,
removal of air will not be necessary.

A WARNING: DO NOT use the oil can for
any other use. Brake failure will occur if
oils are mixed. This can cause injury or
death.

BRAKE DEFECTS
1. If the pedal feels soft when the brake is operated

then there is possibly air in the system. Use the
procedure as for master cylinder to remove the
air. .

2. If the pedal is still soft after the correct pro
cedure has been followed, do the following:
lal Fasten a Girling T3 clamp to the flexible

hose of the system being checked. (Left or
Right).'

Ib) Press the pedal. If it is still soft then the
master cylinder needs servicing or replacing.
If the pedal is hard the slave cylinder needs
servicing or replacing.

(c) Remove the cylinder which has the defect
and repair or install a new cylinder. Remove
the air from the system as before and
check.

3. If the brakes do not release correctly:

(a) Check that the push rod is not holding the
piston in the master cylinder.

(b) Check to see if the piston has seized in.

(c] Disassemble the master cylinder and check
the seals if (al and (bl are correct. Check
that all oil holes are free from restrictions.
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FIGURE 139. 1210 BRAKE ADJUSTMENT

A. Locknut 8. Adjuster bolt

FIGURE 140. 1410 BRAKE ADJUSTMENT
A. Setting 25 mm 11in) C. Adjusternut
8. Access hole to adjuster D. Clevispin

BRAKE ADJUSTMENT: 1210TRACTOR
1. Put wedges of wood in front of and behind each

front wheel. This will prevent movement of the
tractor. Release the handbrake.

2. Use a jack to raise one rear wheel clear of the
ground. Put a support under the axle.

3. Releasethe locknut A Figure 139.
4. Use a It AF spanner to tighten the adjuster bolt

B until the wheel cannot be rotated by hand.
5. Release the adjuster until the wheel can be

rotated easily by hand.
6. Repeat 2 to 5'on the other wheel.
7. Add brake fluid to the reservoir if necessary.

BRAKE ADJUSTMENT: 1410TRACTOR
1. Put wedges of wood under the front and rear of

the front wheels.
2. Use a jack to raise one rear wheel clear of the

ground. Put a support under the main frame.
3. Release the handbrake and make sure the slave

cylinder pistons are fully retracted.
4. Remove the access plug for the adjuster.
5. Turn the adjuster nut clockwise until the wheel

cannot be turned by hand.
6. Loosen the adjuster nut 2! turns counter

clockwise.
7. Repeat the adjustment on the other wheel then

lower the tractor to the ground.
8. Pull the handbrake lever up fully. The brakes

must be fully engaged on the third ratchet of the
handbrake. Adjust the cables at the com
pensator bar if adjustment is necessary. Keep
the compensator bar level.

9. Check the amount of movernent of each pedal.
The amount must be the same for both pedals.
Make small adjustments if necessary and install
the access plugs for the adjusters.

10. Connect the pedals together with the link. and
test the brakes for equal efficiency.

11. If the brakes do not work equally check the
balance valve as follows: .
(a) Put a foot on each pedal.
Ib) Push down on one pedal. The other pedal

must raise.

Icl Push down on the other pedal and the
opposite pedal must raise.

(d) If the pedals do not raise as above then the
balance valve piston has seized.

Install a new balance valve complete, parts are
not available.

9-37155
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SYNCHROMESH TRANSMISSION

SPECIFICATION AND DATA

CAPACITIES

SPECIFICATION

Gearbox and axle: 1210, 1410
Gearbox, transferbox and axle: 12104WD, 14104WD
Final drive unit: 1210 (each)
Final drive unit: 12104WD (each)
Final drive unit: 1410 leach)
Final drive unit: 14104WD (each)

46·5 litre
49·0 litre

2·3 litre
2·3 litre .
7A litre

13·6 litre

Imperial
lOi gal
lOj gal

4 pt
4pt

13 pt
3gal

U.S.
12·6 gal
12·9 gal
2Aqts
2Aqts
7·8 qts
3·6gal

DIMENSIONS
Gearbox and Differential
Muff coupling clearance
Gearbox to frame clearance:

Vertical
Horizontal

Topshaft bearing clearance
Layshaft bearing clearance
Pinion shaft bearing setting
Auxiliary layshaft bearing clearance
Differential bearing setting
Spiral gear/Pinion tooth clearance
Final Drive Unit
Spur pinion shaft bearing preload
Final drive shaft bearing preload
Spur wheel clearance 114 series)

TORQUE SETTINGS

Bolts, gearbox to frame
Bolts, gearbox cover to frame
Bolts, gear lever housing to cover
Nut, pinion shaft
Nuts, gearbox casing
Bolt, topshaft rear bearing
Bolts, differential bearing caps
Bolts, differential cage
Bolts, axle case to frame
Bolts, final drives to axle case
Bolts, brake housing to final drive, (1410)
Ring nut, final drive shaft
Bolts, oil seal housing to final drive
Bolts, final drive cover
Drain plugs
Wheel nut, rear, 1410 l in
Wheel nut, rear, 1210 I in
Wheel nut, rear, 1210 l in

OAO-0·53mm
0·20-0·30 mm
0·05-0·50 mm
0·05-0·10 mm

-0·05 to +0·05 mm
0·25-1·27 mm
0·00-0·05 mm
0·18-0·23 mm

0·02-0·07 mm
0·13-0·18 mm
0·15-0·25 mm

Nm
163
100
12

271
95
11

163
40

100
100
100
100
68
34
80

203
154
190
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Kgm
16·5
10·5
1·3

28·0
10·0
1·1

16·5
4·2

10·5
10·5
10·5
10·5
7·0
3·5
8A

19·5
15·7
19·2

0·008-0·040 in

0·016-0·021 in
0·008-0·012 in
0·002-0·020 in
0·002-0·004 in

-0·002 to +0·002 in
0·010-0·050 in
0·000-0·002 in
0·007-0·009 in

0·001-0·003 in
0·005-0·007 in
0·006-0·010 in

Ib ft
120
75
9

200
70

8
120
30
75
75
75
75
50
25
60

150
114
140



SYNCHROMESH TRANSMISSION

GEAR RATIOS

,

SPECIFICATION

LEVER POSITIONS
GEAR GEARBOX

HIGH/LOW SLOW/NORMAL 1,2,3, R RATIO

1 LOW SLOW 1 11-132
2 LOW SLOW 2 6-788
3 HIGH SLOW 1 5-581
4 LOW NORMAL 1 4-404 I
5 LOW SLOW 3 3-932
6 HIGH SLOW 2 3-403
7 LOW NORMAL 2 2-685
8 HIGH NORMAL 1 2-208
9 HIGH SLOW 3 1-971

I
10 LOW NORMAL 3 1-556
11 HIGH NORMAL 2 1-345
12 HIGH NORMAL 3 0-7798

REVERSE
1 LOW SLOW R 6-789
2 HIGH SLOW R 3-348
3 LOW NORMAL R 2-642
4 HIGH NORMAL R 1-325

ABBREVIATIONS
Inch
Millimeter
Centimeter
Kilogramme meter
Newton meter
Pound foot

Pints} _-
Gallons Imperial

Litres
U_S_ quarts
4-wheel drive
Power take off

9-37155
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4WD
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SYNCHROMESH TRANSMISSION SPECIFICATIONS

BRAKES

DISC BRAKES
Type
Brake operation

Brake fluid ""
Number of rotating discs
Friction area (totatl

Wet disc"
Independent pedals for each rear wheel.
Mineral hydraulic oil or rod operation of brake units"
Tellus 37 or Hyspin AWS 32
6 each side
2683 cm' 416 in'

Rotating disc dimensions
Thickness (new)
Variation of thickness
Variation of surface level
Radial groove depth (mini

Stationary disc dimensions
Thickness (new)
Variation of thickness
Variation of surface level

DRUM BRAKES
Width of drum
Inside diameter of new drum
Maximum diameter after grinding

4"9-4"75 mm
0"075mm
0"125 mm
0"125 mm

2"7-2"6mm
0"075mm
0"250mm

89mm
216mm
217"52mm

9-37155
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0"193-0"187in
0"003 in maximum
0"005 in maximum
0"005;n

0"106-0"101 in
0"003 in maximum
0"008 in maximum

3! in
8! in
8"560 in



APPLICATION
AIR

GRADE B.P. CASTROL ESSO MOBIL SHELL TOTAL
HMP.

Transmission and Below .. Multi-purpose .. Tractor Oil .. Agricastrol .. Esso Tractorlube .. Mobiloil .. Rotella SX .. Total HD2-M

Hydraulic System. 32"C 20W/30 Universal Multi-use 20W/3D Universal Special20W/40 Oi120W/40 20W/40
with Single Pump (OO°F) t Multi-purpose tVanelius M t Agricastrol MP 20W/30 t Mobilube cao t Dentax 80 -t Total HD1·B

also 20W/40 20·50 t Agricastrol 30 t Esse Un ifarm t Mobltoll 20W/5O 30
t SAEBO tGear OilBO t Castrol ST80 t Essolube HD30 t Delvac Oil 1230

Tandem Pump t Castro! CR30
from Serial No.
1210/1212·11152576
12100/12120·11152617 Above .. Multi-purpose .. Tractor Oil .. Agricastrol .. Esse Tractorlube .. Mobiloil .. Rotella SX • Total HD2-M

14 Series-11200752 32°C 20W/30 Universal Multi-use 20W/30 Universal Special20W140 On20W/40 20W/40
190°FI t Multi-purpose tVanelius M t Agricastrol MP 20W/30 tMobilube t Dentax 90 -tTotal

20W/40 20-50 t Agricastrol t Esso Unifarm COO Transmission

t SAE90 t Gear Oil 90 Gear Oil Light t Esso Gear Oil 90
t Castrol ST90 ST90/140

Transmission and All Special .. Tractran 9 .. Agricastrol MO .. Esso Torque .. Mobil Fluid .. Oonax TO .. Total Equivis
Hydraulic System temperatures Hydraulic Fluid 56 423 JD
with Tandem Pump Oil
to Serial No.
1210/1212·11152576
12100/12120·11152617
14 Series·11200752

Final Drive Below • SAE90 .. Gear Oil .. Castrol ST90 .. Esso Gear Oil .. Mobilube .. Dentax 90 • Total

Reductions, -7°C 90 t Agricastrol ST901140 C90 Transmission

12 series 120°FI Gear Oll Light 90

Tractors

Above • SAE140 .. Gear Oil .. CastrolD .. Esso Gear .. Mobilube .. Dentax 140 .. Total
-7°C 140 t Agricastrol Oil ST90/140 C140 Transmission
120°FI Gear Oil 140

Medium

Final Drivel Brake All .. Special Disc .. Agricastrol .. Esso .. Mobiland .. Shell Universal .. Super
Housing, 14 series temperatures Brake Oil MP Unifarm Super Universal Farm Oil or Universal
Tractors Tractor Oil t Dcnax TT Tractor Oil

Grease fittings All .. Energrease .. LM Grease • Beacon 2 .. Mobilgrease Super • Retinax A .. Total Multis
temperatures Universal t Mobilgrease MP t Farmgrease

t Energrease L2 Universal

..First Recommendation t Second Recommendation

APPROVED LUBRICANTS

•
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', Synchromesh Transmission, Section C11, Pub 9-37155
SYNCHROMESH TRANSMISSION REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION

NOTE: Seals must be fitted back to back on 1410 tractors.

FIGURE 53. AXLE CASE OIL SEALS

A. 0,1seals 8. Housing

e-

t35Nm= 14kgm= l00lbft I

FIGURE 52. DIFFERENTIAL LOCK 12tO

A. Spur pinion shaft D. Pedal
B. Sleeve E. Return spring
C. Operating fork F. Endplate - differential cage

F

o
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t 13. Put the sleeve for the differential lock on the
special tool shown in Figure 13, splines away
from handle.
Enter the sleeve on the tool into the right-hand
side of the axle case. Stop when the selector
groove of the sleeve is just behind the inner
gusset of the case.
Do NOT let the end of the tool enter the spring
or the selector fork cannot be engaged.
Align the selector fork with the groove of the
sleeve then turn the tool clockwise.

14. Engage the differential lock and use a piece of
wire to hold the pedal down, see Figure 49.
Remove the tool.

15. Install two new seals in each seal housing at the
ends ofthe axle case.
The lips of all seals must be toward the
differential.
Put good quality grease between the seals.
Apply jointing compound to housings and install
into axle case.

16. Check the brake linings for wear and damage
and clean the inside of the brake drums.

1410 Tractors
17. Put the sleeve for the differential lock in position

inside the axle case, splines toward the centre of
the case.
Put the spring for the differential lock in the
right-hand side of the differential.

18. Install the rear axle case as follows; see
Figure 51A.
ta) Put a piece of flat metal through the axle

case and compress the differential lock
spring.

(b) Slide axle case into position and then
remove the piece of metal.

(c) Install the axle case bolts and tighten to
100 Nm.

Engage the differential lock and use a piece of
wire to hold the pedal down, see Figure 49.

19. Make sure the breather plugs are clear in the axle
case flanges.
Install two new seals in each seal housing back
to back.
Apply jointing compound to the housings and
installinto the axle case.

All Models
20. Clean the joint flanges of the axle case andfinal

drive unit. Fit a new '0' ring seal to the final
drive flange on the 1410tractors.

21. Install the final drive units. Tighten the bolts to
135 Nm.

22. Install the rear wheels.
23. Connect the brake rods and adjust the brakes.
24. Remove the supports from under the tractor and

lower it to the ground. Remove the wedges
between the frame and front axle.
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FIGURE 51. INSTALLING THE GEARBOX
A. Checkingmuff coupling clearance
8. Checkingbolt to casing clearance

o

o

A

o

o

*0 0

B .,
0co
a:

0 0 r--------
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INSTALLING THE GEARBOX
1. Install the shims on the auxiliary drive gear shaft.
2. Install a new oil seal in the rear end of the clutch

driveshaft. Put a small amount of grease on the
~I. 0

3. Install the gearbox into the frame.
4. Install the two bolts which fasten the gearbox to

the frame but without the bushes.
5. Make sure that all four lugs of the end plates are

flat on the frame.
If the lugs are not flat on the frame, loosen the
four Nyloc nuts on the gearbox casing. Use a
soft hammer to align the end plates as
necessary.

Tighten the four nuts to 95 Nm when the lugs
are flat on the frame.

6. Remove the two bolts which fasten the gearbox
to the frame.
Install the two bushes and then the bolts,
tighten to 135 Nm. Use a feeler gauge to check
clearance between the bolt heads and the lugs
of the case. This must be between 0·076 to
0·5mm.

7. Move the muff coupling rearward on to the
drive gear against the shims.

Install the circlip into the groove of the clutch
driveshaft to hold the muff coupling in position.

8. Check the clearance between the circlip and the
muff coupling. The clearance must be 0·020 to
1·02mm.

Remove or add shims behind the muff coupling
to get the correct clearance.

9. Use a hone or fine file to remove any sharp
edges from the splines of the PTO drive shaft.
Do this on the front edges and outer edges
along the full length of each spline.
Apply a small amount of grease. Carefully push
the shaft through the topshaft of the gearbox
until fully forward.
NOTE: If the splines will not enter the clutch
plate disengage the PTO clutch. Turn and push
the shaft at the same time until fully forward
into the flywheel.

10. Clean the faces of the rear frame and the axle
case.

11. Put a new gasket on the axle case with
compound which does not become hard.

t 1210 Tractors
12. Install the axle case and tighten the bolts to

100 Nm.
Install the spring for the differential lock.

t FIGURE51A. INSTALLING THE 1410AXLE CASE
A. Spring B. Sleeve C. Metallever

225 kg~ 496 Ib
95 Nrn> 10 kg m ~ 70lbft

100Nm~ 10 kg m e 751bft
135Nm= 14kgm~ l00lbft

0·20 mm = 0·008 in
1·02 mm = 0·040 in
0·076 mm = 0·003 in
0·5 mm ~ 0·020 in
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David Brown Tractors Ltd., will continue to improve their products.
As a result, the specification details can have changed after this issue
was made.

Also, as the David Brown tractor is made to variable specifications for
different uses and countries, this manual can give details of items which
are not part of any specific tractor.

Written In Clear
And
Simple
English

© Published by David Brown Tractors ltd.
~nted in England
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Introduction:

Before you do the conversion, it is very important
that new holes are made for the dowels. DO NOT
install a reduction unit without dowels. A brake
adaptor plate, K920431 or K920432 must be used as
a guide for drilling the new dowel holes. The
accuracy of these holes is very important as the
dowels prevent any movement of the reduction case
after it has been installed on the axle case. If dowels
are not used, or wrongly installed, any damage that
is caused can not be made good by the conditions of
the warranty.

'Special Dowels - Fig. 1
1. Make two dowels as shown from steel bar. After

being machined, the dowels must be hardened.

Special Bushes - Fig. 2

Make two bushes of each size as shown from steel
bar. After being machined, the bushes must be
hardened.

Modification to Dowel Holes

1. Remove the oil from both reduction units.
2. Remove the reduction units, brake shoes, brake

camshafts and fulcrum pins.
3. Remove the dowels from the axle case.
4. Install the special dowels in the dowel holes in

the axle case.
5. Put the adaptor plate in position on the dowels.

See Fig. 3.
6. Use clamps or bolts and nuts to hold the adaptor

plate in position.
7. Put a mark on two opposite holes in the adaptor

plate which are two holes, 72:', away from the
dowels.

8. Put a pilot drill bush in both these holes and use
a drill to make two 6.35 mm (1/4 in) holes
through the axle case.

9. Replace the pilot drill bushes with the reamer
and drill bush. Use a drill to make two holes
10.70 mm (27/64 in) through the axle case.
Use a reamer to get a finished size of 11.11 mm
(7/16 in).

10. Remove the reamer and drill bush.

E

'a=J'\ TA 8
.L -.l
~D-l

FIGURE1

A. 1'.08to 1'.06mm 0.4365 to OA355in
B. 14.27to 14.25mm 0.562 to 0.561 in
C. 12.7mm 0.5 in
D. 31.75mm 1.25 in
E. Make a sharp edge by undercutting.

-8-A _

! @' t -------- ------TI
F

" ,- E C·D
.L -----------/t:.~

t G
FIGURE2

A. 43.45mm 1.75in
B.4.76mm 0.1875in
C. 22.22mm 0.875 in
D. Make a sharp edge without undercutting
E. 14.274 to 14.249 mm 0.562 to 0.561 in
F. 9.52mm 0.375iri
Pilot Drill Bush
G. 6.35 mm 0.250 in
Reamerand Drill Bush
G. 1'.11to 11.14mm 0.4375 to O. 4385 in

)--A

FIGURE3
A. Adaptor Plate

9-37201
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Breather. Breather Pipe and Drain Holes

1. Replace the hollow breather bolt with a standard
setscrew Part No. K600502. •

FIGURE4. POSITION OF HOLES IN THE REDUCTION CASES
A. Dri/la hole 8.8 mm and tap 1/8in B.S.P.
8. Dri/ltwoholes5.2mmandtap 1/4U.N.C.

@

A4
-I

I

%in I ~t.
15·9 ml!l-l I- -l ~in

19mm

3 Yo! in
BB'9mm

•
Put joint cement on the threads to prevent oil
leakage. Use a type of cement that will not
become hard.

IMPORTANT: When doing the next jobs. try to
prevent metal chips getting into the reduction case.
Put heavy grease on drills and taps before you use
them.
2. Make new holes for the breather and breather

pipe as shown in Fig. 4.

3. Clean the new breather and install as shown in
Fig.5.
Put a small amount of Lactite on-the breather
pipe and install the pipe in the breather.
Install the pipe clips.

NOTE: The end of the breather pipe must be inside
the guard stiffener or on the inside face of the guard
away from the wheel.

•FIGURE5. POSITION OF BREATHER
A. Breather Bolt

9-37201
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• 4. Make a hole in the bottom of the reduction case
as shown in Fig. 6.

-

o 0

o

o

o

o

o 0
),

.)
o 0

x

FIGURE6. POSITION OFORAIN HOLES

X. Orilla hole 12.7mm 11/2inldiameter.

Assembling;
Before· you install the reduction' units in' the' new
position, do the following:
1. Rush all foreign material out of the inner part'

of the·reduction case.
2. Install the original dowels in the-reduction, NOT

the axle·case.
You can then be sure that the dowels are
engaged in both the axle case and the reduction
unit.

3. Install the brake parts and the reduction units.
4. Add the correct amount of oil to each reduction

unit.

.~ .
&-37201
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'FIGURE 1

A. 11.(18 to 11.06 mm 0.4365 to 0.4355 in
8. 14.27 to 14.25 mm 0.562 to 0.561 in
C. 12.7mm 0.5 in
D.31.75mm 1.25 in
E. Make a sharp edge by undercutting.

• Introduction:

Before you do the conversion, It ,s very important
that new holes are made for the dowels. DO NOT
install a reduction unit without dowels. A brake
adaptor plate, K920431 or K920432 must be used as
a guide for drilling the new dowel holes. The

.accuracv of these holes is very important as the
dowels prevent any movement of the reduction case
after it has been installed on the axle case. If dowels
are not used, or wrongly installed, any damage that
is caused can not be made good by the conditions of
the warranty.

Special Dowels - Fig. 1
1. Make two dowels as shown from steel bar. After

being machined, the dowels must be hardened.

Special Bushes - Fig. 2

Make two bushes of each size as shown from steel
bar. After being machined, the bushes must be
hardened.

~@
t

-8-
A

T -------- --=::IT
E c 0
L -----------/~~

G

I
t

" ....
I---A

0.250 in

FIGURE2

1.75in
0.1875 in

FtGURE3
A. Adaptor Plate

: 1-

'.

A. 43,45mm
8. 4.76mm
Pilot Dril18ush

t C. 6.35mm
Reamer and Drill 8ush

t C. 11. t t to 11.14mm 0.4375 to O. 4385 in ,:
t D. 22.22mm 0.875 in ,' .. "

E. 14,274 to 14.249 mm O. 562,.to ~,: ~!, i~,'" '~:iliii<¥',,:,"
F. 9.52 mm 0.375~'!t!.·.· )t..~~Z1~:~

t G. Make a sharp edge without undercuttt,lJg, ,,''{~rf'Yb,. :;.
"; -, ..;-&' !\{Modification to Dowel Holes

1. Remove the oil from both reduction units.
2. Remove the reduction units, brake shoes, brake

camshafts and fulcrum pins.
3. Remove the dowels from the axle case.
4. Install the special dowels in the dowel holes in

the axle case.
5. Put the adaptor plate in position on the dowels.

See Fig. 3.
6. Use clamps or bolts and nuts to hold the adaptor

plate in position.
, 7. Put a mark on two opposite holes in the adaptor

plate which are two holes, 77:', away from the
dowels.

8. Put a pilot drill bush in both these holes and use
a drill to make two, 6.35 mm (1/4 in) holes
through the axle case.

9. Replace the pilot drill bushes with the reamer
and drill bush. Use a drill to make two holes
10.70 mm (27/64 in) through the axle case.
Use a reamer to get a finished size of 11.11 mm
(7/16 in).

10. Remove the reamer and drill bush.

•

9-37201
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Breather, Breather Pipe and Drain Holes

1. Replace the hollow breather bolt with a standard
setscrew Part No. K600502. •

3 J.2 in
88·9 mm

:y., in
19mm

•@

I

% in I ..1.t.
15·9 ml'!l-l I- -l

A-f
-I

FIGURE4. POSITION OF HOLES IN THE REDUCTION CASES
A. Drill a hole 8.8 mm and tap 1/8 in 8. S. P.
8. Drill two holes 5.2 mm and tap 1/4 U.N. C.

Put joint cement on the threads to prevent oil
leakage. Use a rvpe of cement that will not
become hard.

IMPORTANT: When doing the next jobs, try to
prevent metal chips getting into the reduction case.
Put heavy grease on drills and taps before you use
them.
2. Make new holes for the breather and breather

pipe as shown in Fig. 4.

3. Clean the new breather and install as' shown in
Fig.5.
Put a small amount of Loctite on the breather
pipe and install the pipe in the breather.
Install the pipe clips.

NOTE: The end of the breather pipe must be inside
the guard stiffener or on the inside face of the guard
away from the wheel.

•
FIGURE 5. POSITION OF BREATHER

A. Breather Bolt

9-37201
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David Brown Tractors Ltd .. will continue to improve their products.
As a result, the specification details can have changed after this issue
was made.

Also. as the David Brown tractor is made to variable specifications for
different uses-and countries. this manual can give details of items which
are not part of any specific tractor.

Written In Clear
And
Simple
English

© Published by David Brown Tr actors Ltd,
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Introduction

Most rvrs failures in agriculture are caused by too
much distortion of the casing. The load on a rvre will
bend the casing to a specific amount. but a traction
tvre is also bent in' a different direction by the force
needed to move the tractor. If there is too much
weight on a tvre or the pressure is not correct. the
distortion of the casing will cause the plies to
separate. This will cause early or sudden failure of
the tvre which can result in injury or death.

. A tvre which is kept at the correct pressure and load
'will have the following characteristics. .

1. It will be safe.
2. Wear will be even and at the minimum rate.
3. It will have the best traction and flotation ability.
4. The rolling resistance will be kept to the

minimum.

Tyre Pressures:

It is a recommendation that the same pressures are
used for both cross ply and radial ply rvres, For road
work these pressures must be increased to the
maximum for the size of tyre to prevent rapid wear.
This is especially important when radial ply tvres
have been installed.

When the ty'e pressures' have been increased for
road work, it is necessary to reduce the pressures
before operating in field conditions.

IMPORTANT: Before tractors leave the factory, the
rvre pressures are increased to approximately 200kPa
(30 Ib/in'). BElfore the tractor is used, the tvres must
be checked and adjusted to the correct pressure for
the operating conditions and axle loads.

How to Use the Tables:

1. See the list of tractor details shown in Table 1 to
find the weight of each axle.

NOTE: Front ballast weights have a lever action
using the CElntre of the rear axle as a fulcrum. For this
reason the amount of weight added to a front axle is
more than the weight of the ballast.
2. Make a note of the tvre sizes and ply rating (PRI

of the rvres on the tractor.
3. Use Tables 2 and 3 to check the tyre size and ply

rating with the safe working load.
Look at the top of the column selected for the
pressure recommendations.

NOTE: To make reference easy, the safe working
loads shown are the total capacities of both rvres,
4. See the notes at the bottom of each table for

information on loads and speeds.

'l-'72ll5
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TABLE ONE

f1WNT AXLE HEAH AXLE

--~----------- ----
EXCLUDING CAB INCLUDING CAB EXCLUDING CAB INCLUDING CAB

-~~--- -~----_._-
_.-_ .._.- --_._---- - - ----_._-_. ._-- ---------- -

MODEL Loud with Load will Load wilh Load with Load Load wilh Load Load wilh

Lood U1362 01 U1848 or Load U1362 or U1848 or Load Load wilh WOler Lood Load wilh Walt"
without U1865 U4086 without Ull165 U4086 without 2 weight" Woter Balla"1 and wiihoul 2weighls Water Ballo"t "nd

Bollaot Balla"l" Ballasls Ballast Ballast" Baltasts Baliosl per Wheel Ballast 2 weighl" Ballast per Wheel Ballasl 2 weight"
per Wheel per Wheel

..... - .. -- . -,. - .- -- .... " --.-.._-_.. ---------_. ._-----_._- -- ----_._-- -- ----- -_.- ----_. ---_. .----- _._._~---

1I85N 585kO 1135 kU · • • • 1045 kg 12U5kg 132g kg 1483 kU • • . •
12~01h 1lJ49III 2300lh 2660 III 2910 Ih 327glll

.-.. . - -- --- . ..... - .---,... _._- "...•._.._... --_._-_._- ----_. -_.~ ------- --- ------ .._-_.- ---- _.__._.
--~--

_._-- --_. -------
885 630 kg 880 kU • 710kg 960kU • 1125 kU 1285 kU 1533 kg 1697 kU 1480 kU 1640 kU 1892 kg 2055 kg

1390lh 1940lh 1560lh 2110 Ih 2480 III 2840lh 3380 III 3740lh 3270lh 3630lb 41701h 4530 III
--- . - -.- . - .... - ._-.~~- ..... ._- _ .._---_. --- -_0__.,_-- ----_._- ---_..- .._--- _._--- __M_." ._--"_. ---_.- ----
990/5/6 790kU 10'10kg • 875 kg 1125 kg • 1430 kg 1590 kg 1996 kg 2159kU 1740 kg 1900 kU 2300 kg 2463 kO

17501h 2300lh 1930lh 2480lh 3150lb 3510lb 4400 III 471lOIh 3820lh 4180lh 6070lb 5430 Ih
--... _.. _. . -- _._... - -- -_ .. ,--_ ... . -_. __ ... _- _.._~-- _. ---- ------- ---- . --"---- ------

996 1100 kg 1350 kg 1680 kg 1185 kg 1435 kg 1765 kg 1495 kg 1655 kg 2064 kg 2227 kg 1865 kg 2025 kg 2431 kU 2595 kg

4WD 2425 III 2975 III 3695 III 2610 III 311lOIh 3880 III 3300lb 3660lb 4550Ib 4910 Ih 41101b 4470lh 5300lh 672010
--_._- .' - . -_. -_. . _._- ---- ~_._... --_._-- -._-_._- -----_.- -_._--- _._--- ._------_. -------- ------ ---_. _.-
1210/12 1090 kU 1340 kU 1670 kU . 1155 kg 1405 kU 1735 kg 1665 kg 1825 kU 2291 ku 2454 kU 1955 kU 2115 kU 2581ku 2744 kO

2400'11) 1~501ll 3670lh 2550lh 3100 II> 3820lh 367011> 4g30lll 5050 Ih 54Hllh 4310 II> 4670lh 56901b 6050 Ih
_. --- - - _.__..-- -,-

--~~-----_. .-.._-'--_ .._.- _._~---~.__.
'~-'----'

_._,--- _.__._--_. ----_._-- - -_.-_._._.- - _.__._--.- _._----- -----
1110 1290 kU 1540 kU 1870 kU 1350 kU 1600 kU 1930 kg 1765 kU 1925 kU 2391 kU 2554 kU 2080 kU 2240 kU 2706 kg 2869 kU

4WD lfi50lh 3400lh 4120 II, 29751h 35251h 424511) 38901h 4250lh 527011> 5630 III 4585 III 49451h 5~651h 6315 III
- ._- ._--- ..._. _._ ...._.- .- _.__._--- ....._-_.._.-. - --- _.,.-_.- .. --------_. _..~~------ ..._--_ ..._--- -_._---_. ._---- ._--._.---- -------- ------
1410/12 1135 kU . 1715 ky 1165 kU · 1745 kU 2040 kU 2200 kO 2667 kg 2831 kU zzso kU 2450 kU 2914 kU 3078 kg

2500 II, 3T101ll 157511> 384511> 4500lh 486011> 580011> 6240lh 50451h 54051h 6415 III 6785 III
- - - --_ .. - - - - _._- . _. _.... ---._._- ~ ------ ----- ----- _._------ f--.----. ~-----_.. .._.__. -------- .._------ -----,---

1410 l]05 k\1 • 1805 kU 1380 ku · 1960 kU 2065 kU 2225 ~g 2690 kO 21153 kg 2360 kU 2520 kU 2U95 kU 3148 kU
4WD lUUOl1> 4HiO II, 305011> 4320lh 4550 III 4910 Ih 593gll> 629011> 520011> 556011> 651l0lh 6940lh

• NOlll~cd

'lbo wt~iVhb vivull lor Willer l_H1l1iJ::i1 aru lUI 75% lill usinU auu-heezu soluriou.



TABLE TWO - MAXIMUM SAFE WORKING LOADS FOR FRONT AXLES (NOT4WDI

TYREPRESSURE·bar, kg/cm'116Ib/in') Note: 1 bar= 100kPa

I
, 910 kg I 990 kg

2020 Ib 2180 Ib

•

• TYRE
SIZE

5.50·16

6.00· 16

6.00· 19

PLY
RATING

6

6

6

1.4
1201

616 kg
1360lb

689 kg
15201b

840 kg
1850Ib

I 1.7
I 1241

II 671 kg
1480Ib

762 kg
1680lb

1.9
128)

734 kg
1620lb

834 kg
1840lb

2.2 2.5 I 2.8 3.0 i 3.3 :
(32) (36) I 140) 1441! (48) i

789 kg I 852 kg S07kg 11000 kg 11 1065 kg i
1740Ib i 18801b . 2000lb l 2200 lb 23501b i

S07kg 970 kg !1060kg 11135 kg 11215 kg I
2000lb 2140Ib I 2340lb i 2500lb i 2680lb I
1070kg I 1150kg I 1220kg , 1290kg I 1360 kg
23701b I 2640lb I 2700lb 285OIb! 30001b

3.5
(50)

i
i, 1010kg 1120kg 1220 kg

22201b 2470lb 2690lb
i

1870kg 2000 kg
4120lb 44201b

1420 kg 1520 kg
3140 Ib 3360 Ib•

7.50·16

7.50·18

11L· 15

6

8

6

8

6

8

1010 kg
2220 Ib

I
I 1080 kg

2380lb

1080 kg
2380lb

I 1420kg
i 3140Ib

1420kg
3140Ib

11120 kg 1220 kg
! 2470 Ib 2690 Ib,

1200kg 11320 kg
2660 Ib I 2900 Ib

1120kg 1320kg
2660 Ib 2900 Ib

I 1560kg 11730 kg
I 3480 Ib 3820 Ib

1560kg 1730 kg
3480 Ib 3820 Ib

1320kg
2910lb

1320kg
2910 Ib

1420kg
3140Ib

1420 kg 1500kg
3120lb 3320Ib

1420 kg 11500 kg ,
3120lb I 33201b

1520 kg 1620kg
3360 Ib 3580 Ib

1620kg I
3580 Ib !

2130 kg I
4700lb i

I
- i 

I
I
I i

1590kg I 1700kg i
3510lb I 3750Ib i

- I - !I

1

1700kg 11770 kg
3750 Ib I 3900 Ib

- I -

1770 kg
39001b

1840 kg
4050 Ib

10·16 8 1580 kg
3500lb

1770kg
3900lb

1935 kg 20SOkg 2240 kg
4260lb 46201b 4940Ib

2380 kg
5260lb

•
~<."--~-

NOTE:

1. FOR SPEEDS UNDER 8 km/h 15 mile/h) IT IS PERMITTED TO INCREASE LOADS 3Y 100%'

2. FOR SPEEDS BETWEEN 8 & 20 km/h 15& 12 mile/hi IT IS PERMITTED TO INCREASE LOADS 3Y 35%

• Must only bf! usee when travelling intermittent distances of less than 100 metres witn fuutcad. For examcte: front I03C1ing.

3·3T205
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TABLE THREE - MAXIMUM SAFE WORKING LOADS FOR ORJVE AXLES INCLUDING 4WD

TYRE I PLY
TYRE PRESSURE - bar, kg/cmZ (Ib/inz) Note: 1 bar = 100kPa

J

SIZE !RAnNG 0,8 1.0 1.1 I 1.2 1.4 1.7 I 1.9 2,8
(12) (14) (16) I (18) (20) (24) I (28) (40)

9-24 ! 8 1100 kg 1210 kg 1300kg 11390 kg 1480kg 1660 kg

I
1810kg 2220 kg

I 24301b 2660lb 2870lb 3070lb 32701b 3650lb 3980 Ib 49101b,
10- 24 I 6 1340 kg 1460kg 1570kg 1 1690kg I

1800 kg 2000 kg II
I 2950lb 3220lb 34701b 3720lb . 3970 Ib 44201b

11.2/10-28 6 1430 kg 1560kg 1690kg 11810 kg I 2130 kg I
3150lb 3440lb 3720 Ib 39801b 4700lb

12.4/11-28 6 1720 kg 1880kg 2020 kg I 2160 kg I 2310 kg 2550 kg
37S0lb 4140Ib 4480lb I 4770lb 5100lb 5620lb

12.4/11-32 6 1820 kg 2000 kg 2150 kg I 2310kg I 2450 kg i 2720 kg
4000lb 4400lb 4740lb ! 5080Ib 5400lb 6000lb

13.6/12-28 6 2200 kg 2380 kg 2560 kg 2720 kg
4860 Ib 5240 Ib 5640lb 6000lb,

14.9/13-28 i 6 I I 26qO kg
,

2800 kg 3010 kg ! 3160 kg I II ! - I I - - J -
5740 Ib J 6200 Ib 6640 Ib I 6960 Ib ! iI !

12.4111-36

I
6

I
1920 kg I 2100 kg I 2280 kg I 2436 kg 2590 kg I 2890 kg I - J -,
4240Ib 4640lb 5020 Ib i 5370 Ib 57201b 6360 Ib I ,

J J J

16.9/14-30

I
6

I
I 3290 kg

I
3560 kg I 3810 kg I

I I
,

- - - - i -,
. 7260 Ib 7840 Ib I 8400 Ib , I ! •

12.4i 11-38 6

13.6/12-38 6

18.4/15·30 6

16.9/14-34 6

8

18.4/15-34 6

13,6/12·36 6 2480 kg 2680 kg
5460lb 5900lb

1980 kg I 2170 kg 2340 kg
43701b 47801b 5160lb

I
2550 kg I 2760 kg
5620lb [. 6080lb

I
3900 kg 4220 kg
8600lb 9300lb

I 3780 kg

I 8340lb

I 3780 kg
I 8340lbI

4490 kg
9900lb

I 2880 kg I
I 6350 Ib ,

I, 2510 kg i
I 5540 Ib I
i 2960 kg I
i 6520lb, .

I !
I I
1

4050 kg I'

89201b

I 4050 kg I
, 89201b I

3050 kg I
67301b I
2680 kg I
59001b

3150 kg I
69401b

4290 kg
944Qlb

2960 kg I
6520lb I

4760 kg I
10500lb I

NOTE:

1. For operating speeds up to 8 km/h 15 mile/h) it is permitted ro increase loacs bv 40%· on 9·24 and 10-24
rvres ONLY with an increase in pressure of 25%.

2. For speeds between 8 & 20 km/h (5 & 12 mile/hi it is permitted to increase loads by 20% on all tvres,

3. For speeds between 20 & 25 kmih 112 & 15 mile! hi it is permittee to increase loads bv 7% on all tyres .

• ;\I1ustomv oe usee wnen moving snort distances of tess man 100 metres wrtn fuuroac. For exemote: rrcm toaoing.

i·J72C5
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FOR YOUR SAFETY

Before commencing work on the machine ensure all pressure has been
released from the system.
Do not disconnect or 'Nark on any part of the system whilst the engine is
running.
Never check for oil leaks with the hands and do not approach very dose
to a pipe, or component. suspected of leaking.
The most dangerous type of oil leak is a leak so smail as to be almost
invisible. A very fine jet of oil under a pressure far less than is used in
hydrostatic power steering systems can penetrate the skin even through
clothing. and cause PERMANENT tissue damage.
An oil injection through the skin is relatively painless and may not be
noticed at the time. It may later become painful however. and give the
impression of a cut which has become infected. If this occurs obtain
medical attention- immediately. The damaged tissues must be removed
without delay otherwise the affected area will spread and major surgery
may be required to prevent it becoming fatal.
Painful burns can be caused by only a small amount of hot oil coming
into contact with the skin.

David Brown policy is one of continuous develooment and improvement
and therefore the specification details may have been aitered since this
manual went to press.
Moreover, as the David Brown tractor is offered in a varietv of forms to
cover a large number of markets and applications. this manual may
contain details of items not aoplicable to the particular tractor with which
it is being used.

:OaYtCl 9~.... rrae:=", LIe.
:O"lntl'd in enqlan(l::lv ',...."...fiN•• i"!l;"q & 50"' lll:l.
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NEW FORMAT

This (lew Steering and Front Axle section ot the Service ana Recair Manual is presented in a new stYle. This
provides a Stee bv step guide to the finer for each ooeration. employing more use of illustrations which are.
wherever practicaote. directly related to the accomoanying text by numerical annotations.

Eac:'l operation is dried with !he ccrnconent descriotion and sub-titled according to the oceration to ae
perlormed•.Removal. Dismantling, Reclacement etc .. falloweo by t:"\e relevant illustration figure number. Eacn
item number of me oceranon is directlv emeo to the acorccnate comoonent number in the iilusrraticn.

Example

.'
Front Hub

Removal· Fig 1

1. Raise front ot tractor and ciaca suitaOie succorrs
oenearn axle beam extensions.

2. Remove front wheel. centre cover. gasket and split
pin.

3. Remove stub axle nut and washer. withdraw hub from
stub axle and remove outer bearing.

4. Prise oil seaJ from hub and remove inner bearing,
discard oil seal.

5. Remove sleeve and dirt excluder.

This n1ethod affec::s oage layout only and tne established sequence of operations is uncnanqed ("How it
Works". "Unit Removal ana Replacement", Unit Maintenance and R.epair" etc).

Although new to David Brown Publications. this form of presentation is in use by other manufacturers in both
the automotive and agriCUltural machinery industries. We have studied these and have. we feel, been able to
improve on them and cass on the benefits to the user of the David Brown Service Repair Manual.

This section coversS8S, 990 synchromesh, 995, 996,1210, 1210 ~WD Mk 11,1212,1410 and 1412 tractors
from first manufacture. Section El i?ub. 9-37191 J should be reraineo for use relative to earlier
Seiectarnatic tractors.

lnstructiona( Drawing'S,.

The latest set of instruC:ional drawings covers i=rom axle and steering. At the time ot going to cress two
crawings are available: 9-38541 . Front Axle and Transfer Sox: 1210 4WD Mk II tractor ttwc drawinqsr.

•



STEERING AND.FRONT AXLE

8.9 and 12 series tractors are fitted with rnanuatlv operated. light recirculating, ball rvpe steering. The steering levers being
directly coupled by gears and linkage to the steering column.

Hydrostatic Dower steering is an optional fining on these tractors and is a standard fining on the 1212 model, 14 series and aU
Q·cab tractors.

UNIT REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT

MANUALLY STEERED TRACTORS

•

•

Front Hub Removal - Fig. e1

1. Raise front of tractor and piace supports beneath axle
beam extensions.

2. Remove front wheel, brake drums (if fittedl, centre
cover, gasket and split pin.

3. Remove stub axle nut (right·hand thread) and washer,
withdraw hub from stub axle and remove outer
bearing.

4. Prise out oil seal from hub and remove inner bearing,
discard oil seal.

5. Remove steeve and dirt excluder.

.Replaeemem - Fig. E2

6. Refit inner bearing and press in 'new oil seal using a
flat plate to ensure even fitmsnt.

NOTE: Seal lip should face outwards unless front wheel
brakes are fmed when lip should face inwards.

7. Pack inside of hub with grease and position hub on
stub axle: ensure oil seal slides orno seal collar then
replace outer bearing.

8. Refit flat washer and nut; tighten nut whilst rotating
hub SO that bearings ere fully seated. Slacken nut one
flat and tit split pin.

9. Fit new gasket and replace hub cover, pump grease
through fming until grease escapes past all seal.

10. Refit fro!"!t wheel and lower tractor to ground.

Stub Axle Removal - Fig. E3

The stub axles pivot in steel backed bushes in the beam
extensions and are retained in place by the steering levers.

t. Raise from of tractor and place supports beneath axle
beam extensions.

2. Remove front wheel, steering lever bolt and washer.
3. Refit steering lever bolt without washer until fmger

tight. unscrew two full turns, then with a solid support
under beam extension, strike the bott a sharp biow
squarely on the head. This will release the steering
lever from the stub axle taper.

4. Remove boil, steering lever and stub axle.
5. Note oositions of and remove thrust washer and

bearing, remove and discard '0' rings.

Replacement

6. Clean stub axie and fit new '0' ring.
7. Smear bearing and thrust washer with grease and fit

to stub axle.

9·37194

E1

Fig. E2

Fig. E3
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RE.>,10VAL AND RE?LACEMI~NT

a Smear inside ot stub axie bl.lshes with oil and fit new
",0' ring.

9. FTt stub axle into beam and reo1aca steering lever;
ensure lever is fitted to correct ,5Qlines and special
washer is fitted to bolt.

10. Tighten bolt to 16.6 <9 m (120 Ib ttl then lubricate with
SAEl40 through fitting on IrQnt of beam extension.

t 1. Refit front wheel and lower tta~or to ground.

FromAxie

Fabricated axles aee a standard frtting on all tractors. but
heavy duty forged axles were an Optional fitting on 990 and
995mode4 tractors.

Removal - Fig. E4

1. Disconnect steering drag link and rum rearwards cle~r

of work area.
Z. Raise from at tractor and remove from wheels.
3. Place suitable supports und~ main frame. positioned

as far forward as possible but clear at front axle.
4. Cut locking wire: unscrew trunnion pin locking bott

five full tums. Tao bolt head to Push scrawed sleeve
dear of the trunnion pin then remOVe bott.

5. Pierce welch plug and lever Out of from extension.
6. Wrth weight of tractor resting on supports and the

jack sucoortinq only the we;ght of the axle. pull
trunnion. forward clear at extension. There is a i in
UNC tapped ho~ in centra, front end of the trunnion
pin to enable a ~ide hamrnar with an ecaotor to be
used for withdrawing the pin.

7. LOwer axle to the ground ensuring jack is positioned
so that axle does not tilt reanNards.

NOTE: Trunnion pins fitted to aarly model tractors were
fined from the rear of the main frame extension, To
remove the front axle on these tractors it is necessary to
remove the front extension from tile main frame.

Replacemem

8. :~Fit new '0' rings on outside of thrust washers. then
-sm

7
ear washers with grease and piace in axle beam

. recess.

NOTE: Differem thick.ness Wi3sners are available tor
trac::ors fined with heavy duty front axles. The washers
used snould be of a size to reQlJire the two beams to be
levered together in order to fit the from washer. giving a
~r~ of 1.52 mm (0.060 inl,

9. ?lace axle on jack and raise towards extension. Take
care not to damage '0' rings 0;displace thrust washers
when entering beam into' extension. Ensure beam
remains level and when it is raised nigh enough. push
a bar into extension to align holes.

10. Fit new- '0' ring on trunnion pin. smear pin with grease
and ousn into extension.

11. Tum cin so mat chamfered end of bolt hole is towards
teo men tao into position taking care not to damage
extraction hole ti'lread./.r.

i2. Reoiace locking belt"," >fit sc:"'ewed steeve to ~ojt. then
riqnten bait anc locl<. wrth wire.

13. ;:'it new ween ciug, grease trunnion ;::lin aearincs and
refit 7r:Int wneees: lower tractor -;:0 tne ground.

3-37194
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Fig. E4
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Steering Box

REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT

A recirculating ball type steering box is fitted to all models.
The box case is bolted to the gearbox cover and is
lubricated by an oil bath formed in the cover casting.

Removal - Fig. E5

CAUTION: Do not commence steering box removal by
removing the four baits from the base of the steering
column and turning the steering wheel. This will tum the
screw out of the nut and allow the steel balls to drop into
the oil bath.

1. Remove bonnet TOp and drain oil from steering box
1210 model.

2. Remove instrument panel complete with fuel tank
·1210 model.

3. Disconnect throttle control and remove hand throrne
lever - 9 series.

4. Remove bonnet then remove t\NO rear bolts securing
fuel tank support brackets to clutch housing· Band 9
series.

5. Raise instrument panel allowing tank to pivOt on front
bolts, then refit rear bolts under brackets to hold rear
of tank clear of steering box bolts • 8 and 9 series.

6. Disconnect steering drag fink from drop-arm.

7. Remove bolts securing steering box to gearbox cover.
3. Remove steering box complete with column and

wneel; retrieve two ring dowels fttted between box
and cover.

Fig. E5

:.. Replacement

9. Remove all trace of old gasket and thoroughly clean
gearbox cover face.

10. Top up oil bath to a maximum 0125 mm 11 in) below
cover face - 8 and 9 series.

, 1. Fit new gasket; locate box and secure to gearbox
cover. tighten bolts to 4.0 kg m (30 Ib Itl.

12. Fill steering box with oil to the level of the filler plug·
1210 models.

13. Lubricate drop-arm shaft and column bearings
through grease fittings.

14. Refit steering drag link to drop-arm.

Steering Drop-Arm 8 and 9 Series

Removal

The drop-arm is fined on parallel splines and is retained by
a clamo bon.

1. Disconnect steering drag link from drop-arm.
2. Remove clamp boit; note marking to ensure correct

refining and slide arm oft shaft splines.

Replacement

3. Ensure that dust seal is in position then fit oroo-srm
shaft ensuring marks line UP(Fig. 5),

4. Relh clamp bolt and tighten to 4.0 kg m (30 Ib It).

9·37194

E3

Steering Drop-Arm ·1210 Model

Removal

The drop-arm is fitted on taper splines and is retained by a
washer and bolt in the centre of the shatto

1. Disconnect steering drag link frern drop-arm.
2.. Remove retaining bott and washer; refit bott without

washer, tighten bott then unscrew two full turns. Note
marking to ensure correct refitting.

3. Use a two jaw extractor to grip the arm and tighten
the jacking screw against: retaining bolt head until arm
is pulled tree.

Replacement

4. Ensure that seal is in posmcn then flt drop-arm on
shaft ensuring marks line up.

5. Refrt washer and retaining bolt ~nd tighten to 16.6 kg
m 1120 Ib ttl. >



REMOVAL AND RE?LAC::MENT

Drop-Ar", Shaft· 8 and 9 Series

Removal - Fig- E5

The draa-arm shaft is retained by a large solit pin through
the rocxer arm.

FIg. E.6 •
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Repiace",ent

Renew shaft if worn or twisted; a twisted shaft will ailow
:he rocker arm to foul the case and may cause damage.

3. Smear inside of bushes with grease and wioe sharr
clean.

4, Place rocker arm in steering box housing. positioned
with split pin hole on oecosite side of case to oroe
arm.

5. If drop-arm is on snaft, ensure rubber shaft seals are in
position.

6. Align s~lit pin holes. push shaft imo rocker arm and fit -,
soHt Din. .

7. Fit a new welch plug and apply a few shots at
lubri~ant through grease fittings.

1. Lever out welch piug and remove rocker arm pin.
2. Tao shaft {from weich oiug side; with a hammer and

crift and remove shaft complete 'Nith droe-arm;
remove rocker arm.

Drop-Ar", Shaft· 1210 Model

Removal _ Fig. E7

1. Remove steerinq croo-arm.
2. Remove four securing screws. shaft cover. thrust

plate and shims.
3. Remove twO rocker arm clamping screws then tao

droc..arm end of the shaft. turning rocker arm
freq1.lent1y so that end bush will be oushed evenly out
of casting by rocker arm key. Do not remove shaft by
using a ijrift against thrust plate end.

NOTE: The rocker arm key will not pass through tne drop
arm side of the steedng box housinq.

Replacement

Renew~NOrn or twisted: a twisted shaft wiil allow
, ·the roc ~::a::~OUI the C35e and may cause damage.
~. '-

.4~ Smear inside at bushes with grease and wice shaft
clean.

5. Fit Shaft key and otace rocker arm in steering box
housing - positioned SO that c!amoing screws can be
fined after shah has been reo/aced. Tighten dampjng
screws to 4.0 kg m 130Ib rr).

6. Fit new '0' ring into end !Jf sl:!~ft then replace bush,
thnJ$t washer, shims and cover.

i. Ensllre sufficient shims have been fined to position
rocxer arm centrauv under column aperture.

8. Fit Cover belts and tighten to 2:76 kg m (20 lb ttL
9. Reth steering croo-arm.

Steering Column

Removal

1. Remove steering box.
2. Lay box en bench and remove four bolts from :Jail

oeg~.

3. ~emove baH :legs and retrieve shims. then .e-nove
four colts from steering column flange.

Fig.:i
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4. Remove co{umn from box and secure nut to screw

with adhesive tape· to prevent the column nut being
turned to the end of the screw and releasing the bails.

Beplacernerrt

REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT

5.

6.

Insert column shaft into steering box and position
column nut so that transfer tube is on the opposite
sioe to the drop-arm snatt.
Set column in correct position i.e. 3 and 9 series - with
rnrotrie Jever bracket towards oroo-erm side. 1210
mocer- with tank mounting bracket towards front of
tractor,
Fit the four flange bolts and tighten to 6.9 kg m ISO Ib
ft:1.

•

Setting Sail Pegs - Rg. ES

1. Align steering nut and rocker arm peg locations.
2. Fit one peg with the original thickness of shims and

fully tighten the screws.
3. Fit other peg without shims and tighten the screws

until peg just commences to hold steering nut.
Measure distance between peg flange and rocker arm
face. Subtract 0.05 mm 10.002 inl from reading
obtained and select shims to make up this thickness.

Example: If reading is 0.018 in then shim thickness
required is 0.018 in minus 0.002 ; E.quals 0.016 in. This will
give the reauired peg serting of 0.02 to 0.08 mm 10.001 to
0.003 in} preload.

A.. Remove peg and fit shims of reauired thickness.
5. Fully tighten all screws then check that steering nut is

central in rocker arm. If not. transfer shims from one
Sideto the other.

S. When steering nut is central. firmly tighten the four
screws then lock with a tabwasher or by centre
punching according to type being serviced.

FIg. ES
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UNIT MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
MANUALLY STEERED TRACTORS

•

•

Front Wheel Alignment - Fig. E9

The front wheels should be set so that they have 1.6 to 3.2
mm (0.062 to 0.125 in) toe·in when in the straight ahead
position. This setting is determined by the length of the
track rod. and if the track rod is disturbed, or if incorrect
wheel alignment is suseectec. the setting should be
checked as follows.

1. Measure distance between wheel rims at points level
with the wheel centres and parallel to the centre iine
of the front axle {A l. The distance between the front
ot the rims should be 1.6 to 3.2 mm (0.062 to 0.125 in!
less than the distance between the rear of the rims (81.
If incorrect; adjust track rod length as follcws.-

2. Release one lock nut and remove the track rod clamp
bolt.

3. Turn the track rod so that the ball jom! is screwed in or
out as required.

4. Refit clamp bolt, tighten locknut then recheck wheel
alignment.

As the track setting holes in the track rod are drilled the
same distance apart as the holes in the beam extension,
wheel alignment is not altered when the wheel track is
changed. If the wheel alignment is correct at one track
setting, it will remain correct at all track senings.

Drag Link Length

Setting

To obtain full steering lock in each direction and at all track
senings, the drag link should be set so that the distance
between the centre of each ball joint is as tollows:-

885 - 116.84 em 140.000 in!=} 118.27 em 140.562 in)

996 - 129.06 em 149.687 inl
1210 - 133.35 em 152.500 inl

Fig. E3

-,
\
!
I

FIg. El0
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Front Hub Bearings - Fig. E10

, . Remove front hub.
2. Remove both bearing inner tracks, clean inside of hub

and examine bearings. If surfaces of rollers or bearing
tracks are pined or worn, bearing should be renewed.

3. Drive outer track from hub then press in track supplied
with the new bearing - thinnest edge of track towards
outside of hub - until firmly in hub recess. .

NOTE: It is not necessary to renew both bearings if one is
serviceable, but it is essential that the complete bearing is
renewed.

4. RefITtrent hub.

Stub Axle Bushes

Two stub axle bushes are pressed into each beam
extension and these should be renewed if worn.

t. Remove stub axle.
2. Drive bushes out with a suitable drih. taking care not

to damage bush locations.

3.

4.

Clean all components and remove any burrs from axle
bores .
Press new bushes into position using a mandrel and
holder made to the ~ollowing dimensions. If a mandrel
is used the bushes will not be damaged during fining
and reaming will not be necessary.



MAINTENANCE AND RE?AIR

•Fig. ell 38mm
("500~

I·~~A-
I' - .. \ -----

:V
Undera..rt~

iin UNC x ~in (22' 2mm)

s

Mandrels - Fig. en

,

1 2B.45mm (1.12Oinl 25.nmm (0.995inl
2 34.80mm 11.370Inl 31. S:2mm 11.24Oon 1
3 37.97mm 11.4-.."5inl 34.80mm 11.370Inl
4 41.15mm (1.S0inJ 37.97mm (1.4S5inJ
5 47.50mm 11.870Inl 44.22mm (1.746inl

IMandr" No I A

Fig. =12
Holder - Fig. =12

A. MildsteeJ bar 25mm (1.DinJ
S. JO.Scm (12.0Inl
C. lin UNC x lin 119.5Omml
D. Stud lin UNC x l.lin (3SmmJ

D

Thrust Washers and Seais

990 and 995 models fined with heavy duty front axles are
frtted with roller thrust bearings. These bearings are fitted
with a steel washer at each side and as two aifferem types
of bearing are supplied. ensure that correct washers are
used. Thrust washers fitted to other tractors do not reau ire
steel backing. washers. Always frt new bearings. washers
ana sealing rings when fitting new bushes.

Heavy Duty Front Axie Bearings and Washers - Mg.
e13

A .. Bearing 520180 (INA AXK 45651.
8· Thrust washers 626SS2.1mm (O.39inl.
C· Bearing 620184 (Torrington NTA 2841.
0 .. Thrust washers 62685S. 1.5mm 10.06Oinl.

Fig. :13

•
Fig. e14

Steering Stops - Fig. =14

From wneel movement is limited by means at stops on the
beam extensions. If the stoes become worn remove ttle
extension and build the stoos uc to the original shace with
welding. If me steering box reaches the end of its travel
before the stub axles touch the stops a heavy impact
against me front wheels may damage the steering box
casting.

Trunnion Pin Bushes - Mg. e1S

The bushes may be driven out with a suitable sized
mandrel. but wnere tne ousnes are in a olina hale they
must ~e collaosed ~V jriving = smail round nose chisel
down the side at the SOl it and then extracted with criers,

Fig. Si 5

•
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MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
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Drop-Arm Shaft Bearings

885 model tractors are fitted with two bushes in the
steering box case and these should be removed by pushing
both bushes inwards with Service Tool 901724. Use large
end of mandrel for droo-arrn side busn and small end for
other side (see Fig. EZ01.

9 Series tractors are fined with three bushes and these can
aiso be pushed out with Service Tool 901724 {Fig. E16l. Slide
mandrel into case and fit the horseshoe-recess towards
large end of mandrel. Press both inner bushes out then
remove horseshoe and withdraw mandrel. Replace
horseshoe on mandrel then press outer bush through
centre bush location so that it will not fall out when
mandrel is withdrawn.

Fig. E16

A - Mandrel

A
I

•
~•

B - Horseshoe

'1210 Model tractors are fined with two bushes and a
needle roller bearing inside the drop-arm end of case {Fig.
E21 l. The bearing can be levered out with the oil seal, but
as the beering will be damaged during removal do not
remove unless it has to be renewed. The two bushes can
be pressed inwards using mandrel No.4 {page EBl.
NOTE: If Service Tool 901724 is not available the centre
bush can be removed by making a collar (Fig. E18) to the
following dimensions and using this collar with mandrel
No.1 {page EBI.

i>.-34.9mm 11.375inl B-25.4mm 11.0ooinl
C-31.7mm 11.25Oinl D-6.35mm (O_250in)

E-3.17mm 10.125inl

Frt new bushes in r~verse order of removal. Ensure case
bores are free from burrs and scratches, smear outside of
bush with oil and use correct diameter mandrel so that it
will not be necessary to ream the bushes after fitting.

I
I

A

A . Service Too/901724 B· Outer Bush
C - Sreedng BOll

On 8 and 9 Series tractors use Service 1001901724 to press
the bushes into position. ensuring that holes through
bushes are opoosite grease fitting holes in case.

On 1210 Model tractors use mandrel No.4" to press centre
bush into case and use mandrel of the following
dimensions to fit new roller bearing (Fig. E19).

A-36.83mm 11.45Oinl
C-54.Omm (2.125in)
E-7.94mm 10.312in)

8-47.5Omm 11.870inl
0-31.7mm 11.25Oin)
F-12.7mm 10.5OOinl

9·37194
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MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

Fig. E:2ll

Steering Bcx- ass. 990. 995. 996
A • ClOSSsnair 8 - Busn C· RocJc~arm

o • Sail oeg E· Nut F· Shaft
G- Column

Steering Cotumn

Dismantling - Fig. E22

Fig. 1:21

Steering Box· 12"10
A . Cross shan a· Roller beef£ng
C - Seanng bush O· Tiwusr plate

e' Shims F· Rocker arm
G· Ballpeg H· Nut J. Shan K· Column

•

1. Remove steering column.
2. Remove corned nut and washer.
3. Remove steering wheel using three jawed extractor

fined beneatn the wheel boss. Do not remove wheel
with hammer.

4. Remove key from shaft and remove dirt excluder,
locknut and adjustable bearing cone. discard '0' ring.

5. Invert column over a suitable container to catch the
s:eel balls. and withdraw screwed shaft out of
column.

6. Remove lower bearing cone, spherical seating and
rubber baffle from shaft.

7. Remove two bolts securing guide tube to column nut,
tnsn unscrew nut from shaft catching the steel bails
as they are released.

Re--assembly

S. ~t rubber baffle. spherical seating and lower bearing
cone in oosition on shaft.

9. Slide shan into column and fit twelve steel balls,
smeared with grease. and fit adjustable bearing cone
with new '0' ring, to hold steel balls in posmon.
secure witn locknut but do not tighten tutlv.

10. Assemble coiumn nut. Smear steel cans with grease
and fit them into the greove. Parttv SCiE!W the shaft
into me nut anc continue frning balls until greave is
full.

'l 1. Screw nut fully cnro shaft. fIt remaininq bails in
transfer tuoe and fit transfer tube ':0 column 'nut.

12. Refit steerinc 'column.
i3. ~,cius;: steerinq ccrcmn ceannq.

El0

Fog. E22

5
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Steering Column Bearing

Adjustment

1, Screw down adjustable bearing cone until all play is
taken up but without pre-loading the bearing.

2. Back off cone ItM tum to give 0 to O.76mm 10 to
O.OO3inl end float witn shaft central in lube.

3. HOld cone in this position and tighten locknut to 16.6
kg m (120 lb ttL Tile locknut has a recess on one side
which must be fined against cone.

4. Fit dust excluder and shaft key then refit steering
wheel and secure with washer and nut. Do not
ovenighten the wheel nut. a torque of 2.76 kg m (20 Ib
tt) is sufficient. .

9-37194
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HYDROSTATIC POWER STEERING

HOWITWORKS
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Fig. E.25· 12 and 14series

Fig. E.24-9 and 12 series

Fig. E.23·885
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Tne front wheels are therefore, steered hydraulically. there
being .no mechanical connection between the steering
wheel and front axle.

Steering Column: The steering column consists of an
outer tube and an inner shaft with a bearing at the top next
to the steering wheel. The bearing supports the shaft and
on ·"0;-;-0 cab tractors can be adjusted to eliminate end
float or loading of tne shaft. The shaft nas splines at the
lower end which locate in the Orbitrol valve splines.

The hydraulic rarn is mounted as follows:-
8 and 9 series: Mourned on the left-hand side,
attached to the left-hand steerinq lever.
12 series: Mounted on the left-hand side, attached to
the left-hand steering lever.
In some territories these tractors are fitted with 14
series (transverse! steering rams.
1210 4WD Mk II: Mounted transversely behind the
front axle at the left-hand side attached to the left
hand steering lever.
14 series: Mounted transversely behind the front axle
connected to the stub axles by track rods.

The Orbnrot unit is attached to the base of the steering
column. connected directly to the steering wheel.

The pump draws oil from the reservoir and circulates it to
the Orbitrol valve. When the steering wheel is stationary
the valve directs oil to the reservoir and closes both
connections to the hydraulic ram. The pump then only
circulates oil at a low pressure, and the ram is hydraulically
locked to hoid the front wheels in a fixed position. When
-::he steering wheel is moved the Orbitrol valve directs oil to
the appropriate side of the ram, and connects the other
side of the ram to the reservoir. A rapid build up 01
oressure then occurs and a pre-determined volume of oil is
pumped into the ram to tum the wheels a fixed amount. As
the volume of oil passed through the valve is dependant on
the amount of steering wheel movement, the front wheels
move in direct response to the steering wheel in exactly the
same manner as they would if they were connected by
mechanical linkage, but all the steering effort is supplied by
the pump, the effort at the steering wheel being only
sufficient to turn the Orbitral valve. If for any reason the
pump fails to deliver oil pressure the tractor can be steered
manually. If this occurs, turning the steering wheel will not
only direct oil into the ram cylinder but the metering unit in
the Orbitrol valve will act as a pump, so that the from
wheels will be steered in the same way 'as they are when
power operated, but the effort required to steer the wheels
must be applied through the steering wheel.

Hydrostatic steering consists of an oil reservoir, hydraulic
pump, servo valve (orbitrol unit}, steering column and
double-acting hydraulic ram. The oil pump is engine driven
and therefore, is in operation whenever the engine is
running.

•
'--.-

-.
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Neutral

A

J

Left Turn

Fig. E26

"'g. E27

Eo Inner sleeve
F. Shaft
G.Roror
H. Stator

J. ?fpe connections

Fig. E26. Orbitral Valve
A. Column saline
3. C~numng sanng
C. Drive Din
D. Outer sleeve

The metering unit consists of an outer stator which has
seven lobes. and a rotor which has six lobes. The
stationary stator is bolted on the end of the valve body but
me inner rotor is free to rotate inside the stator. and is
connected to the outer sJeeve pin by means of a shon
shaft. As the retcr has less lobes than the stator it cannot
fit centrally in the stator. but must always be diseased off
centre so that as it rolls inside the stator it will follow a
circular path. and the scaces betW~n the inner and outer
lobes wiil increase and decrease. If oil is fed into the soaces
on one side at the rotor it will be pushed round and ocerate
as a hydraulic motor. When the steering wheel is turned
the inner sleeve is turned. but initially the outer sleeve
remains stationary so that the sleeve ports are lined uo to
direct pumo cutout to one side of the rotor. and the other
side of the rotor is connected to one side of the hydraulic
ram. Pump pressure then rises until it is sufficient to tum
the rotor and pusn oil from the outlet side of the rotor into
the ram cy1inder. As the rotor follows a circular pam inside
the stator it wiil also tum - one lobe for each revolution 
and in doing so, turn the outer sleeve and change the
sieeve ceres to shut off the pump output to the rotor and
direct it to the reservoir.

Rg. E27. on Row Through Servo Valve
A. '/aj"e unit O. Feed fram Duma
3. Metering unir E. F?am connection
c. ,:fec'.)rn ,0 reservoir F. Ram connection

Movemem of the retcr. and therefore, the volume of oil
fed to the hydraulic jam, is entirely dependant on the
amoum at steering wheet movement. The further the
wheel is turned, the further the rotor must revolve to
restore me outer sleeve to its neutral position. The front
wheels are therefore, turned to exaetfy' follow the

Orbitral verve: The Orbitral verve consists of twO units; a
rotary valve and a metering valve. The rotary valve
consists at an inner steeve which is connected to the
steering column. and an outer sleeve connec:ed to the
metering unit. The outer sleeve is free to rotate in the valve
body and is connec:ed to the metering unit by a oin which

. passes through the cJearancs holes in the inner-sleeve. The
!'NO sleeves can tberetora, revolve together. but relative
movement ~etween me sleeves is limited by the diameter
at the clearance holes in the inner-steeve, and resisted by
centering springs which hold the inner-sleeve so that the
outer-sleeve pin is in the centre at the clearance holes.
When the steering wheei is stationary the centering
scrings hold '::he inner-steeve in a neutral position so that
the ports in both sleeves line up to close .both ram
connections and divert cump output to the reservoir.
When the steering wheel ~s turned. the inner-sleeve
overcomes the tension of me centering springs and turns
so that the sleeve ports are changed to direct pump cutout
to one side of the ram via the metering unit. and the other
side of tne ram is connected to the reservoir.

j·37'94
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movement of the steering wheel. but the only effort
required to turn the steering wheel is' the small effort
reauired to overcome the centering sering tension and
displace the two sleeves.

•• Oil Flow Through Pump

D

c-

B. Venr vBlve
D. 0/7reservoir
F. Filter t!lemem -

A

A. Pressure relief valve
C. 0170urfet
E.Oi/rerum

Fig. E28

Hydraulic Pump: The twin rotor pump incorporates
pressure balanced bearings. The rotor being supported in
bushes which not only provide bearings for the rotor shafts
but also seal the rotor side faces against oil leakage. Most
of the leakage which takes place in rotor type pumps is
through the clearance between the rotor side faces and the
shaft bearings. The bearings are therefore, pressure loaded
by feeding oil from the Outlet side of the pump into the
annular space between the bearings and the pump body.
These spaces are sealed by '0' rings. and as the area under
pressure in the space is sli~htly greater than the area under
pressure between the rotors. the pressure in the spaces
will press the bearings against the rotors. The bearings are
therefore. held in close contact with the rotors at all output
pressures, and leakage past the rotor side faces reduced to
a minimum.

If, for any reason, the PUI'T'lO fails to deliver oil, turning the
steering wheel wiil displace the two sleeves but the rotor,
and therefore, the outer sleeve. will not turn. As the
relative movement betwet:ln the two sleeves is limited to
eight degrees in either direction. by the diameter of the
clearance holes in the inner sleeve. turning the steering
wheel more than eight degrees with the pump in-operative
will cause the inner sleeve to tum the rotor, via the outer
sleeve peg and connecting shaft. When this occurs the
operation of the rotor will bechanged from that of a motor
to a pump. The ball valve in the body will be lifted off its seat
so that oil can be drawn into one side of the rotor and then
pumped in the normal WfJY to the hydraulic ram. Under
these conditions the steering ratio is the same as when
operating under power. but the actual effort required to
steer the tractor must be BDplied to the steering wheel.

70 prevent the system being subjected to excessive oil
pressure should the steering wheel be held hard into full
steering lock. the pump incorporates a relief valve which
allows oil to return direct to the pump reservoir when the
pressure. reaches 70 kg ern' 11000 Ib in'l. Retum oil from
the Orbitral valve is fed to the centre of the reservoir cover.
where it passes throug~ a paper element filter before being
returned to the reservoir.

Hydraulic Ram: 8. 9 and 12 series tractors are
fmed with a double-acting ram of unequal displacement
which is mounted on the left-hand side of the tractor
anached to the left-hand steering lever. As the volume of
oil required to tully exte"d the ram is greater than the
volume required to fully r~traet it. due to the presence of
the ram rod in the front end of the cylinder, the number of
steering wheel turns into full left·hand steering lock will be
greater than those to the right. This does not affect the
steerinq in any way and is not noticeable when driving the
tractor.

rigidly mounted and the ram cylinder moves when oil is
pumped into the cylinder via the hollow rods. The cytinder
swivels in a yoke which has two equal length track rods
connecting the ram to the steering levers. The cylinder. is
protected by a he..wy sumo plate which is integral with the
front axle.

NOTE: In some territories 12 series tractors are fitted with
14 series (transverse) steering rams.

14 series and some 12 series tractors are fitted witn an
ecual dlselacernent double-acting ram mounted trans
versely behind the front axle. The ram rod and piston are

The 1210 4WO Mk II tractor is fmed with an unequal
displacement douole-aeting ram mounted transverselv
behind the front axle at the left-hand side. It is connected
at one end to the left-hand steering lever, and pivots on the
axle casing at the other. The cylinder is mourned rigidly at
its civet and the ram piston is moved when oil is pumped
into the cylinder.



HYDROSTATIC POWER STEERING

FAULT F1NDING

Fauitv operation may be excerienced if dirt is allowed to
enter the system. or if units receive damage due to neglect
or abuse. If incorrect ooeration is experienced. the
following checks will enable the fault to be located as
quickly as possible.

Heavy Steering: ="1sure rr:echanical faults sucn as seized
King pins or steering joints are not the cause, then check
pump cressure. If pump pressure is incorrect check
Crbitral vaive and hydraulic ram.

Delayed Steering Action: If front wheels do nat steer
immediateiv the wheel is turned more than T, this could
incicara me oresence of air in ~he system which should be
vented.

Erratic Steering Action: Check for mechanical binding,
tnen vent the system. If Orbitral valve has been disturbed.
check for correct assembly of rotor.

Wheels Steer in Wrong Direction: Check ram pines for
correct fItting, i. e. reverse fining at ram end or Orbitral
~hen vent the system. If Oroitrol valve has been disturbed.
check for correct assembly of rotor.

Steering Wheel Operates as a Motor: This is caused by
the Orbitral valve outer slee'le being unable to cenrre due

to dirt jamming the sleeve. Check also far broken centering
scrings.

Steering Whee' Creep; 'Nhen ~he wheels reach full
steering lock the steerinq wheel also reaches tne end ..:f its
travel. It win not however. lock solid, as a siight leakage
occurs inside the Orbitral valve and allows tne steering
wheel to creep. A smail amount at creep is therefore
normal, but should not exceed 4 rev/min when a torcue at
1.6 kg m (12. lb ft) is aociied. Creee in excess of this
indicates e~cessive leakage in the Oroitrol valve.

Steering Wander: If wheels do net remain in a set
. ::osition with the steering wneel stationarv. check ram

oiston seals, if sanstacrcrv check Orbitral vaive for
excessive internat leakaqe.

Complete Loss ot Steering: First check the oil level in
the reservoir then vent tne system. If still not satisfactory
of if difficulty is excerienced raising sufficient cressure to
vent the system. blank off the twO ram cviinder cices and
check the amount of slio in the Orbitrol valve.

Steering Ranta: With engine running and an assistant
turning me steering wheel half-e-turn in each direction
alternately. check for ;:Jlay in ball joints and track roes.
Check steering lever bolts anc ram anchor bracket bolts for
tightness.

;·37194
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UNIT REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT

•
HYDROSTATIC POWER STEERED
TRACTORS

Front Hubs

Removal and Replacement

Removal and replacement of front hubs is the same as for
manually steered tractors. See publication 9-37172 for
1210 4WD Mk II tractors.

Stub Axles

Removal and Replacement

Removal and replacement of Stub axles is the same as for
manually steered tractors.

Front Axle - Side Mounted Rams

Removal and Replacement
Fig. E29

Replacement

Front Axle - Transverse Rams

Removal· Figs E29 and E30

1'\\

Fig. 00

re;:: ill
5~ r ., n

/ / "'-.11 ~ \/ / IJ III i!
6 8 III 8 10 Ie

'"

Disconnect steering pipes at rear of axle using a
suitable container beneath pipe ends.
Raise tractor with jack beneath axle and remove front
wheels.
Place sucporrs under main frame, positioned as far
forward as possible but clear of front axle.
Cut locking wire, then unscrew trunnion pin locking
bolt five full turns. Tap bait head to push the screwed
sleeve clear of trunnion pin, then remove bolt.
Pierce welch plug and lever out of front extension.
With weight of tractor resting on supports and a jack
supporting only the weight of the axle, pull trunnion
pin forward, clear of front extension. From end of
trunnion pin has a i in UNC tapped hole in the centre
to enable a slide hammer with adaptor to be used for
withdrawing pin.
Lower axie to ground ensuring jack is placed so that
axle does not tilt rearwards.

1.

7.

8. Fit new '0' rings on outside of thrust washers, then
smear washers with grease and place in axle beam
recess.

9. Place axle on jack and raise towards extension. Take
care not to damage '0' rings or displace thrust
washers when entering beam into extension. Ensure
beam remains level and when it is raised high enough,
push a bar into extension to align holes.

10. FIt '0' ring on trunnion pin, smear pin with grease and
push into extension.

t t. Turn pin so that chamfered end of bah hole is towards
toe then tao pin into position taKing care not to
camage extraction hole thread.

12. Replace locking bolt. fit screwed sleeve to bolt. then
tighten oort and lock with wire.

13. Reconnect steering pices. fit. new welch plug, then
vent the steering system.

, 4. Grease trunnion pin bearings anc iant front wheeis.

4.

Removal and replacement of front axle is the same as for
manually steered tractors, exceot for the hydraulic steering
ram which has to be disconnected at the lett-hand steering
lever.

3.

2.

5.
6.

9·)71'3-4
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RE.'v10VAL AND RE?LACEMENT

FTont Axie· 1210 4WO Mk II

Removal and Rapfacement

Removal and t~olacement 01 front axle is the same as for
ccnventicnai , 2 series tractors excecr for tne driveshaft
which has :0 be clsconnectec at the differential housing
flange.

Steering Column - '0' Cab Tractors

Removal - Fig. E31

1. Disconnect banery.
2. Carefully note position of steering hoses and

disconnect from steering ram and pump pices.
3. Remove Steering wheel and four screws securing

instrument panel to console. Lift instrument panel
clear of consoie and disconnect engine speed
indicator cable. fuel gauge lamp lead and wiring
harness at the three multi-pin connectors: remove
instrument canel.

4. Remove six ecns and washers securing console cover
piate, lift plate clear at console then remove
connec:or block assembly from plate: remove cover
plate after releasing grommet and cables.

5. Restrain weight of steering column, then remove four
bolts and washe':'S securing column to console wall:
lower column to rest on transmission casing,

s. Remove ~he four column mounting bushes (these are
secured by grommet type rubber inserts).

7. Tum column a quarter-turn to the left and lift clear of
console.

Replacement

8. Tie a 122 cm (4.8 in) length of cord 'to each oair of
steering hoses.

9. Lewer steerinq column assembly irrto console using
cords to guide and pull steering hoses into correct
positions. When column assembly is resting on
transmission housing, tum assernciv to the right so
that Orbitrol valve is facing towards front of tractor.

.'10. Dismantle ead, column mounting assembly by
:::ressing the rubber insert ccmciere 'Nith inner !Jush
from the outer bush. and then pressing the inner !Jush
from the rubber insert.

11. Refit column mounting assemblies to console wall in
the following manner: Fit ruboer insert to hole in
console wall. lightly oil internal bore of cuter sleeve
and ;:lush o.....er rubber insert. Liahtly ait cutsice at
inner bush. snd ousn into rubber i;sert.

12. Reverse coerations 1 to 5.
13. Vent tne steering svstern.

NOTE: If ..emoving me steering caiumn with ~he cab
raised, trle steering hoses can be disconneCtEC at tne
Orbitroi valve arid tne column lifted out 3S cescribec
3OC\le. it is ~ssentiai that u",e si.eerin9 !"'.oses are
recennecteo to tne correct corts, so extreme care
soouto be taxen to ioentifv rnem wnen cisconnectinq.

Fig. 031

Fig. E32
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Steering Cctumn- Not 'Q' Cab Tractors

Removal - Fig. E33 (showing 8SS)

1. Carefully note positions of, and disconnect four pipes
from Orbitro' valve using a suitable container beneath
pipe ends.

2. nemove bofts and washers securing column unit
support bracket to gearbox cover.

3. On 12 and 14 series tractors, remove fuel tank
mounting bolts and bolt securing fuel tank to steering
column. Raise rear of fuel tank.

4. On 9 series tractors, the hand throttle lever passes
through the instrument panel and it is necessary to
remove the lever from the lower end of the hand lever
spindle, then unscrew the nylon nut at the teo of the
spinele, so that the hand lever can be withdrawn
through the instrument panel.

5. Disconnect throttle linkage - 885.
6. Remove complete column assembly and support

bracket.

aeptecement

7. Reverse ccerations 1 to 6.
8. Vent the steering system.

Orbitrol Valve

Removal

1. Remove steering column.
2. If still fmed, carefully note positions of, and

disconnect steering hoses from Orbitrol valve.
3. Remove four bolts securing Orbitral valve, and

remove vaive from column.

Replacement

4. Reverse operations 1 to 3.

Fig, E33

f
1
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REMOVAL AND RE?LAC"MENT

Hvdreutlc Pump. Not 885

Removal - Mg. E34

1. C:ean outside of cumo and reservoir. then slacken
union nut at tank and at fuel-feed oice; this orevents
sichoning when pipe is disconnec::ed from fuel feed
oume. /

2. Disccnnect pioes from ruel feed puma and remove
securinq bolts.

3. Slacxen alternator mounting bolts and "remove
aiternaror drive belt ..

4, Disconnec: alternator adjustor strao and swing
aitemaror upwards: tighten mounting bolts to hold
alternator in this position.

5. Oiscormec: feed and retum oioes from steering pume
:hen remove rna !\oVO securing bolts: the upoer bolt
recuiras a shortened! in AF spanner.

6... Carefully withdraw Dump rearwards until ciear of
timing gear. remove and discard gasket.

Fig. E34

2

'...j

/"-
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Replacement

Replacernerrr

Removal - Fig. E36

Hydrauli~ Pump Reservoir - 385

•

.'

Fig. !:36

Hg. E35

- Place a suitable container beneath pump and
disconnect pump inlet and bv-cass hoses. and union
n_ut at: outlet pipe.
Slacken two bolts securing pump bracket to tractor
main frame and slide oumo downwards to slacken
drive belt.
~emove drive belt and bolts securing pump bracket to
main frame then remove pump and bracket
assembly.
Reverse ooerations 1 to 3.
If'purtlC has been strioced or a replacement puma has
:,een fitted, dean out reservoir. flush eices with clean
oil and fit new filter element.
FiU reservoir with new, clean oil then vent system.
Check for oil leaks then toe ue reservoir.

7. ThoroughlY ciesn carrier plate and fit new gasket to
pump,

8. Refit pump to engine and replace securing bolts.
Ensur~ puma fits flat up to carrier plate then tighten
bolts evenly.

9. Reverse ooerations 1 to 5.
10. F1i1 reservoir with new. ciean oil then vent system.

Ched: for oil or fuel leaks then 'too up reservoir.

1. Place a suitacie container beneath reservoir ana
disconnect oumo inlet and bv-casa hoses at the
reservcir.

2. Remove tnree screws securinq reservoir 'to bracket.
3. Remove reservoir assemorv.

-1. Revetse oceratiorts 1 to 3.
5. ~il reservoir witn new. clean -:ai men vent svstem.

Check for ~ii leaks tnen toe uo reservoir.

~':'.p-t1'4t-,!!-~P)'mp ·885
Removal - Fig. E35

1.

2.

3.

,.
4.
_.

6.



REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT

•

,'.

Hydraulic Steering Ram . Transverse

Removal - Fig. £37

'l . Remove Front axle.
2. Disconnect track rods from steering levers and

remove circlips from ram roo connectors.
3. Remove pioes then unscrew connectors from ends of

ram rod.
4. Remove sotit pin, nut and bolt securing pivot beam to

axie then lift out the ram and yoke assembly, retrieve
distance oieces from each end of ram rod.

5. Remove four screws securing ball pegs.
6. Lever ball pegs from yoke retrieving shims from

beneath each peg; separate ram from yoke.

Replacement

7. Thoroughly soak felt ball peg seals in clean engine oil.
8. Refit lower ball peg (with grease ffning). seal and

shim, then fit upper ball peg, seal and shim.
9. Check that screws lightly grip the cylinder when fully

tightened. If tight, remove shim beneath upper ball
peg.

10. Locate ram and yoke assembly on axle, ensuring
distance pieces are fitted at each end of ram rod;
these are selectively assembled to obtain 0.13 mm
fO.OOS In) clearance to 0.02 mm fO.OO1 inJ preload
before connectors are tightened.

Tl . Refrt pivot beam bolt and two washers then tighten
nut to give zero end float to 0.1 mm (0.004 inl preload.
Fit split pin.

12. Reverse operations 1 to 3.
13. Centralise steering ram and set wheel alignment.
14. Fill reservoir with eiean, new oil and vent the system.

Check for oil leaks then tOP uo reservoir.

Hydraulic Steering Ram - Side Mounted

Removal - Figs. E38 and E39

Fig. E37

Fig. E38

1
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1. Place a suitable container beneath ram then
disconnect both pines.

2. Disconnect both ball joints by first slackening the
locknut at the front joint and then turning the ram rod
until it is screwed out of the joint. The comclete ram
can then be turned to unscrew the rear joirtt.

Replacement

3. Reverse operations 1 and 2.
4. Fill reservoir with clean. new oil and vent the system.

Check for oil leaks then top up reservoir .

9·37i94
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REMOVAl- AND nEPLACEMENT

Hydraulic Steering Bern- 1210 Mk J14WD

Removal -- Fig. E40

1. Place a suitable container beneath ram then
ciscormect both oioes.

2. Remove sent ;:lin and nut securing ram cviinder 'to axle
assembiy.

3. Remove soiit pin and nut securing ram rod to left
hand steering lever.

4. Remove steering ram from axte,

Replacem6nt

5. Reverse ocerations 1 to 4.
6. Fiil reservoir with clean. new oil and vent the system.

Check for oil leaks then top uo reservoir.

.'.- .
. - \ ...:S'~:.";~\~ .

Fig. :40 e-
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UNIT MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

•
General Maintenance

The pump and valve comoonents ooerate with very small
clearances. it is essential that great care is taken to ensure
that dirt and other foreign maner is orevented from
entering the system. Whenever the pump or Orbitrol valve
is serviced or replaced the reservoir must be cleaned, the
filter (if servicing) renewed. and the system flushed with
clean. new steering oil.

THE ONLY OIL RECOMMENDED FOR USE IN THE
HYDROSTATIC STEERING SYSTEM IS SHELL
TELLUSZJ.

When carrying out tractor maintenance include the
following itemsi-

1. Lubricate king pins, hubs, steering coiumn (not Q cab
tractors}, ram yoke (if fitted) and trunnion pin. The
yoke and from trunnion pin grease finings are
accessible from underneath the axle. The rear
trunnion pin grease fining has an extension pipe into
the front extension.

NOTE: To ensure effective lubrication of the ram yoke
(transverse rams), it is essential that SAE 140 oil and
not grease is used. Pump oil slowly into lubrication
point until a small quantitv of oil is expelled tram the
overflow valve.

Venting the Svstern . Side Mounted Rams and 1210,
Mkll4WD

1, Top up reservoir with correct grade of oil to within 10
mm (j in) of filler rim on 885 tractors and to level at
filler hole on all others. Replace filler cap.

2. .Raise front of tractor so that wheels are clear of the
ground.

3. 885 only: With fuel cut-off control in the Stop
position, use the starter to tum the engine Over for 10
• i5 seconds {to prime the pump} then check the
reservoir level.

4. All tractors: Start engine and run at idling speed. Tum
steering wheel one full tum in each direction several
times but do not allow the front wheels to reach full
ste"ering leek.

5. Check reservoir oil level, then with engine running at
idling speed. tum the steering wheel so that full
steering lock is reached several times in each
direction. Do not hold the wheels against the steering
stops for more than a few seconds at a time.

6. Lower front wheels to the ground, check oil level then
drive tractor at slow speed in a figure-of·eight to
check steering action. Steering should operate
smoothly and without hesitation.

Venting the Svsrem . Transverse Rams

••..

••

2. Check the level of oil in the reservoir. This should be
to within 10mm liin) of filler rim on 885 tractors. and
to the level of the filler hole on aU others. Top up with
the recommended grade of oil it not 'to the correct level.

Inspect pipes and connections for oil leakage which should
be rectified immediately. Do not use the tractor if there is
any sign of leakage: The steering will not operate if the oil
level falls so low that the pump draws air.

Renew filter element after first SOO hours (6 months) of
operation and then every 1000 hours or 12 months.
whichever occurs first. examine track rod joints and renew
if play is apparent.

~·37'94
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2.

3.

4.

Top up reservoir with correct grade of oil to level of
filler hole.
Raise front of tractor so that wheels are clear of the
ground, then start engine and run at idling speed •
Open vent valve in left-hand side of steering cylinder
one full tum, then turn steering wheel to right and
allow front wheels to reach full right·hand steering
lock. Ciose left-hand valve then open right-hand valve
one full turn and tum steering wheel to left. Allow
front wheels to reach fuJI let.:-hand steering lock then
close valve.
Tum steering wheel from lock-to-lock several times to
check correct operation. then stop engine. lower front
wheels to ground and check oil level .



MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

Track Rod Joints - Transverse Rams

The track rod ball joints are fitted into taoer holes in me
steering levers and voke. It is essential to rigidly sucoort
j,e lever or yoke before anemoting to remove the joint.
This snouJd be cone with a sharp blow from a soft faced
hammer.

•
'Nhen reolacing the track rod inner joints. clean the
threads then smear them with Loetite (Grade 270) before
sc:ewing joint in. until centre of joint is 33.34 mm (1.5/16
inl from end of tracx rod tube. The joints should not tnen
be disrurbed: adjustments ~eing mace at the outer joints
which are secured with locknuts.

Front Wheej Alignment· Side Mounted Rams and
1210 Mk 114WD

Front wheel alignment is the same as for manually steered
tractors.

Front Wheel Alignment· Transverse Rams - Fig. E41 Fig. E41

1.
2.
3. e\

3

Remove both track rod clarno bolts.
Slacken bern bail joint locknuts.
Screw born track rods an equal number of turns in, or
out as required.

NOTE: If track rods are not turned equally tne ram
cylinder will not remain csnrrat,
R~fit both clamp bolts and tighten ball joint locknuts•

Front wheels should have 3.2 mm {O.125 inl toe-in when in
me straight ahead position, This sening is determined by
the lengtn of the track rod and should be checkeo by
measuring the distance between the wheef rims at points
level with the wheel centres and parallel ;:0 centre line of
the front axle. ~djus: wnee! aiignment as fellows:

~:~~'~~ 4.
....' l"llf.

'j:.~'

Hydraulic Ram Cylinder

Centralising - Flg. E41

If [tie track rods are disturbed the ram cylinder should be
c~ntrajised as tollows:

1.

3.

Remove trade rod clamp bolts from both sides and
release both ball joint lock nuts. Raise' from wheels
clear at the ground.
Turn steering wheel to left until steering ram-reaches
end of its travel.
Swing rignt-hand wheel into full left-hand steering
lode. and with wheei held aqainst its SlOP and ram at
its full right-hand stroke, screw track roa in, or out at
bail joint ur:tii bait hoie in tube is occcsite the correct
hole in track red: do not fit clamp bolt at this stag:e.

e.

3·37194
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4. Turn steering wheel to right until steering ram reaches
end of its travel. then swing lett-hand wheel into full
right-hand lock and set length of left-hand rod as
described above.

5. Fit both track rod clamp bolts. turn wheels into
straight ahead position and measure wheel alignment.
Set the wheels to 3.2 mrn 10.125 in) toe-in when
measured at wheel rims, by removing both clarno
bolts and screwing both track rods an equal number
of turns in, or out of the ball joints. If both track rods
are not adjusted equally. the ram will not remain
central and full steering lock may not be obtainable.

6. When wheel alignment is correct. fully tighten clamp
bolts and ball joint lock nuts.

Steering Column Bearing - Not Q Cab Tractors

Adjustment:

Preloading the column bearing will cause heavy operation
of hydrostatic steering. The play should be maintained
between 0 and 0,076 mm (0 and 0.003 inl.

I. Screw down the adjustable cone bearing until it just
contacts the balls. then unscrew jth of a tum.

2. HOld in this position and tighten locknut to 16.6 kg m
(120 Ib Itl.

NOTE: The locknut has a recess on one side which
must De fined against the bearing cone, no tab
washer is required.

Steering Column Bearing· Q Cab Tractors

Adjustment:

No adjustment is required for this bearing except that the
steering wheel nut should be tightened as far as possible
whiist steerinq wheel is held.

Steering Column Bearing - NOt Q Cab Tractors

Dismantling: Fig. E42

1. Remove steering column and Orbitrol valve.
2. Remove domed nut and washer then withdraw

steering wheel using a three-jawed extractor.
3. Remove cirt excluder and locknut.
4. With shaft vertical (to prevent balls falling into tube)

unscrew bearing cone and carefully pull shaft
upwards to push balls out of tube. Do not pull shaft
too far out of tube as this will displace the oil baffle.

Re-assembly:

5. Smear steel balls with grease and fit them into tube
groove.

6. Screw bearing cone on to shaft until it contacts balls
then f:t Iccknut, recessed sics of nut acainst cone.

7. Adjust bearing free orav. ..
8. Fit dirt excluder ana reotace steering wheel. Secure

with flat washer and corned nut and tighten to 2.76 kg
m 120Ib Itl.

9. lubricate oearinq tnrouqn gtease fittinc;;.
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Fig. :43

Fig. E44

Steering Column Baaring - Q Cab Tractors

Dismantting: Rg. E43

j. ;;emove steering column and Orbitral valve.
2. Remove felt washer ano spacer.
3. ,~emove circJip, tnen using a soft faced hammer

gentiy tao soHned end of shaft until bearing is dear of
tube. .

.1. Wrthdraw bearing using a suitabie extractor.

Re-assembly:

5. Reverse ocerations 1 to 4.

Hydraulic Steering Pump - 885

Dismantling: Rgs. :44. E45 and E46

i. Thoroughly clean outside at pump and scribe marks
on the pume cover, body and flange. or bracket to
assist re-assemotv.

2. Clamp Dump body in a vice and withdraw cutlev: this
is on a oarane! shaft and not very tight, remove key.

3. Remove four screws securing bearing retainer and
bracket to pump body. Remove bearing lit necessary}
and oil seal.

4. Lay pumc. drive end downwards an bench: and
remove six screws securing cover to body.

5. Withdraw cover vertically ensuring rollers do not fall
out. The carrier is not tight on me shaft and should
remain in the ':lady, but if withdrawn with cover,
remove it from me shaft and extract key.

6. Tum body over; and allowcarrier and rollers to faU
out. then remove cam ring and locking peg. gemcve
shaft by gemfy taccinq forwards out of body with a
soft faced hammer.

7. Wash all carts in paraffin and alsea in cleancontainer.
Hancie comconems with care and ensure no foreign
matter is allowed to enter pump during assembly.

Inspection:

3.

9.

10.

n.

i2.

:3.

'f., is.
"-

Examine pump body and cover for signs of wear,
renew either if faces or bushes are wom.
Inspect cam, carrier and railers for wear or scoring,
paying particular mention to roller ends. These
components can not be reciaced individuaily, a new
assembly being required if cam, carrier, or any at the
rollers are worn,
;:;t earn locking peg in hole on body pocket and ftt
cam. Ensure cam seats on cccxet face and that slot in
cam locates on locking ceg.
Fit carrier in cam ring, carrier must be fined so that
larqer angle' a' is,toward direction at rotation; replace
rollers (Fig. :441.
Place a srraight-~ge across tne body face and check
end clearance of carrier and rollers {Fiq, E45L If enc
clearance exceeds 0.05 mrn (0.002 in), a new cam,
carrier and railer assembiy is -eoulrec.
Samine shaft and oeannq. If bearing shows signs of
roughness. or if excessive grease has seeped out. it
secure be renewed.
Unscrew flow ccotrot valve cao anc remove valve
scccl and 5crir.g from ocov.
C;,eck flow corrrrot valve sorinq. This should nave 3

tension of 3.5 :0 .:. .:J :<g 18 to 3 los) wnen ccrnoressec
':0 a length of 20.3 rnm iO.32 iru. Renew soring if
outsice-tnese limits.

' '{ }

lAo '

A--:-_-l1

B-:,-

\

A_ C.Jm
C. Carrier

3. Boav
0. Poiler
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Re-assembly:

16. Press new oil seal into pump body; ensuring that seal
lip is not damaged and is facing Towards inside of
cody.

17. Fit new bearing (if required) to shaft, smear inside of
oil seal with qraase and insert shaft and bearing into
pump body, enslJring there are no sharp edges on
shaft which could cut oil seal.

18. Fit cam locking peg in hole on body pocket and fit
cam. Ensure cam seats on pocket face and that stor in
cam locates on locking peg.

19. Fit carrier in cam ring, carrier must be fitted as
described in operation 11, replace rollers.

20. Fit carrier key in shaft keyway and fit new '0' rings in
cover face. .

21. Smear shaft with clean oil then insert it into carrier
ensuring that key is not dislodged and '0' rings not
displaced.

22. When body and cover faces are together, secure with
six screws and ~ighten by diagonal selection to 2.5 kg
m 1181bhI.

23. Refit support bracket and bearing retainer and secure
with four screws.

24, Replace pulley drive key then replace pulley, secure
with retaining bolt and tighten to 2.7 kg m (20 lb ftl.

If pump is not to be fined to a tractor immediately, seal
ports with adhesive tape to prevent ingress of foreign
matter during storage.

Hobourn Eaton Roller Pump - 885 only
A. Drivesnstt F. Cemer
E. Bearing G. Body
C, Oi/seal H. Control valve spool
D. Roller J. Outlet connection
£. Cam' K. Inlet connection

Flow Control Valve - 88S

Fig. 045

o

~\~

Fig. E46

o

Dismantling: Fig. E47
Fig. E47

i
e
c:

\
B

O. Valve spool
E. Son-ng If/ow contrott
~ OUdercon~e~ian

c
/

E 0

~~~~~o
A

~~

I \ I I

A. Valve caD
a. Sonng (relief)
C. Ball (,.eHefv~jve)

F

Replacement:

5. Place soring and valve spool in pump bodv bore and
reoiace valve cao.

, . Unscrew valve cap and withdraw valve spool and
soring from pump body.

2. If faulty relief valve ooeration is suspected. fit a new
soool assembly, ensuring that the valve in the new
spool is set to the correct pressure.

3. If spool is not Quite free in body bore. carefully lap in
with metal polish then thoroughly clean body and
valve to remove all tra~e of polish.

NOTE: Do not arrsrnpt to dismantle spool valve. the
pressure reiief valve inside the spool is non- adjustable
and should not be disturbed.

4 Check operation of valve spring.

•
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Hydraulic Steering Pump - Not ass
Dismantling - Figs. E48. :49 and ~oO •

C. 0,1 infer
E..»ecess on r-noruoe
F. Luoricsuon SC'-Q';S

....•

2

I..-.....
''-''

I
2

",~~--I
2

--

5

A. 5~aJ triage
3. F?ell"evec redius
C. Pfal'n tece

FIg. :49

Fig. :48

Inspection

10. Thoroughly clean ail parts in paraffin and place on a
clean bench. Inscect nurnp body for external damage
or cracks and the rctcr bores for wear. It is normal fer
rotors to cut a light track on the inlet side of body,
and. if track is not excessively scored. or does not
exceed O.10·mm (0.004 in, at its ceecest point. the
body is serviceable. and only requires any burrs on
edge of gear track to be removed with a very fine
acrasive doth lubricated with paraffin. The body must
then be thoroughly fiushed clean. If maximum deeth
of tracks is more than 0.10 mm (0.004 in), purno
should be screooec as a new body, rotors and
bearings are required.

, 1. Examine each bearing for wear in the bores and en tne
face. ?ay parricular attention to the condition of
lubricating scrolls and me portion of the bearing face
between the bores. Tnis portion is known as tne seal
bridge, any score marks or damage across the bridge
can cause high leakage losses. If bearings are worn or
sccrec on the face tnev may ~e renewed. but new
bearings must net be fined if bOdy is worn as this
'NQuld lift the rotors away from the inlet side of the
pump body allcwing excessive oil leakage between
the tics of the rotor teeth and ~ne occv.

12. tnsoecr rotors for worn or scored side faces and
journals. and for damage or surface cracks on me
teeth. Check aisc tnat the thread .s not carnaceo or
ihe cevwav worn. Siight wear or scoring of iournars
can oe erased ':Jy :Joiisning cerwean tathe centres
'..Ising '0' grace emery caoer lubricated witn caraffin.
If beanoqs are being renewec because of stce face
scoring, side faces of rcrcr can ce ccrisned by
sancwicnlnq a ciece ~f "0' grace er"":erv eeoer
between -ne -oror race. ano tne unworn sice ·:;)f ~ne

aiscarcec cearinq . .J..s reters must ce se.ectsc SO that

1. Remove curno,
2. Release bolt in centre of reservoir cover, remove

cover 3nd element: hold aurno over a suitaoie
container when removing cover as me reservoir
contents wiil be releasee.

13. Release tab wesner t hen remove shaft nut.
4. Remove drive gear from shaft tacer 'Jsing a suitable

extractor. 00 not arrernct to remove gear by
hammering shaft end as this may cause rotor teeth .0
carnage tne faces of the soft atlov bearings.

S. R.emove key from drive shaft: and remove four bcdv
baits.

5. Carefuilv secarate mounting :lanse. and cover from
cumo body. If body dowels are tight. Jigntly ~D cover
with a soft faceo hammer.

7. Withdraw rotors and bearings from pump body.
Carefully note oasition of bearinqs and lightly mark
the teo of each bearing to enable them to be re
assembled in tneir original positions.

8. Remove circuo from mounting flange. place flange
downwards on suitable succorts ana tao seal out with
a hammer and drift.

9. Remove relief valve olug and soring, carefuJly noting
number of shims fitted under spring. Invert cover and
tac it ;eraty on a oiece of wood to extract relief valve
plunger.
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18.

19.

20.

•

•

teeth widths are equal within 0.005 mm (0.002 in), and
the journal diameters equal within 0.013 mm (0.005
in I. rotors must not De renewed sinqlv, but always in a
matched pair.

13. Measure the overall length of the rotor and bearing
assembly and compare this with the length of the
pumo body. If the difference is not within 0.20 mm
W.008 in}, the bearing '0' rings will be unable to
maintain Dump balancing pressure and the pump may
not be able to reach the full output pressure, Fig. ESQ.

Re-assem bly

Carry out all operations on a clean work bench and ensure
that aU components are dean and dry. Handle components
with care as any burrs or bruise marks on machined
surfaces will render them unserviceable.

14. Refit relief valve plunger. shims, spring, bonded seal
and cap.

15. Place pump flange with machined face downwards on
a clean, flat surface. Apply a small amount of grease
to the oil seal then press seal in position. Do not fit
seal with a hammer and punch, use a 28.8 mm (1.0937
in l diameter tool; replace circlip.

16. Fit new sealing rings into mounting flange and pump
cover recesses. Place pump cover over dowels on
pump body ensuring that point of seaiing ring is
toward inlet port on body.
Place pump body on bench, cover downwards and
lniet port 'toward you. Lightiy oil bearing bores snd
faces then fit cover-end bearing into body; ensure that
recessed face is uppermost and that the relieved radii
on outside diameters is towards the outlet side of
pump body. It" original bearings are being refined
check that they are assembled in their original
positions.
Fit rotors in position • drivinq rotor to the right.
Replace too bearing; recessed face toward rotors, and
relieved radii toward outlet side of pump body.
Smear inside of oil seal wrrh grease then fit flange in
position. To avoid shaft keyway cutting the seal edge,
cover keyway with adhesive tape.
Turn assembly over and place on two wooden blocks
so that driveshaft is clear of bench. Fit cover to pump
body, positioned so that relief valve cap is toward inlet
port side of pump, secure with four Dolts and tighten
evenlvto 4.0 kg m (30lb ttl.

Z'l . Fit drive key to shaft keyway, replace gear, tabwasher
and nut. Do not hammer gear onto shaft as this may
cause rotor teeth to damage the face of the soft alloy
bearings, but hold gear stationary and tighten nut to
6.22 kg m (451b ttl. lock nut with tabwasher.

22. Replace filter element and reservoir cover.

If pump is not to be fitted to a tractor immediately, seal
Darts with adhesive tape to prevent ingress of foreign
maner during storage.

Filter Elernerrt . 885

Replacing - Fig. ES1

1. Remove reservoir assernclv,
2. Remove retaining oort from centre of reservoir cover,

lift off cover and remove soring and filter cao.
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{O.OO8 inl of dimension'S'.
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3. Uft out separator then remove and discard filter
element.

4. Was"; separator and inside of reservoir with paraffin
and leave to drain.

5. Fit new filter element and replace ssoarator. filter C:3P
and scring.

5. Fit new seaiing ring to reservoir cover. fit cover and
replace retaining bolt. Position cover so that filler can
aperture is ccoosite to mounting bracket. then tighten
bolt to 5.5 kg m (41 Ib ttl.

7. Refit reservoir assembly.

Riter EJement - Not 885

Reolacing - Fig. 52

1. Remove steering pump.
2. Release bolt in centre of reservoir cover, remove

cover and discard filter element; hold pump over a
suitable container when removing cover as the
reservoir contents will be released.

3. Haid pump with gear downwards then fit new filter
eiement on locating pad on oump cover.

4. Note position at locating ;Jlate on inside of reservoir.
'then push reservoir on to pump so that locating plate
engages en puma locating peg.

5. Hold reservoir against elemem S9ring and replace
centre bolt. Do not overtighten bolt as this will damage
sealing washer and cause leakage. Whilst holding
cover, screw ccrt uo to washer then tighten a further
three-Quarters to one tum only.

6. Refit steering pump.

Orbitrol Steering Valve

Servicing

On no account should the Orbitrol valve be
dismantled during the warranty period, to do so will
render the werrantv invalid. Servicing after this period
should be confined to the replacing of seals, and the
cleaning of parts only. as 'the components are match fined.
The unit is manufactured to extremely dose tolerances,
therefore absolute cleanliness is essential.

Dismantting - Fiqa, 53 and E54.

1. Remove seven socket screws from end cap, note
position of screw fined with roll pin. Remove and
discard sealing washers from beneath screws.

2. Remove end cao, orbit set, spacer and vaive ctate:
remove and discard '0' rings.

3. Remove drive snart: note ~osition at and remove
threaded bush and steel ball.

4. Push out valve spool and sleeve. If difficuity is
experienced check for scoring of sleeve.

S. Remove washer, bearing, bearing race and centering
spring retaining ring frem valve 50001 and sleeve. Note
sequence of removai to faciiitate reassembly.

o. Remove crive oin tnen secarate valve soooi from
Sleeve by pushing secor in ::::jire<:tion of centering
scnnqs.

. i. Remove six centering sorinqs from valve scoot.
Discard all six if one or more are brOken or damaged.

a. Carerutlv remove verve scoot snart seal. tnen rsrnove
and discard '0' dng and ·Ken·ring' seat from valve
cocv.
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Fig. E57

11-.
Fig. 66

Fig. E54

Fig. E55

Lubricate all parts with steering oil then assemble
valve spool and sleeve with centering spring slots
aligned. The fit between these parts is very close. so
perfect alignment is reQuir~d during assembly.
Insert Scecial Tool K964173 into centering spring slot
in spool valve and sleeve and position springs into
protruding end of tool. Using finger pressure
compress ends of sprjflgS. then slide springs into valve
spool and sleeve as special tool is pushed out, until
springs have equal protrusion at both sides.
Replace drive pin which should be flush with sleeve.
Refit rinq, bearing race, bearing and washer onto
spool valve shan. internal diameter chamfer on
bearing race must tacs away from bearing.
Using a suitable driver, refit valve spool sl':aft seal with
lip to the outside.
Refit '0' ring and 'Ken·ring' seal to the valve body.
This should be done by coating the '0' ring with
grease and then mounting it on outside of 'Ken-ring'
seal. Position both en soindle of Special Tool K9641n
then push spindle into sleeve of Seecial Tool until firm
resistance is met.
Insert tool into Orbirrol valve housing until sleeve
bottoms in housing. Press Tool with a rotating motion
until '0' ring seats in housing then remove tool.
tnsert valve spool and sleeve complete with bearing.
assembly into housing, perfect alignment is necessary
because of close fining of pans. Rotate assembly
whilst passing through 'Ken-ring' seal and ensure
drive pin is at right-angies to machined surface where
hoses attach, this is necessary for timing rotor.

Thoroughlv clean all components using clean fuel and
lint free cloth. Examine all parts for damage or wear. If
soool valve is found to be scored to a small degree, it
can be colisbec our using tapping compound.
However it should be remembered that unnecessary
polishing will increase the tolerances of the mating
Darts and create other problems such as excessive
steering wheel slip.

15.

14.

Be-asaernbtv - Figs. E55 to E58

NOTE: If valve spool and sleeve are chilled in a
refrigerator, mounting the assembly into housing is
easier.

18. Refit non-return valve steel ball into correct port in
Orbitrol valve housing, then screw in the threaded
bush, do not overtighten bush.

19. Frt new housing '0' ring.:
20. Refit orive shaft ensuring drive slot is at right·angles to

connecting flange for steering hoses. Ensure that
drive pin is in position to accept slot in drivesnatt. It
may be necessarv to rotate valve spool- and sleeve to
obtain engagement of slot and drive pin.

21. Refit valve plate SO tnat ports line up with
corresponding pons in Orbitrol housing: Position drive
shaft so that splines rest on valve plate.

22. Fit two new '0' rings. one each side of orbit set.
23. Refit orbit set to valve plate. engaging drive shaft

salines so that one valley of rotor lines up witn drive
pin slot in drive shah. This times the rotor section to
the spool varve, If set incorrectly. tractor will steer in
opposite direction to that of the steering wheel. When
installed, turn outer dng of orbit set until seven bolt
hoies are aligned.

10.

11.

12.
ia.

16.

9.

17.•

•

•
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Steering Ram· Side MOunted

24.

25.

Refit scacer on top of drive shaft to retain snafr
correcnv in orbit set.
Refit end cao with holes aligned. fit new sealing rings
to screws and secure end can ensuring correct
location of screw fitted with raU pin. Tighten screws to
2.751<g m 120 Ib hI.
Test Orbitral vaive by acalying a torcue to the spiined
sleeve. This torque must nor exceed 2...+8 kg m (18 Ib
hI.

Fig. E58

a
.'~:. 21
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Dismanding - Fig. :59

1. Remove steering ram.
2. Drain oil by holding ram with oioe connec:ions

downwards and m~v;llg ram roc over its full stroke.
remove scraper seal.

3. Remove two circiips from inside front sod of outer
rube then withdraw ram rod cornetete with sleeve and
piston.

~. Hold ram rod in a soh jawed vice by griooing sieeve.
do not griD ram roc - then remove ciston nut. orston
and sleeve.

S, ~emove ana discard '0' ring and bacx-uo washers
from cistcn,

S, Remove ar:d discard imernal '0' ring, anti-extrusion
ring and 'Nu-Uc' ring, and external '0' ring and anti
extrusion ring from sleeve.

Inspection

7, Clean and examine CYlinder case and ram rod. tnese
must be smooth and free frcm score marks,

8. 1f the oiston'.(or ram roo have any sharp edges, these
shoulo be carefully removed wim a Slone then
tnorouqntv cteanec.
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Fig. E51

Fig. E50'·r'
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Re-assembly - Figs. :50 and E61

9. Fit new 'Nu-Llo' ring to front internal groove on
sleeve, :hen fit two neVII leather anti-extrusion rings to
remaining internal qrccve, and external greave, with
hairgrain side tcwarcs cistcn end'of cvnecer. ~t new
'0' rinJ;s againS! haitgrain sides of anti-extrusicn
rin£s. :;)

NOTE: Leamer anti,,-extr\Jsion rinqs should be soaked in
light engine oil for 30 minutes prior to fining. ,~ further
30 minutes should :::)e aucwec for crying oefere
ccrncrennc assernclv.

iO. nt new '0' ring anc back-up washers to cisron
groove.

, t , Smear the ram red Wltn. crean oil tnen fit it :hrough
scraoer seal and sleeve.

12. Place oiston on ram rod. cnarnterec end of note
againS7 red shoulder. ,~eolace ':Jis<:6n nut 3na :ighren
::0 i3.3 kg m liOO ib fU. Gric steeve wnen :ightening
out: co not ·;rio ram rod in vice.

13. Smear inside of cvtinqar case Niti'! oil :hen carefutlv
cusn ram red, ciston ano steeve into position. Sieeve
snouid ce ousneo in until .acereo snouicer seats 'in
case recess.

14. ~! :'''''0 circncs ensuring correct seatinq in groove and
tnat -nes ~nCS are ciarrietricauv ococsne.
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15. Locate seracer seal in case recess.
'6. Refit steering ram.

If steering ram is not to be fined to a tractor immediately•
plug pipe connections to prevent the ingress of foreign
maner during storage.

Ram Ball Joints - Side Mounted Rams

Replacing

The ball joints at each end of the ram are self-adjustinq and
do n01 require lubrication. If a joint cevetoos wear, or
becomes seized due to the ingress of water. the joint
should be renewed. When replacing joints. screw the front
joint into the full depth of thread in the ram rod sleeve then
tighten the locknut. Screw tne rear joint into the case until
the centre-to-centra distance between the joints is 68.6 em
(27.0 in) when ram is fully retracted; then tighten
locknut.

Steering ram - Transverse Rams

Dismantling - Figs. E52 and E63

1. Remove ram from yoke assembly.
2. Drain oil from ram by pumping ram rod.over its full

stroke.
3. Hold ram verticaltv in a soft jawed 'vice. compress

circlip and tao ram rod upwards. If circlip is held
centrally in cylinder, it will clear" groove and allow
sleeve to be pushed out at cylinder case.

NOTE: Do not grip ram rod in vice .

4. Invert cylinder and remove opposite end sleeve in
same manner.

5. Thoroughly clean and examine case and ram rod,
which should be smooth and free from score marks.
Remove and discard all seals and '0' rings.

6. If removinq piston; remove six socket screws and
clamping plate. withdraw piston from ram rod over
reduced diameter end.

7. Remove and discard '0' ring from groove inside piston
anc retrieve split ring halves.

He-assembtv - Figs. E54 and E65

8. Fit new '0' ring to groove inside piston.
9. Locate piston to ram rod: piston must pass over

reduced diameter end of rod to prevent damage to '0'
ring.

10. Refit split ring halves to groove and secure piston with
clamping plate and six socket screws. Screws should
be smeared with Loctite 270 and tightened to a torque
of 1.1 kg m 1810 ftL

11. Carefully fit two back-up washers to external groove
on piston and place a new '0' ring between them. Do
not overstretch '0' ring and ensure both '0' rings and
back-up washers fit snugly in groove.

i2. Fit leather anti-extrusion ring to sleeve outer groove
with hair grain side of leather towards oiston.

NOT=.: Leather rings should be soaked in light engine~-

oil for 30 minutes prior to fining to enable them to
stretch Over sleeve. A further 30 minutes should be
allowed for drying before completing assembly.

13. Fit new '0' ring against hair grain side of leather ring
e.g. '0' ring towards oiston, leather ring on outside of
groove. :nsure bam jil"lgs fit snugiy in groove.
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Reassembly - Figs. esa to ::71
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Fig. Eel

Fig. 66

F:g. E54

Fig. 85

Thoroughly clean all comoonems and examine case
and ram rod wnicn should be smooth and free from
score marks.
Fit new seai and ami-extrusion ring to sleeve witn ring
towards recess. then fit steeve to ram roo from
recueeo diameter end.
Fit new '0' ring ,0 outer groove in steeve.
Fit flat oiston hart with snouioer towards I,ut end of
ram roo.
Fit cecx-uo wesoer :0 cistcn half and ":'NO anti
extrusion rings to cisron seat. then fit sear oacx to ram
roc.
Fit secoeo oistcn r:aif and cacx-vo washer:o ram rod
ano secure cisrcn assemciv with nvioc nut.
Smear oil over ..arn ..oc. ciston anc sleeve, anc locate
in cviinqer..=',Jsn steeve into cvuncer ov sently taccinq
·....rtn 3: soft hammer. Do not cress into :osition .......ith
cvuncer 'me cover 3S carnaqe to mreacs 'NiH resurt.

14.

to,
11.

.~'_.

12.

3.

3.

14. F"n: plastic oacx-uo washer to inner sleeve
groove then fit new '0' ring to piston side of washer.
Ensure both rinqs fit snugly in groove.

15. Fit 'Nu-J.Jo' seal to centre inner sleeve groove.

NOTE: Early sreerinq ram sleeves were not fitted with
the 'Nu-Uc' seaL

16. ,=it back-uo '0' ring to wiper seal groove. then using a
scecial tool. push wiper seal against '0' ring until
outer lie of seal scrings into sleeve recess. 00 not use
screwdriver or Dune:' to fit seal as carnage will result.

17. Thoroughly clean inside at cylinder bore then fill
circlic grooves with thick grease.

1a. Wioe ram rod dean. smear inside ot one sleeve with
dean oil and fit ~eeve to ram rod. Push ram rod
through sleeve seals 'Nith a screwing motion so that
cnamrered end of rod will enlarge seais as rod passes
through.

is. Fit ram rod. with one sieeve fmed. into cylinder.
car efutlv pushing oistcn seal and sleeve past circlio
groove.

20. Comoress c:reiio and push sleeve into cvlinder until
c:rc!ic sorings out and engages in groove.

21. Smear inside of orner sieeve with clean oil then fit
sleeve to ram rod in same 'Navas described above.

22. Check mat both circ!ips are ccrrecnv seated in their
grooves.

23. Refit ram 'to yoke assembly.

Ram Cylinder 12104 we Mk. II

Dismantling - Figs. E56 and E67

I. Remove ram cylinder from front axle.
2. Release betl joint locking damp and unscrew ball joint

assernoiv,
3. Remove cvlinder end cover using 'C' soanner (Fig.

n), then remove and discard dirt excluder.
4. '''li'thdraw ram roo complete with piston and sleeve

assemblies.
5. Remove nyioc nut and withdraw piston assembly.

Secarate piston halves tnen remove and discard back
uc washers. seaL anti-extrusion ring and '0' ring.

6. Remove sleeve assembly, then remove and discard
'0' ring, seal and ami-extrusion ring.

7. To remove civet pin, prise out spring ring retainer and
lift bail joint from cylinder case.

9·J7i94
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MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

•
15. Fit new dirt axctuder 1:0 cylinder end cover. then refit

cover to cylinder; do not over tighten end cover.
16. If necessary refit pivot pin.
i7. Rein ball joint assembly to ram rod and secure with

clarno.
18. Rent ram cviinder to front axle.

•
SECTION THROUGH PISTON

Fig. E72

s. 30.48 em 112 inl
G. 12.7 mm (, in) radius
H. 37.5 mm (1 7116 in) radius
J. 50.8 mm (2 inl radius
K. 60.3 mm !21 ini radius

N

~
;::F

I G
'-~ .

......~
~~~~ I

,

I

A

E

A. 88.9 mm 13! in)
B. 85.7 mm !3jin)
C. 27 rnrn I] in)
D. 14.28 mm 191i6 inl
E. 5O.S mm 12 in)• CYLlNDE:'I END COVER REMOVAL TOOL

9-37194
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Generai Tightening Torques
The fOllowing tcrcue figures acctv to bolts of Standard material with either course (UNCi or fine (UNFj threacs
and may be usee for celts and nors not listed in the above table:

SPEC1F1CATJONS AND DATA

Front wheel aiignment ..
Front hub bearing clearance. . . , . . . .
Stub Axle diameter 995. 996 heavy duty. 1210. 1212. 1410. 1412 uooer

lower
885.990.995.996 . . . . . . . .

Stub axie ::ush bares 995.996 heavy duty. 1210. 1212. 1410. 1412 !Jooer
lower

Stub axle end float ..
Trunnion oin aiamerer S85 ..

990.995.996. 1210. 1212. 1410. 1412
Trunnion oin bush bore 885

990.995.996.1210.1212.1410.1412
Rarnbai! peg pre-lead. transverse rams ..
Column top bearing clearance {not '0' cab)
Steering pumo type KS44379-885

Maximum flow
Maximum pressure . . . . . .

Steering pump rvpe K9<l4S44-990, 995. 996,1210,1212,1410.1412
Output at 1000 rev/min (porno soeedl
Output at lOCO rev/min lengine speedI

tRelief valve pressure at enqine icling speed
Servo (Orbitrol) valve K94@83 . . . .

Disolacement (per revolution I ..
Steering ram 885,990.995.996.1210. 1212

Stroke ..
Sore
Piston rod diameter

Steering ram transverse
Stroke ..
Bore
Piston rod diameter ..

Steering ram 1210 4WO Mk. II
Stroke ..
Sore
Piston rod diameter

Tightening Torques
Axle beam extension bolts

990, 995 heavy duty
t='mr.t wheel bolts
Steering column flange bolts ..
Steering wheel nut (not 'C' cab tractors}
Steering pump body bolts - 885 . . . .

990.995.996.1210,1212,1410.1412
Steering pump pulley bolt . 885 ..
Steering pumo drive gear nut (not 885)
Aam piston socket screws Transverse
Ram piston nut 885,990.995, 9S6. 1210. 1212
Steering arm bolts . . . .
Droo arm retaining bolt 885. 990, 995. 996

1210 ..
Reservoir cover ooir 885
Rocker arm damo bolts
Steering box bolts
Steering box and COver baits

Thread diameter
i 14~
5/10
3/2~

7116-
liZ-
5i8-
3/4-

1.6-3.2 mm 10.0625-0.i25 inl
0.02-o.C8 mm lO.001-0.CQ3 inl
38.11-38.10 mm 11.501-1.:""'Q in!
44.:2-44,.l1 mm 11.7.19-1.7.185inl
34.29-34.88 mm /1.374:; .3735 inl
38.14-38.16 mm (1.5015-1.5.)25 in)
J4.5:r.14.4S mm (1.751-1.753 in)
0.08-0.63 mm 10.003-0.025 inl
31.39-31.36 mm (1.2."{)- i.249 inl
38.10-38.07 mm 11.500-1..199 inl
31.85-31 .32 mm 11 .254-1 .253 inl
38.14-38.16 mm 11.5015-1.5025 inl
0.02-0.07 mm 10.001-0.003 in!
0-0.07 mm 10-0.003 inl
Hobourn-Earon HE3601 n035,S<i
15.9 litre/min 13.5 gail/mini
.19.2kg/em' 17CO Ib/in')
Plessey A23-17331
10.46 litre/min 12.3 cali/mini
13.41 litre/min 12.95-cali/mini
70 kg/em' (1000 Ib/in')
Danioss OS?lZ5-15O-0035
125 cm' 17.62 in')
K94S702
36.19 cm 114.250 inl
47.16 mm 11.875 in)
25 mm 11.000 inl
K948609
102 mm (4.000 inl
70.8 mm 12.752 in)
31.39 mm 11.250 inl
K950325
173 mm /6.811 in)
50 mm 11.968 in]
22 mm 10.866 in)

13.83 kg.m (100 Ib hi
19.3 kg.m 1140 Ib hi
9.62 kg.m (70 Ib hi
6.9 kg.m 150 Ib hi
2.76 kg.m 120 Ib hi
2.5 kg.m (181b hi
4.0 kg.m (30 Ib hi
2_7 kg.m (20 Ib h)
6.22 kg.m 1451b hi
1.1 kg.m 181b hi

13.33 kg.m (100 Ib hi
16.6 kg.", (120 Ib hi
4.0 kg.m 130 Ib itl

16.6 "g.m 1120 Ib hi
5.5 kg.m j41 lb fr)
4.0 kc.m 130 Ib hi
4.0 kg.m 130 Ib hi
2.7 kg.m (201bhl

Tightening Torque
0.97 kg.m (71b hi
2.07 '<g.m 115:b hi
3.46 kc.rn 125 Ib h!
6.22 kg.m (45 Ib h!
a.sa kq.m l651b ttl

15.2 ~g.m(1~Ojbf11

~9_3 kg ..Tlt140ibftl

•

•



SUMMARY OF DESIGN CHANGES

•

•

Details of Change
Redesigned steering pump oulley guard. Changed from K944381 to K944975
March 1973

Orbitrol valve to reservoir pressure pipe re-routed to afford improved
accessibiiitv - March 1973

Orbitrol varve reduced in capac-tv from an OSP160 to OSP125 on all tractors-
November 1974 <

Steering puma and reservoir combined in a single unit on all tractors except
855 - November 1974 .

Steering ram line valve incorporated into cylinder POrt. Steering ram K929055
becomes K945702 - February 1974

Centre beam. main frame and trunnion pin on 885 narrow tractors redesigned
to accept standard 885 trunnion pin on 1.250 diameter - October 1975

Centre beam. main frame. and trunnion pin on 990, 995 and 996 tractors
redesigned to enable axle to be removed without removing front extension 
November 1975

tTransverse power staering ram K948S00 changed to include an extra nu-Iip
tvpe seal (T849 steering).

tChanges to the croparm, drag link, and ball socket assemblies On the manual
steering of 9 series tractors.

9·37194
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Introduced at
885: 625425

885G: 651239

885: 625425
885G: 651239

T842 steering I1277}

TB42 steering (1277)

885: 629960
885G: 651438

990: 858243
995: 928254
996: 983736

1210: 723982
1212:1002222

885N: 647025

990: 866452
995: 934315
996: 987778

1210/1212: 11153508
1410/1414: 11200991

TB50 steering (1380) t .:»
l .;~';'''',..
~

t Amenoeo Apni J978
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.-. Service Repair Manual

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
Front Mounted Pump
1200, 1210, 1212, 1410 and 1412 Tractors
Section G2 (Pub. 9-37242) October 1979

I...

•
David Brown Tractors ltd
A Tenneco Company

Af1iliale of J I Case e



.. " , , ,~WARNING: Do not feel foroil leakage-with your hands. Use a piece of thick cardboard
A' or wood. 'If the oil is 'hot it:Wl71 bum your skin. '017 witfJ high pressure Wl71 pass through .
... . your skin: .This can cause serious.injury Bnd even .death. if oil does pass through your

, " , , "$cin getmedicalattention immediately. .: .' .'. .' . '

. '". WARNING: Before working on the hydraulic system you must lower the linkage to the .A .ground. If you need to work on the system when the linkage is in the raised position, put
, supports under tiie ramshaftarm: ','

.....

,~

,..
,<. ~;~\f.j,¥r\

.~ .

David Brown Tractors ttd.. will continue to improve their products. As a result, the specification
details can have changed after this issue was made.

Also, as the David Brown tractor is made to variable specifications for different uses and countries,
this manual can give details of items ,which are not part of any specific tractor,

Cl Published by David BrownTnfetorsLtd.
Printed in Englaradby The Artis&fl Prns Ltd, Anstey. Leicester.
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HYDRAULICS

SPECIFICATIONS
LUBRICANTS
The following are the recommended lubricants
for the selectamatic hydraulic system fitted with
a front mounted pump. The lubricant in the,
system must be replaced after each 1000 hour
period. Use one of the recommended lubricants
only.

Do not use SAE 80EP oil which is used for
hypoid rear axles.

SPECIFICATIONS

----

•

•

UNITED KINGDOM
All Tractors
BP Tractor Oil Universal or BP Super T.O.U.
Agricastrol MP or Multi-use
Esso Tractor Universal or Unifarm
Mobil Mobiland Universal
Shell Tractor Oil Universal or Super
Universal Farm Oil
Total Super LJniversal Farm Oil
Filtrate Maxifarm
Gulf Multipurpose Tractor Oil20W/30
Carburol Tractormaster 20W/30

NORTH AMERICA
All Tractors
CaseTFD

WORLDWIDE
(Except United Kingdom and North America.)

Tractors with Tandem Hydraulic Pump
and Internal Oil Filter
Amoco 303 fluid
BP Tractran 9
Agricastrol MD
Esso Torque Fluid 56
Mobilfluid 423
Shell Donax TD

All Tractors when the Ambient
Temperature is below -7"C
Amoco 303 fluid
BP Tractan 9
Agricastrol MD
EssoTorque Fluid 56
Mobilfluid 423
Shell Donax TD

All Tractors when the Ambient
Temperature is above -7"C
(Except Tractors with Tandem Hydraulic Pump
and Internal Oil Filter)
Amoco HD-M Motor Oil20W/30
BP Tractor Oil Universal
BP Vanellus M20-SO
Agricastrol MD or Multi-use 20W /30
EssoTractorlube Universal20W/30
EssoUnifarm
Mobil and Super
Shell Rotella SX Oil 20W/ 40

9-37242
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HYDRAULICS

FILTER
External Filter Assembly K952383
Element K946095
Hold particles larger than

Internal Filter Assembly K!129!!53
Element for 1200and early 1210 tractors K920522
Element for later 1210and 1212,1410,1412 tractors K929095
Holds particles larger than
Valve and Screen Assembly K920521
Opening vacuum

Tightening Torques
fJ UNC bolt: housing to mainframe
?5 UNC bolt: cover to housing

SPECIFICATIONS

Pall CAF 3968/M
10 micron

AC Delco 7973324
AC Delco E/OF14910
40 micron

200:220 mm (7'8-8'7 in) Hg

21 Nm (2'1 kg m) (151b ft)
21 Nm (2'1 kg m) (15tb ft)

HYDRAUUC PUMPS
Single Pump

1200, 1210and 1212tractors

60 Nm (6'0 kg rn) (43'5Ib ft)
48 Nm (4'8 kg rn) (35lb ftl
62 Nm (6'2 kg m) (45tb ft)

: K919048 Plessey A25UT
, K924459 Dowty 7116A/3036
r K944907 Plessey A33/17268

1410.1412 tractors " K949605 Plessey A4O/18529
Output rates at 2000 r/rnin, lOS'5 kg/cm2 pressure and 4SCC oil temperature
K919048 and K924459 21 litre/min (4'6 gal/min)
K944907 28'3 litre/min (6'2 gal/min)
K949605 34'2litre/min (7'5 gal/minl
The output rates given are for new pumps, Old pumps can be used if their output rates are not less
than 90% of an equivalent new pump,

Tandem Pump
All tractors K916535 Plessey A33/25, On24
Output rates at 2000 r /min, 1OS'5kg/cm2 pressure and 4SCC oil temperature, .
K916535 • front pump 21 litre/min (4'6 gal/minI

rear pump 28'3 litre/min (6'2 gal/min)
The output rates given are for a new pump, An old pump can be used if its output rates are not less
than 90% of a new pump,

Tightening Torques
i UNF bolt: through Plessey pump body
i UNF bolt: through Dowty pump body
?~ UNF nut: pump coupling to shaft

•

RELIEF VALVE
Free length of spring
Rate of spring
Opening pressure of valve

Tightening Torques
i~ UNC bolt: valve body to mainframe
aUNC bolt: valve body to pipe flange

VENT VALVE
Free length of spring
Rate of spring
Closing pressure of valve

9-37242
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40'6 mm (1'6 in)
37'5 kg/em (210 Iblin)
15'5 kg/em2 (2200 Ib/inZ)

62 Nm (6'2 kg m) (451b ft)
35 Nm 13'5 kg rn) (25 Ib ftl

5'6 mm (0'221 in)
0'75 kg/em (4'24Iblin)
2'25 kg/em' (32lb/inZ)

-,
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HYDRAULICS

SELECTAMATIC VALVE
Relief Valve
Free length of spring
Rate of spring
Opening pressure of valve

Sensing Valve
Free length of spring
Rate of spring

lowering Valve
Free length of spring
Rate of spring

TCUValve
Free length of spring
Rate of spring
Maximum pressure

Steel Ball Diameters
For TCU valve K17063
For by-pass valve plunger K11548
For hold valve plunger K11548

nghtening Torques
~ UNC nuts and bolts: valve body to bracket
~ UNC bolts: valve body to pipe flange

RAM CYLINDER
Bore Size
12 Series standard
12 Series oversize
14 Series standard

Piston Stroke
12 Series
14 Series

Piston Size
12 Series standard
12 Series oversize
14 Series standard

nghtening Torques
12 Series

f
UNC bolts: cover to ram cylinder
UNC bolts: ram cylinder to rear axle
UNC bolts: ram cylinder to rear axle
BSP vent valve

14 Series
i UNC bolts: cover to ram cylinder
i UNC bolts: cover to ram cylinder

9-37242
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SPECIFICATIONS -

1S-6mm (0-73 in)
21-S kg/em (122lb/in)
17-6 kg/em' (2500 Ib/in')

19 mm (0-75 in)
_ 3-04 kg/em (17Ib/in)

35-6 mm (1-40 in)
2-34 kg/em (13-2Ib/in)

20-3 mm (O-SO in)
33-0 kg/em (1851b/in)
52-7 kg/em' (750Ib/in')

6-3 mm (0-23 in)
3-2 mm (0-125 in)
3-2 mm (0-125 in)

21 Nm (2-1 kg m)(151b ft)
21 Nm (2-1 kg m) (151bft)

88-9 mm (3-501 in)
89-43 mm (3-521 in)
101-63 mm (4-001 in)

139 mm (5-474 in)
168 mm (6-625 in)

88-S7 mm (3-499 in)
89-38 mm (3-519 in)
101-50 mm (3-996 in)

90 Nm (9 kg m) (651bft)
194 Nm (19-4 kg rn) (140 Ib ft)
104 Nm (10A kg rnl (751bft)
11 Nm (1-1 kg m) (Sib ft)

35 Nm (3-5 kg m] (251bft)
166 Nm (16-6 kg m) (120 Ib ft)



HYDRAULICS SPECIFICATIONS

SUPPORT RAM FOR THE LINKAGE
Rod diameter 44-45 mm (1 -750in)
Stroke 279 mm (ii in)
Sleeve diameter 63-58 mm 12-503 in)
Sleeve bore diameter 44-50 mm (1 -752in)

SINGLE RATE SENSING UNIT
Free length of spring iOS mm (4-250 in)
Rate of spring 1930 kglcm liOSOO Ib/in)

Maximum operating force { compression i5000 N (1500 kg) 13300 Ib)
tension 6250 N (625 kg) (1350 Ib)

ADJUSTABLE SENSING UNIT
Free length of spring iOS rnm (4-250 in)
Rate of spring i930 kglcm (i08OO Ib/in)

Maximum Operating Forces

EJctra light draught
r compression 7i5O N (7i5 kg) (1575Ib)
l tension 4290 N (429 kg) (945Ib)

Light draught r compression 9750 N (975 kg) 12i5OIb)
, tension 5850 N (585 kg) (1290 Ib)

Medium draught
( compression i7600 N (i760 kg) (3880 Ib)

-, tension i0570 N (i057 kg) (2330 Ib)

Heavy draught
r compression 26440 N 12644 kg) (5830 Ib)
-, tension i5870 N (1587 kg) (3500 Ib)

SELECTIVE SENSING UNIT
Free length of strong spring 70-64mm-12-78i in) •Rate of stronTspring 3750 kglcm 121000 Ib/in)
Free length 0 weak spring 56-36 mm (2·2i9 in)
Rate of weak spring i930 kg/cm(10s00 Ib/in)

Maximum Operating Forces

Light draught ( compression 9070 N 1907 kg) 12000 Ib)
- tension 4780N (478 kg) (1100lb)

Medium draught
r compression 13600 N (1360 kg) (3000 Ib)

tension 7250 N (725 kg) 11600 Ib)

Heavy draught compression 27210 N (2721 kg) (6000 Ib)
tension 14960 N (1496 kg) (3300 Ib)

\ nghtening Torques
i UNC bolt: end plate to housing 42 Nm (4-2 kg rnl (30 Ib ft)
1UNC bolt: housing to PTO unit lOS Nm (iO'5 kg rnl (75lb ft)

HITCH BRACKETS
nghtening Torques
Hitch brackets to studs (14 Series) 97Nm (9-7 kg rnl (70 Ib ft)
Nuts (i4 Series) 300 Nm(3O kg rn) 1220 Ib ft)

•
9-37242
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HYDRAULICS SPECIFICATIONS

-, THREE-POINT LINKAGE
Length of Levelling Lever

12 Series
cmaximum 570 mm (22-50 in)
" minimum 454mm (17-875 in)

14 Series
"maximum 667 mm (26-250 in)

l minimum 524 mm (20-625 in)

Length of Lift Rod
12 Series {m~~imum 584 mm (23 in)

minimum 457 mm \18 in)

14 Series [maximum 654 mm (25-750 in)
lminimum 527 mm (20"750 in)

Tightening Torques(f UNC bolts: cap to gear housing . 42 Nm (4-2 kg rn) (30 Ib tt)
UNF bolts: hitch bracket to rear axle 12 Series 194 Nm (19"4 kg ml (140 Ib ft)
UNF bolts: hitch bracket to rear axle 14 Series 300 Nm (30 kg rn) (220 Ib tt)

STABILISER BARS
Free movement of telescopic type 75mm (3in)

Tightening TorquesiUNC bolts: bracket to reduction case 90 Nm (9 kg m) (651b ft)
UNC nuts: pin to lower link 190 Nm (19 kg m) (140 \b ttl

THREE-WAY VALVE
i UNC bolts: valve body to ram cylinder 35 Nm (3-5 kg rn) (251b tt)

• Connections for take-off pipes aUNF nut

LIVE TAKE-OFF VALVE
Throw-out pressure 158kgicm' (2250 IbiinZ)
i UNC bolts: valve body to distribution block 35 Nm (3-5 kg m) (251b tt)
Connections for take-off pipes aUNF nuts

•
9-37242
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HYDRAULICS SELECTAMATIC HYDRAULIC SYSTEM

SELECTAMATIC HVDRAULlCSYSTEM - FRONT
MOUNTED PUMP

HOW IT WORKS

Tractors with Single Hydraulic Pump
This system uses the transmission oil. The oil is
taken from the reservoir in the main frame
through a suction strainer'A' to the hydraulic
pump '8'. The pump pushes the oil through the
external filter 'C' to the distribution block 'D'.

When the lever for the live take-off valve is in
the neutral (centre) position, the oil will flow to
the selectamatic valve. The 'Selectamatic valve

will send oil to the ram cylinder 'H' and the
three-way valve'J' .

When the lever for the live take-off valve is not
in the neutral position oil will not flow to the
selectamatic valve. The oil will only flow to
external equipment connected to the live take
off valve.

An oil cooler 'L' is fitted to Hydra-Shift tractor.

o

K

L •

FIGURE t. SELECTAMATIC HYDRAULIC SYSTEM FOR TRACTORS WITH SINGLE HYDRAULIC PUMP

A. Suction strainer J. Three-way valve
B. Hydraulic pump K. External ram
C. Externalfilter L. Oil cooler
D. Distribution block M. Vent valve
E. Live raktroff valve N. Relief valve
F. External ram O. Take-off port
G. Selectamstic valve P. LubricBtion pipes
H.Rsmcyfind& Q.Ramshsn

9-37242
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HYDRAULICS

HOW IT WORKS

Tractors with Tandem Hydraulic Pump
This system is the same as for single hydraulic
pump except:
(i) Two pumps are used in a single unit

(tandem pump).

One pump in the unit is used to supply oil to
the internal system. The other pump in the
unit will supply oil to the take-off valve. The
oil going to the take-off valve does not go
through the external filter or the distribu
tion block. The internal system can there
fore be used at the same time as external
equipment attached to the take-off valve.

SELECTAMATIC HYDRAULIC SYSTEM

(ij) A combining valve is fitted. This will make
the output from the two pumps in the unit
go to the take-off valve only. The oil will not
go through the external filter or the distribu
tion block.

(iiil Two relief valves are fitted, one for each of
the two pumps in the unit.

K

FIGURE2. SElECTAMATIC HYDRAULIC SYSTEM FOR TRACTORS WITH TANDEM HYDRAULIC PUMP

•
A. Suction strainer
B. Hydraulic pump for

12series tractors
C. Hydraulic pump for

14series tractors
D. Combining valve
E. Externalfilter
F. Distribution block
G. Live take-off valve
H. External ram

9-37242
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J. Selectemetic valve
K. Ram cylinder
L. Three-way valve
M. External ram
N. Oil cooler
O. Vent valve
P. Relief valve
Q. Take-offport
R. Lubrication pipes
S. Ramshaft



HYDRAULICS

HYDRAULIC PUMP

HYDRAULIC PUMP

HOW IT WORKS
The hydraulic pump is mounted in front of the
radiator. It is driven by a shaft which is con
nected to the crankshaft pulley. The pump will
work whenever the crankshaft pulley turns.

Oil enters the inlet side of the pump and moves
round the rotors between the teeth. As the
teeth come into mesh the .oil is pushed out of
the pump outlet.

Each rotor has a shaft for a support. The shafts
run in bearings which are close to the sides of
the rotors. They make a seal with the rotors. If
the seal gets broken, oil will flow between the
rotors and the bearings. This will decrease the
efficiency of the pump. There is a small space
between the bearings and the pump body. '0'
rings are used to make a seal between the bear
ings and the pump body. Some of the oil from
the outlet side of the pump is pushed back
behind the '0' rings. This makes the pressure
at both sides of the bearings equal. It will stop
the oil around the rotors from pushing the
bearings apart and so keep the seal.

REMOVAL OFTHE HYDRAUUC PUMP
Before working on the hydraulic system you
must remove any dirt from and around hydraulic
components and controls. If you do not do this,
dirt will get into the system. This will result in
failure of the system.

To remove the hydraulic pump first take off the
louvre from the bonnet front. Disconnect the
battery leads and take out the battery. Remove
the air cleaner on 12 series tractors. Clean all
dirt from and around hydraulic pump. Remove
the two bolts holding the elbow to the inlet side
of the pump. For single hydraulic pump,
remove the four screws holding the outlet pipe
on to the outlet side of the pump. For tandem
hydraulic pump. remove the eight screws
holding the two outlet pipes on to the outlet
side of the pump. The pump is fastened to a
bracket which is held on to the main frame with
four bolts. You must remove the pump and
bracket together.

FIGURE 3. HYDRAULIC PUMP
A. Pump body X. Inler
B. Rorors Z. Outler

FIGURE 4. REMOVAL OFTHE HYDRAULIC PUMP
A. Hydraulic pump B. Inlet pipe

•

•
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THE PlESSEY HYDRAULIC PUMP

FIGURE 6. REMOVAL OFTHE PUMP FLANGE
D. Pump flange F. Vice

. E. Pump body G. Dowel .

FIGURE 5. REMOVAL OF THE PUMP COUPLING
A. Pump coupling D. Pump flange
B.B~~et E. Pumpbo~
C. Puller F. Vice

Eo

B

A

oF

11. Remove the end cover. Use a marker with a
fibre tip to make a mark on the bearings at
the inlet side of the pump. Do this so that
you know which way to assemble the parts.
Remove the bearings and store with the end
cover .

12. Remove the circlip which holds the seal in
the pump flange. Carefully press out the
seal with a soft drift. .

Disassembly of the Plessey Hydraulic
Pump

1. Prepare a clean working surface where you
can disassemble and store components of
the pump.

2. If a hydraulic andlor an engine oil cooler
are fitted, remove them from the assembly.

3. Hold the pump coupling in a vice. Bend the
lug of the tabwasher away from the nut.
Remove the nut and tabwasher.

4. Carefully hold the pump body in a vice as
shown in Figure 5. Use a puller to remove
the coupling'A' from the shaft. Take out
the Woodruff key from its keyway on the
shaft and remove any sharp edges.

NOTE: Use only the correct puller to remove
the coupling. Other types of tools Will make the
rotor teeth cut into the bearings. This will break
the seal and so decrease pump output.
5. Use a marker with a fibre tip to make a mark

on the pump flange. body, end cover. and
bracket. Do this so that you know which
way to assemble the parts.

6. Remove the four nuts and bolts holding the
bracket 'B' to the pump flange. Store the
bracket.

7. Remove the four nuts and bolts holding the
pump flange, body and end cover together.

8. Hold the pump body in the vice as shown
in Figure 6. Carefully pull the pump flange
away from the body. As soon as the pump
flange is clear of the dowels, hold it at an
angle. Do this so that the keyway will not
cut the seal in the flange when you pull it
clear of the rotor shaft. Pull the flange clear
of the rotor shaft. If the flange will not
separate easily from the body, lightly hit it
with a soft faced hammer or a piece of soft
wood. This will free the flange from the
dowels.

NOTE: Do not try to separate the flange from
the body with a screwdriver or a knife. If you
do, the seal between the parts will be broken
and there will be leakage.
9. Use a marker with a fibre tip to make a mark

on the bearing at the inlet side of the pump.
Do this so that you know which way to
assemble the parts.

10. Remove the pump body from the vice. Hold
the pump in one hand so that it is vertical
and the flange end is at the bottom. Lightly
hit the body with a hammer with a soft face
or a soft piece of wood. This will release
the bearings and rotors from the body.
Store the bearings and rotors with the pump

. flange and bracket.•

•
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INSPECTION AND REPAIR OF THE
PLESSEY HYDRAULIC PUMP
The Pump Body
As the bearings wear, the rotors are pushed to
the inlet side of the pump body. They will cut
into the pump body. If the marks are deep, the
pump must be discarded. You must not fit new
bearings to a pump in this condition. The new
bearings will hold the rotors away from the
damaged face. This will cause leakage and a
decrease in the pump output. You can only use
the pump body if there are no marks or if the
marks are not deep. If there are marks you must
carefully remove any sharp edges with a scraper
or fine emery cloth.

FIGURE 7. INSPECTION OF THE PUMP BEARINGS

'.
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0" mm = 0'004 in
0'2 mm = 0'008 in

FIGURE 8. CHECKING THE DISTANCE X
x= O'/-O'2mm
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FIGURE 9. REMOVING MARKS FROM THE FACES OF
THE BEARINGS

The Bearings
The bearings are made of an aluminium tin
alloy. Make sure that the edges are not
damaged and that there is no dirt on the bear
ings. If there is damage to the edges, discard
the bearings. Look at the bearings to see if there
is any wear on the faces and bores. If there are
deep marks between the bores, discard the
bearings. If the lubrication grooves in the bores
are damaged, discard the bearings. If there is
wear on the faces but not deep marks, do the
following test:

Partly assemble the pump as shown in Figure 8.
Do not use the nuts, bolts, seals or the pump
flange. The face of the top bearing must be
between 0" and 0·2 mm below the top face of
the pump body. If it is more than 0'2 mm below
the top face of the pump body, discard the
bearings. When the bearings are too low the '0'
rings will not make a seal when the pump is
assembled. This will cause leakage and a
decrease in pump output. If the position of the
bearings is within the limits, do the following:

Put a sheet of '0' grade emery cloth on a flat
surface. Use paraffin for lubrication. Put the
face of the bearings on the emery cloth and
lightly press down. Move the bearing in a rotary
motion. Do this until there are no marks on the
face. Repeat the operation for the other face
and both faces of the other bearing.

Repeat the test. If the face of the bearing is too
low, discard the bearings. If the position of the
bearing is still within the limits, check around
the outside of the bearing. If there are any sharp
edges, remove them with emery cloth. There
must be no restriction when you assemble the
bearings in the body.

9-37242
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FIGURE 10. FiniNG SEALS INTO THE PUMP
FLANGE AND END COVER

A. Sealingrings X. Inlet
B. Backup strip Z. Outler

The Rotors
Make sure that the edges of the teeth are not
damaged and that there are no cracks on the
teeth. If the edges are damaged or there are
cracks, discard the rotors. Look for wear and
marks on the side faces and outside diameter of
the rotors. If there are deep marks discard the
rotors. If the marks are not deep, do the
following:

Put one of the rotors between centres on a
lathe. Remove the marks using '0' grade emery
cloth. Use paraffin for lubrication. Repeat
operation for other rotor.

The outside diameter and width of a rotor must
almost be the same as the other rotor. The
limits are 0'013 mm on the outside diameter and
0'005 mm on the width of the rotors. If the
rotors are not within the limits, there will be a
decrease in pump output.

•

FIGURE 11. FiniNG THE END COVER TO THE
PUMP BODY

X. Inlet
Z. Outlet

0'013 mm = 0'0005 in
0'005 mm = 0'0002 in

E. Bearing
F. Driving rotor
X. Inlet

FIGURE 12. FiniNG THE BEARINGS AND
ROTORS

Y. 'Y' shapedgroove
Z. Outlet

F Y

E

C. Pumpbody
D. Endcover

ASSEMBLY OF PLESSEY HYDRAULIC
PUMP
Clean the working surface. Wash ail com
ponents in paraffin or fuel oil and dry in air. Do
not use a cloth to dry the parts. Do not use
other cleaning fluids, they can damage the
rubber seals.

1. Carefully press a new seal into the pump
flange. Put a little grease on the faces and
bore of the seal. Fit the circlip in position.

2. Fit new sealing rings into the grooves in the
pump flange and end cover. Fit the P.T.F.E.
backup strip (see Figure 10.). If a backup
strip was not fitted, fit one now.

3. Assemble end cover to pump body. The end
cover must be fitted so that the sealing rings
are in the position shown in Figure 11 .

4. Use clean oil to lubricate the bearing faces
and bores. Fit the bearing into the pump
body as shown in Figure 12. Note: The 'Y'
shaped groove must be to the left (towards
the rotor) and the groove on the radius
towards the outlet side of the pump. If the
original bearings are to be used, you must
fit them in their original positions. . .

5. Fit the rotors so that the driving rotor is at
the bottom when the outlet side of the
pump is to the right.

6. Use clean oil to lubricate the second bearing.
Fit the bearing into the pump body, 'Y'
shaped groove towards the rotors, and the
groove on the radiUS towards the outlet
side of the pump (see Figure 131.

7. Carefully, push the pump flange on to the
end of the rotor shaft. Hold the flange at an
angle so that the sharp keyway does not cut
the seal. Push the flange on the shaft
then fit the flange on the dowels.

•

•
9-37242
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8. Push the four bolts through the assembly
and put a little oil on the bolt threads; Fit
the washers and the nuts and tighten to a

HYDRAULIC PUMP

torque of 60 Nm. Put a cover over the inlet
and outlet holes.

FIGURE 13. PLESSEY SINGLE HYDRAULIC PUMP
C. Body E. Bearing G. Pump flange
O. End cover F. Rotors H. Seal

J

A. Scalingrings
B. Backup strip

H

.---

E c

E

B A

E A

J. Snicker
K. Coupling

•

A. Scaling rings
8. Backup strip

FIGURE 14. PLESSEY TANDEM HYDRAULIC PUMP
C. Body E. Bearing
D. End cover F. Rotors

G. Pump flange
H. Seal

TO RUN IN THE PUMP

When a new pump or a pump which has been
serviced is fined to 'a tractor, you must run in
the pump.

Put the dial pointer in the 'TCU I EXT' position
and the quadrant lever in the 'LOWER'
position. Start the engine and run at 1500
r /min. Very slowly move the quadrant lever to
the •SELECT' position. Take 8 or 9 minutes to
do this. Hold the quadrant lever in the
'SELECT' position for 3 seconds. Move the
quadrant lever away from the 'SELECT'
position for 3 seconds. Move the quadrant lever
to the 'SELECT' position and hold for another

3 seconds. Repeat moving the quadrant lever
backwards and forwards for a total of 1 minute.

Check the output of the pump. If it is correct
and the pump is not hot, you can use the pump
at full output.

NOTE: Do not hold the quadrant lever in the
'SELECT' position for more than 3 seconds. If
you do, the oil will damage the seals and 'there
will be a decrease in pump output.

I60Nm=6kgm=43'4Ibft •
9-37242,
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HYDRAULIC PUMP

11. Remove the end cover and seals. Take out
the bearings and store them with the end
cover and seals.

12. Remove the circlip which holds the seal in
the pump flange. Carefully press out the
seal with a soft drift.

FIGURE 15. REMOVAL OF THE PUMP COUPLING
A. Pump coupling O. Pump flange
B. Bracket E. Pump body
C. Puller F. Vice
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FIGURE 16. REMOVALOFTHE PUMP FLANGE
O. Pump flange F. Vice
E. Pump body . G. Dowel

E

F

THE DOWTY HYDRAULIC PUMP
DISASSEMBLY OF THE DOWTY
HYDRAULIC PUMP
1. Prepare a clean working surface where you

can disassemble and store components of
the pump.

2. If a hydraulic and lor an engine oil cooler are
fitted, remove them from the assembly.

3. Hold the pump coupling in a vice. Bend the
lug of the tabwasher away from the nut.
Remove the nut and tabwasher.

4. Carefully hold the pump body in a vice as
shown in Figure 15. Use a puller to remove
the coupling'A' from the shaft. Take out
the Woodruff key from its keyway on the
shaft and remove any sharp edges.

NOTE: Do not use a hammer or levers to remove
the coupling. If you do, the rotor teeth will cut
into the bearings. This will break the seal and so
decrease pump output.
5. Use a marker with a fibre tip to make a mark

on the pump flange, body, end cover and
bracket. Do this so that you know which
way to assemble the parts.

6. Remove the four nuts and bolts holding the
bracket 'B' to the pump flange. Store the
bracket.

7. Remove the four nuts and bolts holding the
pump flange, body, and end cover together.

8. Hold the pump body in the vice as shown in
Figure 16. Carefully pull the pump flange
away from the body. As soon as the pump
flange is clear of the dowels, hold it at an
angle. Do this so that the keyway will not
cut the seal in the flange when you pull it
clear of the rotor shaft. Pull the flange clear
of the rotor shaft. If the flange will not
separate easily from the body, lightly hit it
with a soft faced hammer or a piece of soft
wood. This will free the flange from the
dowels.

NOTE: Do not try to separate the flange from
the body with a screwdriver or a knife. If you
do, the seal between the parts will be broken
and there will be leakage.
9. Carefully remove the body seal, backup

washers and lobe seal. Store them with the
pump flange.

10. Remove the pump body from the vice. Hold
the pump in one hand so that it is vertical
and the flange end is at the bottom. Lightly
hit the body with a hammer with a soft face
or a soft piece of wood. This will release the
bearings and rotors from the body. Use a
marker with a fibre tip to make a mark on
the bearings. Do this so you know which
way to assemble the parts. Store the bear
ings and rotors with the pump flange and
seals.

•

•
9-37242
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FIGURE 17. INSPECTION OF THE PUMP BEARINGS
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FIGURE 18. CHECKING THE DISTANCE X
X=O-O'25mm

".

Put one of the rotors between centres on a
lathe. Remove the marks using '0' grade emery
cloth. Use paraffin for lubrication. Repeat
operation for other rotor.

~ I 0'25 mm =0-010 in I

FIGURE 19. REMOVING MARKS FROM THE FACES
OF THE BEARING

The Rotors
Make sure that the edges of the teeth are not
damaged and that there are no cracks on the
teeth. If the edges are damaged or there are
cracks, discard the rotors. Look for wear and
marks on the side faces and outside diameter of
the rotors. If there are deep marks discard the
rotors. If the marks are not deep, do the
following:

INSPECTION AND REPAIR OFTHE
DOWTY HYDRAULIC PUMP
The Pump Body
As the bearings wear, the rotors are pushed to
the inlet side of the pump body. They will cut
into the pump body. If the marks are deep, the
pump must be discarded. You must not fit new
bearings to a pump in this condition. The new
bearings will hold the rotors away from the
damaged face. This will cause' leakage and a
decrease in the pump output. You can only use
the pump body if there are no marks or if the
marks are not deep. If there are marks you must
carefully remove any sharp edges with a scraper
or fine emery cloth.

The Bearings
Make sure that there is no dirt on the bearings
and that the edges are not damaged. If there is
damage to the edges, discard the bearings.
Look at the bearings to see if there is any wear
on the faces and the bores. If there are deep
marks, discard the bearings. If there is little
wear on the faces but not deep marks, do the
following test:

Partly assemble the pump as shown in Figure
18. Do not use the nuts, bolts, sealsor the pump
flange. The face of the top bearings must be no
more than 0'25 mm below the top face of the
pump body. If they are more than 0'25 mm
below the top face of the pump body, discard
the bearings. When the bearings are too low,
the seals will not seal when the pump is as
sembled. This will cause leakage and a decrease
in pump output. If the position of the bearings
is within the limit, do the following:

Put a sheet of '0' grade emery cloth on a flat
surface. Use paraffin for lubrication. Put the
flat faces of a set of bearings on the emery cloth
and lightly press down. Move the bearings in a
rotary motion (see Figure 19). Do this until
there are no marks on the faces of the bearings.
Repeat the operation for the other set of
bearings.

NOTE: Do this operation with the bearings in
the correct sets.

Repeat the test. If the faces of the bearings are
too low, discard the bearings. If the position of
the bearings are still within the limit, check

. around the outside of the bearings. If there are
any sharp edges, remove them with emery
cloth. There must be no restriction when you
assemble the bearings in the body.

9-37242
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•
The outside diameter and width of a rotor must
almost be the same as the other rotor. The
limits are 0'013 mm on the outside diameter and
0'005 mm on the width of the rotors. If the
rotors are not within the limits, there will be a
decrease in pump output.

ASSEMBLY OF THE DOWTY
HYDRAULIC PUMP
Clean the working surface. Wash all com
ponents in clean paraffin or fuel oil and dry in
air. Do not use a cloth to dry the parts. Do not
use other cleaning fluids, they can damage the
rubber seals.

A

o

FIGURE20. ASSEMBLY OF THE PUMP BEARINGS
AND SEALS

., .

o

B. Backing washer

I" Z
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FIGURE22. FITTING THE BEARINGS
D. Bearings X. Inlet Z. Outlet

en

"Ie
E E cr

COVEREND FLANGE END

FIGUREzr. ASSEMBLY OF THE PUMP BEARINGS
AND SEALS

E. Drive sbett X. Inler Z. Ourlet

A. Lobesea/

0'013 mm =0'0005 in
0'005 mm = 0'0002 in

4. Hold the body of the pump vertically in one
hand so that the flange end is at the top
(see Figure 221. Put your fingers inside the
pump body. Use them as supports for the
bearings. Pick up the bearing assembly with
the other hand and carefully slide it into the
pump body. The seal must be facing up
wards with the lobe to the inlet side. If you
are using the original bearings, check the
position with the marks on the bearings.
There must be no restriction when you put
the bearing in the pump body.

2. Put the bearing for the flange end on the
working surface as shown in Figure 20. The.
flats on the bearings must be together with
lugs at the same side. Put a little grease on
the lobe seal and fit it in position. Fit the
backing washers on the inside of the lobe
seal. The top surface of the backing washers
must be level with the top surface of the
lobe.

3. Put a little grease on the body seal and fit it
in the groove on the flange end of the body.
Put grease with a high melting point in the
space around the seal.

NOTE: Use only a mineralbase grease.

NOTE: Use only a mineral base grease.

Fit new seals if anyone of the seals are
damaged.

1. Carefully press a new seal into the pump
flange. Put a little grease on the faces and
bores of the seal. Fit the circlip in position.

•

•
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5. Fit the pump flange on to the dowels. Check
the position of the flange with the marks on
the flange and pump body. Carefully turn
the assembly upside down and hold in the
vice as shown in Figure 23.

6. Check that the bearing assembly is against
the pump flange and the seals and backing
washers are in position. Carefully fit the
driving rotor, make sure that the shaft is
vertical when you push it through the bear
ing and oil seal in the pump flange. Do this
so that the keyway in the shaft does not cut
the seal. Check that the rotor is against the
bearing face. Fit the driven rotor. If you are
fitting the original rotors, fit them in their
original position.

7. Repeat operation number 2 for the other
two bearings.

F
E

FIGURE 24. ASSEMBLY OF THE PUMP
G. Bearings H. Cover

48 Nm = 4'8 kg m = 34'7Ib ft
62 Nm = 6'2 kg m = 44'8Ib ft

FIGURE 23. FITTING THE ROTORS
E. Dr;ving rotor X. Inler
F. Driven rotor Z. Outlet

•

•
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8. Carefully fit the bearing assembly into the

pump body, seals to the top, lobe to the
inlet side (see Figure 24.1 There must be
no restriction when you put the bearing
assembly into the pump body.

9. Put a little grease on the body seal and fit
it in the groove in the pump bodv. Fit the
end cover. Check its position with the marks
on the pump flange and body.

10. Push the four bolts through the assembly
and put a little oil on the bolt threads. Fit
the washers and nuts and tighten to a
torque of 48 Nm.

11. Put a small quantity of the recommended
hydraulic oil into the pump. Check that the
rotors will tum freely. Put a cover over the
inlet and outlet holes.

12. Fit the bracket to the pump flange using the
four nuts and bolts.

13. Put the Woodruff key in the keyway on the
shaft. Fit the coupling on the shaft and
fasten it in position with the tabwasher and
nut. Hold the coupling in a vice and
tighten the nut to a torque of 62 Nm. Bend
the lug on the tabwasher to hold the nut
in position.

NOTE: Do not use a hammer to hit the coupling
onto the shaft.

9-37242
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H

• FIGURE 25. DOWTY HYDRAULIC PUMP
A. Lobe seal H. Cover
B. Backingwasher J. Flange
C. Seal K. Oil seal
D. Bearings L. Body
E. Driving rotor X. Inlet
F. Driven rotor Z. Outlet
G. Bearings

•

TO RUN IN THE PUMP
When a new pump or a pump which has been
serviced is fitted to a tractor, you must run in
the pump.

Put the dial pointer in the TCU/EXT' position
and the quadrant lever in the 'LOWER'
position. Start the engine and run at 1500 r/min.
Very slowly move the quadrant lever to the
'SELECT' position, Take 8 or 9 minutes to do
this. Hold the quadrant lever in the 'SELECT'
position for 3 seconds. Move the quadrant lever
away from the 'SELECT' position for 3
seconds. Move the quadrant lever to the
'SELECT' position and hold for another 3
seconds. Repeat moving the quadrant lever
backwards and forwards for a total of 1 minute .

Check the output of the pump. If it is correct
and the pump is not hot, you can use the pump
at full output. .

NOTE: Do not hold the quadrant lever in the
'SELECT' position for more than 3 seconds. If
you do, the oil will damage the seals and there
will be a decrease in pump output.

9-37242
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RELIEF VALVE

RELIEF VALVE

HOW IT WORKS
To prevent the oil pressure increasing to a
dangerous level when there is little or no flow, a
relief valve is fitted. This consists of a plunger
and spring. When the oil pressure is greater
than the spring pressure, the plunger is moved
off its seat and oil flows into the transmission
housing. The oil pressure is therefore kept
below the maximum set by the relief valve
spring. The spring pressure can be adjusted by
adding or subtracting shims.

c D E

A

FIGURE 26. RELIEF VALVE CLOSED
A. Sear O. Spring
B. Plunger E. Shims
C. Cap X. Inler

z

REMOVAL OF THE RELIEF VALVE
Before working on the hydraulic system you
must remove any dirt from and around
hydraulic components and controls. If you do
not do this dirt will get into the system. This
will result in failure of the system.

The position of the relief valve changed with
the introduction of the external hydraulic filter.

Tractors fitted with Internal Hydraulic
Filter
On 2-wheel drive tractors the relief valve is
fitted in the position shown in Figure 28. You
must drain the transmission oil from the
reservoir before removing the relief valve. To
remove the oil take out the drain plug 'F'. If you
are to use the oil again, put it in a clean
container. Put a cover over the container to
stop dirt getting into the oil.

Remove the two bolts 'G' (Figure 28.) holding
the pressure pipe to the relief valve. Carefully
pull the pressure pipe clear of the relief valve
and remove the vent valve. Remove the two
bolts which hold the relief valve to the main
frame.

On 4-wheel drive tractors the relief valve is
fitted behind the rear axle and below the ram
shaft. The relief valve can be removed without
draining the transmission oil.

9-37242
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FIGURE zr. RELIEF VALVE OPEN
X. Inler Z. Outler

FIGURE2B. REMOVING THE RELIEF VALVE
F. Drain plug H. Relief valve
G. Bolt J. Venr valve
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Tractors fitted with External Hydraulic
Filter
The relief valve is fitted in the same position for
both 2 and 4-wheel drive tractors (see Figure
29.) The relief valve on these tractors can be
removed without draining the transmission oil.
Remove the two bolts 'A' (Figure 29.) Care
fully pull the pressure pipe clear of the relief
valve then remove the vent valve. Remove the
two bolts 'B' which hold the relief valve to the
mainframe.

DISASSEMBLY AND INSPECTION OF
THE RELIEF VALVE
Prepare a clean working surface where you can
disassemble and inspect components of the
relief valve.

1. Remove the seat, plunger, cap, shims and
spring from the housing. Do not discard
the shims. They are used to set the pressure
of the spring.

2. Wash all the components in clean paraffin
or fuel oil and dry in air. Do not use a cloth
to dry the parts.

3. Fit the cap to the seat. Make sure that there
are no restrictions.

4. Fit the plunger to the seat. Look at the faces
where the plunger and seat make contact.
They must be free from damage. If any of
the components are damaged, replace the
complete assembly with a new relief valve.

ASSEMBLY OF THE RELIEF VALVE
1. Put a little oil on the inside of the cap. Fit the

plunger into the cap.
2. Fit the cap .to the seat making sure that

there is no restriction.
3. Put the shims and spring in position then

fit the parts into the housing. Make sure
that you use all the original shims.

4. Replace the '0' ring at the outlet side of the
relief valve.

INSTALLATION OF THE RELIEF VALVE
Before installing the relief valve on to the main
frame make sure that the faces are clean and
the '0' ring is in position. Fasten the valve in
position using the two bolts. Tighten them to
a torque of 62 Nm. Put the vent valve in position
(see Installation of Vent Valve page 21 I. Fasten
the pressure pipe to the valve housing using the
two bolts. Tighten them to a torque of 35 Nm.

Add oil to the transmission reservoir. If you are
using the original oil, pour it through a fine
screen. Do not use the last 4·5Iitres. Ifthere was

. any dirt in the oil it will be in the bottom of the
container. Start engine and look for leakage
around the relief valve. Stop engine and check
transmission oil level. Add more oil if the level
is low.

9-37242
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RELIEFVALVE

FIGURE 29. REMOVING THE RELIEF VALVE
A. Bolt C. Reliefvalve
B. Bolt D. Vent valve

~G

FIGURE 30. RELIEF VALVE
A. Seat E. Shims
S. Plunger F. Housing
C. Cap G. 'D'ring
D>Spring

62 Nm =6'2 kg m =44'8Ib ft
35 Nm = 3'5 kg m = 25'3 Ib ft

4'5litres =8 pt =4'8 US qt
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VENT VALVE

VENT VALVE

HOW IT WORKS
A vent valve is fined in the system between the
hydraulic pump and the relief valve. It is used to
remove any air from the system. A steel ball is
held off its seat by a plunger and spring (see
Figure 311. The seat has a small hole in its side
which permits air to pass into the reservoir.
When the tractor engine is running, the oil and
any air in the system is pushed into the valve.
The air has linle pressure. It goes past the steel
ball, through the hole in the seat and into the
reservoir. The oil has pressure and pushes the
steel ball on to its seat (see Figure 32.) Each tjrne
the engine stops, the pressure of the oil
decreases and the steel ball is pushed off its seat
by the spring.

A. Plug
B. 'O'ring
C. Spring

F G

FIGURE 31. VENT VALVE OPEN
o. Plunger F. Washer
E. Sesr G. Ball

REMOVAL OF THE VENT VALVE
Before working on the hydraulic system you
must remove any dirt from and around hy
draulic components and controls. If you do not
do this dirt will get into the system. This will
result in failure of the system.

The position of the vent valve changed with the
introduction of the external hydraulic filter.

Tractors fitted with Internal Hydraulic
Filter
On 2-wheel drive tractors the vent valve is fined
in the position shown in Figure 33. You must
drain the transmission oil from the reservoir
before removing the vent valve. To remove the
oil take out the drain plug'J'. If you are to use
the oil again, put it in a clean container. Put a
cover over the container to stop dirt getting
into the oil.

Remove the two bolts 'K' which hold the
pressure pipe to the relief valve. Carefully pull
the pressure pipe clear of the relief valve and
remove the vent valve.

On 4-wheel drive tractors the vent valve is fined
behind the rear axle and below the ramshaft.
The vent valve can be removed without drain
ing the transmission oil.

9-37242
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FIGURE 32. VENT VALVE CLOSED

J

FIGURE 33. REMOVING THE VENT VALVE
J. Drain plug L. Vent valve
K. Boft
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Tractors fitted with External Hydraulic
Filter
The vent valve is fitted in the same position for
both 2- and 4-wheel drive tractors (see Figure
34.) The vent valve on these tractors can be re
moved without draining the transmission oil.

Remove the two bolts 'K' (Figure 34.) Carefully'
pull the pressure pipe clear of the relief valve
and remove the vent valve.

DISASSEMBLY AND INSPECTION OF
THE VENT VALVE
Prepare a clean working surface where you can
disassemble and inspect components of the
vent valve.

1. Carefully hold the vent valve in a vice as
shown in Figure 35. Do not tighten the vice
too much.

2. There are two marks where the plug fits
into the body. The softer metal of the body
has been pushed over the end of the plug at

.these points. This is done at the factory to
keep the plug in position. Carefully remove
this metal from the body using a sharp
scraper. Use a screwdriver to remove the
plug from the body.

3. Remove the '0' ring, spring, plunger, seat,
washer, ball and retainer.

4. Wash all the parts in clean paraffin or fuel
oil and dry in air.

5. Look at the steel ball. Make sure that there
are no marks on the ball. If there are, the
ball will not form a good seal with the seat.
You must discard a steel ball in this
condition.

6. Look at the seat. If there is damage to the
contact face, discard the seat.

ASSEMBLY OF THE VENT VALVE
1. Before assembling the parts put the steel

ball in position on the seat as shown in
Figure 36. A groove has been cut in the
outside diameter at one end of the seat.
This has been done so that you know which
end to put the steel ball. Lightly hit the ball
with a hammer. The softer metal of the seat
will take the shape of the steel ball. This will
make sure that there is a good seal between
the steel ball and the seat.

2. Put the retainer, steel ball, washer, sear and
plunger into the body. Make sure that .he
retainer and washer are on their seats and
that the contact face of the seat is towards
the steel ball.

3. Fit a new '0' ring and the spring to the plug.
Put the plug in the body and tighten. Use a
punch with a sharp end to peen over the
body at two points opposite each other.

VENT VALVE

FIGURE 34. REMOVING THE VENT VAL VE
K. Bolt L. Vent valve
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FIGURE 35. DISASSEMBLY OF THE VENT VALVE
A. Plug D. Plunger G. 8all
B. 10' ring E. Seat H. Retainer
C. Spring F. Washer

-:
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Y'fr_E_~
FIGURE36. MAKING A SEAL BETWEEN THE SEAT

AND THE BALL
E. Sear G. 8all Y. Groove

INSTALLATION OFTHE VENT VALVE .
Before installing the vent valve make sure that
the faces are clean. Put an '0' ring in the groove
on the flange for the pressure pipe; Fit an '0'
ring in the groove on the vent valve. Put a new
gasket in position on the vent valve. Make sure
that the small hole in the gasket is opposite the
small hole in the vent valve. Put the vent valve
in position on the relief valve. Make sure that
the small holes are opposite. If they are not the
vent valve will not work. Put the pipe flange in
position. Fit the two bolts and tighten to' a
torque of 35 Nm.

1-3-5-N-m-=-3-'-5-kg-m-=-25-'-3-lb-ft-1
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HYDRAULIC OIL FILTER
Two different hydraulic oil filters have been
fitted to David Brown tractors. An internal
hydraulic filter was fitted to tractors up to the
following serial numbers:
1210-1212: 11152164 12100-12120: 11152617
1410-1412: 11200752 14100-14120: 11200753

External hydraulic filters have been fitted to
tractors from the following serial numbers:
1210·1212: 11152576 12100·12120: 11152617
1410·1412: 11200752 14100·14120: 11200753

These tractors are also fitted with a suction
screen in the reservoir for the transmission oil.

There are tractors which were made between
the above serial numbers. These tractors have
been fitted with either an internal or an external
hydraulic oil filter.

HYDRAULIC OIL FILTER

-+'--+---A

'"N
Ie
II:

EXTERNAL OIL Flll'ER

HOW IT WORKS
The external oil filter is fitted behind the rear
axle on the right-hand side (see Figure 371. It is
fitted in the system between the hvdraulic pump
and the distribution block (see Figures 1 and 21.
The parts of the filter are assembled as shown
in Figure 38. The oil flows into the bowl,
through the paper element and out of the
pressure pipe towards the distribution block.
When the element gets dirty the oil will not
flow through it. The pressure of the oil in the
bowl will increase and open a relief valve fitted
to the filter head. The oil then flows to the dis
tribution block without going through the paper
element. This will result in damage to the
system.

REPLACEMENT OFTHE PAPER
ELEMENT
Before working on the hydraulic system you
must clean any dirt from and around hydraulic
components and controls. If you do not do this
dirt will get into the system. This will result in
failure of the system.

The paper element must be replaced:
(a) After the first 50 hours.
(b) 50 hours after working on the inside of the

transmission or hydraulic system.
(c) 500 hours after a paper element has been

replaced.

Use a 11\ in AF spanner to remove the filter
bowl from the filter head. To do this turn the
filtE!r bowl counterclockwise. If a retaining
ciip is fitted over the filter, remove it. Pull out

FIGl:JRE37. EXTERNAL HYDRAULIC FilTER
A. External hydraulic filter

E
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FIGURE 38. EXTERNAL HYDRAULIC FilTER
A. '0' ring D. Bowl
B. Beckup ring E. Filrer heed
C. Elemenr

and destroy the paper element. Remove the
backup ring (if fitted) and '0' ring from the
filter head. Wash the filter head in clean
paraffin or fuel oil and dry in air. Do not use a
cloth to eleanor"dry the filter bowl. •
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FIGURE 39. REMOVING THE SUCTION SCREEN
A. Drain plug B. Inlet filter C. Cover

cAB

FIGURE 40. SUCTION SCREEN
C. Cover E. Suction screen
D. 'Q'ring F. Gasket

121 Nm=2'1 kgm= 15'21bft I

E---fJ..l'

Check the transmission oil level. Add the
recommended oil if the level is low. Start the
engine and look for leakage around the external
filter. Put the quadrant lever in the 'LOWER'
position for 30 seconds. This will remove any
air from the system. Stop the engine and check
the level of the transmission oil. Add more oil if
the level is low.

REMOVAL AND INSPECTION OF THE
SUCTION SCREEN
The suction screen must only be removed when
you are replacing the transmission oil.

Use a H in AF spanner to remove the drain
plug'A' Figure 39. Discard the oil. An inlet filter
is fitted on Hydra-Shift tractors. Use a 1H in
AF spanner to take out the filter before remov
ing the suction screen and cover. Take out the
ten bolts holding the cover in position. Remove
the cover with the suction screen and destroy
the gasket. Wash all components in paraffin or
fuel oil and dry in air. Do not use a cloth to clean
or dry the components.

Fit a new '0' ring into the filter head. Make sure·
that the '0' ring is on its seat and is not twisted.
Apply a little grease to the '0' ring. Fit a new
backup ring into the filter head. Make sure that
the backup ring is on its seat and is not twisted.
Apply a little grease to the backup ring. If a
backup ring was not fitted, fit one now. Put a
new element into the filter bowl. Make sure
that the element is fitted with its closed end
towards the bottom of the filter bowl. Check
that the edges of the new element are not split.
An element with any damage must not be used.
If there is a retaining clip, fit it. Fit the filter bowl
to the filter head. Use a 1li in AF spanner to
turn the filter bowl clockwise.

INSTALLATION OFTHE SUCTION
SCREEN
Fit a new '0' ring and suction screen to the
cover as shown in Figure 40. Make sure that
the '0' ring is in the correct position and is not
twisted. Fit a new gasket then fasten the cover
in position using the ten bolts. Tighten the bolts
to a torque of 21 Nm. Fit the drain plug and
inlet filter (Hydra-Shift tractors]. Add the recom
mended new oil to the transmission reservoir.
Make sure that the level of oil is correct. Start
the engine and look for leakage around the
cover for the suction screen. Put the control
lever in the 'LOWER' position for 30 seconds.
This will remove air in the system. Stop the
engine and check the transmission oil level.
Add more oil if the level is low.

SUCTION SCREEN
HOW IT WORKS
A suction screen is used when an external filter
is fitted. It is fitted in the reservoir for the
transmission oil and is on the suction side of the
hydraulic pump (see Figures 1 and 2). When
the engine is running the hydraulic pump takes
oil from the reservoir. Before the oil goes into
the inlet pipe for the pump it must go through
the suction screen. The screen stops all the
large particles of dirt getting into the system.

•

•
9-37242
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B C A

FIGURE 41. INTERNAL OIL FILTER
A. Screen O. By-pass valve
B. Bement E. Vacuum swftch
C. Magnet F. Drain plug

FIGURE 42. REMOVING THE INTERNAL FILTER
F. Drain plug G. Inlet filter H. Cover

INTERNAL OIL FILTER

HOW IT WORKS
The internal filter is fitted under the main frame
in the position shown in Figure 42. It is fitted
on the suction side of the hydraulic pump
(replaced by a suction screen on later tractors).
The parts of the filter are assembled as shown
in Figure 41. The oil flows from the reservoir
into the housing and through the paper
element. When the element gets dirty the oil
will not flow through it. When this happens
the pump makes a vacuum in the inlet pipe for
the pump. This pulls the by-pass valve off its
seat. Oil will now fiow through the screen and
past the magnetic plug towards the pump. The
valve opens at 0'28 kg/cm2 • A vacuum switch
is fitted in the filter (see Figure 41.) When the
pressure in the inlet pipe decreases to 0'28
kg I em", the switch actuates a yellow light on
the instrument panel. This tells the operator to
replace the paper element.

REPLACEMENT OF THE PAPER
ELEMENT
The paper element in this filter must be
replaced:
(a! after the first 50 hours
lbl 50 hours after working on the inside of the

hydraulic or transmission system.
(c) 500 hours after an element has been

replaced.

If the yellow warning light illuminates 30
minutes after starting the engine:
(a! at 1800 rlmin, you must fit a new paper

element.
(bl at engine idle rlmin, take no action.

You must remove the transmission oil before
replacing the paper element. To do this take
out the drain plug (see Figure 421. If you are
replacing the element but not the oil, put the oil
in a clean container. Put a cover over the con
tainer so that dirt does not get into the oil.

An inlet filter is fitted on Hydra-Shift tractors.
Use a 1tl AF spanner to take out the filter
before removing the cover for the intemal filter.

G F H
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Take out the ten bolts which hold the cover in
position. The cover, paper element and valve
and screen can now be removed. Remove and
destroy the gasket. Separate the valve and
screen from the paper element, then destroy
the element. Wash all parts in clean paraffin or
fuel oil and dry in air. Make sure that all the dirt
is removed from the magnetic plug. Do not use
a cloth to clean or dry the parts.

9-37242
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Fit the valve and screen on a new paper
element. Check that the edges of the new
element are not split. An element with any
damage must not be used. Fit the paper
element and valve and screen in the cover.
Make sure that the '0' rings are in the correct
position and are not twisted. Clean the housing
face and fit a new gasket. Put the cover in
position and fasten with the ten bolts. Tighten
the bolts to a torque of 21 Nm. Fit the drain
plug and inlet filter (Hvdra-Shitt tractors).

Add oil to the transmission reservoir. If you are
using the original oil, pour it through a fine
screen. Do not use the last 4·5Iitres. Ifthere was
any dirt.in the oil it will be in the bottom of the
container. Start the engine and look for leakage
around the cover for the internal filter. Put the
quadrant lever in the 'LOWER' position for 30
seconds. This will remove any air in the system.
Stop the engine and check the level of the
transmission oil. Add more oil if the level is low.

9-37242
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FIGURE 43. INTERNAL OIL FILTER
A. Vp/ve and screen J. Gasket
B. Element K. '0' ring
H. Cover

21 Nm=2'1 kgm= 15'21bft
4'5litres = 8 pt = 4'8 US qt



HYDRAULICS L1VETAKE-DFF VALVE

LIVE TAKE-OFF VALVE

•

•
A non-return valve is fitted to the live take-off
valve. When the engine stops the non-return
valve closes. This will keep the pressure in the
outlet pipe constant. An external ram connect
ed to the valve will stay in position. If two outlet
ports are needed, two valves can be fitted, one
on top of the other.

. B

A throw-out mechanism is fitted to the valve
spool. If the operating lever is moved fully in
either direction, a detent inside the valve holds
the valve spool in this position. When the ram
cylinder on the external equipment reaches the
end of its travel, the oil pressure in the valve
increases. This moves a piston in the valve
which releases the valve spool from the detent.
The valve spool and operating lever will now
return to the neutral position.

A

ill
d~~~D ~

FIGURE 44. LIVE TAKE-OFF VALVE WITH THE OPERATING LEVER IN THE NEUTRAL POSITION
A. Outlet port . B. Inlet pan C. Throw-out mechanism O. Non-rerum valve

If the operating lever for the valve is in the
neutral (centre) position, the oil will flow to the
sslectamatic valve. (See Figure 441. When the
operating lever is moved forward the oil will
flow as shown in Figure 45. Port 'A' is the
outlet port taking oil to the external equipment.
Port '8' is the inlet port retuming oil to the
valve.

HOW IT WORKS
The live take-off valve is fitted on top of the
rear axle case on the right-hand side. The parts
are assembled as shown in Figures 44 and 45.
When the engine is running, the pump pushes
oil through the filter to the distribution block.

•G. Spool

+
B

+
A

FIGURE 45. LIVE TAKE·OFF VALVE WITH THE OPERATING LEVER FULLY FORWARD

A. Ourler son B. Inlet port E. Detent ball F. Piston
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HYDRAULICS LIVE TAKE-OFF VALVE

FIGURE 46. REMOVING THE LIVE TAKE-OFF VALVE
A. Distribution block B. Live take-off valve C. Cover

FIGURE 47. OISASSEMBLY OF THE LIVE TAKE-OFF VALVE
D. Spring link E. End cap

K
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FIGURE 48. REPLACEMENT OF SEALS FOR THE

VALVE SPOOL
E. Endcap G. 'O'ring J. 'O'ring
F. Seal H. Bush K. Spool

E

does not come in contact with any sharp
edges on the valve spool.

9. Slide the bush and the '0' ring on to the
spool until the bush is against the thread of
the end cap.

10. Carefully pull the '0' ring off the bush into
its correct position on the spool in front of
the bush. Make sure that the '0' ring is not
twisted. Apply a layer of oil on the spool.

11. Fit the spool into the valve body then
tighten the end cap.

12. Connect the operating lever. Make sure that
the spool will move easily in the valve bore.

REMOVAL OF THE LIVE TAKE-OFF
VALVE
Before working on the hydraulic system you
must remove any dirt from and around
hydraulic components and controls. If you do
not do this dirt will get into the system. This will
result in failure of the system. The live take-off
valve is fitted on top of the rear axle case on the
right-hand side (see Figure 46), Disconnect the
operating rod from the valve spool (tractors
with cab only). Remove the inlet and outlet
pipes from the side of the valve body. Remove
the five bolts which hold the valve body to the
distribution block.

Make a note of the position of the bolts, they
are not all the same length. If you need to
remove the valve body and the distribution
block, do not remove the two bolts at the front.
They hold the valve body and distribution block
together.

DISASSEMBLY OF THE LIVE TAKE-OFF
VALVE
It is not normally necessary to completely dis
assemble the live take-off valve. The seals for
the valve spool can be replaced without dis
assembling the throw-out mechanism. The
throw-out mechanism can be disassembled
without removing the seals for the valve spool.

REPLACEMENT OF SEALS FOR THE
VALVE SPOOL
Prepare a clean working surface where you can
disassemble and store components of the live
take-off valve.
1. Remove the spring link which holds the

spool to the operating lever (see Figure 47,
tractors without cab).

2. Remove any dirt or loose paint from the end
of the valve spool.

3. Turn the end cap 'E' counterclockwise
until it is clear of the threads in the valve
body. Pull the end cap and spool from the
valve body.

4. Do not remove the end cap from the spool.
It is holding the detent ball and other parts
of the throw-out mechanism in position.

5. Remove and destroy the seal 'F' and '0'
ring 'G' from the valve bore. Remove the
bush 'H' and the '0' ring 'J'. Destroy the
'0' ring.

6. Wash the valve spool in clean paraffin or
fuel oil then dry in air.

7. Fit a new '0' ring and seal into the valve
bore. Make sure that they are on their seat
and are not twisted. Apply a little grease to
the'0' ring and the seal.

8. Put a new '0' ring on to the smaller diameter
of the bush. Do this so that the '0' ring

•

•
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FIGURE 49. DISASSEMBLY OF THE THROW-OUT
MECHANISM

E. End cap K. Spool L. Plug

LIVE TAKE-OFF VALVE

spool. Do not destroy the shims, they must
be fitted in the original position when you
assemble the parts. Use a dowel to remove
the piston from the retainer.

10. Remove the spring and ball (or plunger)
from the bore of the spool.

11. Wash all the parts in clean paraffin or fuel
oil and dry in air. Do not use a cloth to
dry the parts.

HYDRAULICS

DISASSEMBLY OF THE THROW-OUT
MECHANISM
Prepare a clean working surface where you can
disassemble and store components of the
throw-out mechanism.
1. Remove the spring link which holds the

spool to the operating lever (tractors
without cab l.

2. Remove any dirt or loose paint from the
end of the valve spool.

3. Tum the end cap counterclockwise until
it is clear of the threads in the valve
body. Pull the end cap and spool from the
valve body.

4. Carefully hold the spool in the vice as
shown in Figure 49. Do not hold the spool
on a diameter.

5. Remove the plug 'L' from the end of the
end cap.

6. Use circlip pliers to remove the circlip from
its groove. Pull the end cap, circlip and
washer clear of the spool. Be careful not to
lose the detent" balls when you do this.
They will fall from the holes.

7. Remove the plunger and spring from the
retainer.

8. Put a rod through one of the holes in the
retainer. Use this. to tum the retainer
counterclockwise until it is clear of the
threads. Be careful when you do this, the
spring is in compression, it will push the
retainer off the spool.

9. Remove the retainer, washer, spring
restrietor (if fitted) and shims from the

ASSEMBLY OF THE THROW-OUT
MECHANISM
Before assembling the throw-out mechanism
look at the parts. Three different retainers 'R'
(see Figure 50) have been fitted. You can use
the original retainer if:
(a) the spring end is flat
(b) there is a groove in the spring end and there

is a restrietor 'W' and shims 'X'.

3OD-OSO-AAB and 300-0a0-AAC: Fit a new
retainer K964500 and restrictor K964499. You
will need more than the "original shims when
you assemble the parts.
The new retainer and restrietor will stop the
circlip 'M' (see Figure 50) from breaking.

If the retainer has a groove in the spring end
and there are shims 'X' but not a restrietor, you
must fit a new retainer and a restrietor. An
example of the serial numbers for these values
is given below. The serial number is on the side
of the valve body.

30o-080-AAD: Fit a new retainer K964500 and
restrietor K964499. Use the original shims.

9-37242
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FIGURE 51. INSTALLATION OF THE LIVE TAKE-OFF
VALVE

I 35 Nm = 3'5 kg m = 251bft I

C. Cover

W. Restrictor
X. Shim
Y. Spring
Z. Ball

FIGURE SO. ASSEMBLY OF THE THROW-OUT
MECHANISM
Q. ~/unger

R. Retainer
S. Washer
T. Spring
U. Piston
V. Washer

A. Distribution block
B. Live take-off valve

E. Endcap
L. Plug
M. Circlip
N. Washer
O. Spring
P. Detent ball

Connect the operating rod (tractors with cab).
Make sure that the spindle will move correctly
in its bore. If the bolts have not been tightened
evenly the spindle will not move correctly.
Connect the inlet and outlet pipes to the valve
body.

1. Look at the '0' rings on the piston and the
retainer. If either are damaged fit new '0'
rings. Put some oil on the '0' rings.

2. Put the ball (or plunger) into the bore of
the spool. If a spring guide was removed
from the bore fit it on top of the ball. Put a
layer of grease on the small spring 'Y' then
fit it in the bore. The grease will keep the
spring in the centre of the bore.

3. Put a layer of grease on the spring 'T'. Fit
the washers and spring on to the retainer.
On early take-off valves the 'spring end of
the retainer is flat. Apply grease to the shims
then put them in position in the centre of
the flat end of the retainer. Make sure that
the shims are clear of the threads.
Later take-off valves have a groove in the
spring end of the retainer. Put a layer of
grease on the restrictor (if fitted) and the
shims then fit them in the groove. For live
take-off valves with a serial number similar
to 300-080-AAB or 300-080-AAC add shims
until the last shim is level with the end of
the retainer.

4. Fit the retainer assembly to the spindle. Use
a rod through one of the holes to turn the
retainer clockwise. Do this until the retainer
is tight.

5. Put the plunger, spring and washer into the
retainer. Fit the circlip into its groove in the
retainer.

6. Put grease on the detent balls then fit them
into their holes in the retainer. The grease
will hold the detent balls in position.

7. Carefully slide the end cap on to the retainer
until it is against the detent balls. Hit the end
cap with a soft hammer. The end cap will
slide over the detent balls until they engage
with a groove in the end cap.

8. Put grease into the assembly through the
hole in the end cap. Fit the plug into the end
cap.

9. Fit the spool and throw-out mechanism into
the valve body. Turn the end cap clockwise
until it is tight.

10. Connect the operating lever to the spool.
Make sure that the spool will move cor
rectly in the bore.

INSTALLATION OF THE UVE
TAKE-OFF VALVE
Make sure that the faces of the distribution
block and live take-off valve are clean. Look at
the '0' rings which fit between the distribution
block and the live take-off valve. Replace the
'0' rings if they are damaged. Put the live take
off valve in position on top of the distribution
block. Use the five bolts to hold it in position.
Evenly tighten the bolts to a torque of 35 Nm.•
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TO TEST AND SET THE THROW-OUT
MECHANISM
The throw-out mechanism can only be set when
the live take-off valve is fined to the tractor
except where special equipment is available.

1. Remove any dirt from and around the live
take-off valve. Connect the inlet pipe for
the flowmeter to the rear port on the live
take-off valve {see Figure 52.\ Connect the
outlet pipe from the flowmeter to the
distribution block. If a flowmeter is not
available, use a pressure gauge and screw
tvpe valve.

2. Start the engine. The oil must be at the
correct operating temperature before vou
check the throw-out mechanism. To make
the oil the correct temperature select
TCU I EXT on the dial pointer. Run the
engine at 1800 r/min. Push the quadrant
lever forward into the full 'TCU' position
and hold it there for 15 minutes. Do not
hold the quadrant lever in the 'SELECT'
position. If you do, air will get into the
system and damage the pump.

3. Move the operating lever for the take-off
valve until the detent balls engage. Look at
the pressure gauge. Slowly close the valve
until the throw-out mechanism moves the
operating lever into its neutral position.
Make a note of the pressure reading. it must
be between 125-140 kg/cm'. Do the
following operations if the reading is not
between the limits:

4. Disconnect the operating rod or leverftom
the spindle. Tum the end cap counterclock
wise until it is free of the threads. Carefully
pull the end cap and spindle clear of the
valve body.

5. Hold the spindle vertically in a vice by its
flats. Do not hold the spindle on a diameter.

6. Use circlip pliers to remove the circlip from
its groove. Pull the end cap. circlip and
washer clear of the spool. Be careful not to
lose the detent balls when you do this.
They will fall from their holes.

9-37242
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FIGURE 52. TESTING THE THROW-OUT
MECHANISM

A . Take-off valve C. Union
B. Flowmeter

FIGURE 53. REMOVING THE THROW-OUT
MECHANISM

C. Spring link D. End cap

125 kglcm' = 12100 kPa =17501b/in2
140 kg I em' = 13800 kPa =2000Ib/in2
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HYDRAULICS LIVE TAKE-OFF VALVE

FIGURE55. INSTALLATION OF THE THROW-OUT
MECHANISM

~E
o

O. Washer
P. Restrictor
Q. Shims

D. Endcap

FIGURE 54. ASSEMBLING THE THROW-OUT
MECHANISM
J. Plunger
K. Detent ball
L. Retainer
M. Washer
N. Spring

C. Spring link

o

D. Endcap
E. Plug
F. Circlip
G. Washer
H. Spring

125 kg/em' = 12100 kPa = 1750 Ib/in2
140 kg/em' = 13800 kPa = 2000 Ib/in2

14 kg/em' = 1380 kPa = 200 Ib/in2
0'127 mm = 0'005 in

7. Remove the plunger and spring from the
retainer.

8. Put a rod through one of the holes in the
retainer. Use this to turn the retainer
counterclockwise until, it is clear of the
threads. Be careful when you do this. The
spring is in compression, it will push the
retainer off the spool.

9. Remove the retainer, washer, spring
restrictor (if fitted) and shims from the spool.

10. If the pressure reading was more than 140
kg/em' remove shims. The shims are 0-127
mm thick. If you remove one shim the
pressure reading will be 14 kg/em' less. If
the pressure reading is less than 125 kg / em'
add shims. One shim will increase the
pressure reading by 14 kg / em' .

11. Put a layer of grease on the spring 'N'. Fit
the washers and spring on to the retainer.
On early take-off valves the spring end of
the retainer is flat. Apply grease to the
shims then put them in position in the centre
of the flat end of the retainer. Make sure
that the shims are clear of the threads.
Later take-off valves have a groove in the
spring end of the retainer. Put a layer of
grease on the restrictor (if fitted) and shims
then fit them in the groove.

12. Fit the retainer assembly to the spool. Use a
rod through one of the holes to turn the
retainer clockwise. Do this until the retainer
is tight.

13. Put the plunger, spring andwasher into the
retainer. Fit the circlip into its groove in the
retainer.

14. Put grease on the detent balls then fit them
into their holes in the retainer. The grease
will hold the detent balls in position.

15. Carefully slide the end cap on to the retainer
until It is against the detent balls. Hit the end
cap with a soft hammer. The end cap will
slide over the detent balls until they engage
with a groove in the end cap.

16. Put grease into the assembly through the
hole in the end cap. Fit the plug into the
end cap.

17. Fit the spool and throw-out mechanism
into the valve body. Turn the end cap
clockwise until it is tight.

18. Connect the operating lever to the spool.
Make sure that the spool will move correctly
in the bore.

19. Repeat operations 1, 2 and 3 until the
pressure reading is correct.

•

•
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HYDRAULICS

HOW IT WORKS
The selectamatic control valve is fitted inside
the rear axle case on the right-hand side. The
parts are as shown in Figure 56. There are eight

SELECTAMATIC CONTROL VALVE

different valves in the body. The three main
valves are, the by-pass valve, hold valve and
the spool valve.

•

FIGURE 56. SELECTAMATIC CONTROL VALVE
A. By-pass valve E. Relief valve
B. HoIdvaJve F. TCUvalve
C. Spool valve G. Sensing valve
O. Non-return valve H. Rate of lowering valve

9-37242
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HYDRAULICS

The By-Pass Valve
The parts of the by-pass valve are assembled
as shown in Figure fil. The plunger is held on
its seat by a weak spring. When the oil reaches
the valve, it pushes the plunger off its seat.
Some of the oil flows through the hole in the
plunger and out of the port towards the spool
valve. In some positions the spool valve closes
the port. When the port is closed the pressure
of oil increases and pushes against the plunger.
The plunger will go on its seat when the
pressure of oil is equal on both sides of the
plunger. When the spool valve opens the port,
the pressure of oil in the port decreases and the
plunger is pushed off its seat.

c

F_

SELECTAMATIC CONTROL VALVE

-

A B
FIGURE '57. BY-PASS VALVE

A. Valve open D. Port to spool valve
B. Valve closed E. Outlet
C. Plunger F. Inlet

FIGURE 58. HOLD VALVE
C. Port to spool valve E. Seat
D. Plunger F. Spring

•

•

The Hold Valve
The parts of the hold valve are assembled as
shown in Figure 58. The valve works in the
same way as the by-pass valve. The only dif
ference is that a steel ball is fitted in the plunger.
It is used as a non-return valve to stop oil flow
ing down through the plunger from its port.

The Spool Valve
This valve controls the by-pass and hold valves.
It is connected to the quadrant lever. When the
quadrant lever is moved to the 'RAISE' position,
the oil flow is as shown in Figure 59. The spool
valve closes the ports from both the by-pass
and hold valves. Both the valves are held on
their seats. The oil pushes the non-return .valve
'D', off its seat and then flows to the ram
cylinder. This will raise the linkage.

FIGURE 59. SPOOL VALVE WHEN THE'
QUADRANT LEVER IS IN THE
'RAISE' POSITION
A. Spool valve
B. By-pess valve
C. Hold valve
D. Non-return valve
E. Relief valve
F. Inlet
G. Ourlet
H; To ram cylinder

,/

o

A. Inlet
B. Outtet
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HYDRAULICS

. When the quadrant lever is in the 'HOLD'
position the oil will flow as shown in Figure 60.
The spool valve opens the port from the by-pass
valve. Only the hold valve is held on its seat.
The oil flows past the by-pass valve and out of
the body to the oil reservoir. There is a decrease

FIGURE 60. SPOOL VALVE WHEN THE QUADRANT
LEVER IS IN THE 'HOLD' POSITION

A. Spool valve
e. Byrpass vetve
C. HoJdvalve
O. Non-return 'II8/ve
E. Relief valve
F. Inler
G. Outler C
H . To ram cYlinder

/

o

Figure 61 shows the oil flow when the quadrant
lever is in the 'LOWER' position. The spool
valve opens the by-pass and hold valve ports.
Both their plungers are pushed off their seats.
Oil from the pump flows past the by-pass valve

FIGURE 61. SPOOL VALVE WHEN THE QUADRANT
LEVER IS IN THE 'LOWER' POSITION

A. Spool valve
B. By-pass valve
C. Hold valve
O. Non-return valve
E. Relief valve
F. Inler
G. Outler
H. From rem cylinder

1/

o

SELECTAMATIC CONTROL VALVE

in the pressure of oil at the non-return valve.
The spring in the valve pushes the plunger
against its seat. No more oil goes to the ram
cylinder and no oil will drain out of the cylinder.
The linkage will stay in position.

E
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/
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and out of the body. The weight of the linkage
pushes the piston into the ram cylinder. The oil
in the cylinder is pushed into the body and past
the hold valve.

E
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/

•
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Non-Return Valve
This valve is fitted between the by-pass valve
and hold valve in the body. It is used to let the
oil flow to the ram cylinder but stops oil return-
ing to the body. The plunger is held on its seat C
by a spring and when:
(a) there is weight on the linkage;
(b) the by-pass valve is open (quadrant lever in

'HOLD' or 'LOWER' position);
(c) the ram cylinder is full of oil;
(d) the pump is not working.
The plunger is pushed off its seat when the
by-pass valve is closed (quadrant lever in
'RAISE' position).

SELECTAMATIC CONTROL VALVE

Ff A ~
FIGURE 62. NON-RETURN VALVE

A. Spool valve D. Non-return valve G. Outlet
B. By-passva/ve E. Reliefvalve H. Toramcylinder
C. Hold valve F. Inlet

•

Relief Valve
A relief valve is fitted in the port between the
hold valve and spool valve (see Figure 63). It is
used to decrease high oil pressure between the
ram cylinder, hold valve and spool valve. This
occurs when you transport a heavy implement
connected to the linkage, over rough ground.
When the oil pressure increases, the relief valve
opens and oil flows out. This makes the oil
pressure in the port less than that on the other
side of the hold valve. The plunger is then
pushed off its seat. When the oil pressure
decreases enough the relief and hold valves
close.

,.",.-,__-E

/

/;1,
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The TCU Valve
The valve is fitted in the body as shown in
Figure 64. It works when the selector dial is in
the TCU/EXTERNAL position. The valve is
used as a restrictor for the oil from the spool
valve. The amount of restriction is controlled by
the position of the quadrant lever. Moving the
quadrant lever forward will increase the
pressure of oil in the ports for the by-pass and
hold valves. The plungers will slowly move on to
their seats. Before they reach their seats some
oil will get past the plungers from the ports.
This oil is pushed into the ram cylinder, moving
the linkage upwards by a small amount.

This will take the load off the implement and
transfer it to the rear wheels of the tractor.

FIGURE 63. RELIEF VALVE
8. By-pass valve C. Holdvalve E. ReJiefvalve

K...

<0

~

~A J 0:

FIGURE 64. TCU VALVE
A. Spoo/valve K. Toby-pass valve
G. Outlet L. r0 hold valve
J. reVvalve
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The Sensing Valve
This valve is fined in the body as shown in
Figure 65. It is used to actuate the by-pass valve
tor a small movement of the spool valve. When
the spool valve is moved a small amount across
the port, the increase in oil pressure will close
the sensing valve. The pressure between the
by-pass valve and sensing valve will increase
and the by-pass valve will close. This occurs
rapidly.

As soon as the oil pressure on the sensing valve
decreases, the valve will open. The oil from the
by-pass valve will tlow and the by-pass valve
will open. The sensing valve makes the by-pass
valve open and close tast. lf the movement is
not fast, there will be damage to the hydraulic
pump.

The fast movement of the plunger for the by
pass valve is not required when using TCU. The
port from the TCU valve is on the spring side of
the sensing valve. The TCU valve does not
actuate the sensing valve in any position.

The Rate of Lowering Valve
.This valve is controlled by the position of the
lowering adjuster (see Figure 66). If the adjuster
is turned clockwise, it goes into the body. This
causes a restriction in the oil flow and increases

_ the oil pressure in the port.

The plunger in the rate of lowering valve is
pushed against its spring. The port from the
hold valve is normally opposite a hole in the
plunger. When the plunger is pushed against.
its spring the holes are not opposite. This
causes a restriction in the flow of oil from the
port. The linkage will lower slowly.

When the adjuster is turned counterclockwise,
the hole in the plunger and port align. There is
no restriction of oil and the linkage will lower
rapidly.

FIGURE 66. RATE OF LOWERING VALVE
C. Hold valve
E. Re/iefvalve
G. Ol1t/er
H. Ram cylinder
N. Rare of lowering valve
O. Lowering adjuster

H

o

N

M
I

FIGURE 65. SENSING VALVE
A. Spool vslve J. TCU vslve
B. By-pass valve M. Sensing valve

o
E

•
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'"rn
Ii?
a:

N. Spool
O. Plugs
P. Plug

c

E

F

J. Screw
K. Plate
L. Shims
M. Nuts

FIGURE 68. OISASSEMBLY OF THE SELECTAMATIC
VALVE

guide bracket 'A' to the ramshaft bracket. Pull
the guide bracket clear and store. Remove the'
bolt 'B' and two nuts 'C'. Pull the selectamatic
valve clear of the ramshaft bracket. Two dowels
are used for location. If the valve will not easily
pull off the bracket, lightly hit the valve with a
rubber hammer. Do not use a blade or a screw
driver to separate the parts ..

A
FIGURE 67. REMOVAL OF THE SELECTAMATIC VALVE

C. Nut E. Se/ectamatic valve
D. Ramshaft bracket F. Rocker lever

A. Guide bracket
B. 80ft

DISASSEMBLY OF THE
SELECTAMATIC VALVE
Prepare a clean working surface where you can
disassemble and store components of the
selectamatic valve.

1. Carefully hold the valve body in a vice as
shown in Figure 68. Do not tighten the vice
too much.

2. Remove the screw 'J',.plate 'K' and shims
'L'. Store these parts together. Do not
discard the shims.

3. Remove the two nuts 'M' from the top of
the spool valve. Pull out the spool and
spring. Do not remove the sleeve for the
spool. This can only be removed and in
stalled with special equipment.

4. Remove the two plugs '0' and sealing
washers; from the top of the hold and by
pass valves. There will only be one plug if a
dump valve was fitted over the hold valve
(12 series only), Loosen the plug 'P' for the
relief valve.

o

REMOVAL OF THE SELECTAMATIC
VALVE
Before working on the hydraulic system you
must remove any dirt from and around hy
draulic components and controls. If you do not
do this, dirt will get into the system. This will
result in failure of the system. Remove the
right-hand ramshaft bracket (see Page 70). Put
the ramshaft bracket on a clean working
surface. Remove the two bolts holding the

•
9-37242
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5. Remove the valve body from the vice. Put a
hand over the valve ports then turn the
valve body Isee Figure 691. A ball, spring
and retainer will fall from the hold valve
and by-pass valve. Earlier by-pass valves
were fitted with a spring or a spring and
metering pin. Use a 12 mm dowel made of
plastic or wood to remove the plungers.
Store the plungers with their parts.

6. Remove the plug 'P', spring, plunger,
shims, seat and restrietor washer from the
relief valve. Keep the parts together and
the shims in sequence. The shims must be
installed in the same sequence to keep the
original pressure on the plunger.

7. Carefully hold the valve body in the vice and
remove the plugs for the non-return and
lowering valves. Loosen the plug for the
sensing valve. Put a hand over the valve
ports and remove the valve body from the
vice. T urn the valve body until the plungers
and springs for the two valves fall out.

8. Remove the plug, spring and plunger for
the sensing valve.

9. Remove the ferrule, plunger, spring, ball
and washer for the TCU valve.

10. Turn the lowering adjuster T counter
clockwise until it is free of the threads.

NOTE: The remainder of the valves in the body
must not be removed. They can only be re
placed with special equipment.

FIGURE 71. SELECTAMATIC CONTROL VALVE
A. By-pass valve
B. Hold valve
C. Spool valve
D. Non-return valve
E. Relief valve
F. TCU valve
G. Sensing valve
H. Rate oflowering valve
I. Lowering adjuster
J, Screw
K. Plate
L Shim

12 mm =0'5 in

SELECTAMATIC CONTROL VALVE

FIGURE 69. REMOVING THE BY-PASS AND HOLD
VALVES

A. By-pass valve B. Hold valve P. Plug

G

D
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r 0>
~
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FIGURE70. REMOVING THE RATE OF LOWERING AND
NON-RETURN VALVE

D. Non-return valve H. Rate of lowering valve
G. Sensing valve I. Lowering adjuster

n
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HYDRAULICS SELECTAMATIC CONTROL VALVE

Some by-pass valves are fitted with a metering
pin (see Figure 73), the others have a nylon
screen. Do the following to the valves with the
nylon screen.
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FIGURE 72. CLEANING THE FILTER FORTHE
BY-PASS VALVE

A. Plunger

there are any deep grooves you must fita new
selectamatic valve. The plungers and bores are
matched at the factory. You cannot get a new
plunger to fit in an old valve body. Slide the
plunger for the hold valve into its bore. Lightly
push the plunger on to its seat. Turn the
plunger. If there is a restriction in either direc
tion, remove it with lapping compound. Do not
use any other compound. Repeat the operation
for the by-pass valve.

A
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INSPECTION AND REPAIR OF THE
SELECTAMATIC VALVE
Clean the working surface. Wash all the com
ponents in clean paraffin or fuel oil and dry in
air. Do not use a cloth to dry the parts. Do not
use other cleaning fluids, they can damage the
rubber seals.

FIGURE 73. ASSEMBLY OF THE
BY-PASS VALVE

Remove the plug 'E' and washer 'C' from the
plunger 'A'. Do not try to remove the nylon
screen 'B'. Use air to clean the' nylon screen
from the spring side of the plunger (see
Figure 72). Clean the washer and plug, then fit
them in the plunger. Make sure that the plug is
tight.

Before assembling the selectamatic valve, you
must do the following test. Look at the plungers
and bores for the hold and by-pass valves. If

NOTE: The by-pass valve
for the 54 control valve is
similar to that for the 55
and the 56 valve. Use the
instructions for the 54
valve if an 55 or 56 valve is
fitted.•
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ASSEMBLY OFTHE SELECTAMATIC
VALVE
Clean the working surface. Wash the lapping
compound from the valve body and plungers.
Dry the parts in air.

1. Fit the spring on to the spool 'C'. Put a layer
of clean oil on the spool. Push the spool
and spring into the valve body. Fit the two
nuts on to the threads of the spool. The
position of the spool will be set later.

2. Put a layer of oil on to the plungers for the
by-pass and hold valves. Fit the plungers
in their bores. Put the steel ball, retainer and
spring in the plunger for the hold valve.
According to the type of by-pass valve
fitted, put the parts into the plunger. Look
at the sealing washers, if they are damaged,
replace them. Fit the plugs and tighten.

3. Put clean oil on the plunger for the sensing
valve. Fit the plunger, spring and plug to
the valve body, making sure to tighten the
plug..

4. Apply clean oil to the plunger for the non
retum valve. Fit the plunger and spring into
the valve body. Look at the sealing washer,
if it is damaged fit a new one. Fit the plug
and tighten.

FIGURE 74. ASSEMBLY OF THE
SELECTAMATIC CONTROL VALVE
A. By·pass valve
B. Hold valve
C. Spoolvalve
D. Non-return valve
E. Relief valve
F. TCU valve
G. Sensing valve
H. Rate of lowering valve
J. Lowering adjuster

A

SELECTAMATIC CONTROL VALVE

5. Assemble the parts of the relief valve. Make
sure that the plunger makes a good seal
with its seat. If any of the parts are dam
aged, fit a new relief valve assembly. The
new valve will have been set at the factory
and will include the correct shims. Fit the
restrictor washer, seat. shims, plunger and
spring into the valve body. Make sure that
the shims are fitted in their original se
quence. Fit the plug and tighten.

6. Position the valve body so that the port for
the TCU valve is at the top. Put the ball,
washer, spring and plunger in the port. Fit
the ferrule but do not tighten.

7. Fit the correct lowering adjuster. Use the
lowering adjuster with ir, UNC thread and
the dome end (K9445931 for S5 and 56
valves (see Figure 741. Use the lowering
adjuster K920132 for all the other control
valves. This adjuster has a i UNC thread
and a point at the end.

B

E

H
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D
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ADJUSTMENTOFTHESPOOLAND
TCUVALVES
After the selectamatic valve has been as
sembled, the spool and TCU valves must be
adjusted. A mark on the end of the spool will
give the correct setting for the spool valve. The
TCU valve setting is always the same.

SELECTAMATIC CONTROL VALVE

FIGURE75. ADJUSTMENT OF THE SPOOL VALVE
A. Spool B. Dial gauge

•

ADJUSTMENT OF THE SPOOL VALVE
Make a note of the dimension on the end of the
spool. Carefully hold the valve body in a vice
with the spool valve horizontal. Put a dial gauge
in the position shown in Figure 75. The probe
of the dial gauge must be horizontal and in the
centre of the spool. Make sure that the probe
and spool make contact in this position. If they
do not, the dial gauge will not show full move
ment of the spool.

Push the spool fully in. Adjust the dial gauge
so that the pointer is at zero. Let the spring on
the spool valve slowly push the spool out. Note
the movement of the pointer of the dial gauge.
Compare the pointer movement with the
dimension given on the spool. If the pointer
movement is more than the given dimension,
tighten the nuts. If the pointer movement is
less, loosen the nuts. Repeat the operation
until the pointer movement is no more than
0'025 mm different to that of the given dimen
sion. The pointer movement must not be less
than the given dimension.

A B

•

ADJUSTMENT OF THE TCU VALVE
Carefully hold the valve body in a vice with the
TCU plunger vertical. Tighten the ferrule until
the plunger has almost no movement,' then
loosen the ferrule two thirds of a rotation. Put a
dial gauge in the position shown in Figure 76.
The probe of the dial gauge must be vertical
and in the centre of the plunger. Make sure that
the probe and the plunger make contact in this
position. If they do not the dial gauge will not
show the full movement of the plunger. Lift the
plunger with pliers until it is against the ferrule.
Hold the plunger in this position and adjust the
dial gauge so that the pointer is at zero. Let the
plunger fall slowly. Note the movement of the
pointer. The plunger must. move between
0'86- 1'00 mm. If the pointer movement is
more, tighten the ferrule by a small amount. If
the pointer movement is less, loosen the ferrule
by a small amount. Repeat the operation until
the movement of the plunger is correct.

9-37242
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FIGURE76. ADJUSTMENT OF THE TCU VALVE
A. TCU plunger B. Dial gauge

0'025 mm = 0'001 in
0'86 mm = 0'034 in
1'00 mm = 0'040 in
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FIGURE n. SETTING GAUGE
x= 11·1mm Y=40-1mm

ll\
FIGURE 78. STOP PLATE SETTING
A. Stop plBte D. Feeler gauge
B. Screw E. Rocker
C. Setting gauge

FIGURE 79. TCU SCREW SETTING
A. TCU screw D. Rocker
B. Setting gauge E. Spool valve
C. Feeler gauge

0'025 mm = 0'001 in
O'OSO mm = 0'002 in
0'075 mm = 0'003 in
11'1 mm =0'437 in
40'1 mm= 1'580 in

TCU SCREW SE1TING
1. Fit the selectamatic valve to the ramshaft

bracket. Select 'TCU/EXT' on the dial
pointer.

2. Put the setting gauge into the position
shown in Figure 79. The bottom hole in the
gauge (hole'S' Figure 77) must be engaged
with the pin for the rocker shaft. The flat
face of the setting gauge must be against
the shoulder of the ramshaft bracket.

3. Tum the nut on the end of the TCU screw
counterclockwise until it is at the end of the
threads. Put a O'OS mm feeler gauge be
tween the TCU screw and the spool for the
TCUvalve.

4. Tum the ramshaft bracket through 180" SO
that the dial pointer is at the top.

5. Tum the TCU screw clockwise until it just
comes in contact with the feeler gauge.
Remove the feeler gauge then tum the TCU
screw a further one rotation clockwise. Do
not tum the screw more than one rotation
clockwise.

6. Tum the nut clockwise until it is against
the rocker.

STOP PLATE SETTING
1. Fh the original shims and stop plate'A' on

to the valve body (see Figure 781. Make sure
that the shims and the stop plate are on
their seat. Use the screw'S' to hold the
shims and plate in position. Make sure that
the screw is tight.

2. Fit the selectamatic valve to the ramshaft
bracket. Select 'TCU/EXT' on the dial
pointer.

3. Put the setting gauge into the position
shown in Figure 78. The top hole in the
setting gauge (hole'A' Figure 77) must be
engaged with the pin for the rocker shaft.
The flat face of the setting gauge must be
against .the shoulder on the ramshaft
bracket.

4. Move the rocker so that it is against the stop
plate. Use feeler gauges to measure the
clearance between the rocker and the spool
valve. The clearance must be between
0'025-0'075 mm.

5. Add or remove the shims under the stop
plate to make the clearance correct. Make
sure that the stop plate and the shims are
on their seat before tightening the screw.

9-37242
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DIAL POINTER MECHANISM

•

HOW IT WORKS
The dial pointer mechanism is fitted inside the
right-hand ramshaft bracket. It is used to
change the controls for the selectamatic valve,
To select a new position for the dial pointer do
the following:
(a) move the quadrant lever to the 'SELECT'

position;
(b) turn the dial pointer to the required position

then release the quadrant lever.
When the dial pointer is in the 'DEPTH' position
the rocker lever 'B' is against the spool valve.
The other end of the rocker lever is connected
to the cable for the sensing unit. When the
cable moves, the rocker lever changes the
position of the spool valve. This will actuate
the other valves in the valve body and keep the
implement at the correct depth.

Moving the dial pointer from the 'DEPTH'
position will move the rocker lever away from
the spool valve. The linkage will now be
controlled by the quadrant lever only.

REMOVAL OF THE DIAL POINTER
MECHANISM

Tractors With and Without Cab
Before working on the hydraulic system you
must remove any dirt from and around hy
draulic components and controls. If you do not
do this, dirt will get into the system. This will
result in failure of the system.

Remove the ramshaft and right-hand ramshaft
bracket (see Page 70), Remove the two nuts
which hold the cam on to the right-hand end of
the ramshaft. Put the ramshaft bracket on a
clean working surface: Remove the two bolts
holding the guide bracket 'E' to the ramshaft
bracket. Pull the guide bracket clear. Remove
the bolt 'F' and two nuts 'G'. Pull the selects
matic valve clear of the ramshaft bracket. Two
dowels are used for location. If the valve will
not easily pull off the bracket, lightly hit the
valve with a rubber hammer. Do not use a blade
or a screwdriver to separate the parts.

•
FIGURESO. DIAL POINTER MECHANISM

A. Dial pointer E. Guide bracket
B. Rockerlever F. Bolt
C. Ramshaft bracket G. Nut
D. Cam H. Selectamatic valve
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DISASSEMBLY OF THE DIAL POINTER
MECHANISM
Prepare a clean working surface where· you can
disassemble and store components of the dial
pointer.

1. Carefully remove the pin 'A' from the
selector fork. Do not bend the selector rod
when you do this.

2. Remove the plug'S' from the side of the
bracket. Use a drift through the hole for the
plug, to push the selector rod. Do this until
the selector fork can be pulled off the selec
tor rod. Remove the selector fork from the
bracket then push the selector rod com
pletely out of the bracket. A detent ball will
fall from its hole when you remove the
selector rod. Turn the bracket until the
spring falls from the hole.

3. Remove the screw 'G' which holds the
rocker shaft in position. Pull the rocker
lever off the rocker shaft. Turn the rocker
shaft until the arm is vertical, then pull the
rocker shaft into the bracket. Remove the
rocker shaft from the bracket.

4. Remove the pin from the pointer then pull
the pointer off the shaft (tractors without
cab). Push the shaft downwards and out of
the bracket.

5. Remove the two screws which hold the
panel to the bracket, then remove the panel
breather and '0' ring.

••
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FIGURES'. DISASSEMBlY OF THE DIAl POINTER
MECHANISM

A. Pin
B. Plug
C. Selector rod
D. Selecror fork
E. Detent ball
F. Spring

G.Screw
H. Rocker/ever
J. Rocker sheff
K. Pointer
L Breather
M. Beering
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DIAL POINTER MECHANISM

A

FIGURE82. ASSEMBLY OF THE DIAL POINTER
MECHANISM

G. Screw
H. Rocker lever
J. Rocker shaft
K. Pointer
l. Breather
M. Bearing

A. Pin
B. Plug
C. Selector rod
D. Selector fork
E. Detent ball
F. Spring

A. Dial pointer
B. Rockerlever
C. Ramshaft bracket
D. Cam

FIGURE B3.INSTALLATION OFTHE DIAL POINTER
MECHANISM

E. Guide bracket
F. Bolt
G. Nut
H. Selectsmatic valve

INSTALLATION OF THE DIAL POINTER
MECHANISM
Put grease on the bearing in the ramshaft
bracket. Fit the selectamatic valve and the guide
bracket to the right-hand ramshaft bracket. Do
the settings for the stop plate and the TCU
screw (see Page 42). Slide the right-hand ram
shaft bracket on to the ramshatt. Fit the cam
on to the end of the ramshaft. Use the two nuts
to hold it in position. Install the ramshaft
brackets and the ramshaft on to the rear of the
the tractor (see Page 70). Set the position of
the cam and the position of the Nyloc nut on
the end of the control rod. Set the cable for the
sensing unit (see Page 65).

HYDRAULICS

ASSEMBLY OF THE DIAL POINTERe MECHANISM

1. look at the bearing for the ramshaft. If it is
damaged fit a new bearing. Push the bear-
ing into the bracket to remove it from its
bore. When you fit a new bearing align the
small hole in the bearing with the grease
fitting. The groove in the bearing must be
towards the rear axle.

2. Fit the '0' ring, breather and panel to the
top of the ramshaft bracket. Use the two
screws to hold the parts in position.

3. Put a little oil on the shaft. Fit the shaft
inside of the bracket. Fit the pointer on to
inside of the bracket. Fit the pointer onto
the shaft. Use the pin to hold it in position
(tractors without cab). Make sure that the
pointer and shaft will turn easily.

4. Put a little oil on the rocker shaft. Turn the
rocker shaft so that the arm is vertical then
fit it in position in the ramshaft. Push the
rocker lever on to the rocker shaft. Make
sure that the rocker lever is in the position
as shown in Figure 82. Fit the screw into the
ramshaft bracket to hold the rocker shaft in
position.

5. Put the spring and detent ball into the hole

• Put oil on the selector shaft. Push the
plain end of the selector shaft through the
"hole in the right-hand side of the ramshaft
bracket. Do this until the end of the shaft is
against the detent ball. Use a punch through
the hole to hold the detent ball against
its spring. Push the selector rod towards
the inside of the ramshaft bracket then
slowly remove the punch.

6. Fit the selector fork on to the rocker lever.
Push the selector rod through the hole in
the selector fork. Align the small hole in the
selector fork with the hole in the selector
rod. Fit the pin into the hole. Make sure
that you can select any of the positions
with the dial pointer.

7. Put the dial pointer into the 'TCU/EXT
position. Apply a little loctite 270 grade to
the plug with the threads. Fit the plug into
its hole in the left-hand side of the ramshaft
bracket. The plug is used as a stop for the
selector rod. Turn the plug clockwise until
it is against the end of the selector rod.
Turn the plug ~ of a rotation counterclock-
wise. Hit the edge of the hole with a
hammer and a punch to lock the plug in
position.

8. Fit a new plug into the hole for the selector

• rod in the right-hand side of the ramshaft
bracket.
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HYDRAULICS DUMP VALVE

DUMP VALVE

1

FIGURE 86. REMOVAL OFTHE DUMP VALVE
A. Spring clip B. Dump valve
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FIGURE 85. REMOVAL OF THE DUMP VALVE

A. Dump valve

FIGURE 84. DUMP VALVE FOR t2 SERIES TRACTORS
A. Knob D. Valve closed
B. Spring E. Valve open
C. Hold valve

HOW IT WORKS
A dump valve can be fitted in the hydraulic
system. It is used to make the lowering of the
linkage rapid. Two different types of dump
valve are fitted, according to the tractor model.

REMOVAL OFTHE DUMP VALVE
Before working on the hydraulic system you
must remove any dirt from and around hy
draulic components and controls. If you do not
do this, dirt will get into the system. This will
result in failure of the system.

12 SERIES TRACTORS
On 12 series tractors, the dump valve is fitted
on top of the hold valve. When the knob is
pushed down, the spring in the hold valve is
put in compression (see Figure 84.) In this
position the hold valve will work normally. The
knob must be turned to keep the spring in
compression. To use the dump valve, turn the
knob and pull it up. This will release the spring.
The pressure of the oil from the ram cylinder
will now push the plunger for the hold valve off
its seat. The linkage will lower rapidly with little
or no weight connected.

Tractors With Cab
Pull the operating lever up to lower the linkage.
When the linkage is at its lowest position, push
the operating lever down. Remove the spring
clip'A' (see Figure 86). Pull the operating lever
up. This will lift the rod clear of the dump valve.
Turn the valve body counterclockwise then pull
it clear of the selectamatic valve. Put a cover
over the port for the dump valve. Make sure
that dirt does not get into the selectamatic
valve. If it does there will be failure of the
system.

Tractors Without Cab
Pull the knob up to lower the linkage. Turn the
valve body counterclockwise, then pull it
clear of the selectamatic valve. Put a cover
over the port for the dump valve. Make sure
that dirt does not get into the selectamatic
valve. If it does there will be failure of the
system.
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HYDRAULICS

REPLACEMENT OF SEALS FOR THE
DUMP VALVE .
The seals must only be replaced if there is
leakage from the valve.

t , Carefully hold the body of the dump valve
in a vice.

2. Pull the knob 'A' up. Turn the nut 'B',
counterclockwise until it is free of the
thread. Pull the knob to remove the locating
bush and plunger from the valve body.

3. Remove the pin 'C' from the knob and
separate the parts.

4. Remove and destroy all '0' rings and anti-
extrusion rings.

NOTE: Anti-extrusion rings were not fitted to
early dump valves. Their parts cannot be used
in later valves.
5. Wash all the parts in clean paraffin or fuel

oil and dry in air.
6. Fit new anti-extrusion rings (if used) and '0'

rings to the plunger and locating bush.
Make sure that the rings are in the correct
position and are not twisted. Apply a layer
of grease to the rings.

7. Fit the locating bush in position on the
plunger. Put a new '0' ring on the plunger
against the locating bush, then put the nut
on the plunger. Fit the knob on the plunger
and carefully push the pin in the hole.

8. Fit the plunger, nut and knob to the body of
the dump valve. Tighten the nut and make

DUMP VALvE

C

H Ffll
G \ ~-

r::n~ .J

F
FIGURE 87. DUMP VALVE FOR 12 SERIES TRACTORS

A. Knob E. Plunger
B. Nut F. Body
C. Pin G.'D'ring
D. Bush H. Ami-extrusionrinq

sure that the knob will move up and down
correctly.

9. Fit a new '0' ring on the outside of the valve
body. Make sure the '0' ring is not twisted
and is on its seat. Apply a little grease to
the '0' ring.

INSTALLATION OF THE DUMP VALVE
Fit a new sealing ring to the end of the valve
body. Hold it in position with a little grease.
Carefully fit the dump valve to the selectamatic
valve. Make sure that the spring for the hold
valve is in the centre of its bore. Turn the body
for the dump valve clockwise and tighten.
Connect the operating rod (tractors with cab).

FIGURE 88. DUMP VALVE FOR 14 SERIES TRACTORS
A. Knob C. Valve closed
B. Plunger D. Valve open•

HOW IT WORKS

14 SERIES TRACTORS
The dump valve on 14 series tractors is fastened
to the front end of the ram cylinder. When the
knob is pushed down, the dump port is closed.
The hydraulic system will work normally when
the plunger is in this position (see Figure 88).
When the knob is pulled up, the dump port is
open. Oil from the ram cylinder will· now flow
through the dump port and past the plunger.
The oil pressure in the ram cylinder will decrease
and the linkage will lower rapidly. The oil does
not have to flow through the selectamatic valve.
The quadrant lever can, therefore. be in any
position. When the dump port is open the
linkage will lower with little or no weight
connected .

A ~

B
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HYDRAULICS DUMPVALVE
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FIGURE 89. REMOVAL OF THE bUMP VALVE
A. Screw B. Dump valve

FIGURE 90. REMOVAL OF THE DUMP VALVE FOR
TRACTORS WITH CAB

A. Splft pin D. 80ft
B. Clevis pin E. Pin
C. Extension F. Cap

B
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FIGURE 91. DUMP VALVE FOR 14 SERIES TRACTORS
A. Pin D. Spindle
B. Knob E. '0' ring
C. Body F. Anti-extrusion ring

A

B

Tractors Without Cab
Pull the knob up to lower the linkage. Remove
the two screws 'A', (see Figure 89.1 and pull
the dump valve clear. Put a cover over the end
of the ram cylinder. Make sure that din does
not get into the system. If it does there will be
failure of the system.

Tractors With Cab
Pull the operating lever up to lower the linkage.
Remove the split pin 'A' and clevis pin 'B'. Pull
the cable so that it is clear of the extension 'C'.
Remove the two bolts '0' which hold the
support bracket to the ram cylinder. Pull the
support bracket upward so that it is clear of t~e
extension. Remove the spring then pull out the
pin 'E'. The extension and cap 'F' can now be
removed. Remove the two screws which hold
the dump valve to the ram cylinder. Pull the
dump valve clear of the ram cylinder. Put a
cover over the end of the ram cylinder. Make
sure that dirt does not get into the system. If it
does there will be failure of the system.

REPLACEMENT OF SEALS FOR THE
DUMP VALVE
The seals in this' valve must only be replaced
if there is leakage.

1. Remove the pin 'A' and knob 'B' from the
plunger (see Figure 91). From the knob end,
push the spindle out of the valve body.

2. Remove and destroy all anti-extrusion rings
and '0' rings.

3. Wash all the pans in clean paraffin or fuel
oil and dry in air.

4. Fit new anti-extrusion rings and '0' rings to
plunger. Make sure that they are in the
correct position and are not twisted. Apply
a little grease to the rings.

5. Push the plunger into the body of the dump
valve, Fit knob and plunger and carefully
push the pin into the hole.

6. Make sure that the knob will move up and
down correctly .

INSTALLATION OF THE DUMP VALVE
Fit a new '0' ring into the groove in the end of
the ram cylinder. Put the dump valve in position
then push the knob down. This will position the
plunger in the bore. Fit the two screws and
tighten. Fit the cap, extension, pin, spring and
support bracket. Connect the cable to the
extension (tractors with cab),

REMOVAL OF THE DUMP VALVE
Before working on the hydraulic system you
must remove any dirt from and around
hydraulic components and controls. If you do
not do this, dirt will get into the system. This
will result in failure of the system.
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HYDRAULICS THREE-WAY VALVE·

THREE-WAY VALVE

rn
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FIGURE 95. LEVER IN
THE 'lI1' POSITION

FIGURE 93. LEVER IN
THE '2' POSITION

FIGURE 94. LEVER IN
THE 'L' POSITION

FIGURE 92. LEVER IN
THE '" POSITIONFigure 93 shows the oil flow when the lever is

in the '2' position. When the spool is in this
position the oil leaves the valve from the number
2 (bottom) take-off port. No oil will flow to the
ram cylinder.

HOWITWORKS
The three-way valve is fitted on to the end of
the ram cylinder. It is between the selectamatic
valve and ram cylinder in the system (see
Figure 1). A lever is connected to the spool in
the valve and can be moved into four different
positions.

When the lever is in the '1' position, the oil flow
is as shown in Figure 92. Oil enters the valve at
the inlet port'A', and leaves from the number 1
(top) take-off port. No oil will flow to the ram
cylinder. The quadrant lever will not actuate the
linkage when the spool .is in this position.

When the lever is in the 'U1' position, oil will
flow to both the number 1 take-off port and the
ram cylinder (see Figure 95). The quadrant lever
will actuate the tractor linkage and equipment
connected to the number 1take-off port.

The spool closes both the take-off ports when
the lever is in the 'L' (linkage) position. The oil
flows out of the valve through the outlet port 'B'
to the ram cylinder (see Figure 94). The
quadrant lever will actuate the linkage. Any
equipment attached to the three-way valve will
stay in position .

•

•

•

REMOVAL OF THE THREE-WAY VALVE
Before working on the hydraulic system you
must remove any dirt from and around hydraulic
components and controls. If you do not do
this, dirt will get into the svstern.This will result
in failure of the system.

Lower the linkage (and any equipment attached
to the three-way valve) to the ground.

Remove the two bolts holding the inlet pipe'A',
to the valve body (see Figure 96). Carefully pull
the pipe clear. Disconnect any pipes connected
to the take-off ports. Put covers over the pipes.
Remove the four bolts holding the three-way
valve to the ram cylinder .

FIGURE 96. REMOVAL OF THE THREE-WAY VALVE
A. Inlet pipe C. Three-way valve
B. Ram cylinder O. '0' ring
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HYDRAULICS THREE-WAY VALVE
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FIGURE97.DISASSEMBLYOFTHETHREE-WAYVALVE
A. Screw B. Knob C. Lever

•
E

FIGURE 99. ASSEMBLY OFTHETHREE-WAYVALVE
E. Spool G. '0' ring

FIGURE98. DISASSEMBLY OFTHE THREE-WAY VALVE
D. Cover E. Spool F. Brearher·

DISASSEMBLY OF THE THREE-WAY
VALVE
Prepare a clean working surface where you can
disassemble and store components of the
selectamatic valve.

1. Carefully hold the valve in a vice as shown
in Figure 97. Move the lever into the '1'
position. Remove the two screws 'A', hold
ing the flange in position. Remove the knob
and pull the lever clear ofthe valve body.

2. Use a dowel made of wood or plastic to
push the spool down. Do this until the spool
is clear of the detent balls. The breather will
be pushed out of the valve body and the
bottom '0' ring out of the bore. Remove the
'0' ring from the spool. Destroy the '0' ring
and breather. A backup ring is fitted to
later spool valves. Remove and destroy the
backup ring.

3. Remove the three bolts holding the cover
'0' on to the valve body. Carefully pull the
cover clear of the valve body keeping the
detent balls and springs in position.

4. Push the spool upwards and out of the
body. Remove and destroy the top '0' ring.

INSPECTION AND REPAIR OF THE
THREE-WAY VALVE
Clean the working surface. Wash all the com
ponents in clean paraffin or fuel oil and dry in
air. Do not use a cloth to dry the ports.

Look at the spool and its bore. If there are any
grooves in either, you must fit a new three-way
valve. The spool and bore are matched at the
factory. You cannot get a new spool to fit an
old valve body. If there is no damage, slide the
spool into the bore. Tum the spool in the bore.
If there is any restriction remove it with lapping
compound. Do not use emery cloth or any other
compound.

ASSEMBLY OF THE THREE-WAY
VALVE
Clean the working surface. Wash any lapping
compound from the valve body and plunger.
Dry the parts in air.

1. Fit a new '0' ring 'G' to the spool. Put clean
oil on the spool tsee Figure 99).

2. Push the spool into the bore from the top of
the valve body. Do this until the groove for
the bottom '0' ring is clear of the bore.

NOTE: Do not push the spool too far into the
bore. If you do, the top '0' ring 'G' will get
damaged in the top take-off pan. This will result
in leakage.
3. Fit a new backup ring 'H' and '0' ring 'J'

into the groove on the spool. The backup
ring must be at the bottom of the groove.
Push the spool upwards into the working
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HYDRAULICS' THREE-WAY VALVE
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FIGURE 101. ASSEMBLY OF THE THREE-WAY VALVE
D. Cover M. Detentball
L. S~ew N.Spring
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FIGURE 100. ASSEMBLY OF THE THREE-WAY VALVE
H. Backup ring J. '0' ring K. Hole for lever

position. The hole for the lever must be in
the position shown in Figure 100.

NOTE: The back-up ring was not fitted to
earlier spools. To fit the back-up ring you must
increase the bottom groove. Use a grinding
wheel to remove 0'38 mm of metal from each
side of the groove. The new width will be
4'36 mm. Make radii at the bottom of the
groove 0'51-0"76 mm the top of the groove
0'13 mm-025 mm. The modification will stop
leakage from the bottom of the spool.
4. Fit a new breather 'F' in the bottom of the

bore. Use a socket or a tube to. make the
breather a tight fit in the bore.

5. Put a layer of grease on a new gasket and
fit it in position on top of the valve body.

6. Remove the screw 'L' from the cover. Put a
spring and detent ball into the small hole.

7. Hold the valve body vertically on the work
ing surface. Do this so that the spindle can
not push the breather out of position. Fit
the cover to the valve body using a screw
driver to hold the detent ball against its
spring. The detent ball must engage with
the groove in.the spool. It must not go into
the hole for the lever. Use the three screws
to hold the cover in position.

8. Put grease on the ball end of the lever. Fit
the lever to the spool and hold in position
with the two screws. Fit the knob to the
lever. Make sure that the lever and spool
will move into the four positions.

9. Fit the detent ball and spring into the hole
in the cover. Put a layer of Loetite 270 grade
on to the screw then fit it into the hole. Tum
the screw until it is just against the spring,
then turn it a further 21 rotations clockwise.

10. Put a cover over the inlet and outlet ports.

•

•

INSTALLAnON OF THE THREE-WAY
VALVE
Before installing the three-way valve make sure
that the '0' ring in the ram cylinder and inlet
pipe are not damaged. Replace them if they are
damaged. Make sure that the faces of the three
way valve. ram cylinder and inlet pipe are clean.

Use the four bolts to hold the valve body to the
ram cylinder. Tighten the bolts evenly to a
torque of 35 Nm. Connect the inlet and any
take-off pipes.

0'13mm=0·005in
0'25 mm = O'OlD in
0'38 mm = 0'015 in
0'51 mm = 0'020 in
0'76 mm = 0'030 in
4'36mm=0'172in

35 Nm = 3'5 kg m = 25 Ib ft

en
~
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FIGURE 102. ASSEMBLY OF THE THREE-WAY VALVE
C. Lever D. Cover L. Screw
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-SUPPORT RAM FOR THE LINKAGE
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FIGURE 103. SUPPORT RAM FOR THE LINKAGE
A. 80h C. Support ram
B. 80h D. Liftarm
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FIGURE 105. DISASSEMBLY OF THE SUPPORT RAM
E. Ram rod J. Circlip
H. Sleeve K. Stop ring

FIGURE 104. DISASSEMBLY OF THE SUPPORT RAM
E. Ram rod . G. Circlip
F. Seal H. Sleeve

HOW IT WORKS
The support ram is used as a support for the
linkage when using heavy implements. It can
only be fitted to 12 series tractors. A larger ram
cylinder and ramshaft assembly are fitted to 14
series tractors. These parts are strong enough
to lift heavy implements. The support ram is
fastened to the right-hand lift arm and drawbar
frame Isee Figure 103),-
NOTE: On early 4WD tractors fitted with in
ternal hydraulic filter, the support ram was
fastened to the left-hand lift erm.
A pipe connects the support ram to the number
1 (top) take-off port on the three-way valve.
When the control lever for the three-way valve
is in the LI1 position, the ram cylinder and
support ram will work together.

NOTE: Do not hold the ram rod in a vice. The
jaws of the vice will cause damage to the ram
rod. This will result in leakage.

REMOVAL OF THE SUPPORT RAM
Before working on the hydraulic system you
must remove any dirt from and around hydraulic
components and controls. If you do not do this,
dirt will get into the system. This will result in
failure of the system.

Put the control lever for the three-way valve
into the L/1 position. Move the Quadrant lever
to the 'LOWER' position. This will lower the
linkage to the ground and decrease the amount
of oil in the support ram. Disconnect the oil
pipe from the support ram. Remove the bolts

" A' and 'B' (see Figure 103).

DISASSEMBLY OF THE SUPPORT RAM
Prepare a clean working surface where you can
disassemble and store components of the
support ram.

,--;-,\\.-;\, 1\\,:?Carefully hold the support ram in a vice as
'-'shown in Figure 104. Do not tighten the

-, vice too much.
'. ':. 2. Use a screwdriver to remove the seal 'F'

from the end of the ram case.
3. Remove the circlip 'G' from its groove in the

ram case. To do this, compress the circlip
using circlip pliers, then pull the ram rod.
The sleeve 'H' will push the circlip clear of
its groove.

4. Pull the ram rod clear of the ram case.
5. Remove the two circlips 'J', stop ring 'K'

and sleeve 'H' from the end of the ramrod.
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FIGURE 107. ASSEMBLY O'FTHE SUPPORT RAM
E. Ramrod H. Sleeve
F. Seal J. Cirdips .
G. CirClip K. Srop ring

FIGURE 106. FiniNG SEALS TO THE SLEEVE
L. '0' r;;'g O. Leather ring
M. Leatherring P. NU-lip seal
N. 'D'ring

FIGURE 108. ASSEMBLY OF THE SUPPORT RAM
E. Ramrod G. Cirdip
F. Seal H. Sleeve

INSTALLATION OFTHE SUPPORT RAM
Look at the bushes in the end of the ram rod
and ram case. If they are wom, fit new bushes.
Put a layer of grease on the bushes. Push the
bolts through the lift arm and the drawbar
frame. Fit the washers and nut. Make sure that
the nuts aretight.

L M

9. Push the seal 'F' on to the sleeve until the
lip on the inside is in the groove 'V'.

ASSEMBLY Of THE SUPPORT RAM
1. Apply clean oil to the ram rod, then fit a

new seal and circlip.
2. Carefully, slide the sleeve 'H' and its seals

on to the ram rod. The end of the ram rod
has got a chamfer. This will make it easier
to fit the seal.

3. Fit the stop ring 'K' and the two circlips.
4. Carefully, hold the ram case horizontally

in a vice. Do not tighten the vice too much.
5. Put thick grease into the groove for the

circlip. Do this to prevent the seals on the
outside of the sleeve being damaged by the
edges of the groove. Put some clean oil on
the outside of the sleeve.

6. Put the circlip in groove 'Z' in the sleeve.
The small holes in the circlip must be
against the flat on the sleeve. Do this so
that you can use circlip pliers to compress
the circlip.

7. Fit the ram rod into the ram case. Take care
when you push the 'sleeve past the groove
for the circlip in the ram case.

8. Compress the circlip then push the ram rod
further into the ram case until the circlip is
in its groove.

REPLACEMENT Of SEALS fOR THE
SUPPORT RAM
1. Remove and destroy all seals in the support

ram.
2. Wash all the parts in clean paraffin or fuel

oil and dry in air. Do not use a cloth to dry
the parts.

3. Put the new leather rings in clean engine
oil for at least 30 minutes. This will make the
rings soft so that you can fit them in
position without damage. If the rings are
damaged, there will be leakage.

4. Put the small leather ring in groove 'W'
(Figure 106), The smooth face must be
towards the other groove. Make sure that
the leather ring is on its seat and is not
twisted.

5. Put the small '0' ring in groove 'W'. Make
sure that the '0' ring is on its seat and is
not twisted. Check that the rough face of
the leather ring is against the '0' ring. Apply
clean oil to the rinqs.

6. Put the larger leather ring in groove 'Y'. The
smooth face must be towards the other
groove ·Z·. Make sure that the leather ring
is on its seat and is not twisted.

7. Put the larger '0' ring in groove 'Y'. Make
sure that the '0' ring is on its seat and is
not twisted. Check that the rough face of
the leather ring is against the '0' ring.

8. Fit the Nu-Iip seal in groove 'X'. Make sure
that the edges of the seal are not damaged.

•

•
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HYDRAULICS

SENSING UNIT

SENSING UNIT

Three alternative sensing units are fitted:
(a) Single Rate Sensing Unit.
(b) Adjustable Sensing Unit.
(c) Selective Sensing Unit.

Sensing units (b) and (c) have a range of
adjustment for different weights of implement.

All three units control the depth of the im
plement by sensing the draft forces which are
sent through the linkage. All three units can
also control the height of the linkage by sensing
from a cable connected to a cam on the end of
the ramshaft. Either system of sensing can be
selected by the dial pointer.
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FIGURE ios. SENSING UNIT

A. Sensingunit C. Lower link
B. Top/ink D. Plough

SINGLE RATE SENSING UNIT

FIGURE 110. SINGLE RATE SENSING UNIT
A. Spring B. Shaft

HOW IT WORKS
The parts for this sensing unit are as shown in
Figure 110. They are similar to the parts for the
adjustable sensing unit. The single rate sensing
unit has one spring and is used for light to
medium draft implements. It has only one
setting and works as described above.

B

•
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HYDRAULICS

REMOVAL OF THE SINGLE RATE
SENSING UNIT
Before working on the hydraulic system you
must remove any dirt from and around hydraulic
components and controls. If you do not do this
dirt will get into the system. This will result in
failure of the system.

Disconnect the cable from the sensing unit.
Remove the pin which holds the top link to the
sensing unit. Store the top link and pin together.
Remove the bolts which hold the sensing unit
to the PTO case. Make a note of the position of
the bolts, they are not all the same length. Put a
cover over the holes in the PTO case.

SENSING UNIT

~A

FIGURE 111. REMOVAL OF THE SINGLE RATE
SENSING UNIT

A. Cable

FIGURE 112. DISASSEMBLY OF THE SINGLE RATE
SENSING UNIT

•

DISASSEMBLY OF THE SINGLE RATE
SENSING UNIT
Prepare a clean working surface where you
disassemble and store components of the
sensing unit.

1. Carefully hold the housing in a vice. Do not
tighten the vice too much.

2. Remove the screws which hold the end
cover 'A' on to the housing 'B'. Put a bar
through the hole in the end of the shaft,
then pull the shaft assembly clear of the
housing.

NOTE: Do not use a screwdriver or blade to
separate the end cover and the housing. There
are shims between the end cover and the
housing. They must not be damaged.

A. Endcover

(

B A

B. Housing

L
B E

G A

J
FIGURE 113. DISASSEMBLY OFTHE SINGLE RATE

SENSING UNIT

•

A. End cover D. Collaf
B. Housing E. Thrustwasher
C. Pin F. Spring

3. To disassemble the shaft assembly remove
. the' pin 'C' from the collar '0'. Remove the

collar, thrust washer 'E' and spring 'F' from
the shaft.

4. Carefully hold the sleeve 'G' in a vice, with
the flats of the sleeve vertical. Tum the
shaft counterclockwise until it is free of the
threads.

G. Sleeve K. '0' ring
H. Shims L. Plug
J. Shaft

5. Remove the shims, end cover and '0' ring
from the shaft. Destroy the '0' ring. Do not
destroy the shims, they must be fitted in
their original position.

6. Wash all the parts in clean paraffin or fuel
oil and dry in air.
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ASSEMBL.y OF'fHE SINGLE RATE
SENSING UNIT
1. Make sure that the end cover will slide on to

the sleeve. Fit a new '0' ring in the end
cover, then put a layer of grease on the '0'
ring and bore..

2. Put a little Loctite 270 grade on the thread of
the shaft. Fit the end cover and sleeve on to
the shaft. Carefully hold the sleeve in a vice,
flats vertical, turn the shaft clockwise to
tighten.

3. Fit the spring, thrust washer and collar to
the shaft. Push the pin through the collar
and the shaft. The protrusion of the pin
must be equal at both sides of the collar.
Fit the shaft assembly into the housing. The
pin must slide in the grooves without
restriction. Remove any restriction with a
file.

4. Remove the shaft from the housing and
check the movement of the thrust washer.
It must be able to move up to 0'25 mm
easily on the length of the shaft. If the
movement is less, replace the thrust washer
with a thinner thrust washer. If the move
ment is more, replace the thrust washer
with a thicker thrust washer.

5. Put some grease on the collar and the pin.
6. Fit the original shims against the end cover.

Put the shaft assembly into the housing.
then use the screws to hold the end plate
in position.

SENSING UNIT

7. Evenly tighten the screws to a torque of
42 Nm. Check the movement of the shaft
after each rotation of the screws. When the
screws are tight, the shaft must be able to
move 0'25 mm easily in the housing. Use
different shims to get the correct move
ment. If the movement of the shaft gets
less then more as you tighten the screws,
the spring is being compressed. This must
not happen. Add shims until the movement
is correct.

8. Put grease in the collar end of the bore then
put jointing compound on the plug. Fit the
plug into the housing. Connect a grease gun
to the fitting and operate it three times.

INSTALLATION OFTHESINGLE RATE
SENSING UNIT
Remove the cover from the PTO case. Clean
the surface then frt a new gasket and the
sensing unit. Fit the four bolts in their original
position and tighten to a torque of 105 Nm.
Connect and adjust the cable (see Page65).

LUBRICATION OF THE SINGLE RATE
SENSING UNIT
Connect a grease gun to the frtting on the
housing. Operate the grease gun three times.
Do this after every 60 hours of work.

•

•
ADJUSTABLE SENSING UNIT

HOW IT WORKS
This unit can be adjusted to four different
settings according to the position of the links
'A' and the top link attachment point as follows:

Heavy Draft
For heavy draft setting the links 'A' and the top
link are connected to the sensing unit as shown
in Figure 114. The maximum forces for this
setting are 2640 kg in compression and 1588 kg
in tension. Select this setting for heavy chisel
ploughs, sub-soilers. multi-furrow mouldboards
and disc ploughs.

2640 kg = 5830 Ib
1588 kg = 3500 Ib

42 Nm = 4'2 kg m = 30 Ib ft
105 Nm= 10'5kgm=76Ibft

0'25 mm = 0'010 in

9-37242
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FIGURE 114. ADJUSTABLE SENSING UNIT
. ADJUSTED FORHEAVY DRAFT IMPLEMENTS

A. Link C. Top link
B. Pivot pin D. Sensing unit
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Medium Draft
Figure 115. shows the position of the links 'A'
and the top link when the unit is set for medium
draft. Select this setting for multi-furrow
ploughs. and cultivators. The maximum forces
for this setting are 1760 kg in compression and
1057 kg in tension.

Nannal Draft
This setting is used for light draft ploughs and
medium cultivators (see Figure 116). The maxi
mum forces are 975 kg in compression and
585 kg in tension .

Light Draft
The top link and links 'A' are connected to the
sensing unit as shown in Figure 117 for the
light draft setting. Use this setting for light draft
ploughs and medium cultivators with a maxi
mum force of 715 kg in compression and
429 kg in tension.

9-37242
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SENSING UNIT

FIGURE 115. ADJUSTABLE SENSING UNIT
ADJUSTED FOR MEDIUM DRAFT IMPLEMENTS
A. Link C. Top/ink
B. Pivot pin O. Sensing unit

A

B

FIGURE 116. ADJUSTABLE SENSING UNIT
ADJUSTED FOR NORMAL DRAFT IMPLEMENTS

A. Lmk B. Avorpm

FIGURE 117. ADJUSTABLE SENSING UNIT
ADJUSTED FOR LIGHT DRAFT IMPLEMENTS

A. Link B. Pivot pin

1760 kg = 38801b
1057 kg = 2330 Ib
975 kg = 2150 Ib
715kg= 15751b
585 kg = 1290 Ib
429 kg = 954 Ib



HYDRAULICS

REMOVAL OFTHE ADJUSTABLE
SENSING UNIT
Before working on the hydraulic system you
must remove any dirt from and around hy
draulic components and controls. If you do not
do this dirt will get into the system. This will
result in failure of the system.

Disconnect the cable from the sensing unit.
Remove the pin which holds the top link to the
sensing unit. Store the top link with the pin.
Remove the bolts which hold the sensing unit
to the PTO case. Make a note of the position
of the bolts, they are not all the same length.
Put a cover over the holes into the PTO case.

SENSING UNIT

FIGURE 118. REMOVAL OF THE ADJUSTABLE
SENSING UNIT

•

DISASSEMBLY OF THE ADJUSTABLE
SENSING UNIT
Prepare a clean working surface where you can
disassemble and store components of the
sensing unit.

A. Cable B. Top/ink

FIGURE 119. DISASSEMBLY OF THE ADJUSTABLE
SENSING UNIT

1. Carefully hold the housing in a vice. Do not
tighten the vice too much.

2. Separate the links 'A' then remove pin 'B'.
Pull the frame 'C' clear of the shaft '0' .

3. Remove the screws which hold the end
cover 'E' on to the housing. Put a bar
through the hole in the end of the shaft then
pull the shaft assembly clear of the housing.
(See Figure 120.)

NOTE: Do not use a screwdriver or blade to
separate the end cover from the housing. There
sr« shims between the end cover and the
housing. They must not get damaged.

4. To disassemble the shaft assembly remove
the pin 'F' from the collar 'G'. Remove the
collar, thrust washer 'H' and spring 'J' from
the shaft.

S. Carefully hold the sleeve 'K' in a vice, the
flats of the sleeve vertical. Tum the shaft
counterclockwise until it is free of the
threads.

6. Remove the shims, end cover, '0' ring and
washer from the shaft. Destroy the '0' ring.
Do not destroy the shims, they must be
fitted in their original position.

7. Wash all the parts in clean paraffin or fuel
oil and dry in air.
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A. Link
B. Pin

C. Frame
D. Shaft
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HYDRAULICS

ASSEMBLY OF THE ADJUSTABLE
SENSING UNIT
1. Make sure that the end cover will slide on to

the sleeve. Fit a new '0' ring in the end
cover, then put some grease on the '0' ring
and bore.

2. Put a little Loctite 270 grade on the thread
of the shaft. Fit the washer, end cover and
sleeve on to the shaft. Carefully hold the
sleeve in a vice, flats vertical, then turn the
shaft clockwise to tighten.

3. Fit the spring, thrust washer and collar to
the shaft. Push the pin through the collar
and shaft. The protrusion of the pin must be
equal at both sides of the collar. Fit the shaft
assembly into the housing. The pin must
slide in the grooves without restriction.
Remove any restriction with a file.

4. Remove the shaft -frorn the housing and
check the movement of the thrust washer.
It must be able to move up to 0'25 mm
easily on the length of the shaft. If the
movement is less, replace the thrust washer
with. a thinner thrust washer. If the move
ment is more, replace the thrust washer
with a thicker thrust washer.

G

SENSING·UNIT

5. Put some grease on the collar and the pin.
6. Fit the original shims against the end cover.

Put the shaft assembly into the housing,
then use the screws to hold the end plate in
position.

7. Evenly tighten the screws to a torque of
42 Nm, checking the movement of the shaft
after each rotation of the screws. When the

.screws are tight, the shaft must be able to
move up to 0'25 mm easily in the housing.
Use different shims to get the correct
movement.
If the movement of the shaft gets less then
more as you tighten the screws, the spring
is being compressed. This must not happen.
Add shims until the movement is correct.

8. Put grease on the collar end of the bore
then put jointing compound on the plug.
Fit the plug into the housing. Connect a
grease gun to the fitting and operate it three
times.

9. Push the pin through the frame and the end
of the shaft. Fit the links to the required
position.

r

A

A. Link
B. Pin
C. Frame

FIGURE 120. DISASSEMBLY OF THE ADJUSTABLE SENSING UNIT
D. Shaft G. Coner K. Sleeve
E. End cover H. Thrust washer L. Shim
F. Pin J. Spring M. 'O'ring

N. Washer
O. Housing

INSTALLATION OF THE ADJUSTABLE
SENSING UNIT
Remove the cover from the PTa case. Clean
the surface then fit a new gasket and the
sensing unit. Fit the four bolts in their original
position and tighten to a torque of lOS Nm.
Connect and adjust the cable (see Page 65).

LUBRICATION OF THE ADJUSTABLE
SENSING UNIT .
Connect a grease gun to the fitting on the
housing. Operate the grease gun three times.
Do this after every 60 hours of work.
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42 Nm = 4'2 kg m = 30 Ib ft
lOS Nm = 10'5 kg m = 761b ft

0'25 mm =0'010 in



SELECTIVE SENSING UNIT

HYDRAULICS

HOW IT WORKS
The selective sensing unit has three different
settings for sensing heavy, medium and light
draft. The unit uses two springs, having
different strengths. Both or either one of the
springs are used according to the position of the
control lever. The parts of the sensing unit are
shown in Figure 121.

When the lever is in the 'HEAVY DRAFT'
position, both springs are used. The thrust
washers will slide on to the ends of the carrier.
This will permit the shaft movement to com
press both springs.

When the lever is in the 'MEDIUM DRAFT'

SENSING UNIT

position, the thrust washer on the left-hand end
will slide on to the carrier. This will compress the
strong spring on the left-hand end. The splines
on the other thrust washer are not opposite the
splines on the carrier. The thrust washer will
not slide on to the carrier to compress the weak
spring.

The weak spring on the right-hand side will be
compressed when the lever is in the 'LIGHT
DRAFT' position. In this position the thrust
washer on the left-hand end will not go on the
carrier. The strong spring on the left-hand end
will not be compressed.

•

«,

C-4-V

o

A E

F-_-..L

B D

•

A. Strong spring
B. Week spring

FIGURE 121. SELECTIVE SENSING UNIT

c. Thrust 'washer
D. Sheft
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E. Ca"ier
F. Control lever
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HYDRAULICS SENSING UNIT·'
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FIGURE 122. REMOVAL OF THE SELECTIVE
SENSING UNIT

A. Cable

FIGURE 124. REMOVING THE SLEEVE

C. End cover M. Sleeve .....~':. R.· Shaft
.' ",.

"

;;rit!GURE 123. DISASSEMBLY OF THE SELECTIVE
'l,'i$'f7 SENSING UNIT

A. Plug C. Endcover E. Pinion
B. Lever D.,Carrier

10. Tum the bush 'N' counterclockwise until
it is free of the threads: Puta hand inside
the housing then pulltti"Ei':lever. The pinion
will be pushed off . th~."spindle into the
housi 'j' -. .... f.'''-'''ousmq. II .:'.,' .:'" ~-::i'\:'

11. Wash all the parts in clean' paraffin.'or fuel
. oil and dry in air. ,. ';",,":' ': , .

1. Carefully hold the housing in a vice. Do not
tighten the vice too much.

2. Remove plug 'A' from the top of the
housing (see Figure 1231. Put the lever 'B'
in the vertical position.

3. Remove the four screws which hold the end
.cover 'C' in position:,.

4. Put a bar through,!:ne.hole in the eneof,the
shaft. Pull the sh~ff,Untii the teeth on the
carrier '0' are; clear of the teeth on the
pinion 'E'. Wlien the teeth are clear, turn
the shaft counterclockwise through 45".
This will make the teeth on the carrier
opposite the groove in the housing. Pull the
shaft assembly clear of the housing.

NOTE: Do not use a screwdriver or blade to
separate the end cover from the housing. There
are shims between the parts, they must not get
damaged.
5. To disassemble the shaft assembly remove

the pin 'F' from the collar 'G' (see Figure
1251. Remove the collar, thrust washers,
shims, springs and carrier from the shaft.
Store the parts together. Do not destroy
the shims.

6. Carefully hold the sleeve 'M' in a vice, the
flat of the sleeve vertical. Turn the shaft
counterclockwise until it is free of the
threads. ,,..'_

7. Remove the bush, shims, end cover and
seal from the shaft. Destroy the seal. Do
not destroy the shims, they must be fitted
in their original position.

8. Remove the screw'S', spring and plunger
from the side of the housing .

9. Turn the lever until the pin through the
pinion is vertical. Carefully remove the pin,
do not bend the spindle.

Disconnect the cable from the sensing unit.
Remove the pin which holds the top link to the
sensing unit. Store the top link and pin together.
Remove the bolts which hold the sensing unit
to the PTa case. Make a note of the position of
the bolts, they are not all the same length. Put a
cover over the holes into the PTa case.

DISASSEMBLY OF THE SELECTIVE
SENSING UNIT
Prepare a clean working surface where you can
disassemble and store components of the
sensing unit.

REMOVAL OF THE SELECTIVE
SENSING UNIT
Before working on the hydraulic system you
must remove any dirt from and around hydraulic
components and controls. If you do not do this,
dirt will get into the system. This will result in
failure ofthe system.

•

•
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HYDRAULICS SENSING UNIT
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N. Bush
P. Shim
Q. S,e81
R. Sh8ft
S. Screw
T. Bush
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0'13 mm =0'005 in
0'26 mm = O'OlD in

SENSING UNIT
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FIGURE 126. SETTING DISTANCE 'X' FOR THE
RIGHT-HAND END OF THE CARRIER

D. CIl"ier L. Shim
K. Weak spring X = 0'13-0'26 mm

FIGURE 125. DISASSEMBLY OF THE SELECTIVE

G. Collar
H. Thrust washer
J. Strong spring
K. Weak spring
l. Shim
M. Sleeve

A. Plug
B. Lever
C. Endcover
D. Carrier
E. Pinion
F. Pin

ASSEMBLY OF THE SELECTIVE
SENSING UNIT
1. Fit a new seal into the bore of the end cover.

Put a layer of grease on the seal.
2. Look at the bush 'N'. If there is any damage

to the bush discard it, then fit a new bush
into the end cover. Put some grease on the
bore of the bush.

3. Put a little Loctite 270 grade on the threads
of the shaft. Fit the end cover and sleeve
on to the shaft. Carefully hold the sleeve in a
vice, flats vertical, then tum the shaft clock
wise to tighten.

4. Put the carrier vertically on the working
surface, the right-hand end to the top. Fit
the shims and the spring for the right-hand
end on to the carrier. Measure the distance
between the top surface of the spring and
the top surface of the carrier. The top
surface of the spring must be 0'13-0'26 mm
above the top surface of the carrier. If the
distance is not correct, fit shims of different

. thickness until the distance is between the
limits.

5. Repeat operation 4 for the left-hand end of
the carrier. The limits for the distance are
the same. The thickness of the shims is
the same but they have a differenl internal
diameter.

9-37242
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HYDRAULICS SENSING UNIT

13. Push the end cover towards the housing
with one hand. Make sure that the end
cover is parallel to the end of the housing.
Use a feeler gauge to measure the gap
between the end cover and the housing. If
the end cover is parallel to the housing, the
gap will be equal all around the end plate.
Make sure that the gap is equal at each side.

,

o
c

K. Weak spring
L. Shim
R. Shaft
Y = O·()(J·O·JO mm

J

0'30 mm = 0'012 in
0'84 mm = 0'033 in

C. Endcover
D. Carrier
G. Collar
H. Thrust washer
J. Strong spring

FIGURE 127. SETTING THE MOVEMENT 'Y' FOR THE
CARRIER

FIGURE 128. MEASURING THE DISTANCE BETWEEN
THE END COVER AND THE HOUSING

C. Endcover U. Housing V. Feeler.gauge

G

6. Put the thrust washer for the right-hand end
on to the shaft. On early sensing units the
thrust washer had a groove on one face.
This face must be towards the spring and
away from the end cover. If it is not, the
thrust washer cannot slide on to the carrier
to compress the spring. On later sensing
units the thrust washer has a dowel on one
face. The dowel fits in a hole in the end
cover. This thrust washer cannot be fitted
the wrong way.

7. Fit the carrier, springs, shims, small thrust
washer and collar on to the shaft. Push the
pin through the hole in the collar and the
shaft. The springs must not be in com
pression. If they are, use the other hole in
the collar. The protrusion of the pin must
be equal at both sides of the collar. Put the
shaft assembly into the housing. The pin
must slide in the grooves without restric
tion. Remove any restrictions with a file.

8. Remove the shaft' assembly from the
housing and check the movement of the
carrier. The carrier must be able to move up
to 0'30 mm easily on the length of the
shaft. If the movement is not correct,
replace the thrust washer on the left-hand
end with one of the correct thickness. The
position of the collar can be changed by
fitting the pin into the other hole in the
collar. The distance between the centres of
the holes is 0'84 mm. This will help you to
get the correct movement of the carrier.

9. Put some grease on the spindle. Hold the
pinion inside the housing so that its bore is
opposite the hole for the spindle. Push the
spindle through the hole in the housing and
the hole in the pinion. Turn the bush clock
wise to tighten. Carefully push a new pin
through the hole in the pinion and the
shaft. Do not bend the shaft.

10. Tum the lever SO that a detent groove is not
opposite the hole in the housing for the
plunger. Put the plunger and spring in the
hole in the side of the housing. Check that
the plunger does not go into one of the
detent grooves in the spindle.

11. Put a little Loctite 270 grade on the threads
of the screw, then fit the screw in the hole.
Turn the screw clockwise until it is tight
then turn the screw counterclockwise for
i of a rotation.

12. Fit the shaft assembly into the housing. Do
not use the shims which fit between the
housing and the end cover. Make sure that
the teeth of the pinion and the teeth of the
carrier are in mesh .

•

•
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14. Remove the shaft assembly trom the
housing. Select shims to give the same
thickness as the gap between the end cover
and the housing. Fit the shims on to the
shaft.

15. Put the lever in the vertical position, then
fit the shaft assembly into the housing.
Make sure that the pinion is in the centre of
the teeth on the carrier. The protrusion of
the carrier must be equal at both sides of
the pinion. If it is not, the sensing unit will
not work correctly.

16. Evenly tighten the screws which hold the
end plate to the housing to a torque of
42Nm.

17. Make sure that the lever will move into all
of its positions. Put grease on the pinion,
then put sealing compound on to a new
plug. Fit the plug into its groove.

18. Put grease in the collar end of the bore, then
put jointing compound on the plug. Fit the
plug into the housing. Connect a grease'
gun to the fitting and operate ,it three times.

INSTALLATION OF THE SELEcnVE
SENSING UNIT
Remove the cover from the PTO case. Clean the
surface then fit a new gasket and the sensing
unit. Fit the four bolts in their original position
and tighten to' a torque of 105 Nm. Connect
and adjust the cable (see Page 65).

LUBRICAnON OF THE SELEcnVE
SENSING UNIT
Connect a grease gun to the fitting on the
housing. Operate the grease gun three times.
Do this after every 60 hours of work.

9-37242
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FIGURE 129. PINION IN MESH WITH THE
CENTRETEETH OF THE CARRIER

D. Carrier E. Pinion

42 Nm = 4'2 kg m = 30 Ib ft
l05Nm= 10'5kgm=76Ibft
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HYDRAULICS SENSING UNIT

CABLE FOR THE SENSING UNIT
INSPECTION OF THE CABLE FOR THE
SENSING UNIT
Always inspect the cable before doing work on
the sensing unit. If the sensing unit is not
working correctly the cable can be the cause.
Lower the linkage to the ground. Disconnect
the cable from the sensing unit. Hold the outer
sleeve for the cable with one hand. Use a pair
of pliers to pull the cable away from its spring
at the nipple end. Release the cable. You must

.fit a complete new cable assembly if:

(a) It was difficult to pull the cable away from
its spring.

FIGURE 130. TESTING THE CABLE FOR
THE SENSING UNIT

FIGURE 132. LUBRICATING THE CABLE FOR
THE SENSING UNIT

C. Grease fitting D. Grease gun

FIGURE 131. ADJUSTING THE CABLE
FORTHE SENSING UNIT

A. NUl' B. Adjuster

o
'"
C>....
a:Dc

(b) the cable did not return to its original
position when released.

ADJUSTMENT OF THE CABLE FOR
THE SENSING UNIT
1. Connect weights to the lower links but not

to the top link. The spring in the sensing
unit must not be in tension or compression.

2. Move the quadrant lever to the 'SELECT'
position then select 'DEPTH' with the
selector dial. Releasethe quadrant lever.

3. From the rear of the tractor tum the nut
'A' and adjuster 'B' clockwise (see Figure
131). This will move the nut and adjuster
towards the front of the tractor. Do this
until the cable will move easily.

4. Start the engine then move the quadrant
lever rearward until it is against the quad
rant spring. When the linkage has reached

.its highest position, stop the engine. Keep
the quadrant lever in this position against
the spring.

OR

WARNING: Do the next operation
from the side of the tractor. Make
sure that if the linkage falls, there
will be no injury to you. Make sure
there is no other person near the
tractor.

•

•
5. Turn the adjuster counterclockwise

(towards the rear of the tractor) until the
linkage just starts to lower. Turn the adjustersa rotations clockwise (towards the front
of the tractor. Release the quadrant lever.
Hold the adjuster in position, then turn the
nut'A' counterclockwise until it is against
the adjuster.

LUBRICATING THE CABLE FOR
THE SENSING UNIT
Connect a grease gun to the fitting on the outer
sleeve. Operate the grease gun three times.
Do this after every 60 hours of work.
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RAM CYLINDER

RAM CYLINDER

HOW IT WORKS
The ram cylinder is fined inside the case for the
rear axle on the left-hand side. When the quad
rant lever is in the 'RAISE' position, oil will flow
to the ram cylinder. Oil enters the ram cylinder
at the port 'A' (see Figure 133). The pressure of
the oil pushes the piston 'B' along the cylinder.
The connecting link 'C' turns the rarnshaft arm
'D' which raises the linkage. When the quadrant
lever is in the 'HOLD' position, no oil will go to
or from the ram cylinder. The linkage will stay
in position. When the quadrant lever is in the
'LOWER' position, the weight of the linkage

pushes the piston in the opposite direction. The
oil is pushed out of the cylinder towards the
selectamatic valve.

A locking latch is fined on 12 series tractors to
hold the linkage in its highest position. When
the piston reaches the end of its stroke, the
ramshaft arm goes over the end of the locking
pin 'E'. If the lever 'F' is pushed down, the pin
will engage and hold the ramshaft arms in
position.

FIGURE ,33. RAM CYLINDER FOR,2 SERIESTRACTORS
A. Inlet port O. Ramshsft arm
B. Piston E. Locking pin
C. Connecting link F. Lever
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REMOVAL OF THE RAM CYLINDER
12 Series Tractors
Before working on the hydraulic system you
must remove any dirt from and around hydraulic
components and controls. If you do not do
this, dirt will get into the system. This will
result in failure of the system.

The ram cylinder on 12 series tractors is made
from one casting and is removed from the
back of the rear axle. (see Figure 1341. Remove
the ramshaft (see Page 70) and the three-way
valve or connector (see Page 491. Pull the ram
cylinder clear of the rear axle in the direction of
the arrow. Keep the cover for the ram cylinder
with the other parts.

INSPECTION AND REPAIR OF THE
RAM CYLINDER
12 Series Tractors
Look at the bore. If there are any deep marks of
wear, the ram cylinder must be machined
before being used. Measure the diameter of
the bore. It is machined at the factory, to
88'9 mm - 88'94 mm diameter. Use a boring
tool then a hone to make the bore 89'41 mm -

. 89'45 mm diameter. The surface finish must be
no more than 0'00406 mm centre line average
value. This is a very smooth finish. If there are
still marks in the bore, discard the ram cylinder.

NOTE: You must fit a new oversize piston to a
ram cylinder which you have machined to
89'41 mm - 89'45 mm diameter. The diameter
of the new piston must be 0'5 mm more than
the diameter of the originalpiston.

If the bore has already been machined and there
are marks or wear, discard the ram cylinder.
The '0' rings on the piston will not seal if there
is damage or wear to the bore.

REPLACEMENT OF SEALS FOR THE
RAM CYLINDER
12 Series Tractors ,
Prepare a clean working surface where you can
replace the seals and store components of the
ram cylinder.

1. Remove and destroy the '0' rings and
leather ring from the piston and ram cylinder.

2. Wash all the parts in clean paraffin or fuel
oil and dry in air.

3. Put the new leather ring in transmission oil
for at least 30 minutes. This will make the
ring soft so that you can fit it without
damage. If the ring is damaged, there will
be leakage.

RAM CYLINDER'

FIGURE 134. REMOVING THE RAM CYLINDER
FOR 12 SERIES TRACTORS

A. Ram cylinder

FIGURE 135. INSPECTION OF THE
RAM CYLINDER

X= 88'9-88'94 mm Y= 89'41-89'45

0'00406 mm = 16 micro in
0'5 mm = 0'020 in

88'9 mm = 3'501 in
88'94 mm = 3'5025 in
89'41 mm = 3'520 in
89'45 mm =3'5015 in

9-37242
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RAM CYLINDER AND PISTON

E. Piston
F. Gasker

90 Nm = 9 kg m = 65 Ib ft
195 Nm = 19'5 kg m = 140 Ib ft

FIGURE 137.
C. 'O'ring
O. Ram cylinder

FIGURE 136. PISTON FORTHE RAM CYLINDER
A. Lesther ring 8. '0' ring

~

D G C B
FIGURE 136. DISASSEMBLY OF THE

LOCKING LATCH
A. Operating lever E. Circlip
B. Circlip F. Lerch pin
C. Sea! G. Needle roller
D. Screw H. Cover

DISASSEMBLY OF THE LOCKING
LATCH
1. Carefully hold the cover for the ram

cylinder.
2. Put the operating lever 'A' into the

'ENGAGE' position. Use circlip pliers to
remove the circlip 'B'. Carefully pull the
operating lever and seal 'C' clear of the
latch pin. The needle roller will break easily.
They are-hard and will not bend.

3. Remove the screw '0' and then the circlip
'E' .

4. Push the latch pin 'F' out of the cover in the
direction of the arrow. Remove the '0' ring,
spacer and spring from the latch pin.
Destroy the '0' ring.

INSTALLATION OF THE RAM
CYLINDER
12 Series Tractors
Clean the faces of the case for the rear 'axle.
Put jointing compound on a new gasket then
fit it in position on the case for the rear axle.
Fit the ram cylinder into the case for the rear
axle. Hold it in position with the four bolts.
Tighten the two i UNC bolts to 195 Nm and the
two! UNC bolts to 90 Nm. Install the ramshaft
then the take-off valve.

4. Fit the new leather ring in the position
shown in Figure 136. The smooth face of the
ring must be against the side of the groove.
Make sure that the leather ring is on its
seat and is not twisted.

5. Fit the smaller '0' ring next to the leather
ring. The rough face of the leather ring
must be against the '0' ring. Make sure the
'0' ring is on its seat and is not twisted.

6. Make sure that the protrusion of the leather
ring is equal all the way around the piston.
Ii it is not, the leather ring is not on its seat.
Do not fit the piston into the ram cylinder
for at least 30 minutes. This will permit the
leather ring to retum to its original size.

7. Put some clean hydraulic oil on the piston.
Carefully fit the piston into the ram cylinder.
There is a chamfer on the bore, it will help
you to fit the piston into the bore.

NOTE: If the ram cylinder has not been removed
from the tractor, open the vent valve before

,fitting the piston. Do this to remove air from the
cylinder. Close the vent valve when the piston
is at the end of its stroke.

8. Fit. the larger '0' ring in the groove on the
end of the ram cylinder. Make sure that the
'0' ring is on its seat and is not twisted. Put
a layer of grease on the '0' ring.

9-37242
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5. Do not remove the needle rollers unless
they are damaged. Ifthe needle rollers break
in their holes, do not try to drill them out.
The needle rollers are too hard, they will
damage the drill. Grind the needle rollers
until they are level with the surface of the
boss. Do not grind the boss surface. Drill
the two new holes in the boss as shown in
Figure 139. Use a 4'5 mm diameter drill to
the depth of 19'05 mm. Ream the hole to
4'73 mm - 4'75 mm diameter to a depth of
15'9 mm.
Press the needle rollers into their holes
until their end faces are 18'49 mm - 18'24
mm away from the surface of the boss. The
distance must be correct. If it is not, the
locking latch will not work.

6. Wash all the parts in clean paraffin or fuel
oil and dry in air.

RAM CYLINDER

s
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FIGURE 140. ASSEMBLY OF THE
LOCKING LATCH

FIGURE 139. COVER FOR THE
RAM CYLINDER

R. Original holes U = 34'92·34'97mm
S. New holes V= 15'9mm
T = 17-4(;.17-48mm W = 19'05 mm

•

ASSEMBLY OF THE LOCKING LATCH
1. Fit the spring, spacer and new '0' ring on

the latch pin. Make sure that the '0' ring
.does not get damaged on the sharp edges
of the circlip groove. The '0' ring must be
on its seat and not twisted.

2. Put some clean hydraulic oil on the latch
pin. Fit the latch pin in the cover. Make
sure that the groove in the latch pin is
opposite the hole in the boss.

3. Put a little Loctite 270 grade on the thread
of the screw, then fit the screw in its hole.
Tighten the screw until it is against the
bottom of the groove in the latch pin. Turn
the screw i of a rotation counterclockwise.

4. Push the latch pin so that the left-hand
circlip groove is clear of the boss. Fit the
circlip into its groove. Put grease on the
latch pin and the needle rollers.

5. Carefully fit the seal onto the needle rollers'
and latch pin. Fit the operating lever on to
the latch pin in its 'ENGAGED' position.
Push the latch pin in the opposite direction
of the arrow then fit the second circlip.
Move the operating lever in and out of its
engaged position to make sure that the
latch pin moves correctly.

F. Latchpin
J. Spring

K. Spacer
L. '0' ring

"'o
N
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4'5 mm = 0'172 in
4'73 mm = 0-1865 in
4-75 mm = 0-1870 in

15'90 mm = 0'625 in
17'46 mm = 0'6875 in
17'48 mm = 0'6885 in
18-24 mm = 0-718 in
18'49 mm = 0'728 in
19'05 mm = 0'750 in
34-92 mm = 1'375 in
34-97 mm = 1-377 in



1 litre = l'75pt= 1 USqt
l'5litres = 2'8 pt = 1'5 US qt

REMOVAL OF THE RAMSHAFT
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FIGURE 143. REMOVING THE COVER FOR

THE RAM CYLINDER
A. Cover for rem cylinder

FIGURE 142. REMOVING THE RAMSHAFT
A. Clamp bah C. Right-hand rams""ft brBcket
B. Sensing unit
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FIGURE 141. REMOVING THE QUADRANT
HOUSING

A. Quadrant housing B. Quadrant

HYDRAULICS

Disconnect any implement connected to the
three-point linkage. Remove the lift rods from
the ramshaft arms and the top link from the
sensing unit. Disconnect the inlet and outlet
pipes for the external filter (if fitted l, Remove
the external filter. Connect a portable crane to
the ramshaft. Remove the cover and the knob
for the lowering valve from the front of the
Quadrant housing. Remove the Nyloc nut from
the end of the control rod. There are three bolts
which hold the quadrant housing to the rear
axle case. Two of the bolts are inside the
Quadrant housing, remove these two bolts
first. The third bolt is on the outside of the
Quadrant housing. You must loosen the three
bolts which hold the quadrant. to the quadrant
housing before removing the third bolt. dis
connect the rod from the bottom of the lever
for the hand brake. The lever for the hand brake
and its bracket is removed with the quadrant
housing. Carefully pull the quadrant housing
clear of the rear axle case. A spacer and spring
will fall from the control rod. Do not lose these
parts.

Look inside the rear axle case through the hole
for the quadrant housing. Remove the two
bolts which hold the inlet pipe to the selecta
matlc valve. Loosen the locknut on the clamp
bolt for the lubrication pipe. The clamp bolt is
on the right-hand side of the rear axle case.
Tum the clamp bolt eight rotations counter
clockwise. Use wire to hold the lubrication pipe
in position. Fasten the wire to the top bolt hole
for the quadrant housing. Remove the needle
for the lowering valve.

Disconnect the cable for the sensing unit.
Remove the sensing unit then put a cover over
the holes into the PTO case.

Remove the four bolts which hold the right
hand ramshaft bracket to the rear axle case.
Put a clean container under the cover for the
ram cylinder. Remove the bolts which hold the
cover for the ram cylinder. to the ram cylinder
and the rear axle case. Pull the cover clear of
the ram cylinder. There will be leakage from the
ram cylinder (1-1·5Iitres).

REMOVAL OF THE RAMSHAFT
12 Series Tractors Without Cab
Before working on the hydraulic system you
must remove any dirt from and around hydraulic
components and controls. If you do not do this,
dirt wilt get into the system. This wilt result in
failure of the system.

9-37242
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Carefully pull the ramshaft assembly clear of the
rear axle. The selectamatic valve must not get
damaged when you do this. Put supports under
the ramshaft. Remove the two nuts which hold

the ramshaft cam to the ramshaft. The cam is
inside the right-hand ramshaft bracket. Slide
the ramshaft bracket off the ramshaft.

en
o
N

i1?
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21 Nm=2'1 kgm= 15lbft
90 Nm = 9 kg m = 65 Ib ft

104 Nm = 10-4 kg m = 75lb ft
194 Nm = 19'4 kg m = 140 Ib ft

cA

FIGURE144. INSTALLATION OF THE RAMSHAFT FOR 12 SERIES TRACTORS
A. Ram cylinder C. Ramshaft E. Clamp bolt
B. Bearing D. Righr·/J.and ramshaft bracket

INSTALLATION OFTHE RAMSHAFT bottom two bolts to a torque of 104 Nm. Put
12 Series Tractors Without Cab jointing compound on the plug for the end of
Slide the right-hand ramshaft bracket on to the the ramshaft. Fit the plug in the hole in the left-
ramshaft. Fit the ramshaft cam on to the end of hand side of the ram cylinder.
the ramshaft. Use the two nuts to hold it in Use the four bolts to hold the right-hand ram-
position. shaft bracket in position. Fit the bolts into their
Look at the lubrication pipes inside the rear axle original position. Remove the wire from the
case. Make sure that the ends of the pipes are lubrication pipe. Hold the pipe in position then
in their correct position. They are used to tighten the clamp bolt. Fit the needle for the
lubricate the ram cylinder, PTO unit, gearbox lowering valve. Fit the inlet pipe to the selects-
and the distribution block. Clean the faces of matic valve. Tighten the bolts to a torque of
the right-hand ramshaft bracket and the rear 21 Nm. Install the external hydraulic filter. Clean
axle case. Fit a new gasket on the right-hand the faces ofthe quadrant housing and the rear
ramshaft bracket. Look at the '0' rings on the axle case. Put a new gasket in position on the
front of the selectamatic valve. If they are quadrant housing. Fit the quadrant housing to
damaged fit new '0' rings. Use grease to hold the rear axle. You must fitthe spring and the
the '0' rings in position. Look at the bearing for spacer to the control rod when you do this. Use
the ramshaft. If either half of the bearing is the three bolts to hold the quadrant housing in
damaged, fit a new bearing. Fit one half of the position. Tighten the bolts which hold the
bearing into the ram cylinder. quadrant to the quadrant housing. Fit the Nyloc

nut on to the control rod. Set the position of the
Carefully fit the ramshaft into position on the Nyloc nut (see Page 861. Fit the sensing unit.
rear axle. Make sure that the selectamatic valve Connect and adjust the cable for the sensing
does not get damaged when you do this. Put unit (see Page 891.
the other half of the bearing in the cover for the
ram cylinder. Carefully fit the cover to the ram
cylinder. Use the six bolts to hold the cover in
position. Fit the bolts into their position. Tighten
the centre two bolts to a torque of 194 Nm, the
top two bolts to a torque of 90 Nm and the•

•
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HYDRAULICS RAMSHAFT

FIGURE 147. REMOVAL OF THE RAMSHAFT
AND RAMS HAFT BRACKETS

E. Left-hand ramshaft brocket F. Ramshaft •
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FIGURE 746. CLAMP BOL T FOR THE L UBRICA TlON
PIPE

C. Right-hand ramshaft bracket D. Clampbolr

REMOVAL OF THE RAMSHAFT AND
RAMSHAFT BRACKETS
14 Series Trl!lctors Without Cab
Before working on the hydraulic system you
must remove any dirt from and around hydraulic
components and controls. If you do not do this,
dirt will get into the system. This will result in
failure ofthe system.

Disconnect any implement connected to the
three-point linkage. Remove the lift rods from
the ramshaft arms and the tOP link from the
sensing unit. Disconnect the inlet and outlet
pipes for the external filter (if fittedI. Remove
the external filter. Connect a portable crane to
the ramshaft. Remove the cover and the knob
for the lowering valve from the front of the
quadrant housing. Remove the Nyloc nut from
the end of the control rod. There are three bolts
which hold the quadrant housing to the rear
axle case. Two of the bolts are inside the quad
rant housing, remove these twO bolts first. The
third bolt is on the outside of the quadrant
housing. You must loosen the three bolts
which hold the quadrant to the quadrant
housing before removing the third bolt. Dis
connect the rod from the bottom of the lever
for the hand brake. The lever for the hand
brake and its bracket are removed with the
quadrant housing. Carefully pull the quadrant
housing clear of the rear axle case. A spacer
and spring will fall from the control rod. Do not
lose these parts.

Look inside the rear axle case through the hole
for the quadrant housing. Remove the two
bolts which hold the inlet pipe to the selecta
matic valve. Loosen the locknut on the clamp
bolt for the lubrication pipe. The clamp bolt is
on the right-hand side of the rear axle case.
Tum the clamp bolt eight rotations counter
clockwise. Use wire to hold the lubrication pipe
in position. Fasten the wire to the top bolt hole
for the quadrant housing. Remove the needle
for the lowering valve from the selectamatic
valve.

Disconnect the cable for the sensing unit.
Remove the sensing unit then put a cover over
the holes into the PTO case.

Remove the six bolts which hold the right-hand
ramshaft bracket to the rear axle case. Put a
clean container under the left-hand ramshaft
bracket. The left-hand ramshaft bracket is
removed complete. with the ramshaft and right
hand ramshaft bracket.

Remove the three-way valve or connector.
Remove the four bolts which hold the brackets
for the PTO clutch lever to the platform. Do
this so that you can remove the four bolts
which hold the front of the ramshaft bracket to

9·37242
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the rear axle case. On later tractors the PTO
clutch lever goes through a tube. The tube is
welded to the platform. Remove the eight bolts
which hold the platform to the tractor frame
and left-hand fender. Disconnect the rod from
the bottom of the clutch lever, then pull the
lever clear of the tube. Carefully remove the
platform from the tractor.

Remove the front six bolts from the top of the
left-hand ramshaft bracket. They hold the ram-

FIGURE 148. REMOVING THE
RAMSHAFI

E.Left-hand ramshaft bracket
F. Ramshaft

F

INSTALLATION OFTHE RAMSHAFT
AND RAMSHAFT BRACKET
14 Series Tractors Without Cab
look at the lubrication pipes inside the rear
axle case. Make sure that the ends of the pipes
are in their correct position. They are used to
lubricate the ram' cylinder, PTO unit, gearbox
and distribution block. Clean the faces of the
right-hand rarnshaft bracket and the rear axle
case. look at the '0' rings on the right-hand
ramshaft bracket. If they are damaged fit new
'0' rings. Put a layer of grease on the '0' rings.
look at the '0' rings on the front of the
selectamatic valve. If they are damaged fit new
'0' rings. Use grease to hold the '0' rings in
position. Carefully fit the ramshaft into position
on the rear axle. ,Make sure that the selecta
matic valve does not get damaged when you do
this. Fit the six bolts which hold the left-hand
ramshaft bracket to the rear axle. You must fit
the bolts into their original position. Fit the six
bolts which hold the right-hand ramshaft
bracket to the rear axle case. You must fit the
bolts into their original position. Fit the four
bolts which hold the front of the left-hand ram
shaft bracket to the rear axle case. Use the four
bolts to hold the brackets for the PTO clutch
lever to the platform. On later tractors fit the
platform to the tractor frame and the fender.
Put the lever in the tube then connect the rod.
Fit the three-way valve or connector. Install the
external hydraulic filter.

RAMSHAFT

shaft bracket to the rear axle case. Do not re
move the other six bolts, they hold the top and
bottom of the ramshaft bracket together.

Carefully pull the ramshaft assembly clear of
the rear axle. There will be leakage from the ram
cylinder (1-1'5 litres}. The selectamatic valve
must not get damaged when you do this. Put
supports under the ramshaft.
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Remove the wire from the lubrication pipe. Hold
the pipe in position then tighten the clamp bolt.
Fit the needle for the lowering valve. Fit the
inlet pipe to the selectamatic valve. Tighten the
bolts to a torque of 21 Nm. Clean the faces of
the quadrant housing and the rear axle case.
Put a new gasket in position on' the quadrant
housing. Fit the quadrant housing to the rear
axle. You must fit the spring and the spacer to
the control rod when you do this. Use the three
bolts to hold the quadrant housing in position.
Tighten the bolts which hold the quadrant to
the quadrant housing. Fit the Nyloc nut on to
the control rod. Fit the sensing unit on to the
top of the PTO unit. Connect the cable for the
sensing unit. Check the level of the oil in the
reservoir. Set the position of the Nyloc nut on
the control rod (see Page 86). Set the cable for
the sensing unit (see Page 89).

25Nm=2'1 kgm= 151bft
1 litre = l'75pt= 1 USqt

, 1'5 litres = 2'S pt = 1'5 US qt
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REMOVAL OF THE RAMSHAFT ONLY
14 Series Tractors Without Cab
Put the tractor on hard level ground. Disconnect
any implement connected to the three-point
linkage. Remove the lift rods from the ramshaft
and the top link from the sensing unit. Dis
connect the inlet and outlet pipes from the ex
ternal filter (if fittedl. Remove the external filter.
Put blocks in front and behind the tractor
wheels. Use a jack to raise the rear wheel on
the left-hand side. Remove the rear wheel and
its fender. Remove the three-way valve or the
connector. Remove the four bolts which hold
the brackets for the PTO clutch lever to the plat
form. Do this so that you can remove the four
bolts which hold the front of the ramshaft
bracket to the rear axle case. On later tractors
the PTO clutch lever goes through a tube. The
tube is welded to the left-hand platform.
Remove the eight bolts which hold the platform
to the tractor frame and fender. Disconnect the
rod from the bottom of the clutch lever then
pull the lever clear of the tube. Carefully remove
the platform from the tractor. Pull the ram
cylinder forward until it is clear of the left-hand
ramshaft bracket. Remove the six screws which
hold the cover to the right-hand ramshaft
bracket. Remove the cam from the end of the
ramshaft. Disconnect the cable for the sensing
unit. Remove the sensing unit. Remove the
twelve bolts from the top of the left-hand ram
shaft bracket. Pull the top of the ramshaft
bracket clear. Turn the ramshaft until the ram
shaft arms are in their highest position. The
connecting rod for the ram cylinder piston will
fall clear of the axle case. Pull the ramshaft and
the ramshaft bracket to the left-hand side of
the axle case. Do this until the ramshaft is clear
of the right-hand ramshaft bracket. Use a port
able crane to lift the ramshaft clear of the tractor.
Put supports under the ramshaft.

RAMSHAFT

INSTALLATION OFTHE RAMSHAFT
ONLY
14 Series Tractors Without Cab
Look at the '0' rings on the ends of the ram
shaft. Replace the '0' rings if they are damaged.
Look at the bearings for the left-hand ramshaft
bracket. If they are damaged fit new bearings.
Look at the bearing in the right-hand ramshaft
bracket. If it is damaged fit a new bearing. Use
the portable crane to put the ramshaft on the
left-hand ramshaft bracket. Make sure that the
ramshaft arms are in their highest position when
you do this. Carefully slide the ramshaft to the
right-hand side of the tractor. Do this until the
the ramshaft is in position in the right-hand
ramshaft bracket. Align the connecting links
for the ram cylinder piston with the ram cylinder
piston. Tum the ramshaft until the connecting
(ink is inside the ram cylinder. Use the two nuts
to hold the cam on to the right-hand end of the
ramshaft. Set the position of the cam later. Fit
the top of the left-hand ramshaft. Put jointing'
compound on to the end cap then fit it in
position.

Carefully push the ram cylinder rearward into
its correct position. Make sure that the connect
ing link and the piston make contact. Use the
four bolts to hold the ';ront of the ramshaft in
position. Fit the brackets for the PTO clutch
lever. On later tractors fit the platform to the
tractor frame and fender. Put the lever in the
tube then connect the rod to the bottom of the
lever. Fit the three-way valve or connector. Fit
the left-hand fender and rear wheel. Lower the
tractor to the ground then remove the jack. Fit
the sensing unit then connect the cable for the
sensing unit. Check the level of oil in the
reservoir. Add more oil if the level is low. Set
the position of the cam on the end of the ram
shaft (see Page 86l. Set the cable for the sens
ing unit (see Page 89l.
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REMOVAL OF THE RAMSHAFT
12 and 14 Series Tractors With Cab
Disconnect the control rods and cables from the
following:

(i) lift latch (12 series only)
(ii) levelling lever
(iii) dump valve
(iv) PTa unit
(v) live take-off valve
(vii three-way valve

Repeat the removal sequence as for tractors
without cab.
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RAMSHAFT

INSTALLATION OFTHE RAMSHAFT
12 and 14 Series Tractors with Cab
Repeat the installation sequence as for tractors
without cab. Connect the control .rods and
cables for the following:

(i) lift latch (12 series only)
(ii) levelling lever
(iii) dump valve
(iv) PTa unit
(v) live take-off valve
(vi) three-way valve

NOTE: Do the setting as for tractors with cab .

/
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FIGURE 149. REMOVAL OF THE RAMS HAFT FOR 12 SERIES TRACTORS WITH CAB
A. Lift latch E. Live take-off valve
B. Levelling lever F. Three-way valve
C. Dump valve G. Dialpointer
D. Lever for PTO H. Ramshaft
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HYDRAULICS HYDRAULIC OIL COOLER

HYDRAULIC OIL COOLER

B

FIGURE 150. CONTROL VALVE CLOSED
A. J-Iydraulic pump C. Controlvalve
B. Hydraulic oil cooler O. Flow valve
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C. Control valve
D. Flow valve
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A. Hydraulic pump
B. Hydraulic oil cooler
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FIGURE 152, CONTROL VALVE OPEN. FLOW VALVE

CLOSED

FIGURE 151, CONTROL AND FLOW VALVE OPEN
A. Hydraulic pump C. Control valve
B. Hy.draulicoilcooJer D. Flowvalve

HOWITWORKS
The hydraulic oil cooler 'is fined between the
hydraulic pump and the external filter in the
system, It is fitted in front of the engine
radiator on the tractor, There are two valves
which control the flow of the oil through the
oil cooler,

I 56 kg/em' = 800 Ib/in' I

B

A

The oil from the reservoir is pushed through the
pump towards the control valve. When the
knob for the control valve is pulled out. the
valve is closed. No oil will flow to the oil cooler.
When the knob is pushed in. the oil will flow
to the flow valve. If the pressure of the oil is
less than 56 kg / ern". the spring in the valve will
hold the plunger off its seat. Oil will flow
through the cooler to the inlet side of the pump.
The gap between the plunger and its seat is
small. Only part of the oil from the pump will
flow through the oil cooler. The other com
ponents in the system will operate as normal.

When the pressure of the oil is more than
56 kg / em', the oil will push the plunger on to its
seat. No oil will flow through the cooler.

9-37242
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FIGURE 155. TANDEM HYDRAULIC PUMP,
HYDRAULIC AND ENGINE OIL COOLERS

A. Hydraulicpump C. Engineoil cooler
B. Hydraulic oil cooler

FIGURE 154. SINGLE HYDRAULIC PUMP.
HYDRAULIC AND ENGINE OIL COOLERS

A. Hydraulicpump C. Engineoil cooler
B. Hydraulic oil cooler
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FIGURE 153. SINGLE HYDRAULIC PUMP AND

HYDRAULIC OIL COOLER
A. Hydraulicpump B. Hydraulicoil cooler
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REMOVAL OF THE HYDRAULIC OIL
COOLER .
Before working on the hydraulic system you
must remove any dirt from and around hy
draulic components and controls. If you do not
do this, dirt will get into the system. This will
result in failure of the system.
Remove the grille from the front of the tractor.
Disconnect and remove the battery. The
removal sequence for the hydraulic oil cooler
is different according to the other equipment
fitted to the tractor.
Single Hydraulic Pump and Hydraulic
Oil Cooler
Remove the screw which holds the bracket
from the top of the oil cooler to the engine
radiator. Disconnect the inlet and outlet pipes
for the oil cooler, at the pump end. Remove the
two bolts which hold the bracket for the oil
cooler to the bracket for the pump. Carefully
pull the oil cooler and its bracket clear of the
tractor.
Single Hydraulic Pump. Hydraulic and
Engine Oil Coolers
The engine oil 'cooler is fitted in front of the
hydraulic oil cooler. They are both fastened to
the same bracket. Remove the clip which holds
the inlet and outlet pipes for the engine oil
cooler together. Disconnect these pipes from
the engine oil cooler. Remove the screw which
holds the bracket from the top of the engine oil
cooler to the engine radiator. Disconnect the in
let and outlet pipes for the hydraulic oil cooler
at the pump end. Remove the two screws
which hold the bracket for the coolers to the
bracket for the pump. Carefully pull the oil
coolers and bracket clear of the tractor.
Tandem Hydraulic Pump and Hydraulic
Oil Cooler
Disconnect the inlet and outlet pipes for the
oil cooler at the cooler end. Carefully move the
pipes so that they are clear of the oil cooler.
Remove the six nuts and bolts which hold the
bracket for the oil cooler to the bracket for the
battery tray. Carefully pull the oil cooler and its
bracket clear of the tractor.
Tandem Hydraulic Pump. Hydraulic and
Engine Oil Coolers
The engine oil cooler is fitted in front of the
hydraulic oil cooler. They are both fastened to
the same bracket. Disconnect the inlet and
outlet pipes for the hydraulic oil cooler at the
cooler end. Carefully move the pipes so that
they are clear of the oil cooler. Disconnect the
inlet and outlet pipes for the engine oil cooler
at the connection under the oil cooler. Remove
the six nuts and bolts which hold the bracket
for the cooler to the bracket for the battery
tray. Carefully pull the oil coolers and their
brackets clear of the tractors.

•

•
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HYDRAULICS CONTROL AND FLOW VALVE ASSEMBLY·

.CONTROL AND FLOW VALVE ASSEMBLY FOR THE
HYDRAULIC OIL COOLER •

~
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FIGURE 156. CONTROL ANO FLOW VALVE ASSEMBLY FORTHE HYDRAULIC OIL COOLER
A. Control valve B. Flow valve

•
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HYDRAULICS

REMOVALOFTHECONTROLAND
FLOW VALVE ASSEMBLY
Before working on the hydraulic system you
must remove any dirt from and around hydraulic
components and controls. If you do not do
this. dirt will get into the system. This will result
in failure of the system.

The valve assembly is fitted to the outlet side of
the pump. Disconnect the pipe to the cooler at
the valve assembly end. Remove the four
screws' which hold the valve assembly to the
pump. Carefully pull the valve assembly clear of
the tractor.

DISASSEMBLY OFTHE CONTROL
VALVE FOR THE HYDRAULIC OIL
COOLER
Prepare a clean working surface where you can
disassemble and store components of the
control valve.

1. Carefully hold the valve body in a vice as
shown in Figure 157. Do not tighten the
vice too much.

2. Remove the screw 'A' from the knob. Pull
the knob clear of the spool.

3. Remove the plug 'B', felt seal and washer
from the valve body.

4. Push the spool in the direction of the arrow
until the '0' ring and backup ring are just
clear of the bore. Remove and destroy the
rings.

5. Turn the bush 'C' counterclockwise. until
it is clear of the thread. Use a dowel to push
the spool out of the body in the opposite
direction to the arrow. Hemove-and destroy
all the '0' rings and backup ring from the
spool and the bush.

6. Wash all the parts in clean paraffin or fuel
oil and dry in air.

INSPECTION OF THE CONTROL
VALVE FOR THE HYDRAULIC OIL
COOLER
Look at the bore and the spool. If there are any
deep marks or wear to either part, discard the
complete assembly. The parts are machined at
the factory to fit each other. New spools are
not available.

CONTROL AND FLOW VALVE ASSEMBLY

FIGURE 157. DISASSEMBLY OFTHE CONTROL VALVE
A. Scrow D. Spool
B. Plug E. Backup ring
C. Bush F. '0' ring
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FIGURE 158. SPOOL FOR THE CONTROL VALVE
D. Spool H. '0' ring
G. Backup ring
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HYDRAULICS CONTROL AND FLOW VALVE ASSEMBLY

FIGURE 159. ASSEMBL Y OF THE CONTROL VAL VE
D. Spool G. Backup ring
E. Backup ring H. '0' ring
F. 'D'ring

FIGURE 161. DISASSEMBLY OF THE FLOW VALVE
A. Cap C. Spring housing
B. Plug .

, 83 Nm = 8'3 kg m =60 Ib ft I •
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FIGURE 160. ASSEMBLY OFTHE CONTROL VALVE
A.Sa~ C. Bush
B. Plug D. Flow valve

1. Tum the flow valve assembly counter
clockwise until it is free of the threads.
Remove and destroy the sealing washer
from the bottom of the bore.

2. Carefully hold the body for the flow valve
in a vice as shown in Figure 161. Do not
tighten the vice too much. Tum the cap'A'
counterclockwise until it is free of the
threads. Remove the cap and washer.
Destroy the washer.

3. Use a pen with a fibre tip to make a mark
on the plug 'B' and the spring housing 'C'.
Also make a mark on the spring housing
and the valve body. Do this so that you can
assemble the parts to their original position.

DISASSEMBLY OF THE FLOW VALVE
FOR THE HYDRAULIC OIL COOLER
Prepare a clean working surface where you can
disassemble and store components of the flow
valve.

ASSEMBLY OF THE CONTROL VALVE
FOR THE HYDRAULIC OIL COOLER
1. Fit a new backup ring and then a new '0'

ring into the groove 'X' as shown in Figure
158. Make sure that the rings are on their
seat and are not twisted. They must be in
the position shown in Figure 159.

2. Put some clean hydraulic oil on the spool
and the bore.

3. Carefully push the spool into the bore in
the direction of the arrow. Do this until the
groove 'Y' is just clear of the bore. Do not
push the spool too far. If you do, the rings
in the groove 'X' will get damaged on the
edges of the ports in the valve body. This
will result in leakage.

4. Fit a new backup ring and then a new '0'
ring into the groove 'y'. Make sure that
the rings are on their seat and are not
twisted. They must be in the position
shown in Figure. 159 with the backup ring
at the bottom. Put a layer of clean oil on the
rings.

5. Fit a new '0' rin'g into the end of the bush.
Make sure that the seal is on its seat and is
not twisted. Put a layer of clean oil on the
seal. Apply jointing compound to the
threads of the bush. Fit the bush into the
valve body and tighten to a torque of 83 Nm.

6. Push the spool against the bush then fit the
washer, felt seal and plug into the bore.

7. Fit the knob on to the spool. Put jointing
compound on to the threads of the screw.
Fit the screw in the knob and tighten. Make
sure that the knob will move up and down
correctly.

9-37242 '
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HYDRAULICS CONTROL AND FLOW VALVE ASSEMBLY

FIGURE 163. ASSEMBLY OFTHE FLOW VALVE
B. Plug H. Plunger
C. Spring housing

FIGURE 162. DISASSEMBLY OF THE FLOW VALVE
B. Plug F. Washer
C. Spring housing G. Circlip
D. Sleeve H. Plunger
E. Valve body

DE FGHcB
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INSPECTION OF THE FLOW VALVE
FOR THE HYDRAULIC OIL COOLER
look at the plunger and the sleeve. If there is
damage to either part you must fit a new valve
assembly. The sleeve and end plunger are
machined to fit each other at the factory. A new
sleeve or plunger are not available.

4. Separate the sleeve 'P' from the valve body.
It is held in position by an '0' ring. Destroy
the '0' ring.

5. Make sure that there is a mark on the plug
and spring housing. Use a screwdriver to
remove the plug from the spring housing.
Remove the spring.

6. Remove the circlip 'G' and washer from the
plunger. Destroy the washer.

7. Make sure that there .is a ·mark on the
spring housing and the valve body. Turn
the spring housing counterclockwise until
it is free of the threads. Remove the plunger
from the spring housing.

8. Wash all the parts in clean paraffin or fuel
oil and dry in air. Take care not to remove
the marks when you wash the parts.

NOTE: The position of the parts for the flow
valve are set at the factory using special equip
ment. The parts must be assembled to their
original setting. If they are not, the valve will
not work correctly.•

•

FIGURE 164. ASSEMBLY OFTHE FLOW VALVE
D. Sleeve E. Valve body

INSTALLATION OF THE CONTROL
AND FLOW VALVE ASSEMBLY
Fit a new '0' ring into the boss on the valve
body. Make sure that the '0' ring is on its seat
and is not twisted. Put a little oil on the '0'
ring. Use the four screws to hold the valve
assembly to the pump. Make sure that the
screws are' tight. Connect the pipe from the
oil cooler.

I 83 Nm - 8'3 kg m - 60 Ib ft !•

ASSEMBLYOFTHE FLOW VALVE FOR
THE HYDRAULIC OIL COOLER
1. Put the plunger and spring into the spring

housing. Fit the plug into the spring
housing. Turn it clockwise until it is in its
original position. The marks will show this
position.

2. Put a new washer on the plunger then fit
the circlip into its groove.

3. Fit the spring housing to its original position
in the valve body. The marks will show
this position.

4. Fit a new '0' ring on the sleeve. Make sure
that the '0' ring is not twisted. Put some
clean oil on the sleeve and the '0' ring. Fit
the sleeve into the valve body.

5. Put a new sealing washer on the body then
fit the cap. Tighten the cap to a torque of
83Nm. .

6. Put a new sealing washer in the bottom of
the bore for the flow valve assembly. Fit the
flow valve assembly and tighten to a torque
of 83 Nm.

E D
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THREE-POINT LINKAGE

THREE-POINT LINKAGE

HOW IT WORKS
This is the connecting linkage between the
tractor and the implement. Two lower links lift
the implement. A stabiliser bar is connected to
each of the lower links. They control the side
movement of the lower links. The lower links
are connected to the ramshaft by two lift rods.
When the ramshaft turns. the lower links will
raise or lower. The lift rod on the left-hand side

can be adjusted to give the necessary height
range. A levelling lever is fined to the right-hand
lift rod. This is used to level the implement when
it is in work. The top link can also be adjusted.
It is used to hold the implement at the correct
angle when in work. The top link is connected
to the sensing unit, which controls the depth
of the implement when in work.

\

\

E

A

G

A

•

FIGURE 165. THREE-POINT LINKAGE

A. LOlM!rliflks
B. Stabiliser bar
C. Support rsm
O. Check chain

9-37242
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E. Toplink
F. Lift rod
G. Levelling lever
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HYDRAULICS THREE-POINT LINKAGE

STABILISER BARS
There are two different stabiliser bars available,
the rigid type and the telescopic type. They are
used to control the side movement of the lower
links when using an implement. The stabiliser
bars are fastened to the lower links and to the
reduction case. The rigid type stabiliser can be
adjusted by the stabiliser screw (see Figure 166).
Rigid stabilisers must be adjusted to install or
remove an implement.

The telescopic stabiliser can be adjusted by
turning the ball housing. An implement. can be
installed or removed without making any adjust
ment to the telescopic stabilisers.

A

~l~
FIGURE 166. RIGID STABILISER

A. Stabiliser screw B. Locknut

~~~
FIGURE 167. TELESCOPIC STABILISER

A. Front ball housing X = 75mm

B

E---,t-

B. Lower link

12 SERIES 14 SERIES
FIGURE 169. LEVELLING LEVER

A. Hou$ng D. ~n~n
B. Cover E. Sheft
C. Beering

FIGURE 168 INSTALLATION OF THE TELESCOPIC
STABILISER

B

E .·~D

~c
A

A. Reduction case

LEVELLING LEVER
The parts of the levelling lever are shown in
Figure 169. To disassemble the levelling lever
remove the four setscrews which hold the cover
to the housing. The shaft and bearing can now
be pulled clear of the housing. The pinion is held
on to its shaft by a pin. Use a punch to remove
the pin. Before assembling the parts make sure
that there is no dirt in the housing or cover. Put
grease in the housing before fitting the cover.
Tighten the setscrews which hold the cover to
the housing to a torque of 42 Nm.

42 Nm= 4'2 kg m =30ftlb
88 Nm = 8'8 kg m = 64lb ft

190 Nm = 19'0 kg m = 140Ib ft
75mm=3in

INSTALLATION AND ADJUSTMENT
OF THE TELESCOPIC STABILISERS
1. Check the free movement of the rods in

both stabiliser bar assemblies. It must be
75 rnrn. Turn the front ball housing until the
movement is correct.

2. Use the six setscrews to hold the brackets
to the reduction cases (see Figure 168),
Tighten the setscrews to a torque of 88 Nm.

3. Fit the stabilisers on to the brackets and the
lower links. Tighten the nuts to a torque of
190Nm.

4. Connect the implement to the linkage. Align
the implement to the centre of the tractor.

5. Turn the tube for the right-hand stabiliser
in the direction of the arrow. Do this until
the head of the rod makes contact with the
face of the bush inside the tube. Use a bar
through the hole in the lug to tum the tube
if it is tight on the threads.

6. Repeat operation 5 for the other stabiliser
on the left-hand side.

7. To get the necessary side movement, turn
the tubes counterclockwise by the same
amount.

•

•
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FAULT FINDING

HYDRAULICS

You will need the following tools to check
senings and specific components of the
hydraulic system.

A. Oil pressure gauge 0-250 kg I cm' .. K960985
8. Adaptor plate for the distribution

block K962234

A

c

FAULT FINDING

C. Union K962235
D. Pipe; 8.S.P KB4522
E. Conne~or K~

F. Sening gauge K961796
G. Flow meter

B

o

e.

F

FIGURE 170. SPECIAL TOOLS

9-37242
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HYDRAULICS

If the selectamatic hydraulic system is not
working correctly you must check the following
settings before you test specific components
in the system.

Before you check the settings do the following:

(i) Make sure that the level of hydraulic oil in
the reservoir is correct. Add new oil if the
level is low.

(ii) Make sure that the hydraulic oil is at the
correct operating temperature. To do this
select TCU/EXT'. Run the engine at
1800 r/min. Push the quadrant lever for
ward into the full TCU' position and hold it

. there for 15 minutes. Do not hold the quad
rant lever in the 'SELECT' position. This will
put air in the system and damage the pump.

(iii) Remove any dirt from and around hydraulic
components and controls. If you do not do
this, dirt will get into the system. This will
result in failure of the system.

(lvl Make sure that there is no air in the system.

TOREMOVE AIR FROM THE
HYDRAUUCSYSTEM
1. Put the tractor on level ground. Make sure

that the level of hydraulic oil in the reservoir
is correct. Add more oil if the level is low.

2. Select 'DEPTH' or 'HEIGHT' on the dial
pointer. Push the quadrant lever fully
forward.

NOTE: The dial pointer must not be in the
'EXTITCU' position. If it is, there will be
damage to the pump.

3. Disconnect the outlet pipe from the relief
valve. Put a clean container below the outlet
for the relief valve.

4. Put the engine stop control into the 'STOP'
position. Turn the starter key into the
'START' position. Hold the starter key in
this position until the oil flowing from the
relief valve is free of air. Tum the starter
key to the 'OFF' position.

5. Connect the outlet .pipe to the relief valve.
6. Repeat the above operations removing the

air at the following points in this sequence:
(i) The by-pass and hold valves. Turn the

plugs for the valves counterclockwise
until the small hole in the side of the
plugs is clear of the bore.
Do not remove the plugs.

(ii) The live take-off valve. Disconnect the
outlet pipe'S' then move the operating
lever forward from the neutral position .

(iii) The three-way valve. Disconnect the
pipe from the number 1 (top) port. Put
the operating lever into the '1' position.

9-37242
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FIGURE 171. REMOVING AIR FROM THE SYSTEM
ATTHE RELIEFVALVE

A. Reliefvalve

FIGURE 172. REMOVING AIR FROM THE SYSTEM
ATTHE HOLD AND BY·PASS VALVES
A. Plugs for the by-pass and hold valves

FIGURE 173. REMOVING AIR FROM THE SYSTEM
ATTHE LIVE TAKE-OFF VALVE

A. Live tske-offvslve B. Outlet pipe



HYDRAULICS

(iv) The fitting on the ram cylinder (12 series
tractors only). Put the lever for the
three-way valve into the 'L' position.
Tum the fitting counterclockwise until
the oil will flow from it.

A. RAMSHAFT CAM SETTING
Tractors With Cab and Tractors
Without Cab
1. Select the 'HEIGHT' or 'DEPTH' position

on the dial pointer.
2. Remove the cover from the ramshaft

bracket on. the right-hand side (see
Figure 1751.

3. Lift· the ramshaft arms to their highest
position. On 12 series tractors use the lock
ing latch to hold them in this position. Use
supports to hold the ramshaft arms in
position on 14series tractors.

4. Look at the ramshaft cam 'A'. The roller
'B' must be seated in the notch in the cam..
Loosen the two nuts 'C' then tum the cam
until the roller is seated in the notch.
Tighten the nuts.

5. Fit the cover on the ramshaft bracket.
Remove the supports.

a.CONTROLRODSFnnNG
Tractors Without Cab
1. Remove the cover and the knob from the

front of the quadrant housing.
2. Remove the cover or dump valve from the

top of the axle case. Do this so that you can
see the selectamatic valve.

3. Select the 'HEIGHT' position on the dial
pointer. Lower the linkage then move the
quadrant lever to the 'SELECT' position.
Hold the quadrant lever in this position.

4. Turn.the Nyloc nut on the end of the control
rod counterclockwise until it is at the end of
the threads.

5. Put a dial gauge on top of the rear axle with
its probe on the spool valve. Make sure
that the probe is vertical and that it is in
contact with the spool valve.

6. Tum the dial pointer from 'HEIGHT' to
'TCU/EXT' to 'HEIGHT'. The spool valve
must not move when you do this. The
amount of movement can be seen on the
dial gauge.

7. Tum the Nyloc nut on the control rod
clockwise. Do operation 5 at the same time.
Tum the nut until there is no movement of
the spool valve.

8. Fit the cover or the dump valve on to the
top of the rear axle. Fit the cover for the
quadrant housing and the control knob for
the lowering valve.

FAULT FINDING
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FIGURE 174. REMOVING AIR FROM THE SYSTEM AT
THE RAM CYLINOER (12 SERIES TRACTORS ONLYI

A. Fitting B. Three·way valve
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FIGURE 175. RAMSHAFT CAM SETTING
A. Ramshafr Cam C. Locknuts
B. RoHe,

FIGURE 176. CONTROL ROD SETTING
A. Nyloc nUl C. Quadram leve,
B. Dial gauge
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HYDRAULICS

B. CONTROL ROD SETTING
Tractors With Cab
Repeat sequence of operations as for tractors
without cab. If a dial gauge is not available use
the following alternate method.

NOTE: The method used for tractors without
cab is more accurate.

1. Lower the linkage to the ground.
2. Connect an oil pressure gauge 0-250 kg / cm>

to the number 1 (top) take-off port on the
three-way valve. Put the lever for the three
way valve to the '1' position.

3. Put the quadrant lever into the 'SELECT'
position. Hold it in this position.

4. Disconnect the operating rod for the dial
pointer at the quadrant housing end. Put a
pin through the hole in the spindle for the
dial pointer. Do this so that you can feel
when the dial pointer engages in anyone of
its positions. You cannot feel this when the
operating rod is connected.

5. Remove the cover and knob from the front
ofthe quadrant housing.

6. Turn the Nyloc nut on the end of the
control rod clockwise until you can select
TCU / EXT' easily. Keep the dial pointer in
the 'TCU / EXT' position.

7. Turn the Nyloc nut counterclockwise until
it is at the end of the thread on the rod ..

8. Start the engine and run it at 1800 r / min.
9. Tum the Nyloc nut slowly clockwise until

the reading on the oil pressure gauge is
just at a maximum. This maximum pressure
will occur when the relief valve for the pump
just opens. You will hear the oil pushing
past the relief valve.
Turn the Nyloc nut clockwise for a further
one complete rotation only.

10. Make sure that you can select 'HEIGHT' and
'TCU / EXT' easily. You can turn the Nyloc
nut 1of a rotation in either direction to make
the movement easier. Do not tum the
Nyloc nut more than 1of a rotation.

11. Fit the end cover for the quadrant housing.
Make sure that the knob for the lowering
valve is in its correct position.

12. Release the quadrant lever from the
'SELECT' position. Select the Ll1 position
on the three-way valve.

13. Raise the linkage. Make sure that you can
select 'HEIGHT' and 'TCU/EXT' when the
linkage is at full height.

14. Lower the linkage. Disconnect the oil
pressure gauge.

9-37242
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FIGURE 177. CONTROL ROD SETTING

A. Pressure gauge C. Di8/ pointer
B. Three-way valve

B

c

FIGURE 178. CONTROL ROD SETTING
A. Nut C. Control rod
B. Nylocnut

1250 kg/cm> - 4000 Ib/in2 I
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C. FRICTION DISC FOR QUADRANT
LEVER SETTING

Tractors With Cab and Tractors
Without Cab
1. Move the quadrant lever backward and for

ward. It must be tight enough to stay in
position when the engine is running. Any
vibration from the engine must not move
the quadrant lever. Tighten or loosen the
nuts 'A' Figure 179 until the amount of
friction is correct (for tractors without cab).
Tighten or loosen the nuts 'C' Figure 181
for tractors with cab.

FAULT FINDING

A

•

D. QUADRANT SPRING SETTING
Tractors With Cab
Repeat sequence of operations as for tractors
without cab. The spring carrier is fitted to the
side of the quadrant housing. Loosen the nuts

, 'B' Figure 181 to adjust the position of the
,. -; 'spring carrier.

:?

'"'"N

i!:
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D. QUADRANT SPRING SETTING
Tractors Without Cab
1. Select the 'HEIGHT' position on the dial

pointer.
2. Start the engine then move the quadrant

lever fully rearwards. When the linkage is
. ~~.: at its full height, the relief valve for the
~... pump will open. You will hear the oil push

ing past the relief valve.
3.' Slowly move the quadrant lever forward

until the relief valve closes but the linkage
stays in position. Hold the quadrant lever in
this position. '

4. LooSen the nut 'B' then carefully move the
quadrant spring until it is against the quad
rant lever. Tighten the nut.

5. Lower the linkage then pull the quadrant
lever fully rearward. When the linkage is at
its full height, release the quadrant lever. It
must move forward to a position just in
front of the quadrant spring. The linkage
must stay in position and the relief valve
must Close (you will hear the relief valve
close I. Adjust the position of the quadrant
spring until this occurs.

"
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FIGURE 179. FRICTION DISC SETTING
A.Nut

FIGURE 180. QUADRANT SPRING SETTING FOR
TRACTORS WITHOUT CAB

A. Qusdf1lnr spring B. Nut

FIGURE 181. QUADRANT SPRING SETTING FOR
TRACTORS WITH CAB

A. Qusdf1lnt spring C. Nut
B. Nut
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E. CONTROL ROD FOR THE
QUADRANT LEVER SETTING

Tractors With Cab
1. Push the quadrant lever fully forward until

it is against the end of the groove in the
housing.

2. loosen the locknuts 'A' on the operating
rod for the quadrant lever (see Figure 182).

3. Adjust the turnbuckle'S' until the lever 'C'
is against the lower stop '0'. Tighten the
locknuts.

Before doing any of the following tests
make sure that there are' weights
connected to the linkage.

FAULT FINDING

FIGURE 183. CABLE FOR THE SENSING UNIT
SETTING

FIGURE 182. CONTROL ROD FOR THE QUADRANT
LEVER SETTING

•
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F. CABLE FOR THE SENSING UNIT
SEmNG

Tractors With Cab and Tractors
Without Cab
1. Connect weights to the lower links but not

to the top link. The spring in the sensing
unit must not be in tension or compression.

2. Move the quadrant lever to the 'SELECT'
position then select 'DEPTH' with the
selector dial. Release the quadrant lever. .

3. From the rear of the tractor turn the nut
'A' and adjuster'S' clockwise (see Figure

. 183). This will move the nut and adjuster
towards the front of the tractor. Do this
until the cable will move easily.

4. Start the engine then move the quadrant
lever rearward until it is against the quad
rant spring. When the linkage has reached
its highest position, stop the engine. Keep
the quadrant lever in this position against
the spring.

WARNING: Do the next operation
from the side of the tractor. Make
sure that if the linkage falls, there
will be no injury to you. Make sure
there is no other person near the
tractor.

5. Turn the adjuster counterclockwise
(towards the rear of the tractor) until the
linkage just starts to lower. Turn the
adjuster 51 rotations clockwise (toward the
front of the tractor. Release the quadrant
lever. Hold the adjuster in position then turn
the nut 'A' counterclockwise until it is
against the adjuster.

9-37242
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A. Locknuts
B. TurnbuclcJe

A. Nut

8 A

C. Lever
D. Lowerstop

B. Adjuster
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FAULT FINDING

LIFT TEST
Select 'HEIGHT' or 'DEPTH' on the dial pointer.
Start the engine then move the quadrant lever
rearward until it is against the quadrant spring.
If the linkage rises but not in the first 5 seconds,
do the following:

1. Clean the filter for the by-pass valve (see
Page 391.

2. lVlake sure that the sensing valve is not held
in the open position.

If the linkage will not rise or rises slowly, do the
following:

A

'"..,N

,~
a:

•

1. Make sure that the dump valve is closed and
the valve for the oil cooler is closed (iffmedl.

2. Make sure that the lever for the three-way
valve is in the 'L' or L/1 position (if fitted).

3. Make sure that the lever for the live take-off
valve is in the neutral (centre) position (if
fitted).

4. Make sure that the level of oil in the reser
voir is correct. Add more oil if the level is
low. The system will need more 'oil if ex
tema� hydraulic equipment is being used.

5. Check the pressure of the oil from the
pump. Connect a pressure gauge 0-250
kg / cm> to the outlet port of a live take-off
port. Move its operating lever from the
neutral (centre) position. Use an adaptor
plate on top of the distribution block if a
live take-off valve is not fitted. Connect the
pressure gauge to the adaptor (see Figure
185). Start the engine. The reading on the
pressure gauge must be more than
140 kg/cm>. If the reading is less than
140 kg / cm> one or more of the following
will be the cause:

(a) A dirty hydraulic filter.
(b) A leak in the inlet pipe to the pump.
(c) The relief valve for the pump is opening

too soon, you will hear the oil pushing
past the relief valve.

(d) A worn or damaged hydraulic pump.
To check the hydraulic pump, replace
the pressure gauge with a flow meter.

. The output of the pump must be the
same as the data on Page 186. Look at
the specification for the pump which
is fitted. Low output shows a worn or
damaged pump. If the pressure and
output from the pump are correct, do
the next operation.

_,-1-"",.
r "

.;.. - .-:::~:

".

140 kg/cm> = 2000 Ib/irr
250 kg/cm> =4000 Ib/irr
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FIGURE 184. CHECKING THE PRESSURE OF THE OIL
FROM THE PUMP

A. Live tske-off valve B. Pressure gauge

FIGURE 185. CHECKING THE PRESSURE OF THE
OIL FROM THE PUMP

A. Pressure gauge B. Adaprorplare

FIGURE 186. CHECKING THE PUMP OUTPUT
A. Flowmeter B. Live tske-offvsJve
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1140 kg/cm' - 2000 Ib@

FIGURE 187. CHECKING THE OIL PRESSURE IN THE
SYSTEM

8. Pressure gauge

\
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A. Connector

6. Remove the pressure gauge or flow meter
from the take-off valve or adaptor plate. If a
take-off valve is fitted move the operating
lever to the neutral position. Fit the
pressure gauge to the number 1 (top) port
on the three-way valve or to the connector
if a three-way valve is not fitted (see Figure
187). Put the operating lever for the three
way valve in the T position (if fitted). Start
the engine. Move the quadrant lever rear
ward until it is against the quadrant spring.
The reading on the pressure gauge must be
more than 140 kg/cm'. Ifthe pressure ofthe
oil is less than 140 kg / ern", one or more of
the following will be the cause:
(a) Seizure to the by-pass and hold valves

or dirt in the by-pass or hold valves.
Remove the plungers for the valve. If
the seleetamatic valve is still in the case
for the rear axle, run the engine at
1800 r /min for 3 minutes. This will flush
the bore for the plungers, removing any
dirt. Install the plungers into their bores.

(b) Dirt in other parts of the selectamatic
valve or a loose valve seat for the non
return valve. If this is the cause there
will be no reading on the pressure
gauge. The relief valve will be open (you
will hear the oil pushing past the relief
valve) .

(c) Damaged '0' rings or pipes to and from
the selectamatic valve.~ .

Ifthe pressure ofthe oil is more than 140 kg/cm'
there is leakage from the ram cylinder or dump
valve (iffitted).

HOLD TEST
1. Select 'TCU/EXT with the dial pointer.

Put the lever for the three-way valve into
the 'L' or 'U1' position (if fitted). Make sure
that the lever for the take-off valve is in the
neutral position (if fitted). Start the engine
then move the quadrant lever rearward into
the 'EXTERNAL LIFT' position. Release the
quadrant lever when the linkage is at full
height. The quadrant spring will push the
lever into the 'HOLD' position.

The linkage must stay in position. If the link
age falls, there is leakage from the system.
Do the following to find the cause.

2. Put the lever for the three-way valve into the
'1' position. This will stop the oil flowing
out of the ram cylinder. If the linkage still
falls the leakage is from the ram cylinder or
the three-way valve. If the linkage stops
falling and stays in position, the leakage is
from the seleetamatic valve or its outlet
pipe. Continue doing the operations to find
the exact position of the leak.•

•

•
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HYDRAULICS

3. Remove the cover from the top of the case
for the rear axle.

4. Check for leakage around the plugs for the
hold and by-pass valves.. Their sealing
washers can be damaged. If a dump valve
is fined (12 series tractors) make sure that
its '0' rings are not damaged.

5. Hold a mirror over the top of the selecta
matic valve. Move the mirror until you can
see the slot for the lowering valve. Look
for leakage from the slot. If there is leakage,
there is damage to the hold valve or the '0'
ring under the seat for the hold valve.

6. Remove the plunger for the by-pass valve
Look at the level of the oil in the bore. If the
level is rising (oil going into the bore) there
is damage to the non-return valve.

7. Check for leakage around the plug for the
relief valve. If there is leakage, there is
damage to the relief valve.

8. Remove the cover from the ramshaft
bracket on the right'hand side. Look for
leakage around the spool valve. Tum the
spool through 90". If there is leakage, there
is damage to the spool valve.

9. Remove the Quadrant housing. Look for
leakage around the oil pipe and where the
pipe connects to the selectamatic valve.
If there is leakage at the connection, there
is damage to the '0' rings.

TCUTEST
1. Connect a pressure gauge 0-250 kg / cm' to

the number 1 (top) port on the three-way
valve or use the connector. Put the lever
for the three-way valve in the '1I1' position.

2. Select TCU/EXT on the dial pointer. Start
the engine then slowly move the Quadrant
lever forward into the TCU position. The
reading on the pressure gauge will increase
up to 49-52 kg / cm' .

3. If the pressure of the oil is less than
49 kg / cm' one or more of the following can
be the cause.
(a) Wrongly adjusted TCU plunger (see

Page 411.
(b) Wrongly set adjusting screw in the

rocker lever (see Page 411.
(c) A wong. or. broken spring for the TCU

,valve..
4. If the reading on the pressure gauge is slow

'A~· . to increase the ban for the hold valve can be
.••..~ missing .

..,..~-
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FIGURE 188. CHECKING THE TCU OIL PRESSURE IN
THE SYSTEM

A. Pressure gauge B. Three-way valve

49 kg/cm'= 700 Iblin2
52 kg/cm2= 7501blin2

•
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LOWERING TEST
1. Select 'DEPTH' or 'HEIGHT' on the dial

pointer. Put the lever for the three-way
valve into the 'L' or 'L/1' position. Start the
engine then move the quadrant lever into
the 'LIFT' position. Hold it in this position
until the linkage is at full height. Move the
quadrant lever into the 'LOWER' position.
If the linkage does not lower or lowers
slowly do the following.

2. Make sure that the locking latch is dis
engaged (12 series tractors).

3. From the front of the tractor turn the knob
for the lowering valve counterclockwise
(out of the selectamatic valvel. This will
open the outlet port.

4. Make sure that the oil in the hydraulic
system is of the correct grade and is at
working temperature.

5. Check TCU setting (Page 42).
6. Make sure that the lowering valve is not

held in the Closed position. Check that the
plunger for the lowering valve has been
fitted the correct way round in its bore.

7. If the linkage will only lower at low engine
rlmin the sensing valve is being held in the
closed position. To check this select
TCU IEXT on the dial pointer. Move the
quadrant lever into 'LOWER' position then
into the 'HOLD' position. If the linkage rises
when you do this there is seizure to the
sensing valve.

B. Disconnect external rams, this can reduce
the pressure of the oil in the system. If the
pressure is too low the oil will not flow out
of the ram cylinder and the linkage will not
lower. .

FAULT FINDING

HEIGHT CONTROL TEST
1. Select 'HEIGHT' on the dial pointer. Put

the lever for the three-way valve in the 'L'
or 'L/1' position (if fitted). Start the engine
then move the quadrant lever rearward.
The linkage must rise as you move the
quadrant lever rearward. Move the quad
rant lever forward, the linkage must lower.

2. If the linkage does not smoothly follow the
movement of the quadrant lever look for
seizure on the connecting rods and linkages.

3. Heavy implements attached to the linkage
can fall below the required position then
immediately return to the correct position.
This is normal. It takes a small amount of
time for the hold valve to work correctly.

DEPTH CONTROL TEST
1. Select 'DEPTH' on the dial pointer. Put the

lever for the three-way valve in the 'L' or
'L/ l' position (if fitted).
Connect a plough to the linkage. Start the
engine. then move the quadrant lever into
the'Li FT' position.

2. Move the tractor then lower the plough into
its correct working position. Check the
depth of the plough.

3. If the plough does not work correctly do
the following:
(a) Check that the plough is set correctly.
(bl If the tractor is fitted with an adjustable

or selective sensing unit make sure that
it is in the correct range.

(c) Make sure that the top link is set
correctly. The force on the sensing unit
must move its shaft between 1'6 mm
and 3'2 mm when the plough is in work ..
If the movement is less or more the
sensing unit will not work correctly.

ld) If the depth of the implement is not
constant, check for damage to the
sensing unit, cable and linkages for the
sensing unit.

1'6 mm = 0'063 in
3'2 mm = 0'126 in

9-37242
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A DANGER - Hydraulic equipment can be dangerous. A

Not only can equipment move unexpectedly but oil can, when
released under pressure, pierce the skin to cause serious injuries.

FOR YOUR SAFETY

Before commencing work on a machine ensure all pressure has been
relieved from the hydraulic system and the equipment is resting in a
fully-lowered position. After lowering the equipment to the ground or
against its fully-lowered stop, allo\'!lhe engine to come to rest and
then operate the control valves:tq}relieve all oil pressure. If any
equipment cannot be lowered, becau-se for example it would interfere
with access, do not support it hydraulically but use a correct support
so that when all system pressure is released the equipment is safely
supported.

Do not work under an implement whilst it is raised on the tractor
linkage and supported only by the locking latch. Always place a
support under the rear of the implement, so that it cannot drop if a
mechanical failure occurs.

Never check for oil leaks with the hands and do not approach very
close to a pipe, or component, suspected of leaking.

The most dangerous type of oil leak is a leak so small as to be almost
invisible. A very fine jet of oil under a pressure far less than is used in
tractor hydraulic systems can penetrate the skin, even through
clothing, and cause PERMANENTtissue damage.

An oil injection through the skin is relatively painless and may not be
noticed at the time. It may later become painful however and give the
impression of a cut which has become infected. If this occurs obtain
medical attention immediately. The damaged tissues must be
removed without delay otherwise the affected area will spread and
major surgery may be required to prevent it becoming fatal.

Painful burns can be caused by only a small amount of hot oil coming
into contact with the skin.

Printed in England by The Ooistet Press lid

@ Oa~ Brovrm Tradl:lrs l.ld-
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Unit maintenance and repair

Recommended lubricants
FuJI flow filter
Hydraulic pump (Plessey)
Hydraulic pump (Dowty)
Selectamatic control valve
Dump valve
Selector dial pointer mechanism
Ram cylinder
Locking latch
Ramshaft arm
Three-point linkage
Linkage support ram
Sensing units
Three-way take-offvalve.
Double-actinq live take-offvalve

Specifications and data

FuJI flow filter
Hydraulic pump ..
Pump relief valve
Selectamatic control valve
Ram cylinder
Linkage support ram
Sensing unit
Three-point linkage
Three-way take-offvalve
Double-acting live take-offvalve

Summary of design changes

David Brown policy is one of continuous development and
improvement and therefore the specification details may have been
altered since this manual went to press.
Moreover, as the David Brown tractor is offered in a variety offorms to
cover a large number of markets and applications, this manual may
contain details of items not applicable to the particular tractor with
which it is being used.
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HOW IT WORKS

•
Hydraulic System: Mounted between the rear axle and power take-off
unit the hydraulic pump is driven from the PTO input shaft and is,
therefore. in operation whenever the PTQ clutch is engaged.

The pump draws oil through the full-flow filter in the main frame
reservoir and pumps it, through pipework. to the distribution block
mounted on top of the rear axle case. From the distribution block oil
flows to the Selectamatlc llll control valve and also to any live take
off valves mounted on top of the distribution block.

When the take-off valve is in neutral (hold) position, or if no take-off
valve is fitted, a continuous flow of oil is supplied to the Selectamatic
valve and when the tractor ccntror rever is in the 'Raise' position oil is
directed into the ram cylinder to raise the linkage. or supply oil to an
attachment connected to the three-way take-off valve.

Moving the tractor control lever into either the 'Hold' or 'Lower'
position diverts pump output into the low pressure pipes, which directs
it into the transmission and FrTo for lubrication purposes.

When a live take-off valve is moved from its neutral (central) position
pump output is diverted from the Setectamatic valve and to the
equipment connected to the take-off valve.

The tractor internal hydraulic system is therefore, inoperative
whenever a live take-of valve is being used to operate an attachment.

If a three-way take-ortvafve is fitted, this is bolted to the ram cy/inderso
that oil flow can be diverted from the tractor ram cylinder and to an
external attachment. The tractor control lever can then be used to
control external equipment instead of the tractor linkage,

To prevent excessive load being placed on the system a pressure
relief valve is connected into the pipe between pump and distribution
block. When excessive pressure occurs in the system the valve opens
and returns surplus oil into the main frame reservoir.

Single-acting J
external ;;
cylinder ~

Single-acting
take-off
point

Rernshatt --'~

Magnetic
plug

Double-acting
cylinder

•
Setecternattc
control
valve

Relief
valve

Control lever
quadrant ~ . Full-flow

'" lilte'

;;f
- -

•
FIGURE 1 DIAGRAM OF HYORAULIC SYSTEM WITH SINGLE HYDRAULIC PUMP
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HOWJTWORKS

Relief
valve

FIGURE 2 HYDRAULIC PUMP IPLESSEY)

Area under
outlet pressure

•

•

tfYdratdic Pump: The two gear-shaped rotors are meshed together
and rotate inside a close-fitting housing. As the rotors turn, the spaces
between adjacent gear teeth transfer oil from the inlet to the outlet side
of pump - there being no open tooth cavity at point of mesh. The
rotors are supported in bearings which not only provide support for the
rotor shafts but also seal the side faces of the rotors against oil
leakage. Pump efficiency depends on a good seal being maintained
between the rotor side faces and bearings. The bearings are.
therefore, pressure balanced by feeding pump output pressure into
the cavities.between the bearings and pump body. The cavities are
sealed by '0' rings and positioned towards outlet side of bearings.
When pump output pressure rises, the pressure in bearing cavities
also rises so that the tendency of the output pressure to push the
~arings apart is balanced by the pressure in the cavities pushing the
~arings against the rotor side faces. Oil leakage between the rotor
side faces and bearings is thus reduced to a minimum.

Note: Some earty tractors have a Dowty hydraulic pump fitted. Later
models have a Plessey pump. The description applies generally to
bQth types - detail differences are noted In Unit Maintenance and
Repair Section. '-.0

9-37214
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HOW IT WORKS

Full-flow Filter: This is attached on underside of main frame and
consists of a paper element filter, a fine screen filter, valve and
magnetic filter.

--------

Transmission oil from the main frame reservoir passes through the
paper element, where particles down to 40microns are removed.
When the filter element becomes choked the restriction to the flow of
oil through the element causes a depression, or partial vacuum, on
pump side of filter. When this depression reaches D'28kg/sq em
(4lb/sq in) the spring-loaded valve inside screen filter is drawn from its
seat and allows oil to by-pass the paper element, by flowing through
the screen filter and past the magnetic filter. The pump is thus not
starved of oil but fed with oil that has not been filtered through the
paper element. .. ; .

.".~ ; ....
As it is not desirable for oil to enter the hydraulic system 'witliout first
passing through the paper element a vacuum SWitch, which also
operates at Q·28kgfsq em (4lbfsq in), is connected to the pump side of
the tilter. When the depression in filter is sufficient to open the by-pass
valve it, therefore, also closes the switch contacts and lights the
warning lamp on instrument panel, to give a visual warning to the
operator that the filter element is being by-passed.

•

Screen

FIGURE 4 FILTER BY-PASS VALVE

•
Pump inlet pipe

Paper
element

Hydraulic
pump

Vacuum
switch

Screen filter
'By-pass valve

FIGURES FULL-FLOW FILTER

•
9-37214
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HOW IT WORKS

Pump Relief Valve: Located on pump body, the relief valve prevents
damage to the pump by limiting pump output pressure to a sate figure.

The small plunger is held firmly against the valve seat by the cap and
spring. When oil pressure inside system is sufficient to overcome
spring tension, the plunger is pushed off its seat and allows oil to
escape into reservoir. When system pressure falls the spring returns
the plunger to its seat and cuts off the oil flow to reservoir.

Selectamatic ContJ'oJValve: This is housed inside the right·hand side
of the rear axle case and consists of a body containing eight valves.
(see page 12)

By~ Valve Plunger is held closed by a light spring and has a small
hole through its centre to enable oil to pass through plunger and, when
upper chamber is sealed, build up equal pressure above and below
plunger.

•
As the actual oil pressure required to unseat the valve plunger
depends on the spring pressure, shims are fitted between cap and
spring to adjust the valve operating pressure to the required setting.

•

seat

P1u"-

Spring

Valve open

'-+-I4--+-Orffice

Orifice

Spring

Plunger

Valve Closed

FIGURE 7 BY-PASS VALVE

Hold valve plunger is also held against its seat by a light spring and
has a hole through its centre incorporating a simple non-return valve,
so that oil can flow upwards into chamber at top of plunger but cannot
flow in reverse direction.

Spring

Plunger

Shims

Seat

Valve closed

Valve open

FIGURE6 PUMP RELIEF VALVE

AGURE8 HOLDVALVE

•
9-37214
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HOW IT WORKS

Hold relief valve

•

Hold
valve

To ram
cylinder

Non-return
valve

From pump.. +Oil return

FIGURE 9 SPOOL VALVE

Spool valve

.-

-.
,-~

•

Spool Valve Plunger is spring-loaded so that when it is released, ports
to both by-pass and hold valves are closed. Both valve plungers are
therefore held on their seats by their springs and pump output flows
into ram cylinder to raise linkage.

When spool valve plunger is held in mid-position, port from hold valve
remains closed, therefore hold valve remains seated, but port from by
pass valve is opened. Oil from top of by-pass plunger then drains to
reservoir and as oil cannot flow through plunger orifice fast enough to
maintain an equal pressure at top of plunger. 011 pressure below

plunger pushes against the light spring to lift plunger off its seat Pump
output then flows out of by-pass port and returns to reservoir: the
linkage being held stationary by the oil trapped in the ram cylinder due
to the hold valve plunger remaining on its seat

When spool valve plunger is pushed upwards ports from both by-pass
and hold valve plunger are opened. Oil above plungers then flows to
reservoir and pressure below plungers pushes them off their seats.
Pump output then flows through by-pass port and oil from ram
cylinders flows out through hold valve to lower the linkage.

.-< .

9-37214
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HOW IT WORKS

•
Hold valve

Non
return
valve

trIon-I'etumYalwe is situated between by-pass and hold valve ports. It
alkMs pump output to flow into system when by-pass plunger is on its
seat. but prevents oil returning. and thus maintains linkage in raised
position wilen hold valve is seated.

linkage held stationary - Valve closed

AGURE 10 NOIol-RETURNVALVE

linkage being raised - VaJve open

TCU Valwe enables a regulated degree of back pressure to be built up
in oil passing out of spoot valve ports. The same amount of back
pressure then builds up on the top of by-pass and hold valve plungers.
whiCh causes the plungers to move towards their seats until an equal

amount of back pressure builds up below the plungers. The resulting
rise of pressure below plungers is also transmitted to the ram cylinder
which gives a partial lifting effort to the linkage for weight transference
(traction control) purposes.

•
To ranicylinder

Non-relum
valve

Hold
valve

Spool
valve •AGURE 11 TCU VALVE
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Relief valve - closed

Pressure Relief Valve is connected to the chamber at top of hold valve
plunger so that if oil pressure in system rises excessively, as would
occur if tractor is driven over rough ground at high speed with a heavy
implement supported on linkage, relief valve will be pushed open. The
higher pressure below plunger will then push plunger off its seat and
allow oil to escape from system until pressure is reduced to a safe
figure.

TCUvalveSpool valve

By-pass
valve

. -

Latching
valve

Latching Valve is in the circuit between chamber at top of by-pass
valve and spool valve and the purpose of this valve is to make the by
pass valve plunger very sensitive to small movements of spool valve
plunger. If spool valve is only moved by a small amount the latching
valve is then closed by the small amount of back pressure and causes
by-pass plunger to be pushed quickly on to its seal This avoids the
possibility of the by-pass plunger reaching a balanced condition with
the oil pressure above being insufficient to push plunger fully on to its
seat and placing the pump under an unnecessary load.

The latching valve therefore gives the by-pass valve quick response to
small spool valve movement: as this rapid response is net required
when using TCU (weight transference) a drilling from the TCU valve
allows pressure to be applied on the spring side of the latching valve.
Closing the TCU valve does not therefore operate the latching valve as
equal pressure is applied to both sides. enabling the spring 10hold the
valve in the full open position.

-:."..

~?

Relief
valve

•
Hold
valve

•

•

Reli~f valve - open FIGUR~ 13 LATCHING VALVE

• FIGURE 12
HOLD PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE

..,; .
.:i;."_", 9-37214
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HOWIT WORKS

BY-PASS VALVE
Controls lift

LATCHINGVALVE
Amplifies signal
from Spool valve
to provide positive
closing of By-pass
valve

SPOOL VALVE
Controls operations 01
Hold and By-pass
valves

HOLD VALVE
Controls hold and
lower

HOLD RELIEFVALVE
Relieves shock loading
in hold circuit

RATE OF LOWERING VALVE
Controls release of oil
through Hold valve to
reservoir

NON-RETURN VALVE
Prevents feed-back
between hold and
lift circuits

rcu VALVE
Controls leU pressure

•

•

•

FIGURE 14 BASIC FUNCTION OF VALVES IN SELECTAMAlie VALVE ASSEMBLY
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HOW IT WORKS

• •
Lowering
control
acjuster

Rate of
lowering
valve

Hold
valve

Valve closed

:.". ,',..
/ ';..::'~

",:..

Valve open

FIGURE 16
DUMP VALVE

RATE OF LOWERING VALVEAGURE 15

The position of valve plunger and therefore opening of lowering port,
is thus controlled by the posttionot the lowering control needle. The
valve spool automatically compensannq for any difference in weight of
implement. by regulating the amount of port opening to give a constant
flow of oil out of the system. _~": _. =.

~~~..~
• -if5':f.. ....... ;~)... ~/." -;.,.

J ' ~:~~ :~'~;..,

L,,';':~Jit~~~
~:,!. ;:~"'~~~~~Y?t :;' '

'~(t'rd -,.Y-;: «.) ;:f;
Dump Valve is 'screweo into the Selectamanc valve chest .lt is
positioned over the'hold valve,phJnger and is a two-position stop for
the hold plungerspring; When' the valve is pushed down and turned
the hold plunger spring is compressed and plunger operates
normally. When systemis being used with equipment having a very
low back pressure thevalve can be turned and pulled upwards. This
releases the plunger spring, so that the low back pressure is able to
push hold plunger off its seat and allow equipment to lower rapidly.

Rale-of-Lowering Valve controls the flow of oil coming out of the hold
valve port, valve plunger is spring-loaded towards the end of its bore
and back pressure of oil tends to push plunger against its spring and
therefore closes ports admitting oil into plunger. Any change in back
pressure caused by repositioning the control needle will make a
correspondinq change: ~~ position of valve plunger.

"."""" . - ;'
";.. i

•

•
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Dial
pointer

•

•

Push rod
(Depth control)

Push rod
(height control)

Control
lever

Ramshaft
cam

Fork Sensing
unit cable

DIAL POINTER MECHANISMFIGURE 17

Abutment
block

~.

Control
valve

""
~.~- '5....,-~ Selector Dial Pointer: Selection of the method of operation, Le.: depth

control. height control or TCU/EXT. is by means of the dial pointer on
right-hand ramsnaft bracket.

When in depth control, movement of the sensing unit must be
transmitted to the spool in the Selectamatic valve, any variation in
implement depth will then result in the spool valve being moved to
counteract the change and restore the original depth. This is obtained
by positioning the valve rocker lever under the depth control push roo
SOthat movement of the push rod, which is connected to the sensing
unit by flexible cable, also moves the valve spool.

The rocker lever does however. remaln under the height control push
rod so that when the linkage reaches full height, the ramshaft cam
pushes the valve spool into the 'hold' position and relieves the pump of

..{ ~nnecessary load.
y-

f·
>:....\: i'<:-'

Turning the dial pointer from 'depth' to 'height' slides the rocker lever
sideways so that the rocker heel is clear of the depth control push rod
but under the height control push rod. The sensing unit is therefore,
disconnected from transmitting any movement to the spool valve. As
the height control push rod is in contact with the ramshatt cam any
ramshaft movement will also move the push rod which in turn will
move the rocker lever and valve spool. The position of the ramshaft
can thus be set by the control lever and any subsequent linkage
movement will then be restored automatically, by the spool valve
being moved sufficient to correct the linkage movement.

Turning dial pointer into TCU/EXT slides the rocker lever further
sideways so that front end of rocker rides on to abutment plate. Rocker
therefore, pivots on this plate and control lever can be moved to
'raise', 'hold', 'lower' or 'TeU' position . •

9-37214
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Traction Control: This is the David Brown method of increasing wheel
grip (traction) by transferring weight from the implement on to the
tractor. The additional weight on the tractor then acts as ballast and
reduces wheel slip.

When a tractor bas a mounted implement raised on its hydraulic
linkage theiul\ implement weight is being supported by the tractor aod
the weight on the tractor rear wheels will be the normal tractor rear
wheel weight plus the implement weight; as the centre of gravity of the
implement is not of course directly over the tractor rear wheels but
some distance behind, the implement will when raised, have a
leverage effect and add more weight on the tractor rear wheels than
the actual implement weight.

When the implement is lowered into work the tractor rear-wheel
weight will return to its normal unloaded weight and the weight of the
implement will reston its own depth wheel. As wheel-grip depends on
rear wheel weight it will be seen that this is at maximum when
implement is raised and minimum when it is in work. This is exactly
opposite to what is required, for maximum wheel-grip is needed when
implement is in work and requires a considerable draught to pull it
through the ground.

HOW IT WORKS

The implement is raised out of work by oil pressure in the ram
cylinder. The actual oil pressure required to raise the linkage depends
on the implement weight and also the geometry of the linkage but
whatever the pressure is, if less than this pressure is applied in the
ram cylinder the implement will not be raised. The effect of having
pressure in the ram cylinder will however, be to exert an upward, or
lifting, force on the implement and whilst this will be insufficient to
raise the implement it will also push downwards on the tractor with an
equal force. The force pushing the tractor downwards will push the
tractor rear wheels harder on the ground in exactly the same way as
when raising the implement, the extra weight on the tractor rear
wheels will not bethefull implement but only a portion of it and this will
make a very useful form of ballast.

The amount of ballast obtained in this way is called weight
transference, because weight is transferred from implement to tractor
rear wheels, and is determined by the oil pressure in the ram cylinder:
if the pressure is reduced the amount of weight transference is
reduced until the pressure reaches zero, when no transference takes
place. This gives an advantage over fixed ballast in that only the
required amount of weight transference need be used and this is
instantly available by just pushing the control lever forward. The TCU
valve is then held on its seat and gives the required amount of back
pressure in the ram cylinder.

•
TRACTOR WITH IMPLEMENT RAISED ON LINKAGE

Weight on rear wheels equals tractor rear wheel weight 'A' plus
weight of implement'S'

,
''·If.·

• ~<-'

•

TRACTOR WITH IMPLEMENT LOWERED AND
NO PRESSURE IN HYDRAULIC SYSTEM

Weight on rear wheels 'A' is tractor rear wheel weight only. Weight
of implement 'B' resting on its own depth wheel

TRACTOR WITH IMPLEMENT LOWERED AND
REDUCED PRESSURE IN HYDRAULIC SYSTEM

Weight on tractor rear wheels'A' equals tractor rear wheel weight
plus a proportion of implement weight'S'

FIGURE 18 WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION OF TRACTOR WITH MOUNTED IMPLEMENT
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HOW IT WORKS

Ram Cylinder is housed inside left-hand side of rear axle case. When
Selectamatic valve connects pump output into ram cylinder the oil
pressure rises rapidly until there is sufficient pressure against piston
to push piston along cylinder. The piston then turns ramshaft via
connecting link and ramshaft arm, to raise the linkage. When by-pass
valve is opened pump output is returned to reservoir, ram cylinder
piston therefore remains stationary, hold valve and non-return valves
preventing any oil passing out of cylinder.

When hold valve is raised off its seat weight of implement pushes
piston, via ramshaft arm and connecting link, along cylinder and
forces oil out of cylinder through hold valve and rate of lowering valve.

The ram cylinder cover incorporates a locking latch. As piston reaches
end of its stroke. ramshaft arm passes end of the locking pin and if pin
is released into engaged position, arm will be locked to hold linkage in
raised position.

•

•

Ramshaft
arm

Connecting
link

•
Oil
port

FIGURE 19 RAM CYLINDER

Cross shaft

linkage Support Ram: This is an additional ram cylinder which is
fitted to 9 Series tractors when exceptionally heavy implements have
to be supported on the linkage. Mounted on the right-hand side and
bolted to the drawbar frame. the ram is connected to port 1 on the
three-way take-off valve. When the take-off valve control lever is
placed in position U1 both internal ram cylinder and support ram are
connected together" Both rams therefore operate together, the
support ram operating directly on the right-hand ramshaft lever and
the internal ram cylinder operating in its normal way.

AGURE 20 LINKAGE SUPPORT RAM

9-37214
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Sensing Unit When an implement such as a plough is in work it
requires an effort. which is called draught, to pull it through the ground.
The actual draught required depends on many factors, such as the
number and width of the furrows and the ground conditions but
whatever the draught of an implement is, it must increase with the
operating depth. If the depth is increased, the amount of work done by
the plough is increased therefore there is a corresponding increase in
the work done by the tractor, which has to pull harder to combat the
increased draught As the only connection between tractor and plough
is by means of the three-point linkage the implement draught is
transmitted through the three links. Due to the linkage being
positioned above the plough bodies the plough tends to pivot forward
as it is pulled through the ground.

The plough cannot actually pivot forward because-the top !ink will
resist any pivoting force by holding the headstock away from the
tractor. The amount of force required to hold the headstock away from

HOW IT WORKS

the tractor depends on various factors such as type "ot plough and
operating conditions but whatever the force is, it will be at a minimum
when shallow ploughing, which requires a light draught, and
maximum when plough at full depth and, therefore, requires greatest
draught. The tendency for the plough to pivot forward and compress
the top link is therefore a guide to the operating depth of the
implement, for as implement depth increases the amount of
compression in top link will increase. If top link is not therefore rigidly
attached to tractor, but connected to a spring-loaded attachment point
the amount of compression. and therefore depth of implement will be
'sensed' by this attachment point, which will compress the spring
according to the implement depth.

The sensing unit _therefore 'senses' the implement depth, by
responding to changes in top link compression, and counteracts this
by moving the Selectamatic control valve, via a flexible cable. to raise, ,
or lower, the linkage and thus maintain a constant operating depth.

.'

•
Hi1ch~bracket ~ower

link
<,

Top link

o 0

0\ o

•

AGURE 21 LINKAGE FORCESWHEN PLOUGHING

~37214
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HOWIT WORKS

SeIecIIYe SensIng UnIt is fitted with two springs of different strengths.
When the spring support is turned so that it is clear of thrust washers at
both ends of support, both springs are in operation but when support is
turned so that shoulders on end of support are not opposite slots in
thrust washer the spring at that end of support cannot then be

compressed and onty the remaining spring is in operation.

By turning the sleeve into any of its three positions the strong, light or
both springs can be brought into operation to give 'sensing' for heavy•
medium or light draught implements. •

Strong spring Sleeve Light spring

•
RGURE 22 5aECT1VE" SENSING UNIT

9-37214
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HowrrWORKS

•
Three--polnt Unkage: This is the connecting link between tractor and
implement. The two lower links are of fixed length but the top link is
adjustable. so that the implement can be set to its most suitable
working position.

The lower links are raised by the ramshaft which is connected to the
links by means of two adjustable rods. The left-hand lift rod is firstsetto
give the implement its required operating range, then the levelling
lever on the right-hand side used for any levelling adjustments
required when-implement is in work.

Lift rod Top link
Levelling lever

Lower link

Check
chain

,.,

\ ~
~

J ,

,

.:>
I
I

\
I
I

./

)
•

• ...

AGURE 23 THREE-POINT LINKAGE
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HOW IT WORKS

Three-way Take--ofl Valve: Fitted on the front end of the ram cylinder
-t- in place of the connector - this valve enables the oil flow from
pump to be diverted from ram cylinder to either of"the two take-off
points.

The valve control lever operates a spool which has four positions.
Wh~n spool is pushed down, inlet port in valve body is connected to
upper take-off point and when spool is moved up into second position

inlet port is connected to lower take-off port. When spool is moved into
third position valve inlet port is connected into ram cylinder and both
take-off ports are closed. Tractor linkage then operates normally and
any equipment connected to the take-off ports is held stationary.
Moving spool valve fully upwards connects valve inlet port to both tam
cylinder and upper take-off port any equipment connected to this port
will then operate simultaneously with the tractor linkage. •

•

Position L

Take-off 2

Take-off 1

A
I

-;----- Control
lever

'.

PositionU1

, ,
-r

Spool

Oil
entry

,.
"~.. " Position 1

Position 2

,. AGURE24 THREE-WAYTAKE-OFFVALVE
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•
Double--actJngLive TaklHJft Valve: This valve fits on right·hand side of
rear axle case and provides a double-acting tl.e.:oil pressure and also
oil return) take-off point which is 'live' whenever pump is in operation
regardless ot position of Selectamatic comrottever.

If two double-acting take-off points are required a second valve can be
bolted directly on top of first valve.

When valve lever is in its central (neutral) position pump output flows
into the Selectamatic valve and oil flow to both ports is sealed. The
tractor hydraulic system therefore, functions normally and any
equipment connected to the take-of is held stationary.

Moving valve lever forwards diverts pump output from Selectamanc

HOW IT WORKS

valve and directs it to take-off port 'A', attha same timetake-off port 'B'
is connected to oil return pipe to reservoir.

When vatve tever is moved rearwards the oil flow is reversed, port'A'
being oil return and 'B' the pressure supply. Equipment incorporating
double-acting rams can thus be operated by moving valve lever either
way to give the direction of motion required.

When valve lever is moved its full distance in either direction the
spring-loaded detent holds the lever in this position until ram C)1inder
on equipment reaches end of its travel and oil pressure in system Hses
sufficiently to operate the automatic release. This causes valve to
'kick-out' automatically and lever returns to the neutral (central)
position.

. ,

Port 'B'

•

•r

Automatic
kick-out

I
I'

Detent
ball

" .

Port 'A'

SPOOL IN NEUTRAL (CENTRAL) POSITION {

t ~
-t'

'.-;~=~

Kick-out piston

SPOOL IN DETENT (REARWARD) POSITION

s

AGURE25 ' DOUBLE-ACllNGLIVETAKE-QFf.YJl.LVE .

~.,.

.'
"
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•
FAULT FINDING

•
Given an adequate supply of Clean oil the Selectamatic hydraulic
system will give long and trouble-free service. Unsatisfactory
operation may however be experienced if the system is incorrectly
adjusted or if the transmission oil is allowed to become contaminated
with dirt. or water.

If the system appears to operate incorrectly. the fault should first be
located and the cause established before any dismantling is
undertaken:

Tools required tor faun findlng:

Pressure gauge (0--4,OOOlb/sq in)
Pressure gauge (O-25Okg/sq em)
Adaptor .

Union i SSP
Aexible pipe, ~ SSP
Connector housing
Blanking Plunger
Connector
Setting gauge

llB9OO984
0B960985
0B960646
0B962235

K84522
08961821
08961977
08917127
08961796

•

Note:Toolswith prefix DBare supplied by V.L Churchill & Co. (or their
agents outside UK).

Connector housing 06961821

Pressure gauge - DB960984

Flexible pipe
~ BSP K84522 &
Union DB962235

Blanking plunger
08961977

•
Connector 08917127

FIGURE 26 FAULT-FINOING TOOLS _

9-37214
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First Stage (checking tractor settings)

Before carrying out any detailed fault finding first check the following
adjustments.

With linkage at full height check that roller at end of height control
push rod is seated in the cam plate indentation, If not, release the,
two nuts then turn the cam plate in the required direction and re
tighten the nuts.

A. Ramshaft cam - affects hold when height or depth is selected.

Remove Cover plate from right-hand ramshaft bracket and lift
linkage by hand. Hold the linkage in the fully raised position and
engage the locking latch,

•spoor
valve

Lever
pivot
shaft

:;,'

Adjusting nut

f
tFault Finding Sequence

Ensure that the transmission reservoir is filled to the correct level with
oil which is of the correct viscosity and at operating temperature.

To raise the temper~re of cold oil select TeU/EXT and run engine at
160011800rev/min at full TeU for 15 minutes. Do not attempt to raise
the oil temperature by holding the control lever in the Select position:
this will aerate the oil and possibly damage the pump.

Whilst waiting for oil to reach its working temperature, clean tractor of
all external dust, particularly in areas of hydraulic controls and cover
plates.

FAULT FINDING

FIGURE 28 CONTROL ROD SETTING

."

", ':..' .
" ; t·

"

, .
FIGURE 'Zl SETTING THE RAMSHAFT CAM

B. Control rod - affects TCU pressure and lift, particularly when
selector is in TCUlEXT position.

With engine stopped, remove cover plate, complete with rate-of
lowering control, from front of quadrant housing and small cover
plate from right-hand side of rear axle case. • <,

Tum dial pointer into 'Height' position and lower the linkage. Hold
control lever fully rearwards against quadrant spring I'Setect'
positions).

Set pcsttton of Nyloc nut on control rod - this is accessible
through front of housing - so that it is possible to turn the dial
pointer from Height to TCUlE?IT and back without lifting the spool
valve. This can be observed .through axlecase aperture and
snoutd be done with a dial ga!-ige, if available.

;,-/

C. Quadrant spring and friction pad adjustment - affects cancelling
of pump in lift and hold positions.

Check the control lever movement: it should be free to move but
not so slack that it can be moved by vibration. If necessary adjust
the pivot tension by tightening, or releasing, the locknuts on the
lever pivot shaft.

Turn dial pointer into 'Height' control position then start engine.
Hold control lever fully rearwards, against quadrant spring, and
allow linkage to rise.

When linkage reaches full height and relief valve starts
'screaming: move control lever slowly forwards until pump is
unloaded and relief valve ceases to operate.

Pump should be unloaded when control lever is touching quadrant
spring but should come under load when lever is moved
rearwards against the spring.

Control lever

'<!'" FiGURE 29 "SPRING CARRIER SETIING

•

•
9-37214
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FAULTFINDING,
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Pressure
gauge

"

.\

Pressure
gauge

II

-:. Connector
\ hOUSing

(b) if gauge shows no reading but relief valve is 'screaming',
showing that pump is under load, this indicates an
obstruction in control valve; probably a loqse non-retu"':l
valve seat

_FIGURE32 CHECKING PRESSURE
AT RAM CYLINDER .

-....::. .;' "" ::"" ...,

FIGURE 31 CHECKING PUMP PRESSURE

/

Restart engine and hold control lever against quadrant spring
and note pressure reading. A low reading here could be
caused by:-

(a) blocked, or seized, by-pass plunger. Remove plunger and
clean filter with an air blast Ensure that plunger moves
quite freely and check that hold plunger is also free. BefOre
replacing plungers run engine at idling speed for a few
minutes, to flush valve bores with oil.

(c) leaking '0' rings at front of control valve or tailed control
valve pipe. Remove quadrant housing from front ofaxfe
case to examine pipe and '0' rings.

0<l7214

4. Check transmission oil level: extra oil may be required when
using external rams.

5. Carry out hold test. If system drops in hold position, rectifY hOld
fault before proCeeding.

6. Check pump pressure: fit connector on top of rear axle case
and connect pressure gauge then restart engine: a pressure
reading of less than l40kg/sq em (2000lb/sq in) could be
caused by:-

7. If pressure reading is satisfactory, Indicating no fault on pump 11.,.
side of control valve, remove adaptor plate and connect
pressure gauge to three-way valve, cr.jt no valve is fitted, use
the special connector housing.

25

.""'."

FIGURE 30 SENSING UNIT CAB~~NG

(8) choked inlet filter
(b) suction leak on pump inlet pipe
(c) worn hydraulic pump
(d) faulty relief valve

CauUon: Do not run engine faster than idling speed when
carrying out this test. '

-t' \"

Start engine and move control lever tully rearwards against
quadrant spring ..
If a considerable time lag occurs before implement commences to
lift this could be due to an obstruction in the by-pass valve plunger
filter or, if cleaning the filter fails to correct it. the latching valve

- stuck in its ooen position. .

" imptement fails to iift or lifts very slowly.
1. Ensure that dump valve is closed: pushed down and turned.

2. Check that three-way valve is set in the correct position: either
Lorl1.

3. Check that any live' take-ott valves fitted are in the neutral
(central) poSition. .

Tum dial pointer into 'Depth' control position and attach test weight
to lower links. If a suitable test weight" is not available attach a
heavy implement to lower linkS but use a chain to attach headstock
to ramshaft instead of the top link; it is essential that the top link is
disconnected so that no compression or tension load is applied to

.the sensing unit.

Start engine and move control lever rearwards until it touches the
quadrant spring. Allow linkage to rise to full height then stop
engine. . ..

WhIlst keeping dear of Implement. slowly unscrew the adjuster
on sensing unit cable until the linkage commences to creep down
then screw the adjuster Inwards 51 turns. Hold adjuster stationary
and tighten locknut.

Second Stage (checking operation)

A. UftTesl

D. Sensing unit cable - affects hold and range of depth control on
quadrant when depth'selected. .

•

•
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FAULTFINDING

<. B. HoIdTest

1. Turn selector dial pointer into TCUlEXT then start engine and
move control lever rearwards against quadrant spring. Allow
implement to rise then release control lever and allow
quadrant spring to move control lever into its 'hold' position.

2. Implementshould remain stationary and if it gradually falls this
indicates that oil is leaking from the system.

(a) Isolate ram cylinder by moving three-way valve lever to
position I, whilst implement is raised. If implement then
remains stationary the leakage is from control valve or
pipe, but if there is no difference the leakage is from ram
cylinder or take-off valve.

(b) Remove axle cover plate and check control valve for
leakage.

(c) Examine sealing washers on plugs, or dump valve for
leakage.

(d) Check hold plunger for leakage by using a mirror to
observe any oil leaking out of lowering valve slot Any
leakage out of this slot when lever is in 'hold' position
indicates a leaking hold valve or a leaking '0' ring under
hold valve seat

(e) Remove by-pass valve plunger and check level of oil in
plunger bore. Oil flowing into bottom of port and raising oil
level indicates a leaking non-return valve.

(1) Oil leakage from hold relief valve plug indicates a faulty
hold relief valve.

(g) Leakage from rear face of valve chest - drips can be seen
when ramshaft bracket cover is removed - indicates a
leaking spool valve. Tum spool through 900 and the rate of
leakage will vary.

(h) Remove quadrant housing and check pressure pipe and
pipe connector '0' rings for leakage.

D. TCUTest

1. Connect pressure gauge into three-way valve, or ram cylinder
connector.

2. Select lCU/EXT then start engine. As control lever is moved
slowly forward into TeU range the pressure should rise to
49-52kg/cm~ (700-750lb/in2J.

3. An incorrect pressure reading could be caused by:

(a) incorrectly adjusted lCU plunger.
(b) incorrectly set adjusting screw in rocker lever.
(c) incorrect. or broken TCU valve spring.
(d) slow build-up of TCU pressure may be due to missing ball

from hold valve plunger.

Three-way
valve

AGURE 33 CHECKING TCU PRESSURE

E. HelghI ConInII Test

•

•
~;l;:;:....'.
I

,

' ..

c. Loweitr;g Test
1. Select 'Depth' or 'Height' position, start engine and raise

linkage then move control lever into 'Lower' position. If
~ implement is lowered correctly move on to the TCU test.

2. tf implement does not lower, or lowers very slowly.•
(a) Ch~ that lift latch is disengaged.

itt

(b) Screw rate of lowering valve fully outwards.

(c) Ensure that tni~mission is filled with oil of the correct
grade: oil must also~ warm. ,

(d) When operating with external rams the dimensions and
positioning of the rams may result in only a small back
pressure. For.f;l reasonable rate of lowering a minimum of

r,,~ 7kg/sq cm (ll)9lb/sq in) back pressure is required.

(e) Incorrectfifcu adjustment could cause a high back
pressure~ see TCU test

.'"J'.rl
(1) A slow qrop can be caused by the rate-ot-lowertnq valve

being seized in the closed position or by,faulty assembly
,,:'~<, (Plung~r1rttedwrong way round).

':.:,;J- (g) "imple.rient only lowers at slow engine speeds this could>;:'. be caused by latching valve being seized in the closed
position. The by-pass valve will then always be held on its
seat and the implement will therefore rise in both lift and
hold positions of control lever. The implement will· only
lower when the pump output is so low that it can escape

...,....Past the rate-of-Iowering valve. To check for a sticking
.,:J; latching valve, select TCU/EXT and place control lever in
~_r 'lower' position. If linkage then rises when control lever is ."

~,! moved from 'lower' to 'hold' this indicates a sticking
latching valve.

9-37214

1. Select 'Height' control, start engine and move control lever
slowfy rearwards. The implement should rise and follow the
control lever. Movement up, or down, of the lever causing a
corresponding movement in the linkage.

2. "implement moves erratically as position of control lever is
varied. check for fouling, or seizure of the control rod, push rod
and other linkage.

3. Heavy implements may drop slightly below the required
position and then immediately return to the correct position.
This is normal and is due to the slow response of the hold
valve.

F. DepIh ConIioI Test

1. Place dial pointer in 'Depth' position, start engine and move
control lever into 'raise' position. .

2. Drive tractor; lower implement into work and check operating
depth.

3. tf implement does not operate satisfactorily first check that
implement is set correctly and the linkage is attached to the
headstock in such a manner to give sufficient compression, or
tension, in the top link. .

4. If tractor is fitted with a Setecnve sensing unit. check that the
correct range is in use. tt is essential that the force on the top
link is sufficient togive the sensing unit shaft 1-6 to3·2mm (-,!,; to
~in) movement when the implement is in work. The sensing unit
cannot operate correctly if the force is so great thai it holds the
spring fulty compressed or if it is insufficient to compress the
spring at all .

5. If the implement depth fluctuates, check for a seized or
damaged sensing unit sticking or damaged cable or cable
linkage: bell crar'!k lever, push rod, etc.

, .
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ADJUSTMENTS
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Abutment
plate

Rocker
Il.!.t'l:!l=;:"f\--"""J lever

, .

;'",

TCU
SeTe"

RGURE 35 SETIING THE ABUTMENT PLATE

RGURE 36· SETTING THE TCU VALVE 59REW
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ONE - SeIlIng the abubnent plate
After bolting valve assembly on to ramshaft bracket, place dial pointer
in TCUIEXT position. Engage inner hole of setting gauge on me rocker
shaft pin and hold gauge against face of bracket spigot. With abutment
plate firmly bolted in position and touching the underside of rocker
lever. check clearance between the rocker lever and spool valve this
should be 0·025 to 0·075mm (0,001 to O·OO3in). " the clearance is
incorrect remove abutment plate and add or remove shims as
required. Ensure abutment plate seats correctly when refitted and
after firmly tightening retaining bolt, recheck the clearance.

TWO - SettIng the TCU valve screw .
With the dial pointer in the TCUIEXT position, engage outer hole of
setting gauge on the rocker shaft pin and hold gauge against face of
bracket spigot. After releasing the locknut tighten adjusting screw until
it just touches the leU valve, but does not compress the spring, then
screw In a further complete tum and firmly tighten the locknut. As the
point at which the ball valve just touches its seat is not easy to
determine. this setting should be done with the valve inverted and a
O'05mm (O'OO2in) feeler gauge inserted between the plunger and
screw. The adjusting screw can then be screwed inwards until it
begins to hold the feeler gauge, then the gauge withdrawn and the
adjusting screw screwed in further as required.

X=O·437 in.(11·1mm)
y= 1·S80in.(40·1mml

FIGURE 34 SETIING GAUGE
(Service Tool 08961796)

--Irc=:::::"",.- _......:;:'" X ,
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The settings and adjustments required on the Selectamatic system
may be divided into two groups.'

The first group (Nos. 1 and 2) are bench settings and are only required
when a control valve is fitted to a ramshaft bracket

The second group (Nos. 3 to 7) are tractorsettings and must be carried
out whenever any dismantling is done which disturbs the original
settings. Note that tractor settings for models fitted with a "0' cab
(which have B differentcontrol layout) are listed separately on page 30.
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ADJUSTMENTS

THREE - SellIng the remshall cam
Remove cover plate from right-hand ramshaft bracket and lift linkage
by hand Hold the linkage in the fully raised position and engage the
locking latch.

With linkage at full height check that roller at end of height control push
rod is seated in the cam plate indentation. If not. release the two nuts
then tum the cam plate in the required direction and re-tighten the
nuts.

ning nuts

roller

FIGURE 37 SETTING THE RAMSHAFT CAM

FOUR - SellIng the connectirig link
Disengage lift latch, lower the linkage and remove cover plate from top
of axle case. Remove cover from front of control lever housing and
unscrew the Nytoc nut until it is level with the end of the connecting
link. Release the spring carrier nut and slide carrier to the rear of
quadrant slot Place a small spanner between the control lever and
rear finger guide, then move the finger guide rearwards until the
control lever is pushed into the Select position and tighten the finger
guide clamp nut to hold the control lever in this position. Rest a finger
on top of the spool valve and with the control lever held in the Select
position, flick selector knob from TCUIEXT. to Height and back to
TCUIEXT. a few times. Flicking the selector knob in this manner will
cause the spool valve to lift and when this movementcan be felt - and
it is useless to proceed until movement of the spool valve has been
established - tighten nut further on to connecting rod. Recheck spool
valve movement after each tum of nut, noting that the amount of valve
movement will reduce as nut is tightened. Continue tightening nut until
the point is reached where spool vatve movementJusteeases. As it is
important to tighten the nut only to the point where valve movement
ceases and not past this point, take extra care when .reaching this
position. Check valve movement more frequently and do not confuse a
slight kick of the valve with actual movement tf in doubt, unscrew nut a
little and try again.

....-

~372'.

28

Spool
valve

Lever
pivot
shaft

Adjusting nut

RGURE 38 SETTlNG THE CONNECTING LINK NUT

Later tractors have a plug at the rear of the axle cover plate to enable
spool valve movement to be checked with a .dial gauge. " plug is
removed and a dial gauge mounted so that its finger passes through
the hole and rests on top of spool, valve movement will be shown
when dial pointer is flicked from TCUIEXT. to Height and enable the nut
to be tightened until movement just ceases. Do not confuse a slight
kick of the needle with actual movement if needle kicks but returns to
its original position the valve is not actually moving.

When the nut has been set correctly, replace control lever housing
cover, turning the lowering control knob so that spindle slot engages
with the needle valve peg.

FIVE - Bleeding the system
Start engine and bleed the system by first removing the cover plate
from the right-hand side of rear axle case, to gain access to the two
plugs on the control valve; unscrew both plugs about two turns and
place control lever in Select position until air-free oil is expelled. Move
control lever forward, to make the pump inoperative, before firmly
retightening the plugs; otherwise the pressure may prevent the
washers from seating correctly and cause leakage later. Replace
inspection cover on top of axle case and remove air from ram cylinder.

•

•
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ADJUSTMENTS

AGURE 41 SETTINGTHE SENSING UNIT CABLE

Quadrant
spring

Cable
adjuster

11.l-_---Controllever

SEVEN- SeIlIng the sensing unit cable
For this setting it is necessary to have weight on the lower links but the
top link disconnected, so that no compression or tension load is
applied to the sensing unit This condition may be acnieved in a
number of ways; a bar across the link-ends so that a weight can be
supported is ideal, but a plough can be used if it is first lifted nonnaJly.
a support placed under the rear landside and then slowly lowered until
the top link can be disconnected (placing the selector knob in Height
control will enable this operation to be carried out quite easily).

Place the control lever in the Select position and tum selector knob
into the Heigh1. position. Start the engine and allow linkage to rise.
When the linkage reaches full height the pump relief valve will open
and make a 'screaming' sound. When this. occurs move control lever
slowfy forward untll the 'screaming' stops, then release spring
carrier nut and move spring carrier forwa"rd in its slot until it touChes.
but does not move the control lever, and tighten the nut As
overheating of the oil and premature wear of the pump will take place
if pump relief valve is in continuous operation, ensure that the valve
only operates when control/ever is held against the spring and does
not operate when the lever is released. If necessary make a slight
adjustment to the spring carrier before finally tightening the dampnul

, - '._ 1

$1Q~"

Wrth weight on the lower links and top link disconnected, place
selector knob in Depth control position. After releasing the locknut,
screw cable adjuster tully inwards toensure that there is slackness in
the cable. Moye control lever rearwards until it touches the quadrant
spring and start engine. Allow linkage to rise to full height and reach
the Hold position then stop engine. With control lever touching
quadrant spring, screw the adjuster outwards until linkage
commences to creep down then screw adjuster Imrar* five-and.a...
quarter turns (9 series) or nine and a quarter turns (885)· before
tightening locknut.

Ram
cylinder bleed

AG·URE39 BLEEDING THE HYDRAULIC SYSlEM

AGURE 40 SETTING THE QUADRANT SPRING

Unscrew the bleed valve at front of ram cylinder until air-tree oil is
expe\led.

SIX - SetIIng the quadrIInl spring
Check the movement of control lever; it should be free to move but not
so slack that it can be moved by vibration. If necessary adjust the pivot
tension by tightening, or releasing, the locknuts on the lever pivot
shaft

•

•

•
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ADJUSTMENTS

Q cab acQusIments: On a cab tractors all internal adjustments are
identical to those 1is1edtor non-Q cab models but external control
adjustments differ. Prior to carrying out adjustments, it is
recommended that a 0-250kg/cm2 (O--4lXXllblinZ) pressure gauge is
fitted., with the 3-way valve lever in the L or l1 position to give an
accurate indication of relief vatve operation. If connecting link setting
cannot be obtained using the following procedure. use method
detailed for non-Q cab tractors.

Note:: Before making any adjustment.ensure that friction lever select
stop contacts its abutment bracket with quadrant lever held fulty
rearwards. Move quadrant select stop or adjust control rod length It
necessary. to obtain this condition before proceeding.

ONE-5eIIIng IIle _ cam

Engine-Stopped } Cond" '
Dial selector _ HEIGHT .. OIlSpnor
Unkage _ fully raised to adJ_

Adjust height controt so that push rod roller engages on the cam
indentation.

TWO - Bleeding lIle_m
Engine - Running
Dial selector - HEIGHT
Quadrant lever - SELECT
Bleed system as for non-Q cab models

THREE - 5eIIIng IIle c:oru-.g _
Engine - 800 r.c.m.
Dial selector - EXTERNAL
Unkage - Raised
Quadrant lever - SB..ECT .
Adjust by screwing the connecting link Nyloc nut anti-clockwise until
renetvatve will not unseat. Then screw nutc!ockwise in stages of i tum
until relief vatve just unseats positively when quadrant lever is moved
slowlY from LIFT to SELECT.

FOUR - 5eIIIng IIle quadrBnI ....r sprlng
Engine - 800 r.p.m.
Dial selector - HEIGHT
Unkage - raised
Quadrant lever - SElECT

Adjust friction lever locknuts to obtain maximum drag whitst
permitting positive return of lever from select position. Check action
only with locknuts tight Adjust select spring carrier to ensure that

. pump relief valve stops unseating when the hand lever is slowly
released from Select position, but without the linkage dropping from its
raised position.

RYE -SeIlIng IIle quadnml ...... control rod
Engine - stopped
Dial selector - HEIGHT
Unkage - lowered
Quadrant lever - rod disconnected
Adjust control rod so that friction lever' (Ag. 42) is held against lower
stop when hand lever is 3mm (tin) clear of forward end of quadrant
slot. "there is insufficient drop on height control, file 3mm (tin) offfixed
stop pin and file forward end of slot to suit Repeat rod adjustment
cheCks oncompletion.

SIX-SeIlIng quadnml ..lec:l_
Engine - 800 r.p.m,
Dial Selector - EXTERNAL
Unkage - raised
Quadrant lever - SELECT
Adjust select stop on quadrant so that it just contacts the hand lever
when friction lever stop is against the select stop abutment with the
relief valve unseated. If there is insufficient rearward adjustment
available, file forward end of quadrant slot and repeat adjustments
FIVEand SIX

SEVEN -SeIlIng IIle sensing__

Engine - stopped
Dial selector - DEPTH
Unkage - raised
Quadrant lever - LIFT
Adjust as for non-Ocab tractors.

9-37214
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FIGURE 42 a CAB CoNTROL ADJUSTMENT
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Nytoc
nut

Connecting
link

Friction lever
extended arm

Quadrant
adjustable select
stop pin

Hand rever
control rod
adjustment

Take-off valve
control levers

Friction lever stop peg
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UNIT REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT

•
IMPORTANT

Before attempting to remove any plugs, covers or hydraulic system
components it is essential that the surrounding area of the tractor is
thoroughly cleaned.

Failure to observe this precaution will result in dirt entering the
transmission oil and causing faulty operation of the hydraulic system
after re-assembly.

Full Row Filter. The paper element should be renewed every 500
hours, or if the warning lamp is not extinguished when engine is
running at 1800 rev/min and oil is warm.

To renew filter it is first necessary to drain transmission oil, by
removing cover drain plug: if oil is to be re-used drain it into a clean
container and keep it covered.

After draining the oil, remove housing cover and filter assembly.
Separate the filter from cover, wash the screen filter in clean fuel oil
then clean with an air blast: ensuring that no particles are left adhering
to the magnet. Do not attempt to etean a paper element and handle
new element- very carefully; the edges of the element are easily split
when drY and a damaged element is useless.

Replace screen filter on a new paper element then after cleaning
cover fit filter assembly on cover, ensuring the '0' rings at top and
bottom of element are correctly seated. Clean housing face. fit a new
gasket then replace cover, tightening bolts evenly.
Replace drain plug.

Non Full Flow Filter: Early tractors not incorporating full flow filtration
have a separate by-pass oil filter located on rear axle case. Screen
and magnetic filter only are fitted in sump. Renew by-pass filter
element every 500hours and clean screen and magnetic filter at same
time. USE' clean paraffin for cleaning purposes and fit new sump cover
gasket upon re-assembly. Tighten sump cover boits evenly to avoid
distortion of cover.

FIGURE 44 GAUZE AND MAGNETIC FILTER

Refill transmission with oil. If original oil is being re-used, pour this
through a funnel fitted with a fine screen filter and discard the last
gallon, which will have accumulated any sediment.

A. Filter gauze B. Drain plug C. Sump cover

•

.,";; .
FIGURE 45 . BY-PASS'OI( FILTER .40-

A. Filter bowl B. Bowl securing ~;..}
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B. 'transmission Drain Plug

Rear Axle Drainc.

FIGURE 43 .
FULL FLOW TRANSMISSION OIL FILTER

Filter HousingA.

•
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UNIT REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT

HydrauDc Pump: Whilst draining the transmission oil. disconnect
drawbar frame from hitch plates and lower the rear end of frame to
ground.

When transmission is drained of oil. remove the vacuum switch
adaptor from underside 01the PTO case. (Switch is not fitted on earty
tractors). Disconnect the check chains. slacken sensing unit bolts.
remove PTO flange bolts and install two guide studs (4UNC x 75mm).
Free PTO unit from rear axle casing dowel and then remove sensing
unit. Wrthdraw PTO unit rearwards dear of tractor.

Running In a new pump: When a new, or overhauled pump is fitted. it
should be run in for a minimum period of 10 minutes. To 'run in' a
pump. place dial pointer in TCUIExt position and control lever in Lower
position. Start engine and run at approx. 1500 rev/min. whilst very
slowly moving the control lever forwards so that after 8 or 9 minutes a
position of full TCU is reached, then follow this with a minute of three
second periods in the Select position. Do not hold the control lever in
the Select position for long periods otherwise the internal pump seals
may be damaged.

•
The hydraulic pump is mounted on its support plate and is exposed
when PTOunit is removed. To remove pump from its support, renew
the four setscrews attaching oil inlet pipe to base of pump body then
remove the two setscrews and nut from pump body, before carefully
levering the pump off its dowels. Removing the pump will expose the

If output pressure is correct, pump is suitable for normal service.

•
REAR AXLE WITH PTO UNIT REMOVED

A. Hydraulic pump
C. PTO driving shaft

E.

B. Pump drive gear
D. Pump support plate

PTO oil feed pipe

FIGURE 45
HYDRAULIC PUMP

pump outlet connection. which protrudes through the support plate
and into the pump body.

Before refitting a pump, first fit new '0' rings on pump outlet
connection. and inlet pipe flange, then carefully push pump into
position on its dowels: DO NOT STRIKE, OR PUSH AGAINST THE
DRIVE GEAR. Tighten the pump mounting bolts evenly then replace
the four setscrews in end of pump inlet pipe.

Check that PTOcardan shaft is engaged in its clutch plate splines: tum
and push coupling until shaft cannot be turned.

Smear a new gasket with grease and fit it on support plate. Screw two
guide studs, -kUNC x 3in (75mm) into two opposite axle case bolt
holes. Lift PTO unit on to studs and slide it into position. Engage high
ratio and tum PTO output shaft until input shaft splines are engaged
into coupling splines. Do not use force to push the unit into position: if
unit will not go "fully home", turn. engine so that the pump driVing
gears are turned into mesh with stationary pump gear. Unscrew guide
studs, fit retaining bolts and replace the vacuum switch adaptor
(where fitted). Reconnect check chains and drawbar frame, replace
crain plug and refill transmission with oil. If original oil is being re
used, pour it through a funnel fitted with a fine screen filler and discard

j the last gallon which will have accumulated any sediment Replace
~ . sensing unit.

Pump Relief Valve: As this is attached to top of pump body it is
therefore necessary to drain the transmission oil into dean containers
and remove the PTO unit not forgetting to first remove the vacuum
switch adaptor from underside of the PTO case.

Withdrawing the PTO unit will expose the hydraulic pump and
removing the three bolts from valve flange will enable the relief valve
to be removed.

Before refitting a relief valve, fit a new '0' ring in groove on pump body
to face then fit valve and tighten the retaining bolts evenly.

Fit a new gasket on pump support plate, after smearing itwith grease,
screw two guide studs into axle case then check that PTO cardan shaft
is engaged in its clutch plate splines, by pushing and turning shaft
coupling until it locks.

Refit PTO unit, engaging high ratio and turning output shaft until input
shaft engages in drive coupling splines. If necessary tum engine so
that pump driVing gear teeth are meshed correctly: it should not be
necessary to force the PTO unit into position.

After bolting PTO unit in position, replace vacuum switch adaptor and
refill transmission with oil. If original oil is being re-used, pour it
through a funnel fitted with a fine screen filter and discard the last
gallon,. which will have accumulated any sediment. •
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UNIT REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT,':':"",. %

•
Dump Valve: Dump valve is fitted through righi-hand side of rear
axle case; thoroughly clean this area before commencing valve
removal. To remove valve, simply unscrew it from the control valve
body, ensuring that no dirt falls inside the axle case.

When refitting valve. smear sealing ring with grease so that it will
remain in position with valve inverted. With the hold plunger spring in
centre of its bore, screw valve into place then firmly tighten.

J.~,:~;"J-' 1

SensIng unit ftexible cable: To remove the flexible cable remove \:f,,~~.:-.~:.•
cover from right-hand ramshaft bracket and disconnect cable from '~.

actuating lever. The cable can then be pulled out of the bracket
casting. On 9 Series tractors, the cable end is threaded and it is
necessary to remove the two locknuts and nipple in order to withdraw
the cable, but on 885 tractors the inner cable nipple cannot be
removed and the ctevis pin must be removed so that the nipple can be
hooked out of fork end. Re-adjust new cable after fitting (see page 29).

. !

Three-Way Take-Oft Valve: Bolted on the front end of the ram cylinder,
the three-way valve can be removed after first lowering the linkage
and any equipment, such as a loader, which is connected to the three
way valve.

Clean surrounding area before disconnecting take-off pipes from
valve and feed pipe from distributor block. Remove the four bolts from
valve body then lift valve from tractor.

When replacing valve, ensure that cylinder and valve faces are clean
and '0' ring is seated in ram cylinder face recess. Tighten the four
bolts evenly, so that the valve body is not distorted, then reconnect
pipes.

FIGURE 47
DUMP VALVE

• Sensing Unit Bolted on top of the PTO case, where it provides the
anchorage for the nectcr end of the top link, the sensing unit should
first be cleaned before removal.

-, ;/ .
• -.,t'.' ". ~--'
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"
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FIGURE 49 REMOVING THREE-WAY VALVE

.;. 9-37214
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FIGURE 48
ToP LINK SENSING UNIT

-'rr."

Disconnect flexible cablt;" remove top link then remove bolts attaching
unit to PTQ case. Keep PTO case covered whilst unit is removed and
when refitting unit refit the different length bolts in their original
positions before firmly ti9h~~ning.Reconnect and adjust flexible cable,
(see page 29)."

•
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UNIT REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT

•

•

•

Adaptor
plate

·0· rings

Support
ram

@

FIGURE 51
REMOVING LIVE TAKE-QFF VALVE

Drawbar
frame

Ramshaft
arm

Pivot
bolt

FIGURE 50 LINKAGE SUPPORT RAM

Three-way-y....ff'!:::::::~~=====~valve
connection

Unkage Support Ram: Mounted between ramshaft and right-hand
side of drawbar frame, the ram can be removed by first lowering
linkage, to ensure ram has minimum amount of oil in it, disconnecting
oil pipe from ram then removing the upper and lower attachment bolts.

When refitting ram, smear both bushes witl1 grease and ensure the
two pivot bolts are fully tightened.

Pivot
bolt

Uve Take-Oft Valve: Bolted on top of right-hand side of rear axle case,
the surrounding area should first be cleaned before valve is removed.
Disconnect pipes and remove the five cover bolts then lift valves off
axle case. Note the different lengths of bolts so that they can be refitted
in their original position.

When replacing valves ensure that faces are clean and all '0' rings are
in position. Replace bolts and tighten evenly: the valve spools are a
very close fit in their bores and only a slight distortion of body could
cause spools to bind.

9-37214
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UNIT REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT

•
Ramshaft: This is removed complete with right-hand rarnsneft bracket
and control valve.

Remove cover from control lever housing. This is attached by tour
screws and must be removed complete with lowering control knob.
Remove Nyloc nut from connecting link and remove the three bolts
attaching housing to rear axle case: two of these are positioned inside
the housing but the third is outside, and it will be necessary to release
the three quadrant bolts to provide sufficient clearance to remove this
bolt. Disconnect hand brake lever 50 that it can be removed with
housing. Withdraw housing, noting that a distance piece and spring
are fitted on connecting link.

Unscrew lowering control needle valve from front of control valve, to
prevent it being damaged, then, whilst supporting the weight of the
shaft with a portable crane, carefully withdraw the assembly
rearwards until the control valve is clear of the axle case.

To separate ramshaft from its right-hand bracket, remove the two nuts
attaching cam plate to rams haft then slide bracket off shaft end.

Before commencing to replace the ramshaft, ensure that the
lubrication pipe is in position inside the axle case and has not become
detached at its left-hand (inner) end. Clean the joint faces and fit a new
gasket on right-hand bracket.

Release locknut on lubrication pipe clamp bolt and unscrew bolt
approx. eight turns. Wire pipe to upper housing bolt hole, so that it will
not come out of its connection at inner end and fall into axle case.

Fit the two small '0' rings into their positions at front of control valve: a
smear of grease will help to maintain rings in position whilst ramshaft
is being refitted.

Disconnect flexible cable from sensing unit, then remove sensing unit
Cover top of PTO case to prevent any dirt entering.

Carefully raise ramshaft into position, gUiding control valve into axle
and ensuring that control lever rod passes through axle case. Place
bearings in position on left-hand bracket then push shaft 'fully home'.

Removing control lever housing will expose the pressure pipe
connection and enable the two attachment bolts to oe removed, so that
when control valve is withdrawn rearwards the pipe connection will
remain in position.

When shaft is in position, replace and tighten bracket bolts. Smear'
core plug with jointing compound before replacing it in left-hand
bracket. Remove retaining wire from lubrication pipe then position
pipe and tighten clamp bolt. Replace lowering control needle valve
before bolting high pressure pipe connection to valve,

Disconnect levelling and lift levers from lower links and remove cover
from-right-hand ramsnatt bracket.

Remove bolts attaching right-hand ramshaft bracket to axle case and
left-hand cover to ram cylinder.

The cover joint is vertical and two of the cover bolls pass right through
the axle case. When the cover is removed a small quantity (1 litre-2
pints) of oil will be released.

Refit control lever housing, using a new gasket. Spring and distance
piece must be fitted on control valve rod as housing is replaced and an
easy way of doing this is to place spring on rod, then temporarily fit a
bolt through control lever pin so that distance piece can be held in
position whilst it is pushed against spring. When housing is bolted in
position replace second distance piece and set connecting link (see
Adjustments).

Refit sensing unit, connect and adjust flexible cable, see page 29.

Ramshaft• Ram
cylinder

f
I,

lubrication pipe
clamp bolt

Right-hand
ramshaft
bracket

.1
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UNIT REMOVAl AND REPLACEMENT

Rear axle
case

FIGURE 53
RAM CYLINDER REMOVAL

•

•
Ram Cylinder: Housed inside the left-hand side of the rear axle case
the ram cylinder must be removed rearwards

The ram cylinder body is a one-piece casting and after removing the
ramshaft assembly it is only necessary to remove the three-way take
off valve, or connector, from the front end of the cylinder to enable the
cylinder to be withdrawn rearwards out of the axle case.

When refitting the ram cylinder. ensure that axle case is clean and the
large '0' ring is in position on front of cylinder. Coat both sides ofa new
gasket with non-hardening jointing compound before fitting gasket on
axle case. Smear cylinder '0' ring with grease then slide cylinder into
position and align bolt holes. Refit ramshaft before replacing take-off
valve.

9-37214

Remove the three-way take-off valve from front end of ram cylinder.
Disconnect clutch hand lever, remove lever pivot bolt then remove the
lever side brackets from tootplate. This will enable hand lever to be
moved and provide sufficient clearance for removal of cylinder front
end cover.

When end cover has been removed, pull the cylinder flange forward to
remove cylinder from axle case. The flange is a loose fit on cylinder
but is usually tight enough to bring the sleeve with it when pulled
forward.

Refit cylinder, complete with piston and flange, into axle case. Enter
connecting link into cylinder and ensure that oil port through flange
has an '0' ring in it and is positioned opposite the hole in axle case.
Refit end cover, tightening the bolts evenly until they are tully tight
Replace take-off valve and clutch hand lever.

•
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UNIT REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
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Ramshaft
bracket

Rocker
lever

Guide bracket

FIGURE 54 CONTROL VALVE AND RAMSHAFT BRACKET

Control valve

9-37214

•

Selectamatic Control Valve: As this valve is bolted to the front of the
right-hand ramshaft bracket it is first necessary to remove the
ramshaft and then remove the control valve from the ramshaft bracket.

Having removed the right-hand ramshaft bracket, remove the guide
bracket, this is attached by two bolts, one of which is also the pivot for
the cable actuating lever. Removing the guide bracket will expose a
valve securing bolt and when this bolt and the two nuts are removed
the valve assembly can be tapped off its dowels and separated from
the ramshaft bracket

When refitling a valve assembly, guide the rocker lever into position
over abutment block whils' fltling valve onto dowels men replace bolt
and nuts, tightening them evenly and firmly.

When valve is in position on bracket, check the settings of abutment
block and TCUscrew (see page 27).

Selector DiaJ PoJntel Mechanism: Housed inside the right-hand
ramshaft bracket this mechanism is accessible when bracket is
removed.

After removing ramshatt (see page 37) and control valve, remove the
two nuts attaching height control cam to ramshaft. Then slide bracket
off ramshaft. Remove cam from inside bracket.

When replacing ramsnan bracket, smear bush with grease and ensure
'0' ring is in position on ramshaft. Replace bracket on ramshaft, lift
arms towards rear of bracket, then refit cam. Replace flat washers,
spring washers and nuts but do not fuJI)' tighten nuts: these can be
tightened when assembly is completed and cam position has been set.
(see Adjustments).
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UNIT MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

•
Recommended Lubricants

The hydraulic system and transmission utilise a common oil reservoir
and it is therefore essential to use a fluid (lubricant) suitable for both
applications.

The following lubriCCints are approved for use in the transmissionl
hydraulic system but ifnone of these are available refer to the notes on
alternative lubricants.

The oil reservoir should be drained and refilled with new lubricant
every 1000 hours.

Alternative HydrauliclTransmlsslon Lubricants

It is emphasised that to safeguard the performance and reliability of
the tractor, only the approved lubricants listed should be used.

It is particularly important that EP or ATF oils are not used in the
transmission/hydraulic reservoir. If the recommended multi-grade oil
is not available, a straight mineral gear oil of SAE 80 viscosity should
be used: do not use SAE 80 EP extreme pressure or mild EP SAE 80
oils sold for car gearboxes, or automatic transmission fluid.

Extreme pressure transmission lubricants

These lubricants are intended for use in hypoid rear axles. Extreme
pressure additives are not normally formulated for use in hydraulic
systems and may be subject to breakdown resulting in corrosion of
non-ferrous parts and gum formation. In addition these oils reduce
sliding friction, excessive slip could therefore occur on the Hydra-Shift
clutch plates and brake bands. resulting in excessive heat and wear.

Automatic Transmission Fluids

These are light viscosity fluids formulated for use in torque convertors
and automatic transmissions. They are not able to withstand the loads
occurring in tractor transmissions. A number of oil companies are
developing similar fluids for tractor use, which may be anadvantage in
arctic conditions and are necessary to prevent filter restriction on
tractors fitted with a tandem hydraulic pump. Before using any of these
fluids it is essential to contact your David Brown Distributor - who will
obtain further advice from Service Department, Meltham.

•

•

(except in arctic conditions)

United KIngdom

BP Tractor Oil Universal

Agricastrol Multi-use or MP

Esse Tractor Universal or Unifarm

Mobil Mobiland Universal

Shell Tractor Oil Universal

Duckhams sarm Master

Total Super Universal Tractor Oil

North America

CaseTFD

acept U.K. and North America

Amoco HD-M Motor Oil 2OWf3(J

BP Tractor Oil Universal
or BP vanenus M20-50

Agricastrol Multi-use 2fJW13O

Esse Tractorlube Universal 2OW/3IJ
or Unifarm

Mobiland special2OW/40

Shell Rotella SX Oil 2OW/40

Approved lubricants

(under arctic conditions)

North America only

CaseTFD

Wortdwlde except North America

Amoco 303 fluid

BP Tractran 9

AgricastrOI MD

Esso Torque Fluid 56

Mobil Tractor Fluid 303

Shell 6332

In some countries the approved lubricants may be marketed under
different designations from those listed above: if any doubt exists,
consult your David Brown Distributor.

~7214
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UNIT MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

r,

Fun flow Filter: The only maintenance required is the fitting of a new
paper element every 500 hours, or if the warning lamp is illuminated at
engine speeds above 1800 rev/min when oil is warm. Paper elements
must not be cleaned and new elements must be handled very
carefully. Elements are easily damaged when dry and a damaged
element is useless. Except tor cleaning the screen and magnetic filter,
no attempt should be made to strip the screen filter. The by-pass valve
cannot be adjusted and if faulty operation is suspected a new unit
should be fitted. Ensure that the screen is transferred from the old to
the new element

Drain plug

Gasket

Rear
sump
cover

AGURE56
COMPONENTS OF FULL FLOW ALTER

ttydrauUc Pump: The most important item of pump maintenance is
keeping the transmission oil clean. tt the transmission oil is allowed to
be contaminated with dirt, or water, premature pump wear will take
place.

To dismantle 8 Plessey pump for examination:

1. Prepare a clean wor1Wench where components can be laid out in
order of removal.

2. Scribe marks on the mounting flange, body and end cover to aid
correct re-assembly. Remove gear with suitable puller. Do not
hammer shaft to facilitate removal.

3. Remove the nuts and washers from the mounting flange and lift
f1anQs"off dowel botts. Tap the flange with a mallet if hard to

. ~f!IOYe - do not attempt to separate by using a screwdriver.

4. Withdraw gears and bearings from body, carefully noting their
positions. To facilitate correct reassembly mark bearings with a
felt tipped pen. Do not use a metal tool for marking.

5. Remove through bolts and end cover. Remove '0' rings from cover
and flange. Unscrew blanking plug and '0' ring.

baspection and Rectification: Pump body should be examined for
wear or damage. It is normal for the gears to cut a light track on inlet
side of the body bores. If bores are in good condition without excessive
scoring the body is serviceable. The only rectification required is to
remove any burrs from the edges of the rotor track, so that it cannot
Interfere with the balancing action of eie bearings. Very carefully
remove any burrs with a sharp scraper or fine emery cloth. If the rotors
have worn a deep groove in the body bores. due to worn bearings
allowing the rotors to be pushed towards inlet side of pump, the pump
should be scrapped. Fitting new bearings in a worn body will hold
rotors clear of the wear tracks and allow internal oil leakage to occur,
rASulting in loss of pump output

Ensure that bearings are not damaged or embedded with particles of
foreign matter. Examine each bearing for wear on the face and in the
bores. If necessary lightly polish the outer diameters of bearings to
obtain free movement in body.

If bearing faces are not excessively worn they may be salvaged by
polishing. Place a sheet of '0' grade emery paper on a truly flat
surlace. lubricate with paraffin and polish bearing surface using a light
rotary motion. Bearing thickness must not vary by more than O-005mm
(0000210).

The bearings must not be worn sufficienUy to prevent the sealing rings
from being compressed when body bolts are tightened. Temporarily
assemble rotors and bearings then measure distance between outer
laces of bearings: this should be 0-076mm to Q'178mm (0-003 to
O<07in) less than width of body.

Bearing recess
0'178mm (O'OO7in)

maximum

t-:...
AGURE 57,;},CHECKING BEARING WEAR

:~i_
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Body

End
COVel"

FIGURE 58 PLESSEY PUMP BEARINGS AND SEALS

•

•

Rotors should be inspected for worn, or scored, side faces and
journals, damaged teeth or surface cracks. Slight wear or scoring on
journals can be erased by mounting rotor between lathe centres and
polishing with '0' grade emery cloth lubricated with paraffin. Only
polish the journal surfaces, do not reduce their diameters: for
satisfactory pump performance the journal diameters must be paired
within 0-013mm (O-OOO5io) and gear widths paired within 0-OO5mm
(O-OOO2io).

R.assembllng Pump:earry out re-assembly on a clean workbench.
Wash all components in paraffin or fuel oil and thoroughly dry with an
air blast Cleaning solvents likely to attack the synthetic rubber seals
must not be used. All machined surlaces should be free from burrs
and bruise marks. Ensure that bearing lubrication scrolls are clean
and free from damage. Bearings have two features which facili~te

their correct re-location; a Y-shaped recess on the suction (inlet) side
and relieved area on pressure (outlet) side.

1. Grease and fit new shaft seal into the end cover (seal spring facing
outwards).

2. Fit new '0' rings into the mounting flange and end cover grooves.

3. Assemble cover tobody with the two dowel bolts.

4. Place pump on bench, cover end down and inlet side towards you.

5. Lubricate the bores and faces of bearings with clean transmission
oil.

6. Fit the cover end bearing lntc body and slide gently to base of
bores..

7. Insert the gears into their respective bores (with inlet side towards
you the drive gear is on the right).

; !I(.· .

8. Place the top bearing over gear shafts and into location against
gear faces.

9. Mount the flange over the drive gear (taking care not to damage
the shaft seal on the keyway) and dowel bolts.

10. Insert remaining through bolts, spring washers and nuts.
(Lubricate threads with thin oil before fitting.)

11. Tighten nuts down evenly and apply recommended torque loading
of 5·53 to 6'22kg metres (40/45lb. ttl.

12. Refit blanking plug, using new '0' ring. (If pump is not being
refitted immediately, seal all parts with plugs or adhesive tape.)

13. At the drive shaft key in position and gently ease the gear onto the
shaft. Ensure that keyway is aligned with key and use the shaft nut
to pull gear onto shaft taper.

14. Fit new tabwasher, tighten shaft nut to s':53kg metres (40lb It) and
lock the nut Do not hammer or press the gear into position
otherwise bearing damage will result

Unserviceable Parts: Should the pump be w9:rn beyond salvageable
limits, satisfactory repair becomes uneconomical and it will be
necessary to flt a new unit Always clean out the hydraulic system
before fitting a new pump. Worn components can b8renewed but the
following points should be noted. •'\' ,'.. _~

" r'{,.:M;r.

1. New components in a worn body may not restore full efficiency
because of internal losses.

2. New bearings will tend to prevent the gears bottoming in their
tracks, thereby increasing internal losses.

~37214
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III
I
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End
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AGURE 59 COMPONENTS OF DOWTY PUMP

Body

Backing
washers •

To dismantle a Dowty pump for examination:

1. Remove shaft nut and draw gear off taper using suitable puller. 00
not hammer shaft.

2._Remove top cover and relief valve complete. Note position of
different length bolts to ensure correct re-assernbts.

3. Remove end cover and extract rotors and bushes from body.
These should slide out freely but it tight, invert body and tap it on a
wooden block. Note location of bushes to ensure that they are
refitted in their original positions upon re-assembly.

4. Discard all '0' rings.

5. Clean all parts and lay them out on a clean bench. If more than one
pump is being dismantled, take care not to interchange
components.

Insp IIetlan and RecUflcatIon: Pump body should be examined for
wear or damage. It is normal for the rotors to cut a light track on the
inlet side of pump body but if wear of the bushes, or journals, has
allowed the rotors to form a deep wear track the pump should be
scrapped. It is no use fitting new bushes into a body with deep wear
track as the increased rotor tip clearance will allow increased internal
oil leakage.

If the wear track is not deep but the rotor tips have raised a burr at the
sides of the track the burr should be carefully polished out, otherwise it
may prevent the bushes being held against the rotor side faces and
allow internal oil leakage.

9-37214
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Erosion of the pump body may occur due to oil cavitation. caused by
operating the pump with a restriction in the pump oil supply or an air
leak on the inlet side of pump. If this occurs the pump output and
pressure will be affected.

Examine the bush bores for signs of wear and the bush faces adjacent
to the rotor teeth for scoring or pitting. Slight scoring of the bush faces
is acceptable provided the pump operates satisfactorily at full
pressure.

The bushes are paired so that lengthS 01 the major diameters are
equal to within O{)()5mm (O{)()()2in), and can onty be renewed in pairs.
Aset of four new bushes should be modified by chamfering the edge
on the low pressure side as shown (Fig. 60). This will allow the bushes
to override any burrs and thus prevent any interference with the
balancing action of the bushes.

•



•

•

0·031 in.
0-794mm.

FIGURE 60 CHAMFERING THE INNER ROTOR BUSHES

A Inlet
B Chamfers tapering to zero at 120°

Apply a small quantity of clean oil into the pump body and fit the two
bushes into their respective bores. The bushes should slide into
position quite freely until the '0' rings come up against the body
shoulder. Apply clean oil to rotor journals and assemble rotors to
pump body. Fit outer bushes in their original positions and place body
end cover in position to check the cover to body clearance. With the
cover resting on the bushes. the clearance between the cover and the
body should be not less than O·38mm (O-o15in) otherwise the '0' rings
will be unable to make a seal and pump willbe incapable of producing
full pressure.

Once the internal condition of the pump has been assessed, it may be
considered more economical to fit a new unit than replace worn
components.

UNIT MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

Re-assembllng Dowty Pump: Prepare a clean work bench, washell
components in cleaning solvent or clean hydraulic oil. Cleaning
solvents likely to attack the synthetic rubber seals must not be used.

1. Apply a small quantity of clean oil to pump bore, bushes. rotors
and new '0' rings. Assemble inner bushes. '0' rings and backing
washers into pump bores and insert rotors.

Note: On later pumps (Fig. 61), the bush tails are not concentric with
the bores. This gives a more uniform pressure balancing action and it
is essential that bushes are .correcny located as shown. Where
backing washers are fitted, fit '0' rings before backing washers.

2. Rt outer bushes and end covers. Replace cover bolts noting that
two bolts are shorter where cover section is thinnest

3. Tighten down the cover bolts evenly and by diagonal selection (to
prevent distortion) to 5'53kg metres (40lb It). Donot overtighten the
bolts as the body is of soft alloy.

4. Replace the shaft key and gear followed by the lockwasher and
nut Do not tap the gear on to the shaft or the bushes will be
damaged. Use the shalt nut to pull the gear into position alter
checking that key and keyway are aligned. Tighten the shaft nut to
6'22kg metres (45lb ft) then lock with tabwasher.

5. Check that the pump can betumed by hand: the rotors should have'
a constant drag without roughness or tight spots.

6. Refit top cover, fitting new '0' rings and noting that the two longer
bolts are fitted adjacent to the body plug. Tighten the bolts to 3-5kg
metres (25lb It) and refit the relief valve, noting that a sealing
washer should be fitted on each side of the shroud.

7. If the pump is not for immediate use, seal the ports to prevent dh1
entering the pump.

FIGURE 61 ROTOR BUSHES (later type pump only)

•
A Bushes
B '0' rings

C Inlet
o Outlet
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Selectamatk: Control Vatve: As the main valve plungers are match
ground to their bores they cannot be replaced. The valve assembly
can, however, be stripped, cleaned and re-assembled and as faulty
operation is probably due to sticking caused by dirt, a valve should not
be regarded as unserviceable unless it is found faulty during this
examination.

Dismantling the control valve:

Prepare a clean workbench, where components can be laid out and
net mixed with components from any other valves being dismantled.

1. Remove the abutment plate, taking care of the shims.

2. Remove the two locknuts from the spool valve and withdraw the
spool. Donotattemptto remove the spool valve sleeve as this must
not be replaced without special equipment to check that it is
correctty sealed.

3. Remove hold valve from top of valve and liftout the spring, then
bJm valve upside down so that hold valve plunger falls out the
small steel ball inside hold valve plunger will also fall out if
plunger does not fallout, insert a piece of 12mm Gin) diameter
Wood, or plastic, dowel into plunger so that it can be pulled out
Repeat procedure to remove by-pass valve assembly, ensuring
that valve parts are not interchanged.

Needle valve
(lowering control)

4. Remove relief vatve Plug and extract the spring, plunger. shims,
seat and restrietor washer, taking care of the shims as these must
be refitted as removed in order to maintain the original pressure
setting.

5. Remove the two plugs from left-hand side of body and extract the
non-return and lowering control plungers.

6. Remove plug from front of body and extract latching valve.

7. Finally unscrew ferrule from underneath valve and allow lCU
plunger, spring and ball to fall out

The valve is now dismantled as the remaining plugs and seats should
not be disturbed.

Spool
valve

•

•

FIGURE 62 SELECTAMATIC CONTROLVALVE ASSEMBLY
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Inspection and RecUflcation: Wash all components in paraffin (do not
use a cleaning solvent likely to attack the synthetic rubber seals) and
dry with an air blast Do not use cloths as fibres may be left and cause
trouble later. tf by-pass plunger does not have a metering pin it will
incorporate a small screen filter and this must be cleaned. Do not
attempt to remove the filter but remove the small plug and restrietor
washer from inside plunger then use an air jet toblow downwards. i.e.
from inside to outside of plunger, so that any dirt on outside of filter will
be blown away and not forced through filter screen. When filter is clear
replace restrietor washer, ensuring that this is also clear, then replace
and tighten plug. Check that the by-pass and hold plungers are free to
slide and rotate with light finger pressure. if there are any signs of
sticking the plungers may be lapped in with metal polish or jeweller's
rouge mixed to a paste with paraffin or light oil. Grinding paste must

UNIT MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

not be used lor Iapptng-ln the plungers. If the plungers or bores. are
scored or any of the seal faces worn, the valve is unserviceable and
should be replaced with a new assembly as plungers are not supplied
separately.

Assembling the control valve: After thoroughly cleaning the valve
chest, taking special care to remove all traces of lapping compound.
lay all components on a sheet of clean paper.

1. Fit thrust spring on lower end of spool valve. smear valve with
clean oil then refit in its bore. Push spool against spring, fit flat
washer and SCrew the two locknuts in position with fingers: they
will be adjusted later.
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CONTROLVALVE ASSEMBLY K915356 (52) K944678 (53) K94n65 K94n65
(54 vertical (54 inclined
grooves) grooves)

A By-pass plunger Type 1 Type 2 Type 2 Type 3
a Recess depth 31·75mm (l'25in) 25-4mm (l'OOn) 25-4mm (l'OOin) 25·4mm (l'OOn)
B Nylon filter K921154 - K921154 K921154
C Restrictor washer K913621 K944289 K913621 K913621
c Hole diameter Q·51mm (O'02Oin) 1·75mm (O'069in) Q·51mm (O'02Oin) Q·51mm (O'02Oin)

Gasket~ restrlctor - K943899 - -
0 Screwed plug K919634 K943901 K94n59 K94n59
d length of plug 11·81mm (O·465in) 9·02mm (O'355in) 5·71mm (O-225in) 5·71mm (O·225in)
E Spring 1<24832 1<24832 1<24832 1<24832
F Flanged plug K913242 (use K942892) K942892 K942892 K948067
f Recess depth e·7mmm-in) 7·9mm (;\in) 7·9mm(~in) 10·3mm (~in)
G Metering pin - K944290 - -
H Guide washer - pin - K626917 - -
J Ball retainer - - - K9479n
K Steel ball - - - Kll548

• FIGURE 63 IOENTIFICATION OF BY-PASSVALVE PLUNGERS
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2. Smear by-pass and hold valve plungers with oil before placing
them in their respective bores. Place the small steel ball inside
hold plunger followed by ball retainer, then replace springs,
sealing washers and phJg5. Ensure sealing washers are in good
condition and plugs are tully tightened.

3. Ught'y oil latehingvalve pl\lnger beiore fitting it in its bore. Replace
spring and screw plunger tightly into position.

4. After lightly coating non-return valve plunger with clean oil, place
plunger in its bore then replace spring and plug. Firmly tighten
plug..

B)'·PASS VALVE

LATCHING VALVE

SPOOLVALVE

5. Place restrictor washer in relief valve port and place seat on top of
washer. Refit shims. plunger. spring and cap, ensuring that shims
are replaced exactly as removed so that the original pressure
setting is maintained. If the relief valve plunger or seat are not in
good condition a new relief valve assembly should be fitted. This
assembly is supplied complete with the shims required to give the
correct valve opening pressure and must be fitted complete,
otherwise an incorrect pressure setting will be obtained.

6. Turn valve over, so that TCU valve port is towards top. then place
steel ball in port followed by spring and plunger. Screw ferrule
loosely into valve to hold plunger in position.

HOLD VALVE

HOLD RELIEF VALVE

RATE OF LOWERING VALVE

NON-RETURN VALVE

TCU VALVE

•

•

•RGURE 64 COMPONENTS OF SELECTAMATIC CONTROL VALVE
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SettIng valve after assembling: Atter assembling the control valve it is
necessary to set the TCU valve ferrule and the spool valve locknuts in
their correct positions. All TCU valves are set to the same amount of
travel but each spool valve requires an individual setting. This setting
is determined during manufacture and is then etched on the spool so
that jf subsequently disturbed the original setting can be restored.

UNIT MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

7. When plunger movement has been checked and found correct,
remove dial gauge and secure ferrule by peening valve body
against ferrule threads with a centre punch. The control valve is
now ready and should be placed in a etean bag, to protect it from
dirt, until it is required for fitting to the ramshan bracket

1. Hold vafve assembly in a vice, positioned so that spool is
horizontal and mount a dial gauge so that when spool is pushed
inwards against its spring the amount of spool movement is shown
on gauge. Ensure that the gauge is mounted directly in line with
spool and makes firm contact with ground face on spool.

•

Screwdriver
(Use to move spool
against spring)

Dial gauge

FIGURE 65
SETTING THE SPOOL VALVE

Spool valve

\
/~
! "

i I ~

Dial gauge

o

Ie

FIGURE 66
SETTING THE TCU VALVE

Dump Va'-'e: No maintenance or adjustment is required and the only
reason for dismantling the dump valve is to renew the oil seals. It oil
leaks from spindle, strip valve as follows:

•

2. Push spool fully Inwarossc that spool spring is fully compressed
and hold in this position whilst setting gauge to zero.

3. Slowly release spool and observe gauge reading. If gauge reading
is greater than the dimension etched on end of spool the spool has
too much travel and the locknuts require tightening. If the reading
is less then the setting dimension the locknuts require unscrewing
to give the spool more movement After adjusting the locknuts to
bring the gauge reading to the setting dimension etched on spool,
1tv"1t thp. nuts by tightening them against each other.

4. When the locknuts have been tightened make a final check by
holding spool fully inwards, setting dial to zero and then slowly
releasing spool. If gauge reading is more than +Oi>25mm
(0001io) from the setting dimension etched on spool re-adjust
locknuts then re-check spool travel. When the gauge reading is not
more than +Oil25mm (O-OO1in) from dimension etched on spool
the setting is satisfactory. A minus spool setting is not acceptable.

5. Turn valve assembly over, so that TCU valve is towards the top and
screw ferrule inwards until valve plunger lift almost disappears
then unscrew ferrule two-thirds of a turn.

6. Mount gauge vertically over TCU valve plunger and, using a pair of
tweezers or thin-nosed pliers, lift plunger upwards until it comes
against ferrule then set gauge to zero. Release plunger and
observe the gauge reading: this should be 0·86 - 1'OOmm (0'034
O·04Oin) and if not within this limit adjust by turning the ferrule
slightly. Tighten ferrule to reduce plunger movement and unscrew
ferrule to increase plunger movement

~
~

Knob or

~ Nul

~
Localong
bush

Spindle

Body

FIGURE 67
DUMP VALVE

Carefully grip body in a vice, unscrew the special nut then pull knob to
remove spindle and locating bush. Remove pin attaching knob to
spindle. taking care nol to bend spindle, then pull knob from spindle
and remove locating bush. Remove the '0" rings and clean the parts.
Fit a new small '0' ring in spindle groove, smear with grease then
replace locating bush. Fit a new '0' ring on outside of bush and a new
sealing ring on top of bush. Fit nut on top of sealing ring then fit knob
and carefully replace pin. Fit second small '0' ring on lower end of
spindle and larger '0' ring further up, smear these with grease then fit
spindle assembly into bOdy. Screw nut tightly on to body, check that
knob can be ooerated correctly then fit a new '0' ring on outside of
body.
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bracket
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•

•

•AGURE 68 DIAL PDtNTERMECHANISM
.;~.

'Ii

•

Replace spring anchor, breather pad and '0' ring in their positions
on top of bracket then replace indicator panel. Smear selector rod
with oil before fitting it into position. Tum rod so that crank is
pointing inwards into bracket then fit dial pointer and secure with

'~ spring pin. After fitting pin. check that dial pointer can be turned
quite freely.

3. Smear rocker shaft with oil then slide it into position, turning shaft
so that crank clears inside of bracket. Fit rocker lever on to shaft,
longer end of lever outward and flange on bush towards rocker
shaft, then fit locating screw to retain shaft in position. Fit a new
core plug to seal rocker shaft hole in outside of bracket if original
plug has been removed.

4. Place detent spring in hole in face of bracket and place detent ball
on top of spring. Smear selector shaft with oil and push plain end of
shaft into right-hand side of case until it touches detent ball. Using a
small punch to held ball against its spring, push shaft until it
rides over ball and allows punch to be removed. Fit selector fork
over rocker lever and engage selector shaft into fork so that when
fork is held stationary and the shaft pushed inwards it is pushed
through fork. Align shaft and fork pin holes then replace pin. Turn
dial pointer to each of the three positions, to check that it operates
freely then replace plug in left-hand side. This plug is a stop for the
selector shaft and should be smeared with Lccnte before screwing
into case. Turn dial pointer to TCUJEXT position and tightening
plug until it just contacts selector shaft then unscrew it Quarter-of-a
turn and lock by peening case against plug threads with a centre
punch. Fit new core plug in right-hand side of bracket.

Assembly Selector Mechanism
1. After cleaning all components, commence assembly by fitting a

new ramshaft bearing bush. Press bush carefully into bracket,
positioning hole through bush in line with grease nipple and split in
bush towards rear axle case side of bracket.

'.
3, Remove rocker shaft locating screw, this is on front face C?f bracket

and may be covered if gasket is still adhering to face, Slide rocker
arm off shaft then turn shaft until arm pin.ts towardevcentre of
bracket and remove by sliding'shattsideways into bracket. It is not
necessary to remove core plug sealing rocker.snatt hole in the side
of bracket. ". -;Y""

,~.? ", /"" i" ,.1
4. Remove spring pin from dial pointer and pull pointer off its shaft.

Shaft can then be withdrawn downwards out of bracket. Remove
the two screws holding indicator panel on top of bracket, lift off
panel, remove breather pad and 'O','ring:: .:{\~"

-*. ,~,

5. Ramshaft bush need not be removed unless it is to be renewed but
if worn can be removed by driving it inwards into bracket,

2. Remove plug from left-hand side of bracket early tractors have a
core plug here, which can be removed by driving a small punch
into centre of plug then levering out. Using a small drift through
plug hole. drive selector shaft out until it will allow fork to be
removed. After removing fork, push selector rod out of bracket,
noting that a detent ball and spring are located under the rod and
will be displaced When rod is finally withdrawn. When shaft has
been removed extract spring from its hole by inverting bracket and
allowing spring to fall out, or hooking spring out with a pi~ of bent
wire.

.;J:.~
Selector Dial Pointer Mechanism: Ntrt requiring any adjustm"ent or
maintenance thiS mechanism need only be dtsturbed If wear;- or;
damage causes malnmcticninq _;:t.-,

J.tJ.J.
1. Drive spring pin from selector fork, taking care not to bend shaft. -;:?y.~

. ·,",':;7'2.
. ;'
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FIGURE 69 RAM CYLINDER

Ram Cylinder: Subject to availability of oversize pistons, a cylinder
with worn or damaged bore may be reconditioned by rebcnnq and a
O'02Oin oversize piston fitted. As a bored finish is too rough for the '0'
ring to operate against, the cylinder must be honed after boring. The
bore must be honed to a surface finish not greater than 16 micro
inches, centre line average, which is a highly polished finish;
otherwise the '0' ring will fail to make a seal after a short period of
service. Oversize sealing rings are not available: oversize pistons are
made to utilise standard sealing rings, which can easily accommodate
the small increase in bore size.

"

•

Do not attempt to remove the two needle rollers unless they are to be
renewed, and take care that they are not damaged by careless
handling of cover: the rollers are hard and will break before bending.

Oonnectinq
link

Piston

•

•

•

Piston seals: The rubber '0' ring is backed by a leather ring, which
prevents the '0' ring from being extruded into the clearance between
piston and bore. The anti-exthlston ring must. therefore, always be
fitted on the skirt (non-pressure) side of the '0' ring.

When fitting new piston seals, soak leather antl-extrustcnrtnq in thin
oil for thirty minutes. Clean the piston and fit leather ring first, taking."
care not to stretch ring further than necessary and positioning ring so
that rough side of leather is towards piston crown, t.e. on the '0' ring
side. Fit a new '0' ring on crown side of leather ring and when '0' ring
is in position examine leather ring to ensure that it stands proud of
piston atl the way roundjts circumference. Allow leather ring to settle
after being stretched over piston.

Clean bore and piston then smear piston with clean oil before fitting it
into ram cylinder. Edge of bore is chamfered to assist entry of sealing
rings and if cylinder is installed on tractor open the vent valve, to
prevent air being trapped behind piston.

Locking Leteh: The ram cylinder cover incorporates a latch which,
when released. engages under the rams haft arm and locks the linkage
in the raised position. To strip the locking latch, turn operating lever'
into 'engage' position and remove circlip from end of latch" pin.
Removing operating lever ana dirt excluder will then expose another
circlip. Remove locating screw from cover boss then remove the
second circlip and push the latch pin inwards out of the cover. Remove
'0' ring. spacer and spring from pin.

Handle

",,~f_Y;'

:,'~J,'"

Needle
roller

FIGURE 70
LINKAGE LOCKING LATCH
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In the event of a roller being broken in the cover, two new holes should
be drilled as the rollers are too hard to be drilled out When fitting new
rollers press them into the cover until ends of rollers are 18·49 
18·24mm (0'728 - 0'718in) from cover face. If roller protrusion is
outside these limits the latch pin will either not disengage or have
insufficient hold on ramshaft arm to support heavy loads on linkage.

Three-Point Unkage: The fork ends, adjusting screws and gear
housing should be lubricated with grease every 60 hours.

Pivot Pins: On early tractors the pivot pins attaching the lift rod and
levelling lever to the fork ends were retained by a circlip at each end of
pin but on later tractors the pins are dritled and secured with spring
pins. The later type pins (948353) and spring pins (623740)can be used
to replace earlier type pins. •

FIGURE71
RE·ORILLING RAM CYLINDER COVER

1. The original position of the arm is clearly marked and the
assembly marks on arm and shaft splines are visible.

•

•

Handle

Bush

Tnrust
bearing

Uft Rod: This can be dismantled by simply unscrewing the adjusting
nut and removing the fork pivot pin, which should be tight in the rod
and free in the fork. The tube is secured by being peened into the rod
groove at three equally-spaced points.

FIGURE 72 LEVELLING LEVER

Tube

Housing

Screwed
shaft

Cover
-----{~

Adjusting
nut

Hltch Brackets: The lower link hitch brackets must be firmly attached
to the axle case. If the brackets are removed ensure that both faces are
clean when refitted and the bolts tightened evenly to the correct torque
and locked with tabwashers.

Levelling Lever: Dismantle this by unscrewing the adjusting nut then
removing the four cover bolts and separating the cover and housing.

Tum the housing over so that the screw and thrust bearing will drop
out. To remove handle, drive retaining pin out of pinion then drive
handle out of pinion with a small punch. Smear all parts with grease
before re-assembling. Pack the housing with grease before fitting the
cover and tightening bolts evenly 10 the correct torque.

A. Original holes B. New holes
C. 17·46-17·4Bmm (0-6875-0-6885io)
D. 34·92 - 34·g7mm (1,375 - l'3nin)
E. 15·7mm (itn) F. 19·05mm (~n)

To assemble the cover, fit spring, spacer ring and '0' ring on latch pla.
taking care that '0' ring is not damaged as it passes over circlip
grooves. Smear pin with clean oil and refit inside cover, aligning the
pin groove with locating screw hole in cover boss. Clean locating
screw, smear threads with Loctite (hydraulic seal grade) then screw it
in until it touches bottom otpin groove and unscrew a quarter tum.
Push pin into postion to compress spring and expose inner circlip
groove. Replace circlip, smear pin and needle rollers with grease then
refit dirt excluder. Push latch, to compress spring, then refit operating
lever, in 'engage' position and replace outer circlip. Finally tum
operating lever several times to check that latch pin slides freely.

2. The arm is first cut so that it can be split to release its grip on shaft,
before being removed. Removing an arm without first splitting it
will reduce the shaft interference fit and allow the new arm to work
loose.

Drill two boles 4·5mm $n) diameter and 19·05mm (~n) deep at
positions shown then ream to 4·37 - 4·75mm (0'1865 - Q'1870in) and
15·9mm (lin) deep.

Ramshaft arm: The ramshaft arm is splined and shrunk on to the
ramshaft. A new arm may be fitted, if a new part is available and
provided that-

o
B

3. Heat the spuned end of the new arm to 5OO°C (900DA before
pressing it on shaft until it reaches the exact position at the original.
Do not heat the spherical seat end of the arm: this will destroy the
heat treatment and soften the seat surface.
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Unkage Support Ram: Clamp the ram horizontally in a vice. Holding it
in the centre and not gripping it tight enough to distort the ram case.
Insert a screwdriver blade under the lip of the scraper seal, lift seal
from its retaining groove then slide it along ram rod.

Insert a pair of circlip pliers into cut-out in steeve and compress the
circtlp. Whilst holding circlip central in sleeve. putt ram rod past the
end of its stroke so that it pulls the sleeve with it and moves circlipclear
of its groove. When circlip has been displaced from its groove, pull
ram rod and sleeve out of case.

To remove sleeve from ram rod remove the two circlips and stop ring
from inner end of rod then slide sleeve off rod. Do not grip the ram rod
between vice jaws, unless they are fitted with soft jaw grips.

Ram feals: The sleeve has seals both outside and inside. The outer
seal consists of an '0' ring with a leather anti-extrusion ring and
prevents oil leaking between sleeve and cylinder. The inner ram rod
seals consist of an '0' ring with leather anti-extrusion ring plus a
separate No-lip sealing ring and an external scraper seal.

Clean the sleeve, after removing the old seals. Soak the leather rings
in engine oil for at least 30 minutes. to allow them to be stretched
without damage, and fit these first Place the rings so that the rough
(hair grain) side of ring is towards the inner end of sleeve then fit '0'
rings aqatnst the rough side. The '0' rings should then be on the inner
(pressure) side of the leather rings and the leather rings positioned

UNIT MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

with the rough side against the '0' ring. Ensure that '0' rings are
pressed down into bottom of groove but do not press them into
position with anything sharp, such as a screwdriver as this may cutthe
ring, roll them into position with finger pressure. Fit the No-lip seal in .
its groove, taking care not to damage the seal corners.

Assembling the Ram: Wipe ram rod crean, then smear with clean oil
and slide a new scraper seal on to rod. Smear inside of sleeve with oil
then carefully slide steeve. withcirclip in position, on to ram rod. End of
ram rod is chamfered but take care to ensure that seals are not
damaged as they pass over rod end. After fitting sleeve on ram rod,
replace stop ring and both circlips.

Clamp the ram case horizontally in a vice holding it in the centre but
not gripping it tight enough to distort case.

Fill circlip groove in case with thick grease and smear outside of
sleeve with oil. Fit ram rod into case and slide sleeve into case end.
Take special care when pushing sleeve seals past the circlip groove:
the groove comer is chamfered and the grease will also assist the
seals to pass the groove without being damaged.

Compress circlip and hold it central so that sleeve can be pushed 'fully
home' and circlip seated in its groove. Finally slide scraper seal along
rod and carefully push it on to sleeve until seal inner lip engages on to
sleeve shoulder.

•
Sleeve

Circlip

Scraper
seal

Leather
ring

Stop ring

'0' ring

Leather
ring

No-lip
seal

• RGURE 73 COMPONENTS OF LINKAGE SUPPORT RAM
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When collar is finally fitted, check that pin Protrudes equally through
both sides of collar and pin ends are not damaged. Pin must slide
freely in the housing slots and. if necessary, clean ends of pin with a
file.

Pack end of housing bore with grease. smear core plug with jointing
compound then refit plug. Apply a few shots of grease through the
housing grease rappte.

Smear shaft collar with grease and replace shims on end plate. Fit
shaft assembly in housing and replace the four end-plate set screws.
Check shaft end float whilst evenly tightening the screws and note that
it reaches a minimum when screws are fully tightened. If tightening
setscrews does not reduce shaft end float to less than 0'25mm
(O'OlOin) the shim thickness is too great. If tightening the setscrews
reduces but then increases the shaft end-float as the screws are fully
tightened the spring is being compressed, due to an insufficient
thickness of shims.

UNIT MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

SensIng Unit

The sensing unit and flexible cable should be lubricated every 60
hours through the grease nipples in centre of cable and sensing unit
housing.

When stripping a sensing unit for examination always examine the
flexible cable. With cable disconnected from sensing unit, grip cable
nipple with a pair of pliers and whilst holding outer cable stationary,
pull inner cable against its spring. If spring withdraws the cable as
soon as it is released the cable is satisfactory but if cable is not
withdrawn by spring, or if it is too tight to be pulled out, the cable
should be renewed.

Single rate sensing unit

To dismantle unit, remove the lour setscrews from end-plate and
insert a bar through link pin hole then pull shaft, complete with end
plate. out of housing. Do not drive a screwdriver between end-plate
and housing as this will damage the shims.

Check that the end-plate is free to slide on shaft sleeve and the end
collar is free to slide in housing bore.

To dismanUe shaft, drive pin out of collar and shaft then tap thrust
washer and collar offshaft. Do not attempt toremove collar and spring
by pressing shaft out of end-plate - the end-plate cannot be removed
until sleeve is removed from shaft. The sleeve is screwed on to shaft
and can be removed by holding the two Natson sleeve between vice
jaws then turning the shaft by means of a bar through the link pin here.

To assemble unit, dean shaft and sleeve threads before applying a
few drops of Loctite (grade 270). Fit a new '0' ring inside end-plate
bore. smear with grease and place end-plate on sleeve before
screwing sleeve firmly on to shalt Replace spring, thrust washer and
collar on shaft then fit retaining pin through collar. When pin is in
position check spring end float; if this is more than O'25mm (O-OlOin)
remove collar pin and fit a thicker thrust washer so that end float is
reduced to a minimum without spring being compressed.

Thrust washer details:

Part No.

K915112
K915113
K915101
K915114
K915115
K915116

End-plate shims:

Part No.

K915096
K915097
K915098

Thickness

9·02mm (O-355in)
g'27mm (O-365in)
g·52mm (O'375in)
s-zemm (O-385ln)
10-23mm (O-395in)
10-29mm (O-405in)

Thickness

0-13mm (O-OO5in)
0-25mm (0-010in)
0-76mm (O-ll3Oin)

•

•

Pin

Collar
Housing

Thrust
washer

Spring Shim Shaft

FIGURE 74 COMPONENTS OF SINGLE RATE SENSING UNIT
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•
Selectfye SensIng Unit To dismantfe unit, lever out core plug from top
of housing and place selector lever in vertical position. Remove the
four end-plate bolts and withdraw shaft assembly by placing a bar
through the link pin hole. When shaft has been withdrawn far enough
for rack to be disengaged from pinion turn shaft 45° anti-clockwise to
bring rack teeth opposite cut-out in housing then draw shaft assembly
out of housing.

Selector pinion can be removed, if necessary, by removing the
grubscrew from housing and withdrawing the detent spring and
plunger. Tum pinion sa that its retaining pin can be driven out-taking
care not to bend the spindle-then. using a thin spanner. unscrew the
screwed bush to withdraw handle and spindle.

UNIT MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

Assemble carrier, with springs, thrust washer and collar on shaft Tap
the retaining pin into position then check the end float of the spring
carrier, this must not exceed O'3Omm (0'012in) and can be adjusted by
changing the thickness of the small thrust washer. The collar is also
provided with two pin holes which are O·84mm(O'033in)apart so that
using the appropriate hole and selecting a suitable thickness of thrust
washer enables the end-float to be reduced to the required limit. When
shaft has been assembled check that the collar pin protrudes equally
through each side of collar and is free to slide in housing slots; if
necessary trim the pin ends with a file.

Thrust washer details:

Hold pinion in housing and smear spindle with grease before fitting it
in position. Carefully tap a new pin through pinion then replace detent
plunger and spring. Smear grubscrew threads with Loctite (grade 270)
before screwing it into housing and set the screw by turning pinion so
that plunger is out of a detent groove then tightening screw until it
becomes solid and unscrewing it three-quartere-ot...tum. Fit shaft
assembly into housing, temporarily without shims, and measure the
gap between housing and end-plate. Hold end-plate against housing,
with hand pressure, so that shaft is pushed 'fully home' and gap is
equal all the way round whilst checking gap with a feeler gauge.
Remove shaft. fit shims of the same thickness as the measured gap on
to end-plate then refit shaft. Place selector lever in vertical position
and ensure that rack is central; this can be checked by observing that
rack protrudes an equal distance on both sides when viewed from
underneath. Tighten end-plate bolts evenly then check that selector
lever can be turned into all three positions. Coat pinion with grease
then smear a new core plug with jointing compound and fit into
housing. Pack shaft end with grease then fit a new core plug.

•

To dismantle shaft assembly. remove pin attaching end collar to shaft
then slide the springs, carrier and thrust washer off the shaft, taking
care of the shims fitted between the springs.

End-plate can be removed by holding the two flats on sleeve between
vice jaws then using a bar through link pin hole to unscrew the shaft.

Commence re-assembly by fitting the end-plate on shaft. If plate bush
or oit'eeal are damaged or worn they should first be renewed. Smear
bush and oil seal with grease and sleeve threads with Loctite (grade
270) before fitting end-plate and firmly tightening sleeve on to shaft. Fit
the springs on their carrier then check that ends of both springs
protrude 0·13 - 0·28mm (0'005 to O'0101n)over ends of carrier. If not.
remove springs and change the thickness of shims.

Place large thrust washer on to end plate dowels. If the thrust washer
dowels are offset the washer can only be fitted the correct way round
but on early units the dowels were opposite each other and it is
therefore essential that the washer is fitted the correct way round,
otherwise the spring carrier slots will not be in the required position
and the unit will not operate correctly. Washers with dowel holes
opposite each other therefore have an identification groove on one
side and washer must be assmnbIed with the groove side towards
the spring.

Plunger

Part No.

K940039
K940040
K940041

Thickness

g'63mm (0'379in)
g'35mm (O'368in)
sctmm (0'357in)

Spindle

\
! •

·Shim ....

FIGURE 75 COMPONENTS OF SELECTIVE SENSING UNIT
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,
'T;hree-WayTake-OffValve: To dismantle the valve, push the spool into
its lowest position with the control lever then remove the control lever.
Insert a large screwdriver into the cover and lever the spool down until
the detent balls are disengaged and the spool protrudes through lower
end of body far enough to expose the Spool lower '0' ring: the end cap

. willbe pushed out by the spool.

Remove '0' ring from spool then remove the three cover screws and
withdraw cover, taking care of the detent balls. Push the spool
upwards out of th~ body then remove upper '0' ring from spool.

Assembling the valve. First carefully examine the spool to ensure
there are no deep score marks across the.lands then check that it is a
free sliding fit in valve body. Do not attempt to clean a spool with
abrasive tape; this would not only destroy the sharp corners on the
lands but also reduce the diameter of the spool and increase any oil
leakage. If the spool is scored a new matched spool and body is
required as the only permissible rectification is lightly lapping the
spool into the valve body with metal polish.

Having thoroughly cleaned the body and spool fit a new '0' ring on
upperend of spool then smear spool with clean oil. Fit spool into top of
body and push it down only far enough to expose the lower '0' ring

,,~ -:ti9r~~ethen fit a new lower '0' ring and push spool up into its working
i> _ positron,

C-~~·.

Caution - the spool must not now be moved from its working position
as this will allow the '0' rings to be trapped and damaged by the sharp
edges of body oil ports.

Fit a new breather pad into body recess then smear a new gasket with
grease and place it in position. Remove the detent spring grubscrew
from cover then fit the first detent spring and ball in position. Hold the
body vertically on bench, 80 that spool will not be pushed downwards
out01body, then fit the cover, holding detent ball against its spring with
a screwdriver inserted through control lever aperture, until ball is
engaged over the spool: take care not to allow ball to enter the hole for
the control lever.

When detent ball is engaged, refit the cover screws then coat control
lever pivot ball with grease and replace the control lever. Check that
spool operates correctly then fit the second detent ball and spring.
Smear grubscrew with Loctite (grade 270), 'screw it in until it touches
the spring then screw it inwards a further 2~ turns.

Replace end cap; using a suitable socket, or tube to expand it until
tight.

Seal the housing ports with masking tape.

•

RGURE 76 ASSEMBLING THREE-WAY VALVE •

•

00 not allow
lower '0' ring to be
trapped in oil port

00 not aUow
upper '0' ring to
be trapped in oil port

Do not push spool further
through body than required
to fit lower '0' ring
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Double-Acting Uve Take-ofl: It will not normally be necessary to
completely"dismanUe a valve. The spool seals can be replaced without
disturbing the pressure kick-out device and the kick-out mechanism
can be dlsrnanned without disturbing the spool seals.

Valve spool seals: To replace the spool seals, unscrew the end cap
clear of body threads then disconnect spool from control lever spindle.
On later valves this can be done by removing the spring link but on
earlier valves it will be necessary to remove the pin from end of valve
spool and whilst doing this it isessential to support the spool end, to
avoid any possibility of bending the spool.

Remove any paint or dirt from spool end. so that it will not damage the
body bore then grip the end cap and pull spool out of body: end cap will
remain attached to spool and hold the detent balls in place.

Carefully remove the '0' ring and wiper seal from control lever end of
spool bore then remove the loose cap from other end and extract the
'0' ring.

't,
. .\
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\
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Fit new '0' ring and wi~r'seal into control lever end of spool bore' and
smear these with grease.IFit new '0' ring on to shoutderot the:l~
cap - this will enable.ring to be passed over the sharp comers'ot
Spool lands - then slide"cap on spool before returning '0' ring'to its
correct position at front Of cap. Coat spool with dean oil then tnserr'it
into valve body. Replace connecting link or fit a new pin, supporting
spool end as during removal. Screw end cap into body and tighten
firmly then check for free operation of spool and detent mechanism.

Resetting Kic:k-out Mec:hanlsm: Unless a test rig is available this
should be done with valve mounted on tractor.

Clean area round valve then disconnect pipes from valve and connect
a pressure gauge and screw type valve between the two valve ports.

•
Wiper seal

'0' ring

Cap 81....... '0' ring

•
FIGURE rr FIniNG NEW SPOOL SEALS
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Start engine and allow oil to reach working temperature then move
control lever into detent position. Slowly close the valve and note the
rise in pressure. Observe the gauge reading reached before control
lever kicks-off and returns to neutral: this should be 1750-2000lb/sq in
and if not may be reset as follows:-

1. Unscrew cap from body, then jeri< operating lever to rear whilst
preparing to catch the detent balls. Pull cap from spool.

2. Unscrew retainer from spool, uSing a spanner on spool flats to
prevent it turning.

The kick-out shims are fitted at the end of the retainer and if
retainer end is flat simply smear a shim with grease, place it on
end Of retainer, then replace the retainer.

On later type units the end of retainer is recessed for location of
spring and on these units the valve spring should be removed,
coated with grease and then replacecl. If a shim is then smeared
with grease and fitted in retainer recess the spring will be held
central by the grease and will enter recess when retainer is
refrtted.

3. After screwing retainer in position, smeardetent balls with grease,
hold control lever vertical then push cap over the balls and screw it
tight into body.

4. Retest as previously tocheck that kick-out pressure is satisfactory.

Centring
spring

Detent
ball

Dismantling kJck-out mechanism: Unscrew eno-cap. then jerk
operating lever to rear whilst preparing to catch the detent balls. Pull
end-cap off the spool.

Remove circlip, disc and spring from spool then unscrew retainer,
whilst holding spool with a spanner on the two flats.

Dismantle retainer by shaking the plunger out then push piston out
with a piece of stiff wire. Extract any shims, spring and valve from
inside the spool then wash all parts.

Commence re-assembly by fitting the valve inside the spool; some
units have a plunger type valve and others have a steel ball. Coat the
valve springwith grease before replacing it in spool. If a spring guide
was fitted replace this against spring; the grease will hold spring
central so that it will enter recess in guide.

Replace return spring and washers on retainer then smear shims with
grease and fit these on end of retainer, if retainer end is flat - some
are recessed - ensure thai shims are placed centrally, so that they
are clear of threads. Screw retainer into spool then replace piston,
plunger spring, disc and circlip.

Smear detent balls with grease and place these in position, then whilst
holding control lever vertical push cap over detent balls and screw it
into valve housing.

Check that spool moves freely and detent engages correctly.

KM:k-out piston

•

•

FIGURE 78 AUTOMATIC KICK-OUT MECHANISM
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SPECIFlCAnONS AND DATA

Full-ftow Filter
Element - (K920522) ..

Element filtration . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Element flow - when passing Shell TOU 2OW13O at400C and with a maximum
pressure drop across element of 27-smm (1-1in) HG

element K920522

By-pass valve and screen assembly
By-pass valve opening vacuum
Tightening torques:

cover bolts - ,\ UNC.

AC Delco 7973324

40 microns

22·1Iitre/min (Sgal/min)

1<92052'
200 - 220mm (7·8 - 8·7in) Hg

2·1kg metre (151btt)

•

Hydraulic Pump

Pump Relief Valve

Pump type:
K962635
1<917541

Output at 2,000 rev/min engine speed and 1,5OOkg/cm2 (SOOlb/inZ) at 450C oil
temp.

pumps K962635
pumps K917541

Outputs quoted are tor new pumps; worn pumps are acceptable ifoutput is not
less than 90% of a new pump.

Tightening torques:
body through bolts (P1essey) - j UNF
body through bolts (Dowty) -l UNF
drive shaft nut - 4- UNF ..

Shim adjustment

Valve closing pressure .
Valve opening pressure
Tightening torques:

valve body to pump cover .

Pressey 550181160'3
Dowty PA(C) 6844A(-1)

24litre/min (S·3gal/min)
25litre/min (S·5gal/min)

(5-!X;)<g metres (40-45lb tt)
(5-2-5-5)kg metres (38-40lb tt)
6·2kg metres (45lb tt)

Q·Smm (0·0201 shim = 7kg/cm2

(100lblin~)

141kg/cm2 (2000lb/in2)
154kg/cm2 (22OOIbrmZ)

2·1kg metres (20lb h)

•

Setectamallc ConlnlI Valve
Hold relief valve spring free length
Hold relief valve spring rate.
Hold relief valve opening pressure
Latching valve spring free length
Latching valve spring rate ..
Rate of lowering spring free length
Rate of lowering spring rate ..
TCU spring free length.
TCU spring rate.
TCU pressure (maximum) ..
Steel ball diameters:

TCU (K17063)
by-pass plunger (K11548)
hold valve plunger (K11548)

Tightening torques:
valve-to-bracket bolt and nuts --AUNC
valve-to-pipe connector bons - NJNC
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1S·6mm (O·73inl
21·8kg/cm (122lblin)
17·6kg/crn 2 (25OOIb/in2)
'9mm (0-75in)
3-o4kg/cm (17Ib/in)
35-6mm p-4Oin)
2-34kglcm (13-2Iblin)
2O-3mm (O-llOin)
33·Okg/cm (1851blin)
52·7kg/cm2 (7501blin2)

6·3mm (O·25in)
3·2mm (O·125in)
3-2mm (O-'25in)

2·1kg metre (151bft)
2·1kg metre (1Slb ft)



SPEQFlCATlONS AND DATA

Ram Cylinder
Ram cytinder bore - 990 (standard) .
Ram cylinder bore - 990 (oversize) .
Ram cylinder bore - 885 (standard) .
Piston stroke - 990 ..
Piston stroke - 885 ..
Piston diameter - 990 (standard)
Piston diameter - 990 (oversize)
Piston diameter - 885 (standard)
Tightening torques -

ram cylinder cover bolts - i UNe
ram cyIinder-to-axle bolts -,UNC
ram cylinder-to-axIe bolts - tUNe
ram cylinder bleed valve -1 BSP

~~Ram
Ram rod diameter
Ram stroke
Ram sleeve diameter.
Ram sleeve bore

SensIng Unit (SIngle Rate)
Spring free length
Spring rate (990) . . . .
Operating force - maximum

compression
tension

Spring rate (885)

SensIng Unit (Selective)
Spring free.length ~ heavy
Spring rate spring
Spring free length light
Spring rate spring
Operating force - maximum

light draught (compression)
light draught (tension) ..
medium draught (compression) .
medium draught (tension).
heavy draught (compression)
heavy draught (tension) ..

Tightening torques:
end plate-to-houslnq bolts - i UNC
housing-to-PTO unit bolts -1 UNC

Three-poInt~

L-:~~~~rle~~ linkages

maximum
minimum Ul504 linkage

lift~1~Ef Ul384-5 linkages

maximum
minimum Ul504 linkage

Tightening torques:
levelling lever gear housing bolts - -RUNC .. '
hitch braekets-«Hude case bolts - JUNF

1hnH>-wa, Talle-oll V....
Take-oftpipe connections ..
Tightening torque - valve body bolts -I UNC ..

ea-9mm(3-501in)
89·43mm (3'521in)
79·4mm (3'125in) •139mm (s:.;in)
114mm (4jjin)
aa'87mm (3-499in)
89·38 mm (3'519in)
79·3mm (30996in)

9·01<9metre (651b tt)
19'4kg metre(14OJb ttl
10·4k.g metre (751b tt)
'-lkg metre (BIb tt)

44·45mm (1-750in)
V'9cm (1lin)
63·58mm (2'503in)
44'5l)mm (1'752in)

l08mm (4'25in)
1930kg/cm (10.800lblin)

15OO1<g (33OO1b)
6251<g (13501b)
893kg/cm (5(XXIlblin)

70·64mm (2-781in)
3750kg/cm (21,CXXIlblin)
56·36mm (2'219in)
1930kg/cm (10,800lblin)

907I<g (2OOllIb)
4781<g (1100lb) •1360kg (3000lb)
725k~ (16OO1b~
2721 9 (6OOOl )
14961<g (3300lb)

4·2kg metre (30lb tt)
10·5I<g metre (751b tt)

451mm (17~n)

352-5mm (l3i(n)
546mm (21.;in)
429mm (lEijin)

444-5mm (17iin)
391mm (15jin)
533mm (21in)
432rnm (17in)

4·2kg metre (30lb tt)
19-41<g metre (1401b tt)

IUNF
3·5I<g metre (251b tt)

lIauIlIe AdIng Uve Talle-oll V....
Take-offpipe connections
Kick-out operating pressure ..
Tightening torque-valve body bolts - i UNC
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IUNF
158kgJcmz (225OIblinZ)
3-5I<gmetre (25lb ttl
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SUMMARY OF DESIGN CHANGES

Details of change

Sensing unit changes from single-acting (compression only) to double-acting compression and tension.
Height control push rod operated by cam on.ramshafl instead of connecting link as previously.

Hydraulic pump modified to give rotor bushes a more uniform balancing action. Part number of pump
changed from 1<913394 to 1<917541. Pumps, but not components, are interchangeable.

Lower links and top links lengthened, 990 tractors to increase implement clearance. With12-38 lyres
917420 lower link, 381in (97'8cm)
917429 screw and housing, Eqin (21-SCm)

Diameter of bolts attaching cap to levelling lever gear housing increased from i UNC to -It UNC. New
assembly (1<919619) interchangeable with previous levelling lever K915nS.

Ramshaft bracket fitted with "" UNF plug in place of core plug (K24711), to prevent over-selection of dial
pointer mechanism into TCUlExt position.

Check chain anchor bracket setscrews K60304~changed to K603039. Both setscrews are -k UNC but
K603039 has a larger (i AF) head to give an improved conical seal

Check chain anchorage changed from PTO case to top of drawbar frame. Check chains strengthened and
fitted with an adjustable link.

Ram cylinder bolts K601280 fitted with hardened steel washers, (K626874), to ensure that initial tightening
torque is maintained. Riling of bonded sealing washers (K623515) discontinued.

Double-acting take-off valve levers fitted with key (K622382) to ensure more positive clamping of lever on
shaft.

Sensing unit shaft (K919726) changed to include machined boss at clevis end, and thus dispense with
separate distance pieces (K915260). Part number of shaft unchanged.

Hydraulic pump drive gear changed from spur to helical teeth. Part number of gear changed from 914466 to
927097. Magnetic filter K904390 fitted inside filter by-pass valve. 1<920521. to arrest any particles which by
pass the paper element when varve is open.
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When Introduced

71013i33397
(April 1966)

990/488989
BaO/534055
710/584078
(June 1966)

(June 1966)

990/492888
Ba01536971
(October 1966)

9901505153
Ba01545679
7801600894
7101588585
(March) 1968

9901803189
(June 1968)

9901804700
(September 1968)

9901805220
(Oct_r 1968)

9901813092
BaO/554040
7801603808
(August 1969)

9901812383
(AU9USI1969)

9901819580
Ba01557471
7801808867
(OctOOer 1970)
9901828205
Ba01561606
780/610076
(March 1971)



SUMMARY OF DESIGN CHANGES

DelaIIs '" cIlange

Levelling lever assembly, K929332.changed to hiction welded assembly 1<940508. Complete assemblies
fully interchangeable.

By-pass plunger in control vlllVe changed. Nylon filter and restrictor washer with O-Q22in (O-56mm) dia hole
deleted and O{)69in (108mm) washer fitted with selJ-centring metering pin.

Magnetic plug (1<947236) fitted in connector housing K917127, in place of standard, i UNF plug 1<920826.

Ram cylinder supply pipe (K928511) fitted with '0' ring, to prevent oil leakage where pipe protrudes through
rear axle case.

Double-acting take-offcontrol levers changed from forgings to fabricated construction. Method of attaching
levers to valve spindle changed from clamp bon to locating screw.

Selective sensing unit thrust washer dowels offset, so that washer cannot be assembled incorrectly. New
end plate 1<947300 and thrus1:washers must be used together.

Unkage pivot pins (K94aXXl)changed to pins K94835 which are located by spring pins (1<623740) instead of
circlips, as previously.

By-pass plunger in control vatve changed so that it rotates in service; flutes angled and spring retainer fitted
with steel ball at its centre. Metering pin deleted and original orifice washer with nyton filter refitted.

Check chain attachment plate bolted between hitchplates (previously welded to drawbar support), to
facilitate the introduction of S85 type pick-up hitch. Also new support ram Introduced. (Support ram and pick
up hitch cannot be used together).

8y-pass filter aperture cover modified to ensure that external service oil is returned to gearbox lubrteation
system.

Revised ~rauliccontrol vaJve adjustment procedure Issued for tractors fitted with a cabs.

9-37214
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When b.b t"ceet

996>1180046
995i922030
990/851155
llll5162llO65
(April 1972)

99619llOll26
99519232SO
99OJIl52760
8851622599
(September 1972)

9961983571
995/927514
9901ll57ll28
llll516292ll9
(~rl973)

9961983571
995/927514
9901ll57ll28
885/628722
(~rl973)

(November 1973)

(February 1974)

99619114571
99519295116
9901861167
llll5i633322
(July 1974)

99619114571
995.929540
9901ll6O534
8851532189
(November 1974)

990/865634
995>93332
996/987257
(AugUS11975)

885 Narrow
(AugUS11975)

(September 1976)
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Other David Brown Tractors publications on hydraulics are obtainable through your DB Dealer or from
Publications section, David Brown Tractors Ltd., Meltham, Huddersfield, England, HD73AR.

Some of these publications are available in other languages - please ask for details.•

Repair Manual section. Hydraulic system - Selectamatic tractors

Flepair Manual section. Hydraulic system - Front mounted pump

Flepair Manual complete: Tractors with Implematic ® hydraulic system

Fleprints from "Farm Mechanization": Selectamatic system
Implemalic system

Wallcharts - operation and adjustment of: Selectamatic system
Take-off valves for external equipment
Implematic system

Instructional drawings: Selectamatic system
_ Flow diagrams

-Circuit diagram, 1200and 1400series tractors

9-37211

9-37241

9-38100

9-42721
9-42731

9-38201
9-38301
9-38291

9-38532
9-38631
9-38632

9-37214
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Written in Ollar

And
Simple
English

David Brown Tractors Ltd.• will continue to improve their products. As a
result. the specification details can have changed after this issue was made.
Also. as the David Brown tractor is made to variable specifications for
different uses and countries. this manual may give details of items which
are not part of any specific tractor.

o David Brown Traetots ue.. Meltharn. Huddersf.eJd. England.
Printed by Waddington& Ledger Ltd.
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ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

BATTERY
HOW \TWORKS
The battery is made of groups of positive and
groups of negative plates separated by insula
tion plates made of plastic.

All these are put into an electrolyte solution
of sulphuric acid and distilled water inside a
plastic case. The battery is given an electrical
charge by connecting an external current supply
to the terminals. The current moves from posi
tive to negative. The positive plates change to
lead peroxide and the negative change to spongy
lead.

The battery keeps the charge in storage until
needed. There will be a gradual loss of charge if
the battery is not used. Internal damage will
occur if the battery is kept in storage and not
given a charge.

When an electrical circuit is connected to the
battery terminals an electrical current flows from
the battery. The current moves in the opposite
direction to the charging current.

This is caused by a reaction 'between the
electrolyte and the charged lead plates.

While the battery is releasing current the
electrolyte is putting a deposit of sulphate on
the plates. This causes the electrolyte to become
weak and the battery voltage to decrease.

The battery must be given an electrical charge
again to return the battery to a full charge. This
is done by the dynamo or alternator while on the
vehicle.

The battery is best given a charge from an
external current. when the charge condition is
less than 70%.

B

E

Ii:
~

I I- I

I I f
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c

F

•

Figure Hl
MATERIAL CHANGES

A. Charged battery. D. Discharged batterv.
8. Positive plate. lead E. Positive plate. lead

peroxide. sulphate.
C. Negative plate. spongy F. Negative plate. lead

lead. sulphate.
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FAULT FINDING
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Equipment Needed
Hydrometer.
D.C. moving coil voltmeter (0-40 volts)..
D.C. moving coil ammeter (5-60 amps).
Heavy Discharge Tester.
An extra battery. in good condition.

TEST 1 : Specific Gravity
Use an hydrometer A to check the specific
gravity of the electrolyte in each cell. The test
will not show correct results if distilled water has
just been added. The solution must be com
pletely mixed.

Temperature correction
For every 10° Celcius less than 15° Celcius,
subtract 0.007 from the specific gravity shown
on the hydrometer.
For every 10° Celcius more than 15° Celcius,
add 0.007 to the specific gravity shown.
For every 10° Fahrenheit less than 60° Fahren
heit. subtract 0.004 from the specific gravity
shown.
For every 10° Fahrenheit more than 60°
Fahrenheit add 0.004 to the specific gravity
shown.
Example:
Specific gravity corrected to 15° Celcius
(60° Fahrenheit) for temperatures less than
25° Celcius (77° Fahrenheit).

Full charge 1.270-1.290.
70% charge 1.230-1.250.
Discharged 1. 110-1.130.

For temperatures more than 25° Celcius
(77° Fahrenheit).

Full charge 1.210-1.230.
70% charge 1.170-1.190.
Discharged 1.050-1.070.

The battery must be given a charge if less than
70% charge is shown. If there is a difference of
more than 0.040 between cells make a com
plete check of the battery.

9·37222
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BATTERY

Figure H2
TEST METERS

1·110-1·130, DISCHARGED

1'230-1·250' 707. CHARGED

1'270-1·290·" FULL CHARGE

'"..,
~
0:

Figure H3
SPECIFIC GRAVITY TEST

A. Hydrometer



ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

TEST 2;' Discharge Rate
This test can be 'done to check battery
condition if the results of TEST 1 are
not acceptable.
1. Connect a Heavy Discharge Tester

to the battery terminals.
Positive to positive. negative to
negative.

2. Set the tester to an ampere setting
three times the 20 hour rate of the
battery.

Example: Battery capacity is 96 AH
(ampere hour) at the 20 hour rate.
Multiply the ampere hour by 3. the
result is 288. Set the meter to 290
amperes.
3. After 15 seconds discharge at this

rate, read the voltmeter.
If the voltmeter shows more than 9.6
volts after 15 seconds the battery is in
good condition. If less than 9.6 volts,
install a new battery or have it checked
by a battery specialist.

Figure H4
BATTERY DISCHARGE TESTER

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

MAINTENANCE
1. Check the level of the electrolyte every 60

hours. Add only distilled water to the level
of the splash guard.

2. Keep the battery clean and dry at all times,
especially the top.

3. Apply petroleum jelly to the terminals to
prevent oxidation. Corrosion between termi
nal and battery post will give a bad connec
tion and bad starting. Make sure the
terminals are tight.

4. Make sure the battery holding clamp is
tight. Any vibrations can cause internal
damage and a loss of battery efficiency.

5. Keep the battery tray clean. Wash off all •
corrosion with a solution of ammonia or
soda and hot water. Apply acid resistance
paint to all metal parts after all corrosion is
removed.

6. Batteries in storage must be given a charge
from time to time to keep a full charge.
Damage will occur if a battery is in storage
for a long time in a discharged condition. A
discharged battery will freeze in cold con
ditions.

7. Batteries in use on vehicles must also be
given a charge from an external supply every
six months. A battery is not kept at full
charge by the vehicle generating equipment.

• '..
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BATTERY

Fast Charging
This must only be done in an emergency. It
must not be repeated at regular intervals or
damage will occur to the battery. The life of the
battery will be decreased.
The battery temperature must not increase to
more than 43 0 Celcius (110° Fahrenheit)
during the charge. If the air temperature is
more than this amount, a fast charge must not
be given.

the specific gravity shows the same results on
three checks following each other, the charge is
complete.
Voltage: Check the battery voltage just before
and after the start of the charge. If the voltage
has not increased check the polarity of the
connections.
Temperatures of Electrolyte: For batteries
which operate in air temperatures of less than
25° Celcius (77" Fahrenheit), keep the electro
lyte temperature to less than 38° Celcius (100°
Fahrenheit).
For batteries which operate in air temperatures
of more than 25° Celcius (77 0 Fahrenheit), keep
the electrolyte temperature to less than 50 0

Celcius (120° Fahrenheit).
Gassing: This is the name for the release of
oxygen and hydrogen gases from the battery,
It increases when the battery is given a charge.
All possible causes of sparks or flame must be
kept away. Also make sure there is a good
movement of air through the area.

•

•

•

BATTERY CHARGING
Rate: Set the equipment to roth of the 20 hour
rate of the battery.
Example: The battery is 60AH + 10 = 6
amperes setting.
Filler Caps: These must be removed when
giving a battery a charge.
Connections: Make sure the battery and
equipment connections are clean and dry.
Make sure the connections are tight and safe
from making sparks.

.."A, .'WARNING: When you remove a
::.:8;' "-battery, disconnect the ground cable

.:.",:' ·:'first. When installing a battery, con
.... o:>nect the ground cable last. Failure to

·:>:follow this procedure' will cause
. :'.,sparks. These will cause combustion
." of the.gases. released from the

'.., battery and cause injury, .

Electrolyte: Keep the electrolyte at the correct
level, during the charge. Add only distilled
water to the electrolyte, Fill to level of splash
guard. Keep the top of the battery dry and
free from electrolyte.

Stop the charge before trying to clean the
battery top.

WARNING:'Sattery acid can cause
bad burns. If acid comes into contact
with any part of the body, wash with
water. Flush eyes with water for 15
minutes. Permanent damage to the
eyes will occur if these instructions
are not followed.

For internal treatment, drink large
quantities of water or milk. See a
doctor as soon as possible.

Keep batteries away from children.

Specific Gravity: Check this with an hydrometer
at one hour intervals during the charge. When

A DANGER: Batteries release gases;
keep sparks, flames and cigarettes

. away from batteries. Make sure
there is a good movement of air in
the area', especially when. giving a
battery a charge. If these instructions
are notfollowed, combustion of the
gases will occur and cause injury.

9-37222
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ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

A fast rate of charge can be used to increase
the charge in a battery to 70%-80%. The rate

. of charge must be decreased gradually during
the .charge. The temperature will increase to
more than the limit if this is not done. A normal
rate of charge must be used to complete the
charge. but the battery must first cool to 32 0

Celcius (900 Fahrenheit).
Spacing: There must be a space of not less
than 25mm (1in) around all batteries.

A '. " DANGER: :Before <removinq. the
.. connecticnsfrcrn the battery always

. turn the equipment switch to ·OFF.
.,..If the connections are removed first•
. c' aspark.will occur and cause combus-'

,. _-." tion of the gases. .

Installing: Make sure the battery is clean and
dry and the filler caps are installed correctly. The a '.
battery can then be installed on the tractor. .,

CAUTION: Electricity flows through
metal. Never have a ring or metal.

__ watch" band on. your body when
" .. 'working near ·electrical equipment.·

',Injury to the body .will.occur ifthese
.' items come into contact with electri- .'
.cal connections..

c

E

•l!\.,
~

a:

F

B

CONSTANT VOLTAGE METHOD

..,,.,
ji;i
a:

-0 C~--

+

CONSTANT CURRENT METHOD

Figure H5
METHODS OF BATTERY CHARGING

A. Batteries connected in D. , 10 volt DC sucply.
series. E. Resistance.

B. Batteries connected in F. Constant 110 volt DC
parallel. supply.

C. Ammeter.

•
9-37222
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NEW BATIERIES
Dry without a charge
Before the battery is given a charge it must be
filled with electrolyte of the correct specific
gravity.

Specific gravity changes with operating
temperature, see FAULT FINDING, page H3.
Manufacturers also give instructions with new
batteries and these must be followed exactly.

When adding the electrolyte it must be done
in two stages to prevent damage to the case.
When the acid makescontactwim moisture in
the plates, heat is generated which can cause
the damage.

First, the battery must be approximately half
filled and then let it cool for ~12 hours. Then
add electrolyte to the correct level and let it
cool for 2 hours. Then give the battery a charge
as follows:
Set the charging rate to ,~th of the 20 hour
rate. Example: Battery .128AH + 15 = 8
amperes charging rate. .

The current must be kept constant and not
interrupted for the period of the charge. The
minimum period is about 48 hours. Check the
specific gravity at one hour intervals. When

BATTERY

there is not any change after 5 checks follow
ing each other, the charge is complete.

Temperatures must not be more than the
limits shown in the normal charge section,
page H5.
Dry with a charge
These batteries are sent from the manufacturer
with a fu II charge but without the electrolyte.
The charge can decrease in storage.

Fill each cell with electrolyte of the correct
strength according to the operating tempera
ture. Check the specific gravity of the electro
lyte after 20 minutes, The battery can be used
immediately if the following conditions are
correct.

Specific gravity has not decreased more than
0.01 0 and temperature has not increased more
than 6° Celcius (10° Fahrenheit).

. If the conditions are not correct the battery
must be given a charge at the normal rate. The
charge will be complete when the specific
gravity shows no change after 3 checks at one
hour intervals.
NOTE: For battery testing and temperature
corrections see the FAULT FINDING section,
page H3.

9-37222
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ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

ALTERNATOR
HOW IT WORKS
When the starter key A is turned to the'ACC'
position, current from the banery H illuminates
the 'no charge' warning lamp B. The current
then goes through the slip rings and brushes to
the rotor (field windings) C and returns to the
battery.
NOTE: The field windings are on the rotor and

not on the body as in the dynamo. The
name for the stationary windings is
stator.

When the rotor turns, the current in the wind
ings generate an AC current in the stator
windings F. This is changed into a DC current

B

by the rectifier bridge, it then goes to the e
banery. The AC voltage is changed by the
diode trio E to a DC voltage which is sent to
the regulator G. The diode trio also prevents
the charge returning from the banery to ground
through the alternator. A transistor circuit in
the regulator controls the flow of DC current
which flows through the rotor. When there is
an increase in voltage, there is a decrease in
current. When there is a decrease in voltage,
there is an increase in current. In this way the
regulator controls the output voltage of the
alternator to keep the banery charge correct.

A

e.,
J

o

+
H

o..
<Xi
~

a:

Figure H6
ALTERNATOR CHARGING CIRCUIT

A. Starter key. F. Stator windings.
B. Warning lamp. G. Regulator.
C. Rotor windings. H. Battery.
D. Diodes. rectifier bridge. J. Solenoid.
E. Diode trio.

9-37222
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FAULT FINDING

LUCAS ALTERNATOR

•

LUCAS ALTERNATOR
(see page H 13 for AC-Delcol

Equipment Needed
Voltmeter
Ammeter
Jumper wire

Check the condition of the battery before test
ing the alternator. A battery in good condition
must be used.
IMPORTANT: Never disconnect wires when
the alternator is running.

Make sure starter switch is in .,off' position
when the engine is not running. Always check
polarity before connecting wires in an alternator
circuit, especially battery terminals.

Never run the alternator with the wires
disconnected.

Disconnect the alternator if electrical weld
ing is to be done on the tractor.

TEST 1 : Drive Belt
Check the belt for wear and damage. If wear
or damage is found install a new drive belt.

Check the tension of the drive belt. This
must be set to 1cm (tin) of movement at the
position shown in Figure H7 When checking
this movement use only medium finger
pressure.

A loose drive belt will decrease the efficiency
of the alternator, and cause wear to the belt.
A tight drive belt will cause damage to the
bearings of the alternator.

TEST 2: Connections
Check that all wires are connected correctly
and are clean and tight.

TEST 3: Wires
1. Disconnect the connector plug from the

alternator.
2. Turn the starter key to the'ACC' position.
3. Use a voltmeter to check if battery voltage

is reaching the 'IND' (warning lamp) and' +'
(positive) connections.

If the voltmeter does not show any
voltage this is an indication that the circuit
is broken. Repair before continuing the test.

4. If the voltmeter does not show a voltage at
the 'IND' connection, it can be a failure of
the warning lamp bulb. Install new bulb.

Figure H7
DRIVE BELT ADJUSTMENT

A. Fastening bolts.

rv..
ex;...
a:

"Figure HB
CHECKING FOR SUPPLY AT PLUG

·9-37222
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ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

A

Figure H9
CHECKING ALTERNATOR OUTPUT

•

• '

, .

....
cO...
CI:

+

I

1-

D

c

D

B. Ammeter.
D. Sanery.

B

Figure Hl0
STRD REGULATOR

c

A Alternator.
C. Starter solenoid

T
A-l

I

5. If a voltage is shown at both connections
reconnect the plug to the alternator.

6. If the warning lamp illuminates. do the next
test.

7. If the lamp does not illuminate, the alt~r

nator must be removed and the field circuit
checked.

TEST 4: Output
1. Run the engine until normal running

temperature is reached.
2. Stop the engine and disconnect the ground

cable from the battery.
3. Disconnect the altemator output wire from

the solenoid connection.
4. Disconnect the plug from the alternator al1d

remove the plastic cover.
5. Connect an ammeter to the output wire of

the alternator and to the solenoid terminal.
6. On Lucas alternators with the 8TRD regu

lator, connect a jumper wire from the green
wire to ground as shown in Figure H1O.

7. On Lucas alternators ,with the 14TR regu
lator, connect a jumper wire between the
case and ground as shown in Figure H 11.

8. Reconnect the alternator plug and the
battery cable.

9. Turn the starter key to the 'ACe position.
Check that the warning lamp illuminates.

Start the erl\;ine and increase speed
slowly. The ammeter will show 28 amperes
at 1500 engine rlmin if the alternator is
working correctly.

10. If the output is less than 28 amperes stop
the engine and disconnect the surqe pro
tection diode. See Figure H 12.

A- Jumper wire.
C. Yellow wire.

8. Green wire.
O. Red wire.

A

Figure Hl1
14TR ilEGULATOR

D

'"..
'"...
CI:

A. Black wire. 8. Fielp link.
e. Jumper wire. O. Yellow we-e.

9-37222
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LUCAS ALTERNATOR~

figure H13
CHECKING RESISTANCE IN THE CIRCUIT

B

B. Diode connection.

figure H12
DISCONNECTING SURGE PROTECTION DIODE

A. Surge protection diode.

11, Start the engine again and increase speed
to 1500 r/rnin, If the ammeter now shows
28 amperes, install a new surge protection
diode,

12. If the output is still less than 28 amperes
after installing the surge diode, remove the
alternator. See the MAINTENANCE AND
REPAIR section for disassembly and check
ing procedures.

13. If the output is correct, stop the engine.
Remove the jumper wire from the regulator.
Remove the ammeter and reconnect all
connections.

IMPORTANT: Never disconnect or connect
wires or test meters to an alternator while it is
running, Damage can occur to internal parts.

TEST 5: Circuit Re~istance
1. Connect a voltmeter between the alternator

output terminal and the battery positive
post; not to the battery terminal.

2. Put the tractor lighting switch to the main
beam position.

3. Start the engine and increase speed to 1500
r/min. The voltmeter must show less than
0.5 volts.

4. Stop the engine and connect the voltmeter
between the alternator body and the battery
negative post.

5. Start the engine and increase the speed to
1500 r/min. The voltmeter must show less
than 0·25 volts.

6. If the voltaqes are more than these limits;
disconnect all connections and clean.
especially the battery terminals.

Make sure all connections are tight when
reconnected.

7. Repeat steps 1 to 5.

'.
A. Alternator.
C. Solenoid.

B. Voltmeter.
D. Banery.

u



Figure H13
CHECKING VOLTAGE REGULATOR

A. Alternator. B. Ammeter.
C. Voltmeter. O. Sotenoid.
E. Battery.

III...
III
~

a:

Ec

TeST 6: Regulator Setting
Make sure the battery is in good condition with
a full charge before doing this test.
1. Disconnect the ground cable from the

battery.
2. Disconnect the alternator output wire from

the alternator and starter solenoid.
3. Connect an ammeter between the altemator

and the starter solenoid to those connec
tions.

4. Connect a voltmeter between the battery
terminals and reconnect the ground cable to
the battery.

5. Start the engine and increase the speed to
1500 r/min. When the ammeter shows less
than 10 amps read the voltmeter. The volt
meter must show between 13.6 to 14.4
volts. If the voltage is not between these
voltages install a new regulator.

6. Stop the engine and reconnect all connec
tions if voltages are correct.

,.....·ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

•
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AC-DELCO ALTERNATOR"\.t.

Figure Hl 6
TOOL FOR CONNECTING BRUSH HOUSING TO GROUND

Make from welding rod

D

+ '"-e
~
a:

. /.~_J.::,~.

k'

E

B

Figure H15
ALTERNATOR CIRCUIT

A. Starter switch. D. Solenoid.
B. Waming lamp. E. Battery.
C. Alternator.

Q,_l: --\I

c
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FAULT FINDING
(See page H9 for Lucas)

TEST2: Engine Stopped: Switch 'ON'
Lamp Not Illuminated
1. Disconnect the wire from the 'IND' terminal

of the alternator and connect it to a good
ground.

(a) If the lamp does not illuminate; check lamp,
bulb socket, wires and fuses.

(b) If the lamp illuminates; install a new wire
between the 'INO' terminal and the warn
ing lamp.

2. Put the special rod shown in Figure H 16
in through the test hole C shown in Figure
H17.

(a) If the lamp illuminates. install a new regu
lator and check the rotor Windings. See
REPAIR section.

(b) If the lamp does not illuminate. check the
'INO' terminal connections. Check the
brushes. slip rings. and field windings for .
an open circuit if the connections are
correct. See REPAIR section.

3. If all these parts are found in good con
dition, install a new rectifier bridge,

AC-DELCO ALTERNATOR
TEST 1: Engine Stopped: Switch 'OFF'
Lamp Illuminated
1. Disconnect the wire from the starter switch

A to the warning lamp B.
(a) If the lamp stops illuminating, check the

switch and replace with a new switch if
necessary.

(b) If the lamp still illuminates with the switch
wire disconnected, disconnect the 'IND'
wire from the alternator C.

(c) If the lamp still illuminates, check for a
connection between the 'IND' and '+'
wires.

(d\ If the lamp stops illuminating when the
'IND' wire is disconnected install a new
rectifier bridge.

2. Check that the lamp now operates correctly
and check the condition of the battery after
tests.



ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

TEST 3: Engine Running, Switch 'ON'
lamp Illuminated
1. Check the tension of the drive belt. Adjust

if necessary.
2. Make sure all connections are clean and

tight.
3. Check for broken wires.
4. Tum the starter key to .ACe and connect

a voltmeter from the alternator' + . terminal
A to a good ground.

(a) If the voltmeter shows zero, check for a
broken circuit between the battery and the
alternator' + ' terminal.

5. Connect a voltmeter from the alternator
'IND' terminal B to a good ground.

(a) If the voltmeter shows zero, check for a
broken circuit between the battery and the
'IND'terminal..

9-37%2.2

Figure HI7
CHECKING FOR SUPPLY

I>.. Positive IOn1linal.
B. 'IND' terminal.
C. Test hoi..



MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

~
LUCAS ALTERNATOR~

Figure H18
LUCAS ALTERNATOR

LUCAS ALTERNATOR
(see page H21 for AC-Delco)

The alternator is of the machine sensed type,
complete with an internal regulator. All the
inside connections are soldered.

Equipment Needed
Soldering iron.
Hammer.
Voltmeter.
Pliers (long nose).
Piece of steel tube.
Glass paper.
Ammeter.

MAINTENANCE
1. Check the tension of the drive belt every

125 and 500 hours. Make sure the adjust
ment is correct or damage will occur, see
page H9, FAULT FINDING.

2. Make sure all connections are clean and
tight and connected correctly.

3. Check the tightness of the bolts A which
fasten the alternator to the engine.

NOTE: The bearings are filled with lubricant by
the manufacturer and need no main
tenance.

IMPORTANT:
Never connect or disconnect wires in the alter
nator circuit when the alternator is running.
Make sure the starter switch is in the 'OFF
position when the engine is not running.

. Always check the polarity before connecting
.wires in the altemator circuit, especially the
battery terminals.

Never run the alternator with the wires dis
connected.

Disconnect the alternator if electrical weld
ing is to be done on the tractor.

•

•

o
Figure H19

DRIVE BELT ADJUSTMENT

A. Fastening bolts.
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two halves of the alternator together.
B. Make a mark across the junction of the _

two halves before separating to make sure _
of correct assembly.

9. Use a piece of steel tube which will just
go Over the slip-ring moulding F. Put the
end of the tube on the outer ring of the
bearing G. Carefully remove any solder
which causes a restriction to the tube, With
a file.

10. HOld the alternator with the drive pulley H
down. Carefully hit the tube to push the
bearing out of the slip-ring end frame.
Make sure the drive end has some support
when doing this operation.

11. Remove the drive pulley nut T, washer U,
pulley H, fan V and key.

12. Push the rotor M out of the drive end
frame L

Figure H20
LUCAS ALTERNATOR ASSEMBLY

DISASSEMBLY
(Figure H20)

1. Aher the alternator has been removed
from the tractor, remove the two screws A
from the end cover J. Remove the cover.

2. Use a soldering iron to disconnect the
three connections B which connect the
stator N to the rectifier R. Use a pair of
long nose pliers on the diodes as showr:' in
Figure H25. This will prevent heat causing
damage to the diodes. Make a note of the
wire positions for correct assembly.

3. Remove the two screws which fasten the
brush holder to the regulator P.

4. Loosen the nut C of the rectifier ground
bolt.

5. Remove the screw 0 which fastens the
regulator to the end frame K.

6. Remove the brush holder S and rectifier R
together complete with wire.

7. Remove the three bolts E which hold the

~. LUCAS ALTERNATOR

A. Screws. end cover.
B. Stator connections.
C. Nu!. rectifier ground.
O. Screw. regulator.
E. Through bolt. . .
F. Slip-ring mouidtng.
G. Rear bearing.
H. Pulley.
J. Plastic cover.
K. SUp-ring end frame.

L Driveend frame.
M. Rotor.
N. Stator.
P. Regulator.
R. Rectifier.
S. Brush holder.
T. Pulley nut.
U. Washer.
V. Fan. \,

9-37222
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. TEST AND REPAIR

LUCAS ALTERNATO~

Figure H21
CHECKING ROTOR WINDING RESISTANCE

Brushes
1. Measure the amount that the brushes show

out of the holder.
2. If this measurement is less than 8mm (fain).

install new brushes.
3. When installing new brushes. make sure the

small leaf spring at the side of the inner
brush does not get lost.

4. Use a push type gauge to check the brush
spring pressures as follows: Push the brush'
into the holder until the end of the brush is
level with the holder. The gauge will show
between 255--368g (9-130z) if the springs
are in good condition.

5. If the pressure is less than 255g (90z),
install new springs.

6. If the pressure is more than 368g (130z).
check for a restriction of the brushes in the
holder. Clean the brushes with a small
amount of petrol on a cloth or carefully with
a smooth file. DO NOT use emery or similar
abrasives.

A

A. Ammeter. B. Slip-rings.

Rotor
1. Connect an ohmmeter or a 12volt battery

and an ammeter between the slip-rings. The
resistance of the windings must be as
follows:
pink windings: 4.3 ohms or

2.8 amperes.
purple windings: 3.3 ohms or

3.6 amperes.
2. Use a 11Ovolt AC supply to check the

insulation. Connect a 15 watt test lamp
between the slip-rings and the poles as
shown. If the lamp illuminates. install a new
rotor.

NOTE: The poles must not be machined. DO
NOT try to correct any distortion of the
shaft: install a new rotor.

Slip-rings
1. Clean any dirt. oil or grease from the slip

ring surfaces with a small amount of petrol
on a cloth.

2. Remove scratches or other surface damage
with smooth glass paper. DO NOT use
emery cloth. similar abrasive or a machine
for this purpose.

A

B

Figure H22
TESTING INSULATION OF ROTOR WINDINGS

A. 15W test lamp. B. 110 volt supply.

'9-37222
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,..,.. ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
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Figure H23
DIODEPACK

A. Ind connection. D. Output diode.
B. Earth connection. E. Positive I+ I connections.
C. Field diode.

E

A

Diodes
Disconnect all the diodes with a soldering iron
and proceed as follows:
NOTE: Use a pair of pliers to remove the heat
away from the diodes, see Figure H25.
1. Connect one of the nine· diodes in series

with a 1.5 watt test lamp and 12volt
battery. See Figure H24.

2. Connect the other battery terminal to the
heat sink to which the diode being tested is
fastened. Make a note of the results.

3. Now change the connections with each
other. If the lamp shows the same result
install a new rectifier assembly. The lamp
must only illuminate in one direction.

4. Repeat 1 to 3 on all nine diodes.
5. Check the surge protection diode in the

same way. The lamp must only illuminate
when connected in one way.

-I 1+
I -

1-------,,
I ;%.,
•, ,

~-sr
-

-

ex>

'"<Xi...
0::

•
Figure H24

CHECKING DIODE

IMPORTANT: When using the soldering iron to
connect or disconnect the diodes use pliers as
shown to remove the heat. Use only 'M' grade
solder (45-55 tin-lead) with resin core and do
the job as fast as possible. :Ii

<Xi...
...... 0::

MgureH25 •
APPLYING SOLDER TO DIODECONNECTION .

9-37222
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LUCAS ALTERNATOR·~
Stator
Use a 12volt battery and a test lamp of not
less than 36 watts to check the windings.
1. Connect the test lamp between any two of

the windings. as shown.
2. Repeat the test on all connections. Failure

of the lamp to illuminate is an indication of
a broken circuit. Install a new stator.

c B

. .' ~
~

I
- ~

A

s
'"....a:

Figure H26
CHECKING CONTINUITY OF STA",:OR WINDINGS

A. 12volt banery.
B. Test lamp, 36 watt.
C. Stator.

•
Use a 11Ovolt AC supply and a 15 watt test
lamp to check the stator insulation as follows:
1. Connect the lamp between anyone of the

wires and the laminations as shown.
2. Repeat on the other two wires. If the lamp

illuminates there is a failure in the stator
windings. Install a new stator.

A

9-37222
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Figure H27
TESTING INSULATION OF·STATOR WINDINGS

A. Supply of , , 0 volts AC.
B. Te5J: lamp, 15 wan.
C. Stator laminations.



ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

BEARING REPLACEMENT

in the opposite
Make sure the
followed when

Slip-ring End
Figure H28.

1. Use a soldering iron to disconnect the slip
ring wires. Remove the slip-ring moulding F
from the rotor shaft. .

2. Pull the bearing G from the shaft with an
acceptable puller.

3. Clean the shaft and position the new bearing
with the shield nearest the slip-ring mould
ing.

4. Push the bearing on to the shaft as far as it
can go.

5. Install the slip-ring moulding and use •M'
grade solder to reconnect the rotor winding
wires.

Drive End
1. Remove the cvclip and push the bearing out

of the drive end frame,
2. Press the new bearing into the end frame.

Fit the circlip and make sure it has fully ..
entered the groove all the way round. .,

ASSEMBLY
Figure H28

Assemble the alternator
sequence to disassembly.
following instructions are
assembling.
1. Push the bearing G at the slip-ring end on

to the shaft as far as it can go.
2. Put the brushes into the holder before

installing the holder in the alternator,
3. Use a steel tube as a support on the inner

ring of the drive end bearing. Install the
rotor. DO NOT use the drive-end frame as
a support when installing the rotor.

4. Tighten the three-bolts E which hold the two
halves of the alternator together. to 75Nm
(Bkgm) (55\binl.

v U T

..
'"oj
r
EI:

Figure H28
LUCAS ALTERNATOR ASSEMBLY

•

A. Screws. end cover.
B. Stator connections.
C. Nut rectifier ground.
D. Screw. regulator.
E. Through bolt.
F. Slip--ring moulding.
G. Rear bearing.
H. Pulley,
J. Plastic cover.
K. Slip-ring end frame.

9-372.22
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L OrNe endframe.
M. Rotor.
N. Stator.
P. Regulator.
R. Rectifier.
S. Brush holder.
T. Pulley nut.
U. Washer.
V. Fan.



AC-DELCO ALTERNATOR~
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

•

•

AC-DELCO ALTERNATOR
(see page H 15 for Lucas)

The alternator is of the machine sensed type
complete with regulator. All internal connec
tions are fastened by screws or nuts and easily
removed.

IMPORTANT
Never connect or disconnect wires in the alter
nator circuit when the alternator is running.
Always make sure the starter switch is in the
,'OFF position if the engine is not running.

Always check the polarity before connecting
wires in the alternator circuit, especially battery
terminals.

Never run the alternator with the wires
disconnected.

Disconnect the alternator if electrical weld
ing is to be done on the tractor.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED*AF and Bmm open 'end spanners.
,'.in Allen key.
,9. AF, Bmm and 1Omm sockets.
Pozidriv screwdriver.
Long nose pliers,
Ohmmeter and test lamp.
Hammer and punch.

MAINTENANCE
1. Check the drive belt tension every 125 and

500 hours.
2. Keep the alternator clean, especially around

the connections.
3. Check the tightness of the bolts A' which

fasten the alternator to the engine.
4. Make sure all electrical connections are

clean, tight and connected correctly.
NOTE: The bearings are filled with lubricant

by the manufacturer and do not need
maintenance.

~37222
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Figure"H29
AC-DELCO ALTERNATOR

Figure H30
DRIVE BELT ADJUSTMENT

A. Fastening bolts.

%in
10mm

..



Figure H31
SUP-RING END FRAME

A. Bearing. roller type.
B. Frame. slil:Hing end.
C. Rectifier terminals.
D. Rectifier bridge.
e. Diode trio.
F. Unk, diode trio.
G. Diode trio screw, with insulation.
H. Brush holder screw. with insulation.
J. Brushh_.
K. Rectifier screw.
L. Rectifier screw, with insulation.
M. Regulator screw.
N. Regulate<.

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

DISASSEMBLY
Slip-Ring end

1. Make a mark across the junction of the
two halves of the alternator. This will make
sure the halves are assembled in the same
position.

2. Remove the three bolts which hold the
two halves together.

3. Carefully separate the two halves and look
for the brush springs which can fall out.

4. Put a piece of tape over the bearing A in
the slip-ring end frame B. This will prevent
dirt from entering.

5. Put a piece of tape on the bearing surface
of the rotor shaft to give it protection from
damage.

6. Remove the three nuts C which hold the
stator wires to the rectifier bridge D.

7. Carefully remove the stator from the end
frame. Put the stator on the bench with
the terminal lugs up.

8. Use an ohmmeter to check the insulation
of the diode trio E before removing it.
Connect the ohmmeter between the linkF
and the frame B. If the ohmmeter shows a
low resistance then a new fastening screw
G must be installed when assembling.

9. Remove the Pozidrive screw G holding the
diode trio E and remove the diode trio.

10. Use an ohmmeter to check the insulation
of the screw H holding the brush assembly.

Connect the ohmmeter between the
brush assembly clip and the frame B. If a
low resistance is shown, install a new
screw H when assembling.

11. Remove the Pozidrive screw H holding the
brush assembly and remove the brush
assemblyJ.

12. Remove the two screws K and L holding
the rectifier bridge and remove the rectifier
bridge D.

13. Remove the Pozidrive screw M holding the
regulator N and remove the regulator.

9-37222
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•
Drive End
1. Put a flin Allen Key in the drive end of the

rotor shaftA to prevent it from turning. Use
an AF spanner to loosen the pulley nut B.

2. Remove the nut B, washer C, pulley D, fan E
and outer spacer F from the rotor shaft.

3. Carefully remove the rotor G from the end
frame H. Remove the inner spacer J from
the rotor shaft.

D

E

AC-DELCO ALTERNATOR:~
H

Figure H32
DRIVE END FRAME

A. Shaft. F. Outer spacer.
B. Nut. G. Rotor.
C. Washer. H. End Frame.
D. Pulley. J. Inner spacer.
E. Fan.

Figure H33
TESTINGTHE RECTIFIER BRIDGE

A. Heat sink with insulation.
B. Heat sink with no insulation.
C. Terminals.

•

•

TEST AND REPAIR
NOTE: Test procedures for the stator, rotor and

slip-rings are the same as for the Lucas
alternator,

Rectifier Bridge
Use a ohmmeter or test lamp to check the
rectifier bridge in the following way.
1. Connect the positive wire of the test equip

ment to the insulated heat sink A.
2. Connect the negative wire of the test equip

ment to each terminal C of the rectifier, one
at a time. Make a note of each result.

3. Now connect the negative wire to the heat
sink A and the positive wire to the terminals
C. Make a note of each result.

4. Install a new rectifier bridge if the same
result is' shown when the wires are con
nected in both ways.

5. Repeat steps 1 to 4 on the heat sink B
which has no insulation.

9-37222
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ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

Diode Trio
Use the following method to test the diode trio.
1. Connect the positive wire of the test equip

ment to the brush holder connection A Now
connect the negative wire to each of the
three rectifier connections B. Make a note of
each result.

2. Now connect the negative to the brush
holder connection A and the positive to each
of the other wires B. Make a note of each
result.

3. Install a new diode trio, if any connection
shows the same result when connected in
both ways.

B B B

Brushes
1. Remove the brushes from the holder.
2. Measure the length of the brushes. Install

new brushes if less than 10mm.
3. Clean the brushes with a small amount of

petrol on a cloth before installing into the
holder.

4. Get a pin. approximately 2.38mm x SOmm
(!in x 2in) and made of a material which is
not a conductor. Push the brushes down
into the holder. Put the pin through the hole
in the holder to hold the brushes down. The
pin is removed after the altemator has been
completely assembled.

Fi9ure H34
TESTING THE DIODE TRIO
A. Brush hotder connection.
B. Rectifier connections.

•

9-37222
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Figure H35
INSTAUING THE BRUSHES

A. Brush holder.
B. Pin. made of a material which is not a conductor.

•••••



AC-DELCO ALTERNATOR

i~

D

•
Regulator
To check the regulator it must be connected
into a circuit with a variable DC voltage. Use a
supply with a maximum of 18 volts.
1. Make a test circuit as shown in Figure H36.
2. Set the supply voltage D to 10 volts. Check

the voltmeter E; if showing 1.5 volts con
tinue with test. If showing 10 volts. install
a new regulator. .

3. Set the supply voltage D to between 14 and
15.5 volts. Check the voltmeter E; if show
ing supply voltage continue with test. If
showing a different reading. install a new
regulator.

4. Decrease the supply voltage D until the
voltmeter E shows 1.5 volts. Check the
supply voltage; it will be between 14.2 and
15.1 volts if the regulator is working
correctly.

c

•

•

BEARING REPLACEMENT
Slip-ring End
1. Use a piece of steel tube A 50mm (2in) in

diameter as a support for the inside of the
frame. .

2. Use a piece of steel tube D with an outside
diameter of 16.6mm (~in). Push the bearing
out of the frame from the outside.

3. Heat the frame B to about 50° Celcius.
Push the new bearing C into the frame from
the outside until it is level with the frame.

4. Put tape on the bearing to stop dirt enter
ing. Remove when ready for assembling.

9-37222
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Figure H36
REGULATOR TEST CIRCUIT

A. Regulator.
B. 18 volt supply DC.
C. Variable resistor.
D. Supply voltmeter.
E. Output voltmeter.
F. Resistor. 3 ohms 5 amp capacity.
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Figure H37
REMOVING AND INSTAlliNG SLIP-RING END BEARING

A. 50mm (2in) steel tube.
B. End frame.
C. Roller bearing.
D. 16.6mm (Bin) steel tube.



ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

Drive End
1. Remove the three screws from the retainer

plate which keeps the bearing in place.
Remove the plate.

2. Use a piece of steel tube A 50mm (2in)
diameter as a support on the inside of the
frame.

3. Using a piece of steel tube B the same size
as the inner ring of the bearing. Push the
bearing out of the frame, from the outside of
the frame.

4. Heat the frame to about 50° Celcius. Using
a piece of tube C the same size as the outer
ring of the bearing. Push the new bearing
into the frame, with the tube. from the
inside of the frame.

D
B

A

E

c

'"....ai....
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Figure H38
REMOVING AND INSTALUNG DRIVE ENDBEARING

A. SOmm (2in) steel tube,
a. Steel lube. same size as bearing innerring.
C. Steel tube. same size as bearing outer ring.
O. Driveendtrame.
E. A press.
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AC-DELCO ALTERNATOR

Figure H39
SUP-RING END FRAME

•

•

•

ASSEMBLY
Slip-ring End
1. Fasten the regulator N loosely into position

with the screw M which has no insulation.
2. Install the insulation sleeve P to the rectifier

bridge D.
3. Install the rectifier bridge into the frame.

Align the terminals in the centre of the
terminal opening. Install and tighten the
screws Land K.

4. Put the brush holder J on to the regulator.
Make sure the pin R which holds the
brushes in place. goes through the hole in
the end frame.

5. Install the insulated screw H but do not
tighten.

6. Install the diode trio Eand the other insulated
screw G but do not tighten.

7. Move the brush holder towards the outside
of the frame and tighten the screws. Now
tighten the regulator screw M.

8. Put the stator into the frame. Connect the
three wires to the rectifier and tighten the
nuts. Make sure the three terminals Care
not making contact with the heat sink. Bend
clear if necessary.'

9. Remove the tape from the bearing in the
end frame and from the rotor shaft. Clean
off any deposit remaining.

9-37222
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A. Bearing.
B. Frame.
C. Terminals of rectifier.
D. Rectifier.
E. Diode trio.
F. Diode trio link.
G. Screw with insulation.
H. Screw with insulation.
J. Brush holder.

G K

tffg
K. Reetffier screw, without

insulation.
L Rectifier screw, with

insulation.
M. Regulator screw, without

insulation.
N. Regulator.
P. Insulationsleeve,
R. Pin, brushes.
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ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

Drive End
1. Clean all the parts.
2. Put the larger of the two spacers J on the

drive end of the rotor shaft A. Make sure
the chamfer is towards the end of the
shaft.

3. Install the rotor G into the end frame
bearing K.

4. Put the outer spacer F on the armature
shaft.

5. Put the fan E. pulley D. washer C and
nut B on to the shaft in that sequence.

6. Tighten the pulley nut B to a torque of
54-80Nm 15.S-S.3kgml (40-60Ibft).

7. Make sure the slip-rings are clean. then
enter the rotor shaft into the slip-ring frame
bearing.

8. Align the marks made on the two halves of
the frame and push the halves together.

9. Install the three bolts which hold the two
halves together and tighten to a torque of
4C-68Nm (4-7kgm) (30-50Ibinl.

10. Remove the pin R. Figure H39. which is
holding the brushes into the holder.

A

9-37222
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Figure H40
DRIVE END FRAME

A. Shaft. F. Outer spacer.
B. Nut. . G. Rotor•

. C. Washer. H. End Frame.
D. Pulley. J. 'nner !pBC'8r.
E. Fan. K. Bearing.

G



• DYNAMO

DYNAMO

•

•

HOW IT WORKS
When the starter key A is turned to the ACC
position the 'no charge' warning lamp J is
illuminated. Bartsrv current goes through the
brushes and armature windings B to ground.

When the engine is started a current is
generated in the armature windings. This is
caused by the armature turning in a magnetic
field made by the field magnets C. The current
goes from the armature to the field windings.
This current in the field winding increases the
strength of the rnaqnetic field, The effect is to
increase the armature current. Both currents
increase with armature speed. When the
armature output reaches 13 volts the cut-out
contacts D of the regulator close. This connects
the dynamo to the battery and charging starts.
When the output decreases to 12 volts the
contacts open to prevent the current returning
through the dynamo.

When the dynamo output voltage increases
the voltage difference at the waming lamp
terminals decreases. This causes the lamp to
stop illuminating.

The maximum output of the armature is
regulated by another set of contacts E. These
open, at a set maximum and interrupts the
current to the field windings. Field current
decreases causing armature current to decrease
and the contacts close again. All this occurs at
a fast rate, keeping output limited to a set
amount. Charging current is controlled by the
battery charge condition, A discharged battery
will take a high rate of charge. A charged battery
will take a low rate of charge.
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Figure H41
DYNAMO CIRCUIT

A. Starter key.
B. Commutator.
C. field magnets.
D. Cut-out contacts.
E. Regulator contacts.
F. Field connection.
G. Betterv.
H. Starter solenoid.
J. Warning lamp.
K. RB10B type regulator.



ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

FAULT FINDING

~D
A

c

Figure H42
CHECKING DYNAMO OUTPUT

A Dynamo D. Positive wire.
B. Voltmeter. E. Ground connection.
C. Jumper w~re. F. Fleld wife.

8

Equipment Needed

Voltmeter
Jumper wires

TEST 1 : Output
1. Check that the drive belt is adjusted correctly.

Check for wear and damage.
2. Disconnect both the wires from the dynamo

terminals and connect a jumper wire from
one terminal to the other as shown Figure
H42.

3. Connect a voltmeter from the jumper lead to
ground. Start the engine and let it run at idle
speed. The voltmeter must show between
10 and 13 volts and increase with engine
speed at a rapid rate. Do not let the voltage
increase more than 20 volts or damage can
occur to the dynamo.

If the voltage is less than 10 volts or does
not increase at a rapid rate remove the
dynamo.

4. Disassemble the dynamo and check all
parts. See MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
section for procedures.

5. If the voltage is correct reconnect the
dynamo wires.

F
F

c
o

r H •
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D

A

G

.TEST 2: Wirin:l
1. Disconnect the wires from the D and F

terminals of the voltage regulator and con
nect the wires together. Make sure the
'wires do not make contact to ground.

2. Connect a voltmeter between the ends of
the wires and earth.

3. Start the engine and let it run at idle speed.
The voltmeter must show a voltage of 10 to
13 volts. If the voltmeter does not show any
voltage, check for a break in the wires.
Check for loose or dirty connections.

Rgure H43
CHECKING DYNAMO WIRING

A. Black wire. E. Ground.
s.. Brovm wire. F. Brown/Green wire.
C. Jumper wire. G. 9rown/Yellow wire.
D. Voltmeter. H. Regulator.

•
9-37222
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DYNAMO
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4. Disconnect the D & F wires from the
dynamo. Use a jumper wire to connect one
end of the D wire to the battery positive
terminal. Connect a voltmeter between the
other end of the D wire and ground. The
voltmeter must show battery voltage or
there is a break in the wire. Do the same
with the F wire.

5. Connect one end oi the D wire to the battery
positive terminal. Connect the voltmeter
from the F wire to ground. If a voltage is
shown on the voltmeter there is a leakage
from D to F. Reconnect all wires if correct.

•

Figure H44
CHECKING DYNAMO WIRING

•
A. Regulator.
B. Voltmeter.
C. Dynamo.
D. BrowrvYellow wire.

E. Jumper wire to banery
positive.

F. Brown/Green wire.

o
co
<xi....
a:

A

c

D. Brown/Yellow wire
connection.

E. Black wire, to ground.
F. Field wire.

Figure H45
CHECKING DYNAMO OUTPUT

A. Regulator.
B. Voltmeter.
C. Brown wire.

B

D

TEST 3: Regulator
1. Make sure the black wire from the E termi

nal of the regulator is making a good con
nection to ground.

2. Disconnect the wire from the A terminal of
the regulator. Make sure the wire does not
make contact to ground.

3. Connect a voltmeter to the D terminal of the
regulator and to ground. Do not disconnect
the D wire from the regulator.

4. Start the engine and increase the speed to
2000 r/min. The voltmeter must show 16 to
16.6 volts at 200 Celcius (68 0 Fahrenheit).

5. If the voltage is more, connect a jumper wire
from the E terminal to a good ground. Do the
check again. If the voltage then decreases,
the E wire is.not making a good connection
to ground.

6. If the voltage is not correct the regulator can
be adjusted.

To increase the voltage turn the screw
nearest the F terminal clockwise. See
Figure H46.

To decrease the voltage turn the screw
counterclockwise.•
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ELECTRICAL EOUIPMENT

IMPORTANT: Use a screwdriver which has
insulation on the blade. Output voltage flows
through the adjusting screws and the case is
connected to ground.

Make sure the test is done without delay or
heat will cause the voltages to change.
7. Reconnect the wire to the A terminal and

connect the voltmeter from D to ground.
8. Put the tractor lighting switch to the main

beam position and start the engine. The
voltage must increase to between 12.7 to
13.3 volts then decrease a small amount.

9. If the voltage is not correct adjust the screw
nearest the D terminal. Tum the screw
clockwise to increase the voltage or counter
clockwise to decrease the voltage.

A

Figure H46
VOLTAGE REGULATOR ADJUSTMENT

A. Regulator. C. Screwdriver.
B. Voltmeter. O. &. E. Adjusting screws.

c

•

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

Two models of dynamo are installed on David
8rown tractors. These are the Lucas C40A and
C40T models.

MAINTENANCE
1. Every 125 hours check the tension of the

drive belt. Adjust if necessary.
2. Every 500 hours apply a small amount of

engine oil to the felt pad in the commutator
end plate. Remove the rubber plug, apply
oil through the hole and install plug again.

3. Check the tightness of the bolts A which
fasten the dynamo to the engine.

4. Make sure the electrical connections are
clean. tight and correctly connected.

5. Clean the dynamo, especially around the
electrical connections.

Figure H47
FAN BELT ADJUSTMENT
A. Dynamo fastening bolts
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DISASSEMBLY
After the dynamo has been removed from the
tractor use the following procedure to dis
assemble.
1. Remove the two bolts A which hold the

assembly together.

N

DYNAMO

2. If an early type dynamo, remove the nut and
washers from the field connection B.

3. Remove the end bracket C at the commu
tator end of the dynamo.

4. Remove the drive end bracket D complete
with pulley and armature E from the yoke F.

D

Figure H48
DYNAMO ASSEMBLY

•

A. Through bolt.
B. Field terminal.
C. Commutator end bracket.
D. Drive end bracket
E. Armature.
F. Yoke.
G. Bush .
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H. Ball bearing.
J. Circlip.
K. Seals.
L Pulley spacer.
M. Felt oil pad.
N. C40T end bracket.



. ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
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Figure H49
INSTAlliNG BRUSH SPRINGS

A. Correct.
B. Wrong. •
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TEST AND REPAIR
Brushes
1. Remove the brushes from the holders and

measure the length. If less than 8mm (-fiin),
install new brushes.

On the C40T model, measure to the
shoulder of the brush.

2. Clean the brushes with a small amount of
petrol. on a cloth. Make sure the brushes can
move easily in the holders after installing;

3. Apply a small amount of engine oil to the
brush pivot arms of the C40T model.

4. Install the end plate complete with brushes
on to the commutator.

5. Use a spring-balance to check the brush
spring tension with the brushes in the work
ing position.

6. Install new springs if the tensions are not
inside the following limits:
C40A model: 368-8509 (13-300z)
C40T model: 567-680g (2~240z)

NOTE: When installing new springs in the
C40A model. make sure the spring is as
shown in Figure H49.

•
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Armature
1. Check for damage or movement of solder

connections, caused by heat.
2. Check for movement of commutator segments.
3. Install a new armature if any of the above

damage is found. Look for possible cause
before running the dynamo again..

4. Check for any indication of armature to field
winding contact. If any is found, check bear
ings for wear. Check the tightness of the
screws which fasten the pole shoes to the
yoke. ---4;;~::::

5. Clean the commutator with a small amount of
petrol on a cloth. Remove small surface damage
with smooth glass paper. Do NOT use emery or
similar abrasive.

6. If the damage is deep, a lathe can be used to
remove the damage. First check what type of
commutator is used, fabricated or moulded, see
Figure H50.

Figure H50
IDENTIFICATION OF COMMUTATORS

A. Moulded commutator.
B. Fabricated commutator.
C. Insulation cone.
D. Metal roll over.
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ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
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Figure H51
CHECKING INSULATION OF ARMATURE WINDINGS

A. 110 vol, AC supplv.
8. 15 wan test lamp.

r:
B \.

A --~

Before doing any repair make sure the armature
windings are in good condition.
1. Use a 110 volt AC supply and a 15 watt test

lamp to check the insulation as follows:
Connect the supply to the armature shaft and
the test lamp to one of the segments. Repeat
the test on all segments. If the lamp illumi
nates, install a new armature.

2. Connect an ohmmeter between two segments
next to each other. Continue this check all
round the commutator until all segments have
been checked. The reading must be the same
for all segments. If a zero or low reading is
shown, install a new armature.

If the armature is in good condition the following
procedures must be followed for a repair.
1. For fabricated commutators the segments must

not. be decreased to less than a thickness of
1.5mm (#n). Cut the insulation to O.8mm
(iIin) below the segments.

2. For moulded commutators the diameter of the
commutator must not be decreased to less
than 37mm (1.45in). DO NOT cut the insula
tion away between the segments. It is made to
a set depth by the manufacturer.

3. Use a very fine glass paper to get a smooth
finish. Clean away particles with an air jet.

NOTE: Make sure all particles of copper are
removed from between the segments
after a repair.

Figure H52
CHECKING COlllTlNUITY OF ARMATURE WINDINGS

A. Commutator segments.
B. Ohmmeter.
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Figure H55
FIELD LINK POSITIONS
A. Through bolts.
B. Link wire early type.
C. Unk wire later type.

Figure H54

INSTALLING FIELD WINDINGS
A. Field shoe expander.
B. Wheel type screwdriver.
C. Field windings.

Figure H53
CHECKING RESISTANCE OF FIELD WINDING

A. 12 volt banery.
B. Ammeter.
C. Field terminal.
O. Yoke.

Field Windings
1. Check the tightness of the pole shoe screws.
2. Make an inspection of the windings for any

indication of contact with the armature.
3. Check for damage to insulation material.
4. Check for damage to the wire which connects

the two windings together.
5. Check the windings for damage caused by

heat. Install new windings if damage is found.
Look for the possible cause before running the
dynamo after assembly.

6. Connect an ohmmeter between the field.
winding connection and a good ground con
nection on the yoke. The resistance shown
must be 6 ohms, if less look for a short
circuit. If the reading is more. check for bad
ground connection between the windings and
the yoke.
NOTE: This test can also be done by using an
ammeter as shown in Figure H53. The read
ing will be 2 amperes if the windings are in
good condition.

7. To remove the windings, use a drill to remove
the rivet which connects the windings to the
yoke. Then remove the screws which fasten
the pole shoes to the yoke. Remove the wind
ings and shoes.

8. When new Windings are to be installed. clean
and install old pole shoes to new windings. If
a threaded terminal is used, this must be
fastened to the new windings. Make a note
of the arrangement and colour of the wires
before disconnecting.

9. Use a shoe expander to install the shoes to
the yoke as shown in Figure H54.

10. Install and tighten the screws which fasten
the shoes to the yoke to 41 Nm (4kgm)
(30Ibft).

11. Fasten the Windings to the yoke with a new
rivet.

12. The wire which connects' the windings
together must be set in the following
positions. See Figure H55.

(a) If the wire has an insulation sleeve, put it in
the position shown in Figure H55C.

(b) If the wire is without an insulation sleeve and
is connected in the middle, set as in Figure
H55C.

(c) If the wire is without an insulation sleeve and
connected next to a winding, set as in Figure
H55B.

•

•

•
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BEARING REPLACEMENT
DrivEl End

1. To check the condition of the drive end
bearing do the following: Hold the drive
end bracket complete with armature verti
cal and tum the armature by hand. Repeat
this with the armature held horizontal.

2. To remove the bearing from the end
bracket first remove the pulley nut.
Remove the pulley and key from the shaft.

3. Press the shaft out of the end bracket.
4. Use a drill to remove the rivets which

fasten the bearing retainer plate to the end
bracket.

5. Use a' hammer and punch to remove the
rivets from the end plate.

6. Press the bearing out of the end plate.
7. Clean around the area and press the new

bearing into the end bracket.
8. Use new rivets to install the bearing

retainer plate.
9. Press the armature through the bearing of

the end bracket as far as it can go.

10. Install the key. pulley. washer and nut to 
the shaft. Tighten the nut to a torque of 
34Nm (3.Skgm) (2Slbft).

Commutator End
1. Put the new bush in engine oil for 24

hours.
2. Turn a tin thread tap into the old bush and

pull the bush out of the end bracket.
3. Remove the disc and felt oil pad from the

bush hole: clean the hole.
4. Apply engine oil to the felt pad and install

with the disc into the end bracket.
5. Use a mandrel with a shoulder to press the

new bush into the end bracket. The
mandrel must be 0.002in larger than the
armature shaft.

DO NOT put a reamer through the bush
after it has been installed. This will
decrease the lubrication quality of the
bush.

•
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Figure H56
INSTALLING BRUSHES BEFORE FITTING END PLATE

C40A DYNAMO
A Brush held with spr;.lg.
B. Brush in working position.

N
Ol
<Xl....
a:

Figure H57
BRUSH SPRING HOOKING TOOL

3in 76mm-~\

:¥B in
9mm

ASSEMBLY
1. Install the armature complete with drive end

bracket and pulley into the yoke.
2. Install the end bracket to the commutator end.

On the C40A type, hold the brushes up in
the holders with the springs as shown at A,
Figure H56. Push the bracket on to the arma
ture, pull the springs up on to the top of the
brushes.

Use the special tool shown in Figure H57 for
this purpose.

On the C40T type, hold the brush pivot arms
outwards with your fingers, while you push the
bracket on. Release the arms slowly when the
brushes are over the commutator.

3. Make sure both end brackets are correctly
installed. Install the two through bolts and
tighten to 8Nm (O.8kgm) (6Ibft).

4. Check the output, see FAULT-FINDING, page
H30.

5. If test equipment is not available check the
dynamo as follows:

Make a connection between the field and
output terminals. Then connect these to the
positive terminal of a 12 volt battery. Connect
the negative of the battery to a good ground
connection on the yoke.

If assembled correctly the dynamo will run
as a motor.

IMPORTANT: Make sure the polarity is
correct before making the connections.

6. To correct the polarity of a dynamo fitted to a
tractor use the following procedure:

Connect a jumper wire to the battery positive
terminal. Put the other end of the wire against
the field terminal several times. Hold it in con
tact with the terminal for part of a second only,
each time.

•

•

A

• Figure H58
USING BRUSH SPRING TOOL

A Brush. B. Spring. C. Tool.
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ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

VOLTAGE REGULATOR
Tractors with the Lucas C40A dynamo installed.
use the Lucas RB108. Despatch number 37394A
or 37398A. David Brown Part number K90890.
Tractors with the Lucas C40T dynamo installed
use the Lucas RB108. Despatch number 37467.
David Brown Part number K928729.

MAINTENANCE
The only maintenance needed is a regular check
of the connections. especially the wire between
.E' and ground.

The regulator will not operate correctly if there
is a bad connection to ground. The result of this
can be an increase in the operating temperature
of the dynamo. causing damage. The charge rate
will also increase to more than the battery needs.

TEST AND REPAIR
Before doing the following tests and adjustments
do tests in the FAULT FINDING section. If the
fault is not corrected. proceed as follows:
1. Remove the four wires and two fastening

screws. Remove the regulator from the tractor.
2. Remove the regulator cover by bending the

edge of the cover away from the baseplate.
3. Remove any dust with a dry brush. Use methy

lated spirits to remove dirt which cannot be
removed with a dry brush. if necessary.

4. Clean the voltage regulator contacts with a
smooth carborundum stone or silicon carbide
paper. if necessary.

. 5. Clean the cut-out contacts with a fine glass
paper. oo NOT use emery cloth or a car
borundum stone.

Figure H59
RB108 VOLTAGE REGUlATOR

A Regulator armature.
B. Cut out armature.

•.,

---'
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VOLTAGE REGULATOR

A BRegulator Contacts Gap
This is set by the manufacturer and normally does
not need setting. If it is necessary to set the gap.
use the following procedure.
1. Loosen the fixed contact locknut F and tum the

fixed contact screw B counter-clockwise away
from the armature C.

2. Loosen the screws A which fasten the armature.
3. Put a feeler gauge D of 0.50mm (0.020in)

thickness between the armature and the coil
core face.

4. Press the armature down against the feeler
gauge and tighten the screws A which fasten E
the armature.

5. With the feeler gauge still in position. tum the
fixed contact screw B clockwise. Continue
turning until the fixed contact is just against
the armature. Lock the fixed contact in this
position with the locknut.

6. Reset the voltage adjustment screw E.

II
c

Figure H60
REGULATOR GAP SETTING

A. Armature fastening screws.
B. Fixed contact.
C. Armature.
O. Feeler gauge.
E. Voltage adjustment screw.
F. Fixed contact locknut.

D

on
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Cut-out Contacts Gap
This is also set by the manufacturer but can be
set as follows if necessary:
1. Loosen the screws A which fasten the cut-out

armature C.
2. Press the armature down against the coil core

face and tighten the fastening screws.
3. Hold the armature down in this position and

measure the gap F between the armature and
the stop arm D. The gap must be 0.60-1.01 mm
(0.025--O.040in) and can be adjusted by bend
ing the stop arm.

4. Release the armature and measure the gap F
between the cut-out contacts. This must be
0.25--0.51 mm (0.01 (H).020in) and can be
adjusted by bending the fixed contact blade B.

5. Reset the voltage adjustment screw E.
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Figure H61
CUT-OUT GAP SETTING

A. Armature fastening screws. .
B. Fixed contact blade. ~

C. Armature.
D. Stop arm.
E. Voltage adjustment screw.
F. Gap.
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ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

A

Figure H62
CHECKING CUT-IN SETTING OF CUT-OUT

A. Voltmeter.
8. Cut out adjustment screw.

Figure H63
CHECKING CUT-OUT DROP-OFF VOLTAGE

A. Voltmeter.

Cut-out Adjustment
,1. Connect a voltmeter A between the voltage

adjustment screw B on the cut-out and a
good ground connection.

2. Start the engine and gradually increase speed.
The voltage must increase to 12.7 to 13.3
volts and then decrease a small amount.

3. Make a note of the voltage at which the
voltage decreases. If this is not between 12.7
and 13.3 volts adjust by tuming the adjust
ment screw B.

4. Check the cut-in voltage again after the
adiustrnent has been made. Let the engine
run at idle speed and then increase the speed
gradually until the voltage decreases.

5. Disconnect the wire from the'A' terminal and
make sure it does not connect with ground.

6. Connect a voltmeter A' between the •A'
terminal and a good ground connection.

7. Start the engine and increase the speed to
1500 r/min. then decrease speed slowly and
read the voltmeter.

8. Make a note of the voltaqe at which the
needle returns to zero. This is an indication of
the cut-out contacts opening and must occur
at 8.5 to 10 volts.

9. If the contacts open outside these limits.
remove the cover. Bend the fixed contact
blade B. Figure H61. page H41. Bend the
blade towards the armature to decrease the
voltage at which the contacts open. Bend the
blade away from the armature to increase the
voltage at which the contacts open.

10. When all adjustments have been completed
and all voltages are correct. reconnect the
wire to the .A' terminal. Put the cover in
position and bend the edges over the base
plate.

••
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Regulator Voltage Adjustment.
If a test bench is not available, install the regu
lator on the tractor and use the. following pro
cedure.
1. Make sure all connections are clean and tight,

especially the ground wire connections.
2. Remove the wire to the'A' terminal. Make sure

it is prevented from making contact with
ground.

3. Start the engine and run it at 1500 r/min.
4. Connect a voltmeter B between the regulator

adjustment screw 0 and a good ground
connection.

5. Turn the adjustment screw E clockwise to
increase the voltage and counter-clockwise to
decrease it.

6. The voltage must be set to the following values
shown: Voltage:
Air Temperature Open Circuit
100 Celcius (50 0 Fahrenheit) 16.1 to 16.7
20° Celcius (68° Fahrenheit) 16.0 to 16.6
30° Celcius (86 0 Fahrenheit) 15.9 to 16.5
400 Celcius (104 0 Fahrenheit) 15.8 to 16.4
NOTE: Do the adjustment as fast as possible
or the coils will generate heat and change the
readings.

7. When the voltage is correct, stop the engine.
Start the engine again after a short period and
check the voltage. If it is still correct reconnect
the' A' terminal wire.
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Figure H64

CHECKING DYNAMO OPEN-CIRCUIT VOLTAGE
A. Voltage regulator.
B. Voltmeter.
C. Screwdriver with insulation on the blade.
D. Regulator adjustment screw. .
E. Cut-out adjustment screw.
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STARTER
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Figure H6S
PINION OISENGAGEO

A Plunger.
B. Drive pinion.
C. Flywheel ge.r.

Figu~H66

TOOTH TO TOOTH CONTACT

D. First contacts.
E. Field winding.
F. Second contacts.

A

-

HOW IT WORKS
Lu~s M.50 Model
Before the starter can be operated the starter
safety switch has to be closed. This is done by
putting the range lever (Hydra-Shift) or gear lever
(Syncromesh) in the neutral position.

To stop the starter as soon as the key is
released a centrifugal brake is installed. Two
shoes are fastened to the commutator end of the
armature with springs. The shoes move outwards
and make contact with end plate as the armature
speed increases. The brake also prevents the
starter speed increasing above a set rate if the
load is low.

When the starter-key is turned to the START
position battery current energises the solenoid
coils. The solenoid plunger A is retracted and the
pinion B is engaged with the flywheel ring gear C.

To prevent the engine turning the starter when
the key is released a one-way clutch is installed.
This is part of the pinion assembly and has rollers
which lock in one direction only, Figure H69.

When the starter key is released the current to
the solenoid is interrupted and the plunger is
released. The return spring H disengages the
pinion from the flywheel and opens both sets of
contacts. .

The solenoid has two' sets of contacts. The first
set ·0 to close are connected to only one field
winding E. The second set F is connected to the
other three. If the teeth of the pinion and flywheel
are not aligned only the first set close. This gives
enough power to tum the armature to align the
teeth. The engagement spring G then engages
the pinion with the flywheel and closes the second
contacts. With both contacts closed full power is
available to tum the engine.

Figure H67
PINION ENGAGED

G. Engagement spring.
H. Return spring.

' •."
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Lucas M45 Model

Before the starter will operate the safety switch
must be closed. This is done by putting the range
lever (Hydra-Shift) or gear lever (Synchromesh) in
the neutral position.

After the safety switch A has been closed the
starter key B is turned to the START position.
Battery current then energises the solenoid coil C
which retracts the plunger D.

As the plunger is retracted it engages the
pinion with the flywheel ring gear. When the
plunger is fully retracted it closes a set of con
tacts E. Battery current now goes to the armature
and field windings F. ~ull power is available to
turn the engine.

If the teeth of the pinion and flywheel are not
aligned the engagement spring coils close. The
plunger can then complete the movement to close
the contacts to give current to turn the armature.
The engagement spring engages the pinion when
the teeth are aligned. A one-way clutch prevents
the engine turning the starter when the engine
starts, see Figure H69.

Early starters had multi-plate clutches but later
models have a roller type, as installed on the
M50 model.

STARTER

Figure H68
LUCAS M45G STARTER

A. Safety switch. D. Plunger.
B. Starter switch. E. Contacts.
C. Solenoid winding. F. Field windings.

Figure H69
ROLLER CLUTCH ASSEMBLY

A. Lock direction.
B. Free direction.
C. Rollers.

Figure H70
PLATE CLUTCH ASSEMBLY

A. .Clutch plates
B. Driving sleeve
C. Moving member

..
52
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ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

Starter for Gasoline Engine
. The safety switch A is closed with the gear lever

in neutral. When the ignition key B is tl1med to
START battery current energises the solenoid C
and closes a set of contacts D. Current then goes
through the contacts to the armature E and field
windings F to give full power.

The pinion is not directly connected to the
armature but moves along a spiral sleeve on the
armature. The sleeve has a large extemal spiral
which fits an internal spiral of the pinion. When
the armature turns, the sleeve tums and the
pinion moves along the sleeve towards the fly
wheel. The sleeve is prevented from moving along
the armature shaft by a strong spring. This spring
absorbs any shocks when the pinion first engages
the flywheel.

When the starter key is released the armature
stops tuming. The flywheel moves the pinion
along the sleeve in the opposite direction until it
disengages.

Figure H71
STARTER CIRCUIT GASOUNE ENGINE

A. Safety switch. F. Fieldwindmgs.
B. Starter switch. G. Battery.
C. S~enoid J. Pinion assembty.
D. Contacts. K. Flywheel gear.
E. Armature.

~~u
ABC 0

Figure H72
DRIVE PINION ASSEMBLY

A. Anti rattle spring.
B. Drive pmion.
C. Spiral sleeve.
D. Drive spring.

g..37122
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- STARTER

FAULT FINDING

Make sure the battery has a full charge and that
all connections are clean and tight before starting
the tests.
Before operating the starter:
(a) Put the gear-lever (Syncromesh) or range-

lever (Hydra-Shift) in the neutral position.
(b) Put the engine stop control in the stop position.

TEST 1 : Switch Circuit
.lf the starter does not operate when the starter
switch is turned to START proceed as follows:
1. Connect a new switch in between' the solenoid

and the battery positive terminal as shown in
Figure H73.

2. Close the switch; if the starter works check for
dirty. loose or broken connections in the switch
circuit.

3. Check the starter switch and safety switch for
correct operation if all wires and connections
are correct.

4. Install new switches if necessary and test
again.

5. If starter turns slowly do the next test.

TEST 2: Battery Voltage
1. Connect a voltmeter between the battery posts.

not the cable terminals.
2. Operate the starter by turning the starter key.

The voltmeter must show 9.5 to 10.5 volts.
with the engine warm.

3. If the voltage is less than 9.5 volts or the
starter tuming speed is still slow do the next
test.

Ie

o

+

A

B

Figure H73
CHECKING STARTER SWITCH CIRCUIT

A. Starter motor.
B. Battery.
C. New switch.
D. Jumper wire.

A
B

co
o

~
a:

Figure H74
CHECKING BATTERY VOLTAGE WITH LOAD

A. Starter motor.
B. Battery.
C. Voltmeter. '
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ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

TEST 3: Starter Cable
1. Connect the voltmeter between the insulated

terminal on the starter body and the battery
positive post as shown.

2. Turn the starter key to the'ACC' position. The
voltmeter must show battery voltage.

3. Operate the starter and read the voltmeter. If
the voltmeter noVII shows more than 0.5 volts
check all battery. starter and solenoid connec
tions. Make sure a cable of the correct capacity
has been installed.

TEST 4: Solenoid
1. Connect a voltmeter between the solenoid

terminals as shown.
2. Operate the starter and read the voltmeter. The

voltmeter must show zero when the starter is
operating. If the meter shows a voltage. the
solenoid contacts must be checked.

A

[~
....... J

-I
~

Figure H75 II!
CHECKING SUPPLY CABLE - ..

.._'
['

TEST, 5: Ground Connections
1. Connect a voltmeter between the battery

ground post and the commutator end bracket
as shown.

2. Operate the starter and read the voltmeter. If
more than 0.5 volts are shown. check the

'connections from the starter and battery to
ground.

3. If tests show that the wiring and battery are
correct. remove the starter for more checks.
See MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR.

9--37222
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Figure H76
CHECKING THE SOLENOID CONTACTS

Figure H77
CHECKING GROUND CONNECTIONS

A. Starter motor.
8. Batteev. ,
C. Voltmeter.



STARTER

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

• TYPES AND TRACTORS
Lucas M 50, 1412 and 1410 tractors, Despatch
Number 26379A. David Brown Part Number
K919752.
Lucas M45, 1212, 1210, 996, 995, 990
tractors. Despatch Number 26278. David
Brown Part Number K89772.
Lucas M45, 880, 780, 885 tractors with diesel
engines. Despatch Number 26215. David
Brown Part Number K91 3007.
Lucas 3M 100. 885 tractor with gasoline
engines - from January 1973. Despatch
Number 25679A. David Brown Part Number
K944488.
Lucas M45G, 4600, 3800, and 885 tractors to
December 1972. Despatch Number 26277.
David Brown Part Number K922703.
Bosch 0-001-362-060, all 4cyl models from
August 1977. not all tractors. David Brown
Part Number K954700.

MAINTENANCE
Check the tightness of the bolts which fasten
the starter motor to the engine.

Make sure the connections are clean and
tight.
NOTE: Lubrication is not needed while the

starter is in use.

DISASSEMBLY
Lucas M50 and M45

1. Disconnect the battery and remove the
starter from the tractor.

2. Remove the link A which connects the
starter to the solenoid R.

3. Remove the nuts and washers or Bolts B
which fasten the solenoid to the starter.

4. Pull the solenoid away from the starter.
Disconnect the engagement fork K from
the end of the plunger C. Remove the
solenoid from the starter.

J
B

N

K. Engagement fork.
L Armature.
M. Drive assembly.
N. Intermediate bracket.
P. Yoke.
R. Solenoid.
S. Groundbrush.
T. Field windings.

Tp

A

~ii1iiii!J

A. Link to solenoid.
B. Bolts to solenoid.
C. Solenoid plunger.
D. Metal band.
E. Field brush.
F. Through bolts.
G. Commutator end bracket.
H. Drive end bracket.
J. Pivot pin.

Figure H78
LUCAS M45 STARTER MOTOR

•

•
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ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

5. On the M45 types. remove the metal band
D from the yoke. Remove the field brushes
E from the holders. Remove the two bolts
F which hold the assembly together and
remove the end bracket G.

On the M 50 type. first remove the two
bolts F which go through the starter to
hold the assembly together. Move the end
bracket G away from the yoke and pull the
field brushes D out of the holders. Remove
the end bracket G.

6. Remove the brake shoe assembly and
thrust washers from the end bracket. Make
a note of the positions of the washers for
correct assembly.

7. Remove the rubber seal from the commu
tator bracket on the M50 type.

8. Loosen the locknut of the pivot pin J for
the engagement fork K. Use a screwdriver
to remove the pin from the end bracket H. _

9. Remove the end bracket H and the •
engagement fork K.

10. Remove armature L complete with drive
assembly M and intermediate bracket N
from the yoke P.

11. Hold the armature in a vice with soft jaws.
Push the tbrust collar away from the circlip
at the drive end.

Remove the circlip and remove the
thrust collar and drive assembly from the
shaft.

12. Remove the intermediate bracket and any
shims from the armature shaft. Keep the
shims safe for correct assembly.

13. Clean all parts ready for checking.

HL K J

E

•

.N

L: «
d'

Figure H79
LUCAS M4SG TYPE STARTER MOTOR

A. Groundbrush. H. Yoke.
B. Bush bearing. J. Armature.
C. Fieid terminal. K. Metal band.
D. Field brush. L Commutator end bracket
E. Fieldwinding. M. Cap.
F. Driveend bracket. N. 'Through bolts.
G. Driveassembly.
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Lucas 3M100 Starter
1. Disconnect the battery and starter. Remove

the starter from the tractor.
2. Remove the cap A over the end of the

shaft in the commutator end bracket D.
3. Use a small. sharp chisel to remove the

claws of the retainer ring B on the end of
the shaft. Remove the ring.

4. Remove the terminal nut and washers C.
5. Remove the two bolts which holds the

starter assembly together.

c

F

STARTER

6. Separate the end bracket D at the com
mutator end from the yoke E. Remove the
two field brushes F from the holders.
Remove the end bracket D completely.

7. Remove the bracket G. drive assembly and
armature M complete. from the yoke E.

8. Remove the retainer ring H from the end of
the drive shaft. Remove the collar J. spring
K and drive assembly L

NOTE: Some starters have a split pin and nut
at the end of the shaft.

r
H

•

Figure HaO
LUCAS STARTER MOTOR TYPE 3Ml00

A. Cap.
B. Retainer ring.
C. Terminal nut and washers.
D. Commutator end bracket.
E. Yoke.
F. Field brushes.
G. Drive end bracket.
H. Retaining ring drive

assembly.
J. Thrust collar.
K. Drive spring.
L Drive assembly.
M. Armature.
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ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

TEST AND REPAIR
Brushes
1. Measure the length of each brush. If less than

14mm (,\inl on M50 and M45 types or 9.5mm
(fin) on 3M 100 type. install new brushes.

2. Use a soldering iron to install new ground
brushes on to the end bracket.

3. To install new field brushes, first cut the brush
wires 3mm (tin) from the connection to the
field. Open the loop of the new brush and put
solder on it. Put solder on the end of the field
wire. Put the cut end through the loop of the
brush wire and close the loop with pliers, Com
plete the connection by heating with a solder
ing iron.

4. Make sure the brushes can move easily in the
holders. Clean brushes and holders if necessary.

5. Check the pressures of the brush springs as
shown in Figure H81. If the pressure is less than
1.22kg (430z) M50 and M45 types or 1.02kg
(360z) 3M 100 type, install new springs.

6. On 3 M 100 type starter remove the springs
with long nose pliers. To install new springs,
close the coils of the spring and put it down
into the holder. Move the spring in to the
operating position with a small screwdriver.

1

A

c •
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CHECKING BRUSH SPRING PRESSURE
A. PUll type gauge for MSO and M45 starters.
B. Brush springs.
C. Push type gauge for 3M 100 startee,
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7. To check the field brush holder insulation on
the M45G type. use a 110 volt supply. Con
nect the supply to the end bracket and a 15
watt test lamp to the holder. Repeat on the
other holder. The lamp must not illuminate.

. 8. Check the spring insulation of the 3M 100 type
as follows. Connect the supply to the end
bracket and the test lamp to the spring. Repeat
on the other spring. The lamp must not illumi
nate.

NOTE: Make sure the brush wires do not contact
the bracket during the test.

A

STARTER

B

Figure H82
TESTING BRUSH HOLDER INSULATION

A. 110 volt AC supply.
B. 15 wan test lamp.
C. Earth brush.
D. Brush holder.

Commutator
1. Clean the surface with a small amount of petrol

on a cloth.
2. Use a fine glass paper to remove small amounts

of damage.
3. If the damage can not be removed by glass

paper, use a lathe. Run the lathe at a fast speed
and take the smallest cut possible. Make sure
the cutting tool is sharp.

DO NOT decrease the diameter of the M50
and M45 commutators to less than 38.1 mm
(1.50in).

DO NOT decrease the thickness of the
segments on the 3M100 type commutator to
less than 3.5mm (0. 140in).

Use a fine glass paper to get a smooth finish
after cutting.

DO NOT cut the insulation below the
segments.

Figure H83
COMMUTATOR

A. Type used on M 50 and M45 starters.

en
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ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
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Figure Ha5
M45 STARTeR

A. 15 wan test lamp.
B. 110 volt AC supply.
C. Field brush.
D. Yoke.
E. Fieldterminal.

sjgl....--_
Figure H84

TeSTING FIELD WINDING INSULATION
A. 110 volt AC supply.
8. 15 watt test lamp.
e. Field brushes.
D. Fiejd tenninal.
E. Yoke,

B

•

A

Field Windings
1. Make an inspection of the inside of the yoke.

Look for any indication of the armature making
contact with the windings.

2. Look for bum marks on the insulation of the
windings. This shows a high operating tem
perature. Look for cause before you install new
windings.

3. Check the insulation on the M50 starter by
connecting a 110 volt supply A to the field
terminal D. Connect a 15 watt test lamp B to
a clean connection on the yoke E. Make sure
the brushes C do not contact the yoke during
the test. The lamp must not illuminate.

On the M45G type starter connect the
. supply to the yoke and the lamp to each brush
one at a time. Then connect the lamp to the
field terminal. The lamp must not illuminate.
Make sure the brush wires do not contact the
yoke during the test.

On the 3M 100 type starter the rivet which
connects the windings to the yClke must be
removed. Make sure the test is necessary
before removing this rivet.

After the rivet has been removed. connect a
test lamp to the end which has been discon
nected. Connect the supply to a clean part of
the yoke. The lamp must not ii1uminate.

4. To remove the field windings. first remove the
rivet from the 3M100 type starter with a drill.
Then remove the four screws which fasten the
pole shoes to the yoke.

5. Clean the inside of the yoke and put the new
windings in ·position. Install the screws but do
not tighten.

6. Install the through bolt insulation pieces and
tighten the screws to a torque of 41 Nm (4kgml
(30Ibft).
NOTE: Put the insulation pieces at 1BOdegrees

to each other and at gO degrees to the
field brushes.

7. Install a new rivet on the 3Ml00 type starter.

•. ,
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Bearings: Bush Type
1. Measure the internal diameter of the bearings.

If more than the following, install new bearings.
M50 {commutator end 12.83mm (0.505in)
and Intermediate 28.63mm (1.127in)
M45 Drive end 17.14mm (0.675in)

3M 100 Commutator end 11.2mm (0.441 in)
type Drive end 12.1 mm (0.476in)
NOTE: Put bushes in clean engine oil for 24

hours before installing.
2. Remove old bearings from the end brackets.
3. Use a mandrel which has a shoulder and which

fits into the bearing with a small clearance.
Install the new bearings.
Mandrel sizes for M50 and M45 starters are
as follows:
Commutator end 12.71 mm (0.5005in)
Intermediate 28.52mm (1. 123in)
Drive end 17.03mm (0.6705in)
IMPORTANT: Do NOT put a reamer through
the bushes after installing. This will decrease
the lubrication quality of the bearing .

Figure Ha6
BEARING REPLACEMENT

A. Mandrel.
B. Bush.
C. End bracket.

N
N
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Figure HB7
TESTING ARMATURE INSULATION

A. 110 volt AC supply.
B. 15 watt test lamp.
e.Armature shaft.
O. Commutator segments.

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

Armature
1. Look for movement of the segments. Move

ment here can be caused by an increase in
operating speed, check clutch and brake
assemblies.

2. Look for damage or movement of solder con
nections. If there is any indication of a high
operating temperature, look for cause before
you install a new armature.

3. Check for any indication of armature to field
winding contact. If damage is found, check the A
tightness of the screws which fasten the pole ._-,
shoes. Make an inspection of the bearings for
wear.

Check the armature shaft for distortion. DO
NOT try to correct any distortion of the shaft,
install a new armature.

4. Connect a 110 volt supply and use a 15 watt
test lamp to check the insulation as shown.
Repeat the test on all segments of the com
mutator. If the lamp illuminates install a new
armature, Make sure the circuit is not being
completed through dirt.

5. Check the windings. with 'growler' equipment
. according to manufacturers instructions.
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Roller Clutch
1. Check that the clutch locks in one direction C

only and turns freely in the opposite direction B.
2. Make sure the assembly can move freely on the

armature shaft.
3. Install a new unit when a defect is found. The

unit is sealed and cannot be repaired.
IMPORTANT: Do NOT wash the unit in cleaning
fluid or apply any lubrication.
4. Apply the following greases to the splines of

the unit.
Cold climates: Shell SB 2628
Hot climates: Shell Retinax A

Plate Clutch
1. Hold the starter armature "in a vice with soft

jaw grips.
2. Put the plate clutch on to the armature shaft

temporary.
3. Use a torque wrench to turn the pinion 0

counter-clockwise. The clutch will lose grip at
9-11 kgm (66-80Ibft) if set correctly.

4. To adjust the setting, disassemble the clutch
and install or remove shims. These are between
the backing ring and 1st outer plate F.

STARTER

Figure H88
ROLLER CLUTCH ASSEMBLY

A. Rollers.
B. Free direction.
C. locked direction.

F A

Figure H89
PLATE CLUTCH ASSEMBLY

A. Clutch plate inner.
B. Driving sleeve.
C. Moving member.
D. Pinion.
E. Shims.
F. Outer clutch plate.
G. Backing ring.
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ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

Figure H90
INERTIA ORIVE ASSEMBLY

A. Anti Rattle spring. E."Thrust collar.
B. Pinion. F. Spring retainers.
C. Sleeve. G. Buffer washer.
D. Drive spring.

Inertia Drive
1. Check the prrnon teeth for wear and

damage. Check flywheel ring gear also when
damage is found.

2. To remove the assembly from the shaft.
hold the armature in a vice by the square
end.

3. Remove the split pin and nut or circlip and
cellar from the end of the shaft.

4. Remove spring. pinion and sleeve assembly.
5. Wash all parts in paraffin.
6. Make sure the pinion moves easily on the

sleeve and the sleeve moves easily on the
shaft.. DO NOT put any lubricant on the
assembly.

1

A

F
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Solenoid
1. Check the springs for damage and weak

ness. The internal spring can be checked by
pulling on the inner plunger.

2. To replace the contacts separate the termi
nal assembly from the body. Use a hot
soldering iron to disconnect the two solder
connections. Hit the terminals on the bench
to remove the solder.

3. Put the sOlenoid in a vice with the terminals
up.

4. Apply heat with the soldering iron to the
terminals while pulling on the cover until
free.

5. When assembling the terminals make sure
the connections are clean and dry. Make
sure the temperature of connections is
correct before applying the solder. •

6. Install the two screws which fasten the .
terminal assembly to the body. Tighten the
screws to a torque of 2.5Nm (O.25kgml
(2Ibft).

A B c D

E

Figure H91
SOLENOIO MOOEL 19S

A. Coilconnections.
B. Body.
e. Plunger spring.
O. Inner plunger spring.
E. Plunger.
F. Contact assembly.
G. Terminal assembly.
H. Main terminals.

••••
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ASSEMBLY Figure H

1. Make sure all parts are clean and have
been checked.

2. Put the shims and intermediate bracket N
(M50 and M45) onto the armature.

3. Install drive end bracket H on to the
armature shaft.

4. Install armature L complete with drive end
bracket into the yoke P.

5. PUt the commutator end bracket into
position on the end of the shaft. Make sure
the thrust washers and brake shoes are
assembled correctly.

6. Install field brushes E into the holders and
push the end bracket fully into position.
Make sure brush wires are not between
end bracket and yoke.

7. Install the two bolts F. which holds the
complete assembly together. through the
starter.

Tighten the bolts to a torque setting of:
tin bolts 11 Nm, 1kgm, 81bft.
foin bolts 13Nm, 1.3kgm, 1Olb ft.

8. Install a new retainer ring on the shaft end
of the 3M 100 type starter. Install end cap.

9. Use a dial gauge to check the amount of
free movement at the end of the shah.
(M50 and M45 tvpes.l

The amount must be from 0.13 to
0.51 mm (0.005 to 0.020in). Adjust by
adding or subtracting shims from between
the intermediate bracket N and the
armature.

10. When the movement is correct. remove
the bolts F which fasten the assembly
together. Remove the end bracket H.

11. Install the drive pinion assembly M on to
the shaft.

sG

Figure H92
LUCAS M45 STARTER MOTOR

A Unk to solenoid. K. Engagement fork.
B. Botts to solenoid. L Armature.
C. Solenoidplunger. M. Drive assembly.
D. Metal band. N. Intermediate bracket.
E. Fieldbrush. P. Yoke.
F. Through bolts. R. Solenoid.
G. Commutator end bracket. S. Ground brush.
H. Drive end bracket. T. Fieldwinding.
J. Pivot pin.

A K
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ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

12. Install the engagement fork and end bracket.
Install the two fastening bolts. Install the
pivot pin for the fork but do not lock it.

13. Adjust the drive pinion to bracket clearances
as follows (M50 and M45 types).
(a) Connect a 6 volt battery to the starter.

This will prevent damage to the solenoid
during the adjustment.

(b) Measure the gap as shown in Figure H93,
between the pinion and the end bracket.

(c) The gap must be set to the following
dimensions.

Starter Type Gap Setting
M45 roller clutch: 0.13-0.38mm

(0.005-0.015in)
M45 plate clutch: 0.51--Q.76mm

(0.020--0.030in)
M50 roller clutch: 0.13-1. 14mm

(0.005-0.045in)
(d) Adjust by tuming the pivot pin. The arrow

on the pin must not be moved beyond the
arrows on the bracket. Hold the pinion
towards the armature, with a small
amount of pressure, while adjusting.

(e) Tighten the locknut of the pivot pin when
the clearance is correct. Apply paint or
Loctite to the threads of the pin.

14. Install the solenoid to M50 and M45 starters.
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Figure H93

PINION SETTING DISTANCE
A. Pivot pin.
B. Clearance.
C. 6 volt battery.
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BOSCH STARTER MOTOR
The Bosch starter motor has been installed on
some tractors. All four cylinder engines can have
a Bosch or a Lucas starter motor.

On 14 series tractors a 0.060in shim is
installed between the starter flange and the
engine.
IMPORTANT: DO NOT replace a Lucas starter
with a Bosch starter on the 14 series tractor.

To install a Bosch starter to other models the
terminal holes have to be increased to 10.3mm
(*in).

Contact any Bosch dealer for service
information.

Repair information is included in Bosch publi- 0
cations:

VDT-WPE 510/2-6B
VDT-WPE 510/2B-Al

. g..37222
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Figure H94
BOSCH STARTER CONNECTIONS

A. Battery cable. .
B. Brown wire.
C. Solenoid.
D. Starter motor.
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WIPER MOTOR

WIPER MOTOR
HOW IT WORKS
Two permanent magnets A are used for the field
supply of the motor. The armature B receives a
supply of current from the battery when the
operator closes the wiper switch. This actuates
the motor.

The armature shaft has a worm-gear C on the
commutator end. This is engaged with a gear
wheel D in the gearbox of the motor. The gear
wheel is connected to a cable-rack E by a con
necting rod F. The cable rack is free to move
inside a tube G which is fastened at each end.
The other end of the cable rack is engaged with
a gear-wheel and spindle assembly H. The wiper
arm and blade are fastened to the 'spindle, .

When the armature turns, it tums the gear
wheel. The connecting rod moves the cable rack
backwards and forwards through the tube. The
movement 'of the cable rack causes the gear
wheel and spindle assembly to make a part tum
one way then the other. This moves the arm and
blade across the windscreen.

B

c
Umit Switch
This is installed in the terminal assembly J of
some wiper motors to provide a parking facility.

It permits the current to continue to the motor
after the wiper switch has been put to 'OFF.
When the wiper arm reaches one side of the
windscreen the limit switch stops the motor.

The switch is actuated by a cam on the gear
wheel pushing against the plunger of the switch.
The plunger opens a set of contacts which inter
rupts the circuit and stops the motor.

Figure H95
THE WIPER MOTOR ASSEMBLY

A. Magnets.
B. Armature.
C. Worm gear.
D. Gear wheel.
E. Cable rack.
F. Connecting rod.
G. Cable tube.
H. Drive spindle.
J. Terminal assembly.
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WIPER MOTOR
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Figure H96
CHECKING CABLE-RACK

A. Spring-balance.
B. Cable rack.

CHECKING CURRENT USED
A. Wiper motor.
B. Ammeter.
C. Wiper switch.

FAULT FINDING

TEST 1 : Slow Operating Speed
1. Make sure the windscreen is wet enough.
2. Check that the arm can move away from the

windscreen.
3. Check that the correct arm tension spring is

installed.
4. If these checks are correct. disconnect the

cable-rack from the motor.
5. Remove the arm and blade assembly from

the wheel-box spindle.
6. Push the cable-rack completely into the tube.
7. Connect a spring-balance A to the end of the

cable-rack B.
8. Pull the cable-rack out of the tube with the

spring-balance. The maximum force needed
must not be more than 27N (6Ibf).

9. If the force needed is more than this amount.
check the tube and cable-rack for damage. If
any damage is found. install new parts.

10. If the cable-rack and tube are in good con
dition: Disconnect the rack from the wheel
box and check the spindle for seizure.

11. When all mechanical parts are checked and
found acceptable, check the motor. Connect
an ammeter in series with the motor to check
the current it is using. Compare this with the
amount shown in the DATA SECTION.

Remove the cover from the gearbox and
check the gearwheel revolutions against time,

12. Compare the speed of the gearwheel with
that shown in the DATA SECTION.

TEST 2: Wiper will not operate
1. Check the circuit fuse, if a failure is found,

look for possible cause before installing new
fuse.

2. Check other circuits which use the same fuse.
3. Make sure all connections are clean and

tight, especially ground connection.
4. Use a voltmeter or test lamp to check for a

connection between the supply and ground
as follows: Connect the test equipment from
a supply to the positive terminal of the wiper
motor.

If the lamp illuminates or the voltmeter
shows a reading, the supply wire is making a
connection to ground.

•

•
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Figure H100
CHECKING UMIT SWITCH

- B
Figure H99

CHECKING SUPPLY TO TERMINAL 4

C

A ~ 0
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Figure H98
CHECKING THE SUPPLY CIRCUIT

5. To check the supply, disconnect the harness
plug from the motor.

6. Put ·the wiper switch to the' on' position.
7. Check for a supply voltage between terminals

1 and 5 of the harness plug.
8. If there is no indication of voltage. disconnect

the equipment from terminal 1 and connect it
to ground.

If the test equipment now shows a voltage
there is a failure in the ground wire.

9. Check for supply voltage at both terminals of
the wiper switch. If there is supply in and not
out, with switch 'on', install a .new switch. If
there is no supply check for broken, dirty or
loose connections.

10. If the supply voltage is coming out of the
switch but not reaching the motor check wire.
Install a new wire if necessary.

A. Wiper motor.
B. Voltmeter.
C. Wiper switch.

TEST 3: Arm not parking.
This facility is only installed on some motors.
Check if yours is of this type.
1. Put wiper switch to 'OFF' position.
2. Disconnect the harness plug from the motor.
3. Use a voltmeter or test lamp to check the

voltage between terminals 1 and 4 of the plug.
This voltage must be the same as the supply
voltage.

4. Check connection at the supply if no voltage is
shown.

5. Now connect the test equipment between
terminals 1 and 5 of the plug. Connect a
jumper wire between 2 and 4 as shown.

The test lamp will illuminate or the voltmeter
will show the supply voltage if limit switch has
a failure.

NOTE: To test internal parts of the motor, see
REPAIR SECTION.'
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WIPER MOTOR

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

c

B

A

o

TYPE: Lucas 14W single speed, self parking on
De-Luxe cab.

MAINTENANCE
1, Check the tightness of the bolts which fasten

the motor to the cab.
2. Make sure the wire connections are clean and

tight, especially the ground wire.
3. Check the condition of the blade at regular

intervals.

DISASSEMBLY
1. Remove the arm and blade K.
2. Disconnect the terminal assembly J.
3. Remove the bolts which fasten the wiper

motor to the cab.
4. Remove the gearbox cover screws.
5. Remove the circlip which fastens the connect

ing rod to the crank pin.
6. Remove the connecting rod F from the gear

wheel D and cable-rack E.
7. Remove the flat washerfrom the crankpin.
8. Disconnect the cable-rack from the gearbox

and remove the motor from the tractor.
9. Remove the circlip from the end of the gear

wheel shaft. Make sure the shaft has no sharp
edges before pulling it through the bearing.

10. Remove the dished washer under the gear
wheel.

11. Remove the two bolts which fasten the yoke
to the gearbox.

12. Remove the yoke and armature B from the
gearbox.

13. Put the yoke away from metal particles which
can be pulled on to the pole magnets.

14. Remove the brush and terminal assemblies
from the gearbox.

•

•

Figure Hl01
WIPER MOTOR

A. Magnets.
B. Armature.
C. Worm gear.
D. Gearwheel.
E. Cable-rack.
F. Connecting rod.
G. Cable tube.
H. Drive spindle.
J. Terminal assembly.
K. Arm and blade . K

F

H
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ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

TEST AND REPAIR

ArmatUre
1. Check the armature insulation as follows:

Connect a 110 volt supply to the armature
shaft. Connect a 15 watt test lamp to a seg
ment of the commutator. Repeat test on all
segments. Install a new armature if the lamp
illuminates.

2. Check the commutator for damage and wear.
Remove small amounts of damage with fine
glass paper. Deep damage can be removed
with a lathe but the smallest possible cut must
be taken. Remove particles of copper from
between the segments after cutting.

3. Check for damage to windings, solder connec
tions and worm gear. Install a new armature if
any damage is found.

Brushes
1. Check brushes for damage.
2. Measure the length of the brushes. If 5mm

(f-in) or less install new brushes.
3. Make sure the brushes move easily in the

holders.
4. Check brush spring pressure with a push type

gauge as shown or a dial gauge.
Push brush to broken line and check the

reading. The pressure must be 1.7Nm (170g f)
(60z fl.

B

c

Figure Hl02
ARMATURE INSULATION TEST

A. 110 volt AC supply.
B. 15 watt test lamp.
C. Armature.

A

8

Figure Hl03
CHECKING BRUSH SPRING PRESSURE

A. Early type.
B. Later type.

••••
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Gearwheel Assembly
1. Check the teeth for wear and damage.
2. Check the shaft for distortion, wear and

damage,
3. Make sure the crankpin is installed in the

correct position if the wheel and shaft have
been separated. See Figure H 104.

NOTE: The gearwheel and shaft are supplied as
an assembly if it is necessary to install a
new item.

Limit Switch
1. Remove switch from motor by lifting retaining

post end of switch and moving it in direction of
arrow.

2. Push the plunger of the switch fully in. Let it
return to the original position. Measure the
plunger. The plunger must be 7mm (-fiinl out of
the switch.

3. See FAULT FINDING for electrical checks.
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WIPER MOTOR

c

"FiglJre Hl04
ALTERNATIVE POSITIONS OF CRANKPIN

A. Parking with cable rack retracted.
8. Parking with cable rack extended.
C. Crankpin positions.

c
Figure Hl 05

LATER DESIGN LIMIT SWITCH
A. Negative (-) terminal.
B. Positive ( + ) terminal.
C. Plunger.
D. Retainer clip.
E. Terminal connector.
F. Retainer post .

o
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ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

ASSEMBLY
1. Fasten the brush and terminal assemblies to

the gearbox.
2. Apply Shell Turbo 41 oil to the bearings and

armature shaft bearing surfaces.
3. Apply Ragosine Listate grease to the worm

gear on the armature.
4. Install the armature into the gearbox.
5. Make sure the inside of the yoke ;s clean. Make

sure the thrust disc and oil pad are in position
inside the yoke bearing. The disc goes in first
with the felt oil pad on top.

6. Install the yoke on to the armature and gear-
box.

IMPORTANT: Align the mark on the yoke with
the arrow on the gearbox to make sure of
correct rotation.

7. Install and tighten the two bolts which holds
the assembly together. Tighten to a torque of
1.35-1.80Nm (0. 138-0. 184kgml (12-16
lb in).

8. Adjust the armature end movement if an
adjustment screw is installed.

Tum the adjustment screw clockwise until it
contacts the end of the armature.

Then tum the screw counterclockwise t of a
tum. Tighten the locknut of the adjustment
screw.
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Figure Hl 06
WIPER MOTOR ASSEMBLY

A. Terminal assembly.
B. Brush plate.
C. Armature.
D. Gearbox.
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Figure H 107
FUR GAUGE CIRCUIT

A Starter key. D. Empty coil.
B. Rheostat. E. Voltage stabiliser
C. Full coil. 885 model only.
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GAUGES
HOW THEY WORK
THE FUEL GAUGE
The fuel gauge circuit is energised when the
starter key A is turned to the'ACe- position.

The gauge circuit has two coils. One pulls the
needle towards the full mark. The other pulls the
needle towards the empty mark. The needle
moves towards the coil with the most current
going through it.

The fuel tank unit has a rheostat B activated
by the movement of the float. When the tank is
empty the resistance of the rheostat is at a
minimum.

This puts a low resistance across the full coil.
This reduces the current through the full coil C.
The empty coil D then pulls the needle to the
empty mark. When fuel is added to the tank the
float moves up with the fuel. It increases the
rheostat resistance across the full coil. Current
starts to move through the full coil and the needle
moves towards FULL (Fl. All positions in between
FULL and EMPTY are shown by a balance
between the currents in the two coils.

•

• THE TEMPERATURE GAUGE
The sender unit A installed in the engine coolant
system has a resistor inside. The resistor reacts to
temperature decreasing resistance when the
coolant temperature increases.

The resistance of the sender is between the hot
co;1 and ground. As the temperature increases, the
current through the cold coil increases. This lets
the hot coil pull the needle towards the hot mark.
When the temperature of the coolant decreases,
more current flows through the cold coil. This pulls
the needle more strongly towards the cold mark.
The pull of the cold coil being stronger than the
pull of the hot coil.

o

+

•
Figure Hl08

TEMPERATURE GAUGE CIRCUIT
A. Sender unit .

t Amended September 1980
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ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

FAULT FINDING

FUEL GAUGE

TEST 1 : Tank Full
1. Turn the starter key to the' ACe position.
2. If the needle does not move check for broken

or disconnected wire between switch and
gauge.

3. If the needle moves to EM PTY check the wire
from the gauge to the tank unit for a connec
tion to ground.

4. If the gauge to tank unit wire is good make
sure the gauge has a good connection to
ground through the instrument panel.

IMPORTANT: Do not connect the two wires on
the galJge together. this will cause damage to the
tank unit.

TEST 2: Tank Not Full

1. If the needle moves to FULL when the starter
switch is turned to the .ACe position. Make
sure the tank unit has a good connection to
ground.

2. Check the wire between the gauge and the
tank unit for dirty or loose connections. Check
for a break in the wire.

3. If the gauge does not show a reading. remove
tank unit from tank. Keep the wire to the gauge
connected.

4. Make a good connection to ground from the
unit. Move the float. up and down by hand and
look at the gauge. This will show if the gauge
is working correctly.

TEST 3: 885 Tractors only
On the 885 tractor a voltage stabiliser A is
included in the circuit. The stabiliser has two
connections; 'B' from the battery. 'I' to the gauge.
The unit is connected to ground through the
bracket.
1. Check the voltage at 'B' with a voltmeter. This

must be battery voltage. .
NOTE: This does not include the 885Q and 885N

models. which have different gauges.
2. Check the voltage at T; if zero voltage is

shown the unit must be replaced with a new
unit.

IMPORTANT: Do not connect gauge wires
together; this will cause damage to the tank unit.

Gauges. tank units and stabilisers are not
adjustable. Do not try to disassemble.
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Figure H 109
FUEL GAUGE CIRCUIT

A. Voltage stabiliser.
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TEMPERATURE GAUGE

TEST 1 : Engine Hot
If the needle does not move towards HOT when
the engine temperature increases:
1. Disconnect the wire A from the sender unit and

connect the wire to ground.
2. If the needle then moves to HOT the sender

. unit must be replaced with a new unit.
3. If the needle does not move, check the wiring

for breaks or bad connections.

TEST 2: Engine Cold
If the needle moves to HOT when the starter key
is turned to the'ACe position:
1. Check the wire from the gauge to the sender

unit for a connection to ground.
2. Check that the gauge is making a good connec

tion to ground through the instrument panel.
3. Install a new gauge to compare results with the

old gauge and to check other parts.

•

•

•

Figure Hl10
TEMPERATURE GAUGE CIRCUIT

A. Wire to sender unit.

t AmendedSeptember 1980
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ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

WARNING LAMPS
HOW THEY WORK

ENGINE OIL PRESSURE
Battery current illuminates the lamp A when the
starter key is turned to the ACC position. The
circuit is connected to earth through the pressure
switch B contacts. When the engine is started the
oil pressure opens the contacts. This interrupts
the circuit and the lamp stops illuminating. If the
oil pressure decreases below the setting of the
pressure switch the contacts close and the lamp
illuminates.

HYDRAULIC OIL FILTER
Battery current illuminates the lamp C when the
starter key is turned to the ACC position. The
circuit is connected to ground through the dynamo
or alternator. When the engine is started the
dynamo or alternator output causes the lamp to
stop illuminating.
. The output current is prevented from going
through the warning lamp by a diode 0 included
in the circuit.

If the hydraulic filter becomes restricted the
contacts of the vacuum switch E close. This
re-connects the circuit to ground illuminating the
warning lamp again.

The vacuum switch is installed in the oil pump
suction pipe.
NOTE: This is not installed on later tractors with

external hydraulic filter.

NO CHARGE
Battery current illuminates lamp F when the
starter key is turned to ACe. The circuit is com
pleted to ground through the dynamo or alter
nator. When these start to charge the voltage
difference at the warning lamp terminals
decreases. This causes the lamp to stoo illumi
nating.

r

-
D

c

- -

+ t

..."'N' ..

Figure H1 12 •
CIRCUIT WITH ALTERNATOR

A Oil pressure warning. D. Diode.
E. Oil pressure SWitch. E. Vacuum switch.
C. Hvdrauiicwarning. F. No charge walning.
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THERMOSTART

THERMOSTART
HOW IT WORKS
When the starter key A is turned to the HEAT
position current energises the unit B in the inlet
manifold.

Current heats a coil C which opens the fuel
valve D and then changes the fuel into vapour.
Another coil I; causes the vapour to burn which
warms the air going into the cylinders. This makes
the engine easier to start in very cold weather.

The unit is still energised when the starter is
being operated. .
IMPORTANT: Always disconnect the therrnostart
wire if ether or similar fluid is used for starting. G

A

F
o

"'A

PROCEDURE. ETHER
If ether starting fluid has to be used in an emer
gency. the following procedure and sequence
must be followed.
1. Disconnect the electrical supply wire from the

Thermostart heater.
2. Operate the starter motor for 10 seconds. with

the stop control in the stop position. to
remove any fuel before using ether.

3. Put a small amount of ether in the air cleaner
inlet while the starter is being operated.

Do not put ether in the intake unless the
starter motor is rotating the engine.
Do not use ether with the Thermostart
connected.
Do not use ether if the battery is discharged.
Damage will occur if ether is used careless/y.

•

•

. ~_.

WARNING .- ·Ether.or,si~ilar
,.. starting fluid must not· be' used

. 'without first following the-procedure
. below.- Thei Therrnostart heaterJs

':: energised 'when' the starter IS

.' ..operated. "Ether or "starting' fluid
.• ' .. can cause an explosion or fire if it

comes into'. contact with the
Therrnosrart.. coil. .This. can cause
Injury.

Figure H113
THE THERMOSTART CIRCUIT

A. Starter key.
B. Thermostart unit.
C. Valve coil .
D. Fuel valve.
E. Bumer coil.
F. Starter safety switch.
G. Starter solenoid..

+
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ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

FAULT FINDING

TEST 1
1. Remove the pipe between the air cleaner and

the inlet manifold.
2. Tum the starter key to 'HEAT and hold this

position for 10 to 25 seconds.
3. Make sure the gear levers are in the neutral

position. then operate the starter.
4. Get assistance to look into the manifold to see

if the thermostart is working. This will be
shown by light from the burning fuel.

5. If the unit is not working return the key to
'OFF and do test 2.

TEST 2
1. Connect a voltmeter between the terminal on

the thermostart and ground.
2. Tum the starter key to 'HEAT and check the

voltmeter.
If the voltmeter does not show a voltage

check the wire and connections to the starter
switch.

3. If current is reaching the thermostart discon
nect the fuel pipe A and check for a restriction of

the fuel flow.

~B

Figure H 114
CHECKING CURRENT SUPPLY

A. Fuel pipe connection.
B. Voltmeter.
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WIRING

WIRING

The diameter of a wire used is controlled by
the amount of current flowing in the circuit.
Also the voltage being used must not decrease
by more than 10% after going through a wire.
For a 12 volt system for example, the voltage
must not decrease by more than 1.2 volts.

Never replace the original wire of a circuit
with a wire of a smaller diameter. Use a
micrometer to measure the single wires and
make a count of the amount. Use the next
largest size if the correct size is not available.

A large decrease in voltage will cause a
decrease in the performance of the electrical
unit.

• GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The tractor wiring is divided into three main
harnesses. These are: Engine harness; Instru
ment panel harness; Rear harness. A fourth'
harness is added when a cab is added to a
tractor. When a repair has to be made to the
wiring it can be easier to replace one or two
wires. If the defect includes more than one or
two wires it isbest to install a harness.

To make vehicle wiring flexible it is made
with a number of single thin wires of the same
thickness. The amount of single wires and the
thickness of each is shown by the' wire size
number. Example: 44/012 is an indication that
the wire has 44 single wires and each single
wire has a thickness of 0.012in. This is the
same as 44/030, 44 single wires of 0.30mm
thickness:

The wire sizes shown in the chart will_
normally be those used on a tractor. This does
not include the starter cables and H.T. ignition
cables on gasoline engines.

A -CAUTION Always use the correct
- size wire for the job. A smaller wire

will cause resistance to current. This
will increase the temperature of the
wire and cause the wire to bum and
start a fire.

•

•

WIRE DETAILS

Number and Cross-section Resistance Approximate
diameter area of per current Nearest

of wires conductor metre rating American
at 20° Celcius gauge

inches ohms
size

rrrm. sq. mm. sq. inches amperes

14/0·25 14/·010 ()'69 0·0011 0·0271 6·00 19

14/0·30 14/·012 0·99 0·0015 0·0188 8·75 17

28/0·30 28;'012 1·98 0·0031 0·0094 17·50 14

44/0·30 44/·012 3·11 0·0048 0·0060 27·50 12

65/0·30 65/·012 4·59 0·0071 0·0041 35·00 10

84/().30 84/·012 5·94 0·0092 0·0031 45·00 9

97/0·30 97/·012 6·86 0·0106 0·0027 50·00 8

120/0·30 120/·012 8·48 0·0131 0·0022 60·00 8

9-37222
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ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

When installing wiring make a note of the
following details.
(a) Make sure all wiring is clear of any part of

the tractor which gets hot.
(b) Keep the wiring away from sharp edges.
(c) Make sure the wiring is clear when assemb

ling and installing parts of the tractor.
(d) Fasten the wiring correctly and make sure

the wires are not puning tension on the
connections.

(e) Always use the correct type of connectors
for the job. Make sure the crimp type
connector is the correct size before you fit
it. Make sure connections made with solder
are clean. dry and the correct amount of
heat is applied.

(f) All wires have a colour code for easy identi
fication. Leners or words can be used on
wiring diagrams.

(g) The first lener or word is the main colour
and the second is the line. Example: G/B =
Green/Black. This is a green wire with a
black line.

WIRING COLOUR CODE
B = Black"
G = Green
K = Pink
N = Brown
P = Purple
R = Red
S = Slate (Grey)
U = Blue
W = White
Y = Yellow
LG = Ught Green

CIRCUIT COLOUR CODE
The wiring is divided into a number of circuits a'~
and each circuit uses a colour for identification. ". I

Examples:
Brown is used for the main supply. Current
flows at all times in this circuit.
BrownlYellow is used for the alternator circuit.
Green is used for the engine auxiliaries. This
circuit only has current flowing when the starter
key is in the'ACC' position.
Green/Blue is used for the temperature gauge
circuit.
Red is used for the side and rear lamp circuits.
Blue is used for the headlamp circuit.
White is used for the warning lamp circuit.
Black is used for all ground connections.
NOTE: The colour of a wire does not give any
indication of the capacity of the wire. Do not
confuse with wiring colour code.

.~.
.~
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WIRING

WIRE SIZE COLOURS APPLICATION
Main -Une

14/0·25mm Green -White Flasher switch to 7-way connector
114/0·010in) Right-hand flasher light and 7-point socket

Green -Red Flasher switch to 7-way connector
Left-hand flasher light and 7-point socket

Black - Lt. Green Hydraulic filter switch light to 7-WBY connector

Green -Blue Temperature gauge to 1O-way connector
1Ocwav connector to temperature sender

Green - Black Fuel gauge to , o-way connector
7-WBY connector to vacuum switch
1O-way connector to tank gauge unit

White -Brown Oi' warning light to 1O-way connector
1O-way connector to oil warning switch

Purple - Black Horn push to 10-way connector
1n-wav connector to horn

Brown -Yellow Hydraulic filter and charge lamps to 1O-way connector
1O-way connector to alternator

White Starter switch to charge and oil warning lamps

Green To hydraulic filter warning light
To temperature gauge, to fuel gauge,
to horn, to flasher unit or hazard warning switch,
flasher unit to trailer indicator light.
flasher unit to flasher switch

Black All ground (chassis) connections

Red To taillights, 7-point socket and rear number plate light

28/0·30mm White -Red 10-way connector to starter solenoid
1~8/0·0'2inl Starter switch to 7.-way connector

7-way connector starter safety switch
7-way to 1O-way. 10-way connector to starter safety switch

Brown -Red Starter switch to 1O-way connector
1O-way connector to Therrnostart

Green - Brown Flasher unit to flasher switch

32/0·20mm Red Lighting switch to 7-way connector

132/0·008 in)
Green 7-way connector to harness

Blue -White Lighting switch to 10-way connector
1Ocwav connector to headlamps (main beam)

Blue -Red 1o-way connector to headlamps (dip)
Lighting switch to 10-way connector

Green 7-way connector to main harness
to stop lamp switch

Green -Purple Stop lamp switch to main harness
to stop light connectors
to 7-point socket

44/0·30mm Brown Starter to main harness
144/0-012inl Harness to alternator and 1o-wev connector

Harness to starter switch and fuse
Fuse to lighting switch

Green Starter switch to fuse
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ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

There are differences between wiring of each
tractor according to the specifications.
Changes occur with the type of fender used.
Changes also occur where the hazard warning

system is installed.
Tractors with cabs have several items of extra
electrical equipment.

\
\
\
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•
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Figure H115
TYPES OF FENDER USED

1. Full fender. reinforced.
2. Full fender, light duty.
3. Shell or fan fender .

~)
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CRIMP CONNECTIONS
1. Use the stripper part of the tool A to remove

1cm of the insulation from the end of the
wire.

2. Push the wire into the snap-in connector as
far as it can go.

3. Use the crimping part of the tool B to make
two crimps. One on the wire and one to grip
the insulation.

Make sure the jaws of the tool close completely
at C.

The tocl can be used for the following sizes:
14/0.25mm (14/0.0tOin):
14/0.3'lmm (14/0.012in).
28/0.30mm (28/0.012in):
35/0.30mm (35/0.012in).
NOTE: A kit complete with pliers is available
from your David Brown dealer, part number
K.964626.

SOLDER CONNECTIONS
1. Put the insulation cover A over the wire as

shown.
2. Remove about 1cm of insulation from the

end of the wire B.
3. Push the end of the wire through the slot in

the Lucar connector C. Bend the end of the
wire D backwards and flat on to the con
nector.

4. Bend the lugs E at the rear of the connector
around the insulation of the wire.

5. Use solder to connect the wire to the con
nector.

6. Let the connector cool, then push the insula
tion cover F over the connector.

9-37~22
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A
1cm

cdr
c

8
Figure H116

MAKING A CONNECTION USING A CRIMPING TOOL
A. Stripper jaws. C. Jaw stop.
B. Crimping jaws.

A~B-£~~

~C~'d~

F
Figure H117

MAKING A CONNECTION USING SOLDER



ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

LUCAR CONNECTORS

3/16"1·1S7"1 LUCAR
MATERIAL: SRASS. FOR CRIMPING OR SOLDERING

Connector Approximate Application Insulating Cover P.V.c.
Lucas Part No. Rating lcable Sizel lucas Pan No.

&0 54190972 1-14/0·25mm

~ 541906S0114/·010")
6 amps

~
1-28/030mm

~54954279 128/·012") 541909532-14/0·25mm
114/·010")

'/4" (·250") LUCAR
MATERIAL: SRASS. FOR CRIMPING OR SOLDERING

Connector Approximate Application Insulating Cover P.V.c.
Lucas Part No. Rating lcable Size) lucas Pan No.

~ 54960660 1-14/025mm Fordetailssee below
114/·010")

17t amps 0~
1-28/0·3Omm

5496066' 12S/·012"1 549594012-14/025mm
(14/·010")

31S" 1·375"1 LUCAR
MATERIAL: PHOSPHOR SRON2E. FOR SOLDERING

Connector Approximate Application Insulating Cover P.V.c.
lucas Part No. Rating tceere Sizel Lucas Part No.

1-2S/03Omm

0~
128/·012")

1-44/030mm

35 amps
(44/·012"1

1~5/03Omm

549420779
(65/·012"1

54190043

INSULATION COVER
Lucas Part Number 54959401.

This cover can be used on the complete
range of tin straight Lucar connectors.
- It can be used for wire sizes from 14/.025mm
(14/'010in) to 44/0.30mm (44/.012in).

To install the cover, push it over the terminal
until the locking lug goes into the location.
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FigureH118
LUCAR CONNECTORS

A. Connector.
B. Cover.



BLADE TERMINALS AND INSULATORS

WIRING

•

•

A17

.«: Flag or Righi Angle )-64
Straight Female TerminalFemale Terminal for

~? '0' 2B/·012", 35/-012",14/·01QM, 9/·012"
44/'Qlr, 65"O'2~ Cables

lli ~~r-
'4/ -012". 28/-012" Cowles

~~1t
45 amp rating25 amp rating

64

y3 IY
~~

Flag or Righi Angle

tV~~
Straight Male Terminal

Female Terminal tOl for 14/-010", 9/'012",
28/-012", 35/012' 14/-012" 28/-012" Cables<' ,>- 44/-012" 25 amp rating

zz ~~
45 amp raling

464 .

()!!
~~~~3;

Terminal Straight Female TerminalStraight Female
for use with Round Dollysfor 44/-012" Single Cable
'0' 28/'012", 35/-012",or 28/'Qlr Twin Cables , ,>- 44/-012", 65/·012" Cables

Q ,,-<i6
25 amp raling 57 25 81"1P rating

64
fl4 - _._.

y
Terminal . /~

~2>
Straight Female

~
Miniature Straightfo, 14/-010-, 9/-012", Female Terminal

14/·012~. 2a/·012~ For Blade -187 wide
35/·012~ Cables 15 amp ratingQ '------< 32 2S amp rating

64

~~ Insulator '0' ~>- Insulator for
Flag Terminals straight terminals

~ =t--tf~ u.. with double Cables) ~/ 1
32

~> ~
msuretcr for /~~ Insute ror for

. 5 Flag Terminals
~/ 1.. straight terminals

. . ...eU -,./' .
32

.._----- ----

~.
A B

~ tncnes Inches

r~~/- Insulator for

'~
I. 32

straight terminals 5/16 13/16

t B 9/32 3/4........

7/32 5/8

/ Insulator for 0 :0
No. Rated Value Amps length-Dia.

r> 14 round 'dolly' Terminals

RF25 25 1 5/32
Fuse X 1/4

RF35 35

Figure H119
BLADE TERMINALS - BS SIZES
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ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

SNAP-IN CONNECTORS AND TERMINALS

Description Packets of Lucas
Part No.

~ J
2-way snap-in (may be used 10 900288with 9/32" single cable clip)

(Q[ J 4-way. (Double) 1 850641

~. - j 6-way. (Three 2-way) 1 850344

~
\

00 O- J lG-way. (Five 2-way) 1 850832

0/ J

SNAP-IN (BULLET) TERMINAL ENDS
(For use with the above connectors)

Description Packets of Lucas
Part No.

...-::;; i

·187 ! Solder type. For cable size
.J_# i q=J 28/03Omm 1281-012") P.T. and 10 900269- ....., S.P.T.

·464

"8;'~
~

Hexagonal crimp type. For cable
•.1.,__ size 14/025mm 114/·010") 10 54941384

f- .._--: P.T. and S.P.T.
.450

T
~.:C·187

~
Hexagonal crimp type. For cable

1 size 14/0·3Omm (14/·012", 10 54944088

- - -i
P.T.

'450
'r :-::0."87

e! '
Hexagonal crimp type. For cable

I size 281o-3Omm \281·012"\ 10 54944095
P.T.

'-.450-
, ..,

r=
" Hexagonal crimp type. For cable·'87 r;;::1 _U sizes 44/030mm 144/·012") or 10 54946098

L- . __ ..~ 65/030mm (65/·012") P.T.
: ·450 .

~ 3/16" (().188") diameter ferrule 10 18BS18

Figure H120
SNAP-IN CONNECTORS
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WIRING

HAZARD WARNING SWITCHES
Two different types of hazard warning switches
were installed up to the following serial
numbers.

885/633680
990/862037
395/930639

996/985304
1210/727072
1212/1003291

L
R

R

1

R
4

Figure H121
EARLY TYPE

Part Number K9446644

t. Hazard flasher unit.
2. Connections to Land R terminals of the

direction indicator switch.
3. Connection to 49 + terminal ofthe

direction ftasher unit.

4. To green wire in the harness next to
flasher unit.

5. Connection to terminal 1 of the starter
switch.

• u
u

3
,4

5

L

R
49

31

\I .... T-j B

~~
2

~'Lj G CJ
G r==J

r-t R rl
u

Figure H122
LATER TYPE

Part Number K95043,

t. Connections to Land R terminals of the flasher unit.
direction indicator switch. 4. To green wire in the harness next to flasher

2. Connection to ground. . unit.
3. Connection to 49 + terminal of direction 5. To number 1 terminal of the starter switch.

•
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ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

12

{'J21
~19

15

9

Figure H123
ARRANGEMENT OF WIRING

Tractors with full fenders. dynamo and early type wiring harness.

1~4Gl (~l (58L)
IO:l ~(54l

23 "~, lI1' • .,";

~n1l· (58Rl1 .... (Rl
) f?:,..,-:22
~·19

20

16

1. Battery.
2. Starter Solenoid.
3. Temperature sender unit.
4. Dynamo.
5. Hom.
6. Thermostart.
7. Fuel tank unit.
8. 1o-way connector.
9. Oil pressure switch.

10. To headlamps.
11. Regulator.
12. Instrument panel.
13. Starter safety switch.
14. Stop lamp switch.
15. Hydraulic filter switch.
, 6. Side lamps.

'7. Front direction indicator'S.
18. Rear direction indicators.
19. Rear lamps.
20. Stop lamps.
2 L Flood lamp.
22. Number plate lamp.
23. Trailer socket.

illAILER SOCKET
54G. Extra position.
SaL Left-hand. side and rear

lamps.
S8R. Right-hand. side and

rear lamps.
54. Stop lamps.
31. Ground
R. Right hand indicators.
L Lett hand indicators.
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. WIRING

Figure H 124
ARRANGEMENT OF WIRING

Tractors with full fenders, alternator and early tYPeof wiring harness.

22•

• 1

11
15

12

•

/
13

16

(L) (58l)

(54.g)#'(54)21 0

. , #/'.0 0

. (31) iR) (58R)

20
18

17

•

1. Battery.
2. Starter solenoid.
3. Temperature sender unit.
4. Alternator socket.
5. Horn.
6. Thetmostert.
7. Fuel tank unit.
8. lO-way connector.
9. Oil pressure switch.

10. To headlamps.
11. Instrument panel.
12. Starter safety switch.
13. Hydraulic filter switch.
14. Stop lamp switch.
15. Side lamps.
16. Front direction indicators.

17. Rear direction indicators.
18. Rear lamps.
19. Stop lamps.
20. Number plate lamp.
2'. Trailersocket.
22. Flood lamp.
TRAILER SOCKET
549. Extra position'.
SaL left-hand. side and rear

lamps.
SaR. Right-hand. side and

rear lamps.
54. Stop lamps.
31. Ground.
R. Right hand indicators.
L left hand indicators.
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ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

5

7

22

12

1

Figure H125
ARRANGEMENT OF WIRING

Tractorswith fulltenders. altem:atQr and htt"'" type oMring harness..

(l) esu
(54g)~(54)

'"!f'<58R)
~:J'(31)(R)

20

18

1. Battery.
2. Starter solenoid.
3. Temp8ratUr8 sender unit.
4. Alternator socket.
5. Hom.
6. Thennosran.
7. Fueltankunit.
8. 1Q-way connector.
9. Oil pressure switch.

10. Tc headlsmps.
11. 7oW'" socket.
, 2. Instrument panel
13. Hydraulic filter switch.
14. Starter safety switch.
15. Stop lamp switch.
16. Side lamps.
17. Front direction indicators.

, 8. Rear direction indicators.
19. Rear lamps.
20. Stop lamps.
21. Flood lamp.
22. Number plate lamp.
23. Trailer socket.
TRAILER SOCKET
54g. Extra position.
5BL Left-hand. side and rear

lamps.
5BR. Right-hand. side and

rear lamps.
54. Stop lights.
31. Ground.
R. Right hand indicators.
L Letthand indicators.
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26

1

25

17

>
~12

y15

16

22

.-/

~~..-0;;;':,V

'~ 17

/ 13 16

WIRING

(l) (58l)

(549)~(54)

-,,<,,', y'" ~(58R)
(31) (R)

,18
19 .,£

~~

•

ARRANJ~g~re H126

1. Battery. Fortraetor;~t~~c':~NG
2. Starter solen . .3. To headl old. 20. Numb4. Tempera~mps. 21. Trailer

er

plate lamp
5. Alternato ure sender unit 22. Flood I~cket. .
6. Horn. r socket. . 23. Oil pres'::;P.
7. Thermostart 24. Wiper mo;e switch.

~: ~~~I tank unit. ~~: ~nterior la'::~.
10. 2_ way connector 27 HanSWitch.
11. 7-::~ ~~nnector. . TRAI~~~e~~~t.
12. Instrum nnectcr. 54g. Extr KET
13. Hydraulrcn:.panel. 5BL Left~hPosltlon.~~. Starter Saf~~r sloYitch. 5 lamps.and. side and rear

1 . Stop lamp switch. BR. Right h "
17
6.

Side lamp;wItCh. rear I;,:nd. side and
. Directi .' 54 Sto I ps.~~. Rear I~c:.:;~~dicators. 31: Gr:Un~~Ps.
. Stop lamps ~. Right hand indi '" Left hand' di rcators.In Icators.
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ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

25

24

1

20

18

. 12

: /tJ 15
V 32 14

23

Figure H127
ARRANGEMENT OF WIRING

Tractors wrth de-luxe caband Sekura cab.

(l) (58l)

(54g)~(54)

"~58R)
(31) (R)·

16

~
I

1. Battery.
2. Starter~enoid.
3.·Temperature sender.
4. Alternator socket.
5. Hom.
6. Thermostan.
7. Fuel tank unit.
8. 'l~ayconn~~
9. 2-way connector.

10. 7-way connector.
11. Instrument panel.
12. Starter safety switch.
13. Stop lamp switch.
14. Side lamp.
, 5. Direction indicator lamp.
16. Rear lamp.
17. Stop lamp.

18. Number plate lamp.
19. 7 -poim trailer socket.
20. Rear flood lamp.
21. Dip beam.
22. Main beam.
23. Oil pnossure switch.
24. Windshield wiper motor.
25. Cabinterior lamp.
26. Fan unit.
27. Washer motor.
28. Fan switch.
29. Wrper switch.
30. Washer switch.
31. Floodlamp switch. .
32. Hydraulic filter wntch. installed on 8. 9 and 12

series tractors only.
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Figure H128
ENGINE HARNESS

For tractors with a dynamo. up to the following serial numbers:

•

885:633680
990: 862037
995:930639
1. Banery.
2. Starter.
3. Dynamo.
4. Headlamp, main.
5. Headlamp, dip.

996:985304
1210:727072
1212: 1003291
6. Temperature sender unit.
7. Oil pressure switch.
8. Headlamp connector, 4-way.
9. 8-way connector to instrument panel.
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ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
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Figure H129

ENGINE HARNESS
For tractors withan alternator, from the following serial numbers:

885:629959 996:983735
8850:11000001 9960:11070001
990:558824 1210Q}
9900:11070001 12120 11150001
995:927997 14100} 11200001
9950:11070001 14120

1. 8attery.
2. Starter.
3. Alternator.
4. Headlamp. main.
5. Headlamp. dip.
6. Hom.

7. Temperature sender unit.
8. Oil pressure switch.
9. Thermostan.

10. HeacUamp connector. 2.-way.
11. 9-way connector to instrument panel.
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Figure H130
ENGINE HARNESS

For 12 and 14 series tractors without cab only, from the following serial numbers:

121'):727072 1410 1050001
1212:1003291 1412

•
1. Battery.
2. Starter.
3. Alternator.
4. Headlamp, main.
5. Heeoramp, dip.
6. Hom.

7..Temperature sender unit
8. Oil pressure switch.
9. Thermostart.

10. Headlamp connector, 2-way.
11. Fuel tank unit
12. 1O-Woy connector to instrument panel.
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ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
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Figure H131
ENGINE HARNESS

For tractors with Q-cab. de-luxe cab. and Sekura cab. from the following serial numbers:

885: 11000001 1210}11150001
990} 1212
995 1107001 1410} 11200001
996 1412

1. Battery. 7. Oil pressure switch.
2. Staner. 8. Thennostart.
3. Alternator. 9. Console harness.
4. Headlamp. 10. Stap lamp switch.
5. Hom. 11. 9-way connector. to console harness.
6. Temperature sender unit. 12. l1-way connector, to instrument panet.
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Figure H132
INSTRUMENT PANEL HARNESS

For tractors with shell fenders, up to the following serial numbers:
885:633680 996:985304
990:860237 1210:727072
995:930639 1212:1003291
t. Lighting switch. 11. Double connector.
2. Regulator. 12. Connector 3-way.
3. Starter safety switch. 13. Temperature gauge.
4. Diode. 14. Fuel gauge.
5. Double connector. 15. Voltage stabiliser, 885 only.
6. Hydraulic fitter lamp, yellow. 16. Hom button.
7. Charge warning lamp, red. 17. Horn.
8. Oil pressure warning lamp, green. 18. Fuel tank unit.
9. Fuse. 19. Connector 3-way to rear harness.

10. Starter/Isolating switch. 20. Hydraulic filter switch.
9-37222
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ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
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Figure H133
INSTRUMENT PANEL HARNESS

For tractors with shell fenders. from the fo.llowing serial numbers:

885:633680 996:985304
990.862037 1210:727072
995:930639 1212:1003291

10. Connection for extra equipment.
11. Hydralolic filter lamp, yellow.
12. Ughting switch.
13. Voltage stabiliser, a8S only.
14. Connection to fuel tank unit in engine

harness. 12 series tractor.
15. 1D-way connector, to engine harness.
16. 4-way connector to rcar harness.

9-37222
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1. Hom button.
2. Temperature g::Juga.
3. Fuel gauge.
4. Fuel tank unit.
5. Olarge warning lamp, red.
6. Ojl pressure warning lamp, green.
7·, lse.-Iating/Staner switch.
8. Fuses.
9. Diode.



WIRING
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Figure H134
INSTRUMENT PANEL HARNESS

For tractors with full fenders. from the following serial 'lumbers:

885:633680 1210:727072 .
990:862037 1212:1003291
995:930639 1410, 1050001
996:985304 1412.r• 1. Horn button.

2. Temperature gauge.
3. Fuel gauge.
4. Fuel tank sender unit.
5. Chalge warning lamp, red.
6. Oil pressure warning lamp, green.
7. Isolating/Starter switch.

8. Direction indicator switch.
9. Hazard warning switch.

10. Flasher unit.
11. Warning lamp. trailer direction indicators.
, 2. Lighting switch.
13. Hydraulic filter warning lamp, yellow.
14. Diode.

, 5. Fuses.
16. Voltage stebihser, 885 only.
17. 7-way connector, tv rear harness.
18. 9-way connector, to engine harness.
19. Connection to fuel tank unit. 12 and 14

series only.
20. Connection for extra equipment.
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ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
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Figure Hl 35

INSTRUMENT PANEL HARNESS
For 12 and 14 series tractors, with full fenders. from the following serial numbers:

1210} 11152567 1410 11200752
1212 1412
1. Hom button. 8. Direction indicator switch.
2. Temperature gauge. 9. Hazard warning switch.
3. Fuel contents gauge. 1O~ Flasher unit. .
4. Fuses. 11. Warning lamp, trailer direction indicators.
5. Charge warning lamp. red. 12. Ljghting switch.
6. Oil preasare warning lamp, green. 13. 1o-way connector, to engine harness.
7. \solatins/starter sw\tch. 14. 6-way connector, to rear harness.
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WR2 WR1 GP R 21
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12'00~"'565'312120
1~100 11202423
14120

WR2

17. Fuel tank unit.
, 8. Console harness. not on early tractors

. with cab.
19. t t-wav connector, to engine console

harness.
20. 2-way connector, to cab harness.
21. 7-way connector, to rear harness.
22. 7-way connector. to console harness.

GR--l--}P~

BLG
R

WR1 WR2 BLG GR GW R GPBLG
22

WR2

9. Fuses.
10. Hazard warning switch.
, 1. Direction indicator switch.
12. Flasher unit.
13. Warning lamp, trailer direction indicators.
14. Hom bunon.
1S. Wiper switch.
16. Panel lamps.

12'00~, 11500011210
14100 11200001
14120

Figure H136
INSTRUMENT PANEL HARNESS

For tractors with o-ceb. from the following serial numbers:

With console harness:
8850: 11006680
9900}9950 11083020
9960

R WR1

GW--r= =

GR

GP

Without console harness:
8850: 11 000001
9900}
9950 11070001
9960 .

1. Lighting switches.
2. Isolating/starter switch.
3. Fuel gauge.
4. Temperature gauge.
5. Charge warning lamp, red.
6. Oil pressure warning lamp, green.
7. Hydraulic filter lamp, yellow.
8. Diode.•
NOTE: Items 7 and 8 are not installed on 12 seriesfrom 11152617 and 14 seriesfrom 11200752.
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Figure H137
INSTRUMENT PANEL HARNESS

For tractors with Q-cab from the following serial numbers:

885Q:110103oo 1210} 111558600
990} 1212
995 11088300 1410 11203600
996 1412

1. Lighting switches. 13. Warning lamp, trailer direction indicators.
2. Isolating/starter switch. 14. Hom button.
3. Fuel gauge. 15. WiperJWasher switch.
4. Temperature gauge. 16. Panel lamps.
5. Charge warning lamp, red. 17. Fuel tank unit.
6. Oilpressure warning lamp, green. 18. Console harness.
7. Hvdrauhc filter lamp, yellow. 19. 11-way connecter. to engine console
8. Diode. bamees.
9. Fuses. 20. 2-way connector, to cab harness.

10. Hazard waming switch. 21. 7-way connector, to console harness.
11. Direction indicator switch. 22. 7-way connector, to rear harness.
12. Flasher unit. 23. Windshield washer motor.
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WIRING

17. Fuel tank unit.
18. Main headlamp warning, blue.
19. t t-wev connector, to engine console

harness.
20. 2-way connector, to cab harness.
21, 7-way connector, to rear harness.

WR Uyv PB

UR \..-L.../....... WN
GU0=~ld~NR
G-~-:-NY 19

~~~~R = BLG

WR1 WR2
Figure H 138

INSTRUMENT PANEL HARNESS
For tractors with a de-luxe cab and Sekura cab. from the following serial numbers:

885: 11010509 12,0},',58982
990'} 1212
995 11088651 1410}11203600
996 1412
9. Fuses.

10. Hazard warning switch.
11. Direction indicator switch.
, 2. Flasher unit.
13. Warning lamp, trailer direction indicators.
14. Hembutton.
15. Single connector.
16. Panel lamps.
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~V
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~
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G G G~..RI ',:jW Lf..iN

"
r,PWR2 BLG VIIR, GR GW I

GR = =
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t. Lighting switches.
2. Isolating/Starter switch.
3. Fuel gauge.
4. Temperatura gauge.
5. Charge warning lamp, red. .
6. Oil pressure warning lamp, green.
7. Hydraulic filter lamp, yellow.
S. Diode.

•

•

•
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Figure H139
INSTRUMENT PANEL HARNESS
For tractor without cab. Germany.

WIRING

•

•

1. 4-way connector to head lamps.
2. s-wav connector to engine harness.
3. 2-way connector to headlamps.
4. Fuse box. 8 fuses.
5. Hom button.
6. Temperature gauge.
7. Fuel gauge.
8. Fuel tank unit.
9. Charge warning lamp, red.

9-37222

. H101

10. Oil pressure warning lamp, green.
11. 'solation/Starter switch.
12. Direction indicators switch.
13. Hazard warning switch.
, 4. Flasher unit.
15. Warning lamp, trailer direction indicators.
16. light switch.
17. Hydraulic filter warning. yellow.
18. 7-way connector to rear harness.



ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

Figure Hl40
INSTRUMENT PANEL IiARNESS

For tractors for Germany with de-luxe cab ISekurai. from the following serial nUf!1bers:

•

~}11087366
996

1. Ughting switches.
2. IsoiatinglStar<er switch.
3. Fuel gauge.
4. Temperature gauge.
5. Q\arge warning lamp, red..
6. Oil p"!SSUr8warning tamp, green.
7. Hydraulic filter lamp, yetlow.
8. Diode.
9. Fuses.

, O. Hazafd waming switch.
11. Direction indicatOr switch.

12'0}1 1158779
1212
1410}11203833
1412
12. Flasher unit.
13. Warning lamps, trailer direction indicators.
14. Hom buttOf'!.
15. Single connector.
l5..Panel.
17. fuel tank unit,
1S. Main headlamp warning, blue.
19. l'·way connector to engine harness.
20. Connection to console harness.
21. Connection to cab harness.
22. 7-way connector to reer harness.

w=
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Figure H141
REAR HARNESS

For uactors with shell fenders up to the following serial numbers:

885:633680 996:985304
990:862037 1210:727072
995:930639 1212:1003291
1. 3-wav connector. 5. Number plate lamp.
2. SKielamps. 6. Singleside/rearlamp asinstalled on some
3. Rear lamps. tractor models.
4. Flood lamp.
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Figure H142

REAR HARNESS
For tractors with shell fenders. from the following serial numbers:

885:633680 996:985304
990:862037 1210:727072
995:930639 1212:1003291

R

R
09

- - - -~~------r------=7--~~

M
•

1. 4-way connector.
2. Starter safety switch.
3. Hydraulic filter switch.
4. Side lamps.
5. Rear lamps.

6. Number plate lamp.
7. 2-pin trailer socket.
8. FllYld lamp.
9. Single side/rear lamp, installed on some

tractor models.

•
•
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ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

1

R

GP

Figure H143
REAR HARNESS

For tractors with light duty type full fenders. from the following serial numbers:

885:630292 996:985304
990:859162 1210:723842
995:928254 1212: 1002144

§
<Xi....
Ct

1. 4-way connector.
2.. Rasher unit.
3. Indicator switch.
4. Starter safety $Witch.
5. Side lamps.
6. Front direction indicator.

7. Rear direction indicator.
8. Rear lamps.
9. Stop lamps.

10. Flood 'amp.
11. Trailer socket.
12. Wire to lighting switch. ..')

../
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WIRING
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12
Figure H 144

REAR HARNESS
For tractors ~ith reinforced full fenders, from the following serial numbers:

885:633680 1210:727072
990:862037 1212:1003291
995:930039 141 O}up to
996:985304 1412 11200752
1. 7-way connector. 7. Beat direction indicators.
2. Starter safety switch. 8. Rear lamps.
3. Stop lamps switch. 9. Stop lamps.
4. Hydraulic filter svvitch. 10. Flood lamp.
5. Side lamps. 11. Number plate lamp.
6. Front direction indicators. 12. Trailer socket.
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ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
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Figure H145
REAR HARNESS

For 12 and 14 series tractors with full fenders. from the following seriall'lumbers:

1210.1212:11152567 1410.1412:11200752
1. 6-way connector. 7. Rear lamps.
2. Staner safety switch. 8. Stop lamps.
3. Stop lamp switch. 9. Flood lamp.
4. ·Steie lamps. 10. Number plate lamps.
5. Front direction indicator. 11. Trailer socket.
6. Rear direction indicator.

e,)1
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Fiqure H146
REAR HARNESS

For tractors with Q-cab up to the following serial numbers:

885:11006680 1210~11156513
990 1212
995}11083020 1410 11202423
996 1412
1. 1 1-way connector. 7. Rear direction indicators.
2. Starter safety switch.. 8. Rear lamps.
3. Hydraulic filter switch. 9. Stop lamps.
4. Front direction indicators. 10. Number plate lamp.
5. Side lamps. 11. Trailer socket.
6. Flood lamp.

NOTE: Item 3 is not installed on 12 series tractors from 11152617 and 14 series from 11200752.
9·37222
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ELECTRICAL EQUPMENT
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Figure H147
REAR HARNESS

For tractors with Q.cab from the following serial numbers:

885:11006660 1210~1 1156513
990} 1212
995 11063020 1410 11202423
996 J 1412
1. &-way connector. 7. Rear direction indicators.
2. Starter safety switch. 6. Roilr lamps.
3. Hydraulic filter switch. 9. Stop lamps.
4. Front direction indicators. 10. Number plate lamp.
5. Side lamps. 11. Trailer socket.
6. Flood lamp.
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WIRING
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Figure H148
REAR HARNESS

For tractors with de-luxe cab and Sekura cab.

1. Starter safety switch.
2. Hydraulic filter switch.
3. Flood lamp switch.
4. Flood lamp.
5. Direction indicators.
6. Side lamps.

7. Tail lamps.
8. Stop lamps.
9. Trailer socket.

10. Connector, t t-wav, to instrument panel.
11. Number plate lamp.

•
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ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
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Figure H149
CAB HARNESS

For tractors with Q-cab. from the following serial numbers:

BB5:11000001 1210\" 150001
990 1212j
995} 11070001 1410'''200001
996 1412 J
1. Wiper motor. 6. Connector, 2-way. to instrument panel
2. Cab light and switch. harness.
3. Heater fan switch. 7. Connector. 2-wav. cab to console harness.
4. Heater fan unit. ·8. Use for radio connection with ioline fuse.
5. Console harness.
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Figure H150
CAB HARNESS

For tractors with Q-cab. from the following serial numbers:

885:11010300 1210111158600
990} 1212 r
995 11088300 1410} 11203600
996 1412
1. Wiper motor. 2 speed. 6. 2-way connector. to instrument panel
2. Cab light and switch. harness.
3. Heater fan switch. 3 positions. 7. Connector, 2-way. cab harness to console
4. Heater fan unit. harness.
5. Console harness. 8. Use for radio connection with inline fuse .
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ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
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Figure H151
CAB HARNESS

De-luxe cab and Sekura cab.

1. Heater motor. 8. WlJ)er switch.
2. loterior lamp. 9. Flood lamp switch.
3. Connector. 2-way. 10. Washer switch.
4. Wiper motor. 11. Connector to instrument panel.
5. Flood lamp. 12. Rear harness connector.
6. Washer motor. 13. Interior lamp switch.
7. Hester switch.
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Figure H152
REPLACING A DYNAMO WITH A MACHINE SENSED ALTERNATOR

•

1. Disconnect and remove the dynamo.
2. Fasten the alternator to the engine, install

a new drive belt and adjust the tension.
3. Disconnect and remove the regulator.
4. Cut both ends off the Brown/Green field

wire. Fasten it to the harness with tape.
This wire will not be used.

5. Remove the Brown wire which is con
nected between the •A' terminal of the
regulator and the 4-way connector.

6. Make sure the two Brown/Yellow wires are
correctly connected together. Put tape
around the connection for insulation.

7. Put tape around the end of the Black
(ground) wire for insulation.

8. Disconnect the battery. Connect the
Brown wire from the alternator to the

starter solenoid. Use the same terminal
which has a brown wire connected to it.
Reconnect the battery.

9. Connect the Brown/Yellow wire, which
was disconnected from the dynamo, to the .
alternator socket.

10. Connect the socket to the alternator and
turn the starter key to the •ACC' position.
Check that the waming lamp illuminates.
Start the engine. check that the lamp stops
illuminating. This will show that the alter
nator is making a charge.

11. Make sure the operator is told of the
procedure to protect the alternator.
See important note on pages H 15 and
H21.
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SPECIFICATION AND DATA

SPECIFICATION AND DATA
BATTERY

K929951 (Exide 6/RHAZ 17R) standard duty.
K929951 (Ex;de 6/RHAZ 17R) heavy duty ~
K918881 (Exide 6fTXAZ 1SR) standard duty
K907789 (Exide 6J1XMZ '5L) standard duty
K929951 IExide 6/RHAZ 17R) heavy duty f
K923878 (Exide 6/TXAZ 11 L) heavy duty ...

Capacities at 25° Cefcius (77 0 Fahrenheit)
K918881 96 amp hours at 20 hour rate
K929951 128 amp hours at 20 hour rate
K907789 96 amp hours at 20 hour rate
K923878 71 amp hours at 20 hour rate

Specific Gravity of electrolyte-initial filling
dry) (below 25° Celcius (77 0 Fahrenheit)

unchargedl (above 25° Celcius (77° Fahrenheit!
dry) (below 25° Celcius (77 0 Fahrenheit)

charged) (above 25° Celcius (77 0 Fahrenheit)

Specific Gravitv of electrolyte--corrected to 15°C 1BO°F}
S.G.offilling fully 70%

acid charged charged
1.260 1.290-1.270 1.250-1.230
1.250 1.270-1.250 1.230-1.210
1.210 1.230-1.210 1.190-1.170

1412.1410

1212.1210

{
996. 995
990. 885
885 gasoline

1.270101.260
1.240 to 1.230
1.260
1.210

discharged
1.130-1.110
1.110-1.090
1.070-1.050

Freezing point
10° Celciu5 f~13° Fahrenheit)
30° Celcius (_22° Fahrenheit)
67° Celcius (-gO°F)

Electrolyte temperature correction-Celcius scale
For every 1Co Cetcius below 15° subtract 0.007 from the hydrometer reading.
For every' OC Celcius above 15° add 0.007 to the hydrometer reading.

Electrolyte temperature correction---Fahrenheit scale
For every 10° Fahrenheit below 60" Fahrenheit subtract 0.004 from the hydrometer reading.
For every 10" Fahrenheit above 60" Fahrenheit add 0.004 to the hydrometer reading.

Freezing temperature of battery electrolyte
Specific gravity

1.130
1.200
1.280

•

ALTERNATOR
Lucas type 15 AeR. Machine sensed unit with European Termination
Alternator (without fan and pulley). Lucas despatch number (23700)
Polarity
Voltage (nominal)
Voltage (maximum)
Output (at maximum voltage)
Rotor winding resistance (at 200 Celciusl , ' .
Brush spring tension (with brush face flush with brush box housing}
Brush length (new)
Brush protrusion (minimum when free)
Regulator-8TRD or 14TR
Rectifier pack '"
Surge protection diode
AC-Delco type DN460. 35 amp. Machine sensed
AC-Delco number
Polarity
Voltage. nominal
Output. maximum
Rotor winding resistance
Brush spring tension ...
Brush length, new
Minimum brush length
Rotation

DYNAMO
Lucas type C40A Inon-ventuanonjl, JAltematives
Lucas type C40T (ventilated) J v.1I models
Lucas despatch number C40A (22733)
lucas despatch number C40T (22758)
Polarity
Voltage (nominal)
Voltage (maximum)
Output (at maximum voltage) C40A
Output (at maximum voltage) C40T
Field winding resistance
Brush length (minimum)
Brush spring pressure. C40A
Brush spring pressure, C40T

Commutator: details--
Minimum diameter (moulded commutator) . . . . ..
Minimum thickness of segments } {fabricated ...
Depth of undercut commutator

9-37222
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23774 (parts replacement)
negative earth

12.0
14.4

28 amp
... 4.13-4.53 ohms
... 255-3689 (9-130zl

(12.6mm (t;nl
'" 5mm (0.2in)

Lucas 37565
lucas 83166

Lucas 54486144

7982952
negative ground

12 volts
35 amp

... 2.6-3.0 ohm
226.9-368.59 (9-130zl

13.2mm 10.5;n)
10mm 10.4;nl

clockwise from the front

22703 (parts replacernentl
22756 (parts replacement)

negative earth
12 volts

13.5 volts
11 amp
22 amp

6.0 ohms
8mm (5/16inl

369--8509 (13-3Oozl
567-6809 120-24oz)

37mm (1 29/64inl
1.5mm (1/16;n)"
0.8mm (1/32;nl



ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

VOLTAGE REGULATOR
Luc'!.s type R.BlOB
Lucas despatch number. When used with C40A dynamo
Lucas despatch number. When used with C40T dynamo

Regulator voltage Setting

Ambient
temperature
10° Celcius 160° Fahrenheitl
20° Celcius (680 Fahrenheit)
30° Celcius (860 Fahrenheit)
40e ceieue (104° Fahrenheit)

open-circuit
voltage
16.1 to 16.7
16.0to 16.6
15.9 to 16.5
15.Sto 16.4

37408 (parts replacementl
37467 (parts replacement)

Cut'"OUt voh8ge settings
Cut-in voltage . . .
Drop-off voltage
Regulator gap setting ...
Cut-out armature movement
Cut-out contact blade deflection
Regulator field resistance:
Carbon resistance
Wire wound resistance
Shunt winding resistance (checked between' 0' and' E' terminals)

12.7 to 13.3 volts
B.5 to 10.0 volts
O.5mm 10.020in

O.l>-1.Omm (0.025-0.040in)
... 0.25-0.5mm 10.1C-<I.20in}

... 6~75011ms

... 5EHl5 oIIms

...~6011ms

STARTER MOTORS
1412. 1410: Po", No. K919752 (Lucas M50. No. 26379A)
1212. 1210. 1200. 996. 995. 990: Part No. KS9772 (Lucas M45G. No. 2627S)
SS5 diesel. BSO. 7S0: Part No. K913007 lLuces M45G. No. 29215}
SB5 gasoline from January 1973: Part No. K94448B lLucas 3M 100. No. 25679A)
4600. 3SOO. SB5 gasoline to January 1973: Part No. K922703 (Lucas No. M45G. No. 26277)
Altemative starter on:
1210. 1212 from 5";.1 No. 11157537 and 1410. 1412.996. 995. 990. all from August 1977:
Pa" No. K954700 (Sosch No. oo-001-362-Q60)

Bl'\Ish length (minimum) M45 and M50
Brush length (minimum) 3Ml00
Brush sPringtension:

M45 and MSO (with new brush)
3Ml00 with new brushprotruding O.06in (1.5mm} ...

Commutator diameter (minimum) M45 and M50
Bearing bush diameters (maximum)

14mm 15/16in)
9.5mm (JlSin)

1.471<g (52oz)
1.22kg (43oz)

3S.1mm (I.SCin)

12.S3mm (0.S05in)
... 2S.63mm 11.127in}

17.14mm (0.675in)
11.2mm (0.441in)
12.1mm (0.476in)

... 0.13 toO.26mm·(0.005 toO.010in)
9.2~llkgmetres (SOO-9SOlbin)

O.I3-0.38mm (0.005-0.015in)
0.51-o.76mm 10.02C-<1.030in}

0.13--1. 143mm (0.005-0.045in)

Commutator end }
Intermediate M45 and M50 ...
Driveend

Drive end }
Commutator end 3Ml00...
Armature end-float
Multi-plate clutch slip torque ...
Pinion setting distance (diesel starters)
M45G roller clutch
M45G multi-plate clutch
M50 roller clutch .

Solenoid details
919752 starter
2627B starter .
26215 starter .
25679 and 26277 starters ...
Closing (series) winding resistance
HolcH:Jn(shunt) winding resistance
Both windings in series

9-37222
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....
type lSS
type 195

type 75
type45T

0.25-0.27 ohms
O.71>-O.BO ohms
1.01-1.07011ms



FUEL GAUGE
TankUnit-1412. 1410.1212. 1210. 12QO-K916755
Tank Unit-996. 995. 99Q-K946158
Tank Unit-996. 995. 990. 880. 780. nQ-K916635
Tank Unit-885. 885G-K946184 .
Tank Unit-885. 885G-K943347 .
!nstrument-all models except 885--K921147
Instrument-885. 885G-K942442 ...
vcltaqc Stabiliser---885. 885G-K9427~O ...

TEMPERATURE GAUGE
Sender unit-all models--K921149 .
Instrument-all rnodels-K921148 .

WARNING LAMP SWITCHES
Oil filter switch-all models--K921317 -
Operating vacuum oil filter switch
Oil pressure switch-all models-K903851 ...
Operating pressure. oil pressure switch

WIPER MOTOR

SPECIFICATION AND DATA

lAC-Delco 79674141
lAC-Delco E/PG 163902)

lAC-Delco 79674101
.. . ISmiths Ex 15601)
ISmiths T8S 1514/0081

lAC-Delco 79741191
ISmiths 8R12 100/021

ISmiths 8R11300/01A}

lAC-Delco 7966281)
lAC-Delco 79662821

lAC-Delco 7954473)
19.7-222mm 17t-atinl Hg.

lAC-Delco 7954181)
0.6-0. 9kg/sq em 19--13lb/sq in)

•

•

Lucasmodel 14W. 12 volts
Brush length ...
Brush spring pressure . . .
Armatu re end movement
Yoke bolts. torque
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. . . Lucas 54071 929
Minimum 4.Bmm (3/16inl

17Nm, GOlf or 17091
0.05-Q.25mm 10.002--o.010inl

1.35-1.80Nm. O.136-0. 184kgm. 12-16ltlb



ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
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SPECIFICATION AND DATA

LAMP BULBS

eA Description Qty. Remarks
Sealed Beam 12V-40/40W 3 pin 2 Headlarnp-Inboard
Butler Part No. 1720~40 K915874
G.E.C. Part No. GE 4440

B
Sealed Beam 12V-3SW 2 pin 2 Headlamp-Inboard
Butler Part No. 1720·38 K915141
G.E.C. Part No. GE 4411

C
Double Contact 12V-35!35W 2 Headlamp-lnboard'
Unified European Cap European
Hella Part No.8 1235/35 K917233

Double Contact 12V-35/35W B.P.F. 2 Headlamps-Outboard

D British Pre·Focus U.K.
Butler Part No. B 275 K9210B2 K9210B3
Lucas Part No. 350

Double Filament 12V--45/40W Duplo '0' 2 Headlamps-Outboard
Continental Pre·Focus Continental

E Butler Part No. B 268 } White { K944729
lucas Part No. 41 0 K944730
Butler Part No. B 295 } Yellow r K944731
lucas Pan No. 411 "\. K944723

Single Contact 12V-35W B.P.F. Rear Flood lamp

·F British Pre· Focus K943976
Butler Part No. B 165 K943977
Lucas Part No. 162 K9210B1

Single Contact 12V-21W S.C.C. } Combined Lamps

G Small Bayonet Cap 6 { Flasher { K94BB 15/6
Butler Part No. B 364 & 5top K929166n
lucas Part No. 382 K92916B/9

K929172/3
1<948813/4

• H
Single Contact 12V!5W S.C.C. } 4 {Side
Butler Part No. B 370 & Tail
lucas Part No. 223 (14VnW)

Double Contact 12V/SW S.B.C. 2or4 Side Tail Lamp

J Small Bayonet Cap K921079/BO
Butler Part No. B 201 K921233/4
lucas Part No. 218114VnWI K92123516

Sin91e Contact 12V/5W M.C.C. lor 2 Rear Number Plate

K Small Bayonet Cap Lamp 94330B
Butler Part No. B 267 K77335B K921076
Lucas Part No. 989 Hazard Warning

Switch K944664

Single Contact 12V/2W B.A. 7s 5 Warning Lamp &

L Miniature Bayonet Cap Indicator Switch
Lucas Part No. 281 K917370/1 K921367
Philips Part No. 12829 K94364 K913565

Capless 12V/5W 5mm Panel Hazard Wamin8

M Double Contact Switch K9474 2
lucas Part No. 286
Philips Part No. 12516

N Halogen. 12V!55W flood lamp.
De-luxe and
Sekura cab

P festoon 12V/5W 4 Side and rear lamps
later tractors

Festoon 12V/l OW Cab Lamp

•
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ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

SUMMARY OF DESIGN CHANGES

Details of Change
Colour code of wiring changed to conform to
British Standard practice. 
Isolating switch changed from K961975
lAC-Delco) 10 K920923 (u,eas)

Starter safety SWilCh (K918672) changed 10 plunger
oparalad SwilCh (K918479) operated directly
from dutch pedal

Ughring switch (K912388. 5-posirionl changed
to a 4-position switch (K9024641.
Vacuum switch wiring re-reuted
through conduit on gearbox top

Voltage regulator earth lead (K9211741
changed to lead K924142. which
has two earthing points. One
under regulator mounting bolt and
snother under fuel tank support

Stop lamp switch (K91730l) changed to switch
K929737. which is positioned on left·hand brake
pedal so that stop lamps do not operate when
hand brake is applied

Combined stop/rear/direction indicator
lamps fitted to tractors with full
fendens instead of the separate lamps
fitted previously

Fuse incorporated in accessories lead.
to provide protection tor equipment
which is operative when isolating
switch is turned 'on', e.g. windscreen
wiper, instruments. etc.

Starter K922703 (u,eas M45G) changed to
u,eas 3Ml00 starter (K944488). The new
starter. which has a face type
commutator and window-less yoke. is
interchangeable with previous starter

Flasher unit IK9135~18 watt rating) changed
to B21 watt unit K945512. Uniu are
interchangeable and later unit should
lItways be used as a replacement
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M_and
Serial Numbenl

7701588498
880/544392

990/504027
12001703305
(Novambar. 1967)

8801547055
9901800751

(March. 1968)

7701589439
7801601520
880/547986
990/802575

1200/705858
(May. 19681

770/590006
780/602231
880/549153
990/804700

1200/706430
4600/900196
(October. 19681

1200/718062
(Novamber. 1971)

780/610673
880/562338
990/829679

1200/717256
(October. 19711

885/620001
885G1651 00 1
885N/646oo1

990/850689
995/920003

1210/720001
1212/100049
(July. 19721

885G1651141
(December. 1972)

885/624732
885G1651239

990/854925
995/925509
996/981938

1210/722546
1212/100125
(March. 1973)



•

•

SUMMARY OF DESIGN CHANGES

Details of Change
·Isolating switch K920923. changed to
switch K945294. which has a larger
connector blade on input terminal

Fuel tank unit position changed from frorit
to top of fuel tank. Pan number of tank
unit changed from Kg 16635 to k946158

Fuel gauge tank unit position changed from
front to top of fuel tank. Part number of
tank unit changed from K943347 to K946184

Alternator mounting bracket changed from K912758.
which was also used for mounting dynamo. to bracket
K947375. which can only be used tor alternator

Wiring harness changed to include two multi-pin
sockets. to facilitate instrument panel removal.
Hazard warning switch K944664 changed to K947482
and flasher unit changed from K945512 to K948611

New banery clamp frame K947080 with vertical
studs and wing-nuts installed

latest type wiring with multi-pin sockets installed on
German models for easier removal and servicing

Bayonet type bulb holders installed in
Butler side and rear lamps

Hazard warning switch installed. 5·way female
connector for flasher unit installed

Hydraulic filter warning system removed from
12 and 14 series tractors

Capless type bulbs and holders installed
for instrument panel

AC·Oelco A1tema~or installed on some tractors

Front console harnesses added to wiring on
tractors with Q-Cabs
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SPECIFICATION AND DATA

Models and
Serial Numbers

885/626173
885G/651239
885N/646322
990/855819
995/926076
996/982318

1210n32932
1212/1001467
(April. 1973)

996/983083
995/926701
990/856494

(June. 19731

885/626877
885G/651280

(June. 1973)

All Models
(June. 1974)

1212/1002145
1210n23843

996/985305
995/928255
990/959163
885/630293

(February. 1975)

::~N}June1975
990/866452
995/934315
996/987778

1210n30832
1212/1004792

885G/638731
990G/868010
995G/835195
996G/988358

(October. 1975)

885/11000001
990}995 1107000'
996

1210}11150457
1212
1410}11200001
1412
(January. 19761

885/11001375
(April. 19761

1210 }11152576 Series 1
1212 11152617Seri052

:::nl1200752
(June. 19761

1210}11150721
1212
1410}11200162
1412
(April. 1976)

(April. 1977)

8 series/ll 00680
9 serieslll083020

12 seriesll1156513
14 seriesll1202423
(April. 1977)



ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

D8IBiIs at Change
Thermostart installed as normal equipment on
tractors with Q·cabs

Festoon type bulbs installed in
Butler side and tail lamps.

Bosch pre-engaged starter installed on some four cytinder engines

Warning lamp tor headlamp main beam installed
on Sekura cabs for Scandinavia

Modem end
Serial Numbers

Eg~l;~:~:~2
996

1210 11084956
1212 ..
(June. 19771

8 series 11007544
9 series 11084517

12 series 11157259
14 series 11202741
(June. 19771

(July,19771

8 seriesll1011842
9 serieslll 090489

12 seriesl11660275
14 seriesl11204265
(March, 19781

: ,: . "
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INTRODUCTION

This publication is intended to provide information which may be required when servicing DB 1410 and
1412 tractors. It is not a comprehensive repair manual but is a summary of service information with
emphasis on features which are new, or different, from previous DB models.

For convenient reference the publication is divided into the usual sections, Le. engine. transmission. etc.
These sections are arranged in the same order as the service manual sections and will, in due course, be
updated and incorporated in the regular service manual.

Clutch, front axle and steering, the hydraulic system, electrical equipment and PTO are not included as the
respective sections of the service repair manual include information on 1410 and 1412tractors.

This edition includes information previously given in:
Pub. 9-38124 (Preliminary Service Information, issuedMay 1976, reprinted November 1976)
Pub. 9-38151 (updated pages AS, 7, 11 and 13)
Pub. 9-38175Iupdated pages 05 and section Fl
Pub. 9-38162 'C'·Cab Preliminary Service Information-(certain information only)

-Pub. 9-38184 (updated pages A11/12)

David Brown policy is one of continuous development and improvement and therefore the specification
details may have been altered since this manual went to press.
Moreover. as the David Brown tractor is offered in a variety of forms to cover a large number of markets
and applications. this manual may contain details of items not applicable to the particular tractor with
which it is being used.

CC") David Brown Tractors Ltd
Printed in England

9-381V
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HOW ITWORK5-TURBOCHARGED ENGINE

The power olJt;)ut of an engine is determined by the amount
of fuel that can be burnt in a given time. For proper combustion
the fuel needs an adequate supply of air so that for an increased
power o~ut more air is required

The \f'olume of the engine cyiinders is fixed: but the air supply
can be increased by using a blower to fill the cYlinders with air
which is denssr and therefore capabJe of burning more fueJ.

A turbocharger is a simple turbine-driven compressor which
utilises energy in the exhaust. and which would otherwise be
wasted. to compress the air before it enters the engine cylin
ders. This enables more fuel to be burnt efficiently and thus
more power produced. When the engine is running, exhaust
gas expelled from the cylinders passes through the exhaust
manifold and enters the turbine housing. The gas then flows
from the circumference of the Mousing through a narrow siot
to ttle turbine blades. This causes the turbine to rotate at very
high speed and the gas leaves the turbine at.its centre and into
the atmosphere through the silencer. Air drawn through the
air cleaner in the nonnaJ way enters at the centre 01 the cern-

pressor and as the compressor wheel is attached to the end of
the turbine shaft. and therefore revolving al the same high
speed, air is ex.pelled radially into the compressor nousing.
A.ir in the compressor housing is thus maintained under
pressure and flows into the engine cytlnders via the inlet
manifold.

The very high rorational .speed of the turbocharger. which can
approach 100.000 'rev/min. requires a pressure oil feed from
the engine lubrication system to Il.Ioricate the shaft bearing and
cool the unit. A la'ge drain pipe is also provided so that any
air entering the oil from the compressor is released before the
oil is returned to the sump.

To maintain reliabilitY it is necessary for the structu'al strength.
lubfieation and coolant flow of the engine to pe matched to
the higher engine power. The air cleaner must also be of
adequate capacity for the increased air flow. A turaodlarged
engine must therefore be designed from the outset as a turbo·
charged unit and is not a naturally 85;)irated engine which has
been fined with a turbocharger.

·Turbinc
Ht1u$ing

Exh:lusr Gas Frtm Engine.

Airro
Inle!"
l'1ani Fold

Air
frcm
CI£OtleI"

FIGURE AI. TURBOCHARGER
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UNIT REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT

Turbocharger

Ahar removing si'encer and bonnet lOp. disconnect air pipes
from air cleaner and inlet manifold. Oisconn.ect turbo oil feed
pipe and remove upper haff ot oil drain pipe. Unscrew acaceor
from drain no.e in turbo Dcdy-thi, will provide mort room
tor removing the adjacent mounting nUl-then ,emove turbo.

. complete with exhaust outlet pipe, from manifold. Outlet
pipe to silencer has a ground spig~t-no gasket-into turbo
body and can be separated after removal.

Seal turbo oil pipe connections immediately after removal. to
Prevent din reaching tur1::lo bearing.

ReplaCe turbocharger in opposite way to removal; fining
outlet pipe into turbo body before bolting turbo to exhal.lSt
manifold.

Before connecting oil feed pipe. fid turbo oil chamber with
dean engine oil; to provide initial lubrication.

FIGURE A3. FAN BELT ADJUSTMENT

ThermOSU1.

Drain cooling system. Disconnect air pipe from eteener to
turbo and remove beta; attaching cover to thermostBt housing.
R.emove air creaner, complete witn thermostat housinq. then
lift out: thermostat.

Repiace in reverse creer at removal. fitting a new '0· f1.ng
unaer thermostat..

FIGURE A2. REMOVING TURBOCHARGER

Fen Belt

Slacken alternator mouming bolts. so that altemator can be
pushed down to release fan belt tension. Remove the four
bolts anachin9 hydraulic driveshatt coupling to crankshaft
pulley and $Crew two of the bolts into the reeeee holes in
coupJing to separate coupling from pulley. F'ush coupling on
ariveshaft and remove rubber diStance piece from end of
driveshaft. Manipulate new belt over fan blades then past

driveshaft end and ever crank.shaft and alternator pulleys.
Position alternator (0 adjust 'beh tension tnen fully tighten
mounting botts. Replace ruboer distance plece at end of
driveshaft then bolt coupling flange to crank5haft pulley. and
replace '0' nng inside coupling.

FIGURE A4. THERMOSTAT REMOVAL

•
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Water Pum~

Release fan tpe:lt tension by slackening aRamaror mouneing
bolts and pushing alternator downwards. Afte, draining
cooling system. remove pump inlet hose and remove the four
bolts anaching fan to pump pulley. Lift fan from pulley and
$tOW it in radiator shroud then remove bolts ansetting pump
to cylinder bloclL Pump assembly may then be removed by
pivoting pump body downwards on the remaining stud until
the by·paSJi, seal is clear of thermostat hOLlsing.

Replace pump in opposite way 10 remcvet, fitting a new .O'
ring at reaf of pump body. A.ftef sliding pum'P on to tnQ\.Inting
stUd. place new rubber by-pass seal in body recess then pivot
Dump upwards to compress seal and allow bolts to be screwed
into cylinder block. Betit drive belt before bolting fan to pump
Dulley.

By-A=__~~
Seal

FIGURE AS. WATER PUMP REMOVAL

Radiator

FIGURE AS. RADIATOR REMOVAL

FuetTank

As a full fuel tank is very heavy. the less fuel there is in the
tanK the easier it is to lift otf. Oisconne<:t lower end of hand
tnrcrue ley.er so thac lever Can be Dullea upwards out of
InstrUrT"ent oanel. Disconnect tractcrmeter cable at engine
end the.') pulJ cable cur $0 tnat it an be removed .....,it1l panel.
Remove injector leak-off etce. Disconnect luk-oH and feed
l'iQeS from tank. Oisconoect wiring flatness at mUlti-pin
connectors and remove pin from HVdra-Shift lever link.
Remove moc.mtinq bolls rndl1 'itt tank. oH wttn instrument panel
anached. Tank and panel can then be seDarated after removal.
Replace tank in reverse order of removal,

Remove Donnet lOp and drain cooling svstem. Disconnect
and remove battery. If front chassis ballast weights are fined.
lower frame on to front axle. Remove the four nuts hom front
extension and six bolts into radialor then di$Connet:t neadlamo
wiring and lift off bonnet front.

Disconnect inlet and cutlet piQeS, from hydraulic pump. so
that cumo can be removed complete with mounting bracket
and oil cooJer. Remove oriveshaft couQ)jng f,10rn' crankshaft
pulley: if coupling is not easily seoarated from puUey. screw
two of the bolt$ into tapped holes in coupling Hange. Di$con
nect inJet and Outlet hoses from radiator then remove mounting
bolts and lift radiator off with dtiveshaft tnrough lower tank.

Replace radiator in reverse orde' of removal. first fining
driveshl« tnraugn lowe' tank and reolacing rubber distance
piece on shaft end before bolting coupling to cran'csnaft
pullev. Take SQeCial care to ensure that no din is aUoYlfed to
enter Ihe ooen pump or oioe connections.

FIGURE A7. FUEL TANK REMOVAL
9-38127
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Fuel injection Pump

First check. that marks on pump body and carrier plate are
aligned: it any doubt exisu. make new marks so that pump
can be retined in its original position. Drain cooling system
and remcwe radiator outlet hose. Remove stop control and '
thronle rod complete with pump bracket. Remove turbocharger
oil feed and drain pipes. Disconnect and remove injector pipes..
Remove inspection plate from timing cover then unlock and
remove nut from pump drive gear. Remove bolts anaching
pump to carrier plate then use a small three.'jaw extractor 10
draw gear from pump camshaft. so that oump can be with·
drawn rearwards. Pump gear will remain in case but ensure
mat it remains in correct mesh. otherwise pump timing will be
ahered.

Replace pump in reverse order of removal. ensuring that marks
on pump and carrier plate are aligned, so that original pump
timing is obtaineci. Fully tighten drive gear nut before locking
with tabwasi'ler.

Timing G..,..

Aher removing bonnet front and radiator. remove fan blades
and tan belt. Remove crankshaft puil.ev~ut is right·tulnd
thread--and timing cover tc e.pose liming gears. Before
disturbing timing gears turn engine so that gaar marks are
aligned: this will assist ahgning marit.s when refining ·gears..
Injection pump. power steering. pump and camshaft gears

can be removed with suitable extraetor-take special care
when removing steering pump gear: do not strike extractor
with a nammer or use a lever behind gear as this may cause
the pump rotors to damage the setter bearings. Intermediate
gear will slide off iu shaft after removing bracket. Intermediate
shaft can be pulled out of block and. if tight. remove plug from
front end and screw a -rt UNC bolt into shaft to assist extrac
tion.

As tl'le cranltshaft gear cannot be removed withOut risk of
being damaged. do not remove this gear unless it is 10 be
renewed.

00 net tum crankshaft or camshaft unless gears are ccrreenv
meshed as damage could be caused by pistons fouling valve
heads.

Reassemble gears in reverse order of removal. If intermediate
shaft nas been removed ensure that the grubscrews in both
enets of st\aft are secured with Loetite (Grade 270) and
staked in poSition. Fit shims between bracket and block to
give inter gear 0.002 to 0.004 in (0.05 tc 0.10 mm) end float.
Ensure that markings on gears are correctly aligned and
retaining bolts or nuts are fullv tightened.. Aher replacing
timing cover. loosetv fit all bolts then use Service Tool K962S60
to cemralise cover with crankshaft before fully tightening
cove' bolts.

FIGURE AS. REFITTING TIMING CASE

•

•

•

I
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FIGURE Al0. TIMING GEAR MARKINGS
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Engine Camshaft

This can be removed with engine in situ. After removing
radiator and riming coyer. remove vaJve ,ocker coyet aM
rocke, shah. Lift out push rods and remove tne two push rod
covers from right-hand side of cylinder blocJt. Remove the
two mounting bolts trom fuel feed pump so that pump can be
movfld far enough to allow pump push loci to be removed
from cylinder block.

Drain and remove engine sump. Disconnect pi1)8 from oil
pump then remove pump locating screw-this is lower of the
tw~ screws on right-hand side of cylinder block-so that
pump can be removed.

Remove the three bolts from 10c.all"9 plate-these are behind
camst1aft gear but can be removed by turning engine to b,i"9
one of gear holes Oppostl8 a bolt. When bolts have been
removed nen engine to bring camshaft and intermediate gear
markings in line.

Hold vaNe tappets upwards. by jamming them with pieces of
rubber or making some simple clips. then pull camshaft
forwards out of cytindet block.. Camshaft should not need
forcing; if it cannot be pulled out easily this will be due to a
valve tappet droppinf~ and fouling against a shaft journal or
cam lobe.

Replace in reverse order of removal. ensuring thai ,ff ~ig/J(

tappeu ·jJII! held in position and do not drop out as shaft is
being refitted. Align gear marks before meshing teeth and
fitting locating plate botlS-piate holes are not symmeuical
and plate win only fit in ane position.

Cylinder Head

Drain cooling system. Remove exhaust manifold comglete
with turbocharger. POlug turbo oil holes. to prevent dirt
reaching bearing. R~move air cleaner, then rocker cover.
Remove rocker shaft and push rods. Disconnect top hose and
oil feed pioe then remove cylinder head bolts and nuts.

Replace cylinder head in reverse order of removaL Fit a new
gasket. dry-no jOinting compound-and tighten bolts in the
correct·order and in three stages. Adjust valv. clearances after
fining receer shaft. POr.me turbo oil chamber with clean engine
oil before connecting oil feed pioe.

Cylinder head boltS should be tightened and valve clearances
checked (cold) after engine has rut" for approximately one
hour.

Tighten bolts and nuts in order ~hown and in four stages of
30.60.80 and finally 100 Ib ft. (4. 8.11 and 13.75 kg metre).

FIGURE A". CYLINDER HEAD TIGHTENING SEQUENCE

Piato"s and Connecting Rods

With evlinder head remoyed. drain oil and remove engine
sump. Remoye bjg·end ~al"in9 caps-raicjng care that these
are idemified so that they can be refined in same position
-then remove bolts and push pistons out of cylinder bores.
Pistons must be relined in their original bore and the original
way found. The bearing shells-if nol renewed-and bearing
caps must also be refined in their ortg'inal gosition. Oil the
bores. space out the ring gaps and after compressing rings
with a suitable compressor push piston down Into the bore.
Fit bearing shetfs-smeared with oil-feplace caps. bolts and
nuts. If nuts can be screwed fUlly on with the fingers the selr~

locking· ring is not ettecnve and nuts should be renewed.
TIghten the nuts evenly. to the correct torque.

Crankshaft

To remove crankshaft i; is first necessary to remove the engine
unit and then remove carrier ,plate. with injection pump
anached. Remove main and big-end beafing cags--ensuring
that these are marked for re~fjning in their ori9inal DOSitienS'
-then lift out crankshaft.

When refitting crankshaft. ensure that all bearings and journals
are clean and smeared with oil: if orit;inal Ueitring5. are being
reereeee these must be fined in their original positions.

New bearing bolt lockwashers should be used and the surlal;e
washers titted betwe-en lockwasners·and Dolt heads. '.ghten
belts evenly to the eeeeeet torque•

When refining clutCh assembly use pilot shah::to centrafise
drive plates before bolting ctutch to flywheel (Fig. 83).

Engine Unit

Before the engine unit can be lihed from the main frame it is
. necessary to seoarate tne gearbox and clutch, ·and easiest way

of. deing this is to ·split" the tractor as tor clutch removal
(see page 62).

Ahet' 'splitting' tractor, so that clutch driYf!Shaft is witndrawn
from clutch. drain cooling system and remove both radiator
hoses. Remove tan blade and stow this in radiator shroud.
Remove puml) driveshaft cougling hom crankshaft pulley and
remove rubber distance piece frem driveshaft end. Remow
valve rocker cover and. using two lifting nuts. artacn engine
lifting bracket to two ot cyfinder head studs. After removing
bolts attaching cylinder block to frame--four of these are,
fined ul)wards frem underside of main fram~ift engine
vertically our ot frame: taking care not to damage the lubrica·
ting oil pumg. which is some distance beloW' cYlinder block
face.

Before refitting engine,' ensure lhat main frame and cylinder
block faces are clean. Fit new gaskets on main frame face and
new rubQer seats on main bearing caps. Take care not to
damage oil pump when handling engine and fit two guide
srL/d~ 50 that engine can be ccoecuv positioned before being
lowered on to main frame.

9-38127
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UNIT MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

Turboctulrg.,

The only maimananee reQuirements for a turbocl'\arger are;
. ensuring; an adec;u,at. supply of de.n lubricating oil. an
unreslrle1ed sug;dy of cJe.n air and the rectification of any
ai, or uhaust leaks. Anv faulty gaskets must be renewed
immediatety as only • ~II amOunt of leakage will hay. an
adverse effect on the operation of the turbocRarger.

When I major engine overhaul is carried out the tUft)ocharger
should be stripped and cleaned (by a CAV agent). to ensure
muimum life and performance.

If engine oil and fitter element Ire renewed as recommended
in the tl'XUlr instruction book and 1M engine lubricating oil
pressure Goes not fall below 10 Ib/in:t (O.7kg/cm:t) when
idling. the turDocharget lUbrication will be satisfactory.

If 8ir dbner IS aUowed to become choked. the turbocharger
wiD be unat»e to supply the engine with an adequate suppfy
of air. resuttinv in lou of power, .acessive exhaust smoke and
the posaibiIity of oil leakage from the turboc:hitrger.

The air dune' thereto,. incorporales I warning oeovtee to
mdicate when the deane.. element is choketi. To check 'iher

condition. press bunon on restriction indicator 'in' with engine
running at tdling speed then gradually increase speed. If
inc1icator ·shows recto the '!fement is choked and requires
servicing•

Air leakage berween turboeharver and engine cYlinders will
also result in loss of power. The manifold and connecting pipe
must. therefore be ainight and any leakage rectified immediate·
tv. If loss of power is experienced and the ai, cleaner indicator
does not show a choked filter, first ensure that this is not
caused by leaking manifold gaskets or air pipe connections.

Loss of ~er. "excess smoke ancl high fuel consumption are
faults which are ohen wrOn;ly .nributeci to the turbocharger.
It is worth remembering that tne turbocharger is basically a
simple device, consisting of two rOtors on a common shaft
and rotating in a plain bearing. If the turbocharger OQerate5

without excess:iYe vibration or noise and there are no ." Of

em.ust JaJcs.. the usual engine ana fuel injection equipment
ct:aecks shQuld be ~rried out as it is very doubtful if loss 0 f
engine performance is caused by a faulty turbocharger.

If it is definitely established that Oil turbocharger is faulty. and
the easiest way of doing this is by svb$tilution. no anempt
snoukt be made to drsmantle it but the unit should be removed
and forwarded to a CAV agent for .Strioping and e.umination.

Exhausr
DurieI"'

Rir
Inler

~
Exhousr Inlet"

FIGURE A1 2. TURBOCHARGER
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Wilier Pump

To dismantle pump, remove backplate and press pulley off
5hatr to expose locating screw. Remove bearing locating
screw then. whilst suppcl1ing pump body, press shaft and
bearing forwards out of body and impeller. Gland seal i$
fitted in body and can be pusned our rearwards after removing
imJ)efler.

Examine bearing and renew if it shows any signs of roughness
or excessive play, Alwavs fit iii new gland seal.

To assemble pump. P'e$S beating into body until localing
hojes are in line then fit locating screw and lock with tab·
washer. Whilst 5UPponing impeller end of shaft. preu pulley
on shaft until shaft end is level with edge of pul!ey bore. Turn
pump aye, and' f.t new gland seal into pump body. Smear
gland face with anti· scuffing paste before pressing impeUet
on to shaft. Pl't!$S impeller on shah: until bta0e5 are O.OO5in
(O.Olmm) clear of pump body, and ~;POl't shaft on a jin
(20mm) diameter distance piece. so that punev is not pushed
fl.lrther on to shclift. Cheek that pump can be turned by hand
and giand seal has a sJight drag. then tefit backptate. usi~

a new gasJc.et.

Fuel Injection Pump

The onlv ma1ntenance reQuired on the injection pump is
maintaining sufficient clean, undiluted ~9ine oil in the pump
cam box. The oil should be drained and refilled to the level
piuQ·with clean engine oil every 125 hours.

locoring
Screw

Fen Hub
Pu{ler

(Churchill DB '1bOSQ7)

Fue' Injection Pump Timing

When refining an injection pum;) it is most imQOrtant that it
is correctty timed so rhat rite injection. or ·s"iIr pOint occurs
at the correct cran«.shaft pOsition.

10 obtain the correct timing, the scribe mark. on the injection
pump flange must ee aligned with the scribe mark on tl'te
engine carrier plate. The pump flange is sloned to allow Dump
body to be turned to brin9 marks into alignment.

If it is suspected that the timing obl.ined by this simple method
is incorrect or it eilher of the scribe marKS are·obfiteraled it will
be necessary to earlY out a mere basic check an the pump
.spill timirMi.

Reconditioned Injectors

Undertake the following tests before installation of reeen
ditioned injeCtors with BOLL 1405 6592 nozzles.

1. P"essure Test:

Adjust injeCtor sQlings to the cceeet breaking pressure:
New springs: 190 Ats; 196 kg/cm2 ; 2793lb/in2

Used springs: 180 Ats; 186 kg/cm~ ; 2546 Iblin2

2. Back Laoiulge Test

Time the "leak pasr" between needle and nozzle bore (with dry
tip) from 150 to 100 Ats (154 to 104 kg/cm2 ; nos to 1470
Ib/in2 ) . This must be between 5 and 15 seconds. Injectors with
a $lower "Ieak rate" (e.g. 15 to 25 seconds) would be subject
to sticking causing intermittent black smoke and power loss.

Body

:u..=-_Impeller

FIGURE A13. WATER PUMP

9-38177
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Checking Pump Spill Timing

To SQiII time a pump to an engine it is necessary to :

't , Fit a eBpilkary tube to number one injedor pipe ou~et.

so that pump spill point can be observed.

2. Locate exact position of crankshaft when pump reaches
its spitl point. This can be done in two different ways:

(a) l,....ning a timing peg through 'SP' hole in clutch
housing to locate in flywheel dimple.

(b) Measuring piston movement-which is diredty
retaled to crankshaft pcsition-bv lowering an inlel
valve on 10 ,:Jistonand using a dial gauge to measure
vaive movement.

Glass CapIllary Tube
(ISOtnmY I·S..... txn)

P10shc
SlllCVC

Sawn·OfF
Injedtr
PIpe

FIGURE A14. PUMP CAPILLARY TUBE

Spilllim.inll (Timing peg method)

1. Moye pump imo tully retarded pOSition (release moun·
ting nuts then pull top of pump away from cy6inder
block).

2. Remove injectors. blanking open end of leak·off pipe.
Place $lop comrcl in run position and throttie comrol in
maximum speed position. Install capillary tube on to
No. 1 injection port outlst.
Bleed tuel svstem thoroughly. It will be necessary to
rotate engine with staner motor to bleed the high
pressure galleries in the injection pump.

3. Slacken the capillary tube union nut with one finger over
the end of the tube. Allow fuel level to drop but still
remain visible. TIghten union nut and remove finger
from tube. Rotate engine in normal direction of rotation
end check that there is now a tuel column with an air
bubble visible in the tube (if not. repeat this operation
to introduce-an air bubble).

4. Rotate engine manually in norm~1 direction of ;ctstion
umil the liming rod. insened through the. 'SF" hoie in the .
ttywhet!1 cover, engages with the flywheel timing
drilling on No. 1 compression stroke.

5. Prime the fuel lift plJmp to ensure an adequate flow of
fuel to the ,nject~n pum~. Rotate $)ump body slowly
towards the advanced position (top of pump towaras
block) until the column of fuel in the capillary tube
JUST CQmmence$ to ,iu then tighten nuts attaching
pumQ to timing.case.

6. CHECK as follo-"rime fuel lift pump by hand. rotate
engine manually in normal direction of rot.tion , i
crankshaft revolutions. Cominue to rotate s!owty.
applyi"g hencl, pressure on timing rod and note that the
coJumn of fuel' must JUST commenc. to ·rise when the
rod drops into the flywheel drilling.
Adjust if necessary and recheck until correct.

7. REMOVE TIMING ROD FROM FLYWHEEL HOUSING.
File off the timing mark on pump and scribe a new line
to coinciae with the maR..on timing case.

Spill Timing (Oaal gauge methOd)

1. Move the pump into the fully retarded position (release
mouming nuts) then pull top of pump away trom cylinder
block as far as stoned holes will allow.

2. Remove injectors. blank. open end of injector le8k·off
pipe. Place stop control in run position and throttle
control in maximum speed pOSition. Install caplilary
tube on to No.1 injection pon outlet.
Bleed fuel system rhoTOughly. It will be necessary to
rotate engine with staner motor to bleed the high
pressure galleries in the in;ection pump.

3. Slacken the capillary tube union nut with one finger over
the end of the tube. Allow fuel level to drop but still
remain visible. Tighten union nut and remove finger
from tube.' Rotate engine in normal direction of rotation
and cheek· that there is now a fuel column with an air
bubble yisible in the tube (if not. repeat this operation
to introduce an air bubble).

4. Remove bonnet top and valve reeker cover.

S. Turn e"gine until number four inlet valve commences to
open (number one piston will then be at top of a cern
pression stroke).

6. Relt,ase and unscre'l"l' adjusting screw on number one
intet valve rocker so tnet valve push roci can .ee remevec.

•
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7. Remove caners. cup and spring from numbef one inlet
valve. This can be done by placing a suitable socket on
valve cup and giving it a sharp tap with a nammer
piston will hold valQoe upwards. Fit a small '0' ring in the
valve stem groove, to prevent valve accidentally
dropping into cylinder.

8. Mount a dial gauge on cylinder head so that vertical
movement of number one inlet valve (Which is now
resting on piston top) can be measured.

dial gauge ruding. This should be a.1565in (3.57Smm)
before T.D.C.•nd if not release pump mounting belts
and turn pump body. Clockwise (direction of engine
rotation) to retard and errn-ctockwise (opposite to engine
rotation} to advance. then recheck.

, 3. When timing is correct. remove capillary tube and replace
injectors. Set piston to T.D.C. to hold valve upwards,
then replace valve spring cup and ccrters. Aefit push rod
and set valve clearance. Replace valve rocker cover and
bonnet top.

Cylinder Head

The cytinder head and valve gear are of orthodox construCtion
and the usual servicing procedures at:lply. The valve seats are
shrunk in and then secured by 'staking', at tour equally spaced
places. with a nin (1.2 mm) square~~ndedpunch.

Note that for the 'staking' to be effective the insens must be
recessec 0.005 • 0.010in (0.13 • O.25mm) below the cylinder
head face.

The exhaust valves are of special material to withstand the
highe, a~ratjng temperatures and are not theretore ;fJter-.
chanoeatlle with the inlet valves K928622 E.xhaust valve
K9S01oo can be identified by the hemisK'herical indentation
at centre of valve head.

MEASURING VALVE MOVEMENT WITH DIAL GAUGE

9. Rotate engine slowly backwards and forwards, whilst
applving a slignt pre5$ure to ensure valve is held down
against piston. until T.O.C. position of piston has been
found and dial gauge 'Set to zero at this position.

oo

~,.

e·

10. Rotate engine in an anti~clockwise direction until piston
is O.SOin <12.7mm) from T.D.C ..-4f pisto" is moved
further th"en this inlet valve will have to be secured to
prevent it"falling into cyiinder. An '0' ring fined on stern
could be used.

11. Rotate engine manually in no,m~1 direction 01 rot.tion
until dial gauge shows that pIston is O,1565in (3.975mm)
before T.O.C. (this is equal to 19 degrees before T.O.C.)
Prime fuel lift pump to ensure an adequate flow of fuel
to the injection pump. Rotate pump body slowly
towards the acveocec position (top of pump towards
block) until the column of fuel in capillary tube JUST
commences to tise men tighten nutS auaehing pump te
timing case.

, 2. Check bv turning engine backwarQs until piston is
O.SOin (12.7mm) before T.O.C. then prime lift pump by
hand and rotate engine slowlV in its normal direction of
rotation. Immediatelv the column of fuel in capillary tuee
commences to rise check piston position bv noting the

","":%:11
Ind<nlDtloll

FIGURE A16. IDENTIFICATION OF VALVES

Pis'tons end Rings

The tOK' compression ring has a chrome insert and all three
compression rings are taper faced: rings must therefore be
fined so that the word 'TOP' stamped on each ring is towards

the piston crown.

As the pistons have a targer combustion chamber (' 6 :,
compression ratio) and a cast-iron insert for the top ring they

are not interchangeaole with' 2' 2 pistons.

If tho piston skirt marking is uneven, check conllecting rods
for alignment. Renew any faulty rods. do not attempt to

straighten a distcrtec connecting rod.
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Crankshaft and Bearings

Once they have run ag.ainst a journal. bearing shells are- not
intercnangeabie and. if net renewec:t. mUSl only be refined in
their original position. Bearing eece and: shells are very
accurately machined and no anemt)t should be made to file
a bearing QP or scrape a bearing.. Connecting.rod caps must
only be used with their original connecting rod and main
bearing. C21:lS must only be fined to their original cylinder
blocks.

Crankshaft rear bearing is sealed by an oil retainer ~otted to

both cap atJd block. Retainer is in two halves anc:l fitted with
asbestos PitCkings whjc:h make positive contact with crank·
shaft.. Worn. or damaged packitt9S should be renEwed.. Remove
old packings and clean out ret;li".r grooves. Smear one of
packings ""'ith adhesive. to prevent it turning during service.
then press packings carefully into retainer grooves. RaP
pack.ings into position with a smooth bar then trim ends SO
thin they prouude O.Q30in (O.76mm) above retainer face and
press ~I'$ into a c:namfer. so that they win not spread out
betWeen retainer faces. Clamp retainer on to a 2.620in
(66.5mm) diameter m&ndrel to press packings imo positaon
and ct'ntck that l'Lalves of retaine1 snt squarely tog'ether.

TQ ensure that there is no possibility of oil leakage between
the twO h~iYes of the retainer. Or between the retainer and
c:ytinder .blOCk. refit the retainer as follows;

t, Polish crankshaft. with worn 320 gracie emery clcth. to
a highly. pOlished finisI'L

2. Trim eBch- hllif gasket so that edges will touch but not
overlap. Smear retainer faces with. a medium texture
eon-hardening jointing compOund..

3. Do not fit s;aring washers on socket screws or setscrews.
but tit copper washers and tighten in the following
order:

ta) 'Tighten sock.et screws then umcrew half·a·tum.

FIGURE Al7. CRANKSHAFT REAR OIL SEAL
A. Chea tn.t Allen $Ot1WS h.ve suffi~t deannc. to

pt!!Tmil both ~lvu to be in line.
B. Ensure wt ends 01 p.dtings do not "use gap between

halves 01 fellline,.
C. Check mounting fllu lor di$tort.ion and il necttUllr)'

correct byliling.

(b) Tighten setscrews then firmly tighten socket se-rews.

(c) Unscrew all setserews half· ..-turn rhen retighten
evenly and firmty.

(d) Ensure that crankcase breather is clear.

<e) Check that crankshaft and float is not escessive.
this shOuld be not more than 0.010in (O.25mm).
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SPECIFICATIONS AND DATA- ENGINE

Tightening Torques Ib tt kg metre"

8tg·~nd bearing nuts 50 6.92
Breather cover nut 10 1.38
Camshaft gear bolt 40 5.53
Camshaft locating plate bolts 25 3.46
Carrier plate to cylinder block bolts 25 3.46
ClutCh housing to main frame bolts 75 10.5
Clutch housing to starter suppan bolts 30 4.15
Crankshaft pulley nut 140 19.3
Cylinder block to main frame bolls 30 4.15
Cylinder head nuts and bolls 100 13.75
Cylinder head studs into cylinder bJock 25 3.46
Fan blade bolts 25 3.46
Flywheel nuts SO 6.92
Injection pump drive gear nut 45 6.22
Inrettr*1iale timing gaar bracket bolts 25 3.46
Main bea,ing cap bOlts-Front 160 22.12
Main bearing cap bolts-Centre 220 30.4
Main bearing cal) bolts-Rear 160 22.12
Main fra.me to engine bolts 30 4.15
Oil filter bowl bolt 10 1.38
Sump to main frame bolts 20 2.76
Valve rocker adjusting screw locknutS 14 1.94

Turbocharger
Turbine shaft IOf;knul 13 1.6
Compressor housing bolts 5 0.7
Lccknut-tcrbme housing 'V' clamp 10 1.4

The following figures apply to bolts of stancard material with either UNC or UNF threads and may be used for all nuts
and bolts noe listed in tne previQus cable.

Thread diameter (in) Ib tt kg metrft

• 7 0.97
..... 15 2.07..
i 25 3.46

* 45 6.22, 65 6.96
I '10 15.2
a '40 19.3•

Capacities Imperial U.S. Metric

Cooling system 24 pints 14, qt 13.7 litre

Engine lubrianing oil 13 pints 8 q! 7.4 litre

Steering reservoir (refill) 2; pints
'. qt

1.4 litre

Steering svstem (initial) 4~ pints 2. q! 2.4 litre

Fuel tank 18 gal 21. gal 81.8 litre

Transmission (refill) 9~ gal t gal 42.0 litre

Transmission (initial) la~ gal 12~ gal 47.7 litre

Reduction units (per Side) , 3 pints 8 q! 7.4 litre
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Inches Miflimetres

Cylinder Block Max Min Max Min eCylinder bores : ...ndsrd 3.9396 3.9388 100.066 100.046
+ 0.020in 3.9596 3.9588 100.573 100.554
+ O.04Oin 3.9796 3.9788 101.061 101.062
: surlace fmish (honed) 20 to 40 micro inch C.LA.

Main bearing bore dia. in block 2.792 2.791 70.916 'TO.SSl
Centnt main burin; width 1.896 1.684 42.824 42.774
Core plug apenur. cliametet 1.760 ·1.755 44.70 44.58

Intertrtediate timing gear shaft dia 1.001 1.0005 25.425 25.413
Imern"8Cliate gear snaft press fit into block 0.0012 0.0002 0.03C O.OOS

c.-""ft

Journal d.iameter - tTont 1.872 1.8707 47.548 47.s16
- intermediate 1.827 1.825 46.405 46.355
-centre 1.8113 1.8100 46.007 45.974
-intermediate 1.765 1.763 44.831 44.780
- rear 1.7488 1.7475 44.419 44.387

Bearir"9' cteara~ front. centre and rear 0.0035 0.0015 0.068 0.039
- front intermediate 0.019 0.012 0.482 0.305
- rear intermediate 0.017 0.010 0.432 0.254

tnlet cam overall diameter 1.450 (nom) 36.830 (nom)

Inlet eam lilt 0.290 7.366
Extun.tSt cam overall diameter 1.410 35.814
Ezhe.... cam lilt 0.250 6.350
End lloat-eamshaft 0.020 0.010 0.508 0.254

LubriC81ing all Pumc»

Spindle ienVth lSi (nom) 390.5 (nom)
..

8racket ienVth 1G,'; 262 .'.Housing depth li .. 34.9
Spindle bush bore (installed) 0.4925 0.4905 ,L:509 , 2.459
Spindle clarance 0.003 0.0005 0.076 0.013
Rotor' wicttt'l 1.374 1.373 34.899 34.875
Rotor end float 0.0035 0.001 0.088 0.026
Rotor teeth backiash 0.026 0.020 0.66 0.5'
Oil pressure (engine hot)

At 1800 _/min (Ib/in') 55 45

. . (kg/em') 3.8 3.'
At 100 _/min (Ib/in') 30 2.1

. . (kg/cm')
Filter by-pass valve senlng (back press Ib/in') 20 15

kg/cm'J 1.4 1.1
Oil warning swiu:hpressure setting (lb/in=) '3 9

(kg/em') 0.9 0.6
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Inches Millimetres
-r-;e Pistons & Piston Rings M.. Min M.. Min

Piston skin diameter-measured i-in above. or below.
scraper ring groove and at 90 to gudgeon pin axis 3.932 (nom) 99.87 (nom)

Piston skin evautv 0.006 0.15.
Piston ring groov8 width-compression 0.097 0.096 2-463 2.438

scraper 0.190 0.189 4.826 4.801
Piston ring width--COmpression 0.0937 0.0928 2.379 2.358

scraper 0.1875 0.1865 4.762 4.737
Piston ring gap-new (all rings) 0.016 0.011 0.40 0.28
Piston ring clearance in groove-compreuion 0.004 0.002 0.102 0.051

SCtaper 0.0035 0.0015 0.089 0.038
Piston height'gudgeon pin axis to top of crown 2.375 (nom) 60.3 (nom)
Valve recess diameter in piston crown 1.580 40.1
Vsivw recess depth in pi$fon crown 0.218 5.54
Combustion chamber diameter 2,'; 58.7
Gudgeon pin diameter 1.2500 1.2498 31.75 31.745

Connecting Rods

Length-centfe'small end to centre big end 7.875 (nom) 200.0 (nom)
Width 1.492 1.490 37.89 37.840
Oisrtleter. small end-bush removed 1.4382 1.4372 36.53 36.505

bush fined and reamed 1.2515 1.2505 31.788 31.763
Clearance. small end bush to gudgeon pin 0.0017 0.0005 0.431 0-013
O;.m,eter. b,ig end·bearings removed 2.6455 2.6445 67.195 67.171
Alignment. max. oul of oarallel or twist per inco

of checking mandrel length 0.0005
Per l00mm of checking manorel lengtn 0.05

Cranitshafte, Identif.ication stamped on front end of soaft 55T
M.ain bearing Journal di.e:meter Standard '2.6245 2.6240 66.662 66.650

O.OlOin 2.6>45 2.6140 66.408 66.396
0.02Oon 2.6045 2.6040 66.154 66.142

Thrust face wIdth: Slandard 1.676 1.874 47.650 47.600
-Q.Ql0in 1.886 1.884- 47.904 47.854
-0.040'" 1.916 1.914 48.666- 48.616

BIg: end Journal diameter. Standard 2.4985 2.4980 63.461 63.450
. O.OTOln 2.4885 2.4880 63.207 63.196
·0.020In 2.4785 2.4780 62.953 62.942

Big end Journal Width 1.5015 1.4995 38.13 38.OS
Fillet radii-ali lournals 0.160 0.150 4.06 3.81
Ahgnment: Maa. dial gauge reading. when placed

againSt centre ,ournal 0.004 0.10
Journal finlstl-ma•. C1..A readlftg , 0 mtero Inch
Diamefer at tear Journa) Ol~ sea~ I~nd 2.624 2.619 66.649 66.523
Bearing thickness (standard) - mains 0.082 (nom) 2.08 (nom)

-big ends 0.072 1.83
- thrUSt wUhers 0.092 2.34

Searing width-mains 1.50 38.100.
.. -big ends 1.15 29.210

Bearing clearance-mains 0.004 0.002 0.102 0.051
-big endS 0.004 0.002 0.102 0.051

End float-<:entre mam bt!anng. 0.010 0.002 0.254 0.051
Side clearance--tllg end bearings- 0.0115 0.0075 0.292- 0.191
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Valve Mechanism

Valve head diameter (inlet and exhaust)

Valve sear angle
Valve length-Overall (inlet and exhaust)
Valve stem eramerer
Valve gUloe bore
Valvlt guiae clearance
Seat insert diameter
Seat insert thickness (Inlet)·

(e.haust) •

Insert seat angle
Insen seat width
Insert counterbore diameter in cylinder head
Insert ccueterbcre depth in cylinder head·

, .60 , 1.60

Inserts shr:Jnk '" With "OrlkoIO" then cylinaer head

face ground·
Secure en Inserts With tour i'"!centations spaced 90
·St:~ te.t undt:f 'Cylmde, Head'.
Valve tappet diameter
Valve tappet clearance tn cylinder block

Water Pump

Beaune; bore dlameler In hOUSing

Clearance ,mpellt!r to body
Thermostal stans opening

tullv open

Fuel Injection Pump

apart

0.624
0.003

1.1808
0.005
181 F
205 F

0.623
0.001

, '798
(nom)
i7~ F
199 F

15.~25

0.076.

29.992
0.13
83 C
96 C

, 5.649
0.026

29.967
(nom)
79 C
93 C

•Maximum fuel sening-Injec:ion pump PSl 69AS. (Temacrarv eata. subject to amendment.)

Use CAV test sneer PSl 69 Issue 2. but set maximum fuel to 1a.oecs MAX per 200 sncts at 800 pump rev/nun. on a
Hanridge 800 or t t 00 test machine.

Injectors-Use only CAV injectors. part number 5253807 with BOLL 1405 6592F nozzles. If these are no, avaiiebte
select reconditioned injectors witn BOLL 1405 6592 n022les and ensure the following test figures are ccrecnec with.

Pressure test-Adjust springs to give breaking pressure of 190 Ats (196 kg,cm:) (2793 Ib.·in:) with new sgrings or
180 Ats (186 kg/em:) (2646 Ib,lIn 2 ) "!ltJ"l. used sl:)rings,

Back leakage test-Leak past between needle and nozzle bore (with drVtip) from' 50 to 100 At! (154 to 104kg, em 2 )

(2205 to 1470 Ib/in 2 ) must be 5 to 15 seconds. Nozzles With a slower leak rate. e.g. 15 to 25 seconds. will.be
subject to sticking. causing intemunent black smoke and power loss.
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HOWITWORKS

TRANSMISSION-1412 TRACTORS

Removing the fo~r.speed (Hydre·Shift) section

The 1412 transmission is identical in operation to the 1212
Hydra- Shin tractor transmrssicn. The only constructional
differences being chan;es to fa"ge gearbox ratios. 8 four
pinion difterentialand a larger differential-lock. sleeve.

UNIT REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
As the clutch driveshatt is integral with the gearboll: it is
necessary to 'sPlit' the tractor when removing the gearbo:JC..

For gearbox servicing the easiest method 01 'spJming' the
treetcr is to separate the rear axle from the. main frame. after
removing the Quiet cab when fitted.

To remove the four·speed (Hydra-Shift) section only. the
rear axle can be ,emoved complete with reduction units and
gearbox mached. the four-speed section can then be removed
without detaching the ,ange section from the ,ear axle.

To remeve the ran;e section. Of cempiele gearbox. the reduc
tion unns mU$1 first be removed then the rear Illicle case removed
wnust the gearbox remains in situ. The ~omplete gearbox can
be withdrawn rearwards and the range and four-speed sections
separated.

•

First clean the outside of clutch housing, gearbox rec. rear
axle. ~jTl frame and power tak.e-off unit. When tractor is
clean and this is imponant otherwise dirt may enter the main
frame and affect the hydraulic system atter fe-assembly. move
tractor on to 8 piece of clean. firm and level ground.

Drain transmission oil into clean containers. C8Dacitv approx.
10! gallons (47.7 lines), by removing drain plugs from main
frame and rear axle case.

Remove silencer and bonnet top. Disconnect wiring. ,"ronie
and gear change linkage. so thlt fuel tank can be removed with
instrument panel auached : if luel tank is lull drain some fuel
off as a full tank is very heavy.

DisconneCt Steering pipes from servo valve then remove
steering column complete with mounting breckets : taking care
not to damage Hydra-Shift valve spool.

Remove gearbox cover Dolts, some of these pass through Ironl
of cover into clutch housing and others come through rear
axle case. then lift olf cover; this is heavy and must be guided
round the steering pices.

FIGURE C'. TRACTOR ·SPlIT· FOR GEARBOX REMOVAL
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Remove the gearbox rear mounting bolts and withdraw the
two locating bU$hes.

Remove the Hydra..Shift oil filter screen

This is sieuaeed on underside of main trame adjacent to the
hydraulic system oil fileer.

Qisconnect and remove the rear half of the hvdraulic pump· tc
distributor blod; oil feed pipe. Remove drawbar frame and
drawbar. Remove seal and seac suppert bracket. -

Disconnect and remove pipe to l'1ydrauJic taaa-off coupling
then remove sensing unit.

Remoye pawer take-off unit and withdraw cardan shaft from
~earbax.

BoJr the two support legs to the tractor frame and boll the
steady bracket on the front face of reeraxte. This bracket is to
hoid the geareox and axle case at right-angles and the two
setsCrews must be screwed down until they come into,c:ontact
with the gearbox mounting lugs.

J

Remove all bolts attaching rear axle case to main trame and
remove the bolts attaching fenders to toorprates. Disconnect
both brake rods. Fit the lihing bracket on to gearbox and using
a suitable portable crane or gantry. support the weight of the
gearbox so that the rear axle can be pushed off its dowels and
the t'NO halves separated far enough apart to allow sutficienr
working room.

To separate Hydra"Shift section from range section

Place a suitable SUPPO" under the front end-plate of range
section. so that gearbox remains leve! when crane is lowered.

Remove oil pipe connecting pump to control valve then
remove centrol valve.

Place a sling round the Hydra-Shift section and raae tne
weight but do nOt lift it. Remove the four front end-plate nuts
but do not remolle the two setscrews.

Separate" the two sections bV I~vering the re8, planet carrie,
fOlWard until it is clear of the range section men stide tl'1e
comp!etEl Hydra-Shift section forward off the fout long studs.

,.

L

i'IGURE C2. GEARBOX TO REAR AXLE STEADY BRACXET
A. Tin (25.4mm) G. 121in (324mm)
8. 7~in (20amm) H. 15Vn (400mm)
c. lin (15.8mm) J. OnJl!m (T5.8mm) ais.
O. 2in (50mm) K. To res, axle case
€. 3in (75mm) L. DriJilin (lS.8mm) ala.
F. 1;in (38mm) weld lin nuts unaemeetn

alace to align wll.'" holes.
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To refit the Hydra·Shift aeetion.

As n is necessary to tum the rear planet carrier, to enpape it"
into the freewheel. when fining the two halves together. the
rear brake band must be pushed into the disengaged position.
This can be done with oil. or air provided that i~ is free of water
droplets and does net exceed 80 Ib/in 2 (5.6 kg/em')

Remove the rear clutch pipe. complete with sequence valve
then replace the control valve. Screw ii suitable aoaptor into
the control valve connection normally occupied by the rear
clutch pipe. so that oil or air pressure can be applied..

.Lift the section on to the four tong studs. using 8 crane-and
sling to support the weight as during removal. Slide the section
rearwards whilst turning input shaft to engage the rear
p!.lnetary unit on to the range gesrbox splines. When pap is
reduced to half·an·inch {25mm) place valve spool in 'upper
(1st gear) pOsition end apply pressure through adaPtOr until
rear brake band is released. Whilst maintaining pressure to
hold brake bdnd 'off. rotate carrier in direction 01 engine
to1ation and push the two 5eaiOf'ls together. staning the
threalis on pump outlet Dipe union .at the same time.

When axle case is ·fully home' check 'that diff-Iock pedal is
engaged under operating lever on 8Jt~ case then remove
guide studs. refit and tully lighten ma;il trame bolu.

Remove lifting bracket and axle steady bracket. Replace
gearbox mounting bushes. and botts.. and check that gearbox
lubricating pipe is correctly eee-eeree. Fit new gaskets on
me;n frame then replace pearbox CO"&f, passing it uncier
Sleering pipes and ensuring that range gear lever Ii correctly
engaged in its selectors: Lightly tiohten 'berts into main frame
then tully tighten bolts through axle case. Finally tully tighten
DOlts down into main frame before replacing wedge. Tap the
wec1ge into position then fep!aCt and tighten bolts into
clutch housing.

Push Hydra·Shift valye into its lowest pOsition then replace
steering column. completEi with servo valve and bracket.
Refit stiner safety switch harneSs.

Smear apiined end of urdan shaft with .grease then fi1: shaft
through gearboa. a~d into clutch. Tum shaft until it is .fen to
engage in clutCh plate splines then push shaft jnto' flywheel
spigot bearing.

When seCtions are 'fully home· Check that carrier can be
tumed in direction of enpine rounion but unnDt be turned in
.opposrte direction then release pressure. Remove adaptor.
refit clutch pipe Bnd replace the tour s.tud nuts. FUlly tighten
pump outlet -pipe union.

1f air is used to pressuriH the brytke cylinder this will introduce
air into the system which can cause temporary difficulty in
engaging thire! and founh gears. The syStem will however
vent itself if engine ls run at a fast idling speed Ind the gear
'eYe, moved slowly but continuouSlv between lecond and
third gur pOSitions.

Tap the two dowels back infO the pOWer "ta~o~ case then
screw two gUlQe studs infO axle case. Fit it new gasket on
axle case. using 8' thin f.iJm of grease to hold it in position.
then ,eplace power t8ke~off unit. Turn ou.tput shaft until it is
engaged on ca~n Shaft splines then push unit ·home· ilnG
loosely fit retaining bolts. tap the two oowels into aide case
then remove guide studs and 1ully tighten me bolts.

aeereee Selectamatic oil fitter and also the Hydra-SMt fiher.
Refill transmission with oil; this is easier if pOured through
top of PTO case before sel1$ing unn ls refined.

Before commencing to re·alsemble the tractor. remove the
hydraulic sYSlem fitter and c1ean out the main frame.

Smear axle case face wi1:h jointing 'CompOund then fit II new
gasket into position.
Screw four :- UNC guic1e studs into axle case; two at top and
twe al bottom. Do not make the guide studs the same length
but let them vary by about ain. (6mm) Be that they don·t all
hIve to be entered Into ·the main frame holes It the ume time.

Reconnect and adjust brakes. Refit drawbar ~rarne. RebOtt
fenders to footpJates, fitting the plastic strip between them.

Before $laning the engine. Tefill the steering reservoir with
clean oil anG when engine is running vent the system'-,Top up
the oil reservoir atter Slopping en;ine.

Removing the Complete Gearbox (or range M:Ction)

Smear $ucpon snout and clutch U\aft splines with grease
then brtng the rwc halves 01 the traClor together. Enwn tha'
gea,box is level 6nd in line with mljin Irame .nd don', forget
th.t clutch shaft ~pline: will h.,,/! 10 be IJllgned with cJ&ltc:h
D/.l~ splinn. Carefully lever one 01 lhe front planet f)iniohS
rounp until it becomes solid. whiCh shows that shaft has
entered into cJutch plate.

Aher thoroughly cleaning the ~arbox Cover. rear axle case.
power ta«.e-off unit and reauction units. to minimise the
pOss.ibility of din entering the main frame and affecting the
hydraulic syStem aher re-aSSembly. move tractor to e $»ieee of
firm aAd Ioyei ground.

-Remove drawbar frtme then raise rea' of traaor a{ld remove
Doth rear .wheel$.

Drain oil from redUCtion units and. using $UitaCMe lifting
tackle. withoraYII both uniu,

Remove fende~. &eat and seat suPPO" bracitet. not '0· cab
tractors.

Drain transmission oil into clean containers by removing drain
plugs from fitter housing and rear axle case, approximate cap
acity , otgallon$ (47.7 litres). Remove bonnet top. Disconnect
wiring. throttle and gear change lever 50 that fuel tank can
be removed with instrument panel anached,
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As the twe halves are being brougnt together ensure that
hand brake operating lever enters the hand lever tOf'k and the
dif1-lock peasl is eesutceee to engage underneath the oper
ating lever on reat axle. Also check. tnat the gearbox lubri·
eating oil pipe enters itr feed pipe in axle case. Check that
axle and frame faces are parallel and engage tne guide SIuds..
Continue bnnging the two halves together until bolts can be
fined to pull frame on to cowels. Do nOI use more terce to
bring the two halves together than was reQuired to separate
them: i( the two h.i"es .n co"ectly .•/igned exceuitlt
forct will not b~ necceslJ,y.



Disconnect and remove the rear half at the cumc-tc-drstn
butor black oil pipe.

Disconnect and remove pipe to hydraulic take·off coupling
then remove sensing unit. Remove power take-off unit and
withdraw cardan shaft from gearbox.

Ptace suitable sUPCOrtS unde, rea, ot main frame and place
a sling round the ramsnatt sa that a portaete crane can be

. used to remove the axle case.

Remove the bolts attaching axle case to main trame ana
whilst supporting axle wetght on crane. push axle eH itS
ciowejs. As the diH·Iodc. 5;'ring must remain in the differential.
but the sleeve removed with the axle case. it will be necessary
to hoid the SQ,ring compressed with a tvre lever. or similar flat
bat until the front flange of axle case has passed ave' ~ng.

When ule is clear of differential wring. lift it clear and 10'Mtr
it to ground.

Oisconnect stltt!fing piges from servo vakre then remove
steering column complete with mounting bracket. Push
Hydra.Shift valve downwards to avcld it being damagea
when steering column is removed.

Remove the gearOoJC cover bolts; scme of these pass through
front of cover into dutcJ:I hQusing and others come through
the rear axle case. then lift off the cover: this is Quite heavy
and must be passed round the steering pipes. Remove thlil
gearbox mounting bolt3 and wtlhdraw the bushes. Remove

(he Hydra-Shilt oil lilter screen: this is situated adjacent to
the hvdraulic system oil filter.

Fit lifting bracket on gearoox and using crane to support but
not lift the gearbox. withdraw complete gearbox rearwards,

Refining the complete gearbox

Remove all traces of gssitets from exte and main frame faces.
cfean out main frame and inside of axle case. Remove element
from Selectamatic oil filter.

Smear support snout and shaft splines wilh grease then lift
gearbox. ensuling that it hangs level. Slide gearbox into
position. carefully rotating the front planetary gear so that
driveshaft is turned untiJ it engages into clutch plate splines.
When gearboJC is located over itS mounting holes leplace
locating bushes and bolts.

Ensure that the diff.lock sleeve is positioned inside the rear
axle case and the sleeve 5;'ring is in the differential.

Wft the axle assemefy so that it hangs yertical and swing it
into pOsition towards the mai~ frame. Insert a piece of flat
bar, such as a tyre lever, through aate case so that spring can
be comgressed into diHerentiaJ whilst front Hange ofaxte
case is.passed over it.

When axJe is past diff.lock spring. lift handbrake ot:lerann9
lever into hand lever fork and position ditf·loCk pedal so that
it will be underneath operating lever in axle case. ,"",S axle is
engaged on the dowels ensure tnat the gearbox lubricating
oit pipe is correctly IOC3ted in itS feed pipe.inside axle.

FIGURE C3. UFTING BRACKET. GEARBOX
A. Sin (203.2mm) e. 9in 122S.5mm)
S. 801t. tUNC J( 4~/n F. *in (l4.Jmm) di~m~t~'

C. 3in (75.2mm) G. 3i,/n (82.5mm)·
D. 24;in (621.Jmm)
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Aher tUlly lightening axle case bolts. push tbe djff.lock steeve
against it$ spring and engage the pedal fork in sleeve groove.
Refit both reduction units, fining the brake cam levers on
camshefts before units are pushed 'fully home'.

Smear solined end 01 cardan than with grease then s.lide it
through gearbox.. Turn shah tc engage it in clutch plate
splines then push snaft into flywheel spigot bearing. Refit
power teke-ctt unit. using a new gasket.

. Removing DiHerential Auernblr

After removing the rear axle case. as tor complete gearboX
removal, mark the two bearing caps men unlock the tab

washers and release the four bolts. Whilst supporting the
differential this is Quite heavy. remove the bolts. bearing caps
and adjusters then lift the differential off gearbox end DUlte.

Replacing the differential

Fit new gaskets on main trerne. then replace gesrbOJl cover.
Passing it round steering pipes l!Jnd ensuring tnar range gear
lever is correctly engaged in its selectors. lightly tighten cover
eeus down into frame then firmly tighten bolts through axle
case before fully tighlening main frame botts. Finally fit wedge
and sl'tims between cover and clulch housing then firmly

. tighlel"l clutCh housing botts.,

First check tne marks made on the bearing eees 50 mat caps
will be refined in their original position. then lift the assembly
on to the end plate. crown wheel on righT-hand side of
pinion. Replace bearing caps and SCrew bearing adjusters
intO position before, lightening cap botts.

Adjusting differential .bearing end..float

Replac.e the Selectamatic and Hydra-Shift oil fitters. Refit
the distributor block feed pipe. f:i11 transmission with oil. this
is best done by pouring it into the PTQ case before replacing
sensing unit.

To ensure the correct setting is obtained the toilowing
precautions thUS' be observed.

, . Alwavs loosen Ihe cap bOlts before turning the bearing
adjUSters.

Replate Quiet cab n fitted. otherwise replace steering column
and fuel tank.. Refill reduction units- with oil. rep!ace fenders
and drawbar

2.. Before tighten~ng the cap bolts. atter turning the bearing
adjusters, strik'e the caps a sharp blow with a copPtr
hammer to re-align the Dearings. men rig-ruen the eees.

Before starting engine. refill the steenng reservoir ~ith clean
oil and when engine is running vent the steering svstern. Top
uP oil reservoir etter Slopping engine.

3. AlwaY5 check bearings for tree rotation or drag with the
cap 'bolts light.

Spur
Pinion
Shc~

lCeI-um
Spring

Angular
ConrQC~

Beorin9
Di~

PiniOn

~u1ar
Ca'llUd
Bearing

r..;;;I• Spider crown
Wheel

OOIFF
Cage Bevel Gear

FIGURE C4. DIFFERENTIAL ASSEMBLY
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AcIiusrment sequence;
FuIlV unscrew right· hand bearing adjUSter and screw-left-hand
adjusrer inwards to push diff cage as far as possible to the
right. so that maximum backlash is obtained -between crown
wh", and pinion teeth.

rtghten right-hand adjuster until the bearings have a sltght
drag. This can be established by placing a plasti<:·handled
screwdriver, with a 12in (30an) blade across two of the
diif·cage bolts. If the screwdriver is horizontal and its weight
is sufficient to turn the cage, within the limit 01 the teettr
badlash. end plav is present but if screwdriver does not turn
the cage the bearings ha"e drag.

Unscrew the right-hand adjuster half·a·tum and cheek for
d':nIg. ReQeat this operar;on--ensuring Inat pt8C8tians 1. 2
and 3 are observed-until the weight of the screwdriver is just
sufficient to ratate- me diff c:age. To ensur., no tight spots
.xist. chedr. for rotarian at th...... equi-dislant PCS;bOns.

Havlng obtained ttl. correct bearing sening. aearty mark. the
posiIion of Ihe two bearing adjusters then turn both adjusters
an equal:amoURt (Jeff-hand outwards and right·hand inwards)
until backtasft between crown whee' and pinions i~ reduced to
0.007 [0 O.OO9in (0.18 '0 O.23mm). 0._ [he backlash at
three equally SQaCed teeth and if readings vary $lightly use
the smallest reading'. Marie. tooth with smallest reading ami
talce all subsequent readings from this tooth. Measure the
tracldash wim a dial gua;e mounted at right angles to a crown
wtteef tooth and when correct tighten c:a;J bolts to 120 lb h:
(16.6 kg metre). Recheck tcom backlash ahe, tightening
botIL re-adjuSl if necessary then lOCk clam~ boilS with
tabwashers and bearing adjustars with the Iodr.ing plates..

Differenda'·lock Sleeve Removal

The differential.lock sleeve cannot be removed ~hraugh the
riglu·hand side of the axle case and it is. therefore necessary
to remove the reduction units and resr axle case. a.s during
gearbox removal. The sleeve can then be extracted through
the centre of the rear axle case.

UNIT MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

Dismantlin9 Oifferentia' AssemblV

Mark both I'lalves of differential cage then unlock and remove
the twelve bolts.. Seearata end plate and remove crown wheel
then ·SQJif the cage and remoYe the bevel ge8t$.,

The siCe bearings are pressed into position and should not
be removed unless they are to be renewed. H the side bearings
are renewed ensure that the new bearings are fined the correct
way round; they are angular contact bearings and must be
fined so that me word THRUST stamped on the outer track
will be against the bearing adjuster (Fig <:4).

Re....mbling diff.,.enti.'

With ttl. side bearings in position anc:l ditf·loek ge8l' ring
secwed with its circtip. place end plate. crown wheel and
half the diff cage on bench. using: two bolts to align hetee, Fit
bevel gear. with thrust washer underneath it. in cage. Smear
spicier arms and soherical taeee 01 bevet pinions with anti
scuffing paste then fit pinions on spider md place seider in
case. Fit remaining bevel gear, with thrust washer on it. rhen
fit omer naif of cage: assembJy marks in line. Repiace bolrs.,
from 'crown wheel side. fit new tabwa.shers and tighten nu.r:s
nanlv to 75 Ib tt (10 kg metre~ then secuiely ledt with the
tabwastlers.

'.

FIGURE cs. COMPONENTS OF OIFFERENTlAL
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SPECIFICATIONS AND DATA-TRANSMISSION

Tightening Torques

Stake band cyhncier bolts ,\in
ClutCh cove'·to-main.frame bolts ;in
Clutch cylinder to planet carrier botu *in
Oif1. ring nut )ocking plate bolts -hin
Trllnsmission pump to connection -hi"
Oifl. cap bolts tin
Free-wheel housing bolts (2nd reduction) jin
Mont end-Plate nuts iin
Gearbox cover to main frame botts ,.in
Gearbox meumi"; bolts tin
Pinion bearing support plate boh tin
Pinion nut 1iin
Planet carrier end-cover botrs iin
Range unit end-plate boh iin
Rear ax}e case 10 main frame bolts iin
Rear wheel nuts im
Reduction units 10 .ale eese bolts lin
Suppo" sleeve cap bOlts i'in
Suppon snout bans iin

Pinion snan bearing sening

Crown wheel teeth backlash
OiHeremial side bearing Seni"g

uyshaft bearing end-flcat
Oil pump reJief valve sening
,Pinion shaft sening distance

.Special tools

Ibh leg maIn

20 2.7S
7S 10.S
20 2.75
20 2.75
20 2.75

120 16.5
30 4.0
7S 10.5
7S 10.5

100 13.75
30 4.00

200 27.5
30 4.00
30 4.00
7S 10.5

150 19.5
75 10.5

9 1.25
9 1.25

0.002in (O.05Omm) preload to
O.002in (O.050mm) end-float
0.007 . 0.009in (0.18 - ·0.23mm)
no pre- load to
O.OOlin (0.05OmmI enO-tlea'
0.002 - O.OO4;n (O.OS 0.10 mm)
70 Ib/ln' (4.9 kp/cm')
6.31251n (150.337mm)

OB~O

OBB267
OBB208

ConneCtor and Ada;n:ors-comprising

Pressure Gaupe 0 - 100 Iblin' (0 - 7 kp/crn')
Pinion Seni"g Gauge

088440/' main connector
088440/2 right angle special adaptor
088440/3 male/male adaptor
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HOW IT WORKS-FINAL DRIVE REDUCTION UNITS

Sohed to the ends of the rear axle case the final drive reduction
units consist of e housing which contain the final driveshafts.
spur pinion shafts and disc brake assemblies.

The spur pinion shefts ere splined into the differential 8t their
inner ends and supported by tapered rolier bearings in the
reduction housings at their outer ends. The spur pinions are
imegral with their shafts and irl permanent mesh with drive
gears on the final driveshafts. As the wheels are botted to the
final driveshatts the spur pinion shafts must always revolve
with the wheels. To permit the final drive gears to spread the
load equally across the full width of the teeth the final orive·
shaft gear is not rigidly anached to the driveshaft but is
carried on crown·shaved splines and located between two
rirr:l~

Finel Driveshaft Oil Seal

This consists of an external din shield and two oil saa15. The
outer oil seal has a double lip and the inner seal a single lip.
Grease will therefore pass the inner seal more easily than the
outer seal.

Lubrication of the outer driveshaft beering is bV means of
grsase. which cen be pumped into the cavity between the
58als through the grease nipple at rear of housin;.

In service it is only necessary to pump two shotS of grease
through housing nipple at 50-hour intervals.

The disc brake units afe also enclosed in the rec1uetion unit
oil bath end operete on ~e spur pinion shafts.

-.
DIsc.

Broke Unl~

5pl.l(
PInion ShaFt

Tooered
~oIler Bearing

Taoered
Roller
8eorin9

Oil
Seal ~1Sjn9

spur
Gear

~jnol
< Dri"l2SIoH

FIGURE 01. FINAl DRIVE REDUCTION GEARS
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Reduction Unit

UNIT REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT

rear axle whilst pushing brake camshaft away 30 that it is
withdrawn with reduction" •Raise· rear of tractor, place suitable supports under hitch

brackea. and remove wheeL Orain oil fr:om reduction unit and
remove the three bolts attaching tender support [0 reduction
~. otherwise raise rear of Quiet cab.

Remove unit horizontallv until saur pinion shaft is clear of
axle case: taking care not to damage oil seal in axle case
housing.

It right-hand reduction unit is being removed. deQre53
differential lock. pedal and wire lever. or rear end of pedal
IJQwarCs in engaged position. sa that diff-Iock steeve is held
in engagement and will not be displaced when reduction unit
is withdrawn.

Disconnect brake rod and remove nut from cam lever cotter
pin. rap pin tree then tap cam lever towards end of shaft. to
make SU18 that it is free.

Remove nutS fr0tr:1 axle case Hange then pass a sling round
reduction sa that a pOrtable crane can be used to sUPQOrt
reduction. If fender has been removed the lifting bracket
shown in figure 02 can be u.5eCl 00 not attempt to remove
reduction without equipment to SUPQon it: the unit wei9hs
approx. 500 Ib (225 kg!.

Whilst supponing the weight but not lifting the unir. tim
lever unit off dowels then cull unit horizontally away ft'(Jm

To reetace a reduction lotnit. first ensure that the large "0' ring
is fined in reduction caM recess and smaller "0' ring is fitted
against camshaft bush in axle case, then smear camshaft
bushes with grease.

Raise unit with lifting equipment so that it hangs with spur
pinion shaft level. Use lifting bracket if fender is removed.
othetwise use a suitable sling and after entering spur pinion
shah into axre case, 1)U$h unit inwards and enter brake
camshaft into axle case. Turn final driveshaft until shaft
splines enter diHerential and before dowels are reeched
slide cam letrer aruo cilmshalt Fit eener pin through cam
lever, with nut slade, then siide lever onto shaft: there is
insufficient room to do this when unit is "h.ally heme".

When case has been pushed Qnto dowels, replace axle case
nuts and fender bolts. Slide cam lever as far as ,::Iossible onto
camshaft then tighten cotter pin, refit brake roa and adjust.

Refill unit with new oil of the recommended grade. nefit rear of
Quiet cab, if fitted.

Aeplaee wheel and lower tractor to ground.

,...-__5"'-;"-'-'{l27 rnm) I .
I

~~ lin (40 x 13mm)

MIld Sh.e! Bar

Drdl and Top
1"0 AccepJ- Lifting
Eye. 6011"

I
I
I
I.__.__.~._-

~in

(S+mm)

FIGURE 02. LIFTING BRACKET· REDUCTION UNIT
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UN1T MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

Maintenance

Each final drjye unit has its own oil reservoir. which should be
maintained to the filler/level plug with the recommended
grade of oil. T~e timl dri",e~h outer bearings Bre grease
lubricated and require 21 few shots of prease pumping through
the nipples in reer of oil seal housings every 60 hours.

Final Oriveshaft
This may be removed without removing reduction unil. Raise
rear of tractor Bnd place suitable 5Uppons under hitch brackets.
Remove wheel and drain oil from reduction case. Remove
cover from rear of case and lift circHp from its groove at inner
end of d,ivesnan. Remove bolts attaching seal housing to
case, these are accessable through holes in drive:shaft flange,
then lever shaft end housing away from case. As geer and
cirelip will remain in case whilst shaft is withdrawn it will be
necessary to lever innner bearing off shaft with a large screw.
driver, otherwise bearing rollers could be pushed out of. cage·
.s beating is jammed agai~ gear.

Having withdrawn shah and housing, remove glNt, cireJip
end bearing from case.

To remove shaft seals and outer bearing. first slide circlip off
Shaft then remove locking SCrew from shaft lock ring. After
unscrewing lockrin;. with special spanner (Service Tool
088009), suppan housing whilS1 pressing shaft out of
bearing, snern8tivelv screw two eetrectcr bolts (Service Tool
900207) through holes in shaft flange-having first screwed
II ; BSF lap through shatz holes to clean up threac:is-and
tighten bohs to push housiflg off shaft. Remove suis by
prising them out of housing: discard seals as they will be
damaged by removal.

Rep'acing finel driveshaft

If the collar has been removed from shaft. replace this.
ensu,ing thar the thin '0' ring ;s hrst fined on shah. RePlace
bearing in housing then press inner seal into housing recess.
ensuring that lip is towartls outSide of housing and seal i$ not
dmaned.. Tum housing OYer and press outer seal in position
also positioning seal lip towards outside and taking care not
to diston seal.

Pack inside of seals: and bearing with HMP grease then oush
shaft. cOrnsMete with eeuer and din shield. into housing. Hold

Oil
Seal
Housing

Ctrdi

OIJ~er
Oil SCQ\

Inner
Oil Secl

FIGURE 03. FINAL ORIVESHAFT AND BEARINGS
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shaft n.J1Qe in vice and screw lodong ring on shaft: ensure
that din shield i$ located on collar shoulder then tighten
locking ring to clamp assembly firmly together. After firmfy
tiGhtening Ioc::king rh19 with special SQanner. smear locking
screw with Loetite (grade 270) then fit screw into collar hole
which is o~posite a spline grove. Ensure surface of locking
ring is not damaged as this would damage oil seal. Replace
shaft cirdip and ensure '0· ring is fined on seer housing.

Smear shah inner bearing with grease then place bearing in
casa. Ptace gear inside case and tit shah through case and
gear. nt circlip on shaft and enter shah into bearing. Position
seat housing so that grease nipple is pointing directly towards
rear and replace three nousing bOlts: do not fit shims at this

Sl29e.

Tighten housing bolts evenly to push shah imo bearing and
after ensuring tnat bearing is seated against shah shoulder
scrike centre of Shaft flange with a soh·faced hammer, to
seat. bearing.

Orivesnalt bearing setting

With shaft in position and inner bearing fully seated tiqmen
ttle three housing bans evenly until shaft bearings become
tight enough to prevent shaft being 'rodc.ed·. against gear
bactrJasn.. 00 not overtigmen baits and dislon flange but
tighten evenly so that when a feeler gauge is inserted at three
equally waced points., the gap is equaJ all the way round.

Spur
Pinion ----!.
Shorr

Having measured the gap between housinq and case select
shims O.C05in (O.127mm) less than gap. Remove bolts. lever
housing away frem case and fit shims. Replace all six bolts.
tighten evenly and tuilV. The shaft bearings will then have the
required pre-load.

Having fully tightened housing bolts. check that circlip is
placed in shah groove at inside of gear then pump grease
through housing nipple until seal cavity is filled af2d grease
is fareN peu.ed seal on inside 01 hawing.

Refit cover, using a new gasket and refill unit with the recorn·
mended grade of oil Refit road wheel and lower tractor to
ground.

DismantJing ReduC'tion Unit

Lav unit on floor SO that it is resting on finat driveshaft flange
and pinion shaft is pointing upwardL

Remove small cover plate from reduction inne, housing.
This will expose the special shouldered clevis pin which
should be removed;. pin should not be tight but is tapped
1UNe so that a .een can be screwed in to assist extraction.
Remove the thirteen bolts anaching inner housing to reduction
case then lift housing off: connecting link must be removed
with housing but pivot lever remains in case and it may be
necessary to reiease adjusting nut. to prevent lever fouling
housing.

DISC
aral<e
Unir

Brake
Adjus~r

FIGURE 04. REMOVING REDUCTION C"SE HOUSING
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After removing inner housing to expOse brake mechanism.
remove circlip from brake links then lift off brake dtscs. noting
order. Remove brake actuator then remove rernai"in; plates.
also placing them on bench in order of removal

Remove cover from case then lift assembly onto bench. or a
suitable packing case. .

Lift circiip from its groove at inner end of erwe-shaft then
remove oil seal housing bolts: these are accessable tl'lrougtl
holes in drjyeshaft flange.

To remove bearing from housing. lever out seals and discard
seals will be distoned by remollal and should be renewed
then press bearing out of housing.

Spur Pinion Sheft Removal

Having .emoved brake mechanism and iinal d.rivuhatt.
remove circfip from spur pinion Dear;ng cover then tap spUned
end of pinion with a soft·fecttd hamme, or wooden bloclc.. to
push shaft. outer bearing and cover OU1 of l;8U.

Outer track of inner bearing will remain in case and can be
removed by laPping inwarcis with a soft drift.

FIGURE 06. JACKING PLATE-FINAL DRIVES

I I
-r-14 I ,

, ./ Ie0

..,i-
L

I-I-

I0
B1'" I" r-,

-'-

'+' I '-I-'

Pull shaft out of housing and gear but lever the inner bearing
off shaft at same time: otherwise tapered rollers may be
pushec! out of cage by gu.r. Aher extracting shaft remove
gear. circiip and bearing from inside case.

To dismantle fiNI driveshaft. remove grubscrew from shaft
locking ring then unscrew locting ring-this is rig'ht·hand
thread-with special spanner.

Clean threads in shaft extraction holes. by screwing a ,. BSF
tap through holes. then screw two extraction bolts (Service
Tool K900207) through shaft holes.· Place two fiat Pteces of
metal across housing flange. to protect enractOr bolts from
damage. then tigliten'enraetor bolts evenly to push housing
and bearing off shaft. An alternative method is to support
housing wit" two flat plates across bed of a press then press
shaft out of housing,_

A

c

A

• Lau~r tractors do not have these hOles. For these tractors it is
necessary to fabricste a jacking plste. Fig. 06. This should be
used in eenicncncn wa:h BlCtraetion bolts (KS00207) as
shown. Fig. 07.

FIGURE 05. REDUCTION UNIT ASSEMBLY

~

OS

A. 17Jf.3mm (""in)
B. 57.1mm (2tin)
c. 93.7mm (3ftin)
D. 3B.9mm (l.tin)
E. B5.7mm (3iin)
J. Drill 4 holes 20.5mm (-!tin) 0

L D'rill2 holes ".1mm (win) e snd t.p i-16 BSF·

• A/ternltively it BSF taPI a" nor BlIaiJ.ble. rhrud to suit
jIIcking bolU. minimum 20inm (,in) e.

DB 9OO2!J7.

FIGURE D7-EXTRACTING FINAL DRIVES



Brake disc hub is keyed to spur pinion shaft and provided with
a groove for extraction purposes.

To remove hub rnau plate to dimensions shown in figure 06
then anacl'1 plate to end of brake drum extractor (Service Tool
1(960618).

When refming a hub ensure that bearing. distance piece and
both keys are aJreadv on shaft: pcsition hub with chamfered
end of keyways towards gear then press hub hard against
dislanc>t piece.

Replacing Spur Pinion Shaft

Ensure that track of inner bearing is in case bate. smear
bearings with grease and fit shaft into ease. R8Qlaca trade.. of
outer bearing then retit '0' ring in case bore. aeereee shims
and cover before refining eirdip.. As $haft bearings should have
a,pre..load. nun shaft to sente bearings'then chee:x. that there
is no end float: if there is. remove citctip anc fit addirionat
shims under cover. Ensure that cover circliQ is correctfy fitted
in its greave..

Reptacing Fina. Drivesn.eft

If collar ha been removed from shalt. re¢ace this. ensuring
that the thin '0' ring is first fitted on shaft. R8Qlace bearing in
nou:sing then press inner seal into housing rec:ess: ensure
bearing is not distorted by being pressed into position and
seal lip is towards outside of housing. Turn housing over and
~tuU., press Qu\ftf seai \nto 'j;tOsition. also positioned w\th
seal liQ towards outside of housing ana taking care not to
distort ~t.

Pack cavity inside seals with HM P grease. wipe inside ot dirt
shield then push housing cere drives;'aft. Hold shaft flange

in vice and screw lodling ring on shalt: ensure that dirt shield
is IOcaled on colla' shoulder then tighten locking ring to
clamp whole assemtllv roqetber. i=irmlv tighten locking ring
with special spanner. smear lodtin9 screw with teeme (grade
270) then fit .screw into the hole which comes opposite a spline
groove. Firmly righten locking screw. Ae~laca circJip in shaft
ourer groove and fit'O' ring into housing groove.

Smear shaft inner bearing with grease then fit bearing into
case. Place gear inside case and fit shaft through case gear.
Fit cirdip on shaft end then fit shah into bearing. Posidon
seal housing so that grease nipple is towards tear and fit three
housing bolts. in alternate holes: do not fit shims at this stage.
TIghten bolts &veniy to pull shaft into bearing and when
bearing is seated against $haft shoulder. strike centre of shaft
flange with a soft-faced hammer. to settle the bearings.

Criveshaft bearing setting

With snatt in position and inner bearing tully seated against
shaft shoulder. tighten the three housing bolts evenly until
bearings become tight enough to prevent shaft being 'rocked'
againm gear backlash. 00 not overtighten bolts and distort
housing flange but tighten eveniy so thar when a feeler gauge
is inserted at three equally spaced points the gap is equal all
the way round. Havinli measured gao between case and flange
selecr shims that at.. 0.005in (0.12mm) less man gap then
remove housing bl.llts and fit shims. Fit IS:: six nOlJsing bolts
and tighten evenly. The sI":.Jft bearings wiU tnen have the
requir~ amount of pre..load.

Having full., tightened housing Cults. cheek that. cin;lip is
placed in shaft groove at inside of gear then pumQ grease
through housing nipl=Ile until seal cavitv is filled and grease is
forced past seal on inside of housing. Aefir cover, using a new
gasket.

G

J

FIGURE 08.

TOOL FOR REMOVING DISC SRAKE HU8
A. 4"'in (lOSmm) centres
s. iin (20m,")
C. 5iin (170mm) diam€(d'
O. Jilin (79m,") diameter
E. 'in (3,2mm) recess
F. +;,,, (1.5mm) fadiu$

G, 2tiin (67 5mml
H, ;UNC

c
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SPECIFICATIONS AND DATA-FINAL DRIVE REDUCTIONS

Reduction ratio
Oil capacity (each unit) ..
Oil prade
Spur pinion shaft bearing preload
Final driveshaft bearing preload ..
Spur wneer-ec-ermon backlash (new)

Tightening 'torques
Housing to rear axle case nuts <i UNC)
Housing to reduction case bolts G UNC)
Case rear cover bolts (i UNC) •.
Housing cover bolts (i UNC)
Oil seal housing to case bolts ( nUNC)
Drain plug (i SSP)
Priveshalt Iocl<ing ring (3iin special) ..
Wheel nulS (i UNF)

&-38127
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11/58
13 pints
Mobil 422
0.001 • 0.003in (0.02 • 0.08mm)
0.005· 0.007in (0.13' 0.1Smm)
0.006 . 0.010in (0.15 • O.25mm)

75 Ib It (10.5 kg metre)
751b It (10.5 kg metre)
30 Ib It (4.2 kg metre)
9 Ib It (1.3 kg metre}
50 Ib It (6.9 kg metre)
60 Ib It (8.4 kg melre)
75 Ib It (10.5 kg melre)
150 Ib It (21 kg metre)
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HOW IT WORKS-BRAKE MECHANISM

'.

The disc brake urms are mounted insioe the final drive housings
and operate on the spur pinion shafts. They consist of an
actuator. four stationary plain discs and six rotating discs with
sinteted friction facings. The actuating units consis;. of two
eCluating plates. held to~ethet by tension springs and separated
by six steel balls. The steel balls sit in recesses with inclined
seats and the plates are connected by linkage to the brake
pedals. When the brake pedal is depressed the operating
linkage turns the eetuarer plates towards each tither. The steel
balls therefore roll up the inclined seats. which pushes the
plates apart and clamps the twe sets of plates (SUltionary and
revolving) together to gi"e " braJdng Bction.

The actuators have 8 revolving disc 81 eeen side of them and
when the actuator expands to clamp the plates together the
revolving pl,nes tend to tum the actuator in the same direction.
The two aCtuator plates are. therefore. restrained from turning
by tugs on plates contacting II hou$ing stop. As the actuator
plates tum. tM trailing plate lug contacts the housing $lOP

but the ieading plate is allowed to remain free. The leading
plate thus tends to tum. relative to the tniling plate. which
aPOlies -the brakes harGer without additionsl pedal pressure
being required. The brakes are therefore selt-energising. which
allows maximum braking effort to be eereteee. with very light
pedal pressure.

When the brake pedal is released the linkage turning the
actuator plates is released. The pull-off springs then pull the
actuator plates together and the discs a,e allowed to run free.

As it is necessary for the brakes to be caoable of independent
operation for turning purposes. separate pedals and linkage
are used fOf eacn siae. For normal braking a third pedal is
provided. which operates both brakes through a compensating
linkage. Evel'\ braking is thus obuuned lnescecnve of any.
difference in adjustment caused by using the brakes indepen
dently.

Aduot..,.
Ball·

mmm1t:;;; Rotating
III Discs

FIGURE F2. ACTUATOR AND DISCS

flrolce AcTuaror- OnBralce. Ad"uoror- 00:

FIGURE F,. BRAKE ACTUATOR

9-38127
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UNIT REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT

Disc 8rake Units

As the discs are housed inside the reduction case it is necessary
to tim remove the complete ,eduCtion unit from the tractor
[see page 02).

Tum reduct;.on unn $0 that it is sUDpOneo on dtwe·shan
flange and pinion shaft is pOinting upwards.. RemoY~ four
bolts from housing COverthen extract clevis pin from connec
ling Jim: pin should nOI be light but is threacded l: UNC so
that One of eever betts may be screwed into pin to assist
extraction. Remove the thin~n boits anaching housing to
;eduaion cast tnsn lift off housing, with Jjnil: and camshaft.
to eeeese brake mechanism. Remove discs and actuator then
remaining discs and lay them on bench in order of removal.

To dismantle actuator, remove fork pin to disconnect links;e
then remove tension sPrings. PI;ne5 can then be separated.
tping care of the six steel baUs.

Assembling the brake mechani~_m

Lay en actuBlin; plate on bench with ball sealS upoermostr
Place all six balls in their seats then place other actuating
plate on top of balls. Ensure that conneCting links are in their
correct position and all the balls are seated in both plates then
fit new pun-eft springs and reconnect links to fork..

Place an inner disc on spiinetl hub followed by an Outer plain
disc. Repeat this with two rnore pairs of plates then fit an
inner plate: this should make four inner plates and three outer
pl8tes. RepLace actuator fOllowed by an inher plate. cuter
plate Bnd finally another inner plate.

Check th8t discs. actuator and linkage are correctly assemblea
and operating lever is Quite free. Fit a new geskel on case.
check thilt connecting link. is in position in housing then fit
housing on case. Tighten bolts evenly then refit clevis pin
through connecting link before refining reduction unit.

Disc hub

This is keyed to spur pinion shatt and need nor be removed
unless it is to De renewed. To remove hub from shaft make II

plate to the dimel'lsions· s.hown in figure F5 then bolt brake
drum actuator (Service Tool 1C960618) to plale and pull hub
hom Shaft. 8efore replacing hub. ensure that both keyS ere in
position on shaft and place chamfered end of hub kevways
agains: keys then press hub on shah until it is firmly against
distance piece.

Brake· Cross Shaft and Pedats

The brake cross wft passes through a tube in tractor ~ain

frame and is supported by a bush at each end of lube. To
remove cross shaft disconnect wires from stop lamp switCh
and brake rods from pedal and left-hand lever. Remove
cirelip from right-hand end of Shaft anc pin from left-hand
Pedal then top shaft out from rignt-hand side. Pedals and
operating lever can then be removed.

Place in reverse order of removal. ensuring that centre and
right-hand pedals are free on shaft and operating lever is
entered into hand brake lever stirrup before CfOSS shaft is
pushed through Pedals.

+--~Jann9

RoIaling
DISC

FIGURE F4. BRAKE ACTUATOR AND DISCS
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FIGURE FS.
TOO~ FOR REMOVING DISC BRAKE HUBS

A. 4iin (l05mm) centru
S. lin (20mm)
C. 61in (110mm) diameter
D. 3-hin (79mm) diamete,
E. .'If (3.2mm) rtICJ1U

F. *in (1. 6mm) r.dius
G. 2itin (67.5mm)
H. lUNC

c

o

,~.. ':::JJ

__ LJ:::::~~~~_PlugAperture
Adjusting Nut

~---t~ (Self Locking)~I

'7I .

I

A. 25mm =lmm (lin':1::nin]

FIGURE F6. 8RAKE AOJU5TMEN.T
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UNIT MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

Lubrication

Grease fittings are provided on the centre pedal. compensator
beam. Jeft·nand pe~aJ 'arn:l brake housing: these should be
lubricated every 60 hours.. The cress-shaft bushes are oil im
pregnated and do not require lubricating in service.

Adjustment

To ensure adequate pedal travel as the brake discs wear. the
initial travel has been reduced to 32 to 38mm (1 ;'10 1 tin). This
requites a revised method of sening 8S fOllows:- .

1. Place eeeter on level ground and block wheels to prevent
tractor movement.

2. Release handbrake tully then release bolts securing stOp
plate to right· hand footplate. Hold centre pedal upright (to
ensure that pedal and operating lever are in line) the~ slide
stOp plate up to ~I Bnd tighten bans.

3. C~n din from rear and inner faces of reduction housings
then remeve.eever ,Dlates and blanking plugs to revesl the
devis pins an::!adjusting nuts-Fig. Fe.

4. Draw 8 line between the centres of the front $lucl holes.
and measure the distance between this line ancl the front
edge of the clevis pin. This Should be 25mm (1in). if in
correct. adjust as described in opemton' 5. if correct pro
ceed to operation- 6.

NOTE: If the user has anemPted to compensate for brake
wear by adjusting the external pull rods. or if the tractor is an
early model set to 65mm (2tio) pedal travel. the clevis pin
sening will not be 2Smm (1 in). It is therefore. essential to carry
out this check before anemcning to BdjU$T mechan;c;aUy oper
ated OrBk.es.

S. Unscrew the internal adjusting nutS 3 fuJi tums. then with
the pedals fully up. adjust the length of the external pull
roc1s (by their adjusting nuts at the cross shaft under the
toot plates-Fig. F7) until the clevis pin setting is 25mm
(1 in). When set. lock these adjusting nuts and do not dis·
turb egain. This sening is not affected by brake wear.

6. When the Clevis pin is correctly adjusted. screw down the
imemal self-Jocking adjusting nuts umil 8 pedal travel (full
Ditto lull on) 0132 '0 3Bmm (1:< '01 tin) is Obtained.

7. Repeat operations 4 to 6 on opposite side then refit cover
plates and blanking plugs to reduction housing&. ~

On tractors with correctly set clevis pins. any brake wear
should be taken up by adjusting the internal self -locking ad·
justing nuts ONLY, to give the correct pelial travel.
Even with COrreetiY adjusted brakes and the 8;:tproved tinal
drive lubricant. brake grab or fierceness sometimes occurs.
This nas been found to happen when the disc housing is
deeper than normal. It is often possibfe to correct this condi
tion by installing an additional stationary steel disc 8S follows:

Having se1 clevis ;Join position on both brake units. check that
brakes ere eQually adjusted by depressing the centre pedal

Check the clearance at ·C·-Fig. FS.'with the brakes clean and
dry and with serviceabJe discs in good condition. Only if t'tle
clearance exceeds 3.12mm (O.123in) fit a extnl stationary
steel disc, K945755 as shown at '0'. With this disc addea.
depth 'C' must not be less than O.43mm CO.01'in),

FIGURE F7. ExTERNAL PULL ROO ADJUSTMENT

•

D__~__

A Routing (8",nze) plat.
S Stationary (ueel) plate
C CI..nnctl of bnke plare below housing joint
D Addltion.1 Sloel pl." "945755

FIGURE FE. DISC BRAKE ASSEMBLY
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Brake type

Brake operation

Disc <liarnftOr

SPECIFICATlONS AND DATA-BRAKE MECHANISM

wet discs

foot operated tIlrough
ind_<lom pe<lals or
together using centraJ masrer
I*fal

22.2an (8iin)

Number of rotating disQ

Friclion aree (lOW)

Rota'ting disc dimensions:

Thicluloss (n_)

PvalIoIiom of Friclion _ (mu out of true)

Flauloss of Friclion faces (mu out of true)

RadW groove depth (min)

Stationary disc di_ons:

ParalJojismof Friclion ""'" (max out of true)

Flatness of Friction area (max out of true)

Flalness 01 non..FricDan area (max Que of true)

8 per side

21183cm' (416in')

4.9-4.75mm (0.193-0.187in)

0.075mm (O.OO3in)

O.l25mm (O.OO=On)

O.l25mm (0.005in)

2.7-2.6mm (0.106-<).101 in)

O.075mm (0.003in)

0.205mm (0.008in)

ll3S0mm (O.Q1=On)



HOW IT WORKS-HYDRAULIC BRAKING SYSTEM

NOTE: This information does not apply to tractors fined with
brakes to all four wheel&.

The disc brake units are identical to those fitted to non-'0' -cab
tractors except that thev are hydraulically operated using a
mineral oil system. Cylinders are colour coded with 8 blue
band and onJy minera' oil type replacement components BvaiJ
able from DB Parts DePt.. must be used.

f)" DANGER The only fluid approved for use in. brake
--'and clutch reservoirs is Shell Tellus 27-this is Cleariy

marked on the reservoir covers. Fluids normally des..
cribed as brakf fluids. power steering fluids. automatic
transmission fluKis Of universal traetDr oUs are definitety
NOT compatible and MUST NOT be usad.

A single reservoir supplies separate master cylinders for right
nand Ind lett-hand ci~its.. The master cylinders provide tree

return of oil to the reservoir when the Pedal is released. Slave
cylinder retraction is by extemal return springs.

Brake master cylinders are mounted to the right-hand side of
the bulkhead and the "slave cylinders are externally mounted on
the final drives. There is no resioual pressure maintained in the
lYS1"em when br8Jles are released.

A brake balance valve is fitted beneath the cab. This comains a
piston with limited travet.-one end of which is connected to the
Hrl't·hand circuit and the other to the right·na~dcircuit. As no
oil can pass this piston the brakes will operate independently
when the pedals are disconnected but when connected for
road work the piston will move to balance pressure in both
brake circuits.

This accommodates slight variation in brake wear between the
laft-hand and right-hand side.

UNIT REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT

.~

•
Brake Master Cylinllers-Fig. F9

Cylinders may be removed individually after disconnecting
inhn pipe. outlet pipe and pedal push·rod.

Replace by first batting cylinder to bulkhead then set position
of fork on push rod so that with both pedals locked together
and in the fully off POSition. the holes in fork and pedal are
exactly opposite permitting the clevis pin to be fitted without
moving the cylinder pistton. Refit inlet and outlet pipes. top up
reservoir with Shell Tenus 27 fluid. then bfeed the system (page
FB,).

Brake Slave Cylinders-Fig. F10

The slave cylinders are mounted on the final drive units.. To re
move. first disconnect the return spring and remove clevis pin.
disconnect brak.e pipe then remove two mlts and batu securing
cylinclerto final drive unit.

Replacemem is the reYersal of the removal procedure except
tnat the reservoir shOUld be topped up with Shell Tellus 27
fluid and me systam bloej (page FB).

Brake Balance Valve-Fig. F11

The brake balance valve is mounted beneath cab on the front
cross member. To remove, note the positions of and disconnect
the two flexible brak.e pipes. Disconnect the two rigid brak.e
pipes and remove the two born: securing the valve to the cross
member.

Replacement is the reversal of the removel procedure except
that the reservoir shOUld be topped up with Shell Telius 27
fluid and the system blt:td (page F8.).

9-38127
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FIGURE F9. BRAKE MASTER CYUNDER

FIGURE FlO. BRAKE SLAVE CYUNDER

FIGURE Fl1. BRAKE BALANCE VALVE



UNIT MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

Maintain oil level in reservoir to fuJi mark using only ShaJi
Tell... rlnydraulic fluid.

If any loa of fluid occurs from the svstem rec:tifv the cause im
mediatefy. Ensure that pedals have a firm feel without spOngi
ness and adjust brakes weil before pedals can be bottomed.

Ensure that brake pipes CD not chafe agains tractor chassis.
note that cao can move retatrve to chassis in normal operation.

Adjustmem-Fig. F12

1. Block frant wheels securety and raise one rear wheet clear
of the ground. supporting tractOr wittl a stand. Retease
handbrake fully and ensure that brake slave cylinders are
fully .-acted and are "'" being _' by tile nand
bnIlie cables.

2. Remove access plug from rear of final driw unit. Tighten
adjUSling nut until-brake jusr locks the wheel chen sJacken
0lUIdIy2tlUms.

3. R~t adiusunent on oQposite wheel. lowe, tractor to the
ground.

FIGURE Fl2. BRAKE ADJUSTMENT

Check. to ensure that hand brake is fuJly IQPUed on 3rd ratchet
tram off position. If necaesary adjust cabtes at compensator
bar ensuring that bar remains lewJ.

Check mat ttlere is IeNaI uavet on left·hand and right-hand
bnlke pedals wheno~ inC8?8nd.entty. and raad test to
ensure· brabs oJ)el'8te aventv when pedals are connected
toqed1er. Make fine adjustmltnts if necessary. repiace access
~ugs.

screws (these are 13mm and can be released without removing
the dirt shield) fitted at the tap 01 the slave cylinders and bleed
as follows:

Attach a 1 metre length of 5mm bore plastic or nitrile rubber
tube to the bleed screw and immerse the free end .in a dean jar
containing Shell Tellus 27 fluid.

Slacken the bleed screw while an assistant pushes the ·pedal
stowly over full length of travel but tighten bleed screw before
pedal bottoms, release pedal.

Repeat this proceclure. maintaining .the reservoir full of clean
Sheil Teilus 27 fluid until no air bubbte are aOpearing from end
of tube.. TIghten bJnd screw (do not overtighten) and repeat
'me procedure on other side. If th_ system has been drained it is
possible-to fill the system by pumOing fluid through the bleed
tube with a preaure oil-can filled with Shell Tellus rllluid (and
kept s;Jecially for this purpose). Fill half the reservoir through
one slave cylinder and the remainder through the opposite
c:ytinder. The eu-ean must not be removed from the bleed tube
or atlowed to empty during the tilling cycle,as this will introduce
air imo the system. If the pedals are finn in -operation attar
filling in this way. no funher bleeding will be required.

Brake S'fSt:em Faults

If the pedals remain 5;'ongy after correct bleeding. or if !Qor:gi
ness retums in service. tseteee me slave cylinder from the master
cytinder using a Giriing n hose damp on the flexible brake
hose. If sponqines5 is eliminated with the damp fitted. air is
amenng the sJava cylinder past the seals. If sponginess re
mains the- master cylinder or reservoir connections may be at
fault. Brake drag or failure to re-lease fully may be caused by
tauJty slave cYlinder seals or by an incomtetfy adjusted master
cylinder J)ush rod.

Even with correct1y adjusted brakes and the approved final
drive lubricant. brake graD or fierceness sometimes ceeees,
This has been found to happen when the disc housing is deeper
than normal. It is otten possibJe to correct this condition by in.
stalling an additiona' stationary $lee' disc as follows:

Check the dearance at 'C'-Fig. F13 with the brakes clean and
dry and with serviceable discs in geod c.cndition. Only rt the
cfearanca exceeds 3.12mm (Q 123in) fit an extra smtiofl'8ry
sreej disc. K.945755 as shown at .0·. With this disc added.
depth·C' must not bel... man O.43mm (O.017in).

•

If brakes do nat operate evenly after canying out the above
adiustmetlts.· check the operation of the balana valve as fol~

lows: If vaNe is functioning correctty it will be found that when
the pedals are oo.rated separateiy. but with one foot on each
pedal. it will be possible to lift the right-hand pedal by pushing
down on the left-hand pedal and vice versa. If this action can
not be obtained the balance piston is seized.

NOTE: The batance vaive i$ only obtainacle as a comOtet8
assembly.

Bralce Bleeding

D_-.::!-_-e

Brake bleeding shouJd be carried out with the peciaJ lock dls
connected. and each siel. bled separately. Release the bleed

~27

Fa

FIGURE F13. DISC BRAKE ASSEMBLY



Brake type ..

Brake operation

Hydtaulic brake fluid

NUmber 01 raming discs

Friction ereo (to1lIl) ..

R~ng disc dimensions

SPECIFICATIONS AND DATA

HYDRAUUC BRAKING SYSTEM

wet disc

foot opemed through Girting
mineral type hydraulic cyfinders.
using independem pedals or
together using pedal lock

Shell Tellus 27

6pe, side

2683crn2 (4161"')

r·

Thicknea (new)

Parailetism of Friction faces (max OUI of true)

Fla",... of Friction foceo (max out of JN8) ..

Redial groove depth (min) .•

Stationary disc dimensions

Thisl<n... (new)

Parallelism of Frictioo foceo (m"" out of true)

. F1auH!ss of Friction area (max Out of true) ..

Flatbess of non-Friction area (max out of true)

9-18127
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4.9-4.75mm (0.1S3-0.187in)

O.075mm (0.003in)

0.125mm (O.OO5ln)

O.l25mm (O.OO5in)

2.7-2.6mm (0.1~.101in)

0.075mm (0.OO3in)

0.205mm (0.008in)

O.3BOmm (0.01Sin)
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;IliTRODUCTION

'This ~cation is intended to protide iJ:U"ormation wllich ma;r be
reqw.red when servicing a trac1:or wi.th a DB 't-cab. It is not a
comprehensive repair manual bnt is a SlIIIllIIary of service iJ:U"ormation
nth emphasis on features wIlich are new, or different, from previous
DB models.

·Tbis ~cation includes manufacturing instructions for 't-cab
lifting bracket, previoualy issued as Pub. 9-39805 wIlich is IlOW

superseded. Technical Bulletins TBl2 Brakes and TB8S Miscellaneous
are also superseded.

•

~T:NTS

.GmER1lL •• •• .. •• •• •• • • •• 1

Q-CAIl IlEMOVAL. •• •• •• •• •• • • •• 2

SERVICE & REPAIR

Brakes •• •• -.. •• •• •• • • •• 5

C].utch •• •• • • •• •• •• •• • • S •CAB LIFT!NG BRACKET •• •• •• •• • • • • 10

David Brown policy is one of continuous development and improvement and
therefore the specification details may have been altered since this manual
went to press.
Moreover. as the David Brown tractor is offered in a variety of forms to cover
a large number of markets and applications. this manual may ccrnain details
of items not applicable to the particular tractor with which it is being used.

C David Bro- Tractors Ltd.
Printed in England/Dm

•
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A DANGER:- THIS PUBLICATION DOES NOT APPLY TO TRACTORS WITH FOUR

WHEEL BRAKES. THESE HAVE AN AUTOMOTIVE TYPE BRAKE AND

CWTCH SYSTEM.

GENERAL It is nonnally _=0 try to retsOib· tloe c~lete, Cab _ly ~or

access to the transmission or for removal of the rear axle.

Access to the fuel tank , orbitrol steering unit and throttle controls
can be obtained by raising the front of the cab 150mm (6ins approx)
using a jack under bOth steps. Follow the procedure' for cab removal,
noting that it will not be necessary to disconnect the following
controls unless they become tight 'during the raising procedure:- Cab
steps, steering pipes, PTO clutch cable, brake cables, flexible brake
pipes.

ColDPlete cab removal and replacement should not exceed 5 man hours,
raising the front of the cab 2 man hours.

CLUTCH REMOVAL is by splitting on all models

885 only The cab must be raised at the front to clear the clutch
slave cylinder. It should also be noted that the 885 clutch cover
casting remains attached to the front main frame during splitting
and 4 bolts insid~ the main frame, accessible'through the clutch pit
cover, must be removed to split the tractor.

~ing reassembly, the release bearing carrier must be located ,between
the release fork and release plate and carefully engaged with the
support snout key as the tractor halves are brought together.

All models

•

The PTO cardan shaft must be a free sliding fit in the flywheel pilot
bearing to prevent end loading on the crankshaft during assembly.

, If the shaft does not slide out easily, polish the bearing location
on the shaft with 180 grit emery tape •
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Q CAB REKlVAL

The following instructions detail relDOval of the Q cab and it is suggested
that if two men are worlting, on the ,tract.or, maxi"Nlll efficiency ....ill be
obtained if one un carries out operations A & B and the second man carries
out operations 6 & ~ in that order.

All controls and pipes disconnected should be ....ired in position under the
cab to ensure correct location on replacement..

A. Remove cab cIoors, retaining spacing washers.
Disconnect battery,
Drain cooling system if fitt.ed with heat.er.
Remove hOlmet or bonnet top (as applicable).

B. Left hand side of 'tractor

Drain fuel tank by sypilDn or. pump i~ fuel. tank will be removed from cab.
Disconnect power steering hoses as follows lIIarlcing location of hose
before removal.

Note: Orbitro 1 unit cOlmections are as fo llows :-
Bott.om left (from front of tractor) - pump press\Zre
Top l.eft (looking from front of tractor) - return to reservoir

transverse ram - disconnect hoae at cab

Side' lIIOunted ram - discolmect outer hose complete with elbow,
disconnect inner hose less elbow.

885 PueP hoses - disconnect pump hoses a~ter marking location.

Disconnect throttle control at turnbuckle (avoid twisting rod at cab
end as this could cause ball joint to disconnect) and relDOve bolts
holding bonnet spring retaining plate to clutch housing.

- ~.~

Disconnect stop control at turnbuckle' (avoid twisting rod at cab
except on 885 where it should be disconnected at pump, releasing
clips.

Disconnect fuel leak-off pipe to tank.

RelDOve step (and ,earth lead to step if fitted).
. •... r'

Disconnect heater pipe to cab.

Remove Ui cab mounting bolt.

Block rear wheeLs to prevent tractor rolling.

Disconnect ?TO clutch cable (if applicable) at bottom clevis and
free cable from hand lever.

Disconnect hand brake cables at 'hand brake.

end)
all

Remove clutch slave cylinder complete withou~ disconnecting hose,
except 885 where hose mus~ be disconnected ~nd reservoir drained.



Hydra-Shift - remove steering wheel and instrument panel, wiring
harness plug locating plate, and console plate. Disconnect and
remove Hydra-Shift connecting rod.

Svnchromesh transmission
gear lever extensions and
range selector.

J

- Engage neutral on all gears, remove range
remove cover plate from under cab below

c. Right hand side

Disconnect pipe, lift pump ,to fuel tank.

Disconnecttractormeter cable together with cable clips.

Disconnect engine' wiring harness at front of cab.

Disconnect power steering hoses to pump after marking locations.

With transverse steering ram

Disconnect heater pipe to cab.

Remove RH cab step.

disconnect RH pipe at front of cab.

•

•

Remove RH front mounting bolt.

Disconnect'diff lock pedal •

Iiisconnect hydraulic control rod.

Disconnect vacuum switch lead if fitted (at rear on some mode~s)

D. Rear end

Remove nuts from cab rear mounting bolts.

Disconnect starter safety switch lead

Fit Girling TJ brake pipe clamps to flexible brake pipes
and remove from' steel pipes. Lift flex pipes clear of rear
axle after disconnecting pipe bracket from axle.

Disconnect PTe operating rod at front.

Disconnect 14 series dump valve at quick release pin.

Disconnect lift latch rod where fitted.

Disconnect J way valve rod at lever end.

Disconnect pick-Up hitch cable.

Disconnect select rod at quick release pin•

Disconnect dump valve rod at quick release pin (except 14)

Disconnect remote valve rods where fitted



E. Check thai: all coni:rols are disconnected, by double checking the
list A to D, and any additional accessories which are fitted.
RelllOve cab wi"th approved lifting bracket and roll tractor clear
of cab, placing cab safely on stands until required.

Cab replacement

Replace cab in rev-erse order of rea",,"al, first ensuring that a
large washer is fi:tted on eacl> cab 1III)un1:ing and the recess in
washer is downwards, towards "the lIIOunting.

Lower cab and fit t:wo lIIl)unting bol1:s 1:hrough cab rear brackets,
to assist aligning cab over mountings. Whilst. carefully lowering"
cab on to lIIO=tings, check that the wiring harness under centre
of cab floor falls into the space bet:ween the gear lever Musings.
Also ensure that the lower end of lllain gear lever enters hole in
end of operating arm. Before finally lowering cab, locate "the
dump valve control rod: this vill enable control to be connected
wi"thout having to disturb ~ the rod adjustment.

"When cab is resting on its mountings, check that nothing is
trapped or fouling, then tighten the mounting bolts and reconnect
all pipes, wires etc. Top up reservoirs and bleed s"teering,
brakes and clutch.

Heater is self bleeding providing heatar valve a"t wa"ter PUIIIP
is open and heater switched on. After several lllinu"tes runniJ:1g

··"top up radiator, taking care to remove cap slowly to avoid any
chance of acc'idental scalding clue to sudden pressure release.

Finally, check that there are no oil lea1al and brake and clutch
pipes are not in contac"t with any colllponents which could cause
chafing.

•
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SERVICE & REPAIR OPERATIONS

This information does not apply to 4 wheel brakes
BRAKES

The brakes are hydraulically operated using a mineral oil system.
Cylinders are colour coded with a blue band and only mineral oil type
replacements available from DB Parts Dept muSt be used.

r.. DANGER - The only fluid approved for use in brake and
e clutch reservoirs is Shell Tellus 27 - this is clearly marked on

the reservoir covers. Fluids'normally described as brake fluids,
power steering fluids. automatic transmission fluids or uni
versal tractor oils are definitely NOT compatible and MUST
NOT be used.

Distributors and dealers must ensure that Shell Tellus 27 is available
to the operator at the time the tractor is delivered.

Note (1)
(2 )

<:3 )

Shell Tellus 27 may be used in all DBT power steering systems.
Arry additional :fluids appro-Jed at a later date will be
advised by bulletin~

Highw"ay tractors with 4-wheel brakes, and not fitted with a
Quiet Cab, continue to require Castrol Girling crimson bf-ake
:fluid.

Pipes are"68a steel pipes and are not interchangeable with
automotive type hydraulic brake pipes.

OPERATION

A single reservoir supplies separate master cylinders for RH and
Ul circuits. The_r cylinders provide free return of oil to the
reservoir when the pedal is released. Slave cylinder retraction is
by 'external return springs.

Brake master cylinders are bolted to right-hand side of bulkhead.
Cylinder removal: After removing the common inlet pipe,disconnecting
outlet pipe and pedal push rod, either cylinder can be removed from
the, bulkhead.

When refitting cylinder, bolt cylinder to bulkhead then set position
of fork on push rod so that with both pedals locked together and in
the fully noff~ position, holes in fork and pedal are exactly opposite,
permitting ~he clevis pin to be fitted without moving the cylinder
piston.

Brake balance valve is located under the cab. This contains a piston
with limited travel, one end of which is connected'to the Ul brake
circuit and the other end to the RH brake circuit. As no oil can pass
this piston the brakes will operate independently when the pedals are
disconnected, but when connected for road w~rk the piston will move to
balance pressure in both brake circuits. This accommodates slight
variation in brake wear between RH and Ul side.

If the balance valve is functioning normally it will be found that when
the pedals are operated separately but with one foot on each pedal it
will be possible to lift the right hand pedal by pushing down on the
left hand pedal. If this action canno~ be obtained the balance piston
is seized. (The balance valve is only available as a complete
assembly). '
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Brake slave cYlinders are exter?Ally moun~ed on Final drives.
re~rac~ion is by external re~urn springs. There is no residual
main~ained in system vben brakes are released.

Routine checks

Cylinder
pressure

Maintain oil level in reservoir to full marie using only Shell Tellus 27,
hydraulic fluid.

If any loss of fluid occurs from the system rectify the cause immedia~ely.

Ensure tha~ pedals have a firm feel vitho~ sponginess and adjus~ brd,,~s

well before pedals can be bottomed.
Ensure tha~ brake pipes do not chafe against trac~or chassis nc~ing

that cab can lIlOve rela~ive to chassis in norma 1 operation.

Adjus~ment

1. Block the tractor front vheels securely ~nd raise one rear vheel
clear of the ground, supporting the tractor on a s~and. Release
the hand brake and ensure the brake slave cylinders are fully
retrac~ed"and are not being restricted by the hand brake cables.

2. All lIlOdels except 11,,10(12

Release the locknut and tig~en the 15(16 AF adjus~er on the brake
camshaft very caretully until the brake binds. Slacken adjuster
bolt 1/12 turn (hal! a tlat) and lock the locknut. Check that vheel
rotates freely.

J. 11,,10(12

Remove the access plug from the fir.al drive. Tighten cleveloc nut
with a Jfr. AF tube spanner until the brake just locks the vheel.
Slacken exacUy 2t turns.

1,.. All models

Repeat adjustment on opposite vheel.

Check to ensure that hand brake is" fully applied on the Jrd r~tchet,

from off position. If necessary adjust cables at compensator bar '.
ensuring that bar remains level.

Check that there is equal travel on l.e1''t t ad ami Right-hand brake pedal when
operated independently and road test to ensure brakes operate"
evenly vhen pedals are connec~ed together. MPke fine adjustment
it necessary (and replace access plugs on 11,.10(12 tractors).

Brake bleeding should be done vith the pedal lock disconnec~ed, and'
each side bled separately_ Release the bleed screvs (these are 1JmmAF
and Can be released vithout removing the dirt shield) ,fitted at the top
of the slave cylinders and bleed as follovs,-

Attach a 1 metre length of 5mm bore plastic or nitrile rubber tube to
the bleed screw and immerse the free end in a clean jar containing Shell
Tellus '2,7 fluid.

Slacken the bleed screw vhile an assistant pushes pedal down slovly
over full length of stroke, but tigh~en bleed screw before pedal bottoms.
Release pedal.

Repeat this procedure, maintaining the reservoir full of clean Shell
Tellus 27 fluid until no air bubbles are appearing from end of tube.
Tigh~en bleed screw (do not overtighten) and repeat procedure on other
•.• 1

•
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If the system had been drained it is possible to fill the system by
pumping oil through the bleed tube with a pressure oil can filled with
Shell TelluS 27 fluid (and kept specially for this purpose). Fill
half the reservoir through one slave cylinder and the remainder through
the opposite cylinder. The oil can must not be removed from the bleed
tube or allowed to empty during the filling cycle as this will introduce
air into the system. If the pedals are firm in operation after filling
in this way no further bleeding will be required.

Brake system faults

If the pedals remain spongy after correct bleeding or if sponginess
returns in service isolate the slave cylinder from the master cylinder
using a Girling T3 hose clamp on the flexible brake hose. If sponginess
is eliminated with the clamp fitted air is entering the slave cylinder
past the seals. If sponginess remains the master cylinder or reservoir
connections may be at fault.

Brake drag or failure to release fully may be caused by faulty slave
cylinder seals or by an incorrectly adjusted master cylinder push rod.

Master Cylinder 8/9/12 & 1~ series tractors K9505~

seal kit - master cylinder • K964572

Cylinders and seal kits are available under the following part numbers.
Ensure that any cylinder installed has a blue identification band as this
indicates the unit is suitable for a mineral oil system. THESE PARTS ARE
NOT AV,6.ILABLE fROM GIRLING AGENTS. NO ATTEMPT MUST BE MADE TO FIT SEAL
KITS OR CYLINDERS OBTAI.'I1ED FROM GIRI..ING AGENTS AS MINERAL TYPE UNITS
(COLOUR CODED BWE) ARE ONLY AVAILABLE FROM DAVID BROliN PARTS DEPT.

• Slave cylinder 8 & 9 series tractors
seal kit - slave cylinder

slave cylinder 1210/12 & l~ltl/12-

seal kit - slave cylinder

K950557
• K964573

Baiance valve 8/9/12 & 1~ series K950~7

•

Warranty procedure - If any brakp. cylinder fails as a result of defective
manufacture or assembly-, the unit must be returned to David Brown Claims
Department complete without being dismantled, washed or drained. Transit
plugs supplied with replacement cylinders must be transferred to the failed
unit to prevent leakage and the unit should be packed in a clean plastic
bag •
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A WARNING - This infonnation does not apply to Highway models

CLUTCH

The transmission clutch is hydraulically operated using similar (or
identical in some instances) cylinders to the brake system. All
cylinders and seals are colour coded blue and only Shell 1:ellus 1.7
hydraulic fluid may be used. Refer also to brake section and TB12
brakes.

OPERATION:

A reservoir supplies oil to the master cylinder wl1ich is operated by
the clutch pedal through a pushrod. The master cylinder feeds oil to
the slave cylinder mounted on the side of the main -frame, except 885
where the slave cylinlier is mounted on the clutch housing.

PEDAL FREE TRAVEL ADJUSTMENT

Cheek at least every 60 brs and NEVER OPERATE WITH INSUFFICIENT PEDAL
FREE TRAVEL.

The shape of the clutch pedal prevents accurate measurement of free
traVel at the pedal pad se the free travel should be cheeked at the
master cylinder pushrod.

Measure the travel of the pushrod from the "pedal at rest" position
to the point at wlti.ch all free travel is taken up (ie. the release
bearing is contacting the clutch release plate).

This must be maintained: as follows:-

885
990/995
996/12/11t

• j.r;-a- travel
•~ travel
• ~illlUlll trave1

10l11111,8_.
12I11III.

MinilllU1ll travel 5
MinilllWD travel 5
MiniJaual travel 6I11III

Adjustment is provided at the slave cylinder pushrod on 996, 12 and
lit series tractors (two i AF open end spanners required) and on the
adjusting bolt on the clutch cross-s~t lever on 990, 995 and 885
tractors (t AF open ended spanner). On 885 this bolt is accessible from
underneath the RH side of the cab.· -

Note" The~""" free travel qtlo~ Mould be u.-c! wher.e possi.ble but
first checJ< to ensure that the Pro clutch frees on 885, 990, 995 wnen
the pedal is fully depressed.

?TO Clutch adjustment 885, 990, 995

The only adjustment available is at the 3 Allen screws on the clutch
cover asse",bly. Weld a short h.andle to the end of a i AF Tube spanner
so that a long 5/32 AF Allen key can be entered down the tube.

With engine stopped and stop control in "Stop" position rotate
flywheel (do net insert lever between spring cups to rotate flywneel
as tlti.s- will damage e Iueea) until one Allen screw is at the batt·o",.
Slacken locknut with tube spanner and turn screw clockwise to j~t

contact pressure plate. SlacJ<en screw exactly It turns and tighten
locknut. Repeat on remaining 2 screws.
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This procedure will give 1.82mm (O.72in) allen screw clearance.

Note. t turn of serew will vary adjustment by 0.25mm (.010in )

PTO clutch adjustment 996, 12 & 1~ series

Checl< every 60 hours. Adjust the threaded abutment at the bottom end
of the PTe clutch operating cable to maintain 2.5mm - 5mm slack in
the cable. This can be measured between the cable abutment and cable
clevis by applying hand pressure on the cross-shaft lever to tal<e
up free travel.

Master Cvlinder and slave cylinder

These are similar to bral<e components which are detailed in bral<e
section.

If a master cylinder or clutch pedal is disturbed the following
adjustment must be carried out.

1. With foot pedal against the rear stop the master cylinder push
rod clevis pin must freely enter the hole in the pedal. Adjust
threaded end on pushrod to obtain correct adjustment.

2. Carefully depress pedal until master cylinder is ·bottomed. Adjust
stop bolt in pedal to contact the console and then turn stop bolt 1
further full turn anti-clockwise to prevent master cylinder from
bottoming in service.

Clutch bleeding. Remove all free travel from release bearing and
bleed in same way as bral<e circuit. Do not bottom release levers
during this operation as this will cause damage to clutch. Re
adjust free travel to specs.

Slave cvlinder. To gain access to slave cylinder on 885 tractors
it is necessary to raise the front of the cab.

·Clutch svstem faults. If a variable free travel is obtained on
996, 12 and 1~ series tractors due to the slave cylinder not
retracting fully, first check master cylinder pushrod adjustment
and if necessary fit a stronger slave cylinder return spring part
number K62~954•

. Replacement parts. Cylinders and seal !<its are available under
the following part numbers. Ensure that any cylinder fitted has
a blue identification band as this indicates the unit is suitable'
for a mineral oil system. THESE PARtS ARE NOT AVA!LABLE FROM GIRI.ING
AGENTS. NO ATTEMPT MUST BE MADE TO FIT SEAL KITS OR CYLINDERS
OBTAINED FROM GIRLING AGENTS AS MINERAL TYPE UNITS (COLOUR CODED
BLUE) ARE ONLY AVAILABLE FROMDWm BROWN PARTS DEPARtMENT•
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Mas1:er cylinder 8/9/12 So 14 - series

Seal ki1:, lIIo8s1:er cy Under

Slave cylinder 885

Seal ki1:, slave cylinder

Slave cylinder 990,995

Seal ki1:,. slave cylinder

Slave cylinder, 996, 1210, 1212, 1410, 1412

Seal ki1:, slave cylinder

1C950S44

°K964572

K951S27

"K964S7S

1C952267

"K964S7J

. 1C9S0550

°K964S76

:---,

Warran'Ey procedure

CAB LIFTING BRACKll:T

Refer to brake see1:ion

the·eomple1:ed braeke1: =us1: be tes1:ed by an authorised specialist to comply
"ith the requi~ts of the Factories Act, to a safe working load of 75OKg.
The following materials and parts vill be required to fabricate the
lifting bracket as SRown in figure 1 opposi1:e.

Ma1:erial reauired

Steel plate should be JO ton grade _ldable s=tux:al steel.

Steel plate l2OO=D x 10Cmm x 16m.
Steel plate J6a.- x 16011IIII x 5....
Mild neel strip 1100mm x 16_ x 16....
Addi tional David Brown parts required.

Qty 1
'-lty '2
~1:y 2

-, .-/.

Part No.

K92191lt
K901%J
K 19476
K601411
K607446
K948)SJ
K62J740
K771626

Description Q1:y

tor\( end 2
bUsh ·2
"asher, hn 2
bolt, hn UNC x Jhn 2·
Cleveloc nut, ~C 2
Pivot pin 2
SPring pin J/16in x 7/8in 2
sPring clip 2

Manufacture and a.semble the brackets as shown in figure 1 opposite, noting
the _thad of attachment of the side plate hangers (left hand side shown).

The quickest method of attaehlllent of bracket to cab is to locate the side
plates on the eab lifting bolts allowing them to rest in the roof guttering.
Then ·lower the centre besm and attach the hangers to tRe centre beam by
means of the quick release pins.

•J
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ALL DIMENSioNS ARE GIVEN IN MILLIMETRES 1

WELD

600

J~ I 16

-n-

• 22 L Rad 1US 22I11III U !EO1 I 50

-l;[r
DRILL 17mm e(2 holes! DRILL 60mm die.

DRILL 1 hole 19.5mm die.

10

-H-.l.~ ~-++ .,
22

FRONT

•

110

•

152.5

tllo

152.5

180

160

DRILL 32mm die. (2 holes)

DRILL 14mm die. (2 hotes)

FIGURE.' CAB LIFTING BRACKET
". ,.



CAB LIFTING BRACKET (SEKURA CAB)

/

I
1Z16
I

50
1

62

\
\

\

18mmdia. \
. DRILL lmmdia.

/

0(

62

305 2'16

ALL DIMENSIONS ARE GIVEN IN MtLLIMETRES
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David Browns
Preliminary Service Information

Highway Tractors with Q-Cabs

Pub. 9-38194 August 1978

•

• David Brown Tractors Ltd
A Tenneco Company

Affiliate of J I Case
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David Brown Tractors Ltd. will continue to improve their products.
As a result, the specification can have changed after this issue
was made.

Printed and Published in England by David Brown Tractors Ltd.

•

•

•
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INrRODUCfION

This publication is intended to provide information which may be required
when servicing a Highway tractor with a DB ~-cab. It is not a
comprehensive repair manual but is a summary of service information with
emphasis on features which are new, or different, from pre-rious DB
models.

This publication includes manufacturing instructions for Q-cab lifting
bracket, previously issued as Pub. 9-39805 which is now superseded.

CONl'ENTS

GENlmAL .. .. .. .. .. :3

Q-CAB REMOVAL .. .. •• .. J

SERVICE & REPAIR

Brakes .. 6

Clutch .. .. 10

CAB· LIFTING BRACKEI.' .. .. 1~

•

1
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GENERAL It is normally necessary to remove the complete cab only for
access to the transmission or for removal of the rear axle.

Access to the fuel tank, orbitrol steering unit and t:LrOttle controls
can be obtained by raising the front of the cab 150mm (6in appro",)
using a jack under both steps. Follow the procedure for cab removal,
noting that it will not be necessary to disconnect the following
controls unless they become tight during the raising procedure: - Cab
steps, steering pipes, PrO clutch cable, brake cables, flexible brake
pipes.

Complete cab removal and replacement should not exceed :; man hours,
raising the front of the cab 2 man hours.

CurrCH REMOVAL is by splitting the tractor.

885 only The cab must be raised at the front to clear the clutch
slave cylinder. It should also be noted that the 885 clutch cover
casting remains attached to the front main frame during splitting and
4, bolts inside the main frame, accessible through the clutch pit cover,
must be removed to split the tractor.

During reassembly, the release bearing carrier must be located between
the release fork and release plate and carefully engaged with the
support snout key as the tractor halves are brought together.

TAKE CARE - All models

The PrO cardan shaft must be a free sliding fit in the flywheel pilot
bearing to prevent end loading on the crankshaft during assembly.

If the shaft does not slide out easily, polish the bearing location on
the shaft with 180 grit emery tape.

2
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" CAB REMOVAL

The following iflsi:ructions detail relllOval of the Q cab and it is suggested
that if two men are working on the tractor, maximum efficiency will be
obtained if one man carries out operations A & B and the second man carries
out operations C & D in that order.

All controls and pipes disconnected should be wired in position under the
cab to ensure correct location on replacement.

A. RelllOve cab doors, retaining spacing washers
Disconnect battery
Drain cooling system if fitted with heater
RelllOve bonnet or bonnet top (as applicable)

B. Left-hand side of tractor

Drain fuel tank by syphon or pump if fuel tank will be relllOved from cab.
Disconnect power steering hoses as follows marking location of hose
before relllOval.

Note: Orbitrol unit connections are as follows:

Bottom left (from front of tractor) - pump pressure
Top left (looking from front of tractor) return to reservoir

Transverse ram - disconnect hose at cab

Side lIIOunted ram - disconnect outer hose complete with elbow,
disconnect inner hose less elbow.

885 PUmp hoses - disconnect pump hoses aI~er marking location.

Disconnect throttle control at turnbuckle (avoid twisting rod at cab
end as this could cause ball joint to disconnect) and relllOve bolts
holding bonnet spring retaining plate to clutch housing e .

Disconnect stop control at turnbuckle (avoid twisting rod at cab end)
except on 885 where it should be disconnected at Pump, releasing all
clips e-

Disconnect fuel leak-off pipe to tank.

RelllOve step (and earth lead to step if fitted).

Disconnect heater pipe to cab.

RelllOve LH cab lIIOunting bolt.

Block rear wheels to prevent tractor rolling.

Disconnect PrO clutch cable (if applicable) at bottom clevis and free
cable from hand lever.

Disconnect hand brake cables at hand brake.

RelllOve clutch slave cylinder complete without disconnecting hose,
except 885 where hose must be disconnected and reservoir drained.

3
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Synchromesh transmission - Engage neutral on all gears, remove range
gear lever extensions and remove cover plate from under cab below
range selector.

C. Right hand side

Disconnect pipe, lift pumP to fuel tank.

Disconnect tractormeter cable together with cable clips.

Disconnect engine wiring harness at front of cab.

Disconnect power steering hoses to PllmP after mari<:ing locations.

With transverse steering ram disconnect RH pipe at from of cab.

Disconnect heater pipe to cab.

Remove RH cab step.

Remove RH front mounting bolt.

Disconnect diff" lock pedal.

Disconnect hydraul.ic control rod.

Disconnect vacuum switch lead if fitted (at rear on some models)

D. Rear end

Remove nuts from cab rear mounting bolts.

Disconnect starter safety switch lead

Fit Girling TJ brake pipe clamPS to flexible brake pipes and remove
from steel pipes. Lift flexible pipes clear of rear axle after
disconnecting pipe bracket from axle.

Disconnect PTO operating rod at front.

Disconnect lift latch rod where fitted.

Disconnect J-way valve rod at lever end.

Disconnect pick-up hitch cable.

Disconnect select rod at quick release pin.

Disconnect dumP valve rod at quick release pin

Disconnect remote valve rods where fitted

•

•

•

•
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E. Check that all controls are disconnected, by double checking the
list A to D, and any additional accessories which are fitted.
ReDJ:)ve cab with approved lifting bracket and roll traci:or clear
o:! cab, placing cab safely on stands until required•

Cab replacement

Replace cab in reverse order o:! reDJ:)val, first ensuring that a large
washer is fitted on each cab DJ:)unting and the recess in washer is
downwards, towards the DJ:)unting.

Lower cab and fit two DJ:)unting bolts through cab rear brackets, to
assist aligning cab over mountings. llhilst carefully lowering cab
on to DJ:)untings, check that the wiring harness under centre of cab
floor falls into the space between the gear lever housings. Also
ensure that the lower end of main gear lever enters hole in end of
operating arm. Before finally lowering cab, locate the dump valve
control rod: this will enable control to be connected without having
to disturb the rod adjustment.

When cab is
or fouling,
wires etc.

resting on its DJ:)untings, check that nothing is trapped
then tighten the DJ:)unting bolts and reconnect all pipes,
Top up reservoirs and bleed steering, brakes and clutch.

•

•

Heater is self bleeding providing heater valve at water pump is open
and heater switched on. After several minutes running, top up
radiator, taking care to reDJ:)ve cap slowly to avoid any change of
accidental scalding due to sudden pressure release•

Finally, check that there are no oil leaks and brake and clutch pipes
are not in contact with any components which could cause chafing •



SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERAXIONS

WARNING The only fluid approved for use in the clutch and brake
system of Darid Brown Highway tractors with Q cabs is castroI
Girling Universal Green. This is a vegetable-base oil; no other
fluids are to be added to it and no alternatives are recommended
The seals used in brake and clutch systems will fail if incorrect
fluid is usea.

Operation

Darid Brown Highway tractors are fitted with hydraulically-actuated front
wheel brakes. The brakes are operated from a single pedal which also
operates the rear wheel brakes at the same time. Front and rear wheel
brakes are interconnected diagonally as shown in fig. 1. A stoplight
pressure-switch is included in the system.

RGURE1. HYDRAUUC6RAKESYSTEM

Brake master cylinders are bolted to right-hand side of bulkhead.
Cylinder relllJval: After relllJving the cOllllllOn inlet pipe, discolUlecting
outlet pipe and pedal push rod, either cylinder can be relllJved from the
bulkhead.

When refitting cylinder, bolt cylinder to bulkhead then set position
of fort.: on push rod so that with pedal in the fully "off'! position, boles
in fork and pedal are exactly opposite, permitting the clevis pin to be
fitted without IIIQving the cylinder piston.

•

•
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Brake balance valve is located under the cab. This contains a piston
with limited travel, one end of which is connected to the left-hand brake
circuit and the other end to the right-hand brake circuit. As no oil can
pass"bbiS piston, :tbe· pi""n..w:rn nlJlOOFe'-to :bahnce'-pressur-e'-in ,booth "br-ake
CirCU!i-ts when the brakes are applied. .

Brake slave cylinders are externally lIIOunted on Final. drives. Cylinder
retraction is by external return springs. There is no residual pressure
maintained in system when brakes are released.

Rou'l:ine checks

Maintain oil level in reservoir to full mark using only CASTl10L GIRLING
UNIVERSAL GREEN hydrauJ.ic fluid.

If arry loss of fluid occurs from the system reei:ify the cause immediately.
Ensure that the pedal has a firm feel witbout sponginess and adjust brakes
well before the pedal can be bottomed.

Make sure that brake pipes do not touch the tractor chassis. Remember
that the cab can IIIOve relative to the chassis in norma.! operation.

Brake Adjustment

As the brake linings wear, the brake pedal travel will become excessive.
Ii: is then necessary to adjust each brake assembly individually to restore
correct brake pedal travel. The rear wheels (and handbrake) are adjusted
as detailed in the Operator's Manual. Adjust front wheel brakes as follows:-

• (1) Apply handbrake securely and jack wheel clear of ground.
(2) Turn hexagon-head adjuster on brake backplate (Figure 2) clockwise

until brake starts to bind, then back-off the adjuster two clicks.
(3) Check that wheel rotates freely then repeat procedure on opposite

front wheel.
(4) Check level in fluid reservoirs and top up if necessary. Lubricate

pedal pivots and road test the traei:or to check brake operation•

• AGURE 2. FRONT WHEEL BRAKE ADJUSTMENT
A. Adjustllr B. Venrscrew

7
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Venting Brake System

A:f1:er any disturbance of the brake hydraulic-system, vent at each wheei
cylinder in the following order: left-hand rear, right-hand front
(replenishing left-hand reservoir) then right-hand rear and left-hand
front (replenishing right-hand reservoir).

(1) At wheel; remove rubber dust cover and attach a length of rubber
"tubing to wheel cylinder vent screw. Place opposite end of "tube
in a glass jar containing sufficient castrol Girling Universal
(Green) brake fluid to cover end of "tube.

(2) Slacken vent screw and slowly pump the brake pedal, holding it
down at end of each stroke and tightening vent screw before
returning pedal.

(3) Repeat pumping procedure until air-free oil is expelled from
"tube, tighten vent screw and repeat venting procedure in
sequence indicated above.

CAtT.rION - Do not permit fluid level to fall below reservoir
danger markings at any time.

(4) On completion, top up reservoirs and carry ou:t road test to
check brake operation.

CAUTION - Venting should only be necessary after rectification
of a faulty system. The need for venting in normal service is
itself a fault and the cause of inadver1:eni: air admission (felt
as a 'spongy' brake pedal) should be investigated.

FlGURE3. BRAKE AND CLUTCH FLUID RESERVOIRS

A Clutr:h Ruid Reservoir 8 and C. BrakeRuid Reservoirs

8
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Brake Sysi:em faul-ts

U -the pedals remain spongy after correct bleeding or if sponginess
·re-turns in service isola-te -the slave cylinder from i:he masi:er cylinder
using a Girling T3 hose clamp on i:he flexible brake hose. U .sponginess
is eliminai:ed wi-th -the clamp fii:-ted air is en-tering -the slave cylinder
pasi: i:he seals. If sponginess remains the masi:er cylinder or reservoir
connec-tions may be a-t fll1lli:.

Brake drag or failure i:o release fully may be caused by fll1l1.i:y slave
cylinder seals or by an incorreci:ly adjusi:ed masi:er cylinder push rod.

Cylinders .and seal. lti-ts for all lIIDdels are available under the following
pari: numbers. Ensure i:hai: azry cylinder ins-ta1.1.ed has a black ideni:ifica-tion
band __ i:his indicai:es i:he unii: is suii:able for a vegei:able oil sysi:em.

~er Cylinder •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Seal kit for -.ster cylinder •••••••••.••..••
Slave cylinder, :tron1:, left-hand ••••••••••••
Slave cylinder, f'ron"t, righ't-hand ••••••••••••
Seal kit - slave cylinder, front ••••••••••••
Slave cylinder - rear ••••••••••••••••••••••••
Seal kit - rear slave cylinder ••••••••••••••••
Balance valve ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

K953287
K964l!84
K964511
K964512
K9645l3
K949123
K964783
K949122

•

•

Warrani:y procedure - If azry brake cylinder fails as a resu1.i: of defeci:ive
manufacture or assembly, i:he uni-t IIIUSi: be re-turned i:o David Brown Claims
Depari:meni: colllPlei:e wii:hou-t being dismani:led, washed or drained. Transii:
p1.ugs supplied wi-th replacemeni: cylinders 1III1si: be transferred to the failed
unii: i:o preven1: leakage and i:he unii: should be packed in a clean plasi:ic
bag.



CLUTCH

The transmission clutch is hydraulically operated using silllilar cylinders
to the brake system. All cylinders and seals are colour coded black and
only CASTROL GIRLING UNIVERSAL GREEN hydraulic fluid may be used.

Opera-tion:

A reservoir supplies Fluid to the master cylinder which is operated by
the clutch pedal throUgh a pusIirOd. The master cylinder· feeds fluid to
the slave cylinder lIIOunted on the side of the main frame, except 885 where
the slave cylinder is lIIOuni:ed on the clutch housing.

CLUTCH RET EASE LINKAGE

The release linkage is NO!' automatically adjusi:ed and musi: be checked and
adjusi:ed if necessary at regular intervals.

It is a reco"""""dation that this job is done at intervals of not IIIOre than
weekly or every 60 hours.

If i:his is not done, and the tractor is operated with no free IIIOvemeni: in
the release linkage, the result will be clutch slip and rapid wear of the
clutch facings and pressure plate.

O1ecking the Free Movement

See Figures ~ and 5

1. Use a screwdriver as a lever and IIIOve the cross shaft lever away from
the slave cylinder until all IIIOvemeni: is stopped.

..~

•

•
2. Immediately esi:imate the clearance between the

cylinder push rod and the socket in the lever.
lever.

end of the slave
Then release the

3. If the clearance is less than 2mm on 885 or 1.5= on 990 and 995
tractors, adjusi: as follows.

Adjusting the Clearance

1. Loosen the locknut and turn the adjuster until there is no free
IIIOvemeni: between the end of the push rod and the socket in the lever.
O1eck the clearance.

2. Turn the adjusi: in the opposite direction lt turns on 885 and 1 turn
on 990, 995 tractors. This will give the correct aIIIOunt of clearance.

3. Tighten the locknut.

P1'O Clutch adjusi:ment 8a5, 990. 995

The only adjusi:ment available is at the 3 Allen screws on the clutch
cover assembly. Weld a short handle to the end of a t AF Tube spanner
so that a long 5/32 AF Allen key can be entered down the tube.

10
9-3819~
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MOVE LEVER AWAY
FROM SLAVE CYLINDER .

FIGURE 4. 885 CLUrCH SLAVE CYLINDER

1.5mm
1....
'16 In

MOVE LEVER AWAY
FROM SLAVE CYLINDER

J'IGURE 5 990, 995 CLUrCH SLAVE CYLINDER



With engine stopped and stop control in "stop" position rotate flywheel
(do not insert lever between spring cups to rotate flywheel as this will
damage clutch) until one Allen screw is at the bottom. Slacken locknut
with tube spanner and turn screw clockwise to just contact pressure plate•
Slacken screw clockwise to just contact pressure plate. Slacken screw
exactly 1.3/4 turns and tighten locknut. Repeat on remaining 2 screws.

This procedure will give 1.82\ll1l1 (O.72in) Allen screw clearance.

Note 1/4 turn of screw will vary adjustment by 0.25= (o.oiot»)

Master Cylinder and slave cylinder

These are similar to brake components which are detailed in brake section.

U a master cylinder or clutch pedal is disturbed the following adjustment
IIlIlS1: be carried out.

1. With foot pedal against the rear stop the master cylinder push rod
clevis pin IIlIlS1: freely enter the hole in the pedal. Adjust threaded
end on push rod to obtain correct adjustment.

2. carefUlly depress pedal until master cylinder is bottomed. Adjust
stop bolt in pedal to contact the console and then turn stop bolt 1
fUrther fUll turn anticlockwise to prevent master cylinder from
bottoming in service.

Clutch bleeding Remove all free travel from release bearing and bleed
in same way as brake circuit. Do not bottom release levers during this
operation as this Will cause damage to clutch. Re-adjust free travel
to specifications.

Slave cylinder To .gain access to slave cylinder on 885 tractors it is
necessary to raise the front of the cab.

Replacement parts Cylinders and seal kits are available under the
following part numbers. Ensure that aIrY cylinder fitted has a black
identification band as this indicates the unit is suitable for a
vegetable oil system.

•

•

Master cylinder 8 & 9 series

Seal kit, master cylinder

Slave cylinder 885

Seal kit, slave cylinder

Slave cylinder 990, 995

Seal kit, slave cylinder

Warranty procedure - Refer to brake section

K94912l

K964780

K950235

K964778

K949l23

K964783

•



•

•

•
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CAB LIFTING BRA<XEl'

The completed bracket IIUst be tested by an authorised specialist to comply
with the requirements of the Factories Act, to a maxillUm load of lOOOkg. •
The following materials and parts will be required to fabricate the
lifting bracket as shown in figure 6 opposite.

Material required

Steel plate should be JO ton grade weldable structural steel.

Steel plate
Steel plate

1200mm x lOOmm x l6mm
J60mm x l60mm x 5mm

Q1::y 1
Q1::y 2

Additional David Brown parts required.

Part No Delleription ~

K9219l" fork end 2
K9019GJ bush 2
Kl~76 washer, J/"in 2
K601,.1.1. bolt, J/~ ONC x 2
K607~ Cleveloc =1::, J/" ONC 2
K~J5J Pivot pin 2
K92J7~ spring pin J/16in x 7/8in 2
K62~7" spring clip 2

ManQ:fac1::ure and assemble the bracket as shown in figure 6 opposite, noting
the method of attachment of the side plate hangers (left-hand side shown) •

The quickest method of attachment of bracket to cab is to locate the side
plat.es on the cab lifting bolts allowing them to rest in the roof guti:ering.
Then lower the centre beam and attach the hangerll to the centre beam by
means of the quick release pins.

•

•
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